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HOW

Y mixing

FOR

he had read his trade papers and
learned the "Flint Silica" formula for
better cores with half the usual amount of
oil.
And now, with the zeal of a discoverer, he is showing his superintenden!;
a 150-1 core that he has just made from a
sample of "Flint Silica," that excels any
75-1 core the shop had ever produced
before. The reason is simple
oil won't

—

stick to a

wet surface.

the

oil

first

the oil

adheres in a thin, even, film
round each tiny pearl-like granule
of this clean, bcne-dry white silica sand.
In baking the cores, this film hardens
quickly at a temperature below 450T.,
producing a fiim, smooth baked core with
extraordinary venting properties.
Send for our leaflet "A Discovery for
the Core Rorm."

United States Silica

Company

Sole Prodvcers of Flint Silica

1939 Peoples

Gas Bldg.
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FOUNDRY M A N

Your Business Outlook

for 1920!

Are Your Production Methods
Equal

to It ?

These days it is not so difficult to secure orders as it is to manufacture quality
products on a paying basis and make deliveries on time. Your business outlook
for 1920 may be extremely bright, but unless you can keep up your production
fewer rejected castings better
schedule, your business will be unsatisfa:tory
cupola practice improved molding practice will aid greatly.

—

—

—

KAWIN SERVICE
They show how to check the
service is furnished by a staff of expert foundrymen.
to decrease rejection, improve cupjla and molding practice and hov/ to get the
Their knowledge has proven of benefit
best results from any angle of foundry practice.
to hundreds of plants in Canada and United States, and is ready to prove its merits to you.

Kawin

leaks,

how

In detail Kawin Service includes:
1

raw ma— Specifications for the purchase ofof same.
and making analyses
— Instituting our up-to-date methods of
cupola practice.
— Proper specifications for your castings, to

4

2
3

insure

proper

5

machining

and

strength

— Figuring

mixtures on a basis of chemical

analysis, insuring uniform product.

terials,

— Solving

the problems that arise in the
foundry through the advice and personal
investigation by our practical foundrymen.

qualities.

6- -There

is

no charge for Kawin Service unless it saves you 100 p?r c:nt. ovc- and
above its costs. V/hy not try it?

Charles

C.

Kawin Company, Limited

Chemists, Foundry Engineers, Metallurgists

307
DAYTCN, Ohio

Kent

CHICAGO,

111.

Bldg.,

TORONTO

BUFFALO, N.Y.

SAN FRANCISCO,

Cal.

( A N A
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WOODSEED
Liquid

CORE COMPOUND
Another

PURELY CANADIAN

product

manufactured

Toronto

plant.

WOODSEED
than Linseed

WOODSEED

is

in

our

always lower

in price

Oil.

bind as much sand
as Linseed^ and at the same ratio
will produce as good a Core.
will

always uniform. We
do not change the formula to meet
the Linseed Oil market.

WOODSEED

is

ORDER TRIAL BARREL NOW!
E. J.

Woodison Company, Limited
TORONTO
Buy the

best!

It's

cheapest

in the

long run

—
CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN

Volume XI

The Standard
Core and Facing Sand Mixing Machine
No.

O-A Standard Improved Sand Mixer

Cuts over and mixes 4 cu. ft. of sand 120 times
a minute
equivalent to the labor of 50 men.

—

Screens, tempers and mixes sand in one continuous operation and with but one handling.

When

is prepared it may be emptied
wheelbarrow or car by opening the discharge gate underneath the mixer.

the batch

into a

From

three to five minutes mixing will uniformly blend and temper Core and Facing Sand
with any tempering liquid or binding compounds which may be used. The cost of hand
labor to do this work would pay for a STANDARD MIXER in a few days. Furnished with or
without screen.

WE MEET THE TONNAGE REQUIREMENTS OF

DIFFERENT
FOUNDRIES WITH SIX SIZES OF "STANDARD" MIXING
MACHINES, RANGING FROM 1 TO 60 TONS PER HOUR.

No. 4 Standard Improved Sand Mixer
Cuts over and mixes 27 cu.
of sand at one batch

ft.

EQUIVALENT TO THE
LABOR OF 200 MEN.
Designed to meet the

re-

quirements of large foundries.
Will mix sand in
large quantities for core,
facing, heap or backing
sands.

THE STANDARD SAND & MACHINE
CLEVELAND, OHIO,
FOUNDRYMAN,

CO.

U.S.A.

CANADIAN
January. l',)20. Vol. XI,, No. 1. Published monthly, at U8-l,')3 Univereity Ave., Toronto. Can. Subscription price in Canada,
$1.00; in the United States, $1.50.
Entered as second-class matter July 1st, iai2, at the Post Office at Buffalo, under Act of March 3rd, 1879, and at
the Post Office Department, Ottawa, Canada.

CANADIAN

January, 1920
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The
MONARCH
DOUBLE CHAMBER MELTING FURNACE
Oil

or

No

Gas

Crucible

Reduce Your
Melting Costs!
One chamber can be run off while the exhaust
heat brings the metal in the other to the Melting Point. There is no waiting, no lost time

MONARCH DOUBLE CHAMBER
is used.
Further, the
MONARCH is 50'c more economical than any

when

the

MELTING FURNACE

other metal furnace burning gas or

oil.

Reduce your Melting Cost by adopting the
Monarch way!
Monarch

Single

Chamber Melting

Furnace

Another Cost-Cutter.
This furnace

is

"SIMPLEX."

known
Built

as the

on

the
the
Double
Chamber Monarch, but without its continuous heating capacity.
Yet the fastest melter

same

and

lines

fuel

as

economizer

of

Monarch Double Chamber Melting Furnace

its

kind.

MONARCH foundry equipment and reduce your cost of proMONARCH FURNACES, without crucibles, are SIMPLEX DOUBLE

Concentrate on
duction.

CHAMBER, DUPLEX, REVERBERATORY, Etc. With crucibles, TILTING,
PIT, STATIONARY, CORE OVENS, SOFT METAL MELTING FURNACES,
PUMPS, MOLD DRYERS, BLOWERS, LADLE HEATERS, OIL AND GAS
BURNERS, MOTOR DRIVEN OIL PUMPS, PRESSURE AND POSITIVE
BLOWERS. We take the trouble off your hands and will submit information
from a practical standpoint for the equipment of your foundry.

THE MONARCH ENGINEERING

Monarch Rockwell Sinele Chamber
Furnace

— "Simplex"

AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY

1206

American Building, Baltimore, MD., U.S.A.

Shops: Curtis Bay,

MD.

CANADIAN

F

Holland
Core Oil

Com^y
4600 W.Huron St

CHICAGO

UNDRY MAN

Volume XI

Good
Products
Only!

ILLINOIS

Holland Core Oil
more sand in proportion to
other oil on the market.
any
than
cost

Will bind

Hi-Binder Dry Core
_

Compounds

.Dll.aI^rii^r

products

GOOD PRODtJCTS ONLY

Are the most economical core
pounds ever used in a foundry.

Use Holland Products
and Save Money !
Are

voui- core ingreuients giving satisfac-

they represent economy and
operations?
efficiency in vour niolcling
ProHolland
try
you
don't
whv
If not,
Thev have been reducing costs
ducts?
the United
tlic foundries in Canada and
Our customers
States for thirty years.
•ippreciate the dependability of our products, and when y(iu have given them a
will be a
trial we are confident that you

tion?

Do

m

Holland core
life-Long customer of ours.
years. Order
for
standard
the
been
oil has
a barrel, run it through your foundry,
and be convinced.

com-

Hi-Binder Dry and Green
Sand Facing for Steel
to reduce the costs
efficiency in the foundry.

Made

and promote

Holland Core Rosin
An

costexcellent substitute for rosin,

ing

much

less.

Holland Parting
mill that
in a modern improved
insures uniformity.

Made

Canadian Agents:

The Dominion Foundry Supply
TORONTO

Everything for the Foundry

Co., Limited
MONTREAL

January, 1920
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You Can

Operate the

Largest Size

&

"L

A"

ELECTRIC VIBRATOR
(Protected by U.S. and Canadian Patents)

For Less Than Three
and a half Dollars a

Year
Less than one cent a day
cost for the

more

L & A

is

the actual

Electric Vibrator.

and economical
than the old hand method of securIt

is

efficient

ing vibration.
"A"

quickly and easily attached
to match or pattern plates

Style

These are the days when labor costs
are eating up the profits. Think of
the labor you save with this appliance. Can you afford to be without
it?
Cost per

Weight
Lbs.

Size

2

2%
2%

3

,3%

4

4%

1

day to
Operate

Equivalent
to Air
Vibrator

Price

6/lOc

1/2"

7/lOc
8/lOc

l"-iyg"

14.00

li^"-iy2"

16.00

Ic

%"-%"

Knee switch

$10.00
12.00

2.50

ordering mention precisely type,
voltage and cycle. If your jobber
does not handle write direct sent on
ten days' trial.
In

size,

—

The
Pressed Steel

Company
MUSKEGON, MICHIGAN

CANADIAN FOUNDRY MAN

Volume XI

Crucibles_of Quality

Tilting Furnace

UNIFORM

CRUCIBLES

Service and Durability

Our Specialty.

Ensure Eoonomy.

Catatoguo on requomt

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU.

Jonathan Hartley Crncible
TRENTON,

N.

Canadian representative H. T. Meldrum

J.,
14 St.

U.

S.

John

Co,

A.

St.,

Montreal, Canada.

Moulding Machines

British

AND FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT
i?l!S~-

y^

v.,

TheJARRRAM

The

HAND RAM.

The Machine with a Perfect

The HEAD RAM.
Most powerful Hand Machine

Adjustable to any size

Lift.

made.

box.

(Pneumatic).

The most

efficient

Machines, built to stand rough usage
Write for Catalogue to

BRITANNIA FOUNDRY COMPANY
COVENTRY, ENGLAND

r

January, 1920
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[n Diamond Master Flasks the accepted principles
of snap flask building have been developed and en-

Diamond Master Flask

larged and the w^eak and faulty conditions overcome.
Master Flasks are light in weight, easy to handle,
accurate and very durable.

Their

convenience

and accuracy

result

will

in

a

larger and better production.
Steel Slip Jackets are made to fit any make
straight or tempered, and of any thickFar more
ness of metal desired up to 8 gauge.
serviceable than cast, iron or wooden jackets they
can neither break nor bum.

Diamond
of

flask,

—

We

also manufacture a complete line of foundry
accessories, Wedges, Clamps, Varnish Cans, Pattern
Benches, Core Boxes, Rapping Plates, etc.

Sold in Canada by

DOMINION FOUNDRY SUPPLY CO.
WHITEHEAD BROTHERS COMPANY
E. J. WOODISON COMPANY
FREDERICK B. STEVENS
HAMILTON FACING MILLS CO., LTD.
If interested,
direct.

Diamond

Steel Jacket

write any of these jobbers or to us

DIAMOND CLAMP & FLASK

CO.

RICHMOND, INDIANA

38-40 N. 14 St.

Ford-Smith
GRINDERS
For Foundry Service

Our "All-Steel" Swing
Grinders

are

built

in

MADE

two standard sizes, 16
and 20", for Emery
Wheel or Brushes. On
heavy foundry work

IN

.,

they are indispensable
for
the
rapid
and
economical cleaning of
castings.

DOMINION CRUCIBLE

Our catalogue
give

you
full detail on
our wide range

will

CO.

LIMITED
ST.

o

f
Grinders.
Mailed on re-

JOHNS, QUE.

quest.

HAMILTON FACING MILLS

CO. Limited

Manufactured by

HAMILTON, ONT.

Ford-Smith Machine Co., Limited
Hamilton, Ont., Canada

SOLE CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS
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Blystone
Core Sand Mixer
Solves the Problem
of High Labor Costs
LABOR

is

duction

foundrymen

the most formidable factor of procosts to-day.
How shall the
handle the situation?

By eliminating the unnecessary, cutting out lost
time and producing a greater output with the
same amount of energy
or with less energy.

—

-

BLYSTONE Core Sand Mixer
designed to do, and it adequately answers the
question of high production costs.

That's what the
is

One- Man Operation
a BLYSTONE Core Sand Mixer,
can mix facing for 200 molders, and sand for 50 core
makers. Compare this with the time and the number of men it would require to prepare this same
amount of sand by hand and you will have some idea

One man, operating

of the

economy

of using a "Blystone."

Let us ship you a BLYSTONE on ten days' free trial.
Try it out thoroughly in your foundry under your
own conditions. If it doesn't prove to be the most
economical installation you ever placed in your
foundry, ship it back at our expense.

you have not
adopted the BLY-

If

STONE method

in

your foundry you
have not adopted

the

cost

-

cutting

way.

BLYSTONE MFG. CO.
1219 Grant St.,

Cambridge Springs,

I'.AI-TIMdllE
J. W. Paxson Co.
l',ll!.\IIN(;HALM...Hin & Griffith Co.
l;r|-F.\I,0
E. J. Woodison Co.
<''liir,\(K)
..Scullyjones & Co.
(MXCIXNATI
Hill & <iiiffiUi Co.
(•LEVKt,.\ND....E. J. Woodison Co.
DETROIT
»K. J. WfKxluTOn Co.
MriyWAUKHE. .E. J. Woodiaon Co.

II

M

nil

NE/W

Pa.

YORK

Wonhani, Katiw & Goodc. Inc.
I'Hri.AI)ELPUIA....J. \V. l'iis.son Co.
l'ITTSlUK(iH....J. 8. McCoimiclt Co.

SAX

I'R.V.N

SEATTLE,

TORONTO

CISCO,

WASH

CAL....l>itt.v
E.

Hros.

Uitty Iin».
B. Fhii-n

iiiiiiiiiiiiii
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^^Everything

You Need
in

Obermayer's

your

Foundry

Guaranteed

f>

FACINGS
AND

SUPPLIES

"\»Atv?AtV|Kg««5a«««««»lS^

^'OBERMAYER"

A

HOUSE that for 45 years has
served the interests and requirements of the thousands, in the great
iron and steel industry and done it so
well it has reached and easily mainas the Foremost
tains first place
Foundry Supply House.
;

—

Our constantly growing success

is

upon mutual confidence established by the ability to produce and
furnish only the best in guaranteed
Facings. Supplies and Equipment to
the foundry trade.

built

We

carry large stocks and can

Production Stability

and the Source of your
Supplies go hand in

make

immediate shipments.

hand.

Orders and inquiries sent us result
in "your satisfaction"
that is the aim
and end to which we direct earnest
effort in the conduct of our business.

—

s/

"OBERMAYER

Quality"

plus Service --- insures
better and speedier work.

-r?3vv^i?l»(i^i(tS?x»%^?t^(8)i?itSflt7^^

ESTABLISHED

THE

S.

OBERMAYER CO

WAREHOUSES
Chicago
Pittsburgh
St.

OFFICES
Chicago

Lou;

Cincinnati

FACTORIES

St.

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

Louis
Detroit

Cincinnati

Milwaukee

Syracuse
Toronto

Denver
L«o-s

1874

Anirelc

Los Ange es

Chicago
Cincinnati
Rillton,

Den ver

Pa.

Write or phone nearest office

Canadian Representative:

E.

B.

FLEURY,

1609

Queen

St.

West, Toronto

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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^""^
ALBANY

NORTH RIVER

JERSEY

LUMBERTON

MILLVILLE

MOULDING SANDS
GENUINE MILLVILLE GRAVEL— SUPERIOR TO FIRE SAND
SHARP SILICA SAND
STRONG SILICA SAND
SAND BLAST SAND
FOUNDRY LEADS AND FACINGS OF QUALITY
TRY OUR STANDARDS
"CEYLOGRAPH"
"GEOGRAPH"
"MEXIGRAPH"
NONE BETTER
-Canadian Representative

F. E. SMITH, LIMITED
TRANSPORTATION BUILDING, MONTREAL, QUEBEC

GEORGE

F. PETTINOS
Real Estate Trust Building
PHILADELPHIA, PA., U.S.A.

iiiimiiniiinimmnmniiiimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim
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Did You Ever See Two Postage Stamps
Stuck Back to Back ?
Well, that's the

The greatest

way two

loss

in

bricks stick together

your furnace

efficiency

when our cement

is

used.

occurs as the result of leakage, cold air pouring in and inter-

fering with proper combustion.

We Have

Got This Licked!

Fireclay dries up and sifts out from between the bricks like powder.

But our cement sets and makes a surface like glass yet allowing for expansion and contraction.
hot or cold and stands a heat up to 3,000 degrees Fahrenheit.
This cement makes a joint that

is

stronger than the bricks themselves, and that

is

itself the

It

sets

strongest part

of the whole furnace.

A five-pound tin of Clinton Super-Heat
sent to you free and all charges prepaid,

Standard Machinery
261 Notre

Dame

St.

West

&

Cement
if

will be

you write the

Supplies Limited
Montreal

—
C A N A lU A

January, 1920
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Small Rotary Table
Sand-Blast
of

Efficiency

Big Equipment
Small Shop —

Equipment

Auxiliary

the

for

for the Big Shop.

42 in. diameter Table, Self-contained
Hygienic Sand-Blast.
Cleans Steel,

Grey,

Malleable,

Brass

and Aluminum Castings, Stampings, Forgings. Heat Treated Parts, etc.
Small floor space Small Air Consumption and Small Cost.

—

Ready
line,

uses

to operate

when attached

to air

Sand or Metal Abrasive.

It's a new one in the
Line that embraces

"A Type and

"PANGBORN"

Size for Every Requirement."

HAG ERSTOWN. M D.
SAND-BLAST SPECIALISTS
P.O. Box 8508

SLY

EQUIPMENT
FOUNDRY
" UP
TO
DATE
-

%t

•

A SLY Core Oven Takes
On

a change in the size of castings. It's a working, paying
investment.
Sly Improved Patented Core Ovens are adjustable to most any size work. The depths of drawers may
be changed to suit requirements. This makes them practical equipment for contracting foundries as well as manu-

facturers.

Improvements in design and construction lowers the cost
of brick work, reduces consumption of fuel to a minimum,
A
allows for settling and insures minimum up-keep.
Patented Drawer Lift saves time and labor and soon
pays Big in preventing damage to cores.
Yours may be a particular problem. Put it up to Sly
Engineers and get a practical solution of the space problem, capacity problem, cost problem and whether you
need a drawer type or car type oven.

The W. W. SLY Mfg. Co.
New York

Chicago

Cleveland, Ohio

Washington

Detroit

Paris

A few installations of Sly Core Ovens:
General Electric Co., Erie, Pa.

American

Steel Fdry. Co., Alliance, Ohio.

Cleveland Co-operative Stove Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

American Malleable Iron
Ohio.

Co.,

Marion,

St.

Other
Steel

Tumbling Mills

Cinder Mills
Resin Mills

Sand Blast Rooms
Sand Blast Mills

"*-.*,.^

SLY

Products
Sand Blast Cabinets
Sand Blast Rotary Tables
Dust Arresters
Cupolas
^ore Sand Reclaimers

Write for Catalog

^^^-^

Loui
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Resolve
you will detenninc t() start the
New Year by investigating the merits
of time-saving equipment to meet the
higher cost of production, and that
that

tJie

first

sidered

appliance that will be con-

is

the

GRIMES Jolt-Rammed

Roll-Over Machine.

Jolt-

Rammed

Roll-Over

Machine
"Good enough"

is not the class to which
Molding
Machines
belong.
GRIMES aims to set a higher standard
and in this New K612 Model our engineers have produced a design that leads
them all. It is more compact, simpler in
construction and a greater producer than
any other molding machine on the mar-

Grimes

ket.

You could make no better New Year's
resolution in respect to foundry efficiency than in investigating the cost-cutting ability of Model K-612 Jolt-Ram-

med Roll-Over Machine.
The construction of this machine
terest you.

Write for

will in-

full description.

GRIMES MOLDING
MACHINE COMPANY

Our Model K-612
1000

1222 Hastings Street, Detroit, Mich.

Formerly Midland Machine Company

lbs.

Capacity

—
Jamiarv.

1920
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Pay Dirt!
That's the term the miner uses for
the earth from which he takes the
gold. Adopt the

DINGS
MAGNETIC SEPARATOR
and you
pile

into

money

REFUSE

in

will

be able

to

turn your refuse

"Pay Dirt" and make
the

it

yield

shape of valuable

SAND

gates,
risers,

metal
sprues, gaggers,
run-outs, broken

tools, etc.

Saves Valuable Sand
"DIXGS"

service to you doesn't stop at reclaiming tons of metal

sand that you can use again, which would otherwise go to the dump,
is saved too.

You can

see at a glance that the

ment

is

DINGS MAGNETIC SEPARATOR

pay for itself. Why hesitate
trifling compared to returns!

will quickly

to

adopt

it?

The

invest-

Let us send you our complete descriptive bulletin on
"Recovery of Metal From Foundry Refuse."

DINGS MAGNETIC SEPARATOR
800

COMPANY

SMITH STREET, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Lindsay Chaplets
For That

Difficult

Job

^^^
JX

Lindsay Chaplet

& Mfg.

Co.

911 Harrison Building

Philadelphia

Pennsylvania

<^

CA NA D
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Wire Wheel Brush Sections

Each Section

Can be quickly

a Brush in

mounted on a

itself

Shaft or Spindle

No Hub

or Holder Required

Metal disc centre punched to fit any size spindle.
convenient and practical method of buildin g a wheel any desired width of face.
Especially recommended for removing scales from hot forgings, axes, shovels and tools; for cleaning brass castings, sheet brass and copper.
A trial order will convince you "Samson" scratch wheels are the most efficient and economical
brushes on the market to-day.

A

Write for catalog and complete information

The Manufacturers Brush
19 Warren

A

Street,

Co., Cleveland, Ohio

New York

Complete Heating and Ventilating Unit
For Foundries, Machine
Shops, Garages, Etc.
The Mechanical Hot Blast Heater is the most
heating and ventilating unit on the

efficient

market.

By

direct application of the air to the heating

chambers and forced circulation of the warm air
by the use of a multivane fan, eliminates all losses
in other systems incident to conversion and transmission.

Eliminates steam plants in industries purchasing electric power from public utilities; also industries using internal combustion engines.
ft.

Capacity to heat 100,000 cu.
with one unit.

A

Wabash

Bldg.

Pittsburgh

628

W. Monroe

to

500,000 cu.

postal to our nearest office will bring details.

ROBERT GORDON,
403

ft.

St.,

Chicago,

Idc.
E. J.

111.

Woodison

Co., Ltd.

Toronto and Montreal
Canadian Agent»

January, 1920
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JOLT-ROCK-OVER-DRAW MACHINES
Stationary and Portable

FROM 750 TO
Simple to Operate

CAPACITIES RANGING

6000

POUNDS

Durable
in

Construction

Manufactures

of all sizes of

PLAIN JOLTS, CORE JOLTS, JOLT STRIPPERS,

POWER SQUEEZERS,

JOLT SQUEEZERS

Davenport Machine & Foundry Co.
Davenport, Iowa
Send for Catalogue
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Transmission Case Moulds
One Day's Production on Osborn Moulding Machines
A floor of transmission case moulds in
the foundry of The Dunham Co., Berea,
Ohio, is shown above. This large daily
production is made possible by the use
of two types of Osborn Moulding Machines a No. 404 Direct Draw Roll-Over
Jolt Machine making the drag moulds —a
No. 449L Stripping Plate Jolt Machine
making the cope moulds. Six men are
used two men for operating each machine and two men for setting cores,
closing and finishing.
The No. 404 Osborn Direct Draw RollOver Jolt Machine is shown in the lower

two drag patterns mounted
two patterns to a flask.
The No. 449L Osborn Stripping Plate
Jolt Machine is shown in the lower right
with cope patterns mounted, two patterns
to a flask. This single machine makes all
of the cope moulds for the double drag
moulds shown on the Roll-Over Machine
left

with

side by side,

—

at the left.

Is your foundry production what
you would like it to be? We will be
pleased to work with you in solving
your moulding problems.
Ask for Condense d Catalog

Some Osborn Moulding Machine Advantages:
1.

Insure rapid production

2.

Lower

.3.

These types of Osborn Moulding Machines are recommended because of their
speed and accuracy on difficult work
where considerable duplication is required.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

direct

moulding cost

Accelerate delivery
Effect saving in metal
Lower overhead per ton
Reduce grinding
Lessen pattern repairs
Relieve labor shortage

Standard Osborp Direct Draw Ro!l-Over
Jolt Machines:
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Table size 24" x 36"

402
403

"

"

"
"
"
"
"

•

•

"

fOSW

"

104

"

10.'>

406
407

3D"x44"
30" X .52"
32" X 54"
38" X 64"

48"x72"
4S"x92"

Standard Osborn Jolt Stripping Machines:
Table Size Pattern Draw Lifting Capa.

449L
4.50

t.iOM

404S
40.iS

406S

20 X
19 X
26 X
26 X
30 X
3C X

in.

8 in.

36 in.
42 in.
40 in.

14 in.
14 in.
15 in.

2!)

.")2

in.

64

in.

IS or 26 in.
18 or 24 in.

500
1000
1000
1500
2000
4000

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

Company
ZVf Osborn Manufacturing
TED
/''COPPOffA

CHICAGO

NEW YORK
3rd Ave. at 35th St.,
Bush Terminal, Bldgr. No.
Brooklyn.

5403
6,

Hamilton

Ave., Cleveland,

Address Main Office or Branches, DEPT.

Ohio
"C"

1&5 No. Clark St.

SAN FRANCISCO
61 First St.

(SnadianBundryman
^
Vwjy
7

J
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Metal Industry

Established 1900

Melting the Metal

in a

News

Montreal

Bell

Published Monthly

Foundry

Including the Process of Moulding, Melting and Pouring the Metal
at the Works of C. 0. Clarke & Bro., Montreal
By

TX TITHO'^T

a shadow of dou>Dt tho
Y/V/ most interesting and an-iusing
'
'
samnlc of a brass and bron/e

foundry whicli

has boen our pleasure

it

many a loner day is
Clarke & Bro., Montreal.

to witness in

cf C. O.

that
This

company mal:es a

specialty of bells of
every description, but chiefly sleijrh bells,
and in their list will be found every conceivable style of sleigh bell, from the
little dinky bells which a^e simply used
to cover the law, up to the magnificently
polished
and nickel-plated
embossed,
bells for the most elaborate traineau.
Ships bells, school bells, farm bells,
every or any kind of bells up to about
eighteen inches in diameter are also
made here. In fact bells, bells, bells,
and more bells is the order here.

What bells have been made in Canada
during the last sixty years were made
in this establishment.
sixty
odd
Some
years ago the Messrs.
Clarke came over to
Montreal from Con-

The moulding of a bell presents very
few difficulties. In fact a bell would
be considered a very simple casting to

make. The sound of a bell is mostly
from the part known as the lip, and here
is where the
best and densest metal
must be. This malccs it necessary to
cast it with the open side down, which
is, incidentally, the easiest way to mould
This, however, puts the outside uppermost where it will receive and show
up any dirt or impurities which might
be in the nielted metal, and for polished
it.

or plated
so
to

is

not

pei'i.iissible,

something
the

alert

same as any other foundryman.
The moulding of a bell, as will be seen,
is not
particularly different from the
moulding of any other class of work.
The

globuwith the
loose ball on the
inside are cored
out to make them
little

lar^ bells

hollow.

continued

reward.

Of course the C. 0.
Clarke <^ Bro. of today are not the ones
who came over from
Connecticut, but they
are lineal descendants
of the original found-

The

ball.

which is of cast iron, is put into the
core when the core is being made. When
the core is rapped out of the casting the
In making
ball remains on the inside.
a bell with a staple or loop on the top,
the staple is made ahead of time and
is rammed into the mould with the ends
projecting into the pattern so as to be
cast into the bell.
be
to
Bells which do not require
polished may be cast from metal which
is melted in a crucible in an ordinary
brass furnace, but for bells which require to be polished and nickel-plated
and when the casting must be perfectly
clean a different style of furnace is used.
This shop is provided with two furnaces
of the standard crucible type, but these
will require no comments as they are
the same as are used in most of the
brass foundries.

The Swedish Furnace
The furnace shown in Fig. 1 is the
furnace in which the high-class metal
is melted, and it is about this furnace
that we
readers.

endeavor to interest our
This is what is known as a
Swedish furnace, and is the only one of
It cannot be conits kind in Canada.
sidered as an economical furnace in the
ordinary sense of the
word, but the difference in the quality of
the castings and the
absence of rejected
castings more than
will

compensates for any
possible loss of metal
in melting.
As will be seen, it
is es<^entially a chimney with a hood similar to tliat used in a
blacksmith's
forge.
In reality there are

ers.
-As a natural result
of the introduction of

two hoods connected

automobiles and motor trucks, the sleigh
business would he ex-

the one chimney,
so that two furnaces
can be operated at
the same time, but
to

pected to suffer, and
a direct way the

in

we

fol-

low suit, but so far
very little effect has
been shown.

this

the

thrive incessantly
ever since, until the
substantial
present
business has been the

would

work

will be seen that there is
keep the bell founder on

it

to

sleigh bell

BELL

Moulding the Bells

estabnecticut and
Canadian
lished
a
branch of their busicity,
that
ness
in

which has

F. H.

will

one.
In
FIG. 1-

SWEDISH FURNACE.
PREVENTS

only consider

the left bottom
will be
Seen
really the
is

NOTE THE DO Wnward COURSE OF THE BLAST wurcH corner
IT FROM STRIKING THE MELTING METAL.
what

CANADIAN
furnace.
This consists of an iron dishshaped bottom (see Fig. 3), on top of
which the fire-clay crucible shown in
Fip. 1 is built, and on top of crucible
the sheet iron shell or hopper (Fip. 2).
This shell, which is also shown in Fig. 1,
has an opening in the back where it fits
up .igainst the wall. From this it will
be understood that by placing it against
the wall the open side is closed and it
is really a small cupola furnace with an
iron bottom, covered on the inside with
fire clay, which constitutes the basin or
crucible.
On top of this, and as a part
of it, is a fire-clay wall, which constitutes the melting zone, and on top of
is the sheet iron part v/hich contains
the charge of coke which has not yet
been lit through, and also the charge
of metal. This type of furnace depends
on artificial blast the same as is used
for melting ii'on.
This is supplied by
a blower in the reai of the chimney, and
^vbich is driven by electricity.
In the
brick wall at the point where the open
part spoken of in the sheet iron comes,
is a water back similar to what is used
in a range foi- heating bath water, etc.
This is connected up to a tank of water
in the rear and the water
circulates
through the water-back the same as
through the ones referred to in ranges,
but not for the purpose of heating the
water but for the purpose of keeping
the iron fire-back cool.
This idea of
circulating cold water through the iron
affair is to avoid continuallv repairing
the wall with firebrick or fire cement.
The blast pipe enters the front of the
wall in a downward course, through the
water-chamber, and the blast is forced
into the fire through the opening in the
hack of the sheet metal portion of the
furnace.
The melting and refininp' of
the metal from this on would appear to
bo similar to that of the Bessemer process of making steel, only all combined
into one operation. The blast strikes the
fi'ro at the top of the crucible, which is
fu'l of burnino- coke; rapid combustion
fflkQs place, and 150 pounds of metal can

this

FOU NDRY

MAN

the metal, and to a certain extent under
the surface, in a similar manner to the

Tropenas converter in a steel foundry.
The melted brass is, however, not superheated as is melted steel, for the reason
that non-ferrous metals or alloys do not
contain carbon, and consequently tl.ere
is

nothing to support combustion.

It

must also be remembered that when the
melted metal rises to this height the
burning fuel has been forced entirely
above the blast, which now blows between the fire and the metal, making it
unlikely to be any further heated.

Bessemerizing Effects

To those who understand the process
of converting cast iron into Bessemer

2—SHEET METAL HOPPER WHICH
HOLDS THE STOCK DURING MELTING
PROCESS.

be melted down in about 7 minutes. As
the metal melts and runs down through
the burning fuel it gathers in the crucible
bottom and continues to fill the crucible
until the top of the melted metal, over
which a covering of slag will by this
time have formed, rises up to the level
of where the blast enters, and the blast
will now be forced against the top of

To combat

this

it

must be remembered

that fire is no worse than any other heat
unless it is too hot a fire, and that
metal is not burned in an ordinary fire
unless it comes in contact with the blast.
As this fire is arranged the melting
metal is above the fire, while the blast
is pomting ('ownvi-ard. and as the metal
melts and drops down through the current of air, the blast actually assists it
in its downward course, giving it very
little time to be affected, and as has been
stated the blast and the iive do not
strike it at the same time. The only real
damaging effect being a considerable reduction in the tin or zinc content of the
alloy, and also a contamination of the
copper from the effect of the oxygen, for
which it has a strong affinity, but this
is easily overcome by the introduction
of zinc after the blast is taken off which
deoxidizes the copper.
When the metal is all melted the sheet
metal Hopper is pulled off and the metal
is skimmed off clean and the zinc and
any other alloy which is required is
A
dropped in and stirred through.
hand-grip attachment is put on to the
shank of the crucible shown in the illustrations, and an additional shank is
attached to the opposite side for lifting
The crucible is now lifted
purposes.
bodily and the pouring is done direct
from it into the moulds.

Commendable Features
is mucji to commend this style
of furnace for other classes of brass and

There

bells, inasmuch as it
It could be utilized
a decarbonizer.
copper mixtures to be
in melting iron
used in special castings where iron is
desired. That it wiU melt the metal and
produce pure, sound castings is no exaggeration as the proof is before the
eyes of anyone who visits the plant.
Bells must be clean and pure; so well

bronze work than
is

HENRI BOUDRIAS.
long service brass melter. having .'52
years continuous work to his credit, and still hale
and hearty and good for many years to come.

Champion

it will be easily understood, but for
the benefit of those who do not Ave will
explain that the cold air is blown through
the melting iron, which is only melted to
a red heat. The oxygen in the air combines with the carbon in the iion and
causes perfect combustion, burning out
the carbon, and at the same time heating
the metal to a white heat, but as we have

steel

already pointed out, this does not occur in brass mixtures (technically known
as non-ferrous alloys) because there is

FIG.
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no carbon in them. If, however, it was
desired to melt brass turnings containing iron or steel chips, it is not necessary to use the magnet to remove the
objectionable metal, because this metal
is no longer objectionable; the Bessemerizing action which takes place thoroughly decarbonizes the iron and leaves the
soft

iron,

which mixes perfectly v;ith
and actually improves

the other metal

—

this known, that the expression "Clear
as a bell" is a common expression, denoting that the name "bell" stands as
the emblem of purity.
is

The Employees

A

few words about the men who do
Many of
the work will not be airiiss.
the

employees,

like

thfir

employers,

have remained in connection with this
business even to the third and fourth
generation, and some of the old originals
Perh.aps none of
are still on the job.
the men who were engaged the first year
are here still, but some who were engaged by the original founders aro still to

FIG.

3— BOTTOM ON WHICH FIRE CLAY
CRUCIBLE IS BUILT.

it.

Ohiectionable Fealures

The chief obioctions which could be
advanced rep'ardine this style of melting
would be that the blast would oxidize
the copper, and that the melting of copper in a fire is wasteful on the metal.

John T.
seen regularly on duty.
Maddon, an old "faithful," who has been

be

with the company for nearly half a cenis still a regular attendant, being
in charge of the plating department.
Another, and one whom we believe holds

tury,

CANADIAN
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the plume, not only in Canada but in
the world, for lens: service as a brass
melter, is Mr. Henri Boudrias. who has
gone considerably beyond the half century mark in this establishment.

Mr. Boudrias, whoso portrait

was born

in

age of 14 he was

is

shown,

1S53.
At the
apprenticed to Messrs.

Montreal

in

Clarke to learn the trade of moulding.
He began as core maker, and worked his
way up step by step until, at the age

became the melter, which

of 17, he

posi-

tion he has held continuously ever since,

m.aking in

all

,

years

steadily

MAN

employed at mixing, melting, and pouring the metal.

Mr. Boudrias is a typical FrenchCanadian, overflowing with good nature
and politeness, he gladly gaVo us all possible information about the furnace and
its peculiarities, and incidentally about
his own career.
He reluctantly allowed
us to have his picture, only yielding when
he found that it was absolutely essential
to the success of our story.
Mr. Boudrias has with him his two sons, one
cousin, and one nephew, all practical
founders.

bell

fifty-two years in this one

foundry, and forty-nine

FO U NDRY

The fact that men
lives in the

tire

will spend their enone establishment and

that their families follow in their footsteps, would certainly speak well of
Messrs. C. O. Clarke & Bro. as employers
of labor, and the fact that they have
operated continuously for sixty years
speaks for itself regarding their business ability.
In addition to the founding of brass and
bronze bells the Messrs. C. 0. Clarke &
Bros, do small brass castings for the
trade. They also have a stamping business and manufacture staniped steel bells
and padlocks, and, as previously mentioned, they have an up-to-date nickel-

plating plant.

Founder

Practical Hints for the Brass

In

MELTING TIN AND LEAD
a fonner issue of CANADIAN

FOUNDRYMAN
article

which

it

was

an interesting
and lead, in
was shown that the tempera-

on

bismuth,

tin

ture required to melt this alloy was less
than the mean temperature required to
melt the separate metals.
This is the
case in all non-ferrous alloys, and is a
phenomena which is hard to explain;
but if we do a little bit of experimenting, we will find things which are really
harder to explain. Take the two metals
tin and lead, and mix them in equal proportions, and we have ordinary solder,
which melts at a temperature of 370
degrees Fahr. As lead melts at 612 degrees and tin at 440, it will be seen that
the solder melts at a lower temperature
than even the tin.
Now, as we would naturally expect,
the tin being the easiest to melt, if we
change the mixture to 40 lead and 60
tin, the resultant alloy would melt at a

lower temperature, which in reality it
does, requiring only 334 degrees to melt
it.
But this is the limit which we can
go.
If we go beyond this the table
changes, and if we increase the tin so
as to have two parts of tin to one part
of lead, it will require 340 degrees to
melt it, being a slightly higher temperature, in spite of the increased tin content of the alloy.

which melts at 810 degrees, is substituted, an alloy can be produced which
will melt at a temperature of 150 dealloy is known as
and consists of lead

This

Fahi\

grees

expanding alloy,
This
66.7. bismuth 8.3, antimony 25.
alloy expands slightly on cooling.

WOOD'S ALLOY
An

alloy which will melt at a temperature of 140 degrees, and which is
the lowest yet known, is Wood's Alloy.
It

is

tin

composed of bismuth
cadmium 12%.

50,

lead 25,

12^/^,

CADMIUM
Cadmium

a comparatively rare,
white, ductile, malleable metal.
It is
usually found as a sulphide accompanying the ores of zinc.
It scarcely tarnishes in the air, but it will burn readily
when heated in the air. It was discovered in the year 1818.
Its specific
gravity is 8.6, and it melts at a temperature of 315 degrees. As a metal it is
chiefly used to lower the melting temperature of other metals; but in chemistry it is used to a much greater extent.
Cadmium sulphide is a bright
yellow powder, and is used in the manufacture of yellow paint and dye.
Cadmium chloride, bromide and iodide are
white, soluble
salts,
used in photois

ANTIMONY
of,

it

was

shown that if five parts bismuth, two
parts tin and three parts lead are mixed
together, they will melt at a temperature of 197 degrees, or 15 degrees below the boiling point of water.
This
makes a good standard metal for fusible
plugs in steam boilers, in electrical wiring as current interrupters or fuses, and
for automatic fire extinguishers, and is
safe enough to not melt out too easily.
But this temperature of 197 degrees
can be greatly reduced, and in a manner
least expected.
If the tin, which is the
most easily melted of any of the constituent parts, is omitted

and antimony.

or
less

brittle.

TO FIND THE MELTING POINT OF

ALLOYS

Antimony

a grayish white metal
having a slight bluish shade and very
brilliant.
Its texture is lamellated, and
exhibits plates crossing each other in
every direction. Its surface is covered
with herborizations (the figure or appearance of plants) and foliage.
Its
specific

is

gravity

is

6.702.

It

is

suffic-

the soft metals; it is very brittle, easily broken,
and pulverizable. It melts at 810 degrees Fahr.
It can be volatilized, and
burns by a strong heat. It unites with
sulphur and phosphorous. It will unite
by fusion with gold, and renders it pale
Antimony can be alloyed
and brittle.
iently hard to

scratch

all

melting point of alloys which
melt at a low temperature may be found
by tying a small wire to a piece of the
alloy and suspending it in a pot of
water which is gradually heated.
A
thermometer is kept in the water, and
as the temperature raises the thermo-

meter is watched until the alloy melts.
This temperature is noted as the melt-

graphy.

spoken

platinum, silver, lead, bismuth,
copper, arsenic, iron, cobalt, tin
zinc, forming compounds more or

The

FUSIBLE ALLOYS
In the article just

with

nickel,

ing point of the alloy.
As 212 degrees Fahr. is' the limit to
which water can be heated, paraffine
wax is substituted for alloys which require a temperature above 212 degrees.

ALUMINUM BRONZE
contains from 1%
per cent, aluminum and the remainder copper. It varies from a tensile strength of 25,000 pounds for the
1% per cent, aluminum to 90,000 pounds
for the 11 per cent, aluminum alloy.
More than 11 per cent, aluminum produces a brittle alloy. Aluminum bronze
shrinks more than ordinary brass in
casting, and hence care is required in
Aluminum
pouring it into the molds.
bronze containing less than 7% per
cent, aluminum can be rolled, swedged,
shorn or drawn.

Aluminum bronze

to

11

ZINC

IS

The American Zinc
formed, has, as one of

ZINC
Institute, recently
its objects, to

free

from its many nicknames, and is
making an effort to discourage the use
of such names as spelter, blende, jack,
and like misnomers. The institute has
now over 140 members, representing
practically every zinc mining and zinc
zinc

smelling interest in the United States.
Many trade journals, the United States
Geological Survey, and the Bureau of
Mines, have already agreed to call zinc

by

its

right name.
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The Moulding and Pouring

of

Marine Engine Bed

Eescribing the Method Employed on a Triple Expansion Engine
Bed, Either Cast in Sections or in One Complete Casting
«v

THE

bedplate

photoi,a-aph at

shown

casting'
Fifl-s.

1

and

in

2 is of

expansion type, cast in one
as indicated by the figures
chalked on the casting in the end view,
wcig-hs
twenty-eight (thousand, three
hundred and fifty pounds (28,350), and
•is naturally, from it very large area and
complicated design, a higihi'.y important
triple

piece, and,

JOHN

EASTHAM

H.

ling of heavy work, Ibindimg loops or eye
bolts being attached to the sides or botto;n of the tank, their upper ends a;baut
level wiitih the

A

foundry

bed

floor.

over the tank
vent pipes being sloped from the
bed around the sides and ends of the pit
to tho floor level ait convenient points,
the mor? pipes the leas risk of scaibs on
cinder

is

laid

floor,

the
decided on as ibeing much
cheaper and safer method, the cores being laid to the pattern and sand rammied
round them, a sitrong oil-bound sand and
the grid above mentioned removing most
of the risk of breakage through rcmgh
usage when ramming up or drawing the
pattern. At, or a little aibove the upper
faces of the slalb cores on the inside of
the pattern a soft bed is roughed up
covering tlie full area of the crankpit,

was

m

perspective at
the lifting plate shown
Fig. 7 being next stamped down to position and rammisd up to the top of the
"'"'*-""n Pis outlined at Frg. 6, the inner

V\
HG.

1

I

SIDE VIEW

Op-

I

f

I

-•

VIEW OF MARINE ENGINE BEDNOTE WEIGHT ON CASTING.

the
former examples, being 16 feet
8 inches wide and 3 feet 1 inch deep over
all, assenabied after machining ready for
the erection of the columns. A set of
these castings stacked up in the foundry
alongside the cope flask used in their
manufacture, is shown at Fig. 4, the
method of gating being plainly shown by
the oblong patches left after chipping
the runner fillets flush with the body of
the casting. In foundries specializing on
marine work a waterproof tank or pit 'is
usiually installed for the convenient hand-

141/4

pockets.
Inc 'den tally

TONS.

ufficient

»

the inner flange on the
pattern sihould be loose, to allow the
lifting plate to be of full lengfth and
width, the need for loose rods being
thereby corsirlerably dscreased.

THREE PIECE M YRINE BED PLATE
3
ASSEMBLED READY FOR COLUMNS.

FIG.

The flanges and brackets encasing the
column seatings sihowm in photo at Fig. 3
?ind at Fig. 8 are also formed in cores,
their position bein<r marked "cover core"
at the end of the f'nished mould at Fig.
5, thsse corej, being rammed up outside

number, and each one plugged

the fing^er Ibefore the last sweep
off, a'bout three-quarters of an inch from
the face of the mould being the best disThe pattance for practical purposes.
tern is now lowered to place, the pads
being roug'hly ibedded in temporarily, the
bearings heinc; next ram.med up, and at
this point alternative nuethods present
^'

J
i:m>
i^LATE,

I

the castings, and if at its installation
you cover the coke bed with good old
bags, you need mot worry aibout a new
coke bed for years. Floor sand is next
rammed fairly hard all over the pit area
up to the level shown ait "bed level" in
the sketch of the aissc<mblied mould at
Fig. 5, and a level ib^ed struidk off at this
elevat'on, the space to receive the shaft
hearings beinrj then cut away, following
which the bed is levelled off finally with
a facing sand mixture, carrying a sufficient core conipound or flour content
to withstand sfcin dryinig and the rush
of the five and a half tons of meital used
'1 nouring each section, local conditions
;)nd amount of clay in sand used governing the proportion of binder added.
IVTouMer's opinions vary as to whether
a bed of this kind should be vented down
to the cinders before or after spreading
the facing ssand, but either method Wiill
serve equally well if the vents are in
'

IC.

J

MARINE ENGINE BED PLATE, WEIGHING

luiit in miarine engine construction from
the foundry standpoint.
The makins' drying, and assembly of
the cores used in a casting of this design, numbering over one hundxed, hacked up by th2 risk of warping or cracking through unequal contraction, raise
the question as to the wisdom of producing these castings without a joint, hence
the method of turninig them out in units
of a single crankpit, with consequent less
risk in the foundry and possibly nxore
freedom of act'on While machining.
Fig. 3 is a tedplaite of larger size than

]

§1

mould or core thus formied being reinforced at suitable intervals by loose
rods as is customary in deep mioulds or

ith

thcimselves.
The side sectioniall vieiw of the finished
nDould at Fig. 6 sih'ows the facing pads
at the shaft bearings made in slab cores,
strengthened by light cast iron grids or
arbors drawn in detail In tlie isame position at Fig. 5. Earlier exiperiments havjnisr the facing pads dowelled to the main
pattern, and drawn inwards after its removal from the sand, gave so much
trouble on account of theiir comparative
inaccessibility, that the slab core method

4— THREE SECTIONS OF MARINE BED
PLATE STACKED XjP IN FOUNDRV. COPE
ALONG SIDE USED IN PRODUCTION.

FIG.

CA
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the piittem in the sanie way as the slab
cores at the bearing facinsrs.
Following- these detsiils the mould is
rammetl up to the joint, all bracket corners being- rodded and hand hole doweJ
pins removed as encountereii, a parting
made, and the cope fkisk rammed up,
risers, vent plugs, and runner pins in
position.

NADIAN F

UNDRY
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and ends being cast

loose, of doubleflanged or "channel bar" df'sign, suiit^vble
boltholos one-eighth larger than the iboltfcs
to bo used being cored out -where needed.
The ooen sand method of casting those
parts !-eirg quite dn order when soifficient
care is exerciswl. The box bars are slotted at intervals, so far as may fairly be
done without weakening the entire struc-

of a simiilar nature, all prints in the
lower parts of the mould are left in till
the last few minutes before applying
the blackwash, an operation best perform in shops with compressod air facilities by a nozzle and sipray amiingement,
an even coat in all brackets and out-ofthe-way comers being thus assured.
Failing the use of compressed air, the
time-honored system of swiab or icamelhair brush niust toe resorted to, the
mould toeing afterwards dried ovemiigihit
by a soft coal, iwiood, or dharcoal fire.

Bed Leve
FIG. 5-

SIDE SECTION VIEW OF ASSEMBLED MOULD.
MARINE ENGINE BED.

In this connection a set-off is made at
the parting, the upper runner pins being
placed a few inches aiway from those
reaching from the parting dcnvnward,
these latter beinig of course directly connected to the horizontal inlet gates,
-which may be either drawn inward when
finishing the drag mould or rammed up
in core. A frame core-box with the gatepin drawn endways, making a standard
inlet for bottom poured castings, the
area of the gate about three inches by
five-eighths of an inch, and ten or twelve
inches long, is a useful asset in any
jobbinc: foundry, saving a lot of trouble
where a casting is gated at the lower
extremity of a narrow flange or foot.
The cope flask, after stacking and
ranwning are concluded, is removed, and
where convenient, finished while hanging
in the crane before lowering it dowm on
bliocks at each comer, careful wedging
being essentia! upon lowering so as to
prevent undue twist or sti'ain, with consequent danger of a drop-out.
Incidentally, the style of flask shmvn
in -the photograph at Fig. 4 is of a good
type, and fairly cheaply made the sides

Jo''*''

ture,

FIG.

6-

SECTION VIEW OF MOULD SHOWING MAIN BEARING
CORES AND CENTER LIFTING-PLATE.

the cross bars bding cast on the

main bars at s'uitalble distances apart.
The usual scratch and vertical vents
around the pattern having been pro-vided, the joint is swabbed and the pattern

drawn after being rapped,

Itftinig straps,

"S" hooks and turnbuckles on fo-ar chains
giving the best results. The centre lifting plate is next taken out by the same
arrangement and carefully lowered on
rails placed across the

cope flask, valiufloor space being thus saved for,
other purposes, finishing operations being then commenced from the joint

abl'e

downwards

accordance with the best

in

of foundry practice.

The areas adjacent
and

all

to the inlet gates
in the v/ay
of
hand-hole prints are care-

loose

brackets and

pieces

the cope toeing bung over the whole and
dried at the same time, at a smlFicient
height to prevent burning.

Actually the cope mould needs no
drying, the area not cut through by cores
being very small, not much top face being presented to the metal but t.aking
into conisidieration the heavy piaste roll
placed on each ligthitening core to secure
a firm touch and mlinimize the risk of
metal entering vents, the safety-first
method is advisable. The centre lifting
plate section iis run into the core oven for
a night's drying simtiltanetously "wiith the

drying of the cope and drag moulds.
Assembly of the numerous cores and the
mould parts is beg-un immediately after
removal of the little ash and dust de-

fully nailed before the withdrawal of
these parts, care being taken that the
nails be driven far enough at all places
where fillets are required to allow of
their

As

proper cutting and rounding.
most other pit work

in the case of

S

nc. 8—31AIN ENGINE BEDPLATE SECTIONS ASSEMBLED AT
JOINT LINE.

FIG.

7

MAIN BEARING CORE BOX AND PERSPECTIVE VIEW OF
CENTER PLATE.
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posit in the mould comers, the compressed air hos€ being' here [pressed into service the niornins: fo'lliowing' drying opera)tions.
The "T" headed cores forming
space for the miain bearing cap bolts are
first lowered to pJace and secured, the
gases from them ibeiing conducted down
to the coi<e bed by roomy vents, paste
roll 5
ensuring a through connfction
without danger of any metal strain entering the vents on accooint of the very
heavy static pressure set up in a mould
of this description.
The centre plate is
next lowered to place, and the placing of
the nu'in hearing and lig'htoning cores
begiin, their respective positions being

shov\n at Fig.

mould, a parting- of the sunik variety one
and a half or two inches deep being madle,
that portion at the imieieting of the two
box parts in the centre of the casting rjeing best controlled by a concave lift in
one and a convex design in the other,

Coke vents are employed in all the
larger cores, quick drying and speedy
exit of the gases when pouring being
thus assured, the cores being rammied up
directly on the plates, their upper faces
being struck off lovel, the frames being
then unscrewed and taken apart and the
fillets cut and rounded whiere nossible.
the application of the bTackwash before
or after drjing to those faces visible being a matter of taste and convenience.
In shops equipped with more than one
crane a "double pour" is advisable, the
strain being thus moro evenly divided,

whilst the risk of cold shuts is
also
greatly reduced, and obviously, should
the whole bedplate be cast in a single
unit, its enormous area would make such
a course imperative. In that event two
copes are generally employed on a single

per cent.

per cent.

1.25 to 1.75

under 0.10

0.30 to 0.60

0.60 to O.«0-

The foregoing methods,
ditions in the

down the copes when pourhook bolts passing down tbrouigh
them to the loops attached to the pit tank
mentioned.
previously
The
metal
charges used shouild be reasionaibly soft
to prevent the danger of cracking the

Manganese

Sulphur
per cent

Phosphorus

per cent.

Silicon

and the necessity for much clearance and consequent waste stuffing being
thus abolished. The us-ual type of girder

way

oth'sr

con-

of melting eiquiipment,

binders hold

due allowance for shrinkage

ing,

arbors weil regulated core siand, etc.,
being equal, will make wasters conspicuous by their absence, one per cent.
losses being usually considered exces-

5.

The core grids or ar'bors are made by
laying the core frames on a soft bed
and stamping out the design in the usual
way, the prods b-eing pushed in by means
of a pointed bar. wrought iron loons being cast in where necessary for lifting
the cores whe^n dried.

casting in cooling, while posiscissing considerable tensile strengiih, the following
analysis being approximately correct:

friction

cjbu

(D

in all

core

sive.

_/«

The system used

in making the larger
cores varies dr, different shops, the skeleton frame method exemplified at Fig. 7
beine- perha]-^s the most econon>ical both
for pattern thop and foundry. A.s stacking up on tlie core oven ear is necessary
on account of the large area covered by
the main bearing cores v/hcn laid flat,
special core plates of exact size are provided, cast, of course, open sand, as one
good face on each plate is all that is
necessary. They are very cheaply made,
a bed being levelled on two straig'ht
edges in the usual way, softened up
about six inches deep, the surface being
patted with the flat of a spade before
strickling off, a little fine riddled sand
then spread across the bed and patted
with the strickle before the final sweep
off, the core frame being now laid on
the bed and its outside rammed up in
floor sand a couple of inches deep, a
runner being made up at one end and
vents driven under from each side before
removig the frame.
Lifting lugs are
then cut in each side of the mould, each
lug about four inches square, a one-andthree-quarters or tw^o inch round core
stuck in each luig providing a means of
lifting the plates on edi^e easily when
so required, while a flow-off gap cut in
the side at whatever 'thickness the plate
is needed will ensure correct dimensions
wTien pouring.
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9— PLAN VIEW OF MAETNE ENGINE BED.

Falling
The

Heat

Down
of

Trouble Which

of

Cope Face

the Melted
is

Metal

Makes

Frequently Attributed to

Scabbing
may
THIS
which

be the name by
always
trouble
is
known, but I think it will be understood by this name, and I believe
that practically every moulder will remember having had the same trouble at
certain periods of his experience.
What I mean is that the cope dries
out before the mould is filled and falls
down into the melted metal.
I remember making flywheels with the
rim of practically a square section to
which was added a finishing part at
the outer face, giving it something of
the appearance of
the
sketch shown.
The castings ranged from two hundred
pounds up to eight hundred, and I had
good luck with them all excepting the
eight-hundred pound ones, and these were
invariably bad on the top face. Everybody had suggestions and remedies, but
none of them were of any use. The
principal argument was that I had the
mould too hard, but I didn't have them
any harder than the others, and, anyway, my experience had always been
that the under part was the most likely
to scab if the ramming was to blame,
and I settled it in my mind that it was
not scabbed in the sense in which the
not

this

expression is generally used. The whole
trouble was that the facing sand was
not strong enough in bond, and this
paiticular wheel, having a bigger body of
metal, would have more heat units and
would also take longer to fill, and this
left the face of the cope exposed for a
longer period of time to a greater heat
than was the case with the smaller
wheels, with the result that it was dried
to dust, and the part A, where the arrow points to, being the least secure,
would let go and fall on top of the metal
just before the metal got to it, and
Continued on pap-e 7

CROSS SECTION OF FLY-WHEEL. SHOWING
HOW SAND ACTS UNDER THE INFLUENCE
OF MOLTEN IRON.
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Moulding Large-Diameter Five- Way Flanged Pipe
Being a Continuation of an Article in December Issue in Which a
Small-Diameter Pipe Was Made. As in the Former Case, This is

Made in Loam
By C THOMAS

THE

accompanying-

illustrations
for deal-

show the method adopted

ing with a lar<je-diameter loam
pattern of a similar design to the smaller
pipe discussed in a previous article. In
this case the branch is made loose and
fits into a seating or recess in the main
body core. The core for the branch is
made slightly over size at the end where
the flange is fitted and slightly under
size at the seat end.
The method of

sweeping up is shown in Fig. 6. Two
circular plates are cast, one for the top
and the other for the bottom, and lifting staples, lugs, etc., for bolting toprovided in both plates. It
will be observed that the core is made
the wTong side up for use, and as a result of having the lifting staples in both
frether, are

wood to allow the strickle
pass over them. When this has been
done, the pieces are taken out and the
long wooden bar, marked B in Fig. 2, is
placed in position. This carries the centre pin on which revolves the "sweep,"
shown in Fig. 5. At this stage it is advisable to rough out the shape of the
seating in the main core and also the outside diameter.
After drying, care must
be taken to trim the top to the long
strickle A, after which operation the
sweep and centre bar are placed in position.
It will he noticed from Fig. 3 that
a block of wood marked C, with a recess
or groove down the side is fastened to
the top side of the arm that carries the
sweep. On the under side of the arm at
each end two pieces of wood are fastenloose pieces of

FALLING DOWN OF COPE F\CE

to

(Continued from page 6)

would be moved a few inches and then
forced up again, as at B. Had that part
of the facing sand contained any kind
of core binder, or even molasses water
or clay wash, and left in the green state,
the iron would have dried it to a crust
instead of to dust, and would have made
not only a casting with all its parts
intact, but also a casting with a superior face, similar to a dry sand mould.
Another preventative is coal oil. Coal
oil
can be sprayed on in abundance,
even to using a sponge to put it on, and
it will burn and do no harm in the way
of blowing, but will do a lot of good in
forming a crust which will not fall of.
If the face is
sprayed with molasses
water and then plumbagoed and afterwards sprayed with coal oil, it will hold
up against an enormous heat and will
be dry enough for the iron to lie peaceably against by the time the mould is
full.

Scabbing

mould was rammed too hard or
any reason it should
scab, it would probably be at the bottom, as at C. Gas trying to escape from
the sand will break through into the
mould, tearing the face, but gas from the
cope will seldom crowd downward, as
there is little gas formed until the mould
If the

was

too wet, or for

is filled

Fio.

Fio.

3.

Fig.

4.

with

rnetal.

Fig. 6.

5.

A FAIRLY GOOD-SIZED CASTING
plates,

quite easy to turn this over.
Care must be taken to screw the bolts
up tightly to clamp the brickwork together, or otherwise, when turning over,
this

it is

brickwork

is

liable to

move.

The thickness of the branch core is
formed by wrapping the core loosely wi<^h
straw bands, and after cutting the thickness out of the core board, the core is
in the usual way.
The
length of the thickened core should be
left 1-8 in. or 3-lG in. longer than required, so as to allow for adjustment
when assembling the pattern.
The
brackets for fastening on the core plates
are m.ade 1% in. higher than the top of
the angle, as shown in Fig. 2, and a recess is cast in the centre of each plate
to take the wood bar carrying the centre pin used for sweeping out the seating
to receive the branch core. Before making this seating, the main core is made
the correct height to the branch joint.
This is done by using a strickle, as shown
at A, in Fi^s. 3 and 4.
This strickle runs on the brackets, and
the recesses in these are filled up with

swept up again

ed, of a thickness equal to the

depth of

the strickle

from the top of the brackets.

By keeping

these

down on

the true face

by the

strickle A, the block C is kept
at right angles to this face. After sweeping the Feat up, the strip of wood markleft

ed D, Fig.

3,

is

placed in the recess or

groove in the block C. By moving this
up and down the groove, the whole of
the outside diameter of the branch seating may be swept up. A radius on the
end of this strip is also necessary to
form the angle. If the branch flange- is
fastened or weighted down when the
patten is rammed up, and the straw
bands have not been too tightly wrapped, the core can be drawn through the
cope before this is lifted off". It is then
an easy matter to remove the thickness
from the mould when the cope is lifted
off^.
This method will leave a much
better mould than drawing the whole
branch together with the thickness
through the cope. The core should be
well packed down and also rammed with
sand before casting.
See figure 1. ~"

The Canadian General Electric Company, Limited, as every one knows, turns
out some enormous electrical machinery,
but little credit is ever given to the foundry end of the work. In connection with
horse
power
horizontal,
a
12,000
alternating current generator, which
this company is building for the HydroElectric Power Commission of Ontario,
the castings for which are being made
at their Rockfield works near Montreal,
there is one casting which figures up to
some twenty tons, and which required
the better part of a month in making
the mould.
This piece was moulded entirely in
brick and loam, with incidentally a considerable number of cores.
No pattern
is required in this cl?ss of moulding, but
a considerable degree of skill, coupled
with the greatest of care, is required.
While we gladly give credit to those who
have done so much to advance the science
of electricity we must not forget that the
moulder and founder is still in the foreground.
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Making Match

Plates

and Sprays

of Patterns

so Has the Spray of Patterns.
Will Sometimes Have Advantages
Over Either

The Match Plate Has Advantages,

A

Combination of the

moulder or
any rate most
EVERY
every moulder knows
at

what

plate
as some of

match

a

and how

is

it is made, as well
shortcomings. That the
match plate has advantages not possessed by any other kind cf a
p itcern
is an established fact.
Yet, with all of
Its good features, it has its
bad ones.
The match plate can be used on almost
any class of work, but its greatest advantage is in the moulding of small pieces
where a great many patterns can be
fastened together on the plate and gated
with light gates, the gates not requiring
to be a support for the patterns as they
would be if a spray of patterns were
used instead of the match plate.
For
squeezer work, the plate has additional
advantages in that it keeps the two
bodies of sand apart, viz., the cope and
nowel, before either part is squeezed. In
using the match plate on a squeezer the
bottom boards are made the size of the
inside of the snap flask, and when the
sand is put into the nowel it is struck
off and the bottom board put into place
while the sand is yet soft. The snap is
now rolled over and the sand put into
the cope and this is likewise struck off.
A top board with hole in it to fit the gate
pin or to punch the gate through with
a tube is now put on.
The pressure is
now applied and both parts are squeezed
at the same time. The cope is now lifted
off and the match plate withdrawn and
the rope replaced when the mould is done.

The mould

we had

its

is

a clean

this is not

done, of course, provided
lift and a clean draw, but

always guaranteed.

An

elec-

or pneumatic vibrator attached to
the match plate or even to the bench
will often overcome the trouble though.
Where the vibrator is not to be had, a
tric

is SO serious that many manufacturers
of small hardware and novelties consider
it more advantageous to use the spray
of patterns and the sand match.
In Fig. 1 will be seen a convenient contrivance to overcome many difficulties.
The frame is made of brass or aluminum

plate

to

the

in

FIG.

1—FRAME FOR MATCH.

vibrator is worked to an extent sufficient
to loosen it, the chances are that it will
be m.ore than loose from the rest of the
mould and the mould will be all shook out
of order. This is really the only serious
drawback to the match plate, but this
•

air

it,

which

is

open gives-

is

AA

FIG.

2— SPRAY OF PATTERNS.

plate of the ordinary type.
The projections
are adjustable endwise. Fig.
2 is a spray of small patterns fastened
to a gate which projects beyond the ends
and has holes to match the holes in the
adjustable parts AA, Fig. 1. There holes
are aligned and the parts fastened to
each other. Fig. 3 shows the spray of
patterns fastened into the frame, making
it to all intents and purposes the same
as a match plate, only that it is all open.
It is now ready to be fitted to a sand
m^tch or fallow-board, after which the
nowel can be rammed, squeezed or jolted the same as any pattern. It is rolled

AA

3^_iMA

^T<r^^'^

over on a bottom board and parting sand
applied and the cope rammed up as with
any mold. The vibrator can be attached
if required, and after lifting the cope the
frame and patterns are drawn as with
The vibrator
a complete match plate.
may be used if needed and the h-'i"'5 '"n
The
be seen and made to stay dcv.r..

Coremaking

FIG.

3—>SPRAY FASTENED TO FRAME.

of in the first of our paper is perhaps
too well understood to require any explanations, but for the benefit of those
who never learned that part of the trade
we will describe it in a later issue.

an Essential

is

Every Good Moulder Should Be a Good
Coremaker as Well

match

getting a clean draw on a
small hole, such as rivet holes in small
noveltv work. The sand has to be tight
enouq-h to prevent washing and if so it
is almost sure to be too tiprht to let' go
when the plate is being drawn. If the
is

and relieves

not the casewith the plate. When the cope is closed
on, the joint comes together the same as
with any niould; the only difference being that the flask is separated to the
thickness of the frame, but when the flask
is taken off, the mould looks the same as
any sruip mould. This is z. handy arrangement for jobbing foundries. The pieces
being movable can be so adjusted as
to fit any pattern within reasonable limit
of size. It does away with the necessity
of having steady pins on the pattern,
the flask pins taking the place when
drawing the pattern.
The one point
which must not be overlooked is the
opening which will be left between the
gate and the outside. This will require
to have a pinch of sand put into it to
keep the metal from running out unless
the pattern is such that a core print can
be made to come at this point, in which
The
case the core will fill the space.
making of match plates such as we spoke
it

any material which is strong
enough.
It is similar to the pattern
which would be used in making a match

too sure.

drawback

fact that the top of the hole

or, in fact,

second man is frequently requisitioned
with a mallet, but even then it is none

One great

Two

is, to molding, what the
man, and as no man can
exist without first having been a boy
neither can a molder have much of an
existence unless he has first been a coremaker. The molder who does not under-

Coremaking

boy

is

to the

stand core work is only a partly finished
prqduct. He may be as good as the best
at some lines of work, but on the wholehe is working under a terrible handicap;
he is simply a specialty man, and while
the specialty man is the man who fills
the bulk of the positions in industrial
plants he is nevertheless simply a tool,
and a special tool at that. To be a good
molder, capable of picking his job, a
man should make it a point to learn coremaking as thoroughly as possible. Ck)remaking to be sure is the first job of the
apprentice in some shops, but he usually
spends about six months on the simplest
kind of cores and during this period he

helps at casting time and in a general'
p,^^3 himself used to the shop, after
...
wTiich he proceeds to learn green sand
moldings, but his ability as a icoremaker is very limited. In the bulk of
foundries the apprentice does not get a
chance at coremaking at all and as a
general thing he does not want it.
In
real high-class work the coremaking is
the biggest part of the job.
Some of the points to be considered in.
studying up this work in after years by
men who were denied this part of their
apprenticeship, includes the shape and
size of the grain, heat-resisting qualiities of the sand and the binder or bonding material to be used.
In order to understand what sand and
what binder to use it is important to
know for what purpose the core is to
be used. Some binders shrink under theinfluence of ilieat while others, would.
1
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to expand, but in reality there
Take for inis not much expansion.
stance "flour"; this is the old reliable
binder of years ."sro. and its expansive
qualities were its worst qualities, yet no
one seems to have given it a thought to
ascertain where the material came from
which could make it expand. A little

appear

«xperimcnting
sack of flour

If a
show it up.
submerged in a cask of
remain there for days

will
is

water it mifiht
and the water will only penetrate a short
•distance into it and the interior will remain dry, which shows that flour is a
If dry flour
poor absorbent of water.
and dry sand are mixed together and
tempered with water the water does not
go very deep into the flour until after
the core is heated in the oven, and the
water is converted into steam, when ii
will saturate the flour, causing it to expand.
If thi« core sand mixture could

have been heated

THE

sketch shown in

of a bed or

Hg.

How
1 is

that

frame of a pipe-thread-

ing machine.
In construction it
similar to a lath bed, but in the one
section is a complete bottom so chat the
lubricant used in the cutting operation
may be held in this chamber to be pumped over and over again. These castings
can be made in complete flasks and
clamped to a bottom board and the inside can be cored out \\ ith dry cores, but
it is not necessary to go to all of this
trouble and expense. It will be seen by
the sketch that the bottom in the oil
chamber is on a slant so that the oil
will all run to one place.
The cavity
under this bottom could be made in green
sand, in w-hich case the roll-over flask
would be an advantage, but as the chaplets which held up the core above the
is

button would have to protrude through
this to the bottom (when I say bottom,
I
mean bottom of mould, but top of
casting when in use) there would be
more or less risk of damage to the green
part, which might cause the casting to
be lost.
The portion of overhanging

FIG.

steam heat before

could be cooled
off and used any time for coremaking
and the cores would be relieved of this
Mixing molding
undesirable feature.
sand with core sand is simply the same
as mixing fine, sharp sand with clay
Molding sand is about 90 per
wash.
cent, sharp sand and 10 per cent. clay.
To mix in molding sand in any large
quantity and use flour as a binder the
core is not suitable for very high-class
work. If mixed with rosin or any dry
binder with a gum base, molding sand
may be used to good advantage, so may
The main point to be conclay wash.
sidered is to have a core which will
stand ths heat of the metal and at the
same time be porous enough to allow the
gas to escape from the surface to the
it

vent holes without causing any commo-tion

Moulding the Bed
Showing

to a

beinjr rradc intD ceres

where the iron comes

for a

in

contact

9

Venting
with the surface of the core.
the core does not count for much unless
the material of which the core is made
is open enoug'li to allow the gas from
the part which is being burned to get
to the vent holes.

It became public at the recent annufil
convention of the American Federation
of I^abor that its membership at present
There is a cash balance in
is 3,250,008.
its treasury of $192,490. the receipts for
the year being $654,687, and the expen

ditures $587,518.

Advertisements arc meant to "pull."
In the course of the war an office man
ager, according to the 'Nation's Business," tried to put pulling power into his
advertised desire for a messenger. The
advertisement

wanted

—Young

printed read: "Boy
or Old either S6x."

he

—

Screw-Cutting Machine

Green Sand Cores May Be Reinforced By Using
Part Dry Sand Where Required
For the open section an anchor plate
bottom of the print is required with one or more screws reaching to the top. This can be rammed up
entirely from green sand by being careful to have all corners and overhanging
sand well rodded. For the closed section the bottom part should be made
with a dry core. It does not require any
to fit into the

high grade of material for this, provided
it has a good solid top surface and is
properly supported with rods to insure
against breaking.
For the upper part
of this section I would first place the
core box on a flat plate and ram up
about two inches of oil sand, well secured with rods, and after thoroughly drying this replace the core box and ram
up the remaining portion with green
sand.
Anchor plates with draw screws
would have to be rammed in.
This oil-sand bottom to the green sand
core answers for an anchor to lift it
by and also makes a solid bearing on
which to hold up its weight. Stud chaplets r.re placed on the bottom core and
the upper one is rested upon the chaplets.

In the case of the dry sand core which
have mentioned as being in the underside of the slanting bottom and on which
the chaplets rest to hold up the upper
part of the core, I have made it hollow
as shown in the engraving, which is to
say, I place the core box on the core
plate, and instead of ramming it full of
core sand I just rub core sand up to
the box and leave it open in the centre
without either top or bottom, and when
it is dry I fill in the centre with moulding sand. This method saves binder and
also makes the core easy to dry, and it
is sufl'icient bearing for
the chaplets
which hold up the other part.
The gating and pouring would be the
same as with any bed, namely a gate on
each side of the bottom so arranged as
to enter without striking either the inside or the outside sand.
An overflow
would be at the other end and on the
I

top parting.

Many heavy

cored jobs can be done by

leaving the core open in the centre and

1— BED FOR SCREW MACHINE.
FIG.

sand at the big end of this bottom core
might also make trouble as it would be
easy for it to give way.
I have found it most satisfactory to
have a core print on the bottom of each
section and have a solid pattern and
three separate core boxes.

2— CROSS-SECTION OF MOLD.

These chaplets make the thickness for
the bottom and can be reinforced with
pieces of tin if required to make the top
parting come right to match the cope,
or core can be moved slightly up or down
the slant if a very slight change is required.

it with moulding sand, which is
easily vonted and troweled into shape.
In making panelled sides the mouldings
are temporarily tacked on, the tacks
withdrawn as the ramming proceeds, and
the mouldings withdrawn after the pat-

filling

tern has been drawn.
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A Few Good Points in the Handling of Melted Iron
To Properly Melt and Handle Large Quantities of Melted Iron
With the Minimum of Trouble and the Maximum of Efficiency
is

To

describe in detail all of the interesting sigrhts to be seen in a
visit to a plant such as that of the
Cockshutt Plow Co. of Brantford, Ont.,
would make a story of sufficient magnitude to cover many volumes, and many
of the points touched upon, while being
of exceptional interest would of necessity be repetitions
of former
articles
and would also be of a class understood
by most of the foundry fraternity, we
will therefore confine ourselves to a few
items which seemed of most interest to
\is, and hope that they will be of equally
as much interest to our readers.

As

every one knows there is no more
import^Hnt item in connection
with
a
foundry than the melted iron. To have
the ii'on properly melted and properly
drawn, from the furnace without having
it too considerably mixed with slag and
dirt is one big item. To take it from the
spout at a pace which will keep up to
a hundred odd moulders without confusion is another point. And to provide the
moulders with the means of pouring
their work without undue fatigue is to
any right thinking person a still greater
and more important point.

the Idea at the Cockshutt Plant
the whole thing looks from a front view,
and to begin with we will explain how
they regulate the flow of metal. This
is done by means of a double tap hole.
The old familiar method of ramming in
the breast with a round stick to form
the tap hole on being withdrawn is not
adhered to.
Instead of this
a firebrick with two holes in it, as shown in
the
sketch,
is
used.
This
firebrick is put in place when the melter is

ramming in the bottom. lit is so placed
that the bottom hole is in line with the
trough, the same as with the ordinary
tap hole. The second hole is an inch or
more above this. Both holes are stopped up when the blast is put on, and

round convenience as well as always,
having the ii-on clean.
The Tilting Spout
The tilting or double spout is simply
an attachment which is added to any
cupola spout.
It consists of an
iron,
trough from two to three feet in length
and about the same dimensions as the
spout of the cupola. It is open at both
ends and is attaclied to the cupola spout
by means of a trunnion or swivel in such,
a manner as to have the top of it slightly below the bottom of the cupola spout,
and so situated that the iron, as it flows
all

from the spout,

A

lever

strikes it in the centre,

attached to
Overhead trolley tracks
is

it

for

tiltage.

lead to

all

of

The Cockshutt plant is provided with
two cupolas; one 8 feet in diameter and
the other 7 feet. These two are not required at the same time, but according
weight of metal being melted one
or the other is used.
Either one wall
provide melted iron at a rate which will
keep a good hunch of moulders on the
jump. To take the iron from a cupola
requires
a
of such large dimensions
fairly large tap hole, and if the
tap
hole is large enough to do the job properly it is apt to be too lar<re if the
least thing haippens to hinder the melting for an instant, thus letting the slag
down onto the bottom and into the tap
hole.
Once this happens the rest of the
heat will be in a mess. How this is overcome will "be a good subject to begin
to the

with.

-rr /

r/

/ / /

/

JS-^^JIOI,

HOW METAL CAN BE RUN IN A CONTINUOUS STREAM
BY USING A LADLE ON EACH SIDE.

TILTING SPOUT, SHOWING

when sufficient metal is melted the bottom one is tapped and pouring begins.
This bottom hole is intentionally a little
smaller than would be required to accommodate the melting capacity of the
furnace.
As the melting proceeds and
the melted imetal which is accumulating
in the furnace is getting high up, the
upper hole, which is somewhat larger
than the other, is tapped and the reserved metal brought down, after which
this hole is again stopped up.
It is not
necessary to tap the upper one at any
particular time; on the contrary, oppor-

tunities

are w-atched to tap this

when

most convenient to use the surplus
metal. The bottom hole, which is never
it is

CROSS SECTION OF CUPOLA. SHOWIKG
DOUBLE TAP-HOLE,

Most foundrymen who have had experience in agricultural iron work will
know of the tilting spout, but for the
benefit of those who do not, we will include this also.
In Fig. 1 will be seen a sketch of

how

stopped after being tapped, supplies the
iron for continuous pouring.
Now I hope I have made this plain.
If one hole is made big enough to always
keep the iron down it would be necessary to stop it ocasionally, and in so doing delay the men, while overdoing their
ability when tapped again.
With the
donbip hole th° iron runs continuously
and the slag is kept floating so as to be
drawn from the slag spout while the top
hole is used as a safe'ty device, and an

the floors and the metal is conveyed ta
the moulders in large trolley ladles from
which it is poured into their ladles. The
cupola, which is to one side of the shop,
is served by two separate trolley tracks
which run lengthwise of the shop over
the gangway, one from each end of the
shop and turning at the line of the
cupola where they come up to it, one on
each side of the spout. These tracks are
also so arranged that the ladle can be
transferred from one to the other by
switches on the main track. From this
understood that the trolley
it will be
ladle can be shoved from one end of the
shop to the other without turning in at:
the cupola or the ladle of iron can be
brou.ght away from the cupola on one
side and transferred to the track on the
opposite side if for any reason it has
been found necessary.
As we have said, the metal is delivered to the moulders, who, in turn, have it
transferred to their ladles, after which
they pour it either by hand ladle or
bull ladle, or by another trolley system
on the floor. This pouring device for
individual moulders is one of the latest;
innovations in labor-saving machinery.
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In Fig. 2 will be seen a system of
pouring: plow points without having: to

carry any iron. These moulds are machine made and are stacked several tiers
high. The ccpe has a projection on one
end in \vhich the gate is situated. This
makes it possible to stack them straight
aibovc each other without covering the
gate up. The row of moulds is placed
in line with the trolley track which
serves the floor, and an arrangement
similar to Fig. 2 is suspended betweem
the trolley and the ladl'e. By means oi'
this an-ang-ement the ladle can be lowered down to take the motal from the
ladle, and by siimply pulling the
string the ladle is lifted to the proper
heisrht to pour which ever row is to be
poured.
This system of pouring couild
larffe

bo

utilized

in

pouring

many

dirt'erent

jobs in any foundry and is a great saving or the energy of the man.
Through the courtesy of the genial

Mr. F'red Wedlake. foundry foreman of
the Cockshutt plant, we were enabled to
get the above information.

MELTING STEEL IN THE CUPOLA
Being a subscriber

to your paper, I
taking the liberty of asking for information.
I have a number of castings to make
requiring a 30 per cent, steel mixture,
and wish to know if I can melt it in the
cupolas. I have a 5-ton furnace.
If it is possible to do so, will you
please give me directions for charging

am
FIG. 2— THIS IS NOT THE SAME AS THE ONE
USED IN THE COCKSHUTT FOUNDRY. BUT
WILL SERVE TO DEMONSTRATE THE IDEA—
A DESCRIPTION OF THIS ONE FOLLOWS.
Tlie hook A that carries the fixture is supported on a monorail or other overhead traveller.
has a slot that carries the small
The cable D
ratchet wheel C.
supports the piece E that slides vertically on the

The main hanger
drum B and the

lower end of which is slotted to
At the lower end of this piece
is the fitting G, which permits the ladle to be
tilted in any direction by the movement of the
handle H. To raise the ladle the rope I is pulled
Attached to
•down, bringing the lever J with it.
this lever is the small pawl K that is kept in contact with the ratchet teeth by the action of the
spring shown. When pouring, the ratchet is en-

main

rod,

the

Jilisn the piece E.

gaged by the pawl L that holds the device in a
£zed position. To lower the ladle, the cable I is
brought down after the pawl K has been released
by a pull on .the small cord N. When lowered,
this pawl is again engaged and the pawl L reThis allows the cable I to be raised and
leased.
the cable D unwound from the drum. This action
is

repeated until the ladle

The

is

at the desired level.

kept in a raised position by the
aation of the spring O.
lever J

is

it?

would not want more than about
hundred pounds per heat.
Answer. To properly melt steel in a
cupola along with cast iron is certainly
possible, but it is a procedure which
requires some study, and if it is the inI

five

—

tention to do it on a considerable scale,
advisable to take a course on semisteel practice, as there are so many
different classes of work calling for
semi-steel; but for small amounts, such
as you speak of, the main point to be
considered is to get it sufficiently hot

it is

without burning it.
To prevent it from contaminating the
remainder of the heat, and also to be
sure that the other iron is not contaminating it, put it on the first charge. As
it is difficult to depend on the first metal
being sufficiently hot, make your coke
bed considerably higher than usual, say
This may seem like
10 inches higher.
extravagance, but it will pay a big divCharge your heavy cast scrap
idend.
and pig near the bricks, and fill in the
centre with the lighter cast and steel
scrap.
By this jYieans, the blast does,
By having the
not strike the steel.
high bed of coke, the melting zone is

heated to an incandescent heat by the
time the metal has been lowered down
to it, and the melted metal will be
melted to a sufficiently high temperature to be easily run into the thinnest
section, and also to make a clean, sound
casting.

Be sure and have your
The

flasks used

in

plow point work are small

iron flasks, but these will also ser\e to show
tacked molds can be poured without trouble.

how

in

ladles heated
advance, as steel mixtures set easily

and

will

bung up

a cold ladle.
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POURING LARGE IRON CASTINGS
SOUTH AFRICA
Not much

iron

South Africa but

or steel
it

is

made

IN
in

appears that a very

large cast-iron casting, for that country,
has recently been made there. The following account of how it was accomplished at a plant known as the Salt
River Works is interesting. The casting
was a receiver block for a 30 cwt. steam
hammer for the Pretoria Railway worshops and consists of a single block of
metal weighing 14 tons. The work was
offered to other foundries but, on account
of the difficulties of casting, they had to
decline the task.
The foundry at Salt
River is equipped with two cupolas, one
with a melting capacity of 8 to 10 tons
of metal per hour and the other of 4
to 6 tons.
There are two cranes, one
capable of lifting 7 tons, the other 2
tons. The largest ladle in the shop holds
3 tons of molten metal.
To pour the
metal into the mold in one continuous
stream in the ordinary way would have
required two ladles of 7 tons capacity,
with cranes able to lift them. To solve
this problem it was decided to make the
mold in the floor 15 ft. away from the
larger cupola. A reservoir, with a plug
in it, was then built on one end of the
mold, with a capacity of 11^,^ tons of
molden metal, which was run direct from
the cupola to the reservoir. On the other
side of the mold provision was made for
receiving metal from the 3-ton ladle,
which was filled from the smaller cupola
and taken to the mold by the crane. One
and a half hours after melting was commenced the reservoir was filled and the
ladle placed in position.
The reservoir

was then tapped and

the metal allowed

mold and, when drained,
brought into operation
was filled. The casting
took seven days to cool, and was lifted
out of the ground by hydraulic jacks.
This is quite an accomplishment, according to the writer of the above article and we have no desire to belittle it,
to flow into the
the ladle was
until the mold

but still I am inclined to the belief that
the article described in the May issue of
CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN is equally
as interesting. In this article a 2iA-ton
piece was poured in a similar manner,
only without the use of a crane of any
kind and with only a 22 in. cupola
The
piece to be poured was 14 feet long which
would make it more difficult to run than
an anvil. Howevei-. the idea is well worth
keeping track of as eood paying jobs
can frequently be had in shops where
the equipment is not any too good.

BRITISH MOULDERS RE.IECT

WAGE

CO.M PROMISE

—

London, Jan. 8. Members of the Iron
Moulders' Union, who have been on strike
for

wage

increases since September 20,

have rejected the compromise offer of
employers by a vote of 16,71S to 9,631, it
was announced here to-day.

HOW DO THEY GET THAT WAY?
Strangrer: "I hear you want to hire a
man. What will you pay?"
Employer: "All you are worth."

Stranger: "I don't believe
on that."

I

could live
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The

Pattern-Maker's Page

—Turning Patterns

Some Valuable Information on Centered Work by an Expert
British

Workman

By JAMES

WHEN

a pattern, such as a bush
has to be made, the
first consideration is, whether
it will be
moulded longitudinally in a
two-part box, or on end. The latter is
the method preferred whenever possible,
as a head for dirty metal can be cast on,
and a less spongy casting is obtained. If
the pattern is to be moulded longitudinally, it ought to be made in halves, but
It
if on end, a solid pattern is better.
happens frequently, of course, that a
moulder will make the work in a twopart box, then tilt the box on end for
casting, the runners and risers being
made for end casting. It is simpler to
turn work solid thm in halves. If the
diameter is small, say 3 in. or 4 in., it
is not necessary to screw hard wood cen-

or

liner,

EDGAR

longest diameter for turning.
When
turning a small liner, like Fig. 13, it is
better to turn the full length to the
large diameter first. A short distance at
each end should be callipered, and a
straight edge afterwards applied.
The
prints at each end may then be turned,
and the end of the liner left to the last.
Both the liner and the prints should be*
slightly tapered.
A job like this ought
to be roughed down first with the gouge,
which should be held at the proper angle
with the thumb of the left hand, and
should skim the work above the centre.
A cutting chisel, of course, will finish
the body, and the prints can be turned
tools.
Either a diamond
or side cutters are suitable for
turning the ends of the liner. The side

with scraping
point

turning a
liner
in
halves
without
branches or flanges, it may not matter
if it is not truly centred, that is, if one
half is slightly larger than the other,
but accuracy is important if branches
have to be fitted on the body.
A pattern with either the body or the
branches turned unequally causes trouble
in the foundry. It is not possible for the
moulder to get a uniform thickness. To

make

sure the

work

is

centred,

some

pattern-makers take it out, after rough
turning the ends, and calliper each half.
This is slow work, and the operation
may have to be repeated many times before satisfaction is obtained.
If a few
gauge lines are drawn on the ends of
a job, as shown in Fig 15, before the hard
wood centres are screwed on, the turner
can see at a glance without removing
the job whether it is right.
Usually a
tap with a hammer will put it right.
The operation of turning a large bardoes not materially differ from turning a small pipe.
Instead of the hard
wood centres the iron plates are screwed on the ends, and if it is very large
it may be wise to fix battens on the ends,
like Fig. 16.
If this is not done, dogs
should be driven into the middle of the
length to keep the joint from opening,
but this is rather risky, as the dogs may
fly out and inflict serious injury on the
turner.
They also prevent a straight
edge being applied from end to end of
the barrel, tl is good practice to turn
about an inch of each end of the barrel
to the finished diameter, and then plane
through en a straight line. The work, if
the plane will clear the headstock, need
not be removed from the lathe to do
this.
If this planed piece is colored
black or blue, the turner can practically
finish the work without again using the
straight edge.
It is best to do the
first turning of large barrels vdth the
gouge, and finish off with a spare scarping chisel.
The speed of the lathe is an important
concern of the turner. In turning small
work the same speed may be used for
both roughing and finishing, but for medium sized and large work, it is wise to
rough down and finish on a fast speed.
If work is well screwed and carefully
set between the centres or on a face
plate, the best turning spesd is the fastest that does not cause the lathe to
rel

tres on the ends, but if greater than 4
in., special centres for both the butterfly and the fixed centre ought to be made.
These special centres are usuallyniade
about
in. thick, of baywood or beech,
and centre lines squared on both sides.
Patterns are usually made of yellow pine,
which is soft timber, and the work revolving at a high speed will tear itself

%

free from the centres if it is heavy. Before the work is placed between the centres the corners ought to be taken off.
This can be easily done on a bandscrew
or a circular saw.
If on the latter, a
strip of thin wood can be set on the

table and against the fence, which will
keep the work firm and render it impossible to tilt over.
The arrangement is
A is the saw-table.
seen in Fig. 12.
B the fence. C the thin wood distance
All work that is
piece, and D the job.
to be turned between the centres, except staved barrels, ought to be got out
about 4 in. longer than the finished size,
so that there shall be no screw holes or
centre holes on the ends of the pattern,
in. should be left on the
and about

%

more dangerous, because the
angle at the point is more acute. If the
work is in halves, no matter how small
it is, hard wood centres should be screwIn addition to this, a
ed on the end.
screw should be put in at each end outside of the prints, otherwise the job will

cutters are

open
In

in the lathe.

turning small pipes like Fig.

14,

some craftsmen leave the body of the
pipe and the prints rough until after the
It is better to
flanges are screwed on.
turn the body and the prints, however,
before the work is taken out of the
lathe to fit the flanges. If it is properly
dowelled, and care is taken not to move
the hard wood centres, it will run quite
true when it is replaced in the lathe,

not wise to have any more
turning than is necessary after flanges
are on.
In small work, it is usually
possible to get one screw only into
the flanges from the joint, and if the
turner is clumsy the joint will, open,
In
or, perhaps, the flanges come off.

and

it

is

vibrate.

For straight work templets are not
needed. Indeed, on all work where it is
possible to do without them, they should
not be used. It is ouicker testing work
with callipers, as, with care, callipers can
be applied more easily when the work
In turning most patterns,
is running.
however, templets are essential. In turning valve bodies, like Figs. 17 and 18,
The nrints
torviTilets should be made.
will have to be turned first and the
templet applied till the ends of the

—
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Even
templet are down on the prints.
when a templet is used it is jrenerally
quicker to turn some diameters with calIn turninjr a valve body, like
lipers.
Fig. IT, the diameter A should be callipered,
18,

tl>e

and in turninjr a body like Fig.
diameters A, B, C should be

The work for

tjie valve body,
used, would be like
In turning any class of work
Fip. 19.
the T-rest should be set close against the
work, and repeatedly moved closer as the
work proceeds. If it is kept a distance
off. and the tool catches, it will either be
broken or the work will be spoiled, but if

callipered.

before the templet

close,

is

probably no great damage will be

done.

Rather difficult work to turn are the
stanchions and rails used on the decks
They are very long and of
of ships.
small diameter, and there is great danger of their breaking in the middle. It
is only on a fast speed and with very
sharp tools that the work can be done
satisfactorily, and yet the faster the
speed the more the work vibrates. The

F

UNDRY

MAN

turner must take his time over the work
if it is to be done well.
An improvised
rest, like Fig. 20, ought to be rigged up
in the centre of the work, and the short
distance which bears on this rest need
not be quite finished till the work is
taken from the lathe. It can be easily
planed thi-ough at the bench. The centre
bearing should be well supplied with
lubricant.
An easy and good way of
keeping the fast centre from getting hot,

13

pieces along each side to bind
it
together and protect it against the rapping. Fig. 3 shows a section of the present-dav construction.

a piece of oily waste loosely
the mandril.
The fast centre
should be screwed up tight into the work,
then eased back a little, until the lathe
turns easily, with the hand on the pulley,
and yet there is no play.
is

to

tie

round

Very small work has occasionally to
be done which cannot be fixed between
the centres, because the end has to be
turned, and which is also too small to
screw to a face plate. It can easily be
done by getting the timber sufficiently
long and driving the end into the hollow
mandril.

JEL9^
A PRACTICAL BLUE-PRINT
PROTECTOR
Blue-prints are always getting dirty,
wet, greasy, or torn while being handled

by workmen using them.

Tender Core

on Turned Patterns and
to A\ oid Them

Prints

How

By

O. B.

imagine most pattern makers, in the
early part of their training, have had the
unpleasant experience of the pattern
they were turning, and which had probably a small cored hole in the end, go
I

to

pieces

was down

before

the

small

core

print

to size.

Theoretically, every journeyman pattern maker ought to know all about the
business, but as one of our men said the
other day when he had picked up a split

pattern and examined it, "We are always
learning"'; so this little bit of experience
is for all, both old and young, wTio have

SERVER
trouble

An inventive genius has designed a
very practical blue-print protector of
simple construction and low cost.
A sheet of transparent sheeting
the same material used for lights in
auto curtains is cut to desired size. A

—

along the line

indicated.

method of solving the problem

Our

of the
small core print is, to leave it larger,
usually the same size as the boss containing the hole, or to any size convenient, and then we jig the core box to
The illustration in Fig. 1 will
match.
make the matter clear. When I began
ny apprenticesnip it was the custom to
dig a core box, like the one shown, Fig.
2, out of the solid, for there were no
leather fillets in those days, but now
we make it in sections and fasten the
parts to a bottom board and put thin

piece of light-weight leather substitute
is then cut about a half-inch larger all
around than the piece of sheeting. This
extra half-inch allov/s for a lap-over on
all but the top side of the protector.
sewing machine stitches the lap down
to the sheeting, forming a large flat
pocket, open at the top for the insertion
of the blue-prints.
Both the transparent front and the
coated fabric back are water-proof and
grease-proof. Dirt or grease may easily
be wiped or washed off, either without
injury to the material.
Both materials
are flexible, and the holder may be
rolled up, if desired, in the same way
an unprotected blue-print is usually
handled by a workman.

A

TO BRIGHTEN UP ORANGE SHELLAC
Most people are aware that

oxalic acid

out a rust mark on a white
dress, but it is useful in the pattern shop
Whenever your
for another purpose.

will take

orange shellac loses its orange color and
gets dull and dirty looking, just drop a

few grains of
and stir till it
produced

ifzyi/

the stuff

is

is

oxalic acid into the jav
The effect
is dissolved.
quite surprising. Remember,

poisonous.

—

Diinnville.
The car ferry Maitland
No. 1 ran ashore in Paitton's Bay, with
a cargo of thirty cars of coal. She lost
her bearings in a fog, and -grounded
about six miles west of Port Maitland,
going hard and fast on the beach.
Wrecking tugs were sent for immediately, and her early release is expected.
She was not in any great danger, and
damage, so far as could be seen, was

Ojf:^

slight.
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NEW AND IMPROVED EQUIPMENT
A

Record

Output and

Machinery Development Tending Towards Higher Quality,
Efficiency in Foundry, Pattern and Metal Work Generally

of

THE OLIVER

NO. I UNIVERSAL
PATTERNMAKER'S VISE

of the jaws.
The hand-operated adjustable collar makes the adjustment simple
and easy. Note also the finished and
substantial
construction
of
the hub,

The Oliver Machinery Company, of
Grand Rapids, Mich., have just placed
on the market a new and improved pat-

which is part of the back jaw; the hand
clamp lever used for revolving jaws and
the beam, which in most every position
protects the screw from foreign matter,

ternmakers' and

general woodworkers'
vise, known as the Victor patent, which
has many features worthy of notice. A
few views of the vise and its capabili-

shown

ties are

in the

accompanying

being closed side up.

il-

Fig. 6 shows the vise in upright position wifh tilt or angle jaw in place. Note

lustrations.

the rack bar which

is used for clamping
any angular position. This bar
is flat and holds very rigidly, whereas
on other vises this is round and often
allows the work to slip from its angular
position.
The jaws of the Oliver Uni-

jaws

FIG.

sition

to

hold

the

3.

metal

parts

to

in

be

worked upon.

The sturdy construction
of every part of the vise and its adaptability for every purpose is here plainly
shown. The screws of the vise are
double thread 4-pitch Acuie, cold-rolled
steel of %-inch diam(!ter.
The weight
FIG.

1.

Fig. 1 illustrating the Oliver No. 1
universal vise in natural position, flush
with the bench top. One is at once impressed by its sturdy and finished appeariince it is the last word in vise construction.
Yet only fifteen parts are
used and every part is interchangeable.
Although the jaws appear lighter, yet,
"because of the deep web construction
they are actually stronger, and under

of the vise is only 75 pounds.
Fig. 4 shows the vise in one of the
many convenient positions in which it
can be set, to easily handle irregularshaped work. Because the jaws- turn on
the beam when sot to revolve they may

—

test have
least 300

jaws

shown
pounds

FIG.

versal No. 1 are smoothly finished; they
are 7 inches by 18 inches in size, and
have an opening of 15 inches. Its many
special features make this an indispensable tool for the patternmaker's bench.

ability to withstand at

more pressure

than

of .other vises.

FIG.

4.

be located and clamped at any desired
angle (not at particular set angles as on

FIG.

2.

Fig. 2 shows that there is no limit to
the work that can be done with this vise.
It will securely hold all classes of work
that any patternmaker or woodworker
will need it for.
This illustration shows
the holding dogs for use in surface working on thin wood. Their use is also of
great advantage in panel and framing
work. Their utility can be further augmented by arranging additional dogs
(hardwood") in the top of the work bench
directly opposite those in the vise for
holding forms or cases.
Fig. 3 shows the vise swung around
and the pair of jaws provided for the
holding of metal parts thrown into po-

6.

the obsolete types). The liand-operated,
adjustable collar makes the adjustment
for odd shapes and wedges a simple and
speedy matter.
Fig. 5 shows the vise holding wedgeshaped work.
The jaws are made to
swing, being pivoted in the centre, so
wedge-shaped work will fit either end

GRINNELL

CO.. INC.,

TAKES OVER

BUSINESS OF GENERAL FIRE
EXTINGUISHER CO.
On January first, all of the sales and
contracting business which has formerly been carried on by the General Fire
Extinguisher Company was taken over
This change is
by Grinnell Co., Inc.
made because the old name so specifically described the Automatic Fire Protection Section of the company's business that it was prevented any natural
assumption on the part of the public
that the company was engaged in several
closely related lines of business.
As a matter of fact the company's
business is based fundamentally on industrial piping, and it is perhaps the
largest concern in the United States doing exclusively that sort of work.
The related industries which the Grinnell Company takes over from the General Fire consists of: (1) Fire protection;
Power and process piping; (3)
(2)
Steam,, hot water and gas heatinc; (4)
Drying; (.">) Sales of pipe, fittings,
valves and supplies.
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the Move!

Once

Common Among

Moulders

Being the Continuation of an Interesting Story of a Moulder's
Experiences Some Years Ago
By JOHN WOODSIDE

X "T
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%/\/
'
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ITH April thaws came the news
that the old sliop was about to
re-open, and I squared up acand had a few dollars left to

counts
carry me

home and pay up union fees,
which had run behind, for if I shoiild
have to travel, the "Journal" at least
gave some guide to the safest road.
A couple of weeks passed before we

got the long-expected square-up; then
the shop opened in a half-hearted way,
with jobs for the men with families, and
we young, free-footed fellows scattered
over the land. A large trunk, with some

books and odds tliai I had accumulated,
I addressed to a brother, married,
and
settled in Owen Sound, and with the
moulder's light kit of tools and some
clothing in a valise, I
struck
out to
travel light.
Choosing for my companion the dandy J. Mitchell, we struck for
Kingston, intending to cross over and
invade the States at Rochester. I bought
a ticket, but Jack being minded to travel
economically, entrusted his valise to me
and rode the bumpers, but as he evaded
the brakeman we landed together
in
Kingston; a short inspection sufficed to
show no hope in this, our last stand, in
our native land. Next day we found a
boat leaving for the Rochester port, on
which we embarked and bade a long
adieu to Canada.
My mate not being
so intimate with the marine as with the
railroad, perforce, bought a ticket, and
we had a last unfriendly shakeup on
Lake Ontario, which was not without its
compensations, as it enabled the gallant
John to aid a couple of damsels in distress from a slight attack of seasickness.
As our luggage was light we were not
detained by the Customs Officers, nor
were we in those liberal days called upon
to show up a "roll" before entering the
delectable
land.
Rochester,
however,
showed little sympathy to us, except to
direct us down the line to the little village of Marion, where they had heard
that an old farmer-foundryman wanted
a moulder for a while, to make up his
season's stock of plows and scuff lers; so
together we visdted the peaceful community, which was also in a dry county,
but that did not hurt John and I. But
here I put one over my traveling mate,
for there was only work for one, and
the moulder also had to do the melting,
and John's education on this very important item had been neglected, wbile
I had. in years gone by, mastered the
art.
So John stayed with me over Sunday and we quickly formed acquaintance
in the village by prom/ptly reporting ourselves at church, and on Monday Mitchell
went on east, and I never met him
again, although I sometimes tried to mix
him with the labor leader, Mitchell, also
a moulder.
The little shop, in fact the village also,

was a quiet, restful place; if a follow
only could realize it, the little shop is
the spot to settle in, if a young man
could only content himself to rusticate,
far from the everlasting wage fights of
the big shops. But I had no chance to
make a permanent home in Marion, for
It
the job lasted less than a month.
had been quiet, with only a darky rousta-bout for connpany; except for the occasional visits of the kindly old boss. He
paid me off at the rate of $2.25 per day,
being well satisfied with my work, and
only sorry that he could not prolong the
a village shop in Canada at this
time would have paid me $1.50 per day;
and I caught myself making a mental
resolve never to
go back to Canada
under $2.00 per day, and it happened
thatil did not. The villagers were forming their celebration comimittees for the
impending Big Fourth, the hundredth
anniversary for Uncle Sam, and I fain
would have lingered, but the season was
advancing, and the busy East was before
me, so I again struck out and dropped
off at each likely town, but in vain, and
at last came upon the Hudson River at
Albany; it and its rival stove manufacturing city, Troy, were a revelation to
me in shops, but they each had their
hcsits of moulders,
and many not so
took a
I
busy, waiting for chances.
trip
across the Vermont border to
Hoosac Falls, where there were some
only
succeeded in
large shops,
but
spending a few of my precious dollars.
Back in Albany, I remember glancing
(in a thoughtful way) at a big placard:
"Recruits wanted for the U. S. Army,"
and it occurred to me that I had never
been averse to soldiering of the militia
kind. But I had one other proposition to
work out first, there was little hope of
striking a job by going down the river,
even Neiw York was reported as about
the worst of any. Philadelphia, the city
of the Centennial Exposition, would be
the likeliest place, and as I had not cash
enough left for a railroad ticket, why
not try a "hike?" I was a good walker,
having got nry feet pretty well hardened
lately on the pavements of cities while
in vain quest of that which man in his
natural state does not always love, that
I had no luggage to bother me,
is work.
and should I fall by the way I would be
amongst kindly farmers, who, as a class,
at home, were noted for their hospitalSo, choosing a good road leading
ity.
eastward, I shouldered my valise and set
The sun was hot
out on the venture.
and the road, not having the modern invention, the automobile, to call for wellgroomed surfaces, was dusty, but I kept
on steadily until toward evening, iwhen I
called into a farm yard to ask for a
drink from the pump. I knew that many
acquaintances
among the
of my old
job;

farmers would be likely to offer milk in
place of water and even offer a bite of
supper. The farmer gave me the water,
^grudgingly, I thought, then asked me
where 1 was heading for, and w^hen I
mentioned Philadelphia, he remarked
that it was a long way yet and Pd better
keep a moving. This lack of hospitality
had a dampening effect, so, also, had the
rain, which now conmnenced to fall, and
soon turned the dusty noad to mud. An
unquieting thought troubled me, perhaps
those farmers would class me with the
professional
hoboes, whose
predatory
habits on retired hen roosts did not endear them to the agriculturalist. I again
recalled

the

big

placard

in

Albany

wanted," and I weakened and turned again cityward. Therain kept up steadily and the night grew
dark, but I tramped doggedly on until,
as I began to see the city lights, a good
Samaritan in a buggy caught up to meand offered me a ride, and so ended my
first attempt at the "road," which catcheis
and holds so many loose wanderers, but
streets, "Recruits

for mine I would prefer the timber, and
the Indian life. I found a cheap lodging, and next m:orning, having resolved
to not consider the placard just at present, I called on the secretary of the local
Union of Iron Moulders, and laid my
case before him.
Finding that I still
had a dollar left, he advised me not to
delay around Albany, but to take the^
boat for down the river, and as I would
not have to show a ticket to get aboard,
we would be some v/ay down stream (before the purser would interview me, and
then I was safe for the next town.
I

went aboard brave enough, but when

the business-like piirser demanded my
ticket right amongst a crowd, I quailed
before him and drew forth my last dollar,

and obtained a ticket to Peekskill,

where there was also a foundry or two.

Upon landing here, dead broke, I removed a scarf pin, formed of a smaU
gold nugget, a goodly portion of my
father's savings from his Cariboo trip,
and took it to a jeweler, who tested it,
weigihed it and gave me $3.00 for it. I
also interviewed our mutual friend, the
secretary, and made the raise of a dolFor the
lar to carry me further down.
rest of the way I now took a train, as it
would carry me further into the city,
in which I luckily had an uncle living,
whose address I had treasured. Landed
at the big station, I
had no trouble,
under the guidance of a policeman, in
locating Water street, where my uncle
kept a shop; in fact he liad a new landmark this summer, as a pier of the great
tiew Brooklyn bridge was nearly opposite his place.

To be continued
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Research

Work on

Malleable Iron

Continued

Being a Continuation of the Results of Four Years of Research

Work

for the

the December issue was shown
some of the former misconceptions
regarding; malleable iron and some
of the methods employed in research
work regarding: the same and the results of the methods thus employed,
showing by actual test the improvement
shown in the quality of the metal. The

IN

FIG.

2~MICR0GRAPH SHOWING FREE
CARBON IN CAST IRON.

is a continuation of the
research work and shows some valuable

•following article
illusti-ations.

— Editor.

The members who submitted bars
under Railway Work were
twen!ty-t\vo in number. The average ultimate strength and elongation of test
ibars subrrti'tted by the eleven members
having the highest averages are found
to be 53,559 lb. and 15.56 per cent, reCarrying through the siam«
spectively.
19.

classiified

operation with the twenty-six members
who are not thus classified, it is found
that the average ultimate strenigth and
elongation of these thirteen are respectively 52,327 lb. and 12.42 per cent. Taking the average of these twenty-four
members, we find that the ultim^ate
strength is 52,943 lb. and the elongatiom
Lest,
is 13.99 or practically 14 per cent.
our intention be misamder stood, it should
be explained that our effort is not directed toward securing am increased ultimate strength and elongation so mucih
The aim is
as uniformity of product.
to secure a product that the engineer
will readily acknowledge possesses excellent physical properties, which vary
Within
byt little from heat to heat.
what can be considered quite narrow
what these particular
limits, this is
twenty-four members are doing, while
most of the others are not far behind.
It mav also be of interest to state that

from January

1,

1917, to

March

31, 1919.

the average ultimate strength of the test
Wrs of the association as a whole has
ibeen over 51,000 lb. ultimate and the
elongation 12.50 per cent.
Influence of War Conditions
20. In considering the last statement

American Malleable Casting Association
By ENRIQUE TOUCEDA

the following facts should be taken into
War conditions during 1917
account.
and 1918 made it qudte imipossible to seIt
cure appropriate pig iron and fuel.
is ony flair to state that most of the com-

panies were greatly handicapped during
and only
It was solely
this period.
through an intimate knowledge of the
metallurgy of the process derived from
work that made such a
tihe rezearch
showing possible. Aside from this the
membership has beem and is constantly
growing and the total average is and
for some time to come will ibe necesisiairily
affected as a consequence, as it takes
some few months to get a new member
It is not unfair to assume that
in line.
a still better showing could hiave been
raade had the times been noi-mal, and
had the membersihiip been confined to
those only who were members when the
research work was first started. At the
boginning of our investigations an elongation of 10 per cent, was considered to
be ^n ind'cation of a sujpprior product.
As our knowledge of the metallurgy of
the process increased, accompanied by
beitter air-furnace practice and annealingjoven conditions, the elongation parAn elongation
t"icu'arly began to climto.
of 20 per cent, is not now looked upon as
unusual; elionT-ations of 25 per cent,
occur with considerable frequency, while
we have had numerous bars that have
run as high as 30 per cent, and several
of 31 per cent., whiich for an untreated
cast-iron r'"-o'^u?t we believe to bs quite
extraordinary.
Meta'liirgv of Ca«t Iron
raw material from which
21. The
mialleable-iron castings are made is pig

but this must be of s^iitable composition for the process. The usual elements or "imourities" (as they are frequently called) in pig iron are cartbon,
manganiese and
phosphorus, sulphur,
If any of these elements comsilicon.
bine with the iron or combine with each
other in definite proportion, comnounds
iron,

formed, and it mu?t always be
mind that compounds have very
different physical properties from those
possessed by the elem^ents that form
them. For instance, pure iron is so soft
that it is difficult to machine it in such
a manner as to leave a nice clean surface, as the chins have a tendencv *o
will be

kept

in

with phosphiorus, sulphur and m:anganese, when solidification takes plate
the silicon will ibe foua-jd to exist in the
iron not as such, but united to it to form
a definite oompoxmd called silicide of
iron, because any tendency it has to remain by itself is overcome by the iron,
for which it has a greater attraction
than for any of the other elements preIn the event that any element in
sent.
pig iron remains uncombined, that is,
fails to unite with the iron, or with any
of the other elements present, then the
element is said to exist "free."

—

Compounds of Iron. In the abof mnch silicon, carbon will always unite wth the iron to form the
compound called carbide of iron, a
structural constituent known as cementhave already stated that silicon
ite.
unites with iron to form the compound'
known as silicide of iron. Phosphorus
in coTTiimercial pi^g iron suitoble for use
in the manufacture of malleable iron always combines with the iron to fiorm
fVig co'^-'""iind nhosnhites of iron.
Sul22.

sence

We

phur and manganese have a reciprocal
attvacLion tor each other, greater than
either has for the iron or the ether elements, and in consiequence we can consider that the conditions are always such
commercially thiat the sulphur and man^-

ganese will unite together to form manganese sulohide. Any man'^aness in excess of this requirement ^^^ll unite w^ith
thf' carbon to form what we •will at present call niiaivganese-iron carbide (manIt can now be
ganiferous ctmentite).
stated that of the five impurities or eleto, none, except the carbon, can occur in the iron in the free
state, and the latter can never exist free,
as igraphite. in whole or in part, unless
it happens that there is present in th-?
iron an amount of silicide of iron sufficient to prevent the formation of iron
fiarbide.
As indicated, silicide of iron
has a tendency to break up, that is, render unstable, the carbide of iron that
forms during or sbortV afb^r solidi-f'cation, causing it to dissociate into its

ments referred

shear or tear off before the edee of the
has cut through, while graphite, the
form in which free cartoon exists in nig
iron, is certainly very soft; and stillwhen these two unite to form carbide of
\vc\r\. ir. the proportion aiw'avs of about
6.67 per cent, carbon to 93.33 per cent,
iron, they yield the hardest substance
tool

that can be prodticed from iron or steel
by any known method. Now it happens
•hat there exist« a nr-^^P^rential and
reciprocnl aWraction H^tween ^omp of
^•-'•^
these elements. For i-natnnoo, if a
bath
otf pure silicon is dronned into a
of pure iron, or even iron contaminated

FIG.

3— MICROGRAPH SHOWING COMBINED
CARBON IN CAST IRON.
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soft constituents, iron

and

carbon, but as we will see later on, this
action will not start unless a certain
amount of silieide of iron be present.
of
23. Influepce
Time Element. It
7nust bo borne in mind that all reactions
are trovenied more or less by a time factor.
If the pi? or the castintr, although
containin)": hijjh silicon, l>e rapidly cooled the iron may become riirid so quickly
that the carbon will be denied the time
to separate out as grnvphitc in spite of
the presence of an amount of silicon that
WT>ul'! have pr^»cipitat;'d the carbon under conditions of nonnal cooling:.
Sulphur, on the contrary, acts to encourasro
the carbide of iron.
Iinasmuch as sulphur unites with mnng-anese to form
soilphide of mangranese, a compound of

—

FO U ND RY

MAN

viously will depend upon what part of
the total carbon content remains coimbined and what part rc^mains graphitic.
If, then, we see a sand-cast pig
(one
that has cooled normally) whose fracture is white, we know iimmetliately much
about its physical characteristics and a
few things about its comiposition; that
is, we know that
it is extremely
hard
and brittle, that its silicon content must
he low, and thiat all the carbon must be
in the combined form.
If. on the other
hand, the fracture is very black and
coarsely crystalline, we will kmow that
the iron is very easy to miachine, that is,
will not have a
very h'vffh ultimate
strength, that the silicon is not very low
but on the contrary is probably quite
high, and that most if not the entire
amount of carbon exists in the free state.
25. Effect
of Silicon. The foregoing
practically signifies that whether the
carbon will be in the combined or free
state in a pig iron or casiting d'epends
primarily upon the percentage of silicon
present, though the part played by the
rate of cooling must al'so be considered,
as we may have thick or thin castings
or castings with thick and thin sectionsL
Consequently, through the control of the
silicon, the condition in Vhioh the carbon will remain in the iron can be determined. As the control of the silicon is
easy, so is the control 'of the <:ondition
in which the cJirbon will exist in the cast-

—

KIG.

4— MICROGRAPH O'- H.\RD. WHITE
CAST IRON.

ing.
26. Ignorinig for

the

moment

the

in-

has been
stated that in order to obtain an iron
that will be white in frac'ture, the silicon
must be low enough to lack a tendency
to break uip the carbide of iron into its
original two. components. White iron is
made up structurally of two elemental
f]\ience of the rate of cooling, it

the nature of slag and supposed to be
inert, the writer fails to u.ndcrstand just
how it functions to stabilize the carbide.
He acknowledges that this appears to be
the case even when there is present at

times more manganese than sufficient to
satisfy the sulphur.
He acknowledjres
also his igriorance as to the cause, but
believer that the sulphur does not unite
\\ith

tl-.e

manganese

until after

has exerted its influence
unknown on the carbon.
24.

in

it

first

some manner

l>ce and Combined Carbon.

—When

the carDon exists free, it occurs more or
less uniformly distributed throughout the
mass of metal, in plates of varying
shape, size and thiickriess as shov\-Ti in
the micrograph of Fig. 2. When in this
condition, the fractpire of the pig iron
usually will be coarsely crystalline and
very black, the iron will be very soft
and easy to machine, and it will lack
hig-h strength.
If, on the other hand,
the carbon is present entirely in the combined form, the fracture of the pig will
be white and vitreous, it will be iTnipossible to machine it due to its extreme
hardness, and while it will have a much
higher ultimate strength than when the
carbon is in the free state, it will be
brittle
The great difference in structure
when the carlK^n is combined and when
it is free <'an ho seen bv comparine the
micrograph of Fig. 2 with that of Fi"". 3.
Between these two limits it is ncssible
to ha'.-e pig iron in which the carbon will
exist in both the combined and graphitic
form in any prorortion of the total carbon content, while the appearance of the
fracture, machinability and strength, ob-

constituents, carbide of iron (cementite),
and carbonless iron (ferrite), the former
existing in part free, and the remiainder
forming a mechanical mixture in definite proportion wtith all of the carbonless
iron, to make a constituent to w^hiich the
name pearlite has been given. In Fig. 3
the white com^tititent is the cementite
existing free, while the dark areas are
Many years ago it was
the pearlite.
discovered that if particles of carbide
of iron, in intimate contact with carbonless iron of the character referred to,
were maintained at a temp'^rature of
bright redness for som.e 40 to 60 hoitrs
and then allowed to cool with extreme
slowness, that this very hard constituent
could be, through their treatment, broken up into the two very soft constitu-

ents through whose union

it

was formed.

Process of Making Malleable Castings
27. It can now be stated that the process for making black-heart mialleable
castings involves two steps.. The first
step consists in making a casting in
which the totality of the carbon will
exist as carbide of iron, when the iron
will have a structure shown in Fig. 4,
which structurally is like Fig. 3 but
whlf^h contains less free cementite, because air-furnace white iron has an
average carbon content of "but 2.40 t>er
cent, as acainst an average of 3.50 per
In this, step.
cent, in white pig iron.

17
then, is produccxl a casting white in
fracture, hard and as brittle as glass.
The second step consists in subjecting'
this white-iron casting to a heat ti^eatment such as will serve to break up this
hard carbide into its two original components both of vvhich are \fry soft,
heiice Irom a white-iron castin^g we
can obtain through heat treatiTi'ent one
that possesses the propei^ties of strength,
toughness and ductility.
Fig. 5 shows
the structure of a normal well-annealed
piece of malleable iron. The white ground

and

miass is the carbonliesis iron
(ferrite),
while the dark continent is the carbon
that precipitated out during the anneal.
If Fig. 5 be compared with Fig. 4 an
idea will be gained of the
profound
change that has taken place in the structure during thj anncLi.-ing p.nje.i.
28. As previously poimted out, the raw
miaterial for the manufacture of these

casting's is pig iron, thougfh pig iron

does
not constitute the entire charge, as not
only must the sprue from the previous
heats be melted, but it is more than likely that when these two alone are used
the carbon in the mixture will be too
h'igh to yield a white iron of suitable
composition to produce the stronge^st
product. Consequently, in order to lower
the carbon to the necessary limit, steel
or other very low-carbon scrap m.ust be
used to bring about that end. In by far
the greater majority of cases this mixture is melted in a reverberatory furnace,
commonly known as an air furnace, but
the cupola, the open-hearth and the electric furnace can be and are used for that
purpose. Inasmudh, as the iron for more
than '.'o per cent, of all of the malleable
castings produced is melted in the air
furnace, we will confine ourselves to that
particular apparatus.
A photograph of
the furnace is shown in Fig. 6.
Description of the Air Furnace
29. The furnace consists essentially of
a fire pot, hearth and stack. Some furnaces have a solid roof, the charge being
"pee'ed in" through the charging door,
but in the larger number of oases the
roof is made up of bungs that can be
removed during repairs and a sufficient
number of them lifted off wiben necessary
for the purpose of admiitting the charge.
A continuation of this most interesting
article, including a description of a typical air furnace, will appear in the next
issue of this paper.
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so very long ago the engineer's handibook
contained a few well-known facts regarding the
physical properties of the more common industrial
metals.
Reference information oif this character was
somewhat limited and the engiineer was also handicapped
by the paucity of the materials at his command. The
handbook oif to-day must contain a fund of data relative
not only to iron, copper, brass and other well-known alloys,
but must also embrace the siubject of nonferrous alloys
to a much greater extent than has been the practice

heretofore.

Metals, which for many years had been of interest
only to the scientist and to the laboratory investigator,
are now used with signal success in the making of articles
Chromium is one
of high value in the industrial arts.
such metal, and, alloyed wlith nickel, it forms the basis
of many alloys used where high temperature conditions
annealing pots,
Carbonizing boxes,
are- encountered.
lead pots and similar articles are subjected to the action
of external heat, and it is desirable that the materials
from which they are made should possess a number of
characteristics, such as the power to resist the action of

either oxidizing or reducing flames; resistance to the
action of metals and salts and toughness under high
temperature conditions, even as great as 2,500 degrees
F.
It is also desirable that the material should be soft
enough for machining.
Hiram Walker and Sons Metal Products, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont., are the manufacturers of "Nichroloy," an
alloy
possessing the desirable qualities enumerated
It i.s composed of low carbon steel, chromium,
above.
silicon, manganese, aluminum and nickel, together with
two other metals, forming a very hard and clear surface

when cast.
The physical

qualities of the alloy closely resemble
The metal machines
those of steel even when heated.
similar to a medium high carbon cast steel, yet, when
machined, does not oxidize or rust, but maintains for a
considerable time its grey steel appearance. Unlike steel,
too, it does not become porous when heated, and when
used for carbonizing boxes this property tends to the
conservation of the carbonizing compound. The life of
the boxes depends, of course, upon their size and thickness, as well as the temperature to which they are subjected.
Life runs of about 3,600 hours are common.
The life of nickel content alloys when used for containers of molten metals or salts to some extent depends
upon the percentage of nickel. In this alloy the nickel
content is low and a scale is formed when heated in the
By producing the scale artificially in the interior
air.
of the pots it is possible to prolong the life very materially.

Manufacture of Nichroloy Products

VUL'IA

FURNACE AND REGULATOrtS.

Naturally enough, when the product has to withstand
high temperatures in the performance of its duties, its
manufacture involves the use of higher temperatures to
secure fusion and in the electric furnace is found the
most suitable means of melting. In the present plant
a one-ton electric furnace, made by the Volta Manufacturing Co., Welland, is installed. This furnace is of the
three-phase type, using six-inch Acheson graphite electrodes and is fitted with a Thury regulator made by the
same firm. The usual rheostats and hand control, together with ammeters for indicating the current input,
Low tension current for furnace
are also installed.
supplied by three single-phase Packard
is
operation
transformers, which step down the 13,200 volt, 25 cyclp-
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Metallic magnesium is added for deoxidation near the
end of the heat before the metal is poured.

Moulding Practice
Pouring teniperatures encountered are much higher
than those provailing in the iron foundry and accordingly
the foundry practice adopted is, to a large extent, that
of the steel foundry. Exceptional care is taken to ensure
nood moulds since the metals cast are of comparatively
high intrinsic worth and spoiled castings come high. Dry
sand moulds are used, the binder being molasses.
A
silica wash is also employed when particularly smooth
castings are desired. The baking of the moulds is very
thoroughly done since moisture is detrimental to the
proper casting of cither nicholoy or money metal.

Wire Drawing
Nickel-chromium

alloys

possess

valuable

properties
apparatus.
Their specific resistance is high, varying with the different grades; thear melting point is high and theiir immunity from oxidation makes them particularly adapted
for use in heating appliances, both industrial and do-

when used for resistance wh-e

in

electrical

mestic.

This company manufactures "Chromel" resistor alloys
three different classes, each having its own electrical
characteristicE.
Chromel "A" contains approximately 80
l^er cent, nickel and 20 per cent, chromium. It is especially
useful in electrically-heated devices
operating at temperatures above 1,600 degrees F. and up to 2,000 degrees
F.
Its resistance to oxidation and corrosion makes it
very useful for electric stoves, furnaces, hot plates, etc.,
Compared vvith copper, its electrical resistance is 60 times
as great at 75 deg. F. Chromel "B" has a lower chromium
content since ita composition is approximately 85 per
It has a slightly
cent, nickel and 1'5 per cent, chromium.
lower electrical resistance, running about 51 times that
of copper at 75 deg. F.
in

GROUP OF DRAW BENCHES

IN

WIRE DRAWaNG DEPARTMENT.

supply to 100-95 or 90 volts, depending on the tap employed.
The high tension is connected star, while the
low tension is connected up in delta, the delta being

Chromel "C" is a nickel-chromium-iron alloy containing about 25 per cent, iron and 11 -per cent, chromium.
It finds considerable use in sadirons, toasters and other
jeviz-es of a similar nature.
The Canadian demand for these various types of re-

placed at the ti-ansformers.
A switcliibcard forms part of the equipment, two
Condit oil switches being mounted, together with a graphic wattmeter and an integrating wattmeter, bo^th of
Canadian Westinghouse make. The furnace lining, is of
magnesite brick for the hearth, with silica brick lining
above and a silica brick roof.
In the making of nichroloy, the nickel is charged into
the furnace in shot form and the chromium as ferrochrome. No slags are needed for refining as in siteel
making, the only additional agents needed being f errosilicon and ferro-manganese.
These ferro-alloys serve
to eliminate any oxides formed in the Tnetal.

Monel Metal
In the making of alloys which resist corrosion, there
a broad field for a metal which will withstand acids,
high temperatures and the erosive action of hot gases
and super-hea'ed steam. Monel metal meets these severe
requirements,
and the Canadian distributors, Hiram
Walker and Sons Metal Products, convert this metal into
the form of the finished casting or wire for the Canadian market.
Monel metal is not a sjTxthetic alloy, but is a natural
comibination of nickel and copper, which is refined with
out changing the relation of the important elements,
These two metals bear the same
i.e., nickel and copper.
relation to each other when the alloy is refined and
fabricated as in the ore taken from the mines. The alloy
contains approximately 67 per cent, nickel, 28 per cent,
copper and 5 per cent, other metals.
In making castings, the natural alloy, either in shot or
ingot form, i.i charged into the furnace and melted down.
is
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sistance wiix' is met by the product of this factory and
in addition to chromel wire, monel metal wire is also
drawn. Aside from tunj>-stcn the chromel alloy "A" is
the hardest wire drawn commercially, and since tungsten wire is drawn for lamp purposes only, the drawing
of chrome'l alloy is no small achievement.

Vaxious factors enter into the suocessful drawing of the
The drawing must proceed at a uniform rate,
metal.
the wire must be supplied with the proper lubricant and
the annealing and cleaning of the wire between operations must be carefully done.
From the accompanying illustrations a good idea of
gained.
number of
the drawing operation may be
draw benches are provided and are fitted with rotating
heads upon v.'hich the wire is coiled and by means of
which it is pulled through the dies. Two kinds of dies
Since the
are used, chilled cast iron and the diamond.
latter is used on a somewhat special machine it will be
considered later.
A word as to the mechanical details of the drawing
benches: They consist of an angle-iron framework supporting a flat iron top. Through this top each vertical
shaft projects and is provided with bearings and a worm
gear meshing with a worm on a horizontal shaft running the length of the bench. This shaft is belted to the
line shaft in the usual manner and li fitted with a friction clutch, by means of which it may be started or
stopped.
Five stand.^ or bernches are used in drawing with cast
The first of these is a single drum machine
iron dies.
with a 24 in. drum. The second stand is of similar construction to the first, mounting three drums of the same

A

DETAIL VIEW OF ONE

Ol
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The third stand has six 14 in. drums arranged in
two sets of three each. Two more stands of two drums
each compleLe the equipment for usmg cast iron dies.
The drums on each stand can be used singly or in
multiple, that is, the wire being
drawn can be taken
from the reel, passed through the die and wound upon
the drum, or it can be reeled off, passed through the die,
given a loop around the drum and through another die
to the next drum in line, and so on until it reaches the
By this means it is possible
last one, whore it is coiled.
to effect several reductions in the one reeling with considerable economy.
The character of the metal being drawn determines
the number of passes advisa'ble; with monel, six are possible, but with chromel, three are about the limit, the
gi-eater hardr.ess of the latter metal making the drawing
operation more difficult and necessitating more frequent
annealing.
The wire, of course, elongates in being
drawn through the dies, owing to the reduction in diametei-, and at first sight it might be supposed that difficulty
would be encountered from this source in multiple drawing, since the drums on each bench rotate at the same
speed. This fact is of no importance, for the wire looped
about the first and intermediate drums slips sufficiently
to compensate for its growing length.
The dies are of
cast iron, chilled, and are cast in rectangular shape with
rounded off cone-shaped depressions. The wire hole is
drilled to the smallest size and carefully reamed to the
correct taper.
On being worn oversize the hole is then
reamed to the next size larger, and as this is repeated
until the opening is worn too large for the largest pass,
Size:

a considerable life

llIE l.A'I'K.ST

rvrES

Ul

DRAW

is

thus obtained.

I!E.\CHKtf.

The

multiplicity of
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holes in each block
of the die blocks.

also

tends

towards economical use

The benches above described are made by the firm
for its own use and are of interest in that the worm
The extra expense
drive is contrary to usual practice.
is justified in the securinjr of more uniform tension in
the wire. Thais is of considerable iniiportance in the drawing of a difficult metal, such as clu'omel.
Diamond dies are used for the reduction of the wire
These dies are set
to the finishwi sizes for the market.
in brass holders and the machine shown in one of our
dimensions than those
illustrations is of much smaller
While this is the case, these last majust described.
chines, of which there are two, are capable of drawing
monel wire t'lrougrh ten passes with the one reeling. Six
passes are the limit on chromel wire.
Starting from the reel the wire passes through the
first die and then over a drum beyond, from which it
passes through the bath of lubricant and up over another
drum on the original side of the die. From this it passes
through the second die and repeats its course until all

Baldwin's Ltd. to
AKEPRESENTATIVE

of

CAN-

ADIAN FOUNDRYMAN

has recently been given the opportimity

of inspecting the construction work now
under way at the plant of Messrs. Baldwin's Ltd., at Ashbridge's Bay, Toronto.
This firm are using, as a nucleus for their
Canadian plant, the site and building of
the British Forgings, Ltd., purchased

some few months ago from the Imperial
Munitions Board, under which it was
operated for the production of shell
forgings during the war. And while the
plant site serves admirably for the new
development and while much of the
equipment can be well utilized to advantage, much new equipment has to be
built, and buildings erected for the making of the various steel products contemplated, viz., tin plate, black plate,
terne plate, castings and forgings.
At the present time three new buildings, forming one unit of the plate mills,
Each of
are in the course of erection.
these buildings will be 800 feet long and
^80 feet wide. The first two will contain
the furnaces and rolling mill equipment
while the third will be used as a finishing plant containing the tinning and galvanizing equipment, together with that
necessary for the making of terne plate.
Pickling, annealing and cold rolling A\nll
also be done in this latter portion of the
building.

Doing Rapid Work
present time about 500 men
are employed around the plant, the major
portion of them working on the foundation work now un-der way.
This preliminary work is raoidly nearinr completion
and an enviable record for rapid constraction has been made by the contractors,
Ro?er Miller & Sons.
The work was
started in October and. when seen by the
writer, the mill foundations were practically completed for the first unit and
the footings for the building steel were
all in nlace.
The poor character of the
ground, part of the filled in area at Ash.A.t

the

have been passed. From the late die it is wound
on a receiving drum. Both horizontal cylinders and the
receiving drum are power-driven. The elongation of the
wire here as in former drawings is taken care of by
slip.
The dies are supported by an iron bar through
slots in which the wire passes.
The lubricant here used is of a liquid type, a special
soap being one of the ingredients. Wire is di-awn from
5-16 in. rod down to standard gauges, as required by

dies

customers.
The smallest size u&ually drawn is .009 in.
in diameter; this carresponds to aoout No. 31 B. & S,
gauge. The draft in each pass varies with the material
and with the diameter of the wire; it varies from .025
in. down to about .0005 in. for the smaller sizes.
The
wire is annealed at various stages of the drawing. The
annealing is done in a separate building with two oilfired pot furnaces and fitted with quenching and pickA special coating is also given the wire to
ling tanks.
assist in the lulbricating of the dies used.
After a final annealing the wire is reeled on spools
and is then ready for the market.

Add Open Hearth Equipment

bridge's Bay, has necessitated considerable piling and for the excavation for
the mill foundations sheet piling has

been necessary.
It is expected that the structural steel
for the building's will shortly be erected
by the Canadian Allis-Chalmers Company who have the contract for its erection and fabrication.
In connection with the manufacture of
the equipm.ent which will be needed for
the various activities of the firm, Mr. S.
R. Cound, general manager, emphasized
the fact that the major portion of it
would be made in Canada and to their
own plans and specifications. Only those
portions of it which cannot be obtained
with ease and promptness will be imported and of this the tinning and pickling equipment forms the major part.
Much of this equipment is being manu-

factured by Messrs. Baldwin's themselves, the various portions of the plant
being admirably adapted to the purpose.
The pattern machine shops and foundry
are working on rolling mill equipment;
screw pins and boxes for the roll housings, together with the housings themselves, are being machined at the present time, while patterns of all descriptions are ready, waiting their turn for
casting as the work progresses. In fact
there is no part of the plant which can
be utilized standing idle. This all goes
to show how quickly the management
harve turned everything available to the
development of the new industry.
In connection w'ith the making of s'l^eet
and tin plate, it is essential that the steel
be of a certain quality. The securing
of steel of the proper analysis and quality is one of the most difficult problems
to be met with in the tin plate industrv,
and at the present time Messrs. Baldwin's
Ltd., are working on the rolling mill and
open hearth equipment necessary for the
making of the bar stock for black plate

and
It
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equipment of ten

electric furnaces, each
of six tons ca,pacity and of the Heroult
type, will be used for this purpose, owing
to their 'higher cost of operation and
open bearth furnaces will be laid down

consequence.
Seeing that the electric furnaces could
not be used to advantage in the manuin

facture of plate, a new industry, for
Toronto, has been created. It is purposed
to utilize the electric furnaces in the
making of steel castings to meet the requirements of the trade in Toronto and
adjacent territory.

Foundry In Operation
The foundry during- our visit was

out forty to sixty tons of steel castings
per day when in full operation.

RECONSTRUCTION PERIOD
Our wine glasses make lovely vases
For a rose with a bit of green vine.
We've planted a palm in our punch-bowl

And a maidenhair
Our
I

buffet

is filled

not anticipated that the present

fern in our stein.

with bright nosegays,

wonder why father looks sad?

Our demijohn's gone

No

to the

doubt Pollyanna

tin plate.
is

in

about thirty to forty men
were at work on the foundry floor. Steel
castings for the rolling mill equipment
were being made, one of them wihich had
just been cast and vvhich was being prepared for the machine shop, weighing
six and one-half long tons.
In the sand
being prepared for the next cast was
one of the heavy rolling mill standards
which will weigh after machining in tihe
neighborhood of 12 tons. In addition to
meeting their own requirements, Messrs.
Baldwin's are also handling custom work
at the present time. Cast gears of accurate dimension and other intricate
work has been cast. It is estimated that
the foundry will be capable of turning
full operation,

in

is

milk-man.

glad!

C. B. Orwig.
Los Angeles "Times."
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EXCUSES FOR STRIKES
Whila every sane
ployer

or

new men had

citizen, whethei-

employee,

deprecates

.

emthe

means of settling: disputes,
are some things whicli put the

strike as a
tliere

working man
little

in

choice.

a position where he has
While
the
American

i'oimuiymen's Associi-.tion and most of
the individual

founders- try to be civil
with their employees, there
are oti.er organizations which are not so
particular about being civil, even though
they may think they are fair.
In dirteront sections of the United
States and Canada there are founders'
associations of a local character, which
are just as much of a union as the
Moulders' Union is, only that they are
composed of the employers, and some of
their rules road as follows: "Employees
will be paid the hourly rate, by premium
system, piece-work, or contract as the

and tuw

employers may

"Every workwork peacefully
and harmoniously with his fellow em-

man

elect."

will be required to

ployees regardless of union affiliations."
"The number of apprentices, helpers and
handymen to be employed will be determined solely by the requirements of
the employer." "It shall be the right of
the foundryman to introduce moulding
machines and appliances of any kind, and
to have the same operated by whosoever
he finds to his best advantage to employ
thereon."
Now, while all of this is straight business it certainly savors of jug handle
(all on one side) and puts the working
man in the position of a tool, to take
what he can get or do the other thing,
as the rules specify in another place:
"It iri the privilege of the employee to
leave our employ whenever he sees fit."
This is quite a privilege to be sure, but
it is not an ideal privilege.
If one concern v;orks on this system
it puts them in a position to undermine
the founder who offers his men better
conditions and compels him to pinch his
men harder or else work under a handiThe state
cap, or get off the market.
of afi'airs is not in the best interest of
If peace and
the community at large.
harmony are to exist and strikes are to
be avoided, it is much more easily accomplished by both sides being considered than by the employer wanting everything. One of the greatest bones of contention between the employer and em"Arbitrary
ployee is what is termed
limitation of output," and this is certainly a complicated subject to deal with. If

modem

equipment

is

installed

it

is

reasonable to expect to get the benefits
of it, but as an example of how this
works out I will cite a job which I once
had pointed out to me, not in the foundry
hut in a forge shop. A job which paid
12 cents was reduced little by little until
This took four
it got down tc 2 cents.
getting
years, but the operator kept
more apt on his job, and the boss insisted on getting everything but just the
hare living wage to the operator. After
struggling for four years he threw it up
and a new man had to be secured. This
man lost a finger the first m.orning, and
pnother ore had to he secured (I me.an
another man, not another finger^*. The

to be paid by the day for
a long while, and when finally a piece
price was arranged it was away up, and
it kept climbing until it is up to 1^ cents
again.
This was in one of our biggest Canadian industries and shows that so long
as the man will accept smaller pay and
work harder, that is what he will have
to do, but when the company is driven
It is
to pay the price they will do so.
regrettable but true, that force seems to
be the only weapon which meets with
generally-accepted favor.

REMOVING SMOKE FROM THE
FOUNDRY DURING AND AFTER
POURING OFF
A

subscriber writes asking the ques"How can I remove the smoke
from foundry during and after pouring
off?" To which question we would say
that we have been giving this subject
considerable attention during the last
year and have frequently published articles on the subject. There are different
things to be considered in removing
smoke from the foundry. It must be remembered that the smoke and gas and
steam is all saturated through the atmosphere of the foundry, and in order
to remove it the atmosphere with which
it is combined must also be removed.
To successfully accomplish this, provision must be made to replace it with
fresh air, and in doing this drafts must
be avoided and the trouble with steam
being created through the cold air coming from the outside coming in contact
with the warm air on the inside must
But
also be taken into consideration.
all of this is just the same, no matter
what system is used to remove the
tion:

smoke.

The standard system in vogue consists
of a ventilator on the roof with doors
opening on each side. If the building is
situated in an open field and both sides
of the ventihitoi ai'e opened and there
is any wind blowing, it will blow in one
side and out of the other, and that is
about all it will do. Of course, some
smoke will find its way out according to
how much leakage there is to the doors
and windows down below. In case the
foundiy, ^vhich is a cne-story ^structure,
is situated alongside of a three or fourstorey machine shop, this class of ventiIn such a case
lator is of little use.
tall galvanized iron ventilators which
project to a height exceeding that of the
highest building can be utilized to some
advantage, but natural draught is certainly out of date and any satisfactory
substitute has not been very generally
adopted by foundrymen, with the result
that foundries as a general thing are
not ventilated.
Power-driven artificial draught devices
will surely have to come into general
use before long and with this in view
we will publish a series of articles on
this subject,
issue.

beginning with

our next

Time was when we depended on Nati'ro
to propel our ships across the sea and
to light our streets at night, but thines
have changed since then, and while the
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balmy

sea-breezes and the beautiful
moonlight are lovely things to contemplate, they were not steady enough in
their habits and man's ingenuity had to
be brought into action to furnish power
which would be under man's control. So
likewise will the problem of ventilating
the foundry be solved.

INSTRUCTIONS SENT OUT IN BULLETIN FORM
The

Foundry

turers"

Equipment

Manufac-

Association,

organized about a
year ago to promote and further the interests of its members by impressing upon foundrymen generally the advantages
to be derived from the use of efficient
foundry equipment, proposes now to
broaden the scope of its activities by
conducting a campaign of education on
the proper caie, maintenance and operation of such equipment after it has been
installed.

The members of this association, with
their comprehensive knowledge and experience of conditions and problems in
all classes of foundries, have been in a
particularly

favorable

position

to

ac-

cumulate facts and data on the subject.
They now propose to embody this information in a series of monthly bulletins, to be issued during the coming year.
These bulletins will be sent direct to
the executives, superintendents and foremen of all the foundries in the United
States and Canada.
That they may receive the attention of
the men interested they will be mailed to
their

home

An

addresses.

adjustable,

card-board cover will be sent with
the first of the series so that the bulletins may be filed as they are received
and thus be available for reference. The
cover will be of convenient pocket size.
Only one individual phase of the problem connected with each piece of foundry
equipment will be considered in each of
these bulletins.
It is stated that they
will be written in a concise, practical
manner and will contain a wealth of
pertinent hints on the most efficient
method of caring for and operating mechanical equipment to secure maximum
production and service. The members of
stiff

the association follow:

American Clay Machinery Co., BucyO.; American Foundry Equipment
Co., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York City;
American Molding Machine Co., Terre
Haute, Ind.; Arcade Mfg. Co., Freeport,
111.; Berkshire Mfg. Co., Whitney Power
Block, Cleveland, 0.; Beryk Co., ^265 W.
Second St., Cleveland, 0.; Blystone Mfg.
Co., Cambridge Springs, Pa.; Buch Foundry Equipment Co.. York, Pa.: Cleveland-Osborn Mfg. Co.. 5401 Hamilton
Ave., Cleveland, 0.; Federal Foundry
rus,

Supply
O.;

Co.,

2639 E. 79th

Foundrv Equipment

St.,

Cleveland,

Co., 1831

Colum-

bus Rd., Cleveland, 0.: Grimes Molding
Machine Co., 1218 Hastings St., Detroit,
Mich.; Hanna Engineerins: Works, 1759
Elston Ave., Chicago. 111.: H. M. Lane
Co., Detroit. Mich.; McLain-Carter Furnace Co., Milwaukee, Wis.; National Enf^ineering Co.. 549 W. Washinp-ton St.,
(^hicaco. 111.: S. Obermayer Co.. 18th and
Rockwell Sts., Chicago, 111.; Pangbom
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Corporation, Haperstown, Md.; J. W.
Paxson, Philadelphia, Pa.; Henry E. Pridmore Co., 19th and Rockwell Sts., Chicago, 111.; P. H. & F. M. Roots Co., Connersville, Ind.; U. S. Molding; Machine Co.,
968 E. 6tl PL, Cleveland, 0.; \Vads\vorth
Core Machine & Equipment Co., Akron,
O.; Whitintr Foundry Equipinent Co.,
Harvey, 111.; E. J. Woodison Co., Detroit,
Mich.; Younjr Bros. Co., Detroit, Mich.
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JOSEPH DIXON CHI
The suporscitious folk
agres experienced a

(

OF THE

IKLE CO.

of

wonderful

the

middle

feelinp; of

romance from the majric of their

—

al-

chemists and wizards a feeling; based
on the mystery with which their activities were shrouded.
Yet absurd as were
their claims, tne alchemists undoubtedly
were the forerunners of the moilern
scientific chemists.

Nowaday s,

books, and mai^ayines have dispelled the old cloud of
mystification from the work of scientists, and the results of research are felt
alike by the farmer, .the manufacturer,
the housewife, and others. But who can
step into a laboratory without feeling:
that the little blue flames, the little but
loudly roaring: furnaces, the crucibles
and tiny cauldrons, the wicked-looking
bottles, the strange and demonlike odors,
are \'ery suggestive of the days of witchcraft and conjuring?
There is such a place of interest and
study to be found in the newly-established Research Laboratory of the Joseph
Dixon Crucible Company. It is located
close to the works, but far enough away
to avoid the noise and dust, and be free
from the vibrations of the factories
which is so likely to disturb the accuracy
of the delicate instruments.
The building is a large twenty-room
house, the old-time manse of a Scotch
Presbyterian church, wherein no cushions
or heat or music were permitted, so they
are reasonably sure that Old Nick was
long ago exorcised, never to return.
In this very much larger and more
complete laboratory they shall be far
better able to analyze all their clays,
graphites, and other materials that enter into the Dixon crucibles by the Dixon
Company. They will also be able to
make microphotographs of all materials
that require microscopic study. In other
words, they will expect to have what they
have started out to have, a complete research laboratory, wherein their staff of
chemists will be able to study and to
produce results of great value to the
Sviiools,

Dixon Company and to

its
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Industrial trainiHg and employment is
being providtnl for the blind in centres
established in Halifax, Toronto, Winnipeg and Vancouver.
Useful handici'afts, and the reading
and ^^Titing of enibossed characters, are
taught in the liomes of those blind
people who, for various reasons, are
unable to take training at one of the
regular centres.
The product of the home-workers is

bought and

sold.

Personal contact

is establishwl
recently-blinded persons, and with
which are sometimc-s so old that
become new in a very real sense.

work

is

done

by an

experienced

with
cases

they
This
field

Books, magazines, and music in embossed types, are circulated free to the
blind of Canada.
The monthly average
ciTcuLation of books, eftc., is close to
eight hundred.
The Institute also arranges for the transcription of music for

members

at cost price.
training
centre,
"Pearson Hall," has been provided,
where blind soldiers may find congenial conditions while taking vocationIn this connection, it
al instruction.
may be interesting to know that the
Institute has entered into an agreement with the Department of Soldiers'

A

Civil

of its

residence

and

Re-Establishment,

the Institute has

under

established an

ADIAN NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR
THE BLIND, 3(5 King Street East, Toronto, Ont.

SCRAP MARKET FOLLOWS FLUC^
TUATIONS OF IRON .\ND
STEEL rK\DE
'

The year 1919 began with the scrap
market in a state of great uncertainty.
Prices were low anil dealers were treading cautiously, chiefly owing to their
fear of the Government .turning loose a
flood of cheap material.
Consumers also had this idea and held up their buying
in

hopes of getting their scrap

which
after-

cheap.

However, when the Government scrap
did appear on the market the effect wasnearly

not

agent.

any
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so

serious

as

imagined.

Heavy melting steel sold as low as $li
in New York but generally it remained
around the $15 mark. Early in March
ioiprovement in the market became evifoundries and steel mills coming
material, one large company buying as much heavy melting as was available at $14. .'SO.
Scrap fluctuated during
the ensuing months, but dealers, feeling
confident of better values, bought scrap
and piled it in their yards. A large sale
of Government scrap stayed th'^ir hands
for a while, but this material was sooii
absorbed and dealers started buying
again. Their business acumen was justified when heavy melting went to $22 in
August. The strike came along then and
curtailed demand, and a shortage of cars

dent,
in

foi'

world-wide

clientele.

IDLE PITY GIVING WAY TO PRACTICAL EFFORT ON BEHALF OF
CANADA'S SIX THOUSAND BLIND
You have

doubtless been interested in

what you have read or heard regarding
the progress of a national effort on behalf of the blind of Canada.
Do you realize just what this effort

means?
Here are some of the things that are
being done:

care department for Canadian soldiers
blinded in the war.
There are other things, but they may
all be summed up by saying that the
Institute endeavors, in every practical
way, to advance the interests of the
blind, and to ameliorate the conditions

under which they live.
Will you aid in supplying the most
vital need of this work?
Then mail your cheque to the CAN-

made

it

difficult to

move such material

Heavy steel held up
as could be sold.
pretty well, not touching lower than S20,
and with the end of the strike soon rose
Cast scrap came into great deto $21.
mand with the shortage of pig iron, and
the No. 1 grade sold at .$30.50 del. Pittsburgh, $34.75 Chicago, and $31.15 EastDecember.
Pennsylvania
during
ern
Heavy melting steel touched $24.50 Pittsburgh in the last month of the year.
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PLATING AND POLISHING DEPARTMENT
Practical Articles, Useful Data, Descriptions of Machinery,

Equipment,

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

—

Question. Several months ago we
equipped our large tank for a hot nickel
solution.
The solution used identically
the same as we previously used cold
with one exception, the density of the
present solution is about double the former solution. With either of these solutions operated at normal temperature of
air in the plating room we can produce
a beautiful white background on our
stove castings in one hour, in fact the
dense solution will yield splendid white
deposits of nickel in twenty minute's.
Now, if we heat this concentrated solution to about 100 degrees Fahr. the deposit is dark, a dull gray, and the backgrounds are anything but pleasing to
the eye.
If the temperature exceeds
100 degrees the deposit is actually valueless as a finish for stove castings.
This
dense solution was diluted to the density
usually employed with ordinary double
sulphate baths and the results were
equally as unsatisfactory, although of a
slightly difei-ent character.
We have
experimented with the hot solution in

an endeavor to improve results without
adding chemicals to the solution.
We
have failed to get the white background.
Will you kindly advise us of a method
which will permit the use of a hot nickel
solution in the production

white backgrounds on

silvery
of
gray iron stove

etc.,

Used

—

—

Answer. The copper-cleaning solution
be prepared so that soldered articles may be cleaned and coppered at

may

one operation with perfect results if
care is exercised in the introduction of
the cleaning compound; an excess is to
be avoided
The cyanide content will

AMERICAN
SOCIETY,

instead of the

more commonly employed

conducting salts, and using
maintenance of a solution
of 80 degrees. It has.been
numerous platers that hot

care in the

temperature
observed by
nickel solu-

"throw" better at moderate temperatures than at extremely high tem-

tions

peratures.

An

ordinary nickel solution

which yields bright deposits at 65 degrees Fahr., will usuallv vield very satisfactory white deposits when operated
If the temat about 80 degrees Fahr.
perature is increased to 90 degrees the
deposits mav become darker in tone,
and at 100 degrees a blue shade spoils
the appearance of the finished casting.
Much depends upon the current density
employed. We would suggest that you
operate the nickel solution at about 80
degrees \vith a current density of approximately ten amperes per square
Boric acid not in excess of o
foot.
ounces pf>r gallon of solution will aid in
r^^^^ting the silvery whitoress you desire.
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of the nickel deposits from hot solutions
is a distinct disadvantage when these
solutions are used for plating stove castings which have backgrounds. We have
succeeded in producing very fine results
by using five ounces of boric acid per
gallon of solution and nickel chloride

the Plating and Polishing Industry.

Question. I am arranging a plating
plant to process an output greai;ly in excess of any previous year's record.
It
occurred to me that possibly a combination copner solution v/ould be a valuable solution to instal.
Our products
consist of sheet metal stampings soldered when assembled, the plating operation is performed on the assembled article.
Would the solder cause us trouble
either directly or indirectly?
We cannot use an electric cleaner on some of
our goods because the solder is attacked.
Would the action be similar in the copper solution containing appreciable percentages of cleaning compounds ?

castings ?

Answer. Hot nickel solutions have
their disadvantages as well as their advantages, and the dull, dead appearance

in

The Occident

Hall, corner Queen and
Bathurst Streets, Second Thursday of each
month, at 8 P.M.

deposit is required for buffing reduce
the current to about 10 amperes per

square foot.
A ten-minute deposit at
this speed will suffice for all ordinary
purposes. Solder, if present on the surface of iron or steel articles, will be attacked by almost any alkaline cleaning
solution if the treatment is prolonged
beyond reasonable limits. A mild cleaning compound may contain some caus-

and ruin a soldered article if employed as an electric cleaner.
Usually
the period of cleaning is permitted to
continue too
long.
One-half minute
should be sufficient. If 5 volts will not
do the job increase the voltage rather
than increase the time of treatment.
One operator we have met who is very
successful in plating soldered articles
uses a solution of: hydrochloric acid, 25
parts; sulphuric acid, 25 parts,
and
water, 50 parts, with lead strips
as
cathodes, and the soldered article's as
anodes, 10 volts and 15 seconds' treatinent gives the surface a clean condition,^
which is evidently t"he correct thing. The
quickness with v/hich this treatment is
performed is probably responsible for
much of the success attending the operation.
Unless you are required to finish
the soldered articles in copper we would
advise the total elimination of copperplating, as equally as perfect results may
be obtained by nickel-plating direct on
the steel, and less operations are re'luired, and the chances of failure are
decreased with each reduction in preparatory operations. Try this first.
tics

Question.

probably be required to be greater than

when

plain sheet iron or steel is proThe only cases of failure in
cleaning and coppering soldered articles
in one operation which have come to our
attention were caused by the careless
use of solutions originally prepared for
processing plain steel or iron; the caustic
properties of the cleaning compounds
were responsible for the trouble. When
these solutions were reconstructed by
the addition of copper salts and cyanide
and operated at lov/est possible temperature consistent with resnort to cle.nnIf the two or
ing, success followed.
three bath method of cleaning is used
the real damage may occur in one of
the cleaning solutions previous to introduction into the copper solution. Personally we favor the employment of a
good cleaning solution v/hich acts quickly, say thirty seconds, then transfer directly to a well-balanced copper solution
free from sodas or cleaning compounds,
copper
a simple conper carbonate or
cessed.

cyanide and sodium cyanide solution,
operated nt nprc-oximntelv 200 decrrecs
Fahr. with 5 volts. Strike with highest
possible current density, and if a heavy

—Please

inform

me

of

a

method which I can use to produce a
steel grey color on brass.
The deposit
or coloring film must permit of relieving
on portions of the articles. Nickel flash
does not meet the requirements.

—

Atiswer. Try an arsenic solution composed of 10 ounces of white arsenio, 4
ounces of white stick caustic potash in
1 gallon of soft
water.
Dissolve the
])otaKh in hot water, add the arsenic and
boil

the

solution

until

the

arsenic

is

completely dissolved.
Pulverize
the
arsenic before adding to the solution. In
case complete solution of arsenic is difficult a small nuantitv of the substance
remaining undissoh'ed will do no harm,
but it must be remembered that the undissolved portion does not aid in the
results required. Use solution cold with
a current tension of from 2 to 3 volts.
A ten or twenty minute deposit will be
quite sufFicienl for your purpose; lacquer after relieving.

—

Question. Admitting my inexperience
but assuring you of my sincere desire
to master the problems which beset me
daily as I operate two
nickel-plating
tanks in a small shop. I wish to ask

CANADIAN

January, 1920
for your opinion
current strengfth
been platinj:r 400
strung on copper

on a matter respecting
in plating.
We have
sheet brass stampings
wire per load, with 100

ampere of current; time of ph»ting was
one and one-quarter hours.
Now we
plate the same brass stamping on holders made from iron wire, and find that
we can place (lOO pieces in the tank per
I have not been able to adjust the
current so that a deposit of IH hours
would withstand the butfing. Ci'.n you

FO U N D RY

MAN

add too much at a time. Small quanof brass solution added to a coppe'- bath ofte'i improve the copper deposits.
We would prefer to use solution in this manner rather than keep it
to add to brass solution as it is rarely
necessary to add solution in this manner
to

tities

to a brass-plating solution unless the
care of the latter has lieen neglected.

load.

suggest anything which might assist me
to get a deposit equal to that obtained
on copper wires and in the same time
or less ?

Answer.

— If

you have

increased

the

number of pieces from 400 to 000 you
must increase your current in proportion,
or from 100 amperes to 150 amperes;
in addition to this you will have to make
allowance for the use of holders instead
of copT)er wire. Iron wire has six times
iho resistance of copper wire of same
size, therefore to offer the sam.e conductivity a simple iron holder would
need to be at least six times as large
as the coppe'' wire formerly used; by
this we mean the cross-sectional area
If arms
should be six times as great.
I'-.re soldered on and are of smaller crosssectional .^rea this fact must be considered.
If you formerly plated 400 articles
en SO copper wires we may assume that
you now plate 600 of the same articles
on 40 iron holders, and would judge that
the load would require approximately
200 nmnp'ps <^^ cwv'^'^^ ^'^ produce a
plate equivalent in protective value to
that obtained when using copper wires
and a lighter load.

—

Question. In 1916 my present employers engaged in the manufacture of
munitions, and a brass-plating solution
which we had employed previously was
placed in barrels and stored in a warehouse.
I have just received an intimation that this solution would again be
required for com.mercial plating.
I anticipate trouble with it as I never was
able to control results before it was
stored.

you can suggest

If

anything

that might assist me in case of difficulty
I shall appreciate the information.

—

Answer. You arc crossing the bridge
before you reach it. Transfer the solution to the plating tank, and if possible
to heat

it,

boil

the solution for at least

one hour, then electrolyze while cooling;
use strongest current available, with
small cathode and large anode surface.
Note color of deposit, test with piece of
polished steel, and if dirty gray dilute
to about .^0 per cent, its concentration,
or to about 10 degrees Be.; add copper
in generous quantities, electrolyze, and
bring up to correct color by adding zinc
dissolved
in
cyanide.
If
carbonate
several colors appear on the plated surface add cyanide cautiously until clear
yellow deposit is obtained and the anodes
remain free from heavy dark co.ating.

The solution removed when diluting the

mav

be kept in a barrel and added
to the plating solution when conditions
require, or it may be added to an ordinary copper solution if care is taken not

bath

—

Question.
Several
nickel
;'.nodes
we placed in use some four months
ago are still quite hard and exhibit only
slight evidence of having been suspended in a plating solution used daily for
wliich

commercial plating.
There appears to
be a form of ragged coating on these
anodes, underneath
which the usual
black pasty substance
may be seen
The nickel
through numerous holes.
solution in whi^h these anodes are hanging has become seriously weak in metal
and we do not wish to continue as hereCan you
tofore if possible to avoid it.
inform us of some method which will
enable us to employ the anode without
further loss

Answer.

?

— The

anodes which you have

may be removed and the
bark-like coating may be ground off or
broken in many places so that the electrolytic action of the bath may affect
in the solution

more easily soluble portion beneath.
Anodes which have not been in use are
quite easily ground in this manner: The
the

anode

is

very lightly applied to a fine

emery wheel and merely the

dull outer
skin removed. If you prefer to treat the
anodes in the following manner you will
save the labor of grinding and reduce the
time loss. Fill a clean stoneware crock
or a hardwood keg with a 50 per cent,
solution of sulnhuric acid and water;
add 4 ounces of common salt per gallon
and connect the container with the electric current in same manner as for plating except that the positive or anode
rod should be placed across centre of top
so t^at the nickel anodes to be t'-eated
mav be susnended therefrom and be entirely surrounded bv cathodes of either
Use
lead, old nickeled holders, or brass.
stronri-est current available for sufficient

time to produce
Rinse
surfacp.

a,

black rather granular

water after
moval from the acid bath.
in cold

re-

—

Question. T have orders to fill which
some
of
installation
the
necessitate
form of tinning bath. Would vou advise
using a tinnin": solution with the electric
dipnine process with
current or the
molten tin? There is a nlatino- plant in

operation on same nremises from whic^
I could secure suitable current.
Answer. If your contract calls for a
coatinPT of tin which must be durable, we
unhesitatinqrly advise you to use the hot
It is more expensive
tinnintr process.
than the electric method and has not the
wide ran^e of useful apnlication which
is possessed by the electric method but
dip tinniner is really much superior to
electro-tinning in respect to protection
An electro-tin solution
for iron or steel.
which has given splendid results for
several years and thereofre is to be de-

—

.^"
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pended upon is composed of the following 8 oz. pyrophosphate of soda, 1 oz.
These quantitin chloride, 1 gal. water.
ties may be increase slightly or decreased to *4 above figures if the proportions
do not vary appreciably. Both tin and
soda will be required to be added occasionally to maintain proper working conditions.
Slimy anodes denote excess current or deficiency of soda in the solution.
It may be said that tin solutions are not
wholly maintained by the disintegration
of the tin anode and require special attention in current regulation and the solvent must be maintained (juite constant
Use as
if uniform results are expected.
If a
large anode surface as possible.
zinc coating would answer your purposes
you will find the following a very satisWater, 1 gal.; zinc
factory formula.

sulphate, 10 ozs.;

aluminum sulphate,

7

ammonium

prepare
chloride, 1 oz.;
in usual manner and add 8 ozs. of tin
salt to each 25' gallons of the zinc soluThe deposit from this solution is
tion.

oz.;

very dense and unusually white, and
could be successfully employed on goods
which are not to be used for culinary
purposes.
It is easier to operate and
keep in working condition than the tin
solution.

—

Question. Please give me the following information and oblige an appreciaMy copper solution
subscriber.
tive
plates very rough and the plate is hard
Why does a nickel solution deto buff.
My work
posit dark, brittle coatings?
consists of grey iron castings and occasionally some brass castings.

—

Cyanide copper solutions
produce rough deposits sometimes
streaked or discolored if too strong current is used when the metal strength of
the solution is low, or free cyanide deficient, or impure copper salts are presAcid copper solutions which have
ent.

Answer.

may

not enough free acid will give similar
Alkaline nickel solutions usualresults.
Nickel solutions
ly yield dark deposits.
of normal 'acidity may yield dark plates
solution is
if the conductivity of the
Copper in any form introduced
poor.
into the nickel solution will cause dark
Nickel solutions excessively
deposits.
acid produce brittle deposits, the plate

hard and usually non-adherent on
is
Increase Jhe
highly polished surfaces.
metallic content of the solutions, neutralize, and add a good conducting salt.
Use extra care in rinsing all castings
previous to placing same in the nickel
Keep the solutions clean and
solution.
maintain a large effective anode surface
Use the solution as a
at all times.
friend.

Do not

neglect

it.

CAPITAL AND LABOR
"The man who earns a dollar is a
laborer, and the man who saves a dollar
It is as impossible to
a capitalist.
separate labor and capital as it is to
separate oxygen and nitrogen in the air
and continue to breathe." Uncle Joe
is

—

Cannon.

—
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Scraps from the Foundry Scrap Pile
The Canadian Casting Co. is the name
company recently registered at

space.
One kiln of 50-ton capacity and
three kilns of 60-ton capacity each are in
operation.

Eclipse Machine Co., of Elmira, N. Y.,
are starting a business in Walkerville,
Ont., to supply the Canadian trade with
their line of brakes, clutches, etc.

Extending Plant at Guelph.— The Gilson Manufacturing Company, Limited,
Guelph, Ont., manufacturers of gas,
gasoline and oil engines and other lines
of manufacture are making large extensions to their present plant. In addition
to a two-storey addition. 140 x 80, to thir
machine shop, they are adding a building, 70 X 90, to their foundry.

of a new
Toronto.

Preston, Ont., Foundry
Being Enlarged.
The Preston Woodworking Machinery Co. announce that they will construct a considerable extension to their
plant as soon as weather permits in the
spring.

—

New Foundry For

to

—

New Foundry for Amherstburg. It is
rumored that a new foundry is to be
built in Amherstburg.
A tract of four
acres has been purchased by a syndicate,
but so far nothing definite
given out for publication.

has

By-law Carries at Mount Forest.

beer

loan the sum of $15,000 to
Ernst Brothers, foundrymen of that
town, to enable them to enlarge their
plant. Two large buildings will be erected and equipped with all modern ap-

Jan.

—

By-law Carries in Dunnville. By a
vote of 368 to 63, on Jan. 5, the ratepayers of Dunnville, Ont., carried the
by-law granting a fixed assessment of
ten thousand dollars to the Canadian
Engines,
I imited,
manufacturers
of
gasoline engines and other lines of machinery.
Co.,

Lon-

don, Ont., are erecting an addition to
their foundry at a cost of $110,000, to
meet the increasing demand for their
The structure will be two
products.
stories high and will contain, in addition
to the foundry floors, a pattern depart-

ment.

Change

!

Name

of

Company.

— The

Osborn Manufacturing Co.,
manufacturers of moulding machines,
with head off'ice at 5403 Hamilton Ave.,
Cleveland, Ohio, and branch offices at
New York and Chicago, have changed
their name to "The Osborn ManufacturCleveland

ing Company, Inc."

The Canadian Allis-Chalmers Company
are erecting an electro-galvanizing deconnection
with
their
partment in
Davenport plant, Toronto. The building is a separate unit of considerable
dimensions, built at some distance from
the main buildings of the establishment,
and is equipped with everything the
most modern.

New

—

—By

a considerable majority, the ratepayers
of Mount Forest carried the by-law
which wa.T submitted for approval on

The Ford Motor Company, automobile
manufacturers, Detroit, Mich., while employing ten thousand hands in the
foundry department of their big plant
at Highland Park, are building a still
larger foundry on the
River Rouge,
where their blast furnace is located.

The McClary Manufacturing

—

Guelph. Guelph is
secure a large industrial concern, a
branch of a Cleveland house. The firm
is Henry Miller Foundry Company, Ltd.,
of Cleveland, and they will occupy the
building lately occupied by the ShererGillett Company on the Victoria Road.
They will add to the building considerably. The firm manufacture heating apparatus.

—

Will Make Gasoline Engines.
FisherWilkie, Ltd., of Sandwich, Ont., are making large additions to their plant and
will enter into the manufacture of gasoline engines.

Fire-Brick Industry. Gates Refractories, Limited, is the name of a new
company recently organized at Montreal
to manufacture fire-bricks. The buildings
.icquired are of two-storey brick construction with about 12,000 feet of floor

5

to

pliances.

New Foundry

for

Brockville.

—Mayor

pany

be capitalized at half a miland will, at the beginning,
manufacture vitrified and silicate wheels.
These will be made of aluminum abrasive and crystolon abrasive, the former
an aluminous abrasive made by the company from bauxite at their electric furnaces at Niagara Falls, N. Y., and Chippawa, Ont.; the latter an artificial abrasive chemically known as carbide of silicon, manufactured in electric furnaces
at Chippawa, Ont.
will

lion dollars,

—

Building Malleable Iron Foundry. The
Auto Specialties Manufacturing Company of Canada, located at Windsor, Ont.,
announce that they will at once begin the
of malleable iron foundry in
connection with their plant.
The first
unit of the foundry will cover approximately 45,000 square feet and will cost
about $200,000.
The buildings will be
the last word in building construction,
ample thought being given to light, ventilation, etc., and will be absolutely fire-

erection

proof.

The company expects to have the plant
ready for operation about April and will
employ about 200 hands. Apart from
their own requirements, they will be able
to take on some custom work.

New Foundry

for

Brantford.

— Con-

work has been started on a new
foundry building for the Dominion Steel
struction

Lewis, of Brockville, Ont., announces
that a new foundry is to be erected in
Brockville in the early spring, headed
by J. Gill Gardner, president of the
Board of Trade. The industry will cover
a \ery considerable space and aff'ord employment for 125 hands at the beginning.
Montreal capital is interested in the en-

Products Co., Limited, Brantford, Ont.,
This foundry will be
100 ft. X 160 ft.
equipped with two cupolas, also with
a 16-ton capacity air furnace.
The air furnace is being installed for

terprise.

will

Perfect Machine Co. Enlargement.
The Perfect Machine Co., Ltd., Gait, Ont.,

have found

it necessary to double the
capacity of their moulding shop and are
erecting a new addition which considerably more than doubles their moulding
floor space.
They have been doing, in
addition to their own work, considerable
jobbing work in gray iron and semi-steel
exceptionally
castings and have been

successful.

Fairbanks, Morse & Co. announce that
present foundry at Beloit, Wis.,
will be replaced by a mammoth and
thoroughly
modern foundry, costing
$1,500,000, and covering eleven acres of
ground. The building, when completed,
will be 900 feet long and 550 feet wide,
and nothing which goes to make up an
up-to-the minute foundry will be omitted.
The capacity will be from 350 to 400
tons of grey iron per day.

their

The Norton Company of Canada,
Limited, a subsidiary of the Norton Company, Worcester, Mass., is establishing
a plant of the corner of Lottridge St.
and Beach Rd., Hamilton, Ont., to manufacture grinding wheels for the Canadian
and British trade. The Canadian com-

the casting of heavy steel mill rolls, also
the rolls for rubber-working machinery.

The company has

also

purchased

and

shortly install an electric furnace
for the smeltinp- of all tyoes of nonferous allovs with a capacity of about
300 tons of castings per annum.
It is expected that the gray iron and
steel foundry will be in operation in the
Its capacity will
early part of March.
approximate 15,000 tons of castings per
annum..

The Great Coke Plant at Anyox, B. C.
plant, which was started during
the war to supply their smelter with

—^This

coke, is now comoleted and is considered,
to be the most efficient of its kind in the
world. There are 30 ovens in all, stretching over 200 feet and standine 20 feet
high.
Gases driven off' are conveyed to
the by-product house, where manv byproducts are secured. The plant has a

capacity of 500 tons of coke dailv, while
out of each ton of raw coal carbonized
there results 65 per cent, of the total
weight in coke, 11.500 cubic feet of gas,
10 gallons of coal-tar, 21 poun'^s of sulphate of ammonia, 3 eallons of light oil,
1.55 gallon of benzol, .4 gallon of pure
toluol. 30 p-allons of solvent nanhthalene
and 4 pounds crude naphthalene. From
the tar there is made creosote, Ditch and
innumerable other useful by-products.
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OBITUARY
John Stewart, who for forty years
operated a foundry at Paris, Ont., is
dead. Mr. Stewart was born and raised
in Gait, and served his apprenticeship as
a moulder in that city, after which he
settled in Paris and
entered into the
foundry business on his own account.
Four years apo he took a stroke which
incapacitated him from active business
pursuits and necessitating his retirement.
Accordingly,
he
removed
to
Brantford, where he remained until his
death.
He is survived by three daughters.

FIRES
Oil vats exploded at

Moncton, N.B., on
causing a fire which did
damage to the extent of $(55,000 to the
plant of the Record Foundry Co.
No
one was injured.
•'anuary

5,

.

The Katie Foundry, at Gait,
damaged by fire to the extent

Ont., was
of several

thousand dollars on January 2.
The
thermometer was hovering around the
zero point and several of the firemen
were frost-bitten.

The office and the main building of the
Welland Iron and Brass Works, Welland,
Ont.. were destroyed by fire Saturday,
January 3. Owing to the temperature
\vhich was near zero and a gale which
was blowing, the firemen had a hard
fight to keep the flames from spreading
to Frank Round's planing mills and C.
B. Wilson's utility electric stove factory.

CATALOGUES
The "Oliver" No. 1 Universal Woodworker's Vise is the main feature of an

and is altogether a useful and interesting
volume of information.

The Aeroil Burner Company, Inc.,
400 Main Street, Union Hill, N.J., U.S.A.,
are distributing their newest catalogues
of Averil thawing outfits and torches
for removing ice and snow from frozen
coal, sand and ore cars, hoppers, pockets, conveyors, loading chutes, dippers,
and switches.
The descriptive
matter and illustrations are interesting
and show how the burner may be used
to undo the ;iiischief
caused through
tracks,

It also gives other ways of utilizing it, such as straightening motor truck
or auto frames, axles, chassis and goosenecks, loosening tight gerir wheels, collars and pulleys, brazing, preheating for
welding and many other heating pur-

frost.

poses.

•

Lane Electric Cranes is the title of a
bulletin which has just been issued
by N. B. Payne & Co., 25 Church St.,
New York City, sole agents for Lane
electric cranes manufactured in Montpelier, Vt., by the Lane Mfg. Co.
The
bulletin fully illustrates and describes
several styles of cranes in which steel
girders or heavy timbers of long leaf

new

yellow pine are used. A record of thirty
years is claim.ed for this crane minimum power and repair cost, great overload capacity, high return value on capital investment
and the cranes can be
operated by inexperienced labor.
The
bulletin contains a complete set of specifications and a very long list of satisfied users.
A questionnaire is inserted
in the bulletin for the use of the prospective purchaser, on which he can quickly write all information needed bv the
manufacturers.
A free cooy will be
mailed upon reauest by N. B. Payne &
Co., to any reader of this publication.

27
It is a book which should be in the
hands of every foundryman as well as
every public accountant who has any

foundrymen among his clents.
It is published by the Penton Publishing Company, Book Department, Cleveland, Ohio.

Price $5, delivered.

Some

interesting information concernancient metal works in India, is

ing
given by Mr. Panchanan Neogi, Profes.'^or
of Chemistry, Go\ernmcnt College.
Rajshahi, in a booklet named "Copper in
Ancient Indi:'." The second largest bell
in the world is to be found, he says, at
Minguin, in I'pper Burma. It was cast
in 1790, measures 16 ft. in diameter, and
weighs 88 tons. Some very notable guns
were also cast in India, the materials of

which were chiefly wrought iron and
brass or bronze.
The iron guns were
made by welding together rings placed
side by side, and were often .30 feet long.
Brass guns of great size were cast, a
notable one being the great gun of Agra,
an enormous howitzer, 1 4ft. long and
22V<2. in. bore, and weighing over 50 tons.

A gun known as "Monarch of the Plain,"
the largest in the world of its time, was
of bronze, of a length of 14 ft. 3 in., and
had a d'ame^c" at its mouth rf 4 ft. 10 in.

—

interesting pamphlet distributed by The
Oliver Machinery Co., Grand Rapids,
Mich.
The vise is described in detail

BOOK REVIEWS
"Foundry Cost Accounting," by Robert

—

Company Loses .4ction. The Russell
Motor Car Company lost the decision in
an action brought by them against various railway companies for loss of 3,838
castings,
which had disappeared in
transit.
The action was dismissed on
the grounds that the company did not
count the contents of the freight car
on the morning that they broke the
seals.

At a recent meeting of- the Montreal
Board of Trade considerable opposition
was advanced regarding the proposed
advance in wharfage rates that the
putting
Harbor Commissioners intend

and embodies every feature of the standard vise and adds several points of superiority.
It is
easily,
speedily and
simply adjustable to any desired angle
by the hand-operated collar, and clamped in any tilted position by the rack bar.
All parts are interchangeable. It can be
set at any point in a 90 degrees arc, and

Certified Public Accountant;
Cost Accountant of The American Malleable Casting Association, Cleveland,
Ohio; is a book or 271 pages, bound in
cloth, and the contents include the following:
Importance of an Accurate
Knowledge of Costs; Uniform Cost

set at any point desired within the complete arc of another circle at right angles

petition;

time to bring the whole matter to the
attention of the Government.

Profits.

Moulders Are Out. In accordance
terms of their ultimatum to the
moulders
management recently, the
and coremakers emiployed by the Dominion Iron and Steel Company, at
Sydney, together with the apprentices in
work.
company's foundry, quit
the
Forty-one men are conicieimed. The men's
demand is for a wage increase wihich
the company has cilaiimed cannot be made

with the former. This can be done without loosenine the work ir. the jaws.
Wedge-shaped work will fit either end
of the jaws as they are made to swing,
being pivoted in the centre.

Chesapeake Iron Works, Baltimore,
Md., manufacturers of electric travelling
cranes, have sent us their latest bulletin
illustrating and describing their cranes.
The illustrations show all the details of
the cranes, including cable drum, foot
brake, electric brake, mechanical load
brake, operator's cage covered in and
uncovered, girders, blocks, etc., in addition to an interior view of the Chesapeake Iron Works machine shop, with
innumerable cranes under construction
and also an outside view of the plant.
It also shows the cranes in operation
in different classes of industrial plants.

E.

Belt,

Finding Methods and the Effect on ComExamination of Plant Practices
and Operating Conditions; Installing and
Operating a Cost System; Accounting
Practice and Records; Operating Departments and Department Records; Classification
and Definition of Accounts;
Monthly Statements; Product Costs;
Depreciation; Estates and Quotations;

Each of the subjects

is

treated tho-

roughly and altogether every phase of
accurate cost methods is covered.
The book contains some 100 forms and
charts which cover the entire field of
foundry cost keeping.
Nothing is dealt with in the way of
general cost accounting, the subject matter being entirely specialized on foundry
costs, not only the grey iron foundry but
the steel, malleable and non-ferrous
foundry as well.

into effect at the beginning of the year.
It was decided that the council of the

Board of Trade interview the Commissdon to see what can be done as to the
withdrawal of the proposed advance, and
suggest that
if this cannot be done to
the matter of the increase be deferred
for a time so that the board may have

—

w'ith the

at this time of unsettled conditions in
headInltemational
the steel trade.
quartjrs of the miooiklers' union instructed the men to negotiate further, and this
was foUcvTCid (by the men's notice to the
company that uintess the demands were
met in forty-eight hours they would go
out.
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be asked and for that reason we never hesitate to entertain subjects which might appear too simple to require
any explanation.

^lAJNpipEYMAJS

The

Metal Industry News

THE

employee, but, unfortunately, Toronto has been the goat
for the rest of the country, both as regards the foundryman and the moulder. Other foundry centres throughout
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the country remained in abeyance, pending a settlement
with the result that the men got their wages
and the bosses filled their orders and made their profits,
while both contending parties in Toronto were just makIf one party made a move
ing jokes of themselves.
the other thought he had him beat, and so the situation

in Toronto,

Most of the moulders have secured employremains.
ment in other towns or at some other occupation, while the
foundrymen are endeavoring to operate on the open-shop
system. The best we can say is that it is unfortunate,
and that if we could be the medium through which a settlement could be arrived at, we would welcome the opportunity.

:
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in our last issue, we are always glad
have suggestions from our subscribers, as it is

we mentioned

S

to

the subscriber who is to be satisfied or dissatisfied, as
the case may be, and it is our intention to have him
From what we
satisfied if it lies within our power.
can glean from every class of reader, we have come to
the conclusion that what takes the best in a publication
of this kind is real, practical articles on how the work
This class of material might be considered as
is done.
constituting a workingman's section, which it really is,
but from letters which we have received from numerous
business men, this is exactly what a trade paper is chiefly
useful for. From this point of view we have decided to
give the mechanical section a foremost place in the reading matter of the paper, and like the Questions and
Answers, it is not necessary to adhere to the most difficult
class of mechanical work. The making of ponderous castings is always fascinating, but it is not always the most
useful knowledge to be gained. Some very simple points
have been overlooked by good workmen, and a reminder
on a simple subject will frequently be of valuable assist-

Making Ponderous Castings

Crucible

mould and pour a casting weighing one hundred
tons is no more of a trick than to do one weighing
one ton, although it is difi'erent in many ways, and would
But the actual
be a greater financial loss if it failed.
risk of losing it is really less than making a light casting

23
23
24
26
27
27
28

To
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The heaviest casting which has been so far recorded
is an anvil block which was made in Russia, for use in
hammering the planished Russian iron for which Russia
To make a
This block weighed 600 tons.
is famous.
six-hundred-ton chuck it is necessary to figure up how
much pressure there is going to be on the mould and
then guard against it. Along with this it is necessary
to bear in mind that the metal will remain in a molten
state for a long while, and the material of which the
mould is made must be of such a refractory nature as

Happy New Year

^A NOTHER

A

year has rolled by and we are now travelling
on into the year 1920. As this is our first appearance
since the New Year we take this opportunity of greeting
our readers with best wishes for a prosperous year and
of assuring them that it will be our aim at all times
to be of assistance to them whenever an opportunity
arises.
Our "Questions and Answers" columns will
always be open for any questions relating to moulding,
melting, core-making, brass work, pattern-making, plating and polishing; in fact, anything which touches the
foundry business from any angle. We have assisted a
lot of questioners during the last year and have had the
satisfaction of receiving very complimentary letters in
return.
It is not only difficult questions which should

difficult

cores.

to resist the heat for a sufficiently long time.
The only thing remaining to be done is to have melt-

ing capacity and crane equipment.
possible to melt 600 tons and run

It
it

would be quite

into this

kind of

work in an average jobbing foundry. If the cupola is a
modern one with slag spout and capable of melting ten
tons per hour
for GO hours.

would only require to keep

it in operation
the shop could be
utilized to pour the first iron in order to cover the face
it

The largest

ladle

in

January, 1920

C

V
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T
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with metal which is not too hot. The remaining iron can
be run direct from the spout to a pop pate, and as long
as the cupola is kept free from slap: the mould will continue to till, up, and by meltinp the iron white hot and
havinsr it fall into the centre of the chunk, it will force
the duller metal to the sides and at the same time keep
the necessary amount of iron in a molten state.

To make

difficult work which requires to be poured
few minutes it is necessary to have furnaces and
cranes and ladles suitable for the work, but the actual

in a

required to do it is no greater than that on smaller
for this reason we take just as much interest in
the description of a small undertaking as we do in that
of a larger one. The foundry presents one of the biggest
propositions known, and no part of it is too small or
insignificant to be considered.
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and also of the old and laborious methods of moulding by
hand.

We

have no desire to back up the advocates of piling
of the working man, in the dis-

more onto the shoulders

guise of a patriotic duty, but the facts
the face that if we are going to reduce
we must reduce the cost of production,
that machinery is the medium through
accomplished.

are staring us in
the cost of living
and our theory is

which

this

can be

skill

work and

But Times Have Changed
there days what's went and gone and never
INto them
return; them days, my son, for which we sigh, for

—

which we groan and yearn wo used to take a basket,
the Christmas time, and kick up quite a
rumpus on two nickels and a dime.
then, around

Save Your Copies
SUBSCRIBERS are advised to
CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN

keep every copy of
and have them bound
Next December's issue will

end of each year.
contain an index of the principal contents for the entire
year. It is surprising how useful the bound volumes are
as a book of reference.
at the

We'd wander toward the market
dear; with
wool tab on the ear.

'X*

R.

of Leisure a Real Problem
MARSHALL, Vice-President of the United States,

says that the high cost of living is not the only problem before the people. The high cost of leisure is, according to Mr. Marshall, as great a menace. He admits that
he is among the laziest of mortals, but censors himself
along with the rest, and says that citizens who have the
good of the country at heart should consider the problem
and they will agree that the only means of meeting the
increasing difficulty is to produce more, to earn more, to
economize more, and to save more. This is along the line
modern man does not intend to
of argument "that the
work as long hours as he used to, and he does not intend
to work as hard as he used to, but he intends to get more
money." This, coupled with the fact that the farmer
does not intend to sell his produce at any such prices as
he used to, puts the whole thing in a somewhat complex
"*•

in

homespun

—

The gatherin' up of trinkets, too, it was a simple
we were not buyin' in them days as though for
some fat king in simple taste we sallied out and ere
we went a block, we'd got for dad, in grey and red, a

—

—

brand new Christmas sock.

*

state.

then,

woollen socks upon our feet and

We'd buy a turkey in them days it did not strain
our purse, nor yet did cause us to bust out in words that
smelt of curse. We wandered through the grocery store,
ah, yes, we did, by heck!
Of currants and raisins and
such truck, we bought 'em by the peck.
thing

High Cost

my

garb,

But folks don't turn

we used

—the

to

them things now

like

what

chance for gettin' past that way is
mighty thin and few. For Christmas now we've got to
go and dig down in our jeans, and peel from off our
shrivelled wad the last few greasy beans.
to do

We've got

to give a motor bus, a gold watch or a farm
scat you simple, woolly things what's weaved in
braid and yarn.

—yes,

Perhaps it's best that things should be just as they
to-day, as long as folks has got the cash to spill
about that way but I can't help just hankerin' back
to them there days what's sped, when folks at Christmas
time of year kept steady in the head. When we could
saunter forth at ease around this buyin' time, and make
a reg'lar rumpus on two nickels and a dime. ARK.
is

—

—

We

have always contended that if the farmer was
prosperous the whole country prospered with him. We
still contend this, and have no
desire to see the farmer
sell at a sacrifice, but for those of us who have to purchase our supplies of food the high price makes a high
rate of wages imperative. And for those of us who have
spent our days at foundry work we do not see how we
can speed up any more than we have always had to do,
without shortening the number of our days on earth or
else shortening the length of the day.

From this we
man is going to

are forced to conclude that if the working
enjoy his life in the manner he aims at he
must have shorter hours and more pay, and the only
means of achieving this object is through the ingenuity
of these very working men in devising means of producing the goo'ds in larger quantities on automatic machines.
If hand-work is adhered to and the workman receives
bigger rates of pay the product of his labor must sell at
a higher price, thereby raising the price to the working
man who purchases it, thus putting him in a position to
require more money. And so the process continues like
an endless belt running into perpetuity.

Some

of the

original so-called machines which were
moulders were certainly insults, only adding to the output of the shop at the expense of the bone
and sinew of the men who operated them. But this state of
affairs has long sipce passed and some
really
helpful
equipment is now taking the place of these man-killers

handed

to the

ikli\\i/ifi(i;i?f(i'WlE^
'^\^^n

"HOW AM I GOING TO SHOOT THE ONE WITHOUT HURTING
THE OTHER!"
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Foundrymen's Association Sanitation Code
Being the Code Agreed Upon by the A.F.M. in 1917, Which if
Coupled to the Laws on Our Statute Books, Should be Generally
Satisfactory
Definition

Al.

—A

foundry shall moan a build-

ing where iron, steel, copper, tin,
zinc, lead, aluminum or composition containinji- any of the baser metals
are melted and poured into moulds for
the makinjr of castings, and shall include

all moulding, core-making, melting and
cleaning rooms used in connection there-

molten metal is being handled shall,
during the progress of casting, be kept

good condition, clear of obstructions
and free from undue dampness.
.n.5.
Gangways where molten metal is
in

—

carried in crane, trolley or sulky ladles
shall be sufficiently wide to allow emand empty
ployees safely to handle
ladles.
D().

with.

Entrance
Bl. The term "entrance" shall mean
passages for common use between the
foundry and open air provided for ernployees during working hours.
B2.
Entrance to foundries located in
cold climates shall be protected during
the winter by a covered vestibule or its
equivalent, which shall be so constructed
as to eliminate harmful drafts, and of
such dimensions as to answer ordinary
purposes, such as the passage of wheelbarrows, trucks and industrial cars. This
rule shall not apply to entrances used
for railroad or industrial cars handled
by locom.otives or for travelling cranes,
horse-drawn vehicles or automobiles;
these entrances may remain open during the winter only for such time as is

—

—

necessary for the ingress or egress of
such cars, trucks and
cranes,
horsedrawn vehicles or automobiles.
Floors and Galleries

— Gangways

where molten metal

is

carried on truck ladles exclusively shall
be not less than eighteen (18) inches
wider than the extreme width of the
truck ladle.
D7. Gangways where molten metal
is carried in crucibles by not more than
two (2) nien per crucible and poured into
moulds placed on one or both sides of
the gangway, shall be not less than three
(3^ feet wide.
D8.
Gangways v/here molten metal is
carried in crucibles by more than two
(2) men per crucible and poured into
moulds placed on one or both sides of
the gangway, shall be not less than four
(4) feet wide.
D9. Gangwavs where molten metal is
carried in hand or bull ladles by not

—

—

—

men

per ladle and
poured into moulds placed on both sides
of the gangway, shall not he less than
four (4) feet wide.
DIO. Gangways where molten metal

more than two

(2)

—

is

carried in hand or bull ladles by

not-

—

more than two (2) men per. ladle and
poured into moulds pUiced on only one
side of the gangway, shall not be less

—

than three (3) feet wide.
Dll. Gangv/ays where molten metal

CI.
The floor
beneath
imand
mediately surrounding a cupola shall be
kept free from collection of water.
C2.
The floor immediately adjoining
industrial tracks over which workmen
frequently pass shall be reasonably hard
and flush with the top of the rails. Sufficient clearance for easy passage of
truck v/heols shall be provided between
floor and rails.
(^3.
All pits or openings located in
foundry floors shall be guarded by suit-

—

able covers or railings or by watchmen.
C4.
Galleries where molten metal is
poured into mould shall be provided with
a solid partition not less than three (3)
feet high, installed on the open side of
such gallery.

—

Gangways

—

Dl. The term "gangway" shall mean
a well-defined passage-way dividing the
working floors of foundries.
D2. — The width of a gangway or
aisle shall be understood to be the clear
distance between moulds, posts, partitions or other obstructions on one side
of the gangway or aisle and similar objects on the opposite side.
D3. Gangways other than those for
carrying molten metal shall be of sufficient width and properly illuminated to
safely allow the passage of employees
and materials. They shall be kept free
from obstructions at all times.
D4. Every gangway or aisle in which

—

—

—

is

carried in hand or bull ladles by

more

than two (2) men per ladle, shall be not
less than five (5) feet wide.
Aisles

—The

term "aisle" shall mean a
moulds leading
passao-eway between
from the gangway.
E2. Aisles where molten metal is
carried in hand or bull ladles or crucibles
and poured into moulds on individual
floors by not more than two (2) men per
ladle or crucible, shall be not less than
twelve (12) inches wide except where
moulds aloneside the aisle are more tnan
twenty (20") inches high above the aisle
level, in which case the aisle shall be not
less than twenty-four (24) inches wide.
E3. Aisles where molten metal is
carried in hand or bull ladles or crucibles
and poured into moulds on individual
moulds by more than two (2) men per
ladle or crucible, shall be not less than
El.

—

—

thirty-six

—

(36) inches wide.

Aisles where molten metal is
E4.
carried and poured into moulds on individual floors by cranes, trolley or sulky
ladles shall be sufficiently wide to allow
employees safely to handle and empty
the ladles.

Foundry Equipment
Fl.

— All

lip-pouring

ladles

of

two-

pounds capacity or
(2,000)
more shall be equipped with a worm
gear or other self-locking tilting device.
trolley
F2. All crane, truck and
pouring ladles shall be equipped with a

thousand

—

dog to prevent premature overturning
and shall be so constructed that when
they are full of metal the centre of
gravity shall be belov/ the centre of thetrunnion, unless each ladle is equipped
with a gear mechanism and a latch,,
either of which will prevent premature
overturning ol the ladle.
F3.

— All single shank hand ladles shall
—

be provided with sheet metal shields.
When the combined weight of a
F4.
metal and
crucible containing molten
the crucible tongs exceed one hundred
(100) pounds, the crucible shall be removed from the furnace by not less than
two men or by mechanical means, and
when the combined weight exceeds three
hundred (300) pounds, three (3) or more
men or mechanical devices shall be employed.
F5. Where the crown plate of an upright crucible furnace is elevated above
the surrounding floor in excess of twelve
(12) inches, the furnace shall be equipped with a platform having a standard

—

such platform shall be constructed
metal or other fireproof material, and
shall extend along the front .•^nd sides
crown
of the furnace, flush with the
plate, and shall be at least four (4) feet
in width, and shall be clear of all obIf the
structions during pouring time.
platform is elevated above the floor in
excess of twelve (12) inches the lov/ering
from, same of crucible containing molten
metal shall be by mechanical means.
F6. Equipment used for the movement of materials by overhead cranes,.
such as sand buckets, shall be of subWhen buckets
construction.
stantial
have movable bails, safety locks or
catches shall be provided, and the use of
such locks shall be enforced.
Substantial cast steel handles
F7.
shall be provided on grab buckets to af-

rail;
-of

—

—

ford safe means of pulling or pryingapart the jams in case the cylinders
stock.

—
—

F8. The practice of. riding chain and
crane loads shall be prohibited.
crane
dangling
or
Swinging
F9.
chains must clear all possible obstructions when the crane is in motion or they
must bo guided by chainmen walking beneath.
PIO. Sling beams shall be so constructed that the slings cannot jump off
the beam and so that the slings can be
readily moved to accommodate different

—

size flasks.

—

Fll. Trunnions on flasks hereafter
constructed shall be carefully designed

..
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering

riG IRON.

Forging

$33 00
Grey forKe. Pittsbunth
I^ke Superior, charcoal, Chicago
SS JO
Standard low phos.. Philadel40 on
35 00
31 00
$37 00 to $40 00

$13 00

in
in
in
7-16 in
in
V-j
9-l« in
in
Ts in

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL
Iron bars, base
Steel bars, base

$4 To
4 1^
Steel bars. 2 in. larger, base. 6 00
Small shapes, base
4 26

Aluminum
Copper,
Copper,

10

electrolytic. 24
casting .... 24

Lead
Silver,

Gross
00 $35
00
10
50
26
SO
25

50
00
00
7 00
98

7 75

per oi

Mercury
Tin
Zinc

68 00
10 00

10 00

per

Prices

100

00

Solder,
Solder,

0.45

to
to

0.18

.70

lb.

Glue. English, per lb
Gasoline, per gal., bulk

single

boiled,

oil.

1

00

2 92

raw, single bbls. 2 90
PaVis, ner bbl... 4 Sn
Sandpaper, B. & A.. list plus
43
Emery cloth
37
list plus
Rorax. crystal
14
03i/i
Sal Soda
Sulphur, rolls
05
oil,

25 00

20 00
9 00
20 00
20 00
11 00
It 00
21 00
6 00
6 00
3 50
18 00

COKE AND COAL

Sulphur, commercial
Ros'n "D." per lb
Rosin "G." per lb

Sheets, black. No. 28.
Sheets, black. No. 10
nlates.

$6
e
8 50

52 sheets

A"o'ln brand.
galvanized
Qi'»or*s

10%

oz.

28

B.

Head,

W.G
F'-Mr-de-Lis. 28

.25

$

.04

.30

nitric

.10
.04
.13
.20
.22
.18
.50
.30

sulphuric

Ammonia, aqua

Ammonium, carbonate
Ammonium, chloride, lump..
Ammonium, chlor., granular
Ammonium, hydrosulphuret.
An^monium, sulphate
soda
carbonate,
Arsenic, white
Copper, sulphate
Iron perchloride
Caustic

G
est. No.
28
Premier, No. 28 U.S
Premier, 10% oz
Zinc sheets
20 00

(^-nrbal's

CHAIN
Vi

$16 75
16 40
14 20

in

in
in
7-16 in
1/4
in
in
in

%
%

Prices

for the loads they are to handle and constructed with a factor of safety of at
least ten (10) including bolts where they
are used.
The diameter of the button
shall be equal to the diameter of the
groove plus one and one-half times the
diameter of the sling used to handle
flask.
Inside corners shall be well
filleted, .-^nd, in order to prevent the
slini^ slipping or riding the button the
radius of the corner between groove and
button shall be approximately equal to

per

100

lbs.

11

5fl

10
9
10
10
9

50
30
50
00
70

.18%
.60
1

—

20

bisulphite

.18

carbonate crystals..
cyanide, 129-130%...

.0i6

98-100%

cyanide,

.38

.55

.

.18
6 .00

Zinc chloride
Zinc sulphate

44 00

M

48 00

45 00
44 00

BRASS PRODUCTS.
Brsss rods, base ^ In. to 1
in rd
Brass sheets. 24 gauge and
heavier, base
Brass tubing, seamless
Copper tubing, seamless

34
42
4rt

43

ROPE AND PACKINGS.

...

Manila

ca'bles,

Cotton Rope, i^-in. and up

.

.

.

10
38
44
36
37
31
31
.43
39
.74

OILS

AND COMPOUNDS

Royalite, per gal., bulk

19>/4

Palacine

22 Mt
36

Machine oil, per gal
Black oil, per gal
Cylinder oil, Capital
Cylinder oil, Acme
Standard cutting compound,
per lb
2
Lard oil, per gal
oil
(jutting
thread
Union

16
52

39%
06
60
88

antiseptic

cutting oil. antiseptic
Tmierinl quenching oil

37%
39%

Petroleum fuel

10,4

Acme

oil

.30

FILES

AND RASPS.

.08
lb.

unless otherw ise

Per Cert
Great Western. American

Kearney & Foot, Arcade
J. Barton Smith, Eagle
McClelland.

BELTING, NO.
Bxtra

46 00

sheet, tinned.
48
14x60, 14 oz
plansheet,
Copper
ished, 16 oz. base... 46 00
sheets,
Braziers'.
in
45 00
6x4 base

1 .75

heavy,

1

OAK TANNED.

ainsrle

Standard
Cut leather lacing. No.
Leather in sides

30%
30-10%
1

Globe

Whitman & Barnes
Black Diamond
Delta' Files

and

double

the radius of the sling used, the remainder of the inside edge of the button to
be straight.
F12. All slings used to suspend flasks
from jib crane beams shall either be
designed so that there is safe clearance
for a hand grip or handles shall be provided to hold sling.
F13. All ladles, ladle shanks, crucibles, crucible shanks, crucible tongs,
yokes,
skimmers,
crane
slag
hoes,
chains, cables, ropes and slings used in

—

Plain sheets,
14x60 in

Copper

Drilling

stated.

in

43 00

.14

.16

(per oz.)

B.B.

in

3-16

sulphate..

Nickel sulphate
Potassiium carbonate

Prices per

42 50

plus 10.
14 oz.,

list

.62

lbs

KLECTRTC WFI O COIL

in

.41

.16

Tin chloride
20 00

2

to

Copper wire,

.30

ammonium

Sodium
Sodium
Sodium
Sodium
Sodium

1^

Plumbers' oakum, per lb.|
Packing square braided
Packing, No. 1 Italian
Packing, No. 2 Italian
Pure Manila rope
British Manila rope
New Zealand Hemp
Transmission rope, Manila

10

anhy....

phosphate
So'^'iim hyposulphite (per 100

B.W.

%

$43 00
43 00
46 00

8 00

Bars,

60%

nails

boracic
hydrochloric
hydrofluoric

Silver nitrate

dull.

5-16

Per gross ton

Acid,
Acid,
Acid,
Acid,
Acid,

Nickel

Montreal Tornnt/>

1/4

BILLETS.

wire

Lead acetate

C.-ioda

12
lb.

4 75

Copper,

SHEETS.

coal

To ronto

04'<(

07
08
14
Borax crystal and granular
Wi-od alcjhol, per gallon.... 2 00
Whiting, plain, per 100 ibs.. 2 50

Solvay foundry coke
Connelsvilie foundry coke...
Be»t slack

$4.70

PLATING CHEMICALS.

35
33
32
50

...

Wire nails
Cut nails
Miscellaneous

Plaster of

$13 75
17 00
17 00
17 00
16 75
10 75
9 00
7 00
7 75
13 50
11 00
16 00
16 00

50
New brass cuttings. 10 75
No. 1 brass turnings 9 00
Light brass
6 00
Medium brass
7 25
Heavy melting steel. 13 50
Boiler plate
13 00
Axles, wrought iron. 15 00
Rails
16 00
No. 1 jnachine cast
iron
24 00
Malleable scrap
25 00
Pipes, wrought
10 00
Car wheels, iron .... 22 00
Steel axles
21 00
Mach. shop turnings 9 00
Cast borings
10 00
Stove plate
22 00
Scrap zinc
6 00
Heavy lead
5 00
Tea lead
3 75
Alunlinura
18 00

Bessemer billets
Open-hearth billelts
O.H. sheet bars

per

to $0.65

to

NAILS AND SPIKES.
70

58
6 75
17 80

drum

Putty, 100-lb.

to

i

00
00
00

.

f.o.b.

Zinc

White lead, pure, ewt
Red dry lead, 100-lb. kegs,
per cwt
15 50

Linseed

Montreal Toronto

Net ten

18
lb

bbls

Buying Prices

Copper, lirht
$15
Copper, crucible .... 18
Copper, hea\-y
18
Copepr. wire
18
No. 1 mach. comp'n 16

guaranteed

Benzine, per gal., bulk ....
Pure turpentine, single bbls.

lbs.

OLD MATERIAL

Steam lump

$0.58
0.38
70
0.18

Nickei

Copper
Tin

34
39

Babbitt metals
Soldering coppers,

Unseed
Dealers'

strictly

45

&0

Montreal Toronio

MISCELLANEOUS.

$33

Antimony

75
10 66
1 20
1 80
11

Pric.

METALS

Rouge, powder
Rouge, silver
Crocus composition
Prices per

ANODES.

11 75

Extra for B.B. Chain
Extra for B.B.B. Chain...

SUPPI.IICS.

Polishing wheels, felt, per lb.. $4 00
Polishing wheels, buUneck...
2 25
I*umice, ground
06
Emery composition
08
Tripoli composition
09

COPPER PRODUCTS

10 15
10 CO

inch

B and

;

00
10 OO
9 30
11

%
1

list: class

PLATING

class A, 20%.
C, net list: cubI

iron fittings, 15% off list: malleable bushings, 25 and 7'^%: cast
bushings, 25%; unions, 45%; plugs,
20% oflf list. Net prices malleable
fittings: class B, black, 24i/ic lb.;
galvanized,
class C. black, 15%c lb.
class B, Sic lb.; class C, 24M>c lb.
F.o.b. Toronto.

PROOF COIL CHAIN.

%
%

products

IRON PIPE FITTINGS
on

5-16

engineering

general

Malleable fittings,

prices.

Pittsburgh.

F.o.b.

and

56 00
55 00

billets

Wire rods
Government

phia
Bessemer. Pittsburyrh
Basic, Valley furnace

Toronto price

mechanical

the manufacture of

into

....

Vulcan

1.75

Uisston

60
60
40

_

handling or pouring of
shall be inspected daily

60
60
60
60
50
27Va
20

32%

Nicholson
P.H. and Imperial
Globe

2.20

...

molten metal
regard to

in

by the men preparA
and using such appliances.
monthly inspection in regard to the safe

their safe condition

ing

condition of

all

ropes and slings

crane

chains,

cables,

used for suspending
mid-air shall be made

molten metal in
by a man designated by the employer
for the purpose. Written report of such
monthly inspections shall be kept.

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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Finishing and Cleaning

— All

Gl.

castino^s shall,

where

Volume Xr

permitted unless done under reasonably
safe conditions.

practi-

be cleaned or chipped in rooms
separated from rooms used for other
purposes: but where castings are cleaned or chipped in mouldin.i>- or casting
rooms, there shall be provided suitable
screens, partitions
or other effective
means to protect employees against flycable,

Protection Devices

be

—When

the dust arising from
cleaning operations may be injurious to
the health of cleaners, they shall wear
suitable respirators, which shall be provided by the employers; when engaged
in sand-blasting by h.and apparatus they
shall, in addition, wear suitable helmets
or hoods which shall be provided by the
When the eyes of the ememployer.
ployees arc liable to injury by dust, flying chips, or molten metal, employees
shall
wear suitable safety goggles
shall
be
provided
which
by
the
employer. When engaged in weldin?' or
burning operations by means of oxyacetylene or other gas torch, employees
shall wear suitable safety goggles, which
shall be provided by the employer; vvhen
engaged in similar operations by means
of an electric arc, employees shall use
suitable shields or wear suitable helmets,
which shall be provided by the employer.
In both of the operations employees shall
wear slow combustion aprons or overalls,

ing chips and excessive dust.

HI.

—

G2. When finishing rails or benches
are used, these must be sufficiently far
apart to allow the operatives to pass between them without being endangered by
falling castings.

—

G3.
All cleaning and finishing floors
shall be cleaned and levelled a? often as
necessary to ensure safe working conditions.

—

G4. Where dry tumbling mills are
used within a foundry, exhaust apparatus
shall be installed and cnerated that will
effectively draw off the dust created by
the operation of such milis, or the mills
shall be enclosed in
reasonably dusttight compartments while in operation.

—

G5. Where dry grinding, buffing or
polishing machines are used an exhaust
apparatus or its equivalent that v.'ill effectively remove the dust created by the
oneration of such machines shall be installed and operated. This rule shall not
anply to floor or bench stands used especially for tool grinding or portable
grinders.

which shall be provided by the employer.
When handling molten metal, employees
shall wear suitable Congress-type shoes,
which, shall be provided

by themselves;

they shall also wear suitable leggings

when

these

are provided

Lighting

by the em-

and

—The

light in every foundry shall
sufficient to provide safe entrance
exit of employees, and to carry on

II.

work safely during working hours.
Heating
•Tl.-The temperature in every foundry
shall be sufficient to provide safe entrance and exit of employees and to
carry on work safely during working
hours.

Ventilation

Kl.

— Every

foundry shall be so venduring
working
hours
that
smoke, gases, fumes, or dust injurious
to the health of employees shall, as far
as practicable, be rendered harmless by
tilated

means

of natural circulation of air or

tive devices.

—Where

K2.

the operation of drying
causes fumes or gases injurious
to the health of the employees within the
foundry, ventilating hoods shall be proIsdles

vided to remove such fumes or gases.

—

K3. All ovens from which fumes or
gases injurious to the health of the employees escape shall be provided with

hoods of sufficient capacity to remove
such fumes and gases.

To be continued

ployer.

— Where

swing frame buffing,
grinding or nolishing machines are used,
06.

screens shall be provided when necessary
to protect adjacent workmen.

—

CRANE VALVES

G7.
Sand-blasting by hand-operated
apparatus shall
be
carried
on
in
suitable sand-blast

rooms or outside the

foundry, and in both cases effective
m.eans shall be provided to protect passers-by from sand blast. Dust shall not
be exhausted into the open air but into a

CRANE

collector.

—
G9. — All

G8.
All tools shall be kept properly
dressed and free from mushroom heads.

LIMITED

electric arc

welding shall be
properly enclosed to prevent egress of
light rays when carried on during working hours. Such enclosure shall be pro-

HEAD OFFICE 5 WORKS
1280 ST. PATRICK ST

MONTREAL

perly ventilated.

—

BRANCHES:

GlO. The use of high explosives or
of a drop for breaking scrap shall not be

Vancouver,

Calgary,

Winnipeci

'.

uronto.

REYNOLDS CORE OIL
Highest Standard for

20 Years

We are now supplying many of the largest foundries in Canada.
We only make one grade of core oil and always keep it at the same
which has always given

261

Standard Quality

satisfaction.

Write us for

prices.

REYNOLDS & COMPANY
TORONTO,

Macdonell Ave.

by

ventilating hoods, fans, or other effec-

Ont.

C A N A IH A N
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Dominion

|

Crucibles

|

We

stock a

full

line of these

Canadian-made

equal to the best Crucibles offered to the Foundry
Trade.

g
J
M
§
M
g
=

We

g

manufactured from Ceylon Flake
Graphite. They are of standard shape holding
three pounds of metal to the number. Under the
most severe tests they ha\ e pro\ ed themselves

Crucibles,

solicit

your

trial order.

Gamb

i

t

e

|

A

M

purely Canadian product made from the best
Canadian spruce. It has proved itself superior
to any liquid Core Binder on the market. It contains 52% of soluble solids, is free from gas and
can be used alone or in combination with oil,

any dry compound.

M
M
M

We solicit your order for a trial barrel to be

=

sent on approval.

S

flour, rosin or

The Hamilton
Facing
LIMITED
Hamilton

s
§

Mills Co.

Montreal

HEAD OFFICE AND

MILL: HAMILTON,

'

^,

Winnipeg
ONTARIO

|
=
|
1

:

CA
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BETTER DELIVERY
THE WISH OF

1920
the

Year's Trade
start
well

of

another
under way,

year's trading is
with prospects all tliat cculc! be desired.
It may be well to modify that phrase
"all that could be desired" by a little
explanation.
If one were to go to the
steel trade or to tlie machine-tool trade
and ask what would help them more than
anything in the present year, or especially in tile immediate future, the chances
are that the verdict could be summed
up in a couple of words, viz.: "Better deliveries."

There is such an
on all hands that
cannot get out the
of fact production

expansion of business

the makers of tools
orders. .A.s a matter
per man in the shops
of the tool builders is not as high as it
was before the war.

Buying

One of

General

the largest dealers in steel in

this district

DRYMAN

is

showed

CANADIAN FOUN-

of business that was
carried over from 1919 to 1920 on his
books. It was not chance trade, or orders that might be withdrawn, but all
placed on the understanding that a contract is a contract.
The tonnage was
largo
and the industries represented
were representative of almost every line
in the country.
They took in shipyards,
automobile shops, agricultural i.Tiplement
works, boiler makers, and a number of
other lines.
Besides this there was a
large booking of structurals, all of which
means good business in this country during the year that has just been entered
a

1)

I

AN

list

upon.

FO UNDR

YMAN

that are coming

Indications

Otherwise Outlook is Bright for
Industrial Outlook in This

TORONTO.— The

NA

up now

bear out the prediction that has been
made in these pages recently, viz., that
prices

of

certain

of

lines

would

steel

move upward.

This week some of the
Canadian mills moved bars up. The Toronto price from the mills has been raised from 3.30 to 3. SO, which means that
the warehouses v/ill in all likelihood be
quoting bars, iron or steel at 4.75, a
figure which

MAN

is

CANADIAN FOUNDRY-

quoting this week for the first

time as the average price to the buyer
who gets his materials from the warehouse.
The former price of 4.25 has
stood for a long time, but had to give
wav in view of the recent action of the
milk.

"We are doing the best we can for
our old customers," is the way one importer sized up the situation.
"Judge
Gary says that the mills of the corporation are running about 80 per cent. That
is very good," he concluded, "but it must
be remembered that against this 80 per
cent, production there is a demand that
looks like 150 per cent, of normal."
Good Business Reported
week's CANADIAN FOUNreference v/as made to the
fact that one buyer who had a large order to place for cutters and drills was
looking for a special price. From what
CANADIAN
can learn
he v.^as succescful in his quest for part of
the business, getting some sag in the
In

last

DRYMAN

FOUNDKYMAN

Most of the representatives, of
Canadian concerns are standing pat on
price.

their prices for small tools.

THE PIG IRON TRADE SHOWED
GREAT STRENGTH AT THE
END OF THE YEAR
The

state of the pig iron trade during

Volume XI
great part of 1919 was marked by
This continued until
the great strike was ushered in, and the
end of the strike was marked by a great
revival of business, bringing much ena

extreme dullness.

hanced prices.

The lassitude of the market extended
over the first nine months of the year,
no doubt caused a great deal by the
exercise of Government
control over
prices.
Again, consumers seemed able
to get whatever iron they required despite the fact that production was lowcompared to previous years. During the
month of June, when consumers usually
engage their iron for last half requirements, there was some activity shown
in foundry iron, but not much in steel-

making grades. Into this peaceful atmosphere came the disturbing element
strike.
This hit the producing
furnaces much more severely than it
did the steel-making and finishing mills,
and production dropped rapidly.
The
estimated loss in production for the
months of September
and
October
amounted to something over 1,000,000
tons. At the same time foundries which
were comparatively little affected by the
Havstrike were crowded with orders.
ing been buying only for immediate requirements, their stocks were very low,
and they were forced into the open market, which they found highly competi-

of the

Practically all classes of foundries,
stove and radiator makers, automobile
casting makers, and machine tool builders were clamoring for material, and
there was little to be had. This condition probably alarmed consumers, for the
buying movement, once started, continued until the producers were practi
cally booked up for the first half of 1920
The production for this year would
seem to be largely a question of labor.
There is ample furnace capacity for the
tive.

Trade Mark

Trade Mark

ANGULAR GRIT— THE SCIENTIFIC MEMIIGBUSTING
ONE TON

that reduces sand blast costs and conserves labor.
much work as carloads of sand its sharp cutting points
Write for samples.
;

PITTSBURGH CRUSHED STEEL
PITTSBURGH. Pa,

make

ABRASIVE

ANGULAB GRIT

of
superior to

it

all

will do as
other abrasives.

CO., Sole Manufacturers

U.S.A., Established 1888

Canadian Representatives
LTD., Montreal, Canada.

Reg. U.S. Pat Office,

WILLIAMS & WILSON,

Reg. U.S. Pat. Office

J^

Magnetic Separators
MAGNETIC PULLEYS
an investment not an exThe return on this investment pays big. They earn
their own cost in from two to
three months.
is

pense.

Type "F"
All steel construction

Type "L"
Alternating or direct
current

Magnetic Manufacturing Co.
759-4th Avenue

Milwaukee, Wis.

.
January. 1920
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Room Equipment

We

are illustrating a few of the necessary articles for making cores by
We also handle all other equipment and materials and
pleased to have your enquiries.

methods.

up to date
would be

1

Core Machines

Sand

.0
|H|"

.

>,

.

«^

"

JLCiSaBCH^H^^^^

Buckets

Compounds

"

Wash

"

"
«

Benches

"

"

Chaplets

Wax
Oil

t

Core Carriers to be used on
overhead tramrail

Drawer type Core Ovens made

in different height drawers

The Equipment
illustrated

is

made

We

by the Whiting

Foundry Equip-

ment Co.
Harvey,

are also

distributors of

Branford Vibrators

of

and Accessories

111.

Core Oven Trucks
with or without
racks

The Dominion Foundry Supply Co. Limited
"Everything for the Foundry"

MONTREAL,

Que.

TORONTO,

Ont.

WINNIPEG, Man.

CA N
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The Hawley-Schwartz Furnace
The Only Perfect Melter

^^J^^^K^ ^et^

All metal from 50

1

jn

I

^

Is

10,000 lbs.

lbs. to

Absolutely Uniform

Write for catalog and complete information
,

:.^

The Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.
Easton, Penn., U.S.A.

WANTED
WANTED— A
gressive
foundry.

hustling and prolarge
foreman
for
Give particulars of

your qualifications in your reply.
Box 200, Canadian Foundryman.

BOOKS
all branches of Engineering and every conceivable subject. Second-hand at half prices. New
State wants and send for Cataat lowest prices.
logue No. 23. post free.

on

WE HAVE THE BOOKS YOU WANT.
&

W.

G.

FOYLE,

Charing Cross Road,

FURNACES

FOUNDRY
to

particulars

full

perience,

ferences

Pittsburg Electric
Furnace Corp.

originally.

The year opened with the

price of pig

Government
of
iron under control
a
board, and a drastic cut was made from
the first of the year. This amounted to
$o per ton, and on March 1 a further reduction of $4.25 per ton was made, making a cut of S7.25 from the last quarter
of 1918.
The prices were: $26.75 for
1.75 to 2.25 silicon; $25.75 for basic, and

Canada.
Phone Jun.

7488

to

ex-

and

re-

as

capacity,
to

Engine
Submit

present

iiiii

connec-

tions.

Box 201
Canadian Foundryman

PITTSBURG, PA.

country's needs, but there is no question
of the shortag-e of labor. A large number of the foreign workmen are availing themselves of the opportunity to
visit Kurope, this diminishing still further a supply that war none too adequate

in

LKifterin St., Toronto.

make

high - grade Gas
Cylinder Castings.

Calcium-Carbide, Etc.

Made
13*7-43^1

England.

WANTED

Tool and Alloy Steels, Ferro-Alloy

and Importera of High Gra;(le
Fire Brick, Fare Clay and GeneraJ Supplies.
Special Shapes, Cupola Block. Stoker Brick.
Boiler Tiles, Stove amd Quebec HeaJber Linings.

Ltd..

London,

PITTSBURG
ELECTRIC
For Steel Fi^undries

& Bell Fire Brick Co.

Mamifaoturers

Best Prices Given.

Books Bought.
121-125,

Bailey

J H jG a ut
.

for
Bessemer.
The Control
Board went out of existence during the
second quarter, and the market, left to
$27.95

the
already
into
state
itself, settled
described. When the buying rush started followin.tr the strike, Bessemer and
basic were bought heavily as well as
foundry, bein.G, used as a substitute for
became
the latter when that grade
scarce.
Prices as now established show great
increases over the low level mark of
1918.
No. 2 silicon is quoted $.38 Buffalo furnace, and SSr. Valley furnace.

This

is

compared with

March, 1919.

$2*). 75

furnace

Standard Bessemer

is

in

at

.

i

e r 5l

Co

/

$35 furnace, as against the low mark
of $27.95 furnace. Malleable is at $26.25
Valley furnace, a gain of $9 over the
low level of last year.

The City of Outremont will adopt a
of snow plough for cleaning
The dethe streets during the winter.
vice is simply a gas-driven rotary snow

new type

fan, similar to those used on the railroads, mounted on sleigh runners and
W. H.
drawn by two or more horses.

Stadig is the inventor and the machines
are being built by the Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.

-

r A N A h
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ANOTHER YEAR GONE BY
ANOTHER YEAR OF LOSSES
AND WASTE OF
MATERIAL IN YOUR FOUNDRY
you will pay more for pig iron,
coke, other materials, and labor entering into the
manufacture of your castings Why not adopt our
methods of scientific mixing and melting, which will
enable >ou to save lo to 30 per cent, on coke use
less high-priced pig, more steel and return scrap?
111

the future

—

—

PROOF:
"McLain's System,
Milwaukee, Wis.

Inc.,

Gentlemen:
It may be of interest to you to know that I have taken
one cupola and arranged it according to 5-our cupola criticisms and ideas, and in doing so saved 760 pounds of coke

the

first

MAKE
McLAIN

day.

Since then I ha\e been cutting down on coke and have
reached a ratio of 1 1 to i
sa\ing a total of 1000 pounds of
coke per day. I will continue this until the maximum ratio
has been reached.

—

This saving has been accomplished in but one cupola,
which happens to be our smallest and I will write you further after I have the three other cupolas arranged.
I want
to thank you personally for the cupola report and the valuable information received from your System."

YOUR

—

FOUNDRY

{Name Upon Request)

Begin the

Send

for

New Year

Right-

Our Latest Synopsis

McLAIN'S SYSTEM,
INC.
700 Goldsmith BIdg.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

ADVISOR

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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The Standard Blower

Volume XI

for Cupolas Since

1859

RpoTs

Rotary Positive Blowers
"

An

Accurately Measured Quantity of Air Positively Delivered"

For sixty years, Roots Blowers have been the standard for foundry
cupolas, steel converters, and oil or gas furnaces.
Many Roots Blowers have been in use for as long as forty or
fifty years, and ARE STILL IN DAILY USE.
Catalog 68 should be your guide in planning the new foundry.

P.H.&F.M.ROOTSCO.
Connersville, Ind.
Chicago

New York

:

Peoples Gas Building

:

120-122 Liberty Street

High grade Bronzes
for

•

Engineering Purposes

n

D

Shot Blasting
Sand Blasting
Ensures 100%

Instead of

Cleaner Castings

CASTINGS
INGOTS

FORGINGS
RODS
ROLLS
SHAPES

Globe chilled shot leaves a perfectly smooth
surface an important factor where castings
are to be enamelled sand leaves a sand coat-

—

—

ing.

SHOT DOES NOT WEAR THE HOSE, NOZZLE OR MACHINE AS FAST AS SAND,
AND IT CLEANS EASILY 100% BETTER.
Let us

tell

you more about

it.

THE GLOBE STEEL
MANSFIELD, OHIO
'f.

^=^

CO.

'WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG"

American
Manganese Bronze Co.
Holmesburg,

Phila., Pa.

January,

CANADIAN

1920

UNDRYMAN
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Typical SlurteVant Heating, yenlihting,
and Air Conditioning Installation.

PRODUCTION— PROFITS— HEALTH
SatClean, purified foundry air keeps employees healthy and contented.
workmen are more efficient. Tho produce more and better work, which

isfied

vields lar2;er

diWdends

for manufacturers.

Siiriewi
(TRADE MARK)

HEATING—VENTILATING AIR CONDITIONING

SYSTEMS
— insure

positive and constant supply of
heated, cooled, humidified, or
dehumidified
as
required.
The ideal
manufacturing condition in any foundry can
purified

a'

air,

—

be reproducad every day in the year by
Sturtevant systems, which operate irrespective of outside weather conditions.
All
systems are scientifically designed to the
needs of the plant.

The refinements
construction

design, material, and
of S'rurtevant Fans, Heaters,
in

B. F. Sturtevant

Air Washers, and driving apparatus account for the continuous dependability and
operating economy of Sturtevant Heating,
Ventilating, and Air Conditioning systems.
Request our engineering department to
make a study of your plant and submit a
plan and an estimate of your requirements.
For your convenience twenty-four Sales
Engineering branches are maintained in
the leading business centres.
specifications, apparatus, and
on request.

Company

Bulletins of
installations

of Canada, Ltd.
Head Office and Works, GALT, ONTARIO
Sales Offices: TORONTO and MONTREAL
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The RELIABLE
Foundry Chipping

Hammer
accomplish
than any
ordinary chipping hammer
because it does the work

Workmen

more with a

can

THOR

quickly and absolutely
satisfactorily. It can be
relied upon day in and
day out.

The

THOR

is

free from vibra-

Constant lubrication is
maintained by two square inches
of bearing service.
Another important feature is
seen in the handle; it is equipped
with a self-seating throttle valve
which eliminates all leaks and
is a decided improvement over
the piston type of throttle.
tion.

Tool Company
Independent Pneumatic
West Jackson
Blvd.

General Offices: 600

CHICAGO,

CANADIAN OFFICES

:

334St.

James

St.,

U.S.A.

Montreal; 32 Front
1142

Homer

St.,

St.,

Toronto; 123 Bannatyne Ave.

E.,

Winnipeg;

Vancouver

TABOR
COMBINATION SHOCKLESS

JARRING
PORTABLE
ROLL-OVER AND PATTERN DRAWING MOULDING
MACHINE
A

distinctive

Tabor

achievement, being a
combination of two exclusive

the

Tabor features:

Shockless Jarring

Machine and the RollOver Straight Draw
Machine. Eliminates

all

ramming time

a n d is
suited to a wide variety
of work. Send for Bulletin

M-S-H.

Tabor Mfg.

Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
U.S.A.

—
Jnnuaiy, 1920
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The

Montreal
Pattern

Works

Any

shape
Quality Guaranteed

style or

Why
oau

imix)rt your anodes when you
guaranteed
quality,
quiclier
get
and oan save duty and eliminthe annoyance of clearing at the

delivery,

Ate

242 Clarke Street

Montreal, P.Q.

When

customs by buying from >is?
May we send you descriptive pamphU't
and full particulars?

W. W. WELLS, Toronto

you think of a crucible think of

CRANED

DIXON

and remember
the Dixon name

that

JDIXO

Made

in Jersey City, N.J.,

without investNorth-

Made

Products

Canada.
Also
Foundry Equipment.

by the

Established 1827

WALKERVILLE

THE SIMPSON
Economical and Efficient

line

of

-

-

ONTARIO

Cranes, Cupolas, Ladles. Hoists, Tumblers

^<><Vn

INTENSIVE FOUNDRY MIXER

a

LIMITED

CRUCIBLE COMPANY
D><X><^

in

NORTHERN CRANE WORKS

JOSEPH DIXON

v:

a

hoist

igating

Write for Booklet No. 27-A.

CRUCIB
^AU SIZ

or

crane

ern

'BLACK^l

buy

Don't

stands for the longest
and widest experience
in the crucible industry.

Etc.

SIFT

THE

NEW WAY

The Battle Creek

for all kinds of

Ihis

Foundry Sand Mixtures

Way

style

in

stock for prompt

shipment,
Any foundry supply
house can furnish you
with this or any one of
Dur other cost-cutters.

BATTLE CREEK SAND SIFTER

CO.

Battle Creek, Mich.

Canadian Hart

W heels

LIMITED
Automatic bischarge. Saves Labor ana .>iaterials.
Produces a thoroug'h mixture, gives large capacity
with small cost of maintenance and operation.
Its success demonstrated in a great many of the
best

known

Grinding Wheels
for All Purposes

plants in the country.

Write for Hat of utera, detaila and price to

NATIONAL ENGINEERING CO.
Machinery Hall Bldg.
549 W. Washington St.

CHICAGO. ILL

HAMILTON

CANADA

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN

Volume XI
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CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN BUYERS' DIRECTORY
what you want u not listed here, write us, and we will tell you where to tret it. Let us su^eest that you consult
the advertisers' index facing the inside back cover, after having secured advertisers' names from this directory
The information you desire may be found in the advertising pages. This department is maintained for the benefit
and convenience of our readers. The insertion of our advertisers' names under proper headings is gladly undertaken,
but does not become part of an advertising contract.
If

also

Dominion Fdry. Suppl; Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Montreal, Que.

ABRASIVE .MATEUIALS

Can. Huuwn 4 Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Oaa. Hart Wheels, Ltd., Hairilton. Ont
Ford^Smith .Mach. Co.. Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mitfliiean.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, P».
Woodlsoo, E. J., Oo., Toronto, Ont.

Maonfaoturers' Bnish Co.. rievpland. Ohio.
Stvrcni, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
IToodlsoa, B, J.. Oo., Toronto. Ont.

Tfanacm A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
"Vederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.
Ford^Smith Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont
W.
Well*. Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

Oaa.

W

AIR JOLTS
&

Davenport Mach.

Fdry.

Co..

Davenport,

BUFFS AND BUFFING AND
POLISHING COMPOSITIONS

lewa.

ALBANY SAND

Hanson * Van Winkle On.. Toronto. Ont.
Ford^Smlth Mach. Co.. Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont

Ftedcric B. Stevens, Detroit, Micihigan.
W. W. Wells. Toronto
'Woodlson. E. J.. C«.. ToronSo. Ont.

AXLOrS
Frederic B., Detroit. Midi.

ANALYSIS

Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Prederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhican.
W. W. Wells, Tor<jnto.
Woodlson, B. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

Ont.

Pangbom

Corporation, Hagerstown,

Sly Mflg. Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich,
Wo/v1l,:on
V T r-n T, -onto. Ont

Prederic B.

Works, Ltd., WalkervUle

Obermayer Co.,

Woodiscm

Ont

&

Leslie

Pangbom

Co.,

E.

W. W.

Can.

Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
B.

Stevens,

Detroit,

Michigan.

Cnipiblr Co.. Jersey City
Pettinos. George F.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodlson, B. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

N

J

Mill Co..

Monarch Engineering

Stevens.

Ont

Hamilton.

Lt/1.,

&

Roots Co., p. H.

^"^

Cl.irk.

&

F.

M., Oonnersville,

In<l.

A Van

J..

BLAST METERS
Clark,

Ohas.

.T.,

,

ft
Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Hirt WTieels. Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont
WoodLson. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

BRICKS, RUBBING
Frederic B.

Stevens

Detroit. Midhijran
Co.. Ltd.. Toronto.

Dmninion Fdry. Supply
Wo/v'i.n,,

v..

T

Oo

Ont
Ont

Toronto. Ont.

.•\nierican

M,in?anps(- Bronze Co..

."Vmcrican

Maniriinpse Bronze Co., Philadelphia

lton\7p,

INGOTS

M.mCTneso Bronze

.\m,riinn

BPov/c-

Co.,

Philadelphia.

MAMCANFSE
.\inciir.\n iMaiiK.-iiiiWi' Broiiw Co., PhilacHphia
BRUSHES!. KOCNDRV ANT) COKK

Can. Hanson * Van Winkle Co.. Toronto rint.
Domlnifir Fflrv. Snnolv Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamlllon Farln? Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
M«n>if«ctiirer«' Pmsh <^o
Cleveland. Ohio.
,

Ohennayer
•Stevens,

Co..

Chirairo. Til.
Frederic B,. Detroit, Mleh.

Woo/^f.nn

E.

.T

S..

Po

.

Toronto.

BRUSHES. ALL KINDS
Oan. Hanson

* Van Winkle

Toronto.

E.

.T

.

Vpn WinM,

Po.

.

T»i

r-r,

Toronto,
Toronto,

Ont.

Ont

BI OWl^PS

H

ft

P.

Hanaon ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
P<lrv
Snnplv Po
I.t-I
Toronto.
Prederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Michigan.
Holland Core Oi) Co,. Phica^rn 111
Hamilton FaHn? Mill Co. Hamilton. Ont
Tirrlp ft Sons
Mon'rpal 0"p
ft
r*

Co..

S..
r^,^

T

Chicas-n,
T,^-,^"^o

Woodlson

CVx.

E.

J..

(^r,

111.

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdrv. .Snpplv Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Prederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
H.yde & Sons, Montreal. Que.
T'nited

Compound
Co..

Co..

E.

.7.,

Buffalo,

N.T.

Toronito.

COMBINATION JOLT ROLLOVER AND
PATTERN DRAWING MACHINES
&

Davenport Mach.

Fdry.

Co.,

Davenport,

Iowa.

111.

CRANES
Pan Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

Ont

CRUCIBLES
Frederic B.

Stevens. Detroit, Midhigan.

Woodison Oo.

,

E.

J.,

Toranrto.

CRUCIBLES, RESERVOIR, TILTING
FURNACE, BOTTOM POUR, ETC.
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph, Jersey City. N.J.
Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co

.

Ont.

Ont

&

Co.. Jersey City.

N.J.

nni

•
.,,„
Iiancnn ft Vin
Prederic B. Stevau, Detroit. Michigan.
Woodlson, E. J.,
o.. Toronto. Ont

Frederic E., Detroit, UlA.
J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Woodison. E.

Nnrthpra Crane Works. Ltd.. Walkerville,
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woo^lison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

Ont

CUPOLA BLAST GAUGES

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton,
Woodison, E. J. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

Til.

Ttichmond,

Stevens,

Pan. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

CUPOLA BLOWERS
Ind.

Toronto.
,

H..

TTansnn & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Hamilton Facing Mil! Co.. Ltd., Hamilton. Oivt.
Monarch Engineering A Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.

CORE BOXES (STEEL AND WOOD)
Diamond Clamp & Fla"k

Chicago,

Can.

POTAPY

Can.

i,...„„

Engineering Co.,

CUPOLAS

M.. Conp'ersville. Ind.

nn.r,;n;on

^T„,^

National

CORE WAX

Hvde & Sons. Montreal. Que.

CORF RTVr>FR«

Ohprmaver

CORE REDUCERS

Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont

K

P

Stevens,

Sons,

Gautier, J.

Stevens. Detroit. Midhigan.
Oo,
Irr-i-T rcr
ft
V,.T
To".,-» PItV. N.J.
.TosA,>)l ni-ron Pr.iolVl, Pn
V y Po T,^.onto n^t
tVoo,»ioon

Prederic B.
Gantier. .1.

Detroit, Midhigan.
.Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
.Montreal. Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City, N.J.
Obermayer
Co., S., Chicago, HI.
Woodison, E. J,. Co., Toronto. Ont

Hyde &

.

Til.

CRUCTT»T.F«1

Can. Hnnsnn ft
Dominion F-lrv Snnnlv

f^nn

Oat

Ind.

Midhigan.

Torontio.

CORE BOX MACHINES
'rr:„:f^

Ont

Co..

Co..

CLAY T.TVFD

Roots Co..
Philadelnliia

"Viimond.

Fl-"V To,,

ft

Stevens. Detroit.
Oi'-ioo
Co.
S

CONVFRTFR

BPOvi-jp r/VST7NGS

B»>«MTF FORCINGS

Ohprmaver
Woo-ll'on

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.; Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

Northern Crane Woiks, Ltd., WalkervUle,
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

FT, ASK

Prederic B.

2»n

C«n. HanRon * Van Winnie Co.. Toronto,
Can Hart Wh,,r,, r,M., TTamlUon. Ont.

CLAMPS.

Diamond riamn

Chicaga

BRAKE SHOES. WHEEL TRCEING
Con. Hanson
Van

CORE OVENS— SEE OVENS
CORE WASH

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,
Ont.

Dominion F'trv Snpplv rn
T.t-1
Toronto. Ont
Prederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Micihigan.
\T
sir
n>"- r',^
T".npvMand. O.
Woo'Iiwn Co.. E J.. Toronto.

Chicago.

Ont

CUT OFF

CINDER MTLLR

•

.

COUPLINGS. PLAIN, FLEXIBLE AND

TTnnson ft Van WInVV Po
Toronto,
Prederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Midhigan.
W. W, Wells. Toronto,
Woodison, E, .T
Co Toronto, Ont.

Pdrj.

Chas.

Mich.
To-on»o Ont

CHEMTCAT^S

Winkle Oo.. Toronto. Ont
Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hamtlton Pacing Mill Oc- Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.
aterens. Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
^"^ Toronto. Ont
?:;• ^- ^
L<.m.,N.on

Detroit.

,

To,

.T

Can

M.A8T GAUGES— CUPOLA
Hanson

E

CHEMISTS— SEE METAT^LURGISTS

.

BLAST GATES
0«in.

B

Frederic

WooHieon

Mfg. Co., Baltimore. Md.
Wondlsnn. E. .T Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Rioofis Oo.. P. H. & P. M.,
ConoeisviUe, Ind.

,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Tahor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodison. E. J. !»., Toronto. Ont

Woodison

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co
Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Hvde & Sons. Montreal, One

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
FVedenc B. Stevens, D&troit, Michigan.

Can. Hanaon ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co. Ltd. Toronto. Ont

&

CHARCOAL

BLOWERS

Hamnt«n Facing

Wella, Toronto.

'

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont

Jempb Dixon

CORE-MAKING MACHINES

Hamilton Faring

Toronto, Ont

Co.,

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle i^n.. Toronto, Ont,
Cleveland Chaplet & Mfg. Co., Cleveland.
Donnin-rn F.lrv. Snpplv Po
T,t
Toronto, Ont.
Prederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Midhigan.
Hamflton Faring Mill Co. Hamilton. Ont.
HvHp & <5ons Mon*'»al, 0"p
Lindsay Chaplet & Mfg. Co., Philadelphia,
Obermayer Co.. S.. Chicago. Til.
Woodlson. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Toromto.

Sons, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Prederic B.

CHAPLETS

BOILER GRAPHITE
^edenc

Mich.
Toronto. Ont.

Detroit^

R,.

Co.,

.

& Van Winkle

Can. Hanson

J.,

.T

CASTINGS. NICKEL

Prederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldhigan.
Holland Core Oil Co., Chicago, 111.
Oo.,

Prederic

Woodioon. E.

Montreal, Que.
Hageretown, Md.

BINDERS, SAND
Woofiiaon

Toromifco.

J.,

OVEN AND FOUNDRY
,

Stevens,

Ltd.,

Corporation,

E.

Co.. Davenport, Iowa.
Detroit, Midhigan.
Co., Ltti.. Hamilton. Ont.

.Mill

Prederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton,
Hyde & Sons, Montreal, Que.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111,
Holland Core Oil Co., Chicago, 111.
Woodoson. E. J., l3o., Toronto. Ont

f^n. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co, Ltd,. Toronto, Ont,
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co Baltimore, Md.

BARRELS, SANDBLAST
A. C.

Oo..

CABS. CORE

Chicago, ni.
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Btevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mlt*.
Woodlson. B. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont
S.,

Fdry.

Stevens,

Hanaon ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Midhigan.
Hyrle & Sons. Montreal. 0"e.
Pettinos. George F.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.

ft

&

Mach.
Facing

Can.
Midhigan.

Detroit,

CARBON BLACKING

BARRELS, TUMBLING
Can. Hanson & Van 'Winkle
Northern Crane

Stevens.

Iowa.

CORE OILS

CABINETS, SANDBLAST

Md.

Davenport,

Can. Hanaon & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd. Toronto, Ont

Davenport

Hyde

W. W.

ARRl TERS. DUST

Fdry. Co.,

Woodison,

.

NICKBI,. ZINC
0«n. Han.icm & Van

&

Davenport Mach.

Hamilton

Oan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont.
Dominion Fdrv. Snpplv Co
I.tl.. Toronto. On*.
Monarch Enonneerin? St ^Tfe, Co., Baltimore, Md.
Pangbom ComnraHon, HaceTwtmvn. Md.

ANODES, BRASS, COPPER,

CORE JOLTS

Frederic B.

BURNERS. COFF. OVFN

Hersey Co., Ltd., Milton, Montreal, Que.

Sons. Montreal, Que.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, HI.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit Mich.
Wooddaon, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

CORE MACHINES, HAMMER

Can

Prederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Micihigan.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Btavens,

Hyde &

MACHINERY

Oaa. Hanson & Van WinMe Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Prederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Hyd* A Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodlson, B. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

Hanaon A Van Wlnkla Co.. Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont,
Can.

Holland Core Oil Co., Chicago, m.

BUFFING AND POLISHING

AIR COMPRESSORS

CORE COMPOUNDS

,

Out

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Monarch Engineering A Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.

Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Roots Oo., P. H. & F. M., Oornnersville, Ind.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

—
CA
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FOUND R Y M A N

NADIAN

®«r

(ttljnstmaB

TO OUR CUSTOMERS

™

HAT

of Friends

arm}?

great

Good Will and Good Wisn,

tnrougn tneir

vy^ho,

made

na^)e

possiole

tKe successful de\)elopment of our business and,

TO OUR EMPLOYEES

m

^^^ UR

fellow

v?nose

^^'orkers

nave contributed so

loyalty

muck

and enthusiasm

to our success and tKe

de\)elopment of our organization,

WE EXTEND
jT

this season

We
larger

NvisK

measure

of \o^ou5 remembrance

you

all

Our Greetings.

Good HealtK and

for tne 3)ear to

Happiness, in

come than any of tne

years

tKat KaA)e gone.

THIS WISH
S no

different to tne

entertain

for

you,

one we,

but

expression, v?e proclaim to 3)ou

iKll^AT your Christmas be
tne

J^Je^??

i

ear

come

to

tnis

and
a

at

all

being

times,

tne

silentlj)

season

for

5^ours

Happy One and may

you laden witn

Prosperity),

THE

STEEL COMPANY
OF

CANADA
DAMILTON

"""•""

MONTREAL

CANA

60

tH-OLA Ll.MXUS
0»n.

Van WuiiUe Co., Torouio, uui.
Supply Co., Ltd., Torouio, Oau
I<Ve(l«ric B. SKvens, Detroit, iMichigan.
Jdauuiton Kaciug AlilJ Co.. Lul., auuiltoti, U>1.
HyJe A: SoD3, Moutreol, Qu«.
WhitiJicacI litoa. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Wooddson, JE. J., Co., Toroato, Out.
iiausou

Uoinmioo

,k

t'drj.

CUPOLA TWYEBS

C«n. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Om
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out
.1t«?enB. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.

Woodison,

E.

Toronto.

Co..

J..

Ont

CYANIDK OF POTASSIUM.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. 0«l.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

W.

W.

Wells.

Woodison. E.

Toronto.
Co.. Toronto.

Ont

J..

UIPPEKS, GKAPHITE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Torooto. Om.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Om
Joaeph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City. N.J.
Gautier. J. H.. &. Co.. Jereey City, N.J.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

DRILLS, ELECTRIC

111.

Md.

DUST ARRESTERS AND EXHAUSTERS

Can. Hanson i Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont-

Prederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Midiigan.
Corporation, Hag^rstown, Md.
Sly.
W.. Mfg. Co
The. Cleveland.
Woodi.'son rv>.
E. J.. Toronlo.

Pangbom

.

Hagerstown. Md.

Han-ion & Van Winkle Co.. Toroato, OnL
Frederic B. SKvens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Dommion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Dot
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodi.son E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore. Md
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Whitehead niTw. Co.. Buffalo N Y
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

ELEVATORS. HYDRAULIC. PNEUMATIC
^an. Hanson
& Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens,
E.

Detroit. MicJhigan.
Co.. Toronto. Ont

.T..

EMERY STANDS
Can. nan>!on

& Van Winkle

Woodiwn.

Toronto

Ont
Ltd.. The. Hamaton. Ont

Pord-Smith Mach. Co..
Frederic B.

Co.,

Stevens. Detroit, Mi<*igan.
E. J.. Co., Tornntn. Ont.

EMERY VTHEELS— SEE WHEELS
FJiederic B.

Stevens.

C"

K-

Co..

Chicago. HI.
Toronto.

«..

E.

.T..

Hfin-nn

Vnn Winkle

.<

Kamilton Ff.--^e >tin

Co..

C,^..

Toronto. Ont.

PERKO-ALLOYS
A. C. Leslie & Co., Ltd.,
PERRO-MANGANESE
&
Ltd.,
PERRO-SILICON
A. C. Leslie & Co., Ltd.,
FILLERS (METALLIC)
A. C.

Leslie

Han.<»n

Dominion

Co..

Ltd..

Montreal.

Ont

Que

Co., Toronto, On!
Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Out-

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Micihigan.

Hyde &

LEATHER AND WOODEN
Hanson
Winkle Co.. Toronto

Detroit,

Ont

Michigan.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Hamilton Facing Mil! Co.. Ltd.. Hamlltoo. Ont.
Woodison.

E.

.7..

Co..

Toronto.

Ont

riRE BRICK AND CLAY
A. C.

Leslie

&

Co.,

Ltd.,

Montreal, Que,
Can. Uanaon & Van Winkle Co., l"oionto, OnL
Dominion Fdry. Sufiply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Gautier, J. H.. & Co., Jersey City, N.J.
aamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., HamUton Ont
Hyde & Sons, .Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering Sc Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md
Obermayer Co., 8., Chicago, 111.
BUvena. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co.. BulTalo N T.
WoodiMn. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

31RE CEMENT
Frederic B.

Stevens,

Detroit, Micihigan

GRINDERS, PORTABLE. ELECTRIC.

TOOL POST. FLOOR AND BENCH

111.

HAND

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago,

111.

GRINDERS, RESIN
BVeueric B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

GRIT,

ANGULAR

Frederic B.

FOUNDRY COKE
Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.

I'ittsburgh

Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Crashed Steel Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.

^^*n.

Stevens.

Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago.

Hamilton. Ont.
Montreal. Que.

&

Co..

.Mill

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.

Sons. Montreal. Que.
Monareh Engineering & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore. Md.
Obermayer Co.. S., Chicago. 111.
Pettinos. George P.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bro's. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison. E, J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

FOUNDRY PRACTICE

Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Co., Easton.
Pettinos, George F.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Hawley Down Draft Furnace

Co., Toronto, Ont
Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.

Detroit, Michigan.

E.

J..

Co..

&

ASBESTOS. DUCK

F.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan,

KAOLIN
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Oat
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

Hamilton Facing .Mill Co.. Hamilton.
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison. E.

J..

Co.. Toronto.

LADLES. FOUNDRY
CJan. Hatison & Van Winkle

Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Ltd.. Toronto Ont

Hamilton. Ont.

Ont

Ont.

Co..

Toronto.

Ont

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Onit
Iciseiih Ouoii CraciWe Co.. Jersey City. N.J.
fTsTnilton Fncinp Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Norfhera Crane Works. Walkerville.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. <!!o. Baltimore. Md.
Obermayer Co.. 8., Chicago, 111.
^iv
\v
w. Mfc. Co., The, Cleveland. 0.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, B. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
.

Md

Ont.

M., Omiersville, Ind.

AND LEATHER GLOVES

Oan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dotninion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Midhigan.
Woodison. E. J.. Ck>., Toronto. Ont

GRAPHITE GREASE
George F., Philadelphia, Pa.

GRAPHITE, ANTI-FLUX BRAZING
& Van

American Molding Mach. Co.. Terre-Haute. Ind.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. 0»t
Dotninion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.

Md

GOGGLES

Can, Hanson

Ind.

American Molding Mach, Co.. Terre-Haute. Ind.
Davenport Mach. & Fdry. Co.. Davenport. Iowa.

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Michigan.

Pettinos.

Terre-Haute.

Co..

JOLT STRIPPERS

Co.,

Toronto.

Mach.

.

Montreal. Que.
J., Toronto.

Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.. Ea.ston,
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore,
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.

P. H.

'Molding

MACHINES AND SQUEEZERS

Grimes Molding Machine Ck>. Detroit. Mich.
Woodtson. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

E.

Hamilton, Ont.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore,
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

(3o.,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

.American

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.

Woodi-son.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. 0»t
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hyde & Sons. Montreal. Que.

.lOLT

Hamilton Facing .Mill (Jo.. Hamilton. Ont
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton,

Co..

IRON CEMENTS

JOLT ROCKOVERS

FURNACE LINING

Mill

Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

fJlobe Steel Co.. Mansfield. Ohio.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh. Fa.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Michigan.
National Engineering Co.. Chicago. 111.
Oibermayer Co.. S.. Chicago. 111.
Wioodi.5on Co.. E. J.. Toronto.

Facine

Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.

IRON SAND

FOUNDRY SUPPLIES

.Mill

111.

TROLLEY

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

Winkle Co.. Toronto, Out.

(Frederic B.

Hamilton Facing

AND PNEUMATIC

Independent Pneimiatic Tool Co.. Chicago,

HOISTS, HAND,

IRON FILLER

FOUNDRY GRAVEL

<:o..

Ont.

Walkerville,

Ltd.,

Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit Mich.
Woodison Co.. E. J., Toronto.

Hersey Co.. Ltd., Milton. Montreal. Que.
MoLain's System, Inc., Milwaukee, Wi8.

Sons.

Ont

Northern Crane Works.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co..

&

Wootliscm

AND PNEUMATIC

Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Midhigan.

HOISTS, CHAIN

FOUNDRY FACINGS

Hyde &

111.

HOISTING AND CONVEYING MACHIN-

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Michigan.
Magnetic Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis,
Woodfaon Co., E. J., Toronto.

Stevens,

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago.

HELMETS

ERY. ELECTRIC

FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT

& Van

111.

HAMMERS, CHIPPING, CAULKING
PNEUMATIC HOSE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd.. Tonmto. Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Sons.
S., Chicago, 111.
Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
Wooilison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Obermayer Co..

Htevena.

Can. Hanson

Pa.

HAMMERS, CHIPPING
111.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdij. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Out.

Facing

GRIT. STEEL
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh.

FOUNDRY PARTING

Roote

FILLETS,

* Van

Stevens. Detroit, Mi<&igan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hsmllton, Ont
Obermayer Co.. 8., Chicago, 111.
Tntior .Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Wooillson, E. .7.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

FURNACE BLOWERS, ROTARY

Sons, .Montreal. Que
Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. .1.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Stevens,

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,

Frederic B.

Ilajnilton

Stevens.

Oan.
Frederic B.

GRINDERS. PNEUMATIC

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

& Van Winkle

Foi-y.

Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont

Hanson * Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. OnU
Diamond Clamp & Flask Co.. Richmond. Ind.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

Can. Hanson * Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..

Montreal, Que.

Koixi-Smith .Mach. Co.. Ltd., The. Hamilton, Ont
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago, 111.
.Machinery Co.. Gi«nd Rapids, Mich.
("an.

FURNACES, BRASS

Montreal, Que.

GRINDERS

GRINDERS, DISC. BENCH, SWING

FURNACES

".milton
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio
SUvens. F:e<ieric B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. .1.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Can.

Ont

EXHAUST

FANS,
Can.

Ltd., The. Hamilton.
Detroit. 'Midhigan.

Volume XI

<Wiver

Can.

Frederic B.

FoTd-Smith Mach. Co.
Oherrnarer

MAN

ILASKS, SNAP, ETC.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..

FACINGS
Woodi5on

Y

Whitehead Bros. Co., HufTalo. N.Y.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Hyde

Can

Woofhson.

K

Jo<ieph Diioii Cnicible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Fnmilton Facine Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.

0.

,

DUST HANDLING EQUIPMENT
Pangbom Corporation, Hagerstown, Md.
DUST EXHAUSTER, ANISTER SYSTEM
Corporation,

I)

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City. N.J.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhiean.
Pettinoe, George F., Philadelphia, P*.

Hyde

Can. Han.ion & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. ObI,
Cleveland Nickel Works. Cleveland.
Dominion Fdry. Sujjply Co., Ltc".., Toronto, Ont.
Ftederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Midhigan.
Monarcti Eng'r'g Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

Pangbom

r X

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Oat.

Tfamilton

DRYING OVENS FOR COR£8

DYNAMOS

()

National Engineering Co.. Chicago.

DRYERS, SAND

W

F

FOUNDRY MIXERS

AND PORTABLE

Corporation, Hagerstown,

A X

I

Woodison.

Indeiwndent Pneumatic Tool Co., C3uoaco,

Pangbom

1)

FIRE SAND

lil^UCK8

Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont

GRAPHITE PRODUCTS

Black Donald Gnaiihite (Jo., CaJaiboeie, Ont
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Onu
(Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey C;ty. N.J.
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co.. Hamilton. Om.
Hyde & Sons. .Montreal. Que.
Jonathan Barlley Crucible Co.. Trenton. N.J.
Pettinos. George F.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodiaoa. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

LADLE HEATERS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co,. Easton. Pa.
Monarch Engineering
Mfg. Co.. Baltimore. Md.
Woodison. E. J., Ck>. Toronto, Ont.

&

,

LEGGINGS
Frederic B.

Stevens,

Detroit, Michigan.

LADLE STOPPERS, LADLE NOZZLES,
AND SLEEVES (GRAPHITE)
Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Om.
Can.

Frederic B. Stevens, I>etroit, Michigan.
Josenh Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City, N,J
WoodLson. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

LINSEED

OIL.

CORE

& Co.. S.. Chicago.
LUBRICATING GRAPHITE
Obermayer

111.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.

MAGNETIC SEPARATORS
Ding's Magnetic Separator 0>. Milwaukee.
.Magnetic Mfg. Co., Milwaukee. Wis.
.

Wis.

C A N A n
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ARE
UNEQUALLED

OUR
FIREBRICKS

RESULTS OF STANDARD TESTS
Fusing Point

Cone 32 or 3218°

-

F.

RE-HEATING TEST,
2550 F. for 5 Hours
SPALLING TEST,-

We

invite

you

in

-

Contraction or Expansion Zero
Brick heated red hot and dropped into
cold water do not crack or check.

your patronage and are pleased to give any information that will help
the proper selection of material adapted to your particular class of work.

OUR MOTTO— "SERVICE"

HYDE &

SONS, MONTREAL, QUE.

WHITEHEAD'S

KAOLIN

Wet Pan Sand

Mill

for Steel Foundries

For lining and patchingthe Cupola, Furnace,
Ladles,
fire

of

etc.,

will

save

brick and the time

your men.

E. B.

FLEURY
Agent

1609

Queen

St.

W.

Toronto, Ont.

The

^m^ Mfg.
112

W. Adams
CHICAGO

St.

Co.

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN

62

MELTING POTS
0»n. Uanaon & V«n Winkle Co., Toronto,
HuniltoD FtciDf Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.

Monireh Ihixlne«ring

SUrew,

Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
J.. Co., Toronto, Ont,

Woodison, E.

Kawin

Co.,

Frederic B.

Mfg Co., Cambridge Springs. Pa.
Hanson 4 Van Winkle Co.. Toronlo, Onl.

BljBtoDe

C*n.
National Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.
Woodiaon. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont,

MIXERS
Co..

Chicago.

111.

Co., Toronto. Out
Ltd., Toronto, On.*.

Co.. Hamilton.
Sterens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont,
.Mill

CoTentry,

Co..

&

Ehig.

Co., Davenport, Iowa.
Dominion Fdry. Sujujly Co., Ltd.. Toiorito. Oui.
Hamilton FacinR .Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Grimes Molding Machine Co., Detroit, Mich.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodiaon. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
-Viach.

Fdry.

MOLDING SAND— SEE SAND
Toronto. Ont.
Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Co..

Whitehead Bros. Co., Kuffalo, N.Y.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

NOZ/I.FS.

SAND

Frederic B.

George

Philadelphia,

Pa.

AND GAS FURNACES

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. OntHamilton Fncine Mill Cn
nnmiltnn. Onl.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore, Md.
.

Stevens,

PANS,

Connersrrille,

111.

Can

Han<;on ^V Van Winkle Cn.. Toronto.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Michigan.

J..

.Mill

rnmpoiind Co..

Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.
Mich.
Toronto. Ont.

Co.,

Buffalo.

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit,
Montreal Pattern Works

Co.

of

Obei-maver & Co.. S., Chicago 111.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Co., E. J., Toronto.

States Silica Co., Chicago. lU.
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Michigan.
Co.,
J., Toromto.

Friitpd

Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Co.. .MansfleM. Ohio
Pittsburgh Crashed Steel Co.. Pittsburgh,
Woodison Oo., E. J., Tororabo.

Frederic B.

K

SAND MILLS
Fmtt Mfs.

Chieaeo. 111.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
National Engrineeriner Co.. Chicago, IlL
Co..

Co.,

E.

Frederic E. Stevens, Detroit, MKaiigan.
S., Chicago. HI.
J., Toronto.

Ohei-maver & Co
Woodison Co., E.

.

SANDBLAST ABRASIVES

SIEVES

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Jfidhigan.
Pittsburgh Cni.shed Steel Co., Pittsburgh,

_

Can Han.son & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Toronto. Ont
Ltd
Dominion Fdrv. SuEplv Co

Pa.

BLAST ACCESSORIES

Frederic B.

<y>.,

E.

Woodison, E.

Pa.

ToTcmibo.

J.,

PanEbom

Corporation,

\\'ooli'ir>n

Co.,

E.

J.,

«U

W,

I'..

.
„
r. .
Ont.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto
Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdrv. Snpplv Co.. Ltd

Hagerstown, Md.

Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Que.
Sons. .Montreal
George F., Philadelphia, Pa.

Frederic B.

Toronto.

Hyde &
Pettinos,

W. Mfg. Cn.. TiiP. rifveland,
Frederic B.. Detroit. Mieh.
Silica Co.. Chicago. 111.
J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

J.,

WASH

SILICA

Woodison. E

J..

SILICA ROCK.

Ont.

Co..

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan,
Joseph Dijon Crucible Co., Jersey City. N.J.

.
Co.. Toronto,
TTansnn ,<
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan,
Hyde & Sons. Montreal. Que.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

t"an

111.

O.

,^

,
Ont.

SKIM.MERS, GRAPHITE

Hnited States
Woodison, E.

.
r> .
Co.. Toronto, Ont
Toronto. Ont
Michigan.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit,
ity. .^..l.
Joseph ni\on Cnicihle '"o.. Jersey
V T Co., Toronto, Ont
TTrwidison

Can Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdrv. Snpplv Cn,

BLAST GRIT AND SHOT
Pa.

I,t^..

SLIP JACKETS

SAND BLAST

S.IND
& Van Winkle

Diamond Clamp & Flask

Han.snn

Co.,

Diamond Clamp

.

Ont.

OnL

PLUMBAGO
Ont
Ont

m.vho steel
Pittsburgh

f'o..

.Mansfleld,

Crashed

Steel

Pittiburgh,

Pa-

SAND CONVEYING MACinNERY
Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
an
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
<

Ont.

Ind.

Richmond, Ind.
Richmond, Ind.

Co.,

Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Toronto,
V;,n " nU\i- ''
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Michigan,
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

A.

C.

Leslie

&

t'an.;nn

SOAPSTONE

Ohio

Co..

,

Ind.

SNAP MOLD JACKET
Flask
CiTi

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, MichigaiL

,

SMALL «>.GLF«
|

SAVn BLAST SHOT

cio

Diamond Clamp &

SANDBLAST SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES
Corporation, Hagerstown, Md.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Michigan.

„. ^
,
Richmond,

SNAP FLASK TRIMMINGS
Flask Co.,
Diamond Clamp &

Whitehead Pros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
K .1 Woodisnn Co., Toronto.

Pangbom

Co..

PLATES
SNAP FLASK BOTTOM
Fl.n^k Co.. Richmond,

Toronto. Ont
ri'^TTiininn Ffirr. Snpplv Cn
T.t'i
Toronto. Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Midhigan.
Pettinos. Gporsc F.. Philadelphia, Pa.

I'an.

Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
Co., Toronto,
Ltd., Toronto.
Jnsepli Dixon Cnicihle Co.. Jersey City. N.J.
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons. .Montreal. Que.
Obermayer Co., 8., Chicago, 111.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa,
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

Ont

Toronto,

GROUND

AND rULVFRIZED
Vai, ^v;nkle

Onit.

Ont.

rnein? Mfll Co.. T.M.. Tlq-nfUn.i
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,
Pangbom Corporation, Hagerstown, Md.

StpTpns.

Detroit, Michigan.
Detroit. Mich.
Co., Toronto. Ont

Stevens,

Fre^leric

Stevens.

Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
p„,,v,„^ q,^,-! (-,
Pittsburgh.

(

Michigan.

& Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
& Van Winkle Co,. Toronto,
Canada, Hamilton, Ont.

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Sujiply Co.,

Pa.

SHOVELS

Toromito.

J.,

Steel

Glnli.-

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Pitl^hnrch Crushed Steel Co.. Pittsburgh.

PHOSPHORIZERS

Can.

Hageratown, Md.

Woodison

Woodison

SAvr>

N.Y.

PIG IKON
Steel

Corporation,

SEA COAL

,

PATTERNS

A. C. Leslie
Can. Han.son

Pangbom

Ont

TToTTiilMn

Ont.

PATTERN WAX
Unite*!

COMPRESSED AIR

National Engineering Co.. Chicago, 111.
Can. Hnn.'inn f: Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Dr,minion Firv. Snnnlv Co.. Ltd.. Toronto.

i-)etroit,

Co.,

Magnetic Mfg. Co.,

SEPARATORS, MOISTENERS, OIL FOB

SAND BLAST MACHINERY

PATTERN SHOP EQUIPMENT.
Frederic B.,

SEPARATORS, MAGNETIC; STANDARD
AND SPECIAL
_.
Milwaukee, Wis,

SANDBLAST EQUIPMENT

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
S., Chicago. 111.
J., Toronto.

Woodison. E.

Toromito.

Ding's Magnetic Separator Co.. .Milwaukee, Wis.
Siipplv Co.. Ltd. Toronto, Oat
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.

Iowa.

Co..

,..,.. K,.,.„l,

Obennaver & Co.,
Woodison Co., E.

Hamilton Facing

& Fdry. Co.. Davenport,
Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.
Co., E. J., Toronto.

WoMi-w)n

Ind.

PARTING COMPOUNDS

Stevens,

J.,

Dominion Fdrv.

111.

Davpnport Mach.

Frederic B.

WET AND DRY

National Enfrineering Co., Chicago,
Frost .\Ifg. Co., Chicago, HI.

E.

Co.,

SEPARATORS

O.

ROLLOVER MACHINES

S.AXD

AND GAS FURNACE BLOWERS
.M.,

Battle Creek Sand Sifter Co., Battle Creek, -Mich.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.

Woodison

.

Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

F.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
W. W., Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland,
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
Sly,

Woodison

C«n.

&

SAND SIFTERS, HAND

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Can.

SAND

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroiit, Michigan.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.
"W. W. Sly Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

Roots Co., P. H.

Toixmto.

Toronto,
Hanson & Van Winkle
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
W. \V. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Omt.

OIL

Hamilton Facing .Mill Co., HamUion, Ont
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Detroit, Midhigan.

J.,

Can

OVENS FOR CORE BAKING
AND DRYING

OIL

E.

Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
E. J., Toronbo.

Battle Creek Sand Sitter Co.. Battle Creek, Mich.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Omt
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

RESIN

Woodison

Detroit, Michigan.

F.,

Co.,

Co., |;i,nalo. .N.Y.
Co., Toronto, Ont

SAND SIFTERS

ROUGE

NORTH RIVER SAND
Pettinos.

BYederio B.

FVederic B.

BT-AST

Stevens,

Stevens,

Frederic B.

J.,

Woodison Oo,

RIDDLES, ELECTRIC
Woodison

liros.

SAND RIDDLES

.Montreal,

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., (Jhleago,

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co..
.

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Onl.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont

HAMMER, COMPRESSION

MOLDING SIFTERS
)

Wliitehead

RIVETERS. PNEUMATIC. HYDRAULIC

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

Frederic

&

Sons, Montreal, Que.
Hyde
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mxcn.

Que.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., New York, N.Y.
Wooflison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

0«n. Hanson Ik Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
The Cleveland Osbom Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.

.MOLI)IN<i

& Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, On*.
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Can. Hanson

Woodison. E.

Hyde & Sons,

Ont.

MOLDING MACHINES
Foundry

SAND

Can.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co.,
r.icins

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midilgui.
National Engineering Co., Chicago, lU.

RIDDLES

MOLDEKS' TOOLS

(mo,

SAND MILLS
Ont.

Toronto.

Can.
Magnetic Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
mevtrus, Frederic B., Uelioii, Mich,
wooaison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
Co.,

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Joseph DLjcon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Jonathan Bartley Cnicible Co., Trenton, N.J.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

Detroit. Michigan.

Engineering

PULLEYS. MAGNETIC
RA.MMING PLATES AND MACHINES

RETORTS

MITTENS
Sterens,

Toromito.

Hanson & Van Winkle

Detroit. Michigan.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
National Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.
Frost .Mfg. Co.. Chicago, 111.
Standard Sand & .Madiine Co, Cleveland,
Woodison Oa, E. J., Toronto.

PROTECTIVE WEARING APPAREL
J.,

Stevens,

SAND-MIXING MACHINERY

Iowa.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

MINING AND QUARRYING MACHINERY

Can.

SANDBLAST MATERIAL
Frederic B.

&

Woodison Co., E.

Ftederle B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
PelUuoa, George P., Philadelphia, Pa.

Davenport

Iowa.

Fdry. Co.. Davenport,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.

MICA SCHIST

Britannia

Co., Davenport,
Detroit, Michigan.

Fdo'.

.^.fvens,

Davenport Mach.

Ford-Smith Mach. Co.. Ltd., Tbe. Hamilton. Ont,

Hamilton

Can.

POWER SQUEEZERS

MILLING MACHINES

National

&

Davenport Mach.

Toronto.
Heraey Ca, Ltd., MUton, Montreal, Que.
MeLaln's STStem, Inc., Milwaukee, WU.
Toronto Tuting Laboratories, Toronto.

Frederic B.

Co., Toronto, Ont
Toronto, Ont
I^fl
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Frost Mfg. Co.. Chicago. 111.
.Mfg. Co., Tlie, Cleveland, O.
VV..
Sly, W.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdrv. Supplv Co.,

Out

Hanson & Van Winkle

Co.. Toronto,
Frederic B., Detroit Mich.
\\. V>. Uella Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

Can.

Stevens,

POWER JOLT SQUEEZERS

METALLURGISTS
Obtrles C.

SAND BLAST MACHINERY, BARRELS,

PLATING AND POLISHING SUPPLIES
'Jnl.

Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.

tc
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,
Han.wn & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdr>-. Supply Co..

Can.

„

,„

.

Co., Toronto,
Ltd.. Toronto,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Hamilton Faeirii; Mill c... Hamilton, Ont
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Ont

n.,*
Ont
Ont

CANADIAN
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we can

In spite of recent labor troubles

LESLIE

A. C.

560

HOW CAN YOU

Can

in

>'.

Ont.

T'lronlo.

Prederic B. Stevaas, Detroit, Michigan.
uy, Pa.
Jo&epu Uu-on Crucible Lo.. Jei>e\
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

SPRAYERS
E.

Co.,

Toronto.

J.,

Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supplj Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Oat.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Can.

B., Detroit. .Miih.
J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Freileric

Woodison. E.

Can. Han-wn & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdrr. Snpplj Co..

POWER

SQUEEZERS.

Co..
I,'

'

Ti>ronto. Ont.
Toronto, Ont.

Hanson * Van Winkle
Dominlnn F^'tt. H-inpIv Pn
Sterens,

Frederic B.

Far^ni:
Mfe. Co..

Tabor
Woodison

E

Detroit,

M'H

Hnmi!"^

'"n.

(^n.

lib.

600

lib.

Ont.

Toronto.
I
Midhigon.
namiltnn. Ont.

Onit.

'

3-32

42c

1-8

36c

350
192

3 lbs.

3-16

32c

1-4

32c

95
48

5-16

32c

33

5 lbs.

3-8

28c

24

5 lbs.

7-16

28c

18

5 lbs.

1-2

28c

13

5 lbs.

lib

Sold by

KA1I^>
& Van Winkle

Look

Ont.

SteTens, Detroit, Michigan.
Toronto. Ont.
Van v\ nitle C,
,V
PittahiirKh Crushed Steel fo.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Wnoilison. E. J.. Co.. ToT«>nto. Ont

Frederic B.

Hanson

SWING
Ford-Smith Mach. Co.. Ltd.. The. Hamilton,

Ont

r,RIVT)FRS
Sterena.

Co.,

E.

STEEL BANDS
Oo.,

J.,

&

Diamond Clamp

E.

STEFT, R\R«.

Michigan,
The, Hamilton,
Torcnto.

Detrtjlt.

Ford-Smith Mach. Co..

T,td..

Fna«k Co., Richmond,
Toronto.

\T.I.

Ind.

STEEL PLATES
Pangbom Corpora-on. Hageretown, Md.
Co.,

Toronto,

Ont
111.

Limited, Montreal, Que.

Richmond, Ind.

Co.,

AVn TROLLEV SYSTEMS

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. •'''••onto. Ont
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Onit
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton Ont.
Northern Crane Works. Ltd.. Walkerrille, Ont
Wnwllson E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

TRIPOLI
Detroit,

W.

Ont.

Michigan.

W

Wells. Toronto.
Woodiflon. E. J.. Co.. Toronto.

Ont

Can. Hanson &• Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdrv. Snpnlv Co.. Ltd. Toronta. Onit
Hamilton Faoini Mni '^o.. Hamilton. Ont.

Stevens.

Frederic B..

Woclison. E.

J..

TURNTABLES

Co..

Uni'ed Comiioimd Co.. Bunalo. N.T.
E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

VIBRATOR.S
Stevens,
,^;

Detroit, Michigan.
Co..
Toronto,
Ltd., Toronto,

Pi'essed Steel Co., Muskegon,
Co., Philadelphia.
Tailor .Mfg.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto,

Ont
Omt

Mich.

Ont

WALL CHANNELS
Stevens,

Detroit, Mi<ihig«n.
Co.. Toronto,

Van Winkle

»V

Co.,

J.,

Ont.

Ont

Toronto.

WHEELBARROWS

Que.

Montreal,

TRACK. OVFRIIEAD

Stevens,

.

Frederic B.

TESTS OF MATERIALS

Frederic B.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Can. Hanson A: Van \\ inKle Co.. luionto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Lt.1. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Montreal, Que.

Can. :ian.son
Woodison, E.

TRUCKS, PRYER ANr> FACTORY

Kivn«

.

&

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Siipplv Co.. Ltd
Toronto, Ont.

Co.,

Detroit, .\liua.
Co., Toronto, Ont.

Han.'W)!!
\'an Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..

Can Han.-ion & Van Winkle Co.. Tmnnto. Ont
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Ornf-

J.,

A. C. Leslie & Co.. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Toronto.
Can. Hanson ,<: Van \>' nV. '•••
Northern Crane Works WslVerr'He.
Steel Co. of Canada. HamJltoD, Ont
Woolison. F. .T
Co.. Toronto. Ont

A. C. Leslie

Ont

J.,

Frederic B.

TALC

TWf»T.T,FVS

B.,

!•

Can.

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,
Pnenmatic Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

STFFT, r-RTT

Frederic B.

Ont

WATER

TONGS. SHAKE OFF
Diamond Clamp & Flask

rt'deiic

Woodison. E.

N. Y., U. S. A.

Woixiison.

Keller

Pa.

BUFFALO,

ST.,

VENT MAX

OIT,

Frederic B.
.«Tens, Detroit, Michigan.
Can. liau.son A: Van \^ iiikle Co.. Toronto,
Can. Hart Wheels. Hamilton. Ont.

Hanson * Van Winkle

ELK

atevens.

Co.. Toronto,
Co., Toronto, Ont

Hersey Co., Ltd., Milton,

on ifie Octagon
Cardboard Spool

for the "Buffalo"

UNITED COMPOUND CO.
228

TOOLS. PNEUMATIC

CRrewFr*

foundry supply houses
in Canada.

5 lbs.

Frederic B. &i«Tens, Detroit, Michigan.
Can. llaiLson .V \ .tn »\ inKle i i>.
I'uionto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Onit.
Joseph ULxon Crucible Co.. Jersey City. N.J.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

Can.

Philadelphia.
Toronto. Ont.

all

5 lbs.

TEEMING CRrriBLES AND FUNNELS

Co..

.1

NOMINAL.

IS

WE ALSO MAKE BUFFALO BRAND
VENT WAX IN A FLAT OVAL SHAPE
OF 5 SIZES.

Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Michigan.
>lHmilton raoiii'.' Mill '',,.
HamiU'-ra, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Montreal. Qne.
I"
^^-.li<'•"
.1
Toronto. Ont
v..

T'^rnnto.

Frederic B. SteTens, Detroit, Michigan.
Pitish'iTh r— »tiPd 9te»l fo.. I'iM.hnrirh.

Woodson

1600

,

HAND

AVI)

Can.

Woodison

80c
48c

Frederic B. Steyens, Detroit, Michigan.

Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Michigan.
Tal>or Mfg. Co.. I'hila.lelphia
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

SWTNR

1-32

J.,

THE COST

per Spool

1-16

TANKS. OIL AND

SQUEEZER MOLDING MACIIINES

Can

WHEN YOU CONSIDER THE
NUMBER OF FEET PER POUND

Approx Weight

STOVKS. RlBRrNn AND

SPRCE rrXTERS

STFET-.

West,

Price
Approx No. of
per pound
Ft, to 1 lb.

Can. Hanson
Woodison, E.

mill.

Limited
& CO.,
MONTREAL

.

Bsrrlp Trp-k Sand Sifter Co.. Pa'tle Creek, Mich.
Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Mlcbigen.

Stevens.

prompt shipment from

STIRRERS. r.RMMIITE

•

Woodison

inches

slttL
Wmkle

Van

Hanson A

give very

Round Vent Wax
EHameter

WAX

SftLTtK BOW Ls

St.

FLOOR

-

SIZES, PRICES, ETC.

AFFORD TO DO
WITHOUT

VENT

Paul

St.

63

PLATES

STEEL
TANK

RYMAN

I)

Mich.
Toronto. Ont

Detroit.

C^n. Haa-ion & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Tntonto. Ont
Northern Crane Works, Walkervill«

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.
Hvde & Sons, Montreal. Que.
E. J., Toronto.

Woodtwn Oa,

WHEELS, GRINDING
Can. Han.son & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
f^an
Havt Wh-.ds. Hamilton, fint.
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.
FoixJ-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd.. The, Hamilton,
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Out

Ont

Ont

WHEELS, POLISHING, ABRASIVE
Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton,
H.-milton Kacine Mill Co.. Hamilton, Onu
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
United Compound Co.. Buffalo. N.T.

Can

Woo-lison

E.

J..

Co..

Toronto.

Ont
Ont

Oat

WIND GATES
Rorrta Co.. P.

&

H.

F.

M.. ConnersvUle, Ind.

WIRE WHEELS
Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Stevens,

W. W.

Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Wells, Toronto.
E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

Woodison.

WIRE, WIRE RODS AND NAILS
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midiigen.
Can. Hanson 4; Van W lukie Co.. Toronto.
Stetl Co. of
'.ViMvti-o-

Canada, Hamilton,
E.

J

.

Co.

Ont
Ont

Toronto.

Out

CANADIAN

64
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The AMERICAN

operated

is efficiently

by men of little experience i n foundry

JOLT ROCKOVER

work,

because

it

MACHINE

is

and

simple, accurate

massively rigid.

The

self-adjusting internal jolting

valve takes up its own wear. Likewise the automatic ball and socket
leveling device requires no attention from the operator.

One

piston jolts and rocks
mold. And the plain rockover table permits pattern
plate being bolted direct to
table, and to project over

table in all directions
necessary.

when

Write for Complete
Particulars

American Molding Machine Co.
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
Box 35
Builders of
Plain Joltes

Jolt Strippers

Rockover Machines

Jolt

t?§r4^f

'•fit-

Specialists in analyzing, mixing and melting of
Semi-Steel, Grey and Malleable Irons.

The Toronto Testing Laboratory, Limited
160 Bay Street, Toronto
t

*yt

.

I-

J,

i.i

11

I

^.i.ii

'

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
P
American Manganese Bronze Co....
American Molding- Machine Co

54
64

Gautier & Co.,
Globe Steel Co

52

Gordon,

B
Bailey & Bell Firebrick Co
Bartlev Crucible Co., Jonathan....
Battle Creek Sand Shifter Co
Blystone Mfg. Co
Britannia Foundry Co

J.

8
6

C
Can. Hanggn & Van Winkle C(?..
Back cover
Can. Hart Wheels
57
Classified

Crane,

Ads

Ltd

16
52
63

D
Davenport Mach. & Foundry Co....
Diamond Clamp and Flask Co
Dings Magnetic Separator Co
Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph
Dominion Crucible Co
Dom. Foundry Supply Co

H

13

57
7

51

B

Co.,

Charles C. .Inside front cover

L
&

C
Lindsay Chaplet & Mfg. Co
Leslie

Co.,

Ltd.,

A.

Smith, F.

63
13

National Engineering Co

61

Northern Crane Works

....

7
61

Obermayer

Co.,

The S

F.

M

54
t

W.

W

11

E

Canada
Standard Sand and Machine Co....
Standard Machinery & Supplies....
Co. of

10
59
2
.10

Stevens, Frederick B.. .Inside back cover
55
Sturtevant, B. F., & Co

T

M
Magnetic Mfg. Co
Manufacturers Brush Co
McLain's System, Inc
Monarch Eng. & Mfg. Co
Montreal Pattei-n Works

.52

Ford-Smith Machine Co
Flenry, E.

56

&
S

Steel

....

W. & G

Frost Mfg. Co

.

9
10
50
52
5

R
Roots Co., P. H.
Sly Mfg. Co.,

.

K
Kawin

Pangborn Corporation
Pettmos, Geo
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co
Pittsburgh Electric Furnace Corp..
Pressed Steel Co., The

61

50
14
53
3

57

N

F
Foyle,

49
52
4

I

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co..

15
7

12
14

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd
Hawlev Down Draft Furnace Co..
Holland Core Oil Co
Hvde & Sons

.

Cleveland Osborn Mfg. Co., The...

52
54

Grimes Molding Machine Co
Inc., Robert

6

63

H

57
57
9

Tabor

Mfg.

Co

Toronto Testing Laboratories

56
64

U
United Compound Co
United States Silica Co

63

Front cover
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Wells,

W.

W

Whitehead Bros. Co
Woodison Co., E. J
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61
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Stevens Specialties
Bring Results
After all is said and done the chief element of success in the sale of specialized
economically and satisfactorily.
products is their ability to produce results
All of these specialties have been tried in the crucible of experience and found to
measure up to the highest standards.

—

—

Foundry

Buffing Compositions

Specialties

The days when Flour, Molasses, and sundry edible things
be used in a Foundry are rapidly passing. Linseed Oil,
too, has climbed the golden stair of high prices.
The foundryman who thinks in the future must use substitutes or
his dream of profits will end in a nightmare of losses.
Here

Some

of the things required by stove makers, brass plants

may

and others:

are the profit savers.

For "coloring up" cutlery of all kinds and all light
castings WHITE ROSE is beyond comparison.

STEVENS' WHITE ROSE BUFFING COMPOSITION

DRY BINDERS
Stevens' King Kore Kompound, a black dry powder, but
containing two adhesives, one to bind the green cores, so
that when cores are not baked promptly the strength of the
green core permits handling without injury; another that
develops its strength under heat of core oven.
The ideal
combination.
It is used successfully when making large
heavy Grey Iron cores
sometimes called "chunky"' or
"blocky" also for engine beds, machine tools, railway equipment, and cores for steel castings of all descriptions. One
Detroit Foundry a large one reported a saving of sixteen
dollars per day after ceasing old methods and when using
King Kore Kompound wit>i Glutrin- not a necessary but a
good combination.

delight to the eye.
The beauty of nickel or brass is brought out to the greatest
advantage.
Wherever a brilliant finish is required, it is
unexcelled, especially where deep backgrounds are liable to
be filled. Particles left in the work are easily washed out.
Put up in airtight hermetically sealed cans. Samples free.

—

—

—

—

—

STEVENS' CORE

STEVENS' "ZZZ" COLORING COMPOSITION
For coloring copper and brass castings, or plated work,
such as valves, fittings spun brass or cast brass use my
"ZZZ" Coloring Composition.
Contains no unsaponifiable material, does not smear the

but a shiner

in

effect.

Oil

work, gives a lustrous

It

is

Sample for

STEVENS' CORE PASTE
The only substitute for high-grade flour; not the flour that
has masqueraded when mixed with plaster. Silica, etc., as
flour, but the real hot biscuit raw material.
Of course it contains no flour, but you wouldn't know that, so well does it
take its place. Here is still a stock of Dextrine, Rosin, and
Molasses (New Orleans black strap). The wand of the fairy
is liable to touch their prices every day
get in early.

—

Stevens'
qualities;

LIQUID CORE BINDERS
Core Oils wherever used are a synonym
strength,

sharp

durability,

edges,

for Core
quick baking

and quick removal from casting.

trial free.

STEVENS' UNION MAID WHITE POLISH

A

used for small intricate cores,

success.
Its greater victories are with the small delicate
cores where nothing but pure linseed has been considered
before; none of these Compounds are noisy with odor. They
are well behaved from start to finish.

finish, cleans quickly.

gives to brass the glory of gold.
Equally as good on copper.
It

GUM

was once thought necessary and with great

—

—

Another dry binder but rot of black color. A real artist
might call it "mouse-tint" but we will call it "gray" in color
where Linseed

steel

Also for buffing brass or nickel the results obtained are a

superior lime composition for coloring all kinds of nickel
work.
Imparts that beautiful
blue-white finish the looking

-ilated

glass

—

lustre.

Work
in

is

economically cleaned— for

"UNION MAID"

is

fine

grain and will easily wash out of deep backgrounds.
Sample on request.

Buffing Wheels
Three great values:

STEVENS' SPANISH FELT WHEELS
From the highest grade selected wool, light in weight »ad
superfine in quality. Let me quote prices.

STEVENS' LIBERTY FELT WHEELS
Same

many

as Spanish Felts but a trifle coarser wool.
uses just as good. Reasonably cheap in price.

But for

STEVENS' FELT-SUB WHEELS

Stevens Gargara

Emery

The superiority

of this emery lies in its practical results.
acts as an abrasive, it exercises its cutting qualities, then
crushes and polishes. Two services are thus rendered with
but one material. Stevens Gargara Emery gives the results
desired.
All numbers.
In kegs of 350 lbs.
It

FREDERIC
Manufacturer

of

Cost half the price of Spanish Felts and wear several times
Save glue and emery. Used by stove, automobile
as long.
and brass manufacturers. One brass manufacturer says the
men prefer them to the felt wheel. He has purchased 78 of
them in a few months. One automobile manufacturer has

bought 500 from me since January first.
Samples of any wheels on order. Give

size and(

B.

number

»*

desired.

STEVENS

Foundry and Electro-Plating Supplies and Equipment

DETROIT, MICH.
Order from the nearest branch
EXPORT WAREHOUSE:

Windsor, Ont.

EASTERN SELLING AGENTS: Standard Machinery &

Supplies, Co., Montreal, Quebec

C A X A D
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CASTINGS
Nickel,
Aluminum,
Brass,
Bronze,
Zinc.
For electroplating purposes you must use highgrade castings of pure, homogeneous, smooth

—

metal.

We

have manufactured castings

years,

and the

received

is

kind for
which they are

of

this

with
evidence of their superior quality and
satisfaction

workmanship.

We

glad to quote on prompt shipment of
castings of every description.
shall be

Crown Rheostats
give perfect regulation, and are
suitable for

all

kinds of plating.

We are now manufacturing these
famous Rheostats and possess
the patent rights for Canada.
We can supply any style immediatelv from stock. Write for
Bulletm No.

TYPE "M.V.A." RHEOSTAT

149.

Canadian Hanson

& Van Winkle

TORONTO

-

-

Co., Limited

CANADA

EDITORIAL INDEX— PAGE

Bl'YEKS'

58

GUIDE— PAGE
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58
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Metal Industry
A
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Monthly Newspaper Devoted to the Foundry, PattemmnliinR:, Platins and Polishiiiff
The Macl.ean Publishing- Company, Limited, Toronto, Montreal, WinnipcR, and

l''iol<ls.

London.

PUBLICATION OFFICE, TORONTO, FEBRUARY,

VOL. XI.

I'ublishO

Knsland

No.

1920

2.

<^-WAy ofoes this
Canadian Stove foundry
Send all the "way to Ottawa III
/drifs Sand Blast Abrasive'
Mr. J. B. Walton, Foundry Superintendent of
the McClary Manufacturing Company, London,
Ontario, in chatting with us, at our Booth at
Philadelphia, said: "Lake Sand is naturally
cheap at London with a very short freight haul.
But we use Flint Shot sand blast abrasive not
only because we found that one car of Flint Shot
lasted at least as long as four cars of lake sand,
but because the Flint Shot does so much better,
faster work."
;

enthusiastic "Flint Shotter" whose name
we did not get, said "We are so far away from
your plant that our Flint Shot, plus freight, costs
us over $10.00 a ton delivered; but it's cheaper
at that price than lake, river or ocean sand for

One

:

Loudon.
Ontario.

nothing a ton because it does so much work
with so little cost per ton of castings cleaned for
;

air, labor and disposal of waste.
It's so hard
that we use it over numberless times and it turns
out better quality of work than we can get from
any other abrasive."

Send for our working sample.

United States Silica Co.
Sole Producers of Flint Shot

1939 Peoples Gas
CHICAGO

Bldg.
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A
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A
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You take No Chances
adopting

Kawin

FO U

NDRY MAN

in

Service

When

you adopt Kawin
Service you are assured of
reliable assistance in your
foundry

problems

—

re-

how difficult
vour work mav be.

gardless of

Kawin Service
Helps You by
Assuring
BETTER CUPOLA
PRACTICE.

UNIFORM CASTINGS.
PROPER MIXTURES.
DECREASED LOSSES.
INCREASED OUTPUT.

REDUCED EXPENSES.
With nothing

to lose

adopt a service that

why
is

hesitate to
sure to prove

beneficial?

Charles C.

Kawin Company, Limited

Chemists, Foundry Engineers and Metallurgists

307 Kent Building
Buffalo, N.Y.

Dayton, Ohio

Toronto, Canada
Chicago,

III

San Francisco,

Cal.

CA N A

February, 1920
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Another Canadian Product
Manufactured in Our Toronto Plant

^

SAVE NEW YORK EXCHANGE

^

Flat Bottom, Steel Bowl, Bull Ladle with Double End, Swivel
Capacities 100 to 1,000 lbs. inclusive.
Shank.

No.

1

Lips, No.

1

Capacities 400 to 1,800

Bail.

All Crane Ladles have a
vertical position.

dog on

side of

Bowl

'^Wt^Mien
^ST' *

1

.

^'^.f-^VJlfc*.^

ii^^H

1

(

to

lbs. inclusive.

hold Ladle in

m

^^bmH -;

11

Flat Bottom Steel Bowls
Capacities 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300 and 350 lbs.
These
Bowls have heavy steel plate sides and head.
When ordering ladle bowls state inside diameter of shank ring that they
are expected to fit.

Hand Ladle

with light Steel Bowl.
Shanks, hollow hanft. 6 in. long.
In ordering shanks only, always
give the capacity and diameter of band.
dles,

about 3

Immediate Shipment Guaranteed

THE

E. J.

WOODISON
"Buy

the best!

Foundry Supplies and Equipment

CO. LIMITED
It's

cheapest in the long run."

Toronto

—
CANADIAN

F

UNDRYMAN

Volume XI

The Standard
Core and Facing Sand Mixing Machine
No.

0-A Standard Improved Sand Mixer

Cuts over and mixes 4 cu. ft. of sand 120 times
equivalent to the labor of 50 men.
a minute

—

Screens, tempers and mixes sand in one continuous operation and with but one handling.

prepared it may be emptied
by opening the discharge gate underneath the mixer.

When

the batch

is

into a wheelbarrow^ or car

From three to five minutes mixing will uniformly blend and temper Core and Facing Sand
with any tempering liquid or binding compounds which may be used. The cost of hand
labor to do this work would pay for a STANDARD MIXER in a few days. Furnished with or
without screen.

WE MEET THE TONNAGE REQUIREMENTS OF

DIFFERENT
FOUNDRIES WITH SIX SIZES OF "STANDARD" MIXING
MACHINES, RANGING FROM 1 TO 60 TONS PER HOUR.

No. 4 Standard Improved Sand Mixer
Cuts over and mixes 27 cu.
of sand at one batch

ft.

EQUIVALENT TO THE
LABOR OF 200 MEN.
Designed to meet the

re-

quirements of large founWill mix sand in
dries.
large quantities for core,
facing, heap or backing
sands.

THE STANDARD SAND & MACHINE
CLEVELAND, OHIO,

CO.

U.S.A.

Canada,
February, 1920. Vol. XI.. No. 2. Published monthly, at 143-153 University Ave., Toronto, Can. Subscription price in
March 3rd. 1879, and at:
United States, $1.50. Entered as second-class matter July Ist, 1912, at the Post Office at Buffalo, under Act of
the Post Office Department, Ottawa, Canada.

TA^JADIAN POUNDRYMAN,

$1

(»rin

4e

CA

February, 1920
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Monarch Furnaces
Top -Notch
Tins

Efficiency

the MHTOl of >iKro.<s in proseiU-ilay inauul'acluriiiii.
top-uok-h ollicieiu-y your foundry nnist bo fnrnisheil wiih oost-outting- equipnienl.
The Monarcli line of
furnaces represent all that is modern and host for nieltin.c;
nulal.

To

is

.*e("iire

Single Chamber
Furnace
TTiis

Monarch

Rockwell Single
Melting
Furnace
Simplex) is a
and a great fuel

Chamber
(known

as

the

fast melter
economizer.

You

can

with

absolute

install

this

certainty

furnace
that

will save time

it

and expense. No
crucibles required.
Burns oil or
gas.

^Double

Chamber

Fu mace
The Monarch Double Chamber
Melting Furnace is built on the
same lines as the "Simplex,"
but has twice the capacity and
utility.
While Melting in one
chamber, the exhaust heat brings
the other chamber to the melting point. Fuel cost is extremely low.
No crucibles required.
Burns Oil or Gas.

Coke Tilting
Crucible Melting

Furnace
Built on stui-dy lines and is very
easily operated.
Equipped with
Hopper Feed and Shalte Grates.
Rests above ground.
Made for
various size crucibles. No other
furnace of its kind will serve
you as well as the Monarch Coke
Tilting
nace.

Core Ovens

Crucible

Melting

Fur-

for all Requirements

Monarch Core Ovens, both Arundel and Acme models are

built

larger sizes than formerly, orders are received for any
capacity, width, length, and height of shelves as may be desired.
in

We

specialize exclusively in equipment for brass
Send for catalog.

and iron foundries.

The Monarch Engineering

&

Manufacturing Company
1206

American

Bldg., Baltimore, Md., U.S.A.

SHOPS AT CURTIS BAY, MD.

^"^•'''^^'Ifci

^
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Old Regular Core Oil ::
The Standard for 30 Years

::

We

wish to get a few concrete facts before the users of

core oil:
that the greatest factor in the production of castings is experience.
must admit that experience is the greatest factor

You must admit

^

We

in the

production of good core

oil.

Holland's Old Regular was the

first

core

oil

ever

made.
For

thirty years

We

it

are going to
thirty years more.

^^^

has been the standard.

make

it

the standard core

oil

for

More f oundrymen have used Old Regular grade than
any other oil.
These f oundrymen to a man swear by it and will use
nothing but Old Regular.
Why? Because no foundryman can go wrong while
using Old Regular.

Canadian Agents:

The Dominion Foundry Supply

Co., Limited

"Everything for the Foundry"

^ITORONTO

^—

MONTREAL

February,

CANADIAN

1920
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You Can

Operate the

Largest Size

&

"L

A"

ELECTRIC VIBRATOR
(Protected by U.S. and Canadian Patents)

1

For Less Than Three
and a half Dollars a

Year
Less than one cent a day
cost for the

L & A

is

the actual

Electric Vibrator.

and economical
than the old hand method of securIt

is

more

efficient

ing vibration.
Style

"A"

to

Quickly and easily attached

match or pattern plates

These are the days when labor costs
are eating up the profits. Think of
the labor you save with this appliance. Can you afford to be' without
it?
Cost per

Weight
Lbs.

Size

day to
Operate

1

2^4

2
3

2%
3%

6/lOc
7/lOc
8/lOc

4

iV4.

Ic

Equivalent
to Air
Vibrator

Price

Vz"

$10.00

%"-%"

12.00

l"-iy8"

14.00

l%"-iy2"

16.00

Knee switch

2.50

ordering mention precisely type,
voltage and cycle. If your jobber
does not handle write direct sent on
ten days' trial.
In

size,

—

The
Pressed Steel

Company
MUSKEGON, MICHIGAN

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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Crucibles_of Quality

Tilting Furnace

UNIFORM

CRUCIBLES

Service and Durability

Ensure Economy.

Catalogue on retfuomt

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU.

Jonathan Bartley Crucible
TRENTON,

N.

Canadian representative H. T. Meldrum

J.,
14 St.

Co,

U. S. A.
John St., Montreal, Canada.

Moulding Machines

British

AND FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT
a'lk/'

i.

HAND RAM.

The J ARR RAM (Pneumatic).
The Machine with a Perfect

The HEAD RAM.
Most powerful Hand Machine

Adjustable to any size

Lift.

made.

box.

The most

efficient

The

Machines, built to stand rough usage
Write for Catalogue to

BRITANNIA FOUNDRY COMPANY
COVENTRY, ENGLAND

February,

C A N A D

1920
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F
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DIAMOND
(n Diamond Master Flasks the accepted principles
of snap flask building have been developed and enlarged and the weak and faulty conditions overcome.
Master Flasks are light in weight, easy to handle,

Diamond Master Flask

accurate and very durable.

Their

and accuracy

convenience

result

will

in

a

larger and better production.
Steel Slip Jackets are made to fit any make
of flask, straight or tempered, and of any thickFar more
ness of metal desired up to 8 gauge.
serviceable than cast iron or wooden jackets they
can neither break nor bum.

Diamond

—

We

also manufacture a complete line of foundry
accessories, Wedges, Clamps, Varnish Cans, Pattern
Benches, Core Boxes, Rapping Plates, etc.

Sold

in

Canada by

DOMINION FOUNDRY SUPPLY CO.
WHITEHEAD BROTHERS COMPANY
E. J. WOODISON COMPANY
FREDERICK B. STEVENS
HAMILTON FACING MILLS CO., LTD.
If interested,
direct.

Diamond

Steel Jacket

vrrite

any of these jobbers or

DIAMOND CLAMP & FLASK

GRINDERS

CO.

RICHMOND, INDIANA

38-40 N. 14 St.

Ford-Smith

to us

elites

For Foundry Service
Our "All-Steel" Swing
Grinders are
two standard

and

20',

Wheel

built

in

AfADE

sizes, 16

for

IN

Emery
On

.,

or Brushes.

heavy foundry work
they are indispensable
for
the
rapid
and
economical cleaning of
castings.

DOMINION CRUCIBLE CO.

Our catalogue
you
full detail on
our wide range

will

give

o

Grinders.

f

LIMITED
ST.

JOHNS, QUE.

Mailed on request.

HAMILTON FACING MILLS

CO. Limited

Manufactured by

HAMILTON, ONT.

Ford-Smith Machine Co., Limited
Hamilton, Ont., Canada

SOLE CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS

CANADIAN FOUNDRY MAN
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10 Days' Free Trial

I

To prove

the

BLYSTONE

Mixing Sand by the Old

Method too Costly
these Days

Sand Mixer can

Do Work

Now

Requiring

the Labor of

Ten Men

Over one thousand foundries in Canada
and United States came to this conclusion and as a result they adopted the

BLYSTONE

SAND MIXER
you a "Bly.stoue"' on ten days' free trial
you can prove for yourself, right in your own
plant, under your own conditions, that it will die
the work of ten men; that it mixes correctly and
This is a genuine offer. If you find that
efficiently.
Let

VIS i-liip

so that

the

BLYSTONE

dtoes

not live

or if it fails to give you one
faction, you may ship the

ui> to all

our

clainis,

hundred per cent, satismachine back to us at

our expense.

Points Worth
The

Remembering

BLYSTONE SAND MIXER

mixing

costs

cuts

60% and produces
10% to 20% in l)inder.

at least

abetter mix. Saves

An unusually simi)le machine, sturdily
built of the best materials money will 'buy
ensuring easy operation, low upkeep

—

and operating

BLYSTONE SAND MIXER

co.-^ts

Blystone Manufacturing Co,
1119 Ironton Street,

BALTIMORE
BIRMINGHAM
BUFFALO
CHICAGO

Prompt Shipment!

and long wear.

Cambridge Springs, Pa.

Representatives at
J. W. Paxson Co.
Hill

E. J.

&

Griffith Co.

Woodison Co.

Scully-Jone;

&

Co.

CLEVELAND

Hill & Griffith Co.
E. J. Woodison Co.

DETROIT

E. J. Woodison Co.

CINCINNATI
i

all

Principal Points:

NEW

YORK, Wonham. Bates & Goode, Inc.
J. W. Paxson Co.
PHILADELPHIA J. S. McCormick Co.
PITSBURGH
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. - Ditty Bros.
Ditty Bros.
SEATTLE, WASH.

TORONTO

-

E. B. Fleury

(1609 Queen St. W.,

Phone Park 6700)

-

February,

CA NA D

1920
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Everything

You Need
your
Foundry**
in

gJlMJy.rM.iyi:'i^fM!Miiy{lM!MBy![JyilMIMlMlMliyjlMI^

"OBERMAYER"
HOUSE that for 45 years has
served the interests and requirements of the thousands, in the great
iron and steel industry and done it so
well it has reached and easily maintains first place
as the Foremost
Foundry Supply House.

A

;

—

Our constantly growing success

is

upon mutual confidence established by the ability to produce and
furnish only the best in guaranteed
Facings, Supplies and Equipment to
the foundry trade.
built

We

carry large stocks and can

Production Stability

and the Source of your
Supplies go hand in

make

immediate shipments.

hand.

Orders and inquiries sent us result
in "your satisfaction"
that is the aim
and end to which we direct earnest
eff"ort in the conduct of our business.

—

E

"OBERMAYER

plus Service --- insures
better and speedier work.
ESTABLISHED

THE

S.

St.

Louis

Cincinnati

Denver

1874

OBERMAYER CO

WAREHOUSES
Chicago
Pittsburgh

Quality"

OFFICES
Chicago

St.

Pittsburgh
Cincinnati

Detroit

I»s An^elei

E.

B.

Cincinnati
Rillton,

Den ver

Write or phone nearest

Canadian Representative:

Chicago

Syracuse
Toronto

Milwaukee

Los Angeles

FACTORIES
Philadelphia

Louis

FLEURY,

Pa.

office

1609

Queen

St.

West, Toronto

CANADIAN

10

F

UN
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RY MAN
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B

ALBANY

NORTH RIVER

JERSEY

LUMBERTON

1

1

1

1

1

1

m^

MILLVILLE

MOULDING SANDS
GENUINE MILLVILLE GRAVEl^-SUPERIOR TO FIRE SAND
SHARP SILICA SAND
STRONG SILICA SAND
SAND BLAST SAND
FOUNDRY LEADS AND FACINGS OF QUALITY
TRY OUR STANDARDS
"CEYLOGRAPH"
"GEOGRAPH"
"MEXIGRAPH"
NONE BETTER
Canadian Representative

F. E. SMITH, LIMITED
TRANSPORTATION BUILDING, MONTREAL, QUEBEC

GEORGE

F. PETTINOS
Real Estate Trust Building
PHILADELPHIA, PA., U.S.A.

«ftiiaililiM|MNaaaaBBaaaaBBaaaP9«»aBiiBaBaaaB«iMBa«BMaBHaaBBBiaaB%
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dm

— makes

furnace linings last longer

The linings of these brass furnaces don't
Under high temperature the fireclay

clay.

in the

last long

when they are cemented with

fire-

dries and then burns out, leaving open joints

brick lining.

Clinton Cement prevents this disintegration because it sets to a flexible glass hard
surface that allows for expansion and contraction and stands temperatures up to 3000°
Fahrenheit.

Try it on your furnace linings — on any fire brick that gives trouble. We will send
you for trial a five-pound tin of Clinton Super-Heat Cement, free and all charges
prepaid.

Standard Machinery
261 Notre Dame

Supplies Limited
&West,
Montreal

St.

—
February, 1920
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Small Rotary Table
Sand-Blast
Efficiency

Auxiliary

of

Big Equipment
Small Shop-

Equipment

for the

the

for

Big Shop.

42 in. diameter Table, Self-contained
Hygienic Sand-Blast.
Cleans Steel,

Grey,

Malleable,

Brass

and Aluminum Castings, Stampings, Forgings, Heat Treated Parts, etc.

—

Small floor space Small Air Consumpand Small Cost.
Ready to operate when attached to air
line, uses Sand or Metal Abrasive.
It's a new one in the "PANGBORN"
Line that embraces
tion

"A Type and

Size for Every Requirement."

SAND-BLAST SPECIALISTS
P.O. Box 8508

Men

Clean More Castings in Less Time
In

A SLY

Sand Blast Room

Time consumed in waiting for dust to settle is turned to greater production.
The down draft ventilation of a Sly Sand Blast Room keeps the dust from
obstructing the operator's view.
A double ceiling insures even d'istrjbution of air, which by carefully proportioned openings is changed by uniform flow from ceiling to floor at
This action of the air carries the dust down
least seven times a minute.
into the hopper -takes the terror out of working in a sand blast room and
conforms with the factory laws of the different States.
InThere's no ledges where dust can collect in Sly Sand Blast Room.
Economical in up-keep, simple in
stalled in any number of units required.
operation Sly Sand Blast Rooms are in the largest industrial plants
in the country.
Your cleaning problem is almost certain to be similar to one of the
hundreds solved by Sly Engineers. Give us the details and you shall have
practical suggestions that will solve your problem.

The W. W. SLY Mfg. Co.
Cleveland, Ohio

New York

Detroit

Paris

St.

Other
Steel

-and Blast Room InstalleJ in the New PJant
of the Cleveland C oo >eratlve Stove Co.

Chicago

Washington

Tumbling

Cinder Mills
Resin Mills
Cupolas

Mills

SLY

Louia

Products
Dust Arresters
Core Ovens
Sand Blast Rotary Tables

Sand Blast Mills
Sand Blast Cabinets

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN

12
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3-in-l
b

Molding Machine
Jolt Roll' Over

Jolt-Rammed
Plain Jolt
The many foundries which have already installed Grimes General
Purpose Moulding Machines are
feeling the benefit of their producability
to-day.
No other
machines are better able to meet
the high cost of labor in the molding room.

tive

GRIMES
Easily and

Easy

quickly

arrange
Everything is in
to

in
its

JOLT-RAMMED
ROLL-OVER

MACHINE

Installation and operating costs are low.
operated.
the shop, entirely above floor line, no pits to clean.
Investigate.
favor, the cost included.

GRIMES MOLDING MACHINE COMPANY

1222

Hastings St.

DETROIT, Mich.

Formerly Midland Machine Company

Dings Magnetic Separator

Dollars

from

Needed

Dirt
By

in Every

Foundry

Iron chippings, gaggers, risers, run-outs, grindings, brass
filings, broken tools and other metal scraps are scattered
throug'hout your foundry refuse.
This metal represents
dollars upon dollars in usable material and should be recovered before your refuse is hauled to the dump.
Ding's Magnetic Separator takes care of anything handled
with a shovel. It not only saves you many dollars' worth
of good metal, but also all usable sand.
Made for every kind of service special designs for special

a

Simple

Method

—

requirements.

rRON

REFUSE

DINGS MAGNETIC SEPARATOR
800

Smith

Street,

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

COMPANY

Tebruary, 1920

CANADIAN

The Standard Blower

F
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MAN

for Cupolas Since

1859

<0O[i

Rotary Positive Blowers
"An

Accurately Measured Quantity of Air Positively Delivered''

For sixty years, Roots Blowers have been the standard for foundry
cupolas, steel converters, and oil or gas furnaces.
Many Roots Blowers have been in use for as long as forty or
STILL IN DAILY USE.
fifty years, and
Catalog 68 should be your guide in planning the new foundry.

ARE

P. H.

& F. M. ROOTS CO.
Connersville, Ind.

Chicago

:

Peoples Gas Building

LINDSAY
CHAPLETS

Lindsay Chaplet

&

Mfg.

Company
911 Harrison Building

Philadelphia

Pennsylvania

New York

:

120-122 Liberty Street

CANADIAN

14
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Wire Wheel Brush Sections

Each Section

Can be quickly

a Brush in

mounted on a

itself

Shaft or Spindle

No Hub

or Holder Required

Metal disc centre punched to fit any size spindle.
convenient and practical method of building a wheel any desired width of face.
Especially recommended for removing scales from hot forgings, axes, shovels and tools; for cleaning brass castings, sheet brass and copper.
A trial order will convince you "Samson" scratch wheels are the most efficient and economical
brushes on the market to-day.

A

Write for catalog and complete information

The Manufacturers Brush
19 Warren

A Complete

Street,

Co., Cleveland, Ohio

New York

Heating and Ventilating Unit
For Foundries, Machine
Shops, Garages, Etc.
The Mechanical Hot Blast Heater is the most
heating and ventilating unit on the

efficient

market.
direct application of the air to the heating

By

chambers and forced circulation of the warm air
by the use of a multivane fan, eliminates all losses
in other systems incident to conversion and transmission.

Eliminates steam plants in industries purchasing electric power from public utilities; also industries using internal combustion engines.
ft.

Capacity to heat 100,000 cu.
with one unit.

A

Wabash

BIdg.

Pittsburgh

628

W. Monroe

to

500,000 cu.

postal to our nearest office will bring details.

ROBERT GORDON,
403

ft.

St.,

Chicago,

Inc.
Woodison Co., Ltd.
Toronto and Montreal

E. J.

111.

Canadian Agent*

—
February,

CANADIAN

1920
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CONTINUOUS BLAST
— for >our cupolas,
a suret\'

as long as

you demand,

is

with the new

DESIGN 4
PRESSURE BLOWER
WE MANUFACTURE

this

blower for pres-

up

to 24 ounces per square inch; it is
con\'ertible into eight different positions of dis-

sures

charge, either right or left hand; the bearings
are large sized, self-aligning, leak-proof, dustproof and every part is carefully made to give
;

enduring satisfaction.
Request Catalog 258-B

B. F.

STURTEVANT

CO.

of Canada, Limited
HEAD OFFICE AND WORKS: GALT, ONT.
SALES OFFICES: TORONTO and MONTREAL

'V
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Intake ManifoldlProduction
Moulds

made

Foundry

—
—

Some Osborn Moulding
M<ichine Advantages:

men do all the work setting the
cores clamping up and pouring.
In the lower left the No. 47P

intake
manifolds
in the plant of the Lycoming
for

—

&

Machine Co., Williamsshown on the foundry
Two types of Osborn
Moulding Machines make possible
their large daily production.
The
drag half is made on a No. 47P
Osborn "Little Wonder" Moulding
Machine. The cope half on a No.
152 Osborn Drop-Plate Machine.
The crew consists of four men.
Two men on each machine. These

Osborn "Little Wonder" Roll-Over
M{ichine is shown with drag pattern mounted.
In the lower right the No. 152
Osborn Drop-Plate Machine is
shown with cope pattern mounted.
Osborn Moulding Machines are
accurate, simple in design and easy
These types of mato operate.

port, Pa., are
floor above.

for

Insure rapid production.

Lower

3.

Accelerate delivery
Effect saving in metal
Lower overhead per ton
Reduce grinding
Lessen pattern repairs
Relieve labor shortage

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

'

moulding cost

direct

Standard Drop-Plate Machines
Pattern

Adjustable

Draw

Width

No
No
No

chines will make possible the same
results for you.
you wish to increase the
If
efficiency and production of your
foundry our experienced engineers
will be pleased to work with you in
solving your mould problems.

Ask

1.

2.

150
151
152

from 9 to 12 inches
from 13 to 16 inches
from 17 to 20 inches

6
6

Condensed Catalog.

Standard "Little Wonder" Roll-OTer Machines
Table Size Pattern Draw
8 inches
24 inches
No. 45?
8 inches
32 inches
No. 46P
8 inches
40 inches
No. 47P
8 inches
48 inches
No. 48

7//£

Osborn Manufactur/ng Company
iNCORPORA TED
5403 Hamilton Ave., Cleveland, Ohio

NEW YORK
3rd

Ave.

at 35th St.,

Bush Terminal, Bldg. No.

Address Main Office or Branches, DEPT.

5,

61 First St.

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES:

Brooklyn.
Allied Machinery Co.
No. 18 Rue de Rocroy
Paris, France

SAN FRANCISCO

"C"

J.

W. Jackman &

Co., Ltd.

No. 28 Victoria St.
Westminster, London, Eng.

E. Isbecque

& Cie.

36 Rue Otlet
Brussels, Belgium

Allied

Via

Machinery Co.

XX Settembre
Torino, Italy

12

inches
inches

6 inches

^JADIAJNppRYMAJN
Metal Industry News

Established 1909

Making

Published Monthly

Coke for the Foundry Cupola
Uy W.

An

Article Which
Describes the Making of Sohvay Coke
in the By-Product

F. SuiherUind

The Ovens Are
stalled at the

The
Company of

Plant of

ilton

Steel

Coke Oven

PRIMITIVE
ably

man

The art of making coke,
up to comparatively recent
years, made little advance
and the bee-hive oven in

iron

an ordinary
improved upon

in

then

Canada

prob-

made

first

fire,

his

general

method by bettering the
Later on, the use of

draft.

sion into
steel

its

wrought

conver-

followed at a

and giving
good coke, it suffers from
the disadvantage of wast-

later

date and in the fifteenth

ing

century

valuable

ornamental

iron

castings were made.

Charcoal

was

fuel

the

all

coal.

It

lined

then employed

gas

bring

about

the

the

first

agitation for fuel conservation.

Queen Elizabeth

forbade

the

cutting

naces

were prohibited

wood was probably

On

a quiet day when the clouds han? low the quenching- station
well worth observing.
The steam given off in quenching- rises
to mingle with the clouds above.

make

cast iron with coke in the high

furnace, which by this time had become a veritable blast
furnace, although primitive.

in

the coking

the

nace and steel plant renders a cheap gaseous fuel

and other equipment.

Simon Sturtevant patented the use of coal
for iron smelting, but it was not until 1735 that Abraham
to

coal

available for open hearths

re-

In 1611

Darby showed how

which the

tent of the coal and where
combined with blast fur-

place charcoal by mineral
fuel.

in

driven off from

gas, tar and nitrogen con-

attempts

which were made to

is

other hand conserves the

in

the

chamber

cent development, on

is

the

essen-

oven, a comparatively re-

counties.

reason for

in its

nothing but a brick-

The modern by-product

of

This increasing scarcity
of

is

ob-

original

operation.

wood in certain parts of
the country and later, fursome

by-products

from the

tials,

was such as

the gas and other

tained

used and the appetite of
even the crude furnaces
to

retjTJe

construction

and

iron

to-day

very closely. Having the
advantage of cheapness in

intentional

cast iron and

use

sembles the original

was adopted.
making of

the bellows

The

In-

Ham-

From

this time on charcoal

as a metallurgical fuel fell into disuse and

used where exceptionally pure iron

is

is

to-day only

required.

It

also enables the metallurgist to control the quality and

physical properties of the coke to a nicety.
Steel Company of Canada have been operating
new coke ovens at the Hamilton plant for about a year

The
their

and the following
and of

its

article is descriptive of the plant itself

operating characteristics.

Coke used for blast furnace work should be hard,
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GENERAL VIEW OF THE HAMILTON WORKS. THE STEEL COMPANY OF CANADA, THROUGH THE DIFFERENT DEPARTMENTS
OF WHICH THE BY-PRODUCT COKE IS USED.
It is very
strong, porous and regular in composition.
light as compared with the coal from which it is made
and it is estimated that 50 per cent, of its volume is air
space.
The amount of sulphur is of importance, for if
much is present it enters the iron or necessitates higher
temperatures in the blast furnace for its elimination in
the slag.
Generally speaking, coke with less than one
per cent, sulphur is satisfactory.
Since the physical properties and chemical composition
of the coke are of such moment, the grade of coal used
is of importance.
In the present case two kinds are em.ployed, one running about 34 per cent, volatile and the
other about 17 per cent. Both run about 8 to 9 per cent,
ash content and contain .8 per cent, or less of sulphur.
The coal is unloaded into a receiving pit capable of
handling two cars and from this is lifted by an apron
conveyor onto a 30-in. belt conveyor. This conveyor, driven
by a 50 h.p. motor, carries the coal to the top of the coalhandling plant where it is delivered into the crusher. The
crushing is done by a Bradford breaker and on being
crushed the coal is screened, the slate, etc., being separated
and delivered to a reject bin.
From the crusher the coal is delivered into either one
of two mixing bins depending on its volatile content and
from these it is drawn out onto the mixing table one floor
below. This table consists of two short apron conveyors
in line, with their upper surfaces travelling towards each
other.
The depth of coal on each conveyor is regulated
by means of independently adjustable gates. By means
of the gates any desired percentage of high and low volatile
coals is obtained; at the present time the mixture runs
about 85 per cent, high and 15 per cent, low volatile.
From the mixing table the coal now composed of the
two grades goes to a hammer mill below, where it is pul-

verized fine enough for eighty per cent, to pass a V&-in.
mesh screen. From the pulverizer the coal is conveyed
by belt conveyors to a transfer tower and then at right
angles by another conveyor to a coal storage bunker holdThe hammer mill was supplied by the
ing 1,400 tons.
Williams Patent Pulverizer & Crusher Co., and is
driven by a 300 h.p. three-phase Canadian Westinghouse
induction motor of the wound rotor type.
The mixing
table is driven by a 10 h.p. squirrel cage induction motor,
also of Canadian Westinghouse make.
The coal-handling
plant, together with the conveying system, was installed
complete by Heyl & Patterson, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Coke Ovens

The Wilputte by-product coke ovens are arranged in
two batteries placed end to end. Each battery consists
Between each oven 28 flues are
of 40 separate ovens.
built into the side walls by means of which the ovens
are heated by conduction through the brickwork. Below
the ovens and flues proper, regenerative chambers are
built in.
These are filled with checkerwork and function
similarily to those used with the open hearth.
A crossflue connects the tops of the vertical flues with whichever
portion of the regenerator is on heat. The air necessary
for the combustion of the gas employed passes through
that side of the regenerator which is on blast and passes
upwards into the twenty-eight vertical flues. At the bottom of these it meets the incoming gas and combustion
takes place.
A balanced draft system is employed, that is forced
draft delivers the air to the regenerators and induced
draft removes the products of combustion. The fans for
the air supply are of Canadian Sirocco type and are steamdriven. Three are provided, two in constant use and one

THE DISCHARGE SIDE OF THE COKE OVENS. SHOWING QUENCHING CAR.
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A VIEW OF THE COKE OVENS. SHOWING THE COAL BREAKERS TO THE LEFT AND THE LOADING ELEVATORS TO THE BIGHT,
OVER WHICH THE COKE IS PASSED IN BEING LOADED FOR SHIPMENT.
spare. The volume of air supplied is controlled from the
chart room immediately above.
The induced draft apparatus is housed in a separate
building and here three Canadian Sirocco fans are also
provided, one of them spare as before. The products of
combustion escape through two radial brick chimneys
These chimneys were insix feet by 75 ft. in height.
The exhaust
stalled by the M. W. Kellog Co., New York.
fans are steam-driven and the engines have 8 in. cylinders

by 8

in.

chart room is located. All recording instruments and controls are brought together in this room which provides a
central point from which all operations can be directed.
The gas consumed in the heating of the ovens is here
measured by two Venturi meters and the pressure on
the gas main, the forced draft and induced draft pressures are measured by three Bacharach pressure recording gauges for each battery.

Charging

stroke.

Ordinarily it has been customary on installations of
this type to dispense with induced draft fans and to use
200 ft. chimneys for the securing of the necessary draft.
It was thought, however, that better regulation and control
could be secured with the equipment installed, and operation has confirmed this opinion.
The gas necessary for the maintaining of the proper
temperature in the ovens is supplied by two sixteen-inch
mains which are carried along the outside walls a few
feet above ground level.
From these gas mains risers
are led off and into the flues. Each riser is equipped with
a valve actuated by a rod running the full length of each
battery and operated by a motor-driven controlling mechanism.
The air supply is also controlled by reversing valves,
motor-operated, and at each half-hour period the flow
of air through the regenerators is reversed.

Chart

Room

Between the two batteries and over the fan room, a

The ovens are charged from above through four open-

A charging lorry with four bins
ings to each oven.
travels the full length of the two batteries and receives
its supply from the 1,400-ton bunker which is located
overhead. Each hopper of the charging lorry holds sufficient coal for the charging of its portion of each oven.
Between the ovens and immediately over each of the
twenty-eight flues in the side-walls inspection holes are
provided by means of which the condition of the brickwork and the combustion going on below can be observed.
When

the charge in each oven is converted into coke
removed by a pusher, almost human in its functions.
The pusher travels the full length of the two batteries
and is provided with three rams, one of which lifts the
oven door off and draws it back out of the way, rocking
it

is

about a horizontal axis first to break the clay luting
provided for gas tightness. The second ram, when this
is accomplished, is advanced and pushes the coke through
the door at the other end of the oven. The third ram is
used after the doors have been placed back in position
it

THE COKE PUSHER WHICH REMOVES THE OVEN DOORS. PUS HES THE COKE OUT ON THE OTHER SIDE INTO THE QUENCHING CAR AND THEN LEVELS DOWN THE FRESH CHARGE.
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and when the fresh charge is placed. It is advanced and
withdrawn several times through a small opening in the
door and serves to level off the top of the charge.

IN

THE OOKE OVENS,

covers the tar, ammonia content, and naphthalene carried
over from the ovens.
Each oven is provided with an ascension pipe through
which all volatile matters driven off during coking pass.
Each pipe is equipped with a cap opening to atmosphere
and a mushroom valve, and terminates in a common header.
When charging, the gas driven off is allowed to escape
valve
until the operation is complete when the mushroom
opened and the gases allowed to pass into the header.
's

The header running the

full

length of the two batteries
to catch any
it

has tar constantly circulating through
particles of free carbon carried over.

From the header the gases pass over the pusher runway to the by-products plant and enter the condensers
or

primary coolers.

These primary coolers,

shown

in

one of our illustrations, are three in number, one of them
Each of them contain about 900 tubes through
spare.
which water is constantly circulated on the counter-flow
The gases passing over the tubes have their
principle.
temperature materially lowered and here most of the tar
is

thrown down, together with ammonia liquor and some

naphthalene.

From the primary coolers the gas passes through the
Kas exhauster plant which provides the suction necessary
THE EXHAUSTERS SHOWN HERE BRING THE GAS OVER
FROM THE OVENS INTO THE BY-PRODUCT PLANT.
The main pusher ram is driven by rack and pinion
through two intermediate gear trains from a 75 h.p. motor
A magnetic brake is provided. The
of railway type.
levelling ram is driven by a similar motor through a drum
and cables. The door extractor is advanced from the
cab and its further operation controlled by the door man
on the platform. The coke pusher was supplied by Wellnian-Seaver-Morgan, Cleveland.
The doors on the discharge side of the ovens are removed by a travelling extractor which is also provided
with a coke chute to guide the red hot coke over the platform and into the quenching car below. The ijuenchin'j;
car on receiving its load travels to a quenching station,
shown in our first illustration, where the coke is wet
down and later discharged onto an incline from which
it makes its way by conveyor to the coke-handling plant.
The temperature at which the ovens are run has an
important effect on the life of the brickwork; at this
Fah.
plant the side-wall temperature carried is 2,200
Silica brick are used of Harbison-Walker manufacture.
By-Product Plant

number of valuable by-products
gas which has a high calorific value, coal
tar which finds use in the chemical industries and as a
All of these have confuel, and ammonia compounds.
siderable commercial value and when used in the steel
mill or sold, materially lower the cost of the coke. A byproduct plant is installed which purifies the gas and reIn the

are given

making

of coke a

off,

ONE OF THE GAS MAINS ON THE COKE OVE.Nt, .SHOWING
THE RISERS AND VALVE CONTROL.
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THE OPEN HEARTH

STEEJL FURNACES.

OVENS.

WHICH ARE HEATED BY
THE GAS AND TAR PRODUCED BY THESE MODERN
TWO OF THE VALUABLE BY-PRODUCTS.

GAS AND TAR ARE

draw it over from the ovens. Three units are again
provided here, two of them constantly in use and the
third one as a spare. The blowers are built by the Con-

to

Blower Co., Connersville, Ind., and have a displacement of 51.7 cu. ft. per revolution. They are steamdriven, and Fleming engines are employed, made by the
Harrisburg Foundry and Machine Works, Harrisburg, Pa.
These units are controlled by electrical pressure regulators
made by the Rateau Battu Smoot Co., New York. The
speed is automatically varied according to amount of
gas coming from the ovens and by this means a constant

nersville

lead-lined in which a 6 to 8 per cent, solution of sulphuric
The gas passing through this acid
acid is maintained.
liquor gives up its ammonia content which unites with
As this
the sulphuric acid to form ammonium sulphate.

1

maintained.
the exhaustor the gas passes to the tar extractors
which eliminate any tar fog which may remain. These
extractors are three in number, one of them spare, and
consist of vertical tanks which contain sheet steel bells
perforated with 1-16 in. holes.
The holes in successive
cones are staggered and any particles of suspended tar
are thus eliminated.
The gas is now free from tar but still contains considerable ammonia vapor.
This is eliminated by the
saturators through which the gas next passes. Three in
number as before, these consist of large cast iron tanks
suction

i
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COKB AFTER BEING QUENCHED.

accumulates the solution becomes saturated and crysammonium sulphate are thrown dowm. To effect
their removal the principle of the air lift pump Is adopted.
A jet of air is blown into the bottom of a vertical discharge pipe and carries with it the crystals of sulphate
Flowing out of
together with some of the acid liquor.
the saturator at the top, the mixture passes into lead
salt

tals of

lined settling trays where the ammonium sulphate falls
to the bottom. It is then thrown into steam-driven, centrifugal separators where any remaining acid liquor is thrown
is here recovered, and that from the
sulphate is taken to the salt room where it is
bagged and shipped to outside consumers.
off.

The

liquor

ammonium

Quite a romance might well be written about the byproduct end of the coke industry. The coal tar is the
starting point from which countless coal tar dyes
and chemicals are made, and the nitrogen content of the
coal is of great value to agriculture and other industries.
Nitrogen compounds are essential to vegetable growth,
and when these have been exhausted in the soil through
intensive cultivation, artificial fertilizers are necessary.

THE PRIMARY COOLERS IN WHICH THE GAS IS COOLED
AND IS FREED OF THE GREATER PART OF THE TAR
AND
AMMONIA LIQUOR.

Sulphuric acid has to be added to replace that used
the formation of the ammonium sulphate and it is found
that about one pound of acid is required for each pound
of sulphate made.
in
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A GENERAL VIEW OF THE BY-PRODUCT OOKE OVENS.

Ammonium

sulphate or sulphate of

ammonia

is

one

most valuable of nitrogenous fertilizers owing' to
chemical and other characteristics, and that made at

of the
its

this plant goes to practically every corner of the world.
Japan is one of the largest consumers; Java, the Barbadoes
and other countries use vast quantities of this fertilizer

Tar Storage and Ammonia Still
The tar and ammonia liquor begin to separate out at
the header on the coke ovens and each header, and conBy far
necting pipe contribute some to the total yield.
the largest portion is recovered in the primary coolers
and the remaining small fraction of the yield is obtained.

finds considerable use in the cotton-growing counof the tropics.
The prodiict exported and otherwise sold by the Steel
Company of Canada is aptly named "Gromore," owing
to its important usefulness as a fertilizer, and has a
Its importance as a plant
whitish or grayish color.
food is due to the fact that it contains 25 per cent, ammonia and more than 20.5 per cent, nitrogen. This makes
it the richest of nitrogenous materials.
Ammonium sulphate can be used alone as a fertilizer,
but more often reaches the farmer in the form of mixed
fertilizers.
It can be used with acid phosphate, potash
salts, cotton seed meal, tankage and fish scraps.
It is
not subject to chemical action when thus incorporated
into a mixed fertilizer and its freedom from free acid
and moisture is also of advantage.

and

it

tries

The

gas,

now

Disposal of
free of tar and

Gas
ammonia,

finally passes

through a washing tower where it meets a spray of water
and is made ready for use. The water passing through
this tower removes the naphthalene present in the gas and
this is caught in settling basins for disposal.
From the washer the gas goes to the gas holder and

from this
room and

it

to

distributed to the open-hearths, the boiler
the coke ovens.
That portion which goes

SALT ROOM

IN

VMla'll

lilE

AM.MUNIA ;>ULrHATE

IS

STORED^

is

to the open-hearth furnaces passes
which raises its pressure to bVz

through an exhaustev
lb.
The "Root" exdriven by an R. 20x20 in. Ridgeway engine and

hauster is
has a capacity of 8,000,000 cu.

ft.

per 24 hours.

by the tar extractors. All the tar and ammonia liquor
collected from the above sources is pumped into a separating tank. The tar, having a specific gravity of 1.2, settles
to the bottom of the tank and is pumped into a tar storage
tank. The ammonia liquor flows off and into an ammonia
tank.
About 25 per cent, of the total ammonia yield is
obtained from the liquor, and since this quantity is well
worth recovering the liquor is treated.
The weak liquor is pumped from the tank into an ammonia still where it is subjected to heat from low pressure
steam.

THE SATURATORS IN WHICH THE AMMONIA IN THE GAS
CONVERTED INTO AMMONIUM SULPHATE.

IS

The heat serves

to drive

off

the free

ammonia

and the addition of lime frees the fixed ammonia.
The mixture of steam and ammonia vapor passes into
a dephlegmator or condenser which cools the mixture down
below 212°, to 190° to be exact.
At this temperature
the steam is condensed while the ammonia remains as a
gas and passes on into the main gas line before it enters
the saturators. Here it is converted into ammonium sulphate together with the 75 per cent, which comes over
direct in the main gas line.
The operation of the by-product plant necessitates the
handling of various kinds of liquids and a pump room is
provided for the various pumps. Tar pumps of both centrifugal and duplex plunger type are provided for flushing
the tar through the mains and headers. The centrifugal
pump is of the Goulds single-stage type and has a capacity
of 660 U.S. gallons against a 90

ft.

head.

It

is

driven.
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SHOWING THE ETNORMOUS TONNAGE OF COAL ALWAYS ON HAND TO SUPPLY THE COKE
OVEN REQUIREMENTS.

by a Canadian Westinghouse 30 h.p. induction motor.
Two air compressors are also installed, made by the
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Operating Characteristics
Approximately 13 tons of coal are charged into each
oven at a time. The coking time is 17 V^ hours and 108
ovens are charged per day, producing 900 tons of coke.
Of this quantity the greater portion is required for the
Steel Company's own blast furnaces, the remainder being
disposed of to outside firms.
Each ton of coal as fired produces 11,000 cu. ft. of gas,
11 U.S. gallons of tar and 27 lb. ammonium sulphate.
Forty per cent, of the gas is used in heating the ovens
and the remainder is available for other plant purposes.
The tar, together with most of the gas, is used in firing
the open-hearth furnaces of which there are eleven. From
each ton of coal three-quarters of a ton of coke are obtained.

Steam Generation

A

RY

F (MT N

considerable quantity of steam

is

used for the am-

monia still and for the various engine-driven fans and
For the generation of this steam a boiler
exhausters.
plant of 750 boiler horsepower has been erected.
Three Erie City double-drum water tube boilers are
installed of 250 h.p. each.
steam pressure of 150 lb.
is carried and the steam is superheated 100°.
In the making of coke considerable coke breeze or dust
The cokeis made and this is used as a boiler fuel.
handling plant screens all the coke and the fines are taken
by belt conveyor to the boiler house. Here they undergo
a further screening, chestnut size and over being eliminated, the remainder dropping into the bunkers in front
of the boilers.
Coxe travelling grate stokers made by the Combustion
Engineering Corporation, New York, are fitted to the
boilers and are specially designed for the burning of the
coke dust. This fuel is difficult to burn and in order to
keep the ignition arches at the proper temperature it is
Four
necessary to burn gas as a supplementary fuel.
two-inch gas pipes are led into the combustion chamber
of the boiler setting above the grate and the gas passing
through them is burned by excess air through the grates,
no other air supply being needed. About 250,000 cu. ft
of gas is burned per 24 hours in addition to the coke
screenings.
The boilers are fitted with Diamond soot blowers made
by the Diamond Specialty Co., Detroit and Windsor. All
valves used in the boiler house are of Crane manufacture.
Forced draft is supplied by a Canadian Sirocco fan provided with two engines, one of them spare. Pin and belt
type clutches are provided for changing over from one
engine to another.
The feedwater is heated in a Cochrane feedwater heater
Exhaust steam from the engines at 15 lb.
to 210° Fahr.
back pressure is used for this purpose.
The feed pumps are in duplicate, two Canadian Fairbanks-Morse 10x6^4 duplex plunger pumps being installed.
The boiler house is some distance from the by-product
plant and two six-inch steam lines are provided.
These,
for part of the distance, are can-ied overhead on struc-

A

tural

frame work.
Construction

The coke ovens and other equipment including the byproduct plant and boiler house were designed and installed by the Wilputte Coke Oven Corporation, 469 Fifth
Ave., New York City, who also acted as their own general
contractors.
The silica brick necessary for ovens, etc.,
was supplied by the Harbison-Walker Co., Joliet, Ind.,
furnished
while the firebrick was
by The Evans and
.

Howard

THE AMMONIA STILL IN WHICH THE A^LMONIA LIQUOR
GIVES UP ITS AMMONIA CONTENT.

Firebrick Co., St. Louis, Mo. All tanks and tankwork were supplied by the Jas. G. Hagey Co., Joliet, Ind.
The coal and coke handling plant was furnished by Heyl
& Patterson, Pittsburgh, while the Hamilton Bridge Co.
furnished the structural steel. The two radial brick chimneys for the coke ovens and a similar but larger chimney
for the boiler house were supplied and erected by the
M. W. Kellog Co., New York City.
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Troubles

in Electric

Furnace Operation

Mechanical and Electrical Features of Furnace Design Which
Are Liable to Give Trouble if Not Guarded Against. Most of
These Are Simple in Themselves, But Cause Much Inconvenience
By W.

NOT

so very long ago an engineer
to have known better

who ought

asked
an
electrical
furnace
operator in a Canadian plant just what
burned inside and how the heat was generated.

While

his

knowledge embraced

a wide range of subjects, it did not extend to the subject of electro-metallurgy.
His position in many respects corresponds to that of many plant engineers
who have the purchase of equipment of
this character in their hands.
In
its
essentials
a
comparatively
simple mechanism, the proper design of
both mechanical and electrical parts has
a lot to do with successful operation.

The engineer, purchasing a furnace of
any type, should carefully examine its
design and the following sources of
trouble may serve to indicate some of
the weak spots.
The design of the doors is an important item. They should be so constructed
as to present considerable resistance to
the warping action of the hot interior
of the furnace and the guides should be
designed with this in view. Reasonable
tightness is desirable and the more nearly gas tight the door is, the larger will
be the life which may reasonably be expected.

The subject of counterweighting is one
which should be carefully studied. Doors
which require three or four men on the
end of the counterweight lever to open
them are worse than useless and money
will have to be spent in the remodelling
of the equipment.
Electric furnaces are built without exception with removable roofs or tops
and the provision for changing roofs
should receive attention. Not only should
the roof be easily removable but the design should be such that the refractory
brick can be laid up easily.
It should
also be borne in mind that the fewer
the openings and the smaller their size
the longer the life which may be ex-

—

pected.

Electrode Gears
Electrode breakage is a very material
item of expense in the operation of some
furnaces and attention might well be
paid to the design of the electrode gear
for its minimization. In some designs a
jib holding the electrode clamp projects
from a structural steel mast and is arranged for vertical travel in this mast.
The usual means of effecting this travel
is to have wheels fastened to the jib and
bearing on the inside of the flanges of
the steel members of which the mast is
made. It is obvious that the diameter
of these wheels must be less than the
width between flanges, but if there is
much more than V^ in. clearance trouble
may be expected.

F.

SUTHERLAND

With the electrode hanging free in
the furnace and not in contact with the
charge the bottom guide wheels on the
jib bear on the flange of the I-beam or
channel furthest from the electrodes and
the top ones bear on the near flange.
Should the electrode travel downwards
until it is in contact with the charge, the
position of these guide wheels is reversed owing to the release of the
weight and the pressure upwards. This
results in the turning of the electrode
through a small vertical angle, depending on the wheel clearance and if the
latter is of sufficient magnitude the electrode will likely bind on the charge and
roof-ring of the furnace or may pinch
the electrode hole with resulting
in
In one case, it was no unbreakage.
common occurrence to break several
electrodes during the course of the day's
run from this cause alone.
The jib is usually raised and lowered
by means of a wire cable running over
sheaves to an electrically operated winch.
The method of attaching this cable is of
some importance, for if it is simply passed through a punched hole in a plate
Thimbles
cutting may be expected.
should always be used for the fastening
of cables in this manner.

Mention has been made of the clearance
of the jib guide wheels in the mast. Of
almost equal importance is the clearance
direction at right angles to the
former.
If this is not made of small
amount, the electrode and its supporting
in

a

mechanism will wobble sideways with
harmful results.
The tilting gear is of much importance
and it is essential that the motor be of
a rugged type and its location well protected from splashings of hot metal and
flvini>- slag, to say nothing' of the miscellaneous foundry dirt which is sure to
The tilting
find its way into the pit.
motor control should be of an extremeAH
ly rugged type and totally enclosed.
connections should be made in conduit.
A worm gear drive is usuallv incorporated into the tilting mechanism and
it is
of importance to notice that the
worm gear should he of bronze. Cast
iron is not a suitable material and is
For the sector gears cast
liable to cut.
iron is suitable if the pror^ortions are
made for the
correct and allowance
heavy work which ha? to be performed.
In some types of furnaces the sector
fcars take more than half the total
weight of the furnace, and the importance of proi)er desio-n can hardly be overAny failure of th.e tilting
estimated.
mechanism when pouring involves much
inconvenience and at times considerable

loss.

Direct current is usually ised
operatin": the electrode and tilting

available and in this case
is usually resorted to.
When alternating current is the only
kind available, recourse nust be had to
solenoid- operated brakes for checking
electrode travel and tilting. In this case,

when

tors

it is

dynamic breaking

it

is

important to

proportion

properly

the solenoid for proper current carrying
capacity coils for heat dissipation. Burned-out coils are a source of annoyance
and expense which can easily be ob-

viated by proper design.

With automatic regulation it is important to see that a no-voltage attachment is provided. Without it, if the
power supply is cut off through line
failure the transformer switch opening,
the
the regulator immediately starts
downwards with
travelling
electrode
disastrous results to the electrode or
With the no-voltage feature
its gear.
the regulator immediately ceases to
function and the electroSes remain stationary unless hand control is used or
until the power comes on again. It is
important also to notice whether this
no-voltage feature functions properly.
If it does not, it is worse than useless
since it only gives one a sense of security which is utterly false.

Ammeters are usually provided and in
most cases they are installed in the regulator circuit. Care should be taken to
that they are of the proper scale
correspond to the current transThus, If the current transformers.
formers have a ratio of 4,000/5 amps.,
the ammeters should show a full scale

see
to

deflection

of 4,000

amperes when trav-

ersed by a current of 5 amps.
also be correctsecondary circuit of
the transformers. This circuit is essentially of the series type, although modified by a parallel connection to the regThe ammeters should
ulator rheostat.
be installed in such a manner that all
of the current generated by the secondary e.m.f. of the transformer passes
through them and so that none of it is
shunted by the rheostat above mention-

The ammeters should
installed in the

Iv

ed.

Low

Tension Leads

Soldered connections should never be
used on the low tension leads since
anv local heating is sure to melt the
solder. Luirs should be cast on the leads
or clarftn connectors, if used, should be
designed for ample current carrying
capacity.
It

is

preferable

to

have an

inverse

time limit relay installed in connection
This
with the transformer oil svntch.

for

feature minimizes outage time particu-

mo-

larly in the breaking

down

period.
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Is it

Possible to

Have Overproduction?

The Following Article by Mr. Basset, of Miller, Franklin, Basset &
Company, Discusses the Problem of Overproduction and Through
the Lowering of Costs Points a Way to the Elimination of This
Source of Hard Times

WE

have had a dozen or so nostrums recommended to cure hijrh

Rijrlit

— our

prices
the

now

epidemic.
prescription i.s
in
Certainly

latest

favorite
production."

"increased
nearly every paper and magazine we
usually by
rind this cure recommended
men connected with the management of

—

industries.

The arguments in favor of increased
production to reduce prices, are sound.
If a man will make two articles where
he now makes one, the cost will be halvAt the same time increased produed.
tion will, it is argued, let supply overtake demand and by reviving competition which has been sluggish recently,
do away with the too wide margins of
of which some manufacturers
have been suspected.
Perhaps it will be possible to convince
workmen that they can better themselves
by increasing their output. It is worth
trying to educate them up to the broad
But it
economic viewpoint certainly.
will not be easy to get them to reverse
profit

their habits of thinking, for restriction
of output has been the gospel of organized and unorganized labor for a long time.
Certainly, simple reasoning from cause
to effect shows that with a given amount
of work to be done, the slower a man
works the longer he will be employed.

unfortunately, the workman's experience shows that reasoning to be correct.
He can't forget the times when
he has been laid off because, he was told,
He
there was no work for him to do.
has little faith that the whole unfair proceeding will not be repeated.
Perhaps we can educate the workman
out of this frame of mind and stimulate
him, with arguments and with wage incentives, to increase his individual proThen, shortly, if things go as
duction.
I hey
have in the past, and if new mar'^ets for the additional
goods are not
found we will have a glut of manufactured goods overproduction.
What will the managers of industry
do then?
Lay off men as in the past,
with the excuse that business is poor,
meaning that they have not been astute
enough to sell what the factory has
.A.nd,

—

made?
If

they do we

will

have more labor

jnrest.

employers to find marthey produce, so that we will
have no over-production. General statements are seldom accurate, but I believe
it's safe to say that most concerns have
'^ome nowhere near selling to all possible
buyers of their products.
I am not goine to advocate extensive
nor intensive selling effort nor adverof
these
tising
all
alone althoueh
methods of increasing distribution have
a place.
I sugeest sellintr on price.
It's

up

kets for

to the

all

—

—

will be possible, because manu1 hat
facturing costs can be made much less
than they have ever been, even though
wages remain high. In the first place
vfc'iiember we are asking workmen to
stop soldiering on our promise that they
will not work tiiemselves out of jobs.
That will reduce costs.
Then, the labor shortage and the high
pi ice of materials has forced those in
charge of our factories to become better
managers. Some of them have learned
a lot about managing a business profitably that they did not know a few years

ago.

They have learned that by studying
operations, production can be increased
with decreased fatigue to the men. They
have learned that there is no limit to
what a man has a right to earn if his
production increases. They have learned
that if payment is scientifically based
upon output the man who is most valuable to his employer is the man who
earns most in a day. That, in a word,
there is no limit to the wage a man may
be worth. They have learned how to increase the output of men and of machines.
They have learned how to prevent wastes of material.
They have
learned the need of planning production
so that avoidable delays will not occur,
and so that the maxim.um production
can be had with the least capital. They
have learned that no business can be run
to the best advantage until it knows accurately its costs.
They have learned,
short, thf.t good management comprises a thousand things besides buying
cheap and selling dear.
If manufacturers will benefit by these
lessors, their costs can be reduced tremendously I know of several who have
cut their copts in half.
Now what will the management do
in

—

Will they
with this increased margin ?
bank on the public's having become accustomed to high prices and attempt to
If they do
pocket the extra profit?
they cannot expect to reach a much
wider market and they will soon be
turnine out more than they can sell at
high prices.
Let me call attention to two wellknown products which exemplify both
phases of this marketing problem. One
is a talking machine ranging in price
from $15 or so up. The one most compriced at $200.
A lot of
people would like a machine but can't
aft'ord $200 and yet won't buy a cheaper
one because of pridei because their
friends would know it was cheaper.
Now I don't know what that $200 talking machine costs to make, but I'm
reasonably sure that if made in large
quantities it could be sold for $.50 at a
nrofit.
At that price 111 venttire to say
sales could be- increased several times

monly

sold

is

—

over, with the resultant tremendous increase of record sales.
On the other hand, take Ford. He
could readily get two or three hundred
dollars more for his car and still undersell his nearest
competitors.
But he
could not sell cars at that price to as
many people as he can reach now, simply because people who can buy
his
cheap car would not be able to buy the

more expensive

one.

Ford's quantity production is an old
story, I know, and many
people say,
"That's all right for Ford, but my business is different." Perhap.= it is, but the
fact remain that financially all of us
have limits and that every time a manufacturer can reduce his selling price he
leachcs new buyers. That enables him
to increase his output and further reduce
his price and increase his market. "Ford
has the 'benign circle' as opposed to the
'vicious circle' of rising costs and prices."
But if he tries to take the increased
margin himself and does not reduce the
selling price to the limit
regardless of
v/hat his less able competitors do
there
is over-production.
That brings lay-offs
of men, suspicions of profiteering and
more labor unrest.
It might be
worth the while of an
astute trustworthy employer to advertise
that he proposfjs when possible, to reduce his selling price for this purpose,
and that he considers it a part of his
cluty to provide permanent work for his
men through his own ability to dispose
of their output.
It can be done and the
employer who cannot do it is not an entirely capable manager.

—

—

AND HE WAS A MOLDER
Down

in Ottawa, right in the burg
where the laws are made and where the
legitimate Canadian coin is minted and
where various legalized bank-note publishing companies flourish, a culprit has
been apprehended by the Dominion police on a charge of making and circulat-

ing counterfeit 25c coins.
A large amount of bogus silver currency had been in circulation for some
time previous and the police were put
on the scent of various clues with the result that their labors culminated in the
arrest of a molder yes, he was a
molder, and should have had lots of
good coin in his overalls pocket without
going into this line. But he may not be

—

guilty.

HOW TO
Worry

LIVE

and work more.
Ride less and walk more.
Frown less and laueh more,
Eat less and chew more.
Preach less and practice more.
less

—
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Research

Work on

Malleable Iron

Continued

Being a Continuation of the Results of Four Years of Research

Work

THE
.

air fiu-nace, as

for the

was explained

in the Januai-y article, consists essentially of a fire pot, hearth and

stack.
Some furnaces liave a solid roof,
the charp:es bein "peeled in" throujrh the
charging door, hut in most cases the roof
is made up of hinges that can be removed d uring repairs, and a sufficient
number of them lifted off when necessary for the purpose of admitting the
charge. An illustration of a typical air

shown in Fig. 6.
While a few furnaces operate witli
natural draft, most of them use a forced
draft of from 3 to 4 ounce pressure. Al-

furnace

though

is

oil

is

products of the coal, as well as tlie CO
generated from it, wihen, as should be
the case, a deep bed of coal is used,
secondary air is adimitted throiigh a
series of tuycrs or a continuous tuyere,
which is located far enough in front of
the grate bridge wall and so inclined
that the air will enter and be deflected
about 15 in. from the base of the ibridge.
In this maivenr a maximum temperature
of about 2,800 to 2,950 deu'. Fahr. can be
Considerable time
eventually obtained.
and thou.ght have been expended in an
endeavor to see if it v.'ould not be possi'ble to regulate the amount of secondary
air to just insure perfect combustion by
After conthe use of a CO., recorder.
siderable experimentation it was found
that the plan was defeated by the inahility of the recorder to act with sufThe furnaces vary
ficient promptness.
in capacity from about 7 tons for the
small furnaces to 35 tons for the larger
The best are very inefficient, and
ones.
in practice the fuel ratio is about three
The average
of iron to one of coal.
In nupr.actice does not exceed 2.5 to 1.

merous caser waste-'heat ho'ilers are used,
and while this conserves heat, it obviousdoes not add to the furnace efficiency.

The average furnace has a capacity

of

about 15 tons.
The Character of the Air-FurnaceCharge
30. It has heen exipliained that 'the obstep in the process is
white-iron castings, or those
in which the totalty of the carbon is in
the combined form, and we have seen
that this object can be attained through
a control of tlie siilicon; that if the silicon
is high, the carbon will be precipitated
in the iron as graphite, which will yield
a gray-iron fracture, while if it is low,
the carbon will comibine with the iron
and the fracture o^ the < astin'sr will be
As ipig iron in which all the
white.
carbon is comibined can he easily made
and purchased, it would appear logical
ject of the first

to

obtain

assume

which, of

tljat

inasmuch as the sprue
forms part of the

necesi5-ity

charge must be white, why not use this
character of pig, when all that will have
to be done will be to melt the charge,
sutierheat it to a temperature that will
successfully run the castings and let it

Actualy this is what is done
that.
when the inferior cupola product is made.
To understand why it is impractical to

go at

do this

in

the air furnace,

it is

necessary

have a previous knowledge of what
takes plac-e in this apparatus during the
to

melting of the charge.
Oxidation in the Furnace

advantageously used for

fuel in a few insitances where its cost is
not prohibitive, bituminous coal having a
volatile combuisitible or from 25 to 35 per
cent, is the beating agent used by the
majority. In order to burn the volatile

ly

to

American Malleable Casting Association
By ENRIQUE TOUCEDA

31. The electric furnace is the only
apparatus in which a high temperature
can be attained with a reducing atmosphere. A high temperature in any other
melting furnace consequently imiplies an
This in turn
oxidizing atmosphere.
means that, during the melting and
superheating of the m'etal in the air
furnace, those elements in the iron that
will oxidize and remiain oxiidized will be
eliminated to an extent that will depend
upon the time the charge is exposed to
the ox;idizing infliuence of the furnace
atmosphere. Practically, all of the con-

stituents are oxidized in part, 'but only

four

remain

in

that cor.dition.

These

sand on the pig and sprue and the unprcventable erosion of the hearth side
wall and bottom.
Durirg an average
normal heat there will be a loss in sdlicoin
of 0.35 per cent, actual, a loss in cairbon
of .xbout 0.35 per cent, actual, and an
average loss of about three-fifths of the
manganese.

Reasons for Not Using White Pig-iron
Charge

The reason why

impractical to
be made
clear.
In the making of coke pig iron
in the blast furnace, the amount of silicon and sulphur that will be in the product is largely a function of the furnace
temperatuT'e.
When this is low, there
which the
will be produced a pig in
silicon will \be low and the sulphur high.
With a hot furnace the conditions are
reversed and there will be obtained a
pig high in silicon and low in sulphur.
As .M I'ule. a low-silicon coke pig means
one that is prohibitively high in sulphur,
but even if this were not the case, pig
of this character could not be successfully used in the air furnace to make
white-iron castinigs for the manufacture
of malleable iron, because such castings
must have a silicon content between cerIf the silicon is too low,
tain limits.
then on annealing we will fail to oTstain
a casting whose fracture w^ll he normal.
If, then, we used a pig as low in silicon
as obtains in the case of white ipig iron,
and with this were forced to use 35 to
40 per cent, of sprue that m^ist of necessity be still lower in silicon than the
charge from whiitfh it was made, then we
would obtain metal too low in this ele32.

it is

use white pig iron can

no^v

The situato yield good castings.
however, is worse than this, because
necessary
to lower the carbon to the
limit steel scrap must ^le used, which
contains practically no silicon, while by
the time the molten metal is hot enough
to be taipped from the furnace 0.35 per
cent, of the sili<on in the charge has ibeen
Fortunately there is no
eliminated.
necessity of using white iron, because it
is a perfectly simple operation to convert pig iron that is gray in fracture,
and in which the carbon exists mostly
free, into castings in which all of the
carbon is combined.

ment
tion,

FIG.

1.

TYPE OF AIR FURNACE

four are the iron, silicon, manganese and
carbon.
Oxidation actually starts as
soon as the charge on the furnace hearth
begins to get fairly well heated up. The
bulk of the oxidation takes place, however, just as the iron begins to melt for
at this stage the molten iron as it runs
off the melting sides of the pig is freely
exposed to the oxidizing furnace gases,
and presents a large surface in proportion to its vicight, with *he resultant
elimination of some silicon, manganese,
iron and carbon. The iron is oxidized to
ferrous oxide, the mianganese to man<ranous oxide, the silicon to silica, and
the carbon to CO which escapes as a gas.
As the silica has acidic properties, while
iron and manganese oxides are basic in
their action, they will unite together to
form a slr.e consisting of a double S'ilicate
of iron and manganese, although the
composition of the slag as ta/pped is much
more complex, being modified by the

Control of Silicon Content
33, In Fig. 7

can be seen the fractures

No. 1
of six air-furnace test s.prues.
of gray fracture was cast very shortly
after the charge was completely melted,
while No. 6, white in fracture, was cast
when the metal was just hot enough to
run the castings. No. 2 was cast about
twenty jfive minutes after No. 1, and the
others at succeeding equal intervals. In

comparing the fractures in the ord'er in
which the sprues were cast, it can easily
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be seen that as the silicon and carbon
content in the bath were being: uradually
lowered, the graphitic carbon lessened
by degrees, until finally the silicon became so low that it no lon^rer possessed
the power durinjr solidification to drive
the carbon out of combination with the
iron.
It is sinnply a matter of holdin.;
the n'olten iron in the air furnace a
sufficiertly long time to eliminate the
silicon down to a point whore the amount
that remains in the Ixith will be sutfi-

when
oient to prpcipiUite any carbon
Irrespective
solidification t-akcs place.
of how much silicon within reason were
in the cbarsrc, it would be possible to
finally eliminate enou,2rh to accomplish
this oli.iect. but as this would involve a
great waste of fuel, it would not be commercially practical to do it. The logical
thing to do, and the thing that is done,
is to charge a mixture with a silicon content Just high enough to admit of the
carbon combining, coincident with the
arrival of the bath to pouring tempera-

1)

1

A N

F

U N

I)

RY

MAN

per cent, phosphorus can be purchased
as chftaply as one containing 0.30 per
cent., tJiere is no commerciial advantage
giained in using the latter.
Sulfihur and
35.

In considering the

we must

proper sulphur

same time take
account the manganese, since due

content,
into

Manganese Content
at the

in :i measure to their reciprocal attraction tlu'se elements unite to form manganese sulphide, as alre.idy explained.
Provided the sulphur is properly ibalanced by the mfinganese, one need not fear
injury from this element up to, say, 0.10

per cent., but approachung this point and
it to 0.12 per cent, as the highest
limit, great cr.re must be taken not only
to see that it is properly balanced by the
manganese, but that the annp,aling temperature be kept low. Just how low oan
be better understood when the raitonale
of the annealing procesis is briefly entered into. As far as the writer has been
able to ascertain, there is absolutely no

beyond
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not abnormally low, or with one slightly
higher, but as a departure is made from
the fig-ures given, greater ciare must be
exercised all along the line.
An excess
manganese makes the material very sensitive to h<at, and when the mianganese
in the hiavd-iron casting is high, the annealing temporiiiture musit be kept at the
k)W('?t point at which the carbon can be
precipitated.

Carbon Content
Concerninig the desirable carbon
content for the hard-iiron castings, the
writer beiieves that the higher the carbon the more easily can tlhe carbon be
precipitated in the anneal, but the weaker
the product.
It is impossible to obtain
such a product as is now ibeing turned
out if the carbon be high.
In looking
over the literature of even recent date
one c:m find statements to the eifect that
a superior prod'jict can be made wiith a
carbon content of over 4 per cent., which
is further evidence in regard to what
has been considered a superior product
37.

by some

authorities.
The literature of
subject is fraught with just such
statements but invariatoly unaccompan-

the

ied iby data to back them up.
To cover
the ground briefly, it oan be said that
the lower the caAon, up to a point at
wlhich the carbon can he successfully precipitated, the more ductile and tnastworthy will be the castings. If, however, the carboni is run too low, trouble
will be experienced from lack to fluidity
and in complicated castings contraction
cracks will be in evidence, wTnule if the
carbon is run still lower, a steely fracture will exist in the castings. A carbon
content of 2.35 per cent, in the hard iron
will yield sufficient fluidity for most
work and after such removal of the carbon as will take place during the anneal
a tough, strong product will result.
A
few figiires in this connection will prove
illuminating.
Total carbon, Elongation, Total carbon

per cent.

ture.
While too high a silicon content
will result in a waste of fuel and valuable time, too low a silicon A\ill not only

defeat the obtaining of superior product
but tlie castings ordinarily will be unsound.

Phosphorus Content

The usual

practice is to have the
phosphorus content under 0.20 per cent.,
but if all the other elements are correctly proportioned and the white-iron cast34.

annealed, a much higher
phosphonis content oan be used and a
very good product obtained. The writer
is convinced that in the absence of combined carbon, considerable liberty can be
talcn with this element in sections that
do not exceed % in.
It may also be
stated that there seems to be no advantage to the quality of the product to run
the phosphorus as low as 0.10 per cent,
while there is a disadvantage in so doing that results from a lessening fluidity
•of the iron.
Inasmuch as a pig of 0.20
ings

coi-rei-tly

1.72
0.72
1.18
1.54
1.46
1.36
1.85

advantage

to tie gained, and, as a matter
of fact, cor.sideraible disadvantage
in
striving for a low sulphur content in the
castings.
It is getting increasingly difficult to purchase mialleable pig iron that

2.0.3

0.82
1.31
1.72
1.83
1.97
1.77
1.41

average much below 0.65 per cent,
in manganesie, and it is not easy to obtain it this low
When this percentage
in the mixture or charge is exceeded, it
will

not impoE-siuIe to obtain best results, unless some sulphur be
present to control subsequently its action through the formation of sulphide.
Under present average conditions the
writer would prefer to see 0.05 siilphur
in the product than one-half that amount.
.36. The ;niarganese content in the product should r.ot be lower than 0.18 per
cent, nor higher than 0.3P per cent., the
former when the sulphur is at its low,
and the latter when it is at its high,
limit.
This does not mean that a good
product cannot be made with a slightly
lower .manganese provided the silicon is

1.5.5

1.61
1.75

per cent.
21.00
20.31
22.00
23.00
21.00
20.00
22.00
20.31
25.00
25 50
.

21.00
22.00
20.50
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
25.00

per cent.
1.50
1.43
1.52
1.46
1.39
1.35
1.81
1.50
1.51
1.64
1.78
1.76
1.19
1.49
1.62
1.70
1.42
1.52

Elonsration

per cent.
20.50
21.09
22.66
21.88
21.09
21.50
25.78
20.31
21.00
20.50
20..50

20.00
21.00
23.50
22.50
21.00
20.50
22 50
.

is quitf? difficult, .if

38.

Table 3 contains the carbon analy-

sis of many bars, in all of which the
elongation was over 20 per cent and the
ultimate strength over 52,000 lb.

SHORTAGE OF COKE
A

leading Nova Scotia manufacturing
company reports that they are having
great difficulty in procuring raw materespecially boiler plates and Amercoke for melting.
Canadian coke
producers
and Canadian dealers in
American coke should look into this.
ial,

ican
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Various Methods of Making

Column

Patterns

The Author in the "Foundry Trade Journal" Gives a Description
Castings. Much Diversity
of Various Methods of Making Column
Many Forms Possible
is Necessitated Through the
By

COLUMN
by

are charactermuch diversity of forms,
ized
which considerably affect the details of the pattern work and moulding.
The basis, or the shaft, of all columns,
except those of very small diameters, is
the same, and is made as a lagged-up

patterns

narrow
i.e., one built with long,
This is
attached to cross-bars.
the only way in which a pattern, say
beyond 3 in. or 4 in. in diameter can be
constructed to permanently retain its
shape under the conditions of incessant
moulding in damp sand.

pattern,
strips

JOSEPH HORNER

meter. A 6-in. or an 8-in. column need
not have more than six strips, but a
12-in. column might have ten or twelve,
and larger sizes more in proportion. The
width of the strips must not be excessive for two reasons: one being that wide
the
will shrink and open along
stuff
joints; the other, that the thickness at
the joint edges will be lessened with inThe section shows
of width.
crease
suitable proportions.
The distances between the cross-bars
must be such as to afford due support

the

lags.

If

they are

much

farther

FIG.

upon a bench, or on a joint board, set by
a centre line, and loosely tacked down in
correct
straight-edge
their

positions.

relative
is,

a

as

A

precautionary
the faces, in

tried along all
order to be sure that the lags will make
If inclose contact all down the faces.
correct, the high parts must be eased.
Then the first lags are glued and screwed next the joint face, the edges being

measure,

FIG.

planed alike with a bevel, set to the
exact angle, and quite straight longitudinally, as tested with a straight-edge.
Afterwards, the lagging is continued on
each side, as shown in Fig. 3, leaving
only the final lag to be inserted. Since

3.

much depends
on them, care must be taken both in
getting continuous contact and in glueThe exposed joint-face last made
ing.
is chalked, and the mating face being

the joints are long, and so
Figs. 1 and 2 represent the typical
plain column pattern in its external ap-

pearance, and open in the joint face, respectively. From these figures, with the
end views of the core prints, and the
section through the shaft, it will be seen
that lagging-strips, which extend the enon
tire length, are screwed (and glued)
cross-bars, having flat faces planed to
The cross-bars are
the lags.
receive
jointed and dowellod along the centre.
The flanges are let into shallow grooves,
both to prevent them from getting shifted out of position and to permit of turnBrackets are
ing the radius on them.
the flanges.
support
to
fitted
shown
Eight lagging strips make up the circle,
but this number is regulated by the dia-

apart than the proportions indicated in
bend
Fig. 2, the strips will be liable to

under the ramming, and the joints

may

The

rigidity
on the
much
depends
also
pattern
the
of
holding of the longitudinal glued joints.
The cross-bars are shown with flats to
receive the lags, which makes the strips
start, resulting in lapping.

thinner along the jointing edges than
elsewhere. To avoid this, circular crossbars have been used, which entails planfit
the lagging strips concave to
ing
This is quite unnecessary, enthem.
tailing much extra labor, with no cor-

responding advantage.
In the column shown, the thickness of
metal is moderate, and there is no mouldHere, therefore,
ing, or bell-mouthing.
the lags are continued to the ends of the
core prints, which entails a considerable
reduction in the thickness over the
But sufficient
prints, as seen in Fig. 2.
wot)d is still left. If the reduction were
be
the end cross-bars would
greater,
continued from the terminations of the

way

past the flanges.
prints for
Or the prints might be prepared separately and screwed on the flanges.
The sequences of operations in building-up a lagged pattern is shown by
Figs. 3 and 4. After the cross-bars have
a little

been dowelled, and their facets marked
reoff and planed with the slight bevel
quired, if the column is a tapered one;
Fic.

4.

planed straight and to the correct bevel,
is rubbed against it until the chalk shows
transference along the whole length. The
glue is applied rapidly to avoid chilling,.

or square, or is parallel, the halves in
which the dowell holes occur are laid

FIG.

6.

and the excess is rubbed out by a to-andfro longitudinal movement continued for
a few seconds by a man at each end.
Glue is also applied* to the facets of the
Iron dogs are then driven
cross-bars.
in at intervals to retain the joint in
contact while the screws are inserted
through the lags into the cross-bars.
The heads of the screws are sunk into
centre-bit holes, as indicated, to prevent their coming into contact with the
The holes above the
tools.
turning
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When

adopted for a pattern from which a few
moulds only have to be taken.

ing portion of the pattern is lagged in
the same detail as that of the first half.
Centre plates are then screwed to the
ends, and. the pattern is put into the
lathe and turned.
We may now note some of the typical
variations that are made in column

These mouldings may be turned when
attached to the main body, or separate
In either case, the holes to
therefrom.
fit over the pattern body must be bored
on a face-plate in the lathe, and the
mouldings may just as well be turned
and finished at the same chucking. A
shown as being let into a shallow
is
recess turned on the pattern body, in
order to aflford a little timber to support
the radius where the moulding merges
B, not being let in, has
into the shaft.
a feather edge, with short grain near

patterns.

the jointing faces.

plugs.
are filled with wooden
the last lag is being fitted (Fig.
3), the two joint edges require attenThe half-pattern is then turned
tion.
It is supover, as shown in Fig. 4.
the
on blocking pieces, while
ported
are
the cross-bars
of
other halves
dow^elled into position, and the remain-

heads

that the fitting
of a block for a print, as indicated in
Fig. 5, instead of extending the lagging
to include the print, as in Figs. 1 and 2.
In Fig. 5, this is only a matter of individual choice, becaure the difference in
the diameters of the print and of the

The

bodv

first

is

example

is

not very great.

There

is,

how-

arate fitting to the end of a round shaft
does not make quite so good a job as to
manner shown in Fig. 9.
fit it in the
here the shaft is continued the whole
length, and being recessed, as shown, it
is removed from the lathe and the scjuare
base is fitted to it by boxing-up. The
print also being correspondingly large,
is boxed-up, and screwed to the flange.
The timber shading illustrates the dis-

<!TTl

The flange, round or square, is prepared separately, and bored to fit over
body. It need not be let into a recess,
as in Fig. 5, becau.se it is supported by
its contact with the moulding. Here, too,
owing to the bell-mouthing of the core
to follow the enlargement of the moulding, the print must be prepared separwith an abutting
ately, and attached
joint to the end of the column.
Fig. 7
in

solid

4S

r3""77-e

."TtT.

.^1

KIG.

il.

position of the grain in the various portions.

When a column has a plain shaft like
Figs. 1 and 2, a special core board is
The prijits give the
not necessary.
moulder the diameters at the ends, and
the edge of a straight board is used for
sweeping. When mouldings are includ-

shows a simple moulding fitted
wood, with the grain running

This is glued on the
longitudinally.
shaft in tho form of short lags, being an

n
-I

FIG.

7.

.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^'-^'v^'>^'

ever,

enough

difference

to

make

lagging thinner than is desirable over
the print section, and a block like that
shown is preferable. But it must be
fitted with the grain running longitudinally, as indicated by the timber shadIn the coning, and not transversely.
struction shown in Fig. 5, any shrinkage
that might occur would be uniform,
and the circular shape would be prewere
served;
but if a chunky block
the grain running transfitted with
versely, shrinkage would produce an

The flange is shown
section.
the figure as '^unk into an annular
recess turned in the print block.
A moulding is shown in Fig. 6 fitted
tc the pattern, with a choice of twT
methods of construction. At A it is
glued up with courses of segments, say,'
At B it is cut
six to the circle in pan.
from the solid in two thicknesses. The
secures permanence of
method at
form that at B does not, since the wood
elliptical
in

A

will

shrink

and become

elliptical,

and

be liable :.o fracture across the
short grain in the vicinity of the pattern
The segmental structure, therejoint.
fore, at A is to be preferred for standard nattems. but that at B might be
will also

FIG.

8.

i

xvvvvv^^^^vvvv^v^<-<5
the

^^=^g^^

g^^^^^-r----:----:
FIG.

extension of the main lagging strips,
and glued on them on flats, or hollowed
to fit the curve of the shaft when turned.
Should shrinkage take place, it would
be equal all round; but the joints may
open slightly on the outer diameter. If
they do, thin strips can be glued in
later, and no further shrinkage will be
likely to occur. The flange and the print
arc made and fitted similarly to Fig. 2.
In Fig. 8 yet another method of makThe portion
ing a moulding is shown.
at A, standing out to a considerable

segmental
built up with
distance,
is
pieces in the manner indicated by the
timber shading. Two sets of segements
have the grain disposed circularly, with
a space between, and this is bridged and
covered with segments that have the
grain running longitudinally. The moulding at B, being shallower, is made by an
extension of the lagging, similar to Fig.
7. Both mouldings are prepared as separate sections, turned, and bored to fit a

The
shallow recess turned on the shaft
flanee and print are made as in Fig. 7.
Frequently, instead of a moulding, a
large square base terminates the shaft
of a column.
To attach this as a sep-

.:^:r-?:~':

10.

ed, the thickness of

metal

is

maintained

equally by making the core follow the
contour of the mouldings, as in Fig. 10.
Here the relation of the edge of the
board to the core is shown. It is always
desirable to preserve very approximately equal thicknesses of metal throughout,
since if chunks are permitted to be left
in any localities, the cooling will be delaved there, and drawing and weakening
of the casting will result.
In Fig. 10 the radius of the sweeping
is set by measurement from the
core bar. Inaccuracies of from Vi in. to
V/L
in. by diameter may eazily creep in,

board

with

varying metal thicknesses

in

the

Tool

Co.,

castings.

(To be continued)

The Independent Pneumatic

have issued a leaflet on the
Thor universal assembling and repair
This vise is
vise for pneumatic drills.
of material assistance in the repair shop

Chicago,

and saves, so it is estimated, 50 per
cent, of the time of the repairman.
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The Making
Many

of a

Rumbler Casting

Problems, Which at First Glance Look Very

Themselves

to

THECANADIAN
article

in

the

last

issue

of

KOUNDRYMAN,

the molding of a machine fraine with a bottom to it torming:
a basin in which the oil would be held
was a very good example of iiow gri^en
sand coies can be used to good advantage, and it brought to my mind a job

It

was

a

six-cornered

rumbler, or

tumbling barrel or whatever we may
wish to call it and was for polishing purposes

was

in

just

some kind of a factory, but it
the same as the old stave

rumblers used in the foundry, with the
exception that it had to be dust-proof
instead of having cracks all around it,
and for this reason it was cast all in one
piece, with the exception of one panel
or stave which was fitted in neatly afterwards. The ends, of course, were cast
on, and onto these were the trunnions
which were hollow so as to connect them
to a suction fan.
These trunnions had
permanent core prints on the outside
and loose ones inside. The side and end
views are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The
pattern was parted at A A, Fig. 2, and
was hollow and of the proper thickness,
so that it could be used as a core box or
molded in green sand, but to add to its
perplexity
from the molder's standpoint it had a flat core print an inch
thick placed over the opening, and an
inch bigger all around than the opening,
and a core-box of the same dimensions,
but half an inch thicker, and so arranged
as to leave a panel on the face of the
core, the exact size of the opening in
the pattern. It will be understood from,
this that if the opening in the pattern
was, say 6 inches wide and 24 inches
long, and the casting was 1 inch thick.
The core print which was dowelled on
over the opening would be 8 inches wide
and 26 inches long and 1 inch thick, and
the core would be 8 x 2 and 1 V2 inches

thick at the edge and for 1 inch inward,
leaving a 1 inch thickness of core 6 x 24
or exactly the size of the green sand
core in the opening. The core would ap-

in

place

.

Making the Mold
The mold

is

made

is

Lend
Taken

SAND

pear as in Fig. 3 and when
would appear as in Fig. 4

(iestiibins:

which might appear too simple to be
worthy of consideration, yet simple and
all as it IS, it batfled a lot of good molders and was actually refused by several foundrymen.

C. R.

Piece

Difficult,

Easy Solution if Only a Little Thought
and Ingenuity Exercised
By

One

in

pour with the
The cope is rammed
to

open side down.
up first and rolled over. A flat slab core
of about the same dimensions as one of
the flat surfaces is now put down in
the bottom and about four inches of sand
is pressed against the entire inside of
the pattern and well needle vented. The
remainder of the space and an equal
amount of space above the parting is
now filled with coke and the other half
of the pattern put in place, the balance
of the space tucked and rammed in with
sand, and a flat parting struck off at the

opening, the panel allowing the edges to

go down half an inch into t|;ie casting,
'^^hus
forming the place to fit the lid
into when the casting is being fitted up.
This could have been accomplished with
the core IVo inches thick right through
and fastened up into the print, but the
green sand in the opening would have
required to be strickled out for half an
inch in order to let it down, and it would
not have any advantages, and would be
more likely to be finny. This core must
have vent holes in it to correspond with
the ones which reach down into the coke.
The drag must also have similar vent
holes through it to the board, and the
board may either have holes through it
or a channel may be cut in the sand

Arrangement' ofCore "Prtnl-

Several holes are now shoved
the coke with a sprue punch
and the core print put on, when it will
appear as in Fig. 5. The drag which is
barred the same as a cope is now rammed up, vented and the board bedded
opening.

down

to

on temporarily and lifted away.
The
drag is now lifted off and half pattern
may be brought up with it or it may be
allowed to remain down, but I consider
\t best to bring it up as any little patching which might be required, is better
to fall

than

to

on

the lot of the inside rather
the outside.
After removing

the pattern and nailing all corners and
doing what repairing is required, the
flat core with the panel on the face is
placed on to the green sand forming the

loading to the ends of the flask where
notches may be cut to let the gas out.
When all is ready, the drag is closed
into place and the board put on and
clamped and the mold rolled over i*ad
the cope lifted off and the other half
of the pattern taken out.
The molder
will, of course, understand that everything must be proof against iron entering the vent holes.
To be on the safe
side, some flour or thin paste could be
put between the core and the green
sand. The core could be filed so as to fit
loosely in the print, floured and the mold
tried on and off, and when the proper
-thickness of filling is ascertained, dough
or heavy paste is used, and the mold is
closed again and proceeded with as already described.
When the pattern is
drawn, and the loose core prints taken
from the inside, the trunnion cores are
set and the vents protected.
Chaplets
are now shoved up through the cope and
the mold grated and closed up.
These
chaplets will be clamped down against
the flat oilsand core which was put into
the pattern before ramming the inside.
I have only been describing the molding of the pattern as I found it.
The
flat core print which was dowelled over
the opening could have been dispensed
with and the pattern could have been

r A N A IM A
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made

but it would have
bearing to hold up the
inside and it would not make as neat a
rtttinp job for the lid.
To go to the
other extreme, the entire inside could
have been made in dry core sand, or
the bottom half could have been dry and
the top preen, but 1 think the way which
have described is the best and is a
I
jjood illustration of a simple job with

been a

to

fit

the

lid,

less secui'c

a few perplexiu}! features.
It is always
best to have a {rood solid bottom to
rest a s:reen sand core onto, and in ramming: a preen sand core such as the one
described, it should be well supported
with irons to keep it from sajrjrinp; or
crushinp. Several clamps could be rammed into the narrow part in such a way
as to rest upon the dry core, and these
clamps could in turn rest against a long
one running lengthwise.
The coke,
which we described as being half in each
part, does not require to be in the bot-

N
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the purpose of melting and I'clining the
large (luantities of steel scrap and turnThe furings available in the country.

naces were put to work where this scrap
material was accumulating in sufticient
quantities, and manufaturers preferred
to install their own furnaces to convert
their scrap steel direct into castings, ingots, shells and steels for special purposes, rather than dispose of it to the
metal merchants. The proposition was
considered to be commercially sound in
the special circumstances, in spite of the
high price of the electrical energy consumed in the process. It had the further
national advantage of relieving the already congested railways, since it was
no longer necessary to transfer the
scrap material from the works where it
was pi'oduced to some other steel works,
possibly in another part of the country,
The
in order that it could be utilized.
conditions are now, however, already
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nace user in preference to losing so
valuable a load.
There are also possibilities of cheaper power with the advent of the super-power station.
Although there is considerable scope for
imjjrovement in the construction and
working of the electric furnace, further
developments will benefit all users of
the furnace by reducing the proportionate cost of power to total cost per ton of
steel.
It is curious, by the way, that
practical requirements should have ousted the induction furnace from the market.
This furnace, first suggested by
Mr. de Ferranti as long ago as 1897, embodies the most direct method of heating
the charge, and eliminates the troublesome electrodes of the arc furnace, and
yet it has been practically displaced by
the arc furnace, despite the defects and
drawbacks of that type, wnich iwere
alluded to in the discussion to which we
have referred.
We have here another
example of a common experience that
the best scientific solution of a problem
is not always the best industrial solution.

PURIFYING ALUMINUM
Some experiments en the pur-fi'-ation
of aluminum in the Reichsanstalt are

r.f.J-.
it is going to interfere with
proper rodding of the mold.
The
under part of the core does not make
much trouble, providing the top part is
well vented into the coke, but the bottom part being the last rammed could
not well be vented until the pattern was
drawn when it could be needle-wired into
the coke, even though the coke was in
the top half.
If what coke there is, is
reasonably close to the top _and is connected to all parts by means of fine
vent holes and also connected to good
big openings leading to the outside, there
is very little risk of having anv trouble.

torn half if

the

considerably modified, and economy in
co?t of production must be judged by
the standards set in those countriesi
where the natural resources have been

developed to provide cheap electrical
power. The result is that owing to the
relative high price of electrical energy
country, some authorities conthat the future activity of the
electric furnace will be very limited indeed. Taking the power consumption of
the steel furnace at 650 units per ton,
and the price per unit for this country
at %:d., the cost of power per ton of
in

produced totals over t'2, whereas
other countries more favorably placed
the price would be a matter of a few
shillings.
It should, however, be possible for our electric supply authorities
to grant special terms to users of the
electric furnace, on the condition that
the furnaces were operated to improve
the load factor of the station.
These
furnaces must be a source of considerable revenue for the supply authority,
and now that the disadvantage due to
the peaky nature of the load has been
largely overcome by means of automatic
control of the electrodes, it is to be
hoped that the supply authority will be
able to make concessions to the fursteel
in

ELECTRIC FURNACES
The very considerable developments
which have taken place in this country
during the war in electric steel melting
and refining, and which formed the basis
of an instructive discussion at a joint
meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute
and the Institution of Electrical Engineers last week, raises an interesting
controversy regarding the future of this
branch of our steel industry. The demand for these furnaces arose mainly
because of the shortage of steel, and a
considerable

number was

installed

for

this

sider

described in the "Chemical Trades Jom*nal."
F. Mylius found that he could
remove the silicon by fusing the metal
with sodium nitrate, but not the iron.
On the other hand, he made the observation that the iron could be extracted
with the air of diluted hydrochloric acid,
and that the silicia would be washed out
that the same time. His aluminium contained from 0.4 per cent, to 2 per cent,
of impurities, mainly iron and silicon,
in addition to traces of carbon, sulphur,
phosphorus, and nitrogen. When he experimented with a very slowly cooled
sheet aluminium, which was porous, he
reduced 1 per cent, to 0.1 per cent, of
iron with a yield of 60 per cent, of
metal.
Aluminium surfaces which had
taken up iron during the manufacture
were successfully purified of iron by
treatment with the same acid. An aluminium free of iron can thus be prepared
with hydrochloric acid, when part of
teh metal may be sacrificed.
Myliusalso states that aluminium will crystallise as pure chloinde from the solutions
in hydrochloric acid.

SLAG WOOL AND STEEL RUST
Some

tests have been carried out by
E. Stead to determine if slag wool
had the effect of inducing rust on steel.
A polished knitting needle was inserted
in the centre of a cylinder of compressed

Dr.

J.

wool
about
% in. thick. The
samples were immersed and saturated
in water and then allowed to dry in a
warm place. After drying they were
again immersed in water and again
allowed to dry, this operation being continually repeated during ten weeks. The
needles were drawn periodically for
examination to see if they had rusted. No
rusting was observed at the end of ten
weeks.
slag
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Moulding

Large Column

a

THE

following article describes the
tackle and method of
moulding
large columns in loam. Pig.
l is
a sketch of a furnace-column,
weighing
7 tons 5 cwis., the casting of which
recently came under the
writer's super-

This

space

i.s
left ojK'n when building
the top half of the box to
provide an effective way of sealing the
ends of the
mould when closing. Holes are
provided along the flanges C, Fig.
2, to bolt the

top

and

bottom

movement of the "sweep" past the
bearers which take the
weight of the
spindle towards the middle.
After
tmg the casing ready for moulding, setthe
rectangular flange at the end
and the
brackets are set, after which
straightforward bricking is proceeded
with
At
a distance of 8 ft. and 11
ft. respectively
from each end, iron bars are
set in the
brickwork down on to the iron
casing
to act as bearers for
the cast-iron studs,
l^iR. 6, which are divided
into two pieces
at about the same place
as the box, their
purpose being to bear the weight
of the
core and barrel.
With a view to the
repeated use of the brickwork,
as first
.^et, the bricks are
laid soundly in new
loam.
It is not necessary
to fill-in
cinders or dry sand between
the brickwork as is done with more open
moulds.
Ihe brickwork and loam is
not deep and
with the vent-holes along the
casing and
a good open loam, no risk
is taken of a

parts

joints of the casing

bearers

Fig. 4, which are bolted
on each end
D, Fig. 2.
Also, two or more bearers
similar to that shown at E, in
Fig. 2
are made, according to the
strength of
spindle, to support the latter
along its

sideration was made much
more quickly struck up in loam
than by dry-sand
moulding from a full pattern. A
'costly
pattern was also saved.
It will be ob-

the Moulding?
Some Intei?

tree

together.
The
must be machined
the correctness of the mould
depends
upon this, as well as the spindle

vision.
Many foundrymen contend that
loam-moulding is the costliest method
of
producing castings if more than
one is
required; but the casting
under con-

Loam

in

The Author Discusses in "Fouixlry Trade
Journal"
of a Large Column in Loam and
Without Patterns.
esting Details Are Given

fl»«rnil

scabbed mould.

In the middle,

where the box is dividform a vertical
loint, loam being rubbed on
and a
mg sand-face provided. About 1 inpartof
loam is well rubbed on to the
brickwork
over the whole length of the
mould, and
the mould swept to shane.
The joints are
ed, the bricks are set
to

FIG.

vious from the dimensions of Fig.
1 that
for a casting of the size
indicated the
tackle would be of an unwieldy
length
and diflScult to store. A casing, or
boxpart, is required as shown
in Fig
2
which is divided in the centre at
A two
pieces forming the bottom
half and two
the top half of the box. The
dividing of
the box IS also provided with
a view to
the
utility of the tackle
for
shorter

1.

leiigth,

mould.

to

ensure a true sweep

in

the

strickled

Collars are put on the spindle,
on the
outside and inside of the
bearers at
each end, to prevent end-play.
The two
boxes forming the bottom
casinps are

across

with

a

straight-edge

board

the

machined flanges of the
casing. When the roughed-up
mould has
partially set, fine loam is
spread over
the surface, -jsing the bevelled
edge of

columns, hydraulic cylinders and
rams
etc.
Fig. 2 shows the bottom half,
with
the two portions bolted together
and the
strickle set for moulding.
The casing
conforms to the shape of the column
with pockets B at each end to
receive
the fanges. Provision is made
on each
section of the casing at A, for
bolting together, the dimensions being such
as to
allow 4 in. of brickwork, with
1 in
of
setting-loam and 1 in. of loam on
the
face of the bricks; this allows
sufficient
room for setting the brackets, which are
larger thi.n the general body
of the
casting.
Holes are cored out along the
casing to help the drying and
act as
vents.
In making the top part of
the
casing, additional holes are
provided to
allow runner and riser gates,
and chap-

lets, and for bolting
grids which are
fastened to the top to hold in the
brickwork when the latter is turned
over
Openings are provided at each end,
top
and bottom, to allow the core and
barrel
to protrude through the box,
as show,
at A. Fig. 3. In the top part
a bar should
be fitted in the pockets B at
each end
of Fig. 3, to form about 4
in. of space
between the end of the box
and bar

PIG.

placed on the
floor,
levelled
and
straightened by stretching
tightly a
piece of string the full
length of the
two parts, and bolted together
The
patternmaker should overlook and
help
setting the strickle on the
spindle
Ihe sweep board requires
cutting in
three "or more places to
allow of the

m

3.

the strickle.
to

set.

levelled

The mould is then allowed
The top half of the casing is
and bolted together in the same

manner as

the bottom. Grids are bolted
the whole leno-th of t^e
joint either side of the mould,
the depth
of the grids from the joint
face being

firmly

along

arranged to take one row of bricks
be-

U A N A
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tw.en two rows of stout prods, which arc
cast on the grids. The remainder of the
briikworiv is thus held in by the first row
of bricks and grids. Before bricking the
mould runner-gates C, Fig. o, are set
each end of the column, about 4 ft.
from the flanges, and riser gates on each
Mange. The top half is then struck up
<;imilar to the bottom half of the casing
and left to set.
When the complete mould has stiffened, it is unbolted and dressed before being stoved and dried. The core is made
in two lengths, about
13 ft. 6 in., on
strong cast-iron bars.
At the centre,
where the cores butt together. A, Fig. 7,
the ends of the core-bar must be cast
solid or plugged, and tapped to receive
at

tlio

trunnion for turning the core when
When coring, the trunnions

strickling.

FIG.

4.

'r\
FIG.

FIG.

6.

can be taken out and tapped, and the
holes sealed with sand; the metal is thus
prevented from penetrating the barrel
of the core through the joint where the
cores meet. Iron bearers are set in the
core B. Fig. 7, down on to the iron barrel, corresponding with the iron bearers
set in the bottom half of the mould, and
the chaplets which are inserted through
the top part of the mould to hold down
the core when filling the mould with
metal. If this provision were not made,
the studs and chaplets would bury themselve^i in the core, or in the mould, as
loam will not withstand the heavy core
and the "lift" given to the core by the
pressure of metal when fluid. If 8 per
cent, of coal dust is added to the loam

when

milling, it will help in the extracof the core-barrels after casting.
When the core and mould are dry, the
tion

1

)

1

jN
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columns

such

in

A

being

drill

to

Strong cnapholes at given points.
lets are inserted through the top parts
and the mould closed down, the joints
sealed with black loam, and the four
The ends are
parts bolted together.
sealed by ramming sand in the 4 in. of
space formed by the ends of the box and
bars as previously described.

Readers' Queries
BHONZP: TO STAND KKO.M
.^>0.000

POINDS PER

40.()()0

Stjl

TO

ARE

INCH
wrote, asking
for a bronze which would stand a pressure of from 40,000 to 50,000 pounds to
This we take to mean
the square inch.
hyc^ulic pressure without leaking. We
alvrays contend that the melting and the
different operations in connection wita
preparing the mold have a lot to do
with the casting leaking, but for tensile strength the composition must be
.arefully figured.
90 per cent, copper
and 10 per cent, tin (commonly known
as "gun metal") was for ages considered
the strongest known alloy, but the difficulty in keeping it free from oxide
was so great that 2 per cent zinc was
found to make a better casting for hydraulic pressure, but for tensile strength
Phosphor bronze,
it was not improved.
while primarily intended as a bearing
metal, has been shown to have the highest tensile strength of any of the alloys.
Phosphorus is added to bronze as a
dioxidizer, hence but a small percentage
Zinc should never be presis required.
ent in phosphor bronze, as it causes
liquidation of the tin and consequently
"cin spots." Phosphor bronze is usually
made of copper, tin and phosphor tin.
The phosphor tin usually contains 5 per
cent, phosphorus.
About two ;)ounds of
phosphor-tin per 100 lbs. of alloy are
usually enough. This is really only onetentli of one per cent, phosphorus, but
it serves the purpose for which it is intended and demonstrates that if the oldfashioned gun-metal is properly dioxidized theie is nothing beats it for
.\

^

subscriber

recently
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ganese, and you also give iome formulae, which leads me to ask what is the
between
these
diffei'ence
metals
and Toben bronze or for that matter
between them and Delta metal or sterro

metal

Do you know anything about
have named ?
I

?

these metals which

Answer.
(iifl'erence

— There

little

or no

between any of them.

They

is

really

are in reality yellow brass with a high
percentage of zinc and can not properly
be termed bronze, and it is also improper
to call them by the name of metal because when two or more metals are
mixed together they become an alloy.
But these are just trade names which

have been adopted by different institutions.
Delta metal was patented in
1882 by Alexander Dick, but it is just
the same as sterro-metal which had been
brought into prominence some years before by an Austrian named Rosthern.
It is composed of about 60 parts copper,
37 parts zinc, 2 parts iron, 1 part tin.
Different manufacturers made up mixtures of their owm and still clung to the
name of Delta metal but introducing

manganese,

lead, nickel

and even phos-

phorus.

Toben bronze usually consists of 60
per cent, copper and 38 per cent, zinc
and the remaining 2 per cent, made up
of tin, lead and iron in varying proportions according to the purpose for which
it is to be used.
If for casting only, the
bulk of this 2 per cent, would be tin,
but if for forging, the tin will be reduced to below 1 per cent, and the iron
and lead increased in proportion.

National Safety

News

is

a neat bul-

weekly by the National Safety Council, of 168 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, and is full of valuable information as well as valuable hints on
how to prevent accidents. It is a paper
which every person who can read should
have in his library, if for no other purpose than to keep his mind on the things
which he has already learned.
letin issued

NEW USES FOR OLD THINGS

::\
FIG.

two pieces forming the bottom half of
the mould are again set on the floor, the
top parts of the mould tried on, and set
by the spindle-bearers, Fig. 4, which are
still attached to the ends of the box, top
and bottom. Guides are then bolted on
to previously prepared places along the
flanges, the top portions of the box again
removed, and the spindle-bearers unbolted and taken off the ends. The castiron studs are next placed on the iron
bearers in the bottom half of mould and
cores set.
Chaplets are wedged to the
sides of cores and the iron casing to
prevent any movement sideways.
The
mould should be tried with clavs to
test
for ascertaining
the
thickness
of metal in such columns being to

7.

strength.
To get the best results it
should be poured into ingots and remelted, when it will produce sound castings which will stand a tensile pull of
5,000 pounds to the square inch.
Phosphor bronze for bearing can have up to
one per cent, phosphorus and for heavy
duty can be slightly higher in tin.

.MUNTZ METAL, DELTA METAL,

AND

STERRO METAL
CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN:

Editor,
In your issue of December, you say that
manganese bronze is practically the
same as muntz metal with the addition
of one-third of one per cent, of man-

Slicinu Cucumber.s on the

We

don't

Fan

success
and
what luck others

guarantee

would like to know
have before we try it on ours. "The
Exciter," house organ of the Central
Marine Power Company.

—

—
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Volume XI

Practical Hints for the Brass
AIR PRESSURE FOR METAL

CASTING
What

follows

is

ject being to

a small portion, in an

abridged form, of an important paper

by W. Rosenhain, F.R.S., and D. Hanson
in the Transactions of the

Institute of

Metals.

During the

last four years the Metal-

lurgy Department of the National Physi-

Laboratory has been called upon to
prepare a series of alloys of copper for

cal

and most exacting reVarious alloys in a wide
range of proportions were attempted to
be produced and the most difficult and
certain

by another asbestos washer, the obform an air-tight joint and
also to reduce tlie loss of heat from the
tube D to the cold lid of the vessel. The
feeder tube and its holder are held in
position by the clamping bar G, which
lid

special

quirements.

responsible operation was quite naturalthe melting and the casting of the
samples.
Even when the greatest care
was taken, and every precaution was
taken to prevent the entrance of dross,
difficult to obtain ingots
it was found
with satisfactory surfaces. The obvious
remedy seemed to be to cast the metal
by tapping it from a point well below
the surface, and the most satisfactory
method appeared to be the forcing of
the liquid metal, by means of externally
applied air pressure, through a feeder
tube communicating with the bottom of
the mold and dipping into the molten
metal nearly to the bottom of the cruly

consists of a flat strip of steel slotted
in the centre to take the top of the
tube, and near the ends to enter corre-

sponding slots in studs H H. The clamping is performed by slipping the centre
slot over the projection of the tube, and
springing the plate until it is possible
to engage the end slots in studs Uk H.
The '"spring" of this strip, together with
the weight of the mould, are sufficient
to hold the tube in place against the
internal pressure in the vessel A.
A
two-part mould L, fitted with a hole in
the bottom, fits over the projecting part
of the tube D.
The pressure vessel A

The apparatus used is illustrated diagrammatically in the accompanying ena cylindrical cast iron
vessel closed at the bottom, while the
uppev end is open and has an external
The crucible C stands on a fireflange.
The top of the cast
clay support P.
iron vessel
is closed by means of a lid
B, which is provided with an annular
recess R, fitted with an as^bestos washer for the purpose of making an airtight joint with the top of the vessel A,
to which it can be tightly clamped by
means of a number of screw clamps
The centre
not shovm in the diagram.
of the lid is provided with a hole 3 in.
in diameter, in
which fits a circular
flange piece of steel E, which is screwed
to the iron tube D, % in. in internal diameter. This is the feeder tube, and its
length is so arranged that it reaches
nearly to the bottom of the crucible C.
The steel piece E is separated from the

A

air main.

The metal

rises in

the feeder tube and flows into the mould,
the pressure of the air being regulated
in such a manner that the mould is filled
gently and without splashing. When the
metal approaches the top of the mould
the rate of flow is gradually reduced,
and is almost arrested, the last stages
being carried out very slowly. At this
stage a crust is formed on the top of
the ingot. As soon as this is sufficiently
thick, the pressure is gradually raised in
the vessel to 30 lb. per square inch, and
is
maintained at that value until the
ingot is solid. The pressure is then released, the clamping bar removed, and
the ingot mould with the feeder tube
attached is removed from the vessel. The
liquid residue in the crucible can then be
cast into small ingot moulds. The mould
is then opened and the runner removed
from the ingot by cutting oflF with a saw.

In order to carry out this, it is necessary to use a previously heated feeder
tube, through which the metal can be
forced without splashing and v/ith exposure to the atmosphere, the dross,
charcoal, etc., being left behind in the
The amount of metal in the
crucible.
crucible must be so adjusted that the
mould is filled before the bottom of the
feeder tube is exposed, and the air pressure on the metal must be maintained
until the ingot has become solid.

A

is inserted into the furnace and left
there until it has reached a bright red
heat.
The pot is then removed from
the furnace, rapidly skimmed free from
most of the charcoal, and a little cryolite is thrown on to the surface.
The
crucible is then placed in the pressure
vessel, the surface of the metal being
again skimmed to leave the centre portion as clean as possible for the entrance
of the feeder tube. The lid is then placed
in position and clamped on.
While this
is being done the runner tube is taken
from the furnace, placed in position, and
clamped. Then the previously prepared
mould is carefully lowered into place.
During these operations the exit valve
N is left open in order to allow of the
escape of the expanding air caused by
the heating of the air in the vessel by
the hot crucible, feeder tube, etc.
As
soon as the operations are completed
this valve is first closed and then air is
slowly admitted to the vessel from the

tion

compressed

cible.

graving.

Founder

Among
says

is

the innumerable strike threats,

the

"Manchester Guardian,"

notices nothing

SKETCH OF APPARATUS
connected with a compressed air main
through the inlet M, the supply being
regulated by means of a delicate needle
valve; an exhaust valve N i.s also fitted.
A pressure gauge S is provided.
is

The requisite amount of metal is
melted in the manner described above,
except that it has been found convenient
to add the aluminum while the crucible
is still in the furnace; this is done because it was found necessary for this
method of casting

to

work

at

somewhat

higher temperatures. When the last addition has been made the crucible is moved
to one side of the furnace, and the feeder
tube with its steel flange screwed in posi-

so

one

Gilbertian as a de-

mand for less pay. Such a demand,
however, has more than once caused industrial conflict.
In 1884 the Oadby
sockmakers offered to take IVz per cent.
less

wages

in order to attract

work from

whereupon

the
Leicester
operatives offered to take 5 per cent, less
if the masters promised not to send work
to Oadby, and on the offer being declined
wetn on strike to enforce it. Years ago.
too, the miners of Northumberland and
Durham requested that they should not
be compelled to earn more than three
shillings a day, and, the masters not
agreeing, they instituted a strike which
lasted twenty weeks.
The idea behind
the seemingly senseless demand was to|
make the work go round.
Leicester,

I

I
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Description of a New Montreal Plant Which Contains Features
cf Interest to the Brass Foundryman. A Modern and Well-Equipped Brass Foundry is One of the Principal Features of Plant Design

THE

illuslraticn

shown on

this pajie

that of the Montreal plant of
Crare, Ltd., manufacturers of iron
brass valves cf every description and
is

u;ii

size.

To a foundryman perhaps

it

will

appear uninteresting:, but it
reality, most interesting'.
At first glance it would appear
first

is

be

and tnis style of floor makes an ideal
foundry floor.
Having the foundry in

this plant is for the other departments, it is only in connection with the
foundry that I will endeavor to interest

the top storey has no disadvantages, but
on the contrary has evei-ything in its
favor as it provides exceptionally good

the reader.

and ventilation.
In the two succeeding views will be
seen a view in the foundry and one in
the core room, which appear just as
though on the ground floor. The grey
iron foundry and the brass foundry are
both on the same floor but on opposite
sides of the floor, while the core room,
which is also en the same floor, is located midway between them so as to conveniently serve both departments.

of

The

in

to be

a big factory building, including offices
and storage departments, witli mcst likely a foundry somewhere behind it in the
back part of the yard, where foundries
are usually located.
But not so. The
foundry occupies the most prominent
position, not only in the Illustration, but
in the building itself.
Centrally located
in the picture will be seen a peaked roof
section covered and
surrounded v;ith
moke.stacks.
Well, right there is the
foundry, in the top storey of this big
-

building.
is

is without doubt the most important
department, and while a large portion
it

Of course the foundry end of any plant
not usually on a large scale as com-

pared with the other departments, but

company

light

manufactures

valves

such as arc carried in stock on the shelf
of a store as well as valves such as are
seen bring drawn on trucks and drays
to
some engineering construction or
waterworks extension, and incidentally
^11 intermediate sizes.
Some of these
valves are made of brass and some of
iron, while others are made of both brass
and iron com.bined.
The bulk of the
plant, as has been explained, is utilized
in fitting up these valves, but still 'n a
plant of this size the foundry will be
ia^ge in proportion.
The main building is three storeys
iiigh, which, with the basemen'-,, makes
it in reality four storeys, and is built
of reinforced concrete.
The floors are
of creosoted wooden blocks throughout,

A VIEW IN THE BRASS FOUNDRY.

The Core Room
Arranged along the wall are the work
benches made of sheet steel, and each
one fitted with a stool that can be swung
beneath the adjoining bench when desir-

The specially-designed oil-fired furtwo small and one large, are located in the centre of the room.
The
ed.

nac.^;-5,

GENERAL VIEW OF THE CORE ROOM

CANADIAN
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F
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Volume
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door on the larger oven is of the balanced
type, and hand-iron safety guides are
provided on either side to protect the
workmen from the moving weights and
which prevent any one from going directly beneath them when they are in a
raised position. The ovens are provided
with small sectional side doors for observing the progress of the drying proThe transfer trucks which carry
cess.
the cores from the benches to the ovens,
and from the ovens to the stock shelves,
are of the all-metal type, the platforms
beintr supported on compression springs.
This arrangement serves as a cushion
and reduces the possibility of destroying
the cores by the jarring of the truck.

The Brass Foundry

'

'

^ '

^J'/

f} >) }}))

In the brass foundry the pit furnace
and crucible is still adhered to as being
most suitable for this class of brass
founding, and sixteen of these furnaces
are arranged in a row along one side of

the
are
of
as

room.

The

furnaces by means

pneumatic cranes, commonly known
air

hoists.

Two

—

travelling cranes--connect up to these air

each bay
hoists and deliver the metal to any part
of the moulding floor, or more properly
speaking, to any par'c of the pouring
floor, as the moulds are not poured where

one

in

PIPE-BENDING FLOOR PLATES AND HEATING FURNACES

crucibles of melted metal

lifted out of the

they are moulded but are taken from
the snap bench cr moulding machine, as
the case may be, and placed on trucks
and delivered to the desired location and
placed in rows as shown in the illustration, making them convemeiit for pouring.

MADE
TO PLANT OF ALGOMA STEEL

BIG EXTENSION WILL BE
announced that arrangemments
have now been completed for the immediate commencement of construction
of a new structural steel mill by the AlT

T

is

goma

Steel

Corporation at Sault

Ste.

Marie, Ont., at a cost of $6,000,000 to
The product of this new
$7,000,000.
mill is expected to replace the greater
part of the present imports of this maAbout 90 per cent, of the conterial.

sumption

in

Canada

of structural steel

now imported, and it is the hope of
the Algoma Steel Corporation to supply
is

that, or the greater part of it,
Work will begin
Sault mills.

and the construction

is

from the
at once,

expected to take

it was doubtless felt that the
present enormous demand for steel, together with other favorable conditions,
made it desirable to commence operaIn the last report of the Board
tions.
the plan was thus described:
"During the past twelve months the
of capable constructing enservices
gineers were secured to prepare engineering plans for a new universal mill,
consisting of a 40-inch blooming mill,
36-inch rougher and three-stand 28-inch

time, but

The Corporation
months.
15
or
already has four blast furnaces, which
will furnish much of the steel necessary
It is expected that
for the new mill.
.500 men will be lequired for the construction work this winter, to be in-

combination structural and rail-finishing
This mill, in
mills, all motor driven.
addition to rolling beams and channels

creased to 1,000 in the summer, and
when the mill is completed it will reThe immediate
quire 600 operatives.
financing of the venture is made easy
by the possession of ready cash and
of the corporation.
other liquid funds
The last annual report shows current
assets of $13,834,842, while the current
liabilities were only $2,449,790.
The corporation's plans for this mill
have been under consideration for some

longer

12

GENERAL VIEW OF BOILER ROOM

to 24 inches, will ibe able to roll a
substantial steel rail tonnage to meet
the increasing demand for heavier and

up

rails.

satisfied that
there prospective business
to warrant the proposed new construction, but that the new mills of the kind
contemplated are vital to the continued

"Your directors are well

not

only

is

success of the Steel Company. It may
be mentioned that at the present time
Canada imports all structural steel and
of 35 lbs. per
and shapes in excess

vard."

A SECTION OF THE MILL

ROOM
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Technical Education for Foundry Apprentices
Sadly Neglected When
Technical Education is Talked Of, But the Foundry Requires as
Much, if Not More, of Engineering Practice and Skill Than the

The Foundry Apprentice

is

Apt

to

be

Machine Shop
By

THERK
which

no iiuestn.n to my mind
lequires more serious attention at the present time than
There
that of the fovindrx' apprentice.
was a time, not far remote, when boys
xvere bor^ced in aiivance and waited their
turn to be apprenticed to learn the trade
of mouldintr, but that time has passed,
and not without jjood reason, and at the
present time there is practically no one
seekinp admission to the foundry with
Of course the last
this object in view.
few years have been exceptional years
and boys were not anxious to learn any
trade, but uncier normal conditions there
should be as many boys as ever, and
there should be as many applicants for
the foundry positions as for any of the
Now what
others, but there will not be.
is the reason that boys do not want to
learn moulding ?
It is simply lack of
encourajjeinent.
Moulders are looked
upon as being in a sort of lower strata
-^f humanity than what other workmen
are, and the employer does not hesitate
to let them know that he looks upon them
in that light.
Perhaps the employer does
not think he is doing that, but it is precisely what he is doing. It was my privilege during the last few months to visit
several railway shops, and during these
visits I have been shown what the management really felt the most pride in, of
anything in connection with the whole
i.s

and this was nothing more
nor less than a perfectly-equipped school
room with desks and an instructor, and
the apprentices had certain hours each
week when they would be in attendance
in this room and undergo a course of
instruction in engineering and mechanical draughting at the company's expense.
I
asked if all the apprentices in the different departments took the same course,
and was told that it was only for the
machinists and patternmakers.
So I
asked what was being done to improve
the quality of the moulders which were
being prepared for the future and was
informed that they did not bother with
them at all. I also learned that as soon
as they get through with the ones they
had under way they would not take on
any more, but would "break in" laborers
and make moulders out of them.
Now no practical man who had ever
worked at moulding would think of such
an idea.
Moulders cannot be "broken
in" like colts. Moulders, to be profitable
investments for the employers, must
serve time under competent instructors,
and should start younc while the brain is
in a condition to absorb the information
and before the anxieties and worries of
life absorb their entire thoucrhts.
The
trouble comes from rot separating the
oxecutive of the machine shop from that
institution,

F. H.

BELL

of the foundry.
To get the best out of
a foundry it .^hould be under the control
of a man who gives foundry work his
entire attention and who is not hampered

by some one over him who has allowed
his brain to absorb such ideas as "breaking in" moulders.
It is not my purpose in this aiticlo to
belittle the qualificatioTis of a machinist
but rather to bring out some of the features in connection with the trade of
moulding. There is perhaps no class of
workmen which causes he employer as
mu-ch vexation as the moulders, and yet
when we look upon both sides of the
question there is perhaps no class which
has more justification for their actions
than the moulders.
I
know of nothing
which will cut deeper into tlie vitals of
a human machine than to be held in contempt, and therein lies the great secret
of unrest among moulders.
Now what I contend is that to be a
good moulder requires equally as much
brain development as to be a good machinist.
Of course it is a different kind
of work, calling for a different kind of
".bought, but
nevertheless equally as
serious thought.
Moulders are seldom
called upon to be quite as accurate in
their measurements as what machinists
have to be, for the reason that where
great accuracy is required the moulder is
simply expected to leave metal for the
machinist to show his skill upon, and of
course if he gets near the mark he is all
right, whereas the machinist must use
his micrometer and get down to a oneten-thousandth part of an inch (when he
is telling it).
In my own experience I

have visited some machine shops where a
pretty high class of work was being
done, but I always noticed that the highest grade of mechanics, and the ones
whom I was informed were the highest
paid, were the ones who used the hand
tools and fitted the parts to each other,
not to micrometers but to the places
where they v/ere intended to fit, which
fact prompted me to think that much
of the ten-thousandth talk was visionary.
Still we have to admit that the machinist
requires to be accurate in his work to a
much greater extent than the moulder
does. But that is only one point; in other
respects he has every advantage over the
moulder. For instance, his work is right
before his eyes and he has no excuse for,
doine it wrong, whereas the moulder is

working in the dark in almost every move
he makes, and unless he has been pretty
careful to have things about right he
has no way of knowing what has been
froing on inside nf his mould after closing it
But if be is a capable moulder
he will be
well

what

in a position to
to expect.

know

prettv

Now

have said, I do not want to
machinist trade but only wish
to put foundry work in its proper light,
and 1 think I can back up my arguments
very forcibly by pointing to the hundreds
of jobbing foundries on the American
continent which tre run as separate units
and connected in no way with any manufacturing concern, but are profitably selling castings by the pound to manufacturers who have foundries of their own
but cannot make them pay. This is because the jobbing foundry is run by a
foundryman, whereas the manufacturer's
foundry i? under the control of a superintendent who looks upon it as a necessary evil and considers that it can be
filled up with men of the laboring class
who ha\'e been "broken in" to be mouldas

I

belittle the

Now what I propose, and what I
confident will ultimately come to
pass, is for the manufacturer to look
the matter squarely in the face and see
the absurdity of trying to run a machine shop and a foundry under one
head.
The man was never born who
could be a sUccessful machinist and a
successful moulder, and unless a man
has been a successful machinist he would
not count for much as a general superintendent, and as such he is only a stumbling block in the foundry, and he knows
it, but he has to make a bluff at it or
his services are not required.
There is
as much difference between a foundry
and a machine shop as there is betv/een
a farm and
flour mill, and while it
takes both the farmer and the miller to
produce flour, no man would think of
being both, and no machinist can superintend the operations of a foundry any
better than a miller can superintend a
farm or a bread baker can superintend
ers.

am

ii

a mill.

What we want and what

always urge,

is

that

I will

we put the foundry

in a class by itself and under the supervision of men trained for that purpose
and for no other purpose, and that technical classes be established for the bene-

of the boys

who

are to train for these
in the foundry
should be on a par with the conditions
in other departments, and the man in
charge should be under obligations only
to the manager.
With a foundry run
on these principles it should be no trouble
to get good apprentices, as they would
have something to look forward to. Under present conditions, with the manufacturer's constitution saturated
with
the belief that there is nothing to know
in a foundry but what can be done by
laborers who have been "broken in'' from
the ranks of the moulders, it does not
look very encouraging, but if the few
bovs who are now serving at the trade
will put up with the slurs which are
fit

positions.

The conditions
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hurled at them these days they will be
doing' a wise act, because moulders will
be moulders in dead earnest before many
years now, but to be a (•ood moulder
with the dunces which a boy has these
days will require a lot of study, as I
doubt if there is a technical class in
Canada wheje anytiiing is taught on
foundry piactice. I had occasion a sliorr.
time as>o to visit a large technical school
in one of our Canadian cities, and -vas
shown throu<;h all of the departments,
which included a well-equipped machine
shop and tool room, wood-working- of all
kinds, ar.d even to a full-fledged blacksmith shop, but not a sign of a foundry.
I naturally felt stung, so I enquired if
foundry work was not tauglit, and was
infoimel that it would be taught
theoretically, so 1 asked who v/as going
to teach it, and was informed that Mr.
So and So. the instructor in the machine
shop, would devote certain hours to this
subject. Now wouldn't he hand out some
I
suppose he
valuable information ?
would only require to devote a very few
hours to the subject in order to "break
in" the students in this class, so that
they would know the little there was to
know about a foundry, such as melting
twelve to fifteen tons of iron with a ton
of coke, etc.

What

is

cal school

wanted
in

in

every

Canada

is

industrial

a technicentre,

where common-sense foundry practice
can be taught to the apprentices who are
serving ir tlie shop, and also to moulders

who realize that they are lacking in some
Technical schools
details of the trade.
will never teach the boy his trade, but
the foundry business has become so
specialized that it is hard to find a
place where moulding in all its branches
can be learned, and for boys who are
learning in these specialty shops the
technical class would be a big benefit
along with the practical knowledge
which they get in the foundry.

ESTIMATING THE WEIGHT OF A
CASTING
There are two ways of estimating the
weight of a casting. One is to weigh
the pattern and the other is to measure
Tf the pattern is made of dry pine
it.
and the casting is to be of iron, the casting will weigh approximately sixteen
If the
times as much as the pattern.
pattern is of such a design that it can
be measured with any degree of accuracy, the weight of the casting can be
arrived at by multiplying the number of
cubic inches in the pattern by .26, or near
enough by dividing it by 4, as a cubic
inch of cast iron weighs approximalely
a quarter of a pound, or 26 one-hundredths of a pound.
It has always been said that there are
exceptions to every rule, and accordingly there is an exception to this one about
weighing the prttem, and I will relate
an amusing circumstance in which I was
one of the leading figures. I was em.ployed as a moulder in a jobbing foundry with a stove plate man as foreman.
He was a good fellow but he did not
know much about job work. However
a job came in one day which consisted
of a square block 30 inches in diameter

and 7 inches thick. It was for a table
on some kind of a press, and the fellow
was in a hurry, and obviously it was not
gomg to be a difficult mould to make,
so 1 undertook to get it out tne same
(iay.
AL castmg time I was a little bit
benind, and the boss came around and
sai<t: '"How much iroii is that going- to
taive?" and I said: "I liaven't time to
tijiurc it up, just throw it on the scales
and we will get near enough.'' He weighed it, and it weighed 75 pounds, so I told
liiir. that it would take twelve hundredweight to pour it, and he said: "No it
won't take twelve hundred nor even ten
hundred," and he ])roceedcd to argue
that the pattern must be half nails, and
he decided tliat nine hundred pounds
would be an abundance, he could tell that

from the looks of it.
The pattern was made up

four
of
thicknesses of 2-inch plank, but the
planks had been dressed on both sides,
reducing them down to about a quarter
scant, and he justified his argument by
concluding that it would take a lot ot
nails to fasten these planks together and
the nails would make the pattern heavier
than if it had been a block of dry pine.
If by any means we should lose the
casting we would have to bury it as we
only had a small cupola, and we had no
means of smashing such a piece; yet,
knowing all this, the foolish fellow would
take the chance, and he refused to give
me any more than nine hundred pounds
of iron to pour that chunk. When I had
poured in the nine hundredweight I had
it about half full, but having a good big
feeding head we got the entire bunch of
moulders carrying iron in hand ladles
and pouring it down the risor until wo
had it full. When we cam.e to look at it
over nex^ day it was all- right excepting
that the corners were dupped off a little
When
bit, but the customer accepted it.
we weighed it we found that it weighed
I would like
sixteen hundred pounds.
to have had one on the foreman, but I
had no chance as I was four hundred
short in my own estimate and he v/as
seven hundred short in his guess, and
s,ince the casting was saved we all laugh-

ed

it

oft'

and

let it

drop at that.

To make a long story

short, or a short
story long, which ever it might he, the
pattern consisted of a frame made from
two thicknesses of strips with a plank

top and bottom, leaving it all hollow on
If I had taken the time to
the inside.
measure the pattern I would have seen
that it v/ould have figured up to 6,300
cubic inches, which, multiplied by .26,
would weic-h 1,638 pounds, yet the foreman could tell from the look of it that
it would only weigh 900 pounds.
The pattern being hollow, we did not
e-et the weight of the wood which should
have filled the centre, and consequently
we did not get the weight of the iron
which would occupy that spa'-'e either.
0. B. SER"VER.
Toronto.

The United States
Cbicaf".

V-.ave

'«<5ue''

Silica
a

Company,

bulletin He'^cin-

tive of their Flint Silica core

sand and

particular pointing out the advantages of using a dry sand and applying
the oil before mixing in the water.
in
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THE 1920 CONVENTION OF THE
AMERICAN FOUNDRYMEN'S
ASSOCIATION
The board of directors of the American Foundrymen's Association, at their
annual meeting held in Cleveland on
Tuesday, January 13, voted unanimously
in favor of holding the 1920 Convention and Exhibit of the Association in
Columbus the week of October 4.
This unanimous decision was reached
as a result of a careful survey of the
accommodations and advantages offered
by the various cities which had extended invitations.
The Exhibition building;s on the Ohio
State Exposition Grounds afford the
most extensive and best accommodations
that have ever been provided for the
exhibits.
In addition, adjoining buildings provide all necessary accommodations for lecture
halls
and meetingrooms, making possible holding all the
activities of the Association in one place.
Bearing in mind difficulties experienced in the past in securing satisfactory
hotel accommodations, the board gave
careful consideration to what Columbus
could provide and would guarantee, and
as a result were satisfied that the Columbus hotels could and would meet all requirements.
The week of October 4tli
was decided upon as a date when ideal
weather conditions would most likely
prevail.

Columbus is located practically in the
center of the iron and steel industry of
the country.
A radius of 200 miles
takes in all of the state of Ohio, the
western part of Pennsylvania, including
Pittsburgh and Allegheny, the northern
half of West Virginia, the eastern half
of Indiana including Indianapolis, and
the southern part of Michigan including Detroit and the surrounding territory.
A radius of 500 miles, a night's
ride, takes in twenty-two states, including every city in which the conventions
have been held for the past twenty-five
years, with the exception of Boston.
,

SUPPLYING THE FIRE

—

The Man of Law "But, my dear madam, there is no insurance money for
you to draw. Your late husband never
insured his life;
against fire."

he only had a policy

—

"Precisely.
The Wonderful Widow
That is the very reason I had him cremated!" London Passing Show.

—

—

"I've caught a
Staff Photographer
snapshot of the fleeing criminal!"
City Editor "Fine! Now take a time
exposure of the police chasing him."

—

The

fellow,

thusiasm,

is

who isn't fired with enapt to be fired for some

reason.

Excess

is

an

arc'n

enemy

of success.

top-notch effort yields you no happisomething wrong with
there's
ness,
either yourself or your efforts. Sit do-wu
and do some analyzing.
After all, you've got to give full fair
value or you won't last.
If

—
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Various Causes of Grinding

Wheel Breakage

^

There Are Nine Important Reasons Why Grinding Wheels Break,
According to the Author of This Article, Which Appeared in
"Machine Tool Review." A Perusual Will Prove Worth While
By

THE

grinding wheel
one which directly
concerns every wheel consumer as
subject

breakage
the

well as
duct.

of

is

manufacturer of the pro-

Breakage of the wheel affects the consumer as well as the manufacturer of
the product.
affects the conmeans danger to the
it
possibly to others in the

Breakage of the wheel
sumer,
operator and
since

It also involves

shop.

considerable ex-

pense due to the loss of the wheel itself and loss of time in procuring and
mounting another one.
affects the wheel manufacturer,
It
since

it

is

obviously for his interest to

have as few breakages as possible
charged up against his wheels, and since,
if the cause of breakage is clearly due
to manufacturing defects, he will be expected to replace the broken wheel at
his

own

expense.

important, then, that wheel
breakages should be reduced to a minimum. To do this, its underlying causes
should be clearly understood, and it is
with the purpose of making these causes
clear that this article has been written.
Breakage of a grinding wheel while
in operation may be due to any one of
the followmg causes, or to a combination of two or more of them:
1. Centrifugal force due to rotation of
It

is

the wheel.
2. Direct pressure exerted by the work
on the wheel.
3. Heating of the wheel or spindle.
4. Grinding on the side of the wheel
side pressure).
•

•5.

6.

Improper mounting.
Impact on the side of face of the

wheel.

Cracks or flaws

7.

in the

wheel struc-

I'lre.
?.

Lack of balance.

9.

Initial stresses.

unavoidable that these causes
is
should overlap to some extent; for instance, heating of the wheel is a result
It is
of direct pressure by the work.
thought, however, that the list has been
condensed as much as possible to still
retain the desirable property of clearIt

ness.

By

as used here, is meant
force acting betwen the particles of
wheel material per unit of area let us
say in pounds per square inch. Wheel
material is much weaker under tensile
stress

"stress,"

than under compressive stress

smaller fores will
is,
a much
break it if tendiner to pull its particles
apart than if tending to push them to-

that

For this reason, stresses are
gether.
herein specified as tensile or compressive,

HAROLD

E.

JENKS

it
being understood that compressive
stresses are not important as sources of
breakage. Mathematical proof of statenicnts made regarding the amount and
position of sti'esses in wheels is beyond
the scope of this ax'ticle, and is therefore omitted.

Much importance should be attached
although not one of the
existing stresses in a wheel may be excessive, the combination or resultant of
two or more of them may be sufficient to
to the fact that

cause breakage.
Centrifugal

l^orce

the

Due lo Rotation
Wheel

of

In any body which rotates about an
every point
due to centrifugal force, which is the
force tending to make the body fly apart.
In a grinding wheel these stresses are
of two kinds: a radial stress acting in
the direction of the radius of the wheel;
and a tangential stress acting in a direcBoth
tion perpendicular to the radius.
these stresses are tensile. The tangential stress is much the larger of the two,
and reaches its greatest value at the
that is, around the
inside of the wheel
circumference of the hole.
The radial stress has its maximum at
a point from one-third to three-fourths
the distance from the face of the wheel
The amounts of both
to
the hole.
stresses vary as the square of the wheel
speed, which means that if the speed is
doubled the stresses are quadrupled. For
a given peripheral speed and diameter
of wheel, the maximum tangential stress
increases slightly as the diameter of the
hole is made larger, and in cylinder
wheels becomes about 20 per cwt. greater
axis, stresses are induced at

due to carelessnes or ignorance on the
part of the operator.
Direct Pressure Exerted by the
the Wheel

By "direct pressure" is meant pressure
on the face of a wheel directed toward
its centre.
Stresses produced by this
pressure are of two kinds radial and

—

tangential, or frictional.
The radial stress is the same as would
be produced by direct pressure, if the
wheel were not revolving, and is compressive.
It is usually small in amount
and is unimportant as a cause of breakage.
Contact between the particles of the
revolving wheel and the work produces
a frictional force whose amount is proportional to the direct pressure and
which is in the direction of a tangent
to the wheel face.
This force causes
bending stresses along a diametral section of the wheel which are tensile on
one side of the centre and compressive
on the other. These stresses reach their
largest value at the face of the wheel,
and are usually small and unimportant.

—

than

in disc

wheels with ordinary sized

holes.

Since a grinding wheel in operation is
always revolving, stresses due to centrifugal force always exist; and although
it
is probable that comparatively few
wheels in operation break from these
stresses alone, others may easily combine with them and produce breakage.
Reliable grinding wheel manufacturers
test all wheels before they leave the
factory by running them at such speeds
that the minimum safety factor is 2%
and the maximum in some cases as high
as 5.
As a result of this precaution,
practically all breakages that occur from
centrifugal force alone can be traced to
such causes as shifting thouirhtlessly
from large to small pulleys, placing large
wheels on spindles running at speeds intended for small ones, or substitutiner for
a wheel running at the correct speed one
of different errain and grade and lower
In
recommended wheel speed.
other
words, these breakages are nearly all

Work on

Heating of the Wheel or Spindle
Considerable heat is developed at the
point of contact of wheel and work, and
in cases where grinding is done dry the
wheel may become very hot. The stresses
produced by unequal expansion of different parts of the wheel may in this case
reach a large value, and many breakages
are probably due to this cause.
These
stresses are similar to those resulting
from centrifugal force, and are (as in
that case) of two kinds radial and tan-

—

THEY MAY VARY GREATLY
IN AMOUNT ACCORDING TO VARIATIONS IN TEMPERATURE OF THE
WHEEL, AND AN EXACT DETER-

gential.

MINATION OF THEIR AMOUNT

IS

DIFFICUI-T, IF NOT IMPOSSIBLE.
The greatest tensile stress occurs around
the circumference of the hole and hence
combines with the greatest stress due to

centrifugal force.

Heating of the spindle may be produced by tight bearings on the machine;
and if the wheel bushing fits the spindle
tightly, expansion of the latter will cause
stresses of considerable magnitude in the wheel, which, adding to the
maximum stress due to centrifugal force,
may cause breakage.
tensile

'

Grinding on the Side of the Wheel
(Side Pressure)

Many breakages

are directly caused
side pressure, which occurs to a
limited extent when work is being tra-

by

versed across the face of the wheel, but
principally when grinding is done on its

CANADIAN
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Also, particularly in snagging
cperations, large side pressure may be
side.

produced by grinding on or "working"
the corners of the wheel face. The effect
of side pressure is to produce a bending
stress whose maximum reaches all points
of the wheel as it revolves, and which
is tensile on the side of the wheel which
sustains the pressure
on the other.

and compressive

Properly designed flanges used on
wheels of sufficient thickness are the
best protection against breakage due to
side piessure. They not only greatly reduce the maximum stress due to this
pressure, but prevent its attaining its
iiiaximuin at the circumference of tne
hole where it would otherwise combine
with the maximum due to centrifugal
force.

Improper Mounting
This subject is of such importance to
grinding wheel users that it is
thought advisable to first give the following brief statement of the essentials of
all

correct mounting:
Care should be taken that the sides of
the wheel and the sides of the flanges
in contact with the wheel are plane surfaces, in order that an even bearing may
be secured.
The hole should be of a diameter approximately .005 in. larger than the
spindle or arbor on which the wheel is
to be mounted, and must be at right
angles to the sides of the wheel, concentric with the circumference.
No
portion of the bushing should project
beyond the sides of the wheel.
The spindle should be perfectly
straight and threaded in a direction such
that any tendency for the wheel and nut
to turn will tighten the nut.

Flanges are used primarily to transmit
power from the shaft to the wheel, and
for this reason the inside flange must
be keyed to the shaft. Both flanges must
have plane faces at right angles to the
and should be properly relieved
that is, they should be countersunk so
as to bear on the wheel only on the part
shaft,

—

of the side of the flange nearest the rim.
Blotters or some other form of compressible washers should be used between flange and wheel to insure an
even bearing. Their diameter should be
at least as large as that of the flanges.

The nut should be tightened only
enough to properly hold the wheel. Further tightening is unnecessary and undesirable.

Stresses in the wheel due to improper
mounting are particularly important because they all combine directly with the

maximum

due to centrifugal force.
Forcine a wheel on a spindle for which
its hole is too small is extremely likely
to result in breakage, as large tensile
stresses are induced around the circumIf the hole is too
ference of the hole.
it should be carefully enlarged by
scraping until a perfect fit is obtained.
Side pressure producing large tensile
stresses may result from any defect in
mounting which tends to produce uneven bearing between flanges and Avheel,
such as bent or broken flanges; projecting bushings; high spots on bearing sur-

small,

F
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faces of flanges or wheel; flanges not
properly relieved; failure to use proper
compressible washers; flanges of difff'erent diameters, or excessive tightening of
ihe spindle nut.

Impact on the Side or Face of the
Wheel
Probably most breakages due

impact are the result of carelessness or
ignorance on the part of the operator.
It should be borne in mind that stresses
in a wheel produced by a suddenly applied force are very much largei than
those produced by the same force if
applied gradually.
to

The impact of the particles of the
wheel on the work in any form of grinding produces certain stresses in the
wheel, but these are carried more by the
particles in direct contact with the work
than by the wheel as a whole, and are
not important as a cause of breakage.
Cases have been known, however, where
ignorant operators, in order to increase
the speed of cutting, have hacked the
face of the wheel in such manner as to
cause breakage due to this form of
impact.

Breakages are sometimes caused by
bringing heavy pieces of work into too
sudden contact with either the face or
side of the wheel. Carelessness in snagging castings suspended from chain
hoists, for example, might easily produce breakage of this kind.
In work requiring a table traverse,
the headstock or footstock may be run
into the wheel, which will cause wheel
breakages unless something else gives
way first. This is not true impact, but
approaches it on account of the suddenness of application of the force, and results in larger stresses due to side pressure.

Catching of the work between the
wheel and the rest in free hand operations is very likely to cause wheel breakage.
Such an accident may be due to
improper adjustm3nt of the rest or to
lack of attention or ignorance on the
part of the operator, and may have very
serious consequences. This is a case of
true impact, the speed of application of
the force being practically the speed of
the periphery of the wheel.

Cracks or Flaws

in the

Wheel

Structure

Wheel breakage sometimes occurs because of cracks or flaws which are in
the wheel before it is put in operation.
Such defects may be entirely under the
surface of the wheel and therefore not
visible.
Flaws are manufacturing defects, while cracks may be due to faulty
manufacture or to various other causes,
such as carelessness in transportation,
handling, unpacking, or storage.
Due to the fact that the Norton Company uses such extreme care in testing
wheels for flaws and cracks, it is practically impossible for a wheel with such
defects to pass inspection and be shipped
outside the factory.
The "ring" of a wheel, or sound produced by its vibration when tapped
lightly with some solid object, is used
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I

one indication of interior cracks or
A wheel with a clear "ring" is
fairly certain to be free from such defects, although it has been shown that a
poor "ring" does not necessarily mean a
as

flaws.

defective wheel.

Norton Company, how-

ever, in order to be on the safe
rejects all wheels which do not
clear.

side,

ring

After the test by "ringing" the wheel,
wheels of over 5-in. in diameter are
given a speed test at about double the
recommended operating speed, as stated
previously.
This is a very severe test
all

and

is practically certain to eliminate defective wheels.

Rigid

inspection

follows

this

speed

and the wheels are very carefully
packed for shipping in strong boxes
test

made

especially for the purpose.

Breakages due to cracks are therefore
beyond the control of the Norton Company, since these cracks must occur subsequent to the time the wheels are shipped.

Lack of Kalanre

A wheel

that

is out of balance has
stresses of rather complex character. In cases where the lack
of balance is very great, breakage may
result, either from these stresses or from
impact, as will appear below. Lack of
balance may be due to several causes,
the description of which follows:

developed

in

it

Variations in density in a wheel may
cause imperfect balance. However, this
can hardly prove serious in the case of
wheels furnished by any reliable grinding wheel manufacturer, as the homogeneity of structure of such wheels precludes the possibility of a dangerous

amount

of lack of balance.

a wheel goes out of true for any
reason, it will also go out of balance,
since its centre of rotation will no longer be at its centre of gravity.
Wheels
may go out of true from such causes
as a bent spindle, loose bearings, loose
frame, improper use, or from the hacking of the wheel face previously mentinned.
If a wheel is seriously out of
true, it will deliver a series of blows to
work thrust against it, thus producing
large impact stresses. The stresses due
to the centrifugal force of the out of
balance portions of the wheel may also
become large in this case, and will combine with the maximum due to centrifugal force.
If

A

wheel should not be allowed to stand
partially submerged in water or other
liquid, for when it is started in motion
the wet portion is much heavier than any
other and hence the wheel is greatly
out of balance. Several cases of breakage from this cause are known.
During the process of manufacture of
any solid body, initial stresses are sometimes set up in the material of which
Unless great
the body is composed.
care is used in its manufacture, a grinding wheel may have such stresses existing in it. These may be regarded as incipient flaws or cracks, and may combine with other stresses to increase the

maximum stress in the wheel. No method has yet been devised for determining
the existence of initial stresses in wheels.
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NEW AND IMPROVED EQUIPMENT
A

Record

of

Output and
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HAI.L-BEAKIN(;

Machinery Development Tending Towards Higher Quality,

Efficiency

in

Foundry,

Pattern

and

Metal

Work

Generally

Kl.KCTKlC

SAM) KIDDLE
Tho Frestoii

\\

Ov>d\\orkinLr

Jlachinery

have recently init
on the market an electric sand
sifter which is nieetinjr with

Co.. of Preston, Ont.,

phenomenal success.
The illustration shown
general

its

The

exterior

;

jrives

appear-

W

motor is
enclosed in the casin<r and the
elec-tric current is supplied by
means of wire, which is connected to any lamp fixture by simply
removing the lamp bulb and attaching
the wire shown on the machine.
The
motion of the riddle when in operation
is both reciprocating and gyratory, giving it, as near as possible, the human
shake of the practical moulder.
The
one wheel shown will be seen to be on
trunnions, which fit into the slot, shaped
similar to the letter J. When this wheel
is placed as shown it holds up the weight
of a portion of the machine, and, by
grasping the two remaining legs the
machine may be moved about with the
ance.

electric

ease of a barrow. When placed in the
desired position the weight is taken off
the wheel for an instant by simply raising up on the machine so that the trunnions may be shoved out of their bearing and allowed to
go up into the
upper part of the slot. The machine will
then rest on three solid bearings.
This machine not only riddles the sand
for the moulders when moulding but is
a great saving w-hen preparing the sand
after a heat.
Scraps of core as well as
of iron are removed with ease, and the
gaggers, while being separated from the
sand, are at the same time smashing up
the lumps of dry sand, making it much
easier to be tempered and cut over.
For mixing core Sc.rd or facing sand
it is ideal.
It can also be used to advantage in preparing tho cupola, and if
required, can be taken outside the building entirdy. The machine i.s fitted with
ball bearings throughout.

A NEW SAND BLAST HELMET

BAI.I.-BEARING
to the sand blasting machine, it
has other fields of usefulness, equally
as important.

junct

For instance, in the matter of picking
out the cupola it fills a long felt want.
If there is any one job more than another in the average foundry which is
exceptionally disagreeable to the workmen, it is this very job. It is not always advisable to wet down the inside

A new

it

is

durable.

It is strictly

workman can go anywhere, no matter
how bad the dust is. Shaking out hot
molds and digging out dusty pits are
included in the jobs which require
protection for the

workman.

TO FIND THE MELTING POINT OF

ALLOYS
The

melting point of alloys which
melt at a low temperature may be found
by tying a small wire to a piece of the
alloy and suspending it in a pot of
A
water which is gradually heated.
thermometer is kept in the water, and
as the temperature raises the thermo-

sanitary,

throughout of non-rusting
material, which permits it to be scalded
with hot water or steam after the day's
•work is finished, which makes it clean
and pure for the next day's work.
It is so constructed that it is comconstructed

fortable to wear.
The vision opening is so constructed
as to allow the operator a clear view of
his work at all times.
While a sand blast helmet is, as its
name would imply, essentially an ad-

of the cupola to an extent sufficient to
settle all the dust as the mud thus formed is a nuisance and the humidity of the
atmosphere after wetting the hot bricks
is almost unbearable to the workman.
By putting on the helmet, the hbse attached to it supplies fresh air and the

all

sanitary blast helmet has recently been put on the market by J. A.
Spahgler, of Bencon Harbor, Michigan.
The main features of this new helmet
are that it is made of aluminum, is of
light weight, weighing only 22 pounds,

and

SAND RIDDLE

meter

is

watched

SANITARY SAND-BLAST HEL.MET

until the alloy melts.

noted as the melting point of the alloy.
As 212 degrees Fahr. is the limit to
which water can be heated, paraffine
wax is substituted for alloys which require a temperature above 212 degrees.

This temperature

is
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spending a million dollars on a plant to manufacture
automobile tires at Kitchener, and that a Montreal concern is doing a similar act and that one in Toronto is
being enlarged to about double its capacity, all for the
manufacture of one article the automobile tire it shows
the confidence which investors have in the future of Canada.
Other lines, of course, are booming in proportion.
Perhaps it is not genei-ally realized what the tire business
means to the foundry over and above the original fitting
out with machinery. Every tire is made in a cast iron
mold with a cast iron core, and these molds and cores
have to be made of specially prepared iron and fitted up
with the greatest of care and at best they are very short
lived, so it will be seen that there is something for the
foundry in this one item alone.
All told the spring of 1920 is opening up under the
most favorable auspices for Canadians of all walks in
life, not omitting those of the foundry, and it is to be
hoped that the foundrymen will see their way to offer
their men something encouraging and that the men will
be sane enough to accept it and put an end to this nonsensical strike situation which has been pestering the
country during the last year.
is
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One encouraging feature

of the Spring opening is that
can be patched up before the end of
April, May day should be ushered in with tranquillity and
peace should reign supreme throughout the year. A few
lessons to be learned from the strike might save a lot of
trouble in the future. For instance, an old saying is that
"More flies can be caught with a pint of molasses than
if

last year's strike

with a barrel of vinegar," meaning that a little bit of
sweet talk will accomplish much more than volumes of
the other kind, and it is true.
A prominent foundryman told us a few days ago that
he had tried to have a settlement with the molders but
that every time they had a conference it ended with a
row. Of course, he did not say who started the row, but
presumably it was the other fellow. They must have
been using the vinegar instead of the molasses. "Peace
on earth, good will toward all men" and "Do unto others
as we would that others do unto us" are two noble mottoes
and if acted upon will yield results. Let us have no industrial strife this year but let us take advantage of the
wave of prosperity which is coming our way and make
business hum this coming year.

The Business Outlook

Is a Strike Justifiable?

T70UNDRY

business throughout Canada never was better
*•
and prospects for the future never were brighter than
they are today. Take a trip through any of the industrial centres and the story is always the same,
Lots of
work but good men scarce, and coke and iron hard to get
with prices soaring out of reach." It is remarkable how

—

the demand regulates the price. It would not appear to
cost any more to produce pig iron on Tuesday than on
Monday but strangely enough the price raised about
However,
three dollars per ton during that short spell.
the prices are away up, but prices do not appear to count
for so very

—

much now.

In Gait for instance all the foundries are rushed.

One

establishment has an order for a rubber tire plant equipment requiring seven hundred tons of metal. Another
establishment has an order for the equipping of a match
factory in Quebec Province, and will be rushed until about
Another is making ponderous amJuly on this work.
monia compressors, enormous Corliss engines, etc.
All through the city can be seen machinery of every
description and of immense proportions being turned out.
When we
All over the country the same thing prevails.
take into consideration the fact that one company alone

not our purpose to uphold the strike as a means
I of bettering the working man's condition as we know
as well as the workman does, and his employer also, that
other
a strike is a most undesirable last resort, when all
means fail, and that it should be discouraged by every
Neither is it our intention to belittle
possible m.eans.
the medical man, but as a medical man has spoken in a
belittling manner regarding the working man and has
spoken of the strikers as being foes to every form of„
Government the question might be asked, "What would

T

is

the medical men do if their demands were refused?"
The doctors, not so long ago, charged one dollar per
visit, but there are few of the one dollar variety to-day
Now supposing when the doctors raised their rates, what
would they do if the public refused to pay them? They
would simply laugh at the public and if a patient found it
necessary to call a doctor, he would find it equally as
necessary to submit on the question of price. The doctor
sets the price and the public pays it, and the law sees
that they do. In the case of the working men they set
their price and name their conditions and submit them to
the employer, who does not accept them, with the result
" a strike."
The working man does not have the law to
back up his demands, so he backs them up himself. The
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law miffht easily be arranged so that

it

1) 1

AN F

would bear upon

that in the interests of the
all classes alike.
public the doctors should be protected, the law should be
so arranged as to have their prices set for them. As it is
their fees are out of proportion to the income of the average man who has to pay them. The same thinjr is the
They set the price and the
case with all professions.
The working man is about the only man
public pays it.
who is held up to ridicule if he opens his mouth about such
matters.
The working man is apparently supposed to
have the price set for him on the only thing which he has
to sell and also on everything which he has to buy.
Now as regards the strike question, we have to admit
that it has its justification side, but on general principles it
is hard to recommend it as of practical value excepting
Arbitration would seem to have all the
in extreme cases.
points of quality which can be found in the strike, and it
does not leave either party under the stigma of defeat.
Of course if the employer says there is nothing to arbitrate, then we know there is something which he is trying
to conceal, and more drastic measures are in order in his
case, and if the workmen put up the argument that arbitration boards always opposed the working class then we
know that they have something up their sleeves, »vhich
will not stand fire when put to the test.
What we will
always advocate through the columns of this "our only
great Canadian Foundry Magazine" is that the employer
and the employee must be on the same side, and then
the ideal "one big union" will have been accomplished.
If it is felt

UNDRY MAN

There is
but it must not drive him out of existence.
plenty for everyone to have his share of happiness,
and while we do not consider that the laborer is entitled
to the reward which is due to the man who exerts himself and endeavors to be of more value to the community,
we certainly consider it insane to speak of paying him
off with a wage which will simply support "himself alone"
and keep him in such a physical condition as will enable
him to do a good day's work for some more fortunate
one to reap the benefits from, and still more insane to
expect him to accept it.
It is regrettable that any boy should be allowed to grow
up in the 20th century with no other ability than that of
a laborer, but there are other ways of viewing it.
Supposing the working class all became professional men,
who would do the work ?
The profession to which Dr. Garfield belongs certainly
takes good care of itself. The medical fraternity is without a doubt the strongest organization in the world, with
the law of the land at its back, and they use it to the
limit for their own advantage, and yet one of their number would propose throttling the working class, and speak
of them as deadly foes to every form of Government because they make demands which they consider that they
are entitled to.

The Old-fashioned Home
T^HERE

is

—

The Unskilled Laborer
F\r. H. A. Garfield, ex-Fuel Controller of the United
States, in addressing an audience at the Young Men's
Canadian Club, in Montreal a few nights ago, said: "There
is a deadly foe to every form of Government," and in the
course of h-s remarks dilated himself on the wits of
organized labor and of the working class in general and
capped his argument by expressing himself thus: "I
hold this to be the time that the unskilled laborer has no
moral right to demand wages to do more than support
him and himself alone in good health and working conditions."

Had he said "himself and his family" it would not have
had quite such an unsavory touch to it, but to specify
"himself alone" would indicate that the laborer is to have
no wife and no family.
This coupled with the generally accepted argument
that automatic machinery would ultimately do away with
skilled workmen, would place all workmen in the ranks
of the unskilled and consequently of the unmarried, and
families would only be for the elite, and when the unskilled operators of the automatic machines have finally
passed in their cheques and journeyed on to their reward,
leaving no families to fill their positions, the elite families
will, of course, find it first an enjoyable pastime to take
an "automatic" and crawl down into a mine or a sewer
or wherever any laboring is to be done, and start the
"Automatic" doing it. But why continue? This condition will never endure.
It is men of the type of Dr.
Garfield who invite violence.
If an attempt is made to
force the working man into the position advocated by Dr.
Garfield, the working man is perfectly justified in demonstrating his powers, but fortunately there are few sane
employers of labor who are of this ilk. The shrewd business man boasts of his willingness to pay good wages and
do everything in his power to improve the conditions of
the working man if the working man will co-operate
with him, and this is the condition which everyone should
strive to bring about.
Machinery will certainly lighten
the burden of the working man and shorten his hours of
labor as it has already done to a very great extent. Life
is not what it was last century, when everything was
done by hand and long laborious clays of toil were necessary to sustain life.
Machinery will, of course, reduce

—

the necessity of the skilled

workman

in

some channels
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one place

I like

to go, of that there place

I'll

write it's got your fancy dangled homes knocked
higher'n a kite. To enter there's a tonic sure for every
aching bone, that place is sure a wholesome one a real
old-fashioned home.
You seem to feel the home-like stuff before you're quite
inside, there's not a touch of snobbery, of jealousy or

—

pride.

They haven't got those spindley chairs you fear to sit
upon, nor the paper tinted to a shade betwixt the night
and dawn. And cushions ain't piled up in hills, just to be
squinted at; what's more, there is no Turkish rug nor
Oriental mat.
But everything seems just to say, it talks as plain as
mud, "Just come and rest your carcass here, you great
big weary dub. It doesn't make no odds to me how hard
or fast you sit, or whether you wear silk-lined gloves or
just a home-made knit."
Perhaps the carpet's just as plain, 'twas rag made hit
and miss, but it beams and shines and seems to say, this
Folks like to joke about the words in
is a place of bliss.
mottoes on the wall, and 'bout the peacock feathers stuck
resplendent in the hall. And if a spot appears upon the
carpet by a chance, the folks don't throw a fit right off, or
pass into a trance. It aint a very serious crime, it really
aint, by heck
to spot a place upon the wall where flies
have left a speck.
But sweet content is campin' there it comes in like a
flood, and you couldn't chase it out again with a broomstick nor a club.
Let's toast the good old-fashioned home,
with its dear old-fashioned airs, unspoiled by touch of
higher art, nor cursed with three-legg'd chairs. ARK.

—

—

—

CARELESSNESS
From "National

Safety

News"

Born several thousands of years ago.
I am always on the job.
You see the results of my work everywhere.
My work is to "get" you kill you or maim you.

—

You all know
On every job,
I

am

in

am

everywhere, in every shop.
the parks, and in the home.

rne; I

Carelessness.

knowledge is dangerous, where is the man who
has so much as to be out of danger? Use our Library
and Information Bureau as a "Safety" measure.

If a little
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

—

Question. I use a muriatic acid solution as a pickle for steel. Genei'ally, we
experience no difficulty from rusting during subsequent handling prior to plating.
If, for any reason, the operator is prevented from maintaining a regular and
continuous passage of the work through
the dips and baths, the pieces which accumulate from the pickle become very
rusty and require a great amount of
labor and time to restore to a condition
suitable for plating.
We have tried to
avoid the trouble by using common soda
ash solution at various strengths, but
the results were not satisfactory.
May
we obtain your help'

—

Answer. After the pickled steel is
removed from the pickling solution,
rinse thoroughly in cold running water,
then immerse the steel in a solution of
lime water made by adding 8 oz. of lime
to each gallon ol water used.
Slack the
lime before adding to the water. Allow
the steel to remain in the lime water a
few seconds, if the solution or the steel
is kept in motion during the treatment

wire

scratch

—

—

stead of the coal oil if the use of latter
causes extra labor in subsequent preparation for lacquering.

—

wish to obtain some information about the production of a
The
pea-green finish direct on brass.
Question.

final finish

I

must be lustrous

A

to a certain

dead finish will not meet our
requirements. The greens which I have
obtained thus far are not such as can
be produced commercially with profit.
The article to be finished is a brass castting in tablet form and has a very simple
design on face side.
Answer.
Polish the surface of the
casting, then treat with pumice and
extent.

—

binish

will

Now

suffice.

4 oz.; chloride of lime, 4 oz.; ammonium
chloride, 4 oz.; water, 1 gallon.

A momentary immersion is sufficient,
remove and allow casting to dry in the
A green color will form, now
stipple the surface just a little with a
bristle
brush which may be merely
dampened with clean water. This treatair.

ment

produces the variegated tones
which are essential to correct appearance
finished article.
When well dried,
lacquer in ordinary manner and then
apply a thin coating of wax by using a
soft buff or fine circular bristle brush.
In this manner a semi-lustrous finish is
obtained which is very attractive.

of

AMERICAN

ELECTRO-PLATERS'

SOCIETY, TORONTO BRANCH.

will

Question. How can we produce the
"Old Brass" finish on electrical fixture
chains which have
been brass-plated,
without application of brush as is usual
in the production of "Old Brass" finish?
Answer. Tumble the chains in maple
sawdust moistened with a little coal oil.
Use medium grade of pulverized pumice
with the sawdust to effect the correct
deadening of lustre. Only a little pumice
will be needed.
Water may be used in-

and Polishing Industry.

wash the casting and immerse same in
a solution composed of copper nitrate,

1919-1920.

Officers for

Remove from lime water, rewash

depends upon the amount of soap used
per gallon of water and also upon the
nature of the soap. Whale oil soap is
often used. Oakite No. 2, together with
a good soluble oil, is also employed.
Keep the soap solution near boiling point
when in use and and allow the steel to
dry off by evaporation only.

the Plating

in

water to produce a dull surface. Use a
tampico brush as medium for application
of the pumice, or a stubby circular brass

assist in obtaining best results.
in cold
water and place in a boiling solution of
soap and water. The soap solution will
form an invisible coating over the steel
which will prevent rusting for several
days.
The durability of the soap film
it

Used

etc.,
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John
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portant

in

avoiding

arise from tumbling
the articles being treated.

difficulties

action

of

—

Question. Our nickel plating plant
has been unusually busy during the past
four months and we note that the nickel
solutions
which are made from the
double nickel salts give us much more
trouble than one which we made from
the single salts of nickel. The greatest
trouble is peeling.
We have built the
solution up repeatedly, but it soon becomes troublesome. We will admit we
are crowding all the work possible
through the solutions and must continue
to do so for an indefinite period in future.
Should we use larger proportions
of conducting salts or make addition of
metal salts more frequently? This latter method appears to us as being a
very expensive method.

—

Answer. You have correctly judged
the cause of the short life of your double
There is a limit
salt nickel solution.
to the powers of any solution, and during the same period in which the double
nickel salt solution was originated and
successfully used, there was no reason
Recent
to desire more rapid plating.
years have introduced causes which have
created an almost feverish condition in
the plating world, and overcrowding has
been the direct result. Then came the
effect

PLACE AND DATES OF MEETING

factor

which

known

as

commercial nickel de-

This term signifying thin films
deposited
on poorly-prepared
hastily
If you must continue to oversurfaces.
work your nickel solutions, we would advise frequent and regular attention with
respect to maintenance of correct metal
posits.

The Occident Hall, corner Queen and
Bathurst Streets, Second Thursday of each
8 P.M.

month, at

—

Question. Please furnish me with a
formula for a nickel solution which may
be used in mechanical plating apparatus
employed in plating direct on small steel
articles.

I

want a durable deposit

of

moderate lustre, and white in color.
Answer. Use a voltage of at least

—

See that all connections are
clean and contacts perfect.
Use a cylinder with suitable
at
perforations,
correct speed for the work to be treated.
Keep anode sui'face large and do not
allow slime to accumulate in bottom to
a depth sufficient to cover lower ends of
anodes. This is a careless practice and
not only reduces the volume of the solution but creates a dirty condition which
results in poor results generally.
The
solution we suggest is: Double nickel
salts, 10 oz.; single nickel salts, 4 oz.;
Epsom salts, 4 oz.; water, 1 gallon.
Dissolve the nickel salts in boiling water
and add the Epsom salts. We would advise giving each batch of work longer
treatment than is usually suggested by
manufacturers of mechanical plating apparatus. You will have to determine the
5

volts.

exact time by experiment. Some forms
will permit of longer treatment than
Proper loading is also an imothers.

The additions of metallic salt
should consist of the single salts inNeutralizastead of the double salts.
tion to be effected by use of moist nickel
carbonate.
A density of seven degrees
or eieht degrees Beaume will prove
satisfactory if the temperature of the
solution does not get lower than 65 de70 degrees to 80 decrees
grees Fahr.
is a very safe range to work with. Some
platers are using nickel chloride with
splendid results, but for your purnoses
we believe you will succeed without the
extra expense which this chemical enKeep your anode surface large
tails.

content.

and

in

good condition.

—

Question. May I ask you to kindly
publish a formula for a copper solution
which would be suitable for plating steel
sheets and steel tubes of various sizes
but of uniform shapes ? A solution which
will produce moderately heavy coatings
quickly

desired.

is

—

A warm

cyanide copper
requirements
tank
steel
sheet
Use
a
nicely.
equipped with iron steam coil and keep
the solution at a temperature of about
Use a voltage of 5
150 degrees Fahr.

Answer.

solution

^vill

meet

your

CANADIAN
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to 6 volts and a current density sutticient to produce a velvety matt copper
surface upon the work in 10 to 15 minPTacc steam coils at side of tank
utes.

instead, of on

bottom and do not allow
of steam to enter coiis

pressure
while the solution
ful

ing

violent

is

thus avoidsolution and

in use,

circulation

of

attendant troublesome effects when solution becomes slightly chai'ged with insoluble matter from various sources.
The solution is made by dissolving 10
oz. of sodium cyanide per each gallon of
water required and then adding 4^2 oz.
of plastic copper carbonate per gallon
of solution. Dissolve the carbonate in a
portion of the solution contained in a
stoneware crock before adding to the
plating tank.
Electrolyze for a few
hours by using a very small cathode and
large volume of current.
Test for deIf
posit by using a piece of sheet steel.
color is pinkish and the deposit smooth
and uniform, clean and adherent, proceed to use for regular purpose. Watch
anodes, if they become black after short
period of operation add more cyanide;
if deposit becomes streaked or has brown
patches, add more copper carbonate dissolved in cyanide.
Occasional additions
of cyanide will be necessary. Carbonate
will not be required after solution is once
working properly if cyanide content is
maintained at proper point
and the
maximum current density employed.

READERS' QUERIES AND

COMMENTS
CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN:

Editor,
On the cover of your

January
was an advertisement which was

issue
really

as good as an editorial article.
And
while it was primarily an advertisement
for a brand of sand, it contained three
points of
interest, which are of
inestimable value to core makers, and to
a considerable extent to other members
of the foundry fraternity.
One feature is that pure silica is the
best material to make a core from, which
noint I am prepared to back up from
my own experience. Another exceptionally valuable point which I never conceived of, and which is simple to see
through, is that to mix rilica sand with
a certain percentage of oil, and
the
balance with water, the sand should be

dry and should be thoroughly mixed with
the oil first, aft°r which the water is
to be introduced. If the sand is wet the
oil does not get a chance to take hold of
it and a "mat Heal more oil is required.

The other point is the man who discovered thi<^ read his trade paper and got
himself posted on
what wa*; already
known and then he proceeded to work
from this knowledge. I can agree with
the idea of readinc the trade papers,
particularly when you get so much valuable information for so little money, .and
in my own case I have received actual
value from reading that advertisement.
T believe that as much is gained by reading the advertisements as from any other
part of a magazine.

The Editor: Can you give me information

regarding

a

coated

string

which

FO UNDRY

MAN

may be used for venting crooked cores,
and can you recommend the idea, and
will you explain how to make it?
Vnswer. This mateiial is for sale by
most foundry supply houses and can be
bought for less than you could make it
for, unless you went to a lot of expense
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around any shape. It is left in the
and when the core is being baked
the heat molLS the wax, which is absorbed by the core sand, leaving a fullto fit

core,

—

sized vent hole with a fine cord in ii,
out, leaving a clear

which soon burns
passage.

This material

advertised in
under the
and I certainly

is

CANADIAN FOUNDRYM.\N

consists of a fine string covered with
wax. It can be placed in the core while
the core is being made and can be made
I'

heading of "Vent Wax,"
can recommend

it.

FOUNDRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION
SANITATION CODE— Continued
(The Code agreed

to

KL — No locomotive, while discharging
smoke, shall remain inside a foundry
during working hours except during
such periods as may be necessary for its
entrance and exit, but this regulation
shall not apply to locomotive cranes or
steam charging machines.
K5. No foundry in which zinc-bearing metals are melted or poured shall
hereafter be installed in a room less than
fourteen (14) feet in height from the

—

lowest point of the ceiling to the floor,
except that where the roof is of peak,
saw-tooth, monitor or arch construction
the minimum height of the side walls
such
If
may be twelve (12) feet.
foundry is installed in the front part of
the building the ceiling shall be in every
part not less than six (6) feet, six (6)
inches above the curb level of the street
in front of the building, and if such
foundry is installed entirely in the rear
part of a building or extends from the
front of a building to its rear, the ceiling shall not be less than throe (?>) feet
above the curb level of tlie street in front
of the building and the foundry shall
open on a yard or court which shall be
not less than six (6) inches below the
level of the floor.
Kfi.
If, after this safety code is approved, the operation of any foundry in
which zinc-bearing metals are melted or
poured shall be discontinued for not less
than fifteen (15) consecutive days, it can
thereafter be reopened for the same purpose onlv by comnlying v/ith the provisions of Section K5.
No female shall be employed in
LI.
a foundry unless upon examination by a
competent nurse or physician it has been
determined that she is of normal health,
si7e and weight.

—

—

—No female employed

in a foundry
any object exceeding thirty-five
(.35> nounds in weight unless she uses
mechanical means by which her physical

L2.

shall lift

effort

is

limited

to

thirty-five

(3'))

nounds.

General Regulations

Ml.

— Regulations

affecting

industrial

establishments generally in respect to
the safeguarding of transmission machinery, miscellaneous machinery, ele^'ators, stairways, platforms, or relating
to sanitary conveniences and first-aid
equipment, not included in this code, shall
apply with equal force to foundries.
Nl. This code may be modified or
suspended in whole or in part by the
proper state authority in respect to ex-

—

by the A.F.M.

1917)

in

foundries
reason therefore
isting

if

good and

is

submitted.

sufficient

Recommendations
01.

— Accident

prevention will be en-

couraged by the formation of safety
committees among the men. All foremen should take a personal interest in
accident prevention and arc e.xpected to
set an e.xample of carefulness.
02.
Strict enforcement of workshop
regulations is one of the best methods

—

of accident prevention.

—

has been proved that 75 per
can be eliminated
by educational methods; therefore, the
use of bulletin boards, motion pictures,
safety meetings, and suggestion boxes
should be encouraged.
03.

It

cent, of all accidents

—

04.
First-aid kits should contain: One
2-ounce bottle castor oil for eye irritatations. Two 3-ounce tubes; of burn ointment (3 per cent, bicarbonate of soda
One 2-ounce bottle 3
in petrolatum).
antiper cent, alcoholic iodine as an
One 2septic for injuries that bleed.
ounce bottle of white wine vinegar for
nose bleed and as a neutralizing agent
One 2-ounce bottle
for alkaline burns.
4 per cent, aqueous boric acid, an antiOne 2-ounce bottle
septic eye wash.
aromatic spirit of ammonia for headache, nausea, dizKine,ss, heat prostration,

and

where

spirituous

liquors

would

otherwise be used. One 2-ounce bottle
.Jamaica ginger, 73 per cent, of alcohool,
25 per cent, ginger, for cramps, bowel

One piece of flannel
pains, chills, etc.
24 by 36 inches, for use as a soft bandage.
One and one-half ounces of abOne 3-inch x 10soi-beiit cotton in roll.
yards gauze bandage. One 2-inch x 10yards gauze bandage. Two 1-inch x 10yards gauze bandage. One spool, 1-inch
X 5 yards, adhesive plaster. Six sealed
packages 6 x 36 inches, sterile gauze.
tourniquet. One pair scissors. One
pair tweezers. One triangular slin<r. One
wire-gauze splint for fractures. Twelve
One teaspoon.
assorted safety pins.
One metal cup. One medicine glass. Two
medicine droppers (one for boric acid
and one for castor oil). Three paper
Supply of first aid redrinking cups.
cord cards for notifying doctor or other
responsible party of any wounds dressed
by first-aiders, to assure follow-up attention.

One

—

05.
A room should be provided and
kept in sanitary cotidition for employees'
use to eat their meals.
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Scraps from the Foundry Scrap Pile
J. S. Tail, of J. S. Tail

&

Co., Limited,

Vancouver, B. C, has purchased all the
stock of the Vancouver Pipe and Foundry Company of that city.
The Three Kivers Steel Foundry, Ltd.,
are making considerable extensions, and
installiiifi" new machinery at their plant
at Three Rivers, Quebec.
The United Iron Works and Machine
Co., Haileybury, Ont., are investigating
different sites, and when one is secured,
will erect a foundry at a cost of $75,000.
\Vm. Kennedy & Sons, Ltd., Owen
Sound, are making large extensions to
their plant and will engage more extensively into the manufacture of marine
machinery.

The Gates Refractories, of Montreal,
have opened a Toronto office in the St.
James Chambers, at the corner of Adelaide and Church streets, in charge of
J. F. Alexander.
The Gait Foundry Co., Gait, Ont., are
building a large addition to their plant,
and will manufacture sprinkler stokers,
They intend, before long, to make
etc.
further extensions to their buildings.

The Erie Stove and Manufacturing

Company

of Canada, Limited, has been
incorporated to manufacture heating apparatus, etc., at Montreal, Quebec. The
leading figures in the enterprise are
Frank B. Common, Francis Bush, Herbert and W. Jackson, and the capitaliza-

The Massey-Harris Co. has acquired
property, including 100 acres of land, at
Weston, Ont., and will erect more buildings and embark into the manufacture
of gasoline tractors and other farm implements in that town.

—

Will Build Foundry. A building perfor
by the
has
been
applied
Company,
Dominion Steel
Products
Brantford, for the erection of a new
foundry at a cost of $55,000. The building will be 160 feet by 100 feet.

mit

—W.

Hamilton.

B.

Champ, president

of

Hamilton Bridge Works Company,
says that owing to the exchange situa-

the

tion they may find it necessary to close
the plant, since the price of material
that must be bought in the tJnited States
exchange
is almost prohibitive with the
added.
Other local firms are also hit

hard.

—

Gait Plant Grows. For the third time
in four years Gait Brass Company has
found it necessary to enlarge its plants
to handle increased business. Plans have
just been prepared for a new foundry
building 138 by 58 feet and an extension
Both
to vitriol plant 90 by 40 feet.
buildings will be of concrete, steel and
brick construction, and work will be
started as soon as weather permits.

Malleable

Iron

Plant

Burned.

—The

main building of

Preston, Ont., manufacturers of
pattcrn)nakers' and other woodworking

the inalleable iron
foundry at Merrickville, Ont., owned by
T. G. Kyle, was destroyed by fire on
January 27, with a loss approximating
It was partly covered by in$20,000.
surance and will be immediately rebuilt
An interesting
and put in operation.
story could be told of the early history
Merrickville
interested
of
if
some
Merrickville
would take the
citizen
trouble to advertise his town, as it was
here that the first malleable iron foundry
in Canada was built, and it was for a
number of years the only one in Canada.
In addition to the Kyle Malleable Iron

machinery,

Works,

tion

is

$200,000.

The R. \'cDougall Co.. Gait, Ont., are
making a number of extensive, additions

Two large three-storey
storehouses and a large new elevator
shaft are the principal additions to the
buildings.
In the foundry I hey are preDaring to move the cupolas to a more
suitable position and erect large
allmetal charging floors.
to the plant.

The Preston Wood-Working Machinery
Co.,

electric

foundry

riddles,

snider m.ills, etc., are preparing plans for
a hundred-foot square extension to their
plant which will be proceeded with as
soon as the frost is out of the ground in
the spring.
This company have only recently entered the field of foundry equipment but
are meeting with satisfactory responses
from the trade. Tbey are also doing a
fairly large export trade in their wood-

working machinery,

mainly

to

Great

Britain.

Stove Co.

Damage

The Canadian General

Electric Co. of
Ont., contemplate .spending
$fi00,U00 and $1,000,000 on new

buildings and now equinmont. This will
include a moulding shop. Work is to commence on the now building in June, and,
when completed, will add between a
million and a million and a half to the
Peterboro' company's payroll.

fo the extent of $6-'),000

was

caused to the plant of W. J. G. Grey,
corner of Esplanade and Church Street,
Toronto, by fire of unknown origin between 6 and 7 p.m. January 26. The

company manufactures

flour

mill

ma-

chinery as well as bakery and other machinery and were very busy at the time

A

large new addition to the
erected, the joists of
which were in place, but the floors were
Chief
William J.
not laid, and Fire
Russell, head of Toronto's fire-fighting
forces, nearly lost his life by falling between the joists. Soveral other firemen
were more or less severely injured, but
none seriously. The plant will be rebuilt at onco, but in the meantime 150
of the fire.

plant

Peteiboro,

between

this town supports another good
sized iron works, the Percival Plow and

hands

was being

will

be temporarily unemployed.

The Chicago Flexible Shaft Company
opened a New York office, February 1st,
the distribution of their furnaces,
forges
and
heat-treating equipment.
This office will be located at 350 Broadway and will be in charge of J. W.
Lazear, formerly with the Brown Instrument Co. of Chicago.

for

The Mead Morri.son Mfg. Co., East
Boston, manufacturers of hoisting and
conveying machinery, have purchased
the plant of M. Beatty & Son, at Welland, Canada.
The Canadian plant occupies about nine acres of land and heretofore has been engaged in the manufacture of hoisting and dredging machinery.
It will be operated by the Boston company as a Canadian branch and such
alterations and additions will be made
as are required to adapt it to the new
work.
Messrs. Hall and Pickles, 64 Port St.,
Manchester, England, have issued a
booklet descriptive of their well-known
"Hydra" brand of high speed tool steels.
An account is given of the different
brands of tool steels made by this firm
and the work to which each is adapted,
together with instructions
for
heat
treatment.
The major portion of the
booklet is given over to data relative
to high speed steel and tables listing
A
sizes and shapes carried in stock.
valuable feature is seen in the excellent
tempering chart
and chart of heat
colors, which have evidently been prepared with considerable care.
The Taylor Instrument Companies,
Rochester, N.Y., have issued the 1919'
edition of their GenenaJ Industries Catalogue of Tycos instruments. This catalogue lists the temperature instruments
manufactured for the r-equirements of
manufacturing and industrial operations.

Thermometers

of

all

types,,

hydrometers, viscometers, pyrometers,,
both indicating and recording, temperature control apparatus are listed, and a
valuable feature of the catalogue which
will commend itself to the engineer is
thirty-two pages of ready reference
tables applicable to industrial uses.

—

Foundry to Rebuild. Fire which broke
out in the main building of the Kyle Malleable Works, Merrickville, gutted the interior of that part of the foundry comTotal destruction of the entire
pletely.
plant was prevented by the well-directed
efforts of the volunteer fire brigade and
for
some time it was questionable
whether they would succeed in saving
the remainder of the building. Mr. Kyle
states that he will have the works in
operation again in three weeks. He does
not intend to rebuild the building to its
three stories but will
original height
modem plant,
more
a
construct
The
housed in a one-story structure.
loss was heavy but is fairly well covered by insurance.

—

—
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Some

Interesting

Extracts

Remarks on the Use

From a Paper Read Before

of Oil

the Institute of Petroleum

Technologists
By SIR PHILIP DUMAS,

C.B.

combustion engine for merchant shipning I compute that roughly a hundred
moi-ninsT by Lord Fisher, and told
mdlion sterling per year is wasted, and
economused
and
used,
and
to bo tapped
that he had selected me to serve as
something likt a half of all the oil proprecompi^nits
.^rc the great oil
ically,
Royal
the principal secretary of the
duced in the world is clean thrown away.
paring for the inevitable future exhausCommission on Oil Fuel and Enirines. I
Of course it would be easy to produce
these,
purchasing
by
fields
their
tion of
no
knew nothins: of the subject whatever,
figures in .support of what I say, but
in
researcTi
systematic
and carrying out
them, and
understands
or
but Lord Fisher was enthusiastic, and as
to
listens
one
method
good time into the most economic
he has always proved ris;ht in the lonjr
indeed it is wise, considering how easy
Of
of extraction of the oil and its use ?
I got
afternoon
That
accepted.
run. I
b-^en
it is to manipulate them.
has
deal
greal
a
course I know that
and
hold of Sir Boverton Redwood's hook
But indeed, and indeed it is true that
now
even
done in this direction, and
most
internal-combustion
others, and passed some of the
the advent of the
companies are exploiting the shale fields
one
fascinatinsr hours of my life in the realwill save vast sums, and when
engine
but
localities,
many
in
of Great Britain
value,
of
waste
vast
ization of the importance of the subject,
the
over
thinks
above
and
one wants it on a larger txale,
and that I had happily come in touch
power and ef\"iciency in burning oil to
production at home.
all, to increase our
facthe
all
\v\th probably the greatest existent
raise steam, it should reduce
good
produces
know
we
shale
The Dorset
effiof oil to tears; that is untor for sound economic advance and
owners
happv
the
of
some
with
and useful oil, which,
fact that
ciency in many of the engineering probless ihey are ignorant of the
sulnhur extracted, can be mixed with
away.
thrown
being
are
lems "of the future, and that here was a
their fortunes
purer types and so used to advantage.
great
understand I would say
real help towards Buckle's third
do
who
you
of
To
owners
the
Shortly, very shortly,
you
cause for the decline of the warlike spirit
that in the inter^'als of weeping
realize its efall ships and engines will
locomotion.
realizthe
over
ponder
in producing better means of
constantly
should
and present cheapness, the cry
really
On the other hand, I also realized, and ficiency
there
ation that with its arrival on a
arise for it everywhere, and
will
a
had
never
that
liff. of your oil fields,
almost as quickly,
the
scale,
large
requireof our
is only one-twentieth
well
splendid natural source of power been so
army ard incidentally your fortunes, may
ments." So again I say, nut your
inefficiently sought for and controlled,
the neighborhood of another
to
extend
preat
army
small
of experts— a very
that although to be found everywhere,
hundred years.
on to systematic resent, I am afraid
the supply was comparatively limited in
With that pondering will come the deit will prove
and
shale,
regards
as
search
volume, was being wasted, and that as
to forward the development
termination
sysany
Indeed
while.
well worth your
engine, but
things were, even then it could not last,
internal-combustion
the
of
unhappily
will
tem of production of oil
your ponwith
on
get
and I may go as far as to say t'^at dursake
heaven's
for
be eventually well paid for by the war.
that, as
of
solution
ing the progress of the Royal Commisthe
dering and let
This war has been largely v.-ago-l on oil.
sion, by much evidence from the greatest
great advances, come from
other
all
so.
with
wholly
nearly
The next one will ba
authorities on the subject, these opinions
Great Britain.
"Blood and
ar.d Bismarck's dictum of
of mine were constantly fortified.
read
Up to date I am given to understand
would
un-to-date
brouaht
iron"
with a
the
It seems to me that anyone
the big experiments are still in
once
that
yet
Therefore
"Blood and oil."
other foreignand
grain of imagination can foresee motor
Germans
the
of
hands
oil,
asain I say. Find and conserve your
launches, motor lighters and motor lorThe Germans! Good God!! I know
ers
and in so doing it mav well prove that
ries at work ir. tens of thousands before
and the Germans through and
Germany
this
country
vour
^^ou will preserve
lone, and at the same time liquid fuel
man for man, you are betand
throui-'h,
and
oak
England, v/hich, with a heart of
will be required for shipping, oil engines
are in geology, chemistry,
they
ter than
reset in a silver sea, quite naturally
and the huge number of motor cars and
in just as great a deengineering
to
and
type
creosote
the
of
quires something
aeroplanes which but a few years will
in fighting.
P-ree as vou proved to be
keep it sound.
and employ
see in the possession of everyone.
endow
and
fact,
that
Realize
Here indeed is the type of engine of
Meanwhile and for the near future the
or as it is a case of
Englishmen—
youno'
we
that
true
rtally
it
is
the future, and
say a
value of oil for the advance of civilizaan engine perhaps I had better
cannot get the internal-combustion enthis
develop
tion and the increase of production is
and
devise
Scotsman—to
Literally I do
gine on^ large scale?
such that the most minute and sysworld.
the
ereat want of
not believe it, and I beg you not to listen
lose.
tematic search should be made for it
Recollect that there is no time to
tones of our experts
despairing
the
a
to
such
making
we
Are
Danes
everywhere.
and
Dutch
Germans,
the
Already
who say it is impossible. Rem.ember that
and
really systematic study of the sources of
have had a measure of success,
the very fact of being an expert means
crude oil in the world, or indeed trainno actually all-British
there
meanwhile
and
experience
in
that he has gained
ing and employing a sufficiency of geointernal-combustion engine on the maryoung
lost in imagination, th.at few are
England
logical experts to carry out the work''
ket at all. And yet you have in
men, and to those the future belongs,
probably
I fear the answer can be but no, and yet
I hope in this room—
to-day—
revert
memories
your
and 'further, let
there are thousands of able ar.d advensubject,
the greatest living expert on the
preachto that very instructive sermon
worth
turous young men in England with
are
experience
and
brains
whose
ed from the stage a few years ago and
who
brains to be trained and used, and you
to any one or group of you
millions
"
preach
to
you
beg
T
called "Milestones
should do it.
once.
catch him at
to
enough
wise
mind
is
not
do
its advent everywhere, and
Also can anyone doubt that there are
When you leave here to-day I beg of you
Of course, it
if people deem you foolish.
vast fields of oil yet to be located ? Why,
been the
and
to try "and find out what have
come,
will
it
and
come,
has got to
twice in my life, once in the Indian Ocean
admirable firm called
that
of
profits
abominthe
"'ith its arrival will cease
and again on the West C-i.ast of Africa,
Burmeister and Wain in the past few
oil by
.nble scandal of wasting precious
I have steamed through oil, and the atfirm
years, and form a similar British
boilsrs.
under
it
burning
mosphere reeked of it. It is up to the
If I had
millions.
own
your
make
with
and
and
sufficiently,
Preach its advent
wealthy companies thank
great and
any capital—but for thirty-seven years
comparable
it the inventor will arise: one
God for competitive monopolies and
officer, so, of
I was an underpaid naval
with Watts, and a greater than Sir
to search for and locate the
capitalists
I would make them
I have none
course.
will
he
incidentally
and
Charles Parsons,
sources.
myself. Believe me they are just waitthe other
And we know of and suspect vast de- command what I saw called
wise
ing for the first of you who is
day, a Rockefeller fortune. Largely owposits of shales hundreds of thousands,
pick them up.
to
enough
internalsuitable
a
of
ing to the lack
probably millions of square miles of sucTi

IX

JULY,

1912,

I

was sent for one

deposits of great depth: indeed an enormous and overwhelming source of power

—

—
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—

—
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There

is

No Unh ersal Panacea

for

Unrest

Personal Observations of W. R. Basset,
President of Miller, Franklin, Basset &
Company, of 347 Madison Avenue, New

is

want Us to believe that
a magic formula which

can be invoked to cure all of the
labor diseases in whatever plant or part
of the country they may be found. Some
have secret processes guaranteed to
bathe the face of the erstwhile discontented workman with peaceful, beatific

of

The workers

diff'er in

their ideas,

hose

W.

American born workers with their respect for American ideals of govern-

One demonstrates how pretty fiveroom cottages with a trellis and a garfied,

And so it goes. We have a thousand
or so industrial districts in the United
states, each with its own living condioutlook on life, education and nationalities. In some districts the men are largely thrifty; in some not.
Some are largely home-owners
capitalists in a small
way; some are irresponsible fioaters. In
some towns there is a preponderance of

smiles of content.

den

workman's disapproval by means of the
group economy bonus.

tions.

undoubtedly made self-satishard-working pillars of sotiety out

W.'s in a certain town.
Another proves that in an Ohio factory the
men settled down to a life work of making the boss happy as soon as they were
given a voice in the management of the
business.
And so it goes through the
whole list of the cures, whether they be
profit-sharing, old age pensions, collective insurance, lunch rooms or baths.
I.

The deuce of it is that every one of
these cures have been eff'ective in many
plants in bettering the temper of the
men.
But in many other plants, the
same methods have failed miserably.

The trouble is age-old. It is another
manifestation of the belief in panaceas,
the philosopher's stone, and the fountain
of youth. They can't be found.

—

ment; elsewhere they are mostly foreigners, here only to get the money and go
back.

Here we

A

pleasant

home makes

worth
self-respecting men, and so
conduces to his being better content with
life

for

his job.

But there are a

lot of

manu-

facturing concerns which cannot finance
such a development. Then there are a
lot of foreign-born workmen who will in
a week turn a model home into a pigpen. I know, for I've seen it.

men more or less of a voice
in the management of a business has
worked fine in plants where the men
Giving the

really wanted to be happy at their work;
where they still retained a wish to be
craftsmen. But in a plant where radical teachinp-s have sunk into the men;
where the direct-actionist idea of seizing

—

capital has a hold the plan is too
mild to suit the men. Strongly unionized
plants under the dictation of powerful
labor leaders are not as a rule to be
successfully organized under Industrial
all

Democracy.
Piece rate wage-payment plans are
usually successful with a thrifty set of
men.
But in one plant I recently
studied a wage incentive failed to spur
workers to an easily obtained maximum
earning. This plant was in a small town
where the living costs were low. Had
it been in a laree city where it cost more
to live, the workers would undoubtedly

have needed more money and might have
increased production to get it. As it was,
we had to invoke the fear of the fellow-

find

most of the men have at
school education and

common

read good papers; there they do not
speak nor read English but get their information from imported radicals and
"reds."

With such wide variations in the type
of labor from town to town and between
different industries, it should be apparent
that the employer's problem is almost an
individual one. That makes it out of the
question to buy a ready-made "system"
which can be put into operation in any
plant.

know

—

We don't teach these fundamentals of
economics in our public schools, and you
may be surprised therefore to find that
even some of your well-up executives are
not well enough informed on these basic
principles to offer a better

argument

to

Bolshevik teachings than "Oh bunk!"

The radicals know of

ignorance
should combat
their false teachings with true ones.

and work upon

it.

this

We

perhaps digressed from my
but I did want to show
that there is a need for basic education
throughout the whole labor structure.
With this fundamentally sound foundation each employer can then go about
I

have

main subject

—

getting the co-operation of his men in
own way with a much better chance
for success.
his

He can do this in any way he pleases;
but if he is wise, he will be careful about
experimenting. If he has time, let him
search out another concern in his ovm
line, with
surrounding conditions and
labor supply the same. If this concern
has a plan that has worked well, let him
adopt it.
Or he may take advantage of the advice of experts, industrial engineers who
have installed methods of every sort in
all kinds of plants.
The wise employer,
however, will not, in blind hope, grab any
system which has made good elsewhere,
perhaps under entirely different conditions.

of factory

owners, in every
branch of manufacturing, who have no
labor problems. They have without exI

living

a

least

He demands interest from the bank on
the savings he puts by for old age but
he forgets that the capitalist who builds
the plant he works in is also entitled to
interest.

York City

OUACKS
there

Volume XI

ception studied their workers and devised some method of handling them
which fit the peculiar conditions. None
of them attempted to buy a patent me-

Just as employers have different inand ambitions, so workers differ.
Some method can be found which will
stimulate them to greater production and
to a degree keep them contented wifh
their jobs.
But exactly the right method
must be chosen.
terests

dicine cure.

Although I'm a disbeliever in "sure
cures" there is one thing which I believe would lay a foundation for quieter
labor conditions in all industries. That
is education in the fundamentals of business economics.
It is ignorance of this
that makes so many formerly contented
men prey to the inflammatory false reasoning of agitators.

The source of wages, for instance, is a
mystery to most workmen.
They are
accustomed to cartoons of a fat capitalist
with bulging money bags from
which, presumably, he doles out as little
as possible in the way of wages.
We
know that wages are not paid out of
capital but from production but most
workmen don't. If they did, it would be
easy to convince them that they can reduce the high cost of living by turning

—

—

out

more work

in a day.

Few workmen

realize that relatively
capital is in the form of money.
They don't stop to think that anyone who
saves and buys a house or a piano is a
capitalist, and that if capital were confiscated, he would suffer with the other,
richer capitalists.
little

The production of

nitric

acid

in

the

United States in 1914, according to the
Census of Manufactures, was 78,589 tons
of nitric acid of average strength and
According
112,124 tons of mixed acid.
to other data given in the census, these
figures represent about 89,000 tons of
100 per cent, nitric acid.

All

of this

was produced from nitrate of soda,
consuming about 160,000 tons of nitrate.
The pre-war importations of nitrate of
soda amounted to about 560,000 tons per
annum; hence the normal consumption
acid

for purposes other than the manufacture
of nitric acid was about 400,000 tons.
The present rate of importation is about
1,600,000 tons of nitrate per annum.
Since very little is going into storage,
and the total consumption for purposes

other than nitric acid, manufacture has
increased but slightly, if at all, it may
be estimated that at least 1,000,000 tons
of nitrate per annum are being converted into nitric acid at the nresent time.
This is equivalent to 650,000 tons of 100
ner cent, nitric acid, of which nearly
five-sixths is being used for the manufacture of military explosives.
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Graphite Products
That Equal the World^s Best
Climax Core Wash
Mineral Facing

XXX
XX

Ceylon
Ceylon
No. 206 Ceylon

Pipe Blacking
Climax Black Core

Imperial Plumbago
Climax Stove Plate

Compound
Graphite Boiler

Facing

Compound

Faultless Blacking

Dominion Crucibles
We

stock a full line of these Canadian made Crucibles, manufacThey are of standard shape,
tured from Ceylon Flake Graphite.
Under the most seholding three pounds of metal to the number.
the best Crucibles
equal
to
themselves
have
proved
vere tests they
offered to the Foundry Trade.

We solicit your trial order.

Gambite
A

It has
purely Canadian product made from the best Canadian spruce.
proved itself superior to any liquid Core Binder on the market. It contains 52 per cent, of soluble solids, is free from gas and can be used alone
or in combination with oil, flour, rosin or any dry compound.

Foundry Facings and Supplies
Quality and Satisfaction Absolutely Guaranteed

When

you buy from us you receive a quality that makes for big service
and value you ensure economy.

—

Send us a

trial

order and see.

Facing
The Hamilton
LIMITED
Hamilton

Mills Co.

Montreal

HEAD OFFICE AND

MILL: HAMILTON,

Winnipeg
ONTARIO

—

.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering
the manufacture of

into

PIG IRON.

Korging

Grey forge, Pittsburgh

$33 00

Lake Superior, charcoal. Chicago
Standard low phos., Philadelphia
Bessemer, Pittsburgh
Basic, Valley furnace
Toronto price
2

2.7'5

47.30
49.n")

$2.25 to

FINISHED IRON AND STEEL
Iron bars, base
Steel bare, base
Steel bars, 2

Small

$4 75
4 75
larger, base.

in.

S'hapes,

base

6 00
4 25

14 00
electrolytic. 24 50
casting
24 50
7 75

Lead

10 50
26 00
25 00
7 00

.Mercury

Tin

58 00

Zinc

10 00

10 00

Prices

per

100

Copper, light
Copper, crucible ....
Copper, heavy
Copper, wire
No. 1 mach. comp'n.

17 00
16 00

10 75
9 00
7 00
7 75
16 00

25 00

20 00
9 00
20 00
20 00
11 00
00
00

11
21
6
6
3
18

00
00
50
00

COKE AND COAL

4

plus
plus

5n
43
37
14

Borax crystal and granular

14

'

j

04'/^

Wood

alcohol, per gallon.... 2 00
Whiting, plain, per 100 lbs.. 2 50

SHEETS.
Montreal Toronto
Sheets, black. No. 28. $7 00
Sheets, black. No. 10 6 50
plates,

8

.'

Per gross ton
$43 00
43 00
46 00

Fleur-de-Lis, 28

50

8

00

....

B.W.

No.

28

Premier, No. 28 U.S
Premier, 10% oz
Zinc sheets

8 60
9 00

%
%

20 00

20 00

WELD

COIL

in

04
80

per

100

lbs.

exchange

some weeks that
the exchange difficulty would right itthat it was only a
self in short order

.

50

43 00

00

44 00

00

48 00

00

45 00

00

44 00

BRASS PRODUCTS.

13

Ammonium, carbonate
Ammonium, chloride, lump..
Ammonium, chlor., granular
Ammonium, hydrosulpihuret.
Ammonium, sulphate

20

.

soda
Copper, carbonate,
Arsenic, white
Copper, sulphate
Iron perchloride

14

Drilling

1#

anhy

16

.16

18%

'

carbonate

60

(per oz.)

1

20

Sodium
Sodium
Sodium
Sodium
Sodium
Sodium

bisulphite

18

carbonate crystals..
cyanide, 129-130%...
98-100i%

cyanide,

.

phosphate
hyposulphite (per 100

Tin chloride

OILS

.

.

.

AND COMPOUNDS.

Royalite, per gal., bulk

191.^

Palacine

22V2
36

oil, per gal
oil, per gal

Machine

Black
Cylinder
Cylinder

oil.

Capital

16
52

oil.

Acme

39V4

.38

Union

18

thread

antiseptic
Acme cutting

Imperial

cutting
oil,

quenching

Petroleum fuel

oil

antiseptic

88
37 V4

89%

oil

10 V4

oil

3«)

AND RASPS.

FILES

08
lb.

BELTING. NO.
heavy,

...

Manila

unless otherwise

Per Cert
Great Western, American ...

Kearney & Foot, Arcade
Barton Smith. Eagle

J.

E2xtra

10
3"
44
36
37
31
31
.43
39
.74

l.TB

Zinc chloride
Zinc sulphate
Prices per

4''

.55

6.00

lbs

42
4b

Standard cutting compound,
06
per lb
2 60
Lard oil, per gal

.06

.

calales,

Cotton Rope, 14-in. and up

62
SO

Lead acetate
Nickel ammonium sulphate..
Nickel sulphate
Silver nitrate

41

3-0

34

ROPE AND PACKINGS.
Plumbers' oakum, per lb.|
Packing square braided
Packing, No. 1 Italian
Packing, No. 2 Italian
Pure Manila rope
British Manila rope
New Zealand Hemp
Transmission rope, Manila

.22
.18
.50

Caustic

Potassium

In. to 1
Brass rods, base
in rd
Brass sheets, 24 gauge and
heavier, base
Brass tubing, seamless
Copper tubing, seamless

10
04

1

OAK TANNED.

single

30%

Standard
Cut leather lacing. No.
Leather in sides

30-10%
1

McClelland, Globe
Whitman & Barnes
Black Diamond
Delta' Files

and

double

.

.

.

Nicholson
P.H. and Imperial
Globe

2.20

Vulcan

1.75

Disston

60
69
50
60
60
27 Va
20

32%
""

60
*0
*0

displacement, etc.; but the
getting weary waiting for that
time to come. As a matter of fact, it is
not any use disguising the fact that
there is no small amount of nasty feeling cropping up over the way in which
some of the U.S. firms are insisting on
the last pound of flesh in the matter of
Every place the representexchange.

change was discussed before anything
else, and many of the dealers were outspoken in regard to the situation.
There is a nice list out by the Canadian National Railways this week for
the Toronto shops. This list is for carbon drills, and calls for 164 dozen of

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN

That
"Absolutely no improvement."
the way the steel trade can be sized

temporary

situation and the difficulty in securing material, there is a feeling of uncertainty in the market this week that is
not desirable.

.25

stated.

$16 75
15 40
14 ao
11 50
10 50
9 30
10 50
10 00
9 70
Prices

$

Ammonia, aqua

B.B.

1^ in
3-16 in
in
5-16 in
in
7-16 in
1/4
in
in

BUSINESS HERE
the

6 .50

G

EXCHANGE HURTS
TORONTO. — Between

$6 75

"W.G

est.

60%

nails

dull,

Apollo brand, 10% oz.
galvanized
Queen's Head. 28 B.

Gorbal's

wire

Acid, boracic
Acid, hydrochloric
Acid, hydrofluoric
Acid, nitric
Acid, sulphuric

05

%
%

BILLETS.

—

.list

to 2 in
42
Copper wire, list plus 10.
Plain sheets, 14 oz.,
14x60 in
46
Copper sheet, tinned.
48
14x60, 14 oz
sheet,
planCopper
46
ished, 16 oz. base.
Braziers',
in
sheets,
45
6x4 base

%

60

07
08

.

$4.70
4 75

PLATING CHEMICALS.

03^2

CHAIN

To ronto

talk has been for

A.

list

ELECTRIC

Best slaek

The

1

Sulphur, rolls
Sulphur, commercial
Rosin "D," per lb
Rosin "G." per lb

.

coal

Bessemer billets
Open-hearth billelts
O.H. sheet bars

&

cloth
Borax, crystal
Sal Soda

52 sheets

Wire nails
Cut nails
Miscellaneous

35
33
32

...

%

Bars,

.

kegs,

per bbl...

Paris,

Emery

Canada

lb.

NAILS AND SPIKES.

2 92
single bbls. 2 90

raw,

oil,

Sandpaper. B.

per

to $0.65
0.45
to
to
.70
0.18
to

16 BO

16 00

3 75
18 00

f .o.b.

Zinc

11 00

5 00

Net ton

20
80

6 75
17 80

100-lb.

12
lb.

Montreal Toronio

$0.58
0.38
70
0.18

Copper
Tin

58

lb

Glue, English, per lb
Gasoline, per gal., bulk

20 00

Mach. shop turnings 9 00
Cast borings
10 00
Stove plate
22 OO
Scrap zinc
6 00

Solvay foundry coke
ConneUville foundry coke.

Red dry lead,
per cwt

Plaster of
$13 75
17 00
17 00

$14 00
1" 00
17 00
17 00
15 75
New brass cuttings. 11 00
No. 1 brass turnings 9 00
Light brass
6 00
Medium brass
7 25
Heavy melting steel. 15 00
Boiler plate
13 00
Axles, wrought iron. 25 00
Kails
16 00
No. 1 mjachine cast
iron
24 00
Malleable scrap
25 00
Pipes, wrought
10 00
Car wheels, iron .... 22 00
Steel axles
21 00

Steam lamp

Nickei

34
39

Putty, 100-Ib. drum
White lead, pure, cwt

45

50

COPPER PRODUCTS

to 70

18

$4 00
2 25
06
08
09

lb..

bullneck ...

ANODES.

Pric^.

strictly

Soidermg coppers,

Linseed

Montreal Toronto

Aluminum

Solder,

Solder, guaranteed
Babbitt metals

bbls

Buying Prices

Heavy lead
Tea lead

1

per

felt,

Pumice, ground
Emery composition
Tripoli composition
Rouge, powder
Rouge, silver
Crocus composition
Prices per

30

10 65
1

;

;

Net

;

1175

Extra for B.B. Chain
Extra for B.B.B. Ohain...

malle-

list;

;

list.

10 15
10 OO
11 75

Benzine, per gal., bulk ....
Pure turpentine, single bbls.
Linseed oil, boiled, single

lbs.

OLD MATERIAL
Dealers'

9

off

Polishing wheels,
Polishing wheels,

F.o.b. Toronto.

10 OO

inch

15%

;

00

11

off

MISCELLANEOUS.

Montreal Toronto
Gross
$33 00 $35 00

Antimony
Copper,
Copper,

$13 00

% m
% in

B and

fittings,

PLATING SUPPLIES.

class A, 20%,
C, net list; cast

25 and 7i/i%
cast
unions, 45% plugs,
prices malleable
fittings: class B, black, 24V4c lb.;
class C, black, 15%c lb.
galvanized,
class B, 34c lb.
class C, 24y2C lb.

20%

B

1

list; class

able bushings,
bushings, 25%

PROOF COIL CHAIN.

METALS
Aluminum

on

iron

%
%

products

IRON PIPE FITTINGS

prices.

in
5-16 in
in
7-16 in
Vi in
9-l« in

engineering

general

Malleable fittings,

Pittsburgh.

F.o.b.

35 00
31 00

foundry. 1.75 to 2.25

Silicon

No.

38 40

and

56 00
55 00

billets

Wire rods
Government

40 00

mechanical

trade

is

ative of
called

this

week the question

of

ex-

various sizes.

A
is

Lean Market Here

—
February,

C

1920
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HYTEMPITE CEMENT
The

Material for Lining Ladles

Ideal

Cupolas, Brass Furnaces,

etc.

This Forty-Ton Ladle
looks

small from

this

distance, so we will take
a "close up" and have a

good look
See

at the lining.

how the

inner course
brick is eaten away,
especially where there's
only '4 m. thickness of
brick left at some points.
This is the condition of the brick after three
heats when the ladle lining was laid up with
fire clay.
In some cases but one heat was
secured.

HYTEMPITE
solved this trouble. By
laying up the brick with
Hytempite the number
of heats obtained from
the brick was more than
double, because

"It Sticks to
and does not eat away

the Bricks"
common fire

like

clay

Burnt out lining shoningr condition of bricks after

Time

3

heats.

—

to reline
so we'll
chip away the slag and
burnt-out brick, laying
up a new lining with

HYTEMPITE
knowing we

will

double

of the brick
will get a finished lining that looks

the life

and we
RHininr a 40-ton

HYTEIMPITE

Is a

ladle in steel foundry using
laying- up and surfacing.

Hytempite for

like this

highly refractory cement for laying up furnace

Ranuned-in Linings, Special

Tile, etc.

It

bonds

at

and boiler walls and for lining and patching Ladles, Cupolas, Pit Furnaces, making
normal temperature, withstands high temperatures, and has great binding strength.

Manufactured by The Quigley Specialties

Co., Inc.,

New

York, and sold by

THE DOMINION FOUNDRY SUPPLY COMPANY, LIMITED
MONTREAL
TORONTO
WINNIPEG

.

C A
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BOOKS
branches of EnKineering and every conceivable subject. Second-hand at halt prices. New
State wants and send for Cataat lowest pries.
logue No. 23. post free.
on

:

all

WE HAVE THE BOOKS YOU WANT.
Best Prices Given.

Books Bought.

W. &
121-125.

G.

FOYLE.

Charing Cross Road,

Ltd.,

London, England.

PITTSBURG
ELECTRIC

FURNACES

AD1A

.N

up

week; and

this

the

FOUNDRY

^'

offices

of

it

the information

Steel

Volume XI

At

Products,

WANTED

given out that they

is

are booking very

the truth.

is

U.S.

the

MAN

as deliveries are

little,

That must not be taken
like many of the mills, there is always
the chance of a very needy customer
too uncertain.

FOUNDRY
to

getting through.

Jobbers admit that the most serious
shortage in bars is in the three inch and
Mills are sold out for some
heavier.
In
t'nie t" come on all sorts of bars.
fact, about nine months would be a
fnirly correct estimate of the time for
which their mills are full. One thing
that helps out is that there is a fairly
warehouses, from which a fairly quick
delivery can still be made.

make

high - grade Gas
Cylinder Castings.
particulars

full

perience,

ferences

as

capacity,
to.

Engine
Submit
to

ex-

and

re-

present connec-

tions.

Box
The Scrap Metal Market

201

Canadian Foundryman

that are quoted for scrap
can hardly be accepted as the
real strength or weakness of the marPrices

metal

For Steel Foundries
Tool and Alloy Steels, Ferro-Alloy
Calcium-Carbide, Etc.

Pittsburg Electric
Furnace Corp.
PITTSBURG, PA.

ket, as the case may be.
The word
"peculiar" describes the scrap met^l
situation about as well as anything at
No one seems to want to
the moment.
state just exactly what is going to happen. The exchange rate has the market
For
on red and yellows, all tied up.
instance, were an Old Country firm to
buy copper in the United States now,
instead of paying 19% cents (the market price) the firm would have to pay
25.76.
This means that they are not
going to buy. In fact, there are large
shipments going from England to the
States, to take advantage of the ex-

make. Two 13" Squeezers, 36" between upone 16" Squeezers 36" between uprights
Hand Lever Squeezer. All in good condition

rights

one

;

;

No. I machinery scrap is quoted at
but it is well known that the metal
would bring more than that. The reason
$2.5;

that the figure is left there is that we
could not find a dealer who wanted to
name a definite figure as the market
price.
The feeling is: "Bring us the
material a good tonnage of No. 1
machinery scrati and we will nay the
price for it." There is practically none
comintr in now, and the dealers that
have it and there are some are holding for about $40. Of course, that price
mill at Ontario
is
f o. b. consumer's

—

—

—

.

-WORKING FOUNDRY FOREMAN.
W^WANTED
Non-union open shop man, for small 10-man
MeLain system graduate precapacity shop.
Naturally methodical, orderly, tidy and
ferred.
economical.
Good tradesman, not necessarily experienced as foreman.
An opportunity for partBox 209, Canadian Foundrynership if desired.

WANTED

Bailey

.

Xj a ut e r
i

& Lo

i

i

& Bell Fire Brick Co.

MaTnifnctnTeTS and Imporr-ers of Hagh Grade
Firf Rriok. Fhre Clay z.t\<\ O-erK^rail Supp-Hes.
J^ppcial
Sliapps,
Ciipdla Blr)ck. Sitnker Brick.
B^rilw" Tiles, Stove amd Qxitbec Hetaiber Lindngs.

Made
134-7-49-51

'

FOUNDRYMAN WITH

EX-

perience on moulding machines and used to
handling help; to be trained as assistant foreman
of hydraulic moulding presses in grey iron foundry of large industrial plant near Montreal. Applicants speaking English and French will be
State experience, qualification,
given preference.
Box 202, Canadian
age and salary expected.

Foundryman.

Manager wanted, for Canadian National
Newspapers & Periodicals Association. To
act also as Secretary-Treasurer, and carry
on the Association's general work, under
direction of the President and the
Board of Directors, study the interests of

the

various classes of publications in the
and plan and carry on promoApplicants
tion work in their interests.
should understand advertising and merchandising. Apply in writing only, stating
the

of experience, and salary
Applications will be treated as
Address Acton Burrows, Preconfidential.
age,

.

Co.,

Association,

Doints.

J H

The Moffat Stove

be sold at a bargain.
Limited, Weston, Ont.
will

TNTELLIGENT

change situation.

—

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS
ATOULDING MACHINES FOR SALE—TABOR

D-ufferin

in

S-t,,

full

details

expected.

sident,

Canadian

Periodicals

National Newspapers

Association,

70

Bond

&

Street,

Toronto.

Canada.

Toronto.

Phone Jim.

7488

Trade Mark

Trade Mark

ANGULAR GRIT— THE sciENriFiG

metallic blasting ibrasive

ONE TON

that reduces sand blast costs and conserves labor.
much work as carloads of sand its sharp cutting points
Write for samples.
;

PITTSBURGH CRUSHED STEEL

make

of ANGXTLAB GRIT will do as
superior to all other abrasives.

it

CO., Sole Manufacturers

PITTSBURGH,
Reg. D.S. Pat. Office

WILUAMS

Pa., U.S.A., Established 1888
Canadian Representatives:
& W1L.SON. LTD.. Montreal. Canada.

Reg. U.S. Pat. Office.

February.
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Theory and Guesswork
vs.

Proven Facts
Proven i-M-i< are what count. Hundreds of foundrymen are burnup tons of exces.-: coke per dav in the aggregate, thousands of
tons—simply because they are not aware of SCIENTIFIC MELTING.

—

ing;

"The more I Investigate conditions in our foundry, the more I regret that I
did not enroll for your System years ago, when many friends advised me to. The
We are
plain fact is, you should have forced your System onto me years ago.
now saving S12 on each cast, and while the amount sounds rather small, still in
the coming year we can save enough to pay for your System many, many times."
A. DARISSE. V.-Pres.,
ha, Comuagnie Desjardins,
St. Andre de Kamouraska, P.Q., Canada.

do

THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
the mixing. — Why .should the

—

are lost in shops where specialists
foreman worry if an outsider is

SYSTEM

responsible for the mixtures?
Learn McLAIN'S
your own mixing or at least be able to direct others.

—

"There

improvement in our foundry
student of both your gray iron and semi-steel, and the
can recommend both highly."
is

100 per cent,

F.

X.

DROLET,

am

a

foundry Course,

I

practice,
steel

and do

and as

I

FOR
EXPERT

ADVICE

ON
SCIENTIFIC

Mgr.,

La Compagnie

F. X. Drolet,
Quebec, P.Q., Canada.

PROVEN FACTS ON SEMI-STEEL enable foundry men to save
thousands of dollars. "We teach you to make it in your regular cupola
_same heat
less coke than many are u.sing
and it beats gray iron
mixtures as it is more homogeneous, 25 to 60% stronger, and COM-

—

—

MANTDS A

—

HIGHER

MIXING

AND

PRICE.

"I would like to express my appreciation of your System. The firm with
which I am connected has certainly benefited greatly in adopting your
methods and I consider that the cost of the course is a small matter in
comparison with the savings in the foundry and on coke which have been
"ffected.
Our experience in making semi-steel has been entirely satisfactory."
J.

M. MAITLAND, Mgr.,
Rose St. Fdy. & Eng.

MELTING,
SEMI-STEEL

Co., Ltd.,

Inverness, Inverness-shire, Scotland.

"We have had your System but a short time, but at this writing we
candidly state that we have had our money's worth in your report on our
cupola practice alone."
E.

KENER,

OR

Treas.,

Buffalo Co-operative Stove Co.,
Buffalo,

N.Y.

EXPERT ADVICE is the kev to business success
tfKday— and McLAIN'S SYSTEM is expert advice
")ii
rip-fo-date foundry practice.

Send

for Synopsis

McLAIN'S SYSTEM,

STEEL

FOUNDRY
PRACTICE

WRITE

INC.
700 Goldsmilh BIdg.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

US

—
C A N A
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OILGAS FOR HEAT
If

you have industrial furnace problems of any kind it
repay you handsomely for your trouble to consult

GENERAL COMBUSTION
619-623

New

CO.

will

OF CANADA, LIMITED

Birks Building, Montreal

"Experts in economical combustion of liquid fuels"

CRANED

The

Montreal
Pattern

buy

Don't
crane

or

a

hoist

without investNorthern Products
Also a line of
igating

Works

Made

in

Canada.

Foundry Equipment.
242 Clarke Street

NORTHERN CRANE WORKS

Montreal, P.Q.

WALKERVILLE

LIMITED
-

-

ONTARIO

Cranes. Cupolas, Ladles. Hoists. Tumblers
Etc.

High grade Bronzes
for

Engineering Purposes

ANODES
Any

In

shape
QuaHty Guaranteed

style or

Brass
Bronze

Why

import your anodes when yoii
quicker
guaranteed quality,
and can save duty and eliminate the annoyance of clearing at the
customa by buying from uaf
May ne send you descriptive pamphlet
and full particulate?

can
get
delivery,

CASTINGS
INGOTS
FORGINGS

RODS
ROLLS
SHAPES

Copper

Nickel

W. W. WELLS, Toronto

Are You Able

to

Tin&Zinc

Turn Your Spare

Hours Into Dollars ?
— and

you are really trying to cash in on the spare moments
you have during the day or after working hours if you have made
up your mind to take hold of some proixisition and sail right in and
actually increase your monthly income without hindering your regular work surely you will want to know about MACLEAN'S
And even if you are
plan for making each spare moment count.
already making money during your spare time still you can add to
your income with very little additional efforts. For you can have
If you will
full particulars of MACLEAN'S plan absolutely free.
merely drop us a card we will send you the complete details of this
with
others
exactly
how
out
to
find
you
nothing
plan.
It will cost
spare time have materially increased their monthly earnings. For
now,
full information or the agency in your locality, write and right
If not

"WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG"

—

—

—

American
Manganese Bronze Co.
Holmesburg, Phila., Pa.

Dept.

WB

MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, Limited
143-153 University Ave., Toronto

CANADIAN
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of the

Deadly Drug Habit
the year 1912 only 35 ounces of Cocoaine was imported into Canada. Last year
imports had jumped to 12,333 ounces.
In 1907 Canadians imported 1,523
ounces of Morphine. Last year we imported 30,000 ounces.

INthe

—

These figures tell a grim story. The drug habit is growing in Canada growing so
fast that it has become a national menace.
The war, by teaching the use of opiates,
has stimulated the habit and to-day the insidious disease is creeping into our homes and
spreading its coils around countless victims. No class is exempt. It strikes everywhere.

Murphy (Janey Canuck),

police magistrate of Edmonton, has been engaged by
to write a series of articles on the danger and the means of
checking it. The first article of this series appears in the February 15th issue (now on
sale) and it is a powerful appeal for action against "the human canker-worms and
caterpillars who fatten and batten on the unfortunate drug addicts"
the men and
women who smuggle and sell the drugs. No better person could have been secured to
handle this subject, for Mrs. Murphy is not only a powerful writer, but in her official
What she
capacity she has had an opportunity to see all phases of the drug traffic.
writes has the ring of absolute authority.

Mrs.

MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE

—

Other Readable Features of a Strong Number
This, the
tng one.

number

first

Here

are

of

some

MACLEAN'S

of the features:

to

—

appear on

tJie

srmi-monthhj

I>ads, is

a parficulnrh/ interest-

THE MANTLE OF ELIJAH

THE STORY OF THE ALLENS
a two-by-four theatorium in Brantford, Ontario, to a
twenty million dollar string of theatres the story, in

By J. L. Rutledge
unusual sketch of a politician, Ernest Lapointe,
who is regarded as the successor of Laurier as leader
of the Quebec wing of the Liberal party a fascinat-

fact, of a business miracle.

ing bit of inside political gossip.

By Floyd

How

Jule and Jay

J.

Chalmers
Allen built up their business from
S.

—

An

—

THE DIAMOND HUNTERS

THE BLOOD BROTHER
By W. A. Eraser

A

strong, short story

by the author of "Bulldog Car-

ney" and "Thorobreds."

By Henry

THE THREAD OF FLAME
By

THE LAND OF NANNABIJOU
There's a

By Charles Christopher Jenkins
huge part of Canada that has tremendous

possibilities
-Mr.

Jenkins

and yet has been neglected, overlooked.
about it.

tells

P. Holt

exciting story of two Canadian sailors in the South
Seas.

An

A

powerful

serial

Basil

story

by

King
this

author.
And a score of other features
reviews.

famous Canadian

— stories,

articles

and

Over 80,000 Canadian Families Read

CANADA'S NATIONAL

MAGAZINF

FEBRUARY 15th ISSUE

TAt^'fJ: oeaurs

20c

r A N A
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The Hawley-Schwartz Furnace
The Only Perfect Melter
All metal from 50
Is

10,000

lbs. to

lbs.

Absolutely Uniform

Write for catalog and complete information

The Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.
Easton, Penn., U.S.A.

When

you think of a crucible think of

DIXON

and remember
that the Dixon name
stands for the longest

The
I

Creek

Battle

Sand

Sifter

and widest experience
in

Does five times the work

the crucible industry.

of a Riddle sifter

Write

CRUClSil

U si.zill
a

Made

for Booklet

No. 27-A.

in Jersey City, N.J.,

Any foundry

supply house
can supply you with this

by the

JOSEPH DIXON

cost-cutter.

BATTLE CREEK
SAND SIFTER CO.

CRUCIBLE COMPANY
Established 1827

»XXXh

BATTLE CREEK, MICH,

TABOR
COMBINATION SHOCKLESS

PORTABLE
JARRING
ROLL-OVER AND PATTERN DRAWING MOULDING
MACHINE
A

distinctive

Tabor

achievement, being a
combination of tw^o exclusive

Tabor features:

the

Shockless Jarring
Machine and the RollOver Straight
Machine. Eliminates all
ramming time a n d is

Draw

suited to a w^ide variety

Send for BulM-S-H.

of work.
letin

Tabor Mfg.

Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
U.S.A.

February,
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MAGNETIC
MANUFACTURING i^O.
MILWAUKEE,
X^-:Buried Treasure — and the foundry refuse
WIS.,

'rhi< ina,uiiotic ^epaiator, cHjuiiipcd

U.

S.

A.

with the powerful

heap

duty" majunetic
pulley will ret'laini every ^era[) of iron and steel from your foundry refuse.
'J'he saviuii of nail.^ and core rods, and even particles that are too small to be
detect<?d, will in a short time pay for the installation.
Your refu.se heap may he costing ymi thousands of dollars a year. Let us
show you how to save this money.
"liit>;li

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES

DOMINION FOUNDRY SUPPLY CO.

MONTREAL, QUE.

Canadian Hart

TORONTO, ONT.

W

heels

CRANE FITTINGS

CRANE

LIMITED
Grinding

LIMITED

Wheek

HEAD OFFICE S WORKS
laeO ST PATRICK ST

for All Purposes

MONTREAL

CANADA

HAMILTON

THE SIMPSON
FOUNDRY MIXER

INTENSIVE

Economical and

Efficient

BRANCHE:S: Toronto, Winnipeg, Vancouver.
SALES OFFICES: Halifax, Quebec, Ottawa, Calgary.

WHITEHEAD'S

for all kinds of

Foundry Sand Mixtures

KAOLIN
For lining and patching
the Cupola, Furnace,
Ladles,
fire

of

Automatic Discharge. Saves Labor and Materials.
Produces a thorough mixture, gives large capacity
with small cost of maintenance and operation.
Its success demonstrated in a great many of the
best

known

etc.,

will

save

brick and the time

your men.

E. B.

FLEURY
Agent

plants in the country.

Write for U»t of users, details and price

to

NATIONAL ENGINEERING CO.
Machinery Hall BIdg.
549 W. Washington St.

CHICAGO, ILL

1609

Queen

St.

W.

Toronto, Ont.

CANADIAN
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CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN BUYERS' DIRECTORY
what you want U not

listed here, write us, and we will tell you where to gtt it.
Let us suegrest that you consult
the advertisers' index facins the inside back cover, alter having secured advertisers' names from this directory
The information you desire may be found in the advertisini; pages. This department is maintained for the benefit
and convenience of our readers. The insertion of our advertisers' names under proper headings is gladly undertaken,
but does not become part of an advertising contract.
If

also

ABRASIVE MATERIALS

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. OnU
Oan. Hart Wheels, Ltd., Htmilion, Ont
Ford-Smith .Mach. Co., Ltd., The. HamiltOD, Out
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.
Pltlaburgh Cnuhed Steel Co.. I'ltUburgh, Pa.
Waodlaon. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

AIR COMPKESSORS

Can. Hanaoo & Tan Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Prederic B. Stevens, Detroit, (Mldhigan.
Sods, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Woodlion, E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

AIR JOLTS
&

Fdry.

Co..

Davenport,

Iowa.

ALBANY SAND

Montreal,

Milton,

Que.

KIOKCI,, ZINC

A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Frederic B. SUvens, Detroit, Michigan.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
WoodUoo. B. J., Oo., Toronto. Ost.
0««. Hanson

Ont.

BARRELS, TUMBLING

Btsvens.

Frsdsrlc B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodlson. B. J., C«., Toronto, Ont

BARRELS, SANDBLAST
A. C. LeaHe & Co., Ltd.,

E.

Woodlson. E.

—

Can. Hanson

W W

I*1A8T OAUOBH CUPOLA
Osn. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.,

Clias.

CSidcago.

J.,

BLAST METERS
Clark.

Ohas.

Chlcaga

J.,

BLOWING ENGINES
r.oiur.il

'CombiiMtion

Oo,

,

Montreal.

BLOWERS
Stevens,

Detroit, Michigan.
Hamntnn Fuctnir .Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Woodl'nn, K. .T
r-o.
Toronto. Ont,
Rootn Co.. P. H. & P M., Conneraville, Ind.
.

BOILER COMPOUND
Rej-noliis A-

Co..

Toronto.

BOILBB ORAPHITB
Hanson A Van Winkle
nnmlnlon Fdry. Supply Co.

Jfan.

,

Co., Toronto.
Ltd.
Toronto,

Ont,

Ont

.

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Michigan.
HasantOJi Facing
Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Jaarph DWon Cmctbt'- Co
Jrr^j oity N.J.
Pettinos. George P.. Philadelphia. Pa
WoodUon. v.. J Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Mm

,

'

BRAKE

Co., Toronto,

Ont

MHOER. WHEKT, TRTEINO

Caa. Hanson ft Van WInkV Co.. Toronto.
aw. H»rt Wheels. Ltd.. Hamllfon. Ont
». J.. Co.. Torrwto. r»nt

Ont

Ont.

Ont

Cnnfml fomlinition

Co..

BBICKA. RIBBING
r\an.

TT,n«on

<Vn

TTsrf

* V«n

w>v<^l«.

I/t/l..

Co

.

TT«m"»<vTi

rvnt.

Frederic B. Stevens Detroit. MIdhlwin.
PnrmtnInn F-try. Si'oply Co., Ltd. Toronto. Ont.
TTn>»ltarai. r,. .T
fn Toronto. Ont
.

,

ITOON7E CAS'nNGS
Amerifan Manganese

Co..

Philadtlpliia.

,

ft

Tan

Can Hanson ft Van WlnWa **•«.. Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detrodt, Midhlgan.
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Wnodlsm. T. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

WlnJtle Co.. Toronto.

Ont.

Co., Richmond,
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.
Ot>ermaver Co.. 8.. O'eaao. ni.
ToTcmito.
Woculi^nn fVv. B. .1
F1s.sk

V«n Winkle

Tnd.

Co., Toronto.
.

CONVFRTER BLOWUPS, FOTARY
*

F.

M., OotMiOTSville, Ind.

TtlNDFR"

Can. TTanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. '>nt.
r>n»ntnion Fdrv. RirppW Co
Ltd. Toronto, Ont

Ont.

.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detro4t. Midhlgan.
TTollsnd Core Oil Co.. Chlcsro ni.
TTsmlltflB Facing Mtn Co.. Hamilton,

Ttrd*

ft

Sons.

Obennayer

ft

S.,

.

Oo.,

E.

J..

Detrodt, Michigan.

Montreal, Que.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Obermayer & Co., S., Chicago, 111.
Woodison. E, J.. Co., Toronto, Ont
Sons,

Toronto.

Engineering Co.,

Chicago,

111.

Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdrv. Supplv Co.. Xtd.. Toronto, Ont
Can.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detrodt, Michigan.
Sons, Montreal, Que.

Hyde &

Compound
E.

Buflfalo,

Co.,
J.,

N.T.

Torronito.

COMBINA-nON JOLT ROLLOVER AND
PATTERN DRAWING MACHINES
Davenport Mach. A Fdrv. Co.. Davenport. Iowa.
COUPLINGS, PLAIN, FLEXIBLE AND
CUT OFF
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,

111.

CRANES

Ont

CRUCIBLES
Frederic B.

Stevens, Detrodt, Michigan.
E.

J.,

Tororato.

Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph. Jersey City, N.J.
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Can.

Oautier, J. H,. ft Co., Jersey City. N.J.
Hamilton Pacing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton,
Sons, Montreal. Qoe.
Hyde
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mleh.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Ont.

&

Can. Hanson ft Van Wlnkla Oo., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toront«. Ont
Hsjmilton Facing Mill Co,. Ltd., HamUton, Ont
Monarch Engineering ft Mfg. Co.. Baltimor*. Ud.
Nnrthorn Crane Works.

T,td..

WalkerviUe,

Ont

W. W. Sly Mfg. Co.. Cleveland. Ohla
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. T.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

CUPOLA BLAST GAUGES

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toroote, Ont
Dominion Fdrv. Supplv Co. Ltd. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detrodt. Michigan.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd,, Hamflton, Ont
Woodlson, E. J ., Co .. Toronto. Ont
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. «upply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Monareh Engineering A Mfa. Co., Baltimora, Md.

Chicago, HI.

rnnv. POTT'S fSTFFI, AND WOOD^
rXamcmd C'smr ^ Fls-'V Co
Richmond.
Woodlson

Stevens,

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.

CUPOLA BLOWERS

Ont.

MontresV One.

Co..

Frederic B.

CUPOLAS

Ont,
ft
riormlninn Fdrv. Sirop'v Co
J.*^
Toronto. Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, MlHhlgan.
OsTttloT. .T, H.. * Co., Itnev City. N.J.
.Tow».h DIvon CmrtMs Co.. .Tensev City, N.J.
W/wlf^w F. .T r-o Toronto r>n»

H.

Oan. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Torontc. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

Woodlson Oa,

r>nninlnlnn Fdrv. Supplv Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Midhlgan.
«1v. W. W.. W*t. Co
"nie. Cleveland, O.
WocHSxcm Co.. V, J., Toronto.

Wont« On.'P

Ont

CRUCIBLES. RESERVOIR. TILTING
FURNACE. BOTTOM POUR, ETC.

CINDER MTLLB

rn-njr.

Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Oan.

Northern Crane Works, Ltd.. Walkervllle,
Woodioon. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

C»ntMTCAL8

.

'Bronr.e

BWON^F FORCINGS
American Manganese Bronr* Co., Philadelphia.
BBON7F IvnOTS
American .Maneanese Bronze Co. Philadelphia.
BRON7P MiNCANF-SF
'American iManjranese Bronze Co., Philadelphia.
ftCT^qTVEO ForvTlRT *NT> CORE
Hanson

.

rmBKIRTS— SEE METAT.J.UROISTS

.

Toronto, Ont.

CORE OILS

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co,, Ltd.. Tortmto, Ont

.

iMontroal.

Wlnitl»

.

Hyde ft Sons, Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit Mich.
n'.„v<l.on
F,.
/\>.
.T
Toronto Ont

Han«»m

Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detrodt, MIdilgan.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodison, E. J. i;o., Toronto, Ont

Woodlson Co.,

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co
Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

''sn.

Iowa.

Ont
Toronto, Ont

Co., Toronto,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detrodt, Midhlgan.
HaaaUton Facing Mill Co., Lta.. HamUton,
HTile A Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Remolds & Co., Toronto.
Woodlson, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

TTnited

CLAT LINED rRUrTBLES

BRASS GOODS. VALVES. ETC.
Crane l.t.i. ^lonlr.,;,]
BRASS MELTING

Van Winkle

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.,
Davenport Mach. & Fdry. Co.. Davenport, Iowa.

National

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle fV>.. Toronto.
Cleveland Ohaplet & Mfg. Co., Cleveland.
nnmtnfcn Fdrv. Supplv Co.. Ltd.. Toronto.
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.
TTamflton Facina Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
TTvHp ft 9ons. Montreal, Que.
Lindsay Ch»plet & Mfg, Co., Philadelphia.
Obermayer Co.. 8.. Chicago, III.
\VonfH«on. F. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

ft

ft

CORE WAX

CHAPLET8

Diamond Clamp

Can. Hanson

CORE REDUCERS

General 'Combustion Co., (Montreal.

CLAMPS. FLASK

.

Wnndtarwi

Can.

Van Winkle

W»11«. Toronto.

CHARCOAL

Htn'wn t V«n Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Can.

Frederic B.

ft

CORE JOLTS
Davenport Mach. & Fdry. Co., Davenport,
CORE MACHINES, HAMMER

Hyde &

CASE HARDENING

Toronto, Ont.
L<.«;^kin Fdri. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Bsaatltoii Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton. Ont
Stersni, Frederic B., Detroit. Utcfa.
WoodlKjn. B. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont
Clark.

.

CASTINGS. NICKEL

M., Onnersville, Ind.

P.

B.
Detroit, Mich.
Co.. Toronto. Ont.

J..

Holland Core Oil Co., Chicago, 111.
Hyilc & Sons. .Montreal. Que.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia. Pa.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Wooddson, H^ J., Co., Toronto, Ont

CORE OVENS— SEE OVENS
CORE WASH

Toronrtio.

J.,

OVEN AND FOUNDRY

Frederic

Stevens.

Toronto.

J..

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Hyde ft Sons, Montreal. Que.
Pettinos, George P., Philadelphia, Pa.

ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Monarch Engineering ft Mfg. Co.. Baltimore. Md.

BLAST GATES
A

Detroit, Michigan.

CARBON BLACKING
E.

Oaa. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midilgan.
HamUton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., HamUton.
Holland Core Oil Co., Chicago, 111.
Hyde & Sons, Montreal, Que.
Obermayer Co,, S., Chicago. 111.
Rouolds & Co., Toronto.
Woodason, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

.

CABINETS. SANDBLAST
Sfevens,

.

.

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto^ Ont

Sly Mfg. Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.
Frederic B., Detroit, Midi.
W(vv4i«oTi
E J '^o. Toronto, Ont

Frederic B.

To-...,i.,
Oan. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co
Frederic B. Stevans, Detroit, Michigan.
.. I...O....J,.
b..
J..
o,, Toronto, Uni.

CORE-MAKING MACHINES

Ont

C«B. Hanson

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhlgan.
Holland Core Oil Co., Chicago, 111

Roots Oo,, P. H.

Ont
Ont

Stevens,

Woodlson Oa,

BINDERS, SAND
Woodiaon Oa,

W. W. Wells, Toronto.
"Woodlson. E. J.. C>,.. Toronto.

CABS, CORE

Montreal, Que.
Hagerstofm, Md.

Corporation,

Van Winkle

ft

W. W.

A Van

Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Nortbeni Crane Works, Ltd.. Walkervllle, Ont
Obcnnayer Co., 8., Chicago, HI.
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co., aeveland. Ohio.

Pangbom

BUFFING AND POLISHING
MACIIINERT

Can. "Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supplv Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Monarch Emrineerine ft Mfg. Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Pangbom Corporation, Hagerstown, Md.

Md.

Corporation, Hageratown,

Mannfacturera' Bnisfa Co., Cleveland, Ohio,
8t«vens, Fraderle B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodlson, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

BURNERS. CORE OVEN

ARRl TERS. DUST
Can. Hanson

Hyde & Sons, Montreal, Que.

Can. Rsnson ft Van Winkle Oo.. Toronto.
Ford-Smith Mach. Co.. Ltd., The. Hamilton,
FYederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.

ANODES, BRASS, COPPEK.

Pangbom

Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Hanson

CORE BOX MACHINES
CORE CO.\iPOUND8

BRUSHES. ALL KINDS

BUFFS AND BUFFING AND
POLISHING COMPOSITIONS

ANALYSIS
Ltd.,

Chicago, Ul,
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodlson, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont
S.,

Co.. Toronto. Ont.
"Vederic B. Stevens. Detroit, MiChigian.
Ford-Smith Mach, Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodlson. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Btavou, Prsderlc B,. Detroit. Mich.
Co.,

Brush Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Obermayer Co.,

Can.

JVsderlc B. Stevens, Detroit, Micbigan.
Pettinos, George F., Iliiladelphia, Pa.

Herwy

Uannfaccurers'

Oan.

Hyd* A

Davenport Mach.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Haaanton Fadng Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont

Ind.

Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Roots Oo., P H. ft P. M., OotmersviUe, Inn.
Woodlson, K. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

—
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PNEUMATIC

FOUNDRY
TOOLS

vj
Portable Air
Grinder

Save Time, Labor and Expense
Every foundryman to-day recognizes the economy and efficiency
Labor shortage
that come from the use of pneumatic tools.
and high wages in the past few years have brought out their
benefit
pneumatic
tools
beyond
question
With
the
of
value.
it
only remains to decide w'hat kind to use.
You can adopt Thor Pneumatic Foundry Tools with assurance
of

getting

reliable

service.

They are made

specially

I

for

foundry use.
Thor Air Grinders and Pneumatic Chipping Hammers will
speed up work in your cleaning department.
Thor Pneumatic Floor and Bench Rammers are great timesavers on the moulding floor. Let us tell you more about them.

ChjppingS

Bench

Hammer

Rammer

INDEPENDENT PNEUMATIC TOOL COMPANY
General Offices: 600 West Jackson Blvd.. CHICAGO, U.S.A.
St., MONTREAL; 32 Front St., TORONTO; 123 Binnafyne Ave. E., WINNIPEG;

CANADIAN OFFICES:

334 St. James

1142

Homer

St.,

VANCOUVER

-''proving entirely satisfactory'*
in use

for

3 years and

still

Attica, Ind.,

good

May

29,

1917.

Dear Sir:^

m

In regard to the merits of the Sanitary Sand Blast Helmets which you
manufacture, wish to advise that we
have used a number of these for the
past three years and the original ones
are still in use. These will probably
last at least a year or two more and
complete
have
given
satisfaction,
proving to be a very valuable addition to our sand blast department
We do not hesitate
a great saving.
for a minute to recommend these Sand
Blast Helmets to any users of sand
We recently placed
blast equipment.
another order with you for several of

i'n

jiiil

Shot Blasting
Sand Blasting
Ensures 100%

Instead of

these

Cleaner Castings
Globe chilled shot leaves a perfectly smooth
surface an important factor where castings
are to be enamelled sand leaves a sand coat-

—

—

ing.

.

SHOT DOES NOT WEAR THE HOSE, NOZZLE OR MACHINE AS FAST AS SAND,
AND IT CLEANS EASILY 100% BETTER.
Let as

tell

you more about

THE GLOBE STEEL
MANSFIELD, OHIO

The

that

same are

Sanitary

Sand

Blast

OO.

Helmet

Designed for the protection of the men. Has proved a
money saver to the employer by the increase in efficiReduces cost of maintenance.
Absoency of the men.
can be scalded clean every day.
Full
lutely sanitary
information on request.

—

live

Canadian Representatives wanted.

CO.

J.

A. Spangler

Benton Harbor,

i:

show

NATIONAL CAR COUPLER

Good

it.

helmets,

proving entirely satisfactory.

Mich.

CA X A
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CtrOLA LININGS BlAiCKS
iiaiiwu

ik

C«n. Uanton & Van WinUa Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Uoininiou Fdrj. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Oat.
Frederic B., Detroit, lUicb.
E. J.. Co.. Toronto. OnL

CyANIUE OF rOTASSIUM.

Can. ilanBOU & Van Winkle Co.. Toronts.
F1«deric B. Stevens. Detroit. Miohigan.
W. W. Wella. 'loi-onto.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

Obl

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd
Joaeph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City, N.J.
,

Gautier, J. H.. & Co., Jersey City. N.J.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont,
111.

DUST ARRESTERS AND EXHACSTKBfi
Haneon i Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..
Can.

Co., Toronto,
Ltd.. Toronto,

Prederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Corporation, Hagetstown, Md.
Sly. VV. W.. Mfg. Co. The. Cleveland.
Woodison Oa. E. J.. Toronto.

Ont.

Ont

Hagerstown.
Hagerstorvn.

Md.

t Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Ltd., Toronto, Ont
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore, Md.
SUvens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Can. Hanson

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont
•'an. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Potninion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Mi<jhls«iL
U'oodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

EMERY STANDS
r«u. H«n<!on & Van Winkle <^o.. Toronto. 0"t.
Ford.8mith Mach. Co.. Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Woodiwn. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

'

EMERY WHEELS — SEE WHEELS
Ohprmaver * Co
Woodison Co., E.

.

FANS.

S..
J.,

Ont

Detroit. MIcJhigian.

Chicaeo.
Toronto.

111.

EXHAUST

Can. Hansin * Vsn Winkle Co., Toronto.
TT.nn!it/Yn Pfl^ne Mill rn. T,M.. TTntnlltoo
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co., Cleveland. Ohio.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

Ont
Ont

&

Leslie

Co..

Ltd., Montreal,

Que.

FERRO-MANGANESE
A. C.

&

Leslie

Co.,

FERRO-SILICON
A. C. Irfslie A Co.,

Ltd., Montreal,

Ltd., Montreal.

Que.

Ont
Ont

C/i..

& Co.,
& Van

Montreal, Que.
Can- Hanson
Winkle Co., Toronto,
Dominion Fdry. Sujjply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Oautier, J. H.. A Co.. Jemey City, N.J.
(Ii-nt-r.il
Coinbnsiiun Co., Montreal.

Ont
Ont

Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont

Hyde A Sons. Montreal, Que.

Monarch Engineering A Mfg. Co., Baltimore. Md.
Obermayer Co.. 8., Chicago, m.
BUvena. Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
V^bit'head Bros. Co.. Buffalo. N.T.
Woodiaon. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

.nRE CEMENT
Frederic B.

Stevens,

Detroit, Michigan.

FIRE SAND
Can.

Crane

Hanson
IA<1.,

A Van

Montreal.

Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago,

HAMMERS, CHIPPING, CAULKING
PNEUMATIC HOSE
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,
HEAT TREATING
General

HELMETS
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
A. Spangler, Benton Harbour, Mich.

AND PNEUMATIC
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,
HOISTS, HAND. TROLLEY

Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Stevens, Detroit, Mlchlean.

Drsft Fiimsce Co., Easton,
Georg« F.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Pettinos.

A Van

Can. Hanson

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mi<^gan.

Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.
Woodison. E, J., Co., Toronto. Ont

IRON CEMENTS

Can. Hanaon A Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..

A

Co.. Toronto. Ont
Ltd., Toronto, Ont

Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevena, Detroit, Michigan.
Stevens, Frederic B,, Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E, J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

Globe Sfee! Co., Mansfield, Ohio.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Michigan.
National Enirineering Co.. Chicsgo. 111.

JOLT ROCKOVERS

OhermaTer Co..

JOLT MACHINES AND SQUEEZERS

American Molding Mach. Co., Te rre-Hauto,

3.. Ch'ejiirn. HI.
J.. Toronito.

E.

A Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supplv Co..

Co.. Toronto. Ont
Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Micfaigan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton,
TTvde & Sons. Montreal. Que.
Woodison Co., E. J., Toronto.

Can. Han/ion

FURNACES

Toronto. Ont.

A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supplv Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Can. Hanson

Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.
Fseire Mill Co.. Hsmiltnn. Ont.
Hawlev Down Draft Furnace Co., Esutnn.
Monarch Enirineering A Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Obermayer Co.. S.. Chicago, 111.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

FURNACE BLOWERS, ROTARY
A

F.

M.

,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdrv. Supplv Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Midhigan.
Woodison. K. J
Co.. Toronto. Ont.
.

GR.^PHITE, ANTI-FLUX BRA2INO
Winkle Co., Toronto,

Frederic B.

Stevens. DetroH, MIdilgan.

Grimes Molding Machine Co.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison.

Ont

R. J.. Co.. Toronto,

JOLT STRIPPERS
American Molding Mach,
Davenport Mach. A Fdry.

KAOLIN

Co., Terre-Haute, Ind.
Co., Davenport, Iowa.

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Oat
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Mldilgan.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodi.son.

E.

Co.. Toronto.

J..

Ont.

LADLES. FOUNDRY
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle

Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Joseph Diiou CruciKle Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hsinilton Fsein? Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.

Northern Crane Works. Walkerville.
Monarch Enidneerlng A Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Obermayer Co.. 8., Chicago, HI.
aiv
W. W.. Mf(r. Co.. The. Cleveland. O.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. Fl. .T. Co.. Toronto. Ont
.

L*T»LE

HEATERS

Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Fdrv. Supplv Co.. Ltd. Toronto. Oivt
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Michigan.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Oo.. Easton. Pa.
Mfg. Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Monarch Enirineerine
Tv^wiionTi
E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Dan.

Hanson

A Van

A

LFGGINGS
Frederic B.

Sterens. Detroit.

Michigan.

L.*nLE STOPPERS. LADT.E NOZZLES.

AND SLEEVES fGRAPHITE)

A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
r
T'\ronto,
Fdrv. Siipr'v '^'>
Detroit. Mlchioan.
Sterens.
Frederic B.
Hanson

n

nr^tnininn

George F., Philadelphia, Pa.

& Van

American Molding Mach. Co., Terre-Haute, Ind.
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Oat.
Dominion Fdry. Supply <To.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

Can.

GRAPHITE GREASE
Can, Uanjon

Ind.

rinrtilTiion

Oonnersville. Ind.

ASBESTOS. DUCK AND LEATHER GLOVES

Pettinos,

m.

Co.. Toronto. Ont
Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

IRON SAND

FOUNDRY SUPPLIES

Roots Oo., P. H.

Ont

HOISTS, CHAIN

.

Down

Co.,

Ont

Can.

Han«on A Van Winkle

J..

111.

Combustion Co., Montreal.

IRON FILLER

FOUNDRY GRAVEL

Co..

111.

Sons, Mcntr^. Que.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit Mich.
Woodison Oo. E. J., Toronto.

GOGGLES

Ltd.,

Pa.

HAMMERS. CHIPPING

Hyde

FOUNDRY PRACTICE

Havrley

Pa.

("an
Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Frederic B. Stovens, Detroit, Michigan.
Northern -Crane Works, Ltd., Walkerville,

Jcweph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City. N.J.
Hamilton Fscine .Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde A Sons. Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering A Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago. HI.
Pettinoe. George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.T.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

<^an.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., PutsOurgh,

HOISTING AND CONVEYING MACHINERY, ELECTRIC AND PNEUMATIC

FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT

(Frederic B.

ANGULAR

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Woodiaon, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Ont

"iiTTiltnn

riRF BRICK AND CLAY
Leslie

Co.. Toronto.

E. J..

Frederic B.

Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont
Woodi«5n. F,. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
A. C.

Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woo.iison.

111.

J.

111.

FURNACES, BRASS

LEATHER AND WOODEN

H«p«on * Vnn Twinkle

Chicago,

Stevens,

Woodison. K.

Que.

Can. Han-son & Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Dominion Forv. Supplv Co., Ltd.. Toronto,
Ftwleric B. Stevens. Detroit. Michigan.
Hyde & Sons. Montreal. Que.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
•"•an.

Hyde A Sons, Montreal. Que.

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Brwi. Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.

FILLERS (METALLIC)

FILLETS,

A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Fscinc Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Can. Hanson

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Stipply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
General Combustion Co., Montreal.
Hamilton Facine Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hawley Down Draft Fumsce Co.. Es<:tnn.
Monarch Engineering A Mfg. Co.. Baltimore, Md.

FERKO-ALLOYS
A. C.

111.

FOUNDRY PARTING

FURNACE LINING

Ford-amlth Mach. Co., Ltd.. The. Hamilton,
Stevens.

A Van Wmkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Btevetis. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodistn, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hanaon

S..

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,

GRINDERS, RESIN

GKIT, STEEL

General 'rombu<!tion Co., Montre,il.

Woodi.son

PACINGS
Frederic B.

FORGINGS

Obermayer Co..

111.

HAND

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., I'ltisouigh,

Hersey Co.. Ltd., Milton. Montreal, Que.
MoLain's System, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.

ELEVATORS, HYDRAULIC, PNBDMATIC

Grand Rapids, Mich.

TOOL POST, FLOOR AND BENCH

GRIT.

Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co.» Ltd., Toronto. Ont.

Md.

.Machinery Co.,

F^eueric B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
W. VV. Sly Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Ont

Can.

DYNAMOS

I

Stevens.
HamOton Facing Mill Co.. Htmilton.
Obermayer Co.. 8.. Chicago. III.
Tabor .Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

Ont

FOUNDRY FACINGS

DUST EXHAUSTER, ANISTER SYSTEM
Corporation,

Toronto.
Detroit, Mi<&igan.
Ltd.,.

Magnetic Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Woodison Oo., E. J., Toronto.

0.

DUST HANDLING EQUIPMENT
Corporation.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Mlehlgian.

Pangbom

OOivtr

GKINDERS, DISC. BENCH, SWING
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,

National Engineering Co.. Chicago.

Can. Hanson 4 Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Cleveland Nickel Works, Cleveland.
Dominion Fdry. Sujjply Co., Lti.. Toronto. Ont.
Piwlerio B. Stevens. Detroit. Midhigan.
Monarcb Eng'r'g Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Woodiaon, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

Ont

Toronto.

Co.,

J.,

Ford-Smith .Mach. Co.. Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

GRINDERS. PORTABLE, ELECTRIC,

FOUNDRY MIXERS

Md.

DRYING OVENS FOR CORES

E.

GRINDERS

GRINDERS, PNEUMATIC

Montrcil.

Ltd.,

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Diamond Clamp & Flask Co.. Richmond. Ind.

•3an.

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chioaco,
Ha^erstO'wn,

Ltd.. Montreal.

FITTINGS, CAST IRON
Crane

George F., Philadelphia, Pa.

Pettinos.
VVoortisoB.

Hanson A Van Winkle <'o., Toronto, Ont.
Ford-Smith .Mach. Co.. Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont

Ijanlnion Fdrv. Supply Co..

DRYERS, SAND
Corporation,

f^r.ine

Volume Xi

Can.

FOUNDRY COKE

AND PORTABLE

DRILLS, ELECTRIC

Pangbom

RY MAN

Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N,J.
Woo^li.^on. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Pettinoa, (Jeorge F.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Whitehead Bros. Co., HufTalo. N.T.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Frederic B.

DIPPERS. GRAPHITE

Pangbom

I)

FI-ASKS. SNAP. ETC.

Woodison,

Pangbom

FO UN

A N

FITTINGS

CUPOLA TWYER8
Stevens.

J

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

V au
VYmkis Co., Toronto. Uui.
Doi&iiiioa b'dry- Supply Co., Lul., Toiouio, Uiuii^edenc B. Elevens, Detroit, Miohigan.
Hamilton Facuig Mill Co., Ltd., iiauiiltoo, Obu
H>M« u £iua:>, AloDU-eal, Qu«.
Wbittthead Bros. Co., Buflalo, N.Y.
VVooibwn, K. J., Co., Toroato, Unt.

Can.

1 )

Ont

GRAPHITE PRODUCTS
Black Donald Graphite Co., Calaibogie, Ont
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Uominion i-dry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
'Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Jubeph Uixon cnicitile Co.. Jenwy C:'.y. N.J.
Hamilton Kacine .Mill <;o
Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde A Sons, Montreal, Que.
Jonathan baiUty cruciuJe i,o.. Trenton. N.J.

.To»enh DiT^nn
F.

'Wftrt'tie/Nri.

LINSEED

PniHMe
J..

OIL.

<^r\

f>>..

.

.Tersev

Toronto.

dtj, N.J

Ont

CORE

Chicago.
* Oo..
& Oo.. Toronto.
LUBRICATING GRAPHITE

nihormovor

Ont.

Ont

Hi.

'»..

Remolds

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Michigan.
Pettinos. Geonre F.. Philadelphia, Pa.

MAGNETIC SEPARATORS
Ding's Ms'metlr Separator Oo. Milwaukee. Wis.
Magnetic Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee. Wis.
.
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ARE
UNEQUALLED

OUR
FIREBRICKS

RESULTS OF STANDARD TESTS
Fusing Point

Cone 32 or 3218°

-

F.

RE-HEATING TEST,

2550 F.

SPALLING

We

invite

you

in the

Hours
TEST,-

for 5

-

Contraction or Expansion Zero
Brick heated red hot and dropped into
cold water do not crack or check.

your patronage and are pleased to give any information that will help
proper selection of material adapted to your particular class of work.

OUR MOTTO— ''SERVICE

HYDE &

f y

SONS, MONTREAL, QUE.

YOU CAN GET

rPOM

Wet Pan Sand

Mill

for Steel Foundries

^BUFFALO

VENT

WAX

at the following Supply Houses
in

Canada

Dominion Foundry Supply

Ltd.,

Co.,

Montreal and

Toronto.
E. B. Fleury, 1609

Queen

Hamilton Facing Mill

Hyde &

Webster & Sons,
J.

W., Toronto.

Co., Ltd.,

Hamilton, Ont.

Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

standard Mchy.

E.

St.

Woodison

&

Supplies,

Ltd.,

Ltd.,

Montreal, Que.

Montreal, Que.

Co., Toronto, Ont.

The

i^^ Mfg.
112

W. Adams
CHICAGO

St.

Co.

'

CANADIAN

62

MELTING POTS

I'LATING

Hanson i Van VVinUe Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hunlllon Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Monarch EnsineerinK & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Ud.

C»u.

Sterena,

Frederic B.. Uftroil. Mich.
J., Co., Toronto. OnL

Woodison, E,

Kawin

Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd., The, HAmUton,

Ont

BLystone Mfg Co., Cambridge Springs, Pa.
Can. Hanson tc Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
National Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.

Ont.

OnL

MIXERS
E>ngineering

Co.,

Chicago,

HI.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdr;. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, On;t.
FaciiiR

Hamilton, Ont.

Co.,

Mill

Coventry,

Obermayer Co.,

EJng.

Con. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
The Clereland Osbom Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.

Davenport Mach.

&

Co., Davenport, Iowa.
Dominion Fdry. Surely Co., Ltd.. Toronto, OD<t.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Grimes Molding Machine Co., Detroit, Mich.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Tahor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

Fdry.

MOLDING SAND— SEE SAND
Sterens, Detroit, Micihigan.

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronrto, Ont.
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Onit.
.

Detroit, Michigan.

Stevens,

Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.T.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.
Stevens.

Dertrodt,

George

Philadelphia, Pa.

F.,

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Oo., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Monarch Engineering A Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, HI.
"W. W. Sly Mfg. Co., Cleiveland, Ohio.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

AND GAS FURNACES

OIL

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Hamilton Facine Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

&

Geniial

National Engineering Co., Chicago,
Frost Mfg. Co., Chicago, HI.

PATTERN SHOP EQUIPMENT.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Oo.. Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Midhiean.
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

Ont.

Ont

PATTERN WAX
Compound

Co.,

Buffalo,

N.Y.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhlcoji.
Montreal Pattern Works

PIG IRON

A. C. Leslie
C«n. Hanson

&

Steel

Canada. HamlUon, Ont,

of

Co.,

& Van

Ltd..

I..

Oan. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Fr«leric B. Stevens, Detroit. Michigan.
Joaeph Dlzun Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Whitehead Bro^ Co.. Buffalo, N.T.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Ont

PLUMBAGO

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Torcoto. Ont
Dominion Fda. Sujiply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Jnaeiili Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.

Hamaton Faclnc

Mill Co..

Hamilton,

Hyde A Sons. Montreal, Que.
OtMnaayeT Co., B., Chieafo, lU.
Pettinos, Georg« F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Sttvena. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. B. J., Co., Torooto, 0>t

Ont

Toronjto.

Oo.,

E.

J.,

Pa.

Toronito.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
S., Chicago, IlL
J., Toronto.

Obermayer & Co.,
Woodison Oo., E.
Pa.

SIEVES
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry, Sujiply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

rnistied StP»l Co.. Pittsburgh.
Oo.
E. J., Toronjto.

Pa.

,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mlfftlgaji.
Stevens. Frederic E., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

SILICA

Md.

WASH

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

.

Pa.

A. Spangler, Benton Harbour, Mich.

Co., Toronto, Ont
Ltd.. Toronto, Onit
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mlflhigan,
Hyde A Sons, .Montreal, Que.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

SILICA ROCK, GROUND
AND PULVERIZED

Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.
Sons, Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont
Can.

Hyde

SKIM.MERS, GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle

Co., Toronto, OnU
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Diamond Clamp A Flask

Co.,

Richmond, Ind.

Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.

SNAP FLASK BOTTOM PLATES

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhlgan.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.

SNAP FLASK TRIMMINGS

Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.T.
E. J. Woodison Co., Toronto.

A

Flask

Co.,

Richmond, Ind.

Co.,

Richmond, Ind.

Flask Co.,

Richmond, Ind.

SNAP MOLD JACKET
Diamond Clamp

A

SMALL ANGLES

Pangbom

Corporation, Hagerstown, Md.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, MlAlgan.

A. C. iLesIie A Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
(an. Han.son A Van Winkle I'o.. Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

SAND BLAST SHOT
Pa.

SAND CONVEYING MACHINERY
Can. "H«in«on A Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Frederio B. Otrraia. Detroit, Mldhigui.
Woodtoon, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Diamond Clamp

Diamond Clamp & Flask

SANDBLAST SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES

Treitaie B. Sterens, Detroit, Michigan.
Globe Steel Co.. .Mansfleld, Ohio.
Pittaborgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh,

Ont

&

SLIP JACKETS

SAND BLAST SANB
Oan.

Crane Ltd.. Montreal.

J.,

SHOVELS

ToTomlto.

National Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.
Oan. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Onit
Hamilton Faring Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, 111.
Pangbom Corporation, Hageratown, Md.
Sly. W. W.. .Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland. O.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
United States Silica Co., Chicago, HI.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

J.

COMPOUNDS
PIPE, SOIL, AND FITTINGS
Craiii- LI.
Montreal.
PHOSPHORIZERS
PIPE JOINT

Woodison

SANDBLAST ABRASIVES

SAND BLAST HELMETS

Montreal, Que.

Winkle Oo.. Toronto, Ont

E.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Globe Steel Co., .Mansfield, Ohio.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh,

Co.. rhicaeo. 111.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhlgan.
National Engineerinpr Co., Chicago, IlL

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Piftibnnrh Crushed Steel Oo., Pittsburgh.

Oo.,

SHOT

SAND BLAST GRIT AND SHOT

PATTERNS

Md.

A Co., S., Chicago, 111.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detrcdt, Midhigan.

SAND BLAST MACHINERY

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, I^dil«an.
Obermayer & Co., S., Chicago. 111.
Woodison Co., E. J., Toronto.

Hageratown,

Corporation,

Obermayer

Mfff.

Cori)oratlon, Hageistown,
E. J., Toronto.

Pangbom

Woodison

SAND MILLS

Pangbom

SEPARATORS, MAGNETIC; STANDARD
AND SPECIAL

SEA COAL

Hnitpd States Silica Co., Chicago, IH.
Frederic B. Stevens. Dptroit. MIdhigan.
Woodison Co., E. J., Toronto.

Woodison Oo.

PARTING COMPOUNDS

Co.. .Milwaukee. Wis.
Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Detroit, Midhigan.

Dominion Fdry. Supply

COMPRESSED AIR
Ont

fn..

SANDBLAST EQUIPMENT

111.

Toronrto.

J.,

Magnetic Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis,

SAND

Woodison

E.

SEPARATORS, MOISTENERS, OIL FOB

Montreal.

Toronto.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

Pirf'.hnreli

Combustion Co., Montreal.

Co.

Iowa.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldhigian.

WET AND DRY

United

A

J.,

Oo.,

Frederic B. Stevens,

SAND BLAST ACCESSORIES

F. .M., OonmersTille, Ind.

OIL METERS

PANS,

111.

Fdry. Co.. Davenport,
Stevens. Detroit, Midhigan.
Co.. E. J., Toronibo.

E.

SAND SIFTERS, HAND
SEPARATORS

ROLLOVER MACHINES

Oo.,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Ding's Magnetic Separatoi

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,

Woodison

SAND RIDDLES

Woodison

HAMMER, COMPRESSION

Han«on A Van Winltle

A

Hyde
Sons, Montreal, Que.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia. Pa,
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mien.
Whitehead Bros. Co.. l;i.nalij. .N.V.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

Battle Creek Sand Sifter Co., Battle Creek, MichFrederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.

O.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Pittsburgh Cnished Steel Co., Pittsburgh,

AND GAS FURNACE BLOWERS

Roots Co., P. H.

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Midhigan.
& Co.. Toronto.
W. W.. .Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland,
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont
KL'yiiold.s

Fro=:t

Ccn.

OIL

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

Tan

OVENS FOR COREBAKINO
AND DRYING

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co., Hamilton, Onu

Sand Sifter Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

RESIN

Co.,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
National Engineering Co., Chicago, UL

Battle Creek

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldhlgan.
Woodison Oo., E. J., Toronto.

ROTARY PUMPS
General 'Comtastion
ROUGE

Mldhlean.

SAND MILLS

SAND SIFTERS

RIDDLES, ELECTRIC

Frederic B.

NORTH RIVER SAND
Pettinos,

Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.

Davenport Mach.

OMol

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Mldhlgaii.
Woodiflon Oo., E. J., Toronto.

HI.

Whitehead Bros. Co., New York, N.T.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

W'oodifi/on

NOZZLES. SAND BLAST
Frederic B.

Chicago,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Slidhigan.
National Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.
Frost .Mfg. Co., Chicago, HI.
Standard Sand A .Machine Co., Cleveland,
Woodison Ua, E. J., Toronto.

SAND .MOLDIN(i

RIVETERS, PNEUMATIC. HYDRAULIC

Can.

j

S.,

Sly,

MOLDING SIFTERS
Frederic

Ont

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Oo., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
BtPTpns.

MOLDING MACHINES
Co.,

Car.. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Magnetic Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Frederic B,, Detroit, Mich.
WoodLson. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

Stevens,

Hyde & Sons, Montreal, Que.

Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Woodison, E.

Foundry

RAMMING PLATES AND MACHINES

RIDDLES

MOLDERS' TOOLS

'Frederic B.

•

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.,' Toronto, Ont
Joseph Uixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Jonathan Hartley Cnicible Co., Trenton, N.J.
W'oodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit. Mldhlgsn.

Britannia

EVederio B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
J., Toronto.

Detroit Michigan.

SAND-MIXING MACHINERY

PROTECTIVE WEARING APPAREL

RETORTS

MITTENS

Hamilton

Frederic B. Stevens,

PULLEYS, MAGNETIC

MINING AND QUARRYING MACHINERY

Sterens.

SANDBLAST MATERIAL
Iowa.

Woodison Co., E.

Toronto,

Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Ltd.. Toronto, Out.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Krosl -Ufg. Co., Chicago, 111.
Sly. W.
W.. .Ufg. Co., The, Cleveland, O.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

Iowa.

Fdry. Co., Davenport,
Detroit, Midhigan.

Frederic B. Stevens,

P'rederle B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Peltinos, George K., Philadelphia, Pa.

National

&

Davenport Mach.

MICA SCHIST

Co..

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,
Can.

POWER SQUEEZERS

MILLING MACHINES

J.,

SAND BLAST MACHINERY, BARRELS,

Ont

Stevens,

Davenport .Mach. & Fdrj-. Co.. Davenport,
Frederic B. ^^yeas, Detroit, Michigan.

Co.,

Toronto.
Hersey Co., Ltd., MUton, Montreal, Que.
McLaln's System, Inc., Milwaukee, Wia.
Toronto Teating La)>oratoriea, Toronto.

WoodUon. E.

AND POLISHING SUPPLIES

& Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
W. \\. Wells Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont
Hanson

Can.

Volume XI

POWER JOLT SQUEEZERS

METALLURGISTS
Charles C.

MAN

FO UNDRY

Ont

Ont.

SOAPSTONE
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..

Co., Toronto,
Ltd.. Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton.
George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
Pettinos,

Ont

Ont
Ont

r A X
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CARLTON " BRAND

ENGLISH FERRO MANGANESE
GUARANTEED

78/80

MN. CONTENTS

(

WE CAN QUOTE FOR DIRECT IMPORT OR FROM MONTREAL STOCK

& CO.,
MONTREAL

LESLIE

A. C.

Limited

Canadian Sales Agents

REYNOLDS CORE OIL
20 Years

Highest Standard for

We are now supplying many of the largest foundries in Canada.
We only make one grade of core oil and always keep it at the same
which has always given

Write us for

REYNOLDS & COMPANY
TORONTO,

SPELTER BOWLS

STEEL RAILS

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Frederic B. SteTens, Detroit, Michigan.
Joseph DL\on Crucible Co., Jersey City, Pa.
\Voodi8on, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

SPRCE CUTTERS

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdrj. Supplj Co.,

Co.,
Ltd..

Ont.

Oat

StcTcna,

Midhigan.

Detroit,

SQUEEZERS,

POWER

Ont

ANT)

Han.>>on & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

Can.

Detroit, Michigan.

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, OniL
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City. N.J.

Co., Toronto.
Ltd.. Toronto,

Ont
Omt

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michig«in.
Pitrsburgh Cnished Steel Co.. Pittsburgh.
Detroit,

Otit.

Pa.

Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton,

Ont

Hanson

& Van

E.

Toroorto.

Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont

J.,

Richmond,

Co.,

111.

STEEL BANDS

Ind.

Diamond Clamp & Flask
E.

J.,

RiclinK>nd,

Co..

Ind.

Toronto.

STEEL BARS. ALL KINDS
&

Ltd., Montreal, Que.
U' inkle C^.
Toronto.

Co..

& Van

.

N'orthern Crane Works. WalkerrUle.

Canada. Hamilton,
J..

Co..

Toronto,

Ont
Ont

PaBCbom Corpora -on. Ha^ratown, Md.
Limited.

Montreal, Que.

J.,

Co.,

Toronto,

Ont

Stevens,

Detroit, Michigan.
Co., Toronto,
Ltd.. Toronto

Pressed Steel Co., Muskegon, Mich.
Tabor .Mfg. Co.. PhUadelphia.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

Ont
Ont

Ont

WHEELBARROWS
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
& Sons, Montreal, Que.

Woodison Co., E.

J.,

Toromlio.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Can. Hart Wb'ils. Hamilton, Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd.. The, Hamilt<M>,
Woodison, E. /., Co., Toronto, Ont

Ont
Ont

WHEELS, POLISHING, ABRASIVB

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton,
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Onu
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
United Compound Co.. Buffalo. NT.
Woo-lison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

Ont
Ont

WIND GATES
&

Roots Co.. P. H.

F.

.M.,

Connersville, Ind.

WIRE WHEELS

Ont

Can.

Can. Haneon & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. On*.
Hamilton Facing
Co., Hamilton, Ont,

Stevens,

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

TRUCKS, DRYER AND FACTOKY

Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ch»L
Hamilton Facing Mul Co., Hamilton, Ont
Frederic B.,

Woodison. E.

J..

Co..

Mich.
Toronto. Ont

Detroit,

Hanson

4 Van

Winkle

TURPENTINE
ResTiolds

&

Co.,

Toronto,

Co.,

Toronto,

Mm

WIRE. WIRE RODS AND NAILS

TURNTABLES
Can.

STEEL PLATES
Co..

Ont

Detroit, Michigan.
Co., Toronto. Ont.
Ltd.. Toronto, Ovit.

Wells, Toronto.

Woodison, E.

Toronto,

WHEELS, GRINDING

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

W. W.

Co.,

Hyde

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Omt
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Northern Crane Works, Ltd.. WalkerrUle. Ont
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont
Stevens,

J.,

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Michigan.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

TRACK, OVERHEAD

Frederic B.

Ont

Detroit, Michigan.

WALL CHANNELS

Ont.

TRIPOLI

Stevens, Detroit. Michigan.
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton,

Frederic B.

A

Ont
Ont

Heisey Co., Ltd., Milton, Montreal, Que.

TONGS, SHAKE OFF
Diamond Clamp & Flask
Pa.

SWING GRINDERS

A. C. Leslie

Hamilton,

Stevens,

Woodison. E.

Frederic B.

TOOLS, PNEUMATIC

SWING

E.

Co..

.Mill

Frederic B.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Om.
Hamilton Facing. MUl Co., Hamilton. Ont.

Hanson & Van Wmkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,
Keller Pneumatic Tool Co., CMcago, HI.

Michigan.
Co.. Toronto.

Car. Hanson & Van Wmkle
Pittsbnrgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

of

Facing

Ont

VENT WAX

Can.

Co., Toronto,
Ltd.. Toronto,

& Sons, Montreal. Que.
E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
TESTS OF MATERIALS

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Tnionto.
Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

VIBRATORS

TROLLEYS AND TROLLEY SYSTEMS

Stevens,

Leslie

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. 3upj)ly Co..
Can.

Ont.

Hyde & Sons, Montreal, Que.
UniVd Compound Co., Buffalo, N.Y.

Ont

TALC

Can.

STEEL GRIT

Han.«nn

Ont

AND OIL

TEEMING CRUCIBLES AND FUNNELS

STEEL. CRrSHED

Woodison Oo.,

Toronto.

Co..

Woodison.

romlmstiAn Co.. Montreal.

Co..

J..

Frederic B.
sevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Can. Hanson A; Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Can. Hart Wheels, Hamilton, Ont.

Hamilton

HAND

STEAM TURBINES

Frederic B.

Woodison. E.

Hyde

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Hcmilton Facing Mill Co.. ntamilton. Ont.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Phfladelphia.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

Woodison.

STIRRERS. GRAPHITE

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto,

Steel Co.

Ont.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply. Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Can.

C.

Co., Toronto,
Co., Toronto, Ont

TANKS, OIL AND WATER

.SQCEEZER MOLDING MACHINES

A.

J.,

STONES, RUBBING

Toronto,
TorontOj
Hamilton Kaciiig Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Sterens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

C«n.

<'an.

Hanson & Van Winkle

Can.

Battle Creek Sand Sifter Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
F>ed«ie B. ftterens, Detroit, M1diie«.nWoodiaon Co., E. J., Toronto.

Wood»on

Can.

Woodison, E.

Frederic B. Stevens,

SPRAYERS

G(n(-ra!

prices.

Macdonell Ave.

261

Frederic B.

Standard Quality

satisfaction.

Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michtcan.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toroato,
Steel Co. of Canada, HamStfln, Ont
Woodi«or E. J
Co.
Toronto. Ont
.
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The AMERICAN

operated

is efficiently

by men of little experience i n foundry
work, because it is
simple, accurate and

JOLT ROCKOVER
MACHINE

massively rigid.

The

self-adjusting internal jolting
valve takes up its own wear. Likewise the automatic ball and socket
leveling device requires no attention from the operator.

One piston jolts and rocks
mold. And the plain rockover table permits pattern
plate being bolted direct to
table, and to project over
table in all directions
necessary.

when

Write for Complete
Particulars

American Molding Machine Co.
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
Box 35
Builders of
Plain Joltes

Jolt Strippers

Jolt

Rockover Machines

^v^

%ntA^J&%
Specialists in analyzing, mixing and melting of
Semi-Steel, Grey and Malleable Irons.

The Toronto

'-'.<

Testing^ Laboratory, Limited

160 Bay Street, Toronto
iMUUi.

'sX^--

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
American Manganese Bronze Co.
American Molding Machine Co

54
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...
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Bailey & Bell Firebrick Co.
Bartley Crucible Co., Jonathan
Battle Creek Sand Shifter Co. ..
Blystone Mfg. Co
Britannia Foundry Co
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52
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56
8
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The
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16
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Dings Magnetic Separator Co
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Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph
Dominion Crucible Co
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56
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F
B

57

Ford-Smith Co
Foyle,

H
Hamilton Facing Mill

Hawley Down

Ltd
Draft Furnace Co.
Co.,
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Holland Core Oil Co
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49
56
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Obermayer

Co., The S
Co., Inc
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Pangborn Corporation
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52
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Stevens Specialties
Bring Results
After all is said and done the chief element of success in the sale of specialized
products is their ability to produce results economically and satisfactorily.
All of these specialties have been tried in the crucible of experience and found to
measure up to the highest standards.

—

—

Foundry

The days when Flour. Molasses, and sundry edible things
be used in a Foundry are rapidly passing. Linseed Oil,
too, has climbed the golden stair of high prices.
The foundryman who thinks in the future must use substitutes or
his dream of profits will end in a nightmare of losses.
Here

may

.ire

the profit savers.

DRY BINDERS

—

—

—

—

STEVENS' CORE

GUM

Another dry binder but not of black color. A real artist
might call it "mouse-tint" but we will call it "gray" in color
but a shiner in effect. It is used for small intricate cores,
where Linseed Oil was once thought necessary and with great
success.
Its greater victories are with the small delicate
cores where nothing but pure linseed has been considered
before; none of these Compounds are noisy with odor. They
are well behaved from start to finish.

STEVENS' CORE PASTE
The only substitute for high-grade flour; not the flour that
has masqueraded when mixed with plaster. Silica, etc., as
flour, but the real hot biscuit raw material.
Of course it contains no flour, but you wouldn't know that, so well does it
take its place. Here is still a stock of Dextrine, Rosin, and
Molasses (New Orleans black strap). The wand of the fairy
is liable to touch their prices every day — get in early.

LIQUID

CORE BINDERS

Stevens' Core Oils wherever used are a synonym for Core
strength, sharp edges, durability, quick baking
nnd quick removal from casting.

qualities;

Stevens Gargara

Emery

this emery lies in its practical results.
acts as an abrasive, it exercises its cutting qualities, then
crushes and polishes. Two services are thus rendered with
but one material. Stevens Gargara Emery gives the results
desired.
All numbers.
In kegs of 350 lbs.

The superiority of

It

FREDERIC
Manufacturer

of

Some

of the things required by stove makers, brass plants

and others:

STEVENS' WHITE ROSE BUFFING COMPOSITION
For "coloring up" cutlery of all kinds and all light
castings WHITE ROSE is beyond comparison.

steel

Also for buffing brass or nickel the results obtained are a

Stevens* King Kore Kompound, a black dry powder, but
containing two adhesives, one to bind the green cores, so
that when cores are not baked promptly the strength of the
green core permits handling without injury; another that
develops its strength under heat of core ovon.
The ideal
combination.
It
is
used successfully when making large
heavy Grey Iron cores
sometimes called "chunky'" or
"blocky" also for engine beds, machine tools, railway equipment, and cores for steel castings of all descriptions. One
Detroit Foundry a large one reported a saving of sixteen
dollars per day after ceasing old methods and when using
King Kore Kompound with Glutrin not a necessary but a
good combination.

—

Buffing Compositions

Specialties

delight to the eye.
The beauty of nickel or brass is brought out to the greatest
advantage.
Wherever a brilliant finish is required, it is
unexcelled, especially where deep backgrounds are liable to
be filled. Particles left in the work are easily washed out.
Put up in airtight hermetically sealed cans. Samples free.

STEVENS' "ZZZ" COLORING COMPOSITION
For coloring copper and brass castings, or plated work,
such as valves, fittings spun brass or cast brass use my

—

—

"ZZZ" Coloring Composition.
Contains no unsaponifiable material, does not smear the
work, gives a lustrous finish, cleans quickly.
gives to brass the glory of gold.
Equally as good on copper.
It

Sample for

trial free.

STEVENS' UNION MAID WHITE POLISH

A superior lime composition for coloring all kinds of nickel
plated work.
blue-white finish the looking
Imparts that beautiful
glass lustre.
Work is economically cleaned for "UNION MAID" is fine
in grain and will easily wash out of deep backgrounds.
Sample on request.

—

—

Buffing Wheels
Three great values:

STEVENS' SPANISH FELT WHEELS
From the highest grade selected wool, light in weight and
superfine in quality. Let me quote prices.

STEVENS' LIBERTY FELT WHEELS
Same as Spanish Felts but a trifle coarser wool. But
many uses just as good. Reasonably cheap in price.

for

STEVENS' FELT-SUB WHEELS
Cost half the price of Spanish Felts and wear several times
Save glue and emery. Used by stove, automobile
as long.
and brass manufacturers. One brass manufacturer says the
men prefer them to the felt wheel. He has purchased 78 of
them in a few months. One automobile manufacturer has

bought 500 from me since January first.
Samples of any wheels on order. Give

size

and number

desired.

B.

STEVENS

Foundry and Electro-Plating Supplies and Equipment

DETROIT, MICH.
Order from the nearest branch
EXPORT WAREHOUSE:

Windsor, Ont.

EASTERN SELLING AGENTS:

Standard Machinery

&

Supplies, Co., Montreal, Quebec
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CASTINGS
Aluminum,
Nickel,
Bronze,
Brass,
Zinc.
For electroplating purposes you must use highgrade castings of pure, homogeneous, smooth

—

metal.

We

have manufactured castings
years, and the satisfaction with
received

is

e^

kind for
which they are

of

this

idence of their superior quality and

workmanship.

We

glad to quote on prompt shipment
castings of e\ ery description.
shall be

of

Crown Rheostats
gi\ e perfect regulation,

suitable for

all

and are

kinds of plating.

We are now manufacturing these
famous Rheostats and possess
the patent rights for Canada.
We can supply any style immediately from stock. W'rite for
Bullet'in

No.

type "m.v.a." rheostat

149.

Canadian Hanson

&

TORONTO

Van Winkle
-

-

Co., Limited

CANADA

nirDRIAI. INDKX

— PAGE82

A
hj
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Monthljr Newspaper Drvoted to the Foundry, PattemmaLkintr. PlalinK and Polbshine
Hie HaeLe«a Publtshiitf Coinp«n}', Lirahed, Toronto, Montrenl. Wlnnipetr. and
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CORC SAND
Better Cores with
Send

for

50%

Less Oil

Sample and Formula

UNITED STATES SILICA CO.
Sole Producers of Flint Silica

1939 Peoples

Gas Building

CHICAGO

l^^^ipEve

No.

3.
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The Acid

MAN

Test!

They are created by foresight
beaten path for new and better ways of

Profitable foundries are not things of chance.

and courage

—courage

to forsake the

production.

Kawin Service is ready to guide you in the better way. With Kawin Service for
your guide you know positively if your foundry is yielding all the profit it should
yield.
Kawin puts foundry production to the acid test.

Kawin Methods

are introduced quickly, quietly and without dislocating your
business in any way. RESULTS GUARANTEED! If we fail to save you 100%
over and above the cost of the service you are not asked to pay a cent. Under any
circumstances bur charges are moderate. Investigate!

KAWIN SERVICE IN
Design of Foundries
Co-operation and Creation of an
Organization
Development of Production
Expert Assistance in all Branches
of the

1
1
1
1
IB

Charles

C.

Foundry

A

NUTSHELL
Foundry Engineers
Expert Foundrymen
Cupola Experts
Metallurgists

Chemists
Six Service Stations

Kawin Company, Limited

1
1
1

Chemists, Foundry Engineers and Metallurgists

307 Kent
Buffalo, N.Y.

Building

Akron, Ohio

-

Dayton, Ohio

Toronto, Canada
Chicago,

111.

San Francisco,

Cal.

.

1

1

larch,
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SERVICE
Another Canadian Product
Manufactured in Our Toronto Plant

SAVE NEW YORK EXCHANGE

Flat Bottom, Steel Bowl, Bull Ladle with Double End, Swivel
Capacities 100 to 1,000 lbs. inclusive.
Shank.

Capacities 400 to 1,800 lbs. inclusive.
1 Lips, No. 1 Bail.
All Crane Ladles have a dog on side of Bowl to hold Ladle in

No.

vertical position.

Flat Bottom Steel Bowls
These
Capacities 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300 and 350 lbs.
When orderBowls have heavy steel plate sides and head.
ing ladle bowls state inside diameter of shank ring that they
are expected to fit.

Hand Ladle

Shanks, hollow hanwith light Steel Bowl.
In ordering shanks only, always
ft. 6 in. long.
give the capacity and diameter of band.
dles,

about 3

Foundry Supplies and Equipment

Immediate Shipment Guaranteed

THE

E. J.

WOODISON
"Buy

AXADIAN FOUNDRYMAN.

March. 1920.

the best !

Vol. XI, No.

Entered as second-class
.00: in the United States. II. .50.
ost Office Department, Ottawa. Canada.

3.

CO. LIMITED
It's

Toronto

cheapest in the long run."

Subscription price in Canada,
Published monthly, at 143-153 University Ave., Toronto, Can.
1st, 1912, at the Post Office at Buffalo, under Act of March 3rd, 1879, and at the

matter July
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The Standard
Core and Facing Sand Mixing Machine
No.

O-A Standard Improved Sand Mixer

Cuts over and mixes 4 cu. ft. of sand 120 times
equivalent to the labor of 50 men.
a minute

—

Screens, tempers and mixes sand in one continuous operation and with but one handling.

prepared it may be emptied
by opening the discharge gate underneath the mixer.

When

the batch

is

into a M^heelbarrow or car

From three to five minutes mixing will uniformly blend and temper Core and Facing Sand
with any tempering liquid or binding compounds which may be used. The cost of hand
labor to do this work would pay for a STANDARD MIXER in a few days. Furnished with or
without screen.

WE MEET THE TONNAGE REQUIREMENTS

OF DIFFERENT
FOUNDRIES WITH SIX SIZES OF "STANDARD" MIXING
MACHINES, RANGING FROM 1 TO 60 TONS PER HOUR.

No. 4 Standard Improved Sand Mixer
Cuts over and mixes 27 cu.
of sand at one batch

ft.

EQUIVALENT TO THE
LABOR OF 200 MEN.
Designed to meet the

re-

quirements of large founWill mix sand in
dries.
large quantities for core,
facing, heap or backing
sands.

THE STANDARD SAND & MACHINE
CLEVELAND, OHIO,

U.S.A.

CO.

CA X A
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MONARCH
MELTING

FURNACES
Solve the High Cost

of Making Melts

Monarch Rockwell Single Chamber Furnace
**SimpIex" Oil or Gas

pays to Install Monarch Furnaces. Melt twice as much metal
without additional fuel in the time it takes to melt half as
much in other furnaces.
Special attention is drawn toward the Monarch Double Chamber Furnaces.
They burn Oil or Gas, Coke or
Coal, require less space, less fuel, less attention
and do twice the work in half the time. They
utilize all the heat from the one and only burner.
While melting in one chamber, the exhaust heat
"
(something that other furnaces waste) is used to
bring the metal in the other chamber to the
melting point.
The Monarch Double Chamber Furnace is 50
per cent, more economical than any other furnace.
Write us for proof and we will tell you more
about it.
Monarch Single Chamber "Simplex" furnaces are
built on the same lines as the double chamber
furnace but without its continuous heating capaBest fuel economizer of its kind, oil or gas
city.
It

fuel.

Monarch Double Chamber Melting Furnace

Monarch "ARUNDEL" Drop
Front Core
"Arundel" drop front Monarch
square.

They

are

sheet

core ovens are

steel

and

are

Oven
hand made

heavily

Write for our catalogue C.F. 1920.
like

to

tell

lined

in

any

with

size

up

sheet

to

8 feet

asbestos-

We would

you more about Monarch

lines.

Monarch "ARUNDEL" Drop Front Core
Oven Any Fuel

The Monarch Engineering
1206

American Building, Baltimore, Md., U.S.A.

&

Mfg. Company
Shops: Curtis Bay
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DESIGN 4
PRESSURE

BLOWER

A NEW BLOWER
FOR THE FOUNDRY
FACTS:
Construction Simple
Maximum Capacity Attained

Small Expense

No Inconvenience
Desired Pressure Maintained

Installation Causes

Any

to

You

Efficient
Heavily Constructed

Splendid Bearings

Smooth Running
Built for Continuous Service
Delivery Prompt

Request Catalog 258 -B

B. F.

STURTEVANT

CO.

OF CANADA, LTD.
HEAD OFFICE AND WORKS, GALT, ONT.
SALES OFFICES, MONTREAL AND TORONTO

C A N A
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Old Regular Core Oil
The Standard for 30 Years
We

wish to get a few concrete facts before the users of

core oil:

You must admit

that the greatest factor in the prois experience.

duction of castings

We

must admit that experience is the greatest facin
the production of good core oil.
tor
Holland's Old Regular was the

first

core

oil

ever

made.
For

=

thirty years

it

has been the standard.

We

are going to make
thirty years more.

it

the standard core

oil

for

More foundrymen have used Old Regular grade than
any other oil.
These foundrymen to a man swear by
nothing but Old Regular.

Why?

it

and

.

will use

Because no foundiyman can go wrong while

using Old Regular.

Canadian Agents:

The Dominion Foundry Supply

Co., Limited

"Everything for the Foundry"

TORONTO

MONTREAL

i

CA

NADIAN FOUNDKYMAN
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Safe as

Victory Bonds
When you bought

Victory Bonds you
the absolute safety of your investment.. You can be assxired of
this machine paying good dividends
with as much certainty as Victory
Bonds or any other high-class invest-

knew

ment.

IRON

REFUSE

Dings Magnetic Separator
Foundrymen who have installed the DINGS call it a gold mine. It pays
for itself in a few months and then commences to pay handsome dividends.
The DINGS recovers valuable metal from the refuse pile and
gives "back usable sand, all of which represents so many dollars and
cents.
Refuse that you intended for the dump can be made to yield
valuable material when put through this machine.
Can you afford
to be without it?
One man operates the DINGS. Requires very little
power.

Have us

tell

you

all

about

it!

Dings Magnetic Separator Co. ""Lit" Milwaukee, Wis.

REYNOLDS CORE OIL
Highest Standard for

20 Years

We are now supplying many of the largest foundries in Canada.
We only make one grade of core oil and always keep it at the same
which has always given

Standard Quality

satisfaction.

Write us for

prices.

REYNOLDS & COMPANY
TORONTO,

261 Macdonell Ave.

Ont.

Consult Canadian Foundryman
Buyers' Directory
If

what you want

Directory.

If

it

isn't

advertised in this issue, consult our Buyers'

isn't listed in

give you the information.

our Directory, write us and we will
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DIAMOND
Diamond Master Flasks the accepted principles
snap flask building have been developed and enlarged and the wreak and faulty conditions overcome.
Master Flasks are light in weight, easy to handle,
accurate and very durable.
Their convenience and accuracy will result in a
larger and better production.
Diamond Steel Slip Jackets are made to fit any make
of flask, straight or tempered, and of any thickness of metal desired up to 8 gauge.
Far more
serviceable than cagt iron or wooden jackets they
can neither break nor bum.
We also manufacture a complete line of foundry
accessories, Wedges, Clamps, Varnish Cans, Pattern
Benches, Core Boxes, Rapping Plates, etc.
In
of

Diamond Master Flask

—

Sold in Canada by

DOMINION FOUNDRY SUPPLY CO.
WHITEHEAD BROTHERS COMPANY
E. J. WOODISON COMPANY
FREDERICK B. STEVENS
HAMILTON FACING MILLS CO., LTD.
If interested,
direct.

Diamond

Steel Jacket

write any of these jobbers or to us

DIAMOND CLAMP & FLASK

CO.

RICHMOND, INDIANA

38-40 N. 14 St.

THE SIMPSON
INTENSIVE FOUNDRY MIXER

WHITEHEAD'S

Economical and Efficient
for all kinds of

Foundry Sand Mixtures

KAOLIN
For lining and patching
the Cupola, Furnace,
Ladles,
fire

of

etc.,

will

save

brick and the time

your men.

E. B.

FLEURY
Agent

Automatic Discharge. Saves Labor and Materials.
Produces a thorough mixture, gives large capacity
with small cost of maintenance and operation.
Its success demonstrated in a great many of the
best

1609

Queen

St.

W.

known

plants in the country.

Write for

list

of users, details

and

price to

NATIONAL ENGINEERING CO.

Toronto, Ont.
5«

w."wr»hin" fon^St.

CHICAGO.

ILL.

C
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TRADITION and ARROGANCE
vs,

AMBITION and CONFIDENCE
Mrs. Jones and Mrs. White married foundrymen

were school teachers and good ones too

—but

—both
were

neither

Cookery.

versed in

— she

Mrs. Jones was a fox

Mrs. White took things easy.

studied the methods of other successful cooks, while

Both used the same ingredients and recipes

only difference was that Mrs. Jones

was

careful about using exact proportions

—

the

—mixed

everythmg carefully and then was sure that the oven was of the proper temperature

—

was Mrs. Jones

the result

Mrs. White

some years
to adopt

guessed

— and he
new

takes the prize.

like his

—

was a foundry foreman for
and arrogantly declined
wife was guided by tradition

at everything

her husband

—

ideas.

Mr. Jones was promoted foreman a few months after his marriage and Mrs.
She insisted that he learn
Jones being the ambitious wife was interested in his work.
every angle of his own business, so after careful consideration he enrolled for McLain's
System and graduated.

He

learned

why he

buy coke

should

pounds of

of carbon

600 pounds of carbon. Now the
in
800 pounds and
B. T. U.'s between coke containing
600
carbon is approximately 2,900,000 Heat Units and with coke at $8 to

per ton while others only bought coke with
difference

1800 pounds

containing
1

1

$ 0.00 per

—

what he gained melting at
melting only 6 pounds of iron with
pound of coke.
1

ton

figure

1

1

to

1

— while

Mr. White was

1

When

Mrs. Jones told Mrs. White a few years

told

But
in

it

was the

McLain's System

MORAL

:

Mr. Jones was pro'

which Mr. White was foreman,
the neighbors the Joneses were fools for luck.

moted manager of the foundry

White

later that

old story

— put

it

in

— they

to the test

of course Mrs*

were merely ambitious, and had confidence

—

got results

— and

results

count.

Every Housewife Should Study Domestic Science
Every Foundry Foreman Should Study Foundry
Science as Exemplified by McLain's System.

Send For Synopsis

McLAIN'S SYSTEM,
700 Goldsmith Bldg.

MILWAUKEE,

•
/<^y

Inc.
WIS.

.

/

[arch,
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^'Everything

You Need
your
Foundry'*
in
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The Character of Our
Core Compound Service
There is a difference in Core Compounds just as there is a difference in
people. You cannot satisfy everyone
in the same way.
Accordingly we have had to study the
needs of our various customers, investigating the conditions in each particular shop.
our sales force

— and

Production Stability

and the Source of your
Supplies go hand in

The

hand.

entire resources of
practical foundrymen

—
chemical

our
staff, have been
upon in this work.
have succeeded in our endeavors

"OBERM AVER

called

We

Quality'

plus Service --- insures
better and speedier work.

develop a suitable core compound
for every class of work.
Whether it
be liquid or dry compound, you can
rest assured that Obermayer's core
compounds have been tested and not
found wanting.
Write and tell us what sand you are
using and what the nature of your
work is. We have the Core Compound
that will bind your cores efficiently

to

and cheaply.
iiiiiin

Canadian Checks accepted in settlement of

THE

S.

WAREHOUSES
St.

Louis

Denver
L<os

Angeles

1874

OFFICES
Chicago

Cincinnati

accounts with us.

OBERMAYER CO
ESTABLISHED

Chicago
Prttoburgh

all

Louts
Detroit

St.

Pittsburgh

Milwaukee
Cincinnati
Los Angeles

FACTORIES
Philadelphia

Chicago

Syracuse
Toronto

Cincinnati
Rillton,

Denver

Pa.

Write or phone nearest office

Canadian Representative:

E.

B.

FLEURY,

1609

Queen

St.

West, Toronto

CANA
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FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT
"UP
TO
DATE''
-

-

Where Dust is Collected
Go Down and the
Life of Machinery

is

Costs

Increased

Your employees work more skilfully, more industriously and contentedly in clean, fresh
invigorating

air.

For a type

size and adaption of a Sly Dust
Arrester to effect these profitable advantages in

your plant write or wire for a Sly Engineer.
Literature on request.

The W. W. SLY Mfg. Co.
Cleveland, Ohio

New York
Washington

Paris,

Other
Steel

Tumbling

Chicago
Detroit

Birmingham

Mills

Iron Cinder Mills
Brass Cinder Mills
Resin Mills
Sand Blast Mills
Sand Blast Rooms

France

SLY

St. Louis

Products
Sand Blast Cabinets
Sand Blast Rotary Tables
Cupolas
Core Ovens
Core Sand Reclaimers
Exhaust Fans

GRIMES
MEETS ALL
REQUIREMENTS
Grimes

The

Jolt-Rammed-

Roll-Over Machine meets
every requirement of a modern labor-saving appliance.
steady, reliable, and
operate, after the
mold is rolled over, the air
is turned into the lower end
of the cylinder and the pattern is drawn after the car
raises the mold from the
It

is

easy

to

arms and takes

it

away from

the machine.

We

will

answer

be pleased to
inquiries

re-

garding this machine.
Full information sent
)n request.

GRIMES MOLDING
MACHINE COMPANY
1218 Hastings St.

DETROIT, MICHIGAN
Formerly Midland Machine Co.

Jolt Roll

Over

Jolt-Rammed
Plain Jolt

CA N A n
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Before we installed the sandblast we were meltine about twenty five
tons of castings per day and cleaned them by hand with wire brushes
and rub stones but had compressed air so that the chippine was all
done by pneumatic chisels.

We were employing in our cleaninc room

at that time sixteen chippers at thirty cents an hour,

we instsaied

the sandblast and added an operator at thirty cents an hour, inside of
one week we had reduced our cleaning force in the chipping room

exactly one half and was producing a cleaner and better looking casting
then when we had the regular force.

As a matter of fact we saved in

wages in the first eleven months enough to pay for our entire sandblast

equipment.

P.O. Box 8S09

LINDSAY
CHAPLETS

|j.,.,ii,n»n—Sffi

p

Lindsay Chaplet

&

Mfg.

Company
911 Harrison Building

Philadelphia

Pennsylvania

11
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I

ALBANY

NORTH RIVER

JERSEY

LUMBERTON

IIH

I

III

I

^

MILLVILLE

MOULDING SANDS
GENUINE MILLVILLE GRAVEI^SUPERIOR TO FIRE SAND
SHARP SILICA SAND
STRONG SILICA SAND
SAND BLAST SAND
FOUNDRY LEADS AND FACINGS OF QUALITY
TRY OUR STANDARDS
"CEYLOGRAPH"
"GEOGRAPH"
"MEXIGRAPH"
NONE BETTER
.

Canadian Representative

F. E. SMITH, LIMITED
TRANSPORTATION BUILDING, MONTREAL, QUEBEC

GEORGE

F. PETTINOS
Real Estate Trust Building
PHILADELPHIA, PA., U.S.A.

H

acnnrnriTnrrni n.TrnTrnii'-^
^^f^^^'^fff^^n^^"^^^

•»

^ f

'^

^

Xg-T

IMMf^yTII^IM.IIII Wt^^^^^^^^^^^^f^^^^^^^^^^^^K,

TROLLEYS
Increase Production

— Save. Man-Power

/^URTIS Single I-Beam Trolleys are being used
^^ by propressive firtns demanding the highest operative

A

Curtis Hyatt Roller -Bearing Trolley with a
moved by a 50-lb. pull, while ordinary
trolleys require nearly twice as much power to move the
same weight.

efficiency.

4000-lb. load can be

Curtis Trolleys are constructed with large inclit\ed
wheels and self-equalizing steeL side-frames— so that each
wheel always bears its rightful proportion of the load. They
are equipped with shock -absorbing Hyatt flexible Roller
Bearings which make the trolleys easy-starting, easy-rolling
and long-lasting, full mformation and descriptive literature

—

on request.

Curtis Pneumatic
1

1637

Kienlen

Machinery Co.

Avenue

St. Louis,

U.

S.

A.

Branch Office

Hudson

iii-S

'

i

»«i«

Teritiinnl,

if

i

i

it

New

Yorfe City

»i*irMiit«iiii rrr

i

—

:

rch,

(^

1020
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Mill

for Steel Foundries

^^ Mfg.

The

112

W. Adams

Co.

St.

used in

CHICAGO

this brass

YOU CAN GET

furnace
The lining of this furnace
must withstand astonishing
extremes

of

temperature

must

resist the disintegrating effects of severe temper-

ature changes.
Fireclay burns out and sifts
away as soon as it dries.
Clinton Cement joints set a
flexible, glass hard
surface
that allows for expansion
and contraction and stands

^BUFFALO

VENT

WAX

at the following Supply Houses
in

temperature up to 3,000" F.
Best for any refractory lin-

Canada

Dominion Foundry Supply

—

Co., Ltd.,

ing particularly
the
one
that gives trouble.
A five-pound tin of Clinton
Super-Heat Cement free for

Montreal and

Toronto.
E. B. Fleury, 1609

Queen

Hamilton Facing Mill

Hyde &

Webster & Sons,

Woodison

&

trial.

W., Toronto.

Co., Ltd.,

Hamilton, Ont.

Supplies, Ltd.,

Montreal, Que.

Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Co., Toronto, Ont.

Machinery

Standard

Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Standard Mchy.

E. J.

St.

&

Supplies,

261 Notre

Dame

St.

W.

Limited
Montreal

CA
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1859

for Cupolas Since

FpoTs

Rotary Positive Blowers
"

An

Accurately Measured Quantity of Air Positively Delivered"

For sixty years, Roots Blowers have been the standard for foundry
cupolas, steel converters, and oil or gas furnaces.
Many Roots Blowers have been in use for as long as forty or
fifty years, and ARE STILL IN DAILY USE.
Catalog 68 should be your guide in planning the new foundry.

P.

H.& P.M. ROOTS CO.
Connersville, Ind.
Chicago

New York

:

Peoples Gas Building

A

:

120-122 Liberty Street

Complete Heating and Ventilating Unit
For Foundries, Machine
Shops, Garages, Etc.
The Mechanical Hot Blast Heater is the most
heating and ventilating unit on the

efficient

market.

By

direct application of the air to the heating

chambers and forced circulation of the warm air
by the use of a multivane fan, eliminates all losses
in other systems incident to conversion and transmission.

Eliminates steam plants in industries purchasing electric power from public utilities; also industries using internal combustion engines.
ft.

Capacity to heat 100,000 cu.
with one unit.

A

Wabash

Bldg.

Pittsburgh

628

W. Monroe

to

500,000 cu.

postal to our nearest office will bring details.

ROBERT GORDON,
403

ft.

St.,

Chicago,

Idc.
Woodison Co., Ltd.
Toronto and Montreal

E. J.

III.

Canadian Agcnta
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KEEP PACE

WITH THE TIMES
A Few

Keep your production in pace with the times. Things are
going forward by leaps and bounds. Competition is keener
This means that you must eliminate
than ever before.
losses in your foundry operations and facilitate production
in every angle of foundry practice. The Blystone Sand Mixer
One man
will cut your mixing losses at least 50 per cent.
with a Blystone can do the Mrork of six men working by hand.

Facts

About the Blystone
Sand Mixer

The Blystone assures a more thorough mix than is possible by any
other method. This is accomplished by its reverse spiral shovels three
shovels that work in opposite directions to the other three shoveling,
stirrinp:, and troweling the materials in a most thorough manner.
A special feature of the Blystone is its adjustable shovels which saves

—

Reduces time required to mix
your sand 60' V.
Produces
absolutely complete and uniform mixture. It mixes so
thoroughly as to require
25'~'r to 30% less core oil and
other binders.
Cuts labor
cost of mixing at least 50%.
It will
pay you to install
Blystone to do your mixing.

the purchasing of new shovels in case of wear.
It is very simple in construction and operation, has no superfluous parts which might eat up
power and get out of order, yet is strong and durable.

Foundry men in Canada and the United States have expressed their
appreciation of the Blystone Mixer. You can save time, cut costs and
increase profits and efficiency in your foundry with the Blystone. Write
us for details.

Representatives in
Baltimore

Birmingham
Buffalo.

Chicago
Cincinnati

J.

W. Paxson

Hill
E. J.

&

Scully-Jones
Hill

Co.

Griffith Co.

Woodison Co.

&

&

Co.

Griffith Co.

all

the Principal Cities
E.J. Woodison

Cleveland
Detroit

E. J.

Co.

Woodison Co.

York.
.Wonham, Bates & Goode, Inc.
Philadelphia
J. W. Paxson Co.
Pittsburg
J. S. McCormick Co.

New

.

.

San Francisco, Cal
Seattle,

Toronto

Wash

Ditty Brothers
Ditty Brothers
E. B. Fleury,
1609 Queen St. West,

Phone Park 6700

BLYSTONE MANUFACTURING CO.
320 Ironton Street

Cambridge Springs, Pa.

:

CA N A
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Osborn Plain Air Squeezers
The foundry
verizer

above shows pulmoulds made on

floor

wheel

Osborn Plain Air Squeezers at the
plant of The Dunham Co., Berea,
Ohio.
The patterns are mounted side by
side as shown at the left. The design
of these patterns is such that both
cope and drag halves of the mould
are made in one operation.
Consult our engineers as to your

production possibilities. They w^ill
be pleased to work with you in solving your mould problems.
Ask for Condensed Catalog
COMBINATION JOLT STRIPPER SQUEEZERS
Made regularly in the following sizes

No. 75 Osborn Plain Air Squeezer

PLAIN AIR SQUEEZERS
Made

regrularly in the following sizes

:

No. 75.... 36" Distance between strain rods
No. 74.... 33" Distance between strain rods
No. 76.... 40" Distance between strain rods

7//£

.36" Distance between strain
80.... 29" Distance between strain
.38" Distance between strain
81.
82.... 45" Distance between strain

78.

.

.

.

.

rods
rods
rods
rods

1.

Insure rapid production

2.

Lower

3.

Accelerate delivery

4.

Effect saving in metal

5.

Lower overhead per ton

6.

Reduce grinding

7.

Lessen pattern repairs

8.

Relieve labor shortage

direct

moulding

c osts

COMBINATION JOLT SQUEEZERS
Made

regularly in the following sizes

No. 74J
No. 75J
No. 76J.
.

.

.

.

.

33" Distance between strain rods
.36" Distance between strain rods
.40'' Distance between strain rods

.

Osborn Maa/ufactur/ng Company
/A/COffPOffA TED

NEW YORK
Bush Terminal Bldg. No.
Brooklyn

Machinery Co.

No. 18 Rue de Rocroy
Paris, France.

and Factory
5403 Hamilton Ave. Cleveland, Ohio

Main

3rd Avenue at 35th Street

Allied

No.
No.
No.
No.

Some Osborn Moulding
Machine Advantages :

5

J.

Office

Address Main Office or Branches, Dept. C
FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES
E. Isbecque & Cie,
W. Jackman & Co., Ltd.

No. 28 Victoria St.
Westminster, London, Eng.

36 Rue Otlet
Brussels, Belgium

SAN FRANCISCO
61 First Street

Allied Machinery Co.

Via

XX

Settembre 12

Torino, Italy

NADIAj^jmiJNJDKYMA^I
:<tablished

Metal Industry News

1900

Keeping the Foundry

in

Published Monthly

Continuous Operation

Showing Different Interpretations of the Term in Different
Plants With Some Observations on Cupola Practice
By

THE

term "continuous." when apto foundry operation, may
be
interpreted
several
ways,
some plants under this heading running
twenty-four houi-s per day, six days a
week, and are thus properly entitled to
the name, others, and in greater number, melting metal during most or all of
their eight or nine-hour working day,
while some shops, for definite reasons
plied

specially suiting their

own

special busi-

ness and shop accommodation, take off
three or four heats of short duration
daily.

We may safely assume, however, that
the ultimate object is in all cases the
sarre, namely, the production of a maxitonnage from a certain area, in
many cases a very limited floor space
turning out a surprising weight of castings per diem per capita.
Leaving out
for the present the mammoth plants

mum

maintained

by such prominent comnanies as the Westin^hcuse and International Harvester, which, with their
splendid f^oor and machine equipment
and batter'es of cupolas, may be considered the last word in foundry engineering, a brief description of a few shops run
t.n a continuous or semicontinuous system, which
have come
under
the
writer's observation, may
be of interest to readers
of CANADIAN
FOUNDRVMAN. besides showing that, in the average
every day plant, much
may be acomnlis^ed on
these lines, without any
exorbitant initial outlav.
Fig.
1
shows a "T"
shaped foundry operated
by a southern Michigan
company of autom-^bile
casting jobbers, ten or
twelve important car companies who do not manufacture their own cast-

JOHN

H.

EASTHAM

and all other accessories in the way of
castings of a ferrous nature, the shop
shown in the sketch being dedicated to
the output of crank-cases, pistons, cylinder heads, fly wheels, manifolds, and
the smaller castings made on benches, a
separate department being maintained
for the manufacture of cylinders.
Approximately forty thousand square
feet of floor space are available, a good
deal of this area being, of course, occupied by such fixtures as the two cupolas,
one lined to fifty inches diameter, and
one to thirty inches, a dry sand mould
oven, facing sand mill, narrow gauge
track gangways, and supervisor's oflice,
the coremaking, as will be seen, being
handled in an annex parallel with the
long bay of the shop.
The average daily melt under normal
trade conditions is seventy-five tons, resulting in an output of approximately
fifty tons of castinors, two-thirds the total
melt ranking as saleable castinQ:s, bein?
a good sliowing for the class of work
under discussion, the bulk of the work
being made on hand rammed stripping
plate machines of the drop pattern type.

"B

As

system is
tendency
on the part of some of the moulders to
start about an hour earlier than usual
in the morning, all sand being cut over
by a night gang using a straddle heap
sand-mixing machine, the consequence
being that usually, around four tons of
work is ready to cast at seven o'clock,
the usual starting hour, about one-third
of the total melt being on the floor by
a satisfactory piecework

practised,

is

the

usual

The cupola gang starts
at five o'clock, the fifty-inch cupola
being lit up around seven thirty, and
the blast put on around eight forty-five,
the first ton ladle being wheeled away
usually at nine a.m., followed regularly
at intervals of eight minutes by others
nine

o'clock.

work

during the next ten hours.

As

evident from the shop layout,
floors are arranged at
right angles to the track, the moulds being placed first to the track or centre
gangway, and worked back to the wall,
most of the machines being portable,
the

is

moulding

and consequently moved back towards
the

walls as the work progresses, the
casting gang being thus
enabled to operate on any
particular floor at any
time as conditions warrant.

To avoid confusion, and
facilitate the handling of

the

metal,

maintains a

this

company

standard

daily analysis, subject to
slight changes at the disqualified
of
a
cretion

7">l

AC/r

TuACrr

ings,
and one or two
whose foundry capacity is

below their needs, being
supplied
with
cylinders

there

approximately
chemist,
ten per cent, of steel scrap
being used in all charges,
ten to fourteen pounds of
limestone per ton of iron
being used as a flux, the
slag being taken away in
two wheeled iron trucks
as fast as melted.
Charges of three thousand Dounds each have
been found most conven-

FIG.

1.

A NAMERICA^J FOUNDRY IKJING AUTOMOBILE CASTINGS

ient in this nlant. a ratio
of one pound of coke to

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN

€4

nine of iron on the full day's melt, with a
blast pressure of about twelve ounces,
being: consistently maintained. Dry sand
moulded test-bars, a foot in length by
one inch square, are cast at intervals
of about one hour, allowed to cool before removal from the moulds and analyzed the following day, the changes in
the various elements due to coke and pig

metal for the .daily output in
company very wisely
keep their melting equipment in excellent order by using different furnaces on
alternate days, repairs to the melting
zones being effected on each cupola's
"off'" or "cold" day, Sunday and holiday
rush repairs being thus avoided.
Three jig cranes, each of three tons

sullicient

iron castings, the

Volume XI
Apart from the fact that the castings
are removed from the foundry each
morning after starting time, owing to
the industrial tracks being at liberty all
morning, the procedure is much the
same as in the case of the shop abovementioned, the floor sand being mixed
at night, a clear start being assured the
moulders every morning, and practically
all their working time devoted to production.

Fig. 3 shows a shop of fifteen thousand square feet with a daily capacity

of thirty tons of tractor castings, in tlie
their attendant small
castings, the familiar spike or "mud-

form of gears and

hook" whose purpose is to prevent slipping adding considerably to the tonnage
melted daily, these latter castings being
molded on benches from wooden matchplates.

FIG.

2.

A CANAiDIAN FOUNDRY DOING CHIDFLY HOT AIR FURNACE WORK
capacity, their radii covering the industrial track dividing the side floors from
the centre floors, take care of the larger
work, the single "I" beam runner hoists
installed over each side floor serving admirably the class of castings turned
out on those sides of the gangway.

conditions being thus quickly noted and
corrected.
Orders for castings of special analysis to meet customer's requirements are considered and accepted, the
thirty-inch cupola being pressed into
service for these contracts when of sufficient

volume

to

warrant

its

use.

About

one hour after the first ladle of metal
shakeout-gang begins
is
tapped, the
work, following up the pouring gang all
day, their duties being to shake out the
moulds, stack the boxes in piles as required, and take all the castings to the
chipping room, and gates and runners
to the cupola scaffold, taking possession
of the industrial track for the two latter
purposes as soon as the cupola bottom
is dropped every evening. Simultaneously with these operations, the sand-mixing machine above-mentioned gets to
work, thus completing the circle, hose
pipes, each with a spray nozzle, being
placed at convenient points along the
foundry walls, the need for water-carrying being thus avoided, while a consistent temper is given to the sand piles,

With the exception of the bench

cast-

ings, and a few special castings made on
the floor by the matchplate system, the
loose pattern system prevails, most of
the output being on a day work basis,

an average daily melt of about twenty
tons taking about three hours to dispose
Truck ladles of twelve hundred
of.
pounds capacity are taken to the gangway end of the moulding floors as fast
as the metal is melted, a left to right

movement in the direction of the arrow
marks assuring continuity of action, the
full

ladles

empties

leaving

coming

in

way, and the
from the opposite

one

In addition to this work, repetition
jobbing work is made on a small jolt
installed
under the crane
machine,
operating directly in front of the layer
cupola spout.
The tractor gears are made on stripping plate machines of hand-rammed
type, in circular boxes, which are stacked three deep to economize space, as is
customary in foundries handling work
Two cupolas, one
of this description.
lined to twenty-five inches, and one to
inches, ai-e shown in the sketch,
the larger unit being fitted with a "T"
head, or rocking spout similar to the
one recently described in CANADIAN
six bogie ladles of one
ton capacity each being lined and dried
for every heat, two of the six acting
as reserves, as, owing to the rapid transit facilities provided in the way of
floor tracks and cranes, four ladles easily
handle the eight-and-one-half tons per
hour melted in the larger cupola, the
slack
for
smaller one being retained
times and snecial analysis.

fifty

FOUNDRYMAN,

As no machining beyond

direction.

drilling a

the danger of undue dampness or dryness being overcome by particular attention to these details on the part of
the night foreman. The little dry sand
work handled in this department is loaded and unloaded on to the mould oven
cars by means of a two-ton hand-operated hoist, chain driven from the floor,
any unusually large casting or repair
job being also made under its span.
Fig. 2 shows details" of a Canadian
plant engasred in the manufacture of
jobbing castings in general, and hot aiifurnace work in particular, and is a fine
example of an up-to-date foundry laid
out speciallv for the quantity production
of light and medium heavy castings in
iron, brass and aluminum, with a floor
space of approximately twenty-five thousand square feet, the coremaking. as
shown in the sketch, being carried on in
an annex at right angles to the main
building.
forty-five

Two

cupolas,

inches

both

lined

diameter, furnish

to

a

melt of seven tons per hour each, but,
as one furnace has so far easily supplied
FIG.

3.

AffitERICAN

FOUNDRY DOING TRACTOR WORK, INCLUDING GEARING

few
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discussion,

content.

Alternate

layers

MAN

thousand three hundred square feet, a
daily output of forty-five to fifty tons of
castings is secured on a premium bonus
basis, two cupolas being installed, and
operated alternately, as in the case
abo\e-mentioned. In this instance, however, three distinct grades of iron are
melted daily in a single cupola, their

necessary on the class of work
hardness and long
wear bein.u: most desirable, the cupola
charges are mainly composed of agricultural and plow scrap, a small percentage of Number I pig being added
when necessary to keep un the silicon
holes

under

FOUNDRY

two thousand
two hundred pounds
of

pounds of iron to
of coke, above the first bed, ensure a
steady continuous tap of moderately hot
iron, about five hours usually taking off
the heat, shaking out. casting removal,
and sand-mixing operations being conducted at night on a tonnage basis. Incidentally, as the metal is drained from
the cupola as melted, the depth between
the lower edge of the tuyeres and the
sand bottom is kept down to six inches,
a space large enough to hold between
eleven and twelve hundred pounds of
metal, or about
four minutes actual
melting, being thus allowed to cover
the occasional need to stop the flow in
case of accident to cranes or ladles.
Several hundred pounds of bed coke
are in this way saved daily, let us say,
three hundred pounds, though that is
much below the mark.

technical names in the shop being "hard"
iron, "soft" iron, and "cylinder" iron, the
first being intended for the brake shoe
and grate bar fioors, the second for the

general work requiring machinery, and
the third for its own particular purposes,
viz., cylinders, piston rings, liners, etc.,
the irons of particular analysis being
charged at specified hours, and delivery
to the various classes of work by bogie
laclle or crane governed accordingly.
The usual removal of castings and
sand-mixing is accomplished at night,
the regular working day beginning at
six o'clock each morning, the blast put
on at eight a.m., about five-and-one-half
tons per hour being taken every hour
from a forty-inch cupola during the following ten hours, with one hour's shutdown for lunch. A review of the foregoing examples of foundries, each company ignorant of the other's existence
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track, as against the wheelbarrow, and last, but certainly not least,
the use of machines and matchplates on

dustrial

repetition

work wherever

SOME THINGS WORTH THINKING

WHEN STARTING A

OF

FOUNDRY
the foundry business,
well to study up the various difficulties to be confronted in operating it.
One of the foremost thoughts must of
necessity
that of "what class of
be

going

In

it

into

is

molders

Now

only reasonable to suppose
that if wages are the same, the best
men that can be secured would be the
most likely ones to employ, but in order
to get this class of men, what are the
considerations to be looked into?
I
is

would say, conditions.
Let us put ourselves in the position
of the men to be employed, and see
which kind of a shop we would strive
to get into if there were several to
choose from. I have seen shops which
were ideal from every standpoint, and
I have seen others which were the very

Some foundrymen employ

reverse.
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ENGLISH FOtTNDEY DOING RAILWAY CASTINGS

Spread over the three hundred working days constituting the average business year, we have there a saving of
forty-five tons of coke.
Think of it, my
brethren, at current prices, and try to
find a satisfying reason for your tuyeres
being paced twelve or eighteen inches
too high.
Frequent short taps, of one continuous flow, into a receiving ladle balanced
on trestle, will ensure a homogeneous
mixture if the charging is properly attended to, in the cases above quoted, the
bogie ladles delivering the metal to the
moulders at the end of the floors act as
mixing ladles, making a tilting ladle under the spout unnecessary, though in
many foundries making car wheels on
a continuous basis a five cr six-ton ladle
is kept under the spout constantly, the
supply of metal to the floors being thus
easily controlled without stopping the
flow from the cupola.
Fig. 4 is the ground plan of

a' foundry operated by an important Enelish
railwav comoany. principally, as will be
seen from the sketch, engaged in the
production of locomotive parts, weigh
bridges and depot light columns being
also turned out on the heavy green sand

floors.

Here, in a total space of twenty-four

or methods, shows a marked similarity
in ways of working amongst all four,
their classes of work are as wide as the
poles
apart,
their
but
fundamental
principles the same, that is to say, in
three cases, as the following analysis
will show.
Number one, with forty
thousand square feet of moulding space,

using a piecework system and machine
production, turns out two-and-one half
pounds per square foot of room; number two, with thirty thousand feet, loose
patterns and day work methods, turns
out a little less than one pound per

square foot; number three, with fifteen
thousand feet, gets a production of four
pounds per foot by piecework and machines, (conservation of space by stacking up the moulds helping this company
considerably) while number four, with
twenty-four thousand three hundred
feet, turns out a fraction below four
pounds per foot on a bonus system, partly by loose pattern and partly by machine.
But in certain essential features
;

note the simila^itv.
"Chacun son me('"Each one his trade"), moulders
to mould, laborers of various grades
handle their respective share of the
business, stated operations
at
stated
times, in a word, SYSTEM. Also a firm
belief in. and constant use of, the intiei*"

a

keep everything
in its place and keep the shop clean and
tidy, while others seem to aim at keeping the shop in as dirty a condition as
possible, and have everything out of

-^ 17'

D

employed."

to be

is
it

man whoso duty

AM

possible.

On

the

it is

to

other hand,

are

there

molders who prefer to work in a dirty
shop where everything is in the wrong
place and where system is unknown, fo^
the reason that no one knows whether
they are killing time or not, and if
things go wrong there are innumerable
reasons which a good reasoner can advance for allowing them to be wrong.
But the way to get value out of the
men employed is to have the shop in
ship-shape all the time so that the
molders can go right ahead with their
work and where every move shows reThis
sults, or something accomplished.
kind of a shop will draw the class of
molders who enjoy seeing results and
who will not require to be urged in
order to get up a day's work.

From
class of
atically

be seen that, acof figuring, the best
are attracted to the system-

this,

cording to

it

will

my way

men

managed foundry, and even
some chronic lazy kritters can't help but
make a p-ood showing when the shop is
in a condition such as will make
easy matter to go ahead.

He who would keep young and

it

an

look

Ha
child heart.
rraist keep himself fresh, vigorous, buoy.A.nd this can be done
ant physically.
only by taking plenty of recreation,
young must have the

plenty of exercise in the open air, lots of
time to play.
Many men do not understand why
they cannot grip their thoughts with
more tenacity, why they cannot think
more intensely, but the real reason istheir minds are clogged with brain ash,
with fatigue. They need mental relaxation.

—"The

New

Success."
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The Moulding
Showing

How

Loam

of Propeller Blades in

Sectional Propellers Are Built and

How They Can

be Repaired With Ease in Case of Accident at Sea
By A.

THERE

many way?

are

propellers, and the

ed will depend on how
be
hand.
to

made and what

of moldinjr

method adopt-

many

facilities

are
are at

The sections wheel has advantages, but it also hus disadvantag;es, and
these must be taken into consideration.
Tlic hub of a sectional wheel is so cumbrous that it occupies space which
would, on a solid wheel, be occupied with
pai-t of the blade, thus consuming; power
while not doing
service.
From this

B.

SMITH,

in

Foundry Trade Journal

Bottom Box
shows the method of making
and assembling this box.
The whole
being made in open-sand and in sections,
the sides and ends are bolted down on
the bottom plate, leaving three holes C
Fig.

5

cast in to allow of the free exit of air
from the coke bed. Fig. 6 shows the
method of assembly and the position
of the casting in the mould.
If cast on
the floor, a piece of packing D is used
to keep the mould level.

the topmost points of the boss or flange
at E, Fig. 6.
When the ramming is
completed, it is advisable to leave it for
a few hours to allow the loam to stiffen,
or to put the mould complete in the
store for a night.
When the top can
be removed and the pattern withdrawn
the mould can be finished off and water
washed, after which it is again stoved
and thoroughly dried. It can then be
blacked and closed, the baffle plate being
put in position on a wet loam joint to
prevent bursting, and bolted well up
by the means provided.
The job is cast fiat, running it straight
down and well feeding through the runner.
In this way the result should be
all that is desired.

Moulding the Hubs

The hubs are of special design

FLA.SKS FOR

MOLDING PROPELLER BLADE

point of view, it is quite common to see
wheels as great as 17 feet in diameter
cast in one piece.
Where the blade is likely to strike
obstructions, the advantages gained by
the use of loose blades more than overcomes this in the saving of time consumed in replacing a blade instead of
installing a new wheel.
The method
herewith described one in which the
loose blade system is adopted.
Ed.
The following describes a new method
the production of propellers, the
in
blades being made singly and aftei-wards
built up in bosses or hubs as threeThe
bladed or four-bladed propellers.
method is very cheap, quick and efficient.
In the event of a blade being broken
at sea or otherwise a single blade can
be i-eplaced instead of waiting for a new

—

propeller.
fit

Boxes of special design are made
the job completely, and built up

sections.

Fig.

1

is

to

—

Moulding. When the bottom box has
been levelled, a layer of coke or clinker
is put in about 3 in. deep and followed
on with new sand or good sand to nearly
This is
level
with the box edge.
thoroughly rammed and vented in to the
The sand is then roughly
coke bed.
struck off to something like the shape
of the pattern, when a layer of about 2
in. of loam is put on, a dusting of parting sand, and the pattern is brought
into position and knocked down to a
sound bedding. The joint is next made,
the loam soon stiffening on the sand bed.
A good joint of parting sand is most
essential, sea sand being most favored
for a joint of this description. The top
box having been put on, a layer of loam
is put all round the pattern, and a quantity of "gaggers" put in.
The ramming up can next be proceeded with. A large runner is placed upon

—

ing tack the cores as at C, Fig. 12.
Moulding. As this is a straightfor-

—

ward

job,

it

needs no comment.

It

is

advisable to use two joints, then enabling the m.ould to be finished off clean.
It can be bedded on a flat bottom and
Continued on page 67

in

the top box, provi-

sion being made at A to accommodate
the "pocket" piece, Fig. 2.
Two bolts are cast in for bolting up
The reason
the "baffle" plate. Fig. 3.
for using this plate is that sometimes
a facing piece is cast in the boss or

flange of the blade, and it also ensures
a perfect joint and facilitates the finishing of the mould, which is cast openThe baffle is a cast-iron plate
sand.
with four slots cast for the bolts at
The handle is for lifting purFig. 6.
poses only. Fig. 4 is the strickle used
for striking up a loam face.

to ac-

comm.odate the blades above described.
The pattern is of a square design with
the corners taken off (A, Fig. 7). This
The
offers less resistance under water.
core prints on each side are for the reception of the flanges on the blades as
at B, Fig. 7 and Fig. 12. All the corners
and prints are made loose to facilitate
the moulding, and can be drawn in when
the main pattern is withdrawn.
Fig. 8 shows the core box, and a core
grid,
A staple being cast in the centre
of the grid for fastening back the core
Fig. 9
in the mould, as at C, Fig. 12.
is the core board for the centre core,
and is chambered to facilitate subseThe core is just a
quent machinery.
plain loam core.
Boxes. An ordinary square top and
bottom part can be used, and if a middle
box is not obtainable, a plate box can
then be made to suit as in Figs. 10 and
11, a hole being required in the centre
of each plate for the purpose of fasten-

PATTERNS AND RIGGING FOR HUB AND BLADE
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Vacuum

Means

as a

The Counterweight Does
Does the Gripping

the

of Lifting Patterns

Actual

Lifting,

— Saves Much Time and

is

But the Vacuum
a Great Saving on

the Patterns

X "T tHILE

electi'icity iias

been

recop:-

V/V'

nized Oo a sort of a universal
' "
panacea for all the shortcominjrs of the foundry, with pneumatics
(commonly known as compressed air)
holdinsr a good second, it remains for vacuum, the very reverse of compressed
air, and one of the oldest of the sciences
to perform operations which would be
difficult
to perform by either of the
former forces, and with a degree of ease
and rapidity truly marvellous.
In Fisr. 1 will be seen a sketch of one
style of machine for drawing patterns
by means of vacuum with the assistance
of gravity.
.A
frame hinged to a post carries a

metal

tube

with

suction disk at

its

rubber cup-shaped
lower end. The tube

a

supported by means of a cable passing over a pulley on the upper end of
the frame and another pulley at the
rear of the post and attached to a counterweight as shown in the sketch.
rubber tube connects a vacuum pump
with the upper end of the tube which
carries the suction disc.
A vacuum pump is a simple contrivance and may be a unit by itself for
the exclusive rise of this machine or it
may be a more extensive one connecting up with different machines.
The
machine, shown in the cut, is a selfis

A

VACUUn

CYLlNOER-

contained one, carrying a vacuum

pump

at top.

To operate this machine, the lever attached to the upright tube is pulled
downwai'd' until the cup rests against
the pattern board.
By pressing down
on the foot lever a vacuum is formed in

A.
;a^>! V': :•w^-;^^v;^!=r'V;V. kV..-

FIG.

DESC

2.

DRAWN DOWN PLAT BY
VACUUM

the cup.
In fact the cup will probably
be drawn down flat, as shown in Fig. 2.
By releasing the tube carrying the disk
the counter-weight at the back of the
column will raise the pattern board, as
shown in Fig. 3, at whatever rate of
speed is desired by the operator. This
will draw the pattern absolutely true,

By
together and carries them away.
treating each half of the mold as a drag,
and drawing the pattern upwards it is
quite possible to make molds
terns which would bother
to make by hand.
The subject of vacuum

from patan expert

molder

is

well worth

thinking over, as so many people labor
under an illusion that it is a complicated line of machinery which will be required and also that it is a scientific
process, calling for great skill on the
part of the engineer in charge. Such is
When, for innot the case, however.
stance, a bicycle pump is connected to a
hollow chamber and the plunger is forced downwards, compressed air is formNow if the valve arrangement on
ed.
the plunger is reversed and the plunger
forced in the opposite direction vacuum
formed, and if the hollow chamber
is
happens to be the space between the rub-

no matter how complicated it may be.
After swinging the frame carrying
the tube and disc as well as the pattern to one side, the operator releases
the pattern by simply raising his foot,
when the pattern will automatically

chop

off.

The machine, shown in Fig. 1, is a
standard machine which can be set up
anywhere in the foundry and makes a
neat, convenient and profitable machine
where much small work or even fairly
large work is done, but it is not necessary to have it exactly like this. The
vacuum pump, shown in Fig. 4, is a
very simple device and can be attached to any post along the wall or elsewhere and the mold can be rammed up
on a snap-bench squeezer or

jolter.

FIG.

1.

A SIMPLE VACUUM PUMP

Where

rapid work is aimed at and
where both top and bottom parts of the
pattern are of complicated design, calling for careful drawing this machine.
particularly advantageous.
Fig.
is
1,
Instead of mounting the pattern on both
sides of the match plate, two match
plates are used, each carrying half of
the pattern and each rammed up and

A

-^—'^—^—^—'^—W V

her disc and a flat board, the vacuum will
grip so tight that the board can be lifted, even though carrying a heavy load.
The illustrations shown are those of
match plates but vacuum, works equally as successful on any pattern provided that it has a flat surface broad
enough to get hold of.

MOULDING OF PROPELLER BLADES
Continued from page 66

rammed

straight up, care being taken
plates under the core
The centre core
prints B, D, Fig. 12.
print should be carried right through
the top box; the casting is run from the
bottom, as shown, and when the centre
core is placed in position a stud is firmA
ly fixed between the cores as at E.
glance at Fig. 12 shows the general arrangement of the core and runner and
to

T

KIG.

3.

PATTERN BEING HELD BY VACUUM

and put together afterwards.
By this means two men can
work on opposite sides of the machine,
oen making drags and the other making copes, while a third man puts them
finished as a drag

"G.

I.

PATTERN-DRAWING MACHINE

put bearing

casting.
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A Few

Hints About

Modern Cupolas and Tuyeres

Showing, Theoretically, How the Blast Enters the Cupola,
Together With the General Construction of Cupola and Tuyeres
By

So
that

I

MANY
ceived

have been reregarding construc-

inquiries

lately

tion and management of cupolas,
have decided to show what might

be considered as a modern ttandaird
cupola, differing- in general construction
very little from most modern cupolas.
This particular type is what is known
as the "Newton" cupola, but as I have
already said, is to all intents and purposes the same as all modern cupolas,
with the exception of the tuyere design,
which I will also show. I will not say
that this tuyere is any better or any
worse than the others. It lets the wind
into the fire and that is what it is for.
The reader may judge for himself and
govern himself accordingly.
In Fig. 1 will be seen the lower section of the furnace, the upper part being
simply straight up to the top, with no
variations excepting the charging door.

As will be seen, the legs are fastened
together at the bottom to prevent any
possibility of spreading. These binding
rods will be concealed in the brick or
concrete floor which will be built under
the cupola.
As will also be seen the
legs are spread so as to allow the bottom
doors to swing without striking the legs.
The doors will be seen to have vent
holes for carrying off the gas from the
sand bottom. B is the bottom plate of
furnace, onto which the doors are hinged,
R is the spout. C shows where the breast
is, and T locates the tap hole. G is the
wind pipe, directly opposite the tap hole.
H is the wind jacket which encircles the
cupola and connects the wind pipe, G,
with the tuyeres H and J. At W, will be
seen the slag spout. This is simply a
trough similar to R, but only of sufficient length to reach beyond the bottom
plate B, and slanting downward as
shown. It is connected to a tap hole opposite to the tap hole T, but high enough
above this to allow the basin of the cupola to hold a considerable quantity of
melted iron, being just below the level
of the bottom of the lower tuyeres sufficient to prevent the slag from entering
the tuyeres.
This slag hole should not
be located under a tuyere, as the cold
air will chill the slag. It should be midway between any two of the tuyeres
and .'lightly below them.
It doss not,
however,
the

wind

^o

any harm

pipe,

H.

BELL

however, pass through air blown through
the upper tuyeres, and thus become completely consumed.
The double row of
tuyeres could, therefore, appear to render possible economical operation and rapid melting, inasmuch as no fuel would
be wasted.
Some cupola experts are,
however, not in favor of the upper row
of tuyeres, claiming as their argument
that the cupola lining is damaged to a
much greater extent and that the saving
in fuel and the additional speed in melting is not sufficient to warrant their use
unless running a very large cupola to
the extreme limit of its capacity.
Circumstances would undoubtedly be the
governing factor, and, here too, the reader will be the judge of circumstances.
As I have already stated, the general
construction of the cupola is similar to
any modern cupola, so also is the upper
tuyere system, but it is of the bottom or
main tuyere system that I wish to speak.

The Main Tuyeres

At Fig. 1 will be seen the bottom
tuyeres shown also connected to the wind
jacket and, as will be seen, they consist
of a three-way opening with flat, level
bottom, while the top slopes down toward
the inside, giving it the appearance of

To a
a nozzle for forcing the blast.
certain extent, this is what it is, but the
view from this sketch does not convey
the proper idea as well as it should.
In Fig. 2 will be seen a sectional plan,
of the entire system, which does not tell
the whole story either, but taken in con-

FIG.

CROSS SECTION PLAN OF TUYERES

2.

junction with Fig.

will be seen that if

1, it

two inner partitions had been omitted
we would have a rectangular tuyere with
the same area at each end, although different dimensions. For instance, the outside might be 6 inches square, and the
inside 3 by 12, which would make 36The blast on
inch area at either end.
the

entering, would be forced to follow the

course indicated by the curved arrows,

which

is

would spread

Lo say, it

over

all

the entire area of the cupola, with the

exception of possibly the centre which
might not be reached. Whereas, if the
tuyere were of the same height from the
front to back, the spreading sideways

would not have the same spreading efthere would be nothing to force
it to spread, nnd the t-Tfior.c' would be
So far I hove only
to go straight in.
dealt with it as a single opening, and

fect, as

have shown how it distribute.; the air
throughout the fire with the possible exception of the centre.

The two partitions shown in Figs. 1
and 2, as will be seen, converge towards

have it under
hhe windpipe
with any of the

the

inside

ing

a

air

to

'because

not come in line
L shows the fire-brick lining,
and E shows an angle iron hoop rivetted to the inside of the shell to prevent
the bricks from slipping down when relining the melting zone.
H is the upper
tuyere system.
The advantage claimed
for this row of tuyeres is that gases may
be distilled from the fuel and escape
without coming in contact with air blown
through the lower tuyeres.
They must
doe.;

F.

tre.

making

perfect

the

nozzle

open-

centre

and forcing the

from this small section to the cenThe air will, in the mind of the in-

ventor, follow the course of the differ-

tuyeres.

ent

arrows

through

the

Avhen

tuyere, and while
tively

entering

different

what takes

the

sections

we can
place

fire

the

of

not say posiinside

the

of

cupola, the theory looks quite acceptable,

but as
FIG.

1.

CROSS SECTIONAL ELEVATION OF

NEWTON CUPOLA

I

have tried to explain, each

dividual reader will have to be his

judge.

in-

own

—
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TROIBLE WITH THE (IPOLA
LINING

A

subscriber has written the followintr
letter reg;u-ding trouble whicii he is
havinjr with his cupola Kninsr, ami we

cannot help but think tiiat he must be
bavins otiier troubles than this, particularly slow meltin<>:.
Question. I am a sub.-criber to your
paper and I get lots of valuable information out of it. So I would like to
ask your advice about our cupola. We
have considerable trouble with the liningburning out at the melting point. Our
cupola is thirty inches in diameter when
lined and has two tuyeres but no wind
chest.
We have to reline it after about
ten heats. Would you advise putting in
three or four tuyei'es and smaller pipe?
I do not think we have too much wind
the pipe is about 4 inches at tuyeres and
6 inches main pipe from fan.
Answer. You do not say what size
your two tuyeres are, but if your wind
pipe is 4 inches at the tuyere we will presume that to be the size of the tuyere.
Your cupola has probably been in use
for many years as this is the type of
wind arrangement in vogue before
cupola practice became a real scientific
study.
Experience has proved that the
tuyere area should be from 15 to 25
per cent, of the area of the cupola, w'ith
20 per cent, as a good average, but never
less than 15.
Your 30-inch cupola would
have an area of approximately 700 sq.
inches and 15 per cent, of this would be
approximately 100 sq. inches.
If two
tuyeres are adhered to they should be at
least 7 inches square or oblong with
50 square inches of area each.
W^ith
coke at its present price and t"me as
'•aluable as it is at the present time
it is not profitable to use a cupola like
this, when the expense involved in making the alterations would be trivial. If
an air belt is put ai'ound this cupola
and six tuyeres 3 inches high and 8
inches wide put in, and the pipe leading
from the fan to the air-belt is enlarged to about 12 inches in diameter,
the heats can be run off in half the time,
with the same fuel and with less pow-er
and the cutting effect on the fire bricks
will be reduced to a minimum.
In fact,
everything which assists in rapid melting tends to improve the quality of the
work.
The faster the ii'on is melted
and taken from the cupola, the less impurities it is permitted to absorb from
the fuel.
The system of forcing the
blast through a nozzle not only cuts
away the lining but it has an injurious
effect on the metal.
Nothing is to be
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for use in practically every way where
Coal oil is the fuel
heat is of value.
used, and by putting it under pressure
the oil is vaporized, and in this condition
burns with a powerful blue Hamc. By
placing the burner on the spout of the
cupola, the blaze is forced under and

—
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furnaces.
lighting
their
tageous
in
Hauck burners can also be used for fixing boilers, melting brass without any
other fuel than coal oil, and for foundry
In the illustration, Fig. 2, will
ovens.
be seen a plan for attaching to annealing or core oven or similar furnaces, two
Hauck Burnei's for indirect heating.
Note the special combustion chamber.

for
attaching
sketches
to annealing furnaces,
forges, molting furnaces, boilers, kettles
for heating liquids, etc., will be supplied by the Canadian Ilautk Co., Port
Hope, Ont.

Additional

Hauck Burners

WELDING REPAIRS TO WATER

WHEEL
Our readers
in

FIG.

1.

LIGHTTNG FIRE WITHOUT KINOLING

The portable or independent, self-contained type have a hand-pump attachment, but where the plant is equipped
with compressed air apparatus, it is conveniently connected.
These burners may be used for various
purposes around a foundry, such as drying molds, drying repairs to large cores
which have been taken from the oven.

remember an

a few
was shown that
water-wheel may be made in one piece
in

which

it

from ordinary cast iron in a green sand
mold. There are, however, certain styles
of wheel which are preferably made with
These vanes
cast ends and steel vanes.
are put in the mold and have their ends
projecting into the part which will be
poured wi;h melted

iron.

will

method shown, whereby they may be

se-

curely fastened by means of electric welding should be a boon to foundrymen in this
line, as weW as to users of water wheels.
The illustration will also serve to show
molders who never moulded a water
wheel what it is like and it will give

FIG.

2— FIRING CORE-OVEN WITH HAUCK

them something to ponder over and study
how they would proceed to make it.

An

BURNER.

Many
have

large malleable iron foundries
found them particularly advan-

of

electric

welding repair job that

considerable

the
Continued on page 85
interest

by forcing the air into the fire.
the air in the centre of the cupola
burns out, other air will automatically
take its place, provided there is sufficient air entering the cupola.
Trained

PORTABLE OIL BURNER FOR
LIGHTING CUPOLA
illustration, Fig. 1, shows the new
Oil Burner for lighting

Hauck Portable
coal

and coke in kilns and furnaces
without the use of kindling.
This is
just one of the many types of burner
outfit inaTiufactured by the Hauck Co.

These ends

be what is termed burned in, but sometimes they do not burn in, and are simply
loose with the iron ends holding them
from falling away. While in this condition they will continue to get looser
and will ultimately make trouble. The

When

The

article
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months ago,
a

through the fuel, lighting it as easily
as though kindling wood had been used.

will

UUILXUNG UP A WATERWHEKL RUN^'EU BY WEUJING.

to
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The Booth
A

Type
Furnace

is

By Carl H. Booth

Electric Brass
in Which the Shell
of

Rotated.

ABOUT

Rotating Brass Furnace

live

Furnace

Results

This

years

in Less Zinc Loss Through
Vaporization and a Longer

PrcN. Booth Hall Co., Chicago

ago

driven at the pi'oper speed by a motor,
so as to rotate the shell at a speed of two

we were

associated in the design of several
electric furnaces for the producchemical compounds.
special
tion
of
These furnaces were cylindrical in shape
and arranged to rotate about a central
axis through which the electrodes proAt the time it was suggested
jected.
that this type of furaace could be
adapted to the melting of non-ferrous
metals, but there was no opportunity to
carry on such work. An illustration of
one of these furnaces is shown in

Figure

1.

In these earlier furnaces a door was
provided in the cylindrical surface of the
shell and lining, for charging and pouring,
but we experienced considerable
maintaining the lining
difficulty
in

combination spout and door.
Further, in pouring the furnace it was
troublesome and
inconvenient
be
to
obliged to place the ladle between the
supports beneath the furnace.
Consequently, in designing the present Booth
Furnace, these difficulties have been
overcome by placing the door in one end
of the furnace, as shown in Figures 2,
3 and 4, and having a tapping hole in
the other end, as shown in Figures 2 and
3.
In this way the cylindrical surface of
the lining and shell is unbroken by any
This permits the continuous
opening.
rotation of the furnace, and consequently
the absorption of heat by the charge
from all parts of the lining, which
means no local overheating and uniform
wear.

around

this

Capacities

As. a general rule, the quantity of nonferrous metal melted at one time, or at
one heat, is less than the quantities involved in the melting of steel and iron,
and, therefore, smaller sizes of furnaces
are desirable.
To meet the' requirements of the small
foundry, as well as the large foundry,
and the smelters and refiners, Booth
Furnaces are built in the following sizes:

Rater Holding
Capacity
250
500
1.000

2,000
3,000

Life.

FIG.

1

-OKlGliNAl.

KUIAIIMG FURNACE.

disadvantage in trying to pour a ton of
brass into small castings and keep the
metal hot.
We know of a large company having a one-ton electric furnace
where it is taking them 50 minutes to
pour a heat into castings, and they are
finding great difficulty in doing so.
Further, the great variety of mixtures
made by many small foundries requires
a

small,

efficient

unit,

from

which

"short" heats can be taken, producing
On the
great flexibility of operation.
other hand, smelters and refiners frequently require furnaces of relatively
large holding capacity, which will turn
out a considerable amount of metal per
day.

Any one of the above furnaces will
melt and bring to pouring temperature
a charge of its rated holding capacity in
an hour's time, when the furnace is hot.
Mechanical Details

The illustrations and drawings give
a very good idea of the general design
of the Booth Electric Furnace.
Figure 2 is a cross-section or diagram,
illustrating clearly the principle of construction.
As will be noted the furnace
rotates on rollers, and is carried by two
The rollers are
cylindrical tracks.

revolutions per minute.
No gearing is
required encircling the furnace.
The
current is carried to the electrodes by
means of short pieces of flexible cable,
which connect to the above-mentioned
track, and the current is supplied to the
track by means of shoes which press
against them and form a sliding contact.
The electrodes are regulated by means of
screws shown, and on small furnaces are
entirely hand-operated, but on the larger
furnaces automatic electrode control is
used, thus doing away with the necessity
of close watching on the part of the
operator.
In the small furnaces, the door is in
one end only, but in the larger furnaces
both ends are provided with a door.
Figure 3 is a photograph of a rear
view of a 250-lb. Booth Electric Brass
Furnace, in the foundry of Leitelt
Brothers, Chicago.
This
shows the
charging door open ready for charging.
The latch which holds the door shut
when the furnace is charged will be
noted and also the electrode projecting
through the door. A door of similar type
with electrode projecting through it has
been in use for a considerable period in
the construction of the Booth-Hall steel
melting furnace, built by our company.
The contact shoes are shown in this view
pressing against the track.
Figure 4 shows the same end of the
furnace after it is charged and the
furnace is ready to run.
The flexible
cables from the track to the electrode
holder are shown, as are also the watercooling connections for cooling the electrodes.
It is not necessary to open the
door until after the heat is poured. The
door is then opened for charging.
Figure 5 shows a front view of the
250-lb. Booth Electric Brass Furnace,
and illustrates well the cylindrical drum
type shell and the track driven by the
This also shows the bronze
rollers.

Maximum Holding
Capacity
350 lbs.
750 "

lbs.

"
"
"
"

1,500
2,500
4,000

"
"

"

There are manv small plant.o where
heats of 50 to 350 lbs. are required, and
the smallest size furnace shown above
answers the purpose with great economy,
whereas larger furnaces to operate efficiently

needed.

must produce more metal than
Further, there

is

is

also a great

FIG.

2—CROSS SKCTION AND END ELEVATION OF FURNACE.

which carry the current to the
and the flexible cable connected
with the electrode holder and the water
shoes
track

The pouring: tap is shown
connections.
directly beneath the electrode holder
frame.
Figure
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men

work around

to

a

J)
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furnace of this

The time required
is

for
8 to 12 hours.

relining

this

Charging

view of the
The cable supplying the power
furi'.ace.
to the furnace is shown on both sides,
coming from conduits in the floor to the
These are the only conbronze shoes.
nections necessary to carry the electriThe concity to and from the furnace.
tractors are shown on the switchboard,
together with push-button control for
starting and stopping the furnace.
pouring the ease with which
In
the men handle the ladle up to the
furnace, and the operator controls th?
furnace at the switchboard by means of
control,
add greatly to
push-button
economy in operation and to the comfort
G

shows a

side

furnace the tap hole
plugged with moulding sand, the
charge placed in the furnace, the door
The
closed and the power thrown on.
electrodes are then brought together 'by
In starting the

is

means

of the

moving mechanism shown

photograph and the amount of
current flowing regulated by moving the
in

Pouring
pouring the furnace, the pipe
stands which carry the water connection
simply lift out of the way without it
being necessary to unbolt anything, and
the men can go right up to the furnace
with the ladle.
When the furnace is ready to tap the
operator stops the rotation until the tap
hole is above the level of the holder, and
thus above the surface of the metal. The
tap hole is then opened by means of a
sharp-pointed steel rod. As the tap hole
is
simply plugged with moulding sand
there is no sledging or pounding required, as we have found it can be very
In

character.

furnace
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ihe

electrodes closer together or further
apart, as indicated by the meter on the

switchboard.

readily picked out if a small pointed rod
used.
We have never had any trouble
After the tap hole
with the tap hole.
is opened, the furnace is rotated down
until the opening is below the surface
of the metal, and the metal poured out
is

Methods
If turnings, floor sweepings or grindings are used the rotation of the furnace

of the crew.

Lining

Probably the most important of all
factors in reliable and efficient furnace
operation is the lining. Especially is this
true with the melting of non-ferrous
metals, where a lining with many joints
will have a decided tendency to absorb
In order to overcome this diffimetal.
culty the lining provided with the Booth
Furnace is made with as few joints as
possible.

In lining the furnace the electrode
supporting mechanism at either end of
the shell is r&moved by simply unbolting
same from the end plates. These are
made as a unit and in taking them off
they do not get out of adjustment or out
of line, and therefore do not require any
adjusting when put back in place.
The
shell is then lifted off the rollers by suitable hoist or crane, just as if it were a
barrel and is turned on end so that the
end plate of the furnace shown in Figure
3 can be unbolted and removed from the
shell.

Figure 3 shows to some extent how
made. The door is made
of one solid piece of brick with a hole in
the centre through which the electrode
projects.
The cylindrical part of the
this lining is

furnace is made of two cylindrical tiles,
which fit together with a tongue and
groove joint in the centre, this joint
being filled with heat-resisting cement.
The ends of the furnace are each lined
up with four special bricks, joined together with cement and cemented to the
tile.
In this way we really have a large
crucible electrically heated, but
with
walls of considerable thickness, and a
minimum number of joints.
Further,
this lining does not require
a brick
mason to instal it, but can be put in
with common labor.
This special brick
lining is backed up with a layer of heatinsulating material, so that when the
furnace is at working temperature, the
temperature on the outside of the shell
is so that the liand can be placed upon it.
Compare this with the large amount of
heat in the -neighborhood of a crucible
or other fuel fired furnace, and it will
show you how much easier it is to get

FIG.-

3— SHOWING METHOD OF CHARGING FURNACE.

started at once and continues until the
metal is ready to pour. We have never
broken an electrode in operating in this
manner.
If ingots or heavy scrap is
used, the furnace remains stationary
until the ingot is partly melted, and then
rotation is started and continued until
We have
the metal is ready to pour.
experienced no difficulty in regard to
breaking electrodes when this method is
is

followed.

As

furimce is sealed up quite
from the time the power is on
until ready to pour, we have obtained
very good results as to metal temperature by keeping the power practically
the

tightly

constant for a definite length of time.
After the operator has poured a few
heats, it is possible for him to determine
the right temperature practically every
time without opening the door and inspecting the metal in the furnace.

into the ladle as illustrated.
If it is desired to only remove a portion of the

metal, the furnace is again rotated back
and the tap hole brought above the level
of the metal in the furnace.

On account of the fact that there are
no swinging cables connected with the
electrode holders, it has been suggested
that the furnace itself could be picked
up from its rollers by means of a crane
and the metal i)oured into ingots or castings.
We have not attempted to do this
as yet, but it seems to be entirely feasible.

Operating Records
W^ith the small furnace which is in the
plant of the Leitelt Bros., Chicago, we
have poured about 130 heats, using a
great variety of mixtures and pouring a
considerable number of different grades
of metal.
have used:

We
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furnace and again weighed when filled
Any drippings from the
with metal.
furnace were carefully collected and
weighed and any slag coming out with
the metal was skimmed from the pot before weighing, as even a small amount
of one pound would mean almost oneWith a
half of one per cent, shrink.
larger furnace, it would be much easier
to m.ake shrinkage tests without danger
of as large a proportionate loss as with
In other words, if
the smaller furnace.
one pound of metal poured did escape
being weighed, it would not represent as
much shrinkage as in the case of a small
furnace.

!l

Lining

Wear

To date about 130 heats have been run
and the lining on the furnace illustrated
shows no perceptible wear. The lining
sintered upon its surface and appears
be in as good condition as when
This is the first
originally installed.
rne
lining installed in the furnace.
material of which the lining is made
spall or
is such that it does not shrink,

is

to
FIG.

4^

ARRANGEMENT OF ELECTRODE GEAR.

brass turnings and borings;
sweepings;
floor
from
concentrates
grindings; foundry scrap; copper wire;
yellow
sheet copper; red brass ingots;
tin;
brass ingots; copper ingots; pig

Yellow

lead pipe; pig zinc; German silver.
thorSo that' the furnace has been
maoughly tested on many classes of
terial.

Power Consumption and Shrinkage
and
In melting down turnings, borings

40
grindings with a hot furnace, 30 to
minutes is required per charge. With
conthe small furnace shown a power
sumption as low as 240 kw. h. per ton
be
has been obtained. The average would
ton.
per
h.
kw.
300
and
that
between
With yellow brass turnings and borwhich
ings which are fairly clean, but on

no attempt ha.s been made to remove any
contaminating material, heats have been
run with a total shrink of IVa per cent.
These borings, when charged, were in

condition as xeceived from
Of course the percentage of
on the amount of oil,
depend
will
shrink
material
dirt, iron and other extraneous
present, but the actual metal loss has
proven to be very low. Due to the active
mixing action of the rotation, the heat is
applied to the turnings and borings in
such a uniform manner that there is no
with
local overheating, and a quick melt

the isatme
the seller.

and on red brass and high copper bronze
under 1 per cent. With the furnace hot
the power consumption will run from 250
to 350 kw. h. per ton.
One heat was made with a charge
running about 50 per cent, zinc and 40
per cent, copper, totalling 250 lbs. 249
power
lbs. of metal were poured and the
consumption was 240 kw. h. per ton.
This was in the latter part of the day
when the furnace was hot, and the metal
charged was all clean metal. The ladle
was weighed as it was Drought to the
furnace, and then we^ighed after the
metal had been poured into the ladle.
Great care was taken on the part of the
operators not to overheat the metal, and
this is

many

types,
that linings
600 to 1,000

with

Arrangements were
exercised.
therefore made for a scale near the
furnace, upon which the heated ladle
was weighed when brought to the

been

proper

operator.

Another important
method of lining

this

Electrode Consumption
this type the graelectrode is to be preferred, dueto its greater conductivity, which permits
the use of the smallest size of electrode
practical for the current to be carried.

With furnaces of

phite

2i/^ inches
this furnace electrodes of
diameter are used, machined and equipped with what is known as nipple joint.
These are 30 inches in length. The electrodes enter the furnace through graThis opening is also prophite sleeves.
tected by a water-cooling copper casting:

On

low metal los£ is obtained.
In melting concentrates from floor
sweepings, which contain a considerable
amount of dirt and moisture, and which
when melted in crucibles showed a
shrinkage of 30 to 40 per cent., the
Booth Electric Furnace over quite a
number of heats averaged 171/2 per cent,
shrinkage.
In melting ingots and heavier brass
scrap, a heat will average from 30
minutes to an hour in length of time, depending upon the kind of metal poured
and the size of the charges. A 300-lb.
charge of copper ingots requires about
an hour to melt and pour, while a 300of yellow brass about 40
lb. charge
The shrinkage with yellow
minutes.
brass ingots averages about 1 per cent.

FIG.

characteristic of
due to the fact

'is

that there are practically no joints, which
serves to keep the lining clean and prevents any considerable amount of slagor metal sticking to it.

simply an indication of what re-

are accomplished where sufficient
attention is given to melting. The heat
following was a charge of 225 lbs. of red
brass ingots, from which 224% lbs. of
metal was poured.
It is particularly difficult to keep account of the metallic shrinkage in a
small furnace of 250 lbs. holding capacity, and consequently great care has
sults

furnace is run on an
per day. Based on a
actual experience in
electric furnaces of
our engineers feel confident
of this type will last from
heats, and possibly longer,.
care on the part of the

crack, although the
average of 8 hours
great many years'
the operation of

5—GKNBRAL SIDE VIEW OF FURNACE.
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iViarch.

which servos to pi'otcrt the electrodes
from burning at this point.
Even with the small 250-lb. furnace
shown, the electrode consumption is low.
If the furnace is kept in operation fairly
continuously durinjr an 8-hour day, the
consumption will averat.'e about 3 lbs.
per ton.
The electrode supporting mechanism
has been so desi'rned that it not only
permits of o(tjustmcnt in case electrodes
are sliehtly out of line, but at the ^ame
electrodes
time serves to protect the
from breaajre. due to the accidental
fallin<r of bars or other material acrainst
the end of the furnace.
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wax-covered string

The United

Bufftdo,

Street,

that

really advisable.

is

Compound

while they

IS'ew
still

Elk
228
inform us
manufacture this
Co.',

York,

sort of wax, fully 90 per cent, of their
product is made without string or thread.
The string has already become an oldlime method and foundrymen are appreciating more every day, wax without
a string. The great objection seems to
be the danger, especially in smaller sizes,
of the string burning and leaving an ash
Then
which may obstruct the vent.
agp.in, if it does rot burn it has to bo
pulled out after the core is baked.

Vent wax is a comparntively r.ew inand there are perhaps some
foundrymen who have not yet become
acquainted with it. The demand of modern times upon the foundries to furnish
vention

requiring very intricate core
has made necessary a reliable
method of core venting. Prior to 1908
most every foundryman remembers the
very unsatisfactory methods known and
used for venting cores, none of which
really did the work properly, and practically no two foundries doing work in
•castings

work,

same manner.

the

Realizing the demand for a material
that would vent the most complicated
-cores,
with
positive results and that
would standardize core venting, the

Compound Company, of Buffalo,
1908 introduced a wax for this
purpose, manufactured by them and
marketed as Buffalo Brand Vent Wax.
This wax is of a pi'oper combination
"United

N.

of

Y., in

waxes and

pliable

oils to produce a hard,
wax, which, at an ordinary tem-

perature, will not stick together.
It is pressed into strands of round
and flat oval shapes. The required size
and shape is simply bedded in the core
when ramming, leading to the proper
outlet, and the wax is entirely absorbed

by the core when baking. If the core
sawed to pieces after being baked,

is
it

be found that no injurious effect
has been produced by the absorption of
the wax. The vent hole will be found to
be clear and the sand surrounding it
will be the same as the rest of tbe core.
will

U N
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CORES AND CORE OVENS
not my purpose in this article

It is

discuss

the

different

classes

of

to

cores

which the corcmaker is called upon to
make, so much as it is to emphasize the
importance
of
properly
dry
them.
There is no part of the foundry equipment which is so little studied as the
core oven, yet there is nothing which
requires more study than this very
subject. The one great feature of a core
oven is to have it under absolute control.
It is an easy matter to damp off a fire
if it is going too strong, but it is not
easy to make a fire burn up when it has
poor draft. Every oven should have good
draft to the

CORE VENTIN(; \VAX
In our February number we had an
inquiry reprardins: wax covered string
for venting cores; this we ansv.ei-ed, an.l
we think our answer was correct, but at
the same cinie we do not believe that a

F

good lively

fire

fire is

place so that when i
required it can be had.

In drying cores a certain amount of
judgment is required in order to heat
them to the proper temperature. The

very reverse to drying a brick kiln is necessary in core drying. In drying bricks
a very slow fire is kept up until all moisture is evaporated, after which the bricks
are heated to v red heat, but bricks are
made chiefly of clay, and the moisture
filters out very slowly, and if heated to
a high temperature while still damp, the
brick will meit and run.
With cores,
made from grained sand as all cores
should be, this programme is reversed.
If a large core is subjected to a slow heat
the outside has a tendency to dry to dust
while a little below the siirface, the core
will become hard, while the interior is
still damp. If a higher temperature is
now brought to bear upon it, the outside
will burn before the inside gets heated.
If on the contrary, a good hot fire had
been burning in advance, and the oven
heated to a high temperature before putting the core in, and the oven kept hot
until all the moisture had evaporated out
of the core, the core would not burn,
but the
dampness from the inside
would continue to keep the outside damp
as long as there was any dampness in
the core.
As soon, however, as all the
dampness is out of the core, the temperature should be reduced, or else the core
will be burned.
But it is not necessary
to go to these extremes.
If the oven has
a good draught, it can be so regulated
that the core will bake properly.
If a
core oven smokes it is not properly constructed.
It should be possible to light
the oven fire any time of the day without causing any smoke to permeate the
atmosphere of the foundry or core-room,

and

the draft is sufficient to admit of
will be quite possible to get the
temperature up to the proper degree before the core has taken harm, and it
should not take long to know how much
fuel to use in order to have the fire die
out at the proper time to not burn the
core, but the core .should be kept at a
high degree of heat until it is thoroughly dry, as a second drying is never satthis,

if

it

isfactory.

Wnile a core oven should never be
low'?d to smoke,

it is difficult

al-

to avoid the

gassy smell which comes from the cores

—not from

the

fire.

This gas should be

attended to by means of a hood connect-
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ed to a tall stack, or to some mechanical suction arrangement, and carried
outside of the building.
Core
ovens
usually constitute about the worst nuisance in the foundry, but there is no occasion for it, and when proper attention
is given to this subject one of the worst
menaces to the health of the foundry
workman will have been eliminated.

WHAT ASBESTOS

IS

Asbestos is a variety of hornblende
which is itself classed by Dana as a syn-

onym

or subdivision of amphibole.
He
says that the several varieties of amphi-

and notably tremolite and actinolittle alumina in their
composition, tend to become fibrous, in
which case they are called asbestos. Havy
regarded the fibres as rhomboidal prisms.
As the etymology imports, asbestos is
bole,
lite

when they have

exceedingly infusible, at least in a mass,
which is to say, it is practically proof
against fire. While it is not absolutely
fire-proof, it is probably as near to it as
any material known. If the fibres are
torn apart and mixed with something

more fusible

it

is

possible to

consume

it

with fire, but if made up in a compact
body or in a sheet, it can be held in close
proximity to enormous heat without apparently absorbing any heat itself.
Asbestos is found in many varieties,
such as: (a) amianthus, in which the
fibres are so exceedingly long, flexible,
and elastic, that they may be woven into
cloth.
(b) Common asbestos, with the
fibres much less flexible, it is heavier
than the first variety, it is dull green,
sometimes pearly in lustre, and unctuous
to the touch,

enough

(c)

Mountain

cork, light

on the water, (d) Mountain leather, also very light, but thinner
and more flexible than the last, (e)
Mountain paper, a designation formerly
given to fine, thin specimens of mountain
leather,
(f) Mountain wood, which, in
the external aspect, resembles dry wood.
It will be seen from this that asbestos is
formed in almost any state or condition
which could be desired and can be used
whenever a heat-resisting substance is
required.
Canada produces practically
all the asbestos which is used.
Eightyfive per cent, of the world's supply is
mined in the province of Quebec, it is
taken from the ground in the form of
rock although as we have already shown
it has more the appearance of wood.
It
is run through crushing rolls which septo float

arate the fibres from the smaller parThe long fibres are used for
weaving in cloth.
The dust is used
for fireproof paint, while the various
other grades all have a place to fill in

ticles.

some

line of usefulness.

A CORE

MAKER MURDERED

The body of John F. Barry, a core
maker, was found in a mill pond at Milford, Mass., with hands and legs bound
and nose and mouth gagged. Robbery
was the only motive suggested by the
police.

—
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Research

Work on

Malleable Iron

Continued

Being a Continuation of the Results of Four Years of Research

Work

for the

no
In order that there will be
doubt as to the reliability of the carbon
determinations, it can be stated thait the
drilling were secured by nailling off the
metal at the reduced part, the milling
cutter parsing over the entire crosssection until sufficient drillingis were obtained for thf carbon determiinations in
39.

The drillings were then very
thoroughly mixed. The carbons were run
through by combustion in a platinum
tube with all precautions deemed essenIt can be
tial for trustworthy work.
further stated that all of the bars were
regular ones sent in for test to this
unknown to any one
office, and it was
that these analyses were to be miadie.
40. Without practically writing at too
great a length on the subject, it would
not be possible to cover completely certain facts of interest in connection v/iith
air-furnace work, proper construction of
furnace, furnace operation and suggestions for further improvement m this

duplicate.

direction.

Annealing of
41.

When

Hard Iron

a piece of air-furnace hard

American Malleable Casting Association
By ENRIQUE TOUCEDA

ture does drop a

little, it will

not be liable

a dangerous point. There is
another reason why this latitude is deemed essential, though this does not obtain
to-day to the extent it did formerly, due
fact that in large ovens it requires considerable ingenuity to arrange flue openings, drafts, etc., in such a manner that
the temperatures in all parts of the oven
will be uniform, for which reason it is
necessary to make sure that the temperature at the coldest corner is somewhat
above the critical range, which will serve
to safeguard oscillations in these locato fall to

tions.

Preparation of Castings for Annealing
42. In order to anneal the hard-iron
been
that have previously
castings
barreled or sand-^bliasted, chipped, gates
ground off and inspected, they are packed in cast-iron pots where they are surrounded by an oxidising packing. The
packing li.is ;. dual function: to furnish
oxygen through wihose agency the castings will be decar'bonized to tb.e extent
that is po.-^sibie, and to avoid kiln warP;
that is, prevent the castings from dis-

iron is gradually heated, a temiperature
prois finally reached where many of its
perties are v(^ry different from what obtains a very slightly tower temperature.
Its strocIt will cease to be magnetic.

packed

in

is called the critical temperature, or critical range, and for airfurnace hard-iron castings it is in the
It is the
vicinity of 1440 deg. Fahr.
lowest" temperature at which hard-iron
castings mJay he successfully annealed.
This statement must be modified by the

temperature

furthier staitemcnt that in an oven under
perfect control this temperature is the
one that would be selected. In practice
closely
it would not be safe to adliere too
to it, for the reason that should the cast-

being held "at temperature"
under the critioal range, it v^rould
undo in large measure what had been
accomplished above it. In the annealing
of the castings one of the things to be
avoided is osciUating temperatures, or
temperatures alternating albove and below the critical range. For this reason
temiperatiire
it is necessary to select a
some inO to ISO deig. Fahr. above the
event,
critical, say, l.'VSO Fabr., in which
pvom if due to careliessnes the tempera-

ings, while
fall

is

:s

oven.
rect43. The ovens are usually of
angular shape, and vary in capacity from
15 tons for a very small oven to 50 for
Their average capathe largest ones.
The usual fuel is
city is about 25 tons.
bituiminous coal, but hard coal, powdered

coal or oil are used. The maitter of construction must be diismdssed with the
statement that these ovens are being
stand.ardized and designed with a determination of securing uniformity of

temperature throughout, and a great
deal of study and experimentation is being devoted to this proiposition. The flues
are not only being properly proportioned
for the draft used, but the flue openings
so dimensioned that the heat can be
drawn to any part of the oven in
.

sufflicient

to equalize

temipera-

tures, while provision is made whereby
In the
they can be easily kept clean.
plants of the association pract.cally all

ovens are under pyrometer contro\ and equipped at a central station
where it is possible at any moment to ascertain the temperature at the hottest
and coldest part of any oven, w^hile a
master pyrometer is used as a check on
In
those that are permanently located.

of the

ma-

that yieldi oxygen it can be decarbonized almost completely if the piece
Also the carbide of iron can be
is thin.
broken up into- its two soft constituents
This
at the temperature referred to.
terial

filled with packing and this
covered with an iron plate.
The top. and all joints in the stand, are
then n:udded or luted in order to p\-event
the entrance of the oven gases, after
which the stand is lifted up by the charging truck and placed in position in the

the ring
in turn

amounts

tural composition will be diifferent. The
size of the crystals will be much finer
than was the case under this particular
It can be caribiirized betemperature.
yond its original carbon content if packed in a carbonaceous material and held
at this temperature for a sufficient
lenigth of time, while, if

The top ring is filled
four rings high.
with castings only to about two-thirds
of its height, for if they were brought
to the Lop they would be exposed to the
Instead, the top third of
oven gasfc&.

FIG

8

-ANNEALING OVEN PARTLY FILLED
WITH ANNEALING POTS.

this

pots, or stands, are secwhich
tional and each coinpriises a casting
forms its bottom, upon which four or
Lorting.

The

Each
sections are snperimpoised.
ciror
rectangular
a
of
consists
section

five

cular "ring" by which name they are
k-nown, whether they are of the former
or latter shape. These rings are about
diif1 14
in. thick and vary in size at
ferent plants, depending upon the dimensions of the castings to be annealed, but
they would average, if rectangular, about
In build14 in. by "4 in. by 14 in high.
iuT up a stand, a ring is placed on the
stand bottom and then carefully filled
with ca.-^'tings that are surrourded with
When the ring is completely
nackinv.
with
filled, it is hammered on the sides
a li"-ht sledge in order that the packing

run down and fill in all voids. The
second i-ing is then placed upon the first
one, and this is filled in the same manner, which procedure is followed until
the stand of four fings is completed. In
Fig. S can be seen an annealing oven,
partly filled with stands that are each
will

manner

it

is

rather

difficult

for

things to go wrong without detection.
Air-furnace and annealing-oven operations have also developed from extremely

crude methods to intelligent control, and
this in large measure accounts for the
improvements in the uniformity of the
product.

Length of Annealing Time and Temperalure Limits
are
castiners
the
annealing,
hrouE-ht "to temperature" that is, to 1550
deg. Fahr
de-^-. Fahr.. or as high as 1600
deemif thouL-ht best, as rapidly as it is
ed they can absorb the heat. Too great
a forcing of the heat durinc this period
rings exis avoided, for if it is done the
pand much more rapidly than the material v>-ithin them, which, leavini" a
snace between ring and contents, will
allow the packing to bleed down fron;
st-;r.l
the top towards the bottom 0^ the
lessening the compactness in tbe upper
In average practice it takes aboiit
rinp-s.
48 hours for the oven to arrive "at temThe temperature of anneal
perature."
44.

In

M.-

is th^-n maintained for a minimum
of iS
hours, tde ti-^e re trimenlod boi'-;!,'
to 72 hours.
Firinjr is then stopped and
thc'i oven sealed tight in !<rdor th::. tiie
>

•.

castin^2s wii". not cool faster than from
8 to 10 de^urees per hour while passinc

through tJ-iC critical rangre. To safojrr.ard
this very important detail, this rate of
eoolinjr is maintained until the p>Tometers indicate that the oven temperature is less than 1100 dey., for, on cooling, the casting-s

are liable to be some
than indicated by the
pyrometer in the oven. After the" temperature has iH-en lo>vered lo that pomt
an oi)eninj? is made in front of the ovi-n
i-n order lo allow it to cool more
rapidl.v,
for the reason that once the castinss nre
at a temperature under the critical range
no change can take place in their stnictural composition, so the only remadning
precaution is to see that the castings do
not cool so fast that internal strains can
develop in them. From the foregoing it
can be readily seen that the average
length of anneal occupies about seven
days
From theoretical, as well as practical considerations, the writer does not
believe that there is a possibility of safely lessening the time for this operation
by much more than one day without taking charces. He has desiigned on oven in
which the temperature of 1600 deg. can
be easily attained in 25 hoiirs, and he is
aware that when the composition of the
hard-iron castings is such that the hard
carbide is in its most unstable condition
that even less than 48 hours will suffice
for the precipitation of the carbon, so
that these two periods can be reduced
somen-hat. but danger is ever present if
libert'es are
taken with the cooling
through tlie critical range.
In order,
then, to safeguard the consumer as well
as his own reputation, the manufacturer
.should
make no serious attempt to
yborten the anneal unduly. The annealinr capacity should be such as to make
the attem.p1 unnecessary. If it is made,
hov.'evPT. then
the pyrometer element
should be inserted directly into the centre of the pot, placed for that purpose
in contact vrith the side wall of the oven
in order better to deteinnine when the
castings have actually arrived "at temperature" and the moment when he can
commence to record the time the temperature can be started on its downward
course, which procedure v/ill enable him
to ouerate more closely and accurately.
L'OO

dep.

l;ijrher

the dominant object

\J

is

\^l

±-\

1^ ±\ 1

iVl

^

to convi.Tt white,

hard iron, in which all of the carbon is
combined, mto a soft, tough, ductile iron
in which no part of the cairfbon is in that
sta'e.
In order to achieve this, it is
necessary to maintain for a sufficient
length of time a temperature just in excess of the critical range, which, as has
been pointed out, codnoides closely with
that at which grain refining occurs, so it
happens that durinij: the conversion both
objects can be practically attained.
Structural Constituents in Iron and Steel
46. Before briefly entering into the
rationale.' of the annealing operation
and
subsequently taking up certain facts in
deUiil concerning the finished product

and tlie conditions that influence the appearance of the fracture and physical
properties, some partiiculars regarding
the structural constituents in iron and

-

i\

75
should bt presented in order that
the exposition may be intelligently followed.
Steel and iron crystallize upon

steel

solidification,

and

if a piece is properly
etched,
the
crystalline
boundaries can he developed and seen
uiu'ior proper magnification.
If a .sample
of pure iron is thus tested, its structural

polished

and

composition
considered to consist of
100 per cent, ferrite, because the latter
name has been given to iron which contains no carb(m.
(See Fig. 9.)
If the
iron were contiiminated with the other
four impurities to which we have alluded, it would still be considered to conis-

sist of

100 per cent,

For

ferrite.

ex-

ample, ferrite has the property of dissolving silicon and iits physicGl properties
can be changed thereby, under w'hich
condition, however, it would still remadn
ferrite.

Malleable Iron Replaces Bronze
Two Castings Made of Malleable Iron in
Preference to Bronze, Where Human Life
Was at Stake
Malleable Castings Replace Bronze in
Specially Designed Transmission
Captain observation balloons, even in
the absence of any risk from enemy attack, operate with considerable danger
to the occupants, and
require instant
"release" and "recovery" by the mechanician who operates the specially designed apparatus at the ground end.
Through the courtesy of The American Malleable Castings Association, we
are permitted to show that part of the
equipment where 100 per cent, efficiency
is
required for the protection of the
lives of the observers.
This is the transmission, and is connected with the windlass through the
bevel pinion meshing in the bevel gear
which is attached to the winding drum.
This transmission has three brakes, one
of which, composed of a steel band lined

tremendous pressure
the

is

exerted against

sides

of the case.
The case must not only be entirely
free from the slightest flaw and of great
tensile strength, but its texture must

permit such accurate machining tlhat
escape of the slightest amount of
oil i? prevented in order to insure the
the

operation of the brake.
In the
original French design this case was
made of bronze, but in this country it
was possible to stH^^ure a malleable casting meeting all the requirements of the
efficient

Government's specifications, and
respects proving much superior

in

to

some
any

other material.
For obvious reasons the identity of
the foundry m.anufacturing these pavts
cannot be stated, except to say that-^e

maker is a "certified'' member of The
American Malleable Castings Associa-

A Conversion Rather Than an Annealing
Process
45.

From what has preceded

be evident that the S)econd

it

should

step in the

mamifacture of these casting's should not
known as an annealing process, but
more appropriately as a conversion process.
The dominant function of an anbe

neal

is

to

obliterate

coarse crystalliza-

an unsuitable one, and replace it
by the most suitable that it is possible
to produce in the object treated, and in-

TRA'NSMISSION

tion or

cidentally

nealing

remove internal stresses

.An-

does
not
imply
structural
changes in the piece when cold, aside
from grain size and grain refining. In
the annealing of malleable-iron casting.'

with copper segments, operates on the
surface of the large case or drum. This
latter

is

specially designed

not only to
but to house

function with the brake
the transmission.
The gears inside this
case, which is shown separately, operate in oil, and at such high speed that

DRUM

tion,

and

licensed

to

make

Malleable Castings."
The separate casting after
weighs 40'- pounds, and has
diameter of 12% inches, and
inch thick. Total depth at hub
at outer rim
inches.
r,

"Certified

machining
an outside
a wall 14
6V^ inches,
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Practical Hints for the Brass
MIXING MANGANESE BRONZE
To the Editor:— In your December issue you gave a formula for an "excelproviding
bronze,"
manganese
lent
proper facilities were at hand for melt-

and mixing the different ingredWill you kindly advise me what
equipment I will require, and how I
Be fcure and explain how
will proceed?
kind.
to mix iron with brass of any
ing

ients.

Answer:— I

will

dispose of your last

Your experience has
question
probably been the same as that of other

introduced with the iron is not sufficient, the balance can now be put in, and
also the lead.
It makes a better casting if the metal
poured into ingots and re-melted
is
before pouring it into castings.
Ferro-manganese in various proportions

of

iron

and manganese

is

some-

times used in order to introduce both
manganese and iron; but it is usually
highly carburized, and is not very satisfactory.

first.

brassfounders, viz., that iron does not
mix with melted brass in any other
manner than in spots which will be so
that the lathe tool will jump over

hard
them.

brass

If

turnings

and a speck of iron or

are

steel

melted
happens

does not
to be in it, this speck probably
melt, because it takes a higher temperato
ture to melt iron than is required
in
a
gets
just
speck
This
melt brass.
partly-melted state, and gathers some
is
of the melted brass around it, which
the
<;arbonized by the chemical action of

carbon contained in the iron, making
with
the brass which comes in contact
itthe iron much harder than the iron
This effect will be overcome by
self.
As
the introduction of the aluminum.
the
regards introducing the
brass foundry is in connection with the
seiron foundry, melted iron can be
cured from the cupola; but in ordinary
brassfounding, it is introduced in the
form of tin-plate clippings from the
iron.

A WRINKLE IN BRASS CASTING
In casting brass and some of the
bronzes on the flat there is often a very
great tendency for the castings to become "smoky, "as it is termed, this, in
reality, being caused by a series of cold
sheets in more or less developed stages.
Assuming that the metal poured is clean
and in a good fluid state, this points to
the fact that too slow pouring has been
used and v/aves of air have passed in
with the metal, the remedy being obvious. As an additional precaution, however, it is well to adopt an uphill method
of pouring, as shown in the illustration,
the flasks being placed at an angle of

roughly 20 deg. from the horizontal, with
the ingate to the mould at the lower end.

If

This material is mostly iron,
tinshop.
enough tin to require concarries
but
sideration.

mixing

Before

alloys,

it

is

well

to

the temperature at which each
and put them in the pot
melts,
one
overin rotation, so that one will not be
heated in melting another. But this is
not always adhered to, neither is it always necessary. For instance, copper
melts at slightly under 2,000 degrees;

know

but will require to be hotter than this
heated to
in order to be poured, and if
to
enough
hot
not
is
it
degrees,
2,300
injure it, if kept well covered with charcoal; and at this temperature it will
readily dissolve the tin-plate scrap.

Manganese copper carrying 2 per
and
cent, managanese is on the market,
if

it

is

desired to introduce one pound
the mixture, it
into
pounds of manfifty
the
of
the balance
copper,

manganese
would require
of

ganese
copper

in

the mixture would be pure

copper.

pure capper first, with a
and charcoal in the crucible
with it; next put in the tin-plate scrap,
and stir it well to be sure it is melted,
after which put in the aluminum, then
the manganese copper, and finally the
zinc. If the amount of tin which was
Melt

little

the

salt

POURINiG

METAL UP HILL

By

this method the ingate is kept choked with molten metal, wit"h the result
that air cannot pass, and in combination
with fast pouring, smooth castings should
be produced.
In most cases it will be
found necessary to put in risers on projections as shown, so that not only shall
air and gases escape freely, but also that
any dirt carried to the higher points
and there trapped may rise out of the
way in the readiest manner.

This article was taken from "The Practical Engineer," and we will not attempt
to throw a hint about where they got it,
but by a strange coincidence we had ft
in CANADIAN
in the
issue of old 1918.
Of course, there is
nothing particularly new about the idea,
but it is not generally followed, although
it is the proper way to get a sound casting, either in brass or iron.

FOUNDRYMAN

For an iron casting of this descripwould be best to cover the risor
until the pouring was done, but with
tion, it

brass the risor should be left open for
the escape of air.

Founder

MOULDING AND POURING NICKEL
It

would be

difficult

for a reader of

THE CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN

to

read it from cover to cover without knowing of the Canadian Hanson & Van
Winkle Co., Toronto, yet perhaps some
will not grasp the importance of some of
this company's achievements, and a few
lines on the subject will undoubtedly be
of interest. One of the main stays of the
business is platers' supplies, which includes everything in the line of platers',

equipment and
polisliers' and buffers'
supplies, such as welded steel tanks, lead
lined wood tanks, dynamos, rheostats,

and incidentally the anodes which
are used in the plating operation, and
it is of these anodes and the method of
making them that we will speak.
Nickel although a semi-precious metal,
is melted in a similar manner to the
other non-ferrous metals, and is poured
into moulds which are similar in appearance to other molds, but it does not
follow that every foundryman would feel
at home in handling nickel. On the contrary they would not, as nickel has charetc.,

acteristics

which must be understood

if

success is to be insured.
Nickel is a hard, malleable, ductile,
metallic element of the iron group, nearly silver white, capable of a high polish,
and resistant to oxidation. It is attracted by magnets and has a specific gravity
of 8.8, or approximately 20 per cent,
greater than that of iron. It melts at
a temperature approximating 3,000 deg.
or about 25 per cent, higher than that
required to melt iron.
From this it will be seen that to melt
nickel in a crucible requires an enormous
fire, considerably higher in temperature
than that of the cupola used in an iron
foundry.
It will also be seen that the
metal being much heavier and at a higher temperature will have a more cutting
and damaging effect on the mold. This
coupled with the fact that the anodes
must be clean, and homogeneous adds to
the perplexity of the situation. However,
the whole secret is in the knowing how,
and this "knowing how" must be gained
by experience, as there are few places
from which to gather the information by
any other means.

The Hanson & Van Winkle Co., have
gone into the matter so thoroughly and
have had such wide experience that there
is very little which is worth knowing that
they have not at their command.
This
company claim no monopoly, but they
are certainly into it on a big scale, as
shown by the volume of business done.
The equipment of their foundry department includes two ordinary crucible
brass furnaces, two oil-burning crucible
furnaces especially for melting nickel
and one open hearth furnace with a capacity of

two tons per day.

As we have shown

the equipment is
similar to that required in any non-fer-
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rous foundry and the company has for
years manufactured castings from all
metals for electroplating:, which must be
made from the purest of metal, and essentially homogeneous and smooth. They
are now prepared to supply castingrs of
every description in brass, bronze, aluminum, zinc or nickel.
Xickel castings would not likely be
called fo" to any great extent for other
purposes tJian anodes but many nickel
alloys are called for, such as German silver,

etc.

The company has for some months
past been doing: an exceptionally large
business in aluminum castings.
The entire plant presents an interesting hive of industry, out it is not our
purpose to be interested outside of the
foundry and plating departments.

What

Nickel Is

From

the above we have seen that
a hard, malleable, ductile, metallic element of the iron group, nearly
silver-white, capable of a high polish,
and resistant to oxidation, and that it
Nickel is usuis attracted by magnets.
ally confused with silver, and is often
looked upon as a low grade of silver,
when in reality, it is not in the silver
class at all, while it is a much less expensive metal than silver it has certain
qualities which are superior to those of
silver, as in our definition we have shown
that it is almost as white as silver, and it
is capable of a high polish.
To this we
add the fact that it resists the action of
oxygen, which is to say it does not become tarnished through contact with the
oxygen contained in air or water.
properly nickel-plated iron casting remains untarniihed while a silver-plated
casting required to be kept polished or
it soon becomes dark colored.
Nickel
was discovered in 1751 by a German
named Cronstedt. It was at first thought
that it was a copper producing ore, but
on finding that such was not the case
the miners called it "Kupfernickel" or
"copper nickel," meaning demon copper,
"nickel" being the German for "demon."
The copper idea was found to be erroneous, and that part of the work was
dropped and the name "nickel" remained
as its permanent name.
nickel

is

A

FLUXES FOR BRASS
What

commonly termed a flux is
any substance which, when introduced
is

I) 1

A N F
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of which is salt.
So here we have the
wliole thing in a nut shell.
Salt and
boraxes were the fluxes of the ancients
and are still on the job under assumed
names.
Salt, as a subscriber pointed
out a short time ago, has one objectionable feature, it emits a most nauseating
odor which drives the men out of the
shop. Were it not for this characteristic,
it
would be a valuable cleansing
material.
If we drop the salt, we have
borax, which is all we did have in my
apprentice days. Neither salt nor borax
has any chemical effect on the metal,
it
simply gathers up the non-metallic
material which is contained in the molten metal and brings it to the surface.

the furnace and used for melting babbitt out of bearings, rebabbitting, bending pipes, straightening, preheating in
connection with welding, brazing, expanding to make shrink fits, etc.

Introducing zinc at the last minute
has a good effect but it changes the
composition of the alloy and must be
allowed for in calculating the proportions.
Some formulae do not call for
zinc and this metal must not be added.
Phosphorous is another material which
has beneficial effects, but it also changes
the character of the alloy.
If a small
amount of salt is put in the crucible in
advance, it will not make such an awful
smell, but it will make a thin coating of
slag on top of the metal as it melts.
This is similar to the limestone slag in
The slag forms before the
a cupola.
metal melts, and as the metal melts it
passes through this slag and the oxidized metal and other impurities is held
Borax is added after the
in the slag.
metal is melted and has a boiling effect.
It also goes to the surface, taking with
it
certain material which it gathers
from the metal.
Putting a piece of
glass in the metal does not flux but it
forms a heavy coating which prevents

hours.

oxidization.

PORTABLE OIL BURNER

The device consists of a furnace on
three

legs, supplied with 200-lb. capacity pot.
The 12-gallon oil tank is of

heavy steel, equipped with pressure
gauge, hand pump and fittings.
The
burner is of the Ilauck Hand Pump Type
burning kerosene as fuel. Burnev does
not consume

any

air

from the tank.

The

pressure secured by the use of the pump
is simply to force the oil to the burner,
where it is vaporized. A single pumping
will operate the apparatus for three
This device will, no doubt, interest anyone connected with the machine tool industry.

BRASS COMING TOO HARD

A subscriber has asked the question
which has been bothering a good many
brass foundries of late.
He says that
he is using all scrap brass and melting
good and hot, and when the castings
come out they are of a whitish appearance and very hard, and he wants to
know how to overcome it. To answer a
question on the subject of all scrap brass
is quite an undertaking.
In olden times,
when either copper and tin or else copper and zinc were used, it was no trouble
to distinguish a defect in the composition by looking at the metal, but since
all the ingredients in good mixtures have
become so expensive cheaper substitutes
have been used in varying proportions.
This, coupled with the difficulty in getting tin at any price during the war,
makes the scrap pile a queer subject to
deal with.

The Canadian Hauck Burner Co., Ltd.,
Port Hope, Canada, have placed on the
market what is known as their comMolting
Furnace and
bination Lead

Certain rules in connection with the
actions of various alloys should be of
assistance.

Portable Oil Burner.

ed

This device is actually two outfits in
When used as a melting furnace,
200 lbs. of lead or babbitt can be melted
in 15 minutes and kept in a molten condition at the cost of a few cents per
hour.
Additional supply of fresh lead
melts instantly.
one.

When
pot, the

not used for melting load in
burner may be detached from

Non-ferrous alloys should not be meltat a high temperature, but when
melted at a temperature sufficient to
prevent the metal from adhering to the
stirring rod it should be properly fluxed
and stirred. This should bring the oxidized metal and other undesirable material to the surface and the metal remaining in the pot should be found to be
clean.
If castings made from this are
too hard and at the same time too lightcolored, the only conclusion to arrive at

that the copper content was too low
the first place, for the reason that
over-heating or even proper melting has
a more reducing effect on the white
is

into a pot of non-ferrous metal in the
melted state, will gather up the impurities and brine them to the surface

in

where they may be skinned off. Some
of the names used by educated experts
would be more effective if translated
into foundry language or else some sort

metals than on the copper.

of an explanation given regarding their
meaning. For instance, Tincal, Boron,
Natrium and Sodium are all given as
wonderful purifiers. Now what are the

wonderful
discoveries?
Tincal
and
Boron are the same material, and this
material is the crude mineral from
which borax is extracted. Natrium and

Sodium are just different names for another material, the principal constituent
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MELTING LEAD WITH HAU'CK BURNER.

One of the results of the war was the
high price of new stock and the determined efforts on the part of founders
to avoid using new material as much as
possible.
Old copper culinary utensils,
insulated copper wire and various articles of a similarily
unreliable class
were weighed up as copper, whereas
probably half of this was dross. If the
castings are coming too light in color,
more copper must be introduced.
If
this is of no importance, the introduc( Continued
on page 85)
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Various Methods of Making

Column

Patterns

Describing Sweep and Strickle Methods of Core Making,
Bv JOSEPH
issue it was shown how the
of the sweepine: board could
be set by measurement from the core
bar, but inaccuiacies in diameter were
liable to creep in with varying' metal
thicknesses in the castings.
Fig. 11 shows a scheme by which this
risk can be prevented, when quantities
Discs A, A, of wood or
ai-e required.
metal, are fitted over the bar near the
ends, and the print edges of the board

HORNER

of shrinkage, but they must be so disposed as to have no undercut. The accurate method of jointing for the particular example given is shown.
The
joints are not radial, but delivery of the
flanking lags is provided for by the nonradial jointing shown.
The flutes are

last

IN'
radius

screwed during rammings, with screws

from within, as illustrated.
inserted
.\fter the ramming has been done, these
are withdrawn, leaving the lags loose.

FIG. 11

are brought up against these. All cores
swept will then be of the same diameter.
The foregoing examples have been
those of columns with plain shafts. We
now consider other patterns of a more
or less ornamental character.
Fig. 12 shows how a fluted column
must be jointed for delivery. The undercutting of the flutes entails makinsr the
flutes in strips or lags separately from
the main portion of the pattern, which

etc.

to be taken out after the removal of the
central backing, the lags at the sides
coming first, the bottom one afterwards.
The fiutes terminate in a radius next
the moulding.
The portions in which
the radii are cut are prepared separately from the lags in order to permit of
planing the flutes along their whole
length without any obstacle. These are
screwed on the ends, and the lags are
screwed to the backing, and turned in

Fig. 13

is

a column pattern from which

this

number were cast, which enabled
method of construction to be adopt-

ed.

Instead of laying the fluted lags on

I

a

large

central

body of timber, a cast-iron

was made to preserve permanence
of form.
The centre was cast fi'om a
centre

pattern, and planed on the outside faces
and in the joint. The method of fitting
the lags is shown by the section and details at the left hand being in the main
similar to that shown in Fig. 12. It was
necessary in this case to let the square
metal plates shown into the fluted strips,
to receive the screws inserted from within, because wood screws strip the timber
and run loose after a few insertions and
removals. And instead of having heads
for a screw-driver, the thumb screws
shown allowed readier manipulation.
The centre view shows the fitting of the
capital of the column, also fluted and
jointed like the lags, and secured similarly.

and the

A

bead breaks joint between this

oi' the shaft. The fitting of
the print at this end is also shown. It is
made separately, and firmly secured to
the cast-iron centre with three long
bolts in each half.
This is the column
for which the sweeping board made in
Fig. 11 was used.

flutes

There are many other designs besides
the fluted forms, several of which are
seen in the groups. Figs. 14 and 15. In
Fig. 14, at A and B, strips or bosses are
shown, which may, or may not, have to
be left loose, according to the way in
which they are disposed, relatively to
the joint of the pattern.
At A the two
side strips must be loose.
At B they
can be fast, provided the taper indicated

FIG. 12

forms a central backing, and supports
the

flutes.

In

Fig.

12

this

is

shown

lagged in wood, but instead of turning
the outside, the lags are made flat, strips
of parallel thickness, on the faces of
The
which the fluted lags are fitted.
section shows a six lags to the circle,
but a larger number would have to be
fitted in larger columns.
The number of
divisions must be selected not only to
avoid having strips too wide, with risk

The flutes are then divided
the lathe.
round, and marked out, the strips removed, the ends unscrewed, the flutes
planed right through, the ends returned
to their places, glued and screwed, and
The
the radii worked with a gouge.
moulding is shown as cut in solid stuff,
.loggles are seen skewered on, which is
often done when columns are set in
stones, to prevent risk of possible shifting.

FIG. IS

is impai'ted.
But the joint of the pattern and mould goes through the centre
of strips, leaving a joint mark on them
for the fettler to remove. Very often the
way of jointing is determined by other
details of a column. The lags at C must
They
be made loose in three sections.
are shown as attached to a solid centre,
in which case the heads of the screws
must be sunk in, or, as is frequently
done, SKewers are thrust from the outIt is not well to
side into the centre.

use solid timber if it exceeds about 4
At D also the four
in.
in diameter.
strips must be loose, those at the sides
being withdrawn first, and the jointing
being as shown, not quite radial. At E
and F alternatives are illustrated of
making a square column base. F is preferable to F as a general rule, because
the diagonal disposition of the sides is
more favorable to delivery than the
In each case porvertical sides at F.
But often the
tions must be left loose.
jointing is settled by some other portion

C A N A
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of the column, ami then cither
may have to be accepted.

The eroup

in

Fig..

15

E

or

V

shows portions
At A

three designs of lamp columns.

I

AN

F

()

U N DRY

MAN

Bosses are shown on a belt of mouldinji-.
Some of these, standing out at the sides,
must be left loose. They are secured
during ramming, each with an skewer
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pattern is turned and marked out, and
the strips removed, and cut separately
with chisels, and a router plane for the
unifoi'm depthing of the recessed porThis is a rather troublesome
tions.
The flutes are like those in C
pattern.
F'ig. 14, but the jointing is unequal in
After the flutes have been
this case.
worked, the spirals are fitted to them in
lengths to correspond with the joints of
the fluted strips. These are then marked in place, removed, and worked separately, and afterwards screwed on per-

manently. Enough taper must be given
edges to permit delivery.
Fig. 16 illustrates a rather elaborate
pattern which is the lower portion of a
lamp standard. The square base is prepared separately from the upper ornamental poi'tion, and the two are united
with a butt joint, and dovetails inserted
in each joint face.
This is secure if the
jointings are close.
The upper portion
is lagged, the lower is boxed-up.
The
to the

H
I
O
FIG.

the flutes are wide and shallow, being in
previously
respect unlike
those
this
shown. Each half of this pattern will
deliver freely witluut diagonal jointing.

^'^-"^

O

14.

through the centre.
At B a diamond
pattern is seen, rhomboidal, having recesses and bosses. This can be moulded
by the longitudinal jointing shown. The

upper part is of fluted design, the sectional shape being seen at A.
The body
of the shaft is lagged with permanent
joints, the flutes are formed with strips
of the shape seen in the section, and all
are skewered on.
The upper band of
ornament is cut as shown, and is seen
in cross-section at B.
The nattern, open
in the joint face, is seen at C, and its ex-,
ternal appearance at D.

THE REMOVAL OF PAINT FROM
IRON AND STEEL SURFACES
By

F. A.

McLEAN.

Scraping or burning paint from the
surface of iron and steel structures pre-

FIG.

15.

vious to the application of a new coat is
An easier
a slow and laborious process.
and more rapid way of doing this work
is the method used by the United States
Coast Artillery, for cleaning the exterior portions of the big guns and gun
carriages in their care.
In practice, a one pound can of concentrated lye is dissolved in three quarts
of boiling water, and to this mixture
sufficient lime is added to emulsify the
This solution is freshly mixed
solution.
each time it is to be used and is applied with a brush and allowed to remain
It is then reuntil it is almost dry.
moved and unless the paint is very old
and thick it will come off with it. If
one application of the mixture does not
remove all of the paint, the surfaces are
washed off and a second coating applied.
Before a new coat of paint is put on,
the surface of the metal should be thoroughly cleansed with a solution of washing soda (in the proportion of one-half

to two gallons of hot water), and
well dried either by wiping with soft
cloths or by the application of heat.

pound

FIG.

16.
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NEW AND IMPROVED EQUIPMENT
A

Record

Machinery Development Tending Towards Higher QuaHty,
Efficiency in Foundry, Pattern and Metal Work Generally

of

Output and

THE DOWNER GlilNDER AND SANDI'APERING MACHINE

THE

Downer

Grindei-,

shown

in the

illustration, while not exactly en-

ment

putting work through a planer with the
advantage that the tables can be adjusted to grind the stuff parallel on
both sides or to any desired level.

The Vertical Drum

The Tables
The tables may be lowered to the extreme edge of the disc, and can be readi-

titled to a place in the new equipsection, will undoubtedly be new

many

few
pattern-makers, and
a
points treating on its many interesting
feature will be of interest.
The illustration, while true to design, shows the
to

consists essentially of two doublediscs and a vertical drum, thus
allowing three operators to work without interfering with each other.
It

sided

The

vertical drum, when in its vertical position, has an up and down motion

revolving, thereby banishing all
possib'lity of having the work scored.

while

ly removed, leaving the entire surface
of the disc exposed where the workmen
can handle large pieces inconvenient for
table work.
All the tables on this machine are
readily adjusted to bear any desired relation to the abrasive surfaces, such as
tilting to any desirable angle, close up
to or away from the abrasive surfaces
by means of worm and worm segments,
and are readily locked in any desired
position without the aid of wrenches or
screw-drivers, as all adjustments and
locking devices are part of the machine.
It is without doubt a most flexible machine as far as scope of adjustments
is concerned.

Equipment
The equipment of the Downer Grinder
is:
Four double-sided discs, 23 3-14
inches in diameter, four drums of different diameters from 7 inches down to
1 Vij

inches.

This machine, as we have said, is not
a real new machine, but has been in
use long enough to be thoroughly tried
out and many of the best establishments
in Canada and the United States have

them in use. They are well built from
the best of material, all arbors being

made

frame broken away, thereby exposing
view the internal mechanism of the

to

machine, which, as will be seen,

is

very

simple.
This, of course, is not visible
on the machine, but is encased, leaving
the machine a perfect "safely first" tool.

Money Saved By

Its

Use

Every pattern-maker is aware of the
enormous amount of time expended in
finishing up with the spoke shave, the
chisel, and in the hand sand-papering
of wood as well as in the hand filing
of metal. By the use of a machine, the
greater portion of this expensive time

can be eliminated and productive capacity of the shop thereby materially increased.

A

machine of this description is especially designed to meet the requirements of the pattern-maker, but is equally as valuable in any wood-working establishment.
In pattern-making, such
parts as ribs, hulls and brackets, or in
fact any regular or irregular shape can
be readily ground to dimensions and
shape by the use of this machine.

This, we believe, is a feature not found
en any other machine.
This vertical drum can be readily removed and attached to the main arbor,
thus forming a horizontal drum, which

we also believe is a feature not possessed by any other machine, and when in
this position has the advantage of having a table underneath, which can be
adjusted to suit any thickness or any
angle and is valuable in grinding to
thickness or size as it is equivalent to

of
nickel-steel.
The machine
weights 1,300 lbs. and requires floor
space of 42 inches x 48 inches.
Mr. J. M. Downer, of the Downer Pattern Works, Toronto, is the inventor
and patentee, and holds patents in Canada, United States and Great Britain.
The E. J. Woodison Co., Limited, Toronto, have the selling rights for Can-

ada.

PATTERN MAKERS' BENCH
JOINTER
One

of the handiest and most useful
tools about a pattern shop, or any woodworking establishment for that matter,
is a buzz planer, but for the bulk of
work done by pattern-makers, the small

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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bench

jointer,

shown

in

the illustration,

found to have many advantages.
This jointer can be placed on a bench
or shelf convenient to the patternmakers and for work within its capacity,
it will save many dollai-s in wapfes and
will be

add much

to the quality as well as the

quantity of the output of the shop.
This machine has a si.\-inch round

with bearings 1 11-1(>
diameter and pulley 2Vi x
2*4.
The table is SVs inches wide and
38 inches lon}>-. The rear table is groovBoth tables adjust
ed for rabbitting.
on inclines or can be drawn back level
safety
inches

cylinder
in

The
for setting or adjusting knives.
cylinder runs from 3,000 to 3,G00 revolutions per minute. The machine may

81

be driven from motor by belt, or from
countershaft, or when current is available it may be run by motor, direct connected to the cylinder.
This machine is manufactured and has
been receiitly put on the market by
Cowan & Company of Gait, Limited,
Gait, Ont.
It is known as Bench Jointer 317 B.

The Grinding Room Department

of a

Foundry

Demonstrating the Importance of the Grinding Wheel in Foundry
Work, Together With a Short Story of the Emery and Other
Abrasive Wheels

DEPARTMENT of the foundry
which is sometimes overlooked,
but which nevertheless is of vital
importance to the foundryman, his employees and his customers is the grinding room.
In every foundry, large or
small, this department must exist.
It
'-•onsists of a room equipped with vise
benches and grinding machines.
When
the castings are taken from the foundry
they are taken to the iiimbling room
or the sand blast, where they are cleaned of all burned sand, leaving the base
iron exposed to view.
All superfluous
metal, such as fins, strains, uneven gates
and roughness of any kind, is, however,
still intact. This superfluous metal must
be removed before the castings are delivered to the machine shop or the assembling room.
Bolt holes, etc., are
corrected by chisel and file on the vise
bench but all other metal is removed
by the grinder. Grinding was formerly
done on grindstones, but of late a grindstone is never seen. In the place of the

A

grindstone came the emery wheel, frequently but erroneously spoken of as
the emery stone. Emery might possibly
be classed as a species of stone or rock,
but was not used in that condition. The

which was mined chiefly in
Turkey and Naxos, was crushed and

emery-,

granulated tc the proper mesh, after
which it was mixed with proper binders
and rammed into a mold similar to ramming up a core. It was then put in a
kiln and baked.
After being trued up,
it was put on a mandrel and used similar
the grindstone but i-un at a much
greater speed.
These emery wheels
where such a vast improvement on the
grindstone that any and every kind of
abrasive wheel which came on the market went by the name of emery wheel,
although emery was frequently elimto

inated.

Turkish and Naxos emery were specorundum and other varieties of
corundum were found in Madagascar,
deposits
India and elsewhere.
These
nere found to yield valuable abrasive
material
which became prominently

cies of

identified in the construction of grinding wheels.
These in time were sunnlanted to a considerable extent by artificial abrasives.
In fact, few people, not connected
with the foundry business, realize the

great improvements
made in recent
years in the manufacture and adaptation of grinding wheels.
Where formerly wheels were sent out
with a certain amount of regard as to
speed of wheel and work, and other
particulars as to condition under which
they were to be run, science has stepped
in and insisted that for every operation
in grinding, the proper wheel made of
suitable abrasives, of the exact grade
and grain required to give the most
satisfactory results, must be provided.
Previous to the war a large percentage of grinding wheels Used were made
of the natural abrasives,' spoken of, but
with this supply cut off by the breaking
out of war, the production of artificial
abrasives was stimulated, with the result that for a time the natural stone
was displaced almost entirely by the
artificial.
The demand for this material, however, became so great that, until
very recently the supply could hardly
keep pace with the demand.
This condition has now been remedied,
and from the ample supply now on the
market of both natural and artificial
abrasives the grinding wheel business is
again in a flourishing condition.
The modern process of making abrasive wheels is not without interest, and
a visit to a plant where it is done will
well repay the visitor.

Through the courtesy and cordiality
of the genial Mr. E. W. Sawyer, general

manager of the Dominion Abrasive
Wheel Company, Limited, Mimico, Ont.,
it was our privilege a few days ago to
visit the plant of this company.
This

company has been

business in
Canada for ten or twelve years, but have
recently built an entirely new plant
with four times the former capacity, and
have also become connected with subsidiary companies, whereby they now
manufacture their own artificial abrasives, thus being in a position to guarantee uniform quality and grade to their
output.
As we have said, science demands that
wheels be made for the purpose for
which they are intended, and for this
reason they are made in different grades
as well as difi'erent grains and mixed
in varying proportions as required. The
abrasive material might aopear in the
form of gun-powder, buckheat or dust
in

according to the purpose for which
is to be used.

it

W. Sawyer, the general manaan interesting personage, having

Mr. E.
ger,

is

servi&d his apprenticeship in the pottery

As. the early grinding wheels
in potteries, he had the opportunity of learning every detail as
fast as it was learned by those who had
the experimental part of it to attend to
and to-day there is very little to know
about an abrasive wheel which he is not
conversant with.
business.

were made

But to get back to my story: The
grinding wheel has become one of the

most essential of tools in the modern
foundry, and the modern foundry has
become one of the greatest fields for the
operation of the grinding wheel.
Grinding wheels are

immaginable shape,
ed operations.
attach
to
a

to

made

fit

in

diff^erent

every
shap-

They are

also made to
shaft, by which
be carried to the job,

flexible

means they may

and large engine beds and propellor
wheels, machine frames or any casting
too heavy to handle
may be ground

where thev stand.

The "Labor Gazette" (February) says:
The lockout of moulders at Brantford,
and the strikes in the moulding trade
at Sherbrooke and Toronto, which commenced on May 1, September 23 and
May 1, respectively, were still unterminated, although in all three disputes
most of the orignal strikers had secured
work elsewhere.
The strike of shipbuilders at Sorel, which commenced on
August 12, was also unterminated.
Four strikes in this group commenced

The most important of
these was the strike of 120 machinists,
involving five firms, at St. John, N.B.

during January.

This strike commenced on January 27.
The men demanded a minimum of 68
cents per hour and an eight-hour day,
instead of the former minimum of 50
cents per hour and a nine-hour day.
Later developments of this dispute
would seem to indicate that the principle of union recognition was also a factor.
This group closed for the month
with eight disputes unterminated, involving 943 employees and an approximate time loss of 21,202 working days.
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that have been provided both for the convention
meetings and the exhibits.
Columbus is a city of two hundred and fifty thousand
inhabitants, situated on the Scioto River, and is located
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will be described
paper. One feature which is of
vast importance is that being the capital city of the State
of Ohio it is as a matter of course well provided with

hotel accommodation.
to Columbus is practically the same
distance as it was to Philadelphia, and we bespeak for
the Columbus convention a bumper attendance from Canada, so let us begin early to make preparations to attend.
first-class

Our

Pattern

Making Department

T T may not be generally realized how closely allied
•*
the pattern-making department is to that of the moldAling department in a manufacturing establishment.
though in the one case the material which forms the
foundation on which the business rests is wood, while in
the other iron is the mainstay, the two callings are so
interwoven with each other that in order to follow either
as a profession, a working knowledge of the other is
essential.

We have, therefore, made it a point to always have
an interesting section devoted to pattern-making in which
every phase of the craft is treated upon. We ha^ie on
our staff of contributors, pattern-makers of the first
order, both in Canada and Great Britain. As in the case
of foundry work, the CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN is
the only publication in Canada treating upon the subject
of pattern-making, and is, therefore, the only medium

through which to interchange views and get information
on this subject.
likewise the only feasible channel through which
anything in the line of pattern-makers' supplies or machinery, and many of the manufacturers of
machinery, suitable for pattern-making establishment
have learned its value and are making good use of its
pages for this purpose. As we have always advised reading the advertisements we again take advantage of an
opportunity to advise those who are interested to look
through this issue and see if there isn't something which
is just what was
wanted for the pattern shop.
One
prominent manufacturer informed us recently that his
company had just completed a large contract as a direct
result of an article which appeared in the
It is

to advertise

CANADIAN

FOUNDRYMAN.
The Questions and Answers privilege is included in
same as in every depart-

the pattern-making section the
ment of the paper.

The 1920 Foundrymen's Convention
A S was announced

Columbus has many attractions which

From Toronto

OFFICES
Main

etc.

in later editions of this

PUBLISHERS OF
^

practically in the centre of the State of Ohio, as well as
in the centre of the iron and steel industries of the country, which include the western part of Pennsylvania, the
northern half of West Virginia, the eastern half of Indiana, and the southern part of Michigan.
This territory, which is within a radius of two hundred
miles of Columbus, takes in the cities of Pittsburgh,
Allegheny, Indianapolis, Detroit, Cleveland, Cincinnati,

in

our last issue, the next Annual

convention and exhibit of the American Foundrymen's
Association will be held at Columbus, Ohio, and all thing-s
The
considered should exceed all previous conventions.
1919 convention and exhibit, at Philadelphia, was certainly a success, surpassing by far anything preceding it.
The room where the convention was held was everything
which could be desired, and the building where the exhibition was held could not have been more suitable, but
the one drawback was that the convention and the exhibition were of necessity held in different parts of the
city, making it difficult to attend both on the same day.
In the case of Columbus, Ohio, this objection will not
be in evidence, as the buildings of the Ohio State Exposition afford the most extensive and best accommoda-

The

Strike!

Yes, the Molders' Strike

'I'^HE molders' strike which began on the 1st of May,
1919, is still dragging along with apparently no settlement in view, and bids fair to drag along and be a
nuisance in the path of the 1920 strike which will be due
in a few weeks.
We could see this predicament coming

and deliberately crowded ourself into the conflict and
offered to be the kind goat over which both parties could
climb, but, candidly, we did not get a very cordial reception from either side, and have, of course, withdrawn
from the field determined to let them go it alone until
such time as we are invited to take part.
We have no desire to deprecate the actions of the
working man in making demands which he considers
justifiable.
Neither have we any right to find fault with
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the employer for resisting tliese demands when he does
It is a two-sided
not think that they are justifiable.
question, and each side has a right to its views, but to
keep up an industrial warfare of this kind all the year
round would look to an outsider as an expensive way
of settling a feud and entirely uncalled for, particularly
when it does not settle the feud.
Of course, it is not having any particular effect on
the business of the country, the molder simply goes where
there is no strike and the foundrynian sends there and
gets his castings, so the business of the country goes
merrily along.

While we sympathize with the molder more than with
any other man in the world, and would gladly do anything in our power to assist him, we cannot help but
think that he is the loser in the long run by not keeping
Had the molders taken the
himself better educated.
trouble to look the situation squarely in the face last
spring, and weigh the possibilities of winning out, they
could not help but have seen that the odds were against
them, as there was hardly a shop on the continent but
what was slack. Things are more favorable now, and
there is no reason why every molder is not holding down
a good job at his trade.

What this paper would suggest would be for the
foundrytnen to offer the molders a wage such as would
support life, and then for the molders to go to work
and make hay while the sun shines, and when things get
down to normal and work show-s signs of slacking off it
would certainly show a brotherly spirit to reduce the
hours of labor rather than allow some of the men to be
laid off, but just now- it does not seem possible to get
the 44-hour week, and inasmuch as the bulk of the foundries in the United States and Canada are working at
least 48 hours and made very little effort to have it reduced, there was not much chance for a few Canadians
to win out, even though it might be desirable.
page of this number will be seen several
letters from Canadian, English and American writers on
the subject of strikes, etc., and we hope the molders will
read them and see if they cannot get some inspiration.
The idea of having the hours arranged so that each
man will have steady work all the year round is most
commendable, but it is not always within the power of
However, as
the employer to arrange things that way.
we have already- said, we are out of it. We had a nice
plan all arranged and would have had everybody satisfied
if we could have got them together in some sort of a
But it was no use. Wages must go up
peaceful mood.
on account of the high cost of living, and the cost of living must go up on account of the high wages.
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S. Steel

Corporation

are talking and thinking in terms of millions
It was not many years ago that a millionaire

now.

Folks wondered how he
to.
much money away from the rest of the people.
In Canada we speak glibly of the millions we have
raised in our war loans. We are thinking in sums away

was photographed and bowed
took that

beyond and over our heads.
The United States Steel Corporation announces an
increase in wages on February 1
rather a decent thing
to do just after breaking the strike directed against it.
Well this increase will amount to $24,000,000 a year, a.

—

sum

equal to a five per cent, levy on the entire

common

stock.

Chances are that holders of common stock will not be
upon to put up this levy. The over-anxious public,
now willing to pay premium and super-premium prices

called

for steel, will see that that extra $24,000,000

Now
this

new

provided.

is

get back to the question of millions again

to

increase

Steel Corporation

makes the annual pay roll of the U.S,
more than $475,000,000 per year.

For an organization that has been assassinated and
and dispersed and broken up several times
each way by the Sherman anti-combiners, said Steel Corporation seems to be in fairly good health yet.
dissolved

—
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Yourself

Am

I hitched up right, or
a square hole ?

in

Do

I feel

am

I

a

round peg

every drop of blood and every fibre
at my ambition, saying

me tugging away
"Amen" to my work?
in

Am

backing up

I

possible way, or
least resistance?

Am

I

am

my
I

chance

in

life

every

in

sliding along the lines of

keeping myself fit to do the biggest thing
me every day of my life?
working along the line of my talent, or

possible to

Am

I

getting my living by
of my strength?

am

I

my weakness

instead

Am

I strengthening my weak points, making
strong points stronger, and eliminating the
things which are keeping me back, the enemies

my

my

of

success

?

decide things quickly, finally, or am I
forever on the fence, fearing to make definite
decisions which I cannot reconsider?

Do

I

Have

I the initiative which begins things withbeing told to; which does things without
waiting for others' instructions?

out

Do
feel

to

I dare to attempt the thing I instinctively
capable of doing, and I know that I ought

do?

Have

I the courage which dares to branch out
an original way, dares to make mistakes that
may humiliate me if I should noi happen to

in

succeed

Do

?

try to develop that biggei man back of
the smaller man I am, by obeying the God-urge
that ever bids me up and on to greater endeavor?
I

If you can answer the above questions in the
right way, you will bring out a hundred per cent,
of your ability instead of the fifty per ccf*. that
the majority of young men are content
j
develop; you will attain your ambition .'in! be
what you long to be. Success.
.

H.C.L.

CAS NOT COME DOWN WITH ALL OF THIS TO
CONTEND WITH.
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PLATING AND POLISHING DEPARTMENT
Practical Articles, Useful Data, Descriptions of Machinery,
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Question. We have several thousand
sulky wheel hub cases to nickel-plate. In
buffing these cases we find a lai-ge percentage of them spoiled by the nickel
peeling on the run which holds the
spokes. In some cases, the nickel cracks
off in flak€s and in other cases the
nickel curls off in strips. We have used
extra care in cleaning, but the trouble
continues. Please advise us as to meth-

od which will correct the

may

add,

we

difficulty.

I

nickel-plate directly on the

steel.
*

*

«

—

Answer. As you have neglected to
mention particulars respecting actual
working conditions in your plant, we
are compelled to reply to your question
in a rather general manner, that is, we
can only surmise that certain conditions
exist and advise you accordingly. There
are several conditions which would be
favorable to peeling on the hub case
run.
Too high voltage, solution temperature too low, poor conductivity of
solution,
alkaline
solution, low metal
strength, unclean rim. These are some
of the more probable causes, of these
we are inclined to believe poor conductivity and alkalinity, or poor conductivity
and low temperature are the
causes which you should look to first.
To increase the conductivity, add to each
gallon of the bath 2 oz. of magnesium
sulphate and 2 to 3 oz. of nickel sulDissolve these chemicals in a
phate.
portion of the solution which may be
placed in a clean whiskey or wine barThen add to
rel or a stoneware crock.
the solution in plating tank, stir the
whole thoroughly and allow to settle
before using.
Use a long stem testingthermometer to obtain correct temperature of solution near bottom of the tank.
A nickel solution operated at a temperature below 6C degrees Fah. is liable to
be very "tricky." If you cannot maintain the solution at higher temperature
during nights and week-ends, you may
improve your working conditions by removing about one-fourth the volume of
the bath to clean barrel and heat the
solution by injecting steam, then replace in plating tank by pouring through
a fine mesh sieve or cheese cloth strainer to avoid disturbing, slime at bottom
Increase the conductivity
of the tank.
of the solution and the proper ampere
current density can be obtained without increasing the voltage. In fact, you
will probably be able to use a higher
current density at a lower voltage than
you now emnloy, thereby reducing the
tendency to britile denosits even though
the nickel solution be a little unbalanced
Inspect the anode
respecting aciditv.
surface, see thr.t each anode ha?: good
o-ntact with positive tank rod, and that

anode is disintep-rating properly.
you find that the nickel solution re-

f^-^ch

If

quires frequent additions of nickel salts

in

the Plating and Polishing Industry.

maintain a certain density (Beaume),
you may conclude that the anodes are

render

not feeding the solution properly, pos-

of about 5 volts.
Answer. Do not add anything to the
copper solution, simply heat it as usual
and suspend a bunch of small wires in
the solution, turn on all the current possible and allow to plate in this manner
for at least three or four days.
If the
anodes coat over with dark oxide do
not interfere with them as it is not
necessary to get a copper deposit, you
require a condition which will tend to
pei-mit the removal of the nickel from
the solution, in doing this as here suggested you will deplete the copper content of the solution to some extent but
not seriously. After three or four days'
operation as above described, add enough
sodium cyanide to clean the anodes and
proceed to plate the bundle of wires as
before, note carefully the shade of deposit obtained with varying current densities at this time and if the clean pink
tone characteristic of pure copper is not
obtained,
continue
the
^lectrolyzing
treatment for a day or so longer and
test again as before.
The nickel will
eventually be removed sufficiently to permit the regular use of the solution for
general purposes as originally intended.
If the copper solution contained caustics
it
would alter the results, the above
remedy is intended for copper solutions prepared and maintained without introduction of caustics.
If your
product is of a nature which encounters
exceptionally frictional wear in ordinary
use, we would advise prolonged electrolytic treatment before using same for
plating purposes.
Build up the metal
strength with copper cyanide and there
will be no excuse for any one mistaking
nickel carbonate for the proper copper
salt when replenishing the solution.

to

because you have an insufficient
of anodes in the solution, or they
are of an inferior quality. Now, remember the nickel content of the anode may
be high, or up to your specifications,
and as a nickel casting it may be absolutely perfect, but, as a anode to be
used in an electrolytic process such as
electro-nickel plating, it may prove to
be practically useless. Why?
Because
it will not disintegrate properly in any
nickel solution.
The anode may break
up and wear away, but the structure is
of such nature as to make it practically
impossible to dissolve the anode, it
therefore gradually falls to the bottom
sibly

number
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The Occident

of the tank and forms small

mounds

of

metal beneath each anode, and is finally shoveled out as waste, yet, this materoften contains as high as 56 per
ial
cent, nickel in the form of shreds. After
giving the above details due considerations it will be well to again take notice of your cleaning operations, simplify them as much as possible, but, be
sure the surface of the work is chemically clean
solution.

when placed

A

in the nickel
dilute hydrofluoric acid dip

is a splendid final safeguard for steel,
keep the surface of the final acid dip
free from slightest film of scum.

*

— My

*

*

helper added fifteen
pounds of nickel carbonate to a 150gallon cyanide copper solution, mistaking the nickel carbonate for copper carbonate. The deposit obtained after the
addition was of a greyish tone and nickel
deposits which were obtained on the

Question,

work, subsequent to coppering in above
solution, withstood the buffing operation, but, proved non-adherent shortly
after being subjected to ordinary wear
by purchasers of the completed product. In each case, the nickel separated
from the copper and the exposed copper
was a dull dirty grey color. We have
ceased to use the solution and will
await your advise respectintr a possible
method of saving the solution by some
process which will remove the nickel or

it

harmless to copper coatings.
is used hot with a current

The solution

—

—

Question. I have constructed a simple
rotating plating machine similar in design to those sold by supply firms, the
apparatus works very satisfactorily as
regards deposits, but, I notice that the
current at the ordinary nickel tanks is
considerably weaker. I have no means
of measuring the current and am at a
loss to know what to do as the machine
has proven a great help in handling
small pieces which were formerly plated in trays. Kindly inform me respecting the amount of current usually required to operate a plating machine of
the rotating cylinder type.

Answer.

—

The average mechanical

plating machine of the rotating type
operating in a nickel solution which conapproximately four ounces of
tains
nickel p^r gallon, the cylinder containing a charg-e of steel work which fills
from one-third to one-half the cylinder
and connected to a five-voH circuit, will
usually consume from fifty to eighty
amperes of current.
If you are not

'
i
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using: the entire output of

your genera-

to act

tor elsewhere or very close to it, the
addition of the machine to the circuit
should not make a noticeable difference
at the still tanks, possibly you have
neglected the generator and it is not
producing as much current as it otherwise would, or there may be a leakage
or ground in the circuit, perhaps the
generator is actually over-loaded. Ascertain the real cause by using a testing
ammeter which may be obtained from
the nearest electrical supply house, correct the cause and then procure a volt-

Rough

*

*

ii<

— We

nickel-plate small wire
pins, one-eighth inch diameter by three
inch long.
These pins have a head on
one end and are suspended in perforated pieces of brass while being plated.
Recently the lower ends of the pins
have acquii-ed a tree-like formation of
nickel during the one-hour treatment in
nickel tank and the removal of this excess metal often results in large quantities of scrap pins.
The condition is becoming more serious every day. Kindly
advise us of cause and remedy at earliest
convenient date.
Answer.
Filter the nickel solution,
clean the anodes, replace solution and
anodes in tank and test the solution for
acidity and metal.
You will probably
Add nickel sulfind it deficient in both.
phate to restore nomial metal strength
and if the solution is still too near
neutral point add sulphuric acid until
liturnes blue is quite perceptably chanj^ed, add acid occasionally to maintain
good working condition and if further
difficulty is experienced of same nature,
increase the conductivity of the solution
by adding either magnesium sulphate or
sodium chloride, say, wo ounces per
gallon.
do not believe you will experience any difficulty after cleaning
and replenishing the bath.
(Juestion.

—

We

*

*

*

—

Question.
We have contracted to
manufacture and nickel-plate a steel cupshaped article about one inch diameter
by one and one quarter inch long, the
cup is turned from solid steel and is
hardened before going to finishing operation. We have found that polishing costs
too much. How shall we proceed to obtain a reasonably good finish on the cup
by tumbling?
Answer. In any event it will pay you

—

to attend to all cutting tools used in the
process of manufacture so that a smooth

surface is obtained by the screw machine
This would assist in reducoperation.
ing cost of polishing and also facilitate
rapid finishing if tumbling is adopted.
To tumble the cups we would advise use
of sand and water for first or roughing
operation, add enough soda ash to water

UNDRYMAN

AN F

as lubricant and retard rusting.
for about 12 houi-b, or if cups aie
scored possibly 24 hours will be necessary.
Remove from tumbler, wash free
of sand and place in a wooden or woodlined iron tumbler with alkaline water,
treat at same speed for at least six
hours; remove. riiis(>, place on racks or
plate in mechanic;d plating machine rotated at very slow sueed; the deposit
obtained in the nuuhino may be butted
if the duration of plating treatment is
not hastened.

meter and an ammeter and cease working under prehistoric conditions.
You
will not progress or even keep up with
the present trend of plating processes
unless you adopt modern improvements
more liberally. These instrument are
not expensive and will solve many problems for you if you study their uses
and employ horse-sense in the application of your practical knowledge.
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BRASS COMING TOO HARD
Continued from page 77
tion

of

Other

lead

will

act

as

a

softener.

with scrap is that some
contains phosporous while other will
contain aluminum.
Even antimony is
sometim.es used as a hardener, and when
difficulties

of these come in contact, a good
mixture is uncertain, because phosphorous and zinc do not work well together
t.nd aluminum has a bad effect in most
cases.
Good work should have at least
some new copper and by adding zinc at
the least. Just before withdrawing the
crucible or even afterwards the entire
mass will mix on account of the boiling
all

effect

of the zinc,

making

a

homogen-

ous mixture.

REPAIRS TO ^VATER WHEEL
Continued from page 69
plant operator and the mechanical engineering field in general, is shown in
the accompanying illustration.
In the
initial
construction
waterof
these
wheels, difficulty has frequently been
experienced in obtaining a firm and
rigid connection where the vanes join
Generally speakthe supporting rings.
ing, the vanes are steel castings that
are placed in position in the sand mold
sj that the molten iron will flow about
the edges and form an integral casting.
However, the result has often been unsatisfactory, as the subsequent expansion and contraction of the vanes and
the rings causes a looseness in one or
more of the connections. The peculiar
construction of the vanes makes it
difficult to use the oxy-acetylene process in uniting the vanes to the retaining
rings, and relatively poor success has,
so far, been obtained by the use of the
electric process, when working together
However, the St.
steel and cast iron.
Lawrence W'elding Co., of Montreal,
who accomplished the repair on the
wheel here shown, have effectively formulated a special influx that overcomes
former difficulties, and the vanes can
be rigidly secured to the cast-iron rings,
by means of the electric arc method, so
that the force of a sledge upon any of
the vanes will not produce the slightest
The cut
defect in the welded joints.
shows the work immediately after welding; the rough appearance of the added

metal

was

subsequently

removed

by

grinding, leaving a smooth fillet weld in
Water-wheels
from the outer edges.
treated in this way have shown greater
efficiency after welding by this method.

TT
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OBITUARY
Arthur

McClary, only surviving,
sen of the late Oliver McClary, one of'
the founders of the McClary Mfg. Co.,:
of London, Ont., died at his home in'
that city on February 21st, after an
illness of several months.
The late Mr. McClary was born in
London in 186;?, but of late years has
not enjoyed the best of health, and as
a consequence had lived a somewhat retired life.
He was a son-in-law of the
late Squire Whetter, and leaves to mourn
his loss, a widow, one son Oliver, and
one daughter, Mrs. Clifford L. Grey, all
of London.
E.

In the death of Mr. Wm. H. Wortman,
which took place at London, Ont., a short
time ago, Canada loses a prominent citizen and a successful business man. Mr.
Wortman was born in Pennsylvania, but
spent his youth and early manhood at
Rockford, 111., where he became interested in the Ward Manufacturing Co. of
that city. Some 40 years ago he came to
London and started a foundry under the
name of Wortman and Ward, in which
business he remained until 1912, when
sold out to Beatty Bros., of Fergus, On'
Needless to say he became a British sr
ject shortly after coming to Canada and
took a deep interest in Canadian affairs,
although never aspiring to public life.
He was 78 years of age at the time of
his death, and leaves to mourn his loss
his widow, who is a daughter of James
Percival of London, and two sons, Wm.
G. Wortman and Dr. Charles M. Wortman, all of London.

Edward L. Goold, president of the
Goold, Shapley & Muer Co., Ltd., Brantford, Ont., died at his home in that city
on Febraary 16th, after an illness of but
a few days. He had been out of the city
on business the week before his death
and returned, not feeling well, and shortly afterwards pneumonia developed, although not in severe form. His progress
was regarded as satisfactory, but later
on heart failure supervened and death
ensued.
It can be said of him that he originated or became associated with more local
industries than any other one resident.
As a matter of fact, the name of Goold
has been identified with the manufacturing interests of the place for over 70
years.
Mr. Goold's father was in the
foundry business as senior member of
the firm of Goold, Bennett & Co. as
early as 18.50.
Mr. Goold was interested in the business of J. O. Wisner, Son & Co., until
its absorption by the Massey-Harris Co.
He was also the leading figure in the
Goold Bicvcle Co., manufacturers of the
"Red Bird" bicycle, where 600 hands
were employed in the days when bicycles
were all the rage. He was also interested in many other industries, but most
nrominently in that of the Goold, Shapley & Muer Co., of which he was president.
He is survived bv his widow and
three

sons,

Lvman

Marsden and Charles.

(flight

lieutenant),

—

—
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Scraps from the Foundry Scrap
Another New Foundry.— The town
Georgetown has become the possessor
a

of
of

new industry

tral

Foundry

in the s^hape of the CenCo., which has commenced

operations with a staff of 20 men. The
president is A. L. Wynston, and the secretary-treasurer, H. J. Selfred.

Lawrence

&

Langley, of Gait, manufacturers of brass and aluminum castings of every description, aluminum
match plates and aluminum solder, have
found their present premises too congested for their expanding business and
contemplate extensive additions as soon
as weather conditions
permit in the
Spring.
Electric Smelting Furnaces for British
Columbia. A representative of the firm
of Thomas Summerson & Co., Ltd., of
Darlington, Eng., was recently in British
Columbia making investigations
with a view to establishing electric furnaces to smelt iron ore. He stated that
his company had abundant capital at its
back, an<l, providing suitable offers were

—

made, they were prepared

to start oper-

ations at once.

New Foundry at Lachine, P.Q. A new
foundry equipped for the purpose of
turning out the special castings required for paper making machinery and also
for the heaviest class of general castings
has been built and put in operation by
the Dominion Engineering Co., Ltd., a
$2,500,000 subsidiary of the Dominion
Bridge Co., Ltd., of Montreal. The company intend to do a line of work for
which there has heretofore been no capacity in Canada.

Toronto Plant To Be Enlarged.— The
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited,

United Stales Supply House Accepts
Canadian Checks. In view of the premium of United States dollars in Can-

—

Ohermayer Co., Chicago, 111.,
accept Canadian checks at par in
payment of all accounts with them.
ada, the S.

will

The Courtney-Fraser Co., Inc., of Buf-have made arrangements with
the Charles C. Kawin Co. to take caie of
falo, N.Y.,

their business in the Buffalo laboratory,

and have sold their

.A.!n-oh, Ohio laboratory to the Charles C. Kawin Co. Neither
Mr. Courtney nor Mr. Fraser is now connected with the C.-F. Company.

The Wentworth Mfg. Co., successors
to the Wentworth Brass Co., contemplate
enlarging their brass foundry to double
its present size and capacity.
The company lipve recently gone extensively into
the manufacture of
aluminum ware,
some of which calls for cast parts, whicli
have to be welded to the spun bodies.
Philip Gies Foundry, manufacturers of
cars and special
machinery,
iron, brass, bronze and aluminum cast-

mining

ings of every description, have let the
contracts for a new and up-to-date foundry, which will be commenced about the
middle of March.
It will be equipped
with ten-ton electric crane, electric elevator, direct connected blower for cupola, exhaust tumbling barrels,
molding
machines, new core ovens, etc. It is expected that the new plant will be finished and in operation about the first of

May.

Alderman Joseph Crowe,

376

Brock

Street, Peterboro, Ont., while on a business trip to Toronto, paid the CANA-

DIAN

FOUNDRYMAN

sanctum

a

invest their money in anticipation of the
business which they know will exist in
the future. The extensions will be mainly to take care of their large engine business.
This is distributed through their
branch houses in every part of the Do-

pleasant call a few days ago. Alderman
Crowe is a prominent moulder of Peterboro, and in the course of his conversation expressed his satisfaction and the
satisfaction of all his acquaintances a!,
our attitude of fairness to both sides in
all our editorials regarding the workingman and his employer.
Ho reports foundry- business as exceptionally brisk in Peterboro, with all
labor troubles settled in a manner agree-

minion of Canada.

able to all parties.

Dollar Extension at Montmagny, P. Q. The National Farming
Machinery, Limited, Montmagny, P.Q.,
have taken over the plant and business
of the General Car and Machinery
Works, Limited, and will operate a steel,
iron, brass and aluminum foundry, and
in addition will manufacture agricultural
implements and gasoline engines as well
as the regular line of steam engines and
boilers, saw-mill machinery, wood-working machinery, and good-roads machinery. They will also operate a small rolling mill in connection with the steel
foundry.
One million dollars will be
expended in the extensions which are
bc'ng proceeded with.

Smoke flying at the Norton works.
The now plant of the Norton Co. of Canada, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont., now presents

preparing for large extensions to
The company views
with optimism the future prospects of
the Canadian field and are prepared to
are

their Toronto plant.

Million

—

the appearance of a full-fledaed manufacturing establishment with all its numerous kilns belching out smoke, but it
is a little premature as the kilns are
iust being dried preparatory to the veal
business, which will begin in a few dt.ys.
Mr. Douglas, of Worcester, Mass., will
be the manager of the plant, and will

make

his permanent home in Hamilton,
expected on or about March 15, when
operations will begin. The company will
manufacture
their
celebrated
both
brands of alundum and crystolon abrasive wheels.
is

Pile

—

Fire at Toronto foundry. Damage to
the extent of fifty thousand dollars was
dene to one, of the buildings of the Reid
& Brown, Structural Steel and Iron
Works, Ltd., Esplanade Street, Toronto,
on the morning of February 29.
The

company

very busy and will continue
with their usual
promptitude as the output has not bc3n
impaired through the fire. The foundry

to

fill

is

their orders

was not affected, and other buildings
are available for the structural
steel
work.
The damaged building will be
immediately

rebuilt.

Alberta Foundry Preparing for Production.
The Alberta Foundrj' & Machine Co., Ltd., Medicine Hat, Alberta,
arc just starting operations in the implement business. They are not pushing production yet but are making all
preparations to push things to the limit
during the coming summer. They are
optimistic regardin^r the outlook in Western Canada and are anticipating extensions to the plant in the near future. It
is their intention to do an export trade
with Australia. Tractors will be a prominent factor in their output

—

Foundry

to be reopened in Dunnvillc.
foundry department of Canadian
Engines, Ltd., Dunnville plant, which has
been closed for a short time, has been
reopened under different management.
J. Mills, recently manager of the Welland
Electric Steel Company, Joseph Hurley,
formerly of Canadian Engines, and Mr.
Fowler, have leased the foundry from
the company.
They will engage a full
complement of moulders, and in addition
to supplying the company with
their
castings will also do contract work. We
bespeak for them success.
A foundry

— The

be operated successfully should be
operated by foundrymen, and these
gentlemen are all tested and tried founto

drymen.

—

Winnipeg Foundry Expansion. The
Magnet Metal and Foundry Co., Ltd..
which was organized in Winnipeg in
1918 with Hugh R. Eade as president,
and A. E. Donovan, W. R. Ingram, E. G.
Powell, Albert Holland and Hamilton
Echlin as directors has inci'eased
its
capital stock and will proceed at once to
enlarge its capacity and extend its field
of operations. The company owns a site
of 2% acres in Elmwood, with a 600 ft.
spur track. Their present foundry machine shop, forge shop, and pattern shop
are of solid brick and the extensions will
They
be equally as well constructed.
manufacture farmers' hardware and
light implements and have recently secured exclusive Canadian rights on
several implements and tools, and are
insured a permanent run of business
which enables them to safely make the
extensive improvements which are being added.

CA
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Removal
Service

er

—

of Offices.
The Hauck BurnStation, at Pittsbunrh, has

moved

its offices from 2i>30 Penn Avenue to 105 Wood Street, where they
have a large display window and are

more able

to give better service in every

way.
The Hauck Service Station, at Boston,
has moved from 70 Hitrh Street to larger quarters at 149 Berkeley Street, corner Columbus Avenue.
This office consists of a larire display window, store,
office, and space for demonstration.
The Hauck Burner Service Station,
at Cleveland, has moved from 2114 Superior Viaduct.
It is now located at 1106
Walnut Avenue, where the representation is in a better position to give excellent

service,

make

demonstrations,

etc.

Extensions to Plant of Percival Plow
and Stove Company. The Percival Plow
and Stove Company of Merrickville, Ont.,
claim that the year which has jv.st pas-^ed
has been the busiest in their history, being fully IC per cent, better than any
previous year.
They make no pretensions to do export trade and have been
forced to refuse offers which were made
to them. "On account of the encouraging outlook they will erect new buildings
which will increase their output by 20
per cent.
New Concentration Mills. Consolidated Mining and Smelting Co. of Canada,
Ltd., have plans to build two large concentrating mills in British Columbia.
One will be for the purpose of concentrating the copper ores of the Rossland
Mines. The mill will cost $800,000 and

—
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self-contained type of torch for lighting
cupolas, drying ladles, thoroughly drying large moulds, pi cheating and general
foundry purposes.

NEW FOLNDKY SUPPLY DEPARTMENT ESTABLISHED IN
TORONTO
Mussens, Limited, manufacturers of
and dealers in foundry, railway, mining
and contractors' supplies, with head offices at Montreal, and branches at Toronto, Winnipeg, Vancouver and Cobalt,
have established a strictly "Foundry
Supply" department in connection with
Mr. A. E. Camtheir Toronto branch.
bridge, formerly in charge of the foundry supply department in Montreal, and
a gentleman of sterling reputation and
well up in the business, has been transferred to Toronto and placed in charge
of the foundry supply department. Mr.

Cambridge
place

is

and

the right

we

man

in the right

bespeak for Mussens,

The Mahr Manufacturing
neapolis,

Co., of MinMinnesota, have recently put

on the market a new oil-burning torch,
known as the ".Jiffy," for drying moulds
and sundry other purposes. It is m.'\de
in tv,-o sizes, one-half and ore
gallon.
This tank, though resembling the gasoline torch which carries a pressure of air
in its tank, is worked on an entirely different system.
The tank carries the
kerosene or whatever oil is to be burned
and the pressure is derived from air
compressor which is used for other purposes in and about the plant. It operates
on compressed air at anj pressure but
no pressure is carried on the tank, and
i1
burns li'rht fuel o'l or coal oil equally
well without being generated.
The intense blue flame produced makes it especially ?.dapt^d for brazing, heating,
for bendin!? or straightening, preheatincr,
melting babbitt out of boxes and similar
work, as well as for skin-drying moulds,
etc.
The company also manufactures a

The Canadian Hauck Burner Co., Port
Hope, Ont., have just issued their bulletin No. 119, which illustrates and describes in detail the many different types
of efficient oil burners manufactured by
this firm.
The book has also plenty of
pictures showing the practical application of the Hauck burners to various
types of furnaces.
Furthermore, part of the booklet is
devoted to sketches showing other ways
and
means of using the burners.
Throughout the entire book are given
results of tests, and on the whole, the
book is exceedingly complete.
These
bulletins are ready for distribution and
will be sent on request.
the title of a neat and inbooklet
published
by the
Federal Engineering Company, Limited,
172 John Street, Toronto.
Needless to
say it is chiefly devoted to the subject
of belting, its uses and abuses, stretching, slipping, etc., but interspersed with
this is much valuable information on
i-hop practice, together with some innocent jokes.

"Belts"
teresting

is

Reading Chain and Block Corporation,
have issued their 1920
literature, treating on their line of chain
hoists, trolleys, electric hoists, travelling
cranes, fire-welded chains, etc. Explanations of the different products are clearly given, and the illustrations are pro-

fuse.
Mussens, Ltd., Montreal and Toronto, are their Canadian representatives.

"Graphite," for January, published by
Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey
the
of
the beginning
City, N.J.,
is
twenty-second volume of this publication
which is devoted to the plumbago or
It
graphite products of this company.
contains much useful information on the

The

other mill will be for the concentration
of the silver, lead, zinc ores of the Sullivan Mine at Kimberley.
A mill with
a capac'ty of 2,000 tons of ore per day
will be erected.
The product will be lead
and zinc concentrates, both of which will
be shipped to the Trail
smelter for
treatment in the existing zinc plant and
the existing lead smelting and refininrr
plant. The market for the increased outnut of copper is already in Canada, but
for the zinc and part of the lead, export
markets will have to be sought.

CATALOGS

Reading, Pa.,

—

will treat l,-500 tons of ore per day.
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the Joseph

subject.

C.APT.^IN A. E. CAMBRIDGE, O.B.E.,
Royal Flying Corps, who is in charge of the
foundry supply department of Mussens Limited.
Confederation Life Building, Toronto.

Limited, a goodly share of the business
the line of foundry supplies under

in

his

management.

Canadian
representatives of the Sterling Wheelharrow Company, of Milw'aukee, manufacturers of the famous Sterling rolled
steel foundry flasks, skimming gates,
and foundry harrows, catalogues of
which will be ready in the course of a
Mussens,

Ltd., are the sole

month or so.
They are also exclusive Canadian representatives of the Macleod Co., of Cincinnati, Ohio, manufacturers of sandblasting machinery; The Reading Products, including electric cranes, hoists,
multiple gear chain hoists,
trolleys,
chain, etc., and the Barber-Crane Company, of Aurora, 111., manufacturers of

standardized

material-handling

The word

"crucible," which

is

attached to the company's name, is only
Foundry facings
one of the products.
and lead pencils are also products of
graphite, so is graphite paint, and all
are manufactured by this company.

Dominion Abrasive Wheel Co., Mimico,
Ont., have handed us their profuselyillustrated catalogue of abrasive wheels,
the contents of which includes grinding
wheels of every grade, grain, size and
shape. The number of shapes in which
grinding v/heels are made is a marvel,
being made to the proper shape for any
Useful tables
special or standard job.
of speeds and the proper sizes of wheels
to be used are included, as well as much
valuable information on how to select
the proper grade of wheel for the job
in hand.

He met her on

the stairs

And, of course, he kissed her.
Then he said, "I beg your pardon,
I thought it was my sister."
She murmured, "Pray, don't mention

GREAT SCOTT!

It

was

it."

his sister!

ma-

chines.
In addition to these specialities, a full
line of foundry supplies will be handled.

Money still talks, but contact with the
high cost of living seems to have given
"Arkansas Gazette."
it throat trouble.

—
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things are not running as they should

Proper Education Would Put Things Right

be.

A

Prominent American Fig-ures That We
Are All Workers and the More We Produce
the

More

THEAmerican that
industry
lesson

is

We

Will

to be learned

to-day

is

by

that

men must not be handed anything- which
they do not deserve and that surplus in
industry must only be distributed for
actual service, for goods delivered, declared John Calder, formerly director
of the Business Training Corporation of
New York, ^nd now manager of Employees' Relations, Swift & Company, in
an address before the Chicago local of
the National Safety Council here tonight.

Speaking on "The Foreman In IndusAnd His Education," Mr. Calder preceded this remark with the statement:
"One of the most difficult things we
have to accomplish to-day is to convince
labor that all surplus in commodities is
obtained from production, not from capital.
No matter what hours we work and
no matter what pay we get in dollars, our real wages are measured by
try

the quantity of things there are to divide
and by the size of the surplus after our
necessities have been obtained."

The importance of the foreman in industry has long been recognized by the
members of the National Safety Council
and because of the remarkable results
accomplished
in
accident
prevention
wherever safety work is carried on
largely through the medium of the foreman, there is now apparently a rapidly
growing tendency among industrial concerns to train the foreman in other
phases of his work as he has been trained in safety work.
Addressing the men who have charge
of employment, safety work and other
branches of industrial relations at the
principal plants within the Chicago industrial district, Mr. Calder said in part:
"In some plants I visited I know cases
where workmen have a big grudge
against their employers, simply on account of the "bullying" of some foremen or assistant foremen.
Some executives and departments' heads are sore
and not able to concentrate fully on
their tasks because they are abused
verbally and in other ways by men still
higher. Government by fear and espionage is both despicable and futile. This
is inexcusable folly.
It kills all teamwork and it lies at the bottom of a surprising amount of executive soreness
and of labor unrest which manifests itself usually in extravagant demands
often far removed from the actual
causes.
An employer is often misrepresented to his workers by his own
foremen. You must also remember in
your team-work, that the
of
bridge
words between you and your workers is
frequently very weak and that ideas
often fail completely to get over. Much
of our poor work is due to the fact that
the workmen does not understand his
orders.

Have

Up

Divide

to

"One factory I know of, kept in its
employment to the wonder of people a
very stupid

man and

the explanation the

manager gave was that when he had a
bulletin or instruction of general interest to issue, he always tried it out
on this man and when he was sure the

stupid

was

man

understood

perfect.

it,

Nowadays,

knew

he
to

insure

it

in

industry a great success, foremen and
executives must split up into closely related groups or we won't get any real
co-opeiaticn or team work.
We must
organize to restore personality in big
business and we can only do it through
the foremen.
I
saw a dog smell the
third rail once. He was full of information in a moment but he was a dead
dog.
He died of intensive education.
Such a fate will not befall any foreman,
I am sure.
If an associated, enlightened

group of foremen anywhere will tackle
production
problems and
production
people in the proper way, I venture to
say that industrial troiibles will not
prove insoluble and industrial goodwill
will be restored.
Healthy discontent is
the normal American outlook while all
of our efforts should be towards eliminating the unhealthy kind based on untruth, ignorance, suspicion and abuse.
Nobody was ever yet educated by merely "pumping in" facts and opinions; unless there is a measure of "drawing out"
there is no edTication. To-day the whole
world is intensely interested in Modern
Production Methods. Everywhere, even
in prolific America, goods are scarce and
are getting scarcer, and there is much
cry about " higher wap-es" but little or
none about " more work" and it is only
more work that will produce more

THINGS.
"One of the most

difficult

things we
to convince

have to accomplish to-day is
labor that all surplus in commodities is
obtained from PRODUCTION; not from
capital.
No matter what hours we work
and no matter what pay we pet in
DOLLARS, our REAL WAGES are
measured by the quantity of THINGS
there are to divide and by the size of
the surplus after our necessities have
been obtained.
"The lesson for industry is that men
must not be handed anything which
they do not deserve and that surplus in
industry must only be distributed for
actual service, for goods delivered.
You may remember that when Hinnissey asked Mr. Dooley, "Is worruk a
nicissi:^' evil"; the wise philosopher of

Archy Road

raid,

not an evil and
nicissiry."

if

"If
it's

and David

it's

an

nicissiry, it's
evil,

it's

Volume XI

not

Harum reminded

us that "Fleas is good for a dog, they
keeps h'm from thinkinp- about being a
dog." What we call the "Econonric Urre"
is a wise dispensation of Providence that
keeps us always on the jump when

"Nevertheless, some people have failed to learn the lessons of human history.
In Russia, for instance, Lenine
and Trotsky wrote a beautiful treatise
on Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity
guaranteed on six hours a day of work,
to be reduced ultimately to four.
After
they failed to frame a successful plan
for a new order of society they issued a
proclamation which declared that the
only way to get enough production in
any soviet factory was to lay down
rigid rules for each man, and to apply
military force, if necessary, to get them
observed.
The other day, I saw a copy
of
Lenine's
proclamation printed in
seven languages and dialects, in which
he defined the Soviet Government as the
absolute rule of all the people, but, actually, Russia
has
a brutal and unscrupulous dictatorship, which is at its
wit's end to-day, with famine and want

everywhere prevalent.

The ability of management has been
persecuted there, banished or imprisoned
and in some case? they have cut its
throat. Russia, including its crazy leaders, has learned the bitter lesson that
there is no particular virtue in running
either a Government or production by
unintelligence and by ignoring brainy
team work. They are now searching in
vain for executives while we are magnifying the non-commissioned officer of industry and developing his ability by edu'

cation."

McCLARY COMPANY CAN NOT GET

MOULDERS
McClary

&

Co.,

of

London,

have

appealed to the Government immigration

department

permitted to import

to be

100 English or

Scotch

have been refused.

moulders, and

The department

fol-

lowed the usual procedure of inquiring

from the Dominion Trades Council if
there were any idle moulders in Canada,
and if so, how many. The reply came
back that there were 45 moulders idle.
The department thereupon instructed
McClary & Co. that they must first employ these 45 men. The company claims
that they have been quite unable to obtain the men and that their output is
being held up to the extent of peidiaps
one-third, because of this lack of
initiate the mouldings.

men

to
,

STRIKE EXPENSES ARE HIGH
from London, Eng., reads as
"The general Federation of
Trades Unions announces that during the
last quarter C145,700 was paid out by
.\

I'oport

follows:

the organization in connection with the
molders'
iron
cotton employees' and
strikes." "The saddest thing," says the
federation, "in connection with the announcement, is the failure of this expenditure to obtain anything beyond what
might have been secured through negotiations."

|
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LMON

GETS VOICE

IN

SHOP

CONTROL
"The Cleveland Plain Dealer," of Feb.
contains the foUowino:
while
not
bearing upon
field, is at the same time
of the problem of unrest
14.

item, which,
the foundry
one solution
between the

employer and the employee and might
he successfully applied to the foundry
industry.

Organized labor

ment industry

in

in the women's garCleveland has joined

hands with the manufacturers in employing a firm of New York industrial
engineers to devise a system of wage

payment which shall offer incentives for
increased production, substitute weekly
wages for piece rates and leward workers on a basis of jointly conti-olled methods of scientific management.
This is the first time organized labor
has had an equal voice in determining
what "efficiency" is, and consequently
the first time organized labor has cooperated in installing methods of scientific factory management in this country, according to Meyer Perlstein, head
of the Cleveland locals and vice-president of the International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union.
The engineers. Miller, Franklin, Basset & Co., who are consultants on factory management, began their survey
of the Cleveland industry yesterday. The
union is pajnng half of the cost, the
whole expected to total $20,000.
Six
months will be required.
Continuous
IS

Work

is

Aim

The investigation of the wage system
only part of a broad programme which

includes an effort to bring together the
retailers in the cloak and suit trade on
a plan to stabilize styles, cut down the

rush season and give the workers continuity of employment throughout the
year.

Both sides agree that production can
be increased, labor turnover reduced an"d
a new^ spirit of co-operation instilled into the industry.

Organized labor throughout the country will watch the progress of the undertaking, Mr. Pelstein said. T^vo national
magazine writers are on their way here.
About 6.000 factory workers are affected, 7-5 per cent, of whom now work
on piece rates. The project is an effort
to carry out the agreement signed by
the Cleveland Garment Manufacturers'
Association and the union about three
months ago.
The arrangements, the agreement
reads, "shall have due reeard to the
production value of the individual worker, based on fair and accurate standards."
standards, Mr.
In determining
the
Perlstein said, the engineers expect to

make time and motion studies, something oreanized labor usually has strenuouslv resisted.
Nevt Tuesday the members of the
union's executive
board and the enffineers will e:o through the plant of the
H. Black Co., whe'-e the system of factory control generally known as "scientific management" is regarded as havine
been brought to its greatest advance in
the garment industry here.

ANAD AN
I

FOUND R Y M A N

Factory officials and foremen will go
over everything with the union executives and the industrial engineers and
tell them the reason for every method
used.
installation of the new systems
made by joint agreement between
the union, represented by Mr. Perlstein,

The

will be

and the manufacturers, represented by
F. C. Butler, labor manager.
Features of the new wage system to
be worked out, acording to Mr. Perlstein,
will be:

A protected minimum scale whereby the minimum or poorest worers will receive a living wage which
them fair comfort.
Additional payment for greater
production.
Joint
control
by management
and workers which will avoid the
disadvantages of a "speeding up"
system.
Wages based on yearly income
rather than weekly pay, with the
elimination of the rush seasons.
Simplification of methods in one
or two plants where refinements of
will give

scientific

management have outrun

the rest of the industry.
"Co-operation is better than coercion; that is the keynote of the new
era in the garment industry," Morris
Black, head of the H. Black Co., said
yesterday.
The approach to join control of production matters as they affect the workers in the shop has worked out excel-

through a shop committee sysThe
his plant, Mr. Black said.
success of the system of co-operation
in the last year and a half augurs well
for the success of the new venture in the
lently

tem

in

industry, he believes.

"Mutual understanding has meant
mutual confidence. Whenever the shop
committee has been convinced of the
reasonableness of requests of the ma-

nagement, the committee has been active in seeing that the requests have
been complied with," he added.
The committee, one from each department, sixteen in all, meets with the plant
Minor shop disofficials once a week.
cipline has to a large extent been turned over to the committee for handling.
The committee also handles some inemployes
of
changes
terdepartment
which hitherto generally .had brouorht
dissat'sfaction
transferred.

on

the

part of those

THE MATCH PLATE IS NOT ALWAYS THE RIGHT THING IN
THE RIGHT PLACE
The match plate

is one of the first,
not the very first, move which was
ever made to get away from molding in
the ordinary way from loose patterns,
and the match plate has been brought to
a degree of perfection unsurpassed by
any other improvement in foundry pracIn fact, the match plate is a part
tice.
and parcel of some of the most improved molding machines on the market, yet
there are places where it can be used
and be an absolute disadvantage. This
c^n be attributed to fellows not up in
foundry work taking positions of re-

if

89
sponsibility and attempting what they
cannot handle.
I remember once being employed as
a
well, I was going to say
foreman
in a foundi-y but I will withdraw that
and make it "engaged." 1 was engaged
as a foreman and thought that was
what I was to be, but it was a joke. I
wasn't the foreman, I was just there,
I don't know what for.
Well, they had
a job which was one of their regular
line and it called for quite a !iumber
of gears about 9 inches in diameter and
1% inch face and 2 or 3 teeth to the
inch.
They had a nice pattern on a
follow board and a man could jog along
on that wheel at five cents and make
good pay, but the boss thought ho could
improve on that, so he got a gear blank
c::;:!
in aiu.ninuiii and had the teeth cut
on it with a gear cutter, leaving them
perfectly straight, but smooth and nice
as anyone could wish for. This pattern,
he attached to an aluminum match plate
which was equally as nicely finished. He
thought that by this means he had accomplished two very important points.
He thought that the work could be
done at a much more rapid pace, and
better than that, he did not think he
would require to have molders do it. He
had in view a class of men which he
designated as handymen.
These were
the boys who would make the gear
wheel match plate hump itself.
Now, leaving out the question of
handymen, can a real good molder picture himself drawing out a pattern with
long, slim, parallel teeth, hid under a
plate where he has no chance to see
how he is progressing, and no chance to
swab his mold ? Needless to say, it was
a nuisance and we took the screws out
of it, leaving the pattern loose, but with
the core print in the centre keeping it in
place.
We would ram it up the same
as any match-plate job and when the
time came to draw it we would simply
lift away the plate nvd swab the pattern and then draw it out. The matchplate made parting sand unnecessary
but otherwise it just added to the work.
That would have been a capital iob for
a stripping plate machine, but if the
outlay for a machine v/as considered to
be greater than the demand for the
wheel called for, a much better arrangement than the plain match-plate cviuld
have been rigged up by making the pattern, say, a quarter of an inch deeper
than was required and then make a quarter inch stripping plate and bit it to the
The pattern would, of course,
pattern.
be fastened to the match-plate, and
when about to be molded the loose
stripping plate would be chonped over
the pattern, leaving the depth of pattern
When
required protruding through it.
the time came to draw the pattern, 5t
would be done the same as with any
match-plate, the stripping plate acting
as a guide and preventing the pattern
from tearing the teeth. After drawing

—

—

the pattern the stripping nlate is lifted
away, and the mold is ready to be cored

up and close. An ordinary match-plate
for molding gearing is certainly the
most impractical idea which I ever saw
tried out.

"
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Aesop's

JEsop was a Greek fabulist who lived
some five hundred years before the birth
of Christ, but even in those, way-back
days he observed many things, which are
plainly visible at this later day.
of his stories, and one which is
probably as well known as any of his
innumerable ones, is the one where the
boy and his father were trying to get
donkey across the bridge, and no matter how they i)roceeded to act there was
always some one to suggest a different
still

One

way, and each suggestion was acted upon
by the man and the boy, until they attempted to carry the donkey over and in
doing so they let him fail into the creek
where he was drowned. They then discovered that in trying to please everybody they had pleased nobody and had
lost their donkey in the bargain.
Where they made their mistake was
Some suggesin not using discretion.
tions are worthy and should be acted
upon, while others are unworthy and
should not be acted upon.

The same difficulties confront the
An editor receives
editor of a paper.
many suggestions, and if he is a
successful editor he will weigh each one
and value it according as it appears to
be of value.
In editing the

CANADIAN FOUND-

RY MAN we

have received many valuable
suggestions from subscribers and we believe that as a result we have a publication now which gives general satisfacWe have certainly received many
tion.
flattering testimonials from satisfied subscribers, but we have also heard remarks
which were truly amusing although annoying.
For instance a foundry foreman made the remark that he did not
care anything about electric furnaces and
didn't see why we would waste space on
that kind of material, yet that same foreman's employer told us that he did not
know any more about ordinary cupola
practice than he did about electric melting, and that if the melter took a day
off they just about had to shut down.
Now this man was an expert moulder
and a good foreman, but he had never
put his mind to anything outside of the
rut into which he had drifted, and the
only class of work wbich he could read
about with any satisfaction was the
moulding of some large piece of casting.
On another occasion we had a shop
superintendent tell us that he thought
we put too much stress on big work and
not enough on light work such as he was
doing.
Now contrary to both of these
we had the foreman of a pattern shop
tell us that while he, of course, took
particular interest in our pattern-makers
section, he also took exceptional interest
in our contributions on malleable iron.
There is not the remotest possibility that
he will ever follow up malleable work,
but it is a pleasure for him to get the

knowledge which is at his disposal.
Once the habit of reading is acquired
and the contents of the articles remem-

ADIAN FOUNDRY

Up

Fables
By

.N

MAN

FOUNDRY
We

it becomes a pleasure to read and
become educated on subjects which are
apparently far removed from our regular thoughts
and activities, and the
knowledge thus gained cannot help but
be beneficial.
To read about things
which we already understand refreshens
our mind but it is not as beneficial as to
read and learn about things of which

bered,

in

pages of

comparative ignorance.

In the

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN

be found interesting articles on
every phase of actual foundry practice,
including moulding in loam, dry sand
and green sand, core making, working
in grey iron, malleable iron, steel, semisteel,
brass, aluminum, etc.
Various
types of cupolas, air furnaces, open
hearth
furnace,
electric
furnaces,
will

and Bessemer converters.
sections

devoted

We

have
making,

also

pattern
and dozens of
minor topics such as moulding sand,
plumbago, fire clay and such like.
We
also make it a special feature to answer
questions.
Our columns are open for
communications on foundry matters and
we appreciate anything and everything
which is of an educational nature.
to

and polishing

plating

SOMJK OLD TIME ASSOCIATION
On January 14 last the Philadelphia
Foundrymen's Association held their
293rd meeting at the Manufacturers'
Club.
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A FOUNDRY, NOT A BRASS

Date

to

the Editor

we are

March

Besides

the

election

of

officers,

an interesting and instructive entertainment was put on, in which Professor
Emory R. Johnson, dean of The Wharton
School of Finance of the University of
Pennsylvania, gave an address, and J.
S. Kunklc, of Philadelphia Bourse, gave
a moving picture show of the mercury
trackless trains as at the Foundrymen's
Convention in September.
Two new
members were admitted in the persons
of W. A. Barrows, representing E. Arthur Tutein, Inc.. and H. R. Willi, president, Royersford Foundr> and Machine
Royersford, Penn.
Thos. Devlin is
president of the Association and
Howard Evans is the secretary.

Co.,

the

might as well acknowledge that
the flu last month and as a consequence let quite a few little mistakes

we had

slip through, but anticipate no serious
results as a consequence.
In our description of the foundry branch of the

new
we

plant of Crane, Limited, Monreferred to it as a brass foundry, which was to a certain extent misleading.
This establishment has as a
part of its make-up a thoroughly modern
brass foundry with 16 furnaces, which
certainly entitles it to be recognized as
a brass foundry, but it also has an iron
foundry with a good, big cupola, and
big

treal,

another
dry.

one

under

way which would

an iron founThis company manufactures valves

entitle

it

to be classed as

fittings of all sizes from the smallest to the largest in both brass and iron.

and

The foundry, extensive as it is, is only
one department of this enormous plant,
but it is the only department which
would be of interest to readers of a
foundry paper.

"

On

the

SAFETY DOLLARS
theory

that

the

workman

would take it home, give it to his children and thereby start an endless discussion on safety, E. Ross Farra, employment and service manager of the
Jackson & Sharp plant of the American
Car & Foundry Company, Wilmington,
Del., recently designed a "Safety Dollar"
a bit of green paper the size of a
dollar bill on which was printed some
interesting safety propaganda one of
which was folded with the money in
each employee's pay envelope.
Mr. Farra reports that the comment
heard about the plant during the follow-

—

—

week indicated that the company
manner had brought the safety
gospel home to the workmen much more
ing
in

this

can ordinarily be done
with pay envelope inserts.
"How Many Real Dollars Will You
Save By Being Careful?" was the title
of the story told by the printed matter
on the "'Safety Dollar."
effectively than

^
ELECTRIC SMELTER FOR

THE LARGEST DAM(N)

VANCOUVER
Mr. A. P. Gillies, heretofore identified
with many promotion schemes, is now
communicating with the Vancouver City
Council proposing an electric iron smelter for Vancouver.
His letter states that the purchase of
a $.5,000,000 bond issue has been arranged for the establishment of such a
smelter in British Columbia.
The city
was asked to submit a by-law, it being
understood that if the investment were
made here, the city would guarantee the
principal and interest on the bonds. The
proposal

was

for 200-ton capacity for
unit of open-heaith furnaces
and rolling mills, providing that 50.000
horsepower electricity at $10 per horsepower per year could be secured for
twenty-four-hour service.
the

first

IN

THE

WORLD
One of the largest and most complete
dam(n)s in the world was the one heard
coming from the cellar a few nights ago
when Dad let his only bottle of booze
fall on the cement floor with disastrous
results.

An alloy of aluminium with 10 per
cent, of calcium is said to be not only
lighter than aluminium itself, but to
It
can be
have exceptional merits.
readily remelted, does not decompose in
water, and is more resistant to corrosion
than alloys of aluminium with copper,
In castings, it takes on
tin, or zinc.
minute details of moulded designs, it
machines well and satisfactorily, and
is free from brittleness.
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Graphite Products
That Equal the World^s Best
XXX
XX

Ceylon
Ceylon
No. 206 Ceylon

Climax Core Wash
Mineral Facing

^

Pipe Blacking
Climax Black Core

Imperial Plumbago
Climax Stove Plate

Compound
Graphite Boiler

Facing

Compound

Faultless Blacking

Dominion Crucibles
We

stock a full line of these Canadian made Crucibles, manufacThey are of standard shape,
tured from Ceylon Flake Graphite.
three
pounds
of
metal
the
number.
Under the most seholding
to
vere tests they have proved themselves equal to the best Crucibles
offered to the Foundry Trade.

We solicit your trial order.

Gambite
A

purely Canadian product made from the best Canadian spruce.
It has
proved itself superior to any liquid Core Binder on the market. It contains 52 per cent, of soluble solids, is free from gas and can be used alone
or in combination with oil, flour, rosin or any dry compound.

Foundry Facings and Supplies
Quality and Satisfaction Absolutely Guaranteed

When

you buy from us you receive a quality that makes for big service
and value you ensure economy.

—

Send us a

trial

order and see.

The Hamilton
Facing
LIMITED
Hamilton

Mills Co.

Montreal

HEAD OFFICE AND

MILL: HAMILTON,

Winnipeg
ONTARIO

5
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering
into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products
OLD MATERIAL

I

Stove plate
Cast boring

(Dealers' average buying prices]

Per 100 lbs.
Tor.
Mont.
Copper, light
$15 00
Copper, crucible
18 00
Copper, heavy
18 00
Copper wire
IS 00
No. 1 machine compo16 00

sition

New

brass cuttings... 11 00
Red brass cuttings... 14 00
Yellow brass turnings 8 50
Light brass
6 50
Medium brass
6 50

Scrap zinc

6

50

Heavy lead
Tea lead

7

00

50
19 00
4

Aluminum

Per ton

Heavy melting

steel..

Malleable scrap
No. 1 machine

18 00

15 50
22 00
18 00
25 00

Boiler plate
Axles (wgt. iron)
Rails (scrap)

$14
IS
IS
IS

00

6

00

75
00
20 00

1,1

NOW

ONLY LIMIT
IS
Demand

TOOL SUPPLY

Good, But Securing of thie
Goods is Another Matter Scrap
Metals Are Up

—

dealer, sizing

up the

broughit out something that
gives a pretty fair index to trade conditions in the machine tool line. His point
was, "The way business is going just
now makes it almost impossible to train
salesmen for machine tool lines. About
six to ten years ago we had to get out
and hustle for business. A prospect was
something and the signed orders was
another. But it is all different now. All
that is necessary is that the salesman
be able to tell the prospect that he
knows where ihe can get a machine for
him."
It is a fact that the shortage of machinery and the sustained demand have
helped to bring business to a peculiar
basis in this country.
situation,

Dealers, at the s&me time, generally
recognize that these are abnormal conditions, and they are not altering their

any extent. They rehave to keep before the
trade, for the
tim'^
will undoubtedly

12

10

Rouge, silver
Rouge, powder, nickel
Prices per lb.

60

00

busiiness, and it was a rather complicated affair.
The plan employed at
present by dealers here is to put $6.25
per pound base. For lots of less than
1,000 pounds there is an
extra of 35

making

in.

that sicope

There

The base size is
Anything outside of
comes as an extra for size.
a fairly good tonnage moving

to 3
is

$6.60,

in.

certain lines.
As a general thipg,
though, considerable of the material that
in

is

coming

in

when they

will find

it necessary to get out and chase business as they had had to do in the past.

The question was asked of several of
the machine tool dealers in Toronto this
week if they couid see anything in
sight that would indicate a holding-up
af the demand for machine tools, or for
the other lines they were handling.
In
every case the answer was the same,
and that wa,s that the only thing that
was holding up trade was their inability
to get the goods to meet the demand.
steel trade marked up a good
items this week. The base price
on iron and steel bars is now at $5.50

now bas been bought

at
quite a premium in order to secure delivery.
The firms receiving this are
not anxious to take it into stock, hence
the movement is quick, in and out again,
and as a result the warehouses are as
bare as ever, although certain of the

may

be better off

—but

at

When

will prices cease to rise? Here
the answer of one Toronto steel man:
"We look for still higher prices." It is
a fact that some of the Canadian steel
mills will have to purchase scrap before vei-y long. Some of them have held
out for quite a while, hoping that prices
would sag in the meantime, and in this
way they would not have to increase
their selling prices. It begins to look as
though, were they to come into the market now, they will have to meet the
is

U. S. prices, and it must be remembered
that exchange is quite an inducement
to sell into the

American market just

at

this time.

All

classes

of

45

Per

38

kegs

16^^.

13
12

lb.

PIG IRON
Gray forge, Pittsburgh
$42 4»
Lake Sup. charcoal. Chicago. 57 Oi>
Stand, low phos., Phila
50 00
Bessemer, Pittsburgh
Basic, Valley furnace
Can. fdy. pig, No. 1
Can. fdy. pig. No. 2

43
42
52
50

OO
90
00
00

METALS

$0 08Vi
06

Gross
Tor.

Lake copper

Tor.
Mont.
Black sheets, 28-g
$ 8 50
$ 8 25
8 00
Black sheets, 10-g
7 30
10 00
Can. plates, 52s (box) 11 25
11 40
Queen's Head. 28-g... 11 25
10 90
Fleur de Lis, 2«-g... 10 75
20 00
Zinc sheets
17 00
Prices per 100 I'bs, unless otherwise stated.

change in effect for the selling of cold
rolled shafting.
The old list that has
been worked on for some time was prepared in pre-war days, and was not at
all representative of conditions now. It
made the dealers and mills take the
position of raising the figure they would
have to add to the list all the time. This
really became a top-heavy way of doing

2^,4

100-lb.

CORUNDUM

There has been for some time a

cents,

lead,

Mont.

11

a price.

The

Crocus composition

SHEETS

18

trict.

09
06
30
09

.

ARTIFICIAL

06
38

manufacturers

many

.

Grits, 6 to 70 inclusive
Grits, SO and finer

42
25
20

alize that they

later

.

Emery composition

19

sales policies to

come sooner or

.

at practically all the jobbers in this dis-

is

TORONTO.— One

16

Sodium phosphate

00

kegj, Turkish

Tripoli composition

20
62
30
08
32

.

20 00
18 00
25 00

11 00

Emery glue

Nickel ammonium sulphate.
Nickel carbonate
Nickel sulphate
Potassium sulphide (sub.)...
Silver chloride (per oz.)
Silver iiitrate (per oz.)
1
Sodium bisulphate
Sodium carbonate crystals...
Sodium cyanide, 127-130%...
Sodium
hyposulphite
(per
100 lbs
8

18 00
15 00

Mach. shop turnings.

Pumice, ground

Lead acetate

— Gross

Steel axles

12 00

15

20
22
75
30

in

$0 40

solder

Commercial solder
Crystal borax
Sulphate of copper

Ammonium, carbonate
Ammonium, chloride
Ammoniaum hydrosulphuret.

14
41

Strictly

Red

Ammonia, aqua

sulphate
Arsenic, white
Copper, carb. anhyd
Copper, sulphate
Cobalt, sulphate
Iron perchloride

7

22 00
22 00

wrought
Car wheels

08

otherwise

PLATING SUPPLIES
Emery

MISCELLANEOUS

00
30

Polishins wheels, felt
$4 60
PolishinK wheels, bull-neck.. 2 00

Ammonium

.

33 00
12 00
26 00
20 00

32 00

1

03Vi
10
OSVi

Acid, nitric
Acid, sulphuric

cast

iron
Pipe,

$0 23

Acid, hydrochloric

7.';

6

Tin chloride
Zinc chloride, C.P
Zinc sulphate
Prices per lb. unless
stated.

9 50

00

12 00

Acid, boracic

00
00
00
00

7

25 00

12 00

PLATING CHEMICALS

17 00
11 7.')
l.'i

25 00

scrap iron and brass

$25
24
23
77

.Electro copper
Castings, copper

00

00
50
00
12 00
11 50
14 00

Tin
Spelter

Lead

Antimony

Aluminum

33 00-

Prices per 100
Prices per lb.

$24 OO
24 00
24 00
76- 00>
12 00
12 00
14 00

35 00

lbs.

and coppers went up in the scrap market thiis week. There is nothing to show
any imipix)vement in the cast iron or
stove plate sitTuation.

In fact there

is

a greater demand than previously for
iron and steel.
The steel mills in some

cases are in the market again, and they
buy in large tonnage. The call for material for the steel mills has been somewhat hung up lately in the hope that the
The
peak of prices might be passing.
result is that when they do come
in
now they will find that they will have
to face a market that is fairly well depleted.
Heavy melting steel is hard to
obtain and any holders that may have
some in stock, if there is a stronger demand for it, may ask their own good
price for it.

"SINDER MILLb'— 'SNIDER MILLS"
In our last issue we undertook to
announce to the foundry public that the
Preston Woodworking Machinery Co.,
of Preston, Ont., had begun the manufacture of wet cinder mills for recovering the good metal from the drop of
the cupola.
After all our years around
the foundry we missed our guess on
how to spell "Cinder," and we started it
with an "S." making it read "Sinder."
The compositor knew it was a mistake,
but instead of rectifying it, he improved
on it and made it read "Snider mill,"
leaving the reader to wonder whether
it was meant to manufacture sniders or
to grind up the ones we had, but it was
for neither; it was simply for grinding
cinders.

but a sliort distance from Presover to Kitchener, and there are
innumerable Sniders over there, and
some staunch good fellows at that, but
they are not in this mill deal.
We take great pleasure in announcing
that it was a misprint and that tKe
Preston Wood Working Machinery Co.
are putting on the market a new and
improved "Cinder Mill."
It is

ton,

—
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HYTEMPITE CEMENT
The

Ideal

Material for Lining Ladles

Cupolas, Brass Furnaces,

etc.

This Forty-Ton Ladle
small from

looks

this

distance, so we will take
a "close up" and have a
good look at the lining.
See how the inner course
brick is eaten away,
especially where there's
only ^4 ii"i- thickness of
brick left at some points.
This is the condition of the brick after three
heats when the ladle lining was laid up with
fire clay.
In some cases but one heat was
secured.

HYTEMPITE
solved this trouble. By
laying up the brick with
Hytempite the number
of heats obtained from
the brick was more than
double, because

"It Sticks to
and does not eat away

the Bricks"
common fire

like

clay

Burnt out lining showing condition of bricks after

Time

3

heats.

—

to reline
so we'll
chip away the slag and
burnt-out brick, laying
up a new lining with

HYTEMPITE
knowing we
the

will

double

—

of the brick
and we will get a finished lining that looks
Relining

HYTEMPITE

a

40-ton

ladle in oteel foundry using
laying up and surfacing.

Is a highly refractory

Rammed-in

cement

Hytempite for

life

like this

up furnace and boiler walls and for lining and patching Ladles, Cupolas, Pit Furnaces, making
bonds at normal temperature, withstands high temperatures, and has great binding strength.

for laying

Linings, Special Tile, etc.

It

Manufactured by The Quigley Specialties

Co., Inc.,

New

York, and sold by

THE DOMINION FOUNDRY SUPPLY COMPANY, LIMITED
MONTREAL
WINNIPEG
TORONTO
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BOOKS
on

all

CANADIAN

On

F

UNDRYMAN

the

branches of Engineering, every conceivable

Staring

No. 23. post free.

WE HAVE THE BOOKS YOU WANT.
W. &
121-125,

By

Best Prices Given.

FOYLE,

G.

Charine Cross Road,

Ltd.,

London, England.

& Bell Fire Brick Co.

Bailey

.MajnifactnreTs and
Imjwrtera of Hligh Grade
Fire Bnck, Fire Clay and GeneraJ Supplies
Specifll
Sliapes,
Cupola Block, Stoker Brick.

Boiler Tiles,

Stove ajid Quebec Heater Linings.

Made
U47-4»^l Dufferin

The

Phone Jun.

7488

saw his

ad.

—

would

tell

Him

in the Face
JOHN WOODSIDE

our hero in Janhe had arrived in New
York City, where he had an
uncle living-.
The uncle's address was
on Water Street, and a policeman was
left

directing him to the place, which was
opposite the new Brooklyn Bridge, which
was under construction at the time.
This big enterprise must have been

boon

summer,

to

many New Yorkers

this

there did not
else doing.
Gone

seem to
be much
was the
roar
and rattle of Broadway, you
could cross it comfortably at any time
for

now without the aid of a policeman. I
got a warm welcoinc, and my uncle, who
was a resident of the city for many

know where you

years, guided me around
to some big
iron works, which were half idJe, and
each had a train of anxious waiters for
vacancies.
So I persuaded my uncle to

him.

take a holiday, and we took a steamer
the Sound to visit another uncle
located at the village of Greenport, L.L
He pointed out, as we pnssed, tie works
at Hellgate reef, now almost ready for
the explosion.
Greenport was a quiet
viHage, affording
an occasional day's
work with the village blacksmith, or in
some of the surrounding gardens, 'but no
foundry. The shade trees along some of
the streets were the big English cherry
trees, now pretty well loaded witb ripe
fruit, which I took to be a great improvement on the horse chestnuts of Toronto.
To while away time we went
over to the Sound and fished sea bass
and flounders, and thus supiplied a share
to the tabile fare.
Strawberries were
largely grovni by the farmers around the
village and shipped
largely to New
York, though a boat ran regularly across
to New London, Conn., during the berry
season.
Tiring of the idleness, I proposed a trip across to try my luck in
Connecticut. The skipper, an old friend
of my uncle's, readily gave me a free
trip and I made the acquaintance of New
London, but found little in the foundry
line to interest me.
One of the boys,
however, told me that at Willimantic,
some 20 or 25 miles inland by rail, they
had a busy shop or two and times had
been reported good last month.
So I
decided to try it, and I even formed some

down

BY

THOROUGH,

PRACTICAL

molder, position as foreman.
Can handle
Marine, Locomotive and Stationary Engine work.

Graduate of McLain System of semi-3teel.
211, Canadian Foundryman.

^anofaotdredFor OverSOYears

Box

Moulder's Story

[Continued from January issue]

we
WHFJN
uary

a

Canada.

Toronto.

advertiser

like to

RANTED —

in

St.,

A

Move!

Showing What a Fellow is Driven to Do
When Out of Employment and a Panic

subject.
Second-hand at half prices. New at lowest prices.
SUte wants and send for Catalogue

Books Bought.

Volume XI

vague plan of continuing on down toward Boston if I should not strike a job
sooner.

And now

economize

my

remeniiber that my first start
a country road, with no definite
guide to it, but here was the railroad,

was by

leading direct to Willlimantic, and an
agricultural shop; so in the afternoon I

bought some lunch to pack along,
shouldered my valise and set out inland.
I got a bit of chaff from a section foreman and gang a mile or s-^
down the road, who advised me to keep
count of the ties as I went, just for a
bit of practice.
Toward evening I was
out in a sparsely settled country; I ate
my lunch by a stream, and kept busil;,
on until it was quite dark, when, a bit
tired, I went to toed on the grass over
by the fence, where a tree shaded me
from the dew. The night was warm and
I slept well until near midnight, when
I
was rudely awakened by the roar of
a train coming down upon me; its great
headlight caught me and dazzled me into confusion.
A bit unnerved by the
racket, I climbed the fence and sought
a more retired place beneath a clump of
trees.
In the morning I was somewhat
disgusted when I saw a short way ahead
a dilapidated old bam partly filled with
hay, and with no owner in sight.
\
breakfasted on strawberries, which grew
(plentifu'lily on the banks, and, lo, as I
passed a farm I saw suspended to the
upper rail of an old fence, a seething
ball of bees, which had swarmed from
'some
neighboring
apiary.
Seeing a
'farmer at work
in
a potato field, I
hailed him and told him of my find, he
promptly claimed the swarm, hustled a
boy off for a hive, and I waited to witness the delicate job of introducing the
bees into their new home. The farmer
'gave me polite thanks and I had not
theek enough to ask for breakfast in
teturn. I got into Willimantic early and
visited the shop, with the usual result,
the hurry of the season over and likely
to let some moulders out soon, and no
'country behind it worth trying.

(To be continued

Trade Mark

ANGULAR GRIT— THE SCIENriFIGMErilLLIG

BUSTING tBRtSIVE

ANGULAR GRIT

that reduces sand blast costs and conserves labor.
ONE TON of
much work as carloads of sand its sharp cutting points make it superior to
Write for samples.
;

PITTSBURGH CRUSHED STEEL
PITTSBURGH, Pa

.

all

will do as
other abrasives.

J^

CO., Sole Manufacturers

U.S.A.. Established 1886

Canadian Representatives:
LTD., Montreal, Canada.

WILLIAMS & WILSON,

fe^v

You must

Trade Mark

Reg. U.S. Pat. Office

to

dollars, generously helped out a few by
a parting gift from my Greenport uncle.

Reg. U.S. Pat. Offlc*.

:SIarch,

r A N A n
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C.M.C

PATTERN SHOP
MACHINES

No. 833

Wood

Turning Lathe

These four machines are onlj^ some of
woodworking machines manufactured by us that are especially adapted
Space does not
to pattern making.
the

permit us to show them all. We shall
be pleased, however, to discuss your
pattern shop requirements and to give
you full information on any such machines of interest to you.

C.M.C. machines are of the highest
quality.

No. 823 Buzz Planer

V
No. 714 Band

Saw

with guards

TORONTO OFFICE AND WAREROOMS

No. 221

:-.-

Heavy Pony Planer

BROCK AVENUE SUBWAY

—

CANADIAN
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Do You Want

to

F
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Cut the Cost of Operating Your Industrial Furnaces?

THEN

USE OILGAS
Most modern,

efficient

and economical heating method— full

GENERAL COMBUSTION
619-623

New

CO.

details

on request.

OF CANADA, LIMITED

Birks Building, Montreal

"EXPERTS IN ECONOMICAL COMBUSTION OF LIQUID FUELS."

CRANEJr
Don't

Any

style or

In

shape

Quality Guaranteed
Why

import yaai anodes when you
quicker
guaranteed quality,
and ean aare duty and eliminate the asnoyanee of olearing at the
customs by Iniylng from us?
May «• (end you deaeriptiTe pamphlet
and full particulars?
eaa

get

delirery,

Brass
Bronze
Copper

W. W. WELLS, Toronto

Nickel
Tin&Zinc

High grade Bronzes

crane

a

hoist

without investNorthern Products
Aiso a line of
igating

Made

in

Canada.

Foundry Equipment.

NORTHERN CRANE WORKS
LIMITED
WALKERVILLE

-

-

ONTARIO

Cranes, Cupolas, Ladles, Hoists, Tumblers
Etc.

Canadian Hart

W heels

LIMITED

for

Engineering Purposes

buy
or

Grinding Wheels
for All Purposes

CASTINGS
INGOTS

^

FORGINGS
RODS
ROLLS
SHAPES

HAMILTON

CANADA

The

Montreal
'WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG'

Pattern

Works
American
Manganese Bronze Co.
Holmesburg,

Phila., Pa.

242 Clarke Street

Montreal, P.Q.

r A N A D

March. 1920
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The Hawley-Schwartz Furnace
The Only Perfect Melter
All metal from 50
Is

lbs. to

10,000

ibs.

Absolutely Uniform

Write for catalog and complete information.

J The Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.
Easton, Penn., U.S.A.

MOORE RAPID 'LECTROMELT

STEEL FURNACES

CRANE VALVES

The mechanical design of the
Moore 'Lectromelt Furnace makes

CRANE

for
simple,
practical
ease
and
A higher
rapidity of operation.
yield of good solid ingots and castings is insured on account of the
absence of cold shorts, hot cracks,
blow holes and surface defects.
The regularity of the heats and
speed up
rapidity of operation

LIMITED

—

and

production

HEAD OFFICE S WORKS
I280 ST. PATRICK ST

foundry

reduce

costs.

MONTREAL

PITTSBURGH ELECTRIC FURNACE CORP.
(Makers of Furnaces for Steel, Iron, Brass, and Ferro-Alloys)

PITTSBURGH, U.S.A.

and you are really trying to cash in on the spare moments
If not
you have during the day or after working hours if you have made
up your mind to take hold of some proposition and sail right in and
actually increase your monthly income without hindering your regular work^surely you will want to know about MACLEAN'S
And even if you are
plan for making each spare moment count.
already making money during your spare time still you can add to
efforts.
For you can have
very
little
additional
income
with
your
If you will
full particulars of MACLEAN'S plan absolutely free.
merely drop us a card we will send you the complete details of this
It will cost you nothing to find out exactly how others with
plan.
For
spare time have materially increased their monthly earnings.
full information or the agency in your loeality, write and right now,

—

—

Dept.

Toronto,

Vancouver.

Winnipeg:,

Sales Offices: Halifax, Quebec, Ottawa, Calgary.

Are You Able to Turn Your Spare
Hours Into Dollars?
—

Branches:

FORD-SMITH
MOTOR DRIVEN
GRINDERS
DISC GRINDERS

FLOOR GRINDERS

WET TOOL

GRr.NDERS

BENCH GRINDERS
POLISHING MACHINES
BUFFING MACHINES!
SWING GRINDERS
1

WB

Light Type Floor Grinder

MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, Limited
143-153 University Ave., Toronto

Milling Machines

and attachments

When

you think of a crucible think of

DIXON

and remember
that the Dixon name

Special

m^M

s^lH

Machinery

stands for the longest

DIXON^S?

and widest experience
in

fBLACKLEAD
VCRUCIBLcS

Heavy Type Floor (Jrinder

MANUFACTURED BY

the crucible industry.

Write for Booklet No. 27.A.

Made

in Jersey City, N.J.,

Ford-Smith Machine Co.
LIMITED

by the

HAMILTON, CANADA

JOSEPH DIXON
CRUCIBLE COMPANY
XX"

Established 1827

BXX

FOREIGN AGKNTS:
W.

E. Storey, 3

Gollin

&

Arundel

St.,

London, Eng.

Co., Melbourne, Australia

CANADIAN FOUNDRY M A N
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Sir

Thomas White
Next Premier

Be

Will

Volume XI

THIS prediction

MacLean's, now on
sale.
He carefully reviews the situation that has developed at Ottawa and indicates the
straws which show that the wind is setting in the direction of the Ex-Finance Minister: A
clear and shrewd summing up of the situation written in semi-humorous vein.
This article

is

is

made by

one of a great

All

We
By

A

J.

K.

Munro

in the

many unusual and

March

ist issue of

number.

vital articles in this

Like Sheep

Nellie L.

News Dealers
oftenfrun short
of copies of
MacLean's.

McClung

luiniorous account of a rather sad investment.

Balking the Bootlegger
By Guy

An

E.

For instance:

Morton

Get yours

on the methods followed in detecting the illicit sale of
liquor; interesting and amusing.
Stories 'by Basil King, Camilla Kenyon, Robert E. Pinkerton and
E. Llewellyn Hiighes.
article

early.

And remember
that the big

The World

in

a Nutshell

March 15th

i

will

One

of the best features in any magazine the world over is the
of Reviews" department, which gives the best articles from
all periodicals in condensed form.
Some of the reprinted articles
found in this number are:

news stands in
two weeks time.

"Review

The True Story of the Czar's Death
Noske, Dictator of Germany
Is a Cataclysm Coming?
The Spy Behind the Lines
Peace Treaty Must be Remade

The Motor Car of To-morrow
A City Under Soviet Rule

The Camel

New Form

of the Frozen Desert

Your Eyes
Drawing Back

Idiosyncrasies of

Bolshevism

Moving

Pictures

Second
Case
Nations

First

is

at

250

of Cure

Nfew Scientific Discovery- -Bending
of Light

the

to

the

League

of

Will

tiquity

"CANLADAS NATIONAL

1st Issue

Work

Find Records of Great An-

Over 80,000 Canadian Families Read

March

Found

Lenine, His Life and

For

issue

be on the

MAGAZINE

Now on Sale
At All News Dealers

**

20c.

March, 1920
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Oliver

An

Universal

Saw Bench

helping to

MAKE PATTERNS RIGHT
in the

i)a(lei-ii

Ameri-

slmi) of the

can Can Co., Newark, N.J., where
there is an up-to-date set of wood-

working machinery.

The OHver
is

Universal

.sliown here with

Saw Bench

guard

raised,

ripping a piece of pattern hnuber.

By simply turning
saw
saw

will

and

a

cut-off

come into position. The
tilts and has a rolling sec-

will

table
tion.

a crank the rip-

disaj)pear

The ripping

fence

is

com-

pletely adjustable.

The "Oliver"

line of Pattern Making Machinery is complete and
uniformly high grade.

Machinery Co.

Oliver

Grand Rapids, Mich, U.S.A.

TABOR
COMBINATION

SHOCKLESS JARRING
PORTABLE
ROLL-OVER AND PATTERN DRAWING MOULDING
MACHINE
A

distinctive

Tabor

achievement, being a
combination of two exclusive

Tabor features:

Shockless

the

Jarring,

Machine and the RollOver Straight Draw
Machine. Eliminates

all

ramming time and

is

suited to a wide variety
of work. Send for Bulletin

M-S-H.

TABOR MFG.
6225

CO.

STATE ROAD

TACONY, PHILADELPHIA,
PA., U.S.A.

CA
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Electric Drills

and Grinders
With Universal Motor for Direct or Alter110-220 Volts.
nating Current
(Licensed under Burke Universal Motor
Patent).

—

Non-Stallable, Durable
Compact, handy tools, with an amazing
capacity and scope of work. Indispensable
in

many

shops.

Built in a

number

size designed to

work

for

which

of styles

and

handle most
it is

sizes

—each

efficiently the

sold.

INDEPENDENT PNEUMATIC

TOOL COMPANY

334 St.

Elect

James

Street,

MONTREAL

32 Front St. W., Toronto;
123 Bannatyne Ave. E.
Winnipeg; 1142 Homer St., Vancouver

Get Rid of that Flour of Iron
from your brass turnings; don't be
satisfied with removing only the iron
and steel chips.

THE TYPE "L" IS THE
ONLY SEPARATOR
THAT WILL TURN
THE TRICK.

MADE
IN

.,

The "L" will separate
washings, skimmings and
Has a capaturnings.
TYPE"L"
adjustments
no
greater,
city one-third
simple to
time,
make at any
to

DOMINION CRUCIBLE CO.

operate.

The difference between the "L" and other

LIMITED

Separators for a like purpose.

IT IS

ST.

BETTER

JOHNS, QUE.

ALTERNATING OR DIRECT CURRENT.
Magnetic Manufacturing Co.
759 Fourth Ave.

Milwaukee, Wis.

HAMILTON FACING MILLS

CO. Limited

HAMILTON, ONT.

Sold in Canada by

The Dominion Foundry Supply
Toronto, Canada

Co., Limited

Montreal, Canada

SOLE CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS

CAN A n

March, 1920
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You Can

Operate the

Largest Size

"L&A"
ELECTRIC VIBRATOR
(Protected by U.S. and Canadian Patents)

For Less Than Three
and a half Dollars a
Year
Less than one cent a day
cost for the

more

L & A

is

the actual

Electric Vibrator.

and economical
than the old hand method of securIt

is

efficient

ing vibration.
"A"

quickly and easily attached
to match or pattern plates

Style

These are the days when labor costs
are eating up the profits. Think of
the labor you save with this appliance. Can you afford to be without
it?
Cost per

Weight
Lbs.

Size

day to
Operate

1

214

2
3

2%
3%

6/lOc
7/lOc
8/lOc

4

iVi

Ic

Equivalent
to Air
Vibrator
V2"

Price
$10.00

%"-%"

12.00

l"-iy8"

14.00

\W-IV2"

16.00

Knee switch

2.50

ordering mention precisely type,
voltage and cycle. If your jobber
does not handle write direct sent on
ten days' trial.
In

size,

—

The
Pressed Steel

Company
MUSKEGON, MICHIGAN

!

CAN A D I A N
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Business Dry ?

Volume XI

Not

DON'T

Much

you remember wondering, when you were a little Tad, what fun those great
big chaps of twenty or so had? They didn't go ''bobbing" they didn't spin tops.
Then you remember, perhaps, how, at twenty or so you rather pitied the old fellows of
thirty-five or fifty who didn't dance (in those days) or do anything much.
But now, at thirty-five, fifty, or even sixty, you find there is plenty of interest in life. The
form of fun may change, perhaps the ideas of what constitutes fun but fun, interest,

—

—

there

still.is.

Business

—

Rightly Called a Game
for many of us. We enjoy playing

is

—

Business is the interest the fun
enjoy reading about the play of others.
This

is

why THE FINANCIAL POST,

dealing with business,

entertaining, a w^elcome w^eek-end guest in

is

ourselves and

we

bright,

some eight thousand homes.

Consider some of the articles in a recent issue:
A sketch of George Sumner, the newly one he could have bought prior to the war, and
appointed head of Montreal's Board of Trade showing what he would have to pay for each in
a man who is at work every day at 8 a.m.,
eggs and wheat.
but who has found time to become an expert
_
^„_ »„„
«?
stock off ermg commg for new
photographer and art critic. Peter McArthur's ^ $4,000,000
new suit dealing with the farmer writer's ^^^^^ cnam.
Canada proposes to pick and choose her
boasted purchase of an all wool suit for $45;

—

.

.

j.

i

•

•

j?

—

immigrants.

speaking of the comparative value of this with

The Financial Post

Editorials

Have a Kick Behind Them

"Marse" Henry Watterson, the famous Democrat Editor,
Marse Henry replied in
criticizing the Democrat party.

tolls in his

his

reminiscences of being criticized for himself

paper by quoting:

"Things have come to a hell of a pass
can't wallop his own jackass."

when a man
THE FINANCIAL POST

is

willing to wallop anything

— but

doesn't wallop just for the fun of walloping.

it

It

wallops to achieve something.

Consider

Some Recent

"Give Drury a Chance"
An

by the daily press
at the farmer Government^admitting certain mistakes
editorial describing the "sniping"

of inexperience but calling for fair play; instancing how
Ross, heir to many millions, was put by his
J. K. L
a position where he could make mistakes
father,
order that he might win through to success.

m

m

S. R.

Parsons

Now

Editorials:

"Foolish Defiance of Canadian Law"
sporinff
of
rrdncib ruip
Pult) &
oi the
tne Fort
r ort Francis
scormg
raper
oc Paner
^
for
refusal
to
admit
the
sheriff, and
Company
^^ ^^-^er ways prejudicing the public against
i,
the pulp and paper industry as a whole.
.

j.jT

Butts Into Insurance

Canadian Manufacturers' Association's mutual insurance schemes which went wrong,
and pleading for a big man to manage the CM. A. "The most useful and necessary institution in all Canada."
There's life in each issue of THE FINANCIAL POST. It will help you keep informed on important financial and
business matters. It is a paper for the leaders of thought in each community, be they rich or not. Fill in and send
Annual Subscription $3.00.
to us the attached coupon.

An

editorial telling of the

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE

$3.00

PER YEAR

(52

ISSUES)

THE FINANCIAL POST
143-153 University Ave.,

Montreal

TORONTO

THE FINANCIAL POST OF CANADA,
Please enter me as a regular subscriber,
subscription for the first year.

commencing

143-153 University Ave., Toronto.
I tnuolw^d $3.00 to pay for my

at once.

Name
Address
Please write plainly.

Winnipeg

C A X A IM A N

March, 1920
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Sand by Electric Power
and cut down your pay roll

Sift

THE
>

-

-anasg

'TRESTON"
Ball Bearing
Electric

SAND
RIDDLE

WILL

WILL

save in wages ^i.oo every hour
the sifter runs at the most conservative estimate.

—

"If you need

it

you pay for

riddle sand as fast as a man can
in and costs only one cent per
for current used.

shovel

hour
it

it

whether you buy

it

or

not"

OUR OFFER:
Sand Riddle
of same left

Buy Made

sold subject to 10 days' trial; and acceptance
entirely to the judgment of the purchaser.

Canada Goods and Mal^e Sure that your
good Canadian Dollar Buys 1 00 Cents worth.
in

PRESTON WOODWORKING MACHINERY

CO.,

LIMITED, PRESTON, ONT.

CANADIAN

MAN

FOUNDRY

Volume XI
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CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN BUYERS' DIRECTORY
U

If wh«t yon want
not listed here, write us, and we will tell you where to gtt it.
Let us suggest that you consult
also the advertisers' index facing: the inside back cover, after having: secured advertisers' names from this
directory
The information you desire may be found in the advertising pages. This department is maintained for the benefit
and convenience of our readers. The insertion of our advertisers' names under proper headings is gladly undertaken,
but does not become part of an advertising contract.

ABRASIVE MATBIIIALS
C»n. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Oaa. Hart Wheels. Ltd., Hamilton. Ont
FordnSmlth .Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, iMirihipan
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, l'«.
Woodlsoo, E, J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

AIR COMPRESSORS
Can. Hanson 4 Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Prederio B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigian.
Hyd» A Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
WoodlsoB, E. J.. Oo., Toronto, Ont

AIR JOLTS
&

Davenport Mach.

Fdry. Co.,

Davenport,

Iowa.

ALBANY SAND

Heraey Co., Ltd., Milton, Montreal, Que.

NICKQI,, ZINC
Can. Hanson & Van

Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Prederic 8. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigian.
W. W. Walls. Toronto.
Woodlsoo, B. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

Ont.

Md.

BARRELS, TUMBLING
A

Van Winkle

Co., Toronto Ont.
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
HaittUtoo racing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
Noitkam Orane Works. Ltd., WaikervlUe, Ont
Obermayer Co., S.. Chicago, 111.
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co., develand. Ohio.
•Uveas, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
WoodUon. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

BARRELS, SANDBLAST
A^ C. Leslie & Co.. Ltd.,
i'angbom Corporation,

0»B.

Haaton

Jt

Fdri.

Hamilton Facing
Btevers.

Can. Hanson

Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont
Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont

Mm

Frederic B.. Detroit, Mlofa.
J., Co., Toronto. Ont
J.. Chicago.

Chas.

BLAST METERS
Clark.

Ohas.

Chicago.

.T..

BLOWING ENGINES
Gciitrnl

Combustioti

(*o.

,

Alontreal.

BLOWERS
Pan.

& Van Winkle

Co.. Toronto. Ont
Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
FVaieric B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Lt/1., Hamilton. Ont.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore Md
Woodi«on. R. .T
no., Toronto, Ont.
R««tR Oo.. P H. & F. M., Ooranersville, Ind.
Frlrv.

.

BOILER COMPOUND
Hc.TOolds & Co.. Toronto.
,

I^«deric B.

Stevens,

RRAK1C BHOES.

WHEKL

TPI'FIVi;

p-»n.o7i K- Vnn Wlnlcl. Co.. Toronto
TT^rt ^r^,„p7,
TTnTTill'or,
r.t^
Ont,

Ont

Jlontreal.

''"'•n.

TTflT.oon

Pun

TTfl^f

.^

v^n

TT'^,.^la

TT-.T,„i«
T f-l

Hyile & Sons, .Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

nr,

TT^.«M.

T^'-^'^*^

n^t

0..t

Detroit. ^Tiehl^rr^n
S.'nply Co.. Lt-I, Toronto. Ont.

Woodt«nn. F, .T
fn. Toronto Ont
Jfnrt\!7P CASTTNGS
.American M.nncancoc Bronze Co.. PhiLadelpliia.

pwovrK- FORCINGS

-American Mansanc<ie Bronze Co., Philadelphia.

B»0\-7F INGOTS

.American .Manganese Bronze Co., Philadelphia.

ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Wella. Toronto.
Woodison, E. J
Co.. Toronto, Ont.

Ont

Hanson

Hanson A Van Winkle

Co..

Toronto.

Ont.

.

.

&

Fla.sk

Ind.

CONVERTER BLOWERS, ROTARY
Roots Co., p. H. ft P. M., Oomnersvillc,
ronF BINDERS
Can. Hanaon

Ind.

Toronto, o-it.
ft Van Winkle
Dnrmlnion Fdrv. flnpplv Co.. T.ti.. Toronto. Ont.
Prederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.
Holland Core Oil Co.. Chicaco HI.
Co.,

Hamilton Pacing Mill

Hamilton.
Que.

Co..

Ont

COKE-MAKING MACHINES

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto.. Ont
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Miohlgaa.
Tabor Alfg Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodleon, E. J, k}o., Toronto, Ont

COKE OILS

Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Can.

Prederic B. Stevens, Detroit, iMichlgan
Hamilton Facing MUl Co.. Ltd., Hamilton,
Holland Core Oil Co., Chicago, m.
Hyde & Sons. Montreal. Que.
Obermayer Co.. 8., Chicago, 111.
Reynolds & Co., Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Ont

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronl«, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Prederic B.

Stevens,

Detroit, Michigan.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City, N.J.
Obermayer & Co.. S., Chicago. 111.
Woodison,

E.

Co., Toronto,

J..

Engineering Co.,

Ont

Chicago,

111.

Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Can.

Prederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Hyde & Sons. .Montreal, Que.

United

Compound

Woodison

Co.,

E.

Buffalo,

Co.,
J.,

N.T,

Torotnto.

COMBINATION JOLT ROLLOVER AND
PATTERN DRAWING MACHINES
Davenport Maoh. & Fdry. Co.. Davenport, Iowa.
COUPLINGS, PLAIN, FLEXIBLE AND
CUT OFF
Indejwndent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,

111.

CRANES

ft

Van Winkle

CRUCIBLES
Stevens.

Co.,

E.

J.,

Detroit, Michigan.

Toronto.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph, Jersey City, N.J.
Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co
.

Gautier. J,

H..

ft

Co.. Jersey City,

m

CORE BOXES (STEEL AND WOOD>
ft

Flask Co. Richmond,
Toromto.

J..

Hyde &

N.J.

Montreal. Que.
Stevens, Frederic E., Detroit, Uleh.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
.Sons,

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facins Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton. Out
Monareh Engineering ft Mfg. Co., Baltimors, Md.

Northern Crane Works, Ltd.. Walkerville,
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Ml<*.
Woo.lison. K. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

Ont

CUPOLA BLAST GAUGES

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dnminion Fdrv. Snpplv Co.. Ltd. Toronto, Ont
Prederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Tytd.. HamUton. Ont
Co.. Toronto. Ont
Woodison. V,. J
.

CUPOLA BLOWERS

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toreofo, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Monarch Engineering ft Mfg. Co.. Baltimors, Mi.

Sons. Montreal.
ft
Obermaver ft Co., S.. Chicago. HI.
TT-„„i!.„_
TT
Tn-cTito Ont
J

E.

Iowa.

CUPOLAS

TTanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dmnlnion Fdrv. Snpplv Co.. T.M.. Toronto. Ont.
Prederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Oaiitler, .T. H., ft Co.. Jersey City. N.J.
Jo«<.^^h Diron CmcfMe Co.. .Terser City. N.J.
TVoo.n.v%n
K. J.. Co. Toronto. Ont.

,

Davenport,

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Oat

Co.. Richmond.
Prederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Obermayer Co.. S.. Chicago. Hi.
Woodisnn Co.. E. J.. Toronto.

rv>.

Co.,

Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
& Fdry. Co.. Davenport, Iowa.
Prederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltu., ttamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Reynolds & Co., Toronto.
Woodison, E, J., Co., Toronto. Ont

Prederic B.

Ltd.
Toronto, Ont.
Prederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
W. W., Mfg. Co.. The. Cleveland. O.
Wooilaorn Co., E. J., Toronto.

Woodi<!on

Fdry.

Van Winkle Co., Toronto, OnU

ft

Dominion Fdry. Supply

Woodison

CINDER MILLS

r'anip

Can. Hanson

CRUCIBLES, RESERVOIR. TILTING
FURNACE. BOTTOM POUR, ETC.

.

r>l9Tnond

&

Jjavtnpon Mach.

COKE MACHINES, HAMMER

Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Northern Crane Woiks, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

CHEMISTS— SEE METALLURGISTS
CHEMICALS

TTTdc

BwnN7F MANGANESE
Americin Manganese Bronze Co., Philadelphia.
BWrSHES. rOUNDRT ANT> CORK

6i aons.
.UoaLieal, Que.
Obermayer Co.. S., Chicago, 111.
Pettmos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
oteTens. Fiedenc B., Ueiroil, Mich.
V\ oodaaon,
hi.
J.,
Co., Toronto, Ont

Can. Hanson

Can.

Stevern

V^^v

Hanson * Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Can.

Dominion Fdrv. Supplv Co.

Onu

Ont

Hyue

CORE WAX

CLAY LINED CRUCIBLES

.

Co., To ,.
Detroat, Midiigan.
iuiuuio, out.

u..

Uauiuiou Facing Aim La.,. HamUton,
Uollaua Coi-e oil Co., Chicago, 111.

National

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Cleveland Ohaplet & Mfg. Co., Cleveland.
Dominicn Fdrj'. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Prederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons. Montreal, Que.
Lindsay Chaplet & Alfg. Co., Philadelphia,
Obei-mayer Co,, S., Chicago, 111,
Woodison. F,. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

Diamond Clamp

•'.

CORE REDUCERS

CLAMPS. FLASK

BRASS GOODS. VALVES, ETC.
Cr.nn<.
Afontroal
BRASS MELTING
Gpncml Combustion Co., Montreal
BRirK«. RTRPTVC

C«n

Ont

flly.
.1

Pettinos, George P., Philadelphia'. Pa.
WoortlaoB, P. I. Co.. Toronto. Ont

B

Toronto.

.

Detroit. Michigan.

Haatntoa Facing Mil] Oo., Hamilton. Ont
Je^Vh DiTon Cniclblc Co, Jerwv Citv N

Prederic

Ont

VVinkli; Co..

W. W.

Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto o„f
nnmlnion Fdry. Supply Co
Ltd
Toronto Ont

rvormlnlon

Co., Toronto,

J.,

& Van

Van WiuKie

i^

'^-

.

Hyde & Sons, Montreal, Que.

Prederic B.

Can.

T.t-I

Mich.

NICKEL

W W Wells. Toronto.
CASE HARDENING
General Combustion Co.,
CHAPLEX8

Can

BOILER GRAPHITE

r^n
r,n

Detroit.

CHARCOAL

Han-^on

Dominion

B.,

—

CORE OVENS— SEE OVENS
CORE WASH

Toromito.

OVEN AND FOUNDRY

I>ederic

CAfSTINGS.

M., Coninerarille, Ind.

Woodlion. E.
Clark,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigian.
Hyde & Sons, Montreal. Que.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.

Woodison. E.

GACOEB— CUPOLA

L<jn..\itm

Prederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.

CARBON BLACKING

Stevens,

BLAST GATES
BJLA8T

CABINETS, SANDBLAST

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Monaroh Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md

Md.

Hagerstoivrn,

F.

Oaa. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Om.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, On'
Monareh Engineering A Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Pangbom Corporation, Hageistown, .Md.
W. W. Sly M«E. Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Stevens, Prederic B., Detroit, Micii.
Woodison. B. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

J.,

-

auevenj,

IS.

Davenport Mach.

Ont

Toronto,

Oan. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont
Prederic B. Stevens, Detroit, iMidhigan.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, B. J., C.-., Toronto, Ont

Woodison Oa, E.

Prederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhlgan.
Holland Core Oil Co., Chicago, 111
Woodison Co., E. J.. Toroobo.

&

Co.,

Jj'ruueiic

COKE JOLTS

MACHINERY

CARS, CORE

Montreal, Que.

BINDERS, SAND

Roots Co., P. H.

BUFFING AND POLISHING

J.,

MACHINES

BO.\

Can. Hanson

Liuminiou I'dry. Sup^jly Co., Ltd., Toronto.

atavens, Fredsrle B., Detroit, tlleb.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

E.

CUKE

cuiii^ cu.uruuisi>a
Vtii. Hanaoa & Van VVlnkls Co.. Toronto. Oat.

Ont

Toronto.

BURNERS, CORE OVEN

ARRI TERS, DUST
Can. Hanson

Co.,

J.,

BUFFS AND BUFFING AND
POLISHING COMPOSITIONS

ANODES, BRASS, COPPER,

Corporation, Hagerstorm,

Detroit Mich.

11..

ALL KINDS

tVa. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Montr^il, Que.
Maanfaeturera* Brush Co., Cleveland, Ohio,

Woodison,

Detroit. Mich.

ANALYSIS

Pangbom

Frederic

Woodison. E.

UKtSHBei.

nanaoo * Van Wtakle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
"Vedenc B. Stevens, Detroit, iMichigan.
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd., The, HamUton, Ont
W. W. WaUs, Toronto.

AXiiors
B„

SteTcus,

Oa«.

tVedsric B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Pettinos, George F.. Philadelphia, Pa.

tsTSBJ. PrMlerte

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamlltnn Facing Mill Oo., HamUton, Ont
Manatacturera' Brush Co., Cleveland Ohio
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111

"tevens
Ind.

Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.

Roots Oo., P. H. ftp. M., Oonnersville, Ind.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

r A
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lUrUIvA LININGS BLOCKS
Out. UanwQ & Van VVmUe Co.,

Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronlo, Ont
Uui.

Toi'oni.o,

UoiBinion Fdrj. Supply Co., Lul., TorouU),
Pradanc B. atevens, Uetroit, Michican.
HUBllton Facins Mill Co.. Ltd., Uuuiltoa,
uyo« i& Suoii, Aloaue«l, Que.

om.

Winkle Co., ToronU, Onu
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Onu
Slevenfl. Fredenc B., Detroit, Uich.

Ont

Toronto,

Co.,

J.,

& Van Wmkle Co., ToroDto,
Frederic B. SUvena, Detroit, iMidhigan.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodi«on, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont,
Can. Hanson

ObL

Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Woodiaon. E.

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co,, Chicaco, IlL

DRYERS, SAND
Ont

Ont

Vedaric B. Sterens, Detroit, Midlilgan.
Monarch Eng'r'g Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Co., Toronto,

Ont

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Ftwtolc B. Stereos, Detroit, Michigan.
Pangbom Corporation, Hagerstown, Md.
Sly. VV.
W.. .Mfg. Co
The. Clevelaud. 0.
E.

Toronto.

J.,

Corporation,

Hagerstown,

Corporation,

Md.

Toronto,
Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Midhigan.
.

Ont

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
\V.

W.

Wells, Toronto.

Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore,
Sterens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Rroa. Co.. Buffalo. N.Y
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

Md

ELEVATORS, HYDRAULIC, PNBUMATIC
«'*n. Hanson
& Van

Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont
^"PPJ^ ^°- ^'l- Toronto, Ont
S3LT"t.^''o'7Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit,
Woorlison.

E.

.T.,

Co.,

EATERY .STANDS
p"'Jj I'^.v"",.*.''''"

J^i:J5""n
Fredenc B.
W^vl,«,„.

ESfERV
PACINfJS

Mldhlgan.
Toronto, Ont
<^fl..

Toronto.

Ont

Co-^Ltd., The. Hamilton, Ont.
'Sr''Stevens. Detroit, Midhigan
E. .T.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

WHEELS— SEE WHEELS
* Co.

'^herrnayer

Co.,

E.

S..
J.,

Chicago, HI.
Toronto.

Sly Mfg. Co., Cleveland. Ohio.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. .1,, Co., Toronto, Ont

Joseph Dljoii Cniclble Co., Jersey City, N.J.
TTnimiUon Faeini? Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering * Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Obermayer Co.. S., Chicago. HI.
Pettlnos, George P., Philadelphia, Pa.
Sterens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Whitehead R70«. Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Leslie A. Co.,

Ltd.,

FERRO-MANGANESE
Leslie & Co.,
FERRO-SILICON
A. C. Leslie & Co.,

A. C.

Montreal, Que.

Ltd., Montreal,
Ltd.,

FILLERS (METALLIC)

Que,

Hersey Co.. Ltd., Milton. Montreal, Que.
MoLaln'a System. Inc.. ^lilwaukee. Wis.

FOUNDRY GRAVEL
Wsn'on * Van Winkle Co
Sterens.

(Frederic B.

Toronto. Ont.

Detroit, Michigan.

Hawler D'^wn Drs't Fiimsre

Qfmve
.T

r*o.
Easton.
Philadelphia. Pa.
Co.. Toronto, Ont.
.

F..
.

FOTrVDRV STTPPLTF8
FVederic B. Sterens, Detroit. Midhigan.
Vwtlonal EnHneeWne r'n.
r!b'>'>To. 111.
n(K,.rm)iTer Pn.
9.
Ch^espo. Til.
W<wIiion r'o. E. J.. Toronto.
.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto On
Dominion Fory. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

Harrier
rrvde ^

Sterens.

Detroit, Michigan.

Montreal One.
J., Tormuto.

Sons,

Woodison Ca, E.

FURNACES

FURNACES. BRASS
I

Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Michigan.
Hyde & Sons, MontreaJ, Que.
Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

eterens,

FILLETS,

A Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd. Toronto, Ont.
Oan. Hanoon

Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
vrhitehesd T'ros. Co.. P'ifTalo. N.Y.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

Montreal, Que.

LEATHER AND WOODEN

f'an. Han«»on k Van Winkle ^o
Toronto, Ont.
Dnmninion Fdrv. Snpplr On
T*^
Toronto Ont
Frederic B. Sterens. Detroit, Midhigan.
.-.„:i.„„ Vso'^T^r, \f\}l P„
p,T„iltnn. Ont.
TTnwler D"wn Draft F'i^^«ce fo.. Easton.
Monarch Enelneering * Mfg. Co.. Baltimore, Md.
rvhermarer '^o.
S.
Cbicago, HI.
Wr^n^^ = -^n
Or,.. Tr.ronto. njit.
E. J
,

.

nan. Hanson * Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, MicihigaxL
Domini0T> Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.

FITRNACE RLOWERS. ROTARY

Hamilton Facine Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton. Om.
Woodison, E. .T.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

ASPi^STOS.

FIRE BRICK AND CLAY
A. C. Leslie
Can. Hanson

& Co.,
& Van

Ltd., Monacal, Que.
Winkle Co., Toionto, Ont
Suflply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Frederie B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Oautier, J, H,, & Co., Jersey City, iN.J.
General Combustion Co., Montreal.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Montreal, Que.
Uoaarch Engineering
Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Obermayer Co,, S., Chicago, 111.
BUrena. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
^Thitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison, K. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Dominion Fdry,

&

37RE CEMENT
FtBderle B.

Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

FIRE HAND

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Crane Ltd., Montreal.

Detroit, Michigan.
Co., Clereland, Ohio.

Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co.. Pittsburgh,

Ttfimt"!

P H. k

Oo..

F.

M.. Connersrille. Ind.

DUCK AND I.EATHRR GLOVES

pvederic B. Sterens. Detroit. Michigan.

GOGGLES
FYederie B.

Sterens, Detroit. Midhigan.
E. J. Co.
Torouto, Ont.

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago,

HAMMERS, CHIPPING, CAULKING
PNEUMATIC HOSE
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Cbiamo,
HEAT TREATING
GeneraJ Combustion Co.,

111.

111.

Montreal.

HELMETS

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
A. Spangler, Benton HailiouT, Miotu
Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Frederic B.

Woodison. E.

HOISTING AND CONVEYING MACHINERY, ELECTRIC AND PNEUMATIC
Hansen & Van Winkle

Co., Toronto,
Detroit, Midhigan.
Ltd., Walkerville,

Northern Crane Works,

AND PNEUMATIC
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,
HOISTS, HAND, TROLLEY

HOISTS, CHAIN

Ont
Ont
m.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Frederic B, Sterens, Detroit, Michigan.

Northern Crane Works, Walkerrille.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

IRON CEMENTS

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

&

Sons,

Montreal,

Co.. Toronto. Oat
Ltd., Toronto, On*.

Que.

Sterens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison Co., E. J., Toronto.

IRON FILLER

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Midiisui.
Sterens, Frederic B., Detroit Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

IRON SAND

Globe Steel Co., Mansfield. Ohio.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

JOLT ROCKOVERS
American Molding Mach. Co.. Terre-Haute.

Ind.

JOLT MACHINES AND 8QUEEZEB8

American Molding Mach, Co., Terre-Haute, Ind.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Oat
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Frederic B. Sterens. Detroit, Michigan.
Grimes Molding Machine Co., Detroit, Mich.
Woodiaon. E. J.. Oo., Toronto, Ont.

JOLT STRIPPERS
American Molding Mach.
Davenport Mach. & Fdry.

Co., Terre-Haute, Ind.
Co., Darenport, Iowa.

KAOLIN

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Oat
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Onrt
Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Michigan.

Hamilton Facing MAI Co., Hamilton,
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison, E, J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Ont

LADLES. FOUNDRY

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdrr. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Can.

Ji«eph Dijoii Crucible Co.. Jersey City. N.J.
Hamilton, Ont.
TTaTnilton Facine Mill <^o
Northern Crane Works. Walkerrille.
Monareh Eneineering * Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Obermayer Co.. 8., Chicago, IH.
Slv
W. W. Mfe. Co. The, Clereland. O.
Stevens, Frederic B,. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont
.

L«DLF HEATERS

Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Toronto, Ont.
SiipplT Co.. Ltd
Frederic R. Sterens. Detroit. Michigan.
Hawiev Down Draft Furnace Co.. Ea-stnn. P«.
Mfg. Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Monarch Enirineerine
\Tr.r^i-^n
K. .T.
Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Can.

HaasoB

& Van

Fdrr.

rv,^Tr.iT.;nn

.

A

LFGGINGS

George F., Philadelphia, Pa.

GRAPHITE, ANTI-FLUX BRAZING
Can, Hanson

& Van

Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont

GRAPHITE PRODUCTS
Black DonaJd Graphite Co., Oalaibogde, Ont
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronlo, Ont
Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Juseph Dixon Crucible Oo., Jersey C;yf. N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont,
Hyde & Sons, Montreal, Que.
Jonathan Bartley Crucible Co.. Trenton. N.J.

Sterens,

Fr«<leric B.

Detroit.

Michigan.

LADLF STOPPERS. LADT.E NOZZLES.
AX'rv

.

GRAPHITE GREASE
Pettinos,

Pa.

HAMMERS, CHIPPING

.

r'an. TTan-on & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
nnmlnion Fdrr. Siipplr Co. I.t-t. Toronto, Ont.
-^r^r,'^^cnT.

Pa.

Frederic B, Sterens, Detroit, Michigan.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co.. Pittsburgh,

Hyde

FOUNDRY PRACTICE

ran. Hanann & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdrr. Snpplr Co.. Ltd. Toronto, Ont.
General Combustion Co.. Montreal.
Hamilton Facine Mfll Co., Hamilton, Ont,
Hawler Down Draft Fnmace rTo.. Ea*:ton.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore, Md.

FERKO-ALLOYS

Mfg.

Sly

ANGULAR

I'an

Fsmllfon Facine Mill Co. Hamilton. Ont.
Down Draft Furnace Co.. Easton,

W, W.

W. W.

Frederic B. Sterens,

r-sn

111.

Sterens,

I*reaeric B.

GRIT,

Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit. Midhigan.

Frederic B.

EXHAUST

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,

GRINDERS. RESIN

Magnetic Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis,
Woodison Co., E. J., Toronto.

.

Oan. Han'nn * Vnn Winkle Co., Toronto Ont
Kamnton Fneine \fill Cn.. Ltd., Hamilton Ont

A. C.

FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT

.

The. TTsmilton, Ont.

TOOL POST, FLOOR AND BENCH

J,

HI.

FURNACE LINING
COf.r^"'

FANS.

Chicago,

Rterens. Frederie B., Detroit, Mich,
Whitehead Bros. Co., BnlTalo. N.Y.
W(w1t«on. E. I.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Pettinoa.

E^.^T'nB. ^o?'"'Fredenc
Sterens, Detroit, Midhigan.

Woodison

& Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Pscinir Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Can. Hanson

Woodi«on. K.

Winkle

111.

FOUNDRY PARTING

Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.

Hagerstown, Md.

Hanson & Van Winkle Co

^;an

FOUNDRY COKE

8.,

111.

GRINDERS, PORTABLE, ELECTRIC, HAND

GRIT, STEEL

Comibustion Co., Montreal.

Can.

DUST EXHAUSTER, ANISTER SYSTEM
Pangbom

DYNAMOS

Oeneral

FOUNDRY FACINGS

DUST HANDLING EQUIPMENT
Pangbom

Ont

FORCINGS

Obermayer Co..

Can.

Co.,

Stevwis,
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. H«mllton.
Obarmayer Co., S., Chicago, HI.
Tabor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

Ont

Hyde & Sons, Montreal, Que.

DDST ARRESTERS AND EXHAD8TKK8

Woo<lt<ion

Toronto,
Detroit, Midhigan.
Ltd...

National Engineering Co., Chicago,

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toranio,
CleTelaud Nickel Works, Cleveland.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto,
J.,

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,

Crane Ltd., Montreal.

FOUNDRY MIXERS

Md.

DRYING OVENS iOR CORES

"Woodiaon. E.

GRINDERS, PNEUMATIC

FITTINGS, CAST IRON

Tan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
-innlnion Fdrv Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Wondls<,n. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

AND PORTABLE

Corporation, Haeerstown,

Montreal.

Frederic B.

Can. HaoBon & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Onu
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jer»ey City, N.J.
OauUer, J, H., & Co., Jer8ey City, N.J.

Panfbom

A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont

Can. Hanson

Lt<l.,

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..

DIPPERS, GRAPHITE

DRILLS, ELECTRIC

rr.ane

FLASKS, SNAP, ETC.
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co. Toronto Ont
Diamond Clamp & Flask Co., Richmond, Ind.

CYANIDE OF POTASSIUM.

Kyde &

GRINDERS, DISC, BENCH, SWING

FITTINGS

& Van

Wooduon, E.

Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd.. The, Hamilton, Ont
Indei>endent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, 111.
Oliver Ma<iinery Co.. Grand Bapids, Mioji.

Whitehead Bros. Co., HntTalo, NY.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

WhiUshead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
WoodiaoQ, K. J., Co., Toronlo, Ont.

Pel linos, George F.. PhUadelphia, Pa.
U.K.liion, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

GRINDERS

.

ObU

CUPOLA TWYEKS
C«n. H»ii»on

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Dijon Cnicihle ( o., Jersey Ciiy. N.J.
Wnrxlison. E. J
Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
I'ettinos, Qeorge F., Philadelphia, Pi.
•losoph

Volume XI

("in

=T,FFVES (GRAPHITE)
"nn-^nn

A-

Van Winkle

fn..

Toronto.

Ont

Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit. Michigan.
io.,„„ii r>i--c^ i^niciMe r'o.. Jorser City. N..I
V J nn Toi-onto. Ont.
rr'nn.'J.-^T.

T.rMRFFD OIL.
^o,

..„.

Rc-moldB

&

X-

rr,

Cn..

CORE
'^..

Phicago, HI.

Torontr>.

LUBRICATING GRAPHITE
Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Michigan.
Pettinos. George F., Philadelphia, Pa.

MAGNETIC SEPARATORS
Dins'"

Vlnt^etic Sen»rator Co.. Afilwaukee

Magnetic Mfg. Co., Milwaukee. Wis.

Wis.
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ARE
UNEQUALLED

OUR
FIREBRICKS

RESULTS OF STANDARD TESTS
Fusing Point

Cone 32

-

or 3218° F.

RE-HEATING TEST,

2550 F.

SPALLING

We

invite

you

in the

Hours
TEST,-

for 5

-

Contraction or Expansion Zero
Brick heated red hot and dropped into
cold water do not crack or check.

your patronage and are pleased to give any information that will help
proper selection of material adapted to your particular class of work.

OUR MOTTO— ''SERVICE

HYDE &

y >

MONTREAL, QUE.

SONS,

The Sanitary
Sand Blast Helmet
The Most Efficient Helmet
You Can Buy
A liKht aluminum helmet that is comfortable,, sanitary, and perfectly effective as a protection for the men.
Six times as effective as the ordinary germ-laden
helmet

—a

money saver

for

the

consumer and a big step towards
betterment of the men.

Shot Blasting

Benton Harbor,

Dear

Instead of Sand Blasting

We

Cleaner Castings
Globe chilled shot leaves a perfectly smooth
surface an important factor where castings
are to be enamelled sand leaves a sand coat-

—

ing.

SHOT DOES NOT WEAR THE HOSE, NOZZLE OR MACHINE AS FAST AS SAND,
AND IT CLEANS EASILY lOOt^ BETTER.
Let us

tell

you more about

have your favor of

relative

to

Helmet.

We

May

23

Benton Harbor Malleable
Foundry Co.

it.

THE GLOBE STEEL

24, 1917.

Sanitary Sand Blasx
are very much pleased
to advise that we find the helmet
which you manufacture sanitary
in all respects, durable, and in
We find
the end the cheapest.
that when the canvas is worn, it
very easy matter to insert
is a
new canvas and the helmet is jus\
We are very
as good as new.
much pleased with the ones we
have in use. When in the market
for any more helmets, we will
gladly favor you with our orders.

Ensures 100^

—

May

Sir:

Good

live

Canadian Representatives wanted.

CO.

J.

MANSFIELD, OHIO

C

A. Spangler

Benton Harbor,

Mich.

'

C
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Cau. Hanson & Van WinUe Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Monarch Enxineerins & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
St«Teiu, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

METALLURGISTS
Kawin

Co.. Ltd., "Kie, Hamilton,

F.,

OnU

Ont.

Detroit, Michigan.

Sterens,

Engineering

Co.,

Chicago,

111.

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdrj, Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, OnA.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co. Hamilton, Ont.
Can.

3t«Ten3, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E, J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

MOLDING SAND— SEE SAND
Stevens, Detroit,

Mi<flilgian.

i

.

Co., Toronto, Ont.
Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.

Detroit, Michigan.

Stevens,

NORTH RIVER SAND
George F., Philadelphia, Pa.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Onit
Stevens, Detroit, MldhJgan.

Monarch Engineering A Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Obermayer Co., 8., Chicago, 111.
Sly Mfg.
J.,

Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Co., Toronto. Ont.

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

National Engineering Co., Chicago,
Frost Mfg. Co., Chicago, HI.

PARTING COMPOUNDS

PATTERN SHOP EQUIPMENT.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mitihigan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.
Stevens. Frederic B,, iJetroIt, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

Ont.
Ont.

PATTERN WAX
United

Compound

Buffalo,

N.T.

A. C. Leslie
Can. Hanjson
Steel

Co.

&

Montreal, Que.
& Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
of Canada, Hamilton, Ont,

Ltrl..

Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Globe Steel Co., .Man.sfleld. Ohio
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh,
Wocxiison Co., E. J., Toronto.

Frederic B.

Woodiaon Oo, E.

J.,

HL

Frederic B. etevens, Detroit, Mldiigan.
S., Chicago, lU.
J., Toronto.

Obermayer & Co.,
Woodison Oo., E.

Crushed
Oo.

,

Pa.

E.

Detroit, Midhigan.
Steol Co.. Pittsburgh.

J.,

Pangbom

Corporation,

Woodison

Co..

E.

J.,

Pa.

Toronto.

Hagerstown,

Co.,

Pj,,„v,„„v,
J.

Ont.

I

AND FITTINGS
PHOSPHORIZERS
Crane Ltd., Montreal.

Ont

TVTii'-h'-nd Pras.
Woodison
E. J

Ont

Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
& Sons, Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont
Can.

Co., Buffalo.
Co.. Toronto.

Ont

Hyde

SKIM.MERS, GRAPHITE

Co., Toronto, Ont
Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Fi«deric B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Joseph Dixon Criicible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

Flask Co.,
Fla.'ik

Co..

&

Fla.sk

Richmond, Ind.

Diamond Clamp

&

Flaiik

Richmond, Ind.

Co.,

Richmond, Ind.

Co.,

^
Richmond,

SNAP MOLD JACKET

^
Ind.
,

SMALL ANGLES
&

Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Leslie
i;an. Han.son * Van Winkle ('«.. Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

A. 0.

Frederic B.

SOAPSTONE
Pa.

SAND CONVEYING MACHINERY
Can. Han.son & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Diamond Clamp &

Diamond Clamp

N.Y.

Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Olohe Steel Co.. .Man.sflpld. Ohio
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co.. Pittsburgh,

&

SNAP FLASK BOTTOM PLATES
SNAP FLASK TRIMMINGS

SAND BLAST SHOT

Woodison, E.

SILICA ROCK, GROUND
AND PULVERIZED

Diamond Clamp
Co., Toronto, Ont
Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.

Corporation. Hagerstown, Md.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.

Co., Toronto,
Ltd.. Toronto. Oat.
Jnsepli DiTom Cnicit.le Co., Jersey City. N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont

Obermayer Co., 8., Chicago, 111.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Van Winkle

Pangbom

Whitehead Broa, Co., Buffalo, N.T.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

Hvde & Sons, Montreal, Que.

>^-

Co., Toronto, Ont.
Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Hyde & Sons, Montreal, Que.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

SLIP JACKETS

BLAST SAND
nnn.<!on

SANDBLAST SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES

PLU.MBAGO
Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Sufiply Co.,

"an

Drimininn Fdrv. Supclv Cn..
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
IVttinos. George F., Philadelphia. Pa.

Montreal.

PIPE, SOIL,

Can.

Pa.

A. SpanRler. Benton Harbour, Mich.

S.\Nn

WASH

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..

SAND BLAST HELMETS

Ltd.,

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, MIdhigan.
Joseph Dixi/n Cnicitile Go., Jersey City, N.J.

BLAST GRIT AND SHOT
(>„„v,„.i

Ont
Ont

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

BLAST MACHINERY

Detroit, Michigan.
at„„i rr,,, Pittsburgh.

Cft., Toronto,
Ltd.. Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mlcfalgen.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

SILICA

Md.

Toronto.

National Engineering Co.. Chicago, 111.
fan. Han.son & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdrv. SunTily Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Faring Mill Co.. Ltd., Hnrniltmi Ont.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, 111.
Pangbom Corporation, Hageistown, Md.
Sly. W. W.. Mfc. Co.. The. Clpveland, O.
Stevens, Frederic Tt.. Detroit. Mich.
United States Silica Co., Chicago, HI.
Woodison,
J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

Stevens,

SIEVES

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. SuEply Co..

ACCFSSORTES

BT,A.<1T

Pa.

SHOVELS

Toronito.

SANDBLAST ABRASIVES

Frederic B.

PIPE JOINT COMPOUNDS
rr.ine

Mfg. Co., Chicago. 111.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
National En^ineerinp Co.. Chicago,

SSAND

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Midhigan.
Montreal Pattern Works

PIG IRON

SHOT

K

Co.,

PATTERNS

Hageratown, Md.

& Co.. 3., Chicago, 111.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
J., Toronto.

United States Silica Co.. Chicaeo. 111.
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Michigan.
Co., E. J., Toronto.

.«AND

Frederie B. Stevens, Detroit, Mtrftiig.!,
3.. Chicago. 111.
J., Toronto.

Obermayer & Co.,
Woodison Oa, E.

Corporation,

Obermayer

SANDBLAST EQUIPMENT
111.

Pangbom

SEA COAL

Woodiaon

Woodison

WET AND DRY

SEPARATORS, MAGNETIC: STANDARD
AND SPECIAL

Woodison Oo., E.

P(rf'=hiirtrli

General ComibusUon Co., 'Montreal.

PANS,

Ont.

SAND

Frederic B. Sterens,

OIL METERS

Ding's Magnetic Separator Co., .Milwaukee. Wis.
Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, On*.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

COMPRESSED AIR

On.

Toronto.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodi.son. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

SAND

F. M., Oomneisville, Ind.

SAND SIFTERS, HAND

Magnetic Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wte.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh.

AND GAS FURNACE BLOWERS
&.

Van WinMp

-^

Hamilton Facing .Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

SEPARATORS, MOISTENERS, OIL FOB

Montreal.

Fro.st

Ccn.

Boots Co., P. H.

Iowa.

TorooJtft.

SAND MILLS

OIL AND GAS FURNACES

OIL

"nroon

Toronto.

SEPARATORS

111.

Fdry. Co.. Davenport,
Detroit, Midhigan.

Co.,

Detroit, Midhigan.

J.,

Battle Creek Sand Sifter Co., Battle Creek, Nilch.
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Midhigan.
E. J., Toronto.

ROLLOVER MACHINES
J..

E.

Dominion Fdry. Supply

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,

&

SAND RIDDLES

Woodison Oa,

O.

HAMMER, COMPRESSION

f-nn

OVENS FOR CORE BAKING
AND DRYING

W. W.

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Mldhigian.
& Co.. Toronto.
Sly, W. W., Mfg. Co.. The. Cleveland,
Woodlwn. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.
Rej-nokLs

ROTARY PUMPS
General 'Combustion
ROUGE

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

Woodison. E.

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Can.

E.

Hyde & Sons, Montreal, Que.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Stevens, Frederic b., Detroit, Mien.
Whitehead Bros. (Ju., liutlalo, .\.V.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

Battle Creek Sand Sifter Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

RESIN

Stevens.

& Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, One
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co.. Hamilton, Uni.
Can. Hanson

SAND SIFTERS

Fi^eric B. Stevens. Detroit, Midhigan.
Woodison Co., E. J., Torontio.

Co.,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
National Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.

Woodison Oa,

RIDDLES, ELECTRIC

Frederic B.

SAND MILLS

Frederic B. Stevens,
111.

Mich.
Frederic B.,
Whitehead Bros. Co.. New York, N.T.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Woodiwn

NOZZLES. SAND BLAST

'Frederic B.

Chicago,
Detroit,

Davenport Mach.

Whitehead Bros. Co.. BufTalo, N.T.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

Pettinos,

Hyde & Sons. Montreal. Que.
S.,

SAND-MIXING MACHINERY

SAND MOLDIN<;

RIVETERS, PNEUMATIC, HYDRAULIC

MOLDING SIFTERS
Frederic

Ont

Toronto,

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
Obermayer Co.,

Britannia Foundry Co., Coventry, Eng.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
The Cler^and Osbom Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.
Davenport Mach. & Fdry. Co., Daveaport, Iowa.
Dominion Fdry. Suncly Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Oim
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Grimes Molding Machine Co., Detroit, Mich.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Tahor .Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co..

Co..

Can.

Stevens,

MOLDING MACHINES

Can.

Hanson & Van Winkle

Magnetic Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
wootlLson. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

RIDDLES

MOLDEBS' TOOLS

iPrederic B.

RAMMING PLATES AND MACHINES
Can.

Co., Toronto. Ont
Ltd., Toioino. Um.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Krost Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.
rjly.
W. W., .Mf«. Co., The. Cleveland, O.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

Can. Hanson A; \'an Wuikle
Dominion Fdr.v. Supply Co.,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
National Engineering Co., Chicago, HI.
Fro6t JIfg. Co.. Chicago, 111.
Standard Sand & .Machine Co., Cleveland, Ohio>
Woodison Oa, E. J., Toronto.

Michigan.

Torunito.

J.,

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Joeeph Dixon Cnioible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Jonathan Hartley Cnicible Co., Trenton, N.J.
Woo<iison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

MIXERS
National

FYederlc B. Stevens, Detroit,
E.

SAND BLAST .MACHINERY, B.ARRELS,

Frederie B. Stevens, Detroit. Michigan.
Iowa.

PROTECTIVE WEARING APPAREL
Co.,

Volume XI

SANDBLAST MATERIAL

Co.. Davenport,
Detroit, Midhigan.

Fdry.

RETORTS

MITTENS
Frederie B.

Iowa.

PULLEYS, MAGNETIC

Detroit, Michigan.
Philadelphia, Pa.

MINING AND QUARRYING MACHINERY
Blystone Mfg Co., Cambridge Springs, Pa.
C«n. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
National Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.
Woodiron, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

Fdry. Co., Davenport,
Detroit, Michigan.

Frederic B. Stevens,

Woodison

Stevens,

PetUnoa, George

&

Davenport Mach.

MICA SCHIST
BYederio B.

&

..,.«V€ns,

POWER SQUEEZERS

MILLING MACHINES
.\lach.

POWER JOLT SQUEEZERS
Frederic B.

Co.,

Ont

Hanson & Van Winkle

Co.. Toronto,
Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
W. V\. Wells Toronto.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Can.

Stevens,

Davenport Mach.

Toronto.
Hency Ca, Ltd., Milton, Montreal, Que.
MoLain'8 System, Inc., Milwaukee, VVla.
Toronto Testing Laboratoriea, Toronto.

Ford-Smith

UNDRYMAN

NADIAN F

PLATING AND POLISHING SUPPLIES

M£L,TING POTS

Charles C.

iV

Ont.

Hanson & Van Wmkle
Dominion Fdrv, Supply Co.,

Co., Toronto,
Ltd., Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Pettinos. George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Can.

Ont

Ont
Ont
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SPELTER BOWLS

STEEL

Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Out.
Sterou, Detroit, Mlchlgwn.
Joseph Dison Crucible Co., Jersey City, Pa.

1{.\ILS

Can

Can

Prederic B.

Woodison. E.

Woodison. E.

J.,

Ont

Co., Toronto,

Battle Creek Sand Sifter Co.. Battle Creek, Mich.
Frederic B. StCTeDs, Deitrcdt, Michigan.
\Vooii3on Ox, E. J., Toronto.

SPRCE CUTTERS
Co., Toronto, Ont.
Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Hamilton Facing Mill

Co..

Hamilton, Ont.

Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

Sterens.

Co., Toronto.
Ltd.. Toronto,
Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Michigan.
Tatwr Mfg. Co., Philadelphia
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

5QCEEZERS.

Ont.
Onrt-

POWER AND HAND

STEAM TURBINES
fn.,

ComTiii«tion

Sterens,

Crashed

Montreal.

Detroit, Midiigan.
Pittoh'ireh
StP"! '"o
.

Pa.

SWING
Ford-3mi;h Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont.

Ont

Ont

Hanson
Van
Can. Hart Wheels. Hamilton. Ont.
•

an.

cV:

Stevens,

Can. Han.>!on & Van Winkle C-o., Toronto,
DoToinion Fdrv. Snpplv Co., Lt.C. Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
vtnmilton Faninp \fill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Montreal. Que.
'V. .„,>;.,,,„
f„
F
Toronto. Ont

Ont.

Omt

TEEMING CRUCIBLES AND TUNNELS
Ont

Toronto.

TOOLS. PNEUMATIC

Co.,

Frederic B. Sterens. Detroit. Michigan.
Ford. Smith Mach. Co., Ltd.. The, Hamilton, Ont.
WoodiBon Co., E. J., Toronto.

STEEL BANDS

Diamrmd Clamp & Fla»k
E.

J.,

Co..

Richro->od,

Ind.

Toronto.

C

Le^e &. Co.. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Han.«on & Van WmVlo To., Toronto.
Northern Crane Work". WallterTi'lp.
Steel Co. of Canada. HamOton. Ont
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont
Can

Richmond, Ind.

Pancbom Corpora _on.

Hagerstonrn. Md.
Limited, Montreal. Que.

Ont.
On-t.

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Toronto Ont
Pominton Fdnr. Supnly Co.. Ltd
Hamilton FaHne Afill Co.. TTamtlton. Ont.
Mich.
Co.. Toronto. Ont

Frederic B..

Woodison.

K.

J..

Detroit.

Sc

Van Winkle

TURPENTINE
Reynolds

&

Co.,

Zo.,

Co,, Toronto,

Ont.

Ont

WHEELBARROWS
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Hyde & Sons, Montreal. Que.
E. J., Toronto.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Can. Hart WV-^ls. Hamilton. Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

Ont

Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd.. The, Hamilton,
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Ont

WHEELS, POLISHING. ABRASIVE
Hanson & Van Winkle Cx).. Toronto. Ont
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Onu
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
United Compound Co., Buffalo. N.Y.

Can

Toron'o,

E,

J.,

WTND GATES
Roots Oo.. P. H.

Co.,

&

F.

Toronto.

Ont

M., Conoersville, Ind.

Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Lti.. Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Stevena, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldiigan.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto.
Steel Co. of

Toronto.

J.,

WIRE, WIRE RODS AND NAILS

TURNTABLES
Harwon

Detroit, Michigan.

WIRE WHEELS

TRUCKS, DRYER AND FXCTORY
Stevens.

Woodison. E.

Woo'lisim.

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto.
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

Can.

STEEL PLATES
Co..

Detroit,

.

Ont.

Stevens,

Can. Hanson & Van Wmkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.^ Toronto, Out
P passed Steel Co., Muskegon, Mich.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.

WHEELS, GRINDING

Can.

STEEL BARS. ALL KINDS

Ont

Woodison Oa,

Michigan.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Oat
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Vorthem Crane Works, Lti.. Walkerrille, Ont
Womllion E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont
Stevens,

Co., Toronto,

111.

TRACK. OVERHEAD
Frederic B.

J.,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Can. Hansen & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
WoodLson, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Que.

Montreal,

Co..

Detroit, Michigan.

WALL CHANNELS

TESTS OF MATERIALS
Hatwon & Van Winkle

Woudison, E.

Frederic B.

TALC

Can.

Frederic B. Stevens,

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Oat
Hamilton Facing Mil] Co,, Hamilton, Ont.

VIBRATORS

Detroit, Michigan.

Hersey Co., Ltd., Milton,

Ont

VENT WAX

Hyde & Sons, Montreal. Que.
UniVd Compound Co., Buffalo. N.Y.

Detroit, Michigan.
Winkle Co.. Toronto,

TRIPOLI

SWING GRINDERS

jc

.evens,

TROLLEYS AND TROLLFV SYSTEMS

Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Michigan.
<^an. Han-son A- Van Winnie i'«.. Ti>'onfn. Out.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co.. Pitt.«hnrgh, Pa.
Wnoilison. E. J., Co.. ToT«5nto. Ont

Leslie

Frederic B.

TONGS, SHAKE OFF
Diamond Clamp & Flask

STFEL GRIT

Woodison On.,

Co., Toronto,

Ont
Omt

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,
Keller Pneumatif Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

CRrSHED

Frederic B.

J.,

Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
J., Co.. Toronto.

Woodison, E.

Sierens, Detroit, Michigan.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto,
Joseph DLtod Crucible Co.. Jersey City, N.J.

Woodison, E.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., 'foionto. Oat
Northern Crane Works, WalkervilU.
Stevens,

,1

f^an. Han-wn & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
riominion Fdrv. Supplv Co.. Ltd. Toronto. Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.
Homilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Tabor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia.
Woodison. K. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

A. C.

Ont.

STIRRERS, GR.APHITE

Frederic B.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..

A.

\*nn U'inkle Co., Toronto,
Co., Toronto, Ont

TANKS. OIL AND WATER

SdCEEZER MOLDING MACHINES

Pitrsb'irgh

J.,

STONES. RUBBING AND OIL

Hanson * Van Winkle
Dominion Fdrj. Supplj Co.,
C«n.

Gene-ral

\-

Frederic B.

SPRAYERS

STFEL.

Hnn.'^nn

Canada. HamUtai,

Woodi'or-

K.

J.

Co..

Ont

Toronto,

Ont

Out

.
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Wire Wheel Brush Sections
;$;^
V"T

^i^

'.

-.if'.,

'/.-.o

-r /.',•.

<i5:^,-

Can be quickly

Each Section

mou nted on

a Brush in

a

Shaft or Spindle

itself

No Hub

or Holder Required

Metal disc centre punched to fit any size spindle.
convenient and practical method of building a wheel any desired width of face.
Especially recommended for removing scales from hot forgings, axes, shovels and tools; for cleaning brass castings, sheet brass and copper.
A trial order will convince you "Samson" scratch wheels are the most efficient and economical
brushes on the market to-day.

A

Write for catalog and complete information

The] Manufacturers Brush
19 Warren

Street,
'-y"

Co., Cleveland, Ohio

New York
,;>•: 2.'-..-.

:

;':.«;

Specialists in analyzing, mixing and melting of
Semi-Steel, Grey and Malleable Irons.

The Toronto Testing Laboratory, Limited
160 Bay Street, ToroDlo
'.-„-

f^'^'-'-.-hVi-
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Stevens Specialties
Bring Results
After all is said and done the chief element of success in the sale of specialized
products is their ability to produce results economically and satisfactorily.
All of these specialties have been tried in the crucible of experience and found to
measure up to the highest standards.

—

—

Foundry

Buffing Compositions

Specialties

The days when Flour, Molasses, and sundry ediblq things
be used in a Foundry are rapidly passing. Linseed Oil,
too, has climbed the golden stair of high prices.
The foundryman who thinks in the future must use substitutes or
his dream of profits will end in a nightmare of losses.
Here

Some

of the things required by stove makfr.s, brass plants

may

and others:

are

For "coloring up" cutlery of all kinds and all light
castings WHITE ROSE is beyond comparison.

the profit savers.

STEVENS' WHITE ROSE BUFFING COMPOSITION
Also for buffing brass or nickel the results obtained are

DBY BINDERS
Stevens' King Kore Kompound, a black dry powder, but
containing two adhesives, one to bind the green cores, so
that when cores are not baked promptly the strength of the
green core permits handling without injury; another that
develops its. strength under heat of core ovsn.
The ideal
combination.
It
is
used successfully when making large
heavy Grey Iron cores
sometimes called "chunky'" or
"blocky" also for engine beds, machine tools, railway equipment, and cores for steel castings of all descriptions. One
Detroit Foundry a large one reported a saving of sixteen
dollars per day after ceasing old methods and when using
King Kore Kompound with Glutrin not a necessary but a
good combination.

—

—

—

STEVENS' CORE

GUM

Another dry binder but not of black color. A real artist
might call it "mouse-tint" but we will call it "gray" in color
but a shiner in effect.

It

is

used for small intricate cores,

where Linseed Oil was once thought necessary and with great
success.
greater victories are with the small delicate
cores where nothing but pure linseed has been considered
before; none of these Compounds are noisy with odor. They
are well behaved from start to finish.
Its

STEVENS' CORE PASTE
The only substitute for high-grade flour; not the flour that
has masqueraded when mixed with plaster, Silica, etc., as
flour, but the real hot biscuit raw material.
Of course it contains no flour, but you wouldn't know that, so well does it
take its place. Here is still a stock of Dextrine, Rosin, and
Molasses (New Orleans black strap). The wand of the fairy
3 liable to touch their prices every day — get in early.

LIQUID CORE BINDERS
Stevens' Core Oils wherever used are a synonym for Core
strengrth, sharp edges, durability, quick baking
and quick removal from casting.
qualities;

Stevens Gargara

Emery

this emery lies in its practical results.
acts as an abrasive, it exercises its cutting qualities, then
crushes and polishes. Two services are thus rendered with
but one material. Stevens Gargara Emery gives the results
desired.
All numbers.
In kegs of 3.50 lbs.

The superiority of

It

FREDERIC

a

deli.ght to

the eye.
of nickel or brass is brought out to the greatest
advantage.
Wherever a brilliant finish is required, it is
unexcelled, especially where deep backgrounds are liable to
be filled. Particles left in the work are easily washed out.
Put up in airtight hermetically sealed cans. Samples free.

The beauty

STEVENS' "ZZZ" COLORING COMPOSITION

—

—

steel

For coloring copper and brass castings, or plated work,
such as valves, fittings spun brass or cast brass use my

—

—

"ZZZ" Coloring Composition.
Contains no unsaponifiable material, does not smear the
work, gives a lustrous finish, cleans quickly.
It gives to brass the glory of gold.
Equally as good on copper.

Sample for

trial free.

STEVENS' UNION MAID WHITE POLISH
A superior lime composition for coloring all kinds of nickel
plated work.
blue-white finish the looking
Imparts that beautiful
glass lustre.
Work is economically cleaned— for "UNION MAID" is fine
in grain and will easily wash out of deep backgrounds.
Sample on request.

—

Buffing Wheels
Three

g^reat values:

STEVENS' SPANISH FELT WHEELS
From the highest grade selected wool, light in weight and
superfine in quality. Let me quote prices.

STEVENS' LIBERTY FELT WHEELS
Same as Spanish Felts but a trifle coarser wool. But
many uses just as good. Reasonably cheap in price.

for

STEVENS' FELT-SUB WHEELS
Cost half the price of Spanish Felts and wear several times
Save glue and emery. Used by stove, automobile
as long.
and brass manufacturers. One brass manufacturer says the
men prefer them to the felt wheel. He has purchased 78 of
them in a few months. One automobile manufacturer has

bought 500 from me since January first.
Samples of any wheels on order. Give

size

and number

desired.

B.

STEVENS

Manufacturer of Foundry and Electro-Plating Supplies and Equipment

DETROIT, MICH.
Order from the nearest branch
EXPORT WAREHOUSE:

WindEor, Ont.

EASTERN SELLING AGENTS: Standard Machinery &

Supplies, Co., Montreal, Quebec

CANADIAN
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Electro - Plating

Equipment
of

every
kind
TYPE "M.

V. A."

TYPE "M" RHEOSTAT

RHEOSTAT

(Suitable for

Any Kind

of Solution)

We

manufacture and carry in
stock equipment of every kind to
fill the most diverse requirements
of the electro-plating trade, modern mechanical equipment of
every kind, which includes our
new Crown Parallel Rheostat. No
up-to-date plating plant should
be without them. In these rushplating
ing times mechanical
should be carefully looked into,
as there is a great saving of both
time and labor.
All our equipment is manufactured in
Canada, and we are prepared to give

prompt

deliveries.

you have not got one of our catalogues, we would be glad to mail one
to you on request.
If

Canadian Hanson

& Van Winkle Co,

Limited

TORONTO

CANADA

EDITORIAL INDEX— PAGE

BUYERS' GUIDE—PAGE

110
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"ALBANY
MOLDING SAND
JJ

Produced, Selected and Graded
for the Particular Work Required

by

Men Who Know !

Albany Sand

& Supply Co.

ALBANY, N.Y.

No.

4.

M
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For

More

Profitable Foundry[] Practice

Since 1903 Kawin Service has been successfully transforming
poorly paying foundries into profitable businesses.

Leaks, large and small, which can be located and eliminated
only by experts, occur in every plant.

To

find

and

to stop these

is

our specialty.

Kawin Service Guarantees to Save You
100% Over and Above Its Cost
To make and live up to our guarantee demands
more than ordinary ability.
Put your cupola mixing, molding and other foundry
Remember, Kawin Service
problems in our hands.
assures results!

Charles C.

Kawin Company, Limited

Chemists, Foundry Engineers and Metallurgists

307 Kent Building
Buffalo, N.Y.

Akron, Ohio

-

Dayton, Ohio

Toronto, Canada
Chicago,

III.

San Francisco,

Cal.

CA NA

Apii!, 1920
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Made-in-Canada
FOUNDRY LADLES
Save High Exchange Rates
Why

let your hard-earned dollars be discounted when you can get full value by buying
Made-in-Canada equipment. This, however, is not the only reason why you should buy
Woodison's equipment their high standard of quality and long, dependable service are
the features on which we solicit your business.

—

Service
foundry

Woodison's

equipment

i£

Service basis.

guaranteed

sold

on

a

They are

make

good.
The srreat care exercised
in their desipm and the
high quality of materials
and workmanship used
in construction make this
possible.
For the real
economy that is measured
in dollars and cents by
the reduction of factory
costs
adopt Woodison's.
to

Flat Bottom, Steel Bowl, Bull Ladle with Double End. Swivel Shank.
Capacities 100 to 1,000 lbs. inclusive.

—

Immediate
orders

all

shipment on
^aranteed.

The Woodison

line

everything

braces

emfor

equipment and
Let us know
supplies.
your requirements.
foundry

No.

1

Cr.-jne

Lips, No.

Bail.
1
Capacities 4O0 to 1,SOO lbs. inclusive.
All
Ladles have a dog on side of Bowl to hold Ladle in vertical

position.

Hand Ladle with

light

S

ee:

Bowl.

Shanks,

hollow

about 3 ft.
In ordering shanks only, alw^ays give the capacity and diameter of
band.
handles,

6 in. long.

Flat Botton Steel Bowls.— Caj-acities 50, 100, 150, 200. 250,
.350
(>

THE
\N.\DIAN

FOUNDRYMAN,

lbs.

IT in I'

:iOO and
The-e Bowls have heavy steel plate sides and head. When
l:;(ilf.
bowls State inside diameter of sh;inli vinir that
they are expected to fit.

WOODISON CO,

LTD.,

TORONTO

Vol. XI, No. A.
April. 1920.
Published monthly, at ll:',-l',:'. University Ave., Toronto. Can. Subscription price
United Stetes, il..iO. Entered as second-class matter July 1st, 1912, at the Post Office at Buffalo, under Act of March 3rd, 1879,
Office Department, Ottawa, Canada.

.00: in the

Mt

E. J.

111

in Canada,
and at the
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The Standard
Core and Facing Sand Mixing Machine
O-A Standard Improved Sand Mixer

No.

Cuts over and mixes 4 cu. ft. of sand 120 times
equivalent to the labor of 50 men.
a minute

—

Screens, tempers and mixes sand in one continuous operation and with but one handling.
is prepared it may be emptied
wheelbarrow or car by opening the discharge gate underneath the mixer.

When

the batch

into a

From

three to five minutes mixing will uniformly blend and temper Core and Facing Sand
with any tempering liquid or binding compounds which may be used. The cost of hand
labor to do this work would pay for a STANDARD MIXER in a few days. Furnished with or
without screen.

WE MEET THE TONNAGE REQUIREMENTS OF

DIFFERENT
FOUNDRIES WITH SIX SIZES OF "STANDARD" MIXING
MACHINES, RANGING FROM 1 TO 60 TONS PER HOUR.

No. 4 Standard Improved Sand Mixer
Cuts over and mixes 27 cu.
of sand at one batch

ft.

EQUIVALENT TO THE
LABOR OF 200 MEN.
Designed to meet the

re-

quirements of large foundries.
Will mix sand in
large quantities for core,
facing, heap or backing
sands.

THE STANDARD SAND & MACHINE
CLEVELAND, OHIO,

U.S.A.

CO.

CAN A

April, 11)20
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MONARCH FURNACES
Enable You

Cut Production Costs

to

Buy your foundry

iHiuipnient iis you would buy an auto^^'hen you buy a car you don't jump to conclusion:?, you investigate
Then you dec-ide which make
*uits your purpose best.
The same j)rocess of rejisoning
should apply even more rigidly to your foundry equipment it means dollars and cent* in production. In
the course of your investigations do not fail to give
MON.VRCH foundry equipment your careful attention.
M(~)NARCH product^ represent many years' experience
in catering to foundrv require-

mobile.

!

—

ments.

If

it's

a

MONARril

Coke

Monarch

Furnace or m MONARCH Core Oven, or any other
MONARCH equipment you
can depend ttpon the design
being accordinu' to most modern
foundrv practice hniJt to f^nre
Meltiuii'

Tilting Crucible

Melting
Furnace.
Equipped

with

Hopper
Feed and Shake

rests

Grates;

above

made

time ai^d expense.

ground;
for

vari-

ous

size
crucibles. Unequalled for economy
a n d
efficiency
in its class.

Enquiries Promptly

Answered

The Monarch Engineering

&
1206

Manufacturing Company
American

Bldg., Baltimore, Md., U.S.A.

Catalog C.F.

SHOPS AT CURTIS BAY, MD.

3,

1920

ber

Core
Ovens, both

While

Arundel

.Monarch

Double ChamMelting
Furnace.
Melting in one
chamber,
the
exhaust
heat brings
the
other
chamber to the melting

Monarch

point.

Fuel

cost

tremely low.
ibles required.
)r

No

is

Acme

are
larger

excru-

Burns

and

Models,
built

in

sizes

than formerly;
orders are received for any
capacity, width,
length

oil

sras.

and

height
shelves as
be desired.

We are prepared for
quick shipments for
Overseas trade

Monarch "ARUNDEL" Drop Front
Core Oven Any Fuel

of

may

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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PRODUCTS

GOUD PRODUCTS ONLY

Hi -Binder Core Flour
The

only

—

Substitute for Real Flour

More

Efficient,

//

is

More Economical

Hi-Binder Core Flour is not only cheaper than ordinary flour or dextrine, it gives
better service. Big foundries order it by the carloads, others by the barrel. Use
it and save money.

GUM

HI-BINDER CORE

For Aluminum, Brass, Malleable, Gray Iron and Steel
Holland Products are expressly
the quality of the work.

made

to reduce costs

and

same time improve

at the

CORE OIL
—

We Manufacture

Three Regular Grades Big Stick Grade,
Old Regular Grade, and Special No. 1 Grade

Our Old Regular Grade has been the standard for 30 years. More foundrymen
have used Old Regular than any other oil. Why? Because no foundryman can go
wrong while using Old Regular.
Hi-Binder Core Flour for making cores.

A

as Goulac, Dextrine,

substitute for flour.

Hi-Binder Core

p^^tj^^

Gum

to

be used the same

Mohtan and

Compound— guaranteed

isfactorj'

under

all

Glutrin.

to be sat-

conditions.

CANADIAN AGENT:

The Dominion Foundry Supply Co., Limited
Everything for the Foundry
Toronto, Ont.

HOLLAND CORE
46

West Huron Street

—

Montreal, Que.

^pN
K^V

OIL
i

IDluaI
h
PRODUCTS

600D PRODtJCTS ONLY

COMPANY

Chicago, Illinois

CANADIAN

April, li)20
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"PANGBORN" SAND-BLASTS

Installed in Foundries 10 years

hro are

still full

duty to-day. Wages saved alone have paid entire installation cost
than a vear.

in less

BARRELS

CABINETS

TABLES

Automatic Hygienic types that confine the blasting operation and entirely remove the operator from
with the dust-laden air, are made in sizes for every character of output and any volume.
In

all

contact

**PANGBORN" ENGINEERING SERVICE
Will assume your "Sand-Blast" problems from inception to completion, providing that correctness of design,
rangement and installation and operation that means economy and satisfaction.

H

..

P-

ar-

AC ER STO WN. M D.

SAND-BLAST SPECIALISTS
P. O.

Box 8508

The Sanitary
Sand Blast Helmet
The Most Efficient Helmet
You Can Buy
A

light aluminum helmet that is comfortable,, sanitary, and perfectly effective as a protection for the men.
Six times as effective as the ordinary germ-laden

helmet

—a

money saver

for

the

consumer and a big step towards

Shot Blasting

We

Ensures 100%

Cleaner Castings
Globe chilled shot leaves a perfectly smooth
surface an important factor where castings
are to be enamelled sand leaves a sand coat-

—

ing.

SHOT DOES NOT WEAR THE HOSE, NOZZLE OR MACHINE AS FAST AS SAND,
AND IT CLEANS EASILY 100<% BETTER.
Let us

tell

yoa more about

it.

THE GLOBE STEEL
MANSFIELD, OHIO

Benton Harbor,

Dear

Instead of Sand Blasting

—

betterment of the men.

May

24, 1917.

Sir

have your favor of

May

23

Sanitary Sand Blast
are very much pleased
to advise that we find the helmet
which you manufacture sanitary
in all respects, durable, and in
We find
the end the cheapest.
that when the canvas is worn, it
is
a very easy matter to insert
new canvas and the helmet is jusV
We are very
as good as new.
much pleased with the ones we
have in use. When in the market
for any more helmets, we will
gladly favor you with our order.^.
relative

to

Helmet.

We

Benton Harbor Malleable
Foundry Co.

Good

live

Canadian Representatives wanted.

CO.

J.

A. Spangler

Benton Harbor,

-

-

Michigan

—
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Are Your Cupolas Getting

Enough
Insufficient blast caused
a big

by lack

Blast?

of pressure brings

down cupola

capacity

handicap to the maintenance of steady production.

The New Design 4

Pressure Blower

supplies a steady, production-maintaining blast to your cupolas under any
sizes are so complete that any foundry can be

working requirement and the
satisfied.

The illustrations below clearly show the heavy construction and simple
design of this practically-tested blower. With small expense, little space,
and minimum inconvenience this cr mpact unit can be installed, with the
result that your cupolas are placed on a maximum-output basis.
Catalog 258

B

explains fully

B. F. Sturtevant Co. of Canada, Limited
HEAD OFFICE AND WORKS: GALT, ONTARIO
SALES OFFICES: TORONTO AND MONTREAL

XJ.

April. 1920
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DIAMOND
Diamond Master Flasks the accepted principles
snap flask building have been developed and enlarged and the weak and faulty conditions overcome.
Master Flasks are light in weight, easy to handle,
accurate and very durable.
Their convenience and accuracy will result in a
larger and better production.
Diamond Steel Slip Jackets are made to fit any make
of flask, straight or tempered, and of any thickness of metal desired up to 8 gauge.
Far more
serviceable than cast iron or wooden jackets they
can neither break nor bum.
We also manufacture a complete line of foundry
accessories, Wedges, Clamps, Varnish Cans, Pattern
Benches, Core Boxes, Rapping Plates, etc.
In
of

Diamond Master Flask

—

Sold

in

Canada by

DOMINION FOUNDRY SUPPLY CO.
WHITEHEAD BROTHERS COMPANY
E. J. WOODISON COMPANY
FREDERICK B. STEVENS
HAMILTON FACING MILLS CO., LTD.
If

interested, write

any of these jobbers or

to us

direct.

Diamond

Steel Jacket

DIAMOND CLAMP & FLASK

CO.

RICHMOND, INDIANA

38-40 N. 14 St.

THE SIMPSON
INTENSIVE FOUNDRY MIXER

^5lMCIBte^

Economical and Efficient
for all kinds of

Foundry Sand Mixtures

MADE
IN

.

DOMINION CRUCIBLE CO.
LIMITED
ST.

JOHNS, QUE.

HAMILTON FACING MILLS

CO. Limited

HAMILTON, ONT.
SOLE CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS

Automatic Discharge. Saves Labor and Materials.
Produces a thorough mixture, gives large capacity
vvrith small cost of maintenance and operation.
Its success demonstrated in a great many of the
best

known

plants in the country.

Write for

list of usera, details

and

price to

NATIONAL ENGINEERING CO.
Machinery Hall Bldg.
549 W. Washington St.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

:

CANADIAN
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Molding
Machine

Jolt Roll-Over,

Jolt-Rammed,

Plain Jolt
Ramm

a Mold in less time
Jolt a Roll-Over or Jolt
expense and greater efficiency with a Grimes than
any other method.
The Grimes way— after the mold is rolled over the air is
turned into the lower end of the cylinder and the pattern
After the pattern is drawn the car raises the
drawn.
is
mold from the arms and takes it away from the machine.
Think of the saving in time and labor over the old slow
laborious methods.
Special features of the Grimes Three-in-One Machine are
easy to maintain entirely above the
costs little to install
no pits to clean and it is a general purpose
floor line

You can

with
is

less

possible by

:

;

;

—

machine.
It

will

saving,

pay you to investigate the Grimes line of laborEnquiries g-ladly
cost-cutting foundry equipment.

answered.

GRIMES MOLDING
MACHINE COMPANY
1218 Hastings St.

DETROIT, MICHIGAN
Formerly Midland Machine Co.

TABOR

^^^^

3-inch Plain Jarring Machine

And

For Small Molds
Medium Sized Cores

A

Necessity in Every Foundry
SEND FOR BULLETIN M-J-P

The TABOR MFG.
3"

Tabor Jarring Machine with

12" x 14"

Table

6225

State

Road,

Tacony,

COMPANY

Philadelphia, U.S.A.
i4tJB

C A X A

April, 1920
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"UP
DATE"
TO
-

-

the Finishing of Small Parts and
Casings Costing You Too Much?
Is

Here's

a

profit

leak

that

bears

analysis.

close

The

cost

of

small

parts

may

become out of proportion to the cost of larger parts unless they are finished
in sufficient volume in the least possible time and with the minimum amount
of labor.

Since cost depends on volume, where 6 or 8 tons a day have been cleaned by one
method or another, the installation of a 30/40 Sly Sand Blast Mill actually
turns out 8 to 20 tons a day and with the minimum amount of labor.

Drop

forKintjs, stampings, small gears, auto parts, brass and bronze work and
malleable iron castings that are put through a 30/10 Sly Sand Blast Mill are
cleaned with the thoroug'hness of a sand-blasting operation that imitates hand
work, lessening machining on parts that are to be machined; eliminating defective parts
giving a surface that is ready for plating.
;

It is your privilege to draw on over forty years experience in the business, by
putting your cleaning problem up to us.
Write or wire.

Mfg. Co.
The W.Main
W. SLY
and Works:
Office

CI eveland,

New York

Ohio

Chicago

Washington

Detroit

Birmingham

Paris,

Other

France

SLY

Products
Sand Blast Rooms
Sand Blast Cabinet
Sand Blast Rotary Tables.

Tumbling

Mills
Iron Cinder Mills
Brass Cinder Mills
Resin Mills
Sand Blast Mills
Sand Blast Mills— Tilted
Steel

Dust Arresters
Cupolas
Core Ovens
Core Sand Reclaimers

Exhaust Fans
3(M0 Sand

BU>.l Mill

at

St. Louis

Olds Motor Works, Lansing

An OLIVER
Saw Bench

Universal

helping to

MAKE PATTERNS RIGHT
in the pattern shop of the AmeriCo., Newark, N.J., where
there is an up-to-date set of wood-

can Can

working machinery.
is

The Oliver Universal Saw Bench
shown here with guard raised,

ripping a piece of pattern lumber.
By simply turning a crank the rip
saw will disappear and a cut-off
will come into position.
The
table tilts ami has a rolling section.

saw

The ripping fence

is

completely ad-

justable.

The "Oliver"

line of

PATTERN-

MAKING MACHINERY
plete

is
comand uniformly high-grade.

Oliver

Machinery Co.

Grand Rapids, Mich., U.S.A.

—
C
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WE DO NOT CLAIM TO KNOW
IT ALL BUT WE DO CLAIM TO
KNOW SEMI-STEEL
Many foundrymen

think semi-steel

made by

is

throwing some steel scrap into a cupola or ladle of molten iron,
and wonder why the castings are hard or dirty. Learn the
McLain way.

For twenty years we have consistently advised
our friends and taught many of them to make semi-steel and
we have maintained:

That

^

of metallurgy of iron and
steel was of the utmost importance to mix and melt by the
analysis method.
1st.

The

2nd.
in a

a

THE

knowledge

and iron

science of melting steel

GREATEST

MODERN

cupola must be learned before the highest temperatures are

obtainable.

That

does not reduce total carbon
when following McLain*s System and will prove to your entire
3rd.

steel

FOUNDRY

satisfaction that:

4th. McLain's
link between iron and

Semi-Steel
steel

—

qualities.

It

surpasses

steel

for

It is

metal, that machines easily, polishes like silver, but
Than Gray Iron.

Our
^.

\

advice

is

applicable

—

wearing
No blow

of both.
a clean, close-grained

qualities

defects.

\

to

all

MENT

Costs Less

McLAIN'S
shops

no lengthy course of study all concisely arranged to
all
meet the demands of the busy foundryman
\
adpractical
no theories to be tried out. Our
may
be applied to your requirements at
vice
<^

—

ACHIEVE-

isbetter than gray iron at every

6o% stronger and
point — 25
combines the good
holes — sponginess or other
to

connecting

the

is

—

SYSTEM

once.

Latest Synopsis Free

McLAIN'S SYSTEM,

Inc.

700 Goldsmith Bldg.'^i MILWAUKEE, WIS.

CANADIAN

Ainil. 1920
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Forty to One!
YOUR

best man with a hand rammer cannot
tamp steadily at a pace of forty blows per
minute with a force of i8 foot-pounds of

work per blow— or

moulds and eliminate needless metal loss.
One man with a "Boyer" doing the work of forty
by hand methods! That is a move for efficiency
which no foundry can afford to postpone. Hand

minute.

tamping

720 foot-pounds of work per
But with a Boyer No. 7 Pneumatic Rammer he can do 28,191 foot-pounds

of

work per minute

up without

— and

keep

Further, he

will turn out better,

more uniform

Boyer Pneumatic
Rammers in your foundry and release men needed urgently for other
duties.
The No. 7 "Boyer" is a

labor waste.

Bqyer Chipping Hammers and Little
Giant Pneumatic Grinders^ complete

it

fatigue.

is

the ''''Chicago Pneumatic^'' team of
pneumatic tools for foundries. Speca
up -with Air.
Write for Bulletins

popular

Install

size.

Ask

for Bulletins.

Sales Representatives

The Holden Company, Limited
354-356
Sales and Service Branches

:

St.

James

Street, Montreal,

Canada

TORONTO, 342 Adelaide Street, West WINNIPEG, 150 Princess Street VANCOUVER,
Canadian Factory: Canadian Pneumatic Tool Company, Montreal

BOYER PNEUMATIC

HAr

CHICAGO PNEUMATIC A
GIANT OIL AND GAS EN Gj

CHICAG
Depend upon

"^^

8t

Pender Street

PNEUMATIC AND ELECTRIC TOOLS
ACUUM PUMPS "PNEUMATIC HOISTS,
-ROCK DRILLS •• COAL DRILLS

PNEUM^C
that

Name

CANADIAN
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The

BLYSTONE

is

Sand Mixer
Equipped with
the only

Adjustable Shovels

BLYSTONE
SAND MIXER

Solves the Problem of

High Wages
SOME BLYSTONE
POINTERS
Reduces

time

quired to
60'>.

mix sand

Meeting the demands of labor for higher wages is a big problem of the f oundryman
to-day.
It is a problem full of difficulties in many cases.
In your sand-mixing department this problem, nevertheless, may be easily solved. The BLYSTONE SAND
MIXER offers a safe and certain means of doing it.

re-

The

Takes the place of
men working

BLYSTONE

Cuts the Cost

six

of Sand Mixing 50

with shovels.

Cuts labor costs at
least

50%.

It

has been proven that the Blystone can

Produces absolutely
uniform mixture.

at least do the

From 25%

to

method.

less core oil

and oth-

er binders
quired.

are

30%

ing

by the

work of SIX
old

and

MEN

obsolete

workshovel

Numerous

roundries

in

Canada

and

United States have saved time, reduced
their wage lists and have secured better
results since adopting the Blystone. You
can do likewise.
Investigate.

re-

The only mixer with
adjustable
shovels;
no new shovels required in case of

Blystone Manufacturing Co.
420 Ironton St., Cambridge, Spring, Pa.

wear.

Simple in construcand strong and

tion,

durable.

Baltimore, J.

W. Paxson

Birmingham,

&

Buffalo

—E.
—

Co.

Hill
Griffith Co.
J. Woodison Co.

Chicago Seully-Jones & Co.
Cincinnati, Hill & Griffith Co.
Cleveland. E. J. Woodison Co.
Detroit, E. J. Woodison Co.

New

York,

Wonham,

Bates

&

Goode, Inc.

Philadelphia, J. W. Paxson Co.
Pittsburgh, J. S. MeCormick Co.
San Francisco, Cal., Ditty Brothers.
Seattle, Wash., Ditty Brothers.
Toronto, E. B. Fleury, 1609 Queen St. West,

Park

6700.

Phone

C A X A

April, 192G
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Light, Safe,

1) J

AX FOUNDRYMAN

and Easy

to

13

Move

and pneumatic in capaCurtis I-Beam Cranes are made in various types, hand
All parts are extra
to 40 feet.
cities up to 20,000 pounds and in spans up
They are
the rated load.
strong, with a margin of safety much in excess of
making them easy-rolhng
equipped with Hyatt Roller Bearings throughout,
and long-lasting. Write for descriptive literature.
Kienlen Ave., St. Louis, U. S. A.
Curtis Pneumatic Machinery Co., 1637
Branch Office: 53I-S Hudson Terminal, New York City

dm

For any
refractory
lining that

gives trouble

—

you have a firebrick lining that won't stay set
that cracks, burns out and falls apart after a few
you have exactly the lining for which Clinheats
ton Cement is made.
If

—

Clinton Cement joints set to a flexible, glass-hard
surface that allows for expansion and contraction
and withstands a temperature of 3,000° F. Clinton
Cement cannot dry out and sift away from the bricks
like fireclay.
It protects the corners of the bricks
from checking and crumbling. It is used with great
success in brass furnaces like the one illustrated.

A

five-pound tin of Clinton Super-Heat
sent free for trial.

Cement

is

Standard Machinery
261 Notre

Dame

St.

West

&

Supplies Limited
Montreal, P. Q.

:
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YOU CAN GET

.aiaai"

Lindsay
Chaplets

jBUfFALO BRaNDI

VENT

WAX

at the following Supply Houses
in

Canada

Dominion Foundry Supply

Co.,

Ltd.,

Montreal and

Toronto.
E. B. Fleury, 1609

JX

Queen

Hamilton Facing Mill

Hyde &

E.

J.

W., Toronto.

Hamilton, Ont.

Co., Ltd.,

Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Standard Mchy.

Webster

St.

&

&

Supplies,

Ltd.,

Montreal, Que.

Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Woodison

Co., Toronto, Ont.

' J

'

=

Wet Pan Sand

Mill

for Steel Foundries

Lindsay Chaplet

& Mfg. Co.

911 Harrison Bldg.

Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania

The

^^
112

Mfg. Co.

W. Adams
CHICAGO

St.

^piil.

CA N A D

1920

I

A N

FO V N D

Y M A N

1{
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''Everything

You Need
your
Foundry**
in
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SNAP MOLDING OUTFITS
SNAP FLASKS

JACKETS

—

BANDS

All snap-flasks
straight or tapered, of
oak, ash or cherry; all jackets
heavy
reinforced or adjustable; all bands
are
made at our Chicago factory from your
specifications. None are carried in stock
and so you are assured goods made for
your own particular needs.

—

—

The Snap Flasks are of kiln dried lumber
IVs thick. The corners are dove-tailed
and the trimmings of malleable iron.
The heavy reinforced jackets are equipped with wooden handles on either end,
and the reinforcing band is of 1" wide
channel iron.
inside bands are made so that they
snugly and tightly inside the flasks.

The
fit

Inside

il|l|llll>ll|llllllllllllllIi:i;il1IIIIIITr:lll!lll!lllllllllllllllllll!llllllllllllll!lll!lll!llilin

Bands

Canadian Checks accepted in payment of your account.

THE

S.

OBERMAYER CO
ESTABLISHED

WAREHOUSES
Chicago
Pittsburgh
St.

OFFICES
Chicago

Louis

Cincinnati

1874

Denver
Los Angele

Los

Philadelphia

Milwaukee

Syracuse
Toronto

Louis
Detroit

Pittsburgh
Cincinnati

FACTORIES

St.

A ngelea

Chicago
Cincinnati
Rillton.

Denver

Pa.

Write or phone nearest office

Canadian Representative:

E.

B.

FLEURY,

1609

Queen

St.

West, Toronto
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Osborn Direct Draw Roll-Over
^^.^^^i

The view above shows a foundry
of 241/2-inch Motor Bracket
Casting Moulds made on an Osborn

floor

-

•

'•--

^"^

»-^^^

'

0^1

Draw

No. 404 Direct

Roll-Over Jolt
Moulding Machine at the plant of

'^^H
?Bm
lH^^

the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
At the left is shown the completed
mould
The flask is 28 inches in
diameter. The cope bemg 14 inches
/>
J
J
u
J
„
andJ ii„
the drag
deep
6 inches deep.
If you are experiencing difficulties
with your casting production, conThey will be
suit our engineers.
1
-ii
pleased to work with you in solving
•

,

V

•

T

,

1

•

your production problems.
Ask

7//£

Condensed Catalog.

Machines

Jolt

Some Osborn Moulding
Machine Advantages:
-

.

•

j

j

i-

{"sure rapid production
J-

2.

Lower

3.

Accelerate delivery

4.

Effect saving in metal

5.

Lower overhead per ton
Rgju^e grinding
i „^„„„ „,»„,„ ,„„,:,o
Lessen pattern repairs

^
7

'•

©
^-

o

direct

i-

i

l

moulding costs

l

i

^^''^^^ ^^^^^ shortage

^^"'^''^
^^''jTt

u^r^LT^

^

''"^""""

xabie size 24" x sr
Table size 30 x 44

No. 402
No- 403
no. 403w
^o.

TaWe
-^

yyy

size 3o"x52"
size 32;; x 54^

Table size 4«" x 72"
Table size 48"x92"

No. 406
No. 407

Osborn Manufacturing Company

NEW YORK
3rd Avenue at 35th Street

Bush Terminal Bldg. No.
Brooklyn

Allied

for
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Machinery Co.

No. 18 Rue de Rocroy
Paris, France.

/A/COPPOffA TED

and Factory
5403 Hamilton Ave. Cleveland, Ohio

Main

J.

Office

Address Main Office or Branches, Dept. C
FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES
E. Isbccque & Cie,
W. Jackman & Co., Ltd.

No. 28 Victoria St.
Westminster, London, Eng.

36 Rue Otiet
Brussels, Belgium

SAN FRANCISCO
61 First Street

Allied

Via

Machinery Co.
Settembre 12

XX

Torino, Italy
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Molding

Heavy Band Wheel Without

a

This Wheel

Was Swept Up

Mold Consisted

of

former

a
INFOUNDRYMAN

issue

of

CANADIAN

was described and

moulding and pouring
of a kettle
foundry of Miller
at the
Brothers and Sons of Montreal, in which
loam and dry sand were both used.
The mould described in the present
article was also made at this plant and
includes loam, dry sand and cores.
While this class of moulding presents,
perhaps, few features which would be
new to the practical heavy machinery
illustrated the

moulder,

it

presents

many

interesting

and instructive points for the junior,
and for those who have not been privileged to experience this class of work,
and it should also be of interest to those
of more advanced experience in foundry
work.
The mould described and illustrated in
this article is for one-half of a bandwheel, 10 feet in diameter and 4 foot
face.
It is 2^ inches in thickness of
inches,
rim, with internal flange
double-armed, as
top and bottom;
shown in Fig. 2, and will weigh, when
completed, about 7 tons.
In filling an order for a casting such
as this, where only one wheel is wanted,
it is not profitable to go to much expense in the way of
making,
pattern
necesit
neither is

1x2

i;-.

in Halves,

F. H.

BELL

As we have already

stated, this

is

only

half of the wheel. Two of these halves
are made exactly alike and bolted together,
making ihe complete wheel.
From this it will l>e seen that lugs will
have to be cast on the inside of the rim
to accommodate the bolts which will hold
it together.
See Fig. 1. Provision will
also have to be made on the hub for
bolts.

How the Mould is Made
To begin with, a pit of sufficient size
and depth has to be dug in the floor;
the spindle put in place and the bottom
swept perfectly true and level. The
sweep board used for making this bed is
now removed and one similar to Fig. 3
is

put in

its

shown

place.

A

half circle lifting

in Fig. 4, is

placed in such
a position that the sweep will follow it
around, missing it by about
of an
inch.
The brick wall is built on this
plate to the
proper
height
and is
plastered with loam and struck off true
to the sweep on ton of the wall, as well
as on the face.
The ends of the wall
must also be exact, ?o as to make the
casting an exact half circle with additional metal for machining. This is done
by standing boards up at the proper
plate,

%

place and bracing

When

this

is

swept up in brick and
loam, while the inside
in sand and
arms are made in

swept

hollow

cores

fin-

certain

to

be right.

which,
cores,
The
form the arms, are

simply plain square
cores on the outside,
with the impression
of half an arm on one
Two of these
face.
cores are clamped together, forming the
as
arm,
complete

terial

is

is

The cores are simply flat cores,
bolts.
with the impression of the lugs on the
face of them. They stand exactly where
the sweep for the inside will touch, but
pass them. They are aligned with each
other and with the hub by means of a
straight edge with a notch in it to fit
around the spindle. This may be done
before removing the outside wall, which
was, in fact, the method adopted in the
present case, as it was considered more

Equipment and Maoutside

them from the back.

part of the mould

ished and blackwashod it is lifted away
and put on the oven car and dried. The
lifting plate, as will be seen, has four
These lugs
lugs by which it is lifted.
must be so placed as to balance while
suspended in the crane. This plate will,
of course, be staked to the floor before
lifting, so that it may be i#3turned to the
proper place when assembling the mould.
While this part of the mould is being
dried, the inside. Fig. 1, is proceeded
The half pattern for the hub,
with.
with lugs for bolts, has a groove in the
back, which exactly fits the spindle. This
is stood up in its place and cores, A-A,
the full height of the rim are placed at
lugs for the
the
either side to form

sary.

The

a Pattern

One Half at a Time. The
Loam, Skin-Dried Sand and Cores
By

the
the

Published Monthly

shown

al-

in

Fig

5.

ready spoken of, all
of which is clearly

These cores

shown

pattern and will project out to where the
sweep. Fig. 6, which
sweeps the inside of
the mould, will just
them.
miss
nicely

in Fig.

outfit.

tight against the

2.

A half pattern is
required for the hub,
and a half core box
is
required for the
arms.
A few other
inexpensive core boxes and a few sweep
boards
complete the

will

fit

hub

Some moulders would
block the arm cores
FIG.

1

FIRST SET OF CORES IN POSITION AND SEGMENT OF RIM BLOCKED
INTO PLACE.

to the proper position before putting in

up

CANADIAN

5)2

any sand, but this is not an advisable
plan.
The cores A, Fig:. 2, for forming
the bottom flange are, however, put in
place and trued up to the sweep, Fig. 6.
The sweep arm A, Fig. 6, is fastened at

I-

-

the wheel had been available the sweep

and spindle would not have been required

in all the details as the

If

a properly constructed

segment

of

J^^^^''

-^

';^X::»t<fe:^ ;^^.^v/tJ<^.cfii^v;j^,^^jfjJ-^

'-"TV'-
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and brushed from the bottom joint or
parting.
The brick-work forming the
outside of the mould is now returned to
If proper care has been taken
its place.

-Vxr
.'>

MAN

Remarks

-- I -- -.-

V'

FOUNDRY

L-r.

work proceeded,
the ends of the outside wall will be in
exact alignment wi'h the cores forming
the lugs on the insi ie and also with the
Flat cores C-C,
face of the half hub.
Fig. 1, for covering the end space, and
also carrying the bolt hole cores are now
placed in position and propped from the
wall of the pit. Another core D, which
forms the flat face of the hub and also
carries the half round core for the centre
and the bolt hole cores,
and propped.
position

J

The

2— SHOWING LAYOUT OF ALL PARTS OF THE MOLD

the proper height for the bottom of the
arm cores and the sand is rammed to this
height and struck off level, making a bed
for the cores to rest upon.

Before beginning to ram the sand, flat
boards are placed along the flat side

from -the hub to the cores A-A, Fig. 1.
These boards are well braced from the
back and form a backing against which

ram

the sand

Cor the inside

of the

For the curved face a section of
a circle is built up of
slats nailed to
forms which have been sawed to the proper curve. This improvised segment is
also staked from the outside as shown at
B-B, Fig. 1, and is intentionally placed
mould.

so as to leave the sand slightly larger
than is required, so as to have plenty of
material to sweep off. When sand to the
height required for the first row of arm
cores has been rammed up and struck
off, as already described, the sweep arm

A

loosened and
shoved
up to the
proper height for tlie upper arms. The
ramming is then prcceeded with as usual
and when the bed is swept for the upper

on the inside, as the segment could have
been placed against the cores and the
sand rammed to it^ But a properly constructed segment represents a lot of exis
what is being
pense, and expense
avoided.
In ramming to a rough segment such
as is here described the segment is moved
from place to place as the ramming proceeds: the sweep, of course, being kept
to one side of where the segment is, and
when a spot is rammed and the segment
removed, the sweep can be pulled around

onto the

When

rammed part.
ramming is completed and

the

sweep arm A is removed
and the ramming is continued
until the sweep arm B is reached. When
struck off to this level it is completed as
cores, the

entirely,

far as ramming goe;. This level must be
the same as that of the wall which forms
the outside of the mould, so that the
cover cores will touch both sides.

entire pit

is

now rammed

full of

sand to hold the mould together anri to
prevent any metal from leaking out of
the joints. The pouring basin ana feeding head, D, Fig. 2, are now bu'lt up on
the hub and the mould

Perhaps a

little

is

finished.

moie careful explana-

tion of the flanges which project inward
on the edges of the rim is in order. The
bottom flange is covered by cores of the
pioper curve. These cores arc about 6

inches wide and 2 ir.ches th^ck, with the
flange, which is 1 inch thick and 2 inches
This
wide, cut from the bottom face.
leaves 4 inches of bearing on the ground
and 2 inches overhanging. The sand is
rammed right over these cores. The top
flange is simply swept out of the green

mxm^^^^>^^;^:^m^r^^^^mM^^
'*^^\^^\.:^^

rlG.

is

arm

Flat

Another cover cove C, Fig. 2, is put
over the hub. This core has openings for
the gate and risor.
IIG.

to

also put into

covering
cores B, Fig. 2, are now put over the
rim resting on the inside and outside
wall of the mould, a few pieces of pig
iron being sufficient to hold these down.

N
',

is

.-.•

- >->r --^

'

—

•'

.>-^/»

v^^— ^.- ^.'^ ..
.

*

^.^.^ ^ J

5— END AND STOE VIEW OF ARM CORES. NOTE THE CLAMP HOLDING
CORE TOGETHER.

the segment pattern and the flat boards
are removed and the hub pattern drawn,
a final sweeping and retouching is given
to the face of
the
mould, when the
spindle and sweep will be removed.
The face of the mould which, incidentally, was made up of facing sand
containing a bond of flour or molasses,
or anything which will prevent it from
crumbling, is now skin-dried, after which
all loose sand is blown from the arms

sand and covered with the flat cores
which cover the rim. Some little discussion might arise regarding the propriety
of pouring such a heavy casting without
binding it tighter, but it must be remembered that there is practically no upwyd
pressure on a casting of this kind, the
tendency to spread being the chief difficulty to be guarded against.

Another disputed point

is

in

regard to

the feeding of a casting of this design.

Some moulders would have one

or

more

risers on the rim in addition to the one

FIG.

SWEEP FOR OUTSIDE BRICK AND LOAM WORK.
WHICH BRICK AND LOAM WORK IS

FIG.

4— LIFTING PLATE ON

BUILT.

on the hub, but Mr. Donaldson, the manager of this plant is a staunch believer
that one is sufficient, particularly when
he never uses any more than one and
has the best of results. Mr. Donaldson
is reckoned to be one of the most sucin
Montreal and
cessful foundrymen
establishes no systems which he has not
carefully studied and proved.

CANADIAN
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MAN

more caution must be exercised. A
which is sometimes thoughtlessly asked is, Why some commotion

clay,

in.

question

not take
place
when metal is
poured into a permanent mould, such as
an iron mould. This is because the iron
does not throw out gas to any extent
when melted metal is poured against it.
If a sand mould is rammed so tight that
all the pores
are
closed, the gas is
formed just the same, but it cannot
escape, and if vented with a wire it
just escapes where there is a vent hole,
and these would require to be very close
together in order to take care of it all.
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REALIZES I'HK BENEFITS TO HE
DERIVED FROM READING TECHNICAL LITERATURE
The Port Hope

does

8a

1

FIG. 6— SWEEP FOR INSIDE OF MOLD. ARMS
A AND B ARE USED TO LEVEL UP BEDS
FOR CORES AS WELL AS HOLDING SWEEP
BOARD.

THE APPRENTICE BOY'S COLUMN
The apprentice is surely going to
remain with us, and moulding will continue to be a mechanical profession as

long

the world remains, and with
view we should always endeavor

as

this in

to

interest

the

apprentice

in

subjects

which he might overlook.

Ramming
The subject of ramming the mould is
Too often bad
castings are attributed
to hard ramming, when, in reality, it was soft ramming which made the trouble. This will
undoubtedly arouse the ire of a good
one of vital importance.

many

old-established
moulders,
who
is impossible to ram a mould
too light.
Certainly it is an easy matter to ram a mould too hard and make
trouble, but right here is where study
and common sense are called into action,
or at least should be called into action.

think

it

was hard ramming which made the
why was it? What did the
hard ramming have to do with the con-

If

it

trouble,

iron
which entered the
Supposing the mould had been
made of granite or diamond, what difference would that make to the melted
iron?
These are questions which the
apprentice, and also
the journeyman,
should ask themselves and try and figure out the answer.
The whole thing
rests on giving it vent. When the metal
is poured into the mould, if there is anything which will burn, it burns, or tries
to burn, and in doing so creates a gas
which must escape, just the same as
occurs when pouring metal against a
core.
If the gas can not get through
between the pores in the sand, it will
cause a certain amount of explosion which
lifts certain parts of the sand.
That is
what is known as scabbing. If the sand
is not very rich in clay, it will stand
hard ramming if the vent wire is used
properly.
If the sand is quite rich in

Soft ramming assists in disposing of
the gas, but it lacks strength to hold the
mould together against the metal. The
butt of the rammer is capable of doing
harm where not expected, even though
the ramming is light.
For instance, if
in a deep drag it is considered advisable
to butt each layer of sand before putting in the next, it should be remembered that gas will not pass through
the smooth spots left by the rammer.
All such snots should be opened up before puttino- in any more sand, if only
to the extent of scratching it with the
fineers.

In ramming around the outside of the
pattern it does no harm to ram as hard
as possible, and it has the effect of making the sand at the joint of the mould

hard enough to resist the pressure of
the metal and thereby
avoid running
out.
Judgment should always be used
in ramming a mould, as no mould is to
be

rammed

the same all over. If a little
applied it is easy to figure out
where the hard ramming and the light
ramming are most to be desired. Hard
ramming is to be avoided where it does
harm, but it gets blamed for a lot of
mischief that it does not do.
For instance, kettles made with the bottom up
and pop-gated will scab and the moulder
will think hard ramming did it, whereas
if gated on the side
the scabbing is
eliminated and the ramming can be done
just as hard.
It is the same old story,
"Education" is required in ramming a
mould just as much as in any other job.

study

is

Sanita>-y Manufactur-

ing Co., Ltd., who are constant readers
and
of CANADIAN
who realize its educational value, have
just subscribed for five additional copies
each month, to be given gratuitously to
This we consider a
their apprentices.
wise move. It shows the cordiality whicJ!
It also shows that the company
exists.

FOUNDRYMAN.

is anxious to employ properly educated
workmen, and that any workman who
graduates from their works will he of
that variety, and it shows that in their

good judgnient

MAN

is

CANADIAN FOUNDRYfrom which this sort

the source

of education

is

to be secured.

TO A FIVE-DOLLAR BILL
(Chicago Tribune)
Crinkle, crinkle, little bill,
Goodness gracious, you look ill!
Are you losing all your power?
You seem weaker every hour.
"Now that prices are so high,

I'm so tired that
I

just circulate

I

all

could die,
day,

No one dare put me away.
When the evening board is
With the

My
I

set
father's sweat,

fruits of

small voice is hushed and
in the butcher's till.

still,

am

And no matter where I go,
People disregard me so;
I don't seem to count for much."
Bill, take heart, your luck may change,
I'll admit the time is strange;
Though you're weak

I

Crinkle, crinkle, little

^

love you

still

bill.

FOR SLEEPERS IN CHURCH
this, ye sleepers, and be wise,
more your slumbering
shut no

"Hear

And

eyes,

For 'tis an awful truth
That you can never sleep

— From

"A

to

tell

in Hell."

a little girl's

poem.

now and then
the married men.
kissing, too, of course.
we have the quick divorce."

little

kissing

Is

why we have

A

little

Is

why

duct of the

mould?

A

Foundry Foreman's Opinion

Mr. George O. Vair, who for the past eight years has been foundry fore-

man

works of the R. McDougall Co., Limited, Gait, Ont., in a letter
say regarding CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN: "The writer has been for the past thirty-five (35) years a reader of
foundry literature, and has no hesitancy in saying that the same is a great
help toward a good general knowledge, both to the management and thcj
at the

to the editor has the following to

moulder.
"In connection with this will add that no matter how good a mechanic
a man is, he will still be able to get a lot of 'pointers' from mechanical
journals, and to keep posted on all up-to-date foundry equipment, all of
which is to be found in the CANADIAN
of to-day.

FOUNDRYMAN
CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN

"Having been a reader of the
ever since
the paper was first issued, I think it will be nothing but well-deserved credit
to congratulate you on the vast improvement which has taken place in the
past two years, both in quantity and quality of material contained in it."
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Molding

Marine Engine Junk Ring or Follower

a

Demonstrating the Practical Training of the Foundry Apprentice
and His Relation to the Ultimate Cost of Production
By JOHN
the stock phrase to the effect that
in the United States
is a potential president carries any
weig'ht, each foundry apprentice is
a
forthcoming possible executive, given
the opportunity to exercise and develop

IFevery boy born

gray matter, and

his

there

in

this connection

a story.
A certain New England parson, when
officiating at christenings, was of the
is

H.

EASTHAM

the foundry makes it in a six-foot square
box, either rolling it over or bedding it
in the drag flask as circumstances permit, skim gates or
pop gates being
used to ensure good results, with a finished mould appearing about as shown
at Fig. 2. Now, for later reference, take
notice of the following details, taken
from actual experience:
The foundry got an output of seven
hundred and fifty pounds in eight hours
from one moulder, which, with ordinary

high to.mage on high grade
engine work; so, rating the moulder at
76 cents per hour (actual figures don't
matter), the same applies to you in any
section of the
country, your moulding
cost from a complete patterns is $6.08.
An average patternmaker completed
his share of the work in eighteer. hours,
at the same rate per hour as the moulder,
facilities, is

the cost of the finished pattern, exclusive of material, being $13.68, which,
added to the moulding cost, shows an
expenditure on skilled labor of $19.76.

Now, examine Figure 3. Presumably
you have a two-inch spindle, arm, and
foot socket, as shown at "A," for loam
and general emergency purposes; if you
have not, it is your duty as a foundryman to obtain them without further loss
of time.
FIG.

1—JUNK RING OR FOLLOWER FOR
PISTON.

63"

"Ah,

my

friends,

who

knows what

destiny has in store for the dear child
now in my arms? To what sublime
heights may this dear infant, perhaps,
attain? Possibly we have here a prominent lawyer, a high-class engineer, a
rairoad magnate; nay, more, my friends,
a state governor, or even a president of
this

mighty

child's

plied:

republic!
What is this
name?" and the fond mother re"Mary Ann." Oh, yes, I know

old stuff to some of you, but it will
re-telling. Fig. 1 represents a junk
ring or follower plate, sixty-three inches
in diameter, appertaining to a low presit's

bear

sure marine cylinder of similar calibre,
a smiple casting to mould, being what
you would term a flat back, or a big
washer, weighing
^even
hundred and
fifty pounds.
You forward the blueprint to the pattern shop, as usual, and that department, in most cases, turns out a beautiful full pattern, pjilnted bright red all
over to show that the total area of the
casting is to be machined, and that a
perfectly clean, solid casting is necessary, after which one of the stars in

With the four-foot board bolted to the
spindle arm, exactly at right angles and
dead level, sweep ud a bed hard enough
to stand the six-foot cope being rammed
on it; scatter parting sand over its total
area, then mark out
two circles corresponding to the outer and inner
diameters of the junk ring, plus contraction and machining allowances. You
can easily do this by tying a piece of
string round the base of the spindle, its
other end attached to a nail and wrapped
round and round, thus shortening the
string till the outside diameter is indi-

pass on to Figure

4,

showing

seventy-six cents.

Moulding Without Flask

Now, suppose yoa get

a job of this

kind and you haven't a box big enough
to

Using Sweep Board

DIAM.

grandiloquent type, showing a tendency
to 'enlarge on the subject, and on receiving the child of a rural young couple
prior to its baptism, held forth as follows:

We now

the spindle placed again in position, with
screwed to the
the drag mould board
joint sweep, the rough outline of the
mould being first cut away a little above
casting size, facing sand tucked into apadvance
of the
proximate shape
in
sweep, the correct outline at the joint
being made by a short segment pattern
handled loosely, or in turn screwed to
the main strickle as is deemed advisable,
these details being shown in cross section and plan respectively to the left.
The mould being finished and blacked
in the usual way, the cope is replaced
&nd weighted prior to casting. The
skilled labor cost by this method showed,
pattern making, seven hours, i.e., $5.32;
moulding, nine hours, $6.84; a total of
$12.16, as against $19.76 by the complete pattern system, or a saving of
$7.60, with loud hurrahs from the pattern shop on account of the saving of
department, and corre$8.36 in that
sponding gloom in the foundry, because of an increased moulding cost of

make

it

in.

No

cost of equipment in

that direction is necessary. The system
of covering the swept-up mould by a
ring of interlocking slab cores shown at
the right of Fig. 4, in cross section and

fe -vyv,^:.cfl
'
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mark showing the casting limits
thus scratched
on the parting
sand, the wrapping process being then
repeated till the inside diameter may be
marked the same way. The cope flask
is now placed on the joint.
The spindle
and board being first removed and the
hole in the socket plugged with waste,
the gate and riser pins being
next
placed in position, the two marked circles above mentioned saving any measuring, the cope flask being now rammed up, as shown it cross section "B"
and plan view "C" in Figure 3.
The cope is then staked, removed,
turned over, brushed clear of parting
sand, and trued up with a short straight
edge or cork rubber, its area over the
mould being blacked and slicked to a
cated, a

being

fairly fine finish.

FIG.

2— FINISHED MOLD FROM
PATTERN.
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plan, will serve equally well, so long as
they are carefully weighted and rammed
round to stop upward lifts or run-outs,
runner and riser holes being pierced
through the slabs wherever necessary.
Experience has demonstrated the cost
of production by this means to be about
the
in
second example
the same as

practical aid, can we wonder that he
leaves the business, and is next discovered
driving a grocer's rig? But, suppose you
said to him, "Here is a nice spindle job
for you to try your hand on," and give
him a look over about every half hour
or hour, let him think you have entrusted

him with something worth

ii^aking,

some-

^
•.>«.-.x..i.-

Wi

-prU;

''VV:-B'

FIG.

3—SWEEPING UP MOLD WITHOUT PATTERN.

quoted, plus the cost of coremaking, approximately one dollar
covering that
item, or a total skilled labor cost of
?13.16.

Give the Boy a Chance
But you are thinking by this time:

"How

does all this affect the training of
the foundry apprentice?"
Let us see.
If you are running an average-sized jobbing shop, with from fifteen to thirty
journeymen moulders, you should, according to ancient custom, be training
three to five apprentices, with twelve or
eighteen months disparity in their ages,
one at least of them
looking forward
eagerly to the time when he will rank as
journeyman. We will assume that he is
nineteen years of age, and in possession
of the abnormal appetite and other qualifications usually
enjoyed by a husky
youth who has worked
three or four
years at the trade, you know the type,
he has just discovered that she is fair
to look upon and therefore has become
of late very particular about washing his
neck.
Does he look upon his foreman as his
benefactor?
After he has left you and
gone out into the world, will he think
with gratitude of his preceptor, and defend your name against all calumny?
That all depends. Perhaps he went with
you to the pattern shop when you handed
out the aforementioned simple strickle
job to
a
highly-paid
craftsman, and
looked on it with longing eyes, while

you were saying

to

him

in

thing unusual, something which adds to
his dignity.
Have you ever noticed the
gleam that comes into an apprentice's
eyes when he is given a better job than
he expected to get? or when he casts
his first job with the crane ladle?
And
again, from your
company's point of
view, let us suppose that to
match
present inflated conditions he is getting
fifty cents per hour at nineteen years of
age, or about two-thirds the journeyman
rate, and takes twelve hours to make the
junk ring above described, as against the
journeyman's nine hours, both the hourly
rate and the time for making the job being generous allowances, your moulding
cost would be six dollars, as against six
dollars and eighty-iour cents at the journeyman rate, giving, with the patternmaker's costs added, a labor cost of
eleven dollars and Ihirty-two cents altogether, or a saving of eighty-four cents
on your next lowest schedule.
In such a case profit would result to
the firm, while the boy would certainly
derive pleasure from
the undertaking.
Instances could be multiplied beyond
count, the parable
of
the junk ring,
albeit true, is only a case in point, looking round your own
shop
you have
plenty of examples to work on.
And in conclusion, a word to the general manager may perhaps not be out of
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You usually expect each department to make a good
monthly showing, your natural object being a good showing in your own department as the result of their endeavors, but
by ci'eating a selfish attitude amongst
your various shops t^nvards each other,
I
do you always get t..e best results?
think not. Co-operation for the common
good will help you along much better
than antagonism among foremen; so, before you allow your blue prints to be
together, ask
estimated on, get them
their opinions, encourage them to work
together towards a low ultimate cost of
production, and as has been pointed out
before in these columns do not allow any
department to be subjected to the whim
or control of a man who knows nothing
of its workings, save such superficial
up at any
theories as may be picked
night school. You can easily train your
own staff of supervisors by taking an
active interest in your apprentices; see
the fundamental
that they are given
business, encourage
principles of
the
them to read their trade literature, buy
by
it for them, see that they read it
asking their opinions on the various
place, or presumt)tuous.

have them
your foundry from
making stock cores and mixing facing
sand to producing light or heavy castings, and make every one of them take
appearing
taught everything

therein,

articles

in

his turn at cupola for a short time, his
freedom from such bondage to take ef-

when he has the ability to furnish
you each morning with a comprehensive
report of the previous day's melt, and
with an approximate analysis of the next
heat, drawn up from his own calculations
after a survey of the foundry floor.
If you will do the things just outlined,
gentlemen, the foundry world will not be
so full of men who do not know how to
circle, the weight
obtain the area of
fect

.i

of a casting from a blue print or patout many
tern and who cannot work

others

of

the

almost childishly simple

problems connected

with the business,

but, on the contrary, the benefit of

improved foundry morale

will

be

felt

you after many days.

his turn,

"Here, Billy, make two hundred off these
four grate bar patterns; that will keep
you busy for a day or two," or, "Take
hold of these couplings, Billy, and in
your spai
time make some of these
three-inch pipes."
And so on. He got

^mmwS'^^-

">

mmming, and lifting,
backed up by a plethora of carrying
heavy shank ladles, and shaking out
boxes, with much floor mixing to look
forward to every morning before commencing his real day's work.
And if, in the course of his labors, he
gets a bad lift, or suffers a reverse in
the shape of a drop out, he encounters
that species of heavy wit so common in
foundry circles which counsels him to
"clay-wash his rammer," or "use the
crane handle for a gagger," instead of

lots of shovelling,

FIG. 4-

MAKING SAME JOB WITHOUT PATTERN OR COPE SLAB CORES BEING
USED FOR COVER.

an

by
,
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Different
A

Stove Lid

Ways
is

every branch of mouhiintihas its peculiarities, it would not
be expected that the stove plate

shop would offer any very great variety
of ideas which would differ particularly
from the ordinary, yet a stove plate

moulder has as many different points to
consider as any member of the craft.
We will not, however, attempt in this
article

to

describe the art of stove
plate moulding, other than to show how

FIG.

the

1— HAND TOOL KOR MAKING CATCHES.
lid is

moulded

in

different establish-

ments.

The

lid, as everyone knows, requires
be cast face down in order to have
it clean and sound, so we will take
it
for granted that all stove lids are cast
with the face down.
In gating a lid
the old-time method was to put a flat
gate on top of the pattern about the
centre. This was a safe way, as far as
securing a good run, but it had its disadvantages, in that grains of sand were
liable to fall down through the gate and
lodge on the face of the mould and show

to

on the casting, making it inferior to one
cast with the face up.
Another drawback is that iron falling on the face left
a mark which was hard to get away
with, even if
ground.
Gating on the
edge has, therefore, been found most
satisfactory.

To mould a

single lid in a flask, it can
be put on a flat board and the cope
rammed up first, which necessitates
rolling it twice, so that a more advisable

Moulding Stove Lids
Making Them in QuantiWhich Way is the Best

a Simple Casting, But in

ties It is

WHILE

of

Well

to Consider

this weight is perfectly true on the face
and the mould perfectly true on top it is
apt to crush or drop. There is also trouble getting it squeezed hard enough on
the joint without getting it squeezed too
hard elsewhere. A mould for a stove lid
has
no
bearing
to
hold
up the
cope excepting the little bit around

the

outside,

and,

unless

this

very hard it will yield under the
pressure of the snap weight and make
the castings
thin, or
sometimes thin
only on one side. This can be overcome
by hand-peaning the outside or by having the sciucezcr so arranged as to do
it.
If the bottom boards, which are of a
size to fit up inside the snap, as they
must be for this kind of work, are made
with a frame on them similar to Fig. 2,
the sand will be pinched tighter where
the frame comes. If the plunger on the
squeezer has a similar arrangement attached to it, the
cope
will
also be
squeezed harder on the outside, making
the joint hard on both parts, so that it
will not crush down under the load of
the weight. The one drawback which is
hard to overcome is the fact that r
flat open work with no openings in it
is safe in a mould which is held down
with a weight, on account of the risk
of dropping out.
This same system of
moulding can be adopted by using small
flasks instead of snaps, and they can
be fastened by clamping or hooking.
is

spring between
it

in

Their method is to have two one-faced
plates, one for the top and
other for the bottom of the lid. Two lids

match

>-

I
I

will

'

I

J
I

FIG.

\.

'

2—BOARDS FOR SQUEEZING MACHINE.

it

and the plate keeps

By pushing

this lever the

h:
FIG.

Preston, Ont.

place.

rod shown on top is moved forward and
the 4 little instruments for making the
lugs will all move at the same time. As
will be seen, two of them pivot on one
side of the rod and two on the other.
This makes them move in opposite direc-

Another method, and one which has
points in
its
favor,
has been
adopted by the Clare Bros. Company, of

is to have a follow board and ram
the nowel first and roll it once only. A
nail may be tucked into the little pocket
where the lifter goes, but this is not
necessary, because good
stove
shop

generally be found
sufficiently strong to hold itself.
The
one thing which requires the most attention is the
catches
for the lifter.
These can be made by having the pocket
pierced with two slots of the proper
size and shape and then have a tool similar to Fig. 1.
This tool is pinched into
the slots, making the lugs on the inside,
and the spring, which forms the back of
the tool, automatically opens it again.
The pattern is then drawn and the mould
is practically finished.
Stove lids may
be made in snap flasks on a squeezer
by having the pattern on a match plate
and both halves scjueezed at the same
time.
This has its
drawbacks, which
must be overcome. The two most prominent difficulties are that it has to be
held down with a flat weight, and unless

FIG. 3— MATCH PLATE FOR STOVE LIDS.
CATCHES MADE BY STRIKING THE LEVER.

many

way

moulding sand

are moulded together and iron flasks
are used.
The nowel is rammed up on
the match plate shown in Fig. 3 and
rolled over, as shown.
The mechanism
shown on the illustration consists of a
short lever, shown to the left.
A coil

4~SHOWING METHOD OF CLAMPING.

By releasing the lever the spring
brings it back into its place and automatically withdraws
the
instruments
which formed the lugs.
The plate is
now lifted off, and this half of the mould
is placed on the floor.
The other part
of the mould is now made on the other
plate and placed on top of this. An attachment which is fastened to the nowel
at each end is swung up over the cope
lug of the guide pin which secures it
instead of clamping.
tions.

This method of moulding has no disadvantages.
It takes
two moves to
place both halves m position on the
floor, but it would take two moves to
place two single moulds on the floor,
and if two lids are moulded from an
ordinary match plate, either in an iron
flask or in a snap mould and closed up,
on the bench, it is more than one man
could be expected to lift alone, and his
partner has to be called to his assistance
on every occasion where a mould is to
be put on the floor, which is, obviously,
more expensive than for one man to
make the two jobs of lifting it down.
In shaking out there are no clamps to
be removed, and all that is required is
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to raise

from what we arc used to?

bump

sand

one end of the drag- and perhaps
against the- next one when it
can be lifted away with ease.

A

it

stove

lid

may

look

like

a

simple

make, but still it is a casting
which must be right.
All stove work
must be neat fitting and neat in appearance, and if the lid
does not fit
properly it is no use. It must be the
proper thickness all over and it must
be smooth and clean.
The Clare Bros.
Company make no pretentions at being
casting: to

the originators of this system, but they

have adopted

it

because they consider

the best method of making high-class
castings at the minimum expense.
it

KhXEIPTS lOK COKE SAND MIX-

TURES
It is amusing to read the usual run of
receipts or formulae appearing in foundry books for making core sand mixtures.
They usually start off with so

many

buckets of white sand, so many of
red sand, and so many of new mouldingsand. This has to be mixed thoroughly
and then a given amount of some specified binder is used.
Now what does it
all mean?
This system of teaching core
making is just like teaching a monkey
so that he can imitate it.
In learning cere making it is just as
important as learning anything else. We
should know what we are doing and
why we are doing it. In the first place
it must be understood that a core has to
come in contact with melted iron and
must be sufficiently refractory to resist
the heat.
It must also be remembered
that the intense heat creates rapid combustion of whatever is combustible, and
•wherever there is combustion there is
smoke or gas, which must find an outlet.
In addition to these features it
should be borne in mind that the core
must be strong enough to resist the
strain and wash of the metal. It must
also be of such a nature that when the
casting: is cold the core will be burned
sufficiently to admit of its being removed from the casting.
When we get a
core which will do all of these and leave
a nice smooth hole we have accomplished
about all that is required, and the next
step is to devise means of accomplishing
this v\ith the least trouble and expense.

The different sands mentioned

in

dif-

ferent receipts are simply the sands used
in the neighborhood where some core
maker harpcned to be located when he
wrote the receipt.
A better method
would be to learn the scientific part of
the trade and make cores according to
it.
For instance, a heavy casting: will be
harder on the core than a licht casting
and the core will require to be stronger
to resist it.
A heavy casting will gencrate more heat and the core will require
to be more refractory to resist the heat.
The core in the heavy casting will have
more smoke and gas to dispose of in the
shortest possible time and will require
to be more onen g-rained.
Xow how are
we to go about it if we do not use some
known vereint. o" if we hanoen to be
where the material at hand is different

MAN

Pure silica
about the only fireproof or near
fireproof material that we can get, and
if we mix this v/ith a proper binder we
get a good core which will vent well,
stand the heat and fall out easily in the
cleaning process.
But for cores which
have to stand up any distance it is difficult to get this kind of a mixture to
is

we

introduce moulding sand.
moulding sand ?
Moulding sand is silica sand in com-

stand, so

Now what

is

bination with a certain amount of clay,
known in technical terms as alumina or
kaolin.
To this is added a certain
amount of iron rust, lime, and olker impurities, which help to make smoke and
gas without doing much good. Nov/, if
wc had aiKied the proper amount cf clay
without t!ie other ingredients we would
have accomplished the same thing as far
as good is concerned and would have
eliminated the evil effects cf the useless
material.
If silica
sand is looked at
through a magnifying glass it will appear like so many big, rough
stones.
Now if we still use the glass and take
any sticky material and dip these stones

and then lump them together and
dry them we will find that they have
ordy touched in spots, leaving the remaining surface free with larg'? open
spaces between the grains.
If heat is
applied to this mass and smoke is generated the smoke will have no difficulty
in penetrating through the
pores or
openings between the grains, and if a
vent hole is pierced through the mass the
into

it

penetrate the mass until it
contact v/ith this vent hole
which will lead it outside. Now a core
of this kind v/ould be ideal, as the sticky
binder would burn out and nothing but
the sand would remain, and this would
fall out with very little effort on the
part of the workman. The difficulty with,
this 'n'vA of £ cere is that it will not hold
its shape while in the g-reen state if very
comnlicatpd. But if for very particular
work it is better to use proper fitting
driers, and if necessary bed the green
core in moulding sand to keep it in shano
until dried, rather than mix any moulding sane or clay into it. With good silica
sand and proper binders it is quite possible tc make very complicated cores and
depend entirely on the openness of the
core for the escape of the gas and not
use any vent hole whatever.

smoke
comes

will

in

Where castinirs of no great weight are
maoc and where the core is of
considerable size, verv little bmder will
do and a certain amount of water is used
in its stead.
In such a case ah^ays mix
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Would make a cheap binder for cr-res,
if enough is used to be effective it
closes up the vents, causing the core to
blow, unless some opening mat.^rial such
as sawdust is used. .Another disadvantage is that clay and sand in combination
but

only lack the required amount of heat in
order tc convert it into brick, and could
not be removed from the casting. Clay
i;nd sand and sawdust is the mixture
usually used for the outside of very
heavy work, and is known as loam. Goo.l
core binders are on the market, and it
is
mc>re satisfactory to buy a reliable
linder than to undertake to use some
Core makingcheap home production.
has undergone many changes and improvements in the last few years, ano
those who do not keen pace with the improvements cannot expect to compete
with those v/ho do.

CREATING AND PRODUCING
The following poem written by an
anonymous writer should serve a valuable purpose in pointing out to the working man that while he is the real producer, and while his services are indispensable, he is only one of the cogs in
the wheel or one of the links in the
chain, and although his cog or link, if
lemoved, puts a stop to the entire machine, his is not the only part which
counts. It takes a lot of different kinds
of people to make up the population of
tne world and to make the wheels of industry go round, and the men who do the
thinking must not be classed as idlers or

non-producers.

Creating

Buck cf the beating hammer

By

vs'hich

the steel

is

wrought.

Back of the workshop's clamor
The seeker may find his Thought,
'i'he Thought that is ever master
Of iron and steam and steel.
That rises above disaster

And tramples

it

under

heel.

The drude-e may fret and tinker
Or labor with laggard blows.
But back of him stands the Thinker,
The clear-eyed man who knows;
For into each plow and sabre.
Each piece and part and whole,
Must go the Brains of labor.
Which give the work a soul.

beinp-

the dry sand thoroughly with the
fore introducing the water.

oil

be-

There

found advisable tc use moulding sand in the mixture in order to hc-?'d
it up in hurl place? it would be as well
tc use any brand of fine sand mixed with
about five ner cent, of day, but it must
be remembe-ed that this fills un the
If

it

is

pores, makinci' the ventinnr more difficult
and calling lor more vent wire work. It
must ?lso be remembered that the mouldine sand or whatever filler is us^d prevents the core oil from coming in contact with (he <rrains of silica and actuctUy recjuiies

more

oil

to bind

it.

Back of the motors humming.
Back of the belts that sing,
Back of the hammers drumminp;,
Back of the cranes that swing.

Clay

is

the eye which scans them,

Watching through stress and strain.
There is the Mind which plans them.
Back of the Brawn, the Brain.
Mie-ht of the roaring boiler.
Force of the engine thrust,
Strength of the sweating toiler
Greatly in these we trust:
But back of them stands the Schemer,
The Thinker that drives things
throut'-h

Back

—

the Dvermer
of the job
makes the dreams come true

VvHio
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The

Pioneer of

Modern Foundry Cupolas

The McKenzie Cupola Was the First Step Away From the OldTime Slow System of Melting and Has Many Excellent Features
By

THERE
members

few among the older
foundry fraternity
who have not heard of the Mackenzie cupola, and probably fewer who
have ever had any txperience with one,
yet it has had an interesting- and notable
career. The Mackenzie idea was the first
breakaway
from
the
old-fashioned
straight pipe with a small round tuyere
on each side, and requiring all afternoon
to pour off a small heat.
This furnace
derives its name from the inventor who
was a practical foundryman and who
are

of the

realized that a great deal of the wages
paid to moulders was for waiting on the
cupola to melt the iron.
He believed
that a cupola could oe made which would
melt the iron in about half the time and

with less
the

fire

He was convinced that
was not being admitted to

fuel.

sufficient air
to

produce proper combustion

and with

the idea
of
making larger
tuyeres he could see visions of the blast
not penetrating to the centre of the
cupola.

To overcome this fault in the old
cupola, and at the bame time admit the
blast to the stock evenly and freely, a
belt tuyere

was put

in

extending around

the cupola, and to
place
the tuyeres
nearer to the centre of the cupola, the
lining was contracted or boshed at this
point as shown in the illustration.
To avoid reducin-r the capacity for
holding melted iron below the tuyeres,
the lining just above
the tuyeres was
supported by an apron riveted to the
cupola casing and the bosh made to overhang the bottom, leaving the cupola below the tuyeres the rame diameter as before boshing.
This cupola,
when Tirst introduced,

F. H.

BELL

The lining should be kept as near as
possible to the shapi shown in the illustration. Fig. 1, and all building out over
the tuyeres and
burning away in the
melting zone should be attended to after
each heat.

The

pit

Fk;. 6.

shown under the cupola repre-

sents the old-time system of placing the
cupola on a brick foundation instead of
on legs, and having it down low enough
to set the hdles on the floor, all of which
necessitated having a pit underneath for
convenience in dropping the bottom and
removing the dump. In Fig. 2 will be
seen a better view of the tuyere. This is
attached
the same tuyere
to a more
modern cupola. As can be seen, it is a
continuous slot or sheet blast tuyere and
inside
the
shell.
is
entirely
of
The tuyere box shown at the side
does not extend around the shell, but is
simply a connection for the wind pipe.
The outside shell holds up the weight of
the cupola and the tuyere belt simply
hangs from the top and has no obstruction under

it.

This cupola will /Ive satisfaction if attended to by a skilled melter, but it will
careless attention.
not permit of any
TUVERK.

FIG.

2—MACKENZIE TUYERE.

blast from each would meet the other
and they certainly got the full value of
the fuel.
As modern cupola practice has demonstrated, nothing is
gained by holding
melted iron in the cupola, the lining
under the tuyere might as well have been
built into the diameter of the tuyere belt,
but this would not have effected the efficiency of the furnaco for either better or

wrought great revolution

in melting and
foundry practice. Heats that had required half a day to melt were melted
in two hours; the quantity of fuel consumed in melting was reduced; the number of moulds put up by each moulder
increased, and the coct of producing cast-

in

worse.

HAS TROtJBLE AVITH HIS IRON
CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN.

Editor

—From your foundry experience can you
me what to do to overcome troubles
our iron from blow holes? In using
No. 2 pig iron alone and melting with

ings greatly reduced.
Many of these cupolas are still in constant operation, and for heats which can
be run off in a couple of hours there is

tell

in

coke, we had no trouble.
With Latrobe coke we had a couple of
heats that our fire was very slow and
Connellsville

probably no system of melting which can
surpass them, either for economy or rapid
melting.

For continuous melting they were at a
disadvantage, the tendency to bridge at
the bosh being so great that it melts
slowly as the heat is prolonged, and is
frequently difficult to dump.
Experience has proved that the slag
and cinder adhere to the lining over the
tuyeres, and becomes very hard and difficult to remove, and if care is not taken
to remove them after each heat the lining is soon out of shape, and the melting
capacity greatly reduced and the tendency to bridge and hang increased.

Originally, these cupolas were built oblong and had a tuyere box or connection
for the wind pipe at each end and the
tuyere belt being boshed in brought the
front and back so close together that the

FIG.

1—THE MACKENZIE CUPOLA.

part of the melt ran hard iron. By melting faster we overcame the hard iron.
But, in pouring some heavy castings
weighing about four hundred pounds
apiece, and having V-shaped races and a
flat surface to plane off, they developed
It
a regular honeycomb of blow holes.
It is a clean blow hole, and
is not dirt.
in a number of them is a small round
These all seem to be on
shot of iron.
the upper side. Is our trouble from too
much sulphur-, which must be in the
core, because we are using the same
We are getting in some No. 3
iron?
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a sticky mass which was neither
metal nor dross, but by the introduction
of lime it changed its state entirely and
would flow; the dross or slag coming to
the top and the metal to the bottom, but
both in a condition to flow.

pig which is not so high in silicon and
Last sumis a little higher in sulphur.
mer we used scrap alone, and made nice
soft castings by putting powdered siliIf we do this now
con into the ladle.
with the No. 3 pig and the high sulphur
coke, will that ferro-silicon clean the
causes
the blow
iron from whatever
Is
holes, or will it only keep it soft?
there anything else we could use to put
in the ladle as well as ferro-silicon that
would eliminate the blow- holes trouble?
Answer. During the war this trouble
was experienced in almost every foun-

into

dry, and we went into it very thoroughly
in the issue of Feb., 1919, and the results of our research work and the bene-

to be effective,

fits derived by our readers were very
favorably commented upon.
Following
is a portion of one article which we published:
"For the benefit of those who
wish to use a large pei-centage of scrap
and also for those who may have some
of the 'war-time' pig iron on hand, we
would suggest the use of 40 lbs. of 15
per cent, ferro-silicon and
10 lbs. of
ferro-manganese for each ton of metal
charged.
This material can be bought
in small chunks and should be mixed
with the metal in the cupola.
While
both silicon and manganese are hard, the
effect which they have in freeing the
combined cai'bon and in neutralizing the
effect of the sulphur makes them valuable in reducing shrinkage and in softening castings.
Ferro-silicon is a byproduct and is
produced in different
Canadian plants, while ferro-manganese
i? mostly imported from Great Britain.
We are advised that A. C. Leslie & Co.,
Limited, Montreal, handle both of these

fluxing will be
still
further reduced.
This effect takes place, even though
there is no slag spout on the cupola, only
that it cannot continue for any length of
time on account of the cupola bunging
Modern foundrymen seem, to a
up.
great extent, to overlook the value of
flux as a cleanser and only look upon it
as a means of removing the slag from
the cupola after it has I'emoved itself
from the metal.

—

materials.

WHAT IT IS, AND WHY IT IS,
The expression "flux" is quite a common one about a foundry. Yet few
foundrymen seem to know what it means
or what it is intended for. For instance,
FLUX.

limestone
nection
flux.

is

used

in

the cupola in con-

with the fuel and metal as a
Fluor-spar is also used for the

same purpose.
"Fluor" and "flux" mean the same
thing and are both
derived
from the
same Latin expression
and mean to
flow.
Of course, if it makes the slag
flow from the back of
the cupola it
might be made to fit in all right, but
long before slag spouts were thought
of "flux" meant "to flow." The ancient
metallurgists may or may not have been
right in their beliefs, but they were governed by the proofs which were before
their eyes. They believed that limestone
and fluorspar, which are simply lime
done up in different kinds of parcels,
had actual heat in it, which assisted in
melting the metal. Sure it is that lime
can become very hot by simply introducing cold water to it, which would indicate that the heat is in it, but, be
that as it is, right or wrong, they knew
that by melting the
ore in a sufficiently heated crucible it would melt

Webster describes flux as "To melt.
To fuse, To make fluid." In meltingiron in the cupola it is not necessary to
use a flux in order to make the metal
flow, as it has already had sufficient of
the impurities removed to allow it to
flow freely, but by using a flux it has
the same effect in so far as it is able

by making it flow more
and any impurities which have
not been entirely eliminated in former
freely,

Quite frequently we see articles in
technical books to the effect that some
expert only uses a flux after the first
five or six charges of
iron and coke,
knowing, of course, that the cylinder
work or any castings to be made of a
special brand of metal is usually done at
the beginning of the heat in order to be
sure of getting the proper metal. Now,
if there is any part of the heat which
requires to be fluxed it is the first part.

My own

experience has always been
such as to encourage putting the flux on
top of the first charge of iron, not on
top of the coke.
I never put it on the
coke of any charge. If the slag spout
is not to be used I use flux the first and
last charge. The first prepares the metal
for special work and the last helps the
drop to come out clean.

Another point worth considering is
that if a real good casting is to be made
of special iron, it is no trick to weigh
out the exact amount required, and then
weigh an exact amount to put in ahead
of it. In this way some indifferent work
can be poured with the first ladle, while
the cupola is getting heated, and while
the flux is getting melted and running
dowTi through the iron.

CENTRIFUGAL CASTING MACHINES
The process of pouring metal into a
drum and depending on cen-

revolving

trifugal force to drive

it

to the circum-

ference has been successfully carried on
for

some lime

iron pipe, but

in the
it

is

manufacture of cast
not destined to re-

main as a pipe machine

only.

The

new-

process has been introduced recently
whereby certain engine details of iron
and of nonferrous metals can be cast by
a centrifugal method, the molten metal
being introduced into a die which is rotated at a high speed. It is rot necessary for the outer part of the casting
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and this enables
the method to be utilized for a great
number of pieces for which other processes are not so suitable. As examples
of goods which can be cast in this way
may be mentioned turbine glands, piston
ring pots, motor car sleeve valves for
Knight engines, and various Diesel engine parts, such as engine liners.
There are metallurgical as well as
mechanical advantages in the adoption
of this method which will be appreciated
by tngineers. Amongst the mechanical
advantages may be mentioned the absence of coi'es, gates, runners, risers, and
feeder heads, the ease and rapidity of
production, the absence of fettling, and
il e
reduction of niachining allowances
to very small limits. With regard to the
metallurgical advantages, it may be
mentioned that the rapid rotation ensures quick cooling by which the grain
on the outer side is very close, while
impurities tend to segregate on the inner
surface.
This is particularly the case
with slag, manganese, and sulphur. For
piston rings especially the very fine
crystalline stiucture, and the fact that
the freo carbon exists in a very finely
divided condition, tends towards the production of extremely good rings.
One
of the most appreciated qualities is the
soundness of the castings due to the absence of blow-holes.
to be strictly cylindrical,

HENRY CLAY FRICK
Henry Clay Frick, who died in New
York
few months ago, was one of a
.'I

who enjoy

the esteem
of the
wealthy and the odium of the poor. He
was a suceesF, financially, but as such
class

he

won

the uneviable reputation of hav-

ing piled up the fruits of other people's
labors for his own personal enjoyment,
but did he take any more enjoyment out
of life than the workmen who were em-

ployed at his plant took out of theirs

He had
it,

his

the satisfaction,

of being

maligned

?

so

we may

call

&nd

abused

by

if

workmen probably more than any

other man in the United States, even to
the extent of being shot at, yet he lived
to die a natural death at a ripe old age.

He belonged to a race of creators of
industry and graspers of industrial opportunity, playing the game fairly as
they understood it, and as it was played
in their time.
He was one of the founders of the mighty fortunes of which, in
one form or another, the public is the
residuary legatee.
Never a friend of
ostentation, if Mr. Frick built a palace
on Fifth Avenue, it was as a museum for
the inestimable treasures of art which it
was his happiness to accumulate for the
public benefit.
As to Pittsburgh, he
leaves a great park, so to New York and
to the rest of the country he leaves a
splendid eallery of art.
Sic vos non
vobis.
The very rich are so mainly for
others, not for themselves.
They have
hut a life tenancy.

A lazy
be buried.

man

is

a

dead one who can't

—
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Research

Work on

Malleable Iron

Continued

•Being a Continuation of the Results of Four Years of Research
Work for the American Malleable Casting Association
By ENRIQUE
the

INmade

was
last chapter reference
to fen'ite bein": considered as

pure iron, or more properly speakno carbon. Fig. 9
shows a micrograph of 100 per cent, pure
ing, iron containins?:

ferrite.

Effect of Varying Proportions of

47.

Canbon.

We

•when carbon
•unites

with

have already seen that
added to pure iron it

is
it

to

form caDbide

of iron

com'pound has been given the name cemen'in

definite

tite. It

proportion,

to

which

happens, however, that cementite

on forming invariably insists upon mechanically mixing with ferrite, in the
proportion of aibout 12 per cent, of the
former to 88 per cent, of the latter,
and will never exist free unless there

a deficiency of ferrite to satisfy it
As
in accioirdance with the above ratio.
the cartoon content in iron is gradually
increased from zero up to about 0.90
are obtained in
per cent., structures
which obviously the percentage of fer-

is

rite

decreases from

100

per cent, to

pearlite increases from
zero to 100 per cent. Any cartoon steel
zero, while the

therefore that contains less than aibout
0.90 per cent, of carbon consists of free
or excess ferrite and that amount of
content was
pearlite that the carbon
Fig. 10 shows a steel
able tio make.
which contains about 0.20 per cent, of
carbon, the white constituent being the
ferrite and the dark the pearlite. Under
k carbon content of 0.90 per cent., however, while not all of the ferrite will be
"used up
by the cementite to form
pearlite, all of the latter will be, so
that none of it can, under these conditions, remain free, for it will all be
used up in forming the mechanical mix-

which in a slowly
ture with feorrite,
consist of alternate
cooled steel, will
layers of these two constituents in the
of
12
per cent,
definite proportion
cementite and 88 per cent, of ferrite.
When a steel contains about 0.90 per
cent, carbon we find through calculation
that it will
form 12 peT cent, of
cementite, and as the remainder of the
imaterial must be ferrite and figures to
88 per cent., such a steel must contain
100 per cent, of this mechanical mixture,
to wihich the name pearlite has been
'given, the appearance of which in malAll
leable iron can be seen in Fig. 11.
carbon steels, therefore, in which the
carbon is less than 0.90 per cent., consist
'of pearlite and some excess ferrite exIf
the
steel contains
isting as such.
more than 0.90 per cent, of carbon, then
composition consists of
its structural
amount of cementite
pearlite and the
that was formed in excess of what was
required to make pearlite, the pearlite
growing less and the excess cementite
greater with each increase in carbon con-

TOUCEDA

Fig. 12 represents the structure
of a steel containing about 1.10 per cent,
of canbon, the white rivers being the
free cementite and
the dark groundmass the pearlite. The structural composition of both air-furnace white iron
and wihite pig iron therefore consists of
pearlite
and
excess
cementite,
the
former shown in Fig. 4 and the latter
in Fig. 3, the white constituent being
the excess cementite and the dark the
pearlite.
While these constituents are
stabile under the critical range, on passing through and over it they undergo
new one is formed
a change, and a
tent.

called austenite.

This constituent dif48. Austenite.
fers greatly from the others that we
particularly
in the
have considered,
fact that it is of indefinite composition;
that is, no matter how poor in carbon
the product may be, or how rich, we will
obtain austenite on passing over t he
critical range, for in the former case we
obtain an austenite lean in carbon and
In
in the latter one rich in carbon.
order that carbon may be precipitated
during the anneal, the iron must be in
the austenitic condition, and if it were
not for the fact that austenite is of in-

9— MICROGRAPH OF
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MALLEABLE

mechanism

of
the
operation can be
clear by stating that during the
anneal, as soon as the hard iron attains
its austenitic
condition, graphitizatibn
starts with considerable slowness, the
austenite crystals rejecting
some of
their catrbon in a minute nucleus and in
leaner
•so doing becoming
in carbon.

made

operation continues "at temperature" until the austenite is practically
Carbonless and the carbon nuclei have
iballed up and grown through a segregation of the carbon into nodules. Coincident with this operation some of the
carbon diffuses out of the iron due to
the oxidizing action of the pot atmosphere, which fact in turn would not be
possible were it not that the austenite
was of indefinite composition. It is a
well-known fact that it is not possible
\o heat any iron product, for such operations as rolling, forging, annealing or
hardening, in an oxidizing atmosphere
In
without surface decarbonization.
these operations, however, the material
is, as a rule, exposed to a temperature
exceeding that of the critical range for
a comparatively short interval of time,

"This

10— MICROGRAPH OF STEEL CONTAINING ABOUT 0.20 PER CENT.
CARBON.

FIG.
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11— MICROGRAPH OF PEARLITE
IN

definite composition the precipitation of
the car'bon would not be possible. The

IRON.

FIG. 12-

MICROGRAPH OF STEEL CON-

TAINING
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of
A hile in the case of the annealing
malleable iron we have seen that the
^Iwrtest time to which the product is
subjected "to temperature" is 48 hr. so
that diffusion has ample opportunity to
influence on
exert a very pronounced
the carbon content.
That diffusion t<»kes place right
4i).
to the centre of such sections, as are
quite the heaviest
generally found in
malleable castings, the writer has dein
many instances, and
the mechanism of the operation
is considered, it can be seen that this
could hardly be otherwise, as the principle involves the simple fact that if we
Imve a layer of iron with a lower carbon
content than its contiguous layer, carbon from the latter will diffuse into
'the former until eciuilibrium is estabAs the surface
lished between the two.
Of the casting during the anneal is be^ng continually impoverished in carbon,
there must be a travel of the carbon
from the centre toward the surface, for
the
it is correct to assume that once
process is started that part of the section from the surface to the centre consists of an infinite number of layers,

AD1A^ FO U NDRY MAN

the spines and the
between them. As the
grains in the decarbonized rim are more
ductile than the ruist of the metal in the

points and

tain the right proportion of air to furthe
reaction.
nish oxygen for
This
'scheme is in a measure rather difficult
each
'to operate uniformly unless after
•anneal the packing is again sized.
It

is

cautions arc taken to have a tight muffle
and the latter is well filled with castings
to allow of its holding but little air be-

/

each slightly lower in carbon than its
contiguous one. The underlying principles in

the

manufacture

of

cement

case-hardening are just the
opposite of those involved in the anneal, and there is abundant proof that
diffuse
into the iron
the carbon can
steel,

and

in

As
right to the centre of the section.
the rate at which the pot atmosphere
acts to remove the carbon from the immediate surface and the rate of diffusion of carbon from one layer to another is not the same, we can expect to
see an almost carbon-free surface rim
or frame in the section. It can be stated
that were it not for the fact that the
precipitation of the carbon was taking
place cpincident ^^^th its elimination, all
of the carbon could be removed from

the iron.

Materials for Packing Annealing Pots
50. In connection with the material
used as a packing, considerable could be
The object
written if time permitted.
one
that will
to attain is to secure
evolve oxygen just as fast as the carbon can be eliminated, and no faster. If
one is used that is too strong in this
particular, then the surface of the casting ^vill be attacked and we will have
scaled castings, which are very troublesome and costly to clean. In addition
•to this we will run into another trouble
that will be referred to later. If, on the
*other hand, it is too inert, we will fail
'to eliminate sufficient carbon and will
not obtain the highest degree of ductility.
The usual packing consists of a
predominating proportion of inert maground air- or blastterial, such as
fumace slag, pulverized firebrick, etc.,
in
'.o which has been added iron oxide
'Some form, such as rolling-mill scale,
'hammer scale, etc. With a correctly
to
it is possible
fezed inert packing
results, provided the
•secure excellent
voids are of such capacity as will con-

FIG.

18

l-RACTUKES SHOWING WIDTH OK

DECARBONIZED

RIM.

fore the muffle is sealed, very good results can follow, provided further that
the carbon in the hard-iron casting is
low.
As a natter of fact very creditable results can be obtained from castings that are very low in carbon (not
so low as to prevent carbon precipitating) even if no carbon is eliminated,
which means that the lower the carbon
content in the hard-iron castings, the
less dependent one need be in connection
with the extent of carbon elimination.
This matter is rather important in some
•instances where a reliable grade of malleable that can be machined at very
'high speed is desired.
A rim of decarbonized iron can be so soft that in some
machining operations the metal will
crumlble and tear in front of the tool
edge and generate so much heat that it
will

be softened.

Many samples have

'oeen sent to this office with the state-

•ment that the material was hard, which
W'hen examined were found to possess
the character of skin referred to. The
'skin was dead-soft, and
the castings
proved hard to machine, due to the reasons stated.
The general worth of a
•easting, its machinability and peculiar
physical characteristics depend so much
upon the structural make-up of the finished product, that some time must be
devoted to a consideration of the factors
that act to prevent either the structure
or fracture or both from being normal.
Appearance of Fracture of Test Pieces
52. It takes a lengthy experience before one can tell from the fracture of
the iron what may have caused its abnormal condition, which is one direction
in which great progress has been made.
When a normal, well-annealed piece of
malleable iron is -subjected to a steady,
direct pull in testing machine, a point
is reached
which the crystalline
at
grains of which it consists are elongated
continuing
permanently, the
stretch
until fracture takes place.
If the fracture is examined it will be seen that the
grains have elongated into finely pointed
a
spines which gives what is called
When light
"tooth" to the fracture.
falls obliquely on such a fracture, there
is produced a play of colors that yields
a sheen caused by a reflection from the

of

fall

section, they will elongate to a greater
extent, and if the fracture is held in certain directions to the light, the width of

the practice in

monstrated

when

side.s

shadows that

some plants
to anneal without packing in what are
known as muffle ovens. Provided pre51.
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the decarbonized rim can
be seen by
contrast, its color appealing under those
conditions a little lighter than the rest
of the section.
(See Fig. l.S.) This explanation is made and entered into because such a rim or border must not be
confused with and
mistaken
for the
'character of fracture that has a welldefined frame, that is, a border having
not only a sharp line of demarcation
^between it and the core of metal which
'it
surrounds, but an appearance wholly
distinct from it.
If the writer were
asked to pass judgment as to the quality of a piece of malleable iron, based
upon either the appearance of its fracture, or what would
be shown by a
polished and etched section under magnification, he is positive that he could
render a more reliable opinion in the
icase of the former than would obtaiin in
the case of the latter. The reason lies
Rn the fact that even in, a non-ductile
iproduct it is possible to have an absoilutely normal structure, one which confeists of a matrix of ferrite, throughout
(which are uniformly distributed nodules
lof free carbon, such as shown in Fig. 4,
while if the fracture is as has been deisicriibed, a normal structure at least can
ibe predicted.
If the ferrite is not ductile, then the crystalline grains will not
elongate, with the result that we obtain
a structural appearance that would be
interpreted by those not familiar with
the facts as belonging to a piece that
;had been insufficiently annealed. It has
already been stated that when the silicon is too lo'W a steely fracture will
result, and also that the metal is liable
In making this stateto be unsound.
ment the writer is assuming that tha
(Silicon is low, not because too little was
used in the charge, but low due to excessive

elimination in the air furnace.

14— FRACTURE DUE TO LOW SILICON
ACCOMPANIED BY LOW CARBON AND
MANGANESE.

FIG.
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The Ludlum Type

of Electric

Furnace

An

Electric Furnace Distinguished by the Ellipsoidal Shape of the
Hearth and by the Arrangement of the Three-Phase Electrodes
in Lin^ V/hich Ensures Proper Heat Distribution

By W.
the manufacture of tool and alloy
where refinement is the first

IN

steels,

consideration, the electi-ic furnace
has proven itself superior to the crucible, not only in turning out a more consistently uniform steel of any given analysis, but likewise accomplishing this at
less cost than by the older method.
The reason for this is plain in the
first place, when it is considered that
the electric tool steel manufacturer does
not have to purchase selected grades of
raw material, but can refine the mix
in his furnace.
So, too, in the foundry, the electric
furnace is the modern method of meltThe demand is for superior casting.
Consequently, the refinement of
ings.
the metal must be almost as accurate

F.

SUTHERLAND

and no replacements have as yet taken
place, the only expense being a small
amount of syndolag for patching the
bottom, which consists of sintered magnesite on a base of magnesite bricks. It
may be mentioned in passing that furnaces of this
type
operating under
much more difficult conditions have been

lowered either by hand wheels or automatic control.
There are no bottom
connections, nor water-cooled parts below the bath.
There are only two doors, one at
either end of the furnace, and no spouti
Through these doors every part of the
interior

is

easily

accessible

from

a

,

as in the manufacture of tool steel. The
rare alloys are frequently added in the
The perce^.tage of sound and
process.
first
sei-viceable castings* is here the
consideration.
The electric fui'uace has yet another
use in the metallurgy of iron and steel
and for the production of pig iron from
considerable use,
foun;]
scrap it has
The Ludparticularly during the war.
lum electric furnace described in this
af
article is being successfully used
the present for the commercial production of the finest quality of cast steel,
cast iron, low phosphorous pig iron and
washed metal.
Low phosphorus, low sulphur pig
iron has been made successfully, both
in the plant of the Metal Alloys, Inc., at
Watervliet, N.Y., and at the plant of
the Omaha Structural Steel Works at
Omaha, Nebraska. The operations at
Watervliet were more or less in the

a war expedient and were
abandoned after the armistice oh account of the facilities being required for
more remunerative work. At the plant
of the Omaha Structural Steel Works,
where the furnace was put in opera-

nature

of

about August 1, they have been
making high silicon, low phosphorous,

tion

iron, using a charge
consisting of 1,500 lbs. of cast iron borings and 500 lbs. of stove plate, or steel
shoveling scrap in a one-ton Ludlum
furnace.
Over 200 tons of cast metal have been
made by this firm with an electrode consumption of as low as six lbs. per ton

low sulphur pig

and with an average power consumption
per ton of less than 600 kw.
The electrodes are 4 in. graphite, the
transformer operating the furnace is a
phase, self
3
400 kv-a., Pittsburgh,
cooled, and stepping down the high tension voltage from 13,200 to 110.
This particular furnace is basic lined

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT LUDLUM ELECTRIC FURNACE.
run for more than 2,000 heats with the
bottom still in excellent condition.
The pig is run in a sand bed and is
afterwards charged
in
a grey iron
foundry in the ordinary way. Castings
made from this metal carry a scrap
burden equal to, if not greater, than
ordinary pig and at the same time the
castings made from it have grain about
twice as close as the standard pig, are
free from inclusions and have a tensile strength of about
3,800 lbs., as
against 1,800 for grey iron. This same
furnace at Omaha is used during the
day shift for steel casting.

The Ludlum

electric

furnace

is

an

ellipsoidal crucible, consisting of a steel
shell, lined preferably with magnesite

brick, and covered by a
Three
of firebrick.

low arched roof
electrodes

are

and these pierce the roof along
the centre line, and are held in position
by bronze arms projecting from upright
used

beams attached to the furnace strucThese arms can be raised and
ture.

The furnace can be
charged from both ends at once.
The furnace structure is supported on
two sets of rollers, and is tilted by an
electric motor to pour through one of
the doors. The latest model is built to
pour at only one end, and is back heavy
variety of angles.

as a measure of safety.
The furnace is as small for its capaThis means a
city as it can be made.
very high efficiency due to a minimum:
radiating surface;
^irst, of exterior
second, of space in the furnace unoccupied by the chara.-3 third, of refractory
lining required fourth, of electrodes exposed.
To anyone familiar with drawing and
setting the slag in electric furnace operation, and patching the lining at the
end of a heat the advantages of the
design here described should be apparEvery part of the slag and every
ent.
part of the lining after the metal is
accessible through
poured is directly
one or other of the two openings.

CANADIAN FOUNDRY MAN
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For basic operation
the
hearth is
lined with niagmesite to a thickness of
9 inches or more. ^V. lining will last for

months of continuous operation,
and with careful and proper patching its
several

should be extended many times that
The shape of the furnace itself
is conducive to long life since none of
the walls overhang the bath, even when
the furnace is tilted. Straight lines are
eliminated and the lining is thus stronger
through the keying action of the bricks
themselves.
When the Ludlum furnace
requires relining. the whole job can be
done from the moment the last heat is
poured till the moment when fully lined
life

long.

and thoroughly dried, it is ready to be
charged again, in twenty-four hours.
The roof of this type of furnace is a
low arch built of fireclay brick.

By the time they have
way through there is a

to the bottom.

melted

their

pool of molten metal beneath them, for
there is no deeper part of the Ludlum
hearth than that directly beneath the
electrodes.
The charge is melted from
the bottom
up,
the
arcs remaining
smothered in the scrap until it is completely melted
down.
Practically no
heat is lost in the operation and the
roof is not exposed to the high temperature radiating from an open arc.
In refining alloy tool steel, with the
use of two slags, the makers state that
the current consumed is very small,
about 500 kilowatt hours per ton. The
power factor is about 90 per cent.

lOS

The use

of the electric furnace for
production of high grade steels of
all analyses for a period of years has
convinced the Ludlum Steel Company of
its superiority.
This superiority results
from the ability to use cheap raw material, even turnings, by reason of the
refining ability of the
basic hearth;
low melting loss, even with small size
scrap and an atmosphere which can be
controlled to a nicety.
This latter feature makes thorough dephosphorizing
and desulphurizing, while it also prevents loss of alloys present or added to
the steel by reason of the reducing at-

the

mosphere obtainable.
The electric arc permits the attain-

The flat arch
construction reduces
the compression in
the
brick to one
plane, instead of a number of planes as
in the dome type.
It has been found
that it will last for several weeks of
continuous operation.
In practice, an exti-a roof is built on
a separate roof frame, and is ready to
replace the old one at any time. This is
most conveniently done when a new
charge of scrap is loaded into the furnace, thus losing a minimum of heat
in the operation.
The charge hardly
delays for a moment the ordinary routine.

Operation

When

charge of scrap
is
to
be
melted down, the furnace is filled with
the charge.
There is no waste space
to be heated and a minimum exposure
a

.

of

the

electrodes within the furnace.
is as small for its capacity
as it can posibly be made and therefore as economical.
The electrodes at first rest on the
charge and as soon as the current is
turned on, eat their way through nearly

The Ludlum

c=^^.^

PLAN, END AND SIDE ELEVATIONS OF LUDLUM FtTKNACE.
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temperatures above those attainheating medium,
other
by any
while it gives a clean heat and introor chemical
contamination
duces no
change per se in tie charge. Thermal
conditions can be accurately reproduced
and maintained as desired.
Crucible quality steel of uniform analysis can be produced in large charges
from cheap raw material because of the
(a) Refining ability.
(b) Control of temperature possible.
of

able

Cleanliness

(c)

and

ability to

heating

of

medium

have heating uniform

in

parts of the bath.

all

The electric furnace produces better
ingots as flexible temperature control
reduces piping and segregation by permitting pouring at the most advantageous temperature for the size of the ingot
by other
produced
and the analysis
methods, because of the absence of included slag, non-ferrous segregation and
gases.

The
state

small

from
lines
static

Specific Claims
makers of the Ludlum

furnace
that it operates smoothly, w^ith
prevented
are
surges, which
power company's
thn
reaching
by the use of suitably designed
transformer equipment and auto-

matic electrode regulation.
Due to the correct design of low tension conductors and other equipment,
the average operating power factor is
at least 90 per cent.
The Ludlum furnace may be provided
with either an acid or basic lining, as
desired, but lends itself most efficiently
to basic operation, because of its maxi-

mum

For this reaof refining ability.
son, except for a few special purposes,
the makers advocate and furnish a basicfurnace, believing that the more
more than
is
expensive basic lining
compensated for by the lower cost of
raw material used and the higher grade
of the output obtained.
The design of the shape of the Ludlum furnace:
(a) Permits supplying energy
furnace at a high rate, within the

A

^"

FOUXDKY

MAN

electrode.
The greater
heat at each
amount of heat in proportion to the
mass of the bath at the ends cafes for
the greater radiation at the doors and
results in an even temperature, gradient
throughout the batli, which favors long
refractory life.
•

(e)

Makes

sintering in lining easy, as

but one piece of scrap electrode
quired to reach all three arcs.

is

re-

(f) Reduces danger
of breakage of
electrodes as the maximum of space for
operating rabbles, test spoons, etc., is
coming
in contact
available without
with electrodes.

(g) The use of graphite electrodes
reduces the weight of electrodes handled
and storage space required; facilitates
making of joints having the best electrical and mechanical properties and reduces the freight and handling charges
for electrode material per ton of steel.
(h) Requires but two doors, one at
each end of the major axis. These doors
and pouring
serve as charging doors
spout and from them every part of the
bath is accessible and the lining can be
inspected and repaired with a minimum
This makes the care of the
of effort.
bottom simple and results in long refractory life.
(i)

The hearth meets the roof without

any intervening

vertical

side

walls

so

The contour
is wasted.
approximates the
furnace interior
natural contour of a pile of cold charge.
The cubic contents of a Ludlum furnace
is but % to 1-3 that of round or square
This,
shell types of the same capacity.
and the small exterior surface exposed,
results in high thermal efficiency and
favorable power consumption.
that no space

Volume XI
furnace, permits thorough
the metal with
a motion
from the horizontal and no
overhang the bath at any
tilting.
(1) No special shapes of brick or exceptionally skilled masons are required
to line the hearth or roof and the expansion of the refractories, which takes
place when the furnace is heated, is adequately cared for by its shape. The design of the roof arch is simple and provides a very uniform distribution of reFavorable thermal condi'
flected heat.
tions permit the use of firebrick roof,
which
somewhat
I'educes
refractory
proper care the basic
costs as with
sintered lining has an extremely long

life.

(m) The arrangement of electrodes
and the shape of the bottom results in
the formation of a metal pool, whiQl\
extends under all three electrodes by
the time they have cut through the
charge. This metal protects the bottom
refractories from the arcs and allows
melting from the bottom up without injuring the lining.
The charge acts as
absorbs the excess
a blanket, which
heat, increases the speed of melting, by
being preheated therefrom and protects
the roof

charge

from the heat
is

slag tends

molten,
to

(b)

the

large

(j)

The comparatively low roof

re-

sults in the reduction of electrode consumption as a minimum length of elecis exposed to oxidation when dephosphorizing and when charging.

trode

(k) This shape of hearth, tilted in a
plane, parallel to the major axis of the

If, in a photographic dark-room illuminated by red light, the face of a watch
with a so-called "luminous" dial be ob-

served, a curious effect is noticed. When
the watch is moved to and fro, in the
plane of the dial, the green luminous
figures appear dissociated from, the red
illuminated dial and apparently are displaced and lag behind its movement. The
illumination by the red light requires adjustment so as to be suitably related to
the brightness of the luminous figures
and the eye should remain in darkness
for 15 to 20 minutes in order to get the
best effect.

criti-

a

shallow bath

of contact beattained with
large superficial

area

tween the slag and
of

steel

area.
(c) Permits the proper circulation of
the entire bath for mixing the charge,
which is brought about by the arrangement of the three electrodes in one
plane coincident with the major axis of
the elliptical hearth, whereby the reaction of the currents between the electrodes provide circulation by electrodynamic means as well as convection

currents.
(d) This electrode arrangement, operating on three-phase energy, results
in the production of an equal amount of

covering

tion.

Permits thorough refining by rea-

of

the

perform the same func-

of the refractories, resulting
in quick heats which assist in attaining
as low power consumption per ton of
for producing a
metal as is possible
given desired temi)erature of the bath.

son

until the entire

when

limits

cal

clearing of
of only 30°
refractories
position of

of

lined

to the
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HOW TO BE I'KOSPEROLS
Everybody

the

and the i):cture is not a
overdraw!;.
A prominent manufacturer from the American Republic recently .uave us an insijrht on how things
ure worked over there, and we cannot
help but feel that a certain amount of
the same thint;- mijiht liven up thinjrs on
this side of the line.
Tht trentleman spoken of is an extensive manufacturer of mouldinjj machines, and is dointr quite an extensive
trade in Canada, but finds conditions different here, althout^h. we are exceptionally busy or regular every-day work to
a greater extent than at any time in our
history. In the United States ll.c workin.? nic-n, particularly the iiioulders, and
niore
particularly
the
foreiufn-born
moulders, are makinsr so much money
that they have taken to wearingsilk
^iiirts.
The silk shirt business received
such a sudden awakening that the mr.nufactiu-ers could not fill the order.? withtut installing more sewingmachines.
Vhe silk mills could not supply the silk
goods without installing more looms. The
sewing machine manufacturers and the
loom njani'facturevs were unable to supply the sewing machines or the looms
after engaging all the moulders they
could rake and scrape together, and as a
consequence had to send in rush orders
fcr moulding machines. The manufacturers of moulding machines were, of
course, in the same predicament and
could not fill their orders as pi'omptly
as they would like to have done, but by
the aid of moulding machines in their
own foundries they were able to relieve
the situation without much delay, and
the working man is now able to regale

we are shewing them something since the
war.
At the present time new foundries and rebuilt foundries are the order all over Canada. To enumerate all
that is going on in this line right now
would be a big task, but just a few which
have come to our attention to-day will
show how the Canadian foundries are
leaving nothing undone to make their
foundries as modern, both as regards
bu-ldings and equipment, as twentieth
century genius can make them.

bitious iH'ople,

bit

himself in silk shirts, etc., with less inconvenience than formerly.
This m^iy seem like a fairy tale, but
There is more truth than fiction in it.

The working man

is

to a silk shirt as

anyone

as

much

entitled

and tho
manufacturer is as willing to supply
him as anyone else. The custom of the
Americans is to keep things on the
move and keep the money circulating.
The manufacturer does not worry about
the wages he pays his men so much as
be does about keeping his business on the
move. They do not set any higher rate
of wages than -we do, but the rate agreed
upon between the employer and the employee is simply a minimum rate, which
else,

the least that the poorest
Better men are better paid.
When a Canadian goes into that country
to work at his trade he goes there prepared to speed up and also to produce
the quality, and when we hear of our
boys making a good thing over there we
must not overlook the fact that he is
making good for his employer or he
would not be getting the price.
is

to say, it
is paid.

is

dub

Canadian workmen can hold the good
positions ever the border and they could
bold similar positions here, but the drawback in the past has been that the Canadian shops have not been properly equipped to give the men a chance to make a
'how.

Things have changed, though,

in

MAN

the last few years, and Canada has begun
to sh.ow the world something.
We showed them something during tho war. and

American
people as a prosperous, hiistlins: and amiiioturcs

FOUNDRY

F>om

Hrockville

We

Learn This

The plant to be erected this year by
Machinery & Foundries, Limited, on the
former Murray pi-operty on Pearl Street
East and the North Augusta Road, will
be tho'-cughly modern in type, and when
completed will be one of the most up-todate factory buildings in Eastern Ontario.

Constructed

of reinforced
concrete, it will be absolutely fireproof and
will have the additional merit of possessing adequate lighting by means of steel
sash placed between concrete pihars.

105

ed and

in

opcialion about the first of

May.
Another From IJrantford, Onl.. Reads:
The Dominion Steel Products Co., Ltd.,
erecting a substantial addition to
present plant in the shape of a
foundry building 100 feet by 160 feet,
to be equipped with two cupolas, a 16ton capacity air furnace, and an electric
brass furnace, with a capacity of 300
tons per annum. The air furnace is being installed for the casting of heavy
rtcel mill rolls, also the rolls for rubberfa-e

their

working machinery.
for melting

is

all

The electric furnace
kinds of non-ferrous

alloys.

With electric furnace and air furnace,
along with the ordinary gray iron cupolas being installed, it is needless to say
that everything about the plant will be
the last word in perfection. If Canadian
employers will remember that the men
cannot do without good wages, and the

men

will

remember that

the

employer

cannot pay good wages unless they, the
men, do their part in trying their best
to earn ihc wages, Canada will see prosperity during 1920 which will surpass
anything ever experienced in its history.

The plant

•

is to be built in the form of
machine shop facing on Pearl
Street Ea?t, rmd the foundry building on
the North Augusta Road.
In addition
there is a cupola building two storeys m
height, and a boiler-house erected west
of the foundry building.
siding from the main line of the
Grand Trunk Railway will skirt the
western end of the machine shop, where
the office and shipping room are located.
The machine shop building, 275 feet in
length and 57 feet in width, will stretch
along Pe.irl Street East to the corner of
the Noith Augusta Road. It will be one
storey in height and the office (with lavatory) 25 X 20 ft., the shipping room
35 X 30 ft., and the paint shop 20 x 20
ft., will be located in its western
end.
The v^fhole will be of reinforced concrete

an

"L,"' tho

.A.

construction with strictly up-to-date appointments.

The foundry building will be 120 ft. by
62 ft. and v/ill join the machine ship
building. It will be 25 ft. in height with
ventilators.
At its southern end there
will be a mill room and a pattern storage

room.
Modern lavatories will be built
at the junction of the two buildings.

Nothing which goes to make an upto-date foundry will be omitted, electric
and pneumatic tools, moulding machines
of the latest type,

etc.,

being part of the

programme.
Another From Kitchener,

Ont.,

Reads:

Philip

Gics Foundry, manufacturers
of mining cars and special machinery,
iron brass, bronze and aluminum castings of every description, have let the
contracts for a new and up-to-date foundry, which will be commenced about the
middle of March.
It will be equipped
with ten-ton electric crane, electric elevator, direct-connected blower for jzupo-

exhaust tumbling barrels, moulding
machines, new core ovens, etc. It is expected that the new plant will be finishla,

TME PROPER VIEW
Mr. H.

R.

Atwater and Mr.

H.

E.

Deakins, of the Osborn Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio, were welcome visitors
at
the CANADIAN
sanc-

FOUNDRYMAN

tum

recently and report business brisk

to a degree bordering

on phenomenal.
Their common-sense argument regarding
the moulding machine cannot help
but

meet with the approval of every
gent foundry man. The argument

intelliis

that

the

moulding machine increases the
quantity and improves the quality of the
output and incidentally lowers the pro-,
ductive costs, thereby paying big interest
on the investment, but it must not
be
imagined that it v.ill pay for itself in
a few days.
Therein lies the secret of
opposition on the part of workmen toward the machine
The workman has

learned to be suspicious of the machine
entering the shop on account of
the
enormously increased amount of v/ork
which he is expected to do along with

what the machine does. The argument
advanced by ]\Ir. Atwater and Mr.
Deakins is that by letting the men know
that part of the benefits derived
from
the machine will go to them and
part to

company it will be an easy 'matter
to reconcile the men to using
the machine. If the man is given to
the

understand

that the machine was put in to speed
up
production and not for his benefit he is
not apt to get enthused over the
speeding up part of it, but if he is given
to
imderstand that the benefits are to be
mutual it crives it a different appearance.

The moulding machine is certainly necessary if we arc to compete with the co)npetition which is confronting us
from
every direction, and it is to be hoped
thai foundrymen who instal machines,
as they will be doing, vnll take the same
view as these gentlemen have taken.

:

ion
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Practical Hints for the Brass
ALl

MINUM AND

ITS
ISTICS

Editor

CHARACTEK-

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN:

Will you kindly inform me what aluminum really is, what its characteristics
aio, and how it is affected by mixing
other metals with it?
I have been informed that it is not a metal at all but
is a sort of clay and that it will not
chemically alloy with other metals and
that it cannot be soldered or welded, and
that even \arnish will not stick to it. I
have also been told that it can be mixed
with othor metals and that unless it has
some other metal mixed with it to harden
it it cannot be used for making patterns
or follow boards on account of being so
fcofi. and easily bent, and that if mixed
with other metals the resultant compound is apt to be so heavy that very
little is gained by using it, as lightness
is the only real feature which it is sup-

posed to be valued

—

for.

Aluminum certainly is a
Answer.
metal and mixes readily with other
metals such as copper, tin, zinc, etc. It
lentil
does not mix readily with lead,
recently aluminum was a rare metal and
too expensive to be used in ordinary
work, but of late it has become better
known The following definition will
give some light on the subject, after
which v/e will describe some of its
characteristics

What Aluminum
Aluminum is a bluish

Is

silver-white
metal, very malleable, ductile and sonorous, and noted for its lightness (specific
gravity 2.6) and resistance to oxidation.
It is the most abundant metallic element,
constituting, as is computed, 7.3 per cent,
of the earth's crust, but always occurring
Its principal minerals
in combination.
are cryolite, corundum, bauxite, diasaluminite.
alunogen,
gibbsite,
pore,
alunite, turquoise, wavellite, lazulite, and
many silicates, as kaolin, feldspar and
mica.

The m.etai was first separated by
Wohler in 1828. It is chiefly manufacture;! from aluminam ere (a pure form
of bauxite) by converting it into alumina
and electrolyzing this in a fused bath of
.\luminum
sodium aluminum fluoride,
melts at 657°C. or 1215" Fah. Weight
per cubic foot 1.59 to 169 pounds. It is
used as a material for electric conductors, cooking utensils, and various small
the construction of boats,
lightness combined with
strength is a requisite. It is also employed in the process of aluminography,
in reducing and welding metals, and in
the nrenaration of alloys.
Aluminum in its early history was
used in connection with copper to form
what was known as aluminum bronze:
aluminum
part
9 parts copper and 1
mj kes a p.ale gold-colored alloy used for
guns, journal bearings, bells, etc., and

and
where

articles,

etc.,

in

a.'so

etc.

ornamental articles, watch cases,
hard and stiff and very homo-

is

To put it in the form of an equation:
Weight of plate in pounds =:
.P.A.
P.C. \
:-(
M
)

It is

geneous.

Its specific

gravity

is

so ductile and malleable that

7.7.
it

It

can

be drawn down under the hammer to the
fineness of a cambric needle. It works
well, casts well, holds a fine surface under the tool and when exposed to the

weather, and

every respect, considered by some to be the best bronze
yet known.
Its high cost prevented it
from being used to any great extent
during the years when bronzes were at
it is,

V 165
Where
C -— Cubic content

550

/

of plate in feet.

P. A. —^Proportion of

in

aluminum.

of copper.
Let us verify the above instance with
J^'.C.^^ •Proportion

this

formula:
1

C z= 36 cubic

their zenith.

Aluminum, however, mixes readily
with copper, and for match plate work
it can be used in any proportion.
If 9

Founder

inches, that is

—

cubic

48
feet.
P. A. and P.C. each equal
Thus weight in pounds

pounds of aluminum and 1 pound of copper are mixed together it makes an alloy
very much improved over the pure
aluminum, and the difference in weight

V

48

hardly perceptible for the reason that
the great difference in weight of the two
metals makes the ten per cent, of copper by weight oniy about three per
cent, of the bulk or volum_e.

^^.

165X2 550X2/

is

Iron match plates were formerly used
and gave satisfaction, but the weight
was against them, and aluminum has
been found to be the right material in
the right place if a small percentage of
hardening material is used. To demonstrate how slightly the weight is
increased by the addition of a comparatively heavy metal such as copper, even
if used in the uncalled for proportion of
half and lialf, or .^0-50, I will submit a
formula for calculating. A cubic foot of
copper weighs about 550 pounds, while
a cubic foot of aluminum weighs about
165 pounds.
If mixed in even proportions a person is apt to think off-hand
that the resultant alloy would weigh in
the neighborhood of 370 pounds, which

that is to say, the cubic
contents of the plate are to be 36 cubic
inches.
On the basis of the above figures such a nlate made of aluminum
would weigh 3.4 pounds, while that of
iron would be 10.4 pounds, and the averiige man would probably say that a 50-50
ccpper-aluminum plate would be around
about 7 pounds, but on the contrary it
would only be about 5% pounds. The
formula for calculating the weight of
a plate made in v\'hatcver proportion desired is as follows: Number of pounds
weighf of plate equals cubic contents of
in

lliickness,

—
1

plpte divided

by

1

of the proportion

fi5

1

of

aluminum

of the proportion of

-|

550
copper.

3300

48

3300

825

13X48

156

5.28

Here we see that a plate which would
weigh 10.4 lbs if made of iron, will
weigh 5.28 if half copper and half aluminum, or almost exactly half the weight.
But supposing we make it of 90 per
cent, aluminum and 10 per cent, copper
9/10 and P.C.
where P.A.
1/10, here
we have weight in pounds

=

=

1X9
48

V 165

X 10

90

3

48

-j-

16500

550

X 10 )
31

1

5500

48

5500
3.69

so.

Let us assume that we have to make
a match plate 1 foot square by % inch

/

1100

330
13

would be about midway between, and
approaching that of iron, which is about
500 pounds; but not

V

48

or approximate-

1488
ly 3.7.

Thus we see that whereas a plate which
would weigh 3.4 lbs. if made of pure
aluminum would only weigh 3.7 lbs. if
reinforced by ten per cent copper and
only 5.28 if half copper, whereas an iron
one would weigh 10.4.
There are other metals which are used
to good advantage instead of copper and
easier to use, although not so generally
satisfactory for pattern work, although

by

some

foundrymen,

considered

all

right. Zinc in different proportions makes
a decided improvement to aluminum but

gives it a rough feel, no matter how
carefully finished. One pound of tin to
ninety-nine of aluminum makes it as
hard as anyone would want it for filing.
These alloys have a tendency to stick to
the pattern.

Aluminum
for

castings are

now being used

work where hard usage

is

part of
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projrranime and where li<;htness

tlio

is

All standard lipht alloys conUiin alumIn fact, some of the
a base.

inum for

fastest racin.ir yachts in the world
aluminum for their plates.

had

have

An

alloy containinjr 1>5 per cent, aluminum,
2'-.per cent, copper and 2'j per cent,
nickel will be soft and tough enough
into plates;

roll

FO U N D RY

A N

MA

N

—

Fusible metal Lead, 1 part; tin, 1
and bismuth, 2 parts.
Melts at
about 190 degrees.
Fusible metal Bismuth, 8 parts;
3.
Melts at
lead, 5 parts; and tin, 3 parts.
about 200 degrees.
Lead, 5 parts;
4. A tough type metal
antimony, 2 parts; and tin, 1 part.
metal Lead,
5
Ordinary type
5.
parts; antimony, 1 part; and tin, %
2.

part;

necessary.

to

I

its

specific

gravity

only 2.75, while it has a tensile
is
strength of 40,000 pounds to the square
inch.

\n

alloy of 70 per cent, aluminum,
25 per cent, zinc and 5 per cent, copper
is suitable for gear wheels, and different
parts of machinery.
It has a tensile
strength of 45,000 lbs. to the square inch
and is quite dense. It is rigid and wears

This alloy, if rolled, would crusli,
but if the zinc content is reduced by
about half, it can be rolled into plates.
If cast in chills or dies, the tensile
strength of this alloy is considerably

well.

—

—

—

part.

By adding more lead in these type
metals a softer alloy will be obtained.
Some other useful formulas are as follows:

7.

8.

61.100 pounds and an elongation of 4.2

per cent.

A German

— Copper,

silver

parts;
nickel, 1 part.
9.

alloys are. by
to be the best
all-round alloys for light castings. They
contain fiom 2 to 10 per cent, magnesium, and the 10 per cent, alloy, if
water chilled shows a tensile strength of

Non-friction
10 parts;
1 part; copper, 1-5 part.

antimony,

increased.

Magnesium aluminum
some experts, considered

—
metal — Tin,

Stereotype metal Lead, 5 parts;
6.
antimony, 1 part; and tin, Vi part.

Pewter

—Tin,

metal for casting
1
part; and

zinc,

2

6%

parts;

antimony,

1

1-16 parts.

to

For the convenience of those who wish
use any of the foregoing formulas,

the following table may be of use to
determine the melting points. The degrees are Fahrenheit, and are the ones
accepted by the United States Bureau of
Standards.

Wrought

INTERESTING DATA ON FUSIBLE

METALS
Many

times a person will want to
make a cast or die in metal for use in
embossing a token for Christmas or as
a present, and for this and many other
purposes the fusible metals are convenient on account of their low melting
point.
Some of them melt at even a
lower temperature than is required to
boil water.
Type metals, although they do not
melt at very low temperature, are much
preferable where a clean, sharp and
fairly durable cast is wanted.
In order to mix and use these metals
intelligently one should know something
about their properties, especially those
of antimony, bismuth and tin. Antimony
and bismuth, each in their own way,

have a marked effect upon any alloy
with which they are incorporated. Antimony is very brittle; it also has the
property of expanding when it solidifies;
and, best of all, it imparts this property
to its alloys, thus making them give fine,
sharp castings.
Bismuth is very brittle; it forms
alloys with other metals readily, and
also imparts to them hardness and fusibility.
In other words, it makes them
melt at a lower temperature than they
alone would melt.
Most fusible metals
contain bismuth.
Tin, when used with antimony, gives
toughness and tenacity, and removes the
brittleness
caused by the antimony.
Some formulas for the most common
fusible metals are as follows:
1.

Wood's metal

—Bismuth,

lead, 2 parts; tin, 1 part;
1

part.

4

parts;

and cadmium,

Melts at about 149 degrees F.

iron melts at 2,737 degrees.
" 1,981
" 1,692
"
" 1,166
Antimony

Copper
Bronze
Tin

'

Bismuth

'

Cadmium

'

Lead

'

Zinc

'

"

"
"
"

450
520
610
621
740

107
cooled suddenly with cold water. Large
bells may be cooled by using two or
"Welding Enhose.
three lines of
gineer."

—

EGYPT SIX THOUSAND YEARS AGO
In some remark:; contributed to the
discussion on Sir Alfred Herbert's paper
on "Machine Tools," read before the
of EnNorth-East Coast Institution
gineers and Shipbuilders, Professor W.
M. Flinders Petrie said that, regarding
priority in the use
of some machine

Whitworth, with his accurate facing plates, was not the father of mechanical accuracy.
The Egyptians in
4700, B.C., habitually used great facing
plates several feet wide, smeared with
red ochre, to test the truth of large rock
foundations and all fine joint surfaces of
stone.
They required the stone face to
catch the ochre at spots not more than
an inch apart all over. Later on, about
3400 B.C., there
was a granite sarcophagus nearly 9 ft. long, with errors
averaging 5-thousfrom true planes
andths of an inch. Coming to the drawing-office, the
Egyptians
used large
sheets of squared papyrus ruled in red
of work, showing
for scale drawings
For
joints and details of construction.
drilling hard rocks tubular drills were
commonly used armed with cutting
points which could slice through quartz
crystal. The regularity of the cores commanded the admiration of the modern
Copper saws over 8 ft. long
engineer.
were similarly armed for slicing granite.
tools,

ALUMINUM BRONZE
contains from 1%
aluminum and the remainder copper. It varies from a ten-

Aluminum bronze
11

to

WELDING BELL METAL

sile

p,er

cent,

strength of 25,000 pounds for the

about 80 per cent, copper and the balance
tin, with the addition of small amounts
of other metals to produce tone.
The
proportions of copper and tin produce
a very hard and brittle metal, one which
becomes increasingly harder to handle in
very large bells.
A bell weighing as
much as 1,500 pounds, for instance, is
cast very thick, not for strength but for
foundry reasons. This type of bell will
cool very slowly and should be handled

IVi per cent, aluminum to 90,000 pounds
for the 11 per cent, aluminum alloy.
More than 11 per cent, aluminum pro-

carefully.

SKELETON PATTERNS AND CORE
BOXES

V

out the crack and drill
a small hole at the theoretical extension
of the crack. This will prevent further
cracking. Place the bell on a fire-brick
platform, supported above the platform
by fire-bricks. Heat the bell carefully
and slowly. When it is hot enough to
Be sure
melt lead, choke off the fire.
that the supports under the bell are so
arranged that no part of the bell sags.
Proceed to weld in the usual way for
brass or bronze, using a Tobin Brone
rod.
A special rod, of the same metal
The line
as the bell, would be better.
should be slightly overof the weld
Allow the bell to cool very
charged.
slowly. When cool, clean up the line of
After the bell has entirely
the weld.
cooled, it is said that the original tone
may be entirely restored by again heating the bell as before, after which it is

To weld,

first

duces a brittle alloy. Aluminum bronze
shrinks more than ordinary brass in
casting, and hence care is required in
Aluminum
pouring it into the molds.
bronze containing less than 7% per
cent, aluminum can be rolled, swedged,
shorn or drawn.

Continued from page 109

Open framed

tables are of this kind,
tables the sides of which are
made of half-lapped frames, the space
between the bars being strickled out by
In some foundries large
the moulder.
pipes are made skeleton fashion, so that
the core is made inside the pattern. This

that

is,

not to be recommended, except in
special cases, as the patterns are very
fragile and cannot be relied upon.
is

A
A

winner never quits
quitter never wins.
Which of these two are

Some people

you?

are willing to be good
paid for, while others are good for
nothing.
if
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Skeleton Patterns and Core Boxes; Part

1

Being a Series of Jobs Encountered in British Shops Doing Mainly
Work in Connection With Ship Construction
By JAMES EDGAR

THERE
opinion

is

mnch

difference

of

about the relative advantages of skeleton and solid patterns,

articles the conbut in the following
struction of a few patterns which corn-

may be made
spherical end, however,
skeleton. That part of the sphere which
covers the end of the barrel may* ,be
turned in two halves the pattern being
In Fig. 2, the grounds around
in halves.

—

the top of the grounds, indeed in all
grounds should be
skeleton work the
bound in this way, or when the moulder
packs the sand between them they will
yield to the pressure.
If such a pattern
is very large the ground ought to be
framed as seen at Fig. 20. The method
illustrated by Fig. 7 is a good one where
the shape is awkward for semi-circular
grounds. When the joint frame is made,
are screwed to
supporting grounds
them, on which the shaped grounds are
screwed. One advantage of this way is
the ease with which brackets may be!
fitted behind the flanges.
Figs. 8 and 9 is a Y pipe, each branch
different
diameter.
Thel
being of a

AAA

prise

between them the main principles

work

be deNotwithstanding the bias in
scribed.
some pattern shops and foundries
against this type of pattern, it may be
confidently asserted that where one or
involved in

skeleton

will

two castings only are wanted the cheap
Even
skeleton will always find favor.
where it does not reduce labor, it invariably reduces timber costs, and if
handled by moulders accustomed to the
class of

work does not greatly increase

foundry costs.

A

plate could be
made to the outline shown in the sketch,
but where there is a stretch of straight
pipe, whether tapered or of the same
diameter throughout, it is better to make
It does not take the
a staved barrel.
patternmaker much longer, and the
moulder has not to form the shape. The
Fig.

1

is

a bollard.

barrel are shown jointed together,
is a good practice if many castings are needed and a solid pattern is
essential, but one for every three shown
Of
would, be sufficient for a skeleton.
course, the grounds should be built so
that the correct shape of the casting will
be formed at the joint of the two halves.
The grounds can be drawn from a template and sawn, so as to take a binding
strip A, Fig. 1, which holds them firm.
Filling
up the spaces between the
grounds with sand is quickly done in
the foundry.
Fig. 3 shows a pattern made entirely
It is a very common type of
skeleton.
valve, which varies only in minor deSometimes there are several
tails.
diameters with large fillets from one to
the other, and it is advisable to turn
A
special rings at changing diameters.
frame like Fig. 4 should first be made.
Sometimes this plate or frame is made
to the face of the flanges and the flanges
But it is equallfc^i
are checked over it.
as effective and less troublesome to make
it to the backs of the flanges, squaring
the end grounds from the joints, and
then screwing on the flange as for a
The ground. Fig. 6, which
solid pattern.
crosses the main body and forms the
centre of the branch, should be screwed
in place first and if the branch is then
completed by grounds screwed on either
the
side, a guide is made for cutting
Where the
other large body grounds.
large diameter and the small diameter
is
defined
by two
shape
join, the
grounds. Just as in the case of the bollard, a binding strip should be fitted on
the

which

^MriTi

—

\/
V
/

n

r,

p=^
simplest way of making it is to make a
spherical or dome end of the largest
diameter, and fit the others against it.
This is so especially if the centres of the
branches are not on the same plane.
Barrels are not shown on the sketches,
although the pipes a?'e straight, because
diameter.
On the
they are of small
dome end, a small semi-circular ground
ground on the
is screwed to the last
straight pipe, because it forms a good
butt for the grounds that complete the

dome.

A

straight pipe, which is made skeleton fashion, is shown at Fig. 10. It has
a deck or bulkhead flange in the centre.
A hole is cut in the bulkhead of a ship
through which the outer flange and the
the
middle flange is
pipe pass, and
This is a pipe
bolted to the bulkhead.
that has to be fitted to place. The template that is used is quickly made into a
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Of course, tliis method is only for a large
valve, as small valves can be very easily
shaped from solid
timber.
The joint

plate.

plates should be made
to the outward
shape, and two or three grounds, according to the length of the body screwed
The branches for
to it and lagged over.
these valves are usually short and should

pattern by adding thickness to the flange
machining and contraction, and a
few grounds betwee.i the flanges for the
shape. Fig. 11 shows how the bulkhead
flange is checkcii to go over the joint'

The double bend pattern, Fig. 12 and
rather difficult to make, and what

1'^ is

adds to the difficulty
usual type of pattern

is,

to

that it js a
be fitted to

be made solid.
make the joint

not necessary to
carry
to
the
flanges.
It may b'.' here mentioned, as
there are usually top branches on these
valves, that it is
never
profitable to
make them skeleton
To build up a
skeleton branch on the top of a diameter
takes much longer than fitting a solid
branch, but the greater objection is that
it does not deliver readily from the sand
and would tear the mould. Anything
that causes the moulcier to waste time
is
not profitable.
Ultimate costs are
after all more important than immediate
solid

double
the
reason
for
the
bend usually being that it has to clear
some other casting. It simplifies the
work to make the joint plate with two
breaks, so that the grounds will be semiIt would
circular or approximately so.
be very difficult to make, and a bad pattern to mould, if the joint plates were
crossed in a straight line from flange
to flange with the grounds defining the
shape.

Again

if

quite

positions

whereas
body it

if

separately

can be changed

is

that

easily,

they arc built as part of the

an awkward job to make an
It is often one of the disalteration.
advantages of a skeleton pattern that it
cannot be altered as easily as a solid
one, but if only one or two castings are
wanted that does not matter. The
sketches. Fig. 16 and 17, explain themis

The top flange can be screwed
segments round the barrel. The best

selves.
in

way

make

the barrel to the underand screw on top a
smaller diameter
piece
of
the same
thickness as the flange.
This forms a
shoulder for
the
flange.
In
Fig. 1
crossed grounds were shown for the baris

to

side of the flange

This prevents the barrel from beelliptical, but it is not necessary
when not for a standard pattern.
Some patterns can conveniently be
made in a combination way, using a lagged barrel, skeleton grounds and segments. Fig. 18 is such a pattern. It is
a bend pipe with a very large fillet at one
flange, as the core inside is rounded off
to a large diameter.
The reason for
making the short straight length of segment, as shown in Fig. 19, is because
they could
probably
be
built much
quicker than if grounds
and lagging
were used. The curve is made skeleton,
with a solid block, because it could be
made thus quicker than even a built
solid piece.
The large fillet is a difficulty. A few pieces may be nailed round
and the moulder left to fill in. A far
better method, though, and one that is
almost as quick, is to make the barrel
shorter and turn a fillet piece in the
lathe, the thickness of the joint plate
being cut off after it is turned. It is
advisable to have a fairly thick jirint at
this end to leave a body of sand in the
core beyond the fillets.
A half lapped

rel.

coming

Fi<^.l(y,

on.

What

are called double valve chests
There is
are much better made solid.
no saving in making a skeleton pattern
if it does not save carving or awkward
shaping. That is why it is usually advisable to make a barrel for a straight
pipe and never to make a skeleton of a
square shape. If a valve chest like Fig.
14 is wanted in a gieat hurry, or if the
use of a lathe is not possible at the
moment, the ends may be left skeleton
style.
Fig. 15 shows the best way of
building the straight part of the body.

their

it

is

ments screwed

making them

it i?

part of

,

not possible unless the pipe i s
very small, in which case it would be
best made solid, to make the joint plates
from one piece of timber. It is necessary
to joint where the breaks are, and one
wide or two narrow battens can be carefully planed to the correct angle and
screwed on.
They are shown in both
Figs. 12 and 13. If the joint plates are
made accurately there ought to be no
completing
the pattern.
difficulty in
Nothing has been said about prints on
any of these patterns, but they should
be made as for a solid pattern, either
of one thickness timber, or if they have
to be thick, of an inch plate with segIt

is

plates

wise to make a branch
has to be left loose
to get it from the mould. There are certainly exceptions, but generally it is difficult, if not impossible, to fasten a loose
part satisfactorily to a skeleton.
Fig. 16 is a type of valve that at first
glance would seem to be like Fig. 1. It
is
shorter, however, and because of the
core and also the branches which are not
shown, it is better to joint it as in the
sketch. In this case again barrels should
be made and screwed to the plates first.
The branches could be built as part of
the main pattern, l)ut the advantage of

costs.

place,

It

10!)

ground is shown in Fig. 20. They can
be quickly made, th-^ half laps being cut
at a band or circular saw.
There are other forms of skeleton
patterns which are not touched on in this
article; patterns, that is, that might be
more properly termed shell patterns.

r.^.i7

Continued on page 107
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end of which they were presumed to be journeymen. This
system resulted in producing practical workmen, but in
order to hold his own after spending his time in properly
instructing an apprentice the employer could not pay liv-
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Technical Schools

SUBJECT of technical education
THE
should be of more than usual interest

one which
foundrymen.
Foundry work, as we have frequently pointed out, always
was the most neglected of occupations from whatever
angle it might be viewed, but regardless of its shortcomings, there was always a plentiful supply of applicants
is

to

for positions.

Circumstances, the source of which can be traced both
to the unpopularity of the work with the working class,
and the lack of forethought on the part of the employer,
have so greatly added to the perplexity of the situation of
late that the climax has been about reached, and unless
steps are taken to change conditions the foundry business
will be in sore straits before long.

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN

has

always
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advocated

technical schools where foundry work would be taught in
a common-sense manner, and where all theories could be
put to the test in actual practice and either proved or disproved, and where apprentices and prospective apprentices,
as well as those who have served an apprenticeship under
unfavorable conditions, can be shown the interesting features in connection with the work.
Foundry work in all its branches is interesting to an
extent which can be truly called fascinating, if viewed
from the proper standpoint.
Formerly apprentices were bound for long terms, at the

ing wages to this class of help.
Now that work is plenty
and men scarce it is a difficult matter to get boys who are
willing to be bound for a term at small wages to learn a
trade which has few attractions to offer.

As we have said, foundry work is fascinating if properly
understood and properly handled, and the technical school
is the proper place to bring out its interesting features
in an atmosphere where business profit is not the predominant consideration with the instructor.

Many of our industrial centres now have technical
schools where most of the arts and crafts are taught, but
true to the usual custom, the foundry has been considered
unworthy of considei'ation until very recently.
In Toronto there are five technical schools, one of whicii
Central Technical School
takes second place to
none on the continent. This school and its grounds occupy
an entire block of six acres. The building is 430 feet long
and 227 feet deep, and four stories high.
It was completed in 1915, at a time when the youth of the country
had other thoughts on their minds, but its promoters persisted in its successful development, with the result that it
During the years 1918-19
has been a phenomenal success.
sixty regular teacher were employed, being assisted by
some 150 special and occasional teachers recruited from
the industries of the city, and some ten thousand students
were registered.
Among the departments in this school
are patternmaking shops equipped with 40 work benches,
18 lathes, and numerous saw and other machines; machine
shop, forge and acetylene welding shops, equipped with
everything required, and incidentally a cupola, three brass
furnaces, one core oven, a lead-melting furnace, ladle
heater, pneumatic rammer, moulding machines, flasks and
tools.
The foundry has been used to a considerable extent as an aid to patternmaking students in learning the
requirements of the pattern in the foundry. The castings
required in the machine shop department are also made

—

— the
•

here.

Beginning with the fall term of 1920, the foundry department will be up to the highest standard and full
courses in every phase of foundry practice will be taught
by thoroughly competent instructors. Instruction will
also be given to patternmakers, designers and draughtsmen on such subjects as draft, shrinkage, etc., together
with the general principles of molding as a guide to designing and constructing patterns in a manner most easily
molded.
A. C. McKay, B.A., LL.D., is principal, and J. W. McBean, B.A., is director of shop work in the school.

Technical Plus Practical Education
'~p

ECHNICAL

knowledge is not in opposition to practifar from it; technical knowledge is
an aid and abettor to the practical workman.

A

cal experience

—

A common remark from the transient workman is that
every shop he works in he picks up some new idea, which
fact elicits the argument that the best workmen are to
be found among the hobos, because they have the opportunity of seeing things which they could never see if they
remained in one shop year after year. This goes to show
that there is no shop but what has its little rut, into
w^hich the workmen fall.
If a transient comes along who
has been in some good shops, he brings along some ideas
which might be adopted if the foreman was of the kind
which cares for new ideas; but many employers do not
care to engage this class of man, and as a consequence
this source of knowledge is cut off.
The technical paper brings
than the restless hobo and
Workmen writing what they
it to the technical press to

this

knowledge much better

can be studied at leisure.
have experienced and selling
be delivered to other work-
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men cannot but be

beneficial

to both the

1
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workmen and

the employer

There are other features of value which can not be
learned through experience or through visiting other
plants, such as results of experimental institutions, unless these results are being taken advantage of in the
shops visited.
In the foundry business this sort of thing is just in its
infancy and few foundries have adopted the improved
Those which do
methods, but are rapidly falling in line.
not keep up to date will have a struggle competing, and
the workman who adheres to antiquated methods will soon
be a back number. Practical knowledge is the right thing
if the right thing is being practised.

Took Nine

of

Them

to

Take

a

Man

IN YEARS

gone by, before the advent of labor-saving
machinery, and large industrial works, clothing was
all made by hand, and in order to get a suit of clothes it
was necessary to be measured and fitted, even though
the clothes were for rough labor.
It may be imagined
that a lot of hands would be required to accomplish the
work, and it may also be imagined that greater skill
would be required to do the work by hand tlian would be
required to make ready-made clothing by machinery. Yet
what effect has machinery had on the working class in the
clothing line, particularly as regards their income? Under
the old system a tailor worked such long hours and was
so poorly paid that it was a common expression to say
that "it took nine tailors to make a man."
In those days moulders were highly paid mechanics, compared with tailors.
To-day things have changed, and in
spite of the machinery a man who is capable of making
and fitting a suit of clothes is a higher-paid man than a
moulder. This is no fault of his, nor the moulder's.
It is
just the ordinary course of events, and the same thing
will take place in the foundry as has taken place in the
clothing industry and almost every other line of work.
The moulding machine will come into general use at a
rate little dreamed of, and in very few years every foundry, no matter how insignificant, will have its quota of
machines.
It is an undisputed fact that more machines,
twice over, will be installed in Canada this year than in
any pre\'ious year in its history. But with improved facilities for producing castings it will be the good workmen
who will survive, and the moulder who can put his hand
to all-round foundry work will increase in value with
every forward step in the progress of the modern foundry.
The day of moulders floundering in the muck of the antiquated foundry has about seen its finish, and foundry
work will henceforth see a new era.
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— Am.

Foundrymen's Assn.

TllK annual meeting of the .'Vmerican Foundrymen's Association, to be held in Columbus, Ohio,
October 4th to 8th inclusive, a new department will
be added to the programme, to be known as the "Non-Ferrous Casting Section."
At the meetings of this section
papers and discussions of interest to the practical brass
and aluminum foundrymen will be presentetT.
understood that the Institute of Metals division of
Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers will hold a meeting in Columbus during the same
week, and it is proposed to have a joint session of the
Non-Ferrous Section of the American Foundrymen's Association and the Institute of Metals division of the
It is

the

A.

American

I.

M. E.

This announcement will be of interest to the more than
two thousand manufacturers of non-ferrous castings in
the United States and Canada.

Mr. C. S. Koch, president of the American Foundrymen's Association, has appointed Mr. Lucien W. Muelle^-,
of the H. Mueller Manufacturing Company, Decatur, 111.,
and Mr. Robert S. Archer, of the Aluminum Manufactures, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, as members of the papers committee to represent this new section.
The other sections that will be represented on the programme of the American Foundrymen's Association are
the Gray Iron section, the Steel Foundry section, the Malleable Iron section, and the Industrial Relation section,
and in conjunction with these meetings will be held. the
usual exhibit of foundry and machine shop tools, equip-

ment and

supplies.

The war is pretty much over in various corners of Europe, but we are approaching the season of the year when
the speckled hen is apt to get over the fence and make a
frontal attack on the neighbor's Dutch setts.

It is very easy to figure out that prices cannot possibly
go any higher, only to come down to the office and find announcement of 'steen lines that have hopped over night.

When you
this

see a

man

on the street with grey socks in

windy weather, and on the same

—

street see

some

Modern Molding Machines
HE

moulding machines which are being put on the marA ket to-day are a marvel, and are truly entitled to
equal consideration with machines for any other purpose.
The three fundamentals upon which the moulding machine
rests are: Stripping plates, jolt rammers and squeezers.
These various types may be separate and distinct machines constructed to suit the jobs for which they are intended, or they may be united into a combination machine
in which each system plays its part.
Vne stripping plate
is chiefly adyantageous as a pattern-drawing device.
The
jolter will ram a mould better and cheaper than can possibly be ione by hand, and the squeezer excels in the matter of speed where it can be used.
By taking advantage
of the different methods a combination can be arranged
to suit most any job with practically no manual labor.
Added to these systems are roll-over devices, patternrapping, vibrating, sand-sifting attachments, etc.
For
work where the rammer is used, the pneumatic rammer
has every advantage over hand ramming.
All things
considered, the old-time system of foundry work has about
run its course, and molding machnies will come to stay,
not as strike breaks or slave-drivers, but as necessary

'"T^

adjuncts in the modern foundry.

girl

well, one's got too much on or else
with silk hosiery
Great chance for a rather
the other's not got enough.
illuminating argument here.

^v-^

^.-^
The Antidote for "Reds"

—Thomas

in

the Detroit "News.'
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PLATING AND POLISHING DEPARTMENT
Practical

Articles, Useful Data, Descriptions of Machinery,

Equipment,

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
— I am very anxious to

find
out the length of time it would require
to obtain a really serviceable coating of
nickel upon brass pipe.
I mean such a
coating as would resist ordinary polishing for at least five or seven years. What
made to determine
could
be
test
whether the nickel plating on a brass
pipe offered for sale was of such a thickness ?
Does the strength of the current
And if it
in the plating bath vary?
varies, does that affect the amount of
Shall -conmetal deposited per hour?
sider it a great favor if you will kindly
give me above information.
Answer. A nick>3l deposit on a brass
pipe should be at least two one-thousbuffing
to
andths inch thick after
insure satisfactory resistance against
occasional polishing with ordinary metal
polishes, and the varying atmospheric
conditions, whether indoors or outdoors,
(Question.

—

for the period of time you mention.
To produce a nickel deposit upon a
brass pipe which would meet these requirements we would subject the article
to at least two hours' continuous plating in a nickel bath of normal concentration with a current density of five
amperes per square foot. Voltage at
bath not to exceed 2 volts. Slower de-

etc.,

Used

in

the Plating

and Polishing Industry.

changes in temperature of bath or of
any portion of the external circuit; it
changes with varying chemical condition of the bath, the increase or decrease
in metal content, the varying loads, the
different cathode areas being plated,
the resistance offered by imperfect contacts between anode or cathode and the

rods from which these objects are suspended; poor anode corrosion eventually
affects the current available; a wavering E.M.F. causes a varying current, etc.
The varying strength of currenr does
affect the amount of metal deposited
per hour.
One ampere of current will
deposit a given amount
of metal per
second. Therefore, any reduction in the
ampere hours means a reduction in
actual metal deposited; likewise any increase in ampere hours means an increase in metal deposited. Slow deposition yields close-grained deposits.
The
time required to
produce satisfactory
nickel coatings for your purpose can be
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on brass tubing has been obtained by
plating approximately three hours at
low current density in an electrolyte
containing about 2 oz. boric acid per

Occident Hall, corner Queen and
Bathurst Streets, Second Thursday of each
month, at 8 P.M.

Bath slightly acid to blue litpaper. The modern tendency is to
deposit nickel quickly in so many minThis
utes instead of so many hours.
deposition
is absolutely
hastening of
wrong where durable nickel plate is es-

St.,

Holtham, 328

PLACE AND DATES OF MEETING
The

gallon.

mus

sential.

The only truly satisfactory

test

we

have ever used was to expose the base
metal by the careful application of nitric
acid to a small portion of the plated
surface and then use the micrometer, or
make micrometer tests before and after
If the physical properties of
plating.
the deposit are found correct by testing
a strip of the nickel coating, which has
been removed from a previously prepared
to bending,
subjecting
test piece by
twisting, rolling or hammer test, then
the bath should be maintained constantly
in same condition and the micrometer

test will be found dependable.

We have grave doubts about your obtaining brass pipe plated commercially
which will meet the aforesaid test. A
thinner deposit might prove satisfac-!
tory in many instances, but for general
thickness herein
the
trade purposes
mentioned will be found much more reWith reference to varying curliable.
current varies with
Yes, the
rent.

greatly reduced by employing mechanimeans to facilitate rapid deposition
of metal free from the detrimental effects of deposited or occluded hydrogen,
that is, the cathode rod of tank could be
kept moving during time of plating, or
the bath could be agitated by small jets
of compressed air; the temperature of
bath could be raised to approximately
100 degrees Fah., and if a fluro-borate
is
employed the results
nickel bath
would be decidedly improved in a given
time.
The thickness of deposit is not
thin, closealways a safe guide;
a
grained, hard deposit will resist more
wear than a soft, thick, coarse-grained
coating, so be sure to test the physical
properties of the nickel.
Question. I have been operating a
brass solution for the last two years.
Have not had much trouble. Lately the
work has had a brown scum on it.
Scratch brushing takes the scum off
and the brass is nice yellow color. Have
added cyanide, but results are no better.
the work come
I would like to have
from plating tank clean, so I would not
have to scratch brush it. This is first
time it has bothered me. Please publish

cal

—

—

When you are writing us
for information, try and give us more
details relative to the condition of bath
or subject in question.
In this case we
have practically nothing to work on and
must express our opinion

in very genterms based
on experience with
brass baths of various compositions. Re-

eral

move
and

the brass solution

filter carefully,

from the tank

do not force

it.

If

the density of the solution after filtering
exceeds 10 degrees Beaume, remove a
portion of the solution and dilute with
clean, soft water until the density ap-

proximates 10 degrees
Beaume.
Stir
well and add copper salt in small quantities; electrolyze with strong current.

Now bring up color with small additions
of zinc dissolved in cyanide.
Keep sufficient free cyanide in bath to prevent
rainbow colors on the work. The solution removed may be used to replenish
the bath from time to time, or may be

cals to the bath.
591

position and prolonged treatment would
yield even better results. Our best work

—

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN.

Answer.

added to a cyanide copper solution a
little at a time. Keep the metal strength
of the solution up to maximum but avoid
exceeding 10 degrees density by being
cautious when prompted to add chemi-

TORONTO BRANCH.

Officers for

President— Mr.

reply in

If you use arsenic or
ammonia, give
the
matter
a little
thought and you may conclude that you
are simply making hard work for yourself by continuing the use of these two
chemicals. Heavy, bright, clean, smooth
brass coatings are easily possible from
very simple brass solution free from
either arsenic or ammonia, and such

baths are not freaky, they require little
attention and the upkeep is less than
with more complex solutions.

—

Question. We would like to obtain
some information respecting the method
usually employed in applying an oxidized finish to grey iron castings; also
the necessary material for equipping a
plant for this work.

—

Answer. To prepare the castings for
an oxidized finish it will first be necessary to obtain a smooth surface on the
castings, either by polishing on emerycoated wheels or by tumbling in cylin-

made expressly for the purpose.
After the surface of the casting has
been rendered smooth the casting is
cleaned, as is usual for electro-plating
and a deposit of copper is given the
casting; a cyanide copper solution is
necessary for the operation.
The acid
or sulphate solution will not suffice, as
satisfactory coatings of copper cannot
be obtained directly on iron from a sulphate bath except
by
using special
methods and unusual care. If, however,
a dark finish, uniform in color and unrelieved, will answer your requirements,
you may resort to use of a black nickel
solution or a phosphoric black.
These
finishes may be applied directly on the
ders

CANADIAN
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iron ami

may

often be used to jrood ad-

vantajre

but

to

the

obtain

regulation

oxidized finish on a copper base it will
be necessary to use the cyanide copper
mentioned.
To exsolution as here
is advisable to
it
pedite the process,
avoid heavy matte deposits of copper unless a protective coating is desired; the
deposit must be heavy enough in any
event to resist the effects of the oxidizing solution and permit sufficient action
to obtain a pood finish and black color.
A five or ten minute deposit from a
warm solution, or a fifteen or twenty
minute deposit from a cold solution will
usually be found adequate for all ordinary purposes. If the castings are porous
and spotting out results after coppering
or oxiilizing, we would advise a twenty
minute copper deposit in an acid copper
solution immediately following a thorough rinse after the cyanide copper
plate is obtained. Or use a strong blast
of compressed air on the cyanide coppered surface to effect a complete removal of the cyanide solution from the
pores of the castings.
good cyanide
copper solution for your purpose would
consist of sodium cyanide, 6 oz.; copper
carbonate, 3 oz.; bisulphite of soda, 2
oz.; carbonate of soda (dry), 1 oz.; to
each gallon of water required to complete the bath.
This solution may be
operated either warm or cold, but much
better results are obtained when the
temperature of the solution is kept at
about 130 degrees Fah. To prepare the
solution with above mentioned chemicals
begin by dissolving the total required
amount of sodium cyanide in one-half
the total required volume of lukewarm
water, then dissolve the copper car-

A

This
bonate in this cyanide solution.
operation may be performed in a stoneware crock containing a small quantity
of the cyanide solution; allow the solution to stand a few minutes after each
addition
of the
carbonate has been
stirred up well, so as to allow the undissolved portion to settle each time. Do
not introduce any solid substances into
the plating solution; use care to assure
complete solution of all chemicals. When
copper carbonate is all in solution, dissolve the soda salts in a small amount of
water and add to the solution of cyanide
and copper, then itir and boil for about
hour.
Suspend
electrolytic
either
copper anodes on
side of the
cathode rod and upon the positive tank
terminals. Use a sheet iron tank for hot
A good wooden tank may be
solution.
employed if solution is to be operated
cold. Heavy matte deposits are not suit-

one-half

able for oxidizing if a gloss finish is desired; therefore, the copper deposit must
either be obtained in a bright condition
from the plating bath or the matte must
be laid down by scratch brushing, the
latter

method permits best

entails considerable labor

results, but
and time, and

for cheaper grades of work the bright
deposit is usually quite satisfactory and
may be produced from the copper solution here given by adding 3 to .5 oz. of

hyposulphite

of

soda

per

one

hundred

F

U N

gallons of plating solution.

RYMAN

1)

Do

not add

the hypo crystals carelessly, as an excess

produce conditions which will reTo
quire considerable time to correct.
solution, procure
oxidize the coppered
from a reliable supply house a quantity
will

of

oxidizing

material.

You

will

find

chemical on the market under variSome are rather inous trade names.
ferior, so make sure you obtain a dependable article; in pre-war times German potassium sulphurctte was universally employed, but the article available to-day is equally as efficient when
Oxidizing solutions do
used properly.
not retain their effectiveness over longperiods and must therefore be made up
When
freshly when needed for use.
the oxidize is to bo relieved in spots to
beneath, the black
expose the copper
coating may be rendered softer by adding about one-fourth ounce of sulphate
of ammonia to each gallon of the oxithis

To relieve the finish,
dizing solution.
use a circular felt wheel, or if the entire coating of oxidize is to be finished
with a lustre or gloss, use a circular
brass wire scratch brush on a buffing
The actual operation of oxidizlathe.
ing is simple. Merely immerse the proper-ly surfaced clean castings in the preand remove;
pared oxidizing solution
then repeat the immersion without rinsing; continue this until the desired black
is obtained; then rinse in cold water, immerse only momentarily in hot alkaline
cleaning solution, rinse in cold water and
dry off in boiling hot water. Too much
oxidizing material in the solution will
often cause too rapid precipitation of
the sulphide and the coating will be nonIt is advisable
adherent, flake or chip.
to use the minimum quantity of oxidizing material possible to effect the desired finish and allow the black color to
develop slowly. The equipment required
for this work as described will include
a small generator of sufficient ampere
capacity to plate the amount of work
you wish to process at one time, with a
current density of at least 6 amperes
per square foot of surface, with an
A tank suitable to
E.M.F. of 5 volts.
contain the copper solution, a rheostat
or resistance coil to control the volume
of current entering the bath, 1 sheet
iron tank for cleaning solution, 1 wooden tank for cold water rinse and scouring, 1 clean barrel for hot water rinse,
one or two stoneware crocks for oxidizing solution, copper anodes for copper
plating solution brass rods or tubes and
connections for same sufficient to equip
the tanks using electric current, wires
to connect tanks to generator, brushes
for scouring or swabbing and the chemicals heretofore mentioned, together with
a small quantity of pulverized pumice.
If the surface of castings is to be polished, you will require in addition to
above, 1 polishing lathe, 1 scratch brush
lathe, wheels brushes, emery, glue and
glue pots, tables, benches, stools, racks,
Do not purchase a generator of
etc.
just the capacity you require, the larger
the surplus the better. Any old dynamo

will

118
not

we would

give you
advise a

satisfactory

results;

compound wound ma-

chine of at least 50 per cent, greater
capacity than you are liable to require
Provide good venfor present work.
tilation in the plant and good drainage,
plenty of clean water and an adequate
steam supply at low pressure. Then get
good conscientious, experienced man to
take full charge.

—

Question. The nickel solution 1 am
using has been plating dark for some
time and the several attempts I have
made to correct the trouble appear to
have failed.
Will your correspondent
kindly give me a few notes respecting
the cause and remedy in cases of this
kind? I want to get a white plate, and
the dull dark
deposits
now obtained
cause me a great deal of worry.

—

Answer. A nickel solution contaminated with copper in any form usually
indicates the fact beyond a doubt to the
close observer and the effect is distinctly
different from the dark effects caused
by local changes naturally produced. To
remedy the dark deposit, dissolve 4 oz.
of nickel sulphate for each gallon of
If this
solution and add to the bath.
addition brings the color
up, let the
solution work without further notice. If
with
nickel cartoo acid, neutralize
bonite.
Very frequently dark deposits
may be corrected by simply electrolyzing
the solution with strong current for a
few hours. When time is too valuable
to use in this way we would add either
sodium chloride, magnesium sulphate or
ammonium chloride to the bath in quantities ranging from 2 oz. to 3 oz. per gallon of plating solution.
If the conductivity is satisfactory, but
the deposit
still grey or dark, add 2 to 3 oz. boric
acid previously dissolved in a portion of
the solution heated by means of injected
steam. Double sulphate nickel solutions
are more liable to yield dark deposits
with slight change in chemical composition than single salt solutions and should
not exceed 6 degrees Beaume density. 4
degrees or 5 degrees will prove more
reliable over long periods if not overworked and are kept equipped with a
plentiful anode surface.
It is a grave
error to equip a 400-gallon nickel solution with 200 or 300 lbs. of anodes and
expect freedom from
altering plating
conditions unless constant care is given
the bath, and this method will prove extremely expensive in the long run. Use
plenty of anodes of good quality, see that
they feed the bath and you will avoid
the frequent addition of salts.
Nickel
solutions neutralized with ammonia are
liable to plate dark
and brittle; use
nickel carbonate instead.
The carbonate
can do no harm if added in excess, and
as it is dissolved by the free acid is
converted into nickel sulphate and increases the metal strength of the solution.
The excess simply goes to bottom
of tank and remains there, unless dismechanically.
For conducting
turbed
salt, the chloride of nickel is logically
the correct chemical, but is not held in
popular favor by platers.

——

—
—
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Scraps from the Foundry Scrap Pile
Burnett and Crompton, Montreal,
have purchased the plant and equipment of
the Maisonneuve Foundry, 860 La Salle
Street, and will remodel and equip it with
the most modern appliances for doing foundry work.
Moffatts, Limited, is the name of a new
corporation recently formed in Toronto,
to manufacture iron,
steel and non-ferrous metal castings. James L. Moss and
Arthur B. Mortimer are the principal promoters. The company is capitalized at
$1,000,000.

Adam

Clark Limited,

is

new company which has

the

name

of a

just been incor-

porated in Hamilton, Ont., to manufacture
stoves, furnaces, etc.
William J. Clark and
Alfred T. Harvey are the leading figures in
the new concern. The capital stock is
$250,000.

Hanover Foundry to Expand. — Peppier
Bros. Co., Limited, has been incorporated
stock of $150,000 to manufacture iron and steel products, etc., at
Hanover, Ont.
Messrs. Joseph M. Bullen

with a capital

and Norman

S.

Robertson

of

Toronto and

others constitute the directorate.

Brass Foundry for Brantford.
Mr. Richard Hart, of Brantford, has
taken out a permit for the erection of a
brass foundry at 22 Leonard street in
that city. The building will be of brick,
20 feet by 36 feet, and the side walls
will be 8 feet in height.

The Independent

Specialties
been incor$250,000 by William
Steel

Limited, has

porated with a capital of
L. Davis, Alastair A. Gowan,

Frank P.

Turville and others to establish a foundry
business in Montreal for the manufacture
of iron and steel castings and other steel
specialties.

Fred J. Passino Gets Promotion.
Fred J. Passino who for many years travelled
out of the general offices of the Independent
Pneumatic Tool Company in Chicago, covering the Southwest, has just been appointed

manager of the Eastern Division
headquarters at 1463 Broadway,
York City, N. Y.

assistant

with

New

Ground Broken

for

New

South African Plant Increasing its
Capacity.— The iron smelting and steel
making industry of the Pretoria district in
South Africa is developing to such an extent
that the Union Steel Corporation is converting the 10-ton Siemens open-hearth
furnace first erected at the works to a capacity of 20 tons.
The plant will have two
furnaces of this size.

Foundry Extensions at
The National Shipbuilding

Goderich.

Limited,
Goderich, have added a considerable extension to their foundry, and now have a
floor space of 16,000 square feet.
They
have installed several moulding machines
and other improvements. Two 25-ton
cupolas will constitute the melting equipCo.,

The Sherbrooke Iron Works has been
Downe and F. A.
Schaff of New York, who will continue to
acquired by George L.
operate

under

Iron Works.

the name of Sherbrooke
The new company will con-

tinue to carry on a general foundry and

machine shop business, and in addition will
instal machinery for the manufacture of
superheating

appliances

for

locomotive,

stationary and marine engines as well as

other steam specialties.

Fort William Foundry Reorganized.^

As the

result of inspection of various British
pipe casting plants, the management of the
Canada Iron Corporation's foundry at
Fort William, Ont., have decided to reorganize their system of making standard
cast-iron pipe, and are in consequence very
busy at present in their jobbing foundry,
the pressure of work being new equipment
for their own use, in conjunction with their
regular lines of custom work. Lack of skilled
labor, however, is holding things up considerably.

ment.

The Smiths

New

Corporation,

—

New Foundry for Aurora, Ont. F.
Fleury's Sons, Wellington Street, have all
plans prepared for the erection of a new
foundry and will start building operations
The new foundry will be modern
at once.
in every respect and will be equipped with
the most modern moulding machinery and
everything which goes to make it second
to none.

Factory.

Ground has been broken and considerable
progress made on the new foundry extension
of the Philip Gies Foundry, Kitchener, Ont.,
which is expected to be in operation in
May. All equipment will be of the most
modern, including electric and compressed
air-driven machinery.

Another Foundry for

Kitchener.

Malcolm and Hill, Limited, is the name of a
new concern which has recently been incorporated to manufacture machinery, implements, tools, etc., at Kitchener. George
R. Sproat, Charles H. Kemp and other
Toronto capitalists are at the head of it.
This, with the new works of Philip Gies,

which

is
under construction, will make
Kitchener a busy foundry centre this year.

—

New Coke Ovens for Toronto. The
Semet-Solway Co., Syracuse, N.Y., have
secured an option on twenty acres of land on
the eastern industrial area of the Toronto
Harbor Commission. They are not prepared at the present time to give out much
information about their plans excepting that
it is probable that they they will utilize the
property for the erection of a by-product
coke oven plant.

Reopening Welland Steel Foundry.
The Welland plant of the Canadian Steel
Foundries, Ltd., which was closed down last
summer,
spring.

will

probably be reopened this

The company

is
negotiating a
contract with the Belgian Government for
the construction of cars, and it is expected
that this will be settled and executed within
the next few weeks. The plant will then
resume operations with a full force.

Rapid

Work on Core-Room. — Fire

Atkinson, has been sold to Fred Hamer,
George Jones, W. J. Richards, L. Worsdall,
E. Marriott, and F. Crosland. All the
members of the new company are practical
foundrymen and with business and conditions
as they are this spring their success is

which did several thousand dollars damage
to the core-room at the plant of the TaylorForbes Company, Limited, Guelph, Ont.,
on the 20th of February, caused the company some inconvenience but did not cause
the men any loss of time. Structural material was delivered the same day as the
fire and in less than two weeks the entire
plant was running as though nothing had
happened. In the meantime the company
had not closed down and no one was out of

assured.

work.

Toronto Foundry Changes Hands.
The Ontario Foundry, Pearl St., Toronto,
familiarly known as the Pearl St. Foundry,
formerly owned and operated by Thomas

Falls Malleable Castings
Limited, who owns two malleable
plants in that city, but who closed the
larger of the two on the outbreak of the war,
are now reopening the large plant and completely remodelling it, and installing the
very latest improved types of moulding
machines, etc. When completed they will
have a capacity of 6,000 tons of all lines
of refined air furnace castings, especially
automobile and railway work. They have
recently booked a considerable tonnage for
Co.,

United States export.

The Gartshore- Thompson Pipe and
Foundry Co., Hamilton, Ont., are making
improvements and extensions
The old foundry, which
original plant, has been rebuilt and

considerable

to their foundry.

was
a

their

new cupola

installed with all-steel staging

and everything modern.

This will be an

auxiliary to their pipe foundry, greatly
increasing their capacity.
The company
has had a mutually agreeable settlement with
their
Although handicapped
moulders.
through inability to secure iron a few weeks

ago they are now running about normal

and receiving

their share

with which Canada

is

of the business
blessed this year.

Electric Pig Iron and Alloy Plant.
electric furnace plant of Fraser, Brace
and Co., of Shawinigan Falls, Que., and the

The

iron foundry of Normandin
been recently acquired by

have
Shawinigan

Bros.,

Foundries, Limited.
G. G. McCartney is
president of the new organization; W. G.
Dauncy is vice-president and metallurgist,
and Capt.
Hallis is secretary-treasurer.
The company intend to manufacture pig
iron in one of the electric furnaces.
They
also contemplate the production of ferroExtensive adalloys and special steel.
ditions will be added to the iron and brass
foundries to cope with the increased de-

CM.

mand for castings. A special grade
semi-steel will also be put on the market.

of

CA
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Toronto Brass Foundry DamaRed
The Runneyniede Brass Foundry, 3oG0
Dundas Street, West Toronto, was damajred by fire, of unknown oiagin, to the
extent of $2,000
on the m^-ning
of
April 5th.
The buildinjr was damaged
to the extent of $1,000 and the contents
551.000.

It will

be repaired at once.

New Wage Demands. — At

a meeting
of the American Federation of Labor,
held in Montreal a few days ago, the following decisions were arrived at: Demands will be made on the firms comprising the metal industries on the first
of May for
a
forty-four-hour week.
Wages to be 90 cents an hour for mechanics, 65 cents an
hour for helpers,
and 60 cents an hour for laborers. The
Federation has 400.000
members employed between Halifax and Port Arthur.

The Natural Resources Intelligence
Branch of the Department of the Interior. Ottawa, Canada have presented
us with a map of Northern Alberta land
districts which is a sample of the various maps which the Department is distributing free to those who ask.
The
other maps which are available include
maps of the different provinces and
show the
different
banks, elevators,
cereal data, homestead lands, forest reserves, etc., etc. Various pamphlets and
reports are
included.
They are well

worth asking

for.

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMEN
HOLD ANNUAL MEETING
The first annual convention of the
Canadian Founders' Association, an organization
consisting of the foundry
proprietors and officials of Ontario and
Quebec, was held at the King Edward
yesterday.
There was a large attendance of delegates.
The meeting was
held in private and it was announced at
its close that the discussion was relative
to foundry operation methods, production systems and other matters of spec-

interest to foundrymen.
While only
two provinces are represented in the
membership oft he association, it is the
ial

intention of
organization

its

to

officers

to

embrace

increase the
parts of

all

Canada.

FO r N D K Y

XADIAX

MAN

DEATH OF WILLIAM FROST
Wni. H. Frost, which
Falls, Ont., on
Smiths
March 18, has removed another of Canpioneer foundrymen.
ada's
Mr. Frost was born in Smiths Falls
on the 10th of November, 1847, and spent

The death

took

his

place

entire

exception

of

at

life

of

a

that town,
short
term

in

with the
spent in

Chicago when a young man.
Mr. Frost's father was the founder of
the Frost & Wood Agricultural Works,
which has for so many years been the
the
largest manufacturing concern in
place.
Mr. Frost, who has just died,
was the founder of the Smiths Falls
Malleable Casting Co., Limited, which is
the second largest establishment in the
tovs'n.
He, in company with Mr. Charles
Jones, started this business in a small
way in 1878. He shortly afterwards

bought out his partner and continued to
operate the plant alone until a few years
ago, when the Smiths Falls Malleable
Casting Co., Ltd., was incorporated, with
Mr. Frost, in
Mr. Frost as president.
addition to being the leading figure in
institution, was also a director in
He is survived
the Frost & Wood Co.
by his widow; one son, George Bartlett
Frost; and two daughters, Mrs. F. C.
Clayton and Mrs. (Dr.) Patterson.

Arthur Black, a core maker employed
by the W. & J. G. Greey Co., Esplanade
St. E.. Toronto, was burned to death in
his room at the Albion Hotel on the night
of April 4.

Wisely organized industry does not
aim at quick and enormous profits; quite
the reverse.

One must be

just, and, if just, if neces-

sary, severe.

Remove the incentive to personal gain
and human progress would not get very
far.

A man

must be

shrewd, but never

sharp.

The Lord never gave a man a good
enough memory to be a successful liar.

The stripping plate pattogether with the flask of sand,
are all jolted together by this operaThe jolting settles the sand into
tion.
and
every crevice where sand can go
leaves it sufficiently hard at the bottom,
but not at the extreme top. This is put
into proper condition by means of the
squeezer, which is simply a stationary
plunger, attached to the cross-beam of
the machine. The table which is movable, is placed under the plunger and
the air admittetl underneath it, forcing
the mould up against the plunger. This
done, the pattern is stripped through the
plate by means of the air, and the cope
is done.
This makes the three operations on the one machine, viz., jolted,
squeezed, and the pattern drawn.
up and down.
tern,

The moulding of the drag is done in
the same manner with the exception that
the machine for doing this has a rollover attachment so that the drag may
be made with the face down and then
rolled over.
Verily, the moulding machine only requires to be taught to talk,
when it will be perfect.

this

CANADIAN HART PRODUCTS, LIMITED. INCREASE CAPITAL
Canadian Hart Wheels, Limited, Hamhas been reorganized and its

ilton, Ont.,

HAMILTON FOUNDRY BUSY
ON AUTOMOBILE CASTINGS
Mr. H. H. Todd, superintendent of the

Hamilton Stove and Heater Company's
works, informs us that they have closed
a contract with the Canadian Products,
Limited, Walkerville, Ont., for casting
the fly-wheel housings, crank casings,
oil distributors, pistons and sundry other
parts for the Chevrolet and Buick enwhich
gines to be used on the autos
in
will be built by the General Motors
their Canadian plants. The initial order
calls for a tonnage of about thirty-five
tons per day, which it is expected in the
near future will be increased to fifty
tons per day. This class of work is a
good example of what can be profitably
turned out on moulding machines. Ten
power machines are used on this work.
The company had four Nicholas machines

and four Arcades, and have now intwo right up-to-date three-in-one
Osborne machines.
The operation of
these machines is an interesting innovation in foundry work.
All the machines are interesting, each having its
stalled

BURNED TO DEATH
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own

peculiar characteristics.
Take for
instance the moulding of a fly-wheel
housing on the Osborne machines. The
two machines, it might be explained, are
used on the one mould. The cope is rammed right side up and does not require
to be rolled over; it is therefore moulded
on a plain jolt machine. The drag has
to be rolled over, it is therefore moulded
on a roll-over machine. In moulding the
cope, the cope flask is placed on the
table of the machine, which is in reality
a stripping plate with the pattern projecting up through it.
The sand is put
in and a valve opened, admitting
the
compressed air, which jolts the mould

capital
stock
increased
to
$500,000,
divided into 5,000 shares of $100 each,
of which 2,650 shares are common and
2,350 shares are eight per cent, cumulative preference shares.
The name of
the company which was originally the
Hart Emery Wheel Co. and which was

on changed
Wheels,
Limited,

later

to

Canadian

Hart

hereafter
be
known as Canadian Hart Products, Limited, this latest change in the name
being made on account of the fact that
it is the intention, in the near future, to
launch into other lines
than grinding
wheels. The Hart Emery Wheel Co., as
it has been most familiarly known, has
had an interesting career. The business
was established in 1869 and has been a
success from the start. As is well known,
the emery wheel was a crude affair in
those days, but the Hart people were on
will

the ground floor and worked up with
the business, and their name has become
a by-word in Canada in connection with
grinding wheels. They can truthfully be
called pioneers in the business and the
new venture does not mean any slacking off in the present line.

As was explained in a former issue
of this paper, the grinding wheel is an
offshoot of the pottery business, and
many of the processes of the one are
similar to those of the other, and it is
into this line that the company will ultimately launch.
Mr. Robert
ley, Scotland,

Mckhum, F.C.S., of Paiswho has, for a number of

years, been chief chemist at the great
Daulton works in that city, and in which
the world-famous Daulton china is produced, is severing his connection with
that institution and coming to Canada
to be the leading spirit in the new de-

—
C

IIG

paitnient of the industry. Mr. Meldrum
is a brother of Mr. A. T. S. C. Meldrum,
the vice-president of the company, and,
needless to say, is a thorough chemist.
The mineral resources of Canada are

has been demonstrated
that potters' clay of the highost order is
to be found in Canada, and it is no longer
necessary to send money abroad to purchase this class of goods.
Mr. George R. Harvey is still the
president, and Mr. A. T. S. C. Meldrum
the vice-president of the new corporation, and the grinding wheel will continue to be the predominating product
its
of the concern and
present high
standard will be maintained.
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Improvised
seldom, properly equipped.
rigging, such as is too often in evidence
in the small foundry, cannot be expected
to compete with the modern equipment
of an up-to-date foundry. Jobbing work
is done much the same to-day as always,

Volume XI
certainly not the idea which will proThe following
duce the best results.
address by one of England's foremost
ff-undrymen will be read with interest by
progressiv^Tanadian manufacturers

is

Mr. Ii.^^ Reason, in his presidential
not a very extensive
address at the first meeting of the sesPractically everything
line any longer.
sion of the Birmingham branch of the
which can be thought of is a specialty
Institution of British Foundrymen, on
with somebody, and the jobbing foundry
October !•, dealt with "The Past, Present,
cannot handle it in competition. But.
and Future of the Ironfounding Indusmoulder working in a small shop can do
The neglect of foundries in the
try."
as much work as though in a large shop,
i:p.st, both from the point of view oi the
and a cupola with a capacity of one ton
welfare of the men and the introduction
per day can be run as economically as
of labor-saving devices, was attributed,
A large cupola run to the to a large extent, to the fact that works
a larger one.
limit will .-J-'ow a slight saving on fuel
managers were generally machine shopbut the small cupola will show s.aving in
men, v.'itii little or no foundry experience.
other ways which v/ill more than counterTHE SMALL FOUNDRY
This lack of attention to what was the
balance this. A large establishment has
By the Editor
heart or mainspring of a works was, he
the advantage in the matter of selling,
because,
Some months ago I published an arsaid, difficult to understand,
for the reason that travellers can be enmight be accomplished
ticle on what
without good castings, it was impossible
gaged, and permanent selling agencies
with a small foundry, and in this article
to make headway, and the firms which
established, which would not be profitI endeavored to prove that if a foundry
could produce the best quality castings
able with the sm.all concern on account
30 feet square and employing four moldfor the work in hand were usually more
of not being able to fill the large orders
ers
were operated to its capacity, it
He was fully aware, howsuccessful.
which these agencies will have to secure
could produce castings as cheap as a
ever, that some of the largest and most
larger one.
A few weeks afterwards I in order to earn their way. But where successful firms had realized the neceswork is to be had the small shop can do
had occasion to visit a small foundry, and
sity of taking a keen interest in their
it as economically as the largo one. There
when the proprietor saw me coming in
foundries, which were kept up to date
are many lines of work which can be
the door his, first salute was to call me
with labor-saving devices, and had ladone, or more properly speaking manuThe
down for publishing that article, and
boratories for testing materials.
factured in a small foundry, but modern
in the course of his call down he proceedwar had undoubtedly taught the industry
equipment must be installed.
ed to quote figures to prove that I was
that in its previous methods there were
He went on
In the last issue of the CANADIAN
all wrong in my arguments.
weaknesses which must be remedied if
were shown four views
to show me that his shop lost him so
it was to maintain its supremacy in the
"much and that his yearly output was so
of foundries with a description of each
markets of the world. Most of them had
These were fairly large foundries
much, and so on he argued his point
one.
found the task of readjusting the works
tno very reverse to what I had been adbut the ideas involved in the descriptions
to peace-time trade far more difficult
could be copied on a small scale. Other
ducing.
Now, as a matter of fact he
than the change over to war conditions
ideas, such as stacking the moulds, can
had a foundry floor big enough for at
The rearrangement of machinery in the
least twelve moulders, and instead of
be utilized to good advantage in the small
shops, the making of tools to cope with
having twelve he had one besides himshop. This kind of thing is practised in
the work in hand economically, coupled
self, and they were running about one
the largest of shops. All there is to it
with reduced output and high wages, was
heat per week. I asked him why he did
is to lun the shop to its capacity and it
throwing upon the captains of industry
cannot help but be profitable. The drawnot fill his shop with men and cast everv
a terrible strain to compete in the marday, but he informed me that he did not
back to any business is to have a lot of
kets of the world. If, before the war, the
have the business, and right there v/as
dead capital in the form of equipment
Government had taken a proper interest
where he upset his arguments. He had
standing idle. For instance, if a shop is
in industrial matters we should now have
too big a foundry with too much money
run on the system of moulding for
properly organized industrial research
tied up and too much overheail exoense
several days before pouring off the
associations, with information bureaus,
for the amount of business, and if he had
cupola must be a big one representing
to which manufacturers could look for
secured the business and engaged enough
quite an outlay cf money, and all of this
assistance in the great problems with
men to fill the shop his cupola would not
outlay is standing idle with the exception
which they were now confronted. We
is behave been near big enough to supply the
o-'' the occasionad hour when a heat
now found ourselves, after the gigantic
metal, so that, all told, my argument
ing takpn off. When a shop is b:p- enough
efforts of the war with old works greatly
still held good.
to v.-ork on the svstem of casting, once
improved and enlarged, and new works,
In going into business, estimate how
o'- twice in a we^k there is always a lot
many of which were striking into new
time, which
big a business is to be done and build the
of it standing idle which cannot be exfields of labor, spending
foundry of such diminsions as will fil!
pected to Iraw interest. An item of big
meant money, on experimental work
the bill and then equip it with everything
consideration in pouring every day is
which had been done, or was beintr done,
proportionately to the size of the shop.
that in the winter time the shop does not
by other firms in the same line of busiMy ai'gument was that four moulders get a chance to cool off and 's as a conse- ness. The nation could ill afford to conVv'orkinc- in a foundry thirty feet .square
ni.ence easily heated.
tinue wasting money to secure results
could turn out three hundred t<.ns of
which had already been obtained. A vast
FROM GREAT BRITAIN COMES THE amount of valuable information was alave'-asre castings in a year, and if three
SAME STORY
htiTidred tons is as much as will be reready in the nation's possession, only
British foundrymen are beginning to
nuireri there is no use in having it ;inv
waiting for the proper institution to ''olopen their eyes to the facts that we have
He
biirger. I also claim that a foundry with
lect and tabulate it for reference
been so persistently endeavoring to imcapacity sufficient to turn out three
pointed out that althoueh the Governpress on to the minds of Canadian manuthousand tons of castings per vear will
ment had placed a million pounds at the
The foundry is the source
facturers.
cost tfn times as much to corstru^-t and
disnrsal of the Donartment of Scientific
Tt will
from whence cometh the foundation of
ten times as much tn opoi^ate
Research and Industrial Research, nothall machines, and unless good castings
have the advantae-e of beinp- able ^'o fill
ing had been done in connection with the
are delivered to the machinist the finishHe
orders for lam-er castings and larp-er orindustry which they represented.
ed machine will be likened unto the ship
r'ers for small castino-s. but it "•'M not
feared that unless ironfounders took acThe idea of
buTlt of defective timber.
be !^ble to i^'-oHuce tViem an\r c'h("'<'^"r.
tion at an earlv date the- first Governhaving a foundry under the control of
The d'"iwba''k to fip '^maH fon^drv is
enterprising industries.
men who are not practical foundrymen
that it is seldom run to capacity and
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Mulder's Story

Being the Final Chapters of

much about

this Interesting-

JOHN WOODSIDE

With this issue we finish a most interestini? story by one of Canada's most
interesting: moukieis. in the pei-son of
Mr. John Woodside, of Port Arthur, Ont.
Our reaieis will learn with '-e.trret that
Mr. Woodside is at present confined to
his bed through illness and will all Join
in wishintr him a speedy recovery. John
spent his younper days at foundry work,

when jobs were not huntin.u- the men as
they are these days. His rcmiriscences
make interesting: reading: now that they
are past, but would not be quite as interesting: while being: experienced.
In the last chapter we found him turnir.p his back on the foundry and seeking: other employment after vainly tryinf to locate foundry work.
Editor.

—

UNDER

these circumstances I put
up at a hotel for the Tiig:ht and next
morning, finding: that I had funds
'enough for a ticket back to New London,
1 took the train and beat a safe retreat.
Tior did I ling:er in the coast city, but
finding a boat returning: to Greenport
that evening, I got aboard and reported
duly at my refuge home.
My last and
"most discouraging venture
was at a
brickyard a mile or two out of town.
T went out in the evening, and at last
obtained a job at $13.00 per month and
board.
I might have
rung in as a brisk
moulder, but was content to take the
humbler task of filling and emptying
the mixer with clay from an adjacent
bank.
The grub was of the plainest;
the bunks, blankets on a board bottom.
We were out by sunrise, digging the
tough mass out of the mixing place, and
dumping it handy to the moulders. Then
after a rough dinner
we _ tackled the
solid clay bank, the reserve material;
our task was to refill the mixing machine.
The July sun beat down pitilessly upon us; the stuff yielded only to
solid pick and shovel treatment, nor was

yawning machine full
which also brought some
the

sunset,
alleviation of
our distress and a chance for some supper. And this was the routine, day after
day, for the month, and then we would
until

last winter.

I

slid out

one

and visited the recruiting depot for
infantry.
Tllie officer
in
charge was
polite, but lacked the
warmth of the
regular British recruiter
and did not
show up any "shilling." However, I
was favorably impressed, and next day
(lay

Narrative
By
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each have a whole $13.00 earned, and
which, it seemed to me, I could well take
"without scruple," as it would be fully
earned. An old Irishman, an old-timer,
who lounged around with me after sup-

wanted to know what a lad like me
wanted in a such a hole as this, and advised me to "bate it," as new hands
scarcely ever stood it out for a month
and were not likely to get paid unless
per,

they put

in a full

month.

Having a mental comparison on, I
remarked that I believed the army would
beat this. My mentor replied, with some
conviction that, "Hell would bate this."
So I wandered forth townward, and left
a day's pay to cover board expenses.
This latter experience pretty well decided me on my next resort, yet I did
not mention my plans to my disturbed
relative, who, I saw plainly, was beginning to douibt my desire for a steady
I joined in the great 4th of July
job.
celebration at Greenport, upon which occasion I tried to be liberal in spirit over
the old question of who was right or
wrong. I believe I was, personally, somewhat indifferent on this one hundredth
anniversary, and would no doubt have
forgiven Uncle Sam much if I could but
have secured a steady, good-paying job.
Incidentally, also, I met with the big
Swede foreman of uhe brickyard I had so
summarily quitted, and he told me I'd better come back, the boss liked my work
and would pay $15.00 per month.
I was not to be shaken, however, and
after helping a couple of the neighbors
harvest their acre or two of early oats.
I secured the price of a ticket to the
city, nor did I dare divulge my plans to
my hospitable uncle, for he would have
held it as a breach of hospitality to forsake his board for army rations.
The country was seething still with
indigTiation over the "Custer Massacre,"
and I knew that recruits would be
mainly to fill the regiments on duty in
the Indian country. It was a chance for
adventure, and to cut clear of this o'er
weighty care for a living, and of course
along with the rest came the desire to
try for some of that gold I had heard so

my place in the line of applicants
for a suit of blue, with shiny buttons and

took
a

gray

striipe.

I

blanket of the "doughboys"
got
through
on
my good

points

of build and shape, which was
always easy to fit a uniform to; but
there were only four of us for the day's
selection.
That my intentions were
honest may be inferred from the fact
that I enlisted under my proper name,
which I found later was not the universiail custom, causing the long-suffering drill sergeant to remark to an absent-minded recruit at roll call, "You'd
better write that name in your hat so
you won't forget it so easy." Being
chidden by my uncle when he visited me
^n my new home, I dilated upon
the
possibilities of a trip west, and some adventure, but I was fain to admit that if
the
service proved
too irksome, the
chances for change looked good, for out
of a force of 25,000 men, the yearly desertions ran up to some 5,000 yearly, and
if those discontented ones settled back
to good citizenship, they
were rarely
disturbed. The Government used to pay
a bounty of $50.00 for deserters, but as
they found that it merely fed up a class
of detectives and made criminals of a
lot of men who would have settled back
into good citizenship, they withdrew the
reiward and an arrest became a matter
of some petty s-pite.
There may be
many abjections to army life during
peace times, but to me the change from
the borderland of the hobo to a settled

service of years ahead, was a great relief.
And though the restrictions of
army life might be galling at times, the
knowledge that the job was not depending upon the caprice of a shop foreman,
and a very slack demand for service, was
comforting to one who could prefer the

camp
fire

fires of the nation to his own little
"track,"
and assured
beside the

army

rations

to

the

uncertain

"hand-

outs" and roasting ears filched from the

com

field of a

hostile settlement.

So,

for a time, adieu to Tubal-Cain and wel-

come Mars.

Grinding Wheels and their Various Duties^
By JOSEPH

MACHINISTS

have travelled far
since the early precision grinding
machines were desigT'ed.
At
that time, and for a lon.g subsequent
period, there was only one material used
lor grinding wheels the natural emery,
and the term "emery wheel" exactly de-

—

*

From Hardware Trade Journal

HORNER

noted its composition. Variations could
be made in grain, and in grade, but no
difference in the hardness of the grains.
Further, the natural product was always impure, being contaminated vith
earthy matters that do not cut oxide
of iron and other substances.
Naxos
emery contains only about 63 per cent.
Corundum is a
of crystalline alumina.

—

natural abrasive of which emery is a
pure variety. It occurs in two other
forms of which the commercial kind is
It is, next to the diamond,
translucent.
It is also
the hardest known mineral.
contaminated, but not to the same extent as emery. These are the only two
substances which were used for grinding
wheels before the possibilities of the
less

—

.
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electric furnace becanie realized.
Since
that era, the natural products have al-

to be employed for any work
of high precision, having been displaced
by the numerous artificial products of
some form of furnace in which the work
is either of a purifying, or of a synthetic
a building-up character. The story is
almost like one of the romances of
manufacture, since some very unpromising substances, coke and sand, are transmuted at temperatures far above that of
molten steel, into abrasives only second
to the diamond in hardness. These products are denoted
by various trade
names which alone reveal nothing. The
result is that grinding wheels are now
standardized, not alone in grain and
grade, but also in regard to their cuttingproperties, which was never the case
with the old emery wVieels. The characteristics of a wheel are repeated precisely in all others of the same name and
description.
The value of this certainty
in highly repetitive grinding practice
need not be emphasized. No single firm,
now has a monopoly of grinding wheel
manufacture.
There are many in the
market, some of whom have specialties
of value prepared under their own

most ceased

—

methods.

What

is

Corundum?

—

— the

purer emery -is a
product of the electric furnace, but not
in the same sense that the artificial
The aluminum oxide is
abrasives are.
simply crystallized by the intense heat
instead of naturally, and the product is
not contaminated by foreign matters as
The trade
the natural corundum is.
name of this is "oxaluma." With this
exception all the products of the electric
furnaces ai'C prepared artificially by

Corundum

synthesis.

The first of these was carboi'undum,
prepared at Niagara by power obtained
from the falls. Coke and sand are the
ingredients used. The first supplies the
carbon, the second silicon, so that the
product is a carbide of silicon. The diamond alone exceeds it in hardness. Sawdust is added in the furnace, but only to
I'ender the mixture porous enough to
permit of the escape of the gases. A
resistance core of carbon rods is inserted
in the furnace, connected with the power
about
cables, and
a temperature of
7,000 deg. Fahr. is maintained for something like thirty-six hours, after which
the
crystals
nroduced are removed.
Crushing, washing, and sorting the
grains into the different sizes required
follows.

.Another

carbide

of

silicon

is

that

termed "Crystolin." prepared from coke,
sand, sawdust, and salt. The method of
production is different from the other.
A core of small coke is raised to a temperature of 3,500 deg. to 4,500 deg.
Fahr. by a cui-rent of 12,000 volts, which
produces a chemical reaction without
fusion. This material also is only second
to the diamond in hardness.

Alundum is an artificial abrasive of
an oxide of
a different class, being
alumina, resembling therefore in that respect the natural emery. It is prepared
from the soft mineral earth, bauxite,

which is the purest form of aluminum
It is first caloxide found in nature.
cined at a red heat to drive off moisture,
and is then fused between electrodes until
a mass of alundum of several tons
weight is produced. This is broken up,
pulverized, and sorted for grain.
is also prepared from bauxite,
hard and sharp, and suitable for
tensile
high
materials
of
grinding

Aloxite

and

is

strength. The bauxite is calcined to remove moisture, is then mixed with coke
and placed in the electric furnace. The
proportion of coke is adjusted to remove the oxides of silicon and of iron
present, but to leave the alumina unThe charge is fused between
reduced.
vertical carbon electrodes at about 4,000
mass of several tons weight
deg. Fah.
produced, which is broken, crushed,
is
and graded for size.

A

These are the best known of the

arti-

abrasives, but there are others, and
The aspect which
the number grows.
interests us is that materials are now
exactly correlated to the work that they
have to perform, which is not the case
when emery alone is available. The point
is that wheels are prepared suitably for
ficial

the materials on which they have to
high tensile
Materials
of
operate.
strength, as the steels, require wheels of
a different character from the softer
brasses, the bronzes, and the cast iron.
That is the first fact. The second is that
apart from the materials used, the size
of the grains, and the character of the
bond or matrix which unites them has
to be selected to suit the harder or softer

nature of the materials operated on.
Broadly, hard materials require wheels
from which the grains are torn away
quickly, more than the softer materials
do.
But only broadly, since the ques-

some soft matas brass, for which soft wheels
In general, materials of
are reauired.
high tensile strength the steels realumina
quire abrasive wheels of an
oxide abrasive, those of low tensile

tion of clop'ging arises in
erials,

—

—

—
—

strength cast iron, the brasses and
bronzes v/heels made of carbide of siliPoint

|

The point to bear in mind always is
that a grinding wheel is in effect an assemblage of millions of cutting points
which, as they become dulled, must be
torn away from the matrix, exposing
The
fresh sharp grains for the work.
sparks thrown

off

from work

This is the explanation of the bonds
used, denoted by the term "grade"
that is, the materials employed to hold
the grains securely just as long as they
retain their cutting efficiency
their
keenness of points but not a moment
longer. It is a nice problem, not easy of
solution apart from experience, but information on which manufacturers are
ready to supply.
From this aspect
wheels are hard, soft, or medium. A
hard wheel does not signify anything
concerning the character of the abrasive
itself, but denotes the tenacity, the holding power, of the bond. The soft wheel
may contain the same abrasive, but the
bond does not hold so tightly, but permits the grains to become torn out more
quickly than the hard wheel does.
This is entirely distinct from the question of the size of grains, which vary
in degrees of coarseness, determined by
the passing of the grains through sieves
of various meshes, ranging generally
from 24 to 60 per lineal inch. In the
majority of instances the grains in a
wheel are uniform in size. But combination wheels contain grains of different sizes, the object sought being to
avoid changing wheels for roughing and
finishing, the combination of grains of
different sizes in one wheel permitting of
employing- the same wheel for roughing

—

and

—

finishing.

The Classes

of

Bonds Used

Different classes of bonds are used for
groups of wheels employed for different
There are the
classes of operations.
vitrified, that most widely used, the siliand the elastic, and vulcanite
cate,
wheels for special work only, for which

the wheels must be very thin.
The process in widest use is the vitrified, in which the wheels are burned in
order to partly melt the bond that holds
These wheels are porous
the grains.
and free cutting, and the bond is nearly
as hard as the abrasive. But large wheels
made thus are liable to crack, and the
control of the burnine process is difficult.
They are of a reddish color, and ring
when they are tapped. The bond used is
a clay generally a pure grade of kaoIt is mixed with the abrasive to the
lin.
consistency of thick paint, and poured

—

con.

An Important

Volume XI

that* is

truly cut, and not rubbed, show
under the microscope as veritable chips,
not easily, unless care be taken to select
a proper wheel, and to run it and the
work at a sneed suitable.
It has been stated that a wheel 24
inches in diameter, with 4-inch face,
presents approximately 1,086,171,000 cutThe
tine: points per minute to the work.
laws which g-overn the action of these
multiple tools are as precise and inexorable as those which concern the
more obvious cuttincr tools in the lathes,
beinq-

The erreat
planers, millinnr machines.
difference is that the first are thrown
out and discai'ded after brief service, the
second are resharnened.

into

When

moulds.

very hard wheels

are required, they are made in moulds
Moulds are
under hydraulic pressure.
larger than finished wheels to allow for
shrinkage in drying. They are burned
in a kiln when packed in fireclay saggers,
the kiln being- luted during the burning,
which is continued during from three to
five days, followed by slow cooliner for a
week. Silicate of soda is the bond used
The mixture,
in the silicate process.

with the abrasive, is tamped in moulds
by hand, and baked in ovens at a temperature very much lower than that reThese
quired for the vitrified process.
wheels are excellent for wet grinding,
but are not so free cutting as the harder
grades of vitrified wheels of the same
grades are. They are of a light gray
color.

The very

—

tTiin

wheels are bonded with

elastic wheels, or with vulcanshellac
ized rubber vulcanite wheels, both be-

—
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MADE
CANADA

IN

FOUNDRY FACING
AND SUPPLIES
WHY

Canada, but the Canadian foundryman can at
foundry facings and supplies in
The Hamilton Facing Mills can supply all
Canada.
his wants, and at the same time give him quality
and prices more attractive than possible in purchasing imported products.
Let MADE-IN-CANADA be the slogan in the Foundry.
It pays individually and it pays at large to
concentrate on Canadian-made products.

IS the Canadian dollar not exchanged at
anji;hing like par across the border?
The
answer is simple. Canadians have been buying too much in the States.
The balance of trade
is strongly against Canada and the results are shown
in the existing high rate of exchange.
These conditions must be altered, and they can be altered by
Canadians buying more at home.
All things required by Canadians cannot be bought

in

least purchase his

THE HAMILTON LINE
Climax Yellow Core Compound
Climax Brass Flux
Bell's Core Gum

Climax Partine
Climax Black Core Compound
Climax Grey Core Compound

Graphite Boiler Compound

Faultless Blacking

Always

member

Climax Core Wash
Mineral Facing

XX

Pipe Blacking
Seacoal
XXX Ceylon

Climax Silver Lead

Ceylon
No. 206 Ceylon

Imperial Plumbago
Climax Stove Plate Facing

rein

buying "Hamilton"

Foundry

Facings

and

Supplies

you

buy direct
Moulders' Soft Brushes as above are
made from the best quality pure Russian
bristle, four inches in length, wire drawn.
The block is in two pieces, glued and
screwed together.

from

the

manufacturer
no middleman's profit.

—

vent holes.

The Hamilton Facing
Head

Office

and

These Foundry Ladles are flat bottom
riveted steel bowls with forged lips and

Mill:

Mill Co., Ltd.

HAMILTON, ONTARIO

—
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering
the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products

into

PIG IRON
Gray forge, Pittsburjirh
$42.40
Lake Superior charcoal, Chicago. 57.00
Standard low phosphoms, Phila.. 50.00

Malleable scrap
No. 1 mach. cast iron
Pipe,

wrought

.

Bessemer, Pittsburgh
Canadian foundry pig
No. 1, Toronto
No. 2, Toronto

43.00
52.00
50.00

Car wheels
Steel axles

Machine shop turnings
Stove plate
Cast borings

Lake copper

$25.00
24.50
24.00
77.00
12.50
12.00
14.50
34.00

Electro copper
Casting copper
Tin
Zinc

Lead
Antimony

Aluminum

Tor.
$24.00
24.00
24.00
75.00
12.25
12.00
14.00
35.00

OLD MATERIAL
[Dealers' average buying prices]
Mont.
Tor.
Copper, light
$15.00 $14.00
Copper, crucible
18.00
18.00
Copper, heavy
18.00
18.00
Copper, wire
18.00
18.00
No. 1 mach. comp
16.00
17.00
New brass cuttings
11.00
11.75
Red brass cuttings
14.00
15.75
Yellow brass cuttings .... 8.50
9.50
Light brass
6.50
7.00
Medium brass
8.00
7.75
Scrap zinc
6.50
6.00
Heavy lead
7.00
7.75
Tea lead
4.50
5.00
Aluminum
19.00
20.00

Heavy melting

18.00
15.50
22.00
18.00

Boiler plate

Axles (wrought iron)
Rails

18.00
15.00
20.00
18.00

ing baked at a low temperature. They
are very hard and tough, but do not permit of so fast grinding as the others do.
They are used for saw gumming, for
sharpening milling cutters and severing
stock.
They will run in water, but oil
or caustic soda damage them. They are
porous.
The grain of wheels the degree of
fineness or coarseness of the grains to
linear inch
is
indicated by numbers.
The grades the degree of hardness or
softness of the bond are indicated by

—

—
—

letters.

The

Acid,
Acid,
Acid,
Acid,

—

of different manufacturers differ here, so that those of one
maker do not afford exact comparison
with those of another.
Since there are so many differences in
materials, not only taking note of that
which divides materials of high tensile
strength from those which are of low
strength, but also in alloys and mixtures
of the same designation, the necessity
for a wide selection of wheels is apparent.
The steels include scores of
combinations of a few elements in varied
proportions.
The brasses, the bronzes,
the aluminium alloys, each include many
differences.
lists

.

boracic
hydrochloric

Pumice, ground

.23

03%

glue
Tripoli composition
Crocus composition
Emery composition

15

Ammonium, carbonate
Ammonium, chloride
Ammonium, hydrosulphuret
Ammonium, sulphate

20
22
75
30
14
41
16
62
60
30
08
32
19

Arsenic, white
Copper, carbonate, anhy
Copper, sulphate
Iron perchloride
Lead acetate
Lead acetate
Nickel, ammonium sulphate
Nickel carbonate
Nickel sulphate
Silver chloride (per oz.)
Silver nitrate (per oz.)
Sodium bisulphate
Sodium carbonate crystals
Sodium cyanide, 127-130';/<^
Sodium hyposulphite, per cwt.

1.25
1.20

lb.

CORUNDUM
$ .08 'L>

06

COPPER PRODUCTS
Mont.
Bars,

1/2

$42.50

to 2-in

list plus 10%
Plain sheets, 14-oz., 14x60
46.00
inch
Copper sheet, tinned, 14x
8.00
60, 14-oz
Copper sheet, planished, 16
oz. base
46.00

.

.

Braziers',

in

sheets,

Zinc sulphate
Prices per lb. unless otherwise stated.

PLATING SUPPLIES
Polishing wheels, felt
Polishing wheels, bull-neck
Emery in kegs, Turkish

45.00

And when the wheels most suitable for
any single group or specimen are selected the ultimate end is not achieved. The
relations of the wheels and the work, the
speeds and the question of lubrication,
entail variations in the wheels selected.

Contact Between Wheel and
is

Work
that con-

cerned with the area of contact between
the wheel and the work. Obviously there
is little in common between grinding cylindrical pieces of small diameter with
the edge of a wheel and grinding plane
surfaces with the face of a large disc
wheel. In the first case the arc of contact is little more than a mere line, in
the second the area of contact will often

amount

In
to several superficial inches.
the first the grains will fall away directly they are released from their bond.
In the second they will remain entangled

between the wheel and the face of the
work. The result is that the work will
become heated up and will warp. In
general, therefore, the larger the area
in contact, the softer should be the grade
of the wheel, and the larger the volume
of lubrication to drive out the grains re-

48.00
45.00

44.00

LEAD SHEETS
Mont.
Sheets, 3 lbs. sq. ft
$10.75
10.50
Sheets, 31/2 lbs. sq. ft
10.25
Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs. sq. ft.
Cut sheets, i%c lb. extra.
Cut sheets to size, Ic lb. extra.
.

Tor.
$14.50
14.00
13.50-

SHEETS
Mont.
Sheets, black. No. 28
$ 8.50
8.50
Sheets, black, No. 10
Can. plates, dull, 53 sheets 8.50
8.60
Can. plates, all bright
11.00
Queen's Head, 28 B.W.G.
10.50
Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.G.
16.50
Zinc sheets
.

$4.60
2.00
09

44.00

6x4

base

8.00

18
08

Tor.
$43.00

Copper wire,

.

11
06
38

Sodium phosphate

The principal problem here

60
45

Grits, 6 to 70 inclusive
Grits,
and finer

03%

sulphuric

12
10

Rouge, silver
Rouge, powder, nickel
Prices per

10

Ammonia, aqua

06
30
09

Emery

ARTIFICIAL

$

nitric

Per gross ton
steel

.

25.00
33.00
12.00
26.00
20.00
11.00
25.00
12.00

PLATING CHEMICALS

NEW METALS
Mont.

.

25.00
32.00
12.00
22.00
22.00
11.00
25.00
12.00

.

Tor.
$ 9.50
9.00
10.00

9.00

.

.

20.00

Strictly the term lubricant is
leased.
The liquid is used solely
not correct.
for cooling, and for washing away the

Enormous volumes are used in
present-day practice in order to prevent risk of distortion of the work.
It follows that with sm.all and moderate
increases in the areas of contact, wheels
of softer grades must be used. Since a
swarf.

cylindrical piece of work of large diameter offers a larger arc of contact to
the wheel than one of small dian.eter
does, a wheel of grade or two softer is
So, in grinding bored holes,
desirable.
the arc of contact is much larger than
when doing outside work, and again a
softer wheel is wanted, and generally a

larger volume of cooling liquid. Again,
surface grinding with the edge of a
wheel piesents a larger are? than cylinAnd so we come to
drical work does.
the most severe work of all, that of
plane surfaces with the face of a disc
wheel.
And the wider the work the
softer should be the wheel.
The man who aspires to operate precision grinders has much to learn, and
he is always learning and gathering rich
stores of experience.
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MOLDING
SANDS
n^ HERE
all

will

demand

be a big

for

kinds of molding sand this

year and deliveries are

liable to

be

slow on account of transportation
conditions.

Therefore,

recommend your
the matter.
for

early attention to

Let us figure with you

your requirements,

will get

we would

your sands

in

early, so

when

you

in the

best condition.

THE

DOMINION FOUNDRY
SUPPLY CO., LIMITED
" Everything for the Foundry"

MONTREAL
QUE.

TORONTO
ONT.

WINNIPEG
MAN.
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The Present

Status of the Electric Furnace

Furnace Has Found Its Own Particular Sphere of
Usefulness and With Increasing Knowledge of Its Capabilities It
Will Become a Necessary Aid in the Iron and Steel Industry

The

Electric

By W.

THE
war

electric furnace as a metallurgical instrument
has come to
stay.
Its importance during the
was very evident, and the ease with

which

handled troublesome raw maas shell turnings, together
with the high quality and comparative
cheapness of the resulting
product,
brought it very prominently to the fore.
Extravagant claims have been put forit

terials such

ward

as to a possible revolution in the
through its aid and, equally pessimistic views have been held as to
the future of electro-metallurgy the
truth will probably be found midway between the two extremes and the future
work of the electric furnace in the iron
and steel industry will be the making of
steel industry through its aid, and equaland complex alloy steels and the refining
of hot metal from the open-hearth and
Bessemer. There are also excellent possibilities for its use in the making of steel
direct from ores; this feature is dealt
with at greater length below.
The crucible process, while one of the
earlier methods of producing steel, has
been almost superseded by the electric
furnace. Several factors are responsible
for this. The crucible process is expensive and at best can never handle large
quantities unless an enormous plant is
installed.
It is also subject to metallurgical limitations which are absent in the
electric process. In the latter the carbon
content can be more accurately controlled
and refining is possible to a far greater
extent. The costliness of the former process is also obviated.
When the open-hearth or Bessemer is
considered the advantages are not so apparent, at least in the quantity production of steel. For plants working from
cold metal the electric furnace is ideal
and is rapidly supplanting the Tvopciias
converter and the smaller sizes of the
open-hearth.
Better steel results; the
ease \vith which occluded gases are eliminated, the refining operations which can
be carried on and the facility with which
alloying additions can be made, all serve
to give the electric furnace a very decided advantage. While good steel does
not necessarily result from the electric
furnace, since it in itself is only a means
steel industry

—

to an end and depends ;ike everything
else upon intelligent operation for best
results, it is possible to produce a much
superior steel than that obtained by the

other processes mentioned.
It must be
in this connection that the
better the product the m.ore it usuallv
costs and the production of hitrh-jrrade
steel in the electric furnace necessarily
costs
mo'-o than a poorer
quality.
Cheaper grades of scran, chesper because
of their physical condition, can be successfully handled, thus the familiar shell

remembered

F.

SUTHERLAND

turning of bygone munition days made
an admirable raw material.
Vv'hile the electric furnace process will
likely supplant other forms of steel making from cold scrap, it is unlikely that it
will ever entirely supplant the Bessemer
and open-hearth in the making of steel
direct from the product, either hot metal
or in pig form, of the blast furnace.
Rather, it will become an adjunct to these
types of furnaces, being used for finishing off the product resulting from their
The reason for this is apoperation.
parent when the reduction of the carbon
content of the blast furnace iron is considered.
It is entirely possible to bring
the carbon down, but the reactions resulting

from the addition of ore for

thfs

purpose are not conducive to furnace life
and the time taken greatly increases the
power input required. Finishing off in
the electric furnace is entirely practicable and is being practised to- day with
material benefit to tlie physical properties of the resulting steel.

The Electric Smelting

Much

of Iron Ores

has been expended on the
problem of making iron and steel direct
from iron ores. In its essentials, simplicity itself, many difficulties have been
encountered and the cheapening of the
process tta a point where it would be able
to compete with the blast furnace has
been a matter of extreme difficulty.
The electric smelting of iron ores differs from blast furnace practice in that
only sufficient carbonaceous material is
incoi'porated in the charge to reduce the
ere and to give it the necessary cai'bon
content. None is needed for the supplying of heat necessary for reduction, this
being furnished by electric energy. A
materia] saving in fuel is thus effected,
and where this is imported at considerable expense the process is economically
effort

feasible.

The blast furnace suggested one line
attack and the furnaces used in
Sweden at present are the outcome
These consist of a shaft and bush simi-

of

lar to those familiar in blast furnace
liearth
practice, superimposed upon a
The reduction is
fitted with electrodes.
effected by carbon and a portion of the
waste gases are recirculated. The elec-

trodes are submerged in the charge and
servo to furnish the heat for reduction
to fluid metal. While the saving in fuel
is important the consumption of power is
considerable, ammounting to about 2,000
kw. hr. per metric ton.
The process also suffers from the further disadvantage of producing only pig
The iron produced under the best
iron.
operating conditions is a white charcoal
iron, and while of high grade, can only

be used in the open-hearth as molting
stock.

The direct production of steel from
iron ore has been attempted by Stassaho
and others in the arc furnace, typified by
the familiar types of the steel foundry,
although differing from them greatly in
Here also a
design and construction.
measure of success has been attained but
at considerable expense, thus rendering
the process economically impossible.
The true solution of the problem will
be found in a discontinuous process one
in which the bath is subjected to the refining action of slag or other influences
Furthermore the
for the proper time.
reduction of ore to the metallic state
should be accomplished without the aid
of electrically-produced heat. In addition
to this the carbon content of the material
changed into the electric furnace should
be such as to eliminate a lengthy period
for its adjustment.
The solution of the many difficulties
surrounding the conversion of iron ore
into steel without the aid of the blast
furnaces ard by the use of electric heat

—

has been brought appreciably nearer solu-

method devised by J.
a
An article deof Toronto.
scriptive of the process and outlining *^he
patent claims appeared in CANADI.A.N
last year, and a brief
outline will be presented here.
The ore is first treated in a reducinK
furnace of comparatively low temperature in which it is depri\'cd of its oxygen
as completely as possible and is then in
"
a physical form known as "sponge
This product is transferred, either hot or
cold, into an electric furnace to be nT^HThe
ed down and finished into metal.
finishing of the metal in the melting furnace! makes the process a discontinuous
one more convenient in operation and
more suitable for meeting trade demands.
The various phases through which the
ore passes in its conversion into metallic
sponsre are of some interest. Hematite
(Fe.O ) begins to be reduced at a temperature of about 300° C, rnd has been
)
converted wholly into maenetite (Fe
This ore,
at a temperature of 450''' C.
with the natural magnetite in the charee,
beTins to be reduced to a ferrous oxide
(FeO) at a temperature of about 500" C,
tiop

by

W. Moffat

FOUNDRYMAN

—

and the reaction is complete at about
590° C. Ferrous oxide bee-ins to be converted into iron (Fe> at 700° C, and the
reaction becomes more rapid with increasinsr temperature until a temperatu'*e
of 800° C. is reached when it is complete,
all the iron beinsr in a spongv metallic
The sponp-e iron is all melted
state.
when temperatures of 1100° to 1300° C.
are reached, there bempr some variation
in the heat rennired according to the

analysis of the iron.

pril,

C
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TEE PEEST
Ball Bearing, Electric

MP
Do your sand

sifting

by electric power !
It's

cheap and it cuts
your payroll.

down
The

'Treston"

Ball

Bearing Electric Sand
Riddle will save at
least

$1.00 in wages

every hour the sifter

At the cost of
one cent per hour it
will riddle sand as
runs.

fast

as

a

man

can

shovel

it in.

This

one of the machines that you really need

is

whether you buy

it

—and

if

you need a machine you pay for

it

or not.

The "Preston" is made entirely in Canada. It gives you 100 cents value for every dollar paid for
If you buy Made-in-Canada goods you are sure that your good Canadian dollar is accepted

it.

at full value.

This sand riddle is sold subject to 10 days'
ment of the purchaser.

Write us at once.

Preston

We

can show you hou'

trial,

to

and

its

acceptance

is left

entirely to the judg-

save money.

Woodworking Machinery
PRESTON,

ONTARIO

Co.,

Ltd.

C/VNADIAN

50

FOUNDRYMAN

BAWDEN MACHINE

OPPORTUNITIES

BOOKS

all branches of Enginpering and every conceivable subject. Second-hand at half prices. New
State wants and send for Cataat lowest prices.
logue No. 23. post free.

on

WE HAVE THE BOOKS YOU WANT.
Best Prices Given.

Books Bought.

W. &

FOYLE,

G.

Charine Cross

121-125,

Road,

Ltd.,

London,

Ensriand.

A/TODERN FOUNDRY IN OPERATION, WITH
moulds and complete equipment.
patterns,
Established ovoi" forty years in a good industrial
Blackcentre, clo.se to C.P.R. depot and boats.
smith shop, foundry and warehouse covering 14,000
feet floor space with lot V.i.OOO ft. Also house with
Good macadamized
adjoining buildings, 120x:i60.
No other foundries
roads serving six parishes.
Reason for sale, sickwithin 40 miles radius.
Address to L. N. Desjardins.
ness and old age.
Prilrc; uville, P.Q., or to Ad. Quesnel, St. Andre
Avelin, P.Q.

Y\7

ANTED— POSITION AS FOUNDRY FOREman

who has had

by a practical foundryman

.handling men to advantage many foundries doins high-class work in grey
iron and semi-steel,
ilave made a special study
of cupola practice, heavy and light cored work

abundant experience

in

and general foundry work.
Canadian Foandrjrman.

Adress

Box

GIF,

Following- three \isits to the United
Kingdom by Mr. A. G. Hill, and negotiations which have covered a year,

arrangements have been completed by
which the Bawden Machine Co., Ltd., of
Toronto, will manufacture under license
several well-known varieties of British
machinery. They will keep on hand a
large stock of parts for repair of machines already erected here, thereby
obviating the necessity of sending to
England with the accompanying delay.
This difficulty has often stood in the way
of making sales of British machinery in
Canada, and the new arrangements
should be a great help to the sales efforts of the firms included in the ag'reement. The Bawden Co. will build up a
competent engineering sales staff, and
Mr. Hill is of the opinion that a very
good business can be built up, especially under the present exchange rate,
which is favorable to developing trade
with English firms.
The firms whose lines will be carried
will include some of the beist known
manufacturers in the United Kingdom,
whose names carry a guarantee of excellence.
They are Robey & Co., Lin-

England, manufacturers of steam
engines, of the stationary and
Alley &
portable types, and boilers;
McLennan, Ltd., Glasgow, Scotland,
makers of air compressors, steering
gears and water works supplies; John
coln,

and

\1/ANTED

—

BY

THOROUGH,

PRACTICAL

foreman.
Can handle
Marine. Locomotive and Stationary Engine work.
Box
Graduate of McLain System of semi-steel.
molder.

position

as

Canadian Foundryman.

211,

SALESMAN
past

references,

experience

full

and

Address,
information as to

salary

oil

Thompson, Ltd., Wolverhampton, Eng.,
makers of water-tube boilers and corrugated furnaces; David Bridge & Co.,
Ltd., Castleton, Eng., makers of the
Bridge clutch, rubber and textile making

Experienced, for foundry supplies.

giving

CO., LTD.,

TORONTO, ACQUIRE ENGLISH
LICENSES

expected,

to

P.O. Box 1568, Montreal, Que.

machinery; E. S. Hindley & Co., Ltd.,
Bourton, Dorset, Eng., high-speed steam
engines; Brown Bros., Ltd., Edinburgh,
Scotland, makers of telemotors, steering

gears and marine auxiliaries; Bow McLachlan, Ltd., Paisley, Scotland, making

same lines.
The Bawden Company will continue
the manufacture of the lines they have
been making for several years, including
pumps, valves, hydrants, rubber mill
the

'STANDARD

CfSi^S

supplies, printing presses and automatic
machinery and hydraulic presses. The
new venture should ensure an era of
continued prosperity for this enterpris-

ing firm.

THE

ilOSS'S

Even when
were

iiiii

FAVORITE

and foundries
one of the old stand-

factoricij

first invented,

bys wa^ this:
Binks: "I don't like our boss.

SA-

Bailey

ManOfaottimtFor Oi^erSOYesns

J H.jG a ut ie r
.

6/

Co.

He has

many

favorites."
.links: "I know he has.

too

&

But

did vou

ever notice thai his favorites do most
of the woi'k around the place?"
Dear to thc' heart oi .. ^ bo^-s is the

man who woi ks, who eats work, talks
work, lives work, whether the boss is
standing over him with a club or not.
Any one can dream. Air castles require nc gangs, and also pay no rents.
Any one can get down on time and apBut some
pear to keep busy all day.
men actually work. They peel off their
coats and get things done as quickly and
thoroughly as though it were their own
Is it any
tasks they were tackling.
wonder that such a man is the boss's
favorite?
AVliile other are getting ready to begin
While others are exa, job, he does it.
plaining why such and such a task is impossible, he interrupts v/ith the news
that lie has done it.
Such men are naturally favorites. Do
you wonder at if "Sly Process."

—

LOVE OF THE GAME
Human

nature in general is a great
Baseball is sport,
Wagners and Cobbs,
but because it takes good teamwork to
win, and we all like to see good teamwork.
We like to work in teams. Harmonious co-operation makes a strong appeal
to all of us, and the executive who playlover of teamwork.
not because we have

the

game

that

way

fills

his

associates

with an enthusiastic spirit of sportsmanship.
Such a man secures wonderful cooperation
and whole-hearted support
from them.
The executive who can inspire his
working force with the feeling that tht y
are a part of a winning business team
will soon find that inharmony, bickering, and the petty internal strife with
which so many organizations are cursed,
will disappear like fog before the sunlight.

Employees will then see that they can
have plenty of excitement in fightint;side by side for the good of the business,
in.stead of relieving their fighting blood

by playing petty

politics

against each

other.

AN ANCIENT TIN MINE
The Ding Dong

tin mine, near PenCornwall, England, which was
down early in the war, has
changed hands, and has been reopened.
This mine is reputed to be the world's
most ancient tin mine, and is stated to
have been intermittently worked since
the time of the Phoenicians, over 2,000
years ago. Some authorities claim that
the tin used as an alloy in the casting
of the enormous brass castings used in
Solomon's Temple was taken from this
mine.

zance,
closed

Bell Fire Brick Co.

Manufacturers and Importers of High
Grade Fire Brick, Fire Clay and General
Supplies.
Special Shapes. Cupola Block,
-Stoker Brick, Boiler Tiles, Stove and Quebec Heater Linings.
Made in Canada.
1347-4fl-.")l

Volume XI

Dufferin

St.,

Toronto.

Phone June. 7488.

—

Credit for Machinery. The War Finance Corporation, Washington, D C,
has announced further credits for machinery. The amount is $10,000,000 and
the machinery is to be exported to England, France, Belgium and Italy.

jvil,

CANADIAN FOUNDRY MAN
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The Dings Magnetic Separator
will make profits out of refuse
that has been costing money to
carry out of the way.
("an you
afford to be without it?

Buried
Treasure
Do you

ever

look for

it

in

the

refuse heap

?

Metal that it may be
ItV thoiv.
costing you tlioiisands of dollars a
year to throw away. Investigate the
material that i? being thrown on the
dump. You'll soon se<^ why foundrymen who have installed the DINGS
call it a
[MAGNETIC
A machine that pays
gold mine.
for itself in a few months and then

SEPARATOR

to ]>ay dividends is not a machine you can do without. One man
and a very little power is all that is
required to operate the Dings. Shall
we send you full information?
stivrt-s

IRON

REFUSE

Dings Magnetic Separator Co.

800

SAND

Smith

Street

Milwaukee, Wis.

The Pneumatic Grinder
A

money-saving tool for foundries where there
compressed air.
Absolutely portable, it
eliminates the moving of heavy castings, and
runs easily and quietly with great power and
is

speed.

The Electric
Grinder
This tool is for the
electrically

—

wired

foundry
You can
carry it to any job and plug into
the nearest lamp socket, with enough power on
tap to handle the toughest job.
Particulars of either machine on request.

Portable

Foundry
Grinding

Independent Pneumatic Tool Company

Equipment

TORONTO

Chicago, U.S.A.

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

VANCOUVER

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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Magnetic Separators
MAGNETIC PULLEYS
an investment not an exThe return on this investment pays big. They earn
their ow^n cost in from two to
three months.
is

pense.

Type "L"
Alternating or direct
current

MAGNETIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
Canadian

Type "F"
All steel

Represen ta fives:

construction

The Dominion Foundry Supply

"^SaJiTeefwfs"''^

Co., Ltd., Montreal ^qJ;.

CRANE FITTINGS

The

Montreal
Pattern

CRANE

Works

LIMITED
HEAD OFFICE S WORKS
I280 ST PATRICK ST

242 Clarke Street

MONTREAL

Montreal, P.Q.

BRANCHES: Toronto,
SALES OFFICES: Halifax,

Winnipeg, Vancouver.
Quebec, Ottawa, Caleary.

MOORE RAPID 'LECTROMELT

STEEL FURNACES
The mechanical design of the
Moore 'Lectromelt Furnace makes
for
simple,
practical
eas^
and
rapidity of operation.
A higher
yield of good solid ingots and castings is insured on account of the
absence of cold shorts, hot cracks,
blow holes and surface defects.
The regularity of the heats and
rapidity of operation
speed up
production and reduce foundry

—

costs.

FORD-SMITH

W

MOTOR DRIVEN
GRINDERS
DISC GRINDERS

FLOOR GRINDERS

WET TOOL GRINDERS
BENCH GRINDERS
POLISHING MACHINES
BUFFING MACHINES
SWING GRINDERS

PITTSBURGH ELECTRIC FURNACE CORP.

Light Type Floor Grinder

(Makers of Furnaces for Steel, Iron, Brass, and Ferro- Alloys)

PITTSBURGH, U.S.A.
Milling Machines
and attachments

When

you think of a crucible think of

DIXON

and remember
that the Dixon name

^^^

ilXOH
BLACKLIi

CRUCIBi
:;1

SIZ

stands for the longest
and widest experience
in the crucible industry.
Write

Made

for Booklet

No. 27-A.

in Jersey City, N.J.,

PI
Heavy Type Floor Grinder

MANUFACTURED BY

Ford-Smith Machine Co.

by the

HAMILTON, CANADA

JOSEPH DIXON
CRUCIBLE COMPANY
E«t>bli*hed 1827

^^

Special

Machinery

LIMITED

FOREIGN AGENTS:
W.

E. Storey, 3

Gollln

&

Arundel

St.,

London, Eng.

Co., Melbourne, Australia

C A X
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OILGAS FOR HEAT
Our engineers are specialists in industrial
furnace design, with the accumulated
knowledge that enables them to analyze
your heating problems and to design a furnace which is exactly suited to the operat-

We

control basic patents covering the conversion of oil into gas before combustion.
The efficiency obtained by this process will
cut your furnace costs in two. Consult us

now, and save money.

ing conditions.

GENERAL COMBUSTION COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED
619-623

"Experts in economical combustion of liquid fuels"
_
Birks Building
Montreal, 'Que.

New

MOLDERS

STEEL FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT
.Steel

BOOT

-BEST
"Some" claim

IN

!

—

—

Molders Solid Leather Boots
All Leather Heels All Leather
Inner Soles All Leather Counters AU Leather Uppers All
strong stitching.
Delivered by mail anywhere in Canada, $6 a
:

—

—

—

inGToaalesnks and Puinps, Pressure Tanks,
Storage Tanks. Snnolce Stacks.
Anything in Blaciv or Galvanized Sheet Metal up to
ness.
Send blue print or rough drawing and get our
Sheet Steel Sundries for Manufacturers
is one of our specialties.

^ thick-

Manufactured only by

WATT

prices.

Write us

pair.

C. H.

Boxes, Foundry
Boxes,
.Shop
Stools,
Oily Waste

Shelf

Cans, Garbage Cans.

THE WORLD

But backed up with an iron-clad guarantee
Money-back without argument if not satisfied.

—

Shop

Boxes,
Barrels,

The

Steel

Amherst, N.S.

and Machine Co.
TWEED, ONT., CANADA

Trough

Limited

High grade Bronzes
for

Engineering Purposes
CASTINGS
INGOTS

FORGINGS
RODS
ROLLS
SHAPES

ANODES
Any

"WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG"

style or

shape

Quality Guaranteed
Why

American
Manganese Bronze Co.
Holmesburg,

Phila., Pa.

import your anodes when you
guaranteed quality,
quicker
and can save duty and eliminate the annoyance of olearinc at the
cuatonu by buying from \xa1
May we send you deacriptiTe pampU«t
and full particnlare?
can

get
delirery,

W. W. WELLS, Toronto

—
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The Uncrowned King
of Canada
power behind the throne at the present time in Ottawa? The master
Is Hon. James Calder the
politician who plans out all the moves in the political game?
Will Sir Thomas White shortly slip into the place of Sir Robert Borden and keep the Unionist
Government

in

power

until

1923?

These are predictions that J. K. Munro makes in the course of a witty, informative article on
the political situation in the April 1st issue of MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE. J. K. Munro is writing the best political articles appearing in the whole of Canada.

Are we Playing

into

Germany^ s hands?

the United States drift into subconscious antagonism now, Germany will have won
She declares empeace what she could not win in war," writes Agnes C. Laut in April 1st MACLEAN'S.
phatically that for Canadians to create ill-will with the American people would be playing German's game in

^^""F GREAT BRITAIN and

XI

in

addition to losing
1.

Splendid trade opportunities.

2.

Fully 100,000 families a year

who

will

come over

to

Canada

to escape agricultural difficulties

in

the

States.

Miss Laut

is

saying things that will run contrary to the id eas of

many

people, but

it

is

ajl

the

more worth while

reading.

BINDING THE WEST WITH BANDS OF STEEL
The first of a series of articles telling the early story of M. J.
Haney, who helped build the C. P. R. through the Canadian
West.

A BIG NOVEL BY A YOUNG CANADIAN
In this issue will also be found the first instalment of a powerful
and cleverly written new novel by a young Canadian author,
Do not miss "The Parts Men Play."
Arthur Beverley Baxter.

EIGHT MONTHS ADRIFT IN THE ARCTIC
of Storker Storkersen's
remarkable story of his long drift on a floating island of ice off
the Northern coast of Canada.

The second and concluding instalment

"The Wistaria Arbor"— a short story. By Robert W. Chambers.
"Storm Along, John!"— a lacrosse story. By C. W. Stephens.
"Gentlemen of the Long Robe"— an article on the legal profesBy the Honourable W. R. Riddell.
sion in Canada.
By Basil King.
a powerful novel.
"The Thread of Flame"

—

One Hundred Magazines

in

One

All magazines and periodicals published are read carefully and the best
articles found are reprinted in part
in the Review of Reviews section of
MACLEAN'S. Here are a few in this
issue:
Strangest Tale of the War
Red Hand Reaches Far East
Triangle in the Pacific
Rising Tide in Japan
Was Mrs. Wilson the Real President?
When the Giant Hand Falls
The Agitators in Washington

The
The
The
The

War Possible in America
Romantic History of the "Chasers"
of Canada

Civil

A German View

Commercializing the Coyotes
Praise and Criticism of Canadian Troops

You pay no added ^exchange when you buy Canada's National Magazine
Overj80,000 Canadian Families Read

Macleans
1

APRIL

1 "CANADA'S
1st

NATIONAL MAGAZINF

ISSUE

Now on

'*

Sale

At All News Dealers

20c

./Vl

NAD

CA

April. 11)20
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Labor and Expense

SAMSON Wire Wheel Brush Sections for removing scale
from hot forgings, axes, shovels and tools; for cleaning
brass castings, sheet brass and
Actual tests have
copper.

\ "'SE

proven the SAMSON Wheel
saves time and labor and outother make from
lasts any
V.]

No Hub

1-3 to 50 per cent.

or

Holder Required
Metal disc centre, punched to fit any size
spindle
a convenient and practical
method of building a wheel any desired
width of face.

—

A

trial

and

order will convince vou of the economy
of SAMSON "Wire Wheel Brush

efficiency
Sections.

The Manufacturers Brush Co.
CLEVELAND, OHIO
Warren

119

Street,

New York

The Hawley-Schwartz Furnace
The Only Perfect Melter
^^t^f

^^B/^^^^jk^^

All metal from 50

a

^
.^IkR

\.

'

Is

lbs. to

10,000

lbs.

Absolutely Uniform

Write for catalog and complete information

'-^^^J^^BS^A^k^^

""^

The Hawlev Down Draft Furnace Co.

.

Easton, Penn., U.S.A.

REYNOLDS CORE OIL
»

Highest Standard for

20 Years

We are now supplying many of the largest foundries
We only make one grade of core oil and always keep
which has always given

Canada.

it

at the

same Standard Quality

satisfaction.

Write us for

261

in

prices.

REYNOLDS & COMPANY
TORONTO,

Macdonell Ave.

Ont.

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN BUYERS' DIRECTORY
T

"""••"»'
'".""" '" »»" advertU.ng paces.
ThU department is maintained for the benefi,
«nveni1^°"
»"' "»d"«- The insertion of our advertisers' names under proper headings is
gladly undertaken
u'-u'j'
unaertaKen.
h^t does
hT. not become
K
but
part of an advcrtisinr contract.

Ld

JTiill

T.

^

:iililililii:i;iililililil!l

ABRASIVE .MATEUIAL8

Cud. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Out. Hart Wheels, Ltd., Hamilton. Ont
Pord^miti Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont
Frederic B. Stereos, Detroit, Aiichignn
Pittsburgh Cnuhed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Woodlaon. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

AIK C0UPRES80RS
Can. Hanson 4 Van WlnUe Co., Toronto, Ont
<'iMiu I'ni'umalic Macliv. Co., St. Louia, Mo.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Uiohigan.
Hjdm & Sooa, Ltd,, Montreal, Que.
VToodlson, K. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

AIRCRAFT
.Ministry

London, England.

Pneumatic .Machy. Co.,

Mo.

Louis,

St.

AIR JOLTS
&

Davenport Mach.

Fdry.

Davenport,

Co..

Iowa.

ALBANY SAND
Frwlcric B.,

ANALYSIS

Hersey Co., Ltd.. Milton, Montreal, Que.

ARRi TERS, DUST

Rapids,

M'idh.

Can. Hanson tc Van 'Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
Nertham Crane Works, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, HI.
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodtson, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

BARRELS, SANDBLAST
A. C. Leslie & Co., Ltd.,
Corporation,

BINDERS, SAND
Frederic B.

Oo.

.

J.,

&

M., Oanoersrille, Ind.

& Van

Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
L(.ni jiion Fdrj. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing .Villi Co., Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodi»on. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont
Clark. Chas. J.. Chicago.

Co.. Toronto, Ont
Pomlninn Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Hamflton Pacini! Mfll Co.. Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore. Md.
Roots Co., P. IT. & F. M.. Oonnersrvillie, Ind.

BOILER COMPOUND
P.fyiiol Is

»t

Co..

Ont

Toronto,

Toronto.

BOILER GRAPHITE
A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Rnpplv Co.. I.trl.. Toronto, Ont
Steveni. Detrodt. Micihig'an.
Kamntrm Faelne Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont
.Tni»nh nt-on Cn'eihv <^n.
.Ter<!e7 '^ity, N.J.
P»ttinns. CenrtT" F.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Wrwii.^. !!• T
Co., Toronto. Ont.
V^an.

Hfln«on

Domlninn

Frlrv.

Frederic B.

.

BOILFRS. STFAM

Mini«to' of Munitions.

BOOTS
C. 7T. Watt. Amherst.
Miiii<trv of Mi-n't'on"!.

London, England.
N.S.

London. FMgland.

BORING MACHINES
Oliver Mnehinnrv Co
C-nn.1
BRACKETED .IIB CRANES
Curtis Pneumatic M:u-hv.

Co.,

Rapid-S.
St.

Midi.

Laui.s.

Mo.

BRAKE SHOES, WHEEL TKUEINfJ

i~in. Fnn'on * Van WlnkV Co.. Torrmfo. Ont.
Can. Hart WhAelo, Ltd.. TTnTnilton. Ont. .
Wo*v^!«on W T., r*o. Trt'OTitrt Out.

BRASS GOODS. VALVES. ETC.
MoTitr-al.
Crn-nr.
BRASS MEI.TTNG
Ci
Combustion Co., Montreal.
BRICKS, RUBBING
I.t^l

Clin

TT'ncKtn
Van Winitle Co Toronto.
TT«-* xr>>«.*1a
T*-^., TTnTT^nf^T,
Ont.

*

Stevens

.

Detroit, IMidhigan.

& Van Winklu

Wells.

Can. Hanson &
Cleveland Chaplet

Ont

'

Frederic B.

Stevens,

Detroit. Micfhigan.

Hamilton Facing Mill

Hyde * Sons

Co.,

HamUton. Ont

Lt<i..

Ltd..

Montreal, Que.
Reynolds & Co., Toronto.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Stevens.

Detroit, Midiigon.

Hamilton Facinir Mill Co. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
Holland Core Oil Co., Chicago, IlL

Hvde &

Sons,

&

Montreal. Que.
S.. Chicago, 111.
Toronto.
Co., Toronto.
J..

Co..

E.

Ont

Stevens.

Detroit. Michigan.

Hyde &

Ont

Sons, Montreal. Que.
Joseph Di.xon Crucible Co.. Jemev City, N.J.
Obermayer & Co., S., Chicago, 111.
Woodison. K. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

Engineering Co., Chicago,

111.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Sons. Montreal. Que.

Hyde &

Cnited Compound
Wnorlison Co., F.

Buffalo.

Co..
J..

N.T.

ToTTm'to.

COUPLINGS, PLAIN, FLEXIBLE AND
CUT OFF
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, lU.

CRANES
Ont

Northern Crane Works,
WrMv^icon,

Toronito.

Ind.

E.

.T..

Oo..

Ltd..

Walkerville,

Toronto,

Ont

Ont

HAND TRAVELLING

Curtis Pneumatic Machy.

Co.,

St

Loui/?,

Mo.

CRUCIBLES
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Mldhlgan.
Woodi-son Co., E. J.. Toronito.

CRUCIBLES. RESERVOIR. TILTING
FURNACE, BOTTOM POUR. ETC.
ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Cnicible Co.. Josenh, Jersey City. N..T.
Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Oautier. J. H.. & Co.. Jersey City. N.J.

Can.

Hanson

TSixon

Dominion Fdry, .Supply Co

.

ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto.
Sirpplv Co.. LM.. Toronto.
Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

f^an
Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry, .Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

CRANES.

ChtciBO, 111.
Co.. S.
On., E. J., Torrantio.

TT«nsoi

Iowa.

.

CLAMPS, FLASK

Frederic B.

Davenport,

Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co.. T-t'l
Toronto, Ont

Prvminion Fclry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Preston Woo;lworkinc Machy. Co., Pret^ton. Ont.
fllv.
W. W.. Mfg. Co
The. Cleveland, O.

<^fln

Fdry. Co..

Can.

CINDER MILLS

Dominion Fdrv.

&

& Van

Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supplv Co.. Ltd
Toronto, Ont
Davenport Mach. & Fdry. Co.. Davenport, Iowa.

National

CLAY LINED CRUCIBLES
Ont

Davenport -Mach.

CORE W.\X

Ont

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
W. W. vVells. Toronto.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Woorli5on

CORE JOLTS

CORE REDUCERS

CHEMISTS— SEE METALLURGISTS
CHEMICALS

Stevens.

Sons. Montreal. Que.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.
Pettinos. Geonre F., Philadelphia. Pa.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit Mich.
Woo<ti.»on. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton.
Ont.

Stevens,

Obermayer

111.

Hyde &

Frederic B.

Co., Toronto,
Cleveland.

Co., Richmond,
Detroit, Midhigian.

.

Toronto. Ont.

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont,
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

Montreal.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Montreal, Que.

J.,

T.^.>^I,,

.

Detroit, MicihiguL

o..

Holland Core Oil Co.. Chicago,

Woodtison.

CH/UICOAL

E.

Van Winkle Co

J.,

CORE OVENS— SEE OVENS
CORE WASH

Ont

& Mfg. Co.,
Co., Ltd., Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Midhigan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons. .Montreal, Que.
Lindsay Chaplet & Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

Co.,

Ind

Obermayer Co.,

Dominicn Fdry. Supply

WoorTi^Jon

ft

E.

Frederic B.

Montreal.

Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto.

Richmond

Oan. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mil] Co.. Hamilton, Ont

Reynolds

Co., Toronto,

Van Winkle

Fla.sk Co.,
ToronrtX).

J..

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

Toronto.

CASE HARDENING
General Connbustion Co..
CERAMIC KILNS
General Combustiou Co.,
CHAl'LETS

Frederic B.

.

Frederic B.

\V.

Clamp &
Woodison Oa, E.

CORE BOX MACHINES

CORE OILS

B., Detroit^ Mich.
Co.. Toronto, Ont

J..

Diamond Clamp & Flask

Ti' r:il

On.

Frederic

Chicago, HI.
Toronto, Ont

.

Toronto).

J.,

Co..

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supplv Co.. Lti
Toronto. Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detrodt, Michigan.
Tabor Mfg. Co.. Philadelnhia. Pa.
Wood1.9on. E. J. Vo., Toronto, Ont

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.

W.

Cm. Hwison * Van Winkle

r^..

E.

S.,

J..

CORE-MAKING MACHINES

Detroit, Midhigaa.

CARS, CORE OVEN AND FOUNDRY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont

Can. Hanson

Combuittion Co., Alontreal.

T

Woodison Oa,

Stevens,

BLOWERS

W

Mich.
Toronto, Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigian.
Hyde & Sons, Montreal, Que.
Pettinos. George F., Philadelphia, Pa.

Woodison. E.

.1..

Wr«v<t>inn

Out

CASTINGS, NICKEL

BLAST METERS
Clark. Clias.
Chicago.
BLOWING ENGINES
General

Stevens,

Co.,

K.

Can. Hanson

Detroit,

Co..

&

Woodisor..

CORE MACHINES, HAMMER

CARBON BLACKING

OADOE8— CUPOLA

Hanson

Ont
Ont

CABINETS. SANDBLAST

Toronito.

P.

B.,

Obermayer

CORE BOXES (STEEL AND WOOD)
Diamond

CORE COMPOUNDS

Oan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Panglwm Corporation, Hag«rstown, Md.
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
J..

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Holland Core Oil Co., Chicago 111
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons. Montreal, Que.

Uo<>.iison.

W. W.

Frederic

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

Ftederic B. Stevans,

rlansun & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
"Vederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

BUKiNEKS, CORE OVEN

London,

Can.

OlB. Hanson

Ohio.

Can.

Woodtson. E.

M4

Detroit, Mldhlgan.
Co., Chicago, 111.

E.

Roots Co., P. K.

&

Stevens,

Montreal, Que.
Hacerstonn,

Stevens,

BLAST GATES

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mlcb.
Woodison, B. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

BRUSHB8. ALL KINDS

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Ford-Smith Alach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.

°'""'~'^ ""••

I/orV-

Munitions,

.\1.,

Hansoo ft Van Winkle Co,. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Alanufkoturers' Brush Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, HI.

Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., C^, Toronto,

of

England.
CONVERTER BLOWERS, ROTARY
Roots Co., P. H. & F.
Conneraville, Ind.
CORE BINDERS

Philadelphia.

BKUSHES, FOUNDRY AND COKE

Frederic B.

Holland Core Oil

OnB.

Ca,

BUFFS AND BUFFING AND
POLISHING COMPOSITIONS

Pangjbom Corporation, Saeeistorm, Md.

BAND SAWS
Oliver Machinery Co., Grand
BARBELS, TUMBLING

BJtAST

AIinLstiy

BRONZE MANGANESE
Aanerican Manganese Bronze

City, N.J.
Jersey City, N.J.
Toronto. Ont

Co.,

J.,

o8ntr1^^t'^^'s'

American Manganese Bronze Ca. Philadelphia.

MACHINERY

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigian.
W. W. Walls, Toronto.
Woodlacn, B. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Woofiison

BRONZE INGOTS

BUEFING AND POLISHING

ANODES, BRASS, COPPER,
NICKBL, ZINC

Pangbom

American Manganese Bronze Ca, Philadelphia.

Sons, Montreal, Que.
Manufacturers' Brush Co., Cleveland,
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

Dotroit, "Mich.

E.

o9!i?.?J5^^'"^'^ JOLT ROLLOVER AND
PATTERN
DRAWING MACHINES

BRONZE FORGINGS

Hj'de

^^ * C°- J«"«y
9^^'r^'Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.,
WoodiKm.

American Manganese Bronze Co., Philadelphia.

Qan. Hanson & Van Wmkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigao.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.

ALLOrs
.Slcven.s.

Ont

BRONZE CASTINGS

Can.
Munitions,

of

AIR HOIST
t'urtis

Dcsninlon Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto,
TToodlson, B. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

.

Hamilton Facinr Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
Ont.

Ont

Hyde

ft

Stevens.

Sons, Montreal. Que.
Frederic V... Detroit. Mich.
J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

Woodison. E.

NA
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crroLAS
Hanson & Van Wlnkla

Co., Torouio. Onu
Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, (Jul
Mfg. Co., BalUmora, Md.
Monarch Engineering
.Northern Crane Works, Ltd.. Walkerrtlla, Onu
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co.. CToTeland, Ohio.
Steiens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mleh.
Woodison. E, J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

Can.

Dommion

Pdi7. Supply Co.,

&

BLAST G.^DOES

UrOI>.4

<

("an. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Onl,
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Hamilton Facing -Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, Onl
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CUPOI-A

FERRO-SILICON
A. C. Leslie A Co.,
MiiiL<li,\

Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
& F. .VI., Oanmersrille, Ind.
Co., Toronto, Ont.

Co., Toronto, Oni.
Fuir. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, OutFrederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Mldhigian.
Hytle & Sons, Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodi.son, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

Dominion

BLOCKS

Hnnion A- Van Winkle Co Toronto. Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midilgan.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
FTamlllon Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
'"''oodf«on.
R. .T.. Co., Toronto. Ont.
•"an.

Olivd
A.

CYANIDE OF POTASSIUM.
Han'son & Van Wfnkle On.. Toronto.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Miohipran.
W. \v. WpIIi. Toronto
Woodison, E, J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

Ont

""an.

&

Leslie

C.

Avn "'ORTABLE

DRILLS. FT.PCTRir

Independent Pnenmnfir Tool Co., Chicago,

111.

DRINKING FOUNTAINS

Stevens, Detroit. Michigan.
Joseph Dixon Crucible to., .lersey City, N.J.
iVo.-vii=nn
R. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Mldhigan.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, P'
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo. NY.
rr„,^iUon
E. J., Co., Tonnto. Ont

T.t.1..

(pane

1.1

1,.

Ci-iue

DRYERS. SAND

l.t 1,.

FITTINGS,

Hagerstown, Md.

Cl-ane

HRYING OVENS FOR CORES
fan. Hanson ,t Van Winkle Co
Toronto. Ont
Cleveland Nickel Works, Cleveland.
Dominion Fdrv. Sugplv Po
Lt-^.. Toronto. Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Monarch Eng'r'g Mfg. Co.. Baltimore. Md.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

I

I.

Ltd..

.

DUST ARRESTERS AND EXHAUSTERS

Hanson * Van Winkle Po., Toronto, Onl
nominion Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Pan.

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.
P&n£bom Oorporation, Hagerstown, Md.
"'v.
W.. Mfg. Co
Th». Heveland.
Woodteon Oo., E. J., Toronto.

W

DUST EXHAUSTER, ANISTER SYSTEM
Ha^erstown,

Corporation,

.

ELECTRIC GLITE HE.\TERS
.M,iohincry Co..
TTnu<>on

Cran-l

R.ipi.ls.

Van Winkle Co

S:

nominion Fdry. Supply Co..

Toronto. Ont.

.

Toronto

Lt'l

Ont

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Midhigaa.
Woodiwn. E. .T.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Pan

Hnnwin * Vnn Winkle Co Toronto 0"f
Ford.SmIth Mflch. Co.. Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldhlgan.
'Woodison. K. J.. Co., Toronto
Ont
.

FAVlrvv -rrtrvvj.n

— sj;p;

XVHEKLH

M,,ntri:il.

Oliver ^Liohincr.v Co.

Crand Rapids,

STEAM
London,

PAcmos
r-,>..i.Qmiih

Stevens.

'^VmiBTer * Co
Woodison Co., E.

.

FANS.

Can. Hanson
iPrederic B.

Much. Co,

Frederic B.

Ltd.. The. Hamilton.
Detroit, (Mldhlgian.

Chicago.
Toronto.

.<»..

J.,

Ont

111.

& Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Humilton Fsoinc Mill Co.. Ltd., vi.mtiton. On
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co., Clevd«nd. Ohio.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Pan. Hanson

r

T

Co.,

Toronto,

FEHRC^ALLOYS
A. O. Leslie A Co.. Ltd.,
FFT.RO-MANGANESE

K

O.

Leslie

A

Co.,

Ltd.,

Ont

Montreal. Que.

Montreal. Que.

Pa.

STEEL

Frederic B.

Detroit, Midhigan.
Co., Pittsburgh,

Stevens,

Cnished

Pitf-ibMnrh

."^teel

Pa.

HAMMERS. CHIPPING
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., CSiicago.

Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Detroit, Mictilgan,
Co., Easton.

111.

111-

HEAT TREATING
General Combustion Co.,

Montreal.

tIF.LMF.TS

Pan Han'son .<: Van Winkle Po Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Midhlgan.
Walkerville. Ont.
Northern Crane Works. Ltd
.

HOISTS. CHAIN

AND PNEUMATIC

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago, in.

HOISTS. HAND,

TROLLEY

Pan. Hanson
Van Winkle
nominion F''ry, Supply Co.,
,t,-

Co., Toronto, Ont
Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.
WoodLson. E, J., Co., Toronto, Ont,

Frederic B.

IRON CEMENTS
Pan. Hansoh A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Oat.
Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co
Hvde A Sons. Montreal. Que.
.

Ont

Hawlev Down Draft Furnace

PetUnos. George F., Phfladelphla, Pa.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

FOUNDRY SUPPLIES

EXHAUST

WoorK-ion.

A Van

Stevens,

Mich.

.

Chicago. 111.
Philadelphia, Pa.

FOUNDRY GRAVEL

England.

Rapids,

P.ran<l

HOISTING AND CONVEYING MACHIN-

Hersey Co.. Ltd., Milton. Montreal, Que.
MoLain's System, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.

ilicih.

Co..

ANGULAR

ERY, ELFCTRIC AND PNEUMATIC

Joseph Diiou Cniclble Co.. Jersey City. N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde A Sons. Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering A .Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
F.,

.Mai-liinery

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, MidhigBn.
Woo<ltson, E, J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Out
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co.» Ltd., Toronto. Ont.

S.,

Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Mfg. Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.

'sn. Hanson 4 Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
A. Spangler. Benton Hart)0ur. Mioh.

FOUNDRY FACINGS

George

.Sly

J.

FOUNDRY PRACTICE

FNGINE LATHES
FV':iNFS.

Que.

Magnetic Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Woodison Co., E. J., Toromto.

Obermayer Co.,

FVeueric B.

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicaco,

auvens, Frederic B,. Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros, Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison, E, J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

FNAMELWARE
I.t.I.,

Montreal,

III.

HAMMERS. CHIPPING. CAULKING
PNFITMATIC nOSE

111.

Obermayer Co., S.. Chicago, HI.
Stevens, Frederic B,, Detroit, Mich.
TThlfebead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.T.
Woo.1l«on. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Pettinos,

Ont

111.

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,

C.RTT.

Can.

EMERY STANDS

Toronto. Ont.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Pittsburgh Cnished Steel Co., Pittsburgh.

Montreal.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

Mioln.

Po.,

GRINDERS, RESIN

Oliver

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Onl
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Out
Hamilton Facine Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Sons,

* Van Winkle

"nnonn

GRIT,

FOUNDRY PARTING
&

Black Donald Graphite Co., Cal*t)0gie. Ont
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Oominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey C;*y, N,J.
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Montreal, Que.
Jonathan Bartley Cnieible Co,. Trenton, N.J.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
WooditoD E, J., Co., Toronto, Ont

W. W.

FORCINGS

Hyde

Ont

GRINDING WHEEL DRESSERS

FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT

ELEVATORS. HYDRAULTr. PNBUMATIC

•'Ml.-

,.

Midhigan.

N'ational Engineering Co., Chicago,

Pan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co
Toronto, Ont
PYederic B. Stevens, Detroit, MIdhi«aiL
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Tortjnto, Ont
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Monarch Engineering A Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Stevens, Frederic B,. Detroit. Mich.
^''hitehead Bros. Co., PufTalo. N.Y.
'v^^lanr, E. .T
Po •p.,.~-»„ Ont

-•an.

.

Detroit,

Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hiimilton. Ont
Obermayer Co., S.. Chicago. Ill
Tnhor Mfg. Co.. Phlladelnhia. Pa.
Woo^1«on. E, J., Co,. Toronto, Ont.

FOUNDRY MIXERS

Md.

DYNAMOS

01iv,>r

Toronto Ont.
Richmond, Ind.
Ltd
Toronto. Ont
Co..

Co.,

Tin. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, p-i
jomlnlon Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto On'
-Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. C/O., Toronto. Ont.

Md.

Toronto,

Co.,

TOOL POST. FLOOR AND BENCH

Flask

FOUNDRY COKE

O.

Philadelphia, Pa.

F.,

& Van Winkle

GRINDERS. PORTABLE. ELECTRIC. HAND

* Van Winkle

Stevens.

Geoi^

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co,, Chicago.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co
Frederic B.

,\'r>odison.

Stevens, Detroit, Mldhlgan.
E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont,

•GRINDERS. PNEUMATIC

Mnivtre.al,

&

.

Frederic B.

Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton,

SCREWED

FTnn'on

M.. Connersville. Ind.

Detroit, Michigan.

Stevens,

Pan. Hanson A Van Winkle Co
Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co. Ltd. Toronto. Ont.

fln,

General Combustion Co.,

HANDLING EQUIPMENT

Pangl>om Corporation, Hairerstown.

P«n.

F.

,^

DUCK AND LEATHER GLOVES

CRINDERS, DISC. BENCH. SWING

-i]

ASKS. SNAP. ETC.

Diamond Clamp

Rooto Co.. P. H.

A.SRFSTOS.

Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, 111.
Machinery Co., Grand Rapids, Mii^.

Mrailvral

.

,

Oliver

Atnntreal

Mf.ntM

.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldhlgan.
I'lTniUnn Faeine Mill Co
rTamilton. Ont.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton.
Monarch Engineering A Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Obermayer Co.. S.. Chicago, 111.
Woodison, E, J.. Po.. Toronto. Ont.

GRINDERS

Montiral

FLANGED

FITTINGS.

Pan, Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont,
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co
Ltd.. Toronto Ont

GRAPHITE PRODUCTS

FITTINGS MAI LEABLE

Montre.il.

Oorporation,

Detroit, Midbisan.

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

ff"i..

FURNACES, BRASS

tan, Haii$<m

Can.

Ltrl,,

Can, Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Onl.
nominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltxi., Toronto, Oni
GeneraJ Combustion Co., Montreal.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont,
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton.
Monarch Engineering A Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
SUvens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

Pettinos,

FIRE SAND

Crane

Montreal, Que.
J., Toronto.

E.

GR.XPHITE, ANTI-FLUX BRAZING

FITTINGS, CAST IRON

M.,ntn-:\].

Co.,

GRAPHITE GREASE

CEMENT
Stevens,

Sons,

«;OG<;LE.s

Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
K-hitehead Bros, Co.. Buffalo. .N.Y.
Woodison, K. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

-•^IRF
Frederic B.

Hyde A
Woodison

FURNACES

Frederic B.

FITTINGS

DRAINAGE FITTINGS

Pangbom

Toronto, Onl.

Frederic B.

Oautter, J. H., & Co.. Jersey City N.J.
TT»de * Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
n-,wii,„„
Po Toronto, Ont.
K. T

DtTST

Toumio, Ont.

Co.,
Ltd.,

Volume Xf

FURNACE BLOWERS. ROTARY

Montreal, Que.

Ltd.,

Co..

Hamilton Facing .Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
yyde A Sons, Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering A Mfg. Co., Baltimore. Md.
Obermayer Co.. S.. Chicago, 111.

Can. Han.ion & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, O-it.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Joaeph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City. N.J.

Pangbom

Mich.

Frederic .6. Stevens, Detroit, Michisan.
Oautier, J. H.. & Co., Jersey City, N.J.
General Combustion Co., Montreal.

DIPPERS. GRAPHITE

Ltd.,

Rapids,

CJr.ind

Stevens,

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Oi.t
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
•terens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
n'oodiTOn. E. J., Co., Toronto. OnL

I'r.uio

Ci...

Hanson A: Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Simply Co.,

CUPOLA TWYEBS

]J\..

Macliiniiv

Can.

Han'son & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
nominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Miohi«aoHamilton Facing .Mill Co.. Ltd., Uamiltoo, Ont.
Hy<ie & Sons, Montreal, Que.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

I'lvinr

.

FILLING MACHINES

f

Dan.

LEATHER AND WOOOEN

FILLETS,

FIRE RRICR AVD CLAY

Roots Oo., v. H.
Woodison, E. J..

CUPOLi? LININGS

England.

LoikIou.

.Munition.s,

()f

KILLKK:S (.METALLIC)
Can. H«n.soM & Van Winkle

Can.

Sterens,

Montreal, Que.

Ltd.,

FERROUS AND NON-FERROUS METALS

BLOWERS

Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Onl.
Dominion Fdry. 8upply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
-Monarch Engineering A Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.

UNDRYMAN

F

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
National Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.
Oibermayer Co., S., Chicago. 111.
Woodison Co., E. J.. Toronto.

FURNACE LINING

Can. Haiwon A Van Winkle Co,. Toronto. Ont.
notnlnion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mlclilgan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton,

Detroit. Mich.
Fre'leric B.
Woodi'son Co., E. J., Toronto.

Steven*.

IRON FILLER

Can. Hanson * Van Winkle Co,, Toronto, Oat
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Stevens, Frederic B,, Detroit, Mioh.
Wooflison. E, J., Co., Toronto. Ont

IRON SAND
Globe Steel Co., Mansfield. Ohio.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Plttsbnrgfc. Pa.

.lOINTERS
Oliver

-Macliiui ly

Co.,

Grand Rapida, Mich.

JOLT ROCKOVERS
American

Moldini

Mach.

Co..

Terre-Haute,

Ind.

Lpril,
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ALBANYjJ NORTH RIVER

LUMBERTON

JERSEY

MILLVILLE

"^MOULDING SANDS
GENUINE MILLVILLE GRAVEL— SUPERIOR TO FIRE SAND
SHARP SILICA SAND
STRONG SILICA SAND
SAND BLAST SAND
FOUNDRY LEADS AND FACINGS OF QUALITY
TRY OUR STANDARDS
"GEOGRAPH"
"CEYLOGRAPH"
"MEXIGRAPH"
NONE BETTER
Canadian Representative

F. E. SMITH, LIMITED
TRANSPORTATION BUILDING, MONTREAL, QUEBEC

GEORGE

F. PETTINOS
Real Estate Trust Building
PHILADELPHIA, PA., U.S.A.

^
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rhe Standard Blower for Cupolas Since 1859
iRk5I5

Rotary Positive Blowers
"

An

Accurately Measured Quantity of Air Positively Delivered"

For sixty years, Roots Blowers have been the standard for foundry
cupolas, steel converters, and oil or gas furnaces.
Many Roots Blowers have been in use for as long as forty or
STILL IN DAILY USE.
fifty years, and

ARE

Catalog 68 should be your Kuide

P.

planning the new foundry.

in

H.& P.M. ROOTS CO.
Connersville, Ind.
Chicago

:

Peoples Gas Buifding

New York

:

120-122 Liberty Street

'

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN

CO

JOLT MACHINES AND SQUEEZBR8
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

Grimes Molding Machine Co., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

JOLT STRIPPERS
American MoMing Uach.
Davenport Mach. & Fdry.

OIL

Co., Toronto, Oat,
Ltd., Toronto, OttU
BYederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Micbilcen.
Hamilton Facins Mill Co., Hamilton, OnU
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.lf.

Woodison. E.

J.,

Ont

Hanson 4 Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

Oan.

Jirseph llixou Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.

Northern Crane Works, Walkerrille.
Monarch B^srineerlng * Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

Mfg. Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Co., Toronto, Ont
Sc

LEGGINGS

LADLE STOPPERS, LADLE NOZZLES,
AND SLEEVES (GRAPHITE)
Hanson dt Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Toronto. Out.
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co.. Lt'1
Can.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
.Fosetih Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City, N.J
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

OIL,

CORE

& Co.. S.. Chicago, m.
Reynolds & Co., Toronto.
LUBRICATING GRAPHITE

Munitions, London, England.
.Machinery Co., Grand Rapids, 'Mich.

Ding's Maffnetir Separator Co.. Milwaukee, Wia.
Magnetic Mfg. Co.. .Milwaukee. Wis.
Oliver .M.ochinery Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

MELTING POTS

Ont

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.

Mfg. Co.. Baltimore. Md.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
«St

METALLURGISTS
Kawin

Compound

Oan.

Hanson

Steel

Co.

Buffalo,

Co.,

Mixii.

Ont

Ont

Heraey Co.. Ltd., Milton. Montreal, Que.
McLain's System. Inc., MUwaukcc, WU.
Toronto Testing Laboratories. Toronto.

COMPOUNDS

"Kie,

Hamilton.

Ont

MICA SCHIST
Ftederic B.

Stevens, Detroit, Miohipa.n.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pettinos. George F.
,

MINING AND QUARRYING MACHINERY
Biystone Mfg Co., Cambridge .Springs, Pa.
ran. Han«>n * Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
National Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.
Woodison, E, J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Ont

MITTENS

Ont

Stevens,

MIXERS
Engineering Co.,

Chicago,

Munitions. London,

Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

Co., Toronto, Ont
Ltd., Toronto. Ont
.Impiili Dixnn Cnicihle Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
\fvr\p
Sons, Montreal. Que.
Obermayer Co.. S.. Chicago, IlL
Poftlnas, Oeorre F., Philadelphia, Pa,
NTevpn*;, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Wonrlisnn, E. J
Co.. Toronto. Ont

&

.

AND POLISHING "SUPPLIES

Ont

'

MOLDING SAND— SEE SAND
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, IMidhlgBn.

Han.son & Van Winkle CM., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdrv. Supplv Co., Ltd. Toronto. Ont.
Frederic /
Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

Can.

.

Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.T.
E.

J.,

Co.. Toronto,

Ont

Grand

Tlapids.

NOZZLES. SAND BLAST
Frederic B.

Stevens,

Detroit, ^ridhlgan.

NORTH RIVER SAND
George F., Philadelphia, Pa.

Frederic B.

&

Midh.

Co.. Davenport,
Detroit, Afiohigan.

Fdry.

£>Leven3,

Iowa.

POWER SQUEEZERS

& Fdrv. Co.. Davenport,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Ml<aiigian.

Davenport Mnch.

Iowa.

Oliver

Grand Rapids,

.\Iaehiuery Co..

Co..

E.

PLATES AND MACHINES

RETORTS

J..

Co..

Toronto.

i

SANDBLAST MATERIAL
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midiiean.
SANDERS
Oliver Machinery Co.. Grand Rapids, MSdh.
SAND-MIXING MACHINRRY
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhiean.
National Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.
Frost .Mfg. Co.. Chicago. 111.
.StanArd Sand & .Machine Co., Cleveland, Ohta.
Woodison Co., E. J., Toronto.

&

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Magnetic Mfg. Oo., Milwaukee, Wis.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
E.

SAND BLAST MACHINERY. BARRELS,

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd., Toronln, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont

Midhigau.
Toronto.

PULLEYS, MAGNETIC
RAM.VIING

Ont

SAND MOLDIN<;

Detroit,

J.,

Oan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigian.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigaa.
National Engineering Co., Chicago, IB.

(Midh.

PROTECTIVE WEARING APPAREL
Woa«i'L«>n

SAND CONVEYING MACHINERT

SAND MILLS

PRODUCTION LATHES

Wotxllson.

MORTISERS
Oliver Machincrv Co..

Davenport Mach.

Frederic B. Stevens,
<

MOLDING SIFTERS

Woodiwn.

Monitrcal.

POWER JOLT SQUEEZERS

Britannia Foundry Co., Coventry, Bng.
Can. Han^ton A Van Winkle Oo.. Toron-to. Ont
The Cleveland Osbom Mfg. Co., Cleveland, 0.
Davenport Mach. & Fdry. Co., Daveaport, Iowa.
Dominion Firv. Snicly Co., Ltd., Tnirmtn, Oi.i.
Hamilton Fncincr MHl Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Grimes Molding Machine Co., Detroit, Mich.
Stevens, Fre<Ieric B.. Detroit, Mich.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Corporation. Hagerstown, Md.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Michigan.

Co., Toronto, Ont
I,t
Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevena, Detroit, Mldhigan.
Frost .Vlfg. Co., Chicago, 111.
W.. -Mfg. Co.. The. Cleveland, O.
Sly. W.
Woodison, E. J., Co,, Toronto, Ont

Montreal.

Ltd.,

Pangbom

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supplv On.

PORCELAIN WARE
Crane Ltd.,

MOLDING MACHINES

Co..

Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
E. J. Woodison Co.. Toronto.

SANDBLAST SUPPLIES AND ACCF,SSORIES

Can.

Indcixndent Pneumatic Tool Co.. Montreal.
II olden

A. Spangler, Benton Harbour, Mich.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Pettinos. George F.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Suuply Co..

Tlie

Pa.

Han.son & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supplv Co.. Ltd. Toronto, Onrt

E^land.

PNEUMATIC TOOLS

Oan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Hamilton FacitiK Mill Co.. Hnmilton, Ont.

O.

Oan.

III.

MOLDERS' TOOLS

W. W.. Mfc.

Detroit, Mldhiean.
Globe Steel Co., Man.9field, Ohio.
Pitt'shnrEh Crushed Steel Oo., Pittsburgh,

J.

Can.

PL.\TING

Independent Pneimiatlc Tool Co., Chicago, IS.

SAND BLAST SAND

TTan«nn Sc Van Winkle Cn.. Toronto,
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
W. W. Well.s Toronto.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

Detroit. Michigan.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Fimiilton. Ont

SAND BLAST HELMETS

^nn

Frederic B.

Pa.

Frederic B. Stevens.

Can. Han-son & Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
JosBph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey Cit^, N,J.

PLUMBAGO

Ford-Smith Mach. Co.. Ltd.,

.

SAND BLAST GRIT AND SHOT

PLANT AND MACHINERY

MILLING MACHINES

Pittsburgh.
Oii,«bed Ste"! '~''>
Co., E. J., Toronto.

Engineering Co.. Chicago, 111.
Corporation, Hageretown, Md.
Co.. The, rieveland,
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
United States Silica Co., Chicago, IlL
Woodison, E. J., Co,, Toronto. Ont

AND FITTINGS

of

Pa.

SAND BLAST ACCESSORIES

Pangbom

PHOSPHOKIZERS

Mini.sfJT

Frederic B. SteTens, Detroit, Mldhlgan.
Pittsburgh Cnished Steel Co., Pittsburgh,

Sly.

Montreal.

Ltd.,

Toronto.

Mfg. Co.. Chicago. 111.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldhigan.
National Engineerinpr Co.. Chicago, IlL
Woodi9on Co., E. J., Toronto.

National

"

Crane Ltd., Montreal.
Crane

Cu., Chicago. IH.
Detroit. Midhlgan.

SANDBLAST EQUIPMENT

Crane Ltd., Mon'treal.

PIPE, SOIL,

J.,

Frrvst

PiTt'.-hureli

N.Y.

BLACK AND GALVANIZED

PIPE JOINT

E.

Frederic B. Stev«is, Detroit, Mldhlgaa.

Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Winkle Co., Toronto,

& Van

Ont

SANDBLAST ABRASIVES
Ont

Canada, Hamilton, Ont,

of

Montreal.

SAND MILLS

Woodison

Co.,

Iowa.

Toixxnto).

Co.,

Stevens.

Woodison Oa,

Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.T.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

Toronto,

Co..

&

Leslie

PIPE,

MAGNETIC SEPARATORS

Monaroh Engineering

Frederic B.

PATTERN SHOP EQUIPMENT.

A. C.

Co.. Davenport,
Detroit. <Mlahl0aii.

Fdry.

J..

United States Silica
IMich.

Rapids. Mich.
Co., Preston, Ont.

Grand Rapids,

Oliver Machinery Co.,

E.

SAND

PATTERN MILLING MACHINES

United

.Ministry of

Charles C.

Oliver Machinery Co., Grand
Preston Woodworking Machy.

PIG IRON

MACHINE TOOLS

Pettinos,

Frederic B. Stevena, Detroit, MicJhlcaa,
Montreal Pattern Worka

PATTERN MAKERS' BENCHES

PATTERN WAX

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa,

National

PATTERNS

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Oo.. Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detnrft, Miohlgian.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton,
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E, J., Co., Toronto, Ont

rvbermayer

Oliver

Toronitio.

Grand Rapids,

&

Sterens.

TTan'on & Van WinWe Cn. Toronto,
JVwJeric B. Stevens, Detroit, Miohlgian.
W. W. Welln, Toronto.
Woodison, E, J., Co., Toronto, Ont

PATTERN MAKING MACHINES

Frederic B. Stevens, Detrodt, Michigan.

Davenport Mach.

r«n

HL

Chicago,

.Macliinery Co.,

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Uhleago, m.

ROLLOVER MACHINES

ROTARY PUMPS
General Combustion
ROUGE

Detroit, Mitihigan.

S.,
J.,

RIVETERS, PNEUP.IATIC, HYDRAULIC

Woodison Co.,
111.

O.

HAMMER. COMPRESSION
Frederic B.

WET AND DRY

Obermayer & Co.,
Woodison Oa, E.

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, MIdhlgan.
& Co., Toronto.
Sly, W. W.. Mfg. Co.. The. Cleveland,
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

Reynolds

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mirihigan.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, HI.
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co., Clerveland. Ohio.
Woo<lison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Oliver

LtNSEED

Hanson St Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Oan.

General Combustion Co., 'Montreal.

Frederic B. Steviens,

Oan. Hanson & Van Winkle Oo,, Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldiigan.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton, Pa,

Ont

RESIN

Grand Rapids, Midh.

OPEN HEARTHS

PANS,

Sons, Montreal, Que.
S., Chicago, HI.
Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., New York. N.T.
WoodiRon. E. J
Co., Toronto. Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Miohlgian.
Preston Woodworking Machy. Co., Preston,
Woodison Co., E. J., Toromto.

Combustion Co., Montreal.
Machinery Co.,

&

Obermayer Co,,

RIDDLES, ELECTRIC

OILSTONE GRINDERS
Oliver

Hyde

.

F. M., Ooranereville, Ind.

PARTING COMPOUNDS

LADLE HEATERS

J.,

&

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. OiX
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Oo., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
Stevens,

AND GAS FURNACE BLOWERS

Roots Co., P. H.

National Engineering Co., Chicago,
Frost .Mfg. Co., Chicago, HI,

Obermayer Co., 8., Chicago, 111.
W. W.. .Mfu. Co., Tlie, Cleveland, O.

Sly,

Stevens,

Woodison. E,

Ont

Toronto,

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Oo., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Omt

Grand Rapids, Mioh.

LADLES, rODNDRT

Monarch E^ngineering

Detroit, Mich.

,

Co.,

OVENS FOR CORE-BAKING
AND DRYING

KNIFE GRINDERS
.Ma<Jiinery Co.,

li.

E. J.,

OIL METERS
General

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

Co., Toronto.

Krixleric

Woodison.

KAOLIN

Oliver

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont,
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Onit
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Cen.

Steven.";.

Co., Terre-HauU, Ind.
Co.. Davenport, Iowa.

RIDDLES

AND GAS FURNACES

OIL

Molding Mach. Co., Terre-Hiut*. Ind.
C»n. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, OnL
Ajnerican
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Ont

0»t

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N,J.
Jonathan Hartley Cnicible Co., Trenton, N.J.
Woodison. E. J., Ca, Toronto, Ont

Sons, Montreal. Q>ie.
Hyde
Pettinos, George F.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Stevens, Frederic B,, Detroit, Mlctv.
Whitehead Bros. Co., I', fln'" \ Y.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

SAND SIFTERS

BatUe Creek Sand Sifter Co., Battle Greek, Ml*.
Oan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Omt
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Preston Woo<lviorking .Machy. Co., Preston,
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Out

Ont

\pril.
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ARE
UNEQUALLED

OUR
FIREBRICKS

RESULTS OF STANDARD TESTS
Fusing Point

Cone 32 or 3218°

-

F.

RE-HEATING TEST,
2550 F. for 5 Hours

SPALLING TEST,.

We

invite

you

in the

-

Contraction or Expansion Zero
Brick heated red hot and dropped into
cold water do not crack or check.

your patronage and are pleased to give any information that will help
proper selection of material adapted to your particular class of work.

OUR MOTTO— ''SERVICE''

HYDE &

A

MONTREAL, QUE.

SONS,

Complete Heating and Ventilating Unit
For Foundries, Machine
Shops, Garages, Etc.
The Mechanical Hot Blast Heater is the most
heating and ventilating unit on the

efficient

market.

By

direct application of the air to the heating

chambers and forced circulation of the warm air
by the use of a multivane fan, eliminates all losses
in other systems incident to conversion and transmission.

Eliminates steam plants in industries purchasing electric power from public utilities; also industries using internal combustion engines.
ft.

Capacity to heat 100,000 cu.
with one unit.

A

Wabash

Bldg.

Pittsburgh

628

W. Monroe

to

500,000 cu.

postal to our nearest office will bring details.

ROBERT GORDON,
403

ft.

St.,

Chicago,

Inc.
Woodison Co., Ltd.
Toronto and Montreal

E. J.

111.

Canadian Agent

:

CANADIAN FOUNDRY MAN
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Trade Mark

Trade Mark

ANGULAR GRIT— THE sciENriFiG

metallic blasting abrasive

ONE TON

that reduce* sand blast costs and conserves labor.
as carloads of sand its sharp cutting points
Write for samples.

much work

PITTSBURGH CRUSHED STEEL
PITTSBURGH, Pa

SAND

J.,

i

.

Toronto.

HAND

SIFTERS,

Battle Crpek Sand Sifter Co., Battle Creek, Mich
F'rederic B. ateveas. Detroit, Mldhigan.

Woodlwn Oa.

E.

J.,

SAW SHARPENERS
(Iliver Macliinery Co.,
SAW BENCHES
Co.,

\lacliiinT>-

(Iliver

Toronito.

Giand Rapids,

Grand Rapids,

Micii.

Pangbom

SEA COAL
Obermaver

Grand Rapids,

Frederic B.

'Mddi.

Frederlc B. SteTens, Detrodt, Mldhlgan.
Frederic P... Detroit, Mich.
E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

Woodison,

WASH

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, MlcJhlean.
Hyde & Sons, Montreal. Que.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

SILICA ROCK. GROUND
AND PULVERIZED
Han.son & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Hyde & Sons, Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

Ont.

t"an.

SKIMMERS. GRAPHITE
Co.. Toronto,
Ltd.. Toronto.

Out
Omt

& Flask Co.. Richmond,
Obei-mayer Co., C'hdcago.

Diamond Clamp

Ind.

SNAP FLASKS
Grand Rnpids. Mich.

SNAP FLASK BOTTOM PLATES
KiaTOond

Clamp &

Olu-nn-.iycM-

S.

Fla.sk Co.. Richmond,
Co.. rivicaj;n.

Ind.

Tlic

Richmond,

SNAP FLASKS, WOOD, CHERRY AND OAK
Tlio

Obennayer Co..

S.

Chicaaii.

SNAP MOLD JACKET

& Flask Co.. Richmond,
Obennayer Co.. Chicago.

Diamond Clamp
Tlie

S.

.S.MALL

Ind.

&

Co.,

Ltd.,

'an.

Ont

Han.son & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

Co., Toronto.
Ltd.. Toronto,

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.
Hamilton FacinR Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pettinos, George F.
Woodison. F, T
Co., Toronto. Ont
,

.

SPEED LATHES
»)IIver

Machinery Co.,

&

Grand Rapids,

Jlidi.

Co.,

Limited, Montreal, Que.

Hanson & Van Winkle
J..

Co.,

Ont

Toronto,

Ont

Co., Toronto.

STIRRERS. GRAPHITE
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Onit
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

SURFACE PLANERS
Oliver MachineiT Co.,
SWING
Ford-Smith Mach. Co.,
SWING GRINDERS
Stevens,

Ont

Out

Ont

Got.

Co.,

St.

Louis.

TRUCKS, DRTER AND FACTORY
Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominlon Fdry. Supply Co.,

Mo.

Toronto, Ont
Toronto, Onrt
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

Can.

Co.,
Ltd..

TURNTABLES
Hanson * Van WinUe

.""o..

Co.,

St.

Toron'o.
Louis,

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont.

Michigan.

Detroit.

.

E.

J.

,

Machinery Co..

Toroojto.

Grand Rapids, Midh.

Pnenmalic .Machy. Co.,

TANKS. OIL AND

&

Co.,

Toronto.

Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

UNIONS

St.

VALVES

HEAVY

STANDARD, EXTRA

(IRON),

Crane Ltd., Monitreal.

VENT

^^

AX

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Oo»Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ona.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde
Sons, Montreal, Que.
Uni't'd Compound Co., BuiTalo,
Wo.jdi.son. E. J.. Co., Toronto.

N.Y.

Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Can. Han.son & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.^ Toronto,
Pressed Steel Oo., Muskegon, Mich.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

Louis,

Mo.

WATER

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Micrtiigan.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Hyde & Sons, Montreal. Que.

Woodison Co., B.

Toraffito.

J.,

Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto
Can. Hart Wl>-/ls. Hamilton. Ont.

WHEELS, POLISHING. ABRASIVE

Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. '^••
Ford^mlth Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton. Ont

Can.

Hamilton Facing Mil) Co.. Hamilton,
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
T'nlted Compound Co., Buffalo. N.T.
Woodlstm E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

WIND GATES
Rooits Oo., P. H. &
WIRE WHEEI>S

F.

M.

,

Connersville, Ind.

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co..
Can.

Onu

Co.,
Ltd..

Toronto. On'
Toronto. On4

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. T.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Co.,
Ltd..

Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont

Oliver 'Machinery Co.,

Grand

Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Hanson * Van WiriVip r-^.. Toronto,
Co. of Canada. Hamilton, Ont
w<^/^d^«r^V.
.T
Toronto. Ont
Co.

Oun

."^teel

Mich.

TESTS OF MATERIALS
Hersey Co., Ltd., Milton,

WOOD LATHERS
<;rnnd Rapids,
Oliver Machinei-v C-^
WOODWORKING MACHINES
lOUvrr 'Machmerv Co., Grand Rapids.
WOOD TRIMMERS
Gmnd Rapids.
Oliver M.TpliiTuiv Cfi
WOODWORKERS' VISES
.

Montreal. Que.

TEEMING CRUCIBLES AND FUNNELS
Cnn Hunson * Vnn Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
TOOI.S. PNEUMATIC
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co,, Chicago,
Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

Keller

WIRE. WIRE RODS AND NAILS
Frederic B.

Ont

Rapid.^.

Onr

Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd.. The, Hamilton, Onr
Woodison. E. /.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdrv. SuEply Co..

TALC

Sons. Montreal, Que.
Wrwvlipnn E. J.. Co., Toronto,

Onr

WHEELBARROWS

Hamilton Facing MiTI Co.. H»Tn1Iton. Ont

&

Ont.

Ont

WALL CHANNELS

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

Hyde

Onl.

Mo.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

SVnTCHES, I-BEAM
Cnili.s

Curtis Pnenniatic Machy.

Can.

Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont.
Co.

Ont

WHEELS, GRINDING

STONES. RUBBING AND OIL

Oliver

Toronto.

Co.,

J..

Ont

Toronto.

Toronto.

TROLLEYS, SINGLE I-BEAM

VIBRATORS

TENONERS

SOAI'STONE
Can.

Ont.

STEEL RAILS

Frederic B.

E.

Co.,
Ltd.,

&

Ltd.,

Toronto, Ont
Toronto, Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

Montreal, Que.

Han.'son >\: Van Winkle I'o.. Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Michigan.
Woodison. E. J,. Co.. Toronto, Ont.
I

Toronto.

J.,

Co.,

Can.

ANGLKS

A. C. Leslie

Ind.

Pangbom Corpora .^on, Hagerstown, Md.

Woodii^on
Ind.

ChiraKO.

OhernvaviT Co..

.S.

Co..

Richm'^nd,

Co.,

STEEL PLATES

SWING SAWS

SNAP FLASK TRIMMINGS
Diamond Clamp & Flask

Pa.

Frederic B.
ucvens, Detroit, Michigan.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Can. Hart Wheels. Hamilton, Ont

N..7.

SLIP JACKETS

The

B.

&

Woodison, E.

Michigan.

Detroit,

Woodison, E.

Pitt.<>burgh.

Montreal, Que.
& Van Winkle Co., 'Toronto,
Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.
Steel Co. of Canada, Hamilton, Ont
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

Can.

Stevens,

Crane Ltd., Momtreal.

Oo.,

A. C. Leslie

Frederic B.

i'«n. Hanjion & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,
W. W. Wells, Toronto.

Stevens,
Detroit, Michigan.

Diamond Clamp & Flask
A. C. Leslie
Can. Hanson

TRIPOLI

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toionto. Ont
Northern Crane Works. WalkervilU

STEEL BANDS
Woodison

Ind.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, nm
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Hamilton Facing Mil] Co., Hamilton, Ont
Northern Crane Works, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont
Woodison E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

Re'molds

STEEL BARS, ALL KINDS

Stevens,

Machinciy Co..

Stevens,

Riclimond.

Co.,

Curtis Pnenniatic Macliy.

Montreal.

Crushed Steel Co..

OVERHEAD

IK.^CK,

TROLLEYS AND TROLLEY SYSTK.M>

Can.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michlgian.
Can, Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ortt.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Ch., Toronto. Out.
Ltd.. Toronto. Onrt-

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
.Irvseph nixnn Cnicihle Co., Jersey City,
WrK)d'>:nn. E. .T.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

,

TONGS, SHAKE OFF
Diamond Clamp & IHask

Oflfi««.

TURPENTINE

GRIT

•-TFET,

SIEVES

Oliver

Michigan.

CRUSHED

Frederic B.
Pitrshnrirh

Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Obei-mayer & Co, S., Chicago. 111.
WoodiBon Oo., E. J., Toronto.

S.

Detroit,

Comhustion Co.

STFKL.
Pa.

li.

Can. Haii.<inn & Van Winkle
nominion Fdrv. Supply Co..

Stevens,

HANI)

Co., Toronto. Oi;t.
Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.

STEAM TURBINES

SHOVELS

SILICA

Ont

Toronto.

Co.,

POWER AND

Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Tahor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Michigan.
Olnhe Steel Co., .Mansfield. Ohio.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsbui-gh.
Woodison Co., E. J., Toronto.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry, SiiEply Co.

Stevens,
Co.,
Philadelphia

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..

General

.Frederic

i>i,i
Co., Torontd
Ltd.. Toronto. Got.
Detroit, Mlflhigsn.

J.,

Reg. U.S. Pat.

Woodison.

SOIEEZEK MOLDING MACHINES
Tabor .VI fg.
Woodison. E.

SHOT

Tlie

Woodison,

SQUEEZERS,

Md.

Co.. S.. Chicago, HI.
SteTens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Oo., E. J., Toromto.

Machinery Co.,

Oliver

Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

Stevens,

Frederic B.

&

SHAPERS

Torom'to.

J.,

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co.,

Frederic B.

Woodison

E.

Can.

SEPARATORS, MOISTENERS, OIL FOP
Hsgeratown,

Co..

CUTTERS

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Out
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.

Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Corporation,

Battle Creek Sand Sifter Co., Battle Creek, .Mich
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

Can.

SEPARATORS. MAGNETIC: STANDARD
AND SPECIAL

COMPRESSED AIR

SPRAYERS
SI'KUE

Ding's Magnetic Separator Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
nominion Fdrr. Sirpply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Micflilgan.

.Mfg.

will do as
other abrasives.

CO., Sole Manufacturers

Can. Han.son & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Out.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detrodt, Michigan,
.losepli Uuvon Cnicible Co., Jersey City, Pa,
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

Woodison

Micih.

SEPARATORS

Magnetic

all

U.S.A., Established 1888

,

SPELTER BOWLS

E.

M dhlgsn

Detroit,

Stevesis,

Oa,

ANGULAK GRIT

superior to

Canadian Representativea
LTD., Montreal, Canada.

SAND RIDDLES
Frederic B.

of
it

WILLIAMS & WILSON,

Reg. U.S. Pat. Office

Woodison

make

:

111.

.

Oliver

Machinery Co..

Mich.
Micih.
iMidh.

Orand Rapids. Midh.

'

>

'

il,
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PIG IRON

(ELECTRIC FURNACE)

SILICON

to 3.50%
PROMPT SHIPMENT FROM FURNACE

&

A. C. LESLIE

CO.,

MONTREAL

LIMITED

Consult Canadian Foundryman
Buyers' Directory
If

u hat you want

Directory.

If

it

isn't

advertised in this issue, consult our Buyers'

isn't listed in

our Directory, write us and we will

give you the information.

WHITEHEAD'S

CRANED
Don't
crane

KAOLIN

buy
or

a

hoist

without investNorthern Products
Also a line of
igating

Made

in

Canada.

Foundry Equipment.

NORTHERN CRANE WORKS
LIMITED

For

WALKERVILLE

and patching
the Cupola, Furnace,
lining-

Ladles,
fire

of

etc.,

will

-

-

ONTARIO

Cranes, Cupolas Ladles. Hoists. Tumblers
Etc.

save

brick and the time

your men.

C anadian Hart

W heels

LIMITED

^^v

E.B.FLEURY
Agent
1609

Queen

Grinding Wheels
•

St.

for All Purposes

W.

Toronto, Ont.

HAMILTON

CANADA

.

.

.

A NA D
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Cleco Pressure-Seated Air Valves for Foundry
Cross-Section of Cleco Valve

Style P.O.,

Angle

A,

Style
to

^

style A
An?le Valve.

away from

fall

underside of Valve
without bending.

PRESSURE

F.W., FourValve, arranged
so
that
Style

Way

F.W.

Style

in

o

pipe size larger.

style P.O.
Parallel Valve.

IMPROVES WITH USE
M.O. has 1and male
coupling
Bowes
and
conoutlet
nects with Bowes
Coupling %,-in. to
%-in. everywhere.
style
in.

the

of

handle controls the
supply
and exhaust from both
ends of a doubleacting piston.

Inlets

lets.

POINT
The Air Pressure
is always on the
Large endof\{ilve
Plug holding it
firmly on Seat.

THE VALVE THAT
movement

made

%", %", %",
1",
VA", IW, 2"
standard pipe outsizes

Valve, allows hose

Write for Bulletin 45, describing our
line of Valves and Fittingrs.

complete

inlet

Style M.O.

BOWES AIR HOSE COUPLINGS
Standard Equipment Everywhere

Instantly connected or disconnected.
Absolutely air-tight under all pressures from
10 lbs. upwards.

Interchangeable in all sizes from ^-in. to
%-in.
Made of no-n-rusting and acidresisting metal-brass and Nic-a-loy.
Cut Shows Never Slip Clamps Attached

to

Bowes.
In stock

— Clipping Hammers,

Sand Rammers, Portable Emery Grinders, Cleco Air Valves, Hose
Fittings^everything required in foundry work.
Illustrated Catalog No. 19 mailed on request.

CLEVELAND PNEUMATIC TOOL Company
84 Chestnut St.,

TORONTO, ONT.

337 Craig St. W.,

of

Canada Limited

MONTREAL, QUE.

Specialists in analyzing, mixing

and melting of

Semi-Steel, Grey and Malleable Irons.

I?

Tbe Toronto Testing Laboratory, Limited
160 Bay Street, Toronto
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Stevens Specialties
Bring Results
After all is said and done the chief element of success in the sale of specialized
products is their ability to produce results economically and satisfactorily.
All of these specialties have been tried in the crucible of experience and found to
measure up to the highest standards.

—

—

Foundry

The days when Flour, Molasses, and sundry edible things
be used in a Foundry are rapidly passing. Linseed Oil,
too, has climbed the golden stair of high prices.
The foundryman who thinks in the future must use substitutes or
his dream of profits will end in a nightmare of losses. Here

may

are the profit savers.

DRY BINDERS
Stevens* King Kore Kompound, a black dry powder, but
containing two adhesives, one to bind the green cores, so
that when cores are not baked promptly the strength of the
green core permits handling without injury; another that
develops its strength under heat of core oven.
The ideal
combination.
It
is
used successfully when making large
heavy Grey Iron cores
sometimes called "chunky'' or
"blocky" also for engine beds, machine tools, railway equipment, and cores for steel castings of all descriptions. One
Detroit Foundry a large one reported a saving of sixteen
dollars per day after ceasing old methods and when using
King Kore Kompound with Glutrin not a necessary but a
good combination.

—

—

—

—

—

STEVENS' CORE

GUM

Another dry binder but not of black color. A real artist
might call it "mouse-tint" but we will call it "gray" in color
but a shiner

in

where Linseed

effect.

Oil

It

is

used for small intricate cores,

was once thought necessary and with great

success.
Its greater victories are with the small delicate
cores where nothing but pure linseed has been considered
before; none of these Compounds are noisy with odor. They
are well behaved from start to finish.

STEVENS' CORE PASTE
The only substitute for high-grade flour; not the flour that
has masqueraded when mixed with plaster. Silica, etc., as
flour, but the real hot biscuit raw material.
Of course it contains no flour, but you wouldn't know that, so well does it
take its place. Here is still a stock of Dextrine, Rosin, and
Molasses (New Orleans black strap). The wand of the fairy
is

Buffing Compositions

Specialties

liable to touch their prices every

day

— get

in

early.

LIQUID CORE BINDERS
Stevens' Core Oils wherever used are a synonym for Core
strength, sharp edges, durability, quick baking
and quick removal from casting.

qualities;

Stevens Gargara

Emery

The superiority

of this emery lies in its practical results.
acts as an abrasive, it exercises its cutting qualities, then
crushes and polishes. Two services are thus rendered with
but one material. Steyens Gargara Emery gives the results
desired.
All numbers.
In kegs of 350 lbs.
It

FREDERIC

Some

of the things required by stove makers, brass plants

and others:

STEVENS' WHITE ROSE BUFFING COMPOSITION
For "coloring up" cutlery of all kinds and all
castings WHITE ROSE is beyond comparison.

light steel

Also for buff'ing brass or nickel the results obtained are a
delight to the eye.
The beauty of nickel or brass is brought out to the greatest
advantage.
Wherever a brilliant finish is required, it is
unexcelled, especially where deep backgrounds are liable to
be filled. Particles left in the work are easily washed out.
Put up in airtight hermetically sealed cans. Samples free.

STEVENS' "ZZZ" COLORING COMPOSITION
For coloring copper and brass castings, or plated work,
such as valves, fittings

— spun

brass or cast brass

— use

my

"ZZZ" Coloring Composition.
Contains no unsaponifiable material, does not smear the
work, gives a lustrous finish, cleans quickly.
It gives to brass the glory of gold.
Equally as good on copper.

Sample for

trial free.

STEVENS' UNION MAID WHITE POLISH

A superior lime composition for coloring all kinds of nickel
plated work.
Imparts that beautiful
blue-white finish the looking
glass lustre.
Work is economically cleaned for "UNION MAID" is fine
in grain and will easily wash out of deep backgrounds.
Sample on request.

—

—

Buffing Wheels
Three great values:

STEVENS' SPANISH FELT WHEELS
From the highest grade selected wool, light in weight and
superfine in quality. Let me quote prices.

STEVENS' LIBERTY FELT WHEELS
Same as Spanish Felts but a trifle coarser wool. But
many uses just as good. Reasonably cheap in price.

for

STEVENS' FELT-SUB WHEELS
Cost half the price of Spanish Felts and wear several times
Save glue and emery. Used by stove, automobile
as long.
and brass manufacturers. One brass manufacturer says the
men prefer them to the felt wheel. He has purchased 78 of
them in a few months. One automobile manufacturer has
bought 500 from me since January first.
Samples of any wheels on order. Give size and number
desired.

B.

STEVENS

Manufacturer of Foundry and Electro-Plating Supplies and Equipment

DETROIT, MICH.
Order from the nearest branch
EXPORT WAREHOUSE:

WiiuUor, Ont.

EASTERN SELLING AGENTS: Standard Machinery &

Supplies, Co., Montreal, Quebec

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN

Electro - Plating

Equipment
of

every
kind
TYPE "M.

V. A."

TYPE "M" RHEOSTAT

RHEOSTAT

(Suitable tor

Any Kind

of Solution)

We

manufacture and carry in
stock equipment of every kind to
fill the most diverse requirements
of the electro-plating trade, modern mechanical equipment of
every kind, which includes our
new Crown Parallel Rheostat. No
up-to-date plating plant should
be without them. In these rushing times mechanical
plating
should be carefully looked into,
as there is a great saving of both
time and labor.
All our equipment is manufactured in
Canada, and we are prepared to give

prompt
If

deliveries.

you have not got one of our catawe would be glad to mail one
you on request.

logues,
to

Canadian Hanson

& Van Winkle Co.

Limited

TORONTO

CANADA

BUYERS' Gl'IDE— PAtJE

ADVERTISING INDEX— PAGE

50

A Manthly Newspaper Deyotrd to tJie Foundry, PattemmaiilnK.
_kr The MacLcan P nblislii^ig Company, Mmited, Toronto, Montrr«l,

Winnipeir,

and

PUBLICATION OFFICE, TORONTO, MAY,

London.

En«ltt

1920
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ANNOUNCEMENT
by

S"^

UNITED STATES SILICA

COMPANY
Sole

Producers

of

FLINT SHOTand FLINT SILICA
Z'^

FLINT SHOT sand blast abrasive, and of FLINT
core sand and steel molding sand, is to continue at the
maximum possible under present difficult conditions.
Production of

SILICA

Advertising of these products is to be discontinued until we have
taken care of unfilled orders accumulated as a result of many
months of car shortage, and until improvement in car supply
enables us to give our customers the kind of service which established our reputation for promptness previous to 1919.

UNITED STATES SILICA COMPANY
122 South Michigan Avenue

CHICAGO

56
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Have Kawin
Doctor Your

Foundry

Ills

A message to the f oundryman When
:

you are suffering from an ailment
that baffles ordinary treatment you
call in a specialist.
The specialist
should know more about your case
than anybody else and if anybody
can give you relief he should be able to.
the same course of reasoning you
should retain a foundry specialist to treat
your foundry ills. Kawin is the logical

By

choice.

Chas. C. Kawin & Co. are chemists,
experts in moulding and cupola practice.
They know how to turn losses into profits.
Leaks in production not apparent to the
ordinary eye are discovered by the
Kawin experts and eliminated. They
boost production and advise means to put
foundries on a better paying basis.
Kawin Service includes:
Design and Construction of Foundries

Foundry Engineers

Co-operation and Creation of an Organ-

Expert Foundrymen

KAWIN SERVICE IS
GUARANTEED
T O

Cupola

SAVE
OVER

ization

E.x-perts

Development of Production

Metallurgists

Expert Assistance

Chemists

in all

Branches of the

Plant

F'ive

YOU

100'/.

AND ABOVE

ITS COST.
GATE.

INVESTI-

Service Stations

Charles C.fKawin Company, Limited, 307 Kent

Building,

Toronto

Chemists, Foundry Engineers, and Metallurgists

Buffalo, N.Y.

Dayton, Ohio

Chicago,

111.

San Francisco,

Cal.

IV.
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Capacities 50, 100, 150, 200,
Flat Bottom Steel Bowls.
These Bowls have heavy steel
250, 300 and 850 lbs.
plate sides and head.

Bottom. Steel Bowl, Bull Ladle with Double End.
Swivel Shank. Capacities 100 to 1,000 lbs. inclusive.

Flat

When ordering ladle bowls state inside diameter of shank ring that they are
expected to fit.

MADE

BUY IN
CANADA,
SAVE
EXCHANGE

IN

CANADA
GOODS
No. 1 Lips, No. 1 Bail. Capacities 400 to 1,800 lbs. inclusive.
All Crane Ladles have a dog on side of Bowl
to hold ladle in vertical position.

SERVICE!
To

Foundries

is

our Specialty

Woodison Service is backed by our long experience in the foundry business and co-operaPut your problems up to Woodison's
tion with hundreds of plants throughout the country.
they will be dealt with by men who are experts in their line and competent to advise on
the proper equipment and supplies for increased production and reduction of your factory
costs.
This Service is entirely free and you are under no obligation.

—

Our lines comprise the highest grade Foundry Equipment
and Supplies. They are well known to the Foundry World
and are recognized for service and economy.
Give them a trial.

Hand Ladle with
Bowl.

light Steel

Do.not hesitate

to

write us for any information you

may

'l^sire.

THE E.J. WOODISON CO.
Shanks,
handles,

about

S

6 in., long. In ordering shanks only, always
give the capacity and
diameter of band.

ft.

LIMITED

hollow

TORONTO, ONT.
'Buy the Best!

It's

cheapest

in

the long run'

—
CANADIAN M A C H
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The Standard
Core and Facing Sand Mixing Machine
No.

O-A Standard Improved Sand Mixer

Cuts over and mixes 4 cu. ft. of sand 120 times
equivalent to the labor of 50 men.

a minute

—

Screens, tempers and mixes sand in one continuous operation and with but one handling.

When

is prepared it may be emptied
wheelbarrow or car by opening the discharge gate underneath the mixer.

the batch

into a

From

three to five minutes mixing will uniformly blend and temper Core and Facing Sand
with any tempering liquid or binding compounds which may be used.
The cost of hand
labor to do this work would pay for a STANDARD MIXER in a few days. Furnished with or
without screen.

WE MEET THE TONNAGE REQUIREMENTS OF

DIFFERENT
FOUNDRIES WITH SIX SIZES OF "STANDARD" MIXING
MACHINES, RANGING FROM 1 TO 60 TONS PER HOUR.

No. 4 Standard Improved

Sand Mixer
Cuts over and mixes 27 cu.
of sand at one batch

ft.

EQUIVALENT TO THE
LABOR OF 200 MEN.
Designed to meet the requirements of large foundries.
Will mix sand in
large quantities for core,
facing, heap or backing
sands.

THE STANDARD SAND & MACHINE
CLEVELAND, OHIO,

U.S.A.

CO.

XI.
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mONARCH FURNACES
Save Time, Save Fuel,
and Increase Production

Monarch Coke Crucible

Monarch Double Chamber Melting Furnace
"Monarch-Rockwell" Double Chamber Furnaces reduce copper, brass, aluminum, iron, steel and like
metals to molten condition in about one-half the time
Considered as a
required by any other furnace.
fuel saver it is 507c more economic than any other
burning oil or gas and air. There can be no oxidizing as the flame from the one and only burner is not
Write us and we will

directed against the metal.
tell

vou more about

Tilting Furnace

Monarch Coke Crucible Tilting Furnaces produce
from one to two tons of metal per day. They are
built to sit entirely above the ground and are
economical as to space. The cover is not lifted off.
It is on altogether and is swung aside when necessary and tilts with the furnace. A special feature of
They are the
the MONARCH is the grate bars.
revolving type and the coarse finger extensions break
up all clinkers. You do not have to turn the furnace
over after each heat and crow bar the clinker and
All that is necessary is to shake all
grate bars.
four upright bars a few shakes after each heat. This
May
furnace has many other special features.
we send full details ?

it.

We

Have

Just

The Furnace You Need

With your supply of fuel limited, and the prices away up; with deliveries behind schedule and labour scarce, you must conserve and
You need Monarch High Efficiency Furnaces now more than ever before.
you must operate efficiently.

MONARCH FURNACES without crucibles, are SIMPLEX REVOLVING DOUBLE CHAMBER. DUPLEX, REVERBERATORY, etc.
With crucibles, TILTING PIT. STATIONARY. CORE OVENS, SOFT METAL MELTING FURNACES, PUMPS, MOLD DRYERS,
BLOWERS. LADLE HEATERS, OIL AND GAS BURNER.^. MOTOR DRIVEN OIL PUMPS, PRESSURE AND POSITIVE BLOWERS. We take the trouble off your hands and will submit information from a practicad standpoint for the equipment of your founJry.
Enquiries promptly answered.

The Monarch Engineering
1206

& Manufacturing

Co.

American Building, Baltimore^ Md., U.S.A.
SHOPS AT CURTIS BAY, MD.
Catalog

CF

1920
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Save

CURTIS

AIR HOISTS

lessening accidents

are increasing production, cutting

and reducing manufacturing

costs in

Man

Power

down man power,

hundreds of Amer-

One man with a Curtis Hoist, operated in connection with an overhead Curtis I -Beam Trolley, can move tremendous loads
with ease and can practically do the work of three men.

ica's leading industrial plants.

Write us regarding your needs. Our Engineering Department is at your service.
Illustrated descriptive literature and complete information on request.

Curtis Pneumatic Machinery Company
I637Kienlen Avenue
Branch

St, Louis,
Office:

.S37.5

Mo.

Hudson Terminal, New York City

TABOR
10"

Power Squeezer

Designed especially for use in molding light
snap flask work in large or small quantities.
The Tabor 10 in. Power Squeezer combines
with simplicity and durability the highest
efficiency for the rapid production of bench
work, requiring flasks up to and including 14 X 20 inches, or the equivalent. Absolute uniformity in density of sand is obtained, and consequently the loss of castings, due to swelling or blowing of the
molds, is reduced to a minimum.

Send for Bulletin M. R.

There

Is

No

Faster Machine

THE TABOR MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

6225

PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A.

Made

STATE ROAD, TACONY,

XI.
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ANNOUNCING

DOMINION OXYGEN COMPANY, Ltd.
The Dominion Oxygen Company, Ltd., from its very inception takes
among the leaders of Canadian Industry.

high rank

Product
Foreseeing an extraordinarily rapid development of Canadian busiit plans a chain of modern plants for the production of atmospheric
oxygen of high purity.

ness,

Five important industrial centers have already been chosen as locamany plants. The building program is actually under way
and is being rapidly pushed to completion.

tions for as

Cylinders
Dominion Oxygen Cylinders will be of the most modern type, designed to carry the maximum quantity of gas with the least possible weight,
thus insuring the lowest shipping and handling expense.

Under the comprehensive
will be loaned to the

selling plan of the
liberal terms.

Company, these cylinders

consumer on

Policy
Broad

in its scope, the

Dominion Oxygen Company,

Ltd., is still

broader in its policy. It has planned and is providing a great distributing system which, through a network of centrally located warehouses and
distributing stations, will insure Canadian oxygen users of a never-failing and prompt supply of pure oxygen in any quantities.
This service will be extended in
plants are completed.

By
and

inaugurating, with

its

all its

ramifications as rapidly as

new

patrons, a relationship of unusual breadth

Dominion Oxygen Company, Ltd., will be a constructive
promoting the tremendously increased use of the oxy-acetylene

liberality, the

force in
process.

A

Suggestion

be to the advantage of Canadian users of oxygen to write for
detailed information before contracting for their future oxygen re-

It will

more

quirements.

DOMINION OXYGEN COMPANY,
265 Adelaide Street West
Toronto, Canada

Ltd.

CANADIAN FOUNDRY MAN
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N-SSE

installed by

Motor-dri-vtn Compreuer

Taylor &f Dean, Pittsburgh,

Pa. Capacity j^j cubic feet per minute.

An ideal unit for moderate air power needs
CHICAGO Pneumatic

Valves, automatic regula-

Short-Belt MotorDriven Air Compressors

rigidity, liberal

are ideal units for the small

surfaces-all insuring more

air

power

Their

plant.

compact construction economizes space. The shortbelt drive with idler pulley

prevents belt troubles

— Simp

Indestructible

Flat

and

lubrication, great

power with

bearing

less waste;

longer service with

less

upkeep.
Electric motor, steam and

belt-driven types of these

These units embody the
same advanced principles
of design and construction as the larger Chicago

Pneumatics

tion

I

ate

Disc

units are usually available

from stock at the Company's branches listed below.

Capacities 69 to

1

197

cubic feet per minute.

Ask

for Bulletin.

Sales Representatives

The Holden Company, Limited
354-356
Sales and Service Branches:

St.

James

Street, Montreal,

Canada

TORONTO. 342 Adelaide Street. West WINNIPEG, 150 Princess Street VANCOUVER,
Canadian Factory: Canadian Pneumatic Tool Company, Montreal

BOYER PNEUMATIC HAMME
CHICAGO PNEUMATIC AIRGIANT OIL AND GAS ENGINES

8r Pender Street

1ANT PNEUMATIC AND ELECTRIC TOOLS

S--VACUUM PUMPS "PNEUMATIC HOISTS,
^A'B>>r^ ROCK DRILLS •• COAL DRILLS

GIA
Dependable Power at

C-52-H

Less Cost Per

Hour

CA N A n
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DIAMOND
Diamond Master Flasks the accepted principles
snap flask building have been developed and enlarged and the weak and faulty conditions overcome.
Master Flasks are light in weight, easy to handle,
accurate and very durable.
Their convenience and accuracy will result in a
larger and better production.
Diamond Steel Slip Jackets are made to fit any make
of flask, straight or tempered, and of any thickness of metal desired up to 8 gauge.
Far more
serviceable than cast iron or wooden jackets they
can neither break nor bum.
We also manufacture a complete line of foundry
accessories, Wedges, Clamps, Varnish Cans, Pattern
Benches, Core Boxes, Rapping Plates, etc.
In
of

Diamond Master Flask

—

Sold

in

Canada by

DOMINION FOUNDRY SUPPLY CO.
WHITEHEAD BROTHERS COMPANY
E. J. WOODISON COMPANY
FREDERICK B. STEVENS
HAMILTON FACING MILLS CO., LTD.
If

interested,

write any of these jobbers or to us

direct.

Diamond

Steel Jacket

DIAMOND CLAMP & FLASK

CO.

RICHMOND, INDIANA

38-40 N. 14 St.

THE SIMPSON
INTENSIVE FOUNDRY MIXER

WHITEHEAD'S

Economical and Efficient
for all kinds of

Foundry Sand Mixtures

KAOLIN
For

and patching
the Cupola, Furnace,
lining-

Ladles,
fire

of

etc.,

will

save

brick and the time

your men.

E. B.

FLEURY
Agent

Automatic Discharge. Saves Labor and Materials.
Produces a thorough mixture, gives large capacity
with small cost of maintenance and operation.
Its success demonstrated in a great many of the
best

1609

Queen

St.

W.

known

plants in the country.

Write for

list of users, details

and

price to

NATIONAL ENGINEERING CO.

Toronto, Ont.

Machiner y Hall BIdg.
W. Washington St.

549

/""US^^^^
L-hlCagO

III

111.
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The Dings Magnetic Separator
will make profits out of refuse
that has been costing money to
carry out of the way. Can you
afford to be without it?

Buried
Treasure
Do you ever look
Melal

there.

It's

that

for

it

in

may

it

the refuse

heap?

he

you llidusands of doHars a
year t'O throw away. Investigate the
material that is being thrown on tlie
dump. You'll .'^oon .<ee why foundrymen who have installed the DIN(nS
cos^tin^

MACXKTIC SKPARATOR
a gold mine.

A machine

for itself in a few
.«tarts

cliine

and

a

call

it

that pay.s

months and then

pay dividends i* not a mayou can do without. One man
very little power i.s all that is
to

IRON

REFUSE

WthUJS>L"

re(iuired to operate the Dings. Shall
we .^end you full information?

Dings Magnetic Separator Co. ^^StS"" Milwaukee, Wis.

A Complete

Heating and Ventilating Unit
For Foundries, Machine
Shops, Garages, Etc.
The Mechanical Hot Blast Heater is the most
heating and ventilating unit on the

efficient

market.

By

direct application of the air to the heating

chambers and forced circulation of the warm air
by the use of a multivane fan, eliminates all losses
in other systems incident to conversion and transmission.

Eliminates steam plants in industries purchasing electric pov^er from public utilities; also industries using internal combustion engines.

ft.

Capacity to heat 100,000 cu.
with one unit.

A

Wabash

BIdg.

Pittsburgh

628

W. Monroe

to

500,000 cu.

postal to our nearest office will bring details.

ROBERT GORDON,
403

ft.

St.,

Chicago,

Inc.
Woodison Co., Ltd.
Toronto and Montreal

E. J.

111.

Canadian Agent*

M.iY. 15V20

C.\ N A
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"PANGBORN" SAND-BLASTS

Installed in Foundries 10 years ago are

still

Wages saved alone
full duty to-day.
cost in less than a year.

doing

BARRELS

CABINETS

have paid entire inslallalion

TABLES

In Automatic Hygienic types that confine the blasting operation and entirely remove the operator from
with the dust-laden air, are made in sizes for every character of output and any volume.

all

contact

TANGBORN" ENGINEERING SERVICE
Will assume your "Sand-Blast" problems from inception to completion, providing
rangement and installation and operation that means economy and satisfaction.

that correctness

of

design,

ar-

10
HAGERSTOVWN. MD

SAND-BLAST SPECIALfSTS
P. O. Box 8508

The Standard Blower

for Cupolas Since

1859

'RK)l5

Rotary Positive Blowers
"

An

Accurately Measured Quantity of Air Positively Delivered"

For sixty years. Roots Blowers have been the standard for foundry
cupolas, steel converters, and oil or gas furnaces.

Many Roots Blowers have been in use for as
years, and ARE STILL IN DAILY USE.

long as forty or

fifty

Catalog 68 should be your guide

in

planning the new foundry.

P.H.&F.M.ROOTSCO.
Connersville, Ind.
Chicago
Peoples

G

:

n Building

New York

:

120-122 Liberty Street
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"The Mixer That Shovels

V

Solves the Problem

BLYSTONE

CORE
SAND
MIXER.

of High

Wages

A

standard type Blystone Core
Sand Mixer will turn over with
its automatic shovelling a batch
of 14 cubic feet, 44 times a
minute. Compare this with the
time it would take one man with
one shovel, or even ten men with
ten shovels, and you will have a
good conception of the effici-

ency of the Blystone.

The Blystone

shovels the sand

over and over, throws

it

from

one end of the drum to the other
with each revolution of the
shovel

shaft;

every bit

is

thor-

oughly and evenly mixed.

One man

in less than half a

day

can mix core sand for 25 coremakers and facing for 100
molders.

Write for the particulars of our
ten days' free trial offer.

Blystone Manufacturing Co.

Blystone— the only mixer
with adjustable shovels

520 Ironton

St.,

—

Cambridge Springs, Pa.

Baltimore J. W. Paxson Co.
[^irmitiKham— Hill & Griffith.
Buffalo— E. J. Woodison.
Chicago Scully-Jones & Co.

—
—

Cincinnati— Hill & Griffith.
E. J. Woodison.

Cleveland

Detroit

— E.

—

J.

Woodison.

New York Wonham, Bates & Goodc.
Philadelphia- J. W. Paxson & Co.
Pittsburgh- J. W. MeCormick Co.
San Francisco Ditty Bros.

—

M av

I
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DONT LOSE
IV/llli^ I by Sticking to
old-fashioned methods in your

*

We

foundry.
give you the latest
advice on the metallurgy of iron and semi-steel
and continually supply you with valuable information learned in our solving of foundry
problems in all parts of the world.
McLAIN'S
have learned more
from your lessons on
"I

cupola

practice

my

25 years' experience as
molder and foreman."
D. Trueblood,

Foreman,

& Taylor,
Indianapolis, Ind.

Chandler

the

Key

Foundry

to

PUT
McLAIN'S
46

Profits To-day.

YEARS

which enables foundry-

OF
EXPERIENCE
TO

men

WORK

and

semi-steel than in all

Homer

is

Semi-Steel

It

contains expert advice

to

make

the best

gray iron and semi-steel
castings,

and

to

melting.

chill

castings,

know

scientific

Melting not by

guess, but scientifically.

IN

YOUR

FOUNDRY.

WE WILL
GUARANTEE
RESULTS.

SEND FOR FREE INFORMA TION

McLAIN'S SYSTEM,
700 Goldsmith Building

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

CANADIAN

12

F
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CANADIAN HART WHEELS
UST

CUT FASTER

LONGER

Than any other wheels on the market

Our New Modern

Plant.

EMERY WHEELS A SPECIALTY
WE SOLICIT EXPORT TRADE
you want performed and we will
supply you with an abrasive wheel that will save
you time, money and worry.
Tell us the service

Send for one of our catalogues and

We

troubles.

do the

tell

us your

rest.

CANADIAN HART PRODUCTS,

Limited

Successors to

Canadian Hart Wheels, Limited
ONTARIO, CANADA.
HAMILTON

MAGNETIC SEPARATORS MAKE
THE DUMP WORTHLESS

Foundry
Tools
Speed up production and cut your
labor costs with Thor tools. Their
fjreat power and speed enable the
operator, without effort, to produce

more work

in

less

time.

Most

economical to operate and maintain.
A complete line of Thor pneumatic
chipping hammers, Thor electric
and pneumatic grinders and drills
always in stock.

ALL STEEL CONSTRUCTION

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.

we told you that the metal contained in
your refuse means several thousand dollars a year, could you, would you be convinced if we furnish the proof?
Is it worth ten minutes of your time?
It is!
Well, then, just say, let's have the
•dope" and bulletin "F."

Chicago, U.S.A.

MAGNETIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Write for catalogue.

Montreal

Toronto

Winnipeg

Vancouver

If

759

FOURTH AVENUE, MILWAUKEE.

WIS.

Canadian Representatives:

THE DOMINION FOUNDRY SUPPLY CO., LTD.
TORONTO, ONT.

MONTREAL, QUE.

CANADIAN

Mnv. 1020
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Special Shapes
Fire Bricks and

Cupola

Blocks

in the best
pays to
quality of Special Shape Bricks
and Cupola Blocks.
Quality
lines last longer and are more
satisfactoryand
economical.
Gates Fire Brick Cupola Blocks
are made from the highest grade
refractory materials by men of
long experience these products
can therefore be depended upon
to give cost-cutting service.
Special Shapes
Gates Fire Bricks and Cupola
Blocks are made to meet all requirements. They are designed
so that any handy man can replace them quickly and without
in%'est

It

—

trouble.

Our engineers are

at all times
ready to assist in solving your
problems free of charge.

Gates Refractories, Limited
382 St.

James

St.,

Montreal

Shot Blasting
Instead of Sand Blasting

Ensures 100%

Cleaner Castings
Globe chilled shot leaves a perfectly smooth
surface an important factor where castings
are to be enamelled sand leaves a sand coat-

—

—

ing.

SHOT DOES XOT WEAR THE HOSE, NOZZLE OR MACHINE AS FAST AS SAND,
AND IT CLEANS EASILY 100% BETTER.
Let us

tell

you more about

it.

THE GLOBE STEEL

LINDSAY CHAPLET

CO.

MFG. CO.

911 Harrison Bldg,

MANSFIELD. OHIO

a

&

nu

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
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Scurfing Will Not

Crack ^^Hott Patch^
Furnace Cement

Use "Hott Patch"
Furnace Cement for
lining ladles

and

cupolas

The

subject of refractor-

ies for foundry use is more

important than
ally

is

gener-

How often
Foundryman

known.

does the
complain that his cupola
brick is melting away too
Steel Ladle Lined and Daubed With "Hott Patch" Furnace Cement
fast, when "an investigation discloses the fact that he is using an inferior bonding and daubing matwhich they
erial. Refractories should be selected for the use and abuse to
are put.

a high temperature resisting, plastic patented
compound containing chemicals which serve to render it permanently adhesive at high operating temperatures.

"HOTT PATCH" Cement

is

Upon air drying or baking, this cement forms a solid, highly refractory wall.
The expansion coefficient of the complete joints coincides closely with that
and contraction throughout the structure and therefore a firm and continuous adhesive between the bondmg
material and the brick.
"Hott Patch" Cement has been tried and proven in some of the largest plants
furin the United States. The advantages derived from its use in lining ladles,
received.
orders
repeat
of
naces and cupolas are attested to by the large number
Let us prove that "Hott Patch" Furnace Cement will do your work, by allowing us to ship a barrel on approval. If your plant is situated east of the Missfreight.
issippi River and no further south than Atlanta, we will prepay the
WRITE FOR BULLETIN

of the brick, assuring equal expansion

THE

S.

OBERMAYER COMPANY

Factories:

Chicago

Warehouses:

St.

Offices:

Louis
Philadelphia

Cincinnati
Pittsburgh

Milwaukee

Rillton, Pa.

Denver
Toronto

Los Angeles
Detroit

.Mav.

CA N A D

1920

1

A N

M
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1
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THE
Ball Bearing,
Electric

Sand Riddle

Sand Sifting by Electric Power
Cuts the Cost
You can

sift your sand on a "Preston"
Ball Bearing Electric Sand Riddle at the
cost of one cent per hour.
Think of the
Saving in wages and the added efficiency
in your plant.

The "Preston"

will riddle sand as fast as
a man can shovel it in and will save at
least $1.00 in wages every hour the sifter

runs.

This machine pays for itself and then
goes on earning substantial dividends on

the original investment.

It is

made

en-

and when you buy
Made-in-Canada goods you get 100 cents
value for your good Canadian dollar.

tirely

in

Canada

The "Preston" is one of the machines
and if you need a
that you really need
machine you pay for it whether you buy
It is sold subject to 10 days'
it or not.
trial and its acceptance is left entirely to
You
the judgment of the purchaser.
have nothing to lose by giving it a trial.

Write to-day for Booklet

PRESTON WOODWORKING MACHINERY
PRESTON, ONTARIO

CO.,

LIMITED

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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Osborn Plain Air Squeezers
Part of the foundry floor of the Cleveland Co-Operative Stove Company is shown
This modern foundry has installed over 100 Osborn Plain Air
in the view above.
Squeezers of the Sand Straddler type for use on stove plate castings and other light work.
The merits of Osborn Moulding Machines are proven by the continued repeat orders
received from many of the largest foundries throughout the country. Moulding Machines
improve the quality of castings produced and increase production.
Consult our engineers if you are experiencing any difficulties with the quality of the
They
castings you are producing or if you are considering increasing your production.
are solving problems like yours every day and will be pleased to work with you
Ask for Condensed Catalog.

///£

Some Osborn Moulding
Machine Advantages
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Insure rapid production

Lower

direct

moulding costs

Accelerate delivery
Effect saving in metal
Lower overhead per ton
Reduce grinding
Lessen pattern repairs

Osborn Manufactur/a/g Company
/NCOPPORA TED

5401

New York

Main Office and Factory
Cleveland, Ohio
Hamilton Ave.

San Francisco

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES
Plain

Air Squeezrs

Made
No.
No.
No.

No.
No.

regularly in the following sizes:
Distance between strain rods
33"
74
36"
7.5
40"
76
Sand Straddler Type
33"
74-W
36"
75-W

regularly in the following sizes:

"

36"
29"
38"
45"

78

80
81
82

%

No 75W Sand Straddler Type Osborn
Plain Air Squeezer

Made

Distance between strain rods

No.
No.
No.
No.

r^
M fyfgm'r^
if

Combination Jolt Squeezers

Combination Jolt Stripper Squeeers

Made

No, 8i

Osborn Slripping-Plate
Squeezer Machine

Jolt

regularly in the following sizes:

Distance between strain rods

No. 74J
No. 7.3J
No. 76J

33"
36"
40"

I

gVADIAj^pipRYMA^I
Metal Iinidustry News

Established 1909

Different
Showing

Ways

of

Moulding the Same Job

How

Lifting Ring Can be Utilized to Good Advantage,
Saving Expense of Making Special Flask
By George

THE

accompanying sketches show

a casting of which the writer was
called on to have a pattern made,
anil furnish two castings.

1

0. Vair

practice to fill up pit on outside of lifting ring. However, as the sand back of

The defective casting sent as a working sample had been moulded in a four
part flask as shown at AAAA, Fig. 1.
To avoid the cost of making a flask to
produce these castings, we cast an ''open
sand" lifting ring, the plan of which is
shown in Fig. 3, same is seen in section
at D, Fig. 1.

The three

lugs,

CCC, on

used

to

lift;

and also

mold

off,

and

to replace

Fig. 2

is

to

this ring are

guide check

same

correctly.

a plan view of these cast-

ings.

In

'

making the pattern

suitable to be

moulded without the aid of a moulding
flask, about the only difference
in construction
necessary was to
make the branch D, Fig. 1. in

mered down to a solid bearing.
The ramming up of this mould
can then be done in the usual

manner.

clean v/ater. The surfaces' are
then rubbed over with a swab
dipped in fresh alcohol, containing no acid, and finally
polished with a dry
This method,
cloth.
will
it
is claimed,
give brilliance to th?
dullest
piece
o?
nickel-plating without damaging it in

making these castings we

dry
cores
to
prints to carry branch
tre core.
The branch

form

D

cen-

pattern having to be
drawn out of mould
end wire neccessitated sliding the centre
core for same through
the outside print core
into the inside print.
Of course, the outside print core had to
be
taken away to

any way.

Education and exshould go

withdraw branch pat:em, and
then re-

perience

placed.

In

using

hand
a

lifting

ring of this descripit will be, gen-

good

FIG.

1—SHOWS ORIGINAL METHOD OF MOLDING
2 AND 3— SHOW ANOTHER WAY.

FIGS.

in

hand

if

we

have first
class mechanics and
perpetuate the trade
of moulding.
are

tion,

erally speaking,

I

Nickel-plated articles which
have become dull can readily
be rendered bright again by
means of alcohol to which 2
per cent, of sulphuric acid has
been added. The liquid is applied liberally and after a few
seconds is washed off vvith

top of bottom flange, the lifting ring is put on and ham-

neei

details.

TO BRIGHTEN UP NICKEL

bed to the required
depth;
and to the
dimensions of lifting ring.
After ramming: the pattern to
level

pattern

In

ring has to be dug out previous to lifting of check ring; the size of covering
cope will decide the better way.
The moulder's time cost on this job
was less, we think, than if made in a
four part flask. And the lifting ring is
a far better foundry investment than
a special four part wood flask. \
This style of lifting ring will be
found adaptable to various irregular jobs
that happen along about every so often,
in the majority of foundries.
The weight of these castings was about
500 pounds.
The manner of getting these castings,
herewith,
was
although not shown
through a core gate on the inside opposite the bottom flange.
As the accompanying sketches will be
self-explanatory, we do not deem it necessary to go further into

moulding

one piece instead of in halves.
The method of moulding this
casting was simply to strike
off ?

Published Monthly

to
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Core-Making Dept.
Efficiency

—

of T.

&

McAvity

Sons, Ltd.

and Quality-Quantity Production Features of This Core

Room Thirty Girls Are Employed Making Cores for Small Brass
Work and Have Here a Very Efficient and Smooth-Working Unit
in

conjunction with th(Mr large and
brass
foundry at St.
John, N.B., Messrs. T. McAvity &
Sons. Ltd., of that city, have one of the

INup-to-date
most

modernly-equipped and efficient
cere making departments in Canada. The
best core-makinp machinery is installed
here where some thirty girls are employed, and the health and comfort of
these girls is well looked after.
The room itself is about sixty feet
long by forty feet wide and is lighted its
entire length and width by full-length
windows and also by skylights. For work
at night, individual drop bench lights are
installed for the workers, and overhead
are cluster lights to illumine the entire
room.< Steam heat from coils at either
end keep it at an even temperature, while
a system of suction fans to carry off
gases, smoke and such dust as is bound
to rrise vvhere work of this sort is carried on, keeps the room well ventilated
arc! the atmosphere healthy.
Good air
at the proper temperature is one of the
best promoters of good work, and this
combination is worked out here v/ith the
best results.
The work benches are located on one
side and also down the centre of the
room and behind them are racks for temporary storage. Behind these again are
the core ovens and
then come other
racks for storing the finished product.
Detail arrangement has been carefully
worked out and equipment placed to the
best advantage.
Preparation of the raw material is
done entirely by automatic machinery.
Sand is riddled by electric riddles and the
oil and binders are mixed thoroughly
witli it in the
same operation.
The
strengthening wires are cut by an electric wire-dipping machine, which automatically straightens, stretches, and cuts
to any desired length, any size core wire
which may be required. Each worker is
kept well supplied with mate-i:il at al'

Their Foundry Organization

times and can work steadily without

in-

terruption.

This department

is

supervised and the

work therein carried on under the direction of a forewoman, who has been in
the company's employ for the past ten
years and knows the work thoroughly
from start to finish. That she makes
an efficient head to this department is
proven by the remarkable discipline that
prevails here at all times and the volume
of

work turned

out.

All the cores for the small brasswork
the firm makes are made by these girls,

and this work includes vr.lves, bibbs,
cocks and other plumbers' and engineers'
brass supplies together with their parts.
All sizes of work from Vs in. up to and
including 3 in. can be done by a girl
who knows how as well and is much
faster than a man.
An average girl

makes

in one day about two to five hundred cores according to their size and
style.
She would make about seven hundred and fifty body cores for a % in.
"McAvity" globe valve of fifteen hundred "bonnet cores" for the same valve
in her eight hours of working time.
Each girl is provided with a uniform
by the company of washable material
and each week these are laundered at
the company's expense.
At both ends of the room are situated
the core ovens and these are of Ihc
latest type heated by gas and coke and
equipped with automatic core reels which
keep the heat inside the ovens where it
belongs and prevents overheating the
loom. These ovens are a duplicate of
the battery installed in the adjacent department vvhere about fifteen men are
employed on large core work such as
that required for locomotive inspirators,
whistles, etc., and all the large brass an'i
bronze fittings which Messrs. McAvity
make a specialty of. In this s:ection the
work is handled under much the same
system that is incorporated in the i!'ii«-

DIFFERENT VIEWS OK GIRLS WORKING

IN

rated department, with the exception,
of course, that the equipment is on a
much larger scale to handle the larger

t

work.
All large cores are black-washed and
skin-dried with electric torche.*, and this
has been found to be the best method
to follow to secure the best results.
Small cores are made with multiple
boxes, making at one operation from two
to ten according to size, and driers take
these jorcs just as they come from the
boxes (•.'rect to the ovens. This eliminates all handling of "green" cores and
gets the work out in quantities.
A. new girl requires from three weeks
to a month to learn to make good cores
at any kind of speed, and during this
period the beginner is paid a flat rate
for her work.
After she has become
trained she goes on a piece-work basis,
which works out to both the workers'
and the firm's advantage.
T. McAvity & Sons, Ltd., in their foundry, make up the necessary brass-work
for all kinds and types cf valves, both
iror a"d brass, cocks, bibbs, enoHneers'
and plumbers' supplies, pulp mill bronze,
marine work, and all classes of locomotive material.

PLAYING THE GAME
is as much a game as golf or
baseball or football.
Life itself is aptly
likened to a game. To win, to earn and
enjoy the fruits of victory, you must play

Business

fair.

A
real

cup or medal or
prize, the

isfaction

real

derived

othei' trophy is not
reward, is the sat-

from superior, worthy

achievement.

Wealth

is not the real prize of life,
only a trophy, a symbol, and may
carry with it no satisfaction; indeed it
does not carry with it genuine, lasting
satisfaction unless it has been won fairly,
honostlv, honorably.
it

CORE ROOM.

is

M;iv.
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Reducing Casting Losses

in the Brass

Foundry

The Writer Believes That by Proper Gating Much of the Trouble
Overcome, But Proper Skimming and Pouring Are Essential as

is

Well as Properly Proportioned Patterns
By
the brass foundry today one of the
chief items is to produce sound and
perfect castings.
When the foundrynian scraps from 15 to 25 per cent, of

IN

.his castings

when

his loss shoul.i be 5 per

most and when he considers
the unusually high cost of molding and
melting and overhead at the present time
he has anything but a pleasant fact concent, at the

fronting him.
One of the main causes of foundry
losses in the brass foundry today and
nothing which is so much neglected and
given enough of consideration is the
science of gating. And there is no mistake it is a science and many foundrym£n are beginning to realize this fact
who have given it any consideration.
Many a foundryman thinks only of keeping his runner gates small, knowing that
by so doing he is keeping down
hss costs as an additional
pound of
metal poured into a gate runs up his
cost on the castings he produces.
Some foundrymen carry this too far.
Their gates are too small, their runners
are not large enough to float the oxides
common in all non-ferrous metals and
pieces of charcoal and dirt
that very
often get by even the most careful furnace tenders. Then again their branch
gates are too small and an otherwise
perfect casting will show a draw sometimes at the gate and sometimes with the
casting itself. Then we have the foundryman who makes his gate much larger
than the casting requires and others who
do not discriminate, placing large gates
on small castings and small gates on
large castings.
By far the most number of foundrymen are to be found who use a large
gate but do not use it to the best advantage.
The
patternmakers
and
foundrymen who insist on putting the
runner gates on the drag instead of in
the cope do it for the only reason
that men before them did it that way. It
does not take a very long investigation
to be convinced that
such
gating is
wrong. If a runner gate shows the
presence of any oxide dirt, charcoal or
any foreign substance you will find
nine times out of ten on the top.
The
oxides and charcoal being of less specific
gravity than the m?tal they will float on
the top.
Putting the manner in the
drag makes the top of the flow gate flush
with the top of the branch gates and
consequently any oxide, charcoal or foreign substance floating there
will
be
washed into the castings. On the other
•jhand when the runner is placed in the
cope, the dirt is floated above the branch
gates and in a way kept out of the eastings.
Another fault that is practiced is

P.

W.

Blair

stopping the flow gate at the last branch
This error d,oes not cause anywhere near the trouble that a runner in
the drag will but it is one of the errors
gate.

that

is

well worth correcting.

The flow

gate should extend some distance beyond
the last branch gate, the distance depending somewhat on the nature of the
work and the length of the runner. On
ordinary bench work where a man uses
a 20 in. or 24 in. flask a % in. addition
should be enough. Before
moulder
a
when pouring gets his sprue head full, a
certain amount of dirt gets into his gate
and this small extension acts as a pocket
for this oxide and dirt and helps considerably in keeping the castings at the
foot of the runner free from dirt and produce, solid, perfect castings.

There is another important iteiii to be
taken into consideration to get clean
castings and that is
the
sprue.
The
sprue hole means considerably more than
a mere hole in the sand and care should
be used in selecting different sizes for
different jobs.
I could
mention many
cases where the gating was proper and
the pouring and skimming good and still
the results turned out very poor and this
was found due to the improper selection
of a sprue cutter.
Generally speaking
the area of the sprue should be larger
than that of the runner so that
the
proper pressure is exerted there also, or
in other words if the sprue is smaller
than the runner it is impossible to keep
the latter full and ii clean castings are
to be had the runner must be kept full
so that the dirt can
be floated, ^ut
even though the sprue and the flow gate
are properly proportioned, dirty castings
can result from the wrong relation of the
runner to the branch gates. The area
of the runner should be at all times
larger than the area of the gates feeding the respective
castings.
Or in
other words the branch gates should not
take the metal faster than the flow gate
gives it.
If these proportions are
observed and the man pouring gets a good
start and keeps his sprue hole full and
the skimmer does his work right, clean
and sound castings will be the result.
This means also that foundry men afraid
of scrap on account of the dirt it contains can use considerable of it without danger. Good results can also be obtained by cutting it on a slight angle,
tapering toward the flow
gate.
With
nickel, silver and monel metal this is absolutely essential for good results.
I
have seen good results when pouring by
the use of a hardwood block that fits
over the lip of the crucible. This block
has another function, it not only is the
best skimmer a man can get, but while

burning on the top of the pot it throws
off enough of smoke to keep the metal
from being attacked by the atmosphere.
It is surprising how much oxide can be
formed in the process of pouring when
the metal is vei'y much exposed.
What I have written so far about gating has been in keeping castings clean.
You will hear many foundrymen say any
old gate will run a casting if it is plenty
large enough. In many cases I will admit this is true, but in many other
A branch
other cases entirely wrong.
gate must not only be large enough to
when it
it
fill a casting but to feed
shrinks and calls for metal. The skimming gate is a gate to be used not misused. Clean metal is one thing to be considered and missruni and draws another.
A foundry can lose considerable money
The iron men have little
either way.
The
shrinks.
trouble with draws and
brass man has considerably more especrunning manganese,
ially when he is
It
bronze, nickel silver and aluminum.
it

therefore impossible to lay out a set

rule on branch setting as each type of
pattern has its own peculiarities and

the gating depends not only on its shape
and size but on the kind of metal to be
poured into it.
To make a casting of nickel silver it
may be correct to gate in the same place
one would in making this casting of brass
or bronze, but the gate would have to be
larger or a draw would be the result on
account of the greater shrinkage of the
former. I have seen some castings that
could not be corrected even by the bsst
of gating.
Many designers forget the
foundryman and his troubles, and castings have to be made often out of patterns that are out of all reasonable proportions.
Many times these faults cannot be cor-

rected by proper gating and it becomes
F^or innecessary to use other ways.
stance a heavy spot runs into a light
spot at an inconvenient place and must
The light spot sets
be fed through it.
while the heavy is still liquid and when
the latter calls for metal it cannot get
it and the result is a draw condition and
many times a crack clear through a

number

of castings.
are cured

difficulties

Sometimes similar
by chilling, some-

times by risers and off-shoots.
In the
use of chills and risers in
many intances they slow up production and in
a number of cases it is
not practical.
Often times a small change on a pattern
will give the desired result. As an illustration
instance
an
came
under
my observation of a disc-shaped casting
havin': a heavy hub and an outer flange
(Continued on page 42)
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Can Canada Produce Good Marine Cylinders?
The Writer Knows That These Castings Can be Made in Canada
Just as Well as Elsewhere if Foundrymen Will Abstain From
Makeshift Methods
By
recent
IN inery"
there
a

issue of

"Canadian Mach-

appeared, editorially,
an article emanating- from a leading- shipping concern to the effect that
marine engine cylinders could not be
produced in Canada, and that most all
attempts by Canadian foundrymen have
proved to be dire failures, and that those
which had been accepted had fallen down
under the burden of duty to which they
had been subjected when put to the test
of actual service.

This is certainly a hard pill to swallow
and being a life-long Canadian foundry-

man

I

entirety

am

loth to accept it in
althoug-h there have been

many

proofs before my eyes that
been impossible to ignore them.

it

its

so

has

The article spoken of proceeded to
state that over the line (meaning in the
United States) they did not have any
difficuly

in

securing

satisfactory cylin-

ders.

Looking- at the matter through the eyes
of a molder I fail to see what difference

makes what country the casting is
made in, as regards its quality. Neither
do I see what difference it makes what

it

nationality a

man

has sprung from as

regards his ability as a workman. But
the fact still remains that Canadian
foundrymen have had terrible hard luck
in trying to produce this very important
class of casting, and I think I am safe
in saying that out of all the cylinnders
cast in Canada since 1914, more than 50
per cent, of them were failures in the
foundry, and that of those taken to the
machine shop more than 50 per cent,
were rejected after being machined, and'
of those which were accepted we have
the statement above quoted, that they
were not equal to the task set before

them when called into sei'vice.
Now, what is the remedy? Or shall I
first say what is the reason for all the
trouble ?
To answer this I might advance different suggestions, which would
appear plausible, but I will take as
the foundation of my argument the total
lack of self esteem in Canadians as
a people.
Now, self esteem is jusf
a polite way of describing conceit and
Canadians have the least conceit of any
race of people under the sun. If I were
a politician I would attribute it to the
fact that we have always realized that
we were only colonials and were content
to be considered as subjects in stead of
citizens.
We placed little dependence on
ourselves, knowing that the mother country did our thinking for us. When we
talked of building ships to add to the
strength of the Empire's navy, some of
our leading politicians were proud to
take the public platform and publicly

F. H. Bell

proclaim that Canadians could not build
and if they could they could not
man them, meaning, of course, that we
did not know enough, and we were conttent to let it drop at that.
ships,

Now, as I have endeavored to point
out on former occasions, Canadians can
hold down any job which comes their
way when they are away from home, and
why do we let it be said that we cannot
make marine cylinders?
Particularly
when we have to admit that over the line
they have no trouble.
In the United States they depend on
themselves and know what they don't do
for themselves is not done, and they
are certainly not backward about letting
the world know that they can do anything which can be done. Canada did
show the world something- in the way of

production, in fact she made the
best showing of any but she had to wait
for outsiders to put her wise to this fact.
Now, as a matter of fact we can make
as good marine cylinders as any country
in the world, and if we have made some
skips there is no reason why we should
shell

continue to do

so.

A few

fundamental

prinioples which should be kept in mind
when making cylinders are in order right

now.
Never, under any consideration, pour
a cylinder lying on its side.
No matter
what anyone says to the contrary, don't
make a cylinder. Don't try to do this
kind of work in a green sand mold, because the risk is too great. You might
get a casting but you might not. If
you don't understand loam moulding
learn it; it is the simplest kind of moulding and the least likely to make trouble.
In preparing the iron to pour the cylinder, be sure and have the cupola working
its best
•t
Use low silicon iron ami
and melt it as fast as it is po.sKJble to
melt it so as to avoid taking np sulphur
from the fuel. Break away from the
notion of too much fuel and too much
blast being as bad as not enough.
Per-

haps it is, but is isn't any worse. If
you don't have enough fuel and enough
blast you can not have good metal for
cylinders.

Too much

but otherwise

fuel

is

a

waste,

have never seen any bad
results from it.
Personally I never had
as good success in melting ten to one as
I did eight to one, and I had still better
results melting seven to one.
This might
be extravagance for ordinary work, but
not
for
cylinders.
Another practice
which shows lack of ability in the handling of the cupola and which is, by the
way, practised in every country is that
of using the first iron from the cupola
for special work, such as cylinders. No
I

cupola does as good wor'c at first as it
and there is no object in
using this metal in a cylinder. If the
foundryman has learned how to properly,
handle his cupola he should be able to
put his cylinder iron in any charge.
Supposing he wants to draw out sev^^n
ton of iron for a cylinder and he i,<
"oing to melt twenty ton for the heat,
it is no trick to put in three ton for
some ordinary work and then put in the
iron.
If
cylinder
iron
is
properly
charged it will melt exactly as it is
charged, and anyway, iron which is suitable for a cylinder is not necessarily
any more expensive than any other and
is quite suitable for other castings.
it
Supposing he charged on two and a half
tons of any kind of iron required for
other work and then put on eight tons
of cylinder iron he would have a hjjf
ton to play on at the beginning and at
the end of the cylinder charge, and he
would be getting the iron for his cylinder when the cupola was working at its
best.
Cylinder iron requires to be melted
good and hot and it can be poured at a
fairly hig^h temperature.

will do later on,

The Mold
In molding a marine cylinder there is
only one kind of a mold which is worthy
of consideration even though a complete
pattern is provided, and this a loam mold.
Loam molding is a simple operation but
it requires some judgment for all that.
Molding sand rubbed onto a brick wall
does not constitute loam moulding, and
by the introduction of clay wash it is not
converted into loam molding. Molding
sand and clay wash and saw dust is
another excuse which is used as a loam
mixture on some occasions, but only constitutes a make-shift. Loam must have
clay in it to make it resist the melted
metal, and as everyone knows, clay closes
up every avenue of escape for the gas
which forms, and this necessitates using
some opening material which will not
weaken the mold. If saw dtist is mixed
through it separates the grains of sand
which, of course, means weakness, but
unless an enormous lot of sawdust is
used it does very little venting. If
horse manure is dried and sifted it is
just a lot of very fine fibres about a
quarter of an inch long, and these if

thoroughly mixed through will perfectly
vent the mass as these fibres will touc^
each other, where as the saw dust could
not unless the mixture was half sawA good mixture for heavy castings
dust.
is to use two parts of silica molding sand
such as is used in steel foundries and
one part of fire sand, commonly known
as silica sharp sand. To four parts of
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Mix
this use one part of horse manure.
thoroujihly and temper with water to the
consistency of mud and plaster onto the
hand.
with the
bricks
has on several occasions
shown methods of molding cylinders in
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invite suggestions and
There is a difference between molding a cylinder and a plow
point and it is useless to try to do the
one in a manner which is suited to the
Don't make plow points in loam
other.
molds and don't make marine cylinders

loam

and

criticisms.

sand molds.

in

Now we

like

a good kicker and will

some practical man who
knows we are wrong will just write and
us how to properly remedy this
teJl

be pleased

if

touble.

CIRCILATION IN ELECTRIC FUR-

NACES

—

Mr. Editor. With reference to the arwhich appeared in your issue,
Volume XI, pages 102 to 104, on the
Liidlum furnace, should like to point out
a glaring error. Item (C) of the speci-

ticle

page 104, states that by arrangement of three electrodes in a
straight line over an oval bath, "reaction of the currents between the electrodes pro\ide circulation by electrodynamic means as well as convection

fic claims,

currents."
It is a well-established scientific fact
that the passage of an electric current
from one electrode to another in any position has not the slightest stirring or
circulating effect on steel, whether cold
or molten. The metal simply carries the
current.
Any schoolboy can prove this
fact, therefore it is surprising to see such
a c'aim advanced by an electric furnace

manufacturer.
Al?o, regarding the writer's mention
of circulation due to convection currents
when the charge is molten and capable
ol circulating, the heat of the electrode
arcs is always above tie bat'n. Convection currerts can only take place when
the liquid is hotter at the bottom than
the top. Convection currents aie always
upward in this case all the heat is at
the top, whicii is several hundred degrees
hotter than the metal at the bottom
v.-here it is in contact with the cooling
Therefore no circulation of mollining.
ten metal is or can be possible, due to
convection currents or to that mysterious
"electro-dynamic means" mentioned in

—

—

th<- article.

—

The only case apart from rocking or
Tolling furn?.ces and mechanical stirrintr
in which circulation can take place in
an electric furnace, is in furnaces similar to the Gveavcs-Etchells type, where
one phase of the 3-phase supply can be
The heat
attaciied to a resistive hearth.
generated in that portion of the furnace
lining lying directly in contact with the
charge bv its resistance to the natural
flow of current through to complete the
electric
large
circv.it
generates
a
r.mount r.f heat under the steel.
This

—

—

alone causes convection currents and circulation.

F.
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IRON IS COMING HARD
Editor Foundry man: Would you kindly tell me how to make soft iron 'u\ a
I have tried to make some iron
I can molt the
has been hard.
iron very easily in the coke-fired brass
furnace. I have used mostly scrap with
a piece of pig iron and a little silicon.
I would be much obliged if you could tell

crucible.

but

it

it comes hard and how to make
come soft.
Answer: If you are using a clean

me why
it

crucible you should get the best of castcrucible
ings, but if you are using
a
which has any remnants of brass from
former heats adhering to the inside it
The least bit of zinc
will make trouble.

or tin will harden iron. Tin mixes readily with iron but makes it white hard.
Your greatest trouble, however, is most
If you are
likely in the using of silicon.
will
of
using 50c; ferro-silicon you
course be introducing a pound of silicon
for every two pounds of the ferro alloy.
Silicon, it must be remembered is very
hard and is only allowable in cast iron
to counteract the effect of the carbon. If
used in excess of 3^4 per cent, it reduces
the strength and hardens the iron. Your
iron probably had sufficient silicon in it
but if not a very small amount would be
If your scrap
required to build it up.
was soft the reduction in silicon would
be almost nil in crucible melting and a
pinch of powdered ferro silicon, such as
would be picked up with the thumb and
the
chemical
all
finger would make
change required.

an erroneous idea which foundryhave that silicon is
frequently
Silicon is taken from silica or
soft.
sand; so is glass.
It is

men

SULPHUR ABSORPTION BY IRON
V: HICH IS NOT YET MELTED
An

item in Mr. Ellis' article on another page of this issue brings out a
point which few foundrdy-men are apt
to realize. Does iron, which is not melted absorb sulphur from the fuel if exHis point is that grate
posed to it?
bars, after being burned out are so saturated with sulphur that castings made
from them will be white hard. P.'ery
foundryman knows this to be a fact, but
probably has not given much study as
The only conclusion which the
to why.
average man comes to is that the metal
was burned. Slag should remove the
burned material as good as ever, but it
Proper fluxing will remove
does not.
the useless material which was burned
and have it carried away in the slag, but
what is left is always hard, and the only
plausible conclusion to be arrived at is
that the burned part was saturated with
sulphur, and when it w^as melted along
with the good metal the sulphur was
absorbed into the good iron before the
flux could remove the bad material. The
giates, while being used, were not meltted but were simply hot, and the sulphur
in the fuel was actually absorbed by the
Thi.= confirms
grate in this condition.
the argument of Mr. Ellis and a^so the
contention that CANADIAN FOUN-
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has

always stood for— that

irun should not bo allowed to lie on the
burning fuel with the idea of partly
inciting it before putting on the blast.
Certainly if the fire is going strong
enough to partly melt the iron without
blast there is no reason why the blast
sliould not be put on at once and finish
Hjelting it.
Our recommendation is to
get the furnace in full blast as soon as
possible after touching the match and
the best results will be secured.

Charging the Coke
.\nothcr point which will bear investiis nf putting all the coke in the
centre and the iron around it. He says
that this has been proved to give the
best of results.
If it has we cannot
arp:ue against it; we never had any experience of this kind, but it might be

gating

worth trying.

THE PROPER KIND OF SOLDIERS'
RE-ESTAHLISHMENT
The subject of re-establishing- the returned soldiers is one which is, and
which rightly should be, of great moment to the people of Canada, but Iiow
to go about it has been a groat nrobleni
to be solved by those who had it in hand.
Those who came back to us in a disabled condition must be establishecl ir as
comfortable a position as it is in our
power to place them, but for those who
came back able-bodied, opinions will cfiffer.
For a man who has had a long
siege of enforced hardships and anxieties
never knowing what the next minute had
in store for him and where his every
mo\'einent was dictated by someone else,
it is not the easiest matter to know how
to proceed when again thrown upon the
world to provide for himself.

Some seem to be utterly helpless, although in apparently good condition, and
depend entirely on gratuity until such
time as they can get their nerves in conOthers
dition to get dowTi to business.
.

are willing to accept employment if such
is secured for them, and they are told
how to proceed. But there is still another kind, and it is on this last-mentioned variety that we will pass a few comThese boys went to the front
ments.
as a patriotic duty, and after doing their
bit and coming home safe and sound,
they disrobed themselves of military
anparel, looked upon the war as a thing
of the past, and proceeded to re-establish
themselves.

Of such material are the half dozen
who have formed

practical foundryrr.en

themselves together and purchased the
Ontario Foundry on Pearl Street, Toronto, from Mr. Thomas Atkinson, and
launched into a general foundry busiThese gentlemen, Messrs. Fred
ness.

Hamer, George Jones, W.

J. Richards, L.
Wolsdall, E. Marriott, and F. Crossland,
are all woiking like nailers and we are
e'lad to note are receiving the volnm.e of
business to which thev are entitled.
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them every success
ventuie.

wishes

in their enterprising
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Volume XI.

by Electric Furnace Process

Steel Castings

The Fundamental Principle of the Electric Furnace, Together
With Other Data, is Given. The Methods Adopted by Orte Firm
in Turning Out Steel Castings by Electric Process is Also Described
By

THE

furnace as a means
of melting scrap, while familiar to
many, still remains a mystery to
others, so that, before entering on the
electric

description of the plant of the Canada
Electric Castings, Ltd., of Orillia, Canada, we will proceed to a brief talk on

furnaces themiselves.
The electric furnace is a metallurgical
instrument in which any desired temperature up to the point of fusing of
the best refractories obtainable can be
electric

attained and perfectly controlled.
At
these high temperatures chemical reactions take place more rapidly than in
other processes, and the most refractory

metals and alloys can
fluidity.

The

flexibility

be

reduced to

of the

electric

furnace also gives it a great advantage,
and the superior quality of the product
obtained is very marked.
Scrap containing valuable alloying
metals, such as nickel, tungsten, chromium, vanadium, etc., can be melted without loss of these elements. Steel swarf
and scrap, cast iron borings, etc., can
readily be used in the electric furnace.
The charge can be made up entirely of
scrap and turnings. No expensive raw
miaterials are necessary, with the exception that alloying metals can be added,

J.
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steel of any composition made by other
processes can be duplicated; but, in addition to this, steel which would be impossible by older methods is now obtainable.
It is, no doubt, a well-known fact
that this system has become an economi-

means

of producing suitable electric
The electric furnace is
castings.
a very rapid, accurate and clean method
for producing any grade of steel.
In
any steel foundry, speed is specially important, for, with the heats coming so
rapidly one after the other, a smaller
furnace can be used than otherwise poscal

steel

This feature enables a foundry
sible.
to produce their required tonnage with
less floor space, equipment and a smaller
set up of moulds. The steel can also be
poured off more rapidly, so that there is
less loss by mass-run and cold shut
castings, in this way still further increasing the foundry's production.
It is also practical to superheat the
steel to any degree desirable, without
any hit or miss rule, so that small thin
castings are commercially possible.
In the ordinary steel foundry making
medium and light weight castings, the

Company have found

the 1^-ton size
purpose, and to give
readers an idea of the interior construction of this portion of the furnace we
show the accompanying sketch.
The furnace was designed and built
by themselves, and is what is known as
a
1%-ton electric two-phase neutral
bottom basic type. The two electrodes
going through the roof are 6-inch Acheson graphite electrodes.
The regular
brickwork is of silica above the slag
line, and magnesita is the basic lining
used below. It will be noted that six
steel
rails
form the bottom of the
furnace, and that the neutral connection
is attached to these rails.
Carbon paste
is rammed between the rails tO a depth
of 4^^ inches.
Next comes a further
layer of carbon paste 3% inches thick,
after which a backing of silica brick
arranged in the form shown was built
ideal

for

their

up.
Into this form the magnesite and
pitch was rammed. The magnesite was

heated to about 100 degrees Centigrade,
pitch, in molten state, was thoroughly mixed with the magnesite. The

and the

desired.

if

The

steel from the furnace is finished
under a reducing atmosphere of carbon monoxide and a slag, out of which
metallic oxides have been reduced. The
steel is, therefore, free from gases and
off

blow-holes when oast.
Generally speaking, an electric arc
furnace for steel making consists of a
steel
tank,
lined
inside
with
certain
refractory materials, and fitted
with loading doors, and a tilting arrangement for pouring.
Carbon or
graphite electrodes of a suitable size
are inserted through the roof of furnace, or, in some cases, the walls, and
may be regulated either by hand or
automatic control.
Usually, both hand
and 'automatic controls are used.

A

high tension supply is brought into
transformer house adjoining the furnace and the power is brought down to
a low pressure current for the operating
a

of furnace.

The method by which the heat is introduced into the steel bath varies, and
is dependent on the type
of furnace.
Each maker has his own particular
method, so that, for our purpose, we
will only describe the method employed
by the firm whose plant we intend discussing.
Before speaking of this, however, let us delve a little further into
other points of interest in the electric
steel casting process.
By the use of the electric furnace,

C Carbon 7asf<S
A SECTION THROUGH THE FURNACE.
most favored size of furnace has a
nominal capacity of 1% tons per heat.
In some oases, a 3-ton is used, but for
average work, a 1^/^-ton will be found
to be sufficient.

The Plant Itself
The Canada Electric Steel Castings

magnesite lining comes level with the
pouring lip, as shown, and a magnesite
wall is also built up slightly above the
slag line. This wall is made 12 inches.
The other details will be self-apparent
from the sketch.
The electrodes are controlled by Wz

M, i\
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h.p. shunt wound motors both automatic
and hand controls being used. A graphic
record is taken of the furnace at all

hours.

The current enters the transformer
house at 2,200 volts.and uses about l.oOO
k.w.h. per ton of liquid metal, starting
The rate of heat5
with cold scrap.
varies, of course, on conditions and tequirements.
The benefit of the furnac« shown in
the illustration is that it can be used
for both desulphurizing and dephosphorizing, being a neutral basic bottom fur-

1
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his opinion on the outlook for steel castings by the electric furnace process.
"If I say that we hope to enlarge our
present premises in the near future, will

that give you any idea of our viewpoint
of the advancement of this field?" ho re-
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plied.

And we admitted

that the reply

answered our question admirably.

When

a firm starts enlarging its premises,
they must have not only faith in, but
definite knowledge of the future of, the
steel casting business.

Castings Are

How Ford Automobile

Made

This Subject Should be of Interest to the Working Man and the Employer Alike
By

F. H. Bell

nace.

With the

electric furnace, steel castof medium and light weight are
made in the green sand moulds faced
with silica sand, and gated very much
like iron foundry practice.
It is necessary, however, with any steel casting,
to add sink heads, or feeders, to take
care of the extra shrinkage.
Apart
from these few differences, the process
of preparing the mould is similar to the
iron foundry.
The concern we speak of handles all
styles of steel castings. The writer saw
in preparation parts for different types
of machines, and the range of work possible is so varied as to practically defy
classification.
Enough to say that any
castings which should be made ol steel
is what this firm caters to.
Cylinder
heads for gasoline engines, agricultural
parts, miscellaneous machine parts, etc.,
etc., readily lend themselves to the use
of steel in casting.

ings

One job

claimed the
writer's attention was that of casting
what is known as the Foley tractor
wheel, for use on all styles of trucks.
This wheel is somewhat of the same
shape as any tractor wheel, and has
the regular shaped treads, or grips, to
aid the traction. It fastens on the regular wheel of the truck, but is so arranged that when the truck is running
on normally hard ground the tractor
wheel is clear of the ground, and only
the tire is in running contact. Immediin particular that

ately the ground softens and the tired
wheel sinks in the ground the tractor
wheel takes over the work. Around this
wheel is also placed a chain of the usual
style adopted.

This tractor wheel, as can be
stood,

is

made

construction

in

different

under-

sizes,

and

such that it is especially difficult to mould. By the ordinary method of casting, it is questionable
if as good a product could be obtained
as by the electric furnace process. The
strength of these wheels is the main
consideration, so that the analysis of
the metal must be perfect.
This is
where the electric furnace shines, for
control of the metal is easily obtained
by the electric process.
It might be
well to add that this firm takes a careful analysis of all metals produced, in
order that they can be sure that only
first-class material leaves their plant.
In discussing the future of the electric
steel casting business with Mr. Lamble,
the manager of this concern, we asked
its

is

From the standpoint of efficiency on
the part of the management and satisworking conditions for the
factory
employees there is probably no estabon earth v/hich can surpass
Ford automobile works in Detroit.
This plant and its creator ai-e probably
a? v.ell known as any under the sun, yet
the magnitude of the plant and the remarkable genius of its foundei" are but
feebly comprehended by those who have
lishment
the

not been eye-w"itnesses.

To describe in detail from the Alpha tc
the OmcGfa of an automobile \vould be
out of the province of a foundry puBliciition, interesting as it would undoubtedly be, but by describing in a fairly comprehensive manner the part which comes
within our own realm, sufficient gr'>und
will have been covered to convince the
reader that perfection has been about
achieved.
Those who remember the advent of the
automobile will remember that it was
originallv known as the horseless carriage, and many jokes were propounded
ab'.iut the jealousy of the horse on account of the opposition which this new

—

motive power whatevcn- it might be—
would be to the horse. But the horse
v/ar not the only power wliich wan to
meet with opposition. The mechanical
•levico \\hich would supplant Dobbin had
to be decided upon, f>.nd scx'eral a.spirants
for the position were on hand. The old
relir.ble steam engine claimed first place
but ^he more modern electric motor was
just coming into prominence and claimed some consideration, so likewise did
the gapolme engine, which was also just
beginning to make itself seriously felt
in the engineering field.
After a fair
and impartial trial the gasoline engine
seems to have won the day, at least to
the extent that it is the one adopted by
'>iost automobile manufacturers, and incidentally by the Ford Motor Company
of Detroit.

Inasmuch as the engine and its accompanying mechanism constitute the
bulk of the work on an auto, and beingconstructed of iron and steel they, like
all machinery constructed of iron and
steel, begin their career in the foundry,
and while the foundryman's labors are
hidden away from view on an
automobile, the same as on almost everything else, it is nevertheless the most important part of the .lutomobile, and nothing could cause more real trouble than
a defective cjisting.
It is therefore obvious that defective castings will not do.

Tl-.ere is probably no class of casting
which requires to come nearer to perfection than that used on the gasoline
being a regular system of
engine,
vacuums and suctions, the slightest por-

osity in the metal making it worthless.
To build an engine and find on testingit that the castings were defective would
not be considered for a moment these

days, but t& produce castings on scientific principles which will insure proper
To produce
results is the order now.
them in quantities such as are required
in this plant and of the proper quality
is the subject matter in which we wish to
interest our readers.
next issue of
r.egi"ning with the

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN we

will

publish a series of short articles on the
Ford I'oundry, together with sorne of
the move interesting features of 'Tie
factory throughout.
An idea of what the plant is like will
be had from studying the following figures-

:

The property consists of 305 acros;
there are SS.22 acres of floor space actually und?r loof. The annual business
of the company is approximately $450,000.000, which means that each acre of
floor space produces at the rate of
$tj.000,000 annually.
Some 50,000 men
are regularly eniployed, 6,400 being em-

ployed in the foundry department, some
.-fG, 000,000 is paid out monthly in wages.
Every day is pay day and it depends on

which department a workman is employed in, when his pay day comes.
Fifteen

cupolas,

five

feet

inside

the

and
Everything

lining, are required in the foundry,

run continuously.
about the place is in proportion to these
fifteen continuous cupolas. It will, therethese

fore, be seen that the automobile, while
fomething of a luxury, means a lot to

the working man as well as to the business man and keeps a lot of money in
circulation.
To describe even the foundry alone in one issue would be a big
task, so we will describe it serially, and
trust that our readers will take an interest in what can be accomplished in a

foundry when properly undertaken.

The iron deposits at Boisdale, Cape

Nova Scotia, are being opened
up by the Dominion Steel Corporation in
order to determine the quality and quanBreton,

At the present time it
understood that fully 10,000,000 tons

tity of the ore.
is

are in sight, and it is believed that this
is not by any means the full extent of
the deposit.

—
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Being a Continuation of the Results of Four Years of Research
Work for the American Malleable Casting Association
By
such
INganese.

cases the low silicon will be
Such fractures are shown Ln

accompanied by low carbon and manvFig.

14.
In Fig. 15 can be seen the
structure of a piece that had a silicon
las low as 0.33 and
a manganese of
0.089 per cent.
The fracture of this
ipiece was uniformly bright and coarsely
crystalline.
It had no frame. The structure consists of a matrix of pearlite and
throughout it are distributed particles
lof undecomiposed hard carbide
(cemen•tite) and small, well-rounded nodules of
.graphite, or temper carbon, as that caribon is called which separates out during
an anneal.
The casting from
which
this
piece
was
taken was
in
an
oven
in
which
castings
of correct
composition
annealed perfectly, and the presence of the particles
of undeoomposed caiibide simply means
•that the anneal was not carried on for a
•sufficiently long time for this character
of product. The casting, however, would

have been very inferior even if
the carbide had been broken up.

all

of

Picture-Frame Fractures

Very frequently low

53.

silicon-car-

ibon-manganese of certain compositions

what are known as picturefractures, such as are shown in
iFig. 16, which are typical and have the
will

yield

frame

following
composition:
Silicon,
0.54;
phosiphorus, 0.162; sulphur, 0.053; manganese, 0.108; total carbon, 2.01.
This
piece when polished and etched showed
the following characteristics: a decarbonized surface border, an inner ring of
coarsely laminated pearlite, and within
thiio a core corresponding in structure to
that of normal malleable iron.
Fig. 17
shows the decarbonized border surrounding the pearlitic ring. Fig. 18, the structure of the pearlitic ring, and Fig. 19
the core within the pearlitic ring.
It
is the presence of this ring of pearlite
whose ductility is so much less than that
of the metal in either the decarbonized
border or core that produces on fracture
the sharp line of demarcation between
frame and core. While in this particular fracture the frame is fiery bright
and finely crystalline and the core black,
there are picture-frame fractures that
show various color characteristics of

frame and

core,

but

it

will

ENRIQUE TOUCEDA

castings will almost invariably show a
picture frame on fracture, and especially
is this true if the temperature of anneal
is too high for such a composition.
If
the manganese is too high and not well
balanced by the sulphur, the same result -will follow.
In each case thero :s
an appearance to the frame and core

the latter.
In this case the frame is
dove-colored, while the core is black but

compositions affect the du^^tility
but the same is the case with
a pearlitic structure. We can have feririte that will
elongate into very long
spines and ferrite
that will
fail to
elongate at all. We can have a pearlitic
grain that can be ductile and those that
are not. The foregoing is stated because
the writer believes that whether or not
a frame will be produced in the fracture
depends upon the breadth and ductility
of the pearlitic ring, because a slight
pearlitic ring can be present within a
decarbonized border without a pictureframe fracture being produced. It is
his belief that whether there will be a
pearlitic ring or not depends upon the
rate of Surface decarbonization, as compared with the rate at which a dissociation of the cementite taikes place. When
conditions are such that there will exist
a region between the decarbonized surface border and the core that will have
a carbon content of about 0.90 per cent.,
equilibrium seems to be established in
this region, and if any carbon passes
from this region to the decarbonized
border it is replenished by carbon from

Eparkiling.

the core.

FIG.

16 — PICTURE-FRAME FRACTURE
IN
LOW-SILICON-CARBON-MANGANESE

SPECIMEN.
indicative of which is which. The frames
shown in Fig. 20 are rather typical of

While time

not available to
enter into a full discussion of what has
regard to picturebeen discovered in
frame fractures, there are some points
that can be recorded.
There are some
compositions that unquestionably have
55.

is

frame-producing tendencies. These compositions will not produce a frame when
annealed in an atmosphere that is not
oxidizing.
bard iron

The surface structure

of the

has nothing to do with the
problem as the writer has had '4 in.
side
of hard-iron
'ground off of one
isamples and upon annealing the frame
It
•was in evidence equailly on all sides.
that the following facts are
lis believed
pertinent to the situation: Not only do

.certain
lof

ferrite,

The Pearlitic Ring
The writer believes that such is
the case, and is of the opinion that perhaps the samples shown in Fig. 21 may
have a bearing on the case. A well-annealed bar was cut into edght pieces. A
section from the first piece was polished
and etched, and the other pieces all
packed together and given another anneal.
The second specimen was then
prepared like the first. The remaining
six were then given a third anneal, and
56.

the third piece polished.

As

this

pro-

cedure was continued, it follows that the
eighth bar had eight separate and complete anneals. It will be noted that this
very faint pearlitic ring which shows

be found

that invariably the frame has its pearlitic ring of greater
or
less breadth.
The pearlite is not always coarsely
laminated, but as a rule has the appearance and consists of an amount of
pearlite that would correspond to a 0.35
per cejit. or 0.45 per cent, normalized

carbon

steel.

the suliphur in the hard iron
unduly high and particularly if not
well balance
by the manganese, the
54.

is

If

17~T«ICR0GRAPH OF
DECARBONIZED BORDER.
FIG.

riG

18-

MICROGRAPH OF

PEARLITE RING.

19—MICROGRAPH OF
CORE WITHIN PEARLITE
FIG.

RING.
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purposes, has already been alluded
While no effort has been made to
exploit this product as yet, it would apipear to the writer that there is a very
'large field in which it could be U50
to
In Fi^-. 22 can b» seen the
udvantaji'e.
structure of a sample that sccod an
ultimate strength of 84,000 lb. an
hal
an elongation of 5.20 per cenl.
This
'material can be made with uniformity
land it is believed from experiments that
have been under way for some cime thnt
•a 90,000 lb. ultimate and a 10 per cent,
elongation might be
uniformly main'tained.
It will be noted that the struc'ture consists
of
a
ground mass of
itiiin
ito.

*

1

1

are more or less unldistributed nodules
of temper
The structure readily explains
L-arbon.
Kvhy the product is of high strength.
ipearlite, in wihich

iformly

FIG. 22— MICROGRAPH OF MALLEABLE
IRON OF HIGH ULTIMATE STRENGTH.

Effects of Heating Malleable Iron

As it is frequently necessary to
heat the finished product for the purpose of straightening it, for galvanizing
and other purposes, it may prove in58.

fie TUKE-FR.-V.ME FRACTORES IN
HIGH MANGANESE SPECIMEN. NOT BALANCED BY SULPHXIR.
TIG.

20^

whitish and very faimit in the once-annealed bar, is very distinct and well defined in the second and that it is wider
and further in toward the centre. It will
with
each
anneal the
i>e seen that

FIG. 21.— PEARLITE

to

structive to see
annealed piece

what happens when an
of

to and
Ten pieces

heated up
range.

normal,
bar.

is

well-annealed
malleable-iron
shows the structure of this

RING IN SUCCESSIVE STAGES OF ANNEALING.
a

Ibar at

X^^- The

iplaced

in

ring has

iron

Fig. 23

•smaller periphery. As it was found that
iwith each anneal the total carbon content decreased, it is plain that once the

ipearlitic

malleable

beyond the critical
were cut from a

widened and has

ring has formed, it does not
act as a seal for the passage of carbon
ifrom core to surface and that the width
"of the pearlitic ring
Is built up and

Ipearlitic

ten pieces were then
annealing
oven in the
iwriter's laboratory that
can be controlled with great accuracy.
When the
'pyrometer registered 1250 deg. Fahr..

an

one piece was withdrawn and allowed
to cool in the air.
When the temperature reached 1,300 deg. Fahr. another
^jece was withdrawn. The other pieces
Iwere
withdrawn at temiperatures of
11350, 1400, 1450, 1475, 1500, 1550, 16O0
and
1670
deg., respectively, Fig. 24
ishowimg structure at 1400 deg. Fig. 25
at 1450 deg.. Fig. 26 at 1475 deg.. Fig.
27 at 1500 and Fig. 28 at 1675 deg. All
of theise micrographs were taken at a
magnification of 200 diameters.
It is
apparent that no change has taken place
in the structure up to 1400 deg., but that
•somewihat between 1400 and 1450 deg.
the structure starts to alter in appearance. An examination of Figs. 25 to 28
shows that increased amounts of pearlite
result as the temperature is increased,
and that in Fig. 28 nearly all of the
temper carbon has been dissolved. It
follows that for straightening, brazing
•and other operations
that necessitate
the cheating of a malleable-iron casting,
the temperature used
should be well
under 1400 deg. Fahr.

(To be continued)

m.«%:'%

ladded to more quickly

from the core
<than it is robbed of carbon by the decarbonized border. The matter can be
summed up as follows: If conditions

'

3f..>

-

'V

are such that a region containing about
per cent, or less carbon is formed,
•this region while permitting carbon to
Emigrate or diffuse through it will at the
feame time be incapable of having its
Under proper con•carbon precipitated.
ditions the region can alter its position
For such a
extent.
•«nd increase in
region to have a start it is essential
that there be a very substantial differlence in carbon content in two parts of
the section.
•0.90

^Structure

of

High-Strength

Malleable

Iron

very high
iron
of
57.
Malleable
strength accompan;ed by a ductility that
can be considered good enough for cer-

FIGS. 23

TO 28— MICRAGRAPHS SHOWING EFFECT ON STRUCTURE OF
HEATING TO VARIOUS TEMPERATURES.

(Upper row— FiK.

23,

unhealed; Fig.

FiK. 26, 1574 degr.

;

24, 1400 deKFig. 27, 1500 de*r.

Fit?.

;

:

Fipr.

25, 1150 deg.
28. 1675 deg.

Lower row
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Charging the Cupola and Soaking the Iron
The Writer Believes That the Sooner the Iron is Melted and
Taken From the Cupola the Less Sulphur It Will Absorb, and He
is

Right,

No Matter Who
By W. W.

DISCI' SSING, for the benefit of
student, the subject of charging
the cupola, we should start from the
bottom-plates. So assuming that the lining, breast, and bottom-plates are all
fixed up, the cupola is now ready for
the sand bed. I might state here, tliough,
that we make a permanent breast. That
is, we brick up the breast with firebrick
so that it will last several months. The
tap-hole alone has to be touched up every
day when fixing the lining of the cupola.
This method saves considerable time and
worry as there is never any fear of the
breast giving way. The next operation
after the bottom plates are in place is
to get a load of rough sand from under
the cupola-drop, making a bed of this
sand about two inches deep. This sand
is full of fine coke and cinders, and acts

INthe

as a cinder bed to carry off the gases
while the iron is melting. We now get
a load of good sand from the moulding
floor to put on top of the rough sand,
making the bed in all about four inches
deep. We now tamp this bed about the
same as a bed in the moulding fioor for
a large casting, taking care to slope it
toward the tap-hole from every direction
so that all the iron can drain from the
cupola.
If wood is used to fire the coke, tht
general practice is to get a sackful of
wood shavings and dump them on the
sand bed. These shavings will help fire
the wood, and also help protect the sand
bed from being disturbed and cut when
dropping the wood from the charging
When sufficient
door into the cupola.
wood has been charged, nearly all the
bed coke should be dumped on top of it.
The fire can then be started when convenient.
However, the most up-to-date
method of firing the coke is with an oil
torch, without using any wood. The torch
is inserted through the breast, which is
made up later with sand after the fire
When the fire
?ias been well started.
has been burning an hour or so the lining of the cupola will be fairly dry and
hot, unless the lining material has been
daubed on extra thick. This is a mistake, because, if the lining is too thick,
it will crack while drying and is likelv

when chaigin:? beirins. The remainder of the bed coke !^hf»uld now' be
added and leveled. The cupola is thfn
to scale

ready for charging the iron. When the
iron is first dumped on the coke bed its
weight will settle the coke from 8 to 12
in., hut that is taken care of when the
right height of the bed is determined by
the m.ethod exphiin-^d later.
As soon as possible after the cunola
is charged as high as the charging door,
I believe the blast should be put on, because it is my opinion that the loncrer
the iron lies on top of the burning coke

to the

Contrary

Ellis

a semi-melted condition, the more sulphur it will absorb. In fuppoit of this

like

opinion is the practice of converter steel
men of never using first charges when

However,

in

engaged on government work to strict
specifications.
The reason is that first
charges always have a higher sulphur
content than the following charges, alall the
material charged may
originally have had the same composiI believe
that few foundrymen
tion.
would think of casting their fine particuh>;- wcrk f-om the first tap.)
C. M. Henderson, in commentintr on my book. "The
Metal Mixer," in the May issue of "Metal
Trades," under the heading of "Soaking
Iron in the Cupola," says: "With but one
exception I am in accord with his manner of operating it." He states, "It is
rot very good practice to let the iron
souk too long in the cupola before starting the blast, as the iron absorbs more
or less sulphur from the fuel during that
time."
Mr. Henderson says: ''This is a mooted
question well worth m thorough investigation by evt.ry foundryman.
An unbiased investigation would cost nothing
and would convince many that a reasonibie s.iaking has advantages and ho disadvantages.
The majority of melters
agree with Mr. Ellis in starting the blast
as soon as the cupola is filled to the
charging dooi in the belief that any further delay will permit the iron to absorb
sdiphur froni the fuel, end also that the
fuel is being burned away and wasted."
Mr. Henderson does not deny that first
charges contain more sulphur than later
ones, but contends that such is the case
whether the iron has been allowed to
soak or not. He quotes other authorities
in favor of long soaking besides making
some experiments himself, "which showed on every count in favor of soaking."
He says "Iron will not begin to melt in
the cupola until after the last is put on,
and has no affinity for sulphur until it
becomes molten. In the latter state it
will readily absorb sulphur until its temperature approaches 3,000' Fahr. and
at a higher heat will expel much of this
absorbed sulphur." I have not been in
a position to do much experimenting, but
base my opinions chiefly on personal observations. One thing, however, I would
like to have explained, namely, if iron
does not absoi'b sulphur until it becomes
molten, why should Mr. Mulcahy mention
in a note at the bottom of the reference
card of ".Approximate Analysis of Various Material" (prepared for the California Foundrymen's Association) "The
amount of sulphur in grate-Viars will depend on service bar has been subjected
to "
Mr. Mulcahy must thin<r that iron
Howabsorbs sulphur before it melts
ever, as Mr. Henderson says: "The soak-

though

;

is a mooted question."
And,
would like to hear the opinion
foundrymen on this subject.

ing of iron
of

him,
other

1

until further proof is presentcontinue to believe that soaking
is not necessary and that it is always
best to get the metal melting as soon as
possible after the cupola has been charg-

ed

I

will

ed.

This, is why I believe that we .-hould
not get the coke bed too high and not
put too heavy a first charge of iron on
the bed.
I believe the melter that will
take the trouble to find the proper height
of the coke bod for his particular cupola
and then make all his charges of iron
from first to last as near the same
weight as possible, will get a more uni-

form grade

i.nd a more even flow of iron
with far less coke consumption than the
man that crowds his coke bed to the
limit with an extra heavy first charge of
iron.
The proper practice calls for a
uniform weight for all charges. This
veight is determined by multiplying by
10 the weight of coke required to fill a
space 4 to .5 in. high in the cupola. That
is, if it takes 150 pound of coke to fill
a space 4 to 5 in. high in the cupola the
iron charges should weigh about 1,500
pounds.
Foundrymen have proved by
experiment that the melting zone averages 4 to 5 in. deep, and they have also
found that fairly good coke will melt
ten times its weight in iron. When that
amount of iion is melted the bed is
ready for another layer of coke.
When I £,peak of a layer of coke I do
not mean that it is necessary to put a
layer of coke all over the inside area of
the cupola.
That rule is only used as
a standard for figuring the iron charges.
In fact it has been proved that the best
results have been obtained by putting all
the coke in the centre and all the iron
as close to the lining as nossible, except
when making different mixtures, which
muKi'" be separated by the coke.
By this
method of charging the lining will last
much longer, and the rate of consumption of coke will be entirely dependent
upon the temperature of the iron re-

quired in the ladle.
When the bed is the proper height,
only the top 4 or 5 in. does the real melting.
If the bed is higher than it should
be the extra coke will be burned and

wasted until it lets the iron down to the
real melting-zone, which will vary from
in. above the tuyeres, according
whether the blast is high or low. The
main point is to find the proper height of
bed for everj cupola. The best way to
determine this is by observing the time

15 to 2K

to

required for the iron to dron lively, as
seen through tuyere-glasses, after the
blast has been put on.
If it takes more
than three minutes at the most, the bed

May.
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too high, and the extra time will be
spent in Hurning the coke that it not reis

It is generally upon high coke
quired.
beds rbat extra heavy first charges of
iron are put, because the melter believes
that so much coke on the bed ought \o

melt a much heavier first charge than
the vest of the charges. This, however,
is

not so.

Another reason for heavy first charges,
and a fairly pardonable one too, is that
most foundries have some special mixtures to make, ditferent from their reguIf these happen to be
lar nm of work.
heavier tl~.an the regular charges the
bed is considered the best place for them
so as to get them down and out of the

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
an opening of four to six inches inside

When

placed in the position
shown in Fig. 1 it forms a continuation
of the cupola spout, which may be given
any desired pitch, by tipping the ladle.
When it is desired to hold the stream
while ladles are being changed, the ladle
In
is tipped back as shown in Fig. 2.
this position it may be made to hold
the stream for a minute or two while

diameter.

the top part, namely the last 4 in. of the
'-•oke, will drop to a point where it carmelt the iron above it. The same reasoning applies to the high bed. It is only
the last or top 4 in. that does the real
melting, r>r.d. like the heavy split of coke,
even that 4 in. will not melt iron until
it drops to the veal melting zone, and
e\en then it will only melt so much, so
if burdened with an extra heavy first
charge of ivor the bed proper is bound to
suft'er and can only be built up aeaiii at
the expense of irregular iron melting «nd
expensive extra coke, which would not
be th'j case if all the charges had been
made as near as possible what they
should bo according to the size of the
cupola.
That is why I maintain that
if the melter will take the trouble tb
find the exact height the coke-bed should
be for his particular cupola, and then
will make all his charges of boQi iron and
coke ns near as possible what they
should be, he will stand a much better
show of getting a more even grade and
a ;no;e continuous flow of iron, with
much less coke consumption than the
nifin v/ho crowds his coke bed to the liiviit
with an extra heavy first charge of

announce the
closing of a contract with the
Emery
Steel Company, Baltimore, Md., for an
Electric Furnace of new design for annealing steel castings.

BRANTFORD FIRM JOINS ONE
A

I'is

ladles ai-e being changed.

Or

it

may

be

to its capacity before it becomes
The
necessary to stop in the cupola.
flowingcontinually
iron
stream of
and
hot,
through the ladle keeps it
when tipped back the iron is not chilled
filled

by the

When

ladle.

it

is

desired to

fill

the ladle from the spout ladle when it
is full or partly full, the large opening
in the spout admits of the iron being
dumped from it very rapidly and the
ladle Allied at once.
The spout ladle may be constructed
of a size to suit the ladles to be filled
or the amount of iron that may be necessary to hold while waiting for a ladle.
It may be mounted upon a permanent
frame as shown or it could be on. trunions resting on trestles and turned with
a bar. By the last mentioned method it
would be possible to remove it easily

'

,

closed in a caisson of iron, the same
as that of the ladle, and doubled to give

is

Under Consideration

R. Hall Co.

is

the

Canadian Concern
The John Hall & Sons, Ltd., pipe machinery manufacturers of Brantford,
have merged with the Williams Tool Corporation of Erie, the largest manufacturers of pipe machinery in the United
States, with a capital of one million dolJohn R. Hall & Sons, Ltd., are the
largest manufacturers of pipe machines

lars.

in

Canada.
The Brantford plant

will

be

f:nown

as the Hall plant of the Williams Tool
Corporation. At present it is running to
full capacity, and have been operating
a night shift for some months past. No
radical change will be made in the man-

agement.
Leslie S. Hall, president and general
manager, vnll be vice-president of the
American company, taking an executive
position between the two plants.
A. R.

Hall will be

and E.
fi-^e.

L.

E.

manager

of the local plant,

Williams in charge of the of-

W. Hall

is

retiring as secretary

and treasurer of the company, and E.
L. Hall will no doubt continue with the
new corporation on his return from England.

A

larger factory is under considerabut it is too early to give definite
plans.
The Brantford company set a
number of records for speedy manufacture of war munitions machinery.
tion,

Fig.

The contrivance sho\\Ti in the accompanying sketch Figs. 1 and 2 is what
might be termed a spout ladle and while
iiple in appearance and construction
IS probably the latest and best device
for handling a continuous stream.
This
is an ordinary bull ladle with a spout
extending out on a line with the bottom
as shown in Fig. 1.
This spout is en-

Large Factory

—John

2

A HANDY' STAND LADLE
j

IN

ERIE

iron

I

A ladle of this kind has many advantages ar%l can be utilized for whatever class of work comes in from day
to day. These ladles are sometimes made
with a lip on the top for pouring either
In shops where only an
top or bottom.
occasional big piece is made and where
no crane facilities are installed a ladle
of this kind can be blocked up in a position for pouring the big piece and filled
by hand. By this means pieces weighing
up to the capacity of .the spout ladle can
be poured.
The Electric Furnace Construction
Company, Philadelphia,

way of their regular mixtures. But, as
wo must put a heavy split of coke between two different mixtures, the bed is
the
built up somewhat, according ta
amount it has lost through having to
melt a heavy first charge. I believe that
having to put a heavy split of coke between two first different mixtures has
saved many a coke bed from getting
dangerously iow without the melter being aware of it. Here, however, is the
point: We all know that if we wish to
retard the melting between two different
mixtures, v.e must put a heavy split of
coke between them. By so doing we keep
the iron high above the melting zone until part of the coke is burned away, when

129

in case a large

crane ladle

is

direct

from the cupola, but

shown

in the

illustrations

is

to be filled

the

style

much more

desired.
The spout could have a
desired
and
breast built into it if so
stopped in the same manner as with
the cupola and topped when wanted. By
this means it could be used as a skimming ladle or receiver for keeping all
dirt to the top and drawing the sound
metal from the bottom.
to be

The production of pig iron in th«
United Kingdom in February amounted
to 645,000 tons, or 20,000 tons less than
in January. When allowance is made for
the shorter month, however, the rate in
February was rather higher than in
January, the daily rate being 22,300 tons,
against 21,500 tons. The production of
steel ingots and castings amounted to
798,000 tons, or 44,000 tons more than
in January, and was higher by 40,000
tons than the best month in 1919 viz.,
March, when the production was 758,-

—

000 tons.
The 645,000 tons of pig iron
included 234,000 "tons of hematite, 223,000 tons of basic, 170,000 tons of forge,
foundry, and other qualities, and 18,000
tons of alloys.
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Some

Skeleton Patterns and Core Boxes; Part

II

Being a Series of Jobs Encountered in British Shops Doing Mainly
Work in Connection With Ship Construction
By JAMES
foundries will take
SOME
patterns, but do not look

skeleton

on them

with favor.
This is especially the
case with steel foundries, because of the
hard ramming which is necessary, but
most foundries will take skeleton coreboxes, for work that is in a great hurry.
It is reasonable to infer that a solid box
is an extravagance if a fragile skeleton
pattern has been made. As a matter of
fact, wherever it is possible to do so the
cores are run up with boards or on plates
or frames instead of a box of any kind

being made.
The timber economy is
very great, if a straight board will do
To ilas well as even a skeleton box.
lustrate various ways of making cheap
cores and their applicntion to particular
types of work, we shall consider what is
necessary for the patterns dealt with in
the last article.
Fig. 1 shows a frame on which a half
It
cere for the bollard may be made.
m.ight be possible to supply the moulder
for
with
a board
sweeping the core on
a horizontal

because

but

insert a block where one shape is merging into the other.
In order that the
spherical grounds can all be drawn off

the same template, it is as well to screw
pieces on the bottom of the box, cut inside to a circle, and forming a shoulder
for the grounds to butt against.
The
spherical centre B can be turned.
The

grounds should be kept about

1 in.

below

the top face so that a binding plate can
be screwed on. Sometimes the patternmaker fills in the box, then draws the
shape of the core on the joint or binding
p]f te, and dismantles the box to saw and
finish the grounds. This is a needlessly
slow method, and if reasonable care is
used in making the various pieces from
the drawing board, the box will be accurate enough.
The right angle valve core might be
made by means of a straight board like
Fig. 5, with a separate box for the
branch. The body core in this case
would be made on a horizontal spindle.

spindle,
of
the

the

end,

spherical

frame is
It ought

EDGAR

preferable.
to he

because of the branch. If there are other
branches on such a valve the centres of
which are not on the joint line, separate
cores have to be made, and they could
be made in boxes similar to that shown
in Figs. 7

and

8.

Fig. 9 shows a joining block
is always well to make when
different different sizes meet.
fair to rely upon the moulder

which

it

cores of
It is not
or corethe correct

maker making up

so that
thickness of metal will be maintained,

nor it is safe.
There are occasions when it is permissible to have the core made on the
joint of the pattern, but it is not a good
practice as it injures the pattern, because
of course it has to be stoved, nor is it
very convenient for the moulder.
Obviously, however, a core box for a double
bend pipe would be very costly if only
one casting was wanted. What can be
done is to make a semi-circular strickle
whirl-. ><Mn ho o-uided by
the
pattern
plates.
It
is
not
necessary to remove
the
flanges
but
grounds
should,
be
screwed on the prints
of the core diameter,
so

about

that

a

straight-

thick and half-

edge can be used for

When it has
toscrewed
gether the shape can
be drawn on it, and
one piece then removed, so that the
handsaw can be util-

finishing off the ends.
This is not quite as
reliable, however, as
removing the ends of
the pattern
plates

1

in.

lapped.

been

ized

for

cutting

a
ler

for

finishing

Two end grounds

strickle
all

the

can be used

way from end

to end.

it.

AA

must he made, and
a
strickle
from
would be very long it
as

that the semi-circular

it

probably
and
rolsandpaper

out,

with
end
grounds
screwed on to them so

It is not profitable
as a general rule to
make wholly skeleton
coreboxes of plain double, triple or quadruple valve chests.
The ends are the
only parts that can advantageously be
made skeleton and perhaps, if they are
long, the branches.
The pinboard as it is very often called,
is very us^^ful for running up cores that
are comparatively short, or at least not
much longer than they are in diameter.
A useful application of the pinboard is
when m.aking the core for a spherical
valve. As will be seen from Fig. 10, the
bottom half of tlie core is made in a box
built in a similar fashion to the spherical
end of the bollard core. On the top face
a circular guide strip is fastened and
the sv/eeping board itself is half-lapped.
It is not always done but it is better to
turn the centre pin, leaving the end
square.
This end should be slotted so
that the top batten will slip into it. It
will be found when the board is in posiThe nin
tion that it is quite steady.
beard is very often used on a woofer.

CORE BOXES FOR BOLLARD PATTERNS SHOWN IN APRIL FOUNDRYMAN.
end

to

end

advisable to
screw a bridge piece B on to the frame.
Two strickles are then necessary, one
like Fig. 2 and one like Fig. 3.'
Open
frames are much better than plates. The
latter have to be run into the stove and
become distorted and probably burnt,
but the rp.oulder lays the frame on a
plate and immediately he has swept the
core he can lift the frame away and
start making the other halfcore. thus
saving the delay caused by waiting till
the first made core is dry. Fig. 4 shows
the construction of a corebox for such
a job, if one is insisted upon. A bottom
would first be made, and the sides and
ends screwed to it. Unless when a big
saving of timber is going to be effected
by doing otherwise, it is wise to enclose
skeleton work in a square or at least
rectangular-shaped case, as it simplifies
making the grounds. As in making the
pattern it is often necessary, as at A, to
is

It will be noticed that the hoard is notched on the back edge, the distance between
the notches being equal to the diameter
of the core, and a gauge for the moulder
when setting his calipers. The work being in a great hurry, the strictest accuracy is possibly not required, and if a
square box like Figs. 6 and 7 is made
with the ends shaped to the radius of the
valve body the moulder can make a piece
of core in a stock box and strickle off the
shape as shown. In this case a straight
edge will do, but a .shaped strickle could
be used if necessary, A more satisfactory way thxn the above of making t?ie
valve core is to make a half -lapped frame
like Fig. 8 similar to that for the bollard.
A long board should be made for
the body, but a semi-circular one will
have to be used for the branch. Before
making the second half core the end
grounds and the runner strip A, which
guides the branch strickle, has to be
changed to the other side of the frame
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plate, and by the exercise of a little ingenuity elliptical cores may be made
with it
Circular cores that are domeshaped at botli emis may be made by
using a semicircular strickle for the
straight portion, and the pin hoard for

the ends.

The corobox is always preferred in the
foundry, and sc if a few cores are wanted the moulder will frequently devise a
means of makinjr a sand corebox. TlHs
is sometimes done when boards are supplied for making- a crcular job in loam,
where there is a core with ribs such as
pistons.
'Ihe moulder has a suitable
board made for .sweeping: out a box into
which he sets ribs and bosses. When a
few castings were wanted from a large
bend pipe like Fig. 11, instead of sweeping np cores, tho mouLier will sometimes
build up a Icam box with sand facing,
which is strickled out as shown in the
sketch. Fig. 12, a frame or guide being
laid on the joint.
The full core can be
mp.de by strickling ths top half.
Foundries do not like to thickness
cores if it can be avoided because of the
cost and the slowness.
Sometimes of
course as in awkward and irregular
shapes, especially if the metal is thin,
mo'.'.lds have to be clay or sand thicknessod. b'lt often when work is sent from
the pattv'rn shop to tha foundry without
any provision for making the core in
the bel-ef that the mould will' be thicknessed. the mould(?r himself devises some
i

welds made by this process, its remarkable speed
and almost unbelievable
economy, it is now almost universally applied in manufacture, construction and
repair work. All that is required for a
complete portable outfit is an oxweld
blowpipe for welding, cutting torch, a
cylinder of Linde oxygen and a tank of
Prest-0-Lite dissolved acetylene, with
which practically everyone is familiar.

OXY-ACETYLENE SAVED THE DAY

A HANDY CORE IRON BENDER

In a little Alabama tovni where th^
Welded Products Company, of Birmingham, was recently engaged in setting up

room of any foundry
room of any founddry
handling medium heavy or heavy work
pipes in the core
pipes in the core

is unquestioned; the tremendous transverse strength combined with lightness
of old material of this description making it doubly valuable as a "backbone"
or stiffener in cores of considerable
length, notably in cases where cast iron
arbors are neither necessary or desirable,
or in combination with the latter.
Usually, however, a certain amount of
bending or straightening is required be-

arrangemor-.t for sweeping a core.

AND NOW THE DETACHABLE
BROOM HANDLE
Oxywelded Device Combats the "H.

FIG.

C.

of L."

1.

fore the pipes will fit the core box or

frame

correctly,

much discomfort and

This is the day of H. C. L. plus
but it is also the day of new and crafty
ways of sidestepping the onslaughts of
the ugly ogre. The latest device to enlist on the side of the people is the detachable broom handle.
At first thought the broom handle

sledge hammer work (with the accompanying stinging of hands) being entailed, where lack of facilities enforce crude
working metliods.
The accompanying sketches show a
simple device which will lighten the coremaker's load a little and may be a handy

seems inconsequential.

core iron bender.
Installed at low cost, Fig. 1 illustrating a rectangular cast iron bracket, bolt-

dividually,

it is.

Isolated and init by millions,

Multiply

which probably approximates the number of brooms sold yearly, and you have
something quite different.
The detachable broom handle is a
brand new idea, and it is "taking." At
the present time there is a factory in
Vermont devoted exclusively to manufacturing brooms %vith this type of
handle.
The handle is of wood fitted
into an oxwelded
metal holder that
clamps easily on to the brush of the
brocm. The metal part is light but very
strong, being securely welded by the
oxy-acetylene process, which not only
makes it rigid but allows the entire piece
to be neatly finished.
This is but one of a long list of interestine new departures from man's
habitual thriftlessness that have sprung
out of the need for widespread economies to combat living costs. In fact the
oxy-acetylene process itself is perhaps
the most far-reaching
of aU modem
eocnomics in the metal-working industries.
Owing to r
nerior quality of
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from about five-eighths of an inch thick

down

to three-sixteenths, consists of a
piece of angle iron 2 in. by 2 in. attached
to the right-hand end of each core bench,
a thiee-quarter inch hole drilled close to
its end serving the same purpose
as the
holes in the above sketches.

one of its big oil storage
tanks,
the
population
witnessed
the
strange
spectacle of a runaway tank in action.
The tank, a great cylinder of the ox-

welded type now superseding the riveted
tanks in many places, was being lowered to its concrete foundation when the
stay lines snapped, resulting in a sheer
drop of a dozen feet. The empty cylinder bounced like a rubber ball from
the
hard base, which was several feet above
the ground, hurtled to earth and started on a cross-country sprint that was
not halted until it had flattened out a
tool house in its path and plunged with
resounding clangor a distance of two
hundred yards across an adjacent field,
where, its momentum spent, it rested.
The remarkable feature of the accident was that the tank, which was seemingly headed to certain destruction, was
found on examination to have sustained
no injury beyond a few dents in its
metal plates.
These were easily hammered out after the tank had been rolled back to its foundation and mounted.
The oxwelded seams were intact and unimpaired at every point, no leak developing anywhere in the structure.
The staunchness of the big tank,
which has a capacity of 15,000 gallons
and which is 24 feet in length by 10 V2
feet in diameter, is attributable to the
welding process used (oxy-acetylene).

DAVIS-BOURNONVILLE

MOVE TO

TORONTO

The Davis-Bournonville Co. announce
from Niagara

the removal of their plant
Falls, Ont., to Toronto.

After the first
of June the plant and offices will be
situated at 32-34 Eastern Avenue, Toronto. The office, which has been maintained at 168 King Street West, will be
transferred to the above address.
The
new building is 50 x 110 feet of brick

and
In

steel,

and

is

about completed now.

will be installed a model generator
installation, which will distribute by
it

pipes through the factory.

The oxygen

be manifolded and piped through
the premises as well. They will manufacture oxy-acetylene welding and cutting
apparatus, and make automatic
equipment, oxygraphs for die cutting,
will

FIG.

2.

ed to a crane column, from holes of different sizes being cored out, the device
in this case being placed in a horizontal
position, about four feet from the floor.
If placed vertically, as at Fig. 2, a flat
plate only is required, both ways having
their merits, and the position chosen be-

ing a matter of taste.
An easy outfit
for bending or straightening core rods

barrel welding machines and other automatic equipment.
Mr. J. F. Crowley,
who has been the district sales manager,

speaking to CANADIAN MACHINERY
of the changed location, stated that they
were certain that with office and factory
under one roof they would be able to get

much

better results in the

and output.

way

The change of

of service
location be-

—
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Adventures

of

One James Corrigan

Foundry

in a

James Corrigan Ran Against Many Snags in His Adventurous
Journey, But Landed Triumphantly at the Goal of His Ambition
and is Now a Full-Fledged Foundryman
By

NECESSITY

makes one

Herschell L. Hatt
build on another part of the lot, because

think.

did not, the wooden Indian in front of the cigar store
If

Jim saw

excited warrior in
of us.
invention rears her
clout now and then,
so that they learn to stand or run without being afflicted with loose knees.
Jim Corrigan needed a job, and a certain foundry needed a man.
In some
way the Fates, who see to these things,
linked them up together.

in an anaemic
and looked as
collapse if a kind word
Its assets comprised
it,

The work turned out had many

faults.

and
blow-holes,
pin-holes,
tvory other kind of hole.
ljsu?lly if a new pattern came in they
never got it the first time, but pretty
nearly always the second time.
Jim had no money to buy pig iron,
and he w.^nted to make good machinery
castings without it.
The only way this could be done was
to raise the silicon content.
This would
tlirow out the graphite or carbon in the

principally

state in the iron. Hard castings are hard because the carbon is in
the combined state.
There are several ways of raising the
silicon in iron
by sprinkling powdered
fcrro silicon in the spout as the metal
comef: from the cupola, or by putting it
in the ladle; the best method is to mix
it with the chai'fre in the lump form
Jim talked the matter over wi^li
AVoods, the foreman.
Woods showed his interest by leaning
apain?t the door jam and looking furtively for a dark place to expectorate.
Well, a comnromise was arrived at.
It wa? decided to run a trial cast by
putting in with each charue a few pounds
of lump feiTO silicon.
Jim figured out
the nei'cer.taore reauired.

uncombined

—

and kept

his

enthusias-

common.

state when Jim
though it might
were spoken.

a large pile of
scrap, a car of pig iron, and an empty
till.
There was also some coke.
Jim said: "It was like having a year's
supply of hash and only one biscuit, with
a hard winter in prospect."
For years the same moulders employed there had practically run the place.

this

ideas in cold storage.
After a careful investigation he found
why poor results in melting were so

he could be afraid of.
This foundry, which Jim took charge
of, was, in a way, a poor orphan child,
which had gone through two or three
adoptions.
For its success and happiness in life it sustained itself on castofFs and few second helpings.

was

sacred to

tic

Jim never had anything to do with a
foundry before in a practical way, but
he had a liking for hot iron and the
smell of burnt sand. He knew something
about electric furnaces, and having worked around them there was nothing else

It

is

tradition.

would resemble an
comparison to some
The mother cf
children with a good

found

ground already occupied

t.ie

it

Wood showed his interest by leaning against thff
door jamb and looking furtively for a dark place
expectorate.

to

For soiae unexplained reason the upper tuyeres were bricked up, curtailing
the blast. He had these opened. Then
he found that the fuel and iron was
charged carelessly so that the coke would
be on one side and the iron on the other,
or just the way it had been shoveled in.
If the coke were dry it burned out before the iron was good and hot. Wetting
the coke improved this.
If the men around the furnace are not
closely watched they get slipshod and
soon forget their early teaching. When
complaints are made about the iron they
never get the real reason for the cause
but blame that pig, that scrap, or that
Then they begin to demand prescoke.
sure gauges or a new blower. The real
cause is usually carelessness.
Well, in this case the furnace men got
peeved and naturally thought they should
have more money. They m.ade this plain
by a?king for it and then acting as if
they did not care about the job, anyway.
Jim paid Ihem off, and got better results from the new men because he gave
them plain, careful instructions. A green
man can run a cupola if he is told just
what to do and does it.
Jim worked by analysis, the only sure
wav in a foundry.
This is what he mapped out:

—

That trial cast would live long in history were it truthfully written.
It had more things the matter with
it

*han llussia
Tlie

Analysis.

Lomplai.i.s was v'\oryprickly heat to total paraly-

range

thing from

f.f

Charge
Pig

iron

Scrap
Ferro.

sis.

3.5

Si.

2.70

S.
.032

1.84

.08

P.
.60

M

Mn.

C.C. G.C.

.75
.47

..'50

22,5
Coke
The result from the cast
'

Even

tlie

furnace gave symptoms of

ennui.

Castings

The cold luns and short pours were
something

Woods

fierce.

"The iron came out looking firm, but got discouraged and diaJ
down quick." Like 2 per cent., it was
alright

Silicon

Lbs.
100
1400

said:

till it

In

3.10

.124

subsequent tests

..5«1

the

.41

.65

silicon

2.54

ran

from 2.90 to 3.25.
The castings were first-class, and Jim
used up his scrap pile.

got to the mould, then lost

its kick.

The furnace men
as long to melt

tlie

said: "It took twice

darned

stuff."

The moulders intimated that they felt
embarrassed about taking their seven
iron

men

for that day.

i

Jim say that he had made a mistake
and told the boys he was through experimenting in that mananer.
The trouble was not in what had been
done to the charge.

It

was the

state of

mind generally.
It seems tc be an ingrown principle
that if you ever want to change anything
in a foundry you have pretty nearly got
to wreck the place to get it across, and

The

output of pig iron in Ger1919 was approximately 6.3 million tons, as compared with 11.9 million
tons in 1918 (the Luxemburg and Lorraine figures for November and December being left out of consideration), a
The
decline of about 5% million tons.
steel output was about 8 ¥2 million tons,
against nearly 15 million tons a decrease of 6V2 million tons, and that of
rolling mill products 5.9 million tons, as
compared with 10.13 million tons. The
average daily output of pig iron fell
from 32,503 tons to 17,341 tons, and that
of steel from 49,113 tons to 25,469 tons.

many

total

in

—

H'-JO

M:

Foundry Dialogue

Christmas Entertainment

at

Sunday School Children Give Demonstration of the Different
Movements Required in Making and Pouring a Mould at Their
Christmas Festival
Bv Thomas Nelson

THE

FOLLOWING

little

v.as presented at a

entertainment

in

of eitrht boys from nine to twelve
years of aire, under the direction of their
teacher, who is a moulder, and who
wrote up ihe dialogruc.
They had a wooden flask 6 in. by G in.,
a little shield for a pattern, ami poured
the mould with plaster of Paris.
They worked on a portable bench on
the platform and were lined up in a row
facing the audience, with their teacher
The teacher
directly behind the bench.
was known as the 'Boss."
Bepinning: at the left, each boy stepped forward and performed his part, at
the same time repeating: the sprve explaining the operation, and stepped back
The name of
to his pHce in the linp.
some of the boys was worked into tlie
talk, but any name could be put in to
make it of local interest

A
You

?:iake the partine baji,
When everybody stops their chatterin,
I'll ask the Boss to place the drag-."
I

Here the boss steps forward and puts
the drag on the board and sees that the
is

in its

Boy No.

my

I'm finished with

Bey No.

Foy No.
^boavJ,

T

task."

(Deviney)

Now

4

(Norman)

we need you

it

all

upside doon.

together, Hee Haa,
.\nd up she goes."
Here ail the boys have gathered round
the bench, and while rolling over the
flask shout together the words in heavy
type. The boy now takes off the clamps
and drops the follow bo?.rd on the floor
at his back, when the boss hops around
holding his foot and says:
boys,

all

left

little

(Wills)

some partine
partine bag,

I've got to put some on this
Joint, or the pattern's sure to clag;

For
I

now put on
The trade

this other frame.
calls it the cope

And push

this pin (the gate pin) into
the drag, you follow me I hope?"

draw

the pattern good and stea<"y.
Cut the runnel- gate,
Close on the cope and fix the clamp.
And cast it while you wait."
In the meantime the boss had the
plaster re:idy and it was poured at the
coi-rect moiiient.
T-a'o boys now carried
the bench to the end of the platform out
of the v;ay, and they finished up with the
boss, saying:

"Now we move

Boy No. 6

To
"With

this

little

pile

of dope

piocced to fill the cope
And tack it tightly underneath the bar.
I take my little rammer, which is this
case is a hammer,
And ram it good and tight, and there

And

hour or

little

foundry,

cast

any

it

fastei,

as the

only plaster,

is

A mass

the flask in half an

so;

we dump

If

of paste

is

all we'll

have

to-

sh ow.

you are."

If it

7

me your straight-edge
do my little trick,
I clean the sand from off the cope, and
I do it good and quick;
I tr.ke out the pin that Will's put in
when he was on the hop,
And I'm the toff that lifts it off, I'm
the giant in the shop.
till

dump

we'll

I

"Deviney,

our

the platform's farthest boundry,

lend

We

does turn out

all

right

you see it to-night.
Then ye're going to keep it for a
will let

I

souvenir.
for your attention.
withdraw from this conven-

So with thanks
We'll

ticn,

Wishing everyone a bright and glad

New

Year."

2

Step? forward and holds up a little
straight-edge and s<-ys:
"With this straight-edge in my hand
I stiickle olT the sand,
.Vntl the bo^s will place
The bottom board, oh, thanks."
(Boss puts on the board.)
Boy continues:
'It lies there good and steady,
To roll it over it is ready.
When I fasten them together
With the clamps."
(He puts on two light clamps.)

To turn

In that

.5

8

proper place.

"rvo got some sand that's just O.K.,
With whi.^n I fill the flask,
T la-o it tisi'ht and then I say,

'"All

hope you've

Boy No.
"I

Hoy No.
"I

in the

toes."

Boy No.

Holds up foUow-board in one hand and
in the other and says:
"Right on this board I place this pattern,

pattern

my

1

paticm

Then

thoughtless, jareless co(>n;
dropped that heavy board

Right on

ch'.ss

Boy No.

(This happened to be the smallest boy
bunch.)

"Oh, Norma:!, you're a terror^

sketch

Sunday-school
Toronto by a

LEARNING A TRADE
Moulders are frequently caught expressing themselves as having learned
their trade in a certain engineering es-

tablishment where high-class work was
being done, and scorning the thought
of working on such work as agricultural
implements, even to the extent of hinting that it requires no ability whatever
to do that class of work, but I want to
say that these moulders should try their
hand at agricultural work for a while,
just to see how it goes.
I know they
would say the first day or so that it
required some ability in the back, but
that

is

not what

I

am

referring

to.

If

for a few months, they
would find out that there was really
something to it besides labor. I worked
at moulding for a good many years before I ever tried it out but finally I
tackled a foundry where plow work was
done, and I found it to be hard work
but
in
the
half-year I remained
there I learned more about real progressive moulding than I ever learned in
any half-year in my life. I learned that
many of the moves made by the average
moulder arc superfluous. Operations,
•A'hich are really necessary on one job.

they stayed at

it

are not necessary on another, and I
learned that in order to make my wages

on piece-work I had to eliminate everything which did not produce something
for my own personal self. By this means,
I
was brought to the realization that
even though a moulder is working day
work and is doing a satisfactory day's
work, he can do the same amount in a
day with much less exertion if he uses a
little judgment and leaves out all the
superfluous false motions. There are jobs
where it is advisable to take pains with
the parting in order to facilitate repairing- defects, but there are other phices
where this does no good and might as
well not be done. This is only one class
of useless work.
.411 through the trade
there are innumerable opportunities to
save work or save time whichever is
most to be desired.

Carelessness and Failure are twins.

—o
The most valuable "system"

is

a good

nervous system.

He

— "The

rules

She

hand that rocks the cradle

the world."

— "Then

you come here and rule

the world a while.

I'm tired.

—
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column of this issue will be seen an announcement of a series of articles appertaining to the
foundry department of the Ford Motor works at Detroit.
These articles we hope will be interesting and instructive,
but while we have to hand it to the Americans for their
ability to do things and for their politeness and courtesy
in entertaining strangers we do not want to cast any reflections on our own institutions. We have in Canada some
foundries which any nation might well be proud of, and
all over Canada this kind of foundry has been springing
into being by leaps and bounds ever since the signing of
the armistice.
Every month we announce a number ol
new foundries, but we do not always announce old foundries which are remodeling and installing new equipment.
Some of our smaller foundries which for a time seemed
destined to go into oblivion have been enlarged and equipped in up-to-date manner, while some of our larger plants
which have always been leaders are still keeping pace and
*^
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Canada's Trade Balance

CANADA needs

to get busy and produce in order that
she shall have something to sell.
There is something radically wrong with a people living
in such a country as this, who export very little more than
they import.
It is a mighty poor tribute to the brain and muscle of
the people, and a forceful commentary on their hit-and-

are holding their own with anything in the world.
It was our pleasure a few days ago to visit the works
of the McClary Manufacturing Company, Limited of
London and converse with the men in the shop, the foremen
and those higher up and it augurs well for the company
as well as for the employees that things are as they are.
The McClary works is the largest stove works in the
British Empire and the third largest in the world and is
still
enlarging and improving at a phenomenal rate
Everything which tends to make it a pleasanc place for
the workmen to earn a livelihood in has been attended to
not the least of which is a fully equipped lavatory and
washroom containing numerous hot water shower baths
and all conveniences. Every modern safety device is in
use, and everything which lightens the burden of the
workman is in evidence, such as light trolly system for
conveying hand lades from the cupola to distant parts of
the foundry floor.
Moulding machines and match plates
are here in abundance but they are operated by compressed
air or whatever method works to best advantage. In conversation with the moulders and apprentices we learned
that everything was satisfactory.
One old reliable in
union circles informed us that both sides had learned that
by co-operation it was quite possible to have harmony,
and that instead of taking advantage of the shortage of
labor to make unpleasantness with the employer they were
content to take advantage of the opportunity to make
money for themselves at a time when steady employment
was to be had and by treating the employer fair during
these strenuous times the moulders would be justified in
looking for fair treatment from the employer when times
should change. This we are confident they will receive.
Another suggestion emanating from the working man's side
of the house was that, knowing the difference between
winter and summer to a moulder, the employer might
strain a point and have stocktaking and all such necessary
shut downs take place during the summer months when the
lost time would be appreciated by the moulders instead of
during the winter months when he would rather stick to
work.
Unless there is some good reason for not doing
so we trust that this suggestion will be acted upon.

miss habits.

Here are the figures for the past seven years:
Imports
Exports
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920

.$

431,588,439
409,418,826
741,610,638
1,151,375,768
1,540,027,788
1,216,443,806
1,239,492,098

$

618,457,144
455,446,312
507,817,159
845,356,306
962,543,746
916,429,335
1,064,516,177

If Canada is to learn the lesson the exchange rate
should have taught her, will have to be a further increas'j
in exports.

Shorter hours and less output will never do

it.

Malleables
''pHE malleable

Hard

to

Get

iron foundries of Canada seem to be un-^
able to cope with the demand for castings, according tc
parties interested in securing this class of goods. Everywhere it seems to be the same story. In conversation with
M.. W. McVean of 0. & W. McVean, Limited, manufacturer of wheels, hubs, spokes and bent goods, Dresden,
Ont., we were informed that it was next to impossible to
secure such malleables as are used on the Sarven wheels
These castings are required in car
to reinforce the hub.
load lots but could be handled in smaller quantities, but
in order to keep things moving it has been found necessary to draw on the United States for malleables. Things
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are not any too good over there either, but it is possible to
get delivery with a certain amount of delay which is preferable to not petting them at all.
Why- can't our own malleable plants get after this work.

A

•"P*

HE
it

Comnicndable Idea

and novel entertainment was prethe audience at a Christmas entertainment

-i sented to
given by the children of a local Sunday School recently, in
the form of a Dialogue in which a number of the boys were
taught to do their parts in the making of a mould. The
teacher of the class being a practical foundi-ynian and
somewhat of a poet found it quite in his line to compose
the dialogue and instruct the performers.
The execution was well performed and well received and
the audience, many of whom were not well informed in
foundry practice went away much enlightened and amused.
The dialogue is reproduced in another column of this issue
of CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN.

Why,
ago,

to

THE

of Railways

of

The Government controlled the roads.

They raised

passenger and freight rates enormously, and then lost

money

in

my

And

neck.

in millions.

I well can mind not many years
keep your kin alive with sprinklin' can

and hoe.
L used to pick ten thousand bugs from off your family
and .now, you scabby faced galoot, you make a face
at me, and claim to be worth six times more than was
your former price when I was rescuin' your like from
tater bugs and lice.

tree,

When I worked in a grocery store, way back in '65, we
sold all sorts of truck and stuff to keep the folks alive;
when in them times, you scabby thing, you wizzled,
freckled sprout, we used to stick the like of you upon
Lhe oil can spout.
of mine,
swine.

United States had a very practical
demonstration of w-hat a mess could be made out of so
complicated a utility as a railway system.
people

dollar for a peck;

say, you spud,

worked

I

You make me
we used

Government Control

Potato

man is sellin' spuds at a
me to have a pain located

grocer

causes

to a

there they sot, thorn scabby things, them skinny-lookin'
scuds, a-throwin' on all kinds of airs for common things
like spuds.

N INTERESTING

A

Ode

135

sick, by heck you do, you aint no friend
to toss the likes of you to fatten up the

You think you're smart, you cross-eyed spud, you walleyed scaly thing, for bouncin' up the price of eats 'tween
summer and the spring. I'll gorge myself with punkin
pie, with turnips and with cheese, and eat enough of these
here things to make me snort and wheeze, while you at 15
cents a quart are worth more than I've got, and you can
sit right there, old top, until yiou durned well rot.
"Ark."

—

Here is what happened in an average month of 30 days:
"The earnings of 17^ days of each month were paid
to labor in wages.
"The earnings of 3 days were paid for fuel.
"The earnings of 5 days were paid for materials
supplies.
"The earnings of XV2 days were paid out for taxes
equipment and facility rents.

and
and

"This consumed the eai'nings of 27 days of each month.

"The earnings of the remaining 3 days went to net
operating income and were used by the Government to
pay the guaranteed standard return to the companies. The
net operating income was insufficient for this purpose and
in consequence there was a direct levy on the Government
to meet the deficit."

THE

overall fad and the strike against using potatoes fell
asleep at the side of the road. One reliable report has it
that Old Man Hicost ran over them with his cart.

THE machinery, iron and steel world just now, it is
one thing to buy goods, and quite another to receive them.

IN

easy for agitators who have nothing at stake to
a great picture of the corporation gouging the
public, but it is quite another matter to make the same
dear general public see and realize that they have been
well and properly gouged by their flier into state ownership of railways.
It is

paint

Daylight Saving Muddle
AYLIGHT

saving is meeting with an indifferent
reception this season.
Places that had it last y^ar
are staying with the clock this year, and letting the sun
and the moon alone.

"T^
•*-^

some

families, and others find that it does not
advantage at all. The result is that we have
this year a splendid example of hit-and-miss time all over
It suits

work

to their

the country.

This country has had some years of experience with
now, and those who have been benefited
are a minority when compared with those who have found
the new idea a nuisance and a drawback.

this sort of thing

And

so we have the spectacle of railroads running on
time through places on new time: Toronto on new
time and Hamilton and places in between the two on old
old

time.

The whole thing as it stands is a mess.
Put the hands of the clock where they properly belong
and quit tinkering.

London

•

"Punch."

"I now proceed to cut this map into two parts
in the hat.
After a suitable interval they will
(aside)
be found to have come together of their own accord
at
least let's hope so; I've never done this trick before."

Welsh Wizard
and place them

:

—

—
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PLATING AND POLISHING DEPARTMENT
Practical Articles, Useful Data, Descnptions of IVlachinery,

Equipment,

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

—

Question. As a subscriber to your
valued publication. 1 take the liberty
to ask the following questions:
(1) In using felt buffing wheels with
emery surface for rough polishing brass,
my method has been to cover the face
with glue, then polish with emery.
This method is quite satisfactory on
On
small work with wheel on stand.
work where large surface has to be covered by portable grinder this metho'l is
not at all satisfactory, the wheel being
worn down to the felt in short order.
This is very noticeable on our bronze
propeller blrdes, which have a diameter
of 17 feet 6 inches. The wheel 2 in. or
21/2 in. by 12 ins., running at 2,500 r.p.m.

Can you suggest any means whereby
emery face can be made m.ore tena-

this

cious of life either by better cement or
more absorbent; or nerhaps new type of
wheel or different procedure ?
(2) The
this work

Used

etc.,

in

the Plating and Polisfiing Industry.
latter appears at the anode.

rotated in the manner described by you.
(2) The principle employed is quite
ciTrect, but we would suggest a flexible
shaft similar to those used with the
Drive
flexible drills in machine shops.
from a cone pulley on counter shaft by
round belt to grooved pulley at end of
flexible sliaft, the end of which is held
ill position by a rope acting over a small
block and running through a ring in the
floor directly beneath the cone pulley
on counter-shaft. The wheel is fastened
to the end of the flexible shaft in same
manner as on a shaft of stationary machine, sufficient length of shaft r,hould
extend beyond wheel to permit the use
of a hand hold, the latter being held on
shaft by collar on shaft and a spring

capable of carrying a fixed charge only
of positive or negative electricity, any
increase in the current strength necessitates an increase in the
number of
ions.
Single nickel salt solutions will
conduct several
times
more current
than double nickel salt solutions, as the
former may be made much more concentrated than the If-.tter, which is usually limited to 12 oz. of salts per gallon
when used at normal temperatures. For
more detailed explanation of the various
ions read a chapter on electrolysis in
any good text book on electricity.

AMERICAN
SOCIETY,

electrolyte,

as

by the ions; since an ion

is

—

Question. Can you advise
us
approximately the cost of nickel plating
the average stove casting
per
pound,
also do you think it would pay us to in-

for

1919-1920.

John

A.
Toronto.

Magill,

Clarens Ave.,
Vice-President— Mr. T. G.
Dupont St., Toronto.
Secretary-Treasurer Mr. 0.
Carlton Street, Toronto.

—

—

591

O'Keefe,

St.

147

Holtham, 328

PLACE AND DATES OF MEETING
The Occident

Hall,

Bathurst Streets, Second Thursday of each
8 P.M.

tiie

on handle.
above kind

A
may

portable device of
be constructed on

The flexible
small truck if desired.
shaft may be made very light and easy
to handle, the arbor for wheel mast be
of sufficient diameter to fit the wheel
and naturally will require to be substantial.
A device of this kind will be found
very convenient. Have a hand hold on
each side of polishing wheel to facilitate
perfect control of the wheel wiiile in 'contact with the work.

—

to

Question. I have recently undertaken
operate a small nickel solution for

my

employer and have

become

very

much

interested in the work.
Will you
please tell me why a nickel solution with
12 ozs. of salts per gallon will conduct
more current than a solution made from
Is it simply owing to
8 oz. of salts?
presence of more metal in the solution?

—

to

advantage your

An.swer. It is owing to the presence
of greater number of nickel ions.
There
of
ions: The
are two kinds
electropositive ions are called cations and the
electro-negative ions are called anions.
The first mentioned appear at the cathode or article being plated while the

articles

on

nickel

plating and polishing.

Answer.

comer Queen and

month, at

clip

?
We now turn out about
1000 stoves per year, and are intending
to double this output if possible and
would like to have expert advice on the
advisability of installing
platingthe
plant.
We would then be able to use

manufacture

ELECTRO-PLATERS'

TORONTO BRANCH.

Officers

President— Mr.

hf.ndle, etc.?

roughing brass will adhere much more
tenaciously to a canvas wheel than to a
A canvas wheel or a felt
felt u'heel.
v/hcel of 12 inch diameter would work
satisfactorily on a suitable stand if the
wheel revolved 2,500 r.n.m., but this
speed is excessive for a wheel 12 inches
diameter rotated at the end of a
ir
This excessive speed, toflxible shaft.
gether with the probable crude constructo
a tendency
tion of apparatus has
create a very pronounced unbalanced
condition, and this unbalanced condition
is one of the principal direct causes of
High speeds
short life to your wheels.
increase the effect caused by slight unbalanced condition of wheel or shaft. We
would advi.se the U'se of canvas wheel not
exceeding S or 10 inches in diameter and
rotated at from 1,600 to 1,900 r.p.m. The
'Deed of a perfectly bt.lanced wheel rotntin<r on a shaft in a firmly fastened
polishing lathe will be limited by th?

regarded

be

a nickelling plant in consideration
of the small amount of stoves that we

is simply an attachment to
socket of ordinary air motor; this is
cumbersome, out of balance, and altogether inconvenient.
Can you suggest better portable arrangement with better balance, easier to

In setting up the
finishing operations.,
wheels, clean and true them, then dry
for about three hours, glue again, and
roll in emery of the required grade and
hang up to dry for at least ten hours.
Emery suiTiciently coarse to use for

may

stall

portable equipment used on

Answer. (1) Use canvas wheels for
loughing the brass, then finish on felt
with finer emery. Felt wheels are not
adapted to rough polishing, a good canvas wheel properly set up with good glue
r.nd good emery will finish four times
as much work as a felt wheel of same
Felt
.?ize set up in the same manner.
wheels are used principally for final

The current
being carried
through the solution, which is termed an

melting point of the glue, which varies
with diflerent glues, also by the hardness of the emery. This, however, does
rot hold g4od in cases where wheel is

—To

estimate the cost of inpolishing and plating outfit
for your requirements, it would be necessary to have more detailed information with reference to the following:
(1). The total quantity of work required to be plated per
day or per
week, or the greatest quantity of work
required to be plated at one time. The
above has reference to the approximate
square foot surface area of the work
to be plated, also the shape and size of
average and larger pieces. Many stove
castings such as doors, panels, etc., may
be suspended in the plating solution in
pairs, exposing only the polished surface
to the direct action of the current and
increasing the capacity of a given sized
tank.
In case this is common practice
the distance between the pieces in process and the nickel anode in the tank
should be given due consideration, and
to obtain this dimension
we should
know the dimension of the castings
which are to be plated in pairs.
stalling

a

(2). Wh{it class of finish do you intend giving the product? Rough polishing requires heavier nickeling to facili-

High grade
tate even ordinary finish.
nickeling will require heavier deposits
deposits
than cheap work.
Durable
naturally require slower deposition or
larger periods of plating than the cheapThe size of the polishing and
er lines.
plating plant is in the main dependent

CAN A

Ma\. 1920

work required to
upon th«
quality of the plating and finish desired,
which is ruled by tne length of time the
work has to be left in the plating solu(after the quantity of

on

operated

be

know-n)

is

tion, and by the care exercised in polishIn deciding
ing, preparatory to plating.
upon a plant it is prudent where possible, to leave room both with the dyna-

the shops for further extension
In
plant at some future time.
your case we would advise the initial
installation, of a plant sufficiently large
to process 2000 complete stoves per year
or more. The extra expense with reference to electrical equipment would be
small, in fact the cost of suitable equipment now would be less than the cost of

mo and

of the

replacements later on.

FVom the information furnished us
we estimate your requirements as follows:

Tanks
X 24

in.

—

1

in.

cypress wood tank 8
for nickel solution.

in. x 30
Cypress

wood is specified because it is the best
wood procurable for the purpose and
is used for tanks for both plating soluThe lumber
tions and rinse water.
should be 2V2 in. or 3 in. thick and all
joints tongued and grrooved, sides, ends

and bottom to be clamped with % in.
bolts, completed tank to be lined
Or
with % in. coating of asphaltum.
tank may be made of concrete and lined
with asphaltum. Tank walls should be
iron

at least 4 in. thick

when

concrete

is

us-

One wooden

water tank, double
compartment, approximately 6 ft. x 2
ft. X 2 ft. depending on size of largest
rinse

Possibly a large
pieces to be handled.
barrel could be used for hot water for
final drying until conditions warranted
better container. BaiTels are often employed for this purpose in plating plants
of small dimensions.

One sheet

iron tank for cleaning solux 2 ft. X 2y2 ft. This tank will
permit soaking large quantities of work
of small dimensions and if quick acting
tion, 4 f t.

employed the large pieces
could be cleaned quickly enough to facilitate constant processing of the average
solution

is

sized work.

We
nickel

not

assume you intend to deposit
dirt^^tly upon the iron and will

include

items

relative

to

copper

plating.

One or two small wooden tanks or
stoneware crocks will be required for
substituted.
be
properly equip a tank of the
size mentioned, with nickel anodes will
require for one work rod, or a three bar
64
approximately
tank
equipment
nickel anodes 2V<2 in. wide by 24 in. long.
dips,

or barrels could

Now

to

\vill weigh approximately
each and present an effective
square feet
surface area of about 32
which practically equals the maximum
cathode surface area limits of the tank
in question.
This is the most economical method of equipping a nickel plating
tank and insures you against frequent

FOUND R Y M A N

conductivity of the bath is maintained
correct and the anode corrosion is efficient and constant during the periods
We also advise 95-97'/'(
of deposition.
This grade contains less
nickel anodes.
is
and
more
iron than the 90-92r;
economical and satisfactory in the end.
To plate 32 square feet of surface will
require from 160 to 380 amperes of
low voltage. The
electric current at
range hei-e given has reference to use
of the two solutions now in general use.
The double salt solution would permit
while
the
density
the lower current
single salt solution would allow practically double the current used with the
double salt to be employed. It is good
purchase a generator of
business
to
greater capacity than you are liable
To install a plant
to actually require.
of this type would require the expendiIf you
ture of approximately $1500.
built your own iron and wood tank within your present factory the cost might
be reduced to about $1200.
In view of the fact that your business
is expanding and the demand for plated
work increasing we would say that it
would be an economical investment to
install a plating plant and finish your
own product. Naturally much depends
upon the amount of nickel work there
You
is on one of your complete stoves.
have given us no information relative
to

this

important point.

—When

metallizing small obas butterflies which is the
best to use, graphite or bronze powder?
Also which is the best way to apply the
powder to the objects without damaging

Question.

jects

ed.

AN

I) 1

such

them ?
Answer. Bronze powder is preferred
by the majority of platers who indulge
Graphite
in this class of amusement.

—

may

be very successfully used for coating more substantial articles, but for
frail specimens use the bronze powder.
It may be applied by spraying on solution of orange shellac varnish cut with
denatured alcohol, or the dry powder
may be blown on while the lacquer coatCare must be taken not
ing is tacky.
to apply the powder too freely as even
careful brushing with very soft brush
If the
is liable to injure the specimen.
bronze powder is sprayed on, the powder
bronze medium
is mixed with a good
such as gun cotton lacquer, and two
coats may be necessary on some objects.
Allow the coating to dry hard before attempting to plate the article. The first
deposit should be of copper from an
acid copper solution, use a voltage of
about 1 volt. A final finish of gold,
silver, oxidize, etc., may then be given
the object and a finishing coat of transparent lacquer completes the operation.

These anodes
18

lbs.

costly additions of metallic

salt,

if

the

Owing to lack of Hydro power all construction work at Baldwin's Canadian
Steel Corporation, Ashbridge's Bay, Toronto, has been stopped. The president;
Mr. A. M. Russell, is now waiting to
hear from the directoi's of the concern
in England to decide what steps to make

137
next.

move

The company has threatened
Quebec Province.

On May
to

to

to

Sir

5 the president wrote a letter
calling attention to

Adam Beck

the Hydro's assurance that the plant
would be able to get adequate power, aftd

the later admission of Sir Adam that
"We acknowthere was a shortage.
ledged receipt of a letter signed by Mr.
Pope, dated the 3rd ivistant, on the subject of the power supply for the operatior. of our plant," says th.e letter of Mr.
Russell, "This letter is to the effect that
the commission will supply us with 2,500
horsepower after June 1, 1920." The letter continues that a year ago, when Mr.
J. C. Davies, managing director of Baldwin's, Ltd., England, was considering the
purchase of the assets of the British
Forgings, Ltd., the Hydro Commission
assured them that there would be plenty
of power, and the commission was willing to agree to 20,000 kilowatts in blocks
of 1,500 kilowatts as required by the
company. Negotiations as to price took
place.

"The

was

price

settled

and

there

never was a suggestion that the power
requirements would not be met," continues the letter.
"Obviously a plant
such as the British Forgings is useless
without power to operate it, and Baldwin's Ltd. would not have purchased it
if they were not assured of power."

The minimum amount of power necessary for the next 18 months would be
2,500 horsepower in June next, for the
first unit of the rolling mill; 2,500 horse-

power by next September for the second
unit of the rolling mill, and 3,500 horsepower by 1921 for the sheet bar mill.
Mr. Russell, president of Baldwin's,
stated that if the company could continue its programme as intended they
would be employing between 2,000 and
2,500 men bv next year at this time. At
present work has stopped on several
large steel buildings.

AN OPPORTUNITY WORTH WHILE
In this week's issue of CANADIAN
MACHINF:RY

is an article on "Some of
the Methods of Heat Treatment." This
article is one of many that we hope to
present on this important subject, for as
time goes on the value of proper heat

treatment

is

becoming more and more

lecognized.

We suggest that readers desiring to
follow up all important developments in
the lieat treatment field get acquainted
with Toronto Chapter of the American
Steel Treaters' Society.
This body of men meets once a month
and prominent speakers will present
papers and lectures from time to time.
Experience meetings will also be held;
in fact it will be a real get-together
club.
You need not reside in Toronto to
become a member, for if you so desire
reports of all meetings will be forwarded
you should you be unable to attend personally.

Investigate this for it willmore than
vc.i, the price of membership being far from prohibitive.
Write Mr.
Lowry, chemist of the Massey-Harris
Co., Toronto, if interested.

repay

—

—
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Scraps from the Foundry Scrap Pile
—

Death of Mr. Roger C. Sullivan. Mr.
Roger C. Sullivan, chairman of the board
of directors of the Independent Pneumatic Tool Company, died at his home in

bo transferred to the new addition, making room for an enamelling departnitot
in the space vacated, which will also be
enlarged by an additional extension.

Chicago on April the fourteenth.

The Dominion Conduit

Co., Montreal,

P.Q., has been incorporated to manufacture iron, steel, casting, etc., with $300,-

by Wm. Johnson, Robert
Richard C. Simmins and others
are the promoters.
000

capital,

Mills,

—

Sarria Foundry to be Enlarged. The
Holmes Foundry Company, of Sarnia,
Ont., will bcKin at once the erection of
a .substantial addition to their plant, the
plans for which are already drawn and
the contract awarded for its erection.

Montreal Foundry Changes Hands.
of the Belanger Foundry Company, 340 Amherst Street, Montreal, has
been acquiveu by The Dominion Welding
Mfg. Co., also of Montreal, who will
immediately take posession of the same.

The plant

at
Enlargement
Foundry
T. Eaton Company, of Toronto, who have acquired the plant and
business of the Guelph Stove Company,

Slove
Guelph.

— The

add a considerable extension to the
foundry. Architect W. A. Mahoney, of
72 Quebec Street, Guelph, has prepared
plans for the same.

Works Changes
The Dresden Foundry and Ma-

Dresden,

Hands.

—

Ont.,

Iron

chine Shop, formerly owned and operated by Mr. Cecil Gammage, has been sold
to Mr. Howard Meredith, who will run
it chiefly as an automobile garage and
The foundry department
repair shop.
space
the
has been dismantled and
utilized as part of the garage.

—

The Conrtney-Fraser Company, who
were report.;d in our March issue as
transferred thsir Buffalo business, to ]\I.r. Chas. C. Kawin, have sold
their entire stock and the Akron, Ohio,
Laboratory, formerly operated by this
company, is now a branch of the Charles
C. Kawin Company, and neither Mr.
'r.aving

Courtney or Mr. Eraser is any longer
connected
with
the
Courtney-Fraser

Company.

—

The
Business Brisk at Kitchener.
Forweil Foundry Co., manufacturers of
pipe and general jobbing work,
soil
Kitchener, Ont., have made extensive
improvements to their plant and have
taken on a considerable number of additional hands and are very busy at the
present time and contemplate a good
year's business during 1920.

—

Addition to Wallaceburg Plant. The
Wallaceburg Brass and Iron Company,
Limited, Wallaceburg, Ont., are making
extensive changes and additions to their
An electric crane is being infoundry
stalled as is also a Monarch oil burning

Their battery of eleven pit
being augm.ented by the
addition of one more, and an electric
furnace is being seriously contemplated.
furnace.

furnaces

is

McClary Extension Nearing CompleThe new thrie-story addition to
the McClary Stove Works, at London, is
nearing completion and will add greatly
The woodto the output of the plant.
working department, which is now occupying space in the main building, will
tion.

—

—

Electric Furnace Installations. Tlie
Electric Furnace Construction Company,
of Philadelphia, report the successful
starting up of "Greaves-Etchells" Electric Furnaces at the following works;
Dodge Steel Casting Co., Philadephia;
American Radiator Co., Buffalo, N. Y.,
and the Hammond Steel Co., Syracuse,
N. Y., all of which tends to show that
electricity

is

becoming a dominant part

of foundry operation.

Sandwich Foundry Changes Name.
The International Casting Company, of
Sciidwich, has been amalgamated with
the Fischer-Wilkic Company and v/ill
hen^aftor be known as the Foundry Department of the Fischer-Wilkie Co. They
are p.-actically dropping out of jobbing
work, and rfter completing some two
hundred tens now on order will devote
theinselvos to the regular run of work
for the company.
Some of the orders
nov/ booked include an initial order for
750 tons of tractor castings and 5,000
sets of castings for silo-fillers to be
attached to tractors.

New Foundry Next

—

Spring. The MonP'urnace and Manufacturing Co.,
Limited, of Guelph, Ont., are now run-

crief

ning

full

blast in their assembling de-

and will immediately begin
building
for
construction on another
similar purposes and for storage, but
their new foundry will not be proceeded
with until the Spring of 1921, at which
partment

hoped, that conditions will be
In the meantime, they
are securing their castings from local
plants and importing some from Clevetime,

it

more

stabilized.

is

modern and complete plant
Mr.

particular.

Fire at Puck Stove Plant. Damage to
the extent of seventy-five thousand dollars was done to the plant of the Wm.
Buck Stove Co., Brantford, Ont., on May
The main building and mounting de6.
partment were practically destroyed, but
;hf company will not be hampered in
filling order.s as their large store house
was saved. The offices and the moulding
shop, which were housed in separate
buildings, are also intact. The company
is very bu.sy, and, needless to say, will
rebuild at once.

will

land, Oliio, where their parent plant is
located.
The company has seven acres
of land at Guelph and intends to have a

manager and

W.

J.

in

Shibley

every
is

the

treasurer.

Big Foundry Addition in Hamilton.—
The Brown-Boggs Company, Limited,
Hamilton, Ont., are building an addition
to their foundry which will moi-e than
double its capacity. When completed, it
will be equipped with a 25-ton electric
travelling crane, a new heating system,

and all tlie latest improvements which
go to make up a thoroughly up-to-date
foundry.
There will also be a washroom and lunch-room, 20 by 64 feet,
finished in v/hite tile with steel lockers,
enamelled wash basins, and space for
ten shower baths.
In addition to this,
there will be a first-aid room, large
enough for three stretchers, fully equipped to give aid in any kind of accident.
Thic equipment will be one of the most
complete foundry installations in Canada.

Co-Operation in Brass Foundry.

— An

interesting example of co-operation i;i
that displayed by the moulders employed
at the plant of the Stratford Brass Company, Limited. The company manufactures a line of brass fui-niture trimmings

and buildtrt' hardware, and finding
them.selves handicapped from lack of
e<iuipment and for lack of space in which
to install new equipment, decided to enlarge their foundry.
This necessitated

a lot of builders operating where the
moulders should be and the company
being too busy to have their men idle
and also not wishing to have them out
of employment with living expenses at
such a high pitch, it was decided that
the

men

should work nights instead of

days with the result that the output was
as usual, the men received their pay and
the carpenters and bricklayers h.-id the
right of way to proceed with the extensions to the plant.

CATALOGUES
Synopsis of McLain's System is the
of a neat booklet published by the
McLain System, of Milwaukee, and is
a book which should be in the hands of
every foundryman;
Every phase of
?emi-steel and general cupola practice is
thoroughly explained, together with a
general synopsis of the open hearth furtitle

nace.
Many examples of semi-steel
castings and much valuable information
for the foundryman are given.

Thor Pneumatic Motor Hoists is the
of a pamphlet just from the press,
by the Independent Pneumatic Tool Comtitle

pany, 3334

St.

James

St.,

Montreal, and

32 Front St. W., Toronto. The pamphlet
describes in detail this latest addition

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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Thor

line of pneumatic tools. The
as the Thor Pneumatic Motor
Hoist is to supplant the old method of
hand-driven chain hoist by that of compressed air and is of particular interest

to the

tool

to
its

NORTON .COMPANY

known

foundrymen. The pamphlet shows all
features and is well worth asking for.

Combustion
Ek-onomy
Corporation.
1901-1011 South Rockwell Sts., Chicago,
111., have just issued their bulletins Nos.
2 and 3, describing their Grindle system
of melting malleable iron with powdered
coal.
This is a comparatively new invention in rr.ctal melting, and in view
of tlif high cost of coal and the difficulty
of securing it at any price, the desc-iptive articles described in these bulletins
should be of pai>ticular interest to malleable
men.
Arsneating ovens, core
ovens, steam boilers, etc., successfully
fired with the Grindle system are also
described.

CANADA
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INDEPENDENT PNEUMATIC TOOL
CO. HOLD ANNUAL MEETING
"The Annual Stockholders and Directmeeting of the Independent Pneu-

Building

operations on
the
Norton
of Canada, situated at Hamilton, Ont., mention of which has appeared from time to time in these
pages,
have now been
completed
and
the
management of the concern is ready to
ship orders to the Canadian trade by

Company

May

15.

The plant has a complete equipment
manufacture of grinding wheels
and the entire handling of the wheels
from the mixing to shipping will be done
for the

at this

new

centre.

The main building

is three stories high
with a single floor space 50 x 100 feet
and will be connected with a kiln building of two stories in back, the floor dimensions of which are 16 x 128 feet.

Change of Address: "On May 1st, the
Independent Pneumatic Tool
Company
which has been located at 736 David
Whitney Building, Detroit, Michigan.
will move into larger quarters at No. 55
Garfield Building, Detroit, Michigan.
This change has been made necessary
due to the rapidly increasing business
and the desire on the part of the Company to give their customers bett';'- service.
In the new offices, which will have
1500 square feet of floor snace, the Independent Pneumatic Tool Company will
maintain the largest stock of pneumatic
tools and elect-ic drills, repair parts, and

ors

Company was

matic Tool

held in Chica-

go, Illinois, on Friday, April 23rd.
Directors were elected to serve for
the ensuing year as follows: Boetius H.
Sullivan, John D. Hurley, Leonard S.

Florsheim, August Gatzert,
James J.
McCarthy, William A. Libkeman, Ralph
S. Cooper, Robert T. Scott, Edward G.
Gustafson, Fletcher W. Buchanan.
Officers were elected as follows:
Boetius H. Sullivan, Chairman of the
Board.
John D. Hurley, Presi(li>nt.
Ralph S. Cooper, 1st Vice-President,
Robert T. Scott, 2nd Vice-President.
Fletcher W. Buchanan, Secretary.
Edward G. Gustafson, Treasurer.
Mr. Boetius H. Sullivan is a son of
the late Roger C. Sullivan, and
was
elected to fill the vacancy made by his
father's death, which
occurred
April
14th.
This was the only change made

the Board of Directors.
Mr. Robert T. Scott, the newly elected 2nd Vice-President has
been
connected with the Independent Pneumatic
Tool Company for the past fifteen years.
He has been Manager of the New York
office, and will continue to make his
headquarters in that city.
The annual report shows great pro^ress in the Company's business. There
has been not only a steady increase in
Pneumatic Tool sales, but the Company
in

accessories in the Detroit district."

is

now strongly

established in

Elec-

its

department, and has also commenced to manufacture a complete line

tric Drill

REPORT ON TWO PLAIN CARBON
TOOL STEELS.
At the University of Sheffield the following tests were made of two samples
of steel, one made by the electric furnace process in a "Greaves-Etchells"
furnace and the other from a crucible
steel made from a Swedish base.
It will
be noted that the Electric Furnace shows
a slight advantage.
These two steels were tested on a
mild-steel bar by means of the speed increment test, in which the
starting
speed was 20 feet per minute, the speed
increment 1 foot per minute. The depth
of cut % in. and the feed per revolution
1-60 inch.
Each tool was testsd three
times, the following being the mean results of the tests:

^

s

II

s

Je

^

i

=

III
>=f

1
Beetric
Croeible
(Caat)

'

.

.

18 mins. .57 sees.
18 mins. 47 sees.

55

|!t=
.

59.2
38.8

>-r

;£i=3
18.8
18.6

There is but little difference between
the two steels from the point of view
of durability and cutting
power,
and
each is a good average plain carbon tool
steeL

Pneumatic Motor Hoists."

of

MR.
Manager Norton

R.

C.

DUl.Gl.Ai

Co.

of

Canada.

DAVID McLAIN

Hamilton, Ont.

We

have on

sevei-al

ocacsions leceiv-

from our subscribers for information regarding David McLain and
the McLain system of foundry practice.
ed requests

The

entire plant ha.s a
tion built of Hamilton

modern construc-

pressed
with steel sashes throughout.
started on November 4, 1919.

bricks
It

was

A number of expert workmen and efficiency heads from the Worcester plant
are in charge of the several departments
under the direction of the manager, R.
C. Douglas.
The personnel
includes
Frank Ryan, head of Methods; A. J.
Mouncey, time-keeper; Albert Jornson,
general foreman of
Mixing,
Abrasive
and Bond supply; Oscar Wahlberg, head
of Shaving and Cutting; M. Anderson
and Carl Forsman, in charge of Kiln; J.
Hoglund, in charge of Balancing, Bushing and Truing; William Landquist, in
charge
of
Grading,
Inspection
and
Stock; S. H. Healey, in charge of Pack-

Shipping and Traffic, and J. Jelicka,
charge of Silicate and Plastic Departments. W. H. McNeilly from the electric furnace plant, situated at Chippawa,
Ontario, will take full charge of the ofing,

in

We

have a decidedly favorable opinof the McLain
system and we
therefore unhesitatingly recommend it,
ion

plthough we never attempt to
quote
it, for two very good reasons.
In
t'le first place we do not feel capable of
delivering the goods in a proper manner,
when asked to answer questions on how

from

McLain would do
.second place

it

things.

And

the

in

would not be the proper

thing to do.
result's of
is

This course represents the
Mr. McLain"s life's labors and

the stock in trade of his business.

A

profusely illustrated catalogue de*.
criptive of the course is now being given
out and should be secured by every progressive foundryman. We have just received our copy and the receipt of this
catalogue in the same mail with a com-

munication from a foundryman seeking

The Norton Company of Canada is a
separate corporation, and has been cap-

a foreman and a foreman seeking a position is a circumstance of coincidence
worthy of interest. One want ad. reads:
"Wanted By thorough, practical moulder, position as foreman.
Can handle

italized at $500,000.

marine, locomotive and stationary

fice

detail.

—

en-

—
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering
into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products
PIG IRON
$42.40
Gray forge, Pittsburgh
Lake Superior charcoal, Chicago. 57.00

Standard low phosphorus, Phila.
Bessemer, Pittsburgh
Canadian foundry pig
No. 1, Toronto
No. 2, Toronto

50.00
43.00
52.00
50.00

Malleable scrap
No. 1 mach. cast iron
Pipe, wrought
Car wheels
Steel axles

Machine shop turnings
Stove plate
Cast borings

Mont.
$25.00
24.50
24.00
77.00
12.50
12.00
14.50
34.00

Electro copper

Casting copper
Tin
Zinc

Lead
Antimony

Aluminum

Tor.
$24.00
24.00
24.00
75.00
12.25
12.00
14.00
35.00

OLD MATERIAL
[Dealers' average buying prices]
Mont.
Tor.
Copper, light
$15.00 $14.00
18.00
18.00
Copper, crucible
18.00
18.00
Copper, heavy
18.00
Copper, wire
18.00
16.00
17.00
No. 1 mach. comp
11.75
New brass cuttings
11.00
14.00
15.75
Red brass cuttings
Yellow brass cuttings .... 8.50
9.50
Light brass
6.50
7.00
7.75
Medium brass
8.00
Scrap zinc
6.50
6.00
Heavy lead
7.00
7.75
5.00
Tea lead
4.50
Aluminum
19.00
20.00

Acid,
Acid,
Acid,
Acid,

steel

Boiler plate

Axles (wrought iron)
Rails

gine work.

18.00
15.50
22.00
18.00

18.00
15.00
20.00
18.00

Graduate of McLain's sys-

tem of semi-steel. Box 211 Canadian
Foundryman." The other reads: "Wanted
Foundry foreman for foundry doing
agricultural work and some jobbing. Mc-

—

Lain system graduate preferred. Naturally methodical, orderly, tidy and economical.
Box 209 Canadian
Foundry-

man."

From these it would look as though
a molder might as well not apply for a
position or answer an ad. unless he is a
McLain graduate, and obviously there
must be a reason. We will not attempt
to pass any comment on the McLain system as it is not an affair of ours, but wq
can not help but notice that it has become a part of the modern foundry practice which must be reckoned with.
It has been our pleasure to meet Mr.
McLain personally and it is with equal
pleasure that we introduce him to our
readers.

David McLain

rightly regarded as
one of the central figures of the foundry
industry; his name and fame are now
WORLD-WIDE, as the list of his students and graduates
covers
practically
every country on the globe; his system
is

.

boracic
hydrochloric

$

.23

nitric

sulphuric

03%

Ammonia, aqua

15

Ammonium, carbonate
Ammonium, chloride
Ammonium, hydrosulphuret
Ammonium, sulphate

20
22
75
30
14
41
16
62
60
30
08
32
19

Arsenic, white
Copper, carbonate, anhy
Copper, sulphate
Iron perchloride
Lead acetate
Lead acetate
Nickel, ammonium sulphate
Nickel carbonate
Nickel sulphate
Silver chloride (per oz.)
Silver nitrate (per oz.)
Sodium bisulphate
Sodium carbonate crystals
Sodium cyanide, 127-130%
Sodium hyposulphite, per cvrt.

1.25
1.20

11
06
38
.

Sodium phosphate

.

.06
.30
.09
.12
.10
.60
.45

Emery

glue
Tripoli composition

Crocus composition
Emery composition
Rouge, silver
Rouge, powder, nickel
Prices per

ARTIFICIAL
03 ^^
10

lb.

CORUNDUM

Grits, 6 to 70 inclusive
Grits,
and finer

$ .08 >^
.06

COPPER PRODUCTS
Mont.
$42.50

Tor.
$43.00

list plus 10%
Plain sheets, 14-oz., 14x60
46.00
inch

44.00

Bars, Vz to 2-in

Copper wire,

Copper sheet, tinned, 14x

oz.

base

Braziers',

in

sheets,

of better foundry practice in both iron
and steel plants has been accepted as
throughout the world.
Mr. McLain was one of the pioneers
who blazed the trail and more than
twenty years ago began teaching his

STANDARD

methods

to

all

foundrymen with whom

he came in contact, and t/he secret of his
success in doing this is that he applies
the principles of metallurgy of both iron
and steel directly to the individual.
From boyhood he dreamed of the day
when he would know more about analythe alloys and how to
sis of materials
use them to produce the different grades
he wondered if he would ever
of steel
learn to operate a cupola in such a manner as to avoid the enormous waste existing in the majority of gray iron foundries, and whether it would be possible
to utilize the tons of steel scrap then
sold for a song.
He married at the age of eighteen and
consequently had shouldered greater responsibility than the ordinary young man
at twenty-three, but necessity developed
the wonderful faculty of observation and
as a result of this he became aware that
followed
the
foreman
average
the

—

—

46.00

45.00

45.00

44.00

6x4

base

LEAD SHEETS
Mont.
Sheets, 3 lbs. sq. ft
$10.75
10.50
Sheets, 31/2 lbs. sq. f t
10.25
Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs. sq. ft.
Cut sheets, %c lb. extra.
Cut sheets to size, Ic lb. extra.
.

.

Tor.
$14.50
14.00
13.50

SHEETS
Mont.
Sheets, black. No. 28
$ 8.50
8.50
Sheets, black. No. 10
Can. plates, dull, 53 sheets 8.50
8.60
Can. plates, all bright
11.00
Queen's Head, 28 B.W.G.
10.50
Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.G.
16.50
Zinc sheets
.

$4.60
2.00
09

48.00

sheet, planished, 16

18

PLATING SUPPLIES
Polishing wheels, felt
Polishing wheels, bull-neck
Emery in kegs, Turkish

8.00

60, 14-oz

Copper

8.00

08
Zinc sulphate
Prices per lb. unless otherwise stated.

Per gross ton

Heavy melting

.

Pumice, ground

PLATING CHEMICALS

NEW METALS
Lake copper

.

25.00
33.00
12.00
26.00
20.00
11.00
25.00
12.00

25.00
32.00
12.00
22.00
22.00
11.00
25.00
12.00

.

Tor.
$ 9.50
9.00
10.00
9.00

.

.

20.00

"Lines of least resistance" and while he
believed they should know every little
detail of making gray iron
and steel
castings, still where were they to learn
it?
It was while systematizing foundries
that he saw more than ever the necessity
of some method of instructing foundrymen along the soientific principals of
their business, and this without giving
up their positions. Thus he conceived
the idea of teaching them by mail and
discussing foundry problems in detail.
We might say a lot more but this introduction will make all our readers feel
acquainted with David McLain and that
you will all write and tell him that you
are glad to know him, and ten chances
to one he will send you one of his booktem better than we could undertake to

do

it.

SUPPOSING
Supposing we had every thing which
for, or supposing we were in
a position to secure anything and everything which we might ask for, how would
we proceed? Would we want what be-

we wished

^

Mav.
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DOMINION

CRUCIBLES
Quality Made-in- Canada Products
Dominion Crucibles are the most economical and satisfactory crucibles Canadian
foundrymen can buy. A full line of these high-grade, Made-in-Canada Crucibles
They are made in standard shape, holding
is carried in stock for prompt shipment.
The
quality is always dependable as they
the
number.
pounds
of
metal
to
three
Flake
Graphite.
are carefully manufactured from Ceylon

GAMBITE
Another Canadian-made product that commands the attention of every Canadian foundryman.
GAMBITE is superior to any liquid Core Binder on the market. It is made from the best
quality Canadian spruce and contains 52 per cent, of soluble solids; is free from gas and
can be used alone or in combination with oil, flour, rosin or any dry compound.

GRAPHITE PRODUCTS
Equal

to the World's Best

XXX Ceylon
XX Ceylon

Climax Stove Plate Facing

Pipe Blacking

Faultless Blacking

Climax Black Core

No. 206 Ceylon
Imperial Plumbago

Climax Core Wash

Compound
Graphite Boiler Compound

Mineral Facing

Foundry Facings and Supplies
Quality and Satisfaction Absolutely Guaranteed
When you buy "Hamilton" foundry facings and
supplies you purchase direct from the manufacturer

Quality Products always

!

THE HAMILTON FACING MILLS CO
LIMITED
HAMILTON
Head

MONTREAL
Office

WINNIPEG

and Mill: Hamilton, Ont.

:
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longed

others and

to

ju&t

take

it?

Would we forget that others had desires
and should have what they want as well
as we?
Supposing it was in our power
to make the laws, would we make them
so as to benefit our own personal, individual selves or would we make them to
do the most good to the most people?
We are supposing a lot of things but
not getting any reply. What we want
in this old world
of ours, which was
given to us without any effort on our
part, is a knowledge that there are othin this world besides ourselves and that
we must not covet that which belongs
to others.
Now, supposing we are having an election, why not forget that we
belong to any party or set and simply
aim at securing a man who is honest?
If the man is honest, he can be depended
upon to do that which is right. An
honest man will not side with any bunch
or clique and he will not be led around
or influenced by

any

set

who

are inspired

ernment and honest laws. Every class of
society must have the same chance and
if everybody uses his own judgment on
election day, surely the successful candidates and the successful Government

must be the ones which are desired by the
majority of the people, and any laws
made by those elected representatives
of the people should be respected and
Millionaire paper mill men or
millionaire manufacturers of any other

obeyed.

kind should not be allowed to defy the
law.
If the law is wiong it should be
righted, but until such time as the people's representatives change the law and
make it right it should be obeyed.

The same thing holds good with the
working man. His vote is just as big
as anyone else's ^nd he has every chance
to elect his man that anyone else has.
The working man says he does not want
favors, but just wants fair treatment.
If he comes out as a candidate, standing
on this platform, he should stand a .good
chance of success, but if defeated he
must recognize the fact that he did not

with personal ambitions at the public's
expense. What we want is honest gov-

have the majority with him and he and
his followers should govern themselves
accordingly.

Now
tion

supposing we should have an elecand the working class does not get

sufficient support to become the ruling
power, what can they expect to accomplish by rowdyism oi; demonstrations? If
they cannot win at the polls they cannot
win in a row.

Now for the sake of supposing. Supposing the Bolshevik movement became
strong enough to form a political party,
if they could get themselves elected we
would have to abide by their lawis, but
if they could not get elected, they certainly would be unable to win anything
by any other means. Of course, nobody
in Canada favors Bolshevism, but supposing the laboring class could convince
enough electors that their theory is the
right one and we should exact all the
laws which labor advocates, would the
laboring class be any better off, or would
they enjoy living under the laws which

FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT

STEEL

Steel

Shop

Boxes,
Barrels,

Boxes, Foundry
Boxes,
Shop
Stools,
Oily Waste

Shelf

Ford-Smith Grinders
FOR EVERY CLASS OF WORK

Cans, Garbage Cans.
Gasoline Tanks and Pumps, Pressure Tanks,
Storage Tanks, Smoke Stacks.
Black or Galvanii^ed Sheet Metal up to ^g thickSend blue print or rough drawing and get our prices.

Anything;
ness.

Volume XI.

^'1

in

Sheet Steel Sundries for Manufacturers
is one of our specialties.

nl

Write us

The

Machine Co.
TWEED, ONT., CANADA

Trough and

Steel

jM:'

Limited

''i^j^^^^HP^

imsfjinevs.

Heavy

MOLDERS

BOOT

SPECIAL MACHINERY

MOTOR DRIVEN GRINDERS
DISC GRINDERS

FLOOR GRINDERS
WET TOOL GRINDERS
BENCH GRINDERS
POLISHING MACHINES
BUFFING MACHINES
SWING GRINDERS

But backed up with an iron-clad guarantee
Money-back withoat argument if not satisfied.
!

—

—

—

Molders Solid Leather Boots
All Leather Heels
All Leather
Inner Soles All Leather Counters All Leather Uppers All
strong stitching.
Delivered by mail anywhere in Canada, $6 a
:

—

—

Swing Grinder

MILLING MACHINES

WORLD

-BEST IN THE
"Some" claim

Typ>€ Floor Grinder

-

—

pair.

The Ford-Smith Machine

Co., Ltd.

Manufactured only by

C. H.

WATT

Hamilton, Ont., Canada.

Amherst, N.S.

The Toronto

Testing' Laboratory, Limited

160 Bay Street, Toronto

V

CANAD
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MOLDING
SANDS
HERE will be

"T"

all

kinds

of

demand

a big

molding sand

for

this

year and deliveries are liable to be
slow on account of transportation
conditions.

Therefore,

recommend your
the matter.
for

early attention to

Let us figure with you

your requirements,

will get

we would

your sands

in

early, so

when

you

in the

best condition.

THE

DOMINION FOUNDRY
SUPPLY
**

MONTREAL
QUE.

CO.,

LIMITED

Everything for the Foundry"

TORONTO
ONT.

WINNIPEG
MAN.
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BOOKS
on

all branches of EngineerinK and every conceivable subject. Second-hand at half prices. Nev»
al lowest prices.
State wants and send for Catalogue No. 23, post free.

WE HAVE THE BOOKS YOU WANT.
Books BouKhl.

Best Prices Given.

W. &
121-125.

G.

FOYLE,

Ltd.,

London,

Road.

Cross

Charinir

England.

SALESMAN
Experienced, for foundry supplies.
givinpr

references,

past

experience

P.O.

Box

full

and

Address,
information as to

salary

1568, Montreal,

Bailey

&

expected,

to

Que.

Bell Fire Brick Co.

Manufacturers and Importers of High
Grade Fire Brick, Fire Clay and General
Supplies.
Special Shapes. Cupola Block,
Stoker Brick, Boiler Tiles. Stove and Quebec Heater Linings.
Made in Canada.
1347-49-51 DuflFerin St.. Toronto.
Phone June. 7488.

-lyANTED

FOUNDRY FOREMAN FOR SMALL

shop employing ten moulders on grey iron
pump and windmill eastings. Must have experience
on machine moulding of small castings, and Dc
capable of instructing green labor.
We want a
high-class experienced man and will pay good
salary.

Shop

in

Western Canada and all ti-an<Box 2, Cana-

portation expenses will be refunded.
dian Foundryman.

j.'OUNDRY

icfKl

FOREMAN WANTED FOR CANA-

dian bniler and radiator shop, able to increase

Opportunity for
pri>duction and retluce loiises.
long service with good concern of satisfactory.
Give very full details of training and experienco,
which will be ti'eated confidentially.
.\pply Box
Icf.'i)
303, Canadian Foundryman.

iret

a law

made whereby

What

class of legislation?

satisfaction

be for anybody to be alive ?
Isn't it better that each one chose his
own walk in life and each one struggle
to make life a success ?
With every
body tied down under arbitrary law.^,

would

it

what incentive
make any effort

there

is

for

anyone

to be successful in

who

the

is

most

entitled

to

man

re-

does the working

sand and sand rammed too hard kick,
and make air pockets, and spongy castings. Often the foundryman who has porous castings blames his metal when the
trouble is in the mould. Venting is another thing to watch; so you can see

many
man makes up

there are

causes.
his

foundry-

If the

mind

to go after

all

the details he can get his foundry loss
down to 5 per cent., he can do so and
the first place to start is on the pattern
So therefore get your gates right
plate.
first for no matter how careful you may
be in other ways first class results cannot be obtained if your gating is wrong.

to'

These kind of laws are no improvement
those under which the
Russians
labored.
Arbitrary laws imposed by a
czar are no more unbearable than if
imposed by a labor Government. What
we want is freedom of thought and
action, with encouragement for the poor
working man who is on the bottom to
work his way up. What each and every
one should strive co understand is, that
this world is full of opportunities, and
that the man with the most ambition is

Why

a brass

foundryman has to consider but nothing
is more important than the condition of
Dry sand causes washes. Wet
his sand.

life.

on

the man
success.

There are many other things

eight hours con-

day with a fine attached to the
man who works any longer and also a
line for the employer who allowed it.
And supposing the authorities set the
rate of wages which each man is entitled to draw, with a fine for both employer and employee who breaks it. And
supposing the law regulates the amount
of profit a business man can make but
overlooks remunerating him for losses
which he may suffer. And suppose we
have the whole country run under this

stitutes a

VoUune XI.

A VISITOR TO CANADA
Osborn
the
E. Deakins of
Cleveland,
Company,
Manufacturing
moulding
of
manufacturers
Ohio,
machines and foundry supplies, is now
Mr.

H.

spending part of his time in Canada.
To those familiar with the engineering service given by the Osborn Com-

a working man if the employer
labor nas such an advantage over
him.
History prove.s that most of the
great giants of industry are those who
have risen from humble workmtn. The
opportunities are still as evident as ever,
and the poor workman who is strugglinc,to have the law take a hand in his affairs

main
of

and compel his employer to come to his
terms would do better if he would get
out of the employer's clutches and launch
into something for liimself.
No, we don't want any more laws made
to force any one to do what he does not
want to do. If I start a little country
shop and decide to work long hours until
I get on my feet I don't want anybody
else mecMling with my affairs.
If we
have law mixed into our private affairs
there is no telling wliere it leads to. If
a man is a molder and works eight hours
at his trade he must remember that he
is breaking the gardener's section of the
Ip.w if he works a garden after hours.

MR.

H. E.

DEAKINS

Representing Osborne Mfg. Co.

be
good news. Mr.
will
this
Deakins, in addition to being a foundry
engineer of ability, is thoroughly experA man capienced in pattern making.
moulding
the
able of advising you on
machines best suited to your purpose
an their proper rigging to produce the

pany

KEPITCING CA.STING

.ManOfaoti}re(fForOser50Y&r&

5' Co.
iijIiHs^autier
m E RS Y C T Y 'N U 5 A
E

I

"J

,

LOS.'^T^S
page 121)

(Continued from
moulding some 50 per cent, of the castings cracked where the spokes ran into
the

A

hub.

tapered

off

fillet

did

chilling could

at

that point nicely

what neither gating

or

1

best results.

do.

Trade M»rk

Trade

ANGULAR GRIT— THE SCIEfiriFIGMEmLIGBUSTINBABRtSIVE
ONE TON

that reduces sand blast costs and conserves labor.
as carloads of sand
its sharp cutting points
Write for samples.

much work

;

PITTSBURGH CRUSHED STEEL
PITTSBURGH, Pa
Reg. U.S. Pat. Office

,

make

of
it

ANGULAR GRIT

superior to

will do as
other abrasives.

J^

CO., Sole Manufacturers

U.S.A., Established 1888

Canadian Representatives:
LTD., Montreal, Canada.

WILLIAMS & WILSON.

all

Mark

Reg. U.S. Pat. Office,

M;iv.

i.-

n»-_>o

CANADIAN

FOU N D RY

MAN

4n

/

it±«—

STEEL

&.

IRON

PRODUCTS
OF

EVERY DESCRIPTION

STEEL

THE

COMPANY
OF

CANADA
LIMITED

HAMILTON

MONTREAL
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MINISTRYOF

MUNTTLONS
The Disposal
'^i

B.'oard

Have

STOCKS
Lying in the United Kingdom

and

AVAILABLE FOR EXPORT
ofi

ENGINEERING STORES
Ferrous and Non-Ferrous
Metals
Plant and Machinery
Steam Engines and Boilers
Factory Stores
Machine Tools
Railway Material
Contractors* Stores
Electrical Instruments

and

Machinery
Medical Stores
Chemicals and Explosives

Motor Vehicles
Agricultural Machinery
Aircraft
Furniture
Textiles euid Clothing
Boots and Leather Equip-

ment
Motor Boats,

Buyers

SlUBfil

(12j

should

etc., etc.

instruct

their

United
Kingdom t« communicate with
Canadian Export
the D. B. 8.
Department, Ministry of Munitions, Whitehall Place, London,
S.W,
representatives

in

the

Cable Address
" Dispexport, Munorgize,

London"

(Zj2)

>rnv.

CANADIAN

1920

F
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HOLLAND CORE
The Standard

We

for

30 Years

Manufacture Three Regular Grades
Special

No.

1

OIL

-

Big Stick Grade

Grade and Old Regular Grade

Special attention is called to Old Regular Grade. It was the first and is still the best allround core oil made. Foundrymen are using Old Regular more than any other oil on the
market. For gray iron, malleable, steel, aluminum or brass, Old Regular is the safest and
most economical.

HOLLAND STRAIGHT TRIPOLI PARTING
Are you experiencing trouble in securing high-grade Parting? Let us fill your requirements with Holland Straight Tripoli Parting. It is the best parting to be obtained anywhere. We have a limited supply, but we may be able to fill your requirements if you
order now.
Canadian Agents

The Dominion Foundry Supply
TORONTO

Everything for the Foundry

HOLLAND CORE
4600 West

IDli-a

OIL

Huron

Co., Limited
MONTREAL

COMPANY

Street

CHICAGO

PRODUCTS

PRODUCTS

«000 P^OOiXTl ONLY

'

GOOD PRODUCTS ONLY

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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GRIMES
the

Machine that

CUTS MOLDING COSTS
The New Model Grimes is the fastest,
most completely equipped molding
machine on the market. Its use will
increase the output, improve the quality and lower the cost.

Ask

for

illustrated

line of cost cutting

Being above floor height no expensive
nits are needed. Don't put off inquiring. Write TO-DAY.
description of our complete

molding equipment.

Grimes Molding Machine Company
Detroit, Mich.

1222 Hastings Street

Formerly Midland Machine Company

Q
f
OLe

FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT
V "UP
DATE"
TO
I

-

the Finishing of Small Parts and
Casings Costing You Too Much?

Is

Here's a profit leak that bears close analysis.
The cost of small parts may
becoine out of proportion to the cost of larger parts unless they are finished' in
sufficient volume in the least possible time and with the minimum amount of
labor.

Since cost depends on volume, where 6 or 8 tons a day have been cleaned by one
method or another, the installation of a 30/40 Sly Sand Blast Mill a<stTia*l'v
turns out 8 to 20 tons a day and with the minimum amount of labor.
Drop forgings, stampings, small gears, auto parts, brass and bronze work and
malleable iron castings that are put through a 30/40 Sly Sand Blast Mill are
cleaned with the thoroughness of a sand-blasting operation that imitates hand
work, lessening machining on parts that are to be machined eliminating defecgiving a surface that is ready for plating.
tive parts
:

;

is your privilege to draw on over forty years experience in the business, by
putting your cleaning problem up to us. Write or wire.

It

Mfg.
The W.
W. SLY
Main
and WorkM:

Co.

Office

New York

CI eveland,

Washington

Birmingham

Other

at

Olds Motor Woiks, Lansing. Mich.

Products
Sand Blast Rooms
and Blast Cabinet
Sand Blast Rotary Tables
Dust Arresters

Sand Blast Mills
Sand Bl ast Mills--Tilted
Exhaust Fans

Cupolas
Core Ovens
Core Sand Reclaimers

Tu mbl ng Mills

Iron

Sand Biast MiM

SLY

Cir der Mills
Brass Ci nder Mill 4
Resin M lis

Steel

30-40

Ohio

Paris, Fra nee

Chicago
Detroit
St.

Louis

I

CANADIAN
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LABOR SAVERS
FOR THE FOUNDRY
Sterling

RoUe

i

Steel

FounPortable Oil Burners.
Portable Babbit Furnaces.

dry F'lasks.
Sterling Foun dry Wheelbarrows.
Sterling Skim Gates.
Sterling Core Barrows.

Oil

Burners for Furnaces and

Ovens.
Oil Painting Sprayers.
Rivet Forges.
Swab Sprayers.

Reading Chain Blocks.
Reading Electric Cranes.
Reading Electric Hoists.
Barbor-Greene Portable Con-

Air

Compressors,

Foundry

Riddles.

veyor.
(For Coal, Coke, Sand, etc.)

Toilet Incinerators.

Sand
Sand
Sand
Sand

Blast
Blast
Blast
Blast

Machines.

Rooms.
Barrels.
Tables.

Oxy Acetylene Welding and
Cutting Apparatus.

Locomotive Cranes, Shovels.
Shop Boxes, Wire Rope.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES

LIMITED
MUSSENS
MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

211

259 Stanley Street

McGill Street

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

546 Confederation Life Bldg.

Bank

of

Nova Scotia

Saves Time, Labor and Expense
T

^SE SAMSON Wire Wheel Brush Sections for removing scale
from hot forgings, axes, shovels and tools; for cleaning
brass castings, sheet brass and
Actual tests have
proven the SAMSON Wheel
saves time and labor and outlasts any
other make from
33 1-3 to 50 per cent.
copper.

—
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REYNOLDS CORE OIL
Highest Standard for

20 Years

We are now supplying many of the largest foundries in
We only make one grade of core oil and always keep it
which has always given

at the

same Standard Quality

satisfaction.

Write us for

261

Canada.

prices.

REYNOLDS & COMPANY
TORONTO,

Macdonell Ave.

MOORE RAPID 'LECTROMELT

STEEL FURNACES

Ont.

CRANEJr

The mechanical design of the
Moore 'Lectromelt Furnace makes
for
simple,
practical
ease
and
rapidity of operation.
A higher
yield of good solid ingots and castings is insured on account of the
absence of cold shorts, hot cracks,
blow holes and surface defects.
The regularity of the heats and
rapidity of operation
speed up

—

production

and

reduce

foundry

costs,

PITTSBURGH ELECTRIC FURNACE CORP.
(Makers of Furnaces for Steel, Iron, Brass, and Ferro-Alloys)

PITTSBURGH, U.S.A.

Don't
crane

buy
or

a

hoist

without investNorthern Products
AJso a line of
igating

Made

in

Canada.

Foundry Equipment.

NORTHERN CRANE WORKS
LIMITED
WALKERVILLE

-

-

ONTARIO

Cranes, Cupolas Ladles. HoiiU,

TumbUrs

Etc.

CRANE VALVES

CRANE
LIMITED
HEAD OFFICE S WORKS
I280 ST. PATRICK ST

^jg^^UE^
MADE

MONTREAL
Toronto, Winnipeg, Vancouver.
Sales Offices: Halifax, Quebec, Ottawa, Calgary.

Branches:

The

Montreal
Pattern

DOMINION CRUCIBLE CO.
LIMITED
ST.

JOHNS, QUE.

Works
HAMILTON FACING MILLS
242 Clarke Street

CO. Limited

HAMILTON, ONT.

Montreal, P.Q.
SOLE CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS

Miiv.

CA N A n
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"OILGAS" INDUSTRIAL FURNACES
Made-in-Canada
More Economical Than

Coal, Producer Gas, or

Consult us

Now

Powdered Fuel

and Save Money

GENERAL COMBUSTION CO. OF CANADA, LIMITED
New

Birks Building, Montreal
•'EXPERTS IN ECONOMICAL COMBUSTION OF LIQUID FUELS"
619-623

The Hawley-Schwartz Furnace
The Only Perfect Melter
All metal from 50
Is

lbs. to

10,000

lbs.

Absolutely Uniform

Write for catalog and complete information

The Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.
Easton, Penn., U.S.A.

High-grade Bronzes
for

Engineering Purposes
CASTINGS
INGOTS
FORGINGS

RODS
ROLLS
SHAPES

WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG"

American
Manganese Bronze Co,
Holmesburg,

Phila., Pa.

Any

style or

shape

Quality Guaranteed
Why

import your anodes when jou
quicker
guaranteed
quality,
and can sare duty and eliminannoyance
of
clearing
at the
ate the
ctutom* by buying from u^?
May we send you deacriptire pamphlet
and full particulars f
oan

get
delirery.

W. W. WELLS, Toronto

C A N A n
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CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN BUYERS' DIRECTORY
If what you want is not luted here, write us, and we will tell you where to eet it.
Let us suegest that you consult
the advertisers' index facing the inside back cover, after having secured advertisers' names from this directory
Ths information you desire may be found in the advertising pages. This department is maintained for the benefit
and convenience of our readers. The insertion of our advertisers' names under proper headings is gladly undertaken,
bat does not become part of an advertising contract.

also

fS

ABBJlBITB MATBUIAL.8
Can. HansoD & Van WinUe

OnU

Co.. Toronto,

Oan. Hart Wheels, Ltd.. HamUton. Ont
Pord-Smlth Mtch. Co., Ltd., The, HamlltOD, Ont
BVedtrlc B. SteTcos, Detroit, iMirihiflmn.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., I'itUburgh, P».
Woodisao. B. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

IB

C01IPRB880RS
* Tan Winkle

Co., Toronto. Out
Pneumatic Machv. Co., St. Louis, Mo.
BYsderio B. Stevens, Detroit, iMldhican.
HTds * Sons. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
WoadlsoD. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Oaa. Hanson
<'uitls

AIRCRAFT
.Miniiiiy

Munitions,

of

London,

England.

AIR HOIST
Pneumatic Machy. Co.,

riirti3

St.

Mo.

Louis,

AIR JOLTS
Davenport Mach.

ALBANY SAND

&

Fdry.

Co..

Davenport.

Iowa.

ALL^rS

Frederic B.,

Mich.

Detroit,

ARRl TERS, DUST

Hagenitown. Md.

AUTOMOBILE MACHINERY
Pn-stoii W.Kxlivorkiuj; .M.iohinerv
BAND SAWS
Machinery Co..

Co.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

BARRELS, SANDBLAST
A. C. Leslie & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Pangbom Corporation, Hagentown, Md.
BINDERS, SAND
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.
Holland Core Oil Co., Chicago, 111.
Woodiaon Oo. E. J.. Torooto.

BLAST GATES

&

F.

M.. Oonnersville, Ind.

BI^ST QACOE8— CUPOLA

Haasoo k Tan Winkle Co,. Toronto. Ont.
LunSaion Fdrj. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
BaaHtoB racing MH] Co., Ltd.., Hamilton, Ont.
Ota.

Starans, rraderio B., Detroit. Mleh.
Woodlim. B. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
Clark. Chas. J., Ohicago.

Michigan.

E^

J.,

Frederic B. Stevens,

Detroit. Midhigan.

Roots Oo., P. H. & F. M., Oooneraville. Ind.
Woodtnoo. B. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..
Monarch Engineering & Mfg.

Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Co.. Baltimore. Md.
Detroit. Mich.

Frederic B..
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto.

Ont.

CASTINGS. NICKEL
t Van

AVInklB Co., Toronto, Ont
Wella. Toronto.

Montreal.

BOILER COMPOUND
fa.,

Toronto.

Oam. Hanson A Tan WInWe Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Michigan.
amflt<B Facing Mill Oo.. Hamilton, Ont
Josvph Dixon Cnidblr Co.. Jersey City, N.J.
Geortre F..
J..

Philadelphia. Pa.
Co.. Toronto. Ont

BOILERS. STEAM

Munitions, London,

BOOTS

H. Watt. .\mhprRt. N.S.
of Munitions, London. Iceland.

I'n('um,\tio

Machv. Co.,

Rapids.
St.

"Mich.

I/ouis,

Mo

BKAKB SHOES, WHEEI. TRUEINO

Oaa. Hanson ft Tan Winkle Co., Tornnto, Ont.
Ohx. n\H WTieeli. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont
WoodtaoB. B. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

BRASS GOODS. VALVES. ETC.
Crane Ltd., ^Tofntrral
BRASS MELTING
General C/>m^iist.ion C^,. .Montreal.
BBICKS, RUBBING

Hansoo & Van Wlnitle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Oa». Hart Wheda, lAA.. Hamllt»>n, Ont

lOaM.

Frederic B. Stevens

.

Detroit. (MIchlsan.

T.'^.l

<'t<..

Ont.

CLAMPS. FLASK
Woo»Ti*Tn

ft

Stevens,

Oo.

,

Fla.sk

Co. Richmond.

Ind,

Detroit, Mldhifjan.

S.. Chicago. 111.
E. J.. ToronAo.

Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdrv. Supplv Co.. Ltd
Toronto. Ont
Can.

.

Stevens.

Winkle Co. T"

o

.

Pnetimatio Tool Co.,

'i'level:iiid

The.

Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supjiy Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
HamUton Facing MiU Co.. HamUton, Ont
Oan.

OU

Co., Chicago, IlL
Montreal. Que.
S., Chicago, 111.
Peltinos, George F., PhUadelphia, Pa.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., (jo,, Toronto, Ont

Hyde &

Sons.

Obermayer Co.,

ft

Fdry.

Davenport,

Co..

Iowa.

CORE MACHINES, HAMMER

Co.. Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Davenport Mach. & Fdry. Co.. Davenport, Iowa.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Hamilton Facing MUl Co.. Ltd.. HamUton, Ont
Hyde ft Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Reynolds & Co., Toronto.
Woodison, E, J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Can. Hanson

ft

Van Winkle

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co. Ltd. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldilgan.
Tabor Mfg, Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodison. E. J. Co.. Toronto. Ont
,

CORE OILS
Oan. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.

HamUton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. HamUton, Ont
HoUand Core Ofl Co,, Chicago, HI.
Hyde & Sons, Montreal. Que.
Obermayer Co..

S..

Chicago,

lU.

Reynolds & Co.. Toronto.
Woodason. E. J.. Co.. Toronto.

Ont

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Stevens.

Frederic B.

Detroit, Michigan.

HamUton Facing MiU Co.. HamUton, Ont
Hyde & Sons, .Montreal, Que.
E.

J..

N.J.

City,

Ont

Co.. Toronto.

Enirineering Co.,

CORE WAX

Chicago,

111.

Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supplv Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Can.

FYederIc B. Stevens. Detroit. Michigan.
Sons. Montreal. Que.

Compound
rv>.

.

E.

Co..
J..

Buffalo,

N.T.

Toronto.

COUPLINGS, BOWES (PNEUMATIC)
n,v,l:ind riifiimatic T.w>l Co.. Tlie.
COUPLINGS, PLAIN, FLEXIBLE AND
CUT OFF
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago,

Til.

ran. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Northern Crane Works, Ltd.. WalkervUle, Oat
Woodison. E. .T.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

CRANES. HAND TRAVELLING
rnrtis rnenmatic Machy.

Co.,

St.

Louis,

CRUCIBLES
Stevens. Detroit. Michigan.
Co., E. J.. Toromito.

Mo.

*

Frederic B.

CLAY LINED CRUCIBLES
Frederic B,

* Van

CRANES

The.

,

Obermayer Co..

Ind.

Toronto.

J.,

CORE COMPOUNDS

Wooli^on

Dorminion Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Midhlgfln.
Prn.^ton Wooflworkinff Machy. Co., Preston, Ont.
fliv.
W. W.. M'?. Co The, Cleveland, O,
Woodiann Oi. Vj J., Toronto.

Frederic B.

E.

,

CORE BREAKERS (PNEUMATIC)

T'nited

CINDER MILLS

Diamond Clamp

Woodison Oo.

Hrde &

Ont

CHEMISTS— SEE METALLURGISTS
CHEMICALS

I'ncnm.Tlir-

Ont

RiclHnond,

Co.,

CORE BOX MACHINES

National

Hanaon ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Montreal. Que.

ru-vilniid

Diamond Clamp & Flask

CORE REDUCERS

Can.

Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodioon. E. .T
Co.. Toronto.

Ont

111.

CORE BOXES (STEEL AND WOOD)

Woodison.

CHIPPING HAMMERS (PNEIFMATIC)

Mini.^itrv

BORING MACHINES
Oliver Machinerv Co.. Grand
BRACKETED JIB CRANES

Que.
Mfg. Co., Philadeaphla,
Obermayer Co.. S.. Chicago, 111.
Woodi.ion. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

&

Toronto,
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
trfwtioon p: J
Cr»
Toronto. Ont

England.

.Vlontreal, Que,
S,, Chicago,
J.. Co.. Toronto.

Co.,

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey
Obermayer & Co., S., Chicago, 111.

Montreal,

Snn^,

CHARCOAL

BOILBR ORAPHITB

Woodlaoa. B.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont

Hvde &

Sons,

CORE OVENS— SEE OVENS
CORE WASH

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Cleveland Chaplet & Mfg. Co., Cleveland.
Domin'cn Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Midhigan.

Lindsay Chaplet

&

Obermayer &
Woodison. K.

.

ToronrtX).

CARS, CORE OVEN AND FOUNDRY
Can. Hanson & Tan Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Stevens,

Detroit, Micihlgan.

CORE-MAKING MACHINES

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Hyde & Sons, Montreal, Que.
Pettinoe. George F.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Oo.,

Stevens,

Davenport Mach.

CHAPLET8

Hamflton Faotng Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton. Ont
Monarch Ihigineering & Mfg. 'Co.. Baltimore, Md.

Turtis

CABINETS, SANDBLAST
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit,
CARBON BLACKING

Connersville, Ind.

.M.,

CORE JOLTS

Ont

General Combustion Co., Montreal.

Qim. Hanson tc Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont

r.

Wells, Toronto.
J.. C«.. Toronlo.

Frederic B.

Holland Core

Can. Banson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Pangbom Corporation, Hagerstown, Md.
W. W. Sly Mfft. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodtinn. B. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

W. W.

BLOWBRS

of

W. W.

BURNERS. CORE OVEN

CASE HARDENING
General Comibustjon Co.,
CERAMIC KILNS

Combustion Co., Alontreal.

MinL^itrT

Ont

BUFFS AND BUFFING AND
POLISHING COMPOSITIONS

Can. Hanson

BLAST METERS
Clark, Ohas. J.. Chloaga
BLOWING ENGINES

Pettlnos.

W. W.

Toronto,

F.

Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Can,

'

Whikle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Detroit, Michigan.
Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont

Walls, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co.,

ft

CORK BINDERS

Frederic B. Stevaus, Detroit, Michigan.
Woo.'liwm. K. J..
©.. Toronto. Ont-

Stevens,

Ford -Smith Mach.

.\Iini.-;lry

Roots Co., P. H,

Can. Hans«D

Ont.

Co.. Toronto.

& Van

Hanson

"Yederic B.

Woodison

.

Roots Co.. P. H.

J.,

Co., Jersey City. N.J.

ft

COMBINATION JOLT ROLLOVER AND
PATTERN DRAWING MACHINES
Davenport .Mach. ft Fdry. Co., Davenport, Iowa.
CONTRACTORS' STORES
of Munitions, London, England.
CONVERTER BLOWERS, ROTARY

Hyde

Detroit, Mleh.

Frederlfl B.,

H..

J.

Holland Core Oil Co., Chicago ill.
HamUton Facing Mill Co., HamUton,

BRUSHES, ALL KINDS

Woodlson, B.

Co.. Toronto. Ont.
DcmlnioD Fdiy. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Va«nt«B r*dat Mill Co., Ltd., BamUton, Ont
Mopthsm Orane Works, Ltd.. WaJkerrllle. Ont
Obannayer Co., S., Chicago, ni.
W. W. Sly Mf». Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.
toVBs, rraderlo B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodlsan. K. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

&

Mannfaeturers' Brush Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.
Obermayer Co.. S., Chicago. 111.

BUrani, Frederic B., Detroit Mich.
Woodlson, B. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

Oaa. Hanson A Van Winkle Oo., Toronto, Ont.
Ford-Smith Mach. Co.. Ltd.. The, HamUton, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

BARRRI'S. TUMBLING
Qmu Htaaoa 4t Taa Wlskla

Re\-noMs

Hansen A Tan Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Hamflton Fading Mill Oo.. Hamilton. Ont

Oaa.

Can. Hanaon A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Prederlc B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
W. W. Walls. Toronto.
WoodUon. B. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.
Corporation.

Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Co.. Toronto. Ont

Oaa.

Woodlson, E.

ANODES, BRASS, COPPBR,
NICKVr, ZINC

General

J.,

BUFFING AND POLISHING
MACHINERY

Hersey Co.. Ltd., Milton, Montreal, Que.

Oliver

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey Olty. N.J.
Woodiaon. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Stsvoii,

ANALYSIS

Pangbom

OauUtr.

B.

QftB. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supplj Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Montreal, Que.
Manufaoturers' Brush Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Prederlo B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Pettinoe, Qeorge F., Philadelphia. Pa.
Steven-s,

Dominion Fdry. Suj^ly Co..
fToadlsoa,

BRONZE CASTINGS
American Mangaaeee Bronze Ca. PhlladelpUa.
BRONZE FORCINGS
American Manganese Bronze Co., Philadelphia.
BRONZE INGOTS
Aanerican Manganefie Bronze Co.. Philadelphia.
BRONZE MANGANESE
American Manganese Bronae Ca, Philadelphia.
BRUSHES, FOUNDRY AND CORE

Detroit, Michigan.

Woodl?on

CRUCIBLES, RESERVOIR. TILTING
FURNACE. BOTTOM POUR, ETC.

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dixon CniclMe Co.. Joseph. Jersey City. N.J.
Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co
,

Oautier. J.

H., ft Co.. Jersey City. N.J.
Mill Co., Ltd., HamUton.

HamUton Facing

Oat

M;

(W

I:»'_>0

ll)\le

&

Woolison.

CI'l'OLAS
Hanson * Van VVInkU Oo. Toronto. OnL
Dominion Fdrr. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Oat
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. I.M.. ilamilton. KnI
Monarch Engineering A Mfg. Co., Raltlmon, kid
Northi-m Crane Works. I.t.t
WalkerTille. i)Dt.
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co., OleTeland. Ohio.
C«n.

.

.

Stefeiu.

Frederic B.,

Woodi9on.

E.

Detroit, Mich.
Co.. Toronto. Ont.

J..

CI POL.\ Br,.\ST G.*l'GES
Can. Han!ion i Van Winkle Co

Toronto, Ont.

.

Pcmlnlon Fdry. Supply
Fted«ric B.
Woodi.vin.

Co.. I.td
Toronto. Ont.
Detroit. Micbigon.
.Mill Co.. Ltd,. Hamilton. Ot>t
Co.. Toronto. OnL
.

Sterens,

Hamilton Facing
E.

J

.

BLOWERS

CrPOL.4

KO

A N

I

FF MtO-MANGANESE
C. Leslie A Co., Ltd
FERKO-SILICON

Sons. Mi.«str««l. Que.
FrtJerle K.. Detroit. Mlefe.
K. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

SteTfns.

N A n

N

I

I) I{

Montreal,

FII.LICKS

London.

Mini!li.>ii.s.

,.|

Han-son & Van Winkle Co., Toronto.
Ftiry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, iMlchigtm.
Hyde A Sons, .Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. OnL

Can.

BLOCKS

Predaric B. Starana, Detroit, Miahigan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.
H.vile i
Sons. Mootre*!. Qu«.

ObL

Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.

CUPOLA TWYEBS
C«n. Hanaon A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. OnL
Pominion Fdrj. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. OnL
.<t«Tena, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. OnL

CYANIDE OF POTASSIIM.

Ont

DIPPERS. GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Torooto, OtI.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Joaeph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City. N.J.
Gautier. J. H.. A Co.. Jersey City. N.J.
ITTde A Soni. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Wfxvlison. E. J
Co.. Torooto. Ont.

"'i-.ino

LU.,

nine

Montreal.

Lt;J.,

Corporation,

Ha^eistown,

Can. Hanaon A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Cleveland Nickel Works, Cleveland.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Lti., Toronto. OnL
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Mi(2iigan.
Monarch Eng'r'g .Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Woodiaon, E. J., Co.. Toronto. OnL

OUST ARRESTERS AND EXHAUSTERS

Can. Hanaon A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Pangbom Oorporation, Hagerstown, Md.
"It.
W. W.. .Mfg. Co
The. aeveland.
Woodl3on Oa. E. J., Toronto.
.

Corporation,

Hagerstovm,

HanTOn A Van Winkle Co Toronto, OnL
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Midhiean.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Out
W. W. Welle. Toronto.
Woodtwn. K. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Monarch Bngineering A Mfg. Co.. Baltimore. Md.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
.

T..

.1

Co., ButTalo. N.Y.
Co.. Toronto. OnL

.

Machinery Co..

Grand Rapi<t.

ifich.

Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont.
rVmitninn Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. OnL
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mi<Alg«n.
Wo.v',<^n. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

'~«n. TTtn»on A Van Winkle Co
Toronto Onf
F'vM.STOJth Mach. Co.. Ltd.. The. Hamilton, Ont
Prederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.
W/vvif«rm. F. .7.. Co.. TnroTito
Onf
.

WHEELS

\f:"!.-''^-

Munitions

r.f

FACINGS
Ff»rr1.STnlth

Oh^rmaver
Woo'fismi

Rapid.«.

Mich.

Stereni.

A C"
CV>..

.

E.

„,„.. T^e.
.„,-. Hamilton.
Ltd..
,,„ux,
Onf.
Detroit. MIdhigan.

Chlcaeo.
J. Toronto.

S..

Til.

F*N8 EXHAUST
'~«n.

Han'on

A Vsn

Winkle Co.. Toronto.
tt, .„(]»„„
Mill fn
T,M
Co.. aevetand. Ohio.
Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.

TT«irnton

r«>^'ne

.

.

W. W. my Mfg.
Stevens.

n-o^i«,n

t:;.

.7.

(^

Toronto.

Ont

PE-:i;3-ALL0Y8
A.

C.

Leslie

A

Co..

Ltd..

Chicago. HI.

A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, OnL
Dominion Fdij. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facine Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde A Sons, Montreal, Que.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, HI.
Can. Hanson

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich,
Whitehead Bros. Co.. ButTalo. N.Y.
Wno.ltsnn. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, OnL

FOUNDRY FACINGS

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co.» Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Joseph Dliou Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hamilton Fadne Mill Co.. Hamilton. OnL

Monarch Bngineering A Mfg. Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, IH.

Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros, Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison. E, J.. Co.. Toronto. OnL

Montreal. Que.

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co
Toronto. Ont.
Prederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Michiean.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easfon.
Pptthios. Oeorpe P.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Wiwlivm E. .T Co Toronto. Ont.
.

London. England.

OnL
On

.

.

FOirNDHT SUPPLIES

Donald Gnaiphite Co., Calabogie, OnL

GRINDERS
Ma<Jiinery

Grand Rapids, Mi<^

<Jo.,

111.

HAND

TOOL POST, FLOOR AND BENCH
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,
GRINDERS, PORTABLE (PNEUMATIC)

111.

Clenland

I'Tunraatii-

Tool Co.,

Tlie.

GRINDERS, RESIN
FVeueric B. Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co., Cleveland. Ohio.

GRINDING WHEEL DRESSERS
Machinery Co..

Oliver

Graml

RapicLs,

Alidh.

ANGULAR

GRIT,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., PitUburgh.

Pa.

GRIT, STEEL
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh,

Pa.

HAMMERS, CHIPPING

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Ohioaco,
General

Combustion Co.. Montreal.

HELMETS

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. OnL
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. OnL
A. Spangler, Benton Hart>our, Mioh.

J.

Prederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. OnL

HOISTING AND CONVEYING MACHINERY, ELECTRIC AND PNEUMATIC
Can Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Northern Crane Works.

HOISTS, CHAIN

Detroit, Midiiean.

Ltd.,

Walkerville.

OnL

OnL

AND PNEUMATIC
TROLLEY

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago, ID.

HOISTS, HAND,

Co., Toronto, OnL
Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Prederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Michigan.
Northern Crane Works. Walkerville.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. OnL

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..

IRON CEMENTS

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. 0»L
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, On«Hvde A Sons, Montreal, Que.

Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodt-son Oo., E. J., Toronto.

IRON FILLER

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Oat
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.
Frederic B,, Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. OnL

JOINTERS

Hamilton Pacini Mill Co. Hamilton. Ont.
Hawley Down Draft Fumace Co.. Eastnrn.

111.

HEAT TREATING

Otn Hatwon A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, OnL
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd
Toronto. OnL
.

111.

HAMMERS, CHIPPING, CAULKING
PNEUMATIC HOSE

IRON 8ANI>

FURNACE LINING
Stevens.

Winkle Co., Toronto, OnL

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Out
Prederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Joseph Duton Crucible < o,, Jersey Utty, N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont,
Uyde & Soas, Montrea
Que.
Jonathan Bariley Cruci' If Co.. Trenton. N.J.
Pettinos. George F.. I'Liiladelphia, Pa.
WoodiaoB. E. J., Co., '"oronto, OnL

FVederic B. Stevens, Detroit, MioblgBn.
National Engineering Co.. Chlc»«o, 111
Orhermayer Co., 3.. Chleaffo. TTl.
Woodiirm Co., E. J.. Toronto.

Prederic B.

& Van

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago.

FOUNDRY GRAVEL

Mach. Co.

Prederic B.

Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

FOUNDRY MIXERS
National Engineering Co.,
FOUNDRY PARTING

Hersey Co.. Ltd., Milton. Montreal, Que.
.VfeLaln'a System. Inc.. Milwaukee, Wis.

Grand

STEAM

EN(;iNES.

General Combustion Co., Montreal.

FOUNDRY PRACTICE

'mnf Ltd.. M^ntrr-al.
ENGINTB LATHES
Alivpr ^fachinrrr Co.

FORCINGS

Hyde A Sons. Montreal. Que.

EATERY STANDS

F^rFRV WTTT:ELS— SEE
E.N.VMELWARE

Ont

Prederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldhlgan.
-Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Co., E. J., Toronto.

A Van

Hanson

Co.. Hamilton.
Obermayer Co., 8., Chicago, III.
Tsbnr .Mfir. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodison E. J.. C<»i. Toronto. OnL

Magnetic
Woodison

ELEVATORS. HYDRAULIC. PNBUMATIC
-"an.

Stevens, Detroit, Mi<feigiarL

HamUton Facing MUl

FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT

ELECTRIC FURNACES
K". .•;<Furnace Con.>i*n:o;:.-.n Cn
ELECTRIC GLUE HEATERS
0;:rer

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.^ Toronto, Ont

Woodison,

•^an.

W<vvi|.on.

FLASKS. SNAP. ETC.
Oan. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. OnL
Diamond Clamp & Flask Co., Richmond, Ind.

Stevens,

Md.

George F., Philadelphia, Pa.

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,

^lontre.al.

Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

DUST EXHAUSTER, ANISTER SYSTEM
PaagVim Corporation, Ha««r3town, Md.
DYNA.MOS

Pettinos.

GRINDERS, PORTABLE, ELECTRIC,

SCREWED

"^n.

DUST HANDLING EQUIPMENT

GRAPHITE GREASE

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Ford-Smith .Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamiltoo, Ont

FOUNDRY COKE

O

Detroit. Michigan.

GRINDERS, PNEUMATIC

MALLEABLE

Prederic B.

Stevens.

Oan. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Prederic B, Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

GRINDERS, DISC. BENCH, SWING

FLANGED

Crane Ltd.,

M.. Oonnersville. Ind.

F.

AND LEATHER GLOVES

Ford-Smith Mach. Co., J.td., The, Hamiltoo, Ont.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

Crane Ltd.. Montreal.

FITTINGS,

Md.

DRYING OVENS FOR CORES

Whitehead Bros.

FITTINGS,

Ifrederic B.

OJiv^er

Crane Ltd.. .Montreal.

DRTERS, SAND

Pangbom

Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigmn.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.
Prederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Pettinos, George P.. Philadelphia, Pn.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. OnL

FITTINGS,

Chicago, 111.
Toronto. Ont.

Co..

GOGGLES

lllack

Ont.

Crane Ltd., Montreal.

AND "ORTABLE

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, HI.

Pangbom

Co., Toronto,
Ltd., Toronto,

FITTINGS, CAST IRON

.M.MUro:il.

OnL

GRAPHITE PRODUCTS

Detroit, Michigan.

Hanson A Van Winkle
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co.,

S.,

J.,

n«its Oo.. p. H. A
ASBESTOS. DUCK

Can. Hanson

CEMENT

Oan.

Detroit, Michigan.
Mill Co., Hamilton,

Facine

GRAPHITE, ANTI-FLUX BRAZING

Ciane Ltd., Montreal.

DRINKING FOUN-T.4INS
I

Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, OnL

FITTINGS

.

DR.AJNAGE FTITINGS
DRILLS, ELECTRIC

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, iMicbigan.
J. H., A Co., Jeiaey Oity, N.J.
General Combustion Co., Montreal.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, OnL
4yde A Sons, Montreal, Que.
Moaarcb Engineering
Mfg. Co., Baltimore. Md.
Obermayer Co., 8., Chicago, 111.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.

FIRE 8.\ND

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Torooto.
Frederic B. Sterols, Detroit, Michigan.
\v
\V. Wells. Toronta
Wottlison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. OnL

Hamilton

Hawley Down Draft Fumace Co., Easton,
Monarch Engineering A Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.

FURNACE BLOWERS, ROTARY
Que.

OauUer,

Stevens,

Prederic B. Stevens,

Woodison, E.

Mich.

Rapids,

Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Sufuplj Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

J="IRE
Frederic B.

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Onf.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto Ont

Obermajyer Co.,
Onin.I

A

OnL

Toronto.

Co..

J..

Co..

Can.

Winkle Co., Torooto. OnL
noninion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, OnL

E.

M.u-hin.n

Consliuotioii <\).

I''iiniaiv

Combustion Co., Montreal.
Hamilton FacinK .Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.. Easton.
Monaroh Engineering A Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co, Hnffalo. N.T.
Woodison, B. J., Co.. Toronto, OnL

FURNACES. BRASS

LEATHER AND WOODEN

FIRE BRICK AND CLAY
A. C. Leslie A Co., Ltd., Mono-eal,

Woo<Jl9on,

Onl.

Onu

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. OnL
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, MichlgUL
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, OnL
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. OnL
ithvii-

E.

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. OnL
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
l';i,.iii.'

Dominion

FILLETS.

.Montreal. Que.
J.. Torontx).

Co.,

FURNACES
Ceneral

(MKTALLIC)

FILLING MACHINES

Ind.

Woo.ll^•(nl

KnKlanil.

Stetens. Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
RootB Cb., V. H. A F. .M., OanoersriUe,
Woodiaoo. K. J.. Co.. Toronto, OnL

CUPOLif LININGS
Oan. Hanaon & Van

Que,

A. U. Leslie A Co.. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
FERROUS AND NON-FERROUS METALS
Mnii.-tiv

51
Hyde A Sons,

.

Hanson & Van Winkle C-o., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Ca. Lul., Toronto. Ont.
.Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co.. Baltlmor*. Md.
Can.

V M A N

Stevens,

Globe Steel Co.. Mansfield. Ohio.
Plttshureh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh. Pt.
Oliver

Maohinrrv Co..

Grand

Rapids.

Mich.

JOLT ROCKOVERS
American

Molding Mach.

Co.,

Terre-Hauto.

Ind.

CANADIAN

52
JOLT MACHINES AND SQCEEZERS

UNDRYMAN

F

AND GAS rUUNACES

OIL

RIDDLES

Orimea .Molding .Machine Co., Detroit. Mich.

Han.son & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdrv. Suppl.v Co., Ltti., Toronto. Onu
Hamilton Facinc Mill Co. Hajnilton, Ont.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md
.St.veii.s,
FrcUric 1!,, Detroit, Mich.

VV(»diion,

Woodison.

American

Molding Macb. Co., Terre-Haiite, InJ
Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Oat.
il
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. I.Ut.. Toronto, Onu

Can.

ilaniion

Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit. Micbigan.
E.

Toronto, Ont.

Co..

J.,

JOLT STRIPPERS

OIL

American .Molding Mach. Co., Terre-Haule, Ind
Davenport Mach. & Fdry. Co.. Davenport, lowa.

KAOLIN
Frederic B. Sterenfl, Detroit, Michigan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Whitehead Hros. Co.. KulTalo. N.Y.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

Grand Rapids,

Co.,

Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
E. 3., Co., Toronto. Ont

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..

Co., Toronto. Ont
Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.

Frederic B. Stevena. Detroit, Michigan.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.. Eaaton. Pa.
Monarch BJngineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.
Frederic B.

Stereos.

Detroit,

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..
Can.

Co.,

Toronto.

Toronto
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
.Fmenh Dixon Cnieible Co., Jersey City, N.J
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

OIL,

T.tt

Ont.
Oii'

Frederic B.

M.icliiiicry

Pre-ston

Grand Rapids,

Co.,

Frederic B.
K.\iiol.Ls
SIv. W.

Md

Stevens,

&

Obermayer

Cto.

.

Co.,
E.

Chicago,

Micihigan.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Michigan.
Pettmos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.

MACHINE

PATTERNS
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit,
Pattern Works

Grand

England.
Rapids, '.Midi.

Grand Rapids. Mich.
Woodwoiking Machy. Co., Preston. Ont.

PATTERN MILLING MACHINES
Gland

.Madiincry Co..

Wr>t.|u-,.rkiiis

Compound

United

Ding's .Maimetic Sepurator Cyo.. Milwaukee Wis
Magnetic .Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee. Wis.
Oliver Machinery Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

MELTING POTS

Co.,

Buffalo,

Fonl-Smith Mach. Co.. Ltd., The, Hamilton

MICA SCHIST

Ont.

fipringa
Pa
Co., Toronto.

Ont.

Engineering Co., Chicauo. Ill
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

N.T.

Stevens,

Detarit. Michigan.

MIXERS
Encineering

Co.,

Chicago,

BLACK AND GALVANIZED

AND FITTINGS

PIPE, SOIL,

•

Frederic B.. Detroit, .Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co. Toronto. Ont.

MOLDING
Britannia

Co..

Coventry,

Ont

Davenport Mach.

&

Fdry.

r>„t

0.
Iowa.

Co., Daveaport.
Dominion Fdry. Sunclv Co.. I.t
Tmnntn ii,,
Humilton Facing Mill Co.. HaTiilfnn. rint
Grimes Molding Machine Co., Detroit, Mich
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Tabor MfR. Co., Philndelphia.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont
1

Mnnitions.

of

London,

MOLDING SAND— SEE SAND
Frederic B. Stereos, Detroit, M'idhlgan.

MOLDING SIFTERS
Can

Co., Toronto. Ont
Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Stevens, Detroit, Mlchluan.
Whitfhesd Rros. Co.. R\iffaln. NT.
n-rwlisnn E. J., Co. Toronto. Ont.
i

.

MORTISERS
Oliver

M;ichinerT Co.,

Grand Hapids.

V^77T PS SAND BLAST
Frederic B.

Stevens,

Detroit. Michigan.

VORTH RIVER SAND
Pettinos,

George

F..

Philadelphia,

Pa.

Miob.

W..

SAND BLAST HELMETS
J. A. Spangler. Benton Harbour,
SAND BLAST SAND

AND POLISHING

'an. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Otrt.
I

SI'PPLTES
Ont

Iowa.

E,

Detrodt. Micihigan.
J..
Toronto.

PULLEYS, MAGNETIC

RAMMING PLATES AND MACHINES
Hanson ,t- Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
•^ar
Magnetic Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.

Detroit. Michigan.

Grand Rapids. Mich.

SAND MILLS

SAND MOLDING

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, rtnt.
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont

Hyde & Sons, Montreal. Que.
Pettinos. George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., PnfTalo. N T.
iv,%rv-lison
J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.
v..

Stevens.

Co..

Stevens.

Machinery Co..

FYederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Midhtoan.
National Engineering Co.. Chicago. 111.

Iowa.

PRODUCTION LATHES
Oliver Macliineiv <"o., firand Rat^ids, Midh.
PROTECTIVE WEARING APPAREL
Woodi.^son

D

FYederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Midhienn.
National Engineering Co.. Chicago, HI.
Frost Mfg. Co.. Chicago. 111.
St>indard Sand & Machine Oo., Cleveland. Ohio.
Woodison Oa. E. J., Toronto.

POWER SQUEEZERS
.

Toronto, Ont
Toronto Ont

SAND-MIXING MACHINERY

Crane Ltd.. Montreal.

T>avpnport Alach. & Fdrv. Co
Davenport.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mitihigan.

Co.,
I.t-i

.

FYederic R.

Montreal.

Co.. Davenport.
Detroit, Michigan.

BLAST MACHINERY'. BARRELS.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Mldhigan.
Fro.st Mfg.
Co.. Chicago, lib
Slv, W,
W., Mfg. Co.. Tlie. Cleveland.
Woodison. E. J
Co.. Toronto. Ont

Oliver

Fdry.

Ont

SANDERS

POWER JOLT SQUEEZERS
&

.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhlssm.
Woo.Iison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

SANnBT,AST MATERIAL

Pneumatic Tool Co.. Montreal.

jju'vens,

Corporatdon. Hageistown. Md.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdrv. Supplv To..

PNEUMATIC TOOLS

Mach.

Detroit, Midhlaan.

,

Can.

Tlnoson * Van Winlrln Po
Toron'o.
FYederic B., Detroit, Mich,
W. W. Wells Toronto.
Wooilison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Ltd.,

Stevens,

SAND CONVEYING MACHTNERT
S.AND

Stevens,

Co..

Pa.

Mich.

Pangbom

Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Qnt
.losepb Dixon Cnicible Co.. Jersey Citv, \',J
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont

PVederic B,

Hanson A Van Winkle

Dorninjon
FYederic

W.

SANDBLAST SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES

England.

Can.

Frederic B.

Pa.

Toronto.

J.,

George F. Philadelphia, Pa.
Whitehead Pras. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
K J Woodison Co., Toronto.

PLANT AND MACHINERY

Dnvxnnort

Pa.

Detrodt, MiflhlgwL
Steel Co.. Pittsburgh.

Engineering Co., Chicago. 111.
Corporation, Hageretown, Md.
Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
United States Silica Co., Chicago, 111.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont
Sly.

Pettinos.

PORCELAIN WARE

Eng.

E.

(\).,

Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.T.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

The Holdcn

M.-XriTIXEC
Foundry

Stevens,

Crushed

Pursbnitrli

Frederic B.

liid<>i)rn lent

Il;>"-Wan^n * Van Winkle Co.. Toronto
The Oleyeland Osbom .Mfg. Co., Cleveland,

Frederic B.

Joseph Dixon Crucible

,

Stevens.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detrodt, Mldhlgan.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh,

s*Nn BLAST ACCESSORIES

FYederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Mldhlgan.
GOobe Steel Co., M.an.>field, Ohio.
Pittshurtrh Crushed Steel rn., Pittsburgh.

i^an,

^nn. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont
Oom-.nion Fdrj. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto On*
"oTniUnn Fncinj Mil' Pn
Hsirnilton. Ont

111.

<AND BLAST GRIT AND SHOT

COMPOUNDS

Crane Ltd.. Montreal.

I'LATTNG

III.

MOLDERS- TOOLS

Out

Pangbom

Ont

,

JVederie B.

Iowa

Michigan.

Toronto.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Onrt
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton Ont.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

I'v'le & Sons.
Montreal. Que.
Obermayer Co.. 8., Chicago. Til.
Hottinos. George F.
Philadelphia. Pa.
vtevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. .Mich.
Woodison. E. J,. Co.. Toronto, rtn-

MITTENS

Co. Davenport,

Detroit,

J..

Frost Mfg. Co,, Chicago, 111.
FYederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Jfldhlgan.
National Enginecrinsr Co.. Chicago,
Woodi-wn Co., E. J
Toronto.

Woodison

I'LUMBAGO

MINING AND QUARRYING MACHINERY

E.

SANDBLAST EQUIPMENT

Crane Ltd., Montreal.

PIPE JOINT

-MinLstry

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Michijran.
Pettmos, George F., Pbiladelphia, Pa.

National

Ont

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detrodt, Midhii^n.
C.o.. .Tersev City. N.J

MILLING MACHINES

Mfg Co., Cambridge
Hanson * Van Winkle

Ont

PHOSPHORIZERS

rharles C. Kawnn Co.. Toronto.
Hersey Co.. Ltd., Milton. Montreal. Que.
McLain's System. Inc., Milwaukee, Wii.
Tiironto Teatine Laboratories, Toronto.

Fdrv.

Stevens.

Co.,

National

Crane Ltd., Montreal.

METALLURGISTS

111.

,

Co.

CMaeliiliciiT

&

Macb.

SANDBLAST ABRASIVES

Mich.

A. C. Leslie & Co., Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Steel Co. of Canada, Hamilton. Ont.

PIPE,

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore. Md
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

BIystone

Ilapiels,

PIG IRON

MAGNETIC SEPARATORS

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago.

SAND MILLS

Machinery Co.,

PATTERN WAX

London.

HAMMER. COMPRESSION

I'nitcd States Silica Co., Chicago. IB.
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Mldhlgnn.
Wooriison Co.. E. J.. Toronto.

Mich.

PATTERN MAKING MACHINES

I'll -i.. 11

of Munitions,
.Machinerj- Co.,

Grand Rapids,

-Machinery Co.,

O

SAND

Midhlgan.

PATTERN SHOP MACHINERY

TOOI.,S

^IinL^t^^•

Woodison.

TTanson X Van WinWe fn.
Toronto,
Frederic B, Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
W, W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
WoofTison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

LUBRICATING GRAPHITE

Detroit, Midhigwn.
Toronto.
Mfg. Co.. The. Cleveland.
E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

("•an

111.

PATTERN SHOP EQUIPMENT.

CORE

Stevens,

Co.,

ROTARY PUMPS
General Combustion Co.. Montreal.
RIP SAWS
I'nstiiU WniluorkiuK Macliiuerv Co.
ROUGE

111.

111.

Chicago.
Toronto.

S.,
J.,

Ont

Toronto.

RIVETERS. PNEUr.iATIC, HYDRAULIC

WmxlUon

Detixjit,

Detrodt. Midhigim.
Co., Preston,

J.,

w..

Frederic B.

WoodLwn

Pri'ston

&

Davenport

Oxygen Co.

Frederic B.

E.

ROLLOVER MACHINES

PARTING COMPOUNDS

Oliver

Stevens,

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Out
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.

Montreal.

WET AND DRY

PANS.

111.

Mich.

RESIN

.Micli.

OXYGEN
l>i'iniiiii>ii

Detroit.

Woodworking Machy.

Woodtwn Oa,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detrodt, Mi<ihigian.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore,
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, IIL
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co., Cleveland. Ohio.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

Oliver

nihermaver & Co.. S., Chicago, ni
Reynolds & Co., Toronto.

National

Oliver

Chicago,

S.,

Frederic B.,

RIDDLES, ELECTRIC

OILSTONE GRINDERS

(.llivcr

Obermayer Co.,

Combustion Co., Montreal.

PATTERN MAKERS' BENCHES

Michigan.

LADLE STOPPERS, LADLE NOZZLES
AND SLEEVES (GRAPHITE)

f'an.

M., Oonnersvillc. Ind.

F.

Montreal

LEGGINGS

LINSEED

&

National Engineering Co.,
Frost Mfg. Co., Chicago,

HEATERS

Can.

II.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Omi.

Midi.

Woodison,

Oliver

Co.. P.

Hyde & Sons, Montreal, Que.

Whitehead Bros. Co., New York, N.T.
Woodison. E. J,. Co,, Toronto, Ont.

OVENS FOR CORE BAKING
\NH DRYING

('«n. ilanaon & Van Wlnklr Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
jL«ei>h Diion CruciBle Co., Jersey City, .\.J.
Hamilton Fncing .Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore. Md.
Obermayer Co.. S., Chicago, 111.
Sly, W. W., Sltg. Co., Tlie, Cleveland. O.

L.ADLE

R«cjrts

Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Out
Dominion Fdr^. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
Can.

Stevens,

OIL METERS

General Combustion Co.,

LADLES. FOUNDRY

Steven*.

Ont

Toronto,

Co..

OPEN HEARTHS

KNIFE GRINDERS
.Muciiincry

J..

AND GAS FURNACE BLOWERS

General

Can. llanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Om

Oliver

Ccn.

E.

Volume XI.

SAND SIFTERS
Ont

Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. .Mich.
Wo*,disnn. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ort

RETORTS

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City. N.J
Jonathan Bartley Crucible Co., Trenton. N.J.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

Battle Creek Sand Sifter Co.. Battle Creek, Mich
<^nn. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Dot
Dominion Fdrv. Supplv Co.. Ltd.. Toronto Ont
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Mldhignn.
namiltnn Faoinc Mill Co. Hamilton Ont
Preston Woodworking .Machy. Co., Preston, Ont.

WnoHison

P

T

To

T-'^-fo

Ont

SAND RAMMERS (PNEUMATIC)
CU-velaud

Pneumatic Tool Co., The.

-Mav.

CA N A

1920
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ARE
UNEQUALLED

OUR
FIREBRICKS

RESULTS OF STANDARD TESTS
Fusing Point

Cone 32

-

or 3218° F.

RE-HEATING TEST,
2550 F. for 5 Hours

Contraction or Expansion Zero

-

SPALLING TEST,-

We

invite

you

in the

Brick heated red hot and dropped into
cold water do not crack or check.

your patronage and are pleased to give any information that will help
proper selection of material adapted to your particular class of work.

OUR MOTTO--'' SERVICE

HYDE &

f y

SONS, MONTREAL, QUE.

Ceco Pressure-Seated Air Valves for Foundry Works
Cross-Section of Cleco Valve
Style

Style P.O.,

Angle

A,

sizes

Valve, allows hose
to

Style

fall

1",

away from

PRESSU RE

POINT
The Air Pressure
is always on the
Large end of Milve
Plug holding it
firmly on Seat.

Angrle Valve.

THE VALVE THAT

%

Style

F.W.

style F.W., Foura y
Valve, arranged
so
that

W

in>y/ernent

of

iVi",

made

in

%",

V2",

IW,

2"

standard pipe out-

underside of Valve
without bending.

A

%",

lets.
\

Style P.O
Parallel Valve.

IMPROVES WITH USE

^

M.O. has 1and male
coupling
Bowes
style
in.

the

inlet

outlet

handle controls the
supply
and exhaust from both
ends of a doubleacting piston.

Inlets

pipe size larger,

and

con-

with Bowes
Coupling %-in. to
%-in. everywhere.

nects
Write for

45, describing our
Valves and Fittings.

Bulletin
line of

complete

Style M.O.

BOWES AIR HOSE COUPLINGS
Standard Equipment Everywhere

Instantly connected or disconnected.
Absolutely air-tight under all pressures from
10 lbs. upwards.

.

;

^SSi^

Cut Shows Never Slip Clamps Attached
Bowes.
In

Interchangeable in all sizes from M-\n. to
%-in.
Made of non-rusting and acidresisting metal-brass and Nic-a-loy.
to

stock— Clipping Hammers, Sand Rammers, Portable Emery Grinders, Cleco Air Valves, Hose
Fittings everything required in foundry work.

—

Illustrated Catalog No. 19 mailed on request.

CLEVELAND PNEUMATIC TOOL Company
84

Chestnut

St.,

TORONTO, ONT.

337 Craig St. W.,

of Canada, Limited

MONTREAL, QUE.

54

CA N A D

SAND RIDDLES
Pradartc B. Sterou, Detroit, Miclilgaii.
WooJiBon Oa, E. J
Toronto
Sifter Co
Hat tie Creek, Ailch
Frederic B. Steveiu, Detroit, Mlolxipui.
E. J.. Toromto.
.

Woodiaon Oa,

Oliver

Grand Rapids,

SEPARATORS

iMidi.

Magnetic Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

SEPARATORS, MOISTENEHS, OIL FOB
&

Obemiayer

Co.,

Frederic B. Stevens,
\Voo"iison

Oo.,

Chicago,

S.,

E.

SHOT

Rapids,

Woodison

Oo.,

E.

Pa

Frederic L. Stevens, Detroit, Mldilgan.
& Co., S,, Chicago, 111.
E. J., Toronto.

SIEVES
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Suuplv Co.,
Fniertc B. Stevens, Detroit,

Cb., Toronto, Ont.
Ltd., Toronto. Omt.
M1f<hl|p.n

Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
J., Co,, Toronto, Ont.

WASH

& Van

Can. Hanson

Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, OntFrederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldhlgan.
Hyde & Sons, Montreal, Que.
Pettinoa, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

SILICA ROCK,

Can.

Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Hyde & Sons, Montreal, Que.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

Ont.

Co.,

Han.son & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Out
Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit. Michigan.
.loseph Dixon Cnicible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
<vn<yli<!nn. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

Can.

SLIP JACKETS

Diamond Clamp & Flask Co., Richmond,
The .S. Ohennaver Co., Clidcago.

SNAP FLASKS
Oliver Machinery Co.. Grand Rapids,
SNAP FLASK BANDS
S.
Oln-nnavcr 0<i.
Tlu'.
SNAP FLASK BOTTOM PLATES

Ind.

Mich.

.

Diamond Clamp & Flask Co., Richmond,
The S. ObeiTnaver Co. rhicago.

Ind.

Obei-maver Co..

Co..

Ind.

& Flask Co., Richmond,
Obermayer Co., Clwcago.

Ind.

Ont

SOAPSTONE
Frederic B.

Co.. Toronto.
Ltd.. Toronto,

Ont

Ont

Machinery Co..

Grand

Rapids,

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Ltd., The. Hamilton. Ont.

J.,

Toronitx).

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Curtis Pneumatic Machv.

Co.,

WATER

St.

Louis,

Mo.

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..
Can.

&

w.wli«nTi

Hamilton,

Ont,

Sons. Montreal, Que.
E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

TENONERS
Oliver Madiinery Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.
TESTS OF MATERIALS
Hersey Co., Ltd., Milton. Montreal. Que.
TEEMING CRUCIBLES AND FUNNELS
HsTifion Sz Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
TOOLS. PNEUMATIC
Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago.

TRACK. OVERHEAD

Ont

Co..

111.

111.

Richmond. Ind.

TROLLEYS AND TROLLEY SYSTEMS
Frederic B.

Stevens.

Detroit.

Dominion Oxygen Co,

WHEELBARROWS

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Midiigan.
Hyde & Sons. Montreal, Que.
Woodison Oa, E. J., Toronto.

WHEELS, GRINDING

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Torcoto,
Can. Hart Wl>-ils. Hamilton, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.

Ont

Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd.. The. Hamilton,
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Ont

WHEELS, POLISHING. ABRA8IVB

Can. Haufion & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Ford-Smith Mach. Co.. Ltd., The. Hamlltoo.
Hamilton Facing Mil! Co., Hamilton, Onu
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
T'nitcd Compound Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
Woo'li'sim
v.. J..
Co., Toronto. Ont

Roots Oo., P. H.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

Michigan.

Ont

WELDING AND CUTTING SUPPLIES

IX

Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.

Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midbigan.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Wondi.son. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

WTND GATES

TALC

TONGS, SHAKE OFF
Diamond Clamp & Flask

Midi.

H(in«nn .^ Van Winkle r-o. Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhlgan.

<^>in

Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

Keller

SPEED LATHES
tHiver

WALL CHANNELS

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago.

Pettinos, Georg* F.. Philadelphia, Pa.
'Voodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

SPELTER BOWLS

E.

Tabor .Mfg. Co., Phaadelphia.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto.

Ont.

r'fln.

Detroit, Michigan.
Co., Hamilton. Ont.

Stevens,

Hamilton Facing Mill

Co..

Machinery Co.,

TANKS. OIL AND

Hyde

*

A. C. iLealle
Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Can. TTanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co.,

Toronto,

Ont

Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton. Ont.

Woodison

Detroit, Michigan.

Stevens,

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.,, Toronto. Ont
Pressed Steel Co.. Muskegon, Mich.
Can.

Frederic B.
sevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Can. Han.son & Van Winkle Co., Toronto.
Can. Hart Wheels. Hamilton, Ont

SURFACE PLANERS
Oliver Machinery Co..
SWING
Ford-Smith Mach. Co..
SWING GRINDERS

Ont

& Sons. Montreal. Que.
Uni'ed Compound Co., Buffalo, N.T.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont
Hyde

VIBRATORS

AND OIL

Hamilton Facinc Mill Co.,

SMALL, ANGLES

Can.

Co.,

Toronto,

The.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton.

SWITCHES, I-BEAM
Richmond,

rhdcago.

Diamond Clamp
8.

Co..

Tw>l Co..

I'lK-ninatic

Frederic B.

STONES. RUBBING

Oliver

SNAP FLASKS, WOOD, CHERRY AND OAK
Tlie S. Obermayer Co., Chicago.
SNAP MOLD JACKET
The

J..

Montreal.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Midiisan.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. 0»t
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.

Out

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Can. Han.son & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. On*.
Joseph Dixon Cnicible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison, E. J., Co,, Toronto, Ont

SWING SAWS

,

.S.

n(velaM<I

Limited, Montreal, Que.

Co.,

Hanson & Van Winkle

Woodison, E.

I,td.,

VENT WAX

Ind

Frederic B.

SNAP FLASH JACKETS
S. Otx-l-m.-ivcr Co.. Tllo.
SNAP FLASK TRIMMINGS
Diamnnd Clamp & Fla^k

Crane

VALVES, PRESSURE SEATED
(PNEUMATIC)

Toronto.

J.,

STIRRERS, GRAPHITE

SKIMMER.S, GRAPHITE

Tile

E.

Richm-Mid,

Co..

A. C. Leslie & Co., Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toiotiio,
Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.
Steel Co. of Canada, Hamilton, Ont
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

STEEL RAILS

Hanson & Van Winkle

UNIONS
Crane Ltd., Montreal.
VALVES (IRON), STANDARD, EXTRA

Pangbom Corpora-on, Hagerstown, Md.

AND PULVERIZED

Toronto.

HEAVY

Diamond Clamp & Flask

&

Co.,

.

Pa.

STEEL BANDS

A. C. Leslie

&

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Totonto. Ont
Northern Crane Works. Walkervil]»

STEEL PLATES

GROUND

Out

Ont

SUvens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Stevens. Detroit. Michigan.
Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh.

WooddBon Co..

Mo.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Oo,. Toronto, Out.
Curtis I'ncunialic Machy. Co., St Louis, Mo.

STKEL BARS, ALL KINDS

Woodison, E.

Louis,

TURNTABLES
RevTinlds

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Can. Hanson & Van Wmkle Co., Toronto, Out.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Ca. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Obeimayer

SILICA

Pitt.sburgh

Ont

St.

TURPENTINE

.STKEL GRIT

VVoodiaon Oo.,

Stevens,

Stevens.

Co.,

Han.son & Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E, J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

Co., Toronto, Ont
Ltd., Toronto. Onl.

Combustion Co., Montreal.

Frederic B.

Co.. Toronto.

J..

Ont
Out

Can.

POWER AND HAND

STEEL, CRUSHED

Toromjto.

J.,

E.

TRUCKS, DRYER AND KACTORY

Co., Toronto, Out.
Ltd., Toronto, Oim.

STEAM TURBINES
General

SHOVELS

Woodison.

Curtis Pneumatic Machy.

Detroit. Michigan.
Hamilton Facing iMill Co., Hamiltun, Ont.
Tabor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia,
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

Midi.

Detroit, Michigan.
Co.. Toronto.
Ltd., Toronto.

TROLLEYS, SINGLE I-BEAM

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Tabor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia,
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

Frederic B.

Frederic B. Stevens, Deitroit, Mlchlcan.
Globe Steel Co.. Mansfield, Ohio.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., PitUburgh,

0«n.

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. 8uppl£ Co.,
Can.

Stevens.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,
W, W. Wells. Toronto.

S<(UEEZER MOLDING MACHINES

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..

111.

Grand

Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

<'an.

Toronjto.

.Machinery Co.,

Oliver

Frederic B.

Woodison, E.

SQUEEZERS,

Md.

Detroit, Midhigan.

J.,

SHAPERS

TRIPOLI

SPRUE CUTTERS
Stevens,

SEPARATORS, MAGNETIC: STANDARD
AND SPECIAL

Ha«erstown,

Northern Crane Works, Ltd.. Walkerville. Ont
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Battle Creek .Snnd Sifter Co., Battle Creek, .Mich.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
J., Toronto.

Woodison Oa, E.

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdij, Supplj Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Onu
Hamilton Facmg .Vlill Co., Hamilton, Ont.

Ding's Magnetic Separator Co., Milwaukee, Wis
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Sterena. Detroit, Michigan.

COMPRESSED AIR
Pangbom Corporation,
SEA COAL

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Out
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Out.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamlltou. Unl,

Can.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Maoliiiury Co.,

Volume XI.

SPRAYERS

,

SAW SHARPENERS
Oliver Maduiii ry Co.,
SAW BENCHES

DKYMAN

iN

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City. Pa.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

SAND SIFTERS, HAND
BatUe Creek Sand

AN FOU

1

IKE

&

WHEELS

F.

.M.,

Ont

Ont

Connersville, Ind.

Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Oot
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing MUl Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

WIRE, WIRE RODS ANP NAILS
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Midiigan.
C/an. Hanson & Van Winkle C^.. Toronto,
Steel Co. of Canada, Hamiltoo. Ont
<v„„Ji«,~V.
.T
Po.
Toronto. Ont
.

WOOD LATHERS
<}rand Rapids,
Oliver Machinery Co
WOODWORKING MACHINES
.

Midi.

Machinery Co.. Grand Rapids, Mich.
Pnoton WoiKhvorking MachinoiT Co.

Oliver

WOOD TRIMMERS
'Oliver

Machinerv Co..

Grand Rapids.

Mich.

WOODWORKERS' VISES
Oliver

Machinery Co.,

Crand Rapids. Mich

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
AND METAL INDUSTRY NEWS
No matter how good a mechanic a man may be, he will still find valuable pointers in mechanical
journals, will rely on them for his information on new equipment.
It
is one of the best magazines of this kind, and it is the only foundry magazine in Canada.
circulates in practically every Canadian foundry and is indispensable to the man who would
keep abreast of progress. It is an educative journal that has given its wide circle of readers a
thorough understanding of foundry operations and an interest in the betterment of foundry
conditions.
Finally, the advertising pages are always carefully scanned for the valuable information they contain. As a publicity medium,
cannot be equalled.
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PIG IRON

(ELECTRIC FURNACE)

SILICON

to 3.50%
PROMPT SHIPMENT FROM FURNACE

&

A. C. LESLIE

CO.,

LIMITED

MONTREAL

When

you think of a crucible think of

DIXON

and remember
the Dixon name

that

stands for the longest

and widest experience
jliir

^-iiiii

iii,,

BlLACK-LiElp

in

the crucible industry.

Write for Booklet No. 27.A.

liRUCiBli
III.

Made

in Jersey City, N.J.,

by the

JOSEPH DIXON

''"'

Ul sii

CRUCIBLE COMPANY
0>X>^

YOU CAN GET

Established 1827

Wet Pan Sand

Mill

for Steel Foundries

VENT

WAX

at the following Supply Houses
in

Canada

Dominion Foundry Supply

Co.,

Ltd.,

Montreal and

Toronto.
E. B. Fleury, 1609

Queen

Hamilton Facing Mill

Hyde & Sons,

Ltd.,

Standard Mchy.

Webster & Sons,
E. J.

Woodison

&

Co.,

St.

W., Toronto.

Ltd.,

Hamilton, Ont.

Montreal, Que.
Supplies,

Ltd.,

Montreal, Que.

The

Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Co., Toronto, Ont.

i^^ Mfg.
112

W. Adams
CHICAGO

a

St.

^>^

Co.

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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Message
you are

If
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Canadian Foundrymen

to

so situated that

you can take water delivery you are

in

an enviable position these times of impaired rail service

Our

facilities for

water shipment of the famous

ALBANY AND NORTH
RIVER MOULDING SANDS
i

Are such that we can be of service

you

to

LET US DEMONSTRATE THIS — DON'T DELAY

George

^

F. Pettinos

Real Estate Trust Building
Canadian Agents —Messrs. R.
[iyn

Philadelphia, Pa.

J.
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Mercur
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Ltd.,
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Stevens Specialties
Bring Results
After all is said and done the chief element of success in the sale of specialized
products is their ability to produce results economically and satisfactorily.
All of these specialties have been tried in the crucible of experience and found to
measure up to the highest standards.

—

—

Foundry

Buffing Compositions

Specialties

The days when Flour, Molasses, and sundry edible things
be used in a Foundry are rapidly passing. Linseed Oil.
too, has climbed the golden stair of high prices.
The foundryman who thinks in the future must use substitutes or
his dream of profits will end in a nightmare of losses.
Here

Some

of the things required

by stove makers, brass plants

may

and others:

are

For "coloring up" cutlery of all kinds and all light
castings WHITE ROSE is beyond comparison.

the profit savers.

DRY BINDERS

—

—

—

STEVENS' CORE

steel

Also for buffing brass or nickel the results obtained are a

Stevens' King Kore Kompound, a black dry powder, but
containing two adhesives, one to bind the green cores, so
that when cores are not baked promptly the strength of the
green core permits handling without injury; another that
develops its strength under heat of core oven.
The ideal
combination.
It
is
used successfully when making large
heavy Grey Iron cores
sometimes called "chunky" or
"blocky" also for engine beds, machine tools, railway equipment, and cores for steel castings of all descriptions. One
Detroit Foundry- a large one reported a saving of sixteen
dollars per day after ceasing old methods and when using
King Kore Kompound with Glutrin not a necessary but a
good combination.

—

STEVENS' WHITE ROSE BUFFING COMPOSITION

GUM

Another dry binder but not of black color. A real artist
might call it "mouse-tint" but we will call it "gray" in color

delight to the eye.
The beauty of nickel or brass is brought out to the greatest
advantage.
Wherever a brilliant finish is required, it is
unexcelled, especially where deep backgrounds are liable to
be filled. Particles left in the work are easily washed out.
Put up in airtight hermetically sealed cans. Samples free.

STEVENS' "ZZZ" COLORING COMPOSITION
For coloring copper and brass castings, or plated work,
such as valves, fittings-spun brass or cast brass

— use

my

"ZZZ" Coloring Composition.
Contains no unsaponifiable material, does not smear the
work, gives a lustrous finish, cleans quickly.
It gives to brass the glory of gold.
Equally as good on copper.

Sample for

trial free.

STEVENS' UNION MAID WHITE POLISH

STEVENS' CORE PASTE

A superior lime composition for coloring all kinds of nickel
plated work.
Imparts that beautiful
blue-white finish the looking
glass lustre.
Work is economically cleaned for "UNION MAID" is fine
in grain and will easily wash out of deep backgrounds.
Sample on request.

The only substitute for high-grade flour; not the flour that
has masqueraded when mixed with plaster, Silica, etc., as
Of course it conflour, but the real hot biscuit raw material.

Buffing Wheels

but a shiner

where Linseed

in

effect.

Oil

It

is

used for small intricate cores,

was once thought necessary and with great

success.
Its greater victories are with the small delicate
cores where nothing but pure linseed has been considered
before; none of these Compounds are noisy with odor. They
are well behaved from start to finish.

tains no flour, but you wouldn't know that, so well does it
take its place. Here is still a stock of Dextrine, Rosin, and
Molasses (New Orleans black strap). The wand of the fairy
is liable to touch their prices every day— get in early.

LIQUID CORE BINDERS
Stevens' Core Oils wherever used are a synonym for Core
strengrth. sharp edges, durability, quick baking
and quick removal from casting.

qualities;

Stevens Gargara

Emery

emery lies in its practical results.
exercises its cutting qualities, then
Two services are thus rendered with
but one material. Stevens Gargara Emery gives the results
In kegs of 350 lbs.
desired. All numbers.
The superiority of

this

acts as an abrasive,
crushes and polishes.
It

it

FREDERIC
Manufacturer

of

—

—

Three

s^reat values:

STEVENS' SPANISH FELT WHEELS
From the highest grade selected wool, light in weight and
superfine in quality. Let me quote prices.

STEVENS' LIBERTY FELT WHEELS
Same as Spanish Felts but a trifle coarser wool. But
many uses just as good. Reasonably cheap in price.

for

STEVENS' FELT-SUB WHEELS
Cost half the price of Spanish Felts and wear several times
Save glue and emery. Used by stove, automobile
as long.
and brass manufacturers. One brass manufacturer says the
men 'prefer them to the felt wheel. He has purchased 78 of
them in a few months. One automobile manufacturer has

bought 500 from me since January first.
Samples of any wheels on order. Give

size

and number

desired.

B.

STEVENS

Foundry and Electro-Plating Supplies and Equipment

DETROIT, MICH.
Order from the nearest branch
EXPORT WAREHOUSE:

Wind»or, Ont.

EASTERN SELLING AGENTS:

Standard Machinery

&

Supplies, Co., Montreal, Quebec.

C. H.

& V.

W.

FolishiDg and Buffing Lathe

No. 11

A

Strongly Built All-Round Machine
When
belted from above or below.
from below the belts run inside the
column. There are other features of this machine we would like to draw to your attention

You can

install no better polishing and buffing
lathe for all-round work than this machine. It
built for getting through
is rigid, substantial
Lower bearings
a pile of work with speed.
and columns are made in a single casting.

Can be

belted

—

— write

for full description.

In addition to lathe illustrated we manufacture and carry in stock machines
Write for bulletin number 126.
suitable for all classes of work.

We also manufacture a full line (A Buffing and Polishing Supplies to
All equipment Made in Canada.
various requirements of the trade.
delivery i.s our motto.

Canadian Hanson

&
-

the

Van Winkle

LIMITED

Toronto

fill

Prompt

Canada

Co.

EDITORIAL INDEX— PAGE

BUYERS

IS4

GUIDE— PAGE

ADVERTISING INDEX— PAGE

48.
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Metal Indust
A

iMonthly Newspaper Devoted to the Foundry, Piittemmakinf, Plating; and PoltshinK Fields,
Published
Th« MacLean PubluhUis ComjMny, Limited, Toroiita, Montreal. Winnipeg, nnd Lon^i^i^, ^ngjl^d.

t>y

VOL.

XI.

No.

PUBLICATION OFFICE, TORONTO, JUNE,

6.

1920

Subscription Price
Two Dollars
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WHITEHEAD'S

If

Albany Moulding Sand

Established

I

|

in 1850

Careful foundrymen, everywhere, specify Whitehead's
Albany Sand because they are sure of its quality.
We are the original producers and shippers of "Albany"
Moulding Sands.

Our seventy years of experience in the selection, production and distribution of dependable moulding sands
from our own extensive banks in the Albany and north
River districts, has

made us

the leaders in this field.

Write for "Albany Sand" Bookld.

WHITEHEAD BROTHERS COMPANY
Providence

=

NEW YORK

ri!iiiiiii[i.iiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;iiiii<iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM.r
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CANADIAN
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Chemists

Foundry Engineers
Metallurgists

^"i""'"
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Three Cost-Cutting Features
of

Kawin

Service

—Mixture Economy!
By analyzing your materials and studying your conditions and
requirements, we are able to advise you on the most economical
and efficient mixtures for your castings.
advice on proper cupola practice.

We

include with this,

Molding Economy!
By studying your conditions and methods we are

able to reduce
losses arising from various causes, bad castings, too much labor
in setting cores and handling materials.

Foundry Design!
This feature of Kawin Service includes advice on the construction and equipment of foundries which are aimed to result in:
a layout that mean.s minimum operating expense, careful thought
with regard to future expansion, and the selection of equipment

especially adapted to your requirements.

When you

link
of

organization

up with Kawin Service you have at your command an
thoroughly practical chemists, practical foundrymen,

and foundry engineers.

The organization
serve you?
cess.

Charles C.

Kawin Service has seen sixteen years of sucgrowing because it is making good. Can we

is

Kawin Company, Limited

307 Kent

Building,

Buffalo, N.Y., Dayton, Ohio, Chicago,

Toronto
III.,

San Francisco,

Cal.

CANADIAN

June. 1920

UNDRYMAN

F

WOODSEED
LIQUID

CORE COMPOUND
Buying- higher priced materials when equally efficient
service can be secured at a lower cost can never be termed
economical. It is simply throwing money away!

Woodseed
Woodseed

is

always lower

bind as
good a core as Linseed.

The formula

will

of

Linseed Market.

Woodseed

is

Woodseed
Its

in price

than Linseed Oil.

much sand and produce

as

not changed to meet the
quality is always uniform.
is

another purely Canadian product manu-

factured in our Toronto plant.

A

convince you that you
can save the difference in price.

E.

J.

trial barrel will

Woodison Company, Limited
Fire Brick.

Foundry Requisites.

TORONTO

TANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN. June, 1920. Vol. XI.. No. 6. Published monthly, at 143-153 University Ave., Toronto, Can. Subscription price in C«i aaa.
U.OO; in the United States, fl.50. Entered as second-class matter July 1st, 1912, at the Post Office at Buffalo, under Act of March 3rd, 18"?, and at
J»e Po«t Office Department. Ottawa. Canada.
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The Standard
Core and Facing Sand Mixing Machine
No.

O-A Standard Improved Sand Mixer

Cuts over and mixes 4 cu. ft. of sand 120 times
a minute
equivalent to tha labor of 50 men.
Screens, tempers and mixes sand in one continuous operation and with but one handling.

—

When

is prepared it may be emptied
wheelbarrow^ or car by opening the discharge gate underneath the mixer.

the batch

into a

From

^

three to five minutes mixing will uniformly blend and temper Core and Facing Sand
with any tempering liquid or binding compounds which may be used. The cost of hand
labor to do this work would pay for a STANDARD MIXER in a few days. Furnished with or
without screen.

WE MEET THE TONNAGE REQUIREMENTS OF DIFFERENT
FOUNDRIES WITH SIX SIZES OF STANDARD" MIXING
MACHINES, RANGING FROM 1 TO 60 TONS PER HOUR.
«*

No. 4 Standard Improved

Sand Mixer
Cuts over and mixes 27 cu.
of sand at one batch

ft.

EQUIVALENT TO THE
LABOR OF 200 MEN.
Designed to meet the requirements of large foundries.
Will mix sand in
large quantities for core,
facing, heap or backing
sands.

THE STANDARD SAND & MACHINE
CLEVELAND, OHIO,

U.S.A.

CO.

\
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MONARCH
VERTICAL MELTING

FURNACE
Saves Time and Cuts Costs
in Making Small Melts

THERE

is no more efficient or economimethod of making small melts
than with the New Monarch Vertical NonCrucible Tilting Furnaces. They are not
only more efficient and economical they
are quicker, conserve fuel and boost pro-

cal

—

Rear view showing Permix Motor Blower and cover-lifting and
swinging device. The gas or oil burns and melting proceeds continuously whether furnace is upright or tilted.

duction.

The

MONARCH

is

making good

in

all

its

features for others and it Mill do the same for
Melts Brass, Copper, Monel-Metal,
you.
Nickel, Aluminum, Bronze, Gold, Silver, or
any ordinary foundry mixture.
Equipped
with Premix Motor Blower for oil or gas fuel.
Good for any line of air or oil system.

We

handle a full line of equipment for
brass and iron foundries. SVrite us for*
details of any machine in which you are
interested.

The Monarch Engineering

&
1206

Mfg.

Company

Shops: Curtis Bay, Md.
Bldg., Baltimore, Md., U.S.A.

American

Catalog C V 1920

Iront viow of furnace equipped wHth
for

Premix

M'^ ,r

R«ar view, furnace
Inside bottom corners
adhering to lining in
contents.
Adopted

F"ront

B!,.%vpr

furnaco

tilUiI

for

mechanism holds furnace

Gas Fuel.
If interested tear out

view,

for pouring, showing round bottom.
are rounded, which eliminates loss from metal
corners and preventing the pouring of full
to any existing "air or oil and gas" line.
tilted

this

page and place

wi'.h

vjitli

li'.iirs

to

pouring.
safely at

be ansviered.

The worm
any angle.

tilting

—
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The Five

Risers

On

F

UNDRYMAN

Volume

Gear

This Blank

Weighed More Than
The Casting
Now They Make

Better Castings Using

One

Riser

Using Five Risers, a molder made only

—

day

following our plan of

makes

six

Those

—

00

—a

Riser

—

a molder

per cent increase.

castings sold for

made when
per day

1

One

three per

using five

I

risers

4c per pound and

if

a profit was

and only producing three wheels

very handsome profit

is

made now on

—

the

six.

—

You Are an Owner Manager Superintendent Foreman or Molder You Need
If

—

—

McLain's System of Steel Foundry Practice.

Why

experiment?

—

Thirty-five years ago

the mistakes you are making

and
is

The

success.

worth the

now

profit

we made many
by our mistakes

advice on placing of gates and

risers

of

—

alone

fee.

Latest Synopsis

Upon Request

McLain's System^
700 Goldsmith BIdg.

// interested tear out

this

page and place with

Inc.

Milwaukee, Wis.

uith letters to he ansivered.

XL
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Dominion Oxygen Company, Ltd.,
offers an unusual service to Canadian
oxygen users.
Oxygen of the highest and most uniform
purity will be available in practically unlimited
quantities and, thanks to an exhaustively
planned and extremely flexible distributing
system, will reach users in every part of the
Dominion without loss of time.

Prompt deliveries will be a feature of
Dominion Oxygen Service.
Cylinders of the most modern type insures
the greatest gas content with the lowest freight

and handling charges. These are loaned to
consumers under a generous plan.
Further particulars
ing the

main

office of

may
the

be had by address-

Company.

DOMINION OXYGEN COMPANY,

Ltd.,

265 Adelaide Street, West
ToroDto, Ontario.

\
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YOU, Too, Can Make This
S t a r 1 n g Co a Saving —
1 i

1

In hundreds of buildings, both large and small, from one-half to
four-fifths of the coal used for heating purposes is a dead loss.
Under ordinary heating systems, the heat quickly rises to the ceiling or skylight
and is wasted. How to overcome this enormous

—

loss is

answered with

The Mechanical Hot
Cuts Coal

Blast Heater

Bills in

Two

This heater, employing simple, but radically different principles from
the old line of heaters, forces warm, moist air horizontally, near the
floor level, in the direction needed. A multivane fan distributes the heat
direct to the proper spot. This results in a tremendous saving in coal
a saving that is especially important in this period of sky-hgh coal
prices.
Tests made at the Armour Institute of Technology prove conclusively that the efficiency of the Mechanical Hot Blast Heater is about
double that of any other type of heating apparatus. Will burn economically bituminous or anthracite coal, coke, oil or gas.
It

pay you to write for the complete facts.

will

ROBERT GORDON,
628

W. Monroe

BRANCH OFFICES:
The Multivane Fan

Canadian

forces heat near tne floor.

St.,

Chicago,

111.

Grand Central Palace,

Bessemer
Sun Building, Detroit
Agents: E. J. Woodisotr Co., Ltd.,
BIdg., Pittsburg;

Inc.
New

York;

Toronto and Montreal

THE SIMPSON
INTENSIVE FOUNDRY MIXER
Economical and Efficient
for all kinds of

Foundry Sand Mixtures

GATES
and

Fire Bricks

Cupola Blocks
Cupolas and Furnrelining— give Gates
You cannot go
with (Jates Fire Bricks and

When your
need
Products a

aces

wroii;;

trial.

Cupola Blocks.

They are made from

the high-

est grade refractory materials

expert

burners

and

are

by

known

for their ability to stand up under the nu)st severe service.
And that is not all : When you
use Gates Firebricks and Cupola

Automatic Discharge. Saves Labor and Materials.
Produces a thorough mixture, gives large capacity
with small cost of maintenance and operation.
Its success demonstrated in a great many of the
best

known plants
Write for

in the

and

price to

NATIONAL ENGINEERING CO.
Machiner y Hall BIdg.
W. Washington St.

549

Chicago

Experts on Repair Work

Quotations given on all kinds
of special shaped fireclay goods.
Lit Hi kyjow yoxir nted^.

country.

list of users, details

Blocks any handy man can repair them in half the time it takes
standard firebrick
to repair a
Why ? Because they are
job.
specially designed and can be rewithout disturbing the
placed
adjoining brickwork.

111.

Gates Refractories, Limited
382 St.

James

St.,

Montreal

mill'

CA

r.»-_M>
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LABOR SAVERS
FOR THE FOUNDRY
Sterliii<j

Rolled

Steel

FounPortable Oil Burners.
Portable Babbit Furnaces.

dry Flasks.
Sterling Foundry Wheelbarrows.
Sterling Skim Gates.
Sterling Core Barrows.
Reading Chain Blocks.
Reading Electric Cranes.
Reading Electric Hoists.

Oil Bui'ners for

Toilet Incinerators.

Sand
Sand
Sand
Sand

Furnaces and

Ovens.
Oil Painting Sprayers.
Rivet Forges.
Swab Sprayers.

Barbor-Greene Portable Con-

Air

veyor.
(For Coal, Coke, Sand, etc.)

Machines.

Rooms.
Barrels.
Tables.

Oxy Acetylene Welding and
Cutting Apparatus.

Foundry

Compressors,

Blast
Blast
Blast
Blast

Locomotive Cranes, Shovels.
Shop Boxes, Wire Rope.

Riddles.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES

MUSSENS LIMITED
MONTREAL
211 McGill Street
TORONTO

WINNIPEG
259 Stanley Street

VANCOUVER
Bank

546 Confederation Life Bldg.

of

Nova Scotia

STOP THAT WASTE!
Scattered throughout your foundry refuse are quantities of iron clippings, gaggers, risers, run-outs, broken tools and other metal scraps.
Think of it. Dollars upon dollars of usable materials.
Dings Magnetic Separator sorts anything handled with a shovel, good
sand in addition to metal scraps.
In operation the Dings is very economical; one man to operate and

very

little

Made

power.

for every kind of service.

Special designs for special require-

ments.

DINGS MAGNETIC SEPARATOR COMPANY
HOME
Branches:

OFFICE: 800 Smith St., MILWAUKEE, WIS.
NEW YORK, 52 Vanderbilt Ave.
DENVER, 1718 California
DETROIT,

Dollars

Dings

Magnetic
Separators

from
Dirt

18

Columbia

St.

W.

RICHMOND,

St.

905 Fourth Ave.
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Everything

You Need
your
Foundry*'
in
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OBERMAYER

A HOUSE

that for 45 years has
served the interests and requirements of the thousands, in the
great iron and steel industry and
done it so well it has reached and
easily maintains first place
as the
Foremost Foundry Supply House.
"^^

;

Production Stability
and the Source of your
Supplies go hand in
hand.

—

Our constantly growing success

is

built upon mutual confidence established by the ability to produce and

"OBERMAYER

Quality"
plus Service
insures
better and speedier work.

—

furnish only the best in guaranteed
Facings, Supplies and Equipment to
the foundry trade.

We

carry large stocks and can
shipments.

make immediate

Orders and inquiries sent us re"your satisfaction" that is
the aim and end to which we direct
earnest effort in the conduct of our

—

sult in

business.

f^////y////////////////////^^^^^

Canadian Checks accepted

THE

S.

in

settlement of

all

accounts with us.

OBERMAYER CO
ESTABLISHED

WAREHOUSES

1874

OFFICES

FACTORIES

Chicago

Chicago

Pittsburgh
St.

Louis

St.

Philadelphia

Louis

Pittsburgh

Detroit

Cincinnati

Milwaukee

Chicago
Syracuse
Cincinnati

Cincinnati

Toronto
Rilton, Pa.

Denver
Los Angetes

Los Angel cs

Denver

Write or phone nearest

Canadian Representative:

E. B.

FLEURY,

office

1609

Queen

St.

West, Toronto

CANADIAN

June. 1020

FO

l^

NDRYMAN

A'TANGBORN" SAND-BLAST INSTALLATION
Saved

Foundry Over $4,000

this

than a Year

in Less

Before we installed the sandtilagt we wer» melting about twenty five

Are you

tons of castings per day and cleaned them by hand with wire brushes

Paying for a

and rub stones but had compressed air so that the chipplnc was all

"Pangborn"

done by pneumatic chisels.

We were employing In our cleaning room

at that time sixteen chippers at thirty cente an hour, we installed

without

the sandblast and added an operator at thirty cents an hour, inside of

getting it?
That's what

one week we had reduced our cleaning force in the chipping room

exactly one half amd was producing a cleaner and bettor looking casting

money

then when we had the regular force.

spent in payrolls that a
Sand-Blast would save

As a matter of fact we saved in

wages in the first eleven months enough to pay fop oup entire aandblcMt

means.
equipment.

SAND-BLAST SPECIALISTS
P. O.

Floor

Rammer

Box 8509

PNEUMATIC FOUNDRY TOOLS
Peur.iatic tools increase the efficiency of a foundry,
tions, save labor and reduce production costs.

speed up opera-

Thor Pneumatics are standard among foundrymen everywhere.
Thor Bench Rammers; Thor Floor Rammers; Thor Chipping Hammers; Thor Portable Grinders; are great time-savers in the Foundry.
Let us tell you more about them.

INDEPENDENT PNEUMATIC TOOLCO.
334 St.

James

1142

St.,

Homer

St.,

MONTREAL
VANCOUVER

32 Front St. W.,
123

Bannatyne

Ave.,

TORONTO

WINNIPEG
Bench

Rammer
Portable Air

Grinder

Cliippiiig

Hammer

K)
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Speed and Ease Accomplished on a Heavy, Rigid

FORD-SMITH GRINDER
Our new line of floor grinders has been designed to put these machines
on a really efficient basis. All types are of the strongest and most rigid
construction.
Even the highly skilled mechanic will find a great difference in the quality of the work and the ease and speed with which it is
done.
Full specifications, prices

and photographs

mailed upon request.

will be

The Ford-Smith Machine

Co., Ltd.

HAMILTON, CANADA
Heavy Type Floor Grinders

Foreign Agents
British

:
W. E. Storey, London, Eng.
& Canadian Hydraulic Tube Co., Johanneaburg. South

& Co., Melbourne, Australia
MtLeod & Co., Calcutta, India

Gollin
Alrica

Air Hoists

Save

CURTIS AIR HOISTS are increasing production,
lessening accidents

and reducing manufacturing

cutting

costs in

Man Power

down man power,

hundreds of Amer-

One man with a Curtis Hoist, operated in connection with an overhead Curtis I-Beam Trolley, can move tremendous loads
with ease and can practically do the work of three men.

ica's leading industrial plants.

Write us regarding your needs. Our Engineering Department is at your service.
Illustrated descriptive literature and complete information on request.

Curtis Pneumatic Machinery Company
1637Kienlen Avenue
Branch

St. Louis,
Office:

<;3l.S

Mo.

Hudson Terminal, New York City

REYNOLDS CORE OIL
Highest Standard for

20 Years

We are now supplying many of the largest foundries in Canada.
We only make one grade of core oil and always keep it at the same
which has always given

Standard Quality

satisfaction.

Write us for

prices.

REYNOLDS & COMPANY
TORONTO,

261 Macdonell Ave.

Ont.
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—the work often men at one-tenth the cost
DON'T

use man power
where you can use efficient
machinery. Inexperienced

workmen handle

Little

Giant

Geared Air Hoists with c^so/m/^
Air valve must be held

Automatic air-brake prevents
slippage.

Hoist pneumatically.
Little
Giants work for one- tenth the
cost of man power.

open to admit power. Limit-

Capacities from i to lO tons;
both unmounted and trolley

stop prevents jam-ups.

mounted

safety.

types.

Askfor bulletin.

Sales Representatives

The Holden Company, Limited
354-356
Sales and Service Bivnehes:

St.

James

Street, Montreal,

Canada

TORONTO, 342 Adelaide Street, West WINNIPEG, 150 Princess Street VANCOUVER,
Canadian Factory: Canadian Pneumatic Tool Company, Montreal

8f

Pender Street

P-S4H

BOYER PNEUMATIC HAMMERS UTILE GIANT PNEUMATIC AND ELECTRIC TOOLS
CHICAGO PNEUMATIC AIR COMPRESSORS -VACUUM PUMPS "PNEUMATIC HOISTS,
GIANT OIL AND GAS ENGINES
••

GIANT
Dependable Power at

ENGIN
Less Cost Per

Hour
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TABOR
3-inch Plain Jarring Machine

And

For Small Molds
Medium Sized Cores

A

Necessity in Every Foundry
SEND FOR BULLETIN M-J-P

The TABOR MFG. COMPANY
3"

Tabor Jarring Machine wilh

12" \ 14"

Table

6225

State

Road,

Tacony,

Philadelphia, U.S.A

WHITEHEAD'S

KAOLIN

MADE

For

and patching
the Cupola, Furnace,
lining-

Ladles,

DOMINION CRUCIBLE CO.

of

LIMITED
ST.

fire

etc.,

will

save

brick and the time

your men.

JOHNS, QUE.

E. B.
HAMILTON FACING MILLS

FLEURY
Agent

CO. Limited

HAMILTON, ONT.
SOLE CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS

1609

Queen

St.

W.

Toronto, Ont.

'line.

CANA D

1020

I
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THE PHIEST®!!
Bail-Bearing Electric Sand Riddle
Sand as Fast as a Man Can Shovel In It
Costs Only 1 Cent Per Hour to Operate

Sifts

Sift

your sand by electric power and

cut down your payroll. The "Preston"
Ball Bearing Electric Sand Riddle will

save at least $1.00

hour the

sifter runs.

wages every
At the cost of

machine pays for itself and is one of
the machines that every foundry really
needs.

in

one cent per hour it will riddle sand
as fast as a man can shovel it in.
The "Preston" is an entirely Canadian
made machine and w^hen you buy
Made-in-Canada goods you are sure
that you will get 100 cents value for
This
your good Canadian Dollar.

It

will

cost

machine

in

you nothing to try this
your shop. Our free trial

offer provides that if after ten days'

you are not convinced that the
"Preston" is a real money-saver you
may return the machine. You have
nothing to lose. Send for a "Preston"
trial,

to-day.

Booklet and Price on Request.

PRESTON WOODWORKING MACHINERY
PRESTON, ONTARIO

"If you need

it

you pay for it,
whet her you
buy it or not.

CO.,

LIMITED

CANADIAN

^"

F
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ANNOUNCEMENT
gives us much pleasure to announce that
exclusive agents in the Dominion of Canada

It

Messrs. R.

J.

Mercur

we have appointed

&

as our

Co., Ltd.

Montreal
Moulding Sand, Gravel, Clay,
Foundry Facings, and Supplies.

for the sale of all grades of

George

F. Pettinos

Real Estate Trust Building

Philadelphia Pa.

-

GRIMES
Rammed

MOLDING MACHINE
No

o^"'

Pits to Clean

The Grimes Molding Machine operates entirely above the floor level.
The saving accomplished by the elimination of expensive
pits, and their cleaning, is worth your consideration.
A general purpose machine;
costs little to install; easy to maintain; it
can be re-arranged in the shop without
trouble if necessary.
Steady, economical.

D

fast.

The Grimes will do to your shop what it is
doing to hundreds of others— increase production and cut the costs.
Investigate.
'uimtf,m)immiii,i1TS^i(lil

Grimes Molding Machine Co.
E

u

X-

J«=

f

1222 Hastings St., Detroit, Mich.

Formerly Midland Machine Company

June.
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Berkshire Molding Machines
Showing part of the BERKSHIRE INSTAIEATION in the phint of the Chisholm
and Mcore Manufacturing (Company, Cleveland.
Berkshire Machines will increase your output from 50 to 100 per cent. Ask the user.
May we send complete catalog?
SOME BERKSHIRE

LI^ES

AIR SQUEEZERS,

:

HAND SQUEEZERS, VIBRATORS, AIR COMPRESSORS, RIDDLES

The Berkshire Manufacturing

Co., Cleveland,

Ohio

pWinnp
'sdlK

vv

*to

J*-.

-,.

^^
,'i

'U

SLY

-'

t

':~t:

FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT
"UP
TO
DATE"
-

-

the Finishing of Small Parts and
Casings Costing You Too Much ?

Is

Here's a profit leak that bears close analysis.
The cost of small parts may
become out of proportion to the cost of larger parts unless they are finished in
sufficient volume in the least possible time and with the minimum amount of
labor.

Since cost depends on volume, where 6 or 8 tons a day have been cleaned by one
method or another, the installation of a 30/40 Sly Sand Blast Mill atttuall'y
turns out 8 to 20 tons a day and with the minimoim amount of labor.
Drop forcings, stampings, small gears, auto parts, brass and bronze work and
malleable iron castings that are put through a 30/40 Sly Sand Blast Mill are
cleaned with the thoroughness of a sand-blasting operation that imitates hand
work, lessening machining on parts that are to be machined eliminating defecgiving a surface that is ready for plating.
tive parts
It is your privilege to draw on over forty years experience in the business, by
putting your cleaning problem up to us. Write or wire.
;

;

Mfg.
The W.
W. SLYWorks:
Main
and

Co.

Office

New York

CI eveland, Ohio

Washinsfton

Paris, France

Other
Steel

TumbI ng

Cinder
Braas Cinde r
Resin Mills

Iron

Mills
Mills
Mills

Sand Blast Mills
Sand Blast Mills— Tilted
Exhaust Fans
3t>-4i)

Sand Blast

Mill at Olds

Motor Works. Lansing:, Mich.

Chicago
Detroit

Birmingham

SLY

Products
Sand Blast Rooms
and Blast Cabinet
Sand Bla.st Rotary Tables
Dust Arresters
Cupolas
Core Ovene
Core Sand Reclaimers

St.

Louis

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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Osborn Stripping-PIate
The above floor of fly wheel moulds shows
part of the daily production of fly wheels on
two Osborn Stripping-Plate Jolt Squeezer
Machines in the plant of the Holmes FounIry Co., South Port Huron, Mich.
These machines are operated portably on
a T-Rail track and follow the sand pile.

Squeezer Machines

Jolt

The lower

left

hand

pic-

ture shows the drag half of
the fly wheel pattern and
the lower right hand picture
the cope half.

Both the cope and drag
halves of the flasks are barred.
The moulds are bedded

—

on the floor
no
boards being used.

Volume XI.

Some Osborn Moulding Machine Advantages:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Insure rapid production

Lower direct moulding costs
Accelerate delivery
Effect saving in metal
Lower overhead per ton
Reduce grinding
Lessen pattern repairs

bottom

For fly wheels and similar
work this type of moulding
machine is considered to be
a

in

Ask

class

for

by

itself.

Condensed Catalog.

Combination Jolt Stripper
squeezers

Made Regularly

the

in

following sizes

:

Distance between

No.
No.
No.
No.

r//£

78

strain rods
36"

80

29"

81

38"

82

45"

Osborn Maj\/ufactur/ng Company
/f\/CORPORA TED

Main

New York
Allied

Machinery Co. de France,
Rue de Rocroy,

19

Paris. France.

5401
J.

Hamilton Ave.

Office

and Factory

6
No. 28 Victoria St.,
Westminster. London. Kng.

San Francisco

Cleveland, Ohio

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES
W. Jackman & Co., Ltd.. Home Company, Ltd.,

E. Isbecque

&

Cie,

Takiyama-Cho, Kyobashi-Ku.
36 Rue Otiet
Tokyo. Japan.
Brussels. Belgium.

Allied

Machinery Co.

d'ltalia

40 Corso Dante.
Torino, Italy.

@NADIAJMpPKYMAJN
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Foundry Practice Problems

The Writer Shows Different Ways

of

Doing Things and Offers
Some Annoying

Suggestions which Should Assist in Overcoming
Difficulties.

By GEORGE

0.

VAIR

S IT the fault of the mould, the metal,

If

I

its

wake?

a good clean mould is made, and
clean metal poured into it, the
logical conclusion would he that a good
clean casting would be the result, but
unfortunately such is not the case. Improper gating will cause an other^\'ise
If

chills in

FIG.

2

metal
from the bottom
cools
up, but if a midway section set.=^. first,
no amount of pressure from above will
have any effect on the molten metal underneath it.
Chilling a heavy section does not
necessarily make it any harder than the
rest of the casting. If it simply hastens
the cooling so that the entire casting
sets at the same time, the graphite carbon should have the same chance all
through it.
All these points are worthy of study
and the more they are studied the more
points they will show up. The following
the

if

story by a practical foundryman
of interest along these lines.
Ed

—

is

full

REFERRING

to the accompanying
sketches, Fig. 1 shows a sectional
view of a cylinder head mould and
also the method of gating one foundry
adopted to obviate trouble which arose

from steam pressure leakage

in

their

castings.

This leakage, when

ran
Fig.

moulds we

will say a chill

it did occur, always
at the same section. The defect
as indicated by broken line at A,

enough

to

machine

%

in.

easily.

And, paradoxical as it may seem, the
rem.edy as often applied increases the
shrinkage instead of obtaining the desired results.
The shrinkage as seen at
C, Fig. 2, is often found directly below
the riser, or "feeding" head, which indicjites

said riser did

Of course very often this defect as
here seen is traceable to carelessness on
the part of the moulder in not "churning" the casting in hand properly.
In
this engine crosshead casting, shown in
section at Fig. 2 and plan at Fig. 3; if
the riser had been located on the parting
line of pattern and cut into the mould
close to the round core hole, preferably
on cope half, it would have given good
results and also saved more or less time
for the chipper when cleaning the casting.
The writer therefore has always
considered the intelligent use of "feeding" heads, and pouring gates are very
nocessary to comrctent foundry practice.

1.

high pouring basin when casting.
The
10-inch depth of pouring basin improved
the castings
but was not an absolute
remedy.

According to the writer's experience
with cylinder head castings of the same
type as here shown only, much larger in
diameter .ind heavier in section, we found
the use of sectional chills as seen at B,
Fig.l, to be a very simple and efficient

method

to overcome all trouble from secretion and l-iakage.
The use of chills
in comparison to a high pourine bnsin
will also save moulders' time on the particular job.

more harm than

good.

to overcome this
trouble, resorted to pressure by using a

1

1

Fig. 2 illustrates a defect often found
in all classes of castings, namely, shrinkage.

The foundry foreman,

FIG.

in Fig.

thickness will change the density of cast
iron to a greater extent than generally
supposed, but still leave the casting soft

showed

Fft

shown

In connection with the use of surface

good,

Illsuccessful job to be
a failure.
proportioned patterns will cause trouble
at times.
Castings which apparently
cannot be cast successfully can frequently be made all right if moulded the other
side up. Chills, if judiciously used, have
the effect of causing a heavy section to
cool before it is bled bv a lighter and
more rapid cooling section, Poor iron
may be melted ever sc carefully and
yet be poor iron, while first-class iron
may be ruined by bad melting.
Iron which may be first-class for on^j
job may not be suitable for another.
Ramming, verting, pouring, and innumerable other details of the moulder's and
founder's arts and sciences all contribute
to the worries of the moulder and founder.
It therefore behoves him to study
€very defect ?nd convince himself of
what was really the cause.
Iron is queer stuff but is easily controlled if properly understood. Pressure
from a head will take up a lot of slack

these castings as

had been moulded and cast the reverse
way, or in other words, upside down, the
casting would have been perfectly solid.
However, there is no doubt but the
iron mixture in use had a good deal to
do with the leakage regardless of the
foundry practice used.

or the melting ' is the question when
a defective casting looms in sight.
But how are we to know which it is
unless we have some definite knowledge
of the cause which brings bad luck in

FIG.

3
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Molding Propeller

in

Green Sand from Old One

So Long as the Moulder Has Any Guide to Go by He Can Produce
Good Results The Impression Left by the Good Blades Gave
the Exact Outline for the Made-Up Ones.

—

By JOHN

BY

the exercise of a little diplomacy,
soap" if you wish, you
can u,et a moulder to do anything;
he will, of course, say at first it is not
possible, but eventually you get results,
just as they got the confession from the
call it "soft

H.

EASTHAM

through the bored hub, leaving one and
a half inches projecting at each end, the
top end tapered in accordance with good
practice, tapped the hub with two fiveeighths holes, had a pair of eyebolts

nigger.

Haven't you heard that one

? All right.
of stealing fowls (all
stories are accused of the

He was accused

niggers in
standard crime), and being taken before
the Cadi, was faced with the charge, that
he, therefore, to wit, in a certain year
of our Lord, in the nightime of the day
aforesaid, the premises of one Smith, did
feloniously enter with malice prepense,
being caught in flagrante delicto, the
goods and chattels of the aforesaid
Smith, about to, burglariously, and by
force of arms against the peace of the

Typical log boom on Lake Superior, one mile
long by half mile broad, often broken up and
scattered by heavy gales, becoming a menace to
navigation.
City o<E Port Arthur in background.

people to seize, appropriate, and in
propria persona to convey thence, lifted
his voice in

misery and said:

"Ma goodness, jedge. Ah didn't
ob dem tings all Ah done was

—

do none
take a

couple of chickens!"

1—.CROSS-SECTION VIEW OF MOULD,
SHOWING TAPERED PARTING AND BLADE

FIG.

THICKNESS PIECES

made
draw

match (their function being to
the pattern from the sand), and
sent the lot into the foundry accompanied
by a series of malevolent chuckles.
So a hole was opened the full depth of
the casting, and the bedding in process
carried out in the usual way, a parting
made level with the foundry floor and
the top of the hub, a sloping joint being
carried down to the tips of the two sound
blades, their under or driving faces being
tucked in and banked up to allow a good
clear lift, as shown to the left in the
cross section view of Fig. I. The stumps
of the two
broken blades were also
banked the same way, out from the hub
to the fractures, the pattern being next
drawn out and given a quarter turn, then
lowered into the mould again, the two
sound blades being now laid in the impressions left by the stumps, and the
stumps placed in the contours of the per-

projecting beyond the banked-up joints
left by the stumps were next lined up
and a layer of wet parting sand spread
wherever needed, thickness pieces similar
to those used when moulding propellers
in loam without a pattern being then
placed in the mould impressions left by
the whole blades before twisting the pattern round.
Using the thickness pieces
as guides.
The metal spaces of the
broken blades were now formed in sand
laid on paper, this to avoid sticking and
consequent spoiling of the drag mould
afterwards.
Paper being next laid on

to

fect blades.

Those portions of the sound blades now

DERELICT TREES IN QUrlET CORNER ON
NORTH SHORE OF LAKE SUPERIOR, DANGEROUS TO SMALL STEAMER NAVIGATION
the upper or "following" faces of the
broken blades, the cope flask was lowered to place, and rammed up in the usual
way, the four deep pockets and outside
sloping joint
being
carried by wood
chocks, wedged between the bars and
reinforced when necessary by gaggers,
the empty cope laid on the joint being
shown in the plan view of the mould at
this stage at Fig. 2, while the

The flotsam and jetsam of the Great
Lakes, and especially of Old Father
Superior, is responsible for many accidents, the breaking of propellor blades
being not the least of these in number,
notably at or after the equinoctial gales.
The breaking of the booms enclosing
huge timber rafts, releasing thousands of
cords of pole lumber to the vagaries of
the winds, added to floating wreckage of
many kinds, make navigation in some
places a tricky proceeding, and furnish
the local ship repair plants with many
rush jobs, an example being hereafter
described. A lumber tug lost two blades
of her propeller, the broken blades being
diametrically opposite each other, and on
her arrival in port her owners ordered a
new propeller, sending the broken one up
to the foundry to be used as a pattern,
thus lightening the troubles of that department
considerably, because,
you
know, if you will just wave your index
digit in the air in front of a moulder,
making an imaginary sketch, and tell him
what you want, you will get the goods
the following morning. N'est-ce pas? So
the patternmakers fastened a coreprint

PLAN VIEW OF MOULD READY FOR RAMMING COPE

rammed

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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cope

is

indicated with runner pin in place

to the right in Fig. I.
In some cases, when

peller in sand

moulding a profrom a pattern, the over-

lap of the blades at their junction with
the hub prevents a straight lift off, when
removing the cope a circular or screwing

motion being necessary under these conditions, the guide stakes being driven in
to allow the cope to move in the direction
controlled by the overlap above referred
to, extreme care when finally closing the
mould being imperative, if the fine
feather-edged joint at the top of each
blade is to be preserved intact. In the
case under discussion, however, as may
be seen from Fig. 2, no such difficulty
was encountered, the cope just clearing
itself
by a straight-lift, being then
turned over and finished, the extended
mould on each broken blade end being
next cleared of sand, paper and loose
thickness pieces; the edges of the drag
mould swabbed prior to the withdrawal
of the pattern, and drag finishing and
blacking, a small chambered core with
liberal machining allowance at each end
being put in the print before finally
In a green sand mould of this
closing.
type, poured on the hub by means of a
"pop" gate, it is good practice to place
a piece of clean scrap flat on the mould,
immediately under the runner, the danger
of scabbing being thereby greatly decreased, as the piece receives the first
shock of the metal, but melts almost as
soon as a pool is formed, becoming homogeneous with the casting, and leaving no
mark. Two days' moulding turned out an
excellent casting by the method above
outlined, the sardonic grin being consequently removed from the pattern shop
boss' visage to that of the foundry superintendent, making good once again the
old adage that he laughs best who laughs
last.
Incidentally,
it
was not found
necessary to drydock the try, either when
shipping or unshipping the screw, a pair
of hundred-ton sheer legs raising her
stern sufficiently high out of the water by
means of a healthy wire cable slipped
under the hull on each occasion.

SLAGGING THE CUPOLA FROM THE

FRONT
The slag spout at the rear of

the
cupola is considered necessary now-adays if the foundry is posing as being
up-to-date.
The old-time cupola which
was big enough to take off the heat at
one charge is no longer considered, for
the very good reason that it was just
getting nicely under way when it was
done. The idea now is to have a small
cupola and run it to the limit, thereby
greatly economizing in fuel. But after
a cupola runs just so long, then the
slag begin? to make trouble and must
bo disposed of by some means, and the
slag spout at the rear was the accepted
relief from the nuisance.
By putting in
the proper amount of limestone to make
the slag liquid, it would flow freely from
the slae spout, and continuous, heats
were easily accomplished.
It works all right and I am noi going

up thfv would find it to be most interesting and not difficult to master.
One of the most important features is
to have proper material from which to
make the loam mixture, and this is of
course dependent to a considerable exthe
tent on the material available in
neighborhood, and different materials
may have to be mi.xcd in order to get

any adverse comments on
but there are many places where it
cannot be used to advantage, and still
more instances where it cannot be used
at all.
For instance, there are innumerable cupolas which are good melters
but were built before slag spouts came
into vogue.
This could be overcome
without much trouble as an opening
could be made in the shell of the cupola,
but it usually happens that the layout
of the shop and the position
of the
cupola is such that the rear spout could
not be used.
The spout shown in the
illustration is one which very effectively
to try to pass
it,

overcomes the trouble and which
ways under the eye of the melter.

is

right composition, this of course
work and expense added on to
entails
the original cost of the materials.
As with all subjects published in this

the

periodical, we requested suggestions on
this one and we received the following
from the United States which will prob-

al-

The

spout is the ordinary cupola spout with
a notch cut in the side. When the lining
is being built into it a brick is built into

SKIMMING SPOUT IN PLACE OF SLAG SPOUT
AT REAR OF CUPOLA.
The melter has been a
his

little bit careless in placing
as it should be right up against the
slag spout at the side of trough.

brick,

shown in the illustration
with an opening under it of approximately the same area as that of the tap hole.
The brick should be right close up to the
notch in the side, and as the metal and
slag come from the tap hole the metal
flows under the brick, while the slagflows through the side notch.
I have seen this used in shops where
the rear spout method could easily have
been adopted but where the management
preferred this method. The whole thing
is that
slag will
accumulate in the
cupola, and up to a certain time it does
no particular harm to the melting, but
always has a tendency to make inferior
castings, and if long heat? or clean castings are to be desired it must be got
rid of, and it matters not how this is
accomplished so long as the iron and the
slag are separated before it gets to the
mould.

the lining as

MILLVILLE
In

the

GRAVEL FOR
MOULDING

May

issue

FOUNDRYMAN

of

LOAM

CANADI.^N

we published a

short
story on the moulding and casting of

heavy marine cylinders, and suggested
that more interest be taken in the art
of moulding in loam. Loam moulding is
probably the oldest and at the same time
mo.st reliable branch of the moulder's art.
but for some reason it does not receive
the encouragement which it should, and
few moulders seem to know anythin.g

about

it.

If

moulders would study
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it

ably explain why they were able to turn
out a superior brand of cylinders. The
letter says in part: "As we note, you
May
invite suggestions and criticisms.
we say in our judgment the materials
which you mention are not as suitable for
loam moulding as a material known as
Millville gravel.
Probably you never
heard of this of the material, and for
youi infoi-mation, it is being used in all
the large foundries doing loam work in
the eastern part of the United States.
Millvillo gravel is a natural formation
of small pebbles, which gives it porosity
to allow the gases to escape without the
addition of sawdust, horse manure, or
any other disintegrator. The clay bond
in Millville gravel is a very refractory,
This Millville
gravel
filiceous clay.
may cost a little more laid down in Canada than the Canadian foundrymen
think they can afford to pay, but after
they hn^e tried it once they will be convinced it is the cheapest in the long
run,"
The wording of this letter sounds all
right and is worth looking into, and
while it is not our policy to boost one
company's .goods over another, we only
know of one company handling this material, viz.: Geor.ge F. Pettinos, Real Estate Trust Building, Philadelphia, represented in
Canada by R. J. Mercur &
Co., Ltd., Montreal.
Samples would undoubtedly hs sent on request.

THE STEEL TROUGH AND MACHINE
COMPANY, OF TWEED, ONT.
The above company

is one of
which
be jealous but we are not. We
oxo-acetylene welded goods are
crowding into the field usually dominated
over by the foundry but there is room
for us all. This company manufacturers
a line of goods which have to be gas,
water and air tight, and are even invading the precints of the foundry itself. In
their advertisement, on "Steel Foundry
Equipment." they do not mean that they
are only making equipment
for
steel
foundries, but that they are
making
steel equipment for
every
kind
of
foundry. Gasoline tanks, unless as tight
as a bottle are apt to be the direct cause
of fires and explosions, and oxo-acetylene
welded is the only sure-tight
method.
Compressed air tanks, while not
so
dangerous are a nuisance if they leak.
This company has a nice line of steel
goods which are of interest to foundry-

we should
know that

men.
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Pattern

Making and Molding

Being the

of Helical Gears

on Gearing in Answer to a
Question Relative to Helical Gearing.

First of a Series of Articles

By

CANADIAN FOUNDRYEDITOR
MAN: — We require some information regarding the making of patterns and moulding of Helical gears, and
you would oblige by giving us what information you can on the subject.

F. H.

BELL

proper distance ahead. After laying out
both ends it now remains to draw
properly curved lines from one end of the
tooth to the other.
This can be done
with the aid of any straight-edge which
is pliable enough to be sprung down, so
as to touch both ends of the teeth at the
same time, as at A, Fig. 4. A steel corset
spring can be utilized in the absence of
anything better, but machinist's scales
are to be had which are perfectly true
and springy enough to fit around the

5— SHOWS FIG. 1 WITH TOOTH TAKEN
FROM FIG. 4 FASTENED IN ^LACE. MARKS
SHOWN ON FIG. 3 ARE GUIDES.
FIG.

FIG.

question, the iblank will be built up the
same as for a spur gear with the teeth
lacking, or, in other words, a gear blank
the size that it should be at the base of
the teeth will be built up and finished
and the teeth spaced off on both ends,
and the lines drawn to the flexible
Tooth blanks
straight-edge as before.

1— PATTERN AT ROOT OF TEETH.

—

Your question is rather
vague, as the making of a small helical
gear would be different in some respects
from that of a larger one, although on
general principles it would be the same.
Supposing we wish to make a gear of,
say, six-inch diameter and four-inch face,
it would be a comparatively easy matter
Answer.

to lay

it

will

out.

As good a way as any is
proper
block of wood of

to turn

up a

length, the
diameter of which will 'be that of the
gear at the base or root of the teeth.
See Fig. 1. Onto this slip a sleeve, Fig.

FIG.

3— SLEEVE IN PLAGE WITH TEETH
NOTE TH EMARKS BEYOND
THE ROOT LINE.

LAID OUT.

After both ends and the outside
curve.
are laid out the sleeve, Fig. 2, is withdrawn and the same straight-edge is used
to draw the lines on the inside for the
bottom of the teeth, as at B, Fig. 4. The
surplus wood is now cut away and the
teeth finished to a template similar to A,
Fig. 6.
The teeth will now be fastened
to the block, Fig. 1, when it will appear
as Fig. 5, and the pattern is done as
regards the wood work.
If the gear is to be a large one where
the loose sleeve would be out of the

FIG.

FIG. 2- -SLEEVE,

be fastened on at approximately

6-

-SHOWS TWO TYPES OF GAUGE FOR
SHAPING THE TEETH.

it would not be so necessary to have the
base laid out. The moulding on a helical
gear is the same as any other gear, with
the exception that it has to be turned as
it is being drawn.
If many helical gears are to be made,
a stripping plate can be used to advant-

THE TOTAL DEPTH OF
I'EETH.

which has been turned of end-grain
wood. This sleeve must be the exact size
on the inside, so as to fit neatly onto Fig.
1, and the outside must be of the size
that the gear is to be.
The teeth will
now be laid out as in the case of a spur
gear, see Fig. 3, with each tooth marked
so as to be sure of returning it to its
proper place.
The other end will now
be laid out in a similar manner, but with
the proper allowance to give it the correct angle of helix.
This can be found
by drawing a straight line from the one
end to the other and measuring off the

now

the proper angle, or with plenty of material to Work on, as the case may be.
These tooth blanks will be trued up on
the ends and the teeth laid out as before, using the lines at the base as a
guide. The same type of templates can
be used as before if the base line is
strictly followed, or a template similar
to B, Fig. 6, can be used, in which case

2,

4— MARKING TEETH ON OUTSIDE WITH
FLEXIBLE STRAIGHT EDGE A, AND INSIDE
WITH B.
FIG.

age, as it will assist the moulder in drawing the pattern. A stripping plate machine can be used if the pattern works
easy on a pivot.
Machinists will say that a helical gear
can not be cast successfully, and to a
certain extent they are right. A helical
gear has no advantages over any other
gear unless it is perfect and to secure a
perfect casting of any kind is a difficult

•Tune.

CANADIAN
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proposition, but if the pattern maker is
careful enough in following his curves,
so that the pattern does not bind when
being drawn from the sand, it is quite
produce cast
successfully
possible to
A helical gear is simply
helical gears.
a section of a sci-ew and can be readily
cut on a milling machine and a similar
machine could be used on a wooden pattern if the demand warranted it. Helical

gears have a tendency to slip endwise
when doing heavy- duty and to overcome
this it is customary to make right and
left combined, commonly known as herThe pattern for this would
ring bone.
to simply a right and left dowelled together and half would be moulded in the
cope.

WHY THE SMALL FOUNDRY

IS

USU-

ALLY A FAILURE
A subject frequently broached
CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN is that

in

of
with the

the small foundry as compared
large one, and I can quite agree with
most of the arguments advanced and
can add a few points which are frequently overlooked, one of which is "flasks."
The small shop which frequently is to
be found in the country town is usually
supplied with flasks which could easily
remove all chance of making profit, no
matter how well equipped it is in other

F

U N n RY

MAN

wealthy corporation to have them it
would pay the struggling beginner who
is trying to work up.
Whatever else is
done, have good substantial flasks and
the very best of bottom boards, and get
your castijig true to the" pattern.

PROPER GATING

IN

BRASS

FOUNDRY

Now

that lumber has become so exit is doubtful if it pays to use
wooden flasks at all. For almof:t any
job an iron flask can be used to better
advantaee and at less expense.
Cast
iron flasks are rather heavy and are apt
to break,
but stamped stael flasks are
becoming quite prominent of late and
seem to be giving the best of satisfaction.
They are becoming almost universal in the larger shops, and if it pays a

pensive

kept on the metal to act as a wick and
kept Vmrning so as to consume the oxyThis
gen, it will mix with the metal.
of using powdered charis the seci-et
burn, and
coal, magnesium, etc.; they
in doing so consume the oxygen.

CAST IRON AND SURFACE \VE4R
Reverting to Mr. F. C.

—

Mr. Editor, "In your last issue was
ar article on gating brass work. I am
not any too well educated and could not
grasp some of the points, although I
know it was well written. Will you please
explain to me the shape of that gate, as
I understand all the rest?
Answer. The sketch herewith shown
will perhaps make it more clear to you.
All melted metal has more or less dross
on top of it; the dross being lighter than
the metal, floats, while the good, heavy
For this
metal goes to the bottom.
reason the runner is cut in the cope,
and its area is greater than' the combined
area, of all the branch gates.
This is so
that the branches cannot drain it and
allow the dross to enter the mould. In

—

\

order to get the best results the sprue
should be of greater sectional area than
the runner, and the runner should be of
greater sectional area than the gates.
With this method, if the sprue is kept

respects.

Quite a common type of flask is the
one made of inch lumber, and with tTie
ccpc from two to four mches deep. The
4-inch ones would be for work which
projected well up above the parting. A
shallow cope makeil extra work in
moulding taking longer to make the
mould; it requires extra caution in closing the mould, lost it should fall out; it
creates greater risk of coping when being poured, by which I mean the sand
is likely tc be forced up through the
bars from the force of the inflowing
invariably springs,
metal; the cope
causing the casting to have fins, and
added to all of this it has no reservoir
of metal to draw from to prevent little
shrinkages in seemingly unimportant
places, and it allows no head to keep
full so as to prevent the dirt from getting in unless heads are built up, and
this adds time and expense where it
cculd be as well saved, and only adds
to the risk of forcing the sand up through
the bars. In doing job work a good deep
cope made from good heavy lumber,
while appearing to be clumsy, saves
a lot of time and is much more satisfactory in every w"ay. For specialty work
the flask is of course made to fit the
job, but specialty work is not often met
with in these little shops.
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J. Cook's paper,
find some excellent notes on the surMr. Cook says
face wear of cast iron.
that there is much room for investigation into the subject of surface disintegration and wear of cylinders and all
rubbing surfaces of cast iron. He added:
'"When cast iron is machined by the ordinary cutting methods there is more or
The
less tearing avvav of the crystals.
tearing out of the softer material produces cracks or indentations and leaves
the harder constituents standing up in
relief.
The degree or fineness of the
finish will depend upon the structure of
the material and the speed at which the
material was cut; generally speaking,
according to Professor Poliakoff, the
quality of the finish will be improved as
the cutting speed decreases. The resistance to wear under working conditions
depends upon how far the crystals will
breaking off thus forming a
resist
hard, gritty, abrasive substance which increases the wear or will spread over
and form a highlj< polished surface.
Grinding of cylinder liners and piston
rings, being less drastic and exposing
less of the harder crystals, appears to
be a desirable method of finishing these
articles, provided every trace of emery
be removed. Where this is not practicable, very slow cutting speed and fine
feeds for finishing
should be resorted
to with the obiect of decreasing the wear.

we

—

—

WHERE SCIENCE SCORES
In the old days the ordinary man tapped the Florida pine tree and from the
sap secured resin and turpentine those
two, and only those two products.

—

A SHOWS THE PART WHICH GOES IN THE
B SHOWS THE PART WHICH GOES

DRAG.

IN
full,

THE COPE.

every part of the gating system

must be

and dross floating.
In pouring, it sometimes happens
that a lump will get past the skimmer
before

full

and

all dirt

possible tc flood the gate,
and by having the runner to project beyond the last branch gate the lump has
a chance to lodge there instead of in
the gate, and by having the gates cut
backward as shown, the dirt will pass
.them and go to the further end of the
it

is

ninner rather than change its course
and enter the mould.
By having the
gates cut in the bottom and the runner
travelling over the top of them, the best
metal will always be where it can enter
the gatjs into the mould.
Another feature of th3 article was,
that if a block of wood cut to fit the top
of the crucible is
placed on top of the
metal after it is skimmed, the burning
wood will absorb the oxygen, which will
otherwise permeate the melted metal.
Melted copper has a strong affinity for
oxygen, and unless something can be

Now, the scientific man con.es along
and from the old stump wood gathered
from the extensive areas cut over years
ago secures a number of commercial
products.
In the destructive distillation process
the old pine wood is reduced to charcoal
in modern steel retorts. The product contains ro less than fifty-four definite

chemical compounds.

Some

compoonds are exuse in the manufacturing in-

of these rare

tracted, for

dustry.
In the old days when the live trees
were tapped for the sap, the t^-ees soon
died and then were cut down by the
lumbermen for the pine wood, and now
there comes along the scientific man who
takes the old stumps that were considered absolutely worthless, and fi-om them

obtains valuable products.
In the Basel consular district, Switzerland, there are 14,029 farms, and of these
0,549 are operated without the use of
farm machinery of any kind.

"

r

,
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Volume XI.

Adventures

of

One James Corrigan

The Writer Shows

How

Mr. Corrigan

Managed to Convert an
Paying One by Getting a Cost
System Started
By HERSCHELL L. HATT

Unprofitable Business Into

IS'NT so hard

to do something as
just what co do.
man in a helpful mood might
ftep into a family row with the best intentions
the world.
Up to that it's
easy.
Just what he should do is reckless speculation.

Ir

it

is

to

know

A

m

•lim Corrigan, who ;ook charge of tTie
Atlas Foundry, hadn't been there long
before he realized that something was
woefully wrorg.
The bank account kept sliding down in
spite of healthy-looking shipments, and
bills were piling up.
Jim went to Woods, the foreman, and
said: "This outfit is just two jumps
ahead of the sheriff. We're paying too
much for the work, and the cost is too

high."

Woods looked

carefully, Ihen let it go
behind a box in the corner. With this
preliminary he affirmed, "It was'nt n'-^
fault of the moulders."
"Perhaps not," said Jim, "and maybe

Carrie in the office has nothing to do
with it, but the point is this, we're not
getting back what we're paying out, to
say nothing of profit."
'In business a profit must be made on
everything that's turned out, otherwise
the casualty list will read: 'Wounded,
missing, or killed by inaction.'
Woods said: "Did'nt see why the concern was'nt making lots of money. Look
at the work we're turning out."
"Let me ask you this," said Jim.
•'What is the average weight set up each

day by the moulders?"
"Average 350 pounds per man."
"Have you .^ny record to show it?"
"No, but we charge about 6,000 pounds
each day, and have fifteen mouUbrs."

Foundry

in a

'a

the more he found he was obliged to
turn his ideas to suit the conditions.
It would be simple if all castings in
grey iron cost the same to make, but
every pattern run is different, and the
cost varies accordingly.
When a flat price of six cents per
pound is quoted to a customer, the foundry takes a chance.
it

The fairest, all-round way, is to consider each pattern individually.
This might, at first thought,

work

mean

to the

—

The
customer sends his orders to
meet his own requirements. He may
want, and usually does, castings from the
difficult patterns.
Then your calculations are knocked out, for you find that

much for casting from 1 to 10 pounds,
so much from 10 to 25 pounds, and so

the production cost on this customer's
work has exceeded what you figured.
Then there is another side to the question
fairness to the customer.

Cores were not considered any more than the average price
would cover.

on up to a ton.

—

Foundries have been known to quote
ji flat price lower than they should just
to fill in for tonnage.
In other words,
charge a good paying customer for the
loss on the work of another customer.
Fairness to the customer and fairness
to the foundry must be considered when
finding a cost upon which to base a

It meant loss on some work, but the
foundry did not like to holler when it
got stuck under an arrangement of this
kind, and figured it couid make up the
loss later, which happens about as often

as a rich legacy.

Jim considered all these matters and
that any change in pricing would
be thought radical, but his duty was to

knew

price.

ATLAS FOUNDRY COMPANY
Sold to

Ship via

Order No

"What about sprues, excess metal and
bad castings?"
'Oh! that ain't much."
That is the great weakness. Going

Customers Order

Quantity

No

Date of Order

Number and

Pattern

Date entered

Description

Price.

by impressions,

forem.en are not the
only ones guilty of this, but business
men as well. Whatever makes a good
impression stays in their minds and
makes then contented. Not lookimr ber.eath the surface, they are satisfied.
In the war many an innocent clump of
bushes, all peaceful and quiet, with the
birds hopping from limb to limb, looked
so invitincr, you could throw yourself
down on the soft moss and enjoy perfect
happiness, undisturbed*
But crawl up
carefully and probe some. Hidden i^iere
you find a shell spitter ready to shoot
the daylights out of everything.
Apn^arf^nccs are not safe for business,
and impressions are lopsided if based

only i)n what appears.
Well, to t'et back.
Jim soon found
that if he were going to find the accurate
cost of castings it meant some hard study
and work, and the farther he dug into
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foundry and
be a nuisance to the customer through
having so many different prices.
It is not nearly as bad as it looks,
and has this one strong argument it
is absolutely fair and honest.
The work
is handled on its merits.
The Atlas Foundry for years had quoted a flat price to its customers.
Some
of the prices were graded by weight, so
lot of clerical
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Fig. 1
In weight and pieces, the last amount set down indicates total made to that date.
shipper who is also the time keeper, records daily the progress of this order from the time
After the castings are weighed and inspected he
cards turned in to him by the moulders.
has all the data necessary. This gives a complete and i)ermanent record of the pattern run.

line,
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honestly administer the affairs of the
foundry, so ht went ahead.
The first thing he did was to issue an
order form, Fig. 1.
Just one uiUtern number was to appear on this form
with the quantity
wanted. If the customer ordered fi-oni

'wenty dilteiert patterns, twenty differ.'t orders would be issued.
kept on these orders by
-A. record was

who was also the tinieThe number of pieces produced

shipper,

.e

st per.

day showinc: date, weijrht, rejects,
any, and the moulder's time. As the
o:dy imcertain element in the cost is the
moulder's time, this information jrave
sure hasi.-^ for future price quotino:.
It was
Somothinsr more was needed.
ssential to know how the foundry stood
loh

t'

:.
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was making or
losing, where

"Guess you wouldn't be thinking of making an investment, would you?"

Jim had the office girl break up the
week into divisions and then
set the amounts down in the report as
shown in Fig. 2.

"If you're jjroposing to sell some rfch
land, I have a few acres now."
'"No. If I had a monorail track in the
foundry I could cut the time it takes
to run the heat, in two, and it wouldn't
cost much at that. We're melting faster
now, and with the trade I could shoot
a ton ladle down the factory so the men

each week, whether

it

losing as a whole, and

if

and how.
payi'oll eacli

You

will

notice the first

column for

figures, on the left, is for the week just
The column for
completed and paid.

figures to the right is for the cumulati\e period, or all the weeks added together from the beginning of the year.

A

few weeks later Carrie had just finished the report and laid it on Jim's desk,
when Woods came in with his wad of
stag comfortably parked.
He says:

oil

wouldn't have to carry it and lose time
waiting their turn, and all that."
"Well! Woods, you said a mouthful."
"Who's been talking to you now? No
one, unless its them reports. The casting
cost does seem high."
"You're on the right car line now
Woods. Keep going: don't stop, and refuse all trajisfevs."

PRODUCTION COST
Week ending

.>tin? Dates

Wages

Division

For the week only
Weight produced

Rate per

Wages

lb.

For the cumulative period
Weight produced

Rate per

lb.

Foundry Bench Moulding
Side Floor Moulding
Machine Moulding
Floor Moulding
Moulding cost
Bonuses
Moulders' Helpers
Core Makers
Casting Cost
Night men
Cleaning and Chipping
Cupola labor
General Non-productive

Total

•

labor cost and rate

tal

Overhead

....

"~e

on labor

Supplies

Coke
Scrap
Pig Iron
Total cost of castings and rate
Sales or shipments of castings
(Giving weight and rate per

pound

received.)

^^^ "!?'' '* subdivided or distributed as the names appear in the column "Division." The amounts are set down in the "Wages" column.
The
weight produced" means good castings only. This weight is divided up in the moulding section.
Below "Total moulding cost" the total weight of
casting produced is used.
The "Rate per pound" is found by dividing the amount in "Weight produced" column, into the amount in the "Wages" column.
This is carried out in exactly the same way for the cumulative period showing the results to date.
Y,^'.~

NOT ANXIOUS TO
QUOTE PIG IRON
Dealers
•?53

Place

and

Toronto Prices Between
with an Indifferent
Supply

.S.55,

Dealers in Canada are not anxious to
give quotations on pig iron.
Between
$53 and $.55 would be the price asked.
As one dealer stated this week: "While

we might name a
less nominal.
As

price

it

is

more or

matter of fact we
are not all anxious to have you say anything about our business, as we find it
hard to look after the business that we
already have.
Prospects for improve-

ment

a

in the future are not at all bright."

A New York

report says that "a ma:n demand has characterized the pig iron market in this
district the past few days
and sales
which actually have been made, together
with inquiries, which are on the point of
being closed, aggregate a large total.
Numerous large tonnages, making a
total of more
than
10,000
tons
of
foundry iron, have been sold, and there
are inquiries out for 20,000 to 25,000
terial

tons.
Included in the sales were one or
two large tonnages for prompt shipment,
considerable for second half and a sizable
portion for prompt export.

improvement

WHAT AMERICAN MOULDERS ARE
ASKING FOR BUT NOT GETTING

manufacture and deal in machinery and
parts and accessories.

—

More Buying. This year the Canadian
National Railways rolling stock will be
Increased

by the building of 5,750 freight

and 70 passenger
coaches.
The additions to the rolling
stock, contracted for in 1919, are now alcars, 80 locomotives,
.

The 380 moulders and coremakers employed at the Erie, Pa., plant of the
General Electric Co., are out on strike,
asking for an 8-hour day, and 90c per
hour.
The moulders and coremakers of the

Houston Car Wheel & Machine Co.,
Houston, Texas, went out on
strike.
May 12, demanding $7.20 for an 8-hour

Our courts to-day resound with a babel
of foreign tongues, and it is quite a common experience for our judges, through
the vicarious medium of an interpreter to

foreign - born
the testimony of
persons, who, though having lived among
us for 15, 20, and oven 25 years, are
unable to speak English. Judge Thomas
H. Dowd, U.S.A.

hear

—

day.

To

most completed.

diagonal of a
hexagon.
Octagon or square, the diameter being
given.
Multiply the diameter by the
following
constants:
For hexagon,
1.1.545; for octagon, 1.0825; for square,
find the

1.4129.

Incorporation has been granted to the

Easy Washing Machine
Toronto,

capitalized

at

Ltd.,

of

$400,000,

to

Co.,

Definition of a good citizen: A good
who observes all national,
state, and municipal laws and is willing
citizen is one

to assist in their enforcement;
he is
honest and fearless; he is loyal to home,
friends, and country, and he does what
he can to assist in promoting the moral,
intellectual and physical welfare of the
people.

—

.
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Research

Work on

Malleable Iron

Continued

Being a Continuation of the Results of Four Years of Research

Work

for the

59.
In order to obtain some idea of
the mechanism of
what takes place,
micrographs at a magnification of 750
diameters were taken of the crystalline
tboundaries of pieces
correspondijiig to
IFigs. 25, 26 and 27, which are shown in
iFigs. 29, 30 and 81.
It would appear
Ithat as the carbon is dissolved the soluItion takes place throug-h the amorphous

American Malleable Casting Association
By ENRIQUE TOUCEDA

labor under the impression that mallelable iron is a product unsuited for any
(but small castings, Fig. 32 is shown. One
tasting of which the writer has a photoIgraph is 5 ft. long, 23 in. high and some
lof its sections are 3 in. thick.
That the
metal, when well made, can stand great
abuse is illustrated in Fig. 33; while the
problem in regard to disproportionate

that the white-iron-casting composition
be correct. Many very interesting and
laborious researches have been made in
connection with the precipitation of the
carbon during the anneal and in numerous
other
directions
on hard-iron
Samples whose physical properties would
be so low as to be worthless when annealed, due to their impossible composition.
Had the same work been done
by the eminent men who have carried
through the experiments referred to on
a hard-iron composition that was normal in all particulars except in connection with the particular
element they
were investigating, the metallurgist in
have been
this particular field would
greatly benefited and
his path made
easier.
62.
The fallacies that have been
handed down and accepted by many of
the engineers and consumers as true,
are numerous, but the following only

be touched upon as they are the
most important:
a. The strength of malleable iron lies
When it has been removed
in the skin.
the remainder of the metal is found to
be very inferior and not dependable.
b. During the anneal, the elimination
will

FIGS.

2U,

yu

ANU

iX,

SilOVVlNG

CRVSTALINE BOUNDARIES OF

the crystalline boundaries, a fact
writer has not heretofore seen
mentioned.
This is possibly the manner in which the carbon starts to difIfuse into iron during cementation. What
might be written in connection with the
Inumerous observed facts pei'taining to
this product would fill many pages. The
writer has lacked lime to even take up
the matter on which he ihas written in
the way in which he would have liked
to have presented the subject, but he
believes that enough has been covered
ito illustrate that through reseai'ch and
through that means only can the manufacturer make real and permanent pro-

FIGS,

that confronts

i:,,

26

the

AND

27

manufac-

liron in

isections

ithat the

turer, coupled with intricacy of design,
and too often the intricacy of ill design,
lis
well illustrated in Figs. 34 and 35.
Ilrrespective of how good the metal may

gress.
60.

For the benefit

of.

those

who

»
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of the carbon is confined to the surface,
and the amount removed from the rest
of the section

as shown by physical tests on bars
and wedges, patterns are furnished so

outrageously out of proportion that tha
good qualities of the metal can easily
too
frequently the
toe destroyed and
imetal is blamed when the design is at
ifault.
These troubles are overcome as
Ifar as possible by a thorough study of
ithe best method of gating the casting,
•in order that no evidence of shrink will
be present in any part. Research has
made considerable advance in this direction and well-placed, well-proportioned
generally used.
shrink heads are now
case of such
'Not infrequently, in the
tastings as the ones referred to, the
sprue, runners and heads weigh about
as much as the casting.

Common

FIG.

i

32— EXAMPLE OF LARGE MALLEABLE
IRON CASTING

EXAMPLE OF ABUSE MALLEABLE
CASTINGS WILL WITHSTAND

When

the section of a casting exin thickness, it cannot be
annealed throughout.
c.

%

in.

Table 4 Tests of Malleable Iron Bars
With Decarbonized Skin Removed
Ultimate strength,

Mark
12-2-1
12-3-1
12-3-2
12-4-1
12-5-1
12-5-2
12-6-1
12-7-1
12-7-2

Fallacies

Before taking up the matter of
which during the past few
years have been pretty well exploded,
although some still linger in the minds
of a few of the engineers and consumers
the writer would like to make some
further remarks by way of explanation
concerning what was stated in the first
'part of this paper in connection with the
Enough has
literature of the subject.
been shown to make clear the fact that
•in order to make a good quality of malabsolutely necessary
leable iron, it is

33

ceeds

61.

;

inconsequential.

fbe,

k;

i

is

fallacies,

lb.

per

sq. in.

52.0«4
47.182
51,107
.56,732

46,482
52,246
47,889
48.0.80

49,640

% elongation
in 2 in

17.50
10.00
17.50
14.00
7.00

23.00
19.00
18.00
18.00

Concerning item a, the data in
Table 4 will prove of value. Nine regular test bars were machined until the
was removed.
surface
decarbonized
These bars were all from different heats
and marked as indicated in the table.
64.
As the writer did not have duplicates of these bars, he was unable to
63.

R

line,

1

020

CAN

a comparison
between the maand the bars as cast and lacked
lu' to run throujrh a set for illustra">.
but the experiment should be unL'ssary in any event in view of the
ve.
and must be
It
is
obvious
tiowledged that the metal in the debonized skin is more ductile than the
',
so when a bar fails it must be con'd that it is the core that has parted
~t, for the reason that the metal in
skin has not at the instant of fracreached its maximum elongation.
V
lie from the foregoing we have
the
utical evidence that present? itself in
case of the automobile industry in
i-h
thousands of tons of machined
eable-iron castings are used annureceive in service
on parts that
moat abuse, such as wheel spindles, etc.
" the other hand, the writer not only
nits that when the skin is machined
somewhat malleable-iron castings
remaining part is worthless, but ads as well that the castings would be
This, unfora with
the skin
on.
ately, will continue to be the case
il
the purchasing
agents cease to
p around and a contract is made on
-e as the basis rather than quality.
ti').
Taking up item b, the writer can,
^^e

iled

A D

I

A N

F
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A

photographed them at about seven diamThese are shown in Figs. ;]6 and
eters.
;?7.
They will furnish a fairly good idea
is distributed
carbon
as to how the
throughout the section, and indicate that

FIG.

35— EXAMPLE OF CASTING OF DISPROPORTIONATE SECTIONS

carbon does not vary by uniform
gradation from surface to centre, but in
one region can vary slightly from what
it
may be in anoiher. This does not
signify that in the regions of highest
carbon content the carbon has not been
lowered through diffusion into its contiguous region, for many investigations
have shown that this is just what does
happen.
the

THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
This

West

is

a

society

Thirty-Ninth

with
street.

offices

at

31— EXAMPLE OF CASTING OF DISPROPORTION.\TE SECTIONS

'hout encumbering
this paper with
large amount of data he has on the
ject, prove the falsity of this conten:i.
In the figures quoted in Table 3
bars
over .52,000 lb. ultimate
of
ngth and over 20 per cent., elonga1. there will be noted two bars, one
which has a carbon content of 0.72
cent, and the other of 0.82 per cent.
le from this there are fourteen with
arbon content of 1.50 and under. In
-id an explanation is given of the
iianner in which the drillings were taken
f r
analysis.
It
has
already
been
nted out that the carbon in the hard
must be kept up to«a certain figure,
ing which the castings will not only
<run, but contraction cracks will spoil
m. If we assume, in the case of the
:...-.t two bars refeired to, that the carbon was reduced by one-half, then in the
bar that had but 0.72 per cent, carbon,
the carbon in the hard iron from which
it was cast must
have been 1.44 per
cent., and we all know that it would be
almost imnossible to run such work, say
nothing about subsequently annealing it.
'
a %-in. diameter annealed bar such a
carbon content is unusual, but it
proves the point that
is
being made,
nevertheless.
The writer has polished
the cection of two %-in. bars and has

29

New York

and their existence should be an
incentive to Canadians who think they
have something up their .sleeves which
the other fellow does not possess to forget it. The secret of success is not in having "secrets." This .society selects from its
membership, and, if considered advisable
City,

;.

from non-members, men who have had
exceptional experience and have them
prepare papers on subjects with which
These
they are abundantly familiar.
papers are read at meetings where they
are discussed and where every opportunity is offered to point out improvements which might be possible. The results of their deliberations are then for
the benefit of the world.
To show that their work does not conflict
with that of other equally worthy
organizations, we will introduce them to
our readers:

The Sub-Committee on Foundry Prac-

'

H

149

has secured for the society a set of
papers on the products of the several
types of foundries, believing that this information would be of greater value to
the members than data as to the details
of foundry practice.
Mechanical engineers are called upon
to decide or advise on the selection of
the proper kind of a casting for a given
piece of construction and should therefore know or have available reliable information as to the present state of. the
art in foundry practice.
The cor.'.mittee
has accordingly endeavored to have this
information presented in such a way as
to not trespass on the territory of the
tice

..

:

N

American Fcundrymon's Association as
how castings are made; on
that of the American Society for Testing
Materials as to specifications or methods
to the art or

of testing castings; nor on that of the
Mining Engineers and Chemists as to
the production of the metals from which
the castings are made.

Each paper is supposed to outline the
special properties of that particular kind
of casting and where it is to be preferred
^0 other forms of cast metal.
Also to
outline what is actually being done so
that engineers and designers may know
what they ought to be able to secure
from

first-class

commercial foundries

at

the present time.

No attempt has been made to secure
information as to what is going on in the
line of research work in the foundry, as
it was thought best to present a reliably
statement of what foundries are now doing in a commercial way rather than of
what it may be possible for them to do in
the future.

The committee has endeavored to
secure the highest available authority for
each of the several common types of castings and is under great obligation to
these men who have written the papers
and pi'esented them to the society. This
is especially true of the several authors
who are not members of this society.

.

::

There will doubtless be many differences of opinion as to some of the statements made in these papers, but it is
sdncerely hoped that the members will
freely question all points at issue so that
after a full discussion the authors may
be able to complete their papers in such
a way that the set as a whole will be
generally accepted as a thoroughly reliable report on the products of modern
foundry practice.
IIG.

•36

AND .37--SHOWING CARBON
DISTRIBUTION

W. W. BIRD, Chairman
;Sub-Committee on Foundry Practice.
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The Production

of

Bronze and Brass Castings

Being a Paper Read at the Spring Meeting of The American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, Held at St. Louis, Mo., May 1920.
By CHRISTOPHER H. BIERBAUM

THE

terms "brass"

and

"bronze"

are not as definite in their meaning as might be desired. The term
bronze was formerly applied to an alloy
of copper and zinc.
Usage, however,
has changed and it is now generally applied

to

an alloy of copper

while the term brass

and

tin,

used to denote
an alloy of copper and zinc. This change
of nomenclature has led to a great deal
Even today we speak of
of confusion.
crankpin, crosshead, or engine brasses
when we have bronzes in mind; that is,
comparatively
a copper-tin alloy with
In
little, if any, zinc in its composition.
general, it may now be said that without
a modifying adjective brass is an alloy
of copper containing a large amount of
zinc; and bronze is an alloy of copper
containing a relatively large amount of
In this country no general standtin.
ard of terminologv for these alloys has
as yet been adopte'!; the British Insone but
titute of Metals has adopted
theirs does not seem entirely satisfacFor the present,
tory for our purpose.
in this discussion, these alloys will be
designated according to the prevailing
commercial usage in this country; and
other alloys will, as far as possible, be
designated in the order of their preponThus, the copperderant constituents.
containing,
by
tin-lead alloy is one
weight, more copper than tin, and more
tin than lead.
generally
understood
2.
It is very
which
that in designing machine parts
are to be made of ca=t materials a larger
factor of safety is recessary than that
required for rolled or forged material,
although the compcsitions may be very
similar or even identical. This in itself
The fact that the
is not sufficient.
strength in any given casting varies in
its different parts m.ust also be taken
into consideration, since it is impossible
to make a casting with varying sections
is

of uniform strength.
3. In general, the engineer should be
cautioned against specifying alloys upon
which he has only such knowledge as has
been derived from laboratory tests alone,
since it is impossible to determine, b
ordinary experiment, all of the economic
conditions which enter into the founding
and tooling of a casting and the requirements of a subsequent satisfactory
use of an alloy for any given service.
To illustrate: Years ago the favorite
Government composition known as gun
metal (88 per cent, copper, 10 tin and 2
zinc) was unreservedly
specified
for
valves, steam connections and fittings.
At the present time, however, no successful valve manufacturer would think
of using this alloy for this purpose, although from purely laboratory results
•

this

and similar high-tin alloys may ap-

pear to meet the requirements. The safe
procedure is either to investigate and
follow standard practice, or determine
definitely why it should not be followed;
or else to leave the composition and the
guarantee of results to
a responsible

manufacturer and hold him accountable.
4. Aluminum should never be used in
an alloy which is to be tight against leakage of either a gaseous or fluid sub-

Aluminum has the peculiar property of forming a characteristic skin
upon the surface of its alloys, due to its
great affinity for oxygen.
Appreciably
less than one two-hundiredths of one per
cent, of aluminum produces an appearance upon the surface which is very distinctly that of a brass or bronze casting.
In fact, this surface film is often found
in castings where Lhe amount of aluminum present is so small that the chemist may be in doubt as to whether even
a trace of it exists. In pouring a casting containing aluminum
this
surface
film becomes enti'ained in the convecting
currents as the molten metal fills the
mold and often extends through the entire thickness of the wall of the metal
and thus gives rise to porosity which
causes leakage. For the foregoing reasons it is always desirable, when pouring, that the molds should fill with as
little .bubbling and splashing as possible.
This applies to all alloys in general,
but to those containing aluminum in particular.
The "horn gate" or some form
of gating by means of which the molten
metal enters at the lowest point in the
mold is very desirable.
5. In the alloying of copper and tin
a low-fusing crystal forms known as the
tin-copper eutectoid.
This crystal
is
hard and brittle and in general should
not be present in bronzes used for machine parts; and more particularly so if
these parts are subjected to temperatures approaching that of high-pressure
steam. This crystal always forms in ordinary foundry practice when
tin
is
present in amount equal to 9 per cent,
In slow cooling
of the copper content.
the amount of this crystal is increased
and slow cooling also cause it to apnear with a lower percentage of tin.
Hisrh-tin bronzes should neither be used
under hinh temperature nor where they
are subiectod to severe shock. Without
doubt this eutectoid crystal constitutes
the most valuable bearing crystal for
bearing metals to be found in any of the
bronzes.
stance.

Considerable exm-rimental work has
in
been done at different times and
different laboratories on the subject of
heat treatment of foundry bronzes and
brasses which are to be used without
6.

These
subsequent forging or tooling.
experiments have been applied particularly to the copper-aluminum alloys and

i

the copper-tin alloy known as gun
metal. Nothing, however, has as yet developed to bring this process of
heat
treatment into general commercial importance.
to

Deoxidizers
7. Magnesium has a strong affinity for
oxygen. It corrodes quite readily when
exposed to moist air.
It is the most
natural deoxidizer for zinc.
It is also
very useful for deoxidizing copper in the
making of pure copper castings requirin.£^' a
high electrical conductivity. Unlike many other deoxidizing agents,
a
slight excess of magnesium
will
not
materially reduce the electrical conduc-.

tivity.

Aluminum

also has a very
strong
oxygen, ranking next to magnesium in this respect. It is an excellent
deoxidizing agent in all alloys where it
is intended that it should be present.
It
produces a characteristic surface which
is not adapted for soldering.
9. Manganese has a high affinity for
oxygen, ranking next to aluminum
in
It is supplied commercially
this regard.
which contains
as manganese copper,
about 30 per cent, of manganese. It is
not only a deoxidizing agent when alloyed with copper but it is also a desulphurWhen used in copper castings a
izer.
8.

affinity for

mere trace greatly increases

their elec-

trical resistance.
10. Zinc is very generally used for alloying with copper.
In its affinity for
oxygen it ranks next to maganese but,
owing to its high affinity for copper
and its tendency to form a solid solution, it is not as good a deoxidizing agent
as might be expected.
11. Silicon

has considerable

affinity for

oxygen when present in the molten state
of an alloy.
It is supplied to the trade
in the form of silicon copper, a product
of the electric furnace containing from
It became
10 to 50 per cent, of silicon.
very popular as a deoxiddzing agent in
the brass foundry some fifteen years
ago, but has largely been replaced by
phosphorus for this purpose owing to the
convenient form in which the latter is
supplied.
Silicon has the disadvantage
that it cannot be used in any alloy containing lead, owing to its tendency to
unite with lead and cause porous and
spongy castings.
12.

Phosphorus

is

now most

univer-

foundry as a deoxidizing agent for copper. New copper
can be melted in a crucible and complete
deoxidization effected with one-tenth of
one per cent, of phosphorus. It has the
sally used in the brass

'
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liino.

ulvantage, howeveVj of reducing the
is
it
trical conductivil y wherever
d.
The phospnorus-copper crystal
Tu) is very hard and a very small
Clientage of phosphorus tends to hardany of the alloys in which it is presIf bronze containing more than a
,0 of phosphorus is to be used as a
ring metal, it should also contain an
to
;i!preciable amount of lead in order
minimize the abrasive character of the
ii'sphorus-copper crystal.
I

;

i:>.

Boron Suboxide.

was

iid

first

When

introducetl

it

this

was

comthe
for

st
successful deoxidizing agent
xpper, in that not a trace of boron renains in the deoxidized copper, and the
ilect is exceedingly good, making
a

"c
al

deoxidized copper with high elecconductivity. It has recently been

however, by boron carbide,
even moi'e active as a deoxidizagent. Both i-equire skill and expert
wledge to handle successfully in the

inerseded,
.vtiich is
^

lundry.

Fluxes

The use of

fluxes in the
brass
considerable importance.
f
pure metals could be melted without
Ming in contact with air, fluxes would
be required and therefore it is essenthat proper fluxing be resorted to.
ering the surfaces of the molten
ctal with charcoal is always beneficial,
hat is with metal? and alloys whose
iielting temperature is above that of the
'.Tition point of the charcoal.
14.

tumdry

is

of

The function of a

flux is twofold:
should dissolve in itself all the
iietallic oxides; and secondly, when in
molten state it
should
completely
over the surfaces of the molten metal
ind thus exclude all air.
A good flux
-hould not be too destinjctive on the walls
'
the furnace or crucible.
Satisfactory
:ings may be made by melting pure
als in a crucible and covering with
!coal. In the remelting of gates, ris">.

<,

it

I

and skimmers which have been more
oxidized, it is necessary to use
n a deoxidizing agent and a flux. The
-t
two fluxes known are probably
ax and fluor-spar. The first of these
too expensive for ordinary foundry
less

The second, when pure, is too
ore upwn the walls of crucible and
urnace. Various iluxes are now on the
:narket containing, in part, fluor-spar
ind an admixture of
other
materials
tend to reduce the destructive acof the fluor-spar upon the furnace
ind crucible walls. Broken glass is often
ised and is quite satisfactory, especially
.vhich

ion

f of a low fusing temperature.
Glass,
lowever, has also a destructive action
jpon the crucible and furnace walls, so
:hat the fluor-spar mixture fluxes upon
:he market are the best for the purpose.

16. Brass-foundry
products do
not
compete directly with ca.sfc iron, cast
steel or steel forgings in machine con-

They are specified by the designer only when certain properties are
lecessary, such as appearance, bearing

struction.

i.alue,

ike.
j

chemical composition, and the
These non-ferrous products never

FOU N D RY
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can compete directly in cost with the
ferrous products for the reasons that
copper is always hi.uher-priced than iron
and the price of tin is always subject
foreign speculation; while few of the
minor constituents 'ompare favorably in
to

price with iron.
I>ronze.s

Manganese Hronze

is the term genapplied to a composition which,
properly speaking, is a brass instead of
It is an alloy of copper cona bronze.
taining a high percentage of zinc, aluminum and iron, in wliich a small amount
of manganL'se has been used. The beneficial efi"ects
in this alloy, due to the
deoxidizing and ii"0!i-carrying properties
of the manganese, are
very striking.
Beneficial results
obtained
are
even
though no more than a mere trace of
manganese finally remains in the resulting product. In none of the brass-foundry products are the high merits of an
alloy so much due to the results of skilful and intelligent foundry practice as in
the case of this particular alloy.
The
composition is relatively cheap when the
cost of the constituents is consideredi.
The cost of the final product, however, is
much higher than its composition would
indicate, due to the following requirements necessary for the production of
satisfactory castings:
The introduction
of a small percentage of iron is necessary for proper results, and care and
skill with proper equipment are indispensible for this operation; secondly, the
amount of metal required for gates,
heads and risers necessary for this alloy
is unusually large, so much so that in the
production of ordinary automobile castings only from 17 to 39 per cent, of the

17.

erally

entire

metal melted

finally

appears

in

the form of finished castings; and lastly,
the loss in melting is unusually large.
For machine construction this alloy, of
all brass-foundry products, is of first
importance.
In strength it successfully
competes with steel castings and steel
drop forgings although the price is from
three to five times that of malleable
castings.
This, and its
non-corroding
properties make it a most desirable material in automobile and marine
construction.
As a foundry product it is a
very desirable material as it has a very
smooth surface. The labor for finishing
it is in many cases so light
compared
with that required for finishing steel
castings that it can often compete with
steel castings.
This is especially true in
automobile construction.
It
has
the
necessary strength for brackets, standards and fixtures, so that it can replace
both steel castings and forgings
for
these purposes.
Manganese bronze has
a field of usefulness
in
experimental
work in that it can be produced with less
delay than steel forgings, stampings or
malleable castings, requiring as it does
so little finishing.
By varying the two
principal
constituents
of
manganese
bronze the desired physical characteristics can be obtained.
An increase of the
percentage of copper increases its elongation,

whereas an mcrease

in

zinc

in-
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creases its ultimate tensile strength but
decreases its elongation. When this material is made up with the necessary precautions as to purity and foundry methods, very excellent commercial results
For example, a tencan be obtained.
sile strength of 90,000 lb. per sq. in. with
30 per cent, elongation can be secured
in a standard test coupon, whereas many
producers consider 65,000
lb.
tensile
strength with 1.5 per cent, elongation as
fair.
18. Aluminum Bronze is an alloy of
copper and aluminum containing from 4
to 11 per cent, of aluminum and the re-

mainder copper.

In recent years, how-

ever, this alloy has been made up with
an addition of from 1 to 6 per cent, of
iron.
The introduction of iron produces
twofold results: First, it causes the alloy
to solidify with smaller crystals, that is,
it produces a finer grain; and secondly,
it adds a third hard crystal formed by
the union of aluminum and iron which is
much harder than the other two ci'ystals.
This is the only brass-foundry product
which can compete commercially with
manganese bronze. With care it can be

so made up as to have a somewhat highmanganese
er ultimate strength than
bronzes, although it does not possess a
higher yield point or elastic limit. The
drawback to this alloy is the inherent
difficulty of making solid castings.
The
tendency to have blowholes
is
very
skill
characteristic and even extreme
will overcome this difi'iculty only in a
Aluminum bronze may be used
degree.
for bearing purposes, and recently, when
containing iron, has nad a limited use for
motor-truck worm drives. The only advantage of this latter alloy over a copper-tin-bronze composition is its cheapness; for bearing purposes, however, it
cannot compare with a copper-tin alloy.
19. Acid-Resisting Bronzes. These are
some of the brass foundry products
which formerly were of more importance
than they are to-day, owing to the fact
that stoneware and specially modified
cast iron are now largely replacing these
uses.
There are, however, some uses
for bronzes to resist sulphuric and sulphurous acids in mine service, pulp mills,
and other industries. For these purposes
two alloys are most serviceable; a copper-tin-lead alloy containing substantially 86 per cent, copper, 12 per cent, tin

and 2 per cent, lead;
and aluminum
bronzes containing a small iron percentage.
20.

Copper-Tin Alloys.

First

among

content
may be mentioned bell metal, a composition containing fi'om 16 to 25 per cent,
of tin.
As the name implies, it is used
for the manufacture of
bells,
gongs,
steam whistles and the like. It is a resonant metal. For industrial purposes the
compositions used are those having the
lower percentages of tin, say from 16 to
18 per cent. The higher percentages of
tin, especially between 20 and 25 per
cent., are used for bells in which high
tone quality is required.
The production of these bells requires considerable
.skill and constitutes a special industry.
these

alloys

highest

in

its

tin
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geneial, however, it may be said that
for
all
purposes the constituents
tliese alloys should be extremely
pure
aiul every precaution against oxidation
should be taken during
and
melting
pouring, since the quality of the product is altogether dependent upon the
purity of the alloy.
21. The next alloy of this type to be
considered is a bronze used in turntables
und movable bridges. This composition
is given in the tentative A.S.T.M. specification as "Class A, Bronze Bearing
Metals for Turntables
and
Moveable
Bridges." It is also given as "Grade A"
in the American
Railway Engineering
Association specification bulletin of July,
1918. It contains 20 per cent, of tin, and
phosphoius not to exceed 1 per cent. It
is very hard, due both to its tin and its
phosphorus contents.
For best service
conditions it should not be used except
when placed between hardened steel
plates.
It is intended for pressures over
1500 lb. per sq. in., and slow-moving
'
*,
bearings.
Ill

t'oi-

ed accuracy of tooled
higher bearing value.

surfaces,

and a

24. Copper-Tin-Zinc Alloy. The most
popular alloy of this class is the one
known as ordnance bronze or gun metal.
Its composition is 88 copper, 10 tin, and
2 z.inc.
This alloy has come to be a very
generally known composition in that it is
a general-average bronze. However, with
a more complete
metallurgical
knowledge of the relative values of different
compositions, it becomes of less impor-

tance, in that

it

is

specifically neither a

bearing bronze of high
merit
nor
a
bronze especially adapted for machine

parts when maximum economy of alloy
is considered.
The nigh tin content produces in tins alloy a high percentage of
the tin-copper eutectoid, with
the
resulting disadvantages when the alloy is
used for other than bearing purposes.
The use of ordnance bronze for the construction of machine parts is, for two
reasons, a wasteful one:
It contains an
unnecessary amount of tin, a high-priced
constituent, and more serviceable alloys
22. A composition similar to the forecan be produced by the use of a lower
going is one given as "Class B Bronze,"
percentage of tin.
For machine parts,
under both of the immediately foregoing
steam connections and valves, a composspecifications and containing 17 per cent,
ition having, say, 90 per
cent,
copper,
of tin with a
permissible phosphorus
5V2 tin, 2 zinc, and IV2 lead, is a supercontent of 1 per cent. It does not seem
ior alloy for the reasons that it can be
wise to permit this amount of phosphor-.] s uroduced as a more economic foundry
us in a bearing metal of this kind, how-|
product, its price is less, its physical
ever, if to be used as specified between! jpj,operities are superior, and lastly,
its
'soft steel plates."
Better service con
nachining qualities are superior.
On
ditions can be obtained by the production!
the other hand, the zinc
in
ordnance
of the necessary hardness through in-|jk.,ronze distinctly detracts from its
bear
r ei'se of tin content and reduction ofi«ng
value,
phosphorus.
An alloy containing 19 toilB
These
20 ner cent, tin and only a trace of phos--' ^5. Copper-Tin-Lead Alloys.
phorus would give better service when iMHoys are strictly oearlng compositions
used on soft steel.
In a case of this' P-'""*^^^"'"^- not in excess of 82 per cent,
kind where a copper-tin bronze is used ^^' ^-opper, and a tin maximum of 11 per
between unhardened steel surfaces the W^^t. with a lead maximum also of 11
P^^' ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^e of alloy corres
anount of phosphorus present should be
ponds to "Class C" of the A.S.T.M. ten'erv limited owing to
the
exceeding
lative specifications for Bronze Bearing
VinrHnsss of the copper phosphide cryMetals for Turntable and Movable Railstals.
way Bridges. These alloys are usually
23. The next alloy of importance as to
deoxidized with phosphorus which has a
its tin content is a bronze containing
tendency to suspend or diflFuse the lead,
11 per cent, of tin and a maximum of 0.2
since in all these alloys the lead is held
rer cent, of
phosphorus.
This
alloy
in mechanical suspension without
any
is the standard composition now in very
chemical union. The most generally used
general use for worm wheels in motorof this series contains 80 per cent, coptruck drives and in the motor-car reduction worm gears.
A feature of con- per, 10 tin, and 10 lead.
26. To enumerate all of the copper-tinsiderable importance in the making of
lead alloys given by various authorities
this alloy seems to be that of producas bearing bronzes would constitute an
ing the proper amount of chilling effect
almost infinite series. The whole matter,
in the cooling of the castings.
In some
however, can be summed up in a few
cases zinc has been added to an amount
words: Lead is a desirable constituent
of 2V4 per cent.; results show, however,
in a bearing alloy but has the drawback
that the addition of zinc is undesirable
of weakening the bronzes, therefore, for
although it produces an additional hardlight service, or under conditions where
ness of the alloy as indicated by
the
a supporting oil film cannot always be
Brinell and scleroscape tests.
This admaintained, as in car or truck bearings,
ditional hardness rather detracts from
the compositions containing the higher
its bearing value, and, at the same time,
used.
should
be
proportions of lead
makes it more difficult for tooling. It
Where the punishment is severe the
seems self-evident that the above alloy,
alloys should have a lower percentage of
as it now stands, could be improved by
As a rule 't is economy to use
lead.
the addition of a small amount of lead,
as much lead as possible, since lead is
not sufficient to produce undue weakr cheaper metal and it also adds materieninP:,--and that th's would result in a
ally to the bearing value of the alloy.
threefold benefit; easier tooling, inci-eas1

—

Volume XI.
27. Copper-Lead-Tin-Zinc Alloys are
those containing from 3 to 12 per cent,
of lead, from 4 to 6 per cent, of tin and
from 1 to 10 per cent, of zinc. This
series of compositions includes several
especially
used for bearing purposes,
The
those having the high lead limits.
addition of zinc in this alloy is for the
purpose of reducing the cost; it does not
add to the value of the alloy except in
detracts
physical strength and it
its

from

bearing value.

its

The

series in-

composithe popular red-brass
tion; 85 per cent, copper, 5 tin, and T)
composition
zinc; and also a cheaper
containing 77 ner cent, copper, 10 lead,
3 tin and 10 zinc used for low-pressure

cludes

valves and plumbers' supplies.

STRIKES AM) ORGANIZED LAHOR

THERE
tinct

are two separate and disseem
which
subjects

confused
become
have
to
one;
as
classed
and
together
to
seeming
"strike"
word
the
savor of organized labor and the expression "organized labor" appearing to
portend or suggest the likelihood of a
strike, but from my own peruonal viewpoint they have no connection whatever.
However, in view of my position with
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I

am

this
continually being confronted with
combination or duel subject and asked
to pass an opinion, c.n it and state our

platform, meanin.t? the stand which tl is
publication take.- on the subject.
To this I can only say that it takes

no stand and has no platform on either
a
strictly
is
of these subjects, but
technical or mechanical paper -treating
on the foundry and allied trade;, and

aiming to keep its readers posted on
what is doing in the way of improved
methods of production. In its news col•nmr.i the aim is to deliver the informa'ioii as it is, and not ^s we would l.ave
it.

i",

As regards my own personal opinion,
is of no more consequence on these
than on those of

:,ubjects

politics or re-

if I must
answer a question which has been repeatedly asked me, it is this— "If we will

ligion or

any other

subject, but

take, first the subject of .strikes, I would
say that it is simply a form of "force."
If I body of men cannot prevail upon
their employer to see things as they do,

they endeavor to "force" him to come
to

terms.

their

Now

we will take the history of
for the last thousand years
be a fair example of the foundaif

England
it

v;ill

of

tion

which

modern

civilization

stands, not only English civilization, but
Practically
that of the civilized world.
indifferent
or
bad
everything, gi'od

which has come to pass during this pcrio', had its origin in England and later
on accepted by other nations, but if wc
over carefu'ly we will observe
very littlr has transpired, in the
w.iy of impr; vemcnts or reforms except

l^ok

it

tha*:

thioiu'h

the

influence

of

"force."

Now
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if

wo

forjret

about English history

for tho tinie-beiiig: and go to the far east
ami look back about ninetin^n hundred
years, there was one who used such ex-

pressions as '•Come." and who endeavored to interest mankind in such subjects
as "Peace and goodwill to man," "Love
neighbor,"
thy
"Love
one another."
"Love thine enemies," "Do unto others
as you would have others do unto you,"
etc.. but the people were not interested
in

that kind of talk

and

they

said

"Away with Him." So it is in our own
day, we have many who profess to be
His followers but few who follow His
Force is the predominating
and pleadings such as "Come"

example.
factor,

do

Tiot

count.

we return
and come down

our English history
to the year 106G when
William of Ni>rmandy invaded England
we will see that he did not meet with a
hearty welcome from the populace, but
he stayed there just the same and he
If

to

divided up tho land among his followgentry or
ers, creating a nobility or
aristoci'acy or whatever we may call it
and forced the people to submit to his
authority and to recognize the nobility
as their superiors.
This they did so
long as they were forced to, but never
missing an opportunity to wield this
same weapon "force"
against
those

ovir them.
If

12 lo

we come on down to June 19th,
when King John signed the Magna

Charta, he didn't do it with any degree of cheerJulness,
not
he.
Th'.'
proverbial club was over his head when
he was reluctantly signing that piece

parchment.

of

t.)

Xow if we come .in still further down
May 26th, 1679, when King Charles

the second signed the Habeas Coi"pus Act,
he was not particularly anxious about

making any changes

in the existing laws,

but he vnelded on this point on account
of the some old influence "force." Or,
we might revert back to his father, King
Charles the First.
When he laid his
head on that block to have it chopped off
with an axe. He did not do so because
he wanted to, but because he had been
trying to force his subjects to do what
they did not want to do, and they got the
best of him and forced him to do what
he did not want to do. So it is when we
come on down to .)ur own generation.
When the landlords were requested to
pay taxes on unearned increment, they
did not look upon It as a patriotic duty
No, they waited
and say "certainly."
remedy, force, to defor the same old
cide the question, but they are paying
their taxes now.

—

This

same

influence

is

working

in

walk of life and in every land,
neither the working man nor the employ-

ever>'

er misses
his

many

opponent.

opportunities to try

it

on

Everybody knows what

the lot of the working man has always
been when left to the mercy of the employer, and the pre-^ent time shows the
extent to which the working man will
go when he has the opportunity. When
times were quiet an<' men plentiful the
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employer invariably argued against arbitration, on the grounds that there was
arbitrate.

notliing

to

right to
and the

name
man

his

He

reserved

the

terms and conditions

could accept them or do
Now-a-days the man
other thing.
has the upper ham! and he seems to delight in being on strike most of the time,
oven though ho is lUissing the chanoo of
tlie

a lifetime to lay up some money. Walking around tho street all the year around
and drawing ii sort of half living out of

Ihe fellow who happens to have a job
dees not lock like a very high degree of
good judgment, but then he is getting
back at the boss.
Tile whole thing is so ridiculous that
is
positively disgusting, and
surely
it
there is a remedy to be found in this
twentieth century.
.Arbitration would look like the proper
solution, and this should not require to
be put on the statute books. Common
sense should dictate to both parties that
it

strike

is

a losing

game

and a terrible annoyance

One

large.

for all

ides,

to the public at

strike just fades

away when

another looms up, so that we are always
pestered with a coal miners' strike or a
railroad strike, or some kind of strike
to koej) the country in an uproar.
These
strikes have been going on as long back
.as I can remember and I have not seen
any great wonders which they have
wrought. Wages are higher than they
used to be, but so is everything else,
and the working man has less to play on
than he ever had.
One certain, sure
thing, is that a day wasted can never
be made up. Every day that we waste,
the world makes a revolution and registers a day lost, and it will never go back
and do it over again. If we take a day
for pleasure it is not wasted, as we
must have pleaure, but if we take a day
for spite, we are spiting ourself as much
as we are spiting the employer, and we

always be out of pocket what we
might have earned on that day. Arbi-

will

tration if
honestly administered has
all the good points which are required,
but to be of any service it must be an
all-year-round understanding and not be
suggested after the rupture has taken
place.
The idea of an employer ignoring
every appeal from the men until after
they have gone out on strike, and then
refusing to treat with them unless they
come back is a course which the men may
justly resent.
But, as I have tried to
point out, it has always been thus and
if it is ever to be changed it may be
necessary to bring force to bear on both
parties and compel them to submit their

differences to arbitration.
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thousand men to assist the thousands
which Kiiuv Solomon furnished, but these
wore what might i'c termed conscripts.
They worked because they were told to
do so, but in addition to them, there were
masons (all
carpenters and
certain
known as masons in those days) who
were of the expert class and whose services were sought after, wherever any
These
high-class work was being done.
were free and independent of the consci'ipt class and were organized into a
regular society known as the Free and
Indopondent Masons. They tpok as their

omblom

a couple of the builders' tools,
the square and compass, similarly as
the moulders' union has taken the shovel
and rammer. They also had secret signs

which each member had to understand
in order to prove that he was not an
impostor who had never served an apprenticeship and proved his worth. This,
origin of
is
the
as I understand it,
Trade Unionism and incidentally of Free
Masonry. Whether it is accepted as history, tradition or mythology is optional,
but it should be as acceptable as any
other history.

Organized Labor
labor,
it
is
of any of our

and is a pretty touchy subtouch upon.
It has weathered
some pretty rough storms, but is still a
powerful force, so I don't think we had
better interfere with it.
If we go back
into ancient history, say as far as the
building of King Solomon's Temple, we
institutions

ject

to

will find

that the

there.
It will be remembered
King of Tyre furnished several
it

the reign

of

King

VI.,

A

Mistaken View

In conclusion I would say that I am
not in favor of strikes, and I do not know
of anyone who is, but each side always
blames it onto the other when a strike is

but where the employer gets
himself on the wrong track, if he is
really anxious to have an agreeable settlement, is in opposing the representative who is sent from headquarters.
The moulders union is an international
affair, with headquarters at Cincinnati
Ohio., and before a local union can go
out on strike it is necessary that they
present a very forcible argument to
headquarters in order to get a sanction
If a strike is declared, headquarters has
to provide the funds, and it is quite reasonable to believe that they would do
their utmost to prevent a strike, and if
the employer would treat with their representative he would get the best posdeclared,

sible results.

Now, these are my sentiments, and as
the old saying goes, "If they are not
satisfactory I suppose I can alter them."
—Editor.

He has achieved

success

who

ha.s lived

much.
loved
Who has gained the respect of intelligent
men and the love of little children. Who
has filled his niche and accomplished his
task.
Who has loft the world better
than he found it, whether by an improved
poppy, a perfect poem, or a rescued soul.
Who did not lack appreciation of earth's
beauties nor fail to express it.
Who
looked for the best that was in others
and gave the best he had. Whose life
was an inspiration and whose memory is
a benediction.
'Stanley).
well, lautjjhed

As regards organized
about the most ancient

In

Free Masonry was declared
illegal but the law was never enforced. In
the early part of the last century organized labor was considered a crime,
punishable by imprisonment on accoaint
of the harm it "might" do.

Henry

often,

—

and
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None but the wealthy could have them, and the thousands
upon tliousands of workmen who are employed in automobile works would have to seek other employment.
What holds good in the automobile business holds good
in every line of business.
The moulding machine is a positive necessity, and no matter what we think or what the
working man or any other man thinks, the fact remains
that the moulding machine has come to stay. It is a thing
of the present and of the future, and every foundry in
Canada must be fitted out with its quota of machines or
be crowded off the field, and the question before the
foundry-man now is what type of machine to purchase
With this in view, it is our intention to go into detail and
describe every type of machine which is made, and also
point out the class of work for which each is most adapted.
The number will be profusely illustrated, and nothing
will be included in the matter but the most authentic and
reliable of material, and we trust and believe that it will
be a valuable book of reference for future use as well as
for the present.

E. J.
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will
next issue of
especially devoted to the subject of moulding machines, from the inception of the crude stripping- plate and
squeezer machine up through all the stages of development
to the present state of perfection to which moulding by
machinery has arrived.
It is not the intention to consider it in the light of a
is not its mission in this worH.
be hailed as such by one class and spurned as such
by another, but its real mission, like that of all machinery,
is to save the labors of man, to increase production, and
The world will always provide an abuiv
to save expense.
dance of drudgery for those who prefer to do hand work
and machines will not stand in their way. The moulder's
trade may be fascinating, and the man who can do jobbing
work may not want to give it up, but he need have no
fear, the demand will always be greater than the supply
of men to fill it. The real value of the moulding machine
is that it makes possible many things which would be
impossible without it. Take for instance the thousands of
automobiles which are built and sold every day. Would it
be possible for men working by hand to produce them at
a price which would allow of them being sold ? It certainly
would not. If automobile work had to be done by hand
ii would not be done at all, excepting in isolated cases.

strike breaker, because that
It

may

HERE

are two words which have meanings, far from
in common, and both are used to convey ideas
for which they are not adapted.
Canadians take a pride
in being known as a very conservative people while the
Americans, perhaps, do not take so much pride in being
noted for their bluff and yet to a certain extent they do.
Now what do these two words mean ? Through courtesy to
our neighbors we will first describe "bluff."
BluT, in
the English language, means, "Too abrupt and plain in
speech."
In slang dialect it means "to impose on or
frighten by boasting."
Now, neither of these definitions
conforms to the methods of the American. The American
idea is to take an optimistic view of every projected venture, and even though the prospects of success are not any
too rosy, he makes a try at it anyway. That is what is
known as American bluff, but it does not require any
abrupt talk, neither does it impose on anyone or frighten
him.
In Canada we seem to have a pride in being considered
conservative.
Now, this word practically means stagnation, or to quote the dictionary, "Desiring to preserve existing institutions."
This name was adopted by one of
the political parties in Great Britain in the early part of
the last century on account of their staunch belief that
the existing form of Government, and British institutions
in general were so near perfect that they would not tolerThis might be all right in politics,
ate any alterations.
but it is of doubtful value in business.
The mode of procedure in the early part of the last
century in the foundry business, for instance, is surely not
adapted to present-day conditions, although it is still adhered to by too many foundrymen. If American practice
is bluff, what we want in Canada is a brand of Canadian
bluff similar to the American brand.
Of course, Canadians are not as conservative as they
would like to picture themselves. They have loosened up
on the century-old methods of operation, but still stick to
the idea of reserve, keep all their business to themselves,
have nothing to say if questions ai'e asked, etc., etc.
What we want over here is more hot air. Stick to the
truth, but boost the tnith for all it is worth and let the
world know that Canadians are Canadians.

being
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One

of

Columbus' Attractions

Columbus, Ohio, are
point which the people
ONE
putting forward as an attraction which should encourof

age foundrymen to the convention in their city in October
is that they have the best drinking water on the continent
This may be taken up by some as a joke, inasmuch as
drinking water has become the national beverage, but
There are times when nothing satisfies like a
is no joke.
good drink of good drinking water, and if Columbus, Ohio,
it.
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has grood drinking: water to offer tt) her jjruests, she has a
which will be apurcciated.

real drawinjx card

This \ ear's Fouiidrymcn's Convention
yet to go into details regardExhibit of Foundry and Machine Shop Equipment and Supplies to be held in conjunction with the twenty-fifth annual convention of the
American Foundrynien's Association, Inc., at Columbus,
It is however,
Ohio, durinjr the week of October 8th.
drawing: toward the time when intending visitors shouU'i
bestir themselves and make preparations.
The association is fortunate this year in having a group
of buildings in which can be provided ample accommodation for all association activities, including meetings of
the Technical Department, Registration Headquarters and
is perhaps a little early
ITinp
the fifteenth Annual

Exhibits.
It is also planned to have all entertainment at the Fair
Grounds, except such features as are scheduled for evenings.

For the benefit of those who have not already been
informed, we would say that the buildings and grounds
to be used on this occasion are those of the Ohio State
Exposition, which are located within the limits of the city
of Columbus which is the capital city of the State.
The buildings are of concrete, brick and steel, and have
Street car lines run from all parts of
concrete floors.
the city and loop at the grounds, from where there is a
covered passageway leading to the first building, and all
the buildings which will be used are connected by covered
passage ways.
From this it will be understood that the buildings were
designed and constructed for exhibition purposes, and,
everything in the way of Coliseum, Auditorium, etc., is
right on the grounds. In fact there are two lecture halls in
the No. 1 building where two conventions can be held
simultaneously.
will assume the responCANADIAN
sibility of enlightening its readers on all points as the
time draws near and will describe and illustrate the exhibition as well as interesting features in connection witU
the City of Columbus and its surroundings in the Sep-*
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it
a book which scores of foundrymen have cheerfully
informed us would, at ten times the price, be the biggesi
and best value of anything which comes into their

possession.

Speaking of Brave

WHEN

Men

around between the
spring and summer, when one day's wet and dreary,
the next a six-foot hummer
'tis then I like to watch the
crowds and see the changing style, they cause a chuckle
for to come and stop with me a while.
'Tis then I see one miss go by, with fur wrapped round
her neck another one stripped off, by gum, as passin'
through a wreck.
Some men have coats wrapped 'round their chest to
cover up their hide, while others go a-sailin' past, their
vests and jackets wide.
Here comes a chap with old felt hat, its vintage we
can't trace
it rests upon his ears, it does, and sprawls
upon his face. It is a mean and tacky thing, it has not
style nor class; in fact, my boy, it soundeth like a
shapeless, time-worn mass.
But here there comes the man I love, the folks turn
round to squint he savors of the new mown hay and
hunks of savory mint. There beameth from his jaw a
grin, another loops his ear, he's w.'.'kin' 'round, by gum,
he is, to radiate good cheer.
And on his dome there sitteth now a brand new hat
of straw
it is a new and nifty thing, and built without
a flaw.
He cares not for the chap who stops and stares
to beat the band, at the man who's brave enough to wear
the first straw in the land.
So let us toast this first straw hat, and sing to it a
verse, it took five plunks, by heck it did, from out his
skinny purse. He is a brave and fearless soul, he is a
valiant kid, the man who leadeth from the store the first
new straw-made lid. Ark.
this

here

season

rolls

—

—

—

—

—

—
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OWING
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the

to the enormously increased cost of production
has been found absolutely impracticable to continue

publication of

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN

at the

nominal subscription price of one dollar per year. Not
only have wages increased in accordance with the times,
but everything which goes to make up a publication has
Print paper,
risen in price to an unprecedented height.
which, for a long time, has been on a steady climb, is
continuing to soar, making the present move imperative.
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will, as heretofore, conrecognized medium through which all
foundry matters will be transmitted from one foundryman
to another throughout Canada, and nothing which tends
to make it a welcome messenger will be overlooked.
The specially prepared articles for the moulders, written
by moulders in moulders' language, will continue to be a
leading feature.
The patternma>:ers' section, which has been gaining in
popularity, will continue to improve in many respects;
many exceptionally instructive articles on this subject by
expert patternmakers, British, American and Canadian,
being in preparation.
The cupola practice articles, which will continue to receive proper attention, are considered by many to be of
the greatest value.
The non-ferrous metal section, the plating and polishing
section, the general information features, together with
the questions and answers facilities, all combine to make
•

tinue

to

be

the

Why

don't they

learn

molding?

—
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On

Move

the

in the

Ford Motor Co. Foundry

Being the First Instalment of a Series of Short Articles on the
Production of Castings for Automobiles, with Everything in
Perpetual Motion.
By

EVERYTHING

is

on

the

move

in

foundry where the castings
made for the Ford Automobiles.
Not only the workmen, but everythe
thing about the place keeps
on
move not a flying pace or a gallop
the
are

—

but just a nice reasonable, all-day gait,
and all that each r)perative has to do is
of
the
to keep pace with the motion
machinery, just like dancing to music or
marching to the beat of a drum.
Experience has taught most of us
that to march with a body of men to the
regular beats of the drum, it is quite
possible to take long steps and lots of
them, thereby covering a lot of ground
in a day with very little apparent fatiwalking
haphazardly
gue, whereas if
alone without anything to regulate our
So it is in the Ford
gait we soon tire.
foundry, each man has his part, but his
gait is regulated hy that of the man
next to him, and incidentally by the continuously moving conveyors which have
their gait, and which either take a load
every time they pass or else they must
go by light, which would be similar to
leaving a link out of a chain.

Take for instance the moulding
some of the smaller parts of the
in
gine, such as could be moulded
flask, say, a foot square.

of

en-

a

These jobs are

not made in snap fla.^ks, but are made in
regular moulding boxes, all exactly alike,
which is to say all flasks of a certain
size are exact duplicates of each other
so as to avoid confusion which might
arise in getting them mixed. The moulding is done on moulding machines not
machines
got
the
special
up
for
purpose, but just the regular moulding
machines,
which
grace
the
ad-

—

vertising

pages
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sembling a chair suspended by the back.
These cars keep up a continuous movement forward at the rate of twelve feet
The :onveyors occupy the
per minute.
space between the two rows of moulds,
with the exception of reasonable working
workmen.
When the
space for
the
moulder makes a drag he simply lifts it
away from the machine and places it on
a shelf beside him and proceeds with another one. Another man lifts the drag
away and places it on the travelling shelf
or chair, as I have pictured, and in a
minute it is twelve feet further along
the line.

The reader will understand the rest
without much explaining.
As the conveyor moves the nowel along, another
man sets the cores and further along
another man sets on the cope and the
weight which holds
it together, after
which it passes the men with the melted
These men have a trolley ladle
holding perhaps a ton of iron, which,
for this class of work, is transferred
into hand
ladles,
from which it is
poured into the moulds.
After the casting is poured it continues on its journey long enough to become set, and when passing a certain
iron.

point, which, incidentally,

is

at the curve

where the conveyor turns preparatory to
its return trip and the weight is lifted
and hung on the back of the chair. A
power-driven rake
reaches
over and,
seizing hold of the mould, draws it off
the board and onto the
floor,
which
floor

consists

of

iron

grates,

covering

underground pits, which in reality make
a basement under the foundry floor.

As

the mould strikes this grate after
from the shelf it is automatically
"shook out," the steaming sand falling
through the grate, leaving the casting
free from the flask.
falling

The two parts of the flask are now
hung on separate hooks on the back of
the chair, only to be lifted off as
are passing the proper place and
up alongside of the moulder to be
over again and again, week in and

they
piled

used

week

out.

pendulum

mould
rows
of moulding machines, such as are shown
Eighteen

of

these

carriers, and, of course, thirty-six

required for thi.s
alone, in addition to other
types of carrier for other work, which
will be described later on.
in the illustration, are

class of

work

A glimpse at the illustration of the
machines will probably tell a practical
foundryman more than a detailed description would do.
As will be seen, there
are no sand heaps in connection with
the machines.
The sand which is used
to make the moulds is handled much the
same as the grain in a mill. All moulding sand, new and old, is mixed and

tempered by machines

in a department
equipped for this purpose.
This sand
is carried by conveyors shown overhead
and deposited in the chutes shown over
the machines.
When the moulder requires sand he pulls on the lever to the
side of the chute, which discharges the
required amount of sand for the mould.
All surplus
sand
is
allowed to fall
through the grating shown in the floor
to be conveyed and elevated to the chutes
again.
The sand which fell from the

CANADIAN
of
the
regularly every month.

These machines are, as in most every
made in pairs one for the nowel
and one for the cope but the two do
A number of
not stand side by side.
nowel machines stand at the beginning

case,

—

—

of the row, then a number of core tables
and then the cope machines.

These nowel machines are not necesall making nowels for the same

sarily

job, but all in one set will be making
jobs calling for about the snme amount
Two rows of machines constiof work.
between these rows,
tute a set, and
which are just a nice working distance
apart, is the conveyor, which, for these
small moulns consist*? of what is known
as the pendulum conveyor.
littl'^
simply
These conveyor.s are
power-driven cars travelling on an overRu.-^ncndcci from each of
head track.
these cars is a pendulum-like arm on th-;lower end of which is a shelf, much re-

.MOULDING MACHINES AND OVERHEAD SAND HOPPERS. NOTE ABSENCE OF SAND
HEAPS. ALSO FLOOR GRATES THROUGH WHICH ALL LOOSE SAND IS SWEPT

June.
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casting which we have spoken of would
be in a steaming condition when released
from the hot casting, but would not be
baked to a very great extent. It would,
however, be dried out a certain amount
and would also be slightly burned. Before being conveyed to the chutes to be
re-used it is wet down sufficient to replenish the amount of water which was
evaporated and also has enough new
sand added to keep it in proper shape.

Moulding the Pistons
as we have stated, are
of standard pattern, but for special jobs,
special "Ford" attachments are added.
For instance, in the moulding of a piston
it would be out of the question to mould
The outside of a
it like anything else.

The machines,

pdston is of simple enough design and
can be made on a very simple stripping
plate machine, but the inside, being ribbed and stayed, as well as having two
big bosses in it, makes it a complicated
job to do in a green sand mould. Ordinarily this would be done by making a
separate core, but not so in the Ford
woi'ks.

The nowel, with the inside of the
piston, is made on a roll-over machine
from what would appear to be an ordinary pattern, and is treated as such
until after the mould is rolled over and
the pattern has to be taken from the
mould. At this juncture a lever on the
Ford attachment is pulled and the pattern spreads in four directions, allowing
the mould with the perfectly formed inside of the piston to be lowered down
and taken away. The pattern is again
closed together and rolled back, ready for
the next one.
With proper equipment, such as this,
a piston is a simple thing to mould, and
nice castings, with no uneven metal to
be machined, is produced, whereas with
ordinary foundry practice
this inside
would be made with a separate core,
causing uneven thickness, as well as fins,
and, incidentally, a lot of extra expense.
If the visitor will take into consideration
the number of automobiles which are
turned out of this establishment in a day
and that each one requires quite a number of pistons, it will be easy to understand that several machines will be required on this job alone.
In fact, this
particular job has a department set aside
on purpose for it, with a trolley system
of its own, and iron, suitable for pistons,
delivered to it.
sign of a piston

The peculiar

inside de-

such that unless good
judgment had been exercised in every detail, it would be quite easy to have an
enormous discount sheet on account of
blow holes from the green core.
The
bosses for the connecting rod and the
uneven thickness cut the core up so badly
that it is a difficult core to vent, but to
overcome this, special open-grained sand
is used in this department.
is

Cleaning the Castings
In our last article we gave a few details regarding the shop, but just in a
general way. To be explicit, we might
explain that this room alone is twelve
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in length, and if this should
multiplied by- four, it would figure
up pretty close to a mile, so it will be
seen that this foundry is about a quarter
of a mile long, and with machines ni
rows, such as have been described, and
extending down through a room approximately a quarter of a mile long, it will
be readily understood that a lot of castings would have to be gathered together
and a lot of rehandling done if these are
to be trucked to a fettling room and
cleaned, only to be rehandled again and
trucked to the machine shop. This, however, is not the course of procedure here.
Rumblers suited to each class of casting
are arranged in a row close to the grates,
onto which the moulds fell when they
were "raked" off the conveyors.
The
castings, instead of being trucked about,
are put directly into the rumblers and
cleaned, after which they ai-e trucked into
the machine shop.
These rumblers are, of course, dust
proof (being connected to exhaust fans),
and being of proper dimensions to suit
the work, are comparatively noiseless.

hundred feet
be

The Trucks
The trucks used for conveying the
casting to the machine shop are made up
in trains drawn by- an auto tractor built
for the purpose, and handled by one man.

The Cupolas and Ovens
The idea of having a separate building
for each branch of the work appears nice
in theory, but in actual practice

profitable.

The practice

it is

not

of handling the

same casting several times before it is in
shape to go to the machine shop, and
then landing it in a bin or on a shelf for
someone else to come and get it, has
nothing in its favor. So, likewise, the
handling of the melted metal and the
cores must be considered in the same
light.
In a shop of this size it would
not be practicable to have the cupolas
bunched together in a room by themselves, as was at one time common practice, and it would not be profitable to
have the cores all made in one place and
conveyed around the shop. The cupolas,
fifteen in number, are right in the foundry, and close up to the moulding machines, with just a gangway separating
them. These cupolas are distributed
along the shop, for practically the length
of it, and the charging floor for the different cupolas is one continuous floor and
on this floor the core ovens and core
benches are situated, being distributed
along it the same as the cupolas.
The melting and mixing of the metal,
the making and baking of the cores, the
moulding and core setting of the cylinders, together with many other features
of interest, will be continued in succeeding issues of
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Because of cheap pasturage, oxen are
the usual draught animals used in farming in Cuba.
They are being rapidly
supplanted, however, by small farm tractors, of which there are said to be over
a thousand.
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THE PIG IRON AND
COKE SITUATION
Pittsburgh Dispatch to
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PJven the rno?t sanguine of the nig
iron producers now report that they are
doing practically no business. The forward market practically stopped some
time ago, but there remained some activity in prompt lots, the demand growing chiefly out of consumers being shut
their usual sources of supply
oflF from
by the rail strike. Now there is fairly
free communication, the merchant furnaces being able to ship to practically all
their customers.
In the circumstances,
market prices are nominal. They are
not tested to any extent by actual translower quotations are not
actions and

made, for as a rule the furnaces do not
oTer iron at cut prices when there is
no inquiry. The mai-ket remains quotable as follows: Bessemer, $43; basic,
$43.50: foundry, $45, f.o.b. valley furnaces, freight to Pittsburgh being $1.40.
Production of coke in the Connellsville
region is now running at about 185,000
tons a week, against an average of 245,000 tons a week before the rail strike.
The present rates represent a fair gain
from the low point. Nearly all the coke
is going out on contracts, but even with
the limited offerings in the open market
foundry coke has weakened a trifle, being now at $15 to $15.50 per net ton,
Connellsville ovens, while furnace coke
remains at $15, both for spot shipment.
Some brokers think that as foundries
receive better pig iron deliveries the

demand

for spot foundry coke will inin the next fortnight.
Generally speaking, of course, the market is marked for a decline.

somewhat

crease

SCRAP RECOVERING
AROUND CHICAGO
May Be Some Time Yet Before
Buying Will Be Done in Any

But

It

^

Quantity
Chicago.

—Efforts

to clean

up conges-

tion in railroad terminals and to speed
up the movement of freight all along
the line are begining to produce results.

moving a little more freely and
hopeful that the transportation
problem will soon cease to be the deterrent factor in business that it has been
Scrap

trade

for

is

is

several

weeks

past.

At

the

same

understand that much work is
yet to be done before the jam is loosened
at every point and a prompt and orderly
freight service restored. The important
thing, however, is that progress to that
end is being made under definite plans
and co-operative effort, which, barring
further arbitrary action on the part of
the railroad brotherhoods, can be counted on to set the traffic system in motion
time

it is

again.

Every man's

within the preand done with,
uncertain.

life

lies

sent, for t!ie past is spent
a:.d the future is
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PLATING AND POLISHING DEPARTMENT
Practical

Equipment,

—

Question. I am informed that a new
kind of cyanide is now obtainable which
is miu'h cheaper and equally as efficient
as tlie sodium cyanide now used for
e'.cctro-plating purposes. Will you kindly furnish me with any reliable informaiiion relative to this matter that may
assist me in procuring- the product?

—

Answer. We assume your informant
had refereiica to an American product
known as "Aero" brand cyanide, of
which X is the standard grade, and contains between 3(5 and 37 per cent, equivalent sodium cyanide.
It is marketed in
the form of small, thin scales of a grayish black to shiny black appearaance. The
above method of expressing its composition is used because it is sold on the
basis per pound of sodium cyanide equivalent.
A constitutional analysis of the
material has so far proven impossible
of execution, but evidence points to the
fact that it consists of a mixture of calcium cyanide, sodium cyanide and free
lime with fractions of a per cent, each
of calcium carbide, calcium cyanamid and
other minor impurities obtained from the
ash of the coke used in cyanamid
manufacture.
Grade XX aero brand
cyanide
contains
jipproximately
45
per cent, equivalent sodium cyanide,
the cyanogen being actually present
as
calcium
cyanide.
The
mining
industry
has
acacepted
this
product very quickly and we are informed
by reliable authorities that it has proven

very satisfactory.
Being made from
cyanamid, one of the cheapest forms of
combined nitrogen and common salt, its
cost of manufacture and its selling price
are materially less than the purer forms
of cyanide hitherto on the market.
In
every case, either in the laboratory or
in the mills, '.:he cyanogen content of the
"Aero" br.Lind cyanide has proven itself
equally as efficient in the extraction of
precious metals as that of the 98 per
cent, sodium cyanide pound for pound of
contained cyanogen; In its present state
of development "Aero" brand cyanide is
not adapted to use in the case-hardeninp;
industry cr in electro-plating. It is I'ery
urlilcely that it Vvili be of any special
value to the case-hardening industrj' in
tlie future, but efforts are now
being
made to perfect a method to simply convert it into forms such as the electroplater can conveniently use, and we may
expect to hear of its use in commercial
electroplatinsr at no great distant date.
In the i-neantin-.e we must continue to
use the ordinary product as in the past.

Question.— Will you kindly give me
your opinion of the experience I have

had recently

in cp'iraLing

a cleaning solu-

plaimg
tion such a? is employed in
plants.
It has been common practice
with me to add the prepared cleannig
con'pound to the solution in the tank
without weigViing the compound.

I

Useful Data, Descriptions of Machinery,

Articles,

hive

etc.,

Used

in

the Plating

and Polishing Industry.

usually had good lesults by using a small
pailful of compound each weeli
A few
days ago I received a batch of very oily
steel parts, and as the quantity to be
cleaned was cjuite large I decided to
strengthen the cleaning solution.
One
extra pailful impro\'(id conditions a little
bu'' did not give me clean v/ork, so I

added two more pailsful. The result was
no better, in fact the steel is not clean
after two h.ours constant immersion in
the boiling solution. As the solution Vv-as
recently cleaned I am at a loss to know

what

to do,

—

Answer. If you intend to copperplate 3,000 steel tubes of the dimensions
you gi"e in a tank having a total capacity of only thirty tubes per batch it

mean

100 batches per day, each
being given approximately five
minutes in the plating bath. Each tube
presents one-half square foot area for
copper-plating and may easily be allowed 10 amperes, or a total of 300 amThe
peres per load of thirty tubes.
loading will necessarily have to be almost continuous and we would suggest
that if the width of the tank will permit two rows of tubes to be plated, using three rows of copper anodes, the
tank be equipped in this manner and
thus facilitate a slower deposit which
would be more satisfactory. A distance
of 5 inches between cathode and anode
will be sufficient for practical purposes
Keep solution
if tlie tube^ are straight.
rich in cyanide and the metal content
should not be allowed to become low.
Daily inspection of bath will be adviswill

batch

—

Answer. Evidently you have the solution too dense.
If the makers advise
4 to 6 ounces of the compound per gal-
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Dupont

will bg coppering in a cyanide
copper solution. The tank we have will
accommodate about thirty tubes per load.
What ampoi-a;.;e should we use on the
load to obtain a copper deposit, which
will permit bufl'ing and finishing for
lacquer.
Our plant is operated nine
hours daily.

ation

St.,

—

PLACE AND DATES OF MEETING
The Occident Hall, corner Queen and
Bathurst Streets, Second Thursday of each
at 8 P.M.

montih,

able.

Ion of water and you have increased the
quantity to possibly 8 or 10 ounces, the

result
stated.

would naturally be as you have

is easily possible to get a
solution composed of modern
alkaline compounds too heavy or dense
for successful rapid cleaning, naturally
much depends on the material to be removed from the steel, if the oil is a

It

cleaning

heavy

mineral

oil

its

removal

will re-

quire a stronger solution than woxild be
necessary for the removal of vegetable
or animal oils. Again, if the oil is burnt
on, the strong solution found successful
in the case of applied mineral oil might
not have sufficient power to remove it.
In such cases it is sometimes necessary
to employ coal oil in small quantities in
Certain
the alkaline cleaning solution.
soap compounds may also be used ir
coinbination with a good cleaning compound and produce results not obtainable
in any bath except one composed mainly
Reduce the density
of strong caustics.
of your cleaning solution and test the
Then make the usual replenishidea.
ments with due regard to volume of
bath, amoimt of woi'k processed, character of cleaning compound and the na-

ture of oil or grease to be removed from
the steel.
(Juostion.

—We intend

installing equip-

our platinsr department to handle
^,000 steel tubes ^'i inch diameter by 30
inches long per day. The plating oper-

ment

in

—

Question. I installed an oblique tumbling barrel in the plating room some few
months ago, and use it for producing a
smooth finish on a variety of small steel
parts which are subsequently nickel-

A boy attends the loading and
unloading of the tumbler, and until recently we have experienced no difficulty
in getting very satisfactory result? from
the operation. Several lots of work have
been found very badly pitted, small, deep
holes which ruin the usefulness of the

plated.

form in a few hours. One load was
honeycombed; thisi particular
batch was in the tumbler during a weekend and the water in which the work was
tumbled was very dirty. Do you consider
th( dirty water has a direct bearing on
Less pronounced pitting
the trouble?
has taken place when water was comTpiece

actually

paratively clean; a small amount of soda
ash is used to soften the water, but increased quantities of soda do not ap-

pear to improve results. Any information relating to the cause and remedy
will be appreciated.

—

Answer. The pitting of which you
complain is the result of discontinuing
the operation of wet tumbling, and the
pitting will usually be more noticeable
on those pieces which are allowed to remain exposed to the action of the air
during a period of thirty-six hours. If
it is not possible to operate the tumbler
continuously we would advise loading in
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such a manner as to facilitate unloading
at thu close of each workinfr day. Soda
ash is not the best lubricant to use for
tumbling. A solution made from a very
mild grade of Wyandot le cleaner. Oakite
or mineral cleaner, or any other material
of similar nature, and small amounts of
good soluble oil will give better resuRs
with less liability of trouble fvom pitSmall additions of sodium cyanide
ting.
sometimes prove beneficial, especially
over short periods. The safest method
is to operate the machine continuously
when loaded. Some plants operate wet
tumblers continuously on one load for
tlie
experiencing
seven days without
trouble with pitting. If operation must
be interrupted, cover all the work with
solution.

—

Question. I am in charge of a small,
but very busy job plating shop; we rehead lamps,
ceive many automobile
motor-boat lamps, and other articles

which include glass in some form in their
I have had considerable
construction.
difficulty in plating these articles successfully without cracking the glass.
Sf^me of the repairs have an old nickel
coating on them which I get them. It
is not always practical to remove all of
this old plating, and such pieces are
copper-plated previous to being nickeled.
This coppering operation is usually thr
cause of most serious cracking as we
use a hot copper solution. Can you suggest a method of handling articles of
this kind during cleaning and plating
processes which \vill assist m.e in avoiding the breakages I have described?
Please note that in a job shop we often
have to complete an order in a very
limited time and possibly the haste required may have something to do with
the results.

—

The lamps or other articles
be cleaned and coppered in hot solutions without cracking the glass if the
glass is slowly heated to at least 80 deg.
Fahr. by sprinkling warm water or solution on each side of the glass.
This
preliminary operation need not occupy
over one minute and v/ill save ninetynine glasses out of one hundred. Never
immerse dry glass in a hot solution, and
the degree of heat which will be advisable to p.ttain in any case will depend
largely upon the thickness of the glass
Answer.

may

and the manner

in which it is held in
position. Do not plunge the article into
cold water after removal from the hot
solutions.
Use a warm or hot water
rinse and allow the glass to cool in the
air before proceeding \vith cold dips or
plating solutions.
cleaning operation
by use of swab or brush will frequently

A

the surface of met?) parts
become tarnished or oxidized during cooling period, cyanide or muriatic acid may
be applied with S'.vab and Ihe subsequent
operations
successfully.
By
effected
cloaninsr the metal with a brush charged
with warm cleaning solution and then
Tinsine in clean water and following with
an immer?io7i in a 2-") ner cent, muriatic
dip, the old nickel plate may be successfully coated with nickel direct if the
electric current is controlled, so that a
snffice,

and

if

As you
slow soft deposit is obtained.
are in charge of the plating it is your
privilege to extend the time necessary
to perform any operation if pi-actical
common-sense demands it. Your success with lamps of this kind may bo
the means of drawing more business;
continued failures may result in severe
Final di-ying m.ay be
loss of customers.
effected by sprinkling hot water on metal
portions only.

Question.

— Lead coated soft sheet steel

now being used

in the manufacture of
a pressed novelty by one of my cusUntil recently ordinary coldtomers.
is

and I tumbled
it and plated it without any difficulty.
The.se lead-coated samples have a discoloration or stain on them which no
combination of acids and water, used
with the electric current or without the
current will remove. I have tried both
direct and indirect current on these acid
I now tumble
dips but all have failed.
them, in sand and water but this makes
extra labor and produces a matte surface which if not desirable. "What method
can I use which will reduce the time re-

rolled steel

was

utilized,

—

Answer.
Lead coated sheet steel
which is now playing an important role
in various manufacturing plants which
we have visited, has a very thin covering
of lead, and some samples we have seen
were very badly coated with a reddish
scale.
If this scale is the "stain" which
you have reference to you may remove
it quite easily and quickly by using a
moderately strong solution of almost any
good general purpose cleaning compound
operated with an indirect electric current

from 8 to 10 volts. With a solution
of good composition operated at a temperature of approximately 175 degrees
Fahr. you will find that 1 minute or less
Do
will suffice to complete the task.
not allow the pieces to remain under the
action of the current longer than actually necessary to remove the scale.,
would also advise you to prepare a
-pecial tank for this operation and use
the solution for the removal of the scale
only.
It will be advisable to renew the
solution occasionally if vou process a
large quantity of the lead-coated steel
at

We

articles.

—

Question. I am anxious to obtain
information relative to practical physical
tests for the durability of black baked
enamel such as is employed in the finishing of automobile fenders, etc., some
methods of which will permit me to
gain some idea of the wearing quality
of the coating, v/ith reference to scaling,
the
chipping, etc.
brief reply in
columns of your valued journal will
oblige an old subscriber.

A

To roll.— -Take a pair of pliers, turn
one corner of the sheet over in a cylinin
drical form approximately 1 inch
diameter note results.

—

—

Twisting test. TvvJst one corner or
end with pilars to corkscrew form note

—

results.

Denting

test.

— Strike the portion prev-

iously rolled, with a round iron bar about
';'«
inch diameter; strike hard enough to
make a deep indentation; several strokes
should be given. Now scratch the indented spots with a smooth-edged piece of
soft iron or a

stiff,

hard thumb-nail will

the base metal is exposed
in a.iy of these tests the coating is conIf scaling
sidered of inferior quality.
is very pronounced the treatment civen
faulty for continued
is considered too
.\ first-class black enamel coating
use.
should witl'.scand the three tests without
exposing the base metal or without
cracking sufficiently to be detected ^vith
the finger nail.
If

suffice.

Question.

foreman

—

I

have taken a position as
and we nickel-plate

plateri

in this

the batch. When removed from the final
baking the test-piece is allowed to cool.

plating

m.a-

The drum, which contains the
chine.
bolts revolves four times per minute.
Tlie holts get a very good coating of
but they are rot as bright as
som(! samples I hav(! seen. What can I
do to impro^^e the appearance of the
plate on these bolts?
nickel,

—

Answer. Your machine rotates too
slowly to impart a good finish to the
plated pieces, bolts are particularly difficult to burnish at slow speed on acPossibly four
count of the threads.
revolution? per minute would suffice to
produce a lusti-e on nails, tacks, rivets,
For bolts we would advise increasetc.
ing the speed of the cylinder to about
If the
13 r.p.m. and test the solution.
metal content is low, add nicked sulphate and boric acid, about four to six
ounces of the former and two ounces
of the latter per gallon of solution required to correctly submerge the cylinder.
See that all the connections leading- to the
machine are tight and clean. Be sure
the contacts, both anode and cathode,
are perfect and plate the work at least
three hours if you want a good finish
and satisfactorv coating.

SQUIBS
The lawyer was cross-examining a
ne.'rs

"When

to a robbery.

\v\t-

did the rob-

bery take place?" he asked.
"J think-—" began the witness.
"We don't care what you think, sir.
We want to known what you know."

"Then

if

I

think,

I

I

can't

— One

of the most expert
country tests his coat.A.
test
ings in the following manner.
run
piece of IS-gauge sheet steel is
through the dips with a given batch of
work, the test piece is also baked with

An.swer.

it is then subjected to a rollhig test,
a twisting test, and a denting test.

and

small bolts in a revolving

quired to clean these pieces?

enamelers
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you don't want to know what

may

as

v.^ell

leave the stand.

talk without thinking.

I'm no

lawver.''

The

U..S

produces 85 per cent, of the

world's automobiles.

—
KiO
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Scraps from the Foundry Scrap Pile
—

New Foundry

for Montreal.
M. Cote,
Street, Montreal, is having
phiiis prepared for a new jrray iron foundry to bo built durinp: the coming sum7

ARE

IN

Richmond

mer.

The Acme Malleable, Engineering and
Boiler Works Company, Limoilou, Que.,
have

let

the contract for the erection of a
will be
proceeded

new foundry which
with at once.

THE MARKET FOR MOLDING MACHINES

The Robert Mitchell Co., Limited, of
Montreal, are in the market and in urgent need of hand or air squeezer molding machines, new or second-hand, and
have asked for information regarding
where they can be secured without delay.

The

Steel

Trough and Machine Co.„

Guelph,
Ont., is having plans prepared for an addition which will be built to their foundry in that city. Mr. H. B. Callander is

Ltd., Tweed, Ont., are issuing a neat
illustrated pamphlet descriptive of their
line of steel goods which include oil
waste cans, steel shop boxes, steel shop
stools, drums, shop barrels, oil tanks,

the manager.

shipping cans, welded air-pressure tanks,

The Callander Foundry

Co.,

The Ontario Foundry

Co., Limited has
been incorporated at Toronto by Peter
Kirkwood, 33 Indian Road, William W.
Parry, Horace B. Proudlove and others,
with a capitalization of $40,000.

Fiooth-Coulter Copper & Brass
Co.,
115 Sumach Street, Toronto, will build a
considerable addition to their plant. The
plans being already drawn and the contract let, gTound will be broken at once.

The Vivian Gas Engine Company, of
Si.\th Avenue
West, Vancouver,

108t5

B.C., are erecting a building to
cost
$8,000.
H. A. Wiles is the architect and

has the contract for erecting the building as well.

The Toronto

i;astings

Toronto,
Onl., has been incorporated with a capital stock of $50,000 by
Frederick A.

Dewey,

Ltd.,

Aberdeen Avenue; Henri (3.
Smith, Room 44, 2 Toronto Street; John
F. Boland, and others.
7

underground gasoline tanks, and
numerous other sheet steel
products.
The pamphlet is well worth asking for
v.-elded

as that

is

costs to get

all it

it.

Norton Company, of Worcester, Mass.,
U.S.A., announces the establishment of
the Norton Company of Canada, Ltd., at
Hamilton, Ont., for the manufacture of
grinding wheels for the Canadian market.
Robert C. Douglas is the manager.
Norton standards of excellence and service will be maintained.
The Canadian
Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd., Montreal and
Toronto, with branches in most Canadian cities; Simonds Canada Saw Co.,
Ltd., Vancouver, B.C., and F. H. Andrews
& Son, Quebec City, are agents.

The

Northern

Aluminusn Co., with
of Hamilton Buildhave taken over the sales
business of the Shawinigan ElectroMetals Co., of Montreal, and are disoffices in the
ing, Toronto,

Bank

posing of

their

Bastian-Morley Ltd., Toronto, has been
incorporated wath a capital stock of
$o00,000 by James P. Morley, Oliver A.
Ludlow, both of Laporte, Ind.; John M.
Godfrey. Toronto, and others, to manu-

which was

left

facture .stoves, heaters, furnaces, lighting and heating systems, etc.

mprket with commercial magnesium
along with their aluminum and other

The

Springer

Co., ISO

Coleman

Lock

Manufacturing

Street, Belleville, Ont.,
plans prepared for a new
replace their present onie

are having
factory to
which they have outgrown.

Beaumont

Jarvis, S Campbell Street,

the archi-

is

tect.

Iro((uois

Falls to

Have a Foundry.—

The Abitibi Paper ami Pulp
Falls,

Ont.,
of the

their
state

own

Co., Iroquois

have plans prepared, and
some
equipment bought for a new
foundry which they will construct for
use.
Owing to the unsettled
of the markets it is doubtful if
they ^ill complete it until next spring.

Five

Hundred Hands Laid Off.— The

Canadian Vickers, Limited, shipbuilders,
engineers and boile-.-makers, Montreal,
P.Q., have been forced to lay
off
five
hundred men indefinitely, on account of
their inability to secure castings.
There
must be a reason, if the foundries cannot
fill their orders.
Is
it
the
railroad
strike? or the coal miners' strike? or

what

strike

is

it?

stock
of magnesium
over after the signing of
The company is making-

che armistice.
big improvements in methods of manufacture which time did not allow during
the war, and contemplate supplying the

products.

Vice-president George E. Long, of the
Joseph Dickson Crucible Company, reafter forty-three years of service
with the company. Mr. Lone: had just
celebrated his seventieth
birthday and
tires

concluded to enjoy the remainder of his
days out of the harness. Duiinjj his longcareer with the Dixon Company he contributed a great deal toward the wonderful
growth of the company's business
and v/as recognized as the "father" of
graphite
lubrication
and
of
silicagraphite paint.
CANADIAN FOUNwishes him a long term of
continued health in which to enjoy his
well-earned vacation.

DRYMAN
The

Dominion

Engineering Works.
has been organized

Ltd., Montreal, Que.,

with a capital of $10,000,000 to take over
the Dominion Engineering and Machinery Company, Ltd., which was organized
some time ago to assume operation of
the paper machinery department of the
Dominion Bridge Co., Ltd.
The com-

pany manufactures paper-making machinery, hydraulic turbines, etc., and has
arranged to manufacture, in Canada,
hydraulic machinery of the Wm. Cramp

&

Sons

Co.,

of

Philadelphia.
G.
H.
R. Monta-

Duggan is the president, and
gue Davy is the secretary.

The twenty-seven moulders employed
by the John Bertram & Sons Co., Ltd.,
Dundas, Ont., are on strike for higher
wages.
The original demand of the
men, which was presented on the first of
May, was for a minimum wage of 90
cents an liour, and a 44-hour week. Later

men dropped

the 44-hour clause, but
to the 90 cents per
hour, which the company considered to
be fifteen cents per hour above their idea
of right, with the result that the men
aie out.
the

hung tenaciously

Returning to Work.

—Men at the Keat-

ing's foundry, Toronto,

who have been on

strike for several weeks, have returned
to work. They have been granted a five

cent increase upon the wages they were
receiving a few weeks ae:o. the increase
to be retroactive to May 1, and a further increase of five cents to be granted
on August 1. Agreements have also been
signed with the brass workers at the

Monarch and Standard Sanitary FounOther firms are still negotiating
with the Machinists' Union respecting indries.

creases.

Products Company,
Steel
Brantford, Ont., are building a
large steel and brick pattern shop to
take care of the additional demand for
patterns brought on by the recent comand brass
pletion of their grey iron
foundry. Their new foundry is equipped
with a 20-ton air-furnace used especial-

Dominion

Ltd.,

manufacture of all classes of
cast iron rolls and other highgrades of close grained iron castings.
In addition to
the
air-furnace
the
foundry is equipped with two cupolas of
an hourly capacity of 12 tons, and an
electric brass-furnace
of
1000
lbs.
capacity.
ly for the

chilled

Buck Stove Works Changes Hands.
The plant and business of the Wm. Buck
Stove Co., of Brantford, which for the
last fifty years has been one of Brantford's leading industiies, has changed
hands and is now in the hands of the
McClary Manufacturing Co. of London,
Ont., who will however continue to operate it at Brantford.
About three hundred hands are employed at the Buck
plant, and while it has always enjoyed an
enormous share of the trac'e, it will certainly not lose any of its prestige under
the ne>v manasjement. The McCIary Mfg.
Co. is one of Canada's most progressive
institutions and is operating one cf the
largest stove foundries in the world in
London.
The price paid for the Buck
addition wa:-' approximately cne million
dollars.

,
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CATALOGUES
Manufacturing

Equipment

Foundry

Association, 12th and Chestnut Sti-eets,
Cleveland. Ohio, have presented us with
their bulletin on how to take care of
foundry equipment. The contents are

Equipment seldom
right to the point.
gives the satisfaction which it should
in a foundry because it is seldom given
any attention with a view to keeping it
Anyone who wants
in good condition.
to run a foundry as it should be run,
and keep

his

machinery

proper workabide by the

in

ing order would do well to
information contained in these bulletins.

The

Obermayer

Chicago, 111.,
with branches in different parts of the
United States and Canada, have just
issued their special catalogue No. 50, of
Equipment and Supplies for Brass,
The
Bronze and Aluminum Foundries.
book contains 108 pages 6 by 9 inches,
and for handy reference the contents are
grouped into five sections, viz.: Melting
room, pages 3 to 25; molding room, 26
to 71; core room, 72 to 90; pattern, 91;
cleaning and finishing room, 92 to 108.
It is an interesting volume, fully illustrated and descripti^c of everything
S.

Co..

FO U N D RY

MAN

which goes to make up a non-ferrous
metal foundry. It is a book which should
be in the hands of everyone interested
in brass, bronze,

aluminum founding.

or

Symposium on Castings is the title of
an interesting set of papers presented
American Society of
the
to us by
Mechanical Erigineers, 29 West Thirtyninth street.

New

York.

The contents

"Malby Enrique Toucedas;
Charles
Park;
"Die Castings;"
by
".Aluminum Castings," by Zay Jeffries;
Hall;
H.
"Steel Castings," by John
"Gray Iron Castings," by Richard Moldinke; "Brass and Bronze Castings," by
This is another exC. H. Bierbaum.
ample of what the American Foundrymen are doing to advance the science
of foundry work, not from a personal,
consist of the following papers:

161

the contents of which show conclusively
that the aims and aspirations of organized labor are not in any way analogous
with those of Bolshevism. While they,
like many others, had hoped for something from a freed Russia, they were
The book is a
equally disappointed.
credit to the publishers, and at the price
of ten cents, is well worth being read by
anyone interested in the cause of labor.

leable Castings,"

motive but to make the business
as perfect as possible for everyone concerned. These papers were prepared for
and read at the Spring meeting of the
American Society of Mechanical Enselfish

May

gineers, St. I-ouis, Mo.,

24-27, 1920.

or
Trades
Unionism,
the title of a neat booklet,
published by the Montreal "Labor World,"

Bolshevism

Which?

is

We
if

could all be happy and prosperous
weak were helped by the strong.

the

CHUMS
Money may not bring
many people believe that
in

company.

—

happiness, but
the two travel
"Boston Transcript."

RUIE FOR FINDING LENGTH OF
CROSSED BELTS
First finJ the length for the straight
Square each the diameter of the
large pulley and distance between centres.
Add together and extract square
root of sum. Subtract from this the distance between centres
Multiply the remainder by two and add tc length of
straight belt as previously found.
The
result will be the length of crossed belt
belt.

SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering
into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products
PIG IRON
$42.40
Gray forge, Pittsburgh
Lake Superior charcoal, Chicago.. 57.00

Standard low phosphorus, Phila.. 50.00
Basic, Valley furnace

42.90

Mont.
55.50
54.50

1

2

Tor.
53.50
52.50

NEW METALS
Mont.

Lake copper

$25.00
24.50
24.00
72.00
12.00
11.50
14.50
34.00

Electro copper

Casting copper
Tin
Zinc

Lead
Antimony

Aluminum

Tor.
$24.00
24.00
24.00
65.00
12.00
11.00
14.00
35.00

OLD MATERI AL
[Dealers' average buy ing prices]
Tor.
Mont.
.$15.00
Copper, light
$14.00
18.00
18.00
Copper, crucible
18.00
18.00
Copper, heavy
18.00
18.00
Copper, wire
No. 1 mach. comp.
16.00
17.00
New brass cuttings
11.75
11.00
Red brass cuttings
14.00
15.75
Yellow brass cuttings
8.50
9.50
Light brass
6.50
7.00
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Medium brass

.

Scrap zinc

.

Heavy lead
Tea lead
Aluminum

.

8.00
6.50
7.00
4.50
19.00

7.75
6.00
7.75
5.00

20.00

Per gross ton

Heavy melting

steel.

.

Boiler plate

Axles (wrought iron)
Rails

Pipe, wrought
Car wheels
Steel axles

Machine shop turnings

Canadian Foundrv Pig
No.
No.

Malleable scrap
No. 1 mach. cast iron

.

.

.

18.00
15.50
22.00
18.00

18.00
15.00
20.00
18.00

.

.

Stove Plate
Cast borings

25.00
33.00
12.00
26.00
20.00
11.00
25.00
12.00

25.00
32.00
12.00
22.00
22.00
11.00
26.50
12.00

PLATING CHEMICALS
Acid,
Acid,
Acid,
Acid,

boracic
hydrochloric

$

nitric

10

sulphuric

03%

Arsenic, white
Copper, carbonate, anhy
Copper, sulphate
Iron perchloride
Cobalt Sulphate
Lead acetate
Nickel, ammonium sulphate
Nickel carbonate
Nickel sulphate
Potassium Sulphide (substitute)
Silver chloride (per oz.)
Silver nitrate (per oz.)
Sodium bisulphate
Sodium carbonate crystals
Sodium cyanide, 127-130%
Sodium hyposulphite, per cwt.
.

Sodium phosphate

.

20
22
75
30
14
41
16
62
20
30
08
32
19
.42

1.25
1.20

06
38

Rouge, silver
Rouge, powder, nickel
Prices per

ARTIFICIAL

lb.

CORUNDUM

Grits, 6 to 70 inclusive
Grits,
and finer

$P .08 Va
.06

COPPER PRODUCTS
Mont.
Bars,

to 2-in
$42.50
Copper wire, list plus 10%
Plain sheets, 14-oz., 14x60
inch
46.00
Copner sheet, tinned, 14x
60, 14-oz
48.00
Copper sheet, planished, 16
oz. base
46.00
Braziers', in sheets, 6x4
base
45.00
1/2

Mont.
Sheets, 3 lbs. sq. ft
$10.75
Sheets, SVz lbs. sq. ft
10.50
Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs. sq. ft.
10.25
Cut sheets, i%c lb. extra.
Cut sheets to size, Ic lb. extra.

$4.60

44.00
48.00

45.00
44.00

Tor.
$14.50
14.00
13.50

.

SHEETS
Mont.

18

PLATING SUPPLIES

Tor.
$43.00

LEAD SHEETS

8.00

Tin Chloride
1.00
Zinc Chloride C.P
30
Zinc sulphate
08
Prices per lb. unless otherwise stated.
Polishing wheels, felt

glue
Tripoli composition
Crocus composition
Emery composition

.

11

.09
.06
.30
.09
.12
.10
.60
.45

Emery

15

Ammonium, carbonate
Ammonium, chloride
Ammonium, hydrosulphuret
Ammonium, sulphate

2.00

Pumice, ground

.23

03%

Ammonia, aqua

Polishing wheels, bull-neck
Emery in kegs, Turkish

Sheets, black. No. 28
$
Sheets, black. No. 10
Can. plates, dull, 53 sheets
Can. plates, all bright
.

Queen's Head, 28 B.W.G.
Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.G.
Zinc sheets

.

.

8.50
8.50
8.50
8.60
11.00
10.50
16.50

Tor.
$

9.50
9.00
10.00
9.00

20.00
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Research Problems in Electrical Engineering
An

Address Delivered by Prof. Vladimir Karapetoff of Cornell
University Before the Erie, Pa., Section of the A.I.E.E. on May 17,
and the Cleveland Engineering Society on May 19, 1920.

THE

most natural division of unsolved problems would be according to the types of apparatus, for
example, into problems in the design and
operation of large turbo-alternators, improvements in lamps, circuit-breakers
for larger currents and higher voltages,
etc.
Such problems may be multiplied
ad infinitum, and I should not venture
to express my personal opinion upon
their relative importance.
For the last
three years the "ElectricalWorld" has had
a researcli page on which anyone interested in the subject will find hundreds
of opinions expressed by competent men
as to the specific needs for theoretical
or experimental research in practically
every branch of the electrical industry.
I wish to ofl'er another and somewhat unusual classification for the pending reproblems

search

which

may

be

more

helpful to those interested only in the
broader aspects of research.
I.

— Caliber

of

Investigator

One

division of research problems that
seems to me to be quite essential is based
upon the caliber and mental equipment
There are
of the investigator himself.
problems of great financial importance
which can and will be solved by the expenditure of a sufficient amount of
money and time. Thus, during the war
the shortage of certain materials led to
a large number of tests on substitutes,
and in some cases satisfactory materials
v.ere found by men of average ability
and education.
large number of such
tests, sometimes dignified by the name

A

of research, is being carried on all the
For example, there are certain
time.
varieties of mica on the market or lubricating oils offered by the principal concerns, and comparahively simple tests
permit to determine the kind best suited
for a given purpose without employing
men of unusually high caliber.
At the other end of the scale wo have
researches which require men of excepwide
tional intellectual power and of
erudition, researches which have baffled
the most persistent efforts of many years

and problems which remain unanswered
financial
in spite of the most allurinir

A

high-tension
insulator and a simple variable speed alternating current motor may bo menIn betioned as two such examples.
tween these extremes there are innumerable gradations of mental caliber
required for the solution of different kinds
of research problems, and a clear realization of this fact is of the utmost importance in the cultural development of the
country.
The tendency is to lay too
much stress' on material resources,
eqiiipmer.t, and other external factors.
A few men of superior caliber and
thoroughly trained will accomplish reinducement.'"..

reliable

which thousands of less gifted
and not so thoroughly trained investisults on

gators may work for many years without much progress.
The necessity for better care of persons of exceptional scientific intellect is
so urgent that it is legitimate to ask
ourselves what our government, leaders
of industry, educational institutions, or
any other agencies are doing in this direction. The answer is, next to nothing.
Moreover, in this imperfect world of
ours it is no one's particular business to
attend to the proper development of
geniuses.
I do not have in mind a somewhat
Utopian scheme of breedin.g a race of
intellectual giants by careful mating. I
have in mind a perfectly feasible scheme
exceptional
child)-en
by
of detecting
suitable mental tests and then guiding
them year after year to the full development of their mental pov/ers. This is a
proper function of the state and some

day

will
II.

become a

—Pure

reality.

and Applied Research

Another classification of research
problems is in accordance with their
proximity to or remoteness from the

A

direct industrial applications.

certain

mathematical
formula, a peculiar alloy, etc., may, up
to a certain time possess no practical
importance and be merely a subject of
physical

phenomenon,

a

personal interest to a few investigators.
Then one day someone discovers that
that particular alloy or formula offers
great practical possibilities, and it becomes the subject of extensive industrial
researches.
While such a state of affairs may seem
perfectly natural and unavoidable, it has
the
for
drawbacks
certain
serious
best

development

electrical

industry

triumphs

to

research,

but

of

the

owes

The

art.

many

pure
so-called
until recently

of its

physical
this

in-

mighty little encouroffered
agement to such research or to its
exponents. Had the leaders of the electrical industry realized earlier the tremendous possibilities of physical re-

dustry

search in improving comm.ercial apparatus, then, instead of sneering at "doctors" they would have used their talent

long ago, and we would have been much
further advanced in the applications of
electricity than we are now.
But, it may be retorted, the scope of
physics is infinite, and how can an industrial concern keep on sinking hundreds of thousands of dollars year after
year on the mere possibility that some
of the results of physical research may
at some time prove to be of use to it.
physical
this:
situation
is
the real
chemical or mathematical research involves first of all a method of approach,

a method of attack of a certain group
of related problems, based on a thorough
familiarity with the resources of that
particular science.
Promotion of research, therefore, consists primarily in
the encouragement of the study and further development of such methods and
not in the acquisition of a lai'ge number
of unrelated facts. A scientist trained,
say in alternating currents, will be pre-

pared to appt'oacli a new problem in this
with much better chance of success
than one who has had merely general
practical experience and beats .about the
bush in an effort to dir.cover a short cut
by luck.
field

Thus the promotion of pure research is
another national problem, and the first
aim must be the training in the methods
of analysis, general laboratory methovls,
the ability to find what is already known,
the use of mathematics, the
use of
methods borrowed from other brandies
of science, general accuracy of m.easurements, of computations, of statements,
and last though not least, that lovine attitude towards nature and the intuition
that comes only from a first-hand contact and observation of actual physical
phenomena without any preconceived
theory or utilitarian thought.
In the early development of our industry we snaered at all research, then we
called plain testing research, later we
grudgingly tolerated industrial research,
that is, an investigation of a particular
piece of apparatus in its complexity.
Finally it began to dawn upon some of
us that an investigation of the very
physical elements which enter into that
particular piece of apparatus may lead
to interesting discovaries.
In this way
it gradually became clear that a thorough
investigation of the physical laws governing this or that branch of industry
may be the quickest and "^.he surest way
toward remedying the difficulties in the
operation and construction of certain
pieces of apparatus. I should not be surprised if in a few years we should make
a fad of pure research in industrial e«;tablishments and overdo it as we overdid
safety and efficiency and patriotism and
many other good things.
III.

— Experimental

and Theoretical

Re-

search

The next division of research problems
into experimental mathematical, inventive, critical, indicative of new fields,
etc.
.\ clear understanding of this division or tlie iiart of investigators themselves and of their business managers
is

help scientific progress materially
it will allow each one to apply
his effort, imauination, and inspiration
vhere it will bear the best fruit, and it
will enable two or more investigators t(>
will

in tliat
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Best Ceylon

Plumbago

at the

Best Price

CANADA

Kinds Ready

all

to Ship

Facings at the lowest price.
sell direct to

Supplies
of

raw material for high-grade
Foundry Facings is secured from Ceylon. The
Hamilton Facing Mill imports direct and grinds
in Canada this raw material. We are thus able
to offer to the foundrymen of Canada the best

—we

Foundry

<M ADE

Practically all the

Remember
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When you are in need of
high -grade Plumbago,
Stoveplate Facings, Core
Wash, Charcoal, Parting,
Core Compound, either
Dry

Riddles,
Fire
Brushes,
other
requisites
Clay and
for the foundry, we can
supply you quickly and at
the most moderate cost.
or

Liquid,

Bellows,

the customer.

We

do not use our Direct-to-Consumer policy to pile
up extra profits for ourselves; the customer is
given the benefit.

Some of Our Lines
XXX

Ceylon Plumbago

206 Ceylon

Plumbago

Climax

Silver

Lead

"Extra Special" Plumbago

Climax Black Core Compound
Charcoal or Coke Baskets

The Hamilton Facing
Company, Limited
HAMILTON, CAN.

Mill

Bench Rammers
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BOOKS
on

combine their

efforts

without jealousy or

duplication.

branches of EnKineering, every consubject.
Second-hand at half
prices. New at lowest prices.
State wants
and send for Catalogue No. 23, post free.
all

ceivable

WE HAVE THE BOOKS YOU WANT.
Books Boug-ht.
Best Prices Given.
121-125 Charing Cross Road, London, Eng.

Almost any big research problem insome theoretical study as well as
cxpeiimental skill, inventive ability, and
volves

pnticiit search for the woric o:'' other investigators and its critical analysis. Only
a very few investigators possess all these

accoinplishmonts to the same dei^rte, and
is in the
hands of a harmoniously-

it

or,9,'anized >>roup of scientific worker.? of
diflcrent talents that research leads to
(Vratifyirij;: results.

SALESMAN
Experienced, for foundry supplies. Address,
giving references, full information as to
past experience and salary expected, to
P.O. Box 1568, Montreal, Que.

A

chain

as strong only as its weakest link.
Many a research worker
struggled in vain with a problem for
which he was eminently fitted just because he failed to recognize this one
weak link
himself or was too proul to
ask for help on seme particular point of
is

m

Bailey

&

Bell Fire Brick

C

o.

Manufacturers and Importers of High
Grade Fire Brick, Fire Clay and General
Supplies.
Special Shapes, Cupola Block,
Stoker Brick, Boiler Tiles, Stove and Quebec Heater Linings.
Made in Canada.
1347-49-51 Duflferin St.. Toronto.
Phone June. 748S.

w

;,-ANTED— FOUNDRY
shop

employing

ten

pump and

FOREMAN FOR SMALL
moulders

on

grey

iron

windmill castings. Must have experience
on machine moulding of small castings, and be
capable of- instructing green labor.
We want a
high-cl^ss experienced man and will pay good
salary.
Shop in Western Canada and all transportation expenses will be refunded. Box 2, Canadian Foundryman.
(cfBI

YYANTED— A FOREMAN TO TAKE CHARGE
of foundry.
Automotive grey iron castings,
machine moulding.
Good opportunity
Appn
Box 304, Canadian l-bundryman.

di(l"iculty.

The .Anglo-Saxon race is individualistically inclined perhaps to a greater deg'reo than the other civilized races.
The
Americans among the Anglo-Saxons are
especially prone to exhibit the Western
pioneer spirit in research v/ith all its
virtues and shortcomings, of which the
utter disregard of the work of precedinginvestigators
is
perhaps
the
most
cliaract-'ristic one.
I do not mean to imply for an instant
that an original thinker should be hampered in the fliglit of his fancy by laboratory assi.stants or by skilled mediocrities, in the name of a misapplied principle of co-operation.
I mean two othei
things. Fir.st, to clear a big idea in his
mind, he ought to know how to let go
of it and hollow his assistants to play
with it for a while and see how it shapes
itself in detail.
Secondly, if in the preliminary moulding of his ideas he should
be handicapped by his lack of mathematical ability or of foreign languages
(two handicaps common in this country)
let him not try to solve the problem in
r-n imperfect manner alone without first
having exhausted the possibilities of associating with other gifted and congenial
minds who rnay furnish the missing
needs of the problem.

An outsider, and often a. manager,
thinks that research men specialize by
subject, so that one knows all about direct-current machines, another all about
transformers, etc.
While to some extent this is true, yet there is a much
and desirable
more
thorough-going
specialization according to the nature of

'tMang^stOredfbrOy&'^yfsam
r(Mro«ciJtflLS^

the man's talent.

One

is

Volume Xr.
form, a third is particularly adept in
finding out quickly and accurately all the
preceding contributions on the subject
and in assigning the proper relative
value or trustworthiness to each.
The possibilities of co-operation in research on the part of persons of differrmt
temperament and ability go far beyond
ihe confines of one industrial organization or even one country.
International
co-operation in research is just as important in view of the favorable and unfavorable racial idiosyncracies. Any one

who follows European scientific magazines cannot fail to notice these racial
distinctions in the treatment of identical
subjects.
A student of the history of .science can
easily recall cases in which a scientific
idea is born in one country and then is
taken up by someone in another country
and finally brought to a
fruitful development in a third country.
Perhaps the best known example in
our line is that of Hertz, a German, who
acted as an intermediary between Maxwell, an Englishman, and Marconi, an
Italian.
A biologist could easily get
samples of living organisms which have
to live under different conditions at the
various stages
of
their*
development.
Thus the rust of wheat must live on barberry before it can live on wheat. We in
this country, with its polygot population,
have had an exceptional opportunity to
observe and to benefit by this co-operation right in our midst, even though in
our -Anglo-Saxon arrcgance we are apt
to look down upon our brothers from
across the seas. There is hardly an organized institution for research in this
country that cannot point to benefits derived from associates of foreign birth
and training and point of view.
In conclusion I wish to point out that
while first-class original investigators
are born and not made, yet there is a
great problem
before our leaders in
politics, industry, and education to facilitate the work of such men by granting
favorable conditions for their creative
activity.
We ought to do this for cur
sake and for that of the coming generations.
It is' ;n the hope of contributing
to the clear understanding of the conditions that promote the welfare of research workers that the preceding remarks are made.
During the address Prof. Karapetoff
o-ave examples of electrical research done
or suggested by various prominent investigators.

especiallv g'ft-

fd in arranging ingenious methods for
accurately measuring difficult rjuantities,
whether it be in a-c. or d-c. machinery,
another can skilfully present a phenome-

non or a r."Iationship

mathematical

in a

—

Want to Buy Crane. Fried Bros.,
Glace Bay, N.S., arc in the market for a
second-hand locomotive crane, capacity
15 to 20 tons, standard gauge.
Trade

Trade Mark

ANGULAR GRIT— THE sciENriFic

metallig

ONE TON

that reduces sand blast costs and conserves labor.
much work as carloads of sand its sharp cutting points
Write for samples.
;

PITTSBURGH CRUSHED STEEL

make

BimiNe

ANGULAB GRIT

of
it superior to

all

Mark

ABRtsivE
will

do as

other abrasives.

CO., Sole Manufacturers

Pa., U.S.A., Established 1888
Canadian RrpresentatiTcs
WILSON, LTD., Montreal, Canada.

PITTSBURGH,
Reg. U.S. Pat. Office

WILLIAMS &

Reg. U.S.

Pat

Offk«.

•Tune.
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Foundry Equipment and Supplies
(Everything for the Foundry)
We

handle

Whiting

Foundry

Equipment
Acknowledged
to be the best.

Let

us have
your enquiries
for prices and
particulars.

Also for any
other equipment or supplies that

you may

re-

quire.

Tumblers

of all kinds

-w,g.v.'?g-:>.'g-y--

Cupolas and Accessories

*'WE

Core Oven and

all

necessary equipment

HANDLE BRANFORD VIBRATORS AND ACCESSORIES"

The Dominion Foundry Supply
Montreal

TORONTO

Co.,

Winnipeg

Ltd
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One Man With
a Blystone, or
Six WithOShovelsi?
It

has been proven that the Bly-

Sand Mixer

do at least
the work of six men mixing by the
old shovel method.
stone

will

Blystone— the only mixer
with adjustable shovels

One man can mix
-

and
six

it

men

core sand for 25 core makers and facing for 100 molders
takes less than half his time. Does your experience show that the
could compete with shovels?

The demands of labour for higher wages oresents the biggest problem
foundrymen to-day. Ne\'ertheless this problem can easily be solved
sandmixing department. The Blystone offers the certain means.

to the
in the

"The Mixer that Shovels"
The

Bl\>'tone shovels the sand over and over, throws it from one end of the
to the other with eacli revolution of the shaft; every bit is thoroughly

drum

and evenly mixed.
Send for particular* of our 10 days' free trial
your own plant under your own conditions.

^iSm

offer and' test a

Blystone out in

Blystone Manufacturing Co.
620 Ironton St.,
Baltimore, J.

W. Paxson

Birmingham,

Hill

Buffalo, E. J.

&

Cambridge Spring, Pa.
Co.

Griffith

Co

Woodison Co.

Chicago, Scully-Jones & Co.
Cincinnati, Hill & Griffith Co.

Cleveland, E. J. Woodison Co.
Detroit, E. J. Woodison Co.

New

York,

Wonham, Bates

&

Goode,

Inc.

Philadelphia, J.

W. Paxson

Co.

Pittsburgh, J. S. McCormick Co.
San Francisco, Cal., Ditty Brothers.
Seattle, Wash., Ditty Brothers.

A BlYSTO/lf£muM Ssye f/?c m^s o//y/c o/77?csc Men
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CCmFIDENCE
The greatness^
on her

INDED

integrity.

;HeR strength SHE DERIVES FROM
^

WORLD

com merge— her endurance from
confidence.'

The war temporarily retarded her
constructive efforts, but the power of
the confidence of the peoples of the
world will restore to her in moref
brilliant form the leadership she has
justly earned and proudly held.

'^

Confidence

the foundation of our
POSITION IN THE WORLD OF IRON AND STEEL—
OUR PROGRESS DEPENDS ON IT.
IS

We have BEEN SUCCESSFUL IN THE PAST-^
THE FUTURE IS BEFORE US. TO ADVANCE, WE
MUST CONTINUE TO MERIT THE CONFIDENCE^
OF THE BUYERS OF STEEL AND IRON PRODUCTS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION IN CANADA, AND WE
ARE DETERMINED TC5 ADVANCE.
:

;.^l^t^^ i>i

IMITED

MA
Tiiif tfft

rrrrm'

timm

ff'iVi^ ^'"T^ntntiirmnu
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Ceco Pressure-Seated Air Valves for Foundry Works
Cross-Section of Cleco Valve
Style P.O.,

Style
A,
Angle
Valve, allows hose
to

fall

1",

away from

PRESSURE

"^
Style

F.W.

Way

fanged

so
of

movement

2"

The Air Pressure
always on the
Large endof\blve
Plug holding it
firmly on Seat.

Style P.O.
Parallel Valve.

IMPROVES WITH USE
M.O. has 1and male
coupling
Bowes
Style
in.

that

the

inlet

outlet

handle controls the
supply
and exhaust from both
ends of a doubleacting piston.

on(

pipe size larger.

is

F.W., FourValve, ar-

Inlets

lets.

POIN

THE VALVE THAT
Style

in

%

standard pipe out

underside of Valve
without bending.

^3

Style A
style
Angle Valve.

made

%", W,
1%", 1%",

sizes

and

con-

with Bowes
Coupling %-in. to
%-in. everywhere.

nects
Write for

45, describing: our
Valves and Fittings.

Bulletin
line of

complete

Style M.O.

BOWES AIR HOSE COUPLINGS
Standard Equipment Everywhere

Instantly connected or disconnected.
Absolutely air-tight under all pressures from
10 lbs. upwards.

Interchangeable in all sizes from ^A-in. to
%-in.
Made of non-rusting and acidresisting metal-brass and Nic-a-loy.
Cut Shows Never Slip Clamps Attached
Bowes.

In stock

— Clipping Hammers,

to

Sand Rammers, Portable Emery Grinders, Cleco Air Valves, Hose
everything required in foundry work.
Illustrated Catalog No. 19 mailed on request.

Fittings

—

CLEVELAND PNEUMATIC TOOL Company
84

Chestnut

St.,

TORONTO, ONT.

Wet Pan Sand

Mill

337 Craig St. W.,

of Canada, Limited

MONTREAL, QUE,

YOU CAN GET

for Steel Foundries

VENT

WAX

at the following Supply Houses
in

Canada

Dominion Foundry Supply

Ltd.,

Co.,

Montreal and

Toronto.
E. B. Fleury, 1609

Queen

Hamilton Facing Mill

Hyde & Sons,

i^# Mfg.
112

W. Adams
CHICAGO

St.

Co.

Webster
E. J.

&

W., Toronto.

Co., Ltd.,

Hamilton, Ont.

Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Standard Mchy.

The

St.

&

Supplies,

Ltd.,

Montreal, Que.

Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Woodison

Co., Toronto, Ont.
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1859

for Cupolas Since

The Standard Blower

KOOT5

Rotary Positive Bowlers
Accurately Measured Quantity of Air Positively Delivered"

"An

For sixty years, Roots Blowers have been the standard for foundry
cupolas, steel converters, and oil or gas furnaces.
Many Roots Blowers have been in use for as long as forty or
years, and ARE STILL IN
Catalog 68 should be your guide

fifty

P.

DAILY USE.

planning the new foundry.

in

H.& P.M. ROOTS CO.
Connersville, Ind.
Chicago

New York

:

STEEL FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT

MOLDERS'

Steel

BOOT ^6.00
-BEST IN THE

—

—

Barrels,

WORLD

Gasoline Tanks and Pumps, Pressure Tanks,
Storage Tanks, Smoke Stacks.
Anything in Black or Galvanized Sheet Metal up to l/g thickness.
Send blue print or rough drawing and get our prices.

—

Sheet Steel Sundries for Manufacturers
is one of our specialties.

Holders Solid Leather Boots: All Leather Heels All Leather
Inner Soles All Leather Counters All Leather Uppers All
strong stitching. Delivered by mail anywhere in Canada, $6 a

—

—

IVrite us

pair.

Manufactured only by

C. H.

WATT
-

----^"R!^

^Jy^^^^^^^^

''^^^J^K^\
'

'*

Ji^lRy
^LH
-

I

'^^

The

Amherst, N.S.

»-

^-

^^^^mT"^

Boxes, Foundry
Boxes,
Shop
Stools,
Oily Waste

Shelf

Cans, Garbage Cans.

!

—

Shop

Boxes,

But backed up with an iron-clad guarantee
Money-back without argument if not satisfied.

"Some" claim

:

120-122 Liberty Street

Peoples Gas Building

Steel

Machine Co.
TWEED, ONT., CANADA

Trough and

Limited

The Hawley-Schwartz Furnace
The Only Perfect Melter
All metal from 50
Is

lbs. to

10,000 lbs.

Absolutely Uniform

Write for catalog and complete information

^'^''
-

-'

The Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.
Easton, Penn., U.S.A.
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MOORE RAPID 'LECTROMELT

STEEL FURNACES
The mechanical design of the
Moore 'Lectromelt Furnace makes
for
simple,
practical
ease
and
rapidity of operation.
A higher
yield of good solid ingots and castings is insured on account of the
absence of cold shorts, hot cracks,
blow holes and surface defects.
The regularity of the heats and
rapidity of operation
speed up

—

production

and

reduce

foundry

costs.

PITTSBURGH ELECTRIC FURNACE CORP.
(Makers of Furnaces for Steel, Iron, Brass, and Ferro-AUoys)

PITTSBURGH, U.S.A.

C anadian Hart

W heels

LIMITED
Grinding Wheels
for All Purposes

CANADA

HAMILTON

"-r-"

:fl

Consult Canadian

Foundryman
Buyers' Directory

If

what you want

isn't

in this issue, consult

Directory.

If it

advertised

our Buyers'

isn't listed

in

our Directory, write us and we
will give

you the information.
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Holland
fare Oil
Company

Why

Not Cut

Your Costs

?

Use Holland Core Oils

4600W. Huron St

CHICAGO

will bind more sand in proporthan any other oils on the market.
Manufactnred in three grades ^Big Stick Grade,
Old Kegular, and Special No. 1 irade. Our Old
Regular was the first core oil ever made.

Holland Core Oils
tion to cost

ILLINOIS

—

(

Our customers
Core

Oil is
Among the

appreciate the

always

FACT

uniform

and

that Holland
dependable.

REASONS are our thirty years' experience and our specially constructed gas-fired
kettles with pyrometer attachment for accurate
heat regulation.

hdLl.Al

PRODUCTS

6000 PRODUCTS ONLY

HI-BINDER CORE ROSIN
Holland Core Rosin — An excellent substitute for rosin, costing much
less.

Binds more sand than most rosin and costs a great deal

less.

—

Holland Parting Made in a modern improved mill that insures uniformity. Increases
your production by always producing a per-

More
Holland
Cost Cutters

fect

lift.

Holland products are expressly made

to

reduce costs and at the same time increa.se the
dependability of Holland products
^nd efficiency. Why not give them

Our customers appreciate the
qualilv of the work.
They represent conomy
and will use no others.
to all orders.
attention
Prompt
trial.
n

Canadian Agents:

The Dominion Foundry Supply

TORONTO

Co., Limited

MONTREAL

EVERYTHING FOR THE FOUNDRY

CANADIAN FOUNDRY MAN
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Can. HuuMD &. Van WinUe Co., Toroato, OnU
Ota. Hart Wheels. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont
Ford-Smltb Mach. Co.," L'td., The, Hamlltpoo, Ont

Frederic B. Sterais, Detixrit, AlicJhiean.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., I'lllsburgh, P».
WoodJaoo. B. J.. Oo.. Toronto. Ont.

AJB COUPKB8SORS
H<Tkshire vMtV. C.:. Thr.
Oaa. Hanaon A Van Winkle

St.

Toronto. Ont.
Louia, Mo.

FVederlo B. Stevens, Detroit, iMidhigan.
Hyde * Soss, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Weedlson. B. J.. Oo.. Toronto, Out
of

London,

Munitions,

Pneumatic Machy. Co.,

Louis,

&

JDavenport Mach.

George

PeJtinos,

Davenport,

Fdry. Co..

nwderlc B. Stevens, Detroit,

Iowa.

IMitihigaa.

Philadelphia, Pa.

F.,

AI.IAM8
Frederic B.,

litevens,

4 Van Winkle

^
1

Toronto. Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Miohican.
Vr. W. Wells, TsrontD.
Woodlsoo, B. J., Co., Toronto. OnU
Co..

ARGON
Uoiii.

ARR.

uw^t-n Co.

AUTOMOBILE MACHINERY
I'lvstoii W<xxlworking Machinei7 Co.
BAND SAWS
Olivei Machinery Co.. Grand Rapids,
BARBEI^S. TUMBLING
Works.

Obermayer Co.,

S..

Mieh.

Ltd.,

Chicago,

OnU

Walkernile,
III.

•uvm.

BARRELS, SANDBLAST
A. C. Leslie & Co., Ltd.,
Corporation,

BINDERS, SAND

&

F.

Hanson le Van Winkle Oo., Toroato, Ont.
Luniiion Fdrj. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
BaBtiton Facing Jdlll Co., Ltd.^ Hamilton, Ont.
Qkb.

Frederic B., Detroit, Mleh.
Woodlson. B. J., Co., Toronto. OnU
Clark. Chas. J., Ohicago.

Sterani.

Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Donilnlon Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, MidilganHamflfim racing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore. Md.
Root.1 Oo.. 1". H. & F. M., OoimnersviUe, Ind.
Woedtiini. 1». J.. Co.. Toronto, OnU

BOILER COMPOUND
R.--,-n..Ms

Co.,

,t

Toronto.

BOILER GRAPHITE

Hanson & Tan Winkle Oo.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.

Oaa.

Detroit, Michigan.
Hamnton Facing MIU Oo.. Hamilton, OnU
Jsiwpta DiTon Cnielblr Co.. Jersey City, N.J.
Pettinnfi. George F.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodlwm, ¥1. J.. Co., Toronto, OnU

Frederic B. Stevens.

BOILERS. STEAM
Mini.-tn-

nf

Munition."!,

London. England.
England.

BORING MACHINES
Oliver

Mnchinerv Co..

BRACKETED

JIB

Grand Rapids, Mioh.

CRANES

Curtis Pneumatic Machy.

Co.,

SU

Lotiis.

Mo.

BRAKE SHOES. WHEEL TRUEINO

Hannon A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, OnU
Ltd., Hamilton. OnU
ClkM. H-»rt Wheel*
Woodksa,
J.. Oa, Tomoto. OnU
r,««

.

BRASS GOODS, VALVES, ETC.
•^rane lytd.. Montreal.
niASS MELTING
General Oamlhriation Co.,

Montreal.

General Comibustion Co., Montreal.

CERAMIC KILNS
General Combustion Co., Montreal.

CHAPLETS

Can. Hanson A Tan Winkle Oo.. Toronto, ©nt.
Cleveland Ghaplet & Mfg. Co., Cleveland.
nominicn Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, OnU
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Midhigan.

Hamilton Facinic Mill Co., Hamilton,
Sons,

Lindsay Chaplet

Montreal,

&

OnL

IlL

Ont
Ind

Omu Hansoa A Van

Winkle Co.,

T..'...ii„

.

Frederic B. Stevans, Detroit, Michigan.
VVoodison. E. J.,
w.. Toronto, Ont.

Pueumaitic Tool Co.

The

Hanson A Tan Winkle Co., Toronto Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, OnU
Oan.

Hamilton Facing MUl Co.. Hamilton,
Holland Core Oil Co., Chicago, m.
Hyde & Sons. Montreal. Que.
Obermayer Co., 8., Chicago, HI.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

OnU

CORE JOLTS

Davenport Mach.

&

Fdry.

Co..

Davenport,

Iowa.

A Tan

Stevens,

Detroit, (Mldhlgan.
Co.. Lto., Hamilton.

CHARCOAL

Hanson A Tan Winkle Oo., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, OnU
Can.

Can Hanson * Tan Winkle <V>. Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, MlAigan.
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Co.. Toronto. OnU
Woodljirm, E. J
,

Can. Hanson A Tan Winkle Co., Toronto, Oat
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, OnU
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mlchlgaa.
Tabor .Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodison. E. J. i;o., Toronto. OnU

Toronto.

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, MlcOiigan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.
Holland Core Oil Co., Oilcago, Hi
Hyde & Sons. Montreal, Que.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.
Reynolds & Co., Toronto.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, OnU

Ont

CORE OVENS— S^E OVENS
CORE WASH

Can. Hanson A Tan Winkle Co., Toronto. OaU
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, OnU
Frederic B.

A

Detroit, MldiigBa.

Stevens,

Ont

Sons,

CORE REDUCERS
National

Engineering Co.,

CORE WAX

Chicago,

111.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldhlgan.
Sons, MonTreal, Que.
Compound Oo. Buffalo, N.T,

Hyde &

OnU

Hnited

Wrw^'TJinn

,

On.,

E.

T.

.

Tomvn'tio.

COUPLINGS, BOWES (PNEUMATIC)
riivrland

Pneumatic Tool Co., The.

COUPLINGS, PLAIN, FLEXIBLE AND

Tlio.

CINDER MILLS

Oan. Hanson A Tan Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply (3o.. Ltd.. Toronto, OnU

Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, flat
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

.

T.td..

CORE MAKING MACHINES

Cafi.

CHIPPING HAMMERS (PNEUMATIC)
Pneumatif Tool Co.,

OnU

Montreal. Que.
Joseph Diion Crucible Co.. Jersey City, K.J.
Obermayer & Co., S., Chicago, HI.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. OnU

Mfg. Co., PhiladeliAta.

Dominion Fdrv. Supplv On.

Que.

CORE BOX MACHINES

Hyde

Obermayer Co., S.. Chicago, HI.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. OnU

rii.v,l:in.l

Montreal,

Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton,

Que.

CHEMISTS— SEE METAI^LURGISTS
CHEMICALS

N'.S.

London,

Ont

Hvrle & Sons. .Montreal, Que.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mleh.
Wwli^nn. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. OnU

BOOTS
C, B. Watt, Amherst,
MinL'itrv of Munition.*?,

Co.. Toronto,

Wells, Toronto.

&

Sons.

CORE OILS

CASE HARDENING

Hyde

Hyde &

Sons. Ltd.. Montreal. Que,
Reynolds A Oo., Toronto.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, OnU

CASTINGS, NICKEL

mi. Hanson A Van Winkle

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Holland Core Oil Co., Chicago 111
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont

Hamilton Facing Mill

Frederic R.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodlson. E. J.. Co., Toronto, OnU

BLOWBKS

Ind.

Hanaon A Tan Winkle Co.. Toronto, OnU
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, OnU
Can.

Hyde *

Toronito.

* Van Winkle

Iowa.

England.

CONVERTER BLOWERS, ROTARY
Roots Oo., P. H. & P. M., ConmOTWville,
CORE BINDERS

F'rederic B.

Midhigian.

CARS, CORE OVEN AND FOUNDRY
Oan. Haneon t Van Winkle Co., Toronto. OnU

W. W.

London,

MunitioiLS,

Winkle Co.. Toronto, OnU
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. OnU
Davenport Mach. & Fdry. Co.. Davenport, Iowa.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midugian.
Hyde & Sons, .Montreal. Que.
Pettinoe. George F.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Can. Hannon

of

Can. Hanson

Stevens,

Montreal.

Davenport,

Co.,

CORE MACHINES, HAMMER

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.

BLAST METERS
dark, Chas. J., Chicago.
BLOWING ENGINES
,

BURNERS, CORE OVEN

J.,

.MiaL<;tiT

Cleveland

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, iMirihigon.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
J.. Cv,., Toronto, Ont.

E.

Fdry.

CORE COMPOUNDS
OnU
OnU

Woodlson. B.

Woodison Oa,

&

CORE BREAKERS (PNEUMATIC)

OnU

Oaa. Hanson & Tan Winkle Oo., Toronto,
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd., Tte, Hamilton,

CABINETS, SANDBLAST
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit,
CARBON BLACKING

M., Connersville, Ind.

Combustion Oo.

Toronto,

BUFFS AND BUFFING AND
POtlSHING COMPOSITIONS

Sly Mlg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodlson. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, OnU

BLAST GAUGES— CUPOLA

General

OnU

W. W.

Montreal, Que.
Hageratown, Ud.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhlsan.
Holland Core Oil Co., Chicago, 111.
Woodiaon Oa. E. J., Toronto.

Boots Co.. P. E.

Hamilttm,

"Rie,

Oan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, OnU
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Pangbom Ooiporatlon, Hagerstoiwn, Md.

Co., OlOTeland, Ohla
Frsderio B., DetrolU Mlob.
Woodlion, B. J., Co., Toronto, OnU

BLAST GATES

Detroit, Michigan.

Walls, Toronto.
Woodiaon, E. J., Co.,

W. W. Sly Mtg.

Pangbom

Stevens.

OnU

W. W.

aa>. Haasoi A Taa 'Winkle Oo., Toronto, OnC
Dominion Fdiy- Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, OnU
Hf^iu,^ fadng MIU Oa, Ltd., HstnUmn. OnU
Narthain Qrana

Davenport Mach.

CONTRACTORS' STORES

Clamp & Flask Co., Richmond
Woodlson Oa, E. J., Toronito.

Winkle Co.. Toronto,

Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd.,

Md.

Corporation, Bagenrtonni,

Stevais, Detroit, MIchlg«m.
H., A Co., Jersey City, N.J.

CORE BOXES (STEEL AND WOOD)
Diamond

MACHINERY
*rederic B.

TERS, DUST

J.

Obenmajer A Co., S., Chicago,
Woodison. K. J., Co.. Toronto,

BUTFINO AND POLISHING
& Van

Toranrtio.

COMBINATION JOLT ROLLOVER AND
PATTERN DRAWING MACHINES

.

& Van

Hanson

J.,

Joseph Diion Crucible Co., Jersey Olty, N.J.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. OnU

t Van

Montreal, Que.
&. Sons,
Maanfaeturera' Brush Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.
m«v«ni, Frederic B., Detroit, Mleh.
Woodlscm, E. J.. Co., Toronto. OnU

Oaa.

Pangbom

GauUar,

Co.. Philadelphia.

Hyde

B'SASS, COPPEIR,

WIOK^I,, ZISG
0«n. Hanson

Frederic B.

Winkle Co.. Toronto, OnU
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, OnU

Hersey Co.,%Ltd., Milton, Montreal, Qu*.

ANODES,

Phlladelpliia.

Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dtanlnlon Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
HaalHaB Fadng Mill Co., Hamilton, OnU
UaBnfkoturers' Brush Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, DL
SUvens, rrederie B., DetrolU Mich.
Woodlson. E. J., Co., Toronto. OnU
doB. Hansoa

E.

Hanson A Tan Winkle Co., Toronto, OnU
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. OnU

American Manganese Bronze Ca, Phjladelphia-

Hanson

Ind

Can.

BRONZE FORCINGS

Oaa.

Richmond

CLAY LINED CRUCIBLES

BRUSHES. ALL, KINDS

Detroit, Mich.

ANALTSW

OnU

BIRONZE CASTINGS

BRUSHES, FOUNDRY AND CORK

AIR JOLTS

ALBANY SAND

Woodiaon Oa,

American Manganese Bronze Ca, Philadelphia.
Mo.

Co.,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldhlgan.
Ol>ermayer Co., 8., Chl^o, 111.

Frederic B. Stevens Detroit, iMldhlgan.
Dominion Fdry. SuEply Co., Ltd., Toronto,
Woodisan, E. J., Oo., Toronto, OnU

American Manganese Bronze

England.
St.

Diamond Clamp A Flask

OnU

BRONZE INGOTS

AIR HOIST
<'urti3

CLAMPS, FLASK

Oaa. Hanson A Van Wlnile Oo., Toronto,
Oa». Bart Wheels. Ltd.. Hamilton. OnU

BRONZE MANGANESE

AIRCRAFT
.\IinLsU7

BRICKS, RUBBING

American Manganese Bronze Ca,
Co..

Machy. Co.,

Pne\iin.atic

=
=
=
=
S

not llated here, write u(, and we will tell yoa where to ret it.
Let as sueeeat that yoa consult
the adTertisers' index facing the inside back cover, after havine secured advertisers' names from this directory
information yon desire may be found in the advertisine pages.
This department is maintained for the benefit
convenience of our readers. The insertion of oar advertisers' names under proper headings is griadiy undertaken,
does not become part of an advertising contract.

BBASIVB BfATBIUALS

i'lirtia

|

U

what 7oa want

If

Ont

Frederic R. Stevens. Detroit. MIdhlgan.
Preston Woodworking Machy. Co., Preston, Ont.
The develand, O.
niv. W. W.. Mf«. Co
Wot»f1son Oo., E. J., Toronto.

CUT OFF
Independent
CRANES

Pneumatic Tool

(To.,

Chicago,

111.

Hanson & Tan Winkle Co., Toronto, Oat
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Oat
<^iLTt

Northern Crane Works. Ltd.. WalkervUle,
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Oat

CANADIAN

June. 10-20

FO U N D RY M A N

49

Lying in the United Kingdom

AVAILABLE FOR EXPORT
of

ENGINEERING STORES
Ferrous and Non-Ferrous
Metals
Plant and Machinery
Steam Engines and Boilers
Factory Stores
Machine Tools
Railway Material

II
II

i;

!

i

Contractors' Stores
Electrical Instruments

and

Machinery

r^
5

Medical Stores
Chemicals and Explosives

Motor Vehicles
Agricultural Machinery
Aircraft
Furniture
Textiles and Clothing
Boots and Leather Equip-

ment
Motor Boats,

Buyers

should

etc., etc.

instruct

their

United
Kinf^dom to communicate with
Canadian Export
the D. B. 8.
Department, Ministry of Munitions, Whitehall Place, London,
S.W.
i
representatives

in

the

Cable Address

"Dispexport, Munorgize, London"

11

CANADIAN

5U
CBANES, HAND TRAVELLING
CurtiB Pneumatic Machy. Co., St.

Ft«deric B. Stensu, Detroit, Midiisan.
WoodiJon Ox, E. J., Toroirto.

Woodison

FANS.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Onl
Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph, Jeraej City, N.J.
Dominion PMrv. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Oautier, J. H., & Co., Jeraey City, N.J.
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Out
Hyde & Sons. Montreal, Que.
SteTens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mloh.
WoodUon. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

CUPOLAS

Can. Hanson & Vafc Winkle Co., Toronto. Onu
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing -Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamiltcn. Ont
Monarch Blngineering & Mfg. Co.. Baltlmor*, Md.
Northern Crane Works, Ltd., Walkerrille,
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co., Clereland, Ohio.
Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Out.

SteTens.

BLAST

G.^l'GES

Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Oat

& Van

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigtm.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., HamUtoo,
Woodison. E. J
Co.. Toronto, Ont.

Out

,

CCFOLA BLOWERS

E.

TorontJO.

J.,

fe::uj-alloy8

A. O. Leslie & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
FEIIRO-MANGANESE
C. Leslie & Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
FERRO-SILICON
A. C. Leslie & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
FERROUS AND NON-FERROUS METALS
.\liui.siiy of Munitions, London,
England.
FILLERS (.MKTALLIC)

Hamilton

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fury. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Onu
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, MicnlgHJi.
Hyde & ijons, .Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Sterens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
KootE Oo., P. H. & F. M., OonmersTille, lad.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

A. O. Leslie & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que,
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry, Suaplj Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Prederio B. Stevens, Detroit, Mirf<<g.n
OauUer, J, H., & Co., Jer«y City. N.J.
General Combustion Co., Montreal.
Hamilton Facing .MUl Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
4yde & Sons, Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore. Md.
Otiermayer Co., S., Chicago, DL
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
X^hitehead Bros. Co., Buflfalo. N.Y.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toroot«, Ont.
Doaainion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Prederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Mirihigan,
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton, Oat
Hyde & Sons. Montreal, Que.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

ODFOLA TVVYEBS

Ola. Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co.,

Co.. Toronto. Ont
Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
SteTcna, Frederic B.. Detroit, iMich.
Woodiaon. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

CYANIDE OF POTASSIUM.
& Van

Can. Hanson

Winkle Co.. ToroDte. Oat

Pnederic B. SteTens, Detroit, iMidhigan.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Woodison, E.

DIPPERS, GRAPHITE
Can. Hanson t Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..

Co.. Toronto, Ont
Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jervey City. N,J.
GauUer. J. H.,
Co.. Jersey City. N.J.
Hrde & Sons, Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
C'-f*.
Woodison. E. .T
Toronto. Ont.

&

.

.

DRAINAGE FITTINGS
Cr:ui.'

Man'trf^al.

r,td.,

DRILLS, ELECTRIC

DRINKING FOUNTAINS
Crano Ltd., Monitreal.
DRYERS. SAND

QL

& Van

Hanaon

Winkle Co.. Toroalo, Ont

Clevelaiid Nickel Works.

Cleveland.
Co.. Lti.. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevena, Detroit, Mldhi«an.
Monarch Eng'r'g Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Woodiaon. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Dominion Fdry. Supply

DUST ARRESTERS AND EXHAUSTKRS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michlgwj.
Paa^bom Oorporation, Hagerstown, Md.
Sly. W. W.. Kffg. Co. The. Clereland.

Woodison

Co.,

B.

O.

Toromtx).

J.,

DUST HANDLING EQUIPMENT
Pangbom Oorporation. Hwrerstown, Md.
DUST EXHAUSTER, ANISTER SYSTEM
Pangixim Corporation, Hagerstown, Md.

DYNAMOS

Han'on & Vnn WinkV Cn

Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhisan.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
Monarch Bnsineering Sc Mfg. Co., Btltlmore, Md.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit Mich.
<^«n.

.

Whitehead Bros. Co., BufTalo, N.T.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

ELECTRIC FURNACES
m«'('trir

Fnmacp

ron.<itruotion. Co.

ELECTRIC GLUlE HEATERS
Oliver Maohincrv Co.
Grand Rapids, ^fioh.
ELEVATORS. HYDRAITLIC. PNBUMATIC
.

& Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Pdrv. Sirpplv Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Frederls B. Stevens, Detroit, Midilgnn.
Woodlnon. E. .T.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
<1»n.

Hanson

T>oin4nion

EMERY

8TANT>S

f^n. TTan«on
Forrd-flmttih

Vsn WfnWe

ft

Co.. Toronto

Ont.

Mach. Co.. Ltd., The. Kamnton, Ont.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
TTr^rt^iortn

T*t.

T

r»o.,

T'^ront*^

On*

EMERY TVWEELS— SEE WHEE1.S
ENAMELWARE
Cmno

T,t.1

,

^rA.^t^pal.

ENGINE LATHES
Olivor Mn^bino'-' Co.
Omnd
ENGINEERS (FOUNDRY)
n. M. Lanf Co, Tin-.
ENGINES. STEAM
Afini.'itry

of

Munition.*!,

Whitehead Bros.

Wood ison.

E.

J.,

Co., Buffalo, NY.
Co., Toronto. Ont

Crnne Ltd., Montreal,

Rapids,

London,

Mich.

Frederic B. Stevens,

GOGGLES

Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont,
Frederic B.

Woodison.
Pettinos,

Georg« F., Philadelphia, Pa.

GK-^^PHITE,

ANTI-FLUX BRAZING
& Van

Can. Hanson

Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont

GRAPHITE PRODUCTS

Black Donald Graphite Co., Calaibogie, Oat.
Can. Hanson £ Van Winkle Co., 'loitmlo. On*
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Oat
Stevens, Detroit, Mi/*igian

Frederic B.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey C;'.y, N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Onl,
Hyde & Sons, Moctrea. Que.
Jonathan Bariley CruciMt Co.. Trenton, N.J.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.

Woadiwn. K.

J..

Co.. '''oranto,

Ont

liamlnion Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
w<wvH~>n K, .T. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

FOUNDRY ENGINEERS
H. .M. Lane Co. Tlic.
FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT
Midhigen.

Magnetic Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Woodison Oo., E. J., Toronto.

Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co.» Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
.loseph Dliou Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hamilton Faclne Mill Co. Hamilton, Ont.
Can.

Hyde & Sons. Montreal, Que.

*

Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Monarch Engineering
Obermayer Co.. 8., Chicago. HI.
Pettinos. George P., Philadelphia. Pa.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Vfhitehead Brot>. Co.. Buffalo. N.T.
Woodison. E, J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

Md

FOUNDRY GRAVEL

Toronto. Ont.
(^an. TT«n«on *
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Oo Fsaton.
Pettinos. George P.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodison. E. .T.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

Van Winkle Co

.

,

FOUNDRY MIXERS

National Engineering Co., Chicago. HI.

FOUNDRY tPARTING

Can. Hanson * Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Toronto Out
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd
Hamilton Pacini? Mill Co. Hamilton. Ont,
Hvde & Sons. Montreal. Que.
Oibermayer Co.. 8., Chicago, HI.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Wbltehesd Brx>s. Co.. Buffalo. N.T.
WiwHsnn. E. I.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
Montreal. Que.
Milwaukee, Wis.

I'lu-iimatic

Tool Co.,

The.

GRINDERS, RESIN

Macliinery Co.,

ANGULAR

Grand Rapids, Mioh,
Pa.

GRIT, STEEL
Prederic B. Stevens, Detrodt, Midhlgan.
Pittsbunrh Cnished Steel Co., Pittsburgh.

HAMMERS, CHIPPING
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago.
HAMMERS. CHIPPING, CAULKING
PNEUMATIC HOSE
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Ciiiaago,
HEAT TREATING
General Combustion Co., MontreaL,

FOUNDRY FACINGS

Inc.,

111.

111.

Clevelaii.l

Prederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Pitteburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh,

Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.

Ltd.. Milton.

Grand Rapids, Midi.

TOOL POST, FLOOR AND BENCH
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago.
GRINDERS, PORTABLE (PNEUMATIC)

Oliver

General ComibusUon Co., Montreal.

Detroit,

.Machinery Co.,

Preueric B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co., Cleveland. Ohio.

FOUNDRY COKE

MflLtin's System,

Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.
E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

GRAPHITE GREASE

GRIT,

.

Detroit, Michigan.

4 Van

Can. Hanson

GRINDING WHEEL DRESSERS

FORCINGS

FOUNDRY PRACTICE
England.

Ont

Oat

Obcrmtorer Co,, S., Chicago, 111.
Tnhnr Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
w~vH.nn E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

Stevens.

M.. CommersviUe. Ind.

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,

Hamilton Facing MOI Co.. HamiUon,

Frederic B.

F.

AND LEATHER GLOVES

GRINDERS, PORTABLE, ELECTRIC, HAND

Ltd... Toronto.
Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Mldhigan.

WeTnev Co

Roots Oo.. P. H. &
ASBESTOS. DUCK

GRINDERS, PNEUMATIC

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..

& Van

Md

Toronto. Ont.

Co..

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd., The, H«inilt<in, Ont

'Montreal.

Hanson

J..

Can.

I'fiini-

tjan.

Detroit, Michigan.
Co.. Hamilton, Ont.

Stevens,

Faeinz Mill

Woodison. E.

Oliver

FLANGED
Ltd., Montreal.
FITTINGS, MALLEABLE
Ltil, Mnn-ti-eal.
FITTINGS, SCREWED

FITTINGS,

Lt/1.,

Hamilton

Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore,
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.

GRINDERS, DISC. BENCH, SWING

Montreal.

Ltd,,

Frederic B.

Ford-Smith Mach. Co., j.tnL, Km, Hamilton, Ont
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, HL

FITTINGS, CAST IRON
Cran,'

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Uich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.T.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

GRINDERS

FITTINGS

FLASKS, SNAP, ETC.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Diamond Clamp & Flask Co., Richmond, Ind.

DRYING OVENS FOR COKES
Can.

Co., Toronto. Onl.
Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detrodt, Michigan.
Joseph Dixon Cnicible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woo'liion. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigian.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, P».

(_'rane

Haeerstown, Md.

Oorporation,

Michigan.

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdr;. Supply Co.,
Can.

('i';ini'

AND "'ORTABLE

Independent Pneumatic To<d Co., C3iic*«o,

Pangbom

^'IRE

Detroit,

Hamilton. Ont.

Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton,
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.

FURNACE BLOWERS, ROTARY

Grand Rapids, Midi.

FIRE BRICK AND CL.iY

CEMENT
Frederic B. Stevens,
FIRK SAND

Facing Mill Co.,

4

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto Ont

LEATHER AND WOODEN

Co.,

Stevens,

FURNACES, BRASS

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Woodison, E. T.
Co.. Toronto, Ont
.Macliinciy

Co.. Toronto, Ont
Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Detroit, Midilgon.
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Hawlev Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton,
Hyde & Sons, Montreal. Que.
Woodison Co., E. J., Toronto.

Frederic B.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
KU'Ctric Furnace Oonstiiiotion Co.
General Combustion Co., Montreal.

Can.

Oliver

Haiv^n A Van Winkle
Dominiuu Fdri. Supply Co..

Can.

FURNACES

.

FILLETS,

Frederic B. Htevens, Detroit, Mlehigian.
National Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.
Obermayei Co., 3., Chicago, 111.
Woodiion Co., E. J.. Toronto.

FURNACE LINING

EXHAUST

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Harailtoa, Ont.
W. W. Sly <Mfg. Co., Cleveluid. Ohio.
buivezLa, b'redenc B,. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

FILLING MACHINES

CUPOLA LININGS BLOCKS

•

Cx>.,

Ont

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Torooto, Onu
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ob*.
Monarch Entfineering A Mfg. Co., Baltlmora, Md.
Can.

A'olumc XI.

FOUNDRY SUPPLIES

Ftard-Smiti Mach. Co.,. Ltd., The. Hamilton,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Obennayer & Co., S., Chicago, HI.

CRUCIBLES, KESEKVOIK, TILTING
lUBNACE, BOTTOM POUK, ETC.

Can. Hanson

MAN

FACINGS
Mo.

Louis,

CRUCIBLES

CUPOL.-V

FO U N D R Y

HELMETS

'

•.,

Pa.
Ill,

111.

,

'

Can. Hanson i Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
J. A. Spangler, Benton Hart>our, Mich.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, JkOdhlgan.
Woodiaon. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

HOISTING AND CONVEYING MACHINERY, ELECTRIC AND PNEUMATIC
ITartion * Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
'"an
Prederic B. Stevens, Detrrit, Midhlgan.

Vorfbem Orane Works.

Ltd..

Walke-rille.

AND PNEUMATIC
HOISTS, HAND, TROLLEY

Ont
Ont

HOISTS, CHAIN

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,

ID.

Co.. Toronto. Oat
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Northern Cmne Works. Walkerville.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Can. Hanson

& Van Winkle

IRON CEMENTS

Can, Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Pdry. Supply Co.,

Co.. Toronto. Oat
Ltd., Toronto. Ont

&

Sons, Montreal. Que.
Stevens Frederic P.. Detroit. Mich.
Wwndison Co.. E. J., Toronto.

Hyde

IRON FILLER

Can. Han.'wn * Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ost
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Ttfronto. Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich,
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

June. 10-20
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"ALBANY"

MOLDING SAND
Produced, Selected and Graded
for the Particular Work Required
by Men Who Know !

Albany Sand

&

ALBANY,

Supply Co.

N. Y.

51

CANADIAN

52

IRON SAND

Duiii.

JOINTERS
Grand Rapids, Mich.
TeiTe-Haut«.

Ind.

JOLT MACHINES AND SQCBEZERS

JOLT STRIPPERS
American .Molding Mach, Co., Terre-Haut«, Ind.
Davenport Mach. & Fdry. Co.. Davenport, Iowa.

KAOLIN
H«aaon & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Oat.
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Oni.
C*n.

Fredarlc B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

Out

Machinery Co»,

Gr.and

Rapids,

Mioh.

Joseph Uixou Crucible Co., Jersey City. .N.J.
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co., Hamilton, Gnt.
Northern Crane Works, Walkervllle.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Ud.
Obermayer Co., 8., Chicago, III.
Sly. W. W.. .Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland, O.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodlson, E. J., Co., Toronto, Out

LADLE HEATEHS
Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

0«n.

Co., Toronto, Gnt
Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton, Pa.
Monarch Engineering
Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

&

LADLE STOPPERS, LADLE NOZZLES
AND SLEEVES (GRAPHITE)
Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont,
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co.. Lti
Toronto. Oui.
Can.

.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Joseoh Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey Oitj, N.J
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

CORE

n^wrrrpver * Co. S.. Chicago,
Reynolds & Co., Toronto.

ni.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, .Michlean.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia. Pa.

MACHINE TOOLS

Ministry of Munitions, London, England
.Machinery Co., Grand Rapids, Midh.

.Machinery Co.,

WU.

Grand Rapids* Mich

MELTING POTS

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont,
Hamilton Facing MUl Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore Md

Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. .Mich.
Wrwvli,on. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont,

METALLURGISTS

Co.,

Toronto.

Hertey Co.. Ltd., Milton. Montreal. Que.
MeLain's System. Inc., Mnwankee, Wis.
Tnrrmtn Tp«finf T,«hr.r«torie«. Toronto.

MILLING MACHINES
Porrl-Smtth Mach. Co.. Ltd.,
MICA SCHIST

-nie,

H.mnt^ unt
xuumuoo,
Ont

Frederle B. Stevens, Detroit. Mlehlcan.
Pettinos. George F.. Philadelphia. Pa.

MINING AND QUARRYING MACHINERY
Mfg
Hanson

Co..

<^*T\.

A

National
Wf»vH-.T,.

MITTENS

Cambridge Sprlnn, Pa.
Van Wlnkl» Co., Tfvronlo. Ont

Engineering Co.. Chicago. lU
E. J.. Co. Toronto. Ont

•"rederie B.

Stevens,

MIXERS
National

Detroit. Mlrtilgan.

Bnjrineering

Co.,

Chicago,

HI

0«n. Hanoon & Van Winkle
Pom'nion Fdrv. Snnnly Co.,

Oo., Toronto, Ont
Ltd.. Toronto. OnA.
TKmiilton F»eine Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Wnodlson. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

MOLDING MACHINES
n.-rk-shj,v

Britannia

Mf^r.

Co.,

Foundry

Tlio.

Eng.
Co.. Toronto, Ont
The Cleveland Osbom Mfg. Co., ClereUnd, O.
Davenport Mach. & Fdry. Co., Daveaport, Iowa.
Dominion Fdrv. Sunoly Co.. Ltd
Toronto, Oikt.
Hamilton Fselne Mill Co. Hs'ntlton. Ont.
Orimes Molding Madiine Co., Detroit, Mich.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Tahor Mf(r. Co., Pha^-^elnhia.
Woodison. E. .T
Co.. Toronto. Ant
Co.,

Coventry,

On. H«n«on * Van Winkle

.

MOLDING SAND— SEE SAND
Fraderte B. Stevens. Detroit, Mlohlcan.
MOLDING SIFTERS

Haneon ft Van Winkle Oo., Toronto, Ont
DoDlalOD Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Frederic
Stevens, Detroit, MIAIgtut
Can.

.

w>,it.head

flrr«.

E.

MORTISBRS
Oliver

National Engineering Co.,
Froat Mfg. Co., Chicago,

Chicago,

III.

Hanson

fltepl

Co.

of

MiOh.

Ont
Ont

Ont

Ont

Dirnn CmeiMe Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont

.losepl)

Ont

Ont

tVinkte Co.. Toronto,
fr Vnn
Frederic B., Detroit, Mleh.
W, W. Wells Toronto.
Co Toronto. Ont
w,^.ii.„n v.. .7

Hanoon

J.,

Co., Ruffalo, N.T.
Co., Tsreoto, 0«t.

Machinery Co.,

Grand Hapids. Mich.

Ii«v»nrvoT+ Mach. & Fdry. Co.. Davenport,
Frederic B. oj-vens. Detroit, Mldligut

Iowa.

Fdrv. Co.. Davenport,
Detroit, MUhigan.

Iowa.

POWER SQUEEZERS

PRODUCTION LATHES
Oliver Machinerv Co.. Grand Rapids. Mixlh.
PPOTECTIVF WEARING APPAREL
.T..

Toronto.

PULLEYS, MAGNETIC

'Hr.. Han«mn * Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Magnetie Mfg. Ca. Milwaukee, Wis.
Stevens, Frederic B,, Detroit. Mich.

RETORTS

E.

J..

Co..

Pa.

Han-son

Ont

Van

ft

George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.T.
K J Woodison Co. Toronto.
Pettinos,

^_-_.,

^*-

Can. Hanson A
Fiederlc B. Stevens, Detroit, Ml*l«»a.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto Ont

SAND BLAST MACHINERY, BARRELS.
Toronto. Ont

Toronto.

Mfg.

^

Chicago. 111.
.
,
Mfg. Co.. The. CTeveland.
Co.. Toronto. Ont
.T

Co..

W. W..
<?lv.
Woodison. E.

„

O,

.

SANDBLAST MATERIAL Wcbwan.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit.
SANDERS
^
A
«<,*
^
Oliver Machinery Co.. Grand Rapids, M/l*.
SAND-MIXING MACHINERY
r,

SAND MILLS

^

.„_..,_

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, MlAta««.
National Engineering Co., Chicago, a..

SAND MOLDING

„
„
.
rw.
Ont
Toronto.
ft Van Winkle Co
Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co.. Ltd
Hamilton Facirnr Mill Co.. Hamflton, Ont
_
Hyde ft Sons. Montreal. Q««- ,
Can. Hanson

Pettinos. George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., F.iiffalo, .NT.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

Mldhlgut

RAMMING PLATES AND MACHINES
«wn,,^)«on.

Pittsburgh,

^^

PORCELAIN WARE
Crane Ltd.. Montreal.
POWER JOLT SQUEEZERS

E.

r^n,,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhtaian.
National Engineering Co., Chicago, ul.
Frost Mfg. Co.. Chicago. "1.
Ohto.
Standard Send A .Machine Oo.. Qeveland.
Woodison Co.. E. J., Toronto.

Indeivn'lrnt Pneumatic Tool Co.. Montreal.
The Holden Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

Co..

<]t..„i

,

PNEUMATIC TOOLS

Woodinon

p„„v,„.»

Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdrv. Supplv Co. T.M
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, MlAtjan.

Frost

PLATING AND POLISHING SUPPLIES

Detroit.

Frederic B. 8tev«is. Detroit,
G'lobe Steel Co., Mansfield, Ohio.

.

Toronto

Frederic B. Stevens,

SHOT
S*ND BLAST GRIT ANDMldhlgan.

Hanson ft Van Winkle Co..
Toronto. Ont
L'^
Dominion Fdrv. Supp'v Co
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. MWiigsn.

Chicago, TO.
Philadelphii, Pa.
P»ttino8. GeorRe
Btevens. Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
8..
F.,

ft

O.

Can.

Hyde & Sons. Montreal. Que.

Stevens.

Co..

MACmNERT
SAND CONVEYING
Van Winkle ^f^"- /£<«<" *<>

London, England.

Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. SuBpIy Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Ont

M»ch.

Mm

Hamnton FaHne

Corporation.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Mldhigwj.

Can.

B

Co.. Toronto.
Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
T,M.. ;;'7^""" J^'Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., ChlMgo, m.
Til.
National Eneineerine Co.. CMcnffo,

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

Pangbom

PLUMBAGO

Frederic

Pa.

„,,,-»
Ont

AND ACCESSORIES
SANDBLAST SUPPLIES
Hagerstown. Md.

PLANT AND MACHINERY

PavennoTt

EQUIPMENT

SANDBL.'.ST

Can.

nan. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Froderic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhi«an.
Joeeph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City, N,J.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.T.
Woodison. B. .T.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

Clin.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, MlAlgsn.
PirfcNinrh CnM*ed Ste°l Co.. Pittsburgh.
Torooto.
.T..

pj, „>,,„.„>,

AND FITTINGS
PHOSPHORIZERS

Co.

Pa.

BLAST ACCESSORIES

SAND BLAST HELMETS
Mich.
J. A. Spangler, Benton Hartwtir,
SAND BLAST SANDWinkle Co.. Toronto,

Crane Ltd., Montreal.

.T

Frederic B. SUrens, Detroit. Mldhi««n.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co.. Pltuburgh.

8*VT>

.

Crane Ltd., Montreal.

E.

IlL

Pangbom Corporation, Hagerstown, MO.
The. Cleveland.
W. W.. Mfe. Cn
Sly
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
United States Silica Co., Chioagp. HI.
Woodison. E. .T.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

PIPE, SOIL,

W(wM«r.n

Ont

.

Woodijon Oo, E.

BLACK AND GALVANIZED
Crane Ltd.. Monitreal.
PIPE JOINT COMPOUNDS

Obermayer Co.,

Tlie.

Can. Han«on ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
W. V<'. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

,

PIPE,

Ministry of Munitions.

ROTARY PUMPS
General ComhusUon Co.. Montreal.
RIP SAWS
I'ivsl.>ii W'Milwoiking Machinery Co.,
ROUGE

SANDBI..*ST ABRASIVES

Mich.

& Co., Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Canada. Hamilton. Ont

Leslie

C«n.

Iowa.

Toronto.

Frost Mfe. Co.. Chicaeo. 111.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Ml<&lgan.
Nationnl Engineerine Co.. Chicago,
Tornmto.
Woodison Oo. E. J

Mldhlgon.

PATTERN MILLING MACHINES
Oliver -Machinery Co.. Grand Kapids,
PATTERN SHOP EQUIPMENT.

J..

SAND MILLS

Grand Kapids, Mich.
Woodworking Machy. Co., Preston, Ont

Prcvston

HL

States SUica Co., Chicago. TH.
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Mldhlgan.
Co., E. J.. Toronbo.

.Machinery Co.,

Oliver

E.

Uhleaco,

Davenport,

Detroit, Micihlgan.

Stevens.

Woodison Co..

Co.,

Fdry. Co..

TJnited

Montreal

PATTERN MAKERS* BENCHES
Oliver .Machinery Co., Grand Kapids,
PATTERN MAKING MACHINES

Frederic B.

ft

Woodiaon

111.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit,
Pattern Works

O.

SAND

111.

PARTING COMPOUNDS
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Micftilgen,
Obermayer & Co., S., Chicago,
Woodison Co.. E. J., Toronto.
PATTERNS

Stevens,

MOLDERS' TOOLS

Woortlaon.

WET AND DRY

PANS,

A. C.

Oliver

MAGNETIC SEPARATORS

Macnetie Separator Co.. Milwaukee,
Magnetie Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee. Wia.

Co,

PATTERN SHOP MACHINERY
I'lv.stmi \VfK*lw.)ikiiig Machinerv Co., The.
PATTERN WAX
United Compound Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
PIG IRON

LUBRICATING GRAPHITE

DinK'.q

OXYGEN

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toromto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mlcihigan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd,, Hamilton.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Wno^'lonn E. .T.. Co. Tr.Trm*r\. Ont

LEGGINGS

Btystooe

Davenport Mach.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midiigian.
.Monarch Engineering ft Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Oibermayer Co,, S., Chicago, lU.
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co., Cleveland. Ohio.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
0.xygen

MWhlean.

HAMMER, COMPRESSION
Independent Pneumatic Tool
ROLLOVER MACHINES

OPEN HEARTHS

DoininiiHi

Ont
Ont

Co., Toronto,
Ltd.. Toronto,

Stevens, Detroit,
Co., Toronto.

RIVETERS, PNEUtlATIC, HYDRAULIC

Grand Rapids, Mioh.

Machinery Co.,

iHT<>«itg«Ti

Detroit,

Reynolds &
Sly, W. W., Mfg, Co.. The, Cleveland.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Combustion Co., Montreal.

Hanson & Van Winkle Oo., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Gnu

Kawin

Frederic B.

OILSTONE GRINDERS
Oliver

Stevens,

Hanson ft Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

OIL METERS
General

Frederic B.

Pre.stan Woodworking Machy. Co., Preston. Ont
Woodison Ooi, E. J., Toronto.

Can.

F. M., Oooinersville, Ind.

Can.

Can.

Charies C.

&

H.

RIDDLES, ELECTRIC

RESIN

AND GAS FURNACE BLOWERS

General Combustion Co., Montreal.

LADLES, FOUNDRY

Oliver

Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

.Stevens,

OVENS FOR CORE-BAKING
AND DRYING

KNIFE GRINDERS

OIL,

Hanson & Van Winkle Oo., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdi^. Sujpply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facma Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Ud.

OIL

Sons, .Montreal, Que.
S., Chicago, IlL
Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., New York, N.T.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont
ft

Obermayer Co.,

Stevens,

AND GAS FURNACES

OIL

Roorts Co., P.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton,
Whitehead Bros. Co., BuffaJo. N.Y.
Woodijon. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont,

Hyde

Philadelphia, Pa.

F.,

Cen.

Americatf .Molding Mach. Co., Terre-Haute, Ind.
C«n. Hanaon & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, u«t.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Onu
Pradvile B. Stereiu, Detroit, Miehlgan.
Orimes Molding Machine Co., Detroit, Mich.
Woodijon, E. J., Co., Toronto. Onu

LINSEED

George

Pettinos.

Mach. Co..

.Molding

Detrodt Mlohican.

Stevens,

NORTH RIVER SAND

JOLT ROCKOVERS

Oliver

SAND BLAST

Frederic B.

Oliver Machinery Co.,

Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont

Can.

Co.

(.)x.\yiii

.NOZZLES,

Volume XI.
RIDDLES

NITROGEN

Globe Steel Co., Mtnafleld, Ohio.
Pitubuivb Cnuhed atol Ca, PltUburfb. Pk.

American

UNDRYMAN

F

SAND SIFTERS
Ont

Ont

Can. Haneon ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Jossph Dixon Cruofble Co.. Jereey City, N.J.
Jonathan Bartley CnidWe Co., Trenton, N.J.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Torooto, Ont

Battle Creek Sand Sifter Co..

BatUe Creek. MwhCo.. Toronto,
Ltd.. Toronto,

Ont
OaC

Frederic B. Sbevois, Detroit, MVfclpui.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. HamUton. Ont.
Preston Woodworking Machy. Co., Preston,
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Ont

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..

SAND RAMMERS (PNEUMATIC)
The.
Cleveland

Pneumatic Tool Co.,

-Ill

no.

CANADIAN
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MANUFACTURING c«MAGNETIC
MILWAUKEE,
Buried Treasure — and the foundry refuse heap
WIS.

U.

A.

S.

This magnetic separator, equipped with the powerful "high duty" magnetic
pulley, will reclaim every scrap of iron and steel from your foundry refuse.
The saving of nails and core rods, and even particles that are too small to be
detected, will in a short time pay for the installation.
Your refuse heap may be costing you thousands of dollars a year. Let us show
you how to save this money.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES

DOMINION FOUNDRY SUPPLY CO.
TORONTO, ONT.

MONTREAL, QUE.

SAMSON
Wire Wheel Brush Sections
^f:*'-^

u III

No Hub or
Holder
Required

liii

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

III

1

P

Shot Blasting
Instead of Sand Blasting

Samson
embody

secti o

n

s

Ensures 100%

convenient and practical

a

method

Cleaner Castings

of

building a wheel
any desired width

Globe chilled shot leaves a perfectly smooth
surface an important factor where castings
are to be enamelled sand leaves a sand coat-

—

of face.

They have a metal disc centre punched to fit
any "size of spindle, thus requiring no hub or

SHOT DOES NOT WEAR THE HOSE, NOZZLE OR MACHINE AS FAST AS SAND,
AND IT CLEANS EASILY 100% BETTER.

holder.
A. trial order will convince you that Samson
Wire Wheel Bi'ush Sections save time and
labour and outlast other makes from 33 1-3

Let us

per cent, to 50 per cent.

The Manufacturers Brush

tell

you more about

it.

THE GLOBE STEEL

Co.

CLEVELAND, OHIO
llTReade Street, New York

—

ing.

MANSFIELD, OHIO

^

y

CO.

"

i

When

II

III

ill

|l

1

iiiillliill

P

you think of a crucible think of

DIXON

and remember
that the Dixon name

Canadian Foundryman
is

issued every

keep

you

month and

well

informed

stands for the longest
and widest experience
in the crucible industry.

will
pLACK-L||
in

Write for Booklet No. 27.A.

Made

foundry practice.

MU

SI

in Jersey City, N.J.,

by the

JOSEPH DIXON
CRUCIBLE COMPANY

^^^

Established 1827

^^);^

C A N A
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"OILGAS" INDUSTRIAL FURNACES
Made-in-Canada
More Economical Than

Coal^ Producer Gas, or

Now

Consult us

Powdered Fuel

and Save Money

GENERAL COMBUSTION CO. OF CANADA, LIMITED
619-623 New Birks Building, Montreal
"EXPERTS IN ECONOMICAL COMBUSTION OF LIQUID FUELS"
SAND RIDDLES
Frederic B. Sterens,

Woodoson Oa,

E.

Battle Creek Sand Sifter Co.. Battle Creek. Mich
Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Mldhigan.
Woodiaon Oa, E. J.. Toronto.

SAW SHARPENERS
Olirer Machinery Co.,
SAW BENCHES

Grand Rapids, Micb.

Machinery' Co.,

Grand Rapids, ^icb.

Stevens,

Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Onit.
Detroit, Mlcliisian.

Ding's Magnetic Separatoi

SEPARATORS. MAGNETIC: STANDARD
AND SPECIAL
Magnetic Mfg. Co., Milnatikee, Wis.

SEPARATORS, MOISTENERS, OIL FOB

SHOT

Grand Rapids,

Omt

POWER AND HAND

&

SIEVES
Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..
Can.

Cft.,

Ltd..

Toronto.
Toronto.

Ont.
Onit.

Frederic B. SteTens, Detroit, iMldhigas.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

Can. Hanson

& Van Winkle

Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Ltd.. Toronto, On*.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,
Frederic B. Sterens, Detrodt, Michigan.
Hyde & Sons', Montreal, Que.
Pcttinos, George F., Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

SILICA ROCK,

AVn

Co., Toronto, Ont
Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Joseph Dixon Pnicible r"o.. Jersey City. N.J
Woodison. F T
Co.. Toronto. Ont

SLIP JACKETS

Diamond Clamp & Fla^k Co.. Richmond.
The S. Obermayer Co., Chdcago.

SNAP FLASKS
Oliver Machinery Co.. Grand Rapids.
SNAP FLASK BANDS
S. Olwrm.iv.T Tf...
Til..
SNAP FLASK BOTTOM PLATES
Fla.sk

Co..

Ind.

Mich.

Richmond, Ind.

SNAP FLASKS. WOOD. CHERRY AND OAK
Thr S. Obemiaver Co.. Chicago.
SNAP MOLD JACKET
Diamond Clamp & Flask Co., Richmond.
The S. Obermayer Co. Chicago.

Ind.

,

SMALL ANGLK*
&

Montreal, Que.
Can Han.oon & Vnn Winkle '^o. Toronto.
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Micblgan.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
Co.,

Ont

.

Grand

Ont.

Fradcrie B.
,«vens, Detroit, Michigan.
Can. Han.son * Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
'^nn. 'Rnrt w>i<.ota
'Hamilton. Ont

SURFACE PLANERS
Oliver Machinery Co.,
SWING
Ford-Smith Mach. Co..
SWING GRINDFRS

Ont

Grand Rapids. Midh.

Co.,
Ltd..

Out

Toronto.
Toronto. Onit

Machinery Co..

Grand Rapids, Midh.

Rapids.

Co., St.

TANKS. OIL AND WATER

Louis,

Mo.

Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

Hanson h Van Winkle Co.. Toronto fint
J.t^
Fdrv. Supplv Pn
Toronto. Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Hamilton Facini? ^ffll Co. Hamilton. Ont.
Hyde
Sons. MontretJ, Que.
'T.<,,Hi«nn
v..
J.. Co., Toronto. Ont
Cnn.

r>r,niinion

.

TENONERS
Grand

Rapids,

Mich.

Hersey Co.. Ltd.. Milton.
r-on

Montreal.

Que.

rRjTIRI.FS \Nn FUNNELS

r(,in=-n

«

v,.Ti

Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont

TOOLS. PNEUMATIC

TONGS. SHAKE OFF
Diamond Clamp & Flask
Tl<
Hni.

\rK.

<>\

Co.,

Richmond, Ind.

F.KIIEAD

Winkle

St

Ont

Toronto.

Do.,

Co.,

Ixmls,

Mo.

Ltd..

'fnronto.

Oat

HEAVY

VALVES, PRESSURE SEATED
(PNEUMATIC)
Cleveland

VENT

Pneumatic Tool Co., The.

WA.N
Detroit, Uidiisan.

Stevens,

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toroato. 0»t.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Onrt
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.

Hyde & Sons, Montreal, Que.
UniVd Compound Co.. Buffalo, N.T.
Woudison.

Detroit,

Michigan.

E.

Co.,

J.,

Ont

Toronto.

Berkshire iMfg. Co., The.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.., Toronto,
Pressed Steel Oo., Muskegon, Midh.
Tabor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Ont
Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldblgan.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
i:v<vidi«nn. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Ont.

WELDING AND CUTTING SUPPLIES
I><jminion

Oxygen Co.

WHEELBARROWS

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Mldhigan.
Hvde & Sons, Montreal. Que.

Woodison Co..

E.

J.,

Toroata

WHEELS, GRINDING
Can.

Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto
Hart WH-<Is. JTamilton. Ont.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd.. The, Hamilton,
Woodison. E I.. Co.. Toronto Ont

Ont
Ont

WHEELS. POLISHING. ABBASIVK

Hanson H- V-n Winkle <^o., Toronto. Out.
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd., The. Hamlltan. Ont.
Hamilton Fncine 'Mill ^o.. Hamilton. Onv.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
TTnited Compound Co.. Buffalo. N.T.

Can

\xTrto^]s»m

F.

Co..

J..

WIND GATES
Rorrts Oo.. P. H. &
WIRE WHEELS

F.

Ont

Toronto.
.M.,

Connersville, Ind.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, On*.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamlltoo, Ont

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

WIRE. WIRE RODS AND V*1LS
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldhlgan.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle C".. Torootc.
Steel Co. of Canada. Hamlltoo.
Ti*
,i.,^j;«,
Trtrnnto
T
^o

—
WOOD LATHERS

Machinen- C"

.

<;rnnd

Ont

Ont
Rapids,

Midi.

WOODWORKING MACHINES
Oliver Machinery Co.. Grand Rapids,
Pivston .\\'iM^l\v(.iM<ini,' .Mac'himrj- Co.

WOOD TRIMMERS
'Oliver

TROLLEYS 4X0 TROLLEY SYSTEMS

Frederic B.

& Van

UNIONS
Crane Ltd., Monitreal.
VALVES (IRON), STANDARD. EXTRA

Oliver

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, HI.
Keller Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

Mich.

M«p--nn f.- Van Winkle f^n.
Tirninu.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.

Turtis Pnenmalic Machy.

TEK'XfTvr:

Hanson

Curtis Pneumatic Machy.

'''an.

Ltd.. The, Hamilton, Ont.

Frederic B. ateven«. Detroit. Michlean.
Ford-^Tnith Mach. Co.. Ltd.. The, Hamilton. Ont.
WonrTison 0>.. E. J.. Toronito.

TALC

Can.

TURPENTINE

WALL CHANNELS

STONES. RUBBING AND OIL

Oliver "Machinery Co..

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, .Vficihiean.
Hamilton Facing Mill (X.. Hamilion "ni
Fettinos., George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
I
Won^iison. K
Co.. Toronto, Ont

SPEED LATHES
Oliver Machinery Co..
SPELT KK BOWLS

Co.. Toronto,
Co.. Toronto. Ont

TESTS OF MATERIALS

SOAl'.STONE
Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co

J..

Frederic B. S[«ven8, Detroit, Michigan.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
nominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Onit
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison, E. J., f^n.. Toronto. Ont

Frederic B.

Ont

Mich.
Toronto. Ont

Detroit,

Co..

J..

VIBRATORS

&

Ltd.,

Can.

Hanson & Van Winkle

Woodison. E.

Oliver

Diamond Clamp & Flask Co. Richmond. Tnd
Tho S. Ohermnver Cr>.. Chlicaco.

Leslie

Ont.

SWITCHES, I-BEAM

.

A. O.

Ind.

SWING SAWS

'''liicago.

SNAP FLASH JACKETS
H. OlxTm,av<T ("n.
Tim.
SNAP FLASK TRIMMINGS

.

Richmond.

STTRREFS. GRAPHITE

Dominion Fdry. Supply

Co..

Co.,

Toronto.

J.,

A. C. Leslie & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Can. Hanson & Van Vl'inkle Co., Toronto.
Northern Crane Works. Walkerville.
Steel Co. of Canada. Hamilton, Ont
Wfwiison. E J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

Can.

Ont.

SKI.MMERS, GRAPHITE
Can. Han.son & Van Winkle

Diamond Clamp &
The S. ObormaVfr

E.

Corporation, Hageistown. Md.
A. C. Leslie & Co., Limited, Montreal, Que.

Co., Toronto,
B. Bterena, Detroit, Mlcbigan.
Hyde & Sons, Montreal, Que.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Frederic B.,

Frederic B. Stevens,

Diamond Clamp & Flask

Pangbom

VMteis

Mo.

Crane Ltd.. Montreal.

STEEL RAILS

T-TTT.VFRTrFr)
HAnaoB & Van Winkle

lOuL

Pa.

STEEL PLATES

GROUND

liouis.

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toroota, On*.
Can.

Walkerville
Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
\\„oriicnn. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

STKKL BARS. ALL KINDS

WASH

SILICA

St

Co.,

Northern Crane Works.

STEEL BANDS
Co.,

Ont

Toronto.

Co..

J..

E.

Stevens,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co.. Pittsburgh.

Woodison

VVoodi.»on.

Remolds & Co., Toronto.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Tan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Wooilison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

Frederic V. Qterejsa, Detroit. Mldilcan.
Obermayer
Co., S., Chicago, 111.
Woodison Oo., E. J., Toronto.

Detroit, Michigan.
Co., Toronto, Ont.
Ltd.. Toronto, On*.

Stevens,

TURNTABLES

Co., Toronto, Ont
Ltd., Toronto, Onrt.

STKEL GRIT

SHOVELS

Frederic B.

Woodison. E.

STEEL. CRUSHED
Pa.

Ont

Ont

Toronto,

Co..

J..

Hamilton Facing MUl Co.. Hamilton,

General ComJbustion Co., Montreal.

Sterens, Deitiadt, MiohJcan.
Globe Steel Co.. Man.sfield, Ohio.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co.. Pittsburgh,
Woodiaon Co., E. J., Toronto.

E.

Can. Haniiou & Van Wmkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,
Wells, Toronto.
\V. W.

Stevens,

STEAM TURBINES

(Mdcb.

Frederic B.

Can

MldUgaa.

Tabor -Mfg. Co., Philadelphia,
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

Stevens, Detroit, MidhiguL
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

SHAPESS
Co.,

Frederic B.

Ont.

Frederic B.

& Co.. S., Chicago, HI.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldhigoji.
Oo., E. J., TorooAo.

oodlson.

TRUCKS, DBTEB AND KACTO«Y

Co., Toronto.
Ltd., Toronto,

Stevens, Detroit,

\

Cuitis Pneumatic Machy.

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,
Can.

Northern Crane Works, Ltd.. Walkerville.

TKIPOLI

TROLLEYS, SINGLE I-BEAM

SQUEEZER MOLDING MACHINES

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

Obennayer

.Macliinery

Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

Woodison,

SQUEEZERS,

Ha^istown, Md.

Woodison
Oliver

SPRUE CUTTERS
Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdij. Supplj Co., Ltd., Toronto, Oat
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.

Dominion Fdry. Supply

COMPRESSED AIR
Pangbom Corporation,
SEA COAL

Battle Creek Sand Sifter Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mlcblcan.
Woodison Oa, E. J., Toronto.

Can.

SEPARATORS
Frederic B. Steyena.

Can.

SPRAYERS

SAND SIFTERS, HAND

Oliver

Hanson i Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Onit
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Unt

Joseph Diion Crucible Co.. Jersey City, Pa.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

UicOilgan.
Toronto.

Detroit,

J.,

Machinpr\'

Co..

Midh.

Grand Rapids, Midi.

WOODWORKERS' VISES
Oliver

Machinery Co.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Ont
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PIG IRON

(ELECTRIC FURNACE)

SILICON

to 3.SO%
PROMPT SHIPMENT FROM FURNACE

&

A. C. LESLIE

MONTREAL

LIMITED

CO.,

CRANEiT

The
buy

Don't
crane

or

Montreal
Pattern

a

hoist

without investNorth-

igating

ern

Made

Canada.
Also
Foundry Equipment.
in

Works

Products
a

line

of

NORTHERN CRANE WORKS

242 Clarke Street

LIMITED
WALKERVILLE
Cranei,

CupeUs

-

-

Montreal, P.Q.

ONTARIO

Ladles. Hoitta,
Etc.

Tumblers

rnaces
High-grade Bronzes
for

Engineering Purposes
CASTINGS
INGOTS

FORGINGS
RODS
ROLLS
SHAPES

"WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG"

ANODES
Any

style or

shape

Quality Guaranteed
Why

American
Manganese Bronze Co.
Holmesburg,

Phila., Pa.

import your anodes when you
quicker
guaranteed quality,
and can save duty and eliminate tbe annoyance of deariag at the
cuHtoma by buying from us?
can

get

dellTery,

May ve send you
and

full

deaeriptiTe pamphlet
particulars?

W. W. WELLS, Toronto

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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TUMBLING BARRELS

No. 4 Horizontal Type
Tumbling barrels save time and Jabor in metal finishing operations, both before and after plating.
C. H. & V-W Tumbling Barrels are made in several
shapes and sizes for both dry and wet tumbling.
Illustration at the left shows the Polygonal Horizontal Tumbling Barrel. Made of cast iron and is
water tight.
The great number of angles cause the work to tumble
freely and thus the operation is shortened compared
MADE IN CANADA. We carry a full line

with old style round barrels. Made in three sizes:
No. 1 barrel 161/2" x 18"— No. 2 barrel 161/2" x
24'— No. 3 barrel 19" x 30". Illustration at the right
shows the No. 4 Horizontal Tumbling Barrel, size
20" x 30".
It is watertight and easily accessible;
handles large pieces of work as the opening has
been extended full length so as to admit pieces
almost as long as the barrel itself. Full details in
our bulletin No. 123. Send for it.

of Burnithing Ball*. Leather Meal,
Cleaning Compounds and suppliea required in finishing all kinds of work

The Canadian Hanson

& Van

Winkle

Co., Limited

15-25 Morrow Avenue, Toronto, Canada
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Stevens Specialties
Bring Results
After all is said and done the chief element of success in
the sale of specialized
products IS their ability to produce results— economically— and
satisfactorily
All of these specialties have been tried in the crucible
of experience and found to
measure up to the highest standards.

Foundry

Specialties

Buffing Compositions

^*ys When Flour. Molasses, and sundry edible things
r..I}l
may be used ,n a Foundry are rapidly passing.
Linseed Oil.
cl-mbed the golden stair of high prices. The founaI'J"^^ who thinks in
dryman
the future must use substitutes or
his dream of profits will end in a
nightmare of losses. Here
are the profit savers.

DRY BINDERS
Stevens' King Kore Kompound, a black
dry powder, but
containing two adhesives, one to bind the
green cores, so
that when cores are not baked promptly
the strength of th?
green core permits handling without injury;
another that
develops its strength under heat of core
oven.
The idea!
combination.
It
is
used successfully when making large

»"^,

'^'"'^^

~

STEVENS' WHITE ROSE BUFFING COMPOSITION

For "coloring up" cutlery of all kinds and
castings WHITE ROSE is beyond comparison

STEVENS' CORE

GUM

Another dry binder but not of black color. A real
artist
might call it mouse-tint" but we will call it "gray"
in color
but a shiner in effect. It is used for small
intricate cores,
Where Linseed Oil was once thought necessary and
with great

success.
Its greater victories are with the
small delicate
cores where nothing but pure linseed has
been considered
before; none of these Compounds are
noisv with odor. They
are well behaved from start to finish.

STEVENS' CORE PASTE
The only substitute for high-grade flour; not the flour
that
has masqueraded when mixed with plaster,
Silica, etc., as
tlour, but the real hot biscuit raw material.
Of course it contains no flour, but you wouldn't know that,
so well does it
take Its place. Here is still a stock of
Dextrine, Rosin, and
Molasses (New Orleans black strap). The wand of the
fairy
IS liable to touch their prices
every day— get in early

LIQUID CORE BINDERS
Stevens' Core Oils wherever used are a synonym
for Core
qualities; strength, sharp edges, durability,
quick bakin?
and quick removal from casting.

Stevens Gargara

Emery

The superiority

of this emery lies in its practical results.
acts as an abrasive, it exercises its cutting
qualities then
crushes and polishes. Two services are thus rendered
with
but one material. Stevens Gargara Emery gives the
results
desired.
All numbers.
In kegs of 350 lbs.
It

FREDERIC

all

^

light steel

Also for buffing brass or nickel the results
obtained are a
delight

to the eye.
of nickel or brass is brought out to the
greatest
advantage
Wherever a brilliant finish is required, it is
.''^"^
backgrounds
are liable to
'^"P
J'''^'o^'P",''*"y
ITfin
be filled.
Particles left in the work are easily washed
out
fut up in airtight hermetically sealed cans.
-Samples free

The beauty

STEVENS' "ZZZ" COLORING COMPOSITION

sometimes called "chunky"

or
"tr^,
Diocky —also^'f"
for engine beds, machine tools, railway equipment, and cores for steel castings of all descriptions.
One
uetroit Foundry-a large one- reported a
saving of sixteen
dollars per day after ceasing old methods
and when using
K.ing Kore Kompound with Glutrin—
not a necessary but a
good combination.

^^^ things required by stove makers, brass plants

and°rther^

For coloring copper and brass castings,
or plated work.
'*• fi"ings-spun brass or cast brass-use my

"777..^'r^7
^z./^
Coloring Composition.
Contains no unsaponifiable material, does not
smear the
work, gives a lustrous finish, cleans quickly.
It gives to brass the glory
of gold.
Equally as good on copper.

Sample for

trial free.

STEVENS' UNION MAID WHITE POLISH

A superior lime composition for coloring all kinds of
nickel
plated work.
Imparts that beautiful
blue-white finish— the looking
""..ng
glass lustre.

Work
in

is

economically cleaned-for

"UNION MAID"

grain and will easily wash out of deep
backgrounds
Sample on request.

is

fine

Buffing Wheels
Three great values:

STEVENS' SPANISH FELT WHEELS

From the highest grade selected wool, light in weight
and
superfine
quality. Let me quote prices.

m

STEVENS' LIBERTY FELT WHEELS
Same as Spanish Felts but a trifle coarser wool
many uses just as good. Reasonably cheap in price. But

for

STEVENS' FELT-SUB WHEELS
Cost half the price of Spanish Felts and wear several
times
as long.
Save glue and emery. Used by stove, automobile

and brass manufacturers.

One brass manufacturer says the
them to the felt wheel. He has purchased 78 of
them in a few months. One automobile manufacturer
has
bought .500 from me since January first.
Samples of any wheels on order. Give size and number
nien prefer

desired.

B.

STEVENS

Manufacturer of Foundry and Electro-Plating Supplies and Equipment

DETROIT, MICH.

Order from the nearest branch
EXPORT WAREHOUSE:

Wind«.,, 0„t.

:

EASTERN SELLING AGENTS: Standard Machinery &

Supplie..

C o., Montreal, Quebec

CAN A

I) I

AN
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Cylinder Casting Shop of
Co., Limited, Sarnia, Ont.

Holmes Foundry

The new cylinder production unit
Company, Limited, at Sarnia, Ontario,

of the

of the value of specialized

ser\ ice.

The

structure

was

engineering

Holmes Foundry

offers striking evidence

specifically designed to

house the equip-

ment and appliances

best adapted to cylinder production, and
the whole constitutes a veritable machine for producing castings withovit lost motions and at a minimum cost.

you contemplate the erection of a foundry we would like
ha\ e you see the Holmes and other foundries which we have
If

to

designed.

Our

service

is

radically different from that of an ordinary en-

gineer or architect. Let us

THE

H. M.

tell

you why and how,

LANE COMPANY

Industrial Engineers

OWEN
Canadian

Office:

BUILDING

The H. M. Lane

-

DETROIT, MICH.

Co., Limited,

La Belle Block, Windsor, Ontario
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WHITEHEAD'S
Albany Sand
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11

in 1850

Established

H
m
m
a
We

are the original producers and largest shippers
the Albany and North River Territory.

from

Over seventy years experience in the selection, production and distribution of dependable moulding sands.

n
Write for "Albany Sand" Booklet.

Bl
|i

WHITEHEAD BROTHERS COMPANY
Providence
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Co-operation With Kawin
Assures Better Paying Production
assistance Kawin Service will make your foundry more profitable. How?
By studying your conditions; by making sure your equipment is right, and properly
In
used; bv the economic utilization of space; by the use of proper mixtures.
helping
and
practice
foundry
your
of
detail
short; by going thoroughly into every
you better them.

With your

There is no guesswork about Kawin Service. Our service staff consists of men who
have a practical knowledge of foundry work. Each is an expert in his own particular line, and they get results!
Kawin Service
Design and Construction of FounCupola Experts
dries

Metallurgists

Chemists

Foundry Engineers
Expert Foundrymen

Co-operation and Creation of an
Organization
Development of Production
Expert Assistance in All Branches
of the Plant.

Kawin Service is guaranteed to save you at least 100% over and above
we send a representative to discuss fully the benefits of Kawin to you?

Charles C.

its cost.

Shall

Kawin Company, Limited

Chemists, Foundry Engineers and Metallurgists

307 Kent Building, Toronto, Can.
Buffalo, N.Y.

Dayton, Ohio

Chicago,

111.

San Francisco,

Cal.

lulv.
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More Canadian Products!
High Exchange
Rates Compel It
rates arc

iliuli

exchaii,s>e

many

thiniiv al)roa(l.

(lie

To

lialance

ranadians should

ducts.

l'-si)e<'ialiy

to

fi'oui

chan.ue rates

t'onndrynien

follow

this

By

pur-

us you are assured of produc(>: equal

— further,

you are assured prompt serbe foruotten in these days of

shipmcut.< froiu

uettin.u:

l)uy uiade-in-('anada pro-

sliduld

factor not to

a

vice,

adverse trade

imported lines and you save costly ex-

l>est

tlie

buying too

of

tliis

ordering foundry supplies.

advice wiuMi
cliasiuii

result

correct

o\-er the

line, owinu, to

HARDWOOD
SNAP
FLASKS

the

diiliculties of transportation.

The
list

three products illu<tratod are

now

addedi to our

of luade-in-Canada foundry equipment.

remember, you can
\alue for your coicd Canadian dollai" by
\\'oodi.<on"s equi]tment and supplies.

you are

the market

in

Hardwood Snap
Tliere
,ind

is

no

makinji a

made from

llask

your castings.

spriupiug

They

are

materials best adapted to resist moisture

an<l arc strong

ing,

hinges

-izes

and

invite

in

full

orderhi}.!;

Flasks

daii.uer of a \Voodi.-«'on
shift

When
,i>"e(

fit

and durable.

Snaps are quick actStandard
easily.
made up promptly to order. We
Write for quotations.

snugly and work

shaiu's

eixjuiries.

Steel Slipover Jacket
-thother Wooilixai product fui'uished in any size
without handle if desired, for use in ramming inIn ordering, state whether sitraighl
side snap IliLsk.
or tai)ered, and give the exact size of inside of llasks.

Steel
The
up

ste^l

band? .shown

Bands
in

illustration are

rammed

mold. In ordering give .size of flask at
])arting. and our .standard is to make the outside of
This allows it to drop
the l)and V^tli smaller.
in the

easily

hold"

and

will

ram

out tight against the

fla>^k

and

STEEL BANDS

it.

The

E. J. Woodison Company, Limited
Foundry Supplies and Fire Brick

TORONTO
CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN.
$2.00: in the United .Sutes.
the Post Office Department.

ONTARIO

Vol. XI., No. 7.
Published monthly, at 143-1.>3 University Ave., Toronto, Can. Subscription price in Canada,
July, 1920.
$2..iO.
Entered as second-class matter July Ist, 1»12. at the Post Office at Buffalo, under Act of March 3rd, 1879, and at
Ottawa. Canada.
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The Standard
Core and Facing Sand Mixing Machine
O-A Standard Improved Sand Mixer

No.

Cuts over and mixes 4 cu. ft. of sand 120 times a
equivalent to the labor of 50 men.
Screens, tempers and mixes sand in one continuous operation and with but one handling.

minute

—

When

the batch

into a

wheelbarrow or car by opening the

is

prepared

it

may

be emptied
dis-

charge gate underneath the mixer.

From three to five minutes mixing will uniformly blend and temper Core and Facing Sand
with any tempering liquid or binding compounds which may be used. The cost of hand
labor to do this work would pay for a STANDARD MIXER in a few days. Furnished with or
without screen.

WE MEET THE TONNAGE REQUIREMENTS OF DIFFERENT
FOUNDRIES WITH SIX SIZES OF "STANDARD" MIXING
MACHINES, RANGING FROM 1 TO 60 TONS PER HOUR.

No. 4 Standard Improved

Sand Mixer
Cuts over and mixes 27 cu.
of sand at one batch

ft.

EQUIVALENT TO THE
LABOR OF 200 MEN.
•

Designed to meet the requirements of large foundries.
Will mix sand in
large quantities for core,
facing, heap or backing
sands.

THE STANDARD SAND & MACHINE
CLEVELAND, OHIO,

U.S.A.

CO.

lulv.
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MONARCH
FURNACES
Investigate

Your Foundry

Equipment Rigidly
Don't

o-ucss

which equipment

will

gi\e the greatest service.
Investislight difference in the efficiency will make a considerable
balance in actual dollars and cents
at the end of each month.
Which
gate!

A

side will

you have

this

balance on

loss or profit?
If

or

Monarch Melting Furnace
any other Monarch equipment

it's

a

vou can depend upon every feature
beine according to modern foundry
practice.

Rockwell

Monarch Coke Tilting Crucible Melting FurEquipped with hopper feed and shake
rests above ground made for various
size crucibles.
Unequalled for econiomy and

Double

efficiency in its class.

Chamber

Monarch Double Chamber Melting FvriKice.
^^'hile melting in one chamber the exhaust
heal brings the other chamber to the melting

Monarch

Melting
Furnace.

No
Crucibles

nace.
grates

;

;

point.
Fuel cost is extremely low.
No
crucibles required.
Burns oil or ga.s.
"With your supply of fuel united, and the
prices away up; with
deliveries behind
1

schedule and labor scarce, you must operate
efficiently.

You need Monarch equipment

now more than

ever.

All evqwries promptly av.wercd.

The Monarch Engineering

&
1206

Manufacturing Co.

American Bldg.

Baltimore, Md., U.S.A.

SHOPS AT CURTIS BAY, MD.
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Sand Rammers
A saving of 75%
It's

a big saving

— but

in time

it's

and labor

not the only feature

Thor Pneumatic Rammers. They produce
better castings, with more uniformity in weight,

jpf

mold, and an absence of
material due to poorly rammed molds.

no "straining"

damage

to

in the

The Thor catalogue

describes

many money-

saving tools for the foundry. Send for your copy
to-day.

Independent Pneumatic Tool Company
Chicago, U.S.A.

Toronto,

W innipeg.

Montreal,

Vancouver

The Perplexing Coal Question
coal shortage in the winter of 1919 seriously
Reports indicate that a
crippled many industries.
similar condition will occur this year. This will na-

The

Many
turally result in a sharp advance in prices.
far-sighted executives are anticipating this problem
by changing from an indirect heating system to the
direct.

Mechanical Hot Blast Heater
Saves up to

50% Fuel— Furnishes More Heat

The patented coal-saving feature in the Mechanical Hot Blast
Heater is simple. Instead of allowing the heat to immediately
escape to the ceiling as is the case with an indirect system, the
heat is forced horizontally near the floor level in the direction
needed.

You

will be surprised

at the

way

this direct heating

Recombottom from your coal bills.
mended and used in America's finest shops and foundries. The
ventilating feature eliminates fumes and steam that undermine the health and working efficiency of your employees.
This is especially important in foundries.
system

will

force

the

For Further Information Address

Robert Gordon,
Branch

Offices:

Inc.,

Grand Central

628 W. Monroe St., Chicago,

Palace,

Canadian Agents:

E. J.

New

York, N.Y.; Pittsburgh

Woodison

Co., Ltd.,

Sun

Bldg., Detroit,

Toronto and MonUeal

Michigan

111.
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Dominion
THE
announces the

Oxygen Company,

Ltd.,

satisfactory progress of

its

building program.

Work on

the Toronto Plant

is

making

ex-

headway and a suitable site has been
purchased in Montreal where construction
work will promptly begin.
Land for the additional plants provided for
cellent

the initial plans of the Company
negotiated for in leading cities.

in

Meanwhile a

is

being

Service System is
undergoing organization and a net-work of suitably located warehouses and service stations
will

practical

be established.

Pending further announcement the oxygen
users of the Dominion are invited to write for
detailed information as to the broad scope and
liberal policy of the Dominion Oxygen Company, Ltd.

DOMINION OXYGEN COMPANY,
Hiilcrest

Ltd.

Park

Toronto, Canada

\

D4

/
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Am (piMPRESSORS

F^^?,

Sectional View
Model "A'* Compressor

Self -Lubricated

CURTIS AIR COMPRESSORS are simple, durable and economical.

Curtis Air Compressors are automatically
lubricated by a controlled splash system
with regula table sight
feed for c>-linder oiling. Have 80 per cent
more cooling surface

They

are a product of over twenty-five years exp>erience specializing in the
manufacture of pneumatic machinery. As a result there is no air compressor built thatwill give
greater service. After thorough i nvestigation the Curtis has been installed as standard equipment in some of the largest and most modern plants in the country. Write for full information.

Curtis Pneumatic Machinery Company

than any double acting compressor of the

1637 Kienlen Avenue
St. Louis, U. S. A.
Branch Office:531-SBudson Terminal, New York City

same capacity. Heads
and valves being
water cooled increase
efficiency.

Gets

All

Don't throw good

tho Metals

money away with your

debris.

Apparently worthless refuse piles can be made to
yield valuable metal and sand. The Dings Magnetic Separator gets all the metals metals which
could not possibly be reclaimed by hand.
;

clogs on anything which can be handled by an
ordinary shovel. Materials, salvaged with a Dings will soon save the
initial cost of the machine and subsequently effect a substantial saving.

The Ding never

Dings Magnetic Separator Co.
Home

Office
BRANCHES: New York,

& Works:

800

52 Vanderbilt Ave.

Smith

St.,

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Denver, 1718 California St.

Richmond, 905 Fourth Ave.

Detroit, 18

Columbia

St.

W.

Julv.
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MINISTRY
OF

MUNITIONS
The Disposal Board
Have

STOCKS
G

Lying in the United Kingdom
and

AVAILABLE FOR EXPORT
of

ENGINEERING STORES
Ferrous and Non-Ferrous
Metals
Plant and MachinerySteam Engines and Boilers
Factory Stores
Machine Tools
Railway Material
Contractors' Stores
Electrical Instruments

and

Machinery
Medical Stores
Chemicals and Explosives

Motor Vehicles
Agricultural Machinery
Aircraft
Furniture
Textiles zind Clothing
Boots £aid Leather Equip-

ment
Motor Boats,

Buyers
Il5

should
representatives

etc., etc.

instruct

their

United
Kingdom to communicate with
the D. B. 8.
Canadian Export
Department, Ministry of Munitions, Whitehall I'lace, London,
S.W.
in

the

Cable Address

"Dispexport, Munorgize, London"

£25)
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"If you need a machine you pay
for

it

whether you buy

it

or not"

THE
PRESTON
Ball

Bearing
Electric

Sand
Riddle

Costs Only Ic Per
Consider for a

moment what

it

costs

you

in

time and

Then consider this; the
to riddle your sand.
Preston Ball Bearing Electric Sand Riddle at the cost
man
of only Ic per hour, will riddle sand as fast as a
can shovel it in; and that is not all, for every hour that
the sifter runs it will save at least $1.00 in wages.

wages

No up-to-date
The Preston is a modern necessity.
foundry can afford to be without one. It is entirely
Canadian Made, is a strong and durable, has few parts,
nothing to get out of order. It is easily portable and
can be attached to any ordinary plug.

Hour
The Preston

is

to

Operate

not an expensive machine.

It

soon pays

for itself and then goes on earning substantial' dividends
on the original investment.

should not have one of
money saver
and efficiency promoter and now here is our free trial
Send us your name and address and a Preston
offer.
If after this
will be shipped to you for 10 days' trial.
time you are not convinced that the Preston will save
valuable time and money, you may return the machine.
You are in no way obligated in accepting this offer.

There

is

no reason

why you

these machines in your shop.

It is a real

Write to-day.

Booklet on request

Preston Woodworking Machinery Co., Limited
Preston, Ontario

XI,
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A "PANGBORN" SAND-BLAST INSTALLATION
Saved

this

Foundry Over $4,000
Before

vre

in Less

than a Year

installed the a^indtlast w« were melting about twenty five

Are you

tone of castings per day and cleaned them by hand with wire brushes

Paying for a

and rub stones but had coapreased air so that the chippinf; was all

"Pangborn"
without

done by pneumatic chisels.

We were employing in our cleaning room

at that time sixteen chippsrs at thirty cents an hour, we installed

the sandblast and added an operator at thirty cents an hour, inside of

getting

it ?

That's what

money

one week we had reduced our cleaining force in the chipping room

exactly one half and was producing a cleaner
spent in payrolls that a

and.

better looking casting

As a matter of fact we saved in

then when we had the regular force.

Sand-Blast would save

wages in the first eleven months enough to pay fop our entire sandblast

means.

^9 ipment.

PMfiilM'^i.
MAG ERSTOWN.
MD.

SAND-BLAST SPECIALISTS
P.O. Box 8509

YOU WILL GENERALLY FIND THAT AN
UP-TO-DATE FOUNDRY IS EQUIPPED WITH

STERLING
FLASKS
Because the "STERLING" is noted for
Strength and Stiffness.
Send

for Catalogues

MUSSENS
LIMITED
MONTREAL

TORONTO

WINNIPEG

VANCOUVER

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMA N
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ALTHO YOU HAVE NOT SENT

A'olume XI.

IN

YOUR ORDER FOR McLAIN'S SYSTEM
YOU HAVE PAID FOR IT MANY
TIMES SINCE YOU FIRST WROTE US.
More and more each day foundry owners
foundry efficiency

is

are realizing that

incomplete without McLain's System.

Instances of large savings on iron and coke in plants

usmg

McLain's System have become so numerous that well-informed
foundrymen thruout the world now recognize McLain's
System as the lastword in the theoretical and practical working
knowledge of scientific mixing and melting of iron and steel.

Are You Losing Money by Not Having McLain's System?
"We

have had your System

but a short time, but at this

Writing

we

candidly

state

we have had our money's
worth
our

in

your report on

cupola

practice

alone."

\

E.
^

KENNER,

"My understanding is that I have now
completed the McLain Course of study
and I assure you that we are perfectly
with the benefits derived.
Personally I am grateful to Mr.
who
suggested that I pursue the course of
study for I realize that the information
obtained is not only responsible for the
more desirable position I now have, but
is the foundation and inspiration for
continued effort that will enable me to
advance and retain a position I aspire
to
one that I could not reasonably expect to attain had I not taken this course
of study. I wish your company and you,
personally, the success you deserve because of the good work you are doing."
Yours very truly,
satisfied

—

—

Treas.

Buffalo Co-operative

(Name on

request)

Signed
Mgr. Fdy, Dept.

McLain's System, Inc.
700 Goldsmith

Bldg.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

C
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TABOR
Power Squeezing Molding Machines

10"
We

POWER SQUEEZER
ha\-e

had 92

of these

machines operating

one shop for
cost of repair parts ordered has

over nine years and the total
been less than $10.00 a striking tribute to

—

There

Is

No

Faster

in

TABOR QUALITY.

Machine Made

The only mechanical operation of any plain squeezer is bringing
up the head and squeezing the mold which requires but .06
minute on the Tabor take your stop watch and verify this.
Write for Bulletin M-R.

—

The Tabor

line has

now been completed by

STRIPPING PLATE MACHINES
shockless types.

of"

the addition of

both the

Put your molding problems up

plain

JAR
and

to us for our

recommendations

THE TABOR MANUFACTURING CO.
6225 State Road,

TACOMY

PHILADELPHIA,

U.S.A.

12
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GRIMES
Hand-Rammed

Roll

Over Machine
The
Machine
that
Solves
the

High
Cost
of

Molding
One Grimes Hand-Rammed

Roll

Over Machine placed in your molding room means that you will make
room for another and another as
the occasion demands.
is the usual procedure where
''Grimes" have been installed.

That

"Grimes" machines means
men, less trouble, greater pro-

Why?
less

duction at less expense and molds that
turn out good castings.
Increase
Don't delay
your capacity and cut
your costs now with the
"Grimes." Full details
on request.
!

GRIMES MOLDING MACHINE CO.
1218 Hastings

Street, Detroit,

Michigan

Formerly Midland Machine Co.

Julv.
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Worth Using,

Way

Its

rX

by the

Way

It's

Made

The high

cost of labor is going to necessitate, on the part of
foundrymen, the installation of labor-saving tools in order to
produce castings economically.
The most economical production of molds on Herman Machines is unquestioned. Such castings as boiler sections, tractor
transmission cases, journal boxes, hoisting engine castings,
gun mounts, steel wheels for trucks, piston rings, gas engine

A Herman

Jarr,

Independent Rollover and Pattern Draw Machine

and

and

car couplers,
side frames and truck bolsters for cars, difficult housings, such
as the Timken-Detroit Axle Housings, etc., are being made better and more economically on Herman Machines than on any
other type.
stand ready to prove this assertion.
Please let us have your inquiry.

cylinders, all types

sizes of valves

fittings,

We

Herman Pneumatic Machine Company
GENERAL OFFICES:

Union Bank Building,

PITTSBURGH, PA.

MANUFACTURING PLANT: ZELIENOPLE, PENNSYLVANIA,

U.S.A.
Foreign Works: Pneumatic Engineering Appliances Co., Ltd., Palace Chambers,
Westminister, London, S.W., Eng.

CANADIAN FOUND R Y M A N
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DAVENPORT

THE
line
FOUNDRY MOLDING MACHINES
JOLT-

ROCK-OVER

DRAWMACHINE
THE FASTEST
AND MOST
SUBSTANTIAL
MACHINE MADE.

EXTRA HEAVY
JOLT.

FOOL-PROOF
FLASK REST.
ALL WORKING
PARTS ABOVE

THE FLOOR LINE.
FIVE SIZES OUTSIDE OF FLASK
22'
24'

28'
34'

48'

PLAIN JOLTS WITH

INDESTRUCTIBLE
VALVE
SIZE OF TABLES
12"xl8" to 72" X 96"

CAPACITIES
300 lbs. to 14,000 lbs.

x34
x38
x40
x52
x72

PLAIN AIR

SQUEEZERS
COMBINATION
JOLT SQUEEZERS
POPULAR STYLES

AND

SIZES

Write or Wire for Prices and Particulars

DAVENPORT MACHINE & FOUNDRY CO
DAVENPORT, IOWA,

U.S.A.

CA

Julv, 1!)20
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Flasks!

Flasks!
No

Flasks!

matter what youi

work
Get the

facts

on

Sterling^

The only rolled
Sterling
Rolled Steel Flask

L

steel flasks

The only flasks with the solid
center rib

The only flasks with the angle
reinforcement*
Every foundry should have the story
of rolled steel
Sterling

Rolled Steel Flask

LL

Ask

for

flasks*

today.

it

Sterling

Wheelbarrow Company

MILWAUKEE, WIS.
NEW YORK BOSTON CLEVELAND
CHICAGO

DETROIT

Canadian Agents:

Mussens

Sterling on a

Ltd.,

ST.

LOUIS

Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg, Vancouver

Wheelbarrow Means More

than Sterling on Silver

Sterling

Rolled Steel Flask

LT

Over 3000 of

5500 foundries in the
using Sterling flasks—
the rolled steel flaskwith the solid center
rib and the angle reinforcements.
U. S.

are

the

now

Sterling Rolled Steel Flaik

BL
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Arcade
Save on Regular
uniform than those produced
by skilled bench molders

more accurate,
reducing machine expense.

castings

are

The Arcade engineering department
you expert advice on any
foundry problem without charge, of

will give
Arcade

Jolt,

Roll

Over

Modem

Molding Machine

fully

over and squeeze both cope and drag
at the same time and draw the pattern.

equipped to

Day

jolt, roll

—

course.

d

Arcade Roll Over Modern Molding Machine equipped for
squeezing and pattern drauingr operations only.

day savings on
regular run of work make
Arcade Molding Machines of
after

greatest value to your foundry
it is not the special job that
makes them pay.

—

Arcade Machines are noted
for their simplicity and economy in the use of air. Unskilled men, even boys, attain
great speed after a few hours
practice. The molds are more

Jolt Stripper
This design
deep

pattern.*.

machine, which

is

of particular interevst to foundries having very

Tllustration

shows

4-incli

Jolt,

6-inch

hand

strip

used very extensively by manufacturers for a
variety of heavy work.
We are prepared to make anything in the
line of .Jolt Strippers. Write fully of your needs^
our Engineering
is

—

Department

will advise

you

as to the

most practical equipment.

The Arcade

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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Machines
Run

of

Work

Brillion

20th Century

Pouring

Device
Pour Off Your Big Floors
Quickly and
Economically
Senos the problem of pourinti' off large floors, eliminate^? all danger to help
when pouring and overcomes the tendency of niolders to limit their day's
work to the amount of iron they can pour, rather than the numljer of molds
tliey c<in

make.

—

u.-er's experience
on a floor making IVL' h.p. gasoline engine fly-wheels,
weight of metal used was 3.o00 lbs., which required 4 men with 2 ladles.
A Brillion 20th Centurj'^ Overhead Pouring Device enal)led the molder to
pour the floor alone easier than when assisted by three other men.

One
tlie

It is practical for

acts

iis

a

the small foundry as well as the large one, for it not only
l)ut senes every purpose of hoi.st and travelling crane,

pouring device,

too.

The Modern
Molding
Machine
The Modern MoldinK Machine

is built to produce molds usually made
by bench molders.
It is sin^ple, inexpensive
any uncan quickly learn to operate it at great speed. Castings
made on the Modern are more accurate than those produced by hand
one customer reports he saves .33 l-S'/! of his machine expense by reason
of the accuracy of the castings.

—

in snap flasks
skilled laborer

Let the Engineering Department showr you just how much a Modern
save you on your regular work.

will

Be sure you haoe

the

Arcade Catalog

Modern Molding Machines
Combined Jolters and
Squeezers

Pouring Device

Rock Over, Pattern
Drawing Machines

Jolt.

Roll-Over

Core

Machines

Arcade
Arcade
Arcade
Arcade

Bates

17 Battery Place

Manufacturing

Co.,

Snap Flasks
Lifting Device

:

& Goode Trading

NEW YORK

Pneumatic Vibrators
Spring Sprues

Strippers

Jolt

Export Rtprtienlalite

Wonham,

it

Midget Core Jolter
Eotary Sand Sifters
Stripping Plate Machines.

Norcross Jolting Machine
Brillion

—a postcard brings

CITY

FREEPORT
ILLINOIS, U.S.A.

Corporation,
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ALBANY AND NORTH
RIVER MOLDING SANDS
Prompt Shipments
Our

deposits of the

Moulding Sands

famous Albany and North River

are unexcelled.

Our

ing and shipping both by water and

facilities for loadrail

are excellent.

Lumberton^ Millville, Steel Moulding, Furnace
Bottom Sand and Millville Gravel.

Jersey,

Clay, Cupola Daub, Sand Blast Sand.

George

F. Pettinos

Real Estate Trust Building
Canadian Agents

Messrs R.

J.

Philadelphia, Pa.

-

Mercur

&

Co., Ltd.,

Montreal

/7
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Berkshire Molding Machines
Showing part of the BERKSHIRE INSTALLATION in the plant of the Chisholm
and Moore Manufacturing Company, Cleveland.
Berkshire Machines will increase your output from 50 to 100 per cent.— Ask the user.
May we send complete catalog?
SOME BERKSHIRE LINES: AIR SQUEEZERS, HAND SQUEEZERS, VIBRATORS, AIR COMPRESSORS, RIDDLES

The Berkshire Manufacturing
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Clearance Sale

High Grade

of

Technical Books
several years we have maintained a Technical Book Department, handling high-class books published by
FOR
various well kno^vn publishers. For various reasons we have now decided to discontinue our Book Dept. and in
the following books at prices considerably lower than
order
clear out what stock we have on hand we
Each item represents high quality at bargain prices. These books will not last long—
the regular selling
offer

to

first

price.

come

first

served.

This

a fine opportunity to add to your technical library.

is

Name

Title of Book
Electric Chemistry

Hawkins

Electric Dictionary
Electricity Simplified
Electrical Motor
Starting a Printing Offl««

of

G. W. Cravens
N. Hawkins
T. O. Sloane

(Beat)

B. E. Burns

Half Tone Process
Modern Printing Machinenr
Manufacture of Paper
System for a Medium Size Printinsr Shop
Embossing

R. C. Mallet and
J. Verfasser

Wilson
R.

W.

&

W. H. Jackson

Gray

Sindall

Wm.

.

S. Sydney .
Is in sets of three volumes.
F. B. Kleinhans

Brookes

Gas and Oil Engines
Ford Car
New Catechism of the Steam Engine
Mechanical Arts Simplified
Setting Valves of Canadian-made Engines
Change Gear Devices

N. Hawkins
D. B. Dixon

Factory Power Costs
The Field Engineer
Power Stations and Transmission

G. Branch
Unable to find book
G. C. Shand

V.

W. Page

O. E.

Air
Guide Book to the Local Marine Board

R. Grimshaw
G. L. Powers

Locomotive Breakdowns

Modem Ironmonger
Gas Engine Troubles
Combustion of Coal and Prevention of

J.

B.

Wm.

Rathbun
M. Ban-

to

Run GasoHne Engines

Engineers'

C.

Making

Machine Design
Foundry Work
Forging
Tool

Cloth
Cloth
Cloth
Cloth
Cloth
Cloth

172
197

Cloth
Cloth
Cloth

Cloth
Cloth
Cloth
Cloth
Cloth

J.

H. Barr

& Weed

N. Hawkins
Unable to find book
Ritchey & Monroe
E. L. Wallace
B. L. Gray

Making

Cloth
Cloth
Cloth
Cloth

N. Hawkins
Parcell

J.

Jemberg

E.

R.

Markham

-

26

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

12

No

90
378
455
275

170

323
70
422
192
288
429
497
31
81
43

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

84

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

365
646
652
432
244
341
448

347
144
DiflFerent
No. in each

446
73

304
222

opened.

No

Yes
Yes

Some

are

Yes
Yes
Yes

.85

1.25
1.46
. . > >

4.60
1.50
.50
.26
.76

1.50
1.25

2.50
.85

V.Vo
1.26
.26

1.25
.76

Leather
Cloth
Cloth
Cloth
Leather

222
157
196
131
288

.86

2.10
1.30
3.V0
1.50
1.25
1.00
1.00
1.25
.50
.25

2.00
.75

No

2.00
1.50
2.00

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

1.25
1.26
1.25
1.25
2.00

in stock

•These books are in sets of 3 volumes to a set. There are eight sets in stock.
price of which are $4.50 per copy or $12.50 per set.

Above

Yes
Yes
Yes

Price

$1.10
2.50

1.60
Cloth
Cloth
Cloth
Cloth
Cloth
Cloth
Cloth
Cloth

Paper
Paper

Von Culin

W. H. Wakeman

Lflbrary

Elements of Machine Design
Hawkins' Indicator
Gas Engine Construction
Aids to Engineers Ebcaminations
Mechanism of Mechanical Movements
Pattern

No

Cloth

Smoke

How

537

Illus-

in stock

T. 0. Sloane
C. M. Swainson

W. H. Van Dervoort

Tools

Locomortive Catechism

Yes

Leather

Paper
Paper
Paper

Keith
Perrigo

G. C.
J.

Liqruid

New
Modem Machine Shop

L. E.

trated

132

Paper
Paper

V. Simmons
R. H. Dippy
C.

Marion & Marion
Rogers

Patents, Inventors, Advisers
Machinists' Guide
Mechanical Refrigeration
•Stationary Engineers.
Boiler Construction

No. of
pages

Binding
Cloth

Author.

The

prices includes postage.
Cash must accompany order as at the reduced prices quoted accounts cannot be
Remit by express or P.O. money order or by registered letter.

The MACLEAN
153

PUBLISHING COMPANY, Limited

UNIVERSITY AVENUE, TORONTO, ONT.
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Power Operated
A

Roll -Over Jolt and Jolt Stripping

single day's production of cast iron crank cases in the

Lycoming Foundry & Machine Co., Williamsport, Pa., is shown
on the floor above. These moulds are all produced on a single
No. 404 Direct Draw Roll-Over Jolt machine only five men
being required.
These men operate the machine set the
cores riddle the sand and hand ram the dummy cope. The
flash used is 42" x 24" and 12 inches deep.
The lower view shows the pattern equipment mounted on

—

—

—

—

Ask

for 1920

Condensed Catalog

Osborn Roll-Over

Jolt

Machines

Maxiimim

Over-all

Flask

400
402
4n:i

Capacity

"

40.-!\V

404

405
406
407

Machine Advantages

24"
36"
40"
40"

X 24"
X 30"
X 44"
X 32"
r,r' X 54"
60" X 04"
60" X 7S"
60" X 92"

Ket'ularb'

.Muile

in

Flaak

No. 405S
No. 4(SLS
No. 406S
No. 448

7//£

Ni,'.

448

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

44aL
450

450W
4S0M
451

Insure rapid production

Lower

direct

moulding

Folluwin;; Sizts:
Over-all
27" X 50"
Capacity
29" X 57"
"
•29" X 60"
"
42" X 75"
"
IS" X 18"
"
21" X 22"
'*
20" X 59"
"
19" X 36"
28" X 36"
26" X 42"

3.

Accelerate delivery

4.

Effect saving in metal

llie

Maximum
404S

1.

2.

cost

Osborn Jolt Stripping Machines
Nr>.

Some Osborne Moulding

Regularly In the FoUowiiiii Sizes:

llaile

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Machine

the No. 404 Osborn Direct Draw Roll-Over Jolt machine ready
for operation.
This type of machine is especially recommended for difficult castings where considerable duplication is required.
Our experienced engineers are always at your ser\-ice.
They will be pleased to work with you and advise the proper
rigging and equipment to solve your foundry problems and
increase your production.

5.

Lower overhead per ton

6.

Reduce grinding

7.

Lessen pattern repairs

8.

Relieve labor shortage

S'

Osborn MAAfUFACTUff/NG Company
/NCOPPOflA r£D

Main

Office
S401 Hannilton Ave.

New York

and Factory
Cleveland, Ohio

San Francisco

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES
AIlie<l iSIachinery Co. de Franre
19 Rite de Rncioy
Pari-*.

Frant-f

f.

Jacfcman & Co..
No. 28 Victoria St.

W.

Wi'.stminstcr,

lyonddii,

Home Company,

Ltd.
6

Kng.

TakiVTima-Chi>,
T'.kyo.

Ltd.
Kyolba.shi-Ku,

Japan

E.

Islx-cqiic

36

Rue

Tiru.'^^clls,

&

Cio.

Otlet

Hilgium

Allied Maohinerj40

Co.

Corso Dante

Torino,

Italy

d'ltalia

(SnadianBundpyman
Metal Industry News

Established 1909

The Molding Machine

—

Its

Published Monthly

Uses and Abuses

Showing the Advantages of Machinery to the Employer and
Employee Alike, Providing the Proper Machines Have Been
Selected, and the Same Are Properly Taken Care of.
introducing

INmolding

the

subject

of

machine to the reader

the
it

not really essential that we should
special effort to secure all the
data in connection with its early history
and development, as this has already
been gone into in a very thorough manner in previous numbers, and at its best
is not of any real value to the foundryman. What is wanted are facts regarding
the present, and what the manufacturer
of the present time has to offer in the
way of labor-saving, time-saving and
money-sa\ing machines for doing the
work which has so far been done by
hand.
For us to attempt to enumerate
all the different types of machines on
the market and then explain to each prospective buyer, which one to buy, would
be out of the question.
They are undoubtedly all good, but some are better
suited than others for certain classes of
work, and it is for the individual buyer
to see that he gets what is most suitable
to his particular requirements.
is

make any

operation. It is a contrivance by means
of which a moving power is made to
act upon any body and communicate
motion to it. Machines are simple and
compound, complex or complicated. The
simple machines are the six mechanical
powers, viz: the lever, the wheel and
axle, the pulley,
the
inclined plane,
the wedge and the screw.
In compound machines two or more of
these powers are combined for the production of motion, or the application or
transmission of force.
Machines employed in the manufacturing arts are named according to their
products, as brick-machines, etc.; or to
the processes they perform as printing
machines, etc.; while other machines are

—

The size of the foundry and the
variety of jobs is a big consideration in
selecting machines.
Certain machines
are adapted for special jobs but not for
%'ariety

work, while other machines might

not be so well suited to any special job
but more suited for general purpose
work.

To go into history we might go back
as far as 1860 in which year, and during
the
decade
which followed, various

almost at once.
original

patents were

taken out for squeezers,
and jarring machines, but very
little was accomplished.
However, the
mechanism which must be employed on
a molding machine is the same as that
which must be employed on all machines
and only requires to be properly applied.

some

strippers,

The Molding Machine
To properly comprehend the molding
machine,

we

meaning

of

should

first define

the true

—

term "machine" the
family to which machines for all purthe

poses belong.

A

machine

an instrument of a lower
grade than an engine, its motor being
distinct from the operating part, whereas the engine is automatic as to both.
It is also distinct from a tool, as it
conUins within itself its own guide for
is

machine, like any other machine, must
be one of, or a combination of two or
more of the six mechanical powers mentioned above, as these six powers are
the entire stock from which to draw, in
devising any machine, no' matter how
complex or complicated.
The first attempt at getting away
from the hand process of molding, with
the eye as the only guide and years of
practice as the only means of accomplishing results was the stripping plate. This
in its original form could not be considered as a machine, even of the simplest type, although it was the forerunner of the modern stripping plate.
These original stripping plates were
simply placed on the joint of tha mold
and the pattei'ns drawn through them.
On such work as spur gearing they were
a guide to the molder and allowed a
less skilled workman to do the work.
They did not add greatly to the output
of the foundry but were steps in the
right direction.
The real credit for producing a successful molding machine is undoubtedly
due to Henry E. Pridmore, of Chicago,
who, while in the employ of the McCormick Harvester Company, as an inventor in the experimental department,
incorporated the stripping plate into a
machine which was such a success that
it
was immediately adopted by other
firms and in fact became in general use
effort

of

of the first

So complete was this
Mr. Pridmore's that
machines are still in

use.

When we

PNEUMATIC SQUEEZER SQUEEZING A
MOLD.
classed according to the forces by which
they are put in motion, as hydraulic

machines,
machines,

pneumatic

machines,

electric

etc.

The powers employed to transmit or
apply force through the machines are
various, as the muscular strength of
men or animals, wind, water, air, gas,
electric, steam, etc.

From

this

it

will

be

seen

that

the

molding machine, no matter how simple
or how few its features, is rightfully a
member of the family of machines.
It will also be seen that a molding

say that the stripping plate
break away from the longestablished method of floor molding we
are of coui'se remembering that squeezers
and jolters were being tried out but
little was being accomplished, unless .'t
would be experience which would be of
assistance in future experiments witi>
these methods of molding, which havj
to-day reached so great a degree of

was the

first

perfection as that of the stripping plate

machine.

Pages might be WTitten on the early
of the molding machine, but
enough has been portrayed to show
that enthusiasm was not at a high pitch
history

for quite a

mained

until

number

of years, as

it

re-

comparatively recent years

It

CANADIAN

-.4

for any great strides to be taken along
the line of perfecting molding machines
so as to conform to the various requirements of molding.
The last decade has probably developed
more than all the previous years since

F
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width of face. Straight arms are necessary if one machine is to do both halves,
else it can not be reversed.

age mold, unless the design of pattern
is such that both halves are the sam«.

The plain stripping plate machine performs only one operation in the making

two parts, and

in

machine molding the

few

details

As we have

of this
seen, a

type

of

machine.

stripping plate

chine.

and Plain Squeezer
in this illustration

known as

the Universal
Jolt
and
Squeezer, and covers a miscelPlain
laneous range of work.
The column is
a plain, one-piece casting. The arm is supported by a three-inch steel shaft that revolves on ball bearings in hardened ball
races, which will last for years. The piston is bolted to the base, and the cylinis

der passes down over it, making it impossible for any sand to get underneath.
The piston is fitted with rings, the same
as in steam engine construction.
The
rise of
the cylinder
is controlled by
stops, so that a mold can be squeezed
to any density.
These stops are quickly
adjusted and are positive.
The arm
swings out of the way of the operator.
The pressure plate is quickly adjusted
by a screw in the arm, to suit the height
It will take
of the flask.
a flask 16
inches deep, 22
inches wide and
any
length.
They are made either plain or
jolt squeeze.
The jolt can be used or
not, as desired.
Manufactured by the
Berkshire Manufacturing Co., Cleveland,
the first machine was invented, and we
now have squeezer machines, stripping
plate machines, power rammer type of

machine,

split

pattern

machine,

power

ram and power draw, blow ramming
machines, hinged roll-over up or do\vn
draw, power roll-over up draw, gravity
molding machines, plain jarring machines,
combination jarring machines
with roll-over and draw attachments,
combination jolt, squeeze, stripping plate
with roll-over attachment, in fact about
everything which can be accomplished
with the aid of the six mechanical powers
previously spoken of has been accomplished.

In molding by hand it must be remembered that the mold usually consists of

is,

is

simply a plate with an opening in it,
through which the pattern can be drawn.
In ordinary hand molding this would be
rolled over with the nowel and the pattern drawn up through it, but with the
stripping-plate machine it remains under
the mold, and the pattern is drawn down
through it, thus giving it the name, so
frequently heard, of "drop pattern" ma-

oJlt

to draw the pattern
This, however, is done
accurately and there are no broken edges
to patch and no tool work should be
permitted.
If the mold does not come
perfect, the machine and pattern should
be fixed so that it will.

of a mold, that
from the sand.

As the stripping plate is what might
be termed the foundation on which the
molding machine is built we will give a

Universal

XL

same conditions prevail, making it necessary to have two machines for the aver-

The Stripping-Plate Machine

The machine shown

Volume

The stripping-plate machine consists
of a strong stiff frame, having two or
more sets of adjustable guide ways in
and near the top of the frame and at
a comparatively great distance from the
upper guide ways there is a single,
centrally located, brass bushed guide
way. This constiniction gives in eff'ect
a long rigid guide way, in which the
yoke carrying the pattern or patterns
is raised and lowered by means of a

The Squeezer Machine
The squeezer as we have seen was
among the earliest attempts at molding
by machinery but as we have also seen
it was not developed to any extent until
quite recently.
The plain squeezer has
a large field to cover where no other
machine can equal it.
For two-faced
match plate work the sand is put in the
nowel and struck off level and the board
put on and rolled over, the cope is put
on, the gate pin placed, and the sand put
in and struck off before any squeezing
is done. The squeeze board with opening[
in it to receive the
in

place

and

both

gate pin is now put
cope and nowel

squeezed at the same time. Machines of
this class are made to run by hand or by
compressed air, and are undoubtedly the

depending connection, crank shaft and
by a single lever. The crank
shaft is journaled in a long brass bushed
box, either cast with or firmly secured
to the bottom of the upper frame.
lever, or

The yoke is held in its highest position,
which the sand is rammed in the
flasks, by a crank-pin passing slightly
in

beyond the centre and striking a stop, or
by some similar locking method.
The simplicity of the machine is one
its greatest points for to-day there
no type of machine which requires
less care than, and that costs less to
maintain than the striping plate machine.
When once the patterns are properly
made, mounted and matched, the stripping plate machine is always ready for

of
is

operations.
The stripping plate can, of
course, only to be used for the pattern to
which it is fitted, but by removing the
plate and pattern, the machine can be
used for any pattern within its capacity.
Stripping-plate machines are built with
open end frames so that the pattern can
be extended over the machine for a
reasonable distance and all that is
required
is
ave the
plate
long
to
enough.
Round machines for molding
fly wheels, pulleys, gear wheels, etc.,
must, of necessity have the frame extend
all the way around, and the diameter of
the machine is the largest diameter of
pattern that can be accommodated. For
molding pulleys and fly-wheels one
machine is sufficient as both halves of the
mold will be alike, and by having the
arms of the pattern properly spaced, the
one part, on being reversed will fit neatly
onto the other. Pulley molding machines
are simply stripping plate machines, so
arranged that the rim pattern is loose
from the arms and can be set for any

The Arcade

Jolt Stripper

This machine is one of the smaller
type of machine manufactured by the
Arcade Mfg. Co. It Is a power-driven
jolt-ramming machine, with hand att;u"hnicrit for stripping the pattern.
The
sand is rammed by means of the jarring process which jars the mold with the
stripping pla;te and pattern included,
after which
the pattern is stripped
through the plate. These machines are
made with roll-over device for drags, also with squeezer attachment, pattern
drawing arrangement, etc. They are
made in all sizes and are suitable for
small gearing and ferrules, stone plate
or

work up

to several tons.

On work

such as boiler fronts, engine beds, etc.,
the Norcross type of jolter is adopted.

most rapid machine for such work as
usually done on the snap bench, with
a match plate.
is

Squeezers are also used on split pattern work.
Machines for this class of
work are particularly adapted to making

.lulv.

C
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moulds from symmetrical patterns that
can be split through the centre or for
Patterns adapted to
work.
flat back
this type of machine are not, however,
limited to the two classes mentioned
above as any pattern that can be split
on a true plane may be moulded on it.
symmetrical

patterns but a
is necessary, as
the cope and drag are moulded from a
double set of half patterns, the impression of the right hand set in the drag
matching those of the left hand set
in the cope and vice-versa.

With

single plate of patterns

Where "flat-back" patterns are used
pattern
the pattern is mounted on the
plate for the drag half of the mould
and a blank plate may be put on the machine for the cope half.
Where patterns of this character
a
are used it is the custom to make
"floor" of drags and then change the
plate on the machine to make copes and
close the molds, any necessary cores having previously been set. The squeezing,
we have already stated, may be done
by hand or by pneumatic pressure, depending on the class of work being done.
I'or li'^ht work, where no great pressure
is required, a good man might make better headway with the hand lever than he
would with the power, but for work of
any size the advantages of the power
squeezer over the hand operated machine are many.
The power squeezer
relieves the operator of the heavy jQ-ork
and allows him to bend his energy toward greater production.
as

Absolute uniformity in the density of
is obtained
with the power
squeezing split pattern machine
and
consequently the loss of castings due to
swellings or blowing of the molds is
reduced to a minimum.
the sand

Vibrators

The use of a vibrator not only assists
in the drawing of the pattern, but assures uniformity in the size of the castings produced.
The vibrator does not
appreciably enlarge the mold, but simply
overcomes the friction of the pattern
against the sand, and consequently, while
a pattern \vithout
any draft can be
drawn perfectly, care should be taken
that there is no back draft.
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wedges
thrown into

of the leveling device ai'e
their
place, by means
of
levers, thus bedding the flask perfectly,

IMain Jarring IMachines

the

The jarring mai'hine is essentially a
sand packing machine and is applicable
to any work on which the ramming time
This applies to cores
is worth saving.

preparatory to drawing the pattern.
The clamps are now removed and the
by
pattern drawn up from the mold
means of an air cylinder provided for the

or molds within the capacity of tiie
various sizes of the machines.
Like the stripping plate, the jarring
machine performs only one operation,
that of jarring or ramming the sanil
into the mold, and while the stripping
plate is only useful in drawing the pattern, the jarring machine is only useful
in ramming the sand, but if we combine
the two into one machine, we have a machine which will both ram the mold and
draw the pattern. In addition to this
there are lines of work which can be
jarred first and squeezed afterwards to
make a hard bottom, and by having these
two combined in one machine we have
what is knoVkTi as a jar-squeeze machine.
There are also lines of work where it
is
an advantage to have the stripping
plate in conjunction with the jar-squeeze
features, making a three feature machine. There are also lines of work where
the stripping plate can be dispensed with
and other pattern drawing devices utiliMachines which will roll the mold
zed.
over are also on the market and giving
the highest degree of efficiency.

purpose.

After the pattern is drawn the rollover frame returns to its initial position
leaving the pattern board on the jarring
table ready to receive the next flask.
It will he seen from the foregoing articles that while the stripping plate and
squeezer were the pioneers in mcjlding
nnichine equipment, and are still indisl)ensiblo in a large volume of the work
which comes to a founrlry, it is evident
that the jar-rammer is becoming popular
as a labor-saver
and as a superior
Pattern-drawing
method of ramm.ing.
devices for d'-awing patterns which ci\nn.it well be stripped are aJso prominent
That
features in the modern machine.
each and every machine has its particular

advantage

is

self-evident.

In conclusion we will quote a few
extracts from the bulletins of the Foun-

dry Equipment Manufacturers' Association, to which we trust they will not
have any objection.
The members of

The Jarring, Roll-Over and Pattern
Drawing Machines
The JaiTing, Roll-Over i<nd Pattern
while it embodies
Drawing machine,
neither
stripping
plate
nor the
the
squeezer features, it nevertheless covers
a field which could not well be covered
by any other combination. These machines are now made shockless, the jarring operation being accomplished independently of the rest of the machine,
the pattern board simply resting on the
jarring table, and being held in place
by means of two dowel pins.
After the mold has been jar-rammed,
the bottom board rubbed on and clamped
in place, the roll-over frame rises, picks
up the entire load from the jarring table
and rolls it over, automatically locking
the pattern plate to the roll-over frame
at the beginning of the turning move-

ment.

When the mold is rolled over, it is deposited on a cantilever on the pattern
drawing side of the machine, after which

the association realize that their machines and appliances, at times, do not
give
the returns
to the foundrymen
which they should. This is largely due
to the fact that the appliances are not
understood, or do not receive the necessary care and attention.
The members
of this association, with their comprehensive
knowledge and experience of
conditions and problems in all classes of
foundries, have been in a favorable position to accumulate facts and data which
would be valuable and helpful in the installation operation and care of foundry
equipment. As an example a piece of
foundry equipment is compared to the
human body in order that it may be
the more forcibly brought to the attention of the man who has invested
his

—

good money

i,'

it.

YOUR BODY

IS

A MACHINE

In the complex life of to-day, man's
available total energy which is many
times in excess of the physical energy
of mankind alone, is largely being drawji
from external sources, that is, sources

I
THE OSBORNE PULLEY
AND WHEEL MACHINE

in

„

m

l¥
Mi

The illustration to the left
that
shows the drag, while
shows the cope. Both the cope
and drag halves of the flask are
barred.
The molds are bedded
on the floor no bottom boards

—

being used.

For wheels, this
of
type
machine is in a class by itself.
DR.\G .MACHINE

AND PATTERN

COPE MACHINE AND PATTERN.
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other than the human body. This extra
energy is used to meet our rapidly increasing needs and desires; rapid transportation, instant communication
with
distant points, the transfer of commodities quickly and in quantities over long
distances; all of these things are coming
as commonplace.
to be regarded
More leisure time, more ample facilities
for amusement of various sorts are demanded and all of these factors increase
the amount of energy which must be
drawn from sources other than the

human

body.

by means of machinery that man
obtains this extra energy which enables
him to move forward in the evolution of
civilization,
consequently
machinery
The
is of vital importance to all of us.
term machinery is h broad one, covering
eiot only prime movers which utilize
It is

TABOR MACHINES
The illustration here shown are of
two of the many types of machine manuThe
factured by the Tabor Mfg. Co.
lower one

is

that of the plain jarring

Nature's source of
the
sun's
stored
energy, changing it to energy in a mechanical form, but also, of the appliances
by the use of whi.'h this mechanical
energy is made to viirectly serve man's
needs.
What then is a machine? It is
together
of
more
grouping
than
belts,
cams, bolts,
shafts,
castings,
Something
in
addiand
nuts.
romething
not
of
is needed,
tion
the same classification as these previously mentioned component parts. The
Romans used the word machine as
meaning device and, as our word is taken
directly from the Latin, so is its meaning introduced unchanged. In some brain
there (must exist the desire to do a
growing
desire
This
certain thing.
strong enough becomes the motive which

causes the man to assemble together
the various component parts of a ma-

of

on

work that heretofore has been made
machines too

best economy in
output.
There are two

obtain

the

consumption

and

large
air

designs

to

of

the

8

in.

Volume
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chine, each part co-ordinating with each

other part and all functioning harmoniously together for the accomplishment
of a predetermined end.
Under this
definition man's body is a machine; the
most common machine, since each person possesses one and yet in spite of
its commonness it is the most highly
developed tool we have. Since each of us
possess one and is familar with
this
machine, it is by comparison that we
may best speak of other classes of machines which are not quite so common
and which are not so intimately known to
us.
Certain facts are universally known
in regard to our bodies.
One of these
is that food must be supplied to it.
This
food serves the same purpose as power
to a motor and as coal
to
a
boiler.
Another fact universally recognized is

(Continued on next page)

molds so that the machine follows the
sand heap and the molds are left behind
as the machine is moved forward.

The valve on both machines

is

the well-

machine used for jarring medium-small
work, either molding or core making.
It is made in sizes ranging from 12 in.
table up to 36 in., and is self-contained.
The jarring feature is also included in
many of the combinations of machines
and
portable
such as the stationary
shockless jarring roll-over and pattern
drawing molding machine, etc.
The upper illustration is portable
power squeezer, which is also made of
stataionary type.
It is so simple
in ;onstruction that very little explanation is required. As will be
seen the squeezing is done from
below. The mold being on the table and
forced up against the platen abo\e.
The Tabor 8 inch Power Squeezer has
been designed to take care of light work
requiring a quick acting
machine of
comparatively small size.
All of the best features of our 10 in.
Squeezer have been incorporated in this
machine and in addition other features
adapting it specially to a particular class

TABOR PORTABLE POWER SQUEEZING MOLDING MACHINE.
Squeezer,

one

mounted

on

legs to permit the operator
to get closer to the work and
to permit of keeping the base
of the machine clear of sand;
and the other mounted on
wheels spread well apart so
that the machine can straddle
the sand heap.

The wheel-base machine

PLAIN JARRING MACHINE.

is

provided with a shelf at the;
left to carry bottom boards
and for use in closing the

known Tabor Pop Throttle which

elimin-

ates leakage and excess air consumption

due to

its

quick operation, and can be

operated for years without repairs.

These machines are 30 ins. between
have tables 12 in. x 16 in. and

uprights

are regularly provided

with

pressure

gage and blow valve.
Vibrators,

vibrator

frames and snap

flasks extra at the usual prices.

CA N A
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that our body requires more than mere
We must give it care ami attenfood.
tion, varying in amount with the suitabilitj or unsuit4\bility of tiie conditions
under which it is operating.
The same truth with regard to ofmachines is ahnost universally recognizIn making a machine, provision for
ed.
oil is made, repairing is considered and
details of schedule of inspection are frequently worked out and furnished with

Each engine room has its
the machine.
oiler who carries a wad of cotton waste
in one hand and on oil can in the other.
Some foundries have a millright or some
man to care for its equipment, but it is
among the foundries that the most frequent exceptions to this rule are found.
It is human nature for dirt and carelessness to be associated with each other.
Dirtiness reflects itself in the attitude
minds toward our work and itunfortunate that in foundries dirt is
For this reason
impossible to escape.
more precaution should be taken in the
foundry than in any other industry to
guard against neglect. At first thought
it is strange to see a foundry superintendent who regularly inspects his automobile and yet allows the machinery located in his foundry, for lack of inspecof our
is

I) 1

tion, to

AN

FOUNDRY M A N

undergo many times

normal

its

rate of depreciation, but after all this
line of action is the inost natural one for
him.
Sermons are commonly believed to be
aimed at the man in the next pew rather
than at ourselves. Do not let us fall into
the same error concerning the care of
foundry equipment. You may be doing
something in this direction but are you
certain that you are giving each machine
Neglect
its due amount of attention?
of the body means impairment of faculdeath,
ties and eventual
neglect
of
foundry machines means decreased out-

put and eventual breakdown and finally
the scrap pile.
Carrying out the analogy between the
human body and a machine, the argument may be advanced that when the
body is sick or diseased it is possible to
call in a doctor who will prescribe a
course of treatment calculated to restore
the patient to the full enjoyment of his
While
mental and physical faculties.
this is quite true, and may be necessary
on some occasions, still the fact cannot
be successfully contravened that a much
more commendable course of action is
one which aims to keep the body in such
a state of mental rnd physical perfec-

—in

and with the shafts and bearings cut
to pieces and working out of line,
tion that

it

not susceptible to sickness

Is

and disease. This is one of the instances
which exemplify in a striking manner the
truth of the old saying that an ounce
of prevention is better than a pound of
cure.

After a machne has deteriorated on
account of neglect and carelessness a
cure is sometimes possible, but no style
or system of cure has yet been discovered

which
time

compensate for the valuable
and the lack of production
occasioned by the machine being out of
commission or working at a low rate of
efficiency.
Furthermore it must also be
borne in mind that there are occasions
in both the life of a human body and a
machine where the disease has progressed so far that no system of treatment,
however skilful, will succeed in effecting
will

lost

a cure.

A full day's work cannot be expected
from a man who is under fed and under
clothed or who is suffering from an
incurable organic trouble; neither can a
full day's work be expected
from a

machine which
bearings are

is

never lubricated, where
with sand and grit,

filled

ment of floors, as there are no
The larger size of machines are

They have
room.
even been used in

ed with a car for taking the molds
from the machine.

the production of cetubs.

In making a mold on
the
Grimes
machine the nowel is jolted until the
sand is sufficiently packed; it is struck
off and the board bedded on, when it is
clamped with an attachment which is
part of the machine, and rolled over by
the machine.
After the mold is rolled
over on an air-driven machine, the air

truck
Five-ton
mammoth
wheels,
cylinder heads, stone
machine
crushing
parts, etc., are right
;n their line.

of the

Some

main features

are that

it is

above

the

making

it

entirely
floor,

easy

to

instal, to operate, to

keep clean, to maintain

or to

case

of

move

in

re-arrang-

Some types
ranged

to

be

of

the

used

machines.

THE GRIMES JAR— RAMMED ROLLOVER .^lACHINE

—

shown

is

the

with
machine,
roll-over attachment.
This machine has
a capacity up to 1,000 lbs., but other
sizes have capacities up to 5,000 lbs.
The Grimes machines are made in a wide
variety of types and are used in the production
parts,

parts,
tractor
of motor car
gears, crank cases, locomotive,

car, switch boxes and other railway work
in brass, iron and steel.
The machines

are hand and power driven.
These machines are designed to begin
where the squeezer leaves off. They are
used on large bench and side floor work

6,000

pits.

finish-

away

is turned into the lower end of the cylinder and the pattern is drawn. After the
pattern is drawn the car raises the mold
from the aims and takes it away from
the machine.

POUND CAPACITY ,JAR-RAMMING MACHINE

The engraving here
Grimes Jar ramming

all

core-rooms as
well as in molding-

ment laundry

1.000

1G7

POUND CAPACITY JAR-RAMMING MACHINE

machine are aras jolt

stripping

1G8
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Making Large Work on the

Jarring

Machine

Work Formerly Done
fully

THE

foundry scene shown in the
four views herewith illustrated,
is that of the Jarr Independent
Roll-over and Pattern Drawing Machine,
manufactured by the Herman Pneumatic
Machine Co., of Pittsburgh, Pa., and is
known as their Independent type on account- of jarring machine and the rollover and pattern drawing attachment
being separate units. The tw.o, however,
working in conjunction, jar the mold,
turn it over, and after it is lowered from
the pattern on the levelling device, the
pattern is turned back on to the table
plate of the jarring machine.
The mold being made is for the end
cf a low pressure marine cylinder, and
in
is
such a job as is usually done
brick and loam, but as seen, can be done
on a machine where proper equipment
installed.

is

Fig. 1 shows the mold being jarred;
Fig. 2 shows the mold being rolled over;
Fig. 3 shows the mold resting on the
levelling
device after being
lowered
from the pattern. Fig. 4 shows the pattern being turned
back on the table
plate of the jarring machine.

By looking at the illustrations it will
be seen that it is a cope that is being
made.
Some foundries use the jarring
machine on the nowel while ramming
the cope with a rammer, but here are
views photographed
from the actual
operations in the foundry, and the job
is one which has an abundance of hanging sand, showing conclusively that the
jaiTing machine will do any job where
deep
hand.

ramming was formerly done by

As has already been stated

FIG.

1

the jarring

COPE BEING JARRED ON HER.M.VN

in Brick and Loam is Now Done Successon the Shockless Jarring Machine.

machine is a separate unit from the rollover and pattern drawing device, and it
may be of interest to know that the rollover and pattern drawing device is now
sold to be installed to work in conjunction with jarring machines which have
been used as plain jarring machines for
the past ten or 12 years. It is possible
to instal this attachment without disturbing the original jarring machine or
its foundation, and thereby convert the
installation from a plain jarring machine to a jar roll-over
and pattern
drawing machine.
This roll-over attachment is worked out by a system of
valves, etc., that
makes the machine
what is termed in slang phraseology,
fool-proof.
Inasmuch as the roll-over
cylinder and the pattern drawing cylinder in being connected up with air line
is connected through a tank filled with
oil,
the speed of the machine rolling
over and rolling back and also the pattern draw is governed by the flow of
the oil from the tank to the cylinder and
vice versa.

Some

the machine a very economical one to
operate, as on account of the way the
drop of the table plate is absoi'bed it
is possible to use a table plate of very
light consti"uction.
Where the jarring
is to he done at the plunger or central
point, it is necessary on such types of
machines to use very heavy table plates
to eliminate vibration at the outer points
of the table plate, and this not only reduces the net capacity of the machine
but makes the machine expensive
to
operate as this extra dead load has continually to be lifted.
These machines
are made in sizes ranging from fifteen
inch squai'e table and three inch cylinder, and having a capacity of approxi-

mately 350 lbs. up to machines with
tables eight feet by twelve feet, and 40inch bore of cylinder and a capacity of
approximately 75,000 lbs. The independent type of roll-over devices are built
to work with all sizes from 30" x 45"
up, and incidentally these devices will
work in conjunction with any make of
jarring machine.

of the exclusive features on this
resilient jarring surfaces in the base and the guide plates
placed in the corners in which the guides
of the table plate move up and down
relieving
the
balancing
function
at

Jar-squeezer machines and jar-stripping plate machines with side cylinders
are also made by this company.

plunger and preventing wear at

.MlI.f.VfLLE

machine are the

that

While the various types of jarring
machines manufactured by this company
are of such design as to accommodate
themselves to every size of work, their
design makes them particularly adapted
to work
of a larger nature, and
the
special features mentioned above make

l'.\EUM.\TIC

MACHINE.

FIG.

GRAVEL

ANNOUNCE-

MENT

point.

The nominion Foundry Supply Co.,
Montreal, Toronto and Winnipeg,
announce that they have for some years
Ltd.,

back-handled the
celebrated Millville
gravel for lo.nm nnd dry sand moulding,
and at the present time have forty car
loads on order.

2— MOLD BEING ROLLED OVER. ENTIRELY AUTO.MATIC
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HORSE SENSE
By

A

THE FOUNDKY

IN

Horschell L. Hatt

wU

work

he's looked after.
He will draw the load, and although
the load may be of the most useless stuff
imaginable, a waste of time to handle,
stuff
or it may be the most precious

horse

if

is, it makes no difference to him.
His one job is to draw, and he don't
give a horse darn whether the load is
That is
worth while drawing or not.
decided by the hand that holds the reins.
His requirements are oats and hay
for power, harness for transmission, and
shoes to traction. With these things he

there

accomplish the job.
Somethe same with a foundry.
is
times it is thought that anything
good enough, and that a foundry will
produce, even if the equipment and conwill

It's

ditions are rotten.

You must feed
You can't fool it,
borings, and

it

with coke and iron.

either, by feeding steel
get good castings, any more

than you can feed shavings instead of
oats and get horse power.
Did you ever see a haraess on a horse

suspender? You wondered
just how long the boy could go before
they would have to put him in a barrel.
Things are like that in a foundi-y. Sometimes there are poor fitting boxes, unlike a boy's

man power where mepower should be used.

cranes,

reliable

chanical

the
horse is the bull labor which galls the
men in a foundry.

The

ill-fitting

Horses

fall,

collar

slip

and

that

slide

galls

when

their

Grip the ground
and move! That is what is wanted. If
the gang don't pull together, but is up
in the air more or less, things slip and
Get on the
slide, with poor progress.
ground and traction, is the proper idea
That is the human factor.
in a factor^'.
The Atlas Foundrj' was one where
anj'thing
was good enough, and the
minute
anyone
suggested spending
shoes

are not

FIG. 3

good.

PATTERN SUSPE.VDEb
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what was poured happened by some chance to be good.

money for improvements the o\\^^ers
held up their hands, and talking fast,,
said they could have more fun buying
oil wells or Russian bonds.
"Make money first, then we'll see
about improvements." In other words,
do a good day's work old horse, and
maybe at night if you look as if you
need it, we will give you a quart of oats
and fix up your harness.

50 per cent, of

This was the state of things when
Jim Corrigan took charge as general
manager. Under the condition a profit
was impossible, unless some God-sent
genius produced the castings, like bricks
without straw.

the charge, it increases the pressure but
not the melting, so what good is it?
It took from four o'clock until five to
run the cast, and all hands on the job.

Woods was the foremen, but he was
ordinary
no God-sent genius, just an
and
foreman, merged into the thing,
fastened to it because years had established habits and customs hard to break.
Jim watched them run a cast one
The iron was tapped into a
pound ladle. From this the iron
was poured into small 100 pound bull
ladles, and cari'ied to the molds by two

night.
1,200

men.
After two or three trips of carrying
these ladles the length of the foundry,
the men were tired. Then on account of
men
so much carrying of metal, two
were required as "hold up," making four
men to pour.
To prevent the metal being melted
faster than these men could handle it
the furnace was checked off and on. This
would dull down the metal and cause
bad castings.
The metal for the bench work was
handled in the same manner, with this
addition, that the metal was transferred from the small bull ladle to
the
hand ladles, the metal being passed into
three successive vessels before it finally reached the mold.
As a rule, about 75 per cent, of the
bench work was finally poured, because
the metal wasn't hot enough, and about

.MOLD
IT.

ADIAN F

IS

i.i...

.,OWERED

KIG.
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Woods blamed

the furnace, then

the

He
and lots of times the iron.
always wanted "one of them pressure
gauges" on the blast.
A pi'essure gauge is no help, because
the melting is done by the amount of
wind passing through the charge. Now,
if this wind is blocked in some way by
coke,

Fifteen minutes would do each floor,
but everybody stayed to the finish and
they wei'e all needed.
Woods came over to Jim, wiping the
tribute to his exertion from his brow.
asked
"Well! what luck to-night?"
Jim.
"There's something the matter with
that furnace. The iron don't come hot
enough, and we should have an electric
crane so we can handle the iron faster.
Then we wouldn't have to keep the
moulders to pour off."
"Well an electric crane would cost a
We haven't got any and
lot of money.
can't get it," said Jim.

Morgan, the shipper, was standBill had a single track mind,
and said: "Seems to me a trolley belt
line around this foundry would do some
Bill

ing near.

good."

That night Jim thought it over, and
morning got in touch with the
makers of overhead trolley carriers.
It took three weeks to get it installed,
the next

at a cost of $500.00.
Now the metal is tapped into a half

when this is full it is pushed
along and metal is taken as fast as
Three of these ladles are in
wanted.
constant use, and circulating around the
foundry so that the men don't have to
leave their floors, but stay right there
and the metal comes to them good and

ton ladle,

hot.

PATTERN SWUN

cJiAC K uUi uF THE
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The Automatic Molding Machine
Showing

How

THE BERKSHIRE AUTOMATIC
MOLDING MACHINE
To show the extent to which molding
machinery can be perfected we will describe and illustrate the Berkshire Automatic machine which is equally as perfect a machine as would be constructed
for any other line of business.
molding machines have
Heretofore
mabeen only partly automatic the
chine performing but two or three operations, depending upon the attendant to

—

Automatic Machinery Can Be
Molding from Beginning to End.
mation of any vacuum, and also prevents
the sand from adhering to the pattern.
The lifting pins then raise the flask off
the pattern. While the flask returns to
receive its supply of sand, the bottom
board is supported by suitable hooks,
but as the ram comes down, these hooks
are drawn back so that the board remains upon the mold. All the operator
has to do is to lift off the flask and set
it to one side, blow the sand from the

complete the work.
The Berkshire Molding Machine is
the
completely automatic— it does all
work. Every step in the entii'e process,
even the screening of the sand, is per-

formed by the machine accurately and
with no attention whatsoever on the
The operator
part of the operator.
merely places the flask and bottom board
in position and presses his foot on the
starting lever, and in eight seconds onehalf of the mold is finished. Automaticthe
ally the machine puts the sand in
flask, rams it, vibrates the patteras, and
finally removes it finished from the patThe entire operation is made with
tern.
no assistance from the operator beyond
the initial pressing of the starting lever.
In detail, the machine operation is as
follows:

if

neces-

Another feature is the positive stop
which centers the flask under the ram-

ming head.

This effectively prevents
of the sprue out of place.
The clutch pulley on the shaft is merely
intended as an emergency device to stop
the machine.
the

ramming

The pattern plates are placed in an
ordinary table, or platen, at the front
be changed
of the machine, and can
easily and quickly
by removing four
screws which hold the plate in position,
and slipping in the new plate.
This
machine uses split patterns plated on
one side of a cast iron plate, or stripping plate patterns.

parting material
whatever.
By this
method, vdth the proper grade of molding sands, very flne work is made possible without any facing.

Being compound geared, it requires
but three horse-power to drive both ma-

VIEW OF AUTOMATIC MACHINE
SHOWING ELEVATING CONVEYOR.

SIDE

chine and elevator.

MELTING STEEL FOR WIRE MILL

sand can be quickly adjusted, and as
the flasks are filled automatically, every
It is also
flask will be i-ammed alike.
possible to adjust the boards in such a
way that the drag will be rammed harder than the cope.
When making the
cope, the machine is so arranged that it
cuts the sprue.
The vibrator is connected to the pattern support plate by an arm and is located in the machine away from the gas
jets used for heating the pattern plates.
The vibrator also ib given an oscillating motion which is more effective than
the longitudinal movement usually applied.
The operation of the vibrator begins when the flask starts under the sand
hopper and its period of operation is
controlled by a cam on the main shaft.
Increasing
the time of
the vibrator
operation before compression results in
jaiTing down the sand more effectively
into all the pockets of the patterns. The
vibrator continues to operate until the
mold is lifted from the pattern plate.
The height of the lift can
be varied up to three inThe speed of raisches.
ing the flask is controlled
by a valve so that it can
.^^^
IHil^HiH^ be lifted rapidly or slowly,
according to the nature of

ramming, the vibrator is automatically thrown into action, which makes impossible the for-

a stripping plate

sary.

of the "Berkshire" features is the
of the pattern plates by gas
jets from beneath, so that the molds
draw readily, without the use of any

the riddle at the rear of the machine,
and then conveyed in a bucket-elevator
The
to the hopper above the machine.
flask is next automatically carried to
the rear, where it is filled with sand.
It then travels forward and is met in
its course by the bottom board, supported upon the ram, which is forced
down, thereby ramming the sand.
of

down through

One

table with the air hose, and all is ready
for placing the other half of the mold.

At the instant

Do

to

heating

flask and bottom board having
the lever
been put into position and
pressed, the sand having been sifted in

The

Made

The pressure of the ram upon the

^It^H^

FRONT VIEW OF AUTOMATIC MOLDING MACHINE

the work. The air cylinder can also be used for
patterns
the
drawing

The McLain-Carter Furnace Company,
Milwaukee, Wis., announce that on
June 7 they melted steel in one of their
new 10 ton furnaces for the Black Steel
& Wire Co., Kansas City, Mo.
of

This furnace

is

a specially designed

McLain-Carter furnace and while rated
as a 10 ton, the maximum capacity is
30,000 lbs,, and it is guaranteed to melt
flve heats per twenty-four hours.

This company will produce high grade
wire of every description wire rope,
etc., and the steel melted in the McLainCarter furnace will be poured into 4, 6
and 8 inch, ingots. It is expected that
the 4 inch, ingots, after being cast, will
be rolled into wire rods with only one
heating and as this has been considered
an impossibility heretofore, if they are

—

successful, it is quite a step in advance
in wire mill practice.
Recently they secui-ed an order from

the Aetna Steel Castings Company, LoThey
rain, Ohio, for a second furnace.
have been operating one 5 ton McLainCarter furnaces for several months and
have made numerous record heats, melting 5 tons in two hours, fifteen minutes.

WOVLD

l»I.ACK

LARGE ORDER FOR

CASTINGS
large concern in the Montreal disis in the market and prepared to
place an order for grey iron castings to
the extent af from $2,500 to $3,000 a
We would be pleased to hear
month.
fnm anyone who is prepared to t?ke the

A

trict

work.
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New

Power-Driven Sand-Throwing Machine
This Machine Accompanies the Stripping Plate Machine and is
Limited in Capacity Only by the Ability of the Crew to Provide
It with Work.

The machine shown

in

this

illustra-

perhaps the latest innovation in
molding machine practice. Experiments
leadinp up to the present development
may have been proceeding for some
little time back, but it has been within
the last three years that Messrs. Beardsley & Piper, of Chicago, have brought
tion

is

it to its present state of perfection. As
has already been pointed out, the stripping plate machine only performs one
operation, that of drawing the pattern.
The other operations must either be
done by hand or by means of some other
combination or attachment.
For small

work

it

is

quite a

common

SAND THROWING HE.A.D WITH
HOOD REMOVED.

practice to

,

U.i.

.;,

ui-

combine the stripping plate with some
other device, such as a squeezer
or
jarring machine, but there are places
where this has not been found practicable, and gravity has been found
to
work to good advantage.
With the
gravity type the sand is conveyed to a
considerable height by means of elevating conveyors similar to those used
in a grain elevator.
As the buckets of
the conveyor pass over the top
the
sand is liberated and falls into
the
mold, the weight of the sand being considered sufficient to make it abundantly
compact. This system, however, had its
drawbacks, as gravity would draw the
sand in one direction only,
straight
down. It was also a difficult matter to
distribute the sand so as to have
the
different depths of sand properly provided for, and incidentally there
are
times when it is desirable to force the

it requires to have the moveable
the
arm, which delivers the sand to
proper place, so arranged that it may be
swung around in an entire circle as the
sand is delivered to the hopper by independent conveyors, but with the trac-

type,

tor type, as shown in Fig. 1, the arm
only swings part way around on account
of the conveyor obstructing the way.
As will be seen in Fig. 1, the sand is cut
up into a heap in the usual way and
the machine backed up to it. The cable
shown in the illustration is no longer
its
a part of the equipment, but in
is built
place a tractor arrangement
onto the machine and connected by gear
wheel to a rackway on the floor. When
the machine starts in motion the elevating conveyors lift the sand from the
heap, and the conveying screw conveyors
deliver the sand from the sides to the
enter.
While this is in progress the
machine is continuously
backing
up
airainst the sand heap.
As the sand is
conveyed to the top it falls into the
riddle from which it passes into the arm
which delivers it to the revolving head
on the lower end of the arm.
This
revolving head, shown in Fig. 2, is encased in a jacket with an opening in
the bottom.
The head revolves at a
speed of from 1,20') to 1,800 revolutions
per minute, according to the class
of
work to be done, and as the sand passes
through the head it is thrown with sufficient violence to leave the mold properly rammed.
The arm is movable at
the top, on roller bearings, as well as
free to be swung, thereby permitting the
molder to deliver the sand to any part
of the mold and playing on one spot as
long as it is requiied. The capacity of
the machine
is limited
only by
the
ability of the crew to provide it with
work. Space vdll not permit of a proper description of this machine, but a
more detailed description will be given
at a future date.
The Hugh Park

—

Foundry Company, of Oshawa, have the
Canadian patent rights, and have all the
latest improvements embodied in
their
patterns.

MIRACLES IN THE FOUNDRY
Some months ago an article appeared
in Canadian Foundryman on
the subject
of miracle it was never settled,
and I
consider

worth reviving. In all hot
upper part is hotter than the

it

liquids the

lower.
This can be proved by plunging
the hand into a verssel
of
moderately
heated water which is placed

directly

over a

As

fire.

the water heats

it

goes

at once to the top, and while
the top

so hot that

bottom

it

will

is

still

be

quite

it

The

cool.

same holds good in melted metal.
large mass of melt..d iron is
held
ladle

is

almost unbearable, the
If a
in

a

will be at a higher

temperature
near the top than lower down. All
this
is simple enough, but
we must get back
to the miracle.

The hotter the

iron

is

the

more

it

is

expanded, and as the specific gravity
of
heat is less than that of air, the
heat in
the metal will weigh less than
nothing
and consequently a cubic inch of
iron
which is partially composed of heat will
weigh less than a cubic inch of solid iron,

why is it that cold iron introduced
into a ladle of melted iron will
float, and
if it should go to the
bottom it would
yet

come up again?

HERE
Copper

ANOTHER MIRACLE

IS

red metal and if mixed
with tin or zinc it imparts color to them
according to the proportion in which it
is mixed.
For instance two pounds of
copper and one pound of zinc makes yellow brass, while copper and tin mixtures
make a red bronze of a lighter color than
pure copper. But if one pound of manganese is mixed with five pounds of copper the alloy is pure white. Where did
the red go?
And equally as strange, if
is

a

the manganese is removed the red comes
back, where did it come from?
One
pound of nickel mixed with fqur pounds
of copper will bleach it to a pure white,
being, not quite so powerful as bleaching agent as the manganese.

sand

in different directions, and at different degrees of density, and the rotary
sand thrower shown in the illustrations
has been found eminently satisfactory.
A rear view of the rotary machine will
show that in some respects it resembles
the gravity machine.
These machines

are made stationary or of the tractor
type, as desired.
If of the stationarv

The Norwalk Iron Works Company
South

RKAR VIEW OK .MACHINE SHOWING CONVEYORS AND CONVEYING DISCS.

of

Norwalk, Conn., manufacturers
of air and gas compressors, have now
a
Canadian sales agency with offices in
Toronto.
This is in the hands of the
A. S. Leitch Company, Kent Building,
Toronto.
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Prospective Centrifugal Casting Machines
While the Centrifugal Machine May Be
Experimental State,
While there are only a limited number
apof mechanical powers which can be
powers
other
and
plied to a machine,
which are employed to transmit or apply
is
force through these machines, there
receives its
which
power
or
force
one
energy from the machine, viz: centrithe
fugal force, which Professor Airy,
a
neither
is
claims
astronomer
noted
is no
force nor a power, saying that there
He proposes to subforce in operation.
tenstitute the expression "centrifugal

dency."
familiarly known as
will refer to it thus.
centrifugal force
Centrifugal, accoiding to natural philosophy, is the force which impels a revolving body from the centre to the circumference of its orbit. A few experi-

However, as

is

it

we

ments which every school boy has tried,
If a marble is
are quite interesting.
placed in the bottom of a tapered pail
and the pail is revolved, the marble will
run to the side of the pail and travel
around the largest circle which the pail
If the pail is revolved
will allow it to.
with sufficient velocity the marble will
worm itself up the side in order to get

circle is larger, and if
to revolve the pail at

where the

possible
speed the marble

it

were

a high

would travel right to

pail is
the top and over the side. If the
straight up and down on the sides the
marble will remain at the bottom because the centrifugal motion or tendency does not force it anywhere exceptwhere it can get further from the

ing

put in a tapered
at a moderate
even
revolved,
and
pail
speed it will be seen to recede in the cenpail
ter and bank up at the sides. If the
this
up,
way
the
all
diameter
is the same
action will not be so perceptible, but it
if rewill nevertheless take place, and
volved at a sufficiently high speed it will,
(unlike the marble) go right out of the
This is because each atom of the
top.
water is striving to get as far as possible
from the centre and in doing so forces
the water which is there to make room,
and the force of gravity pulling down on
center.-

If

water

is

as the centrifugal
it being not as great
force the water is forced out of the top.
on the inIf a parallel pail with a flange
etc.,
side such as is used in fruit canning,
pail the water
is substituted for the plain
the exwill be forced from the top, with
ception of that whicii is held back by the

the flange projects inextent of one inch, there
the
will be a wall of water an inch thick
entire depth of the pail.
see
enough to
This is all simple
out
tried
be
can
doubted
if
but
through,
by fastening the pail in fast-running
pail
lathe, as it matters not whether the
upright, horizontal or on an angle.
is
The centrifugal force brings the entire
flange,

ward

to

and

the

if

mass

Its Possibilities

to

a

level

at right

Have

More-or-Less
Been Demonstrated.
in

angle to the

force.

Now these are the principles on which
the centrifugal casting machines work.
Melted metal being a liquid acts in a
similar manner to water, with the exception that melted metal does not remain in a liquid state for any great
space of time, and by pouring it at exactly the right temperature it is quite
possible to control the metal to better
advantage than could be done with water.
Of course there are certain patent rights
hanging over the centrifugal casting
machine, although Socrates or Galilio
might have taken out patents on them as
these forces were well known in their
days, so likewise were the six mechanical powers spoken of, but it is upon
the manner of application of these forces
and powers that individual effort is expended, and the successes of achievements of which we must pay respect.
In the sketch will be seen a crude machine which is not an exact likeness of
anything in the heavens or on the earth,
and could perhaps be worshipped on that
account, but still it shows the fundamental principles involved in the cenIf melted iron should
trifugal machine.
be poured into one end of a long mold
such as would be required for a water
pipe, it would of course tend to spread
the entire length, but it is doubtful if
it would travel that distance before beset, but if first put into a trough
shaped ladle the length of the mold it
would be distributed the entire length
of the pipe at the same time. By shoving
the trough into the revolving mold and
tipping the said trough over sidewise

coming

the centrifugal force will distribute the

a

metal around the mold. By having the
metal at the proper temperature so that
it will be set before it all runs to the
bill it might be possible to cast a waste
pipe with a bell mouth. To make a plain
straight pipe by this process would be
quite simple. In making piston rings for
automobiles it has been found quite
If an iron mold is made of
proper diameter for the rings and of sufficient length to make a number of rings,

practicable.

it

in

can be made to revolve horizontally or
a upright position or at any angle

and the castings

side as well as the outside,

iron being the heavest will

the

in-

and the clean
be thrown to
while the

casting

the

of

outside

on the

will be true

lighter impurities will be on the inside.
this means perfect rings are insured.
The thickness of the casting is governed
by the flange on the end. If the out-

By

side diameter of casting

is,

say 4 inches,

and we wish half inch thickness, we put
a flange on the end with a three-inch
If we want more thickness
hole in it.

we use
the

that

a flange with a smaller hole in

This flange

center.
it

can be opened

pivoted

is

so

like a door, to al-

Iron
low the casting to be removed.
arcooling
water
require
may
molds

rangigment

and

may

as to admit of

There

is

centrifugal

manent

dumping

certainly

mold

on

be

to allow of being tipped

trunnions

up endwise so
the casting out.

an opening for the
as

well

as

for

per-

molds of different kinds.

PRINCIPALS OF CENTRIFUGAL CASTING MACHINE.

The trough

ladle

that

carries

the

molten metal A, has a flange B, at one
end that is bolted to the flange C, of
the shaft D, this shaft being of ample
overhanging
the
support
to
length
trough and the metal.
supported on four
is
wheels F, the front two fitted to an ex-

weight

of

the

The carriage E

that equalizes the downward
tension
This carriage, or saddle, is
pressure.
free to move latterly along the channel
The mold is made in
iron support G.

sections, the lower portion H, having a cylindrical flange I, at the open
end for rotating in the steady head J.
The rear end of the mold is flanged and
spindle K,
the
to the end of
bolted
which is supported in the head L, provided with two bearings and driven with
suitable gearing. The "cope" or cap M,
when in position, is locked by means of
taper keys N, N. an:i is likewise provid-

two

reed with "a ring O, for facilitating^
moval of cap when "shaking out" the

finished pipe.

.liilv.
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Molding Auto Cylinders

at the

Ford Foundry

Describing the Method of Core Setting, Pouring, Shaking Out,
Conveying, Etc., Without the Annoyance of Core Smoke
By
our last article we described the
pendulum conveyor for handling
small molds such as one man could
With the heavier work such
lift alone.
as cylinders where two men are required
to lift a half mold, this process is not
The conveyor used for cylinder
used.
work is of the type commonly used in
foundry work, and consists of an endless cable travelling around an endless
This track is constructed of two
track.
long pai-allel sections connected at the
The cars go along the front in
ends.
one direction and return on the back

IN

track.

The molding is done on stripping plate
machines as shown in the illustration.
The overhead sand conveyor system is
used but not in the same manner as on
With the cylinder
the small machines.
work the sand is allowed to fall on the
from there it is shovelled into the
mold and rammed by hand. When the

floor;

completed it is placed on the
conveyor, which is in continuous motion,
and like the small molds described before, it passes on to the next man and
the next until completed.
The core setting is a big item on a
cylinder, but
the cores, unlike other
drag

is

parts of programme, are not in continuous motion. The cores are dried in
oontinuous ovens which are kept at unithe conveyors
form temperature, and
are kept travelling at a uniform speed,
so that when taken from the oven it is
a known fact that they are dried exactly right, and that they are all ready for
the mold, with the one exception, that
they are hot, and hot cores cannot be
For this reason it is necessary
used.
that they be taken from the oven and
placed where they will cool off before
going any further.
When the cores,
which are made on the second floor, are
suflSciently cooled to use they are dropped down to the first floor at such locations as they will be required.
A cylinder block as it is known consists of four cylinders in one piece, together with value chambers, water jackets, exhaust openings, etc., besides various cores which are used to save the
labors of the molder.
Some of these
cores have to be set in halves, while
some are completed before being placed
in the mold.
As the cores are brought
to the molding floor they are distributed
along in the exact locations where they
will be required.

F. H.

BELL

the four cylinders are set. These are in
pairs, two cylinders being in each coi*e.
The balance of the jacket core is now

put

in

place.

While all of these operations are being performed with the mold in continuous motion, each one is tested to
is right.
The cores are
the greatest of care and
of equipment,
with the most perfect
which should guarantee accurate cores,
but no chances are taken, and as each
core is set, a thickness piece is drawn
through to show that the proper thickIf the instruness of metal is there.
ment is pinched between the cores it is
known that they fit too close and not
enough metal is allowed. This seldom
happens, but it must be guarded against
just the same.
Before setting on the cope, a gauge is
used for the final thickness and the core
prints are pasted to prevent the metal

insure that

all

it

made with

from running

molding and p'ouring. The benches are
shape and the core makers
work around the outside of them. These
benches stand beside the ovens, which
are of the continuous, oil burning type.
Several duplicate core boxes are required
for a core, such as a cylinder bore core.
While the first core-maker might go
ahead and finish the core, it has been
found expedient to divide the work, so
that the first man only does one operation on it and shoves it along to the
circular in

next one,

who does

a

little

bit

more

and so on

the oven.

until

it

The ovens,

finally lands

like the rest of the

plant, have a continuously

tem on the

inside,

moving

and a gauge

to

the
After closing up and clamping
it is poured, by which time it has
completed the fii'st half of its trip. On
the return trip on the back track it
travels under a hood which extends the
entire length of the track and which
is
connected with an opening in the
roof, carrying away every particle of
smoke. By the time it has arrived at
the end of this ti'ack it is sufficiently
cooled to shake out, and the flasks returned to the molders to be used over
again.
The sand from the mold is allowed to fall through the grated floor
where it is conveyed to the upper story

mold

and re-mixed.
The cores used

in the cylinders are of
various compositions.
Silicia sand and
an oil binder are used in the water jacket cores, while dry black compound is
used in the mixture for the bore cores.
The making of the cores is interesting to equally as great an extent as the

SECTION OF .MOLDING FLOOR,

sys-

keep

the temperature at the exact point.
By
means the cores are baked to exactly the extent desired by the time they
reach their destination.

this

out.

The great drawback to the black binder in the average foundry is that it is
seldom sufficiently baked. Black tar binders have no adhesive qualities
unless
heated to a temperature high enough to
melt the tar and allow it to run through
the sand.
With the oil burning ovens
in use here it is quite easy to regulate
the temperature to any degree required.
By this means, just sufficient binder is
used to make the core right, when sufficiently baked, and the additional heat
from the melted metal burns the core,
so that it falls out of the casting without difficulty when the casting is being
cleaned.
In our next issue we will endeavor
to describe how the 15 continuous cupolas are operated so as to keep the
shop supplied with melted iron for 16
hours out of every 24 in the day.

When the nowel is made and placed
on the conveyor it passes numerous piles
of cores before it arrives at the part of
the shop where the cope is made.
In
setting the cores, one core is sometimes
required to hold another in place, and
chaplets are required between them to
allow for thickness of metal. When the
bottom half of the water jacket
core
and such other cores as go in the nowel
is set, the cores which form the bore of

to

back
to the man next to the one who began
it.
This man takes off the core box and
shoves it over to the man who makes
the first move on the core, while another man lifts the completed core into
it,

,

unu

i

o. .mjKv, .snuWi.NC;

AWAY THE

.SMOKE.

HOOD FOR CARRYING
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The Marine Engine

Cylinder Question

in

Canada

Demonstrating That Canada, as Usual, Leads All Others, But
Has to be Dragged to the Front With a Confession
By JOHN H.
shock
ASUDDDEN
administered

must have been

many

readers of
Canadian Foundryman, when the
allegation that marine enigine cylinders
cannot be made in this country," was
•made public in the May issue.
Mr.
to

is quite justfiied in paving the way
correspondence on the subject, in
order that such an absurb canard may
be refuted.
As undeniably many failures in the
attempt to turn out these castings have
occurred during the war, and since the
armistice, a little probe into the underlying causes and a few hints at possible
remedies, for such a state of affairs as
now exists, may be in order.

Bell

for

EASTHAM

one to leave another shop where he
probably just as badly needed.

is

One company's gain is thus another
company's loss, and so on, ad infinitum,

shown

at the right, for a

single

large

ladle.

Plugs may be of any of the various
designs shown at Figure 3, the ball type

effort being made to train men for
of the business, notwithstanding that two v/inter's courses at a
good night school or collegiate evening
classes, added to two years' of his apprenticeship devoted to loam work; (say,
the last two years of his time), will
make a finished artist of him in this,
the highest branch of our handicraft.
little

this

branch

apprentices are not available, there
a proportion of our sand moulders
with sufficient ambition and technical
knowledge to qualify as loam moulders
by going to that end of the shop and
working as assistants to, and under the
instruction of, broad-minded men
who
have served their time to the business.
If

is

Horizontal Pouring

Undoubtedly many open-ended cylinders cast horizontally have been scrapped for that very reason, they were made
well-fitted
boxes,
oven
and if poured vertically would
in very many cases have successfully
passed all tests, the waste of good
moulding for this simple reason alone
having been criminal, the object usually
in

first-class

dried,

being to effect a slight saving of the
time and labor germane to the operations
of turning the closed mould on end and
bedding into a pit prior
to
casting.

Penny wise, pound foolish, eh?
when you have carefully made,
cored, and closed a

mold of

and
dried,

this descrip-

gentlemen, do you always pour it
properly, or with the correct mixture ?
You do not, even when cast vertically.
tion,

>

FIG.

i 'J-'

C'' '-' V-r/'iL.'.'- -f

1—CROSS-SECTION VIEW OF CYLINDER,
SHOWING GATES.

We may

first

safely

assume that

this

country suffers from a sad shortage of
loam moulders, that is beyond question,
but what steps are we taking to secure
them? I venture to say, hardly any.
The average foundry management,
handling a line of work which ought to
be made in loam, and desiring the services of a moulder with a knowledge of
drawing and ability to work from a spindle, as well as mark out his own rigging
on an open sand bed, generally advertises for one in the usual way, and on
offering sufficient inducement in the way
of wages and cost of transportation, get

There are a lot of foundry executives
and high grade moulders who have never
seen or heard of a plugged runner, to
their infinite loss, and a good
many
others, who, having heard and seen, will
not go to the trouble of using them.
Fig. 1, is a cross sectional view of a
low pressure marine cylinder, made in
loam and gated to get the best results,
all gates being kept closed by means of
the flat disc plugs

marked

"a", "b", re-

Plugs "a," "a," are placed
over the bottom pour gates, whose inlets
may either be attached to the cylinder
flange, or that at the steam chest opening, as your fancy
or
circumstances
direct, plugs "b" "b", being placed on
those "pop" gates serving the mould by
direct drop between the main core and
spectively.

FIG.

2— DIFFERENT TYPES OF RUNNER
BASIN.

being perhaps, least liable to disturb
the sand in the runner box through careless handling when placing in position,

and should be dipped overhead

in good
blackwash, then thoroughly dried, and
the mould poured while they are still
hot, as under thene circumstances no
metal will stick to them, whilst their
existence will
be
greatly
prolonged.
When pouring, certain men should be
told off to stand by with rammers, or
long, light rods for the purpose of lifting the plugs at the proper moment;
"a" "a", or those serving the bottom gates
being removed as soon as the runner
box is full of metal, and "b" "b", taken out
one at a time to gradually increase the
pouring speed as soon as a pool is forme
in the bottom of the casting, the tendency to splash and scab being thus

eliminated.

And what of your mixture,
men? are you giving that end

gentleof the

problem the attention it deserves ?
If you melt by analysis, as you ought
in justice to yourself and to the class
of work under dis-ussion, the following
is approximately what you need:

outside cheek.

Alternative ways of building up the
runner box are shown to left and right
of the plan view at Fig. 2, the straight
system to the left being extended for
two ladle pour, and the circular way.

FIG.

3— DIFFERENT DESIGNS OF RUNNER
PLUGS.

CANADIAN FOUND

1!>20

.lulv.

Silicon,

Per cent.
1

to 1.30

Phosphorus,

skinned in a thousand different ways,
I
was enwhich presumably it had.
to
fashion
deavoring in receipt book

Manganese

describe in a general way how to mix
loam from material which most foundrymen would be in a position to locate,
while Millville gravel is a natural formation containing all the ingredients required and is undoubtedly the cheapest
and best in the long run as it is ready
to use without the labor and expense of
preparing it. It is equally as valuable

per cent.

0.20 to 0.45

0.80 to

1.

This for your heavier work, for you
nieiliuin and lighter cylinder castings a
slight increase in the silicon content is
permissable, with a corresponding decrease in the manganese per centage, according to your calibre and tonnage. The
judicious use of steel scraps and close
inspection of your analysis cards forwarded with each shipment of pig you
get, will give you the above mixture, or
any variation of it that you deem adivsable, or, if you do not care to use steel,
charcoal pig may bo utilized in its place
at increased cost.

and by way of vindication of our Canadian institutions, the
average man reading this article will be
perhaps, surprised to learn that what is
probably the best record on marine cylinder work for the past five years, on
this continent, is held by an Ontario
In conclusion,

foundry.
I admit, gentlemen, that the foregoing
is a sweeping statement, but here are t^
Three per cent, loss from all
figures.
causes on nearly fifty sets of triple expansion engines, or close to one hundred
cylinders,
tons each.

fifty

to ten

ranging from two

Anyone doubting and wishing
convinced

may have

the

name

to be
of the firm

by communicating with the writer

o?

with the editor, Mr. F. H. Bell, at th'
office, and if you have a better record to
show, produce it, and if ever the days of
reasonable enjoyment return, we will
celebrate the occasion in due and ancient
form at my expense.

CAN CANADA PRODUCE GOOD
MARINE CYLINDERS?
By F. H. BELL
Under the above caption

submitted
for the benefit of our readers an article
I

May

issue of this publication, and
in this article I pointed out that a proin the

man had made the rethat it was impossible to secure a
successfully cast cylinder for a marine
minent marine

mark

engine in Canada.
Of course I did not
agree with the statement, but had to
admit that we had a grand opening for

improvements.

I suggested a few things
order tp start the ball a-rolling and
invited criticism, which
incidentaly
I
might say I received in abundance.
Among the suggestions advanced I
pointed out that green sand was not the
material from which to make the mold.
I pointed out that the mold should not
be poured while lying on its side; I also
gave a recipe for making loam. In fact
I about went the limit in giving advice,
and I confidently believe that much good
will result from the same.
However, in response to my invitation,
I received a communication which gave
Millville gravel as the proper material
from which to make loam molds, and incidently hinting that it had my receipt

in

YMAN

Sulphur,
per cent,
less than 0.10

per cent.

and

ll
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requisite, but a good solid set of cores
are very essential, with vents all clear.
This, with a good mold, will come out
The mold will be well dried
all right.
with a slow fire for two or three days,
then setting the cores and pouring the

mold.

For further information on this subHedley,
Mr.
you could call on
champion cylinder maker of the Pacific
ject,

Coast.

William G. Leishman

making dry sand work.
I was also informed that very successful work can be done by ramming the
mold on its side in a flask, and after
finishing it, stand it on end in a pit and

interesting,
certainly
This letter is
and the record of making cylinders for
four years without losing one is still
certainly the most interesting part of it.

have made many cylinders
that way for small work but cannot see
the advisability on heavy castings like a

loophole or avenue of escape, and I will
In the
try and wriggle out of this.
overlooked
first place it must not be
that Mr. Hedley is a champion cylinder
man, which fact I can vouch for, and
secondly I don't think I should have been
understood to say that cylinders could
not be made in sand. What I said was:
"Don't try to do this kind of work in a
green sand mold, because the risk is too
great. You might get a casting, but you

in

ram

it

in.

I

cylinder of four or five feet in the bore.
The flask as well as the mold and cores
would require to be exceptionally rigid
to stand the handling, and a powerful
crane would be required.
I was also told by a core maker that
it is not always the mold or the metal
which count.
The following letter from one of our
readers on the Pacific Coast should be
convincing that good work can be done
by making the mold on end in dry sand,
providing that proper care is taken.
"With reference to the article on the
casting of cylinders, which appeared in
your issue of May, Vol. XL, pages 122
and 123, you said you liked a good kicker.
Well, here goes:
In this article, you take the stand that
marine cylinders cannot be made in sand,
but ought to be cast in loam. Well, I
am going to say right here that you are

wrong.
Being a core-maker and in the employ
of Mr. John Hedley of
the
Western
Foundry, San Francisco, Calif., I wish
all

to state that a large

number

of cylinders

have been cast at this place in sand molds
during the last four years, which is the
time I have been employed here.
The cylinders have weighed from one
to ten tons, and not one has ever been
rejected, and all have stood the test required of them.
The core prints are rammed up in the
drag, then the pattern is set on those
prints.

The patterns are usually made

mold up on end, with bosses and ribs
loose, so that it may be drawn up out of
sand.
Sometimes, they are cheeked off
but not always. These molds are rammed up strong with plenty of rods and

to

vented well, with great care taken at all
stages of the game not to let any old
thing go by. In ramming up the mold,
cast iron chills are used extensively in
corners or wherever the molds are unusually thick, to prevent shrinkages and
sponginess. The use of these chills will
prevent leakages in the castings.
Mr. Hedley always gates his cylinders not far from the bottom of the mold
second ladle is used, that gate would
be placed higher but never gated on bore.
At this time of writing, we have just
cast a cylinder weighing eight tons and
have pursued the above methods.
Ramming up a cylinder is not the only
if

However,

always endeavor to have a

I

not. If you don't understand loam
moulding, learn it; it is the simplest kind
of moulding and the least likely to make
trouble." Further on I said, "In molding
a marine cylinder there is only one kind
of a mold which is worthy of consideration, even though a complete pattern is
mold."
loam
provided, and this is a
Now, I don't know as I was so very far
astray in this. A loam mold and a dry

might

is practically the same thing.
Whether we use Millville gravel or mix
up some dope, the material used in either
case is practically the same. With dry
sand work a flasR is used and the sand

sand mold

tempered similar to molding sand, or
The mold is made
a little more moist.
as with green sand, and when completed.
and baked for two or
is blackwashed
is

three days,

when

it

is

in reality a solid

core.

With loam work the flask
and

is

omitted

a brick wall, following the design of

The loam mixthe job is substituted.
ture is wet to the constituency of mud
the
absorbs
because the brick wall
dampness and for the reason that it requires

to

be

muddy in order to
When completed

to the brick wall.

stick
it is

In baking
also blackwashed and baked.
a loam mold it is quite common to heat
it to a high temperature in order to des-

troy what animal or vegetable matter
was used as an opener, thus leaving it
similar to a sponge, allowing easy escape
of vent. With dry sand work this is not
so essential as the mold is easily vented.
Although there are a lot of things to
look after in getting a good cylinder, and
as Mr. Leisham points out not the least
of them is the core making. The condimanner of
tion of the metal and the
pouring also contribute to the success
or failure of the casting. The article by
Mr. Eastham on cylinder work, shows
once again that Canadians have capabilities

shown

which
have
in this direction
results equally as satisfactory as

those achieved in shell production during
the war.
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Some Things

to

Be Remembered About Melting

Showing Old Fads Which Are Adhered to While Things Worth
Studying Are Treated Lightly
By

THE

lessons which

I

will

endeavor

present and which I have combined in one illustration are all
old to the average foundryman, but perhaps not thoroughly understood or appreciated, and in the case of juniors perhaps not understood at all.
to

Anybody who knows anything about a
foundry knows the lay-out of a cupola,
so we will not spend much time describing its ordinary features but will confine
our thoughts to a few experiments which
foundrymen are unknowingly or unwittingly performing every day.
We will not require to go deep into
mathematics to prove our points, so long
as we bring out the ideas. Supposing instead of having a bricked-up cupola we
take a heavy wrought iron pipe without
any lining and use it for a cupola. Now,
supposing we take 2,300 degrees Fahr.
as the proper heat at which to melt cast
iron, and we will assume that a wrought
iron shell will stand up under this heat.
If we build a coke fire in this shell and
let it burn under natural draught, we
may be able to heat the shell to a cherry
red, but not to a white heat unless we
have a very powerful draught.
Now, suppose we turn on the blast
from the blower, the increase amount of
oxygen which comes in contact with the
carbon in the fuel will do a whole lot
of thin^Ts with chemical definitions, but
which translated into foundry talk means
that it will make a hotter fire. But it
does not make a hotter fire as soon as it
enters or comes in contact with the fuel,
on the contrary, it has a cooling effect
the .same as all blast has, find does not
do its best until it has a chance to combine with the carbon, by which time it
is well up into the fuel.
The distance
which that will be above the tuyeres
where it entered will depend on the
amount of pressure which it had back
of it, but in good practice this will be
found to be about 18 or 20 inches above
the tuyeres.
On the sketch will be seen a point
marked 2,300 degrees. This point' will
be the very hottest spot of any and will
only be of infinitesimal depth; immediately above and below it being at a
lower temperature.
This will show on
the shell which we have imagined without
any lining.
One streak will be at a
white heat and from this streak, both
upward and downward, the color will
grov/ redder until it becomes black.
In a prooerly bricked-up cupola this
point might be at a much greater temperature so that the iron would be melted rapidly while passing, but whatever
Its
temperature it is just at that
point.
Now this is the point at
which we should aim to hold our coke
bed, hut obviously it will not remain
long at this point with the fire burning
at an incandescent heat, so we have to

allow a

F. H.

BELL

play on, but the farther
point the farther we
get from the best melting. This should
be positive proof that, no matter what
proportion of fuel to iron we are using
in our charges, the smaller they are t'he
better, providing we can keep them level
and not let any spots on the ^oke bed get
holow this point.
Six or seven inches
would be the greatest depth which could
be recommended, and any greater depth
would be a positive waste and would
show
in
the
uneven
melting of
the
iron
and
the
uneven
stream
at
the
spout.
The
large
coke
charges would not be so serious a
matter if it is onl> meant the waste of
fuel, but if we are figuring close on our
fuel and trying to melt ten tons of iron
with one ton of coke and we burn some
of our coke to waste, we still have our
ten tons of iron to melt but do not have
the ton of coke to melt it with.
Conditions vary in different shops and
a little experimenting will be required
to find where the proper melting zone
is, but when found, it should be maintained.
Going below it does NOT save
fuel, and going above it does NOT improve the melting.
little to

we get from

this

The Sand Bottom
Another lesson
sand bottom.

to be studied is the
In the sketch will be seen

the sand bottom with the melted iron
between it and the tuyeres. .A.s the metal
melts, it runs down through the fuel and
Now, supposing the
fills up this space.
space between the sand bottom or the
tap hole which is on the same level, and
the tuyeres is eight inches, and this is
allowed to fill before tapping out, we
have eight inches depth of iron at a
quarter of a pound to the cubic inch, or
two pounds' pressure to the square inch
all over the bottom of the cupola, and

according to the rules of hydrostatics we
have the same pressure in every direction, which is to say that if we tap it
out we have a pressure of two lbs. to
the square inch which would force it up
Now then if our tap
hill if necessary.
hole has an area of one square inch, we
have two pounds' pressure back of it,
and unless we put additional weight onto it we can not increase this pressure

by any known means, yet practically
every book and paper which was ever
written or published on cupola practice
contained the warning against having
too much slant to the bed because it
caused the iron to flow with such force
that it was dangerous, and hard to stop
in, etc., when as a matter of fact it
would have less metal and would consequently drain itself in less time and
would be easier to stop in. Now think
this over, Mr. Melter, and see if you
think there would be any difference in
the pressure on a hydrant if the reservoir
had a flat bottom or a slanting one.

Next Lesson
Another question which is worth considering is with regard to having a
depth of iron between the bed and the
In order to properly handle
tuyeres.
the slag and get clean iron, it is advisable to always have the iron above the

Melted Iron
Tap Uole

Sand Bed

DUMMY CUPOLA.

tap hole, and in order to facilitate changing ladles it is advisable to have room to
hold the iron while making the change,
but the idea of holding a large volume of
iron with which to pour a heavy piece,
Supposing we
has little in its favor.
abandon the tap hole and use the imaginary one which is shown in the sketch,
but leav3 the sand bed wheie it is; this
is to say, supposing we have our tap
hole, say six inches above the sand bed;
as the iron melts, it will have to fill up
this six inches of depth before any metal
dows from the tap hole, and if we proceed with the heat the six inches of metal
in the bottom will set solid because there
There is
is nothing to keep it melted.
no combustion down there, and no circulation of air to cause combustion, but on
the contrary there is a cold blast from
the tuyeres which prevents the burning
fuel from even reflecting its heat onto
the melted iron.
Of course nobody would have a cupola
(Continued on page 177)
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Showing

How

Saving Can be Effected by Adopting
Curves in Place of Angles

a Great

By JAS.

THE

of a manhole or any
other style of hole, out of iron,
might seem odd, but this is just
The sketches shown are of
a name.
to most
castings which are familiar
molders, and I am not aware of any
molder ever having to admit that he

could not

molders

make

making

make them, but

working

like

three in a day, and

other molders

make

I

slaves

six in

have seen
trying

to

have seen
a day without
I

any trouble, but not in the same shop.
The fault was not with the molder but
with the equipment which he had at his

F.

MULLAN

cope we would
insert a rapping bar in the two places
prepared for it, and rap it with a sledge.
We then called up a gang of four and
I cannot recall ever getlifted it off.

Before

lifting

off

the

were just
ordinary wooden ones, and worked as
well as the average flasks do, but the
pattern was so straight up the side of

ting a good

the

rinu:,

lift.

The

H, at F, that

flasks

it

used to tear,

sometimes only a little, but oftener a
good lot. After we got done patching
and fixing at the cope we brushed off
the parting, swabbed the pattern, ve-

('isposal.

In Fig. 2 will be seen a sectional view
of this casting.
On the left will be
seen the design as it appeared on one
that I molded a good many hundred off
of, while on the right is the design of
it would have looked if I had been
ordering the pattern. Fig 2, as will be
seen is bottom up, in the position
in
which it would be when poured, and it
will be seen that we lifted the inside
with an anchor.
In beginning to mold
this we used to put down a flat board
on which we placed a wooden
affair
which filled up the inside of the pattern
as far as the ring A.
When this piece
was placed on the flat board it formed
a sort of follow board.
The idea of
having it loose was
so that
the flat
board could be used for other purposes.
Joke No. 1. We now proceeded with
it as with any other job until
we got
the drag rolled
over and
the follow
board removed.
At this point, instead
of putting on the parting sand as would
be expected, we had to stop and cut a
parting outside and inside, and then put
on the parting sand, and put the anchor
C, in place.
We then put in a little facing sand and placed nails side by side,
all the way around over the ring A,
or more properly speaking in the corner
marked B. We then rammed up the inside and made a parting on the top of
it
and covered it with parting sand.
We then removed the screw D, and after
placing a piece of tin over the opening
left by the screw, we proceeded to ram
up the cope. In doing this we rammed
in a couple of plugs EE, to leave holes
for the rapping bar, as well as two
gate pins and a risor at the outside edge.

—

Of course the
anybody could want.
the roughring H. would be lacking, but
would
open
pouring
by
ness caused
cement
serve to hold the casting to the
equally as well as the ring.
With a good pattern and an iron flask
on
properly made, I will take a chance
ring
making a complete mold with the
H included, and have it done as rapidmade in the
ly as though it had been
By having draft where it
open mold.
angles,
should be and by avoiding sharp
there would be no excuse for tearing,
and by having a properly barred cope
as at
to fit right down into the pattem
getting
in
trouble
no
be
would
there
I,

In Fig. 1. will be seen a typical pair
of castings such as are used to cover up
the sewage basins on the streets. These
castings are usually known
as manhole castings, the one being knox^Ti as
the man-hole, and the other as the manhole cover. The cover of course, is nothing worth considering,
but the manhole casting, while being a simple, rough
casting, could be made to show much
greater profits for the foundryman if
the pattern was made with a little more
consideration for the molder.

how

and Sewers

for Drains

Making Man-Holes

a'

good

lift

used, and

if

without the anchor C being
lifted with the crane could

was
be left hanging while the pattem
being drawn.
made
sometimes
are
Man-holes
projection
a
have
and
inside,
straight
on the outside for the cover to fit into.
This requires a three-parted flask with
programme of rolling over
the usual
and over, or else using a lot of cores.
This is a waste of time and has no advantages.
The design shown in Fig. 1 has no
in
superiors, either in strength or ease
molding, if, judgment is used in making
the
FIG.

1— MAN-HOLE CASTINGS FOR SEWER.

riatterii.

Be sure and have curves instead

of

angles.

placed the draw screw, D, and lifted
Here
out the inside with the crane.
at B
again was trouble, the comer
clean and a lot of
never lift
would
patching was required there. After we
finished with this we had the pattern
to draw, and right down at G was another place which gave a lot of trouble.
This place had to be right, as it was
This
here that the cover had to fit.
place was out of sight so that it could
not be seen when drawing the pattern,
and being a square, sharp corner it, too,

made unnecessary

trouble.
the pattern had been made like
the right side, and the cover made to
fit into it, all this trouble would have
been avoided.
I have seen these poured in some founcope, by weighing
dries without any
down the inside to keep it from floatThis made as good castings as
ing.
If

This job would be a cinch for a moldThe jolter could be used
ing machine.
or if
to exceptionally good advantage,
large contracts are to be filled, the sand
throwing device used in conjunction with
be a great
the stripping plate would
saving.
•-

SOME THINGS TO BE

REMEiVIREKEl)

(Continued from page 176)
but with the tap hole where it
belongs and a bed of metal below the
tuveres, it is just lying there the same
like that,

would be in the bottom of the laefie,
and it might as well be in the ladle.
The three lessons to be learned are:
The melting zone is in an exact
First.
place and the smaller the charges of
coke and iron are, the nearer we can
keep the melting zone to the proper
The shape of the botSecond.
place.
tom counts for very little in melting.
Third. There is nothing gained by holding iron in the cupola with a view in
as" it

keeping

it

hot for a big casting.

WANTS ALUMINUM CASTINGS
A

Toronto subscriber wants to secure
boxes
a dozen thin curved sided
about five feet long and one fot wide,
and would like to get in touch with a
foundry where these can be secured
half

FIG.

2— CROSS-SECTION VIEW OF PATTERN
MOLDED IN DIFFERENT WAYS.

as the

electric

aluminum

installations

arc

com.-
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TRUSCON
128

lbs.

88

U

40

lbs.

A

Chicago foundry had been using Cast Iron Flasks on a
production job.
The Cast Iron Flasks weighed 128
The
pounds each.
TRUSCON Pressed Steel Flasks, designed
for the same job, weighed only 88 pounds each.
In other
words, the Cast Iron Flasks exceeded the TRUSCON Flasks
by nearly 50 per cent, in weight. Would your men prefer to
handle the relatively heavy Cast Iron Flasks or relatively
light Truscon Flasks?
certain

TRU

TRUSCON

4
"

18 X 18
FLASK
X 7" Sections used as copes, drags or

Diameter 3')
Used

(

cheeks interchangeably.

Strength

is

Not Dependent on Weight

not dependent on weight, but rather on the nature of the material. The
brittleness of Cast Iron is its natural weakness.
Pressed Steel, on the other hand, is
tough. Hammering, dropping, abusing Pressed Steel Flasks has little effect, while the

strength

is

same treatment would send a Cast Iron Flask back

to the scrap heap.

TRUSCON

They can
Pressed Steel Flasks are designed to have strength without excess weight.
lighter
for
material,
the
be made as heavy as Cast Iron Flasks, but it is a waste of
Pressed Steel Flasks will outlive several Cast Iron Flasks and be on the job every day.

TRUSC»

Youngs*'

I

Julv.

CA N A

1020

1)

1

mndry
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F
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r N D K Y M A X

Flasks

Are your men handling 40 pounds excess
weight every time they pick up a flask?
Most
flasks are handled four times for each pouring:
Pile to machine, machine to floor, knocked out and
back to pile. 40x4=160 lbs. Suppose two men
working together, handle 75 flasks a day. 160x75
= 12,000 lbs. Six tons of extra weight to be handled.

It

costs

money

to

move those

179

40x 4=

160

lbs.

160x75=12000

lbs.

12000

lbs.

= 6 Tons

six tons.

ASK
2'

Drag

TRUSCON FLASK

5!

Wheels

Drag 12"
Cope 12
for Oldsmobile Cylinders.

19" X 33

Used

"

Truscon Flasks Designed for the Job
Every TRUSCON Flask is designed and fabricated for its particular job. There
are no standard sizes. Our method of manufacture makes it possible to produce "tailored-to-measure" flasks as readily as *'ready-mades." And, they are just as much

EEL CO.
0,

U.S.A.

more satisfactory as "tailored-to-measure" clothes.
Our Engineering Department will be glad to submit complete information and
estimates.

Write or wire for complete information and estimates.

—
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Practical Hints for the Brass
IVlAGNESIlj.M;

IIS

PECULIARITIES

AND USEFULNESS
A

metal which is coming into considerable i)romincnce and which is not
yet V'.ry well known, is niagoesium. This
metal, next to silicon, aluminum, iron
and calcium, is the most common of
metals, and Canada has been favored
with its presence to probably a greater
extent than any other nation in the
world. Magnesium is found in a great
variety of forms and in many of the
common minerals. Its production and
cost is, tlieicfore, dependent upon its

In alumii.um, a part of the magnesium
introduced will remain in the casting as
an alloy, but it does not produce any
objectionable qualities. On the contrary
it vvill make the metal flow better and
tensile
materially increase the
will
strength of the casting.
Cart should be taken, however, to use
none but the purest magnesium, as impurities introduced in the aluminum in
this manner also remain and may be the
cau?e of serious trouble and unjust con-

demnation of magnesium.

Adding Magnesium

to

Aluminum

use.

magnesium
Canada was imported from Ger-

Prior to 1914 mo-st of the

used

in

many, and its production in this country
was a direct result of the war. As
a

matter of fact

the

electro-chemical
de-

method of reduction from the ore

veloped here, results in a much purer
metal than any of the imported products.

As a metal, magnesium is used to a
considerable
extent as a deoxidizing
agt!nt, particularly in non-ferrous foundry work. For thi.=( purpose 't is very
eftoctive and comparatively cheap.
The use of magnesium as a component
in alloys may hardly be said to have been
touched. One of its properties, i.e., that
of increasing the fineness of grain of
metal, sv.ggests a wide field of application

and

very promising results

from

metallurgical investigations.
The physical characteristics of magnesium are such that it will undoubtedly
While
find a wide field of usefulness.
inertia and
it takes time to overcome
conseivatism, the future will find this
metal playing an important part in industry.
Magnesium is a strong deoxidizing
agent, and is exceptionally valuable in
aluminum foundries.
Introduced into
casting alnmmum, pure magnesium not
only reduces to some extent the oxide
of the metals, biit also the absorbed
gases, so that its use will result in a
better, stronger, and more dense casting.
Aluminum itself is known to be a good
'deoxidizing
agent if introduced into
other metals, so that in melting it by
itself there is considerable loss of metal
because of its oxidation. In addition to
this, molten aluminum
sometimes absorbs gases from the furnace such as
csrbon-monox'de or carbon-dioxide. The
result of these properties of aluminum
is that frec;uent dilTiculty is encountered in foundry work, due, not only to the
oxidized aluminum but especialy to the
absorbed gases which are given off in
cooling and result in blow-holes or porous castings.

Magnesium is used with aluminum in
ordinary foundry practice in the proportion of about 0.5 per cent., that is, 1
pcund of magnesium to 200 pounds of
nluminuni alloys of aluminum and copper or aluminum and zinc.

%hc pure

metal should be held
in a pair of iron tongs (there is no violent action or danger at all if the magnesium and tongs are dry), and pushed
not too quickly to the bottom of the
crucible after it has been removed from
stick

the fire, or in the ladle just before pourmg. It must be stirred slowly until it
's felt that the magnesium has melted
from the tongs. Not more than a quarter of a pound should be added at a time,
the reason being that a long stick of
magnesium pushed into the crucible may
break when it gets up to a certain teftiperature.
The broken off pieces will
float to tha surface and catch fire before
they are melted, taking oxygen from the
air instead of the aluminum or dissolved
gases. .After all the magnesium is added
m.ore vigorous stirring should be continued for a short time in order to give
the oxide of magnesium an opportunity
to float to the surface.
Then skim and
pcur in the usual way, no other flux is
necessary.

not necessary to heat the aluminum above the usual pouring temperature because the heat generated by the
combustion (burning) of the magnesium
in the aluminum is sufficient to offset
the cooling effect of plunging the cold
metal. It is frequently possible to pour
at a lower temperature on account of
the increased fluidity, due to the presence of magnesium. Aluminum, to insure the best results, should always be
poured at as low a temperature as possible, consistent with the type of casting.
Not only does magnesium deoxidize
aluminum giving a more dense casting,
but better profiles or greater detail are
obtained.
In addition to this, magnes-

compare your percentage of lost castings
with and without the use of magnesium.
Question:

lasting polish.
There are then four distinct adv?.ntage.s in

(1)
(2)

using magnesium with aluminum.

It

It

increases the tensile strength.
im.provGs the machining quali-

ties.

(3) It improves the finish
of the polish obtainable.

and quality

(4) It increases the density.
T)se none but the purest magnesium

obtainable.

Pun

a test for a

week and

to

am

told that

it

is

quite

solder

—

acetylene torch, but soldering is not alThe high heat
together satisfactory.
conductivity of the aluminum withdraws
the heat of the molten solder so rapidly
that it freezes before it can flow suffiA German solder said to give
ciently.
good results is made of 80 per cent, tin
to 20 per cent, zinc, using a flux composed of 80 parts stearic acid, ten parts
chloride of zinc, and ten parts chloride of tin. Pure tin, fusing at 250'c. has
also been used as a solder. The use of
chloride of silver as a flux has been
patented, and used with ordinary soft
solder, has given some success.' A pure
nickel soldering-bit should be used, as
it does not discolor aluminum as' copper
bits do.

GIVE HARD

WORK

ITS

REWARD

Foundries, machine shops, toolmakers,
in fact users of iron and steel all over
the country have been affected by labor
unrest.
Strikes have and still are costing both workers and owners enormous
sums and yet no general corrective movement is being made. Each owner or
plant manager as the problem comes to
his door handles his own case as best he
can.

It is

ium improves the machining qualities of
aluminum and is said to give more acj^rl
and alkali-resisting qualities, making it
T.ossible to obtain a better and more

I

and weirt alum.inum,
but I have never had any success, will
you kindly give me any information
which is available on the subject
Answer. Aluminum can be readily
welded bj' electricity and also by the oxypossible

As one manager

said recently: "It

is

not the exorbitant price which I have
to pay my men, nor the short hours deis my worst trouble; it
the fact that a man will no longer
work faithfully under any conditions."
Tlie danger is not so much in the cost
of an hour's work as it is in the attitude of the worker during that hour.
Arrogance and laziness are creeping over
the country.
All stable prosperity
all
healthy and normal business in the last
analysis, is founded on hard work.
If
we are going to work half as effectively
as we used to and at the same time are
going to demand twice our former comforts, then sooner or later we must
starve, for regardless of money, food
and comfort cost hard work.
What then is the solution? Many reforms are continually being suggested
but these are nearly all theoretical and
The
contain little of practical value.
labor unions are powerful organizations
and if rierhtly directed could correct thp
very faults they have brought about.
Why not ask organized labor to adopt
a system which will reward, instead of

manded, which
is

—

—

discourage hard work? Could any faction afford to overlook such a request if
"Irov
it
wei'O intelligently presented?
Trade Review."
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HOW TO MAKE A PATTERN
FOR A FURNACE DOOR
By M.
r

y THILE

employed

in

the

E.

pattern

shop of a large foundry mak»
»
ag a general and special line
door
of casting for boiler fronts, doors,
frames, grates, wall anchor plates and
similar castings used in the construction
furnaces,
of steam boilers, muffles and
opportunity to see and
I had an excellent
study the various ways and methods followed by patternmakers in making patterns for such castings.
The brick-lined furnace door shown

yV/

in

the accompanying

illustration

is

a

good example of some of the methods
making
followed by patternmakers in
To simplify
a pattern for such parts.
the illustration I have shown three met^
patterndifferent
ods used by three
makers.
Molding Difficulties

The design is of the box door type
having on its inner edges projecting
lips which form pockets into which the
brick lining is anchored in place. These
lips are the cause of much guesswork
and worry for the patternmaker who
does

not

understand

practice.
The slab

the

best

molding

This
core.
the
green sand and
method is contrary to good molding
practise and patterns made in this way
are often rejected by the foundry.

the

With the loose lip method B, the
strips are cut in short sections, intended
by the patternmaker to be drawn up
and out of the mold through the narrow
vertical pockets left in the sand after
This idea of
the pattern is removed.
molding is common among patternmakers. If they will follow the patthe
observe
tern to the foundry and
work of the molder, they will see that
instead of lifting the loose pieces up
through the spaces of pockets, the molder
will proceed to fill in the sand up to the
top of the pattern after which he will
pick out the loose pieces and place a
slab core over the spaces left after the
removal of the loose pieces. Next, the
sand is filled in and the drag half of the
mold is completed and ready to be rolled

over to receive the cope.

The moldei has had

all

of these loose

pieces to contend with in placing them in
their correct positions in the body of the
A possibility also exists of the
pattern.
loose pieces shifting in the mold after
Again, the
the pins are withdrawn.
loose parts or the wire pins that hold
them in place are often lost, either in the

foundry or in the pattern storage loft.
While a casting can be produced from
a pattern made in this way, the method
needs
is not best adapted to meet the
of the molder.

with this class of
experience
patterns, and with the molding of such

My

Safety
R. M. Little, of the National
last
Council, gave several addresses
Co.
Steel
the
of
sections
various
week to
He went
of Canada staff at Hamilton.
movement,
fully into the history of the
figures.
and
facts
many
and gave
The safety measures, he declared, niust
looked at from a human point of view,
be preservin order that the men might
injury
ed in good health and free from

and impairment, to their wives and chilThe worker, unless he was prodren.

was subjected to all kinds of
dangers, due to the amount of machinery
used in the modern plants now, and

tected,

which dangers he did not
At this
to contend with.
have
formerly
point the speaker gave a number of ac-

many

of

in
tual figures of accidents in plants
the States and these were very interestHe said that 2,000,000 lost time
ing.

accidents had been reported during one
year, of which 75,000 would be off work
for two weeks or more, and 22,500 would
never return to their jobs, while from
15,000 to 18,000 suffered impairment for
life,

thus reducing their economic

ods of combatting the menace.
"Everyone should be interested in the
"It is a
safety movement," he said.
mutual benefit movement. It boar? close
semblance to a crusade." Its object was
definite improvement, find in the States
alon" some S77 000.000 bar! b-er --nenHbv the Np+^'^nal
ed in various wavs

"^l-li^-^-O

PRINT-

,/'-

Fof> NA/ti

O

TI

effi-

ciency 50 per cent. This was the human
A tremendous
toll taken by accidents.
need for the safety movement had
sprung from these incredible losses, and
methit was necessary to form practical

Loose /ieRE-^^

JT

A

is

a

good example.

Pattern in

Two

Pieces

The pattern is in two pieces, frame E
and body F. Frame E is a solid piece
and is loosely fitted with wire dowel
are
pine to the body F. No core prints
Sand is first filled in up to the
used.
is

top of the frame, then the filling-in
stopped, the sand is struck off even with
E
the top of the pattern and the frame
cores
cover
or
slab
the
Next
is lifted.
as
are set over the openings in the mold
shown at A. The filling-in of the sand is

now

continued" and the mold is finished
to receive the cope.

and rolled over

FOREMAN IN THE PLANT IS THE
KEYMAN IN ACCIDENT PREVENTION

Loose P/£CES ^Loose Pin

Hole

castings, lead me to conclude that a
large number of patternmakers do not
understand the purpose of the cover core
used.
and how and where it can be

Method

DUGGAN

be

method C is not impractical because ibis method calls for
material, labor and time in making the
cores, fitting, setting and anchoring the
cores in the mold and a possibility of
mold
the
the core being forced into
space by the metal working in between
core
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SECTIOV THROUGH FUR.NACE DOOR PATTERN CORRECT AND INCORRECT METHOD
OF CONSTRUCTION.

of
Council which had been the means
and
injury
from
men
25,863
saving
He then told of the safety sysdeath.
tem as it has been adopted by plants \n
emphasis
the States, and laid particular
upon the remarkable decrease in acciMr.
dents foUoAving their adoption.
supera
of
adoption
the
advocated
Little
literavisor, the distribution of safety
ture, the spreading of careful instrucmeetings.
tion and the holding of safety
He emphasized the value of team play
and co-operation, and spoke of the success of the movement in Akron, Ohio.
"These accidents can and will be prevented, and I feel confident that this
plant will make a reduction of from 30
accito 35 per cent, in the number of its

dents in the next year. The movement
in the
bring further harmony
will
plant."
He stated that the

foreman

in a plant

the keyman and that it is his duty
emto take a personal interest in each
ployee, and his concluding statement was
for
to the effect that the time has come
us to recognize the value of safety, eslife
T)ecially following the great loss of
is

in

the war.

WHAT
A

favorite

IS

EDUCATION

subject

with

some

is

"education" and presumably it is a
favorite with most people, but at the
same time we frequently have people tell

us that some of the most successful men
had no education at all, while some of
the best educated fellows in the country
were the least use as citizens or as business men.
This kind of talk may sound all right
to a man who is, himself, uneducated, but
The man who talks in
it is not all right.
that manner has not properly gasped
the true meaning of education.
A farmer might be well versed in Latin
and still be an unsuccessful farmer,
school learning is a nice asset, but if he
is going to farm he must be educated in
the art and science of farming.
The same holds good in mechanical
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occupations. If a man is going to work
in a foundry, he, of course wants a good
schooling so that he can hold his head
up amongst his fellow men, but that is
not the main thing in foundry work. If
he had a college education it is not likely
If
that he would work in a foundry.
a man is going to make a success of
foundry work he should be thoroughly
educated on foundry practice. If he does
not like the trade and does not intend
to follow it up he should drop out of it
to-day, but if he intends to stay with it
he is a foolish fellow to continue r'
premanding himself for learning it in
the first place.
His proper course is to
think quick and remember that life is
short and that he has no time to fool
away talking about what he should have
done.
If he knows of anything better
which he is sure he could have made a
success of, he should go right at it at
once, but if he remains in the foundry
he should proceed at once to educate himself.
I have had an exceptionally large
experience in dealing with molders and
I know that there is no better lot of fellows under the sun, and I know that
when they speak their opinion they speak
what they consider to be the honest
truth in every detail, but unfortunately
there are so many subjects on which they
are in total darkness th'at it is really a

matter to engage them in intelligent conversation.
I
have worked
beside molders who could talk of nothing
but the down-trodden wcrkingman, and
what he should do, and what he would do
some day, and that the day was coming
soon when the working man would show
difficult

the capitalist where he
at,

etc.

I

was always

was getting

off

good listener,
However, I used to
a

but never said much.
sometimes see opportunities to give
them a tip. For instance, I have seen
molders taking plumbago out of a barrel and spilling it all over the floor, and
I would say, "did it ever occur to you
that the man who is financing this place
paid about thirty dollars for that barrp'
of dope?" and they would look at me in
amazement. It had never occurred to
them that it cost him anything. I have
seen molders take a new fire brick and
break it in two, and use it for blocking,
and I have asked, "did you know that
brick cost ten cents"? and they would
say, "yes, ten cents a dozen." Now that
is as far as their education goes, they
think they are right and they take it
for granted, and base their arguments
accordingly.

When I say that knowledge of foundry
practice is the main point in being a successful foundryman, I have not overlooked the fact that public school education forms a leading part of this very
subject.
good foundryman should b^
a thorough -nathematician; he should
know arithmetic from bottom to top. He
should be able to do decimals and percentage off hand; in, fact he can use all
the education he can get, and he should
never cease to study.
Study exercises
the brain, and the brain requires exercise
just as much as the body.
A man who

A

UNDRY
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burning out of fire bricks, wastage in
molding sand, core binders, facings, as
well as fuel and iron.
These are only some of the items, but
if a man is a good foundryman he will
know every item, and with proper education he can figure exactly
what it
Then he
costs to produce the castings.
must remember that in normal times
and
castings do not sell themselves,
some figuring must be done on that
score, so it will be seen that there is a
big opening for education before a man
is capable of speaking with authority on
foundry costs and what a foundryman
can afford to do.

never exercised his body would be of little use doing the physical work required
in a foundry, and a man who does not
exercise his brain is not a fit man to
hold a responsible position in a foundry
or

anywhere

Volume XJ.

else.

There are other kinds of education
which are of equal importance and which
call for an equal amount of brain development and this is what might be termed
If a man is not
a business education.
in a position to go into business or has
not the inclination, he should at least

know how

to run a business in case an
opportunity should ever arise, and the
education thus gained would be a valu-

able asset in settling disputes between
Many
the employer and the employees.
times when the men have right on their

WHY DO YOU ADVERTISE WHEN
YOU ARE BEHIND

their lack of education puts them
in such an awkward position that they
become laughable on account of some of
their sayings, and loose the support of
their

best friends.

when they might,

On

—

be

right but conditions being such that they
haven't the ghost of a chance of success

they will plunge themselves into a strike,
is really a godsend to the employer, simply because they had not the
education or the good judgment to do the
right
It is
all
necessary calculating.
to cartoon the college professor tryin
to sell or trade off his education, but
there is nothing to it. He can turn his
hand to labor if necessary, but the man
without education has few alternatives.
Just now the working man is the dictator and can defy everybody, but this
state of .ifFa'rs will not last for ever,
and when times gee back to normal it
will be a different kind of normal than
Improved methods
formerly prevailed.
of production will continue to play a
prominent part in industry, and the man
who refuses to keep up to date will have
to take such positions as are left over
after the good ones are picked up by the
up-to-date men.

which

I

have had scores of molders

tell

me

anything, and I
have known scores of them who are content to work on the simplest class of
work for a lifetime, yet those same boys
are the foremost in demanding legislation to force the energetic man to divide
up with them.
No one should deny the working man
a good living and an opportunity to properly provide for and educate his family,
but at the same time the working man
instead of being jealous of the successful
man, should endeavor to emulate him,
and education is the channel through
which to reach success.
It is a simple matter for any working
men to so educate hmself that he can
tell exactly what it costs his employer
Take for instance
to produce his goods.
It is a simple
the foundry business.
matter to take a pad of paper and a pencil and figure from the market quotations what it will cost to build and equip
a foundry; also the overhead expenses,
such as taxes, insurance, light, heat,
power, etc.; wages and running expenses.
that

they never, read

This seems to be a very natural quesand the answer involves the discussion of a vital policy of this business
a policy that is fundamental.
If we were building a business for today our policy would vary from day to
day with the temporary changes with
which every business has to contend.
But we are building for the time to
come and we hope ehat this business will
become many times greater than it is
Without the proper foundation
to-day.
tion,

other occasions

to a certain extent,

IN

DELIVERIES
From May Issue of "Graphite"

side,

'

i,t
would undergo violent chahges dependent upon temporary national, local
or even imaginary coditions.
If we should permit ourselves to become inflated with self-confidence when
business conditions are favorable, readvertising
and
stricting our selling
activities, and go down in the dumps
when conditions are not so favorable,
this business would not amount to any
conditions
the
existing
more than
would make of it.
We say right now, without reserva-

tions, that we hope, regardless of how
aggressive and efficient our manufacturing department may be, that it will
never be able to catch up vv^ith our sell

organization.
in
halted
our efforts should be
the middle of the road in time of liberal
buying to wait on the manufacturing
department; there might come a time
when the manufacturing department
would have to suspend operations while
waiting on the sales organization.
With such a policy we would be running around in a circle, disorganizing
one day and reorganizing the next.
The greater the demand for our product, the quicker the turnover for mermore frequent the
chants; and the
turnovers, the larger is the volume of
ing

If

profit.

In this business advertising is a sales
policy the same as our policy maintaining a sales organization and we might
as well consider the elimination of one as
the other. Neither will be eliminated, as
this business needs both if we are building for the future.
We hope the idea will never creep into this organization that there will be

—

any let-up

—

in a{j:gressive

methods, which

lulv.
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migrht suggest that when business is
good there is not occasion for work, and
when business is poor it is too hard to
get.

We

constantly have in mind that the
American people are much more concerned in their own affairs than in ours,
and if we should restrict our selling and
advertising activities they will begin to
forget us and this would be our fault.
We are going ahead with the idea of
in
increasing the present momentum
favor of our good.^; and if conditions
should turn face about, our dealers and
ourselves will be in a better position to
hurdle obstacles than if we originated a
policy for each condition as it arose.

—
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circumstances
under what adverse
were operating, once every week
Every bit of
they had an inspection.
cleaned, polished and
equipment was
shined a.s though it were to be laid away
rather than become mud crusted again
within the nexb few hours.
or

tiiov

Surely a reasonable amount of inspecof foundry machinery is not too
liigh a goal for each of us to set for
ourselves.
A definite schedule of cleaning and inspecting regularly will pay
dividends in the form of prolonged life
of the machine, fewer breakdowns, fewer
accidents, a better production due to

A

complete list of lubricants contains
many strange things, among them water
and soap, things which we do not usually
associate in our minds with lubrication;
but far queerer than any of these is a
lubricant which is freely used in foundries r.nd which foundryiiien seem to be
attempting to add to the list.
This
strajige suD'^tance is none other than ordinary sand.
Unavoidable sand and
-lirt are deposited in everything located
in a foundry, and then only too often a
foundryman places his stamp of approval
upon this lubric.Tnt by allowing it to accumulate all over his machines, working
its way into the bearings; alsn, sand frequently is flushed into the bearings with,
oil.

Tlie

accompanying sketches show

clearly the steps which bearings undergo
after they enter the foundry^ They have
been thoughtfully designed, carefully
constructad and as well as possible protected from the nttrusion of sand.
The
second ilhistration shows h<)w sand accumulates over the bearings before they
have been in the foundry many days. This
is an unavoidable condition, but it will
be noticed that no actual harm, has been
done.
The sand is all outside of the
bearings and it is yet possible to keep
it in its proper place, btit now carelessness, fostered by dirty surroiindings, begins its work.
When th.e bearing is oiled a quantity of dirt is carried down into
the very place where it will do thL' most
harm. The third sketc'n llustrates the
cause- and the effect; careless oiling is
carrying dirt into the bearmg which al-

ready resembles a stripped thread rather
than a finished shaft.
In most cf our efforts we regard as
axiomatic the fact that when conditions
are not favorable more care is ess-ential.
L'ndcr conditions markedly adverse to
our personal health we take an unusual
amount of precaution to maintain the
efficiency of our body.
Should we not
anply this same rule to our machines ?
When your tool chest at home is accidently left in the rain you go thi ough it,
oiling each of your tools as a p'eventive
against rust. Is there an> valid reason
why the machines in a foundry operating
constantly under the most adverse conditions should not be periodically cleaned, inspecte':' and put in A-\ shape? The
high morale of the British a»-my has
been in part attributed to the fact that
no matter now mud-coversd thev were.

who would bestow words of commendation or blame as the occasion warranted would result in developing an

son

employes,
de corps among the
turn would be reflected in the
amount and quality of the work and an
extended lease of life in the machines
they were operating.
esprit

which

in

tion

the good condition of the macnint: and
also due to the spirit of the workman,
who will have a better spirit toward his
work when conditicns are right.
reasonable amount of inspection and
cleaning will appreciably reduce the cost
of castings per pound and will increase

A
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Are not
the tonnage of your foundry.
these goals wcrth striving for?
The busy foundry executive with a
iiundred and one jobs for every hour of
the day; who has to watch the markets
for his supplies; see that production is
kept up and an adequate number of orders on hand to keep his plant operating
to capacity; to say nothing of discounting his bihs and collecting his accounts,
has no time to given individual attention to the proper manipulation and care
of every piece of equipment in his plant.
It is needless to say that he is vitally
every
for
matter,
interested in the
broken or damaged piece of machinery
means one more item added to the burden he is carrying.! The adoption cf a
system whereby every operator is held
personally rei;ponsible to a reasonable
extent for the condition of the machin?
to
in his charge will go a long way
lighten his load in this respect. A printed list of instructions and rules foi the
guidance of each machine operator could
be placed in a conspicuous position. A
regular inspection by a competent per-

POWER PROBLEM
GROWS SERIOUS
IMants

Have

No

Get

to

Pay

for

Time and They

Productitm to Balance

At a recent meeting

It

manufacturers the question o£ power was
discussed, and it was found th^t real
difficulty was being experienced by firms
of Canadian

which were being cut off.
Mr. F. G. Perrin of the Willys-Overland Co., in stating the case for his plant,
gave the experience of a number of other
firms in the district. Mr. Perrin said:
"When our plant shuts down we have
the choice of paying the men off, or

keeping them on and paying them. When
it is shut down, it is always difficult to
know when it will be on. Consequently
lay men off for a certain length of
time and pay them, so we are paying
them for producing nothing, thus doubling our loss.
It is a condition that we
It is not only our
are all up against.
own plant that is shut down, but all the
plants that supply us with materials.
Along the Windsor border our representatives telephoned us that all three plants
upon which we were depending for our
raw material for our plant, were closed
down through lack of power. In our
own case we have kept a record of all
shut-downs.
Our graphic watt meter,
which registers all current coming into
the factory, shows stoppages aggregating 38% hours' duration from December
2 to April 27, which is a very serious
matter."

we

LABOR DISPUTES IN CANADA
IN THE METAL-WORKING FIELD
current
THE
Gazette" gives

of the "Labor
the following re the

issue

strikes in the metal-working field:
Under this classification there were 21
strikes, involving 4,860 employees, with
an approximate time loss of 64,597 working days. One of the largest strikes in
this group was that of 67.5 machinists and
toolmakers at Peterborough, which commenced on May 6 and which was followed by a strike of 1-30 electrical workers

The main the same plant on May 18.
chinists and toolmakers demanded an 80
cents per hour minimum and a 48-hour
week. The schedule prevailing prior to
the strike ranged from 55 cents to 75
cents per hour for machinists, while some
toolmakers were getting 80 cents per
hour for a 50-hour week. An officer of
the Department visited Peterborough and
endeavored to effect a settlement but
without success. Eventually the municipality, acting under Sec. 63a of the Industrial Dispute Investigation Act, made
and Investigation, and a board was, at

the close of the month, in course of establishment.
As a result of refusal Df
their demand for increases in wages averaging about 30 per cent, and an 8-hour
day, 1,000 shipyard employees went on
strike at Port Arthur on
striking, the employees

May

15.

Before

signified

their

willingness to have the matter referred
to a conciliation board.
A board could
he, however, established only in
joint
consent, the industry not being a public

The company

utility.

that
to

declined, claiming

would be unable to operate and

it

make further

increases.

A

represen-

department visited the
scene of this dispute and succeeded In
postponing action. A strike finally resulted and was unterminated at the end
Other strikes of machinof the month.
ists and metal workers occurred at Toronto, Hamilton, Montreal, Dundas, WelThe strike of
land and Owen Sound.
shipbuilders at Three Rivers terminated
tative

on

of

May

the

17.
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Vocational Training for Foundry Occupations

^lANpipEYMAJS

Foundrymen's convention
ATSeptember
paper was read by
an

held in Philadelphia in
Mr.
interesting
J. C. Wright, of Washington, D.C., after which an equally
interesting discussion took place and many valuable points
brought out. The main points of the paper and the discussions being, "How to infuse knowledge of foundry
work into the apprentices and such molders as were not
up to much from the standpoint of knowledge." But after
all is said knd done, how many foundrymen are there who
This is unfortunately the
want intelligent workmen ?
Opportunities
worst drawback to high-class workmen.
never were so great as to-day, yet good men never were
so scarce and interest in the trade at so low an ebb. If
foundrymen really wanted their employees to be educated
Trade and
it would not be a hard proposition to master.
technical papers are about as cheap a medium as could be
conceived, and if properly taken advantage of, could be
made to cover an enormous amount of ground. If foundrymen would ask questions and also watch the questions
which others ask, and then, in addition to absorbing the
answers which are tendered they would tender some of
their own experiences, it would be helping the other fellow
and doing themselves no harm, but, unfortunately, so many
foundrymen seem to think that they have some store of
knowledge which the others do not possess, and they don't
even want to let their men onto the secret, let alone publishing them in the papers.
The foundrymen's conventions could be made into great educational mediums if
foundi-ymen cared to use them for that purpose.
The
manager usually takes in the convention, and quite frequently the foreman, but the men are seldom there, where
as if the employer would let his men elect a representative
each year it would give them a chance to see what is to
be seen in the way of improvements in foundry equipment
and would tend to remove the prejudice which men have
for machines.
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The Moulding Machine
IN
•^

this issue.

our readers

we have made

Section

a special effort to interest

what can be accomplished with the

aid
of the moulding: machine. A short history of its inception
and development is included, more to interest the reader
than to benefit him, but at the same time leading up to
the present time, when machines are built to do practically
every line of work.
In advocating the use of molding
machines we do not attempt to disparage the practical
mo'der or his profession. Far from it. While we give
preference of space in this issue to molding machines, we
do not neglect the other departments. Every department
of the foundry business is represented in this issue the
same as in all others.
The advertising pages are without a doubt most inin

teresting, and we trust that our readers will not neglect
to read them through and ponder over them, and we can

assure them that great gain will be his for the trouble.

Foundrymen's Associations
Tj^OUNDRYMEN's' associations

are entirely a benefit to

* everyone who avails himself of the privilege of affiliating
with one, but are they as beneficial as they could be ? The
American Foundrymen's Association is, without a doubt,
a long step in the right direction, but, unfortunately, there
are those who attend their conventions with no other object
in view than to absorb all the benefits which are to be
derived, but who do not intend to dviide up the knowledge
which they already have with anyone else.
However,
there are an abundance of foundrymen who are not of that
kind, and the conventions invariably have sufficient right
up-to-date material from this class of men to make it
worth while to forsake all other engagements for this
one week out of each year.

Reading
T

a Technical

Paper

the easiest thing in the world to read a paper, but
I it is another thing to understand it; still it is just as easy
to understand it as it is to read it if we go about it
properly.- It is quite a common practice to sit down of
an evening and read a story book, but how many can absorb the story sufficiently to repeat it, even in a ci-ude
way to another? Ten chances to one it will be confused
with a story read a week before. This may be all right
if we are just reading for the sake of exei'cising our eyes,
but if we read anything from which we intend to reap
benefit and which we intend to use in the pursuit of our
daily vocations, we must read it in a difficult way from
this.
In the first place, we must make up our mind that
we want to understand it, and then we must proceed to
weigh each point as we come to it, and picture it as though
we were doing it. A good plan is to take a pencil and
paper and see if we can put it in our own words. If the
reader is a molder with sufficient ability to mold and
pour a washer and understands English, he should be able
to read a molder's story on how to make any job, no
matter how difficulty it may be and follow it through. He
should imagine himself in the foundry doing the job. He
should, in the course of his imagination-;, remember chat
is

.lulv,
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he has never made this piece before aiul that he is makingIf
it aecordinjr to the instructions which he is reading.
the writer has taken certain things for grantetl and never
bothered to mention them the reader must fill in all the
gaps from his o\\ai store of ideas. In fact, he must, in his
mind, make every move which has to be made in order to
complete the job, and if he comes to a gap which he can
not Hll, or to an expression which he does not understand,
he should write at once to the editor of the paper and
demand an explanation, even though he is not intending to
do the job at the time. Remember, Mr. Reader, that you
are paying for every article which is in the paper, and it
is your privilege to get the good which is to be derived
from it. Remember also that technical papers are not for
the benefit of those who know it all, but are for those who
wish to know as much as possible, so don't hesitate to ask
as many questions as you like, no matter how simple they
may appear.

Couldn't Earn $2.80 a

TTOW

things hop!

Day

Could you go out to-day and hire

a moulder for $2.80 a day? You might not be able
to hire one at any price, but certainly $2.80 would never
get a hearing.
moulder had answered an ad. of a firm in an Eastern
Ontario town. He was making $2.50 a day, and was willing
He so informed the wise man from
to leave for $2.80.
the East, and here is what he received in return.
•'-'•

A

The letter is dated June 3, 1909:—
Dear Sir,
Your favor of the 1st to hand. The two places are
already filled in my moulding shop for which I was advertising.

The applications which I have received are rather amusMoulders how-a-days do not know what to ask in
wages. I do not believe it is possible for you to earn
$2.80 a day. If any one could I would pay it, but I know
that no moulder under me has ever done that yet. Nor
come near it. Our moulders have steady work, every day
ing.

the year round.
The sequel to the whole thing is that only a few weeks
ago the same shop w-as advertising for moulders again,
the wording this time reading "Highest Wages Paid."
That last paragraph was certainly interesting. He says
His answer would appear
the applications are amusing.
In those days ten hours conto be equally as amusing.
stituted a day, and no moulder
could earn (near) that
amount of money in ten hours. How things have changed!

Thirty Years

THERE

Ago and Now

something sad and pathetic about looking
back over thirty years into the past and calling back
to mind the things we did in those
days and the
means we had at our disposal for doing them, and comparing the methods of those bygone days with those of to-day,
but sadder still are some of the other thoughts which will
creep into our minds if we allow ourselves to ponder over
recollections of younger days.
Memory recalls the beautifulpoem in the old school reader, the first verse of which
ran something like this:
"Off in the stilly night, e'er
slumber's chain hath bound me, fond memory brings the
light of other days around me.
The smiles, the tears of
boyhood years, the woi'ds of love then spoken, the eyes
that shone, now dimmed and gone, the cheerful heart now
broken. Thus in the stilly night e'er slumber's chain hath
bound me, sad memories bring the light of other days
around me."
But why dwell upon the pathetic side of life ? Life has
a bright side to it, and has more for us to live for to-day
than it had in the years that are gone.
But to get back to our stoi->': It was our pleasure a
few days ago to hand a copy of Canadian Foundryman to
an old-timer who abandoned the foundry in 1888, and instead of him becoming fascinated with our editorial efforts, as we had intended him to, he became spellbound
over the advertisements, and could hardly believe his eyes
as he beheld the innovations which had taken place in
i ;
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the eciuipmenl of a foundry since his time.
The gi'adual
introductions of improvements Was hardly noticeable to
the regular attendant, but if we shut our eyes and look
back over that length of time we will see most of the
foundries equipped with a shovel, a rammer and a riddle
for each workman, and, incidentally, a little mill with
iron balls in it for grinding blacksmith's coal into facing.
Now, look into a good foundry and what do we see?
The facing mill has disappeared, and the rammer, shovel
and riddle have almost decided to go with it, and in their
place is equipment which will compare favorably with that
of any line of manufacture. In fact, the revolution which
has taken place in the foundry during the last thirty years
is, undoubtedly, greater than in any other line, and the
next few years bids fair to remove from the foundry the
odium which has hung over it for so many years, of being
the last place under the sun for any man to work in.

Tonnage

British Steel
'T^HE way

which Great Britain is cuming back into
-* the iron
and steel markets of the world is a matter of
surprise.
There have been all sorts of obstacles thrown
in the way. There have been strikes of all sorts, lock-outs
and transportation troubles, but against all this there has
been steady and determined progress, until now her production is greater than the I'ecord-breaking months of 1918.
For the first five months of this year the British steel
output has been at a greater yearly rate than the total
for any calendar year, or at a rate of 9,672,000 tons as
in

against 9,591,000 in 1918 when the pressure of war neceswas driving production figures to new levels.
Before the war Britain's production of iron was greater
than that of steel, but now the figures have been reversed.
A fairly large tonnage of British high speed steel is
again going into the American market, from which the
British makers had to withdraw during the war.
Britain's recovery is well shown in the steel tonnage
records she is hanging up through all her troublesome
sity

days.

The closing of the finishing departments of the Steel
unfortunate occurrence for
of Canada is an
Canadian industry, as well as for the company. A steel

Company

through, is of necessity a continuous operation,
Going back to
is a hard thing to overcome.
first causes it is quite true to say that the Steel Co. of
Canada is closed to-day because a gang of outlaw switchmen decided to paralyze traffic on United States lines,
and succeeded to a degree that the authorities do not
care to recognize or admit. The coal supply from U. S.
mines was cut off from the Hamilton plant, and a steel
mill can no more run without coal than a blast furnace
can operate without ore. The strikes of United States,
outlaw or recognized, are to all intents and purpos'js
strikes against Canadian industry if they touch lines for
which we depend on United States for our supply.
mill, all

and a break

^

*

4:

companies and some of the other
large melters are not buying scrap now may cause the
heavy melting steel,
prices to drop on such lines as
machinery scrap, etc. If you can afford to do so, it might
be better to hold material, for a recovery is almost certain
An improvement in the
to come in one way or another.
coal and coke situation will carry with it a call for several
lines of scrap material, especially of the iron and steel
kinds, and prices will be stronger.

The fact that the

steel

*

*

*

Writing to this paper from Glasgow, Scotland, James
Johnstone & Son, iron and steel merchants, 212A St.
Vincent St., remark on the low prices quoted in Canadian
scrap metal trade. A comparison shows the following:

Canada

Heavy melting
Rails

Malleable scrap
No. 1 machine cast iron
Steel axles

$18.00
18.00
25.00
33.00
I'O.GO

Scotland
£11/10
£11
£12
£13
£15
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Scraps from the Foundry Scrap Pile
—

The Toronto Iron
Ont.
Toronto,
Woi-ks will build an addition to its plant
at an estimated cost of $12,000.

—

Que. Corundo Steel Co.,
Montreal,
Ltd., has been incorporated with a capital of $.^>0.000, by Gilbert S. Stairs, Pierre
F. Casgrain and Leslie G. Belt.

Refiners,
here,
plant

— The

Ontario Smelters
plans enlarging its
making additions to the

Welland. Ont.

&

Ltd.,

smelter.

Que.— The Providence ElecHeating Co., Ltd., has been incorporated to manufacture electric stoves,
etc., with $500,000 capital, by Joseph W.
Guimont, Louis P. Methe, Henri Bernard and others.

dry chemicals.
employed.

About 75 men

be

Aiifo Specialties Mfg. Co., Windsor,
Ont., will open their new and thoroughly
modern malleable iron foundry on Mon-

C. W. Ripley, 519 Sandwich Street,
Sandwich, Ont., is making preparations
and will start work at an early date on
the erection of a foundry at Windsor,

day, July 12, and will be open to engage
foundry help of all kinds.

Ont.,

trical

to

will

cost $25,000.

The Record Foundry

&

Machine Com-

pany, Lutz Street, Moncton, N.B., has
let the general contract
to Ambrose
Wheeler, 13 Railway Avenue, for a foundry to cost $50,000.

Montreal,

tric

—

Millard's Canada,
Montreal, Que.
Ltd., has been incorporated to manufacture machinery, etc., with $125,000 capital, by Alexandre P. Mathieu, Frank P.
Richardson, Joseph H. M. Lippe and
others.

Montreal, Que.

— The

Copper Products,
manufac-

Ltd., has been incorporated to

ture copper, brass,

etc.,

with $3,000,000

capital, by Gordon W. MacDougall, William B. Scott, James A. Mathewson and

others.

Que.— The C. P. H. Gas
of Canada, Ltd., has been
engines,
incorporated to manufacture
Montreal,

Engine

Co.,

with
tools, etc.,
machinery,
motors,
$100,000 capital, by Joseph Cepeda, Jean
Van der Ghote, Louis Chalvin and

Oshawa, Ont.— The Hugh Park Foundry Co., Ltd., has been incorporated to
carry on a general foundry and machine
shop business with $200,000 capital, by
Frank A. Park, Oshawa, Ont.; James
Parket, 157 Bay Street, Toronto, Ont.,

and others.

The Moffat Stove Company, Limited,
Weston, Ont., is remodelling its plant
and adding considerably to its buildings.
New moulding machines and other new
equipmcntr, are being installed. Electric
power will replace steam power as soon
as the elnctrir installations are com-

The National Engineering Company,
manufacturers of the Simpson Intensive
Foundry Mixer, announce that the address of their permanent Eastern office,
located in New York, is at 1760 Woolworth Bldg., this office being in charge
of their Eastern sales manager, Mr. S.
H. Cleland.

New
Iron

Works & Machine

— The
Co.,

United

Toronto,
formerly

has purchased the buildings
used by the Textile Co., of Milton, Ont.,
near the C.P.R. tracks in that town, and
will remodel them and instal equipment
for the manufacture of the Orr patent
double piston cylinder engine, and various lines of machinery.

&

Co., Charlottetown,
Bruce Stewart
enmanufacturers of gasoline
P.E.I.
gines, have started work on the erection of a new building, 60 x 120 ft. of
brick and concrete, which, when completed, will double the capacity of the
,

In addition to manufacturing
gasoline engines, a general machine shop

plant.

and foundry business will be conducted.

The Bird Archer

Co.,

New

York, re-

cently incorporated, has taken over the
ammunition plant at Cobourg, Ont.,
formerly operated by the Cohoes Steel
Co., and is transferring its boiler chemiIt
cal department to the new plant.
also proposes to add the manufacture
of high-speed cast-steel tools and foun-

OJl

and Manufac-

is a new industry which has just opened out at the
corner of Harmony A\eiiue and
the
G.T.R. tracks, Hamilton, Ont., to manufacture
core
oil,
parting
compound,
facings and other foundry supplies, being an offspring of the parent plant of
Mr. D. P.
the company at Chicago.
Robert!? is the general manager of the
Canadian plant and Mr. W. M. Brown
Mr. Brown is
is the sales manager.
well acquainted with the Canadian field,
having supplied the Canadian trade from
prist
two
the Chicago plant for the
tt.'rin'j;

Foundry for Milton.

struction

Co. of Canada, Ltd

Co.,

Philadelphia,

take

to

charge of and specially develop electrical
industrial heating furnaces.

George O. Vair, who has for eight
years held the position of foundry foreman with the R. McDougall Co., Ltd., of
Gait, Ont., has severed his connection
with that company and has accepted a
position as foundry superintendent with
the Fort Dearborn Manufacturing Company of Sterling, Illinois, who are now
erecting a new foundry.
George is the
type of man who will make good wherever he goes and we congratulate the

Fort Dearborn Mfg.

Co.,

on

having

secured his services.

THIS

IS

BUT

pleted.

The Peterson Core

others.

Mr. George P. Mills, formerly elecsales engineer of
the
General
Electric Company, Philadelphia, has joined the staff of the Electric Furnace Con-

AN AMERICAN ARGUMEx\T
EQUALLY AS APPROPRIATE IN CANADA
IS

"The way to keep the foreign born
from getting a wrong idea of America,
of her industries and her institutions, is
by giving them the right idea. Part of
this is Industry's responsibility. *

*

*"

The responsibility

of the plant director does not always end at the plant,
but often calls for the expending of
time and money for Ani)ericanization
service of various kinds in the community.

,

years.

NEW INDUSTRY FOR WESTON,

ONT.

rumored that the Moline Plow
Company, an American concern, will establish a Canadian branch at Weston,
in the premises formerly occupied by
The site
the Roman Stone Company.
acres in extent, and the buildis 4V2
It

is

ings contain about 40,000 square feet
of floor space.
Other buildings will be
added to bring the plant up to the requirements of a business of this kind.

CATALOGUE
In respo!ise to

Large Modern Foundry to he Built in
Toronto.— The Grinnell Co., of Canada,
Ltd., manufacturers of automatic sprinklers and other lire-extinguishing equipment, 1200 Dundas Street W., Toronto,
have purchased land at 2440 Dundas
Street W., and will begin at once the
erection of a foundry 100 by 220 feet and
The H. M. Lane Co.,
costing $500,000.

Owen Building,
industrial
engineers,
Detroit, Mich., desiTned the buildings
The Arclinand prepared the plans
Nororcss Company, Ltd., Toronto, have
been avnrdoH the contract.

our article in
last
month's Foundryman about making pa^.terns for helical gears, in v/nich wo expressed the belief that they could be
made on a wood-working milling machine, we ht.ve received a
catalogue
from the Oliver Machinery Corporation
of Grand Rapids,
Michigan, showing
gear ])at terns of every descripcicn, including
plain spur gears, bevel gears,

worm, herringbone and helical gears
being made on machines, with illusti'ations of the work accomplished.
It is
an interesting book and well worthy of
a place in every pattern-maker's library.
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Festel

Stellite,

Metal and Stainless Steel

of Stellite, Together with the History and
Properties of Stainless Steel, Are Presented in a Very Able Manner
Discussion of the Paper is Also Given.
in This Article

The Composition

—

STELLITE

and stainless steel were
the subjects of an interesting paper
lecently presented before the Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania, Union Arcade
Building,
Pittsburgh,
by Ehvood Haynes, president

Haynes
paper

Stellite Co.,

Kokomo,

The

Ind.

given largely in full below:
The three metals, iron, nickel, and cobalt, are termed by chemists the "metals
of the iron group."
The reason for
classifying them thus is the fact that
is

their respective properties are all quite
similar.
1.

2.
3.

They are all distinctly malleable.
They are all distinctly magnetic.
They possess high tensile strength

and high modulus of
4.

When

elasticity.

pure they take a high polish

and show a distinct metallic
They also resemble one

lustre.

another

in

thus produced was sufficiently hard to
Later
turn iron and steel on the lathe.
experiments demonstrated that such alwhen properly formed, would
loys,
scratch any steel, and would stand up
under much higher speeds on the lathe
than the best high-speed steel tools.
cobalt-chromiumThis fact gave the
tungsten alloy termed stellite (from the
Latin word, stella a star) a field of its
own, and placed it in a class by itself
as a material for high-speed tools.
the
Generally
speaking,
cobaltchromium alloys possess three distinc-

—

tive properties,
1.

—They

namely:

are untamishable under

all

atmospheric conditions, and immune to
nearly all chemical reagents.
2.
They possess great hardness.
3.
They retain their hardness up to

—
—

visible redness.

their chemical properties.
1.

Each

is

readily

soluble

in

Some

Each form a monoxide with oxygen,
as FeO, NiO, and CoO. Each also forms
a sesquioxide, Fe.O,,, Ni,0„, and Co„0,.
3. Aqueous solutions of their chlorides,
when evaporated to dryness, are trans2.

formed

into oxides.

Their oxides are all readily reduced
by either carbon monoxide or hydrogen.
5. Their melting points coincide quite
4.

closely.
6. Their atomic weights are quite close
together, that of iron being 56, and those
of cobalt and nickel approximating 59.
When solutions of cobalt and nickel
are mixed, it is difficult to separate the
metals one from the other, owing to the
fact that their behavior under most precipitants is practically the same.

Composition of Stellite
In 1899 the writer produced an alloy
consisting of practically pure nickel and
pure chromium by heating their mixed
oxides with aluminum. This alloy, when
polished, retained its lustre, even in the
atmosphere of a chemical laboratory,
and proved to be practically insoluble in
nitric acid, even when boiling.
It is also
malleable when cold, and under proper
annealing can be worked into sheets and
wire.

Shortly afterward an alloy of cobalt
and chromium was produced, which not
only showed the same untamishable pro-

nickel-chrome alloy, but
The
possessed much greater hardness.
alloy could not be worked to any extent
cold, but was found to be malleable at
a bright orange heat.
It wa.s not until 1906 that the alloy
was produced in sufficient quantity to
determine its properties fully. In 1909
a cutting blade was made of the alloy,
which took an edge comparable to that
of tempered steel.
Later, tungsten or
molybdenum was added, and the alloy
perties

Festel Metal

nitric

acid.

as the

of the stellite articles for ordinary use are formed from alloys of
cobalt and chromium only.
This alloy
answers well for table knives, spoons,
etc.
The harder edged tools, such as
pocket knives, surgical instruments, etc.,
contain in
addition
to
cobalt
and
chromium a certain amount of tungsten
to give them greater hardness, while in
other instances a certain amount of iron
is introduced into the alloy to soften it
so that it may be more readily worked.
Such articles include table-knife blades,
pocket-knife handles, certain dental instruments, etc. When iron is added to
the alloy, the resulting mixture is termed "Festel metal," being made up from
the chemical symbol for iron (Fe) and
the first syllable of stellite.

This beautiful and easily workable alloy is well adapted to the manufacture
of fine door latches, door-knobs,
and
high class sanitary fittings for bathrooms, lavatories, etc. It is not malleable except at a bright red heat, but
when a certain portion of nickel is added
it may be worked cold on the lathe or
under the file.
By suitable means it
can be given a beautiful stippled surface, resembling that of frosted silver,
and it is needless to add that under all
conditions it retains its lustre in the
most satisfactory manner.

Some

of the later stellite alloys have

shown most remarkable resistance to
chemical reagents.
One of these, possessing quite high chromium, takes a
magnificent polish, resembling that of
burnished silver. This alloy retains its
lustre

perfectly

in

boiling

aqua regia,

and is not affected in the slightest degree after immersion in that liquid for
a period of 14 days.
It is slowly attacked by cold hydrochloric acid, but is
practically immune to cold, strong sulphuric acid, and nearly immune to the
same acid in the diluted form. It is

immune

strictly

to nitric

acid

of

all

strengths.

Balance weights made of this material
retain their lustre under the most trying
conditions. They present a beautiful appearance, owing to their superb lustre,
and are so hard that their loss from ordinary wear will be perhaps unweighable
for several years.

History of Stainless Steel
In the year 1911, I made some experi-*
ments on alloys of iron and chromium
with a view to ascertaining definitely
their properties. I quote from my notes
as follows.
[Mr. Haynes gives memoranda from his notebook, made in 1911
and 1912, of tests of alloys of varying
quantities of iron and chromium.]

The experiments recorded above distinctly
show that the non-corrosive
qualities of chrome-iron and
chromesteel alloys were not only discovered by
the writer at the time specified, but that
their physical properties were also fully
demonstrated. The discovery rests not
on the possibility of adding to the steel
other elements which may render it
more or less immune to corrosion, more
or less easily workable, but upon the
fact that immune chrome-yteels must
contain more than S per cent, chromium,"
though for certain purposes they may
contain much more than that amount,
even up to 60 per cent.; that such steels
are
distinctly*
workable and useful,
whether subjected to heat treatment or
not;
furthermore, that the proportion
of carbon may be raised as high as 2 per
cent, without materially interfering with
the untamishable qualities of the alloy,
though such alloys are, generally speaking, more easily worked if the carbon is

below

1

per cent.

Numerous metals may be added
stainless or rustless steel, and some

to

of

these may contribute
slight benefit,
while others may be slightly detrimental.
Among these are nickel, cobalt, vanadium, silicon, boron, tungsten, molybis
It
denum, titanium .'jnd tantalum.
evident that an indefinite number of alloys could be thus formed, some with and
some without the above elements, but
none would be stainless unless it contained the proper amount of chromium, which
is the essential element to be added to
nickel, cobalt, or iron to produce a stainless alloy.

About two or three years after the discoveries recorded above, Harry Brearley,
of Sheffield, England, discovered practically the same properties in
chromestcol, and I am practically certain that
the melting point, even in the presence of
any discoveries made by me.
Immediately after making the disccveries recorded above, I applied for a
patent, but my application was not at
first granted, on the ground that chromeContinued on page 192

>
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Measuring the Temperature

Molten

of

Steel

A

Paper Read Before the American Foundrymen's Association on
the Comparison of the Different Methods Existent.
The Pyrometer, Rod Test and Other Methods Are Discussed
By

A

LARGE number

of trials and ex-

periments have been carried out
by steel makers, along with the
very commendable support of the makers
of pyrometers, to try and put the measurement of molten steel upon a scientific

and fairly reliable

basis.

Most of the

investigators have knowTi all
along that the measurement of actual
temperatures, to any degree of accuracy, is at present too much to aim for,
and have contented themselves virith the
effort of finding some indication, such as
a reading on an instrument, which tells
them when the steel is at the best temperature to produce either a certain type
of casting or a first-class ingot with the
particular composition of steel they are
handling, and that each time this reading is obtained the steel is at its best
In other words,
pouring temperature.
comparative tests have been their chief
aim.
practical

Use of Pyrometers
Of the

scientific

instrument methods,

we may consider thermo-couples,

advantages.

BROOKS

W.

F.

the temperature of the

If

steel is too low, preference

heavy castings of large section,
and the pouring operation carried
out as rapidly as possible. If the temto the

1

3

4
6
6

given to

all the small castings requiring
relatively higher temperature; but
perhaps the greatest value is a check
and guidance for the melter and the

on the now
crude practical

superintendent

more or

existing

less

methods to be explained later.
In the
open-hearth furnace, when consecutive
heats are being run to the same analysis
and same conditions, a certain difference
of temperature between the steel and the
slag may be assumed; but this is not
very reliable.
The principal objection, however, in
the use of radiation pyrometers is the
difficulty of always being able to focus
through a clear atmosphere and onto a
clean stream of steel.

Heat No.
Mold Degrees

Fahr.
2750
2840
2760
3170
2790
2870

1

2
3

4
5

Cent.
1530
1540
1210
1560
1490

23.

Degrees

Fahr
2790
2800
2210
2840
2710

It is obvious that the readings on the
fourth mold of heat, No. 7, and the third
of heat, No. 23, were decidedly off, although every care was taken on both
these heats to get uniform conditions,
and the error is undoubtedly due to incandescent gases and smoky atmosphere.
Results, both better and worse, were
obtained, and these are given as typical
when every care was taken.

a

foundry

Cent.
1510
1560
1515
1740
1530
1580

2

perature is on the high side, the steel
can be left in the ladle, or preference

Practically the same limitations are
noticed with optical pyrometers as with
the fixed focus radiation type, the added
disadvantage being that with every type
of optical instrument there is more of
the personal element brought in by the
matchincr of intensities or the matching

In actual prac-

radia-

and optical pyrometers.
The thermo-couple for temperatures of

tion pyrometers,

^

Ut,

^

<^

<"
f

1

1

/

1

heat treatment has proved valuable.

In

t

/Soo

measurement of molten steel, however, only the rare metal couples can be

the

considered, and even these do not withstand the very severe conditions of a
bath of molten steel. Proi^ective tubes,
such as quartz tubes, have been tried,
The
but have certain disadvantages.
mechanical strength of a long tube at
the high temperature is inadequate; the
chemical reaction of the slag, in the case
of basic operation, is undesirable; and
the varying thickness of the coating of
slag to the tube, as it is pushed through
the slag, causes a varying lag of temperature from the steel to the couple.
The radiation pyrometers, of which the
Thwing or the Foster type of fixed focus

pyrometer appear to be most satisfacno focussinfr, and the
tory, require
method of handling them is simple. Both
of these instruments also have an attachment for taking care of the change
in black body conditions from true black
body conditions when steel is poured
from a furnace or from a ladle. The
accuracies of these attachments are not
so important, as they are the

Heat No. 7
Mold Degrees Degrees

can be given

same for

each heat, as long as the steel is in a
completely molten state. The first obvious objection is that, owing to the
slag covering in the furnace, and the
difficulty and objection of maintaining
an uncovered patch, the temperature
cannot be read until the steel is being
poured into the ladle. While this only
allows for correction of temperature in
one direction, it still has several valuable
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STANDARD CARBON-IRON CURVE.
found that smoky atmospheres
and incandescent gases are constantly
tice, it is

interfering, while in many furnaces the
slag comes out of the teeming spout

along with the

steel,

and

it is

very

diffi-

know which

of the readings recorded represent true conditions, or the
same conditions as on the previous heat.
There is also a tendency on the part of
the observer to record the highest readcult to

ing on the instrument, and interference
of a small amount of incandescent gas
can escape notice. The following readings are typical of many tests made of
a stream of steel leaving the nozzle of
a ladle when pouring castings of easy
section of about 30 to 100 pounds in
weight and 0.25 to 0.35 per cent, carbon,
by the same instrument and the same
observer, the resulting castings being of
first-class quality.

of colors.
On the other hand, they are
not so liable to damage by the too close
proximity to the molten metal, as an observer has less fear of sticking a long
tube up to the stream than of bringing
his face too near.

Of the
film, rod

practical methods known, the
and pouring tests are in con-

stant use at
various
electric furnace
plants, and they are all depending upon
uniform conditions existing when each
The use of the film test
test is made.
originated from the crucible steel practice, it being the best practice in making
tool steels to first close all the melting
shop doors; then to pull the pots after
the required stewing and remove the lid
and slag; make any additions and then
carefully watch the bright surface of the
steel for the first sign of an oxide film
forming, this being the sign to commence

•lulv.
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pouring operations.
In the absence of
this served as a fairly reliable
temperature indicator, as the crucibles
drafts,

and the mass of

steel

were usually the

same, while the varying composition of
the steel could be allowed for by pouring as soon as the first speck appeared,
or so many seconds later.
In electric
furnace practice, this consists of using a
steel spoon of uniform capacity, dried
out thoroughly over the bath, and giving
this a total covering of slag in the furnace. A sample of steel should then be
taken, which fairly represents the whole
bath, remembering that when a door has
been left open for some time the steel
near the door has become chilled, and
with steel made in an electric furnace
where all the heat is applied at the top
only,
the
temperature of the steel
directly under the slag is higher than
the temperature of the steel near the
bottom. Where this is the case, the bath
must be thoroughly rabbled before any
sample is withdrawn, and even then the
sample should be taken at a place equidistant between the electrodes and half
way down the bath, so as to arrive at

an average temperature. The measurement of the temperature is then indicated by the length of time it takes for
an oxide film to completely cover the
sample after the sample is taken from
the bath. This method is also influenced
by the composition and physical condition of the bath, as for molten steels of
the same temperature this time varies,
principally with the carbon contents, the
silicon contents, other alloy contents and
Therefore,
the state of deoxidization.

comparisons must only be made between steels of approximately the same
composition and when the furnace is
ready to pour. Care must be taken to
keep the sample away from drafts and
to have about the same amount of steel
in the spoon each time.
To show the
range of this test it has been noted that
final

high-speed steel ingots of a
composition approximating carbon, 0.65;
tungsten, 17.5; chromium, 3.75, and vanadium, 1 per cent., were produced when
the film (with
later characteristic
a
wrinkling of the surface) was formed
directly the sample spoon came through
the door, while good castings of about
0.25 carbon and weighing from 30 to 200
pounds were produced when the film
took 60 seconds to form after the furnace door.

first-class

Factors Affecting Use of Rod Test

The rod test has been used for many
years as a rough indication of the temThe
perature of many molten metals.
first publication noted by the author of
this test being made a standard practice
under uniform conditions was from a
large Italian steel works. This test requires the use of rods of steel of both
uniform diameter and fairly uniform
composition and consists of plunging the
rod into the bath of steel and gently
moving it through the bath for a uniform
length of time. If the steel is cold there
is a deposit of the bath on the rod, if the
steel is hot the bath melts away or bites
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into some of the rod, with all intermediate conditions indicating varying temperatures. The skin of the bar, it will
be noted, has an effect on this test; a
newly rolled bar with a bright scaly surface tends to show a colder bath than is
actually the case. The bar before being
plunged into the bath should be of uni-

form temperature and in some steel
works this is taken care of by bending
about 12 inches or more of the end of
the bar at right angles; holding the bar
with the bend in a horizontal plane over
the bath until it shows the first sign of
sagging and then turning the end of the
bar into the bath. This test again depends on the physical condition and the
composition of the bath. This test is also
very useful for testing the difference in
temperature between the top of the bath
and the bottom of the bath and is one
of the best indications of the value in
electric furnaces of the bottom heating
type.

Temperature

is

Indicated by Fluidity of

Metal

The pouring test consists of using a
spherical spoon of above 5 inches diameter and carefully slagging up this spoon
over the bath.
Dip the spoon quickly
into the metal so as to get a sample of
the steel from about the centre of the
bath.
Withdraw the sample and carefully pour out the steel over the lip of
the spoon at a slow, even rate.
The
temperature of the steel is noted by its
fluidity, and by the amount of steel skull
that is left on the spoon.
This test is
the one most commonly used in steel
foundries. It is simple and the very nature of the test gives confidence to the
man who is responsible for pouring the
heat. If he sees every drop of the steel
pouring nicely over the lip he feels that
in pouring from the ladle itself the castings of small section will fill up and
there will be no skulls left in the ladle.
This test is subject to the spoon being
properly slagged up, the rate of pouring
the sample, and absence of drafts.
For

these practical methods too
placed upon
the fact that they are all comparative
tests only, and that they depend entirely
upon uniform conditions, and attention
to details.
In all cases at least two of
these methods should be employed. They
do not, of course, indicate to the melter
the temperature of the steel in degrees,
Cent, or Fahr., but they do give him a
very good indication of the degrees of
temperature that the steel is either
above or below the temperatures which
will give him the best results for the
composition of the steel he is handling,
for the weight and for the type of casting he is making. In making steel castthat the foundry
ings it is important
foreman or superintendent be present
when the final temperature tests are being made. He is in a much better position to know how hot the steel must be
to suit the castings on the floor. To tell
the melter that the castings are averaging 30 pounds and then to leave the deall

much emphasis cannot be
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cision regarding the temperature

him,

is

up

to

not sufficient.

The question most frequently asked
while

trying out the above tests was:
accurately can you measure the
temperature of the steel and what temperature should the steel be when it
leaves the furnace to give the best results?" The first part of the questions
refers to the use of the pyrometers. On
steel works, where the best conditions
for the pyrometer can be obtained, there
is still the limitations of the pyrometers
As already explained, only
themselves.
the optical and the radiation type offer
a good field for these high temperatures
and conditions, and there is little doubt
that an error of plus and minus 50 degrees Fahr. in the instrument itself is all
that we can ever expect. To an investigator first starting in with a new instrument he has just bought, this may
not sound very encouraging, as he naturally feels that if the steel proves to be
50 to 100 degrees Fahr. less than what
he is aiming for he will spoil some of his
castings. The other limitatioriF, of focusing and atmosphere have already been
described and values given.

"How

Probably the best reply to the second
part of the question is that the temperature in question is that at which the
particular steel begins to solidify, plus
the loss of temperature from when the
reading is taken to when the steel gets
to the farthest end of the thinnest secA further query to
tion in the casting.
this second part of the question invari"But how are we to know
ably was:
what these two values are?" The first
value depends on the composition of the
steel, the carbon contents being the prinThis can be obtained by
cipal factor.
reference to a standard carbon-iron
curve, such as shown in the accompanying illustration. For a steel containing
0.25 per cent, carbon, trace the line A B
till i^- intersects at C, giving a value on
this curve of 1492 degrees Cent. (2720
degrees Fahr.); for a steel containing
0.65 per cent, carbon, trace the line D E
giving a value
it intersects at F,
till
1476 degrees Cent. (2690 degrees Fahr.),
and so on. For other elements in the
used
in castings the
steel commonly
variation is not of importance and does
not compare with the many other
sources of error that crop up in reading
the temperatures of molten steel in a
foundry. The second value depends upon
such variables as the heat of the ladle,
the thickness of ladle lining, time of
reading to pouring, whether molds are
of dry or green sand, and thickness and
lengths of the thinnest sections. All of
these factors depend very much upon

and it is regarding this
problem that constant consultation between the man responsible for the steel
in furnace and the man responsible for
making up the molds is so valuable.
Final results are only obtained by the
constant comparison of the quality of
the final castings with the results obtained by their methods of reading the
temperatures of the steel.

local conditions,
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PLATING AND POLISHING DEPARTMENT
Practical

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
— I am operating a nickel
solution which was made by my predeQuestion.

cessor and which

is

supposed

single nickel salt solution.
difficulty

to

No

be

Machinery,
and Polishing Industry.

Articles, Useful Data, Descriptions oi

Equipment,

a

serious

has been experienced with this

solution until quite recently. The nickel
deposits which form on lower ends of
the pieces being plated cracks and chips
off very badly.
I notice this more particularly where the work is of such a nature as to allow only a comparatively
small amount of work to comprise a load.
In addition to this cracking, I occasionally have a run of work which blisters in
patches, these patches are usually at or
near the lower portion of the piece as it
is suspended in the solution, blisters are
very fine but sufficient numbers to ruin
the finish and necessitate replating the
Our work is all electro-cleaned,
piece.
swabbed and copper-plated previous to
nickeling and same methods are now used
as formerly when these difficulties were

Used

etc.,

in

the Plating

satisfactory manner add 2 ounces of
sulphate, or same amount of
sodium chloride per gallon of solution
in the tank.
Keep anode surface clean
and equal in area to the maximum
cathoda surface area which is processed
in the tank.
The small blisters which
you mention are not in the nickel, they
are due to a non-adherent condition of
the copper deposit.
There may be one
or more of several reasons for this conV.

magnesium

more probable reasons

be
given here. An electric cleaner operated
with direct current will cause a film to
form over steel surfaces if the current
is allowed to pass too long or the solution is old or contaminated with chemicals foreign to the composition, or by excess animal or vegetable matter introduced by means of polishing or buft'ing
compounds on work being cleaned. This
film is often very difficult to remove,
and if the work is processed in usual
manner following too long treatment in
dition, th(!

cleaner

electric

is

it

will

easily possible

to

unknown.
Answer.

dency to gradually increase the density
of the solution, a cyanide copper solution
standing from 4 deg. Be to 5 deg. Be
will prove more satisfactory for general
purposes than a solution which registers
]0 deg. Be or higher. Many apparently
hopeless cases of cyanide copper plating
troubles have been
quickly and permanently remedied by simply reducing
the density of the solution to a small
fraction of the density employed.
dense cyanide copper solution has no ad-

A

vantages worth mentioning.

])reviou3 to nickeling.

ago

your predecessor
left the solutions in a very good condition and you have probably kept them
going nicely by adhering to common
sense practice, but, now the time has
come when you must act for yourself if
you hope to succeed. The nickel solution is composed largely of single nickel
salts, there is little doubt about that, as
the description you give of the results
obtained strongly indicates such a solution.
To stop the chipping, you may
proceed as follows: Heat the solution to
about 150 degrees fahr. or even to boiling point and neutralize the acidity by
use of plastic carbonate of nickel, place
in a cheese-cloth bag and
a quantity
move the bag with a jerky motibn vigorously through the solution. The excess
acid in the solution will take up the carbonate, forming nickel sulphate and increase the metal strength of the soluWhen the solution is neutralized,
tion.'
test with a hydrometer if the solution
density is less than 12 degrees Be; dissolve single nickel salts sufficient to in-

crease the density to the above-mentioned density. Neutralize again and replace
in tank.
The solution will be ready for
Straining the
use as soon as settled.
solution as it is replaced in tank is advisable.
Excess current is often used
in single nickel salt solution when not
intended as the deposit shows little indication of the danger limit unless the
solution is quite acid, in which case the
extreme lower portion of the cathode is
unusually smooth and bright on polished
surfaces. Tjo not force the deposit, possibly the current density which you employ on lighter loads is a little in excess
of the actual safe limits of the solution
at normal temperature.
If the anodes
in this solution are not disintegrating in
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was induced

often yield blistered deposits, especially when current is not carefully
adjusted.
The same solution may yield
blistered deposits if the pre-cyanide content is too great and an excess current
causing violent liberation of hydrogen is
used.
Clean the work quickly, .5-minute
will

•

immersions
practice,

is poor
systematic

in electric cleaners

swab or scour

in

manner; use cyanide dips at least 5
Maintain uniform balance in
dogs. Re.
copper solution; watch the anodes, do not
allow them to become heavily coated with
black scale, nor too bright, a clean dull
pink copper color is desirous.
Solution
should be light straw color and never
allowed to become pale green. Allow at
least one houi to pass after any appreciable addition to the copper solution beplating.
fore operating the bath for
Keep the solution as simple as possible
and avoid conditions which have a ten-

About two months

to try the muriatic

acid dip as a substitute for cyanide dip.

cept in one respect.
An objectionable
film forms on the surface of the solution
if

work

is

immersed through

this

film the subsequent nickel deposit proves
non-adherent. It is quite a task to keep
the surface of the dip free of film by
constantly sicimming with paper, an5 I
have tried to prevent the formation of
the film by using the dip at various densities, but with no success.
The film
forms even worse when sheet steel
stam.pings which are not coppered are
dipped. Kindly pass this on to your correspondent for some suggestion which
may prove helpful to me.

Answer.
unconciously copper plate a film-coated
pui'facc which will blister; usually these
blisters may be detected by mera casual
inspection after rinsing from copper solution.
Careless swabbing or scouring
will result in blistered copper plate if
the work really requires swabbing^ Cyanide copper solutions deficient in cyanide

*

The muriatic dip is used rather strong
and has given perfect satisfaction ex-

and

— Evidently

*

*

—

Question. During my plating experience of ten years I have always used a
cyanide dip after cyanide copper-plating

—The

effectiveness of diluted

muriatic aoia when employed as a final
dip for any metal previous to nickelplating is undoubtedly much greater and

more satisfactory than when
cyanide is used for some purpose. There
is, however, one objection to the acid dip
when used for commercial plating, and
that objection is the
film
formation
which you mention. Hundreds of platers
use the acid dip carelessly and totally
unmindful of the presence of a dangerous film and wonder at the frequency of
failures in spite of their intended attention to details. In one large plant where
the muriatic dip is employed daily on a
great variety of steel, copper and brass,
the problem has been solved by a very
simple method. Instead of using a combination of muriatic acid and water, sulphuric acid is added as follows: To prepare a 30-gallon dip, measure out 15
gallons of lake, river, or rain water and
add 8 gallons of commercial muriatic
acid, mix well and then add slowly 4
gallons of commercial sulphuric acid;
mix well and test with hydrometer. If
a stronger dip is required, add acids in
above proportions, if weaker dip will
suffice, add water to make up full quantity.
In replenishing it is usually advisable to add muriatic frequently in small
the results
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quantities and make additions of sulphuric acid only occasionally; water is
never added after dip is prepared as the
solution density gradually diminishes by
loss in drip and absorption of moisture
from the air^ A dip of this composition
will not become covered by an objectionable film if the work immersed is reasonably clean. It can be made strong
enough for any ordinary final dipping
or as weak as any simple 5 per cent,
muriatic acid dip. It acts quickly, cleanly and is productive of no injurious effects to work or plating bath as a result
of

hasty rinsing.

Po.'sibly

you might

prefer a 10 per cent, solution of hydroThis is used by many very
fluoric acid.
particular platers with splendid results.
«

:k

*

—

Question. Kindly inform me at what
density Beaume scale should a single
nickel salt solution be operated at to
Our work is sheet
obtain best results.
brass stampings of plain design with
a few circular-shaped perforations; work
holders and is
is hung on brass wire
cleaned in electro-cleaning bath. We deside a deposit which will resist ordinary
wear such as met by usual automobile
accessories, for at least one year. What
would you consider a reasonable time for
such work to remain in the nickel bath?
Answer.- -A reply to your qaery might
easily include a rather lengthy article as
there are many varieties of single nickel
strictly nickel sulphate
salt solutions.
plating solution made from two pounds
of the sulphate crystals and the necessary ciiemical? usually employed is often
operated at 16 degrees Bej.ume. The deposit from such a solution may be quite
and fine grained, yet
whit.?, silvery
brittle if allowed to become thick enough
to endure buffing operation and reasonable wear for one year. If this solution
be operated hot or even warm the decolor
brittle,
the
posits will be less
darker ano the grain coarser unless the
current density is increased as the temperature increased, in which case the
plate will be brittle, color dai-k and the
Much depends upon the
t'rain coarse.
nature of the corroding salt employed
Boric acid
and the quantity of same.
is almost indispensible in solutions ofthis
type and the quantity required per gallon of plating solution will depend 'largely upon the class of work to be plated
and the finish d^sived. We would not
advise a bath of this tyne for your class
of work unless the acidity was reduced
to a very weak point. A bath containing
two-thirus oingle nickel salt and onethird double nickel salt, together with

A

either
magnesium sulpliatc, sodium
chloride or ammonium chloride and boric
acid would be preferable for your purpose, and in case your solution is of this
type W3 may say, coiVitruct your holders
in a manner which will facilitate placing
maximum surface area of work in bath
per load, keep corner.^, edges, etc., equally remote from anodes and aim to plate
with r.t least 10 amperes per squaie foot.
To do this may reqi'-i^-c a denser solution
than would suffice for other work hung
•n different manner.
By proper management vou can build the solution to at
least IS degrees Beaume, or even 22 de-

grees Keaume, and operate with high
current density at moderate temperature,
obtaining a very rapid deposit which will
be white, tough, firm and adherent if
the duration of plating treatment is not
)iro!onged beyond 30 minutes.
A 15minute plate should be amply sufficient.
Possibly you may have .iome difficulty
with the buffing at the outset, but train
the buffing lathe operator to use less
pressure than would be permissible on
strictly plain work.
Half of the failures
attributed to the nicicel plate by the
l)ublic may be traced directly to urf.killed
buffers.
Thousands of gallons of single
nickel salt solutions are being operated
every day at a density not exceeding 10
degrees Beaume, such practice is not
econon.ical, a few pounds more of the
single salts would strengthen up the
baths to a point where time and material
could easily be saved by increased efficiency of the bath and greater speed of
deposition.
Operate your single salt
solutions at the highest density possible
to obtain best deposits in reasonable
Electrode distance, current availtime.
able, temperature of solution and manner
of suspending cathodes in bath will all
have an important bearing of how concentrated your solution may be operated
most economically.
If deposit chips,
flakes off, or is otherwise non-adherent,
neutralize the acidity and increase the

temperature

or

reduce

the cur^^ent.
Single salt nickel solutions have been
heralded as being self-sustaining.
If
you work them beyond very easily overstepped lioiits they will prove to be very
e.\pensive to sustain. Go slow until you
get acquainted with their characteristics.
*

*

*

—

Question. In the plating room where
I am
en;p!oyed there are two small
dynamos, one is connected to the nickel
tanks, two in number, and the
other
dynamo a rather old type, is corrected
tc the copper tanks and
Ihe electric
clearing tanks. There is no instrument
of any kind to measure current, etc. The
manager says he will buy an ammeter if
I can use it on both circuits.
I have tried
to figure out how this could be worked
with practical results but am of the
opini(jn that it would not be successful.
Will you kindly tell me what you think
of the idea?

Answer.

—You

can instai an ammeter
be taken from both
circuits, but we believe such an installation would prove to be more expensive
than the installation of two separate
ammeters. Judging from your letter we
.-c

that readings

may

assume that a 400-amphere ammeter
would be large enough for your requirements and these may be obtained in
small sizes calibrated
in
10-amphere
divisions or less and are very satisfactory instruments if used with ordinary
care.
To use one ammeter on two circuits would
require
four single-pole
double-throw switches of sufficient size
to carry maximum current
used
on
either circuit.
These switches operate
on two dummy sections of the circuits,
the ammeter being placed centrally between the two negative lines from the
machines. The cost of four switches will

191
tl^e cost of small ammeter,
therefore we wo.ild advise the purchase
of the two ammeters for your purpose.

easily exceed

*

*

*

— We

have been manufacturing a wrench of the spanner type and
finishing it in white nickel, that is, we
merely tumble the wrench after hardening and nickel-plate about thirty minuThis produces a dead-white surface
tes.
which becomes badly soiled by handling
and does not present a very pleasing appearance when offered for sale. We have
decided to change the finish on this line
and have under consideration a black
coating or finish. We have experimented with oil dips, etc., to no purpose, and
our plater suggests a dip made from
copper and ammonia, but he cannot
furnish the formula. May we ask you
Ijueslion.

to

assist

us

by publishing a suitable

formula for our requirements?
Answer. The
copper-ammonia
dip
suggested by your plater would not answer unless you copper-plate the wrench,
and in case you did this the process
would be more expensive than the sulphuivttc dip, and the result would not
be any better for your purpose. If vou
obtain a smooth clean surface upon the
wrench by tumbling we would suggest
that you try dipping in a molten bath of
potassium nitrate containing about 2 per

—

manganese dioxide. This
used at temperatures ranging
from 700 to 800 degrees Fahr. according
to the size of the wrench.
Black nickel
cent, of black

bath

is

the most successful finish for steel
surfaces in use to-day.
It cannot be
regarded as rust-proof but is a very
pleasing finish for articles such as you
produce.
Possibly the Parker process
would ser/e you satisfsctori!
We
would advise you to discard the idea of
using the ammonia method and try black
nickel
The ammonium sulpho-cyanate
and. zinc sulphate black nickel solution is
the one usually employed.
is

jtc

Question.

^

— During

:k

the past few years

a large quantity of scrap nicked holders
in our storehouse. We
are desirous of disposing of the material
and have been informed that it is worth
considerable m.ore than scrap steel. We
have been anable to get a buyer for this
nickel scrap r.nd would appreciate any
i:iformation which you n^ay he able to
furnish us relative to its market value or
where to find a buyer.
Answer. We regret to have to tell
you that the market value of the scrap
nickel holders is practically the ."^ame
as for scrap steel.
A few years ago
large plating plants found a ready market for the scrr.p among scrap metal
buyers and obtained a price which made
it worth saving, but times have changed
and there is no demand for it. The average scrap holder will show the following
proportions of metal by analysis- Nickel,
57 per cent.; iron, 38 per cent
copper,
5 per .:ent.
If you have a very large
tonnage of the scrap it may pay you
to make an extra effort to get a purchaser for the scrap as nickel dross,
otherwise we would advise selling with
scrap steel and obtain the use of storage space it now occupies.

have accumulated

—

;
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STELLITE AND FESTEL METAL
Continued from page 187
steels were not new. Without going into
details, I will say that I later made a
second application, and that about fifteen days later.
Mr. Brearley filed an
application for practically the same
thing.
The United States Patent Office
granted a patent to Mr. Brearley on the
ground that his application contained a
provision that it was necessary to polish
and harden the steel in order to render
it immune.
later
This, however, was
found not to be correct, and in May of
this year practically all of the claims in
the application of the writer were granted by the Patent Office.

A

corporation was
which both the
Haynes and Brearley patents were assigned, and licenses have now been granted to the principal steel makers for the
manufacture of stainless steel under
these patents.
This corporation is the
American Stainless Steel Co., with offices
at present in the Oliver Building, Pittsburgh.

personal

formod

in

service

this city,

to

Stainless or rustless steel consists essentially of an alloy of iron and chrom-

ium, containing usually from 0.1 to 1 per
though the latter element
may be present up to nearly 2 per cent,
w'thout interfering seriously with the

cent, of cariion,
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working qualities of the

Owing

Production of Pig Iron and Steel

THE

total production of pig iron in

Canada

in

1919

excluding

the

production of ferro-alloys was
917,346 short tons (819,059 gross tons),
having a value of $24,536,432 as compared with a total production in 1918 of
gross
1,195,.'j51
short tons
(1,06,456
tons) valued at $33,495,171 showing a
failing off of 278,205 tons, or 23 per
Of the 1919 total 910,080 tons
cent.
were made in blast furnaces and 7,266
tons (subject to revision) were made in
scrap metal,
furnaces from
electric
In 1918 the blast
chiefly shell turnings.
furnace production was 1,163,510 tons
and the electric furnace production from
scrap steel was 32,031 tons.
The production of blast furnace pig
iron in Nova Scotia in 1919 was 285.087
tons as against 415,870 tons in 1919 and
1914 was the
with the exception of
province
in
that
smallest production
In Ontario the production
since 1905.
of blast furnace pig iron was 624,993
tons, as against 747,650 tons in 1918.
Although less by 16 per cent, than in
the previous year, the 1919 production
in Ontario was exceeded in only four
previous years.

Less than one quarter as
iron

was made from

from scrap

electric

much pig
furnaces
year

steel as in the previous

the output being derived from six furnace plants in 1919 as compared with
ten plants operated in 1918.

By

prradcs the 1919 production includBasic, 580,426 tons; Bessemer, 7,637 tons; foundry and malleable, etc.,
low phosphorous iron
322,017 tons;
The 1918
(electric furnace), 7,266 tons.
production included: Basic, 966,409 tons;
Bessemer, 15,415 tons; foundry and malleable, etc.,
181,696 tons; low phosphorou? iron (electric furnace), 32,031,
ed:

tons.

The blast furnace plants operated included those of the Dominion Iron and
Steel Company at Sydney, N.S.;
The
Nova Scotia Steel and Coal Company at
North Sydney; The Standard Iron Company at Deseronto, Ont.; The Steel Company of Canada at Hamilton, Ont.; The
Canadian Furnace Company at Port Col-

borne, Ont.;
cion, Ltd., at

The Algoma

Steel Corpora-

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.; The

Midland Iron and Steel Company at Midland, Ont., and the Parry Sound Iron
Company, Ltd., at Parry Sound, Ont.
Electric furnaces were operated for
the production of pig iron from scrap
at Hull and Shawinigan Falls in Quebec,
at Belleville and Welland in Ontario, and
at Vancouver, British Columbia.
The production of ferro-alloys in Canada in 1919 including ferro-silicon, silico
Spiegel,
spiegeleisen
and ferro-phosphorus, all with the exception of the
speigeleisen being made in electric furnaces, was about 48,579 tons valued at
In 1918 the production was
$1,998,779.
Over
44,704 tons valued at $4,731,521.
one-half the tonnage made in 1919 was
speigeleisen made by Algoma Steel Corporation for the company's own use.
The exports of pig iron during 1919
were 63,605 tons valued at $1,820,260, or
an average of $28.62 per ton and of
ferro-alloys 22,449 tons valued at $1,229,341, or an average of $54.76 per ton.
The exports of pig iron included 57,845
tons to the United States; 783 tons to
Chili; 7 tons to Japan, and 4,970 tons to
other countries. The ferro-alloy exports
included 2,564 tons to United Kingdom;
15,371 tons to United States; 4,514 tons
to other countries.

The imports during 1919 included 35,800 tons of pig iron valued at $1,022,871,
or an average of $28.80 per ton, and 16,221 tons of ferro-alloys, valued at $901,678. or an average of $55.58 per ton,
making a total import of pig iron and
ferro-alloys of .52,021 tons valued at
$1,924,549. The United States trade records show exports to Canada during 1919
of pig iron and ferro-alloys amounting
to 33,751 gross tons (37,801 short tons),
valued at $1,052,103.
Steel

The

total

and direct

production of steel ingots

steel castings in 1919 subject

to possible slight revision, was 1,031,329
short tons (920,S-l4 long tons), of which
904,349 tons v/ere ingots and 39,980 tons
direct steel castings.

steel.

high percentage of
chromium and its tendency to oxidize at
the melting point, even in the presence of
carbon, it has been found advisable to
melt the steel either in crucibles or in the
electric furnace.
After melting, the
metal may be poured into ingot molds in
the usual manner, and the ingots tlms
obtained may be forged or rolled into
bars cr sheets. If the ingots are of comparatively small size, they will be found
to be very hard after casting, especially
if they have been stripped hot and allowed to cool rather rapidly in the air.
Indeed, small bars thus produced are
likely to be almost file h?rd.
to

the

1919

in

The total production in 1918 was 1,873,708 short tons (1,672,946 long tons),
of which 1,800,171 tons weer ingots and
73,537 tons were castings.

The 1919 production included: Openhearth

steel.

1,008,540

steel, 15,167 tons; crucible

tons;

electric

and converter

The 1918 production
included: Open-hearth
steel,
1,746,334
tons; electric steel, 119,130 tons; crucible and converter steels, 8,244 tons.
steels, 7,322 tons.

The total production of electric furof which 1,800,171 tons were ingots and
in 1916, 19,639 tons.
Tlie total production of pig iron, ferroalloy and steel in electric furnaces was
about 43,540 tons in 1919 as compared
with 191.869 tons in 1918 and 101,031
tons in 1917.

The exports of steel during 1919, as
per Customs Department records included billets, blooms and ingots 28,087 tons
valued at $1,731,529, or an average of
$61.65 per ton; bars and rods, 52,191
tons valued at $3,394,894, or an average
of $65.05 per ton; steel rails, 30,737 tons
valued at $1,297,836, or an average of
$42.22 per ton; wire and wire nails valued at $5,745,773; structural steel, 5.515
tons valued at $465,989, or an average
of $84.49 per ton; scrap iron and steel,
245,214 tons valued at $3,779,179, or an
average of $15.41 per ton, together with
a large quantity of manufactured iron
and steel goods.

The

pi'oduction of rolled iron and steel

products in 1919 included: Steel rails,
316,304 short tons; plates and sheets,
25,408 short tons; wire rods, 153,723
short tons and structural shapes, 29,295
short tons, and a large tonnage of iron

and

steel bars, rods, etc., for

which re-

turns are not yet complete.
The total
production in 1919 of finished rolled products was 1,146,610 short tons, which
included steel rails, 162,747 tons; ware
reds, 154,789 tons; merchant bars and
rods and structural shapes, 415,017 tons;
plates and sheets, 26,413 tons; rolled
blooms and billets for forging purposes
and rolled blooms, billets, or slabs sold
for export, 395,644 tons.

./u!v.
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering
the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products

into

PIG IRON
$42.40
Gray forge, Pittsburgh
Lake Superior charcoal, Chicago.. 57.00

Malleable scrap
No. 1 mach. cast iron

Standard low phosphorus, Phila.. 50.00

Car wheels

42.90

Steel axles

Basic, Valley furnace

Canadian Foundry Pig
Mont.
55.50
54.50

No. 1
No. 2

Tor.
53.50
52.50

NEW METALS
Mont.

Lake copper

$25.00
24.50
24.00
72.00

Electro copper

Casting copper
Tin

12.00
11.50
14.50
34.00

Zinc

Lead

Antimonv

Aluminum

Tor.
$24.00
24.00
24.00
65.00
12.00
11.00
14.00
35.00

OLD MATERIAL
[Dealers' average buying prices]
Mont.
Tor.
$15.00 $14.00
Copper, light
18.00
18.00
Copper, crucible
18.00
18.00
Copper, heavy
18.00
18.00
Copper, wire
16.00
17.00
No. 1 mach. comp
New brass cuttings
11.00
11.75
14.00
Red brass cuttings
15.75
Yellow brass cuttings .... 8.50
9.50
Light brass
6.50
7.00

Medium brass

8.00
6.50
7.00
4.50
19.00

Scrap zinc

Heavy

lead
Tea lead

Aluminum

7.75
6.00
7.75'
5.00

20.00

Per gross ton

Heavy melting

steel

Boiler plate

Axles (wrought iron)
Rails

18.00
15.50
22.00
18.00

18.00
15.00
20.00
18.00

FOUNDRYMEN'S EXHIBIT GROWS
In a bulletin to exhibitors just issued

by

C. E. Ho>-t, secretary of the

American

Foundrymen's Association, the encouraging information is given that
exhibit
space in excess of 51,000 square feet has
already been contracted for, with 85 of
last year's exhibit yet to be
heard
from.
This advance space reservation
is within 9,000 square feet of the total
space used at the Philadelphia exhibit
last year, and indicates beyond all question of doubt that the Columbus convention and exhibit will be the greatest
in the history of the Association.
Quite a number of new exhibitors will
be on hand this year especially along the
general shop equipment and machine tool
lines, as there is a growing appreciation
of the extraordinary purchasing power
represented in the A. F. A. attendance,
aside from strictly
foundry
require-

ments. This is due to the fact that a
good share of the men interested in the
foundry meetings also operate machine
shops.
A striking

feature

of these annual
the large per centage of operating exhibits demonstrating

foundrymen shows

is

Pipe,

wrought

Machine shop turnings
Stove Plate
Cast borings

.

.

.

25.00
32.00
12.00
22.00
22.00
11.00
26.50
12.00

25.00
33.00
12.00
26.00
20.00
11.00
25.00
12.00

PLATING CHEMICALS
Acid,
Acid,
Acid,
Acid,

boracic
hydrochloric

$

sulphuric

Ammonia, aqua

Ammonium, carbonate
Ammonium, chloride
Ammonium, hydrosulphuret
Ammonium, sulphate
Arsenic, white
Copper, carbonate, anhy
Copper, sulphate
Iron perchloride
Cobalt Sulphate
Lead acetate
Nickel, ammonium sulphate
Nickel carbonate
Nickel sulphate
Potassium Sulphide (substitute)
Silver chloride (per oz.)
Silver nitrate (per oz.)
Sodium bisulphate
Sodium carbonate crystals
Sodium cyanide, 127-130%
Sodium hyposulphite, per cwt.
.

Sodium phosphate

.

20
22
75
30
14
41
16
62
20
30
08
32
19
.42

1.25
1.20

Emery

glue

Crocus composition
Emery composition
Rouge, silver
Rouge, powder, nickel
Prices per

ARTIFICIAL

lb.

CORUNDUM

Grits, 6 to 70 inclusive
Grits,
and finer

$

Tin Chloride
1.00
Zinc Chloride C.P
30
Zinc sulphate
08
Prices per lb. unless otherwise stated.

.08%
06

COPP.^R PRODUCTS
Mont.
Bars, Vz to 2-in

$42.50

list plus 10%
Plain sheets, 14-oz., 14x60
inch
46.00
Copper sheet, tinned, 14x
48.00
60, 14-oz
Copper sheet, planished, 16
oz. base
46.00

Tor.
$43.00

Copper wire,

Braziers',

in

sheets,

44.00
48.00

45.00

6x4

base

45.00

44.00

LEAD SHEETS
Mont.
Sheets, 3 lbs. sq. ft
$10.75
Sheets, 31/2 lbs. sq. ft
10.50
Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs. sq. ft.
10.25
Cut sheets, i%c lb. extra.
Cut sheets to size, Ic lb. extra.
.

Tor.
$14.50
14.00
13.50

SHEETS

8.00

18

09
06
30
09
12
10
60
45

Tripoli composition

.

11
06
38

2.00

Pumice, ground

.23
03^/4

10
03 1^
15

nitric

Polishing wheels, bull-neck
Emery in kegs, Turkish

Mont.
Sheets, black. No. 28
f 8.50
Sheets, black. No. 10
8.50
Can. plates, dull, 53 sheets 8.50
Can. plates, all bright
8.60
Queen's Head, 28 B.W.G.
11.00
Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.G.
10.50
Zinc sheets.
16.50

Tor.
$ 9.50

9.00
10.00
9.00

.

PLATING SUPPLIES
Polishing wheels, felt

.

$4.60

the equipment
by duplicating actual
working conditions. Last year more than
50 per cent, of the 206 exhibitors used
power, 170 motors being in operation
and 31 exhibitors using compressed air
for demonstrating purposes.
With the
increased space available this year, at
the Ohio State fair grounds, where both

convention

sessions

and equipment ex-

hibts will be held, the number and size
of operating exhibits will undoubtedly

far exceed any previous year.

CONVENTION DATES FAVOR
CO-OPERATION
This year the annual convention and
of the American Foundrymen's
Association will be held in Columbus
during the second week following the annual convention of the American Steel
Treaters' Society in Phladelphia.
This
will permit attendance at both meetings
on the part of many men who are interested in both organizations.
A consolidated car shipment direct
from the Philadelphia exhibit to the Ohio
State Fair Grounds in Columbus will also
perimt exhibitors to display and demonstrate their products at both gatherings.
The convention date of the Steel
exhibit

20.00

Treaters' Society is
September 14-18,
while the Foundrymen convene the week
of October 4th.

A. F. A.

OUT FOR NEW MEMBERS

Plans for an aggressive campaign for
new members have been formulated by
the 1920 Promotion
and
Membership

Committee of the American Foundrymen's Associaton.
The campaign will
be handled from the Association Headquarters Office, in Chicago, and covers
three

months, culminating

in

a

special

"Foundrymen's Week" during September and the annual convention in Columbus, Ohio, the week of October 4th.

—

Coming Back to Canada. Building
trades mechanics who crossed to England following the armistice, in considerable numbers, are coming back to Canada, according to John Cottam, secretary of the Toronto union of carpenters.
"Each steamship arrival brings
old
members back alon^r with a number of
new faces. They all tell the same
story." said Mr. Cottam. "They say that
work is plentiful in the skilled trades,
but that living is very high and that
the housing problem is very serious."

:
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OFFERED $20 TON
FOR OCEAN RATES
Into
Loral Dealers Would Like to Sell
the Old Country Scrap Market
at Hish Prices

TOKC'NTO. — A

great deal depends on
power, and supplies, as far as the
indiistiinl life of this district is concerned.
Many of the shops are constantly
in trouble with the shutting off of their
power. When this takes place the shop
generally has to pay the men, as it is
no fault of theirs that there is no juice
on hand." Expenres go on just the same
hut there is no r>utput. When tliis takes
place many times in a plant where ther-j
are some hundreds of "mployees it becomes a sericus matter. Add to this the
shortage of material, ?.nd the shortage
of coal, and it makes a condition that is
none too favorable tc getting ahead with
the woi'k.

But in spite of all these things there
are buyers in the market, and there are
inquiries and prospects, which, if only a
fair percentage of them turn out to be
good, will mean a nice booking for tHe
early fall.
One of the leading makers of machine
tools in the United States has announced

Bailey

& Bell Fire Brick Co.
Made

I

.4r-4;i-"il

in

ments are coming in from points now
that have been particularly affected by
the strike on United States roads.
Old Country firms are also getting
better treatment in this matter of getting their goods over here, and one firm
has opened a warehouse with the assurance that it will have a good line of
material to show under power.
Several sales have been made recently
owing to the placing of better machinery
in certain plants, and it is likely that

The supposition

Old Country dealers are getting in
shipments now that were ordered last
November, and they are getting fairly
good satisfaction in the matter of future deliveries, unless they go into the
line of heavy duty machinery, when tha
time gets extended by some months.
is

that

many

of the large

and iron plants on the continent
are getting equipment ready to start
operating again, and in this way there
=s an unusual demand for this class of
Boring mills and heavy
equipment.
planers, for instance, are hard to secure
unless the buyer is prepared to wait his
steel

turn.

this will

Where

steel

account for several more sales.
salesman can show how a
shop operation can be turned out more
efficiently, and where time and expense
can be saved by the placing of new machinery, he can alv/ays get an audience,
and there is undoubtedly a disposition
on the part of plant executives to favor
the better machine that has all the new
the

and approved ideas.

More Reasonable

Prices

revision.

is not a guess, but the statement
one of tha largest warehouse firms
in this district.
One bit of evidence is
given in the experience of this firm -in
tiie matter of sheets from the premium
mills.
'A short time ago the only basis
on which they would talk business to
us," stated this firm, "was $8.50 base,
wiiile to-day the same people will gladly
Lake on business at $6.50 base, and give
lis just as good service in the matter of
lelivery at the lower price as they were
doing at the former price of $8. There
:ire other lines, too, where we find that
there is quite a marked tendency to
give us better price treatment and a
•i^reater desire to do business than there
has been for some time past." A good
many sheets are selling this week around
ihe basis of $10.50 per hundred for 28-

of

5S

have be-

Canadian dealers are experiencing a
season in scrap metal in almost all
Last week this paper pubtheir lines.
lished a letter from a Scottish iron and

That

Plione Jun. 7488

GAaiil

in the trade, but recently they
come one of the worst.

ward

Canada

DutTcrin St.. Toronto,

It has
further increase this week.
been some days smce any advances have
been made, and dealers have come to
regard the machine tool market as more
stable, and if aaything have been anticipating some marking down.
by several
Deliveries are reported
firms as having shown quite a decided
improvement during the week, and ship-

a

There is every reason to believe that
any price movement that takes place in
the steel market will be toward a down-

^[anufa^turers
and Importers of Iliph Crade
Fire Hrii'k,
Fire Clay and (Joneral
Supplies
Special
Shapes.
Cupida Block. Stoker Urick
Boiler Tiles. Stove and Quebec Heater Linitigb

Volume XI.

<4'auge.

The matter of securing a good supply
of bar mill material is becoming a quesThs
tion that is not easy to handle.
Canadian

.nills

'heir books,

have a large tonnage on
of it very urgent ow-

much

ing to the fact that it must be secured
for certain seasons, and it is almost impossible for the mills here, owing to
shortage of materials, to get the rollings
through t'j satisfy the trade. Bars for
^ome time were one of the best classes

dull

merchant, calling attention to the
prices that were being paid by the ironmasters of that country for scrap lines,
and noting tne difference in price between their figures and what is offered
Canadian Machinery took this
here.

matter up with one of the large yards
here to-day, and inquired why it was
that Cagndian scrap could not be sold
profitably in Scotland under these circumstances.
"The explanation is simply this," was
the reply, "we cannot ship to the Old
Country because we cannot get bottoms to take our stuff. We have offered
as high as $20 per ton to carry shipments of steel and iron scrap, but we
can get no takers. So you see the price
may as well be anything as far as we
are concerned. It is a nice market, but
we have no way to reach it now."
Coppers for a day or so seemed to
shew soma strength, but the demand
Any of these metals
locally is weak.
may seem to be worth more than the
figures quoted at times, but the real
touchstone as far as this market is concerned seems to be, "Do you want it, or
If there are no buyers
don't you?"
wanting metals then the chances are
ihat prices vviil stay down.

—

Ontario. There are
in
operating in Ontario reThe Intercovering molybdenite ore.
Company opernational Molybdenum
Moran mine in Brougham
ated the
Township, and also operate a concenand a smelwr at
trator at Renfrew

Molybdenite

several mines

Molybdenum
The Renfrew
Mines have a property at Renfrew,
which produced about 60,000 lbs. for the
The Wilberforce Molybdenite
year.
Company, Ltd., has a property in the
township of Cardiff. The Steel Alloys
Company have a mine at Brougham.
Orillia.

Trade

Trade Mark

ANGULAR GRIT— THESciENriFiG meulug

Mark

bustins abrasive

ANGULAK GRIT

ONI TON of
that reduces sand blast •o«t» and eonsenre* labor.
much work as carloads of sand its sharp euttinjr polnta make it superior to
Write for samples.
;

PITTSBURGH CRUSHED STEEL
PITTSBURGH.
Reg. U.S. Pat. Office

will do a»
other abrasives.

CO., Sole Manufacturers

Pa., U.S.A., Established

18S8

Canadian ReprcsentatiTes
LTD.. Montreal, Canada.

WILLIAMS & WILSON.

all

Reg. U.S. Pat. Offisa.
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A Few
Of our

Lines

XXX

Ceylon Plumbago
No. 206 Plumbago.
Climax Silver Lead.
Climax Yellow Core

Compound.
Climax Grey Core

Com

pound.-

THE HAMILTON FACING
MILLS COMPANY
LIMITED
Hamilton

Montreal

Winnipeg

HEAD OFFICE AND MILL: HAMILTON, ONTARIO

—

—

:

CA N A

54

Wet Pan Sand

I) 1

A N F

Mill

()
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Do You Read These
Advertisements?

for Steel Foundries

Every advertisement in this magaIt is the
zine is worth reading.
product of some concern that is
using a modern piece of selling
technical paper admachinery
to present most effecvertising
tively to you the leading features

—

of

—

its line.

These advertisers are making it
easier for you to buy intelligendy
with the least waste of your time
and theirs. They realize that a
sales force can not replace this

The

^^

Mfg. Co.

W. Adams
CHICAGO

112

service at equal cost. They know
that advertising is good business,

manufacturer who does
not advertise cannot save the cost
for the

St.

MOLDERS'
"Some" claim

IN

THE WORLD

But backed up with an iron-clad guarantee
Money-back without argument if not satisfied.

—

Molders Solid Leather Boots
All Leather Heels
All Leather
Inner Solee All Leather Counters All Leather Uppers All
strong stitching. Delivered by mail anywhere in Canada, $6 a
:

—

—

pair.

Manufactured only by

C. H.

WATT

their

own and
;

it

pays

Don't miss your opportunities.
These advertisements are interesting.

I

—

money and

to do business with them.

BOOT*6.00
-BEST

of advertising. Consistent advertisers are progressive merchanThey are saving your
disers.

Amherst, N.S.

Some

are distincdy instruc-

through them
every month will keen you posted
on the latest developments of
Canadian Foundryman.
tive,

and

a e^lance

Speed and Ease Accomplished on a Heavy, Rigid

FORD-SMITH GRINDER
line of floor grinders has been designed to put these machines
on a really efficient basis. All types are of the strongest and most rigid
Even the highly skilled mechanic will find a great differconstruction.
ence in the quality of the work and the ease and speed with which it is
done.
Full specifications, prices and photographs will be mailed upon request.

Our new

The Ford-Smith Machine

Co., Ltd.

HAMILTON, CANADA

Heavy

'ly

e Flo

>r

Criiucrs

Foreign Agenta
",:,:, I,

f,

W. E. Storey. London, Eng.
:
Tan, Hi-., Hydraulic Tube Co.. Johannnburg. South Africa

& Co.. Melbourne, Auilralia
McLeod & Co.. Calcutta, India

Collin
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Foundry Equipment and Supplies
(Everything for the Foundry)

We

handle

Whiting

Foundry

Equipment
Acknowledged
to be the best.

Let

us have
your enquiries
for prices

and

particulars.

Also for any
other equipment or sup-

plies that
you may require.

Cupolas and Accessories

*'WE

Tumblers

Core Oven and

all

of all kinds

necessary equipment

HANDLE BRANFORD VIBRATORS AND ACCESSORIES"

The Dominion Foundry Supply
Montreal

TORONTO

Co.,

Winnipeg

Ltd

CANADIAN

r.O

F

UNDRYMAN

Holland
Core Oil
Company

Volume XI.

Why

Not Cut

Your Costs?
Use Holland Core Oils

4600W.HuponSt
CHICAGO

Core Oils will bind more .sand in proporthan any other oils on the market.
Big Stick Grade,
^laiinfactured in three grades
()](1 Regular, and Special No. 1 Grade.
Our Old
Regular was the first core oil ever made.
Ilollaiul

tion to cost

ILLINOIS

—

Our cu-tomers
Core

Oil

Among

is

the

appreciate the

always

FACT

that Holland

and

dependable.

uniform

REASONS

are our thirty years' ex-

perience and our si>ecially constructed gas-fired
kettles with pyrometer attachment for accurate
heat regulation.

ldLl.A

PRODUCTS
GOOD PRODUCTS ONLY

HI-BINDER CORE ROSIN
Holland Core Rosin — An excellent substitute for rosin, costing much
less.

Binds more sand than most rosin and costs a great deal

less.

—

Holland Parting Made in a modern improved mill that insures uniformity. Increases
your production by always producing a per-

More
Holland
Cost Cutters

Sfect lift.

Holland jtroducts are expressly made to reduce costs and at the same time increase the
quality of the wor.k Our customers appreciate the dei'endability of Holland products
and will use no others. They represent ecoa')my and efficiency. Why not give thom a
trial.

Prompt attention

to

all

orders.

Canadian Agents:
l\ie\

Dominion Foundry Supply Co., Limited

TORONTO

MONTREAL

EVERYTHING FOR THE FOUNDRY

Julv. 1920
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Improving Our Service
Canadian
THE
MacLean Publishing Company was

Press Association decided in 1919 that the
the largest newspaper organization in
Canada and must therefore pay the highest annual fee to the Association.
The Montreal *'Star," with its two big weeklies, comes second, but the ''Star"
group had been doing business for 18 years before the MacLean Company
began. While we have not the details upon which the Press Association based
their decision, we understand they figured that the MacLean Company had a
larger advertising revenue.
This is not the case.
Lord Atholstan's properties probably carry a third more business, use more paper and have a greater
total circulation.
The MacLean papers on the other hand get more revenue
from circulation have to pay perhaps three times as much in salaries and wages
and show considerably less profit.
Directors of the

;

Good

first and advertisers next has been the cardinal
upon which the MacLean Company has been built. In doing this,
every man, woman and junior apprentice on our staff has had a share. We
have tried to gather about us and train the best experts in the country. Here
is an example of what we are doing:

service to readers

principle

In the recent annual examinations of the Toronto Technical School, session

1919-20, in the Typography branch

how

to set type

—that

is

the department where they lea"rn

—only 27 boys out of the whole

nearly 38 per cent., were boys of our
the three classes,

city passed, of

own composing room, while

MacLean boys stood

whom
in

10, or

two out of

at the head.

Several of our papers are the best of their class in the world, but

we

are

still

with the service we are giving. As we can afford it, as the
country grows, as our business grows, the service will be improved. We ask
our readers to take these Technical School results as an evidence of our efforts
to serve them better and better, for by giving a superior training to these boys
we are laying the foundation for the still better work we hope to do in the
far

from

satisfied

future.

Readers can help us

to give

them a

better service by sending in

the President, Vice-President, or General

Manager

—

criticisms

—

direct to

and suggestions.

C A X A n

10-20
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FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT
V
TO
DATE"
O Li I "UP

Q1

-

-

the Finishing of Small Parts and
Casings Costing You Too Much ?

Is

Here's

a

profit

leak

The

that bears close analysis.

cost

of

small

parts

may

become out of proportion to the cost of larger parts uwless they are finished
sufficient volume in the least possible time and with the minimum amount

in

of

labor.

Since cost depends on volume, where 6 or 8 tons a day have been cleaned by one
method or another, the installation of a 3040 Sly Sand Blast Mill aWtuallCy
turns out 8 to 20 tons a day and with the minimum arao^^nt of labor.
Drop forgings, stampings, small gears, auto parts, brass and bronze work and
malleable iron castings that are put through a 30/4-0 Sly Sand Blast Mill are
cleaned with the thoroughness of a sand-blasting operation that imitates hand
work, lessening machining on parts that are to be machined eliminating defective parts
giving a surface that is ready for plating.
;

;

It is your privilege to draw on over forty years experience
putting your cleaning problem up to us. Write or wire.

The W.
W. SLY Mfg.
Main
and Works:

in

the business, by

Co.

Office

New York

Chicago

Cleveland, Ohio

Washington

Birmingham

Detroit

Paris, France

St.

Louis

Other 51 y Products
Steel

Sand Blast Rooms
and Blast Cabinet
Sand Blast Rotary. Tables

Tumbling Mills

Iron Cinder Mills
Brass Cinder Mills
Resin Mills
Sand Blast Mills
Sand Blast Mills lilted

Dust Arresters
Cupolas
Core Ovens
Core Sand Reclaimers

—

Eshaust Fans
30-10

Sand Blast

at Olds

.Mill

Motor Works, Lansing, Mich.

SAMSON
Wire Wheel Brush Sections

"OILGAS"
INDUSTRIAL FURNACES
Give Double the Capacity of Ordinary Furnaces

With

No Hub

or

The

new

—

secti o

a

method

entirely

Oil Consumption

principles

tinct
advance in furnace
practice since Siemens' time."
Whatever the process if it
ivve can supply
requires heat
an Oilgas furnace to handle
the work witli the highest
efficiency and greatest economy. Write for details.

n s
convenient and prac-

tical

Same

embodied in Oilgas furnaces
stamp them as "the only dis-

Holder
Required
Samson
embody

the

of

building a wheel
any desired width
of face.

They have a metal disc centre punched to fit
any size of spindle, thus requiring no hub or
holder.

A trial order will convince you that Samson
Wire Wheel Brush Sections save time and
labour and outlast other makes from 33 1-3
per cent, to 50 per cent.

The Manufacturers Brush
CLEVELAND, OHIO
111

Reade

Street, Nev*r

York

Co.

We

—

are expert.s in the econ-

omical combustion of liquid
fuels.
Let us worry- out your
heating ]>robIem.s.

General Combustion Company
of Canada, Limited
619-623

New

Birks Bldg., Montreal

C
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Boy er Chipping Hammer,
Type K, finishing large
cast-steel gear

Do you
HERE

is

chip pneumatically?

a widely popular

Boyer Chipping
the

Type

K— that

is

Hammer^

treated, and day-in-day-out dependability that spells low upkeep,

ideal for gen-

machine shop, foundry and
allied work.
eral

Boyer Chipping Hammers have
the same built-in qualities as the
famous Boyer Riveting Hammer
itself; fast-hitting power, freedom
from wasteful vibration, accurately
fitted air-tight parts made from
finest materials carefully heat

Chipping Hammers are
made in a wide variety of types
and sizes for every conceivable

Boyer

chipping, calking, beading, scaling

or light riveting job.
delivery

is

procurable

And

stock

from any

Company Branch.

Ask for new instructive Pneumatic
Tool Catalog 560.

Sales Representatives

The Holden Company, Limited
354-356
Sales and Service Branches:

St.

James

Street, Montreal,

Canada

TORONTO. 342 Adelaide Street. West WINNIPEG. 150 Princess Street VANCOUVER,
Canadian Factory: Canadian Pneumatic Tool Company, Montreal

81 Peoder Street

P-82-H

BOYER PNEUMATIC -HAMMERS --LITTLE

GIANT PNEUMATIC AND ELECTRIC TOOLS
CHICAGO PNEUMATIC AIR COMPRESSORS •• VACUUM PUMPS •• PNEUMATIC HOISTS,
GIANT OIL AND GAS ENGINES ^to^^TcT^*^
^\CA^ ROCK DRILLS •• COAL DRILLS

The world's standard

wherever rivets are driven

Tulv.

CANADIAN
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LINDSAY
CHAPLETS

.\:r,\\*^.

^

& Mfg. Co.

Lindsay Chaplet

911 Harrison Bldg.

PENNSYLVANIA

PHILADELPHIA,

Cleco Pressure-Seated Air Valves for Foundry

Works

Cross-Section of Cleco Valve

A,

Style

Style P.O.,

Angle

sizes

Valve, allows hose
to

fall

1",

away from

Style F.W., Foura y
Valve, arranged
so
that
mov-ernent of the
handle controls the
supply and
ex-

W

in

%",

IW,

2"

Style P.O.
Parallel Valve.

IMPROVES WITH USE
style
in.

M.O. has 1and male

inlet

Bowes

coupling

conand
nects with Bowes
Coupling ^A-in. to
%-in. everywhere.

outlet

haust from both
ends of a doubleacting piston.

F.W.

V2",

pipe size larger.

The Air Pressure
is always on the
Large end oflblve
Plug holding it
firmly on Seat.

THE VALVE THAT

Style

11/4",

made

standard pipe outone
Inlets
lets.

underside of Valve
without bending.

Style A
Angle Valve.

%",

Write

for

Bulletin
line of

45,

describing

Valves and

our

complete

Fittingrs.

Style M.O.

BOWES AIR HOSE COUPLINGS
Standard Equipment Everywhere

Instantly connected or disconnected.
Absolutely air-tight under all pressures from
10 lbs. upwards.

Interchangeable in all sizes from */4-in. to
%-in.
Made of no-n-rusting and acidresisting metal-brass and Nic-a-loy.
Cat Shows Never Slip Clamps Attached
Bowes.

In

stock

— Clipping

to

Hammers, Sand Rammers, Portable Emery Grinders, Cleco Air Valves,
Hose Fittings

— everything

required

in

foundry work.

Illustrated Catalog No. 19. mailed on request.

CLEVELAND PNEUMATIC TOOL Company
84

Chestnut

St.,

TORONTO, ONT.

337 Craig St. W.,

of Canada, Limited

MONTREAL, QUE.

CANADIAN
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The Standard Blower

F

UNDRYMAN

Volume XT.

1859

for Cuolas Since
^(pols'

Rotary Positive Blowers
"An

Accurately Measured Quantity of Air Positively Delivered"

For sixty years, Roots Blowers have been the standard for foundry
cupolas, steel converters, and oil or gas furnaces.

Many Roots Blowers have been in use for as
fifty years, and ARE STILL IN DAILY USE.

long as forty or

Catalog 68 should be your guide in planning the new foundry.

P. H.

& F. M. ROOTS CO.
Connersville, Ind.

Chicago

New York

:

Peoples Gas Building

High-grade Bronzes
for

:

120-122 Liberty Street

Buffalo

Engineering Purposes

Brand
CASTINGS
INGOTS

FORGINGS
RODS
ROLLS
SHAPES

VENT WAX
has solved the core venting problem.
size)

simply
baking it
is

bedded

You Can Get
"WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG'

American
Manganese Bronze Co.
Holmesburg,

Phila., Pa.

A

strand of this wax (of

the core when ramming.
During- the
is
entirely absorbed, leaving a clean,
unobstructed hole the size of the wax used. Buffalo Brand Vent
Wax eliminates "blowing." Give it a trial.

proper

in

it

at the Following

in

Canada

Supply Houses

Dominion Foundry Supply Co., Ltd., Montreal and Toronto.
E. B. Fleury, 1609 Queen St. W., Toronto.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Standard Machy. & Supplies, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Webster & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
E. J. Woodison Co., Toronto. Ont.

United

Compound

Buffalo, N.Y., U.S.A.

Co.

.Tulv.
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CANADIAN HART WHEELS
LAST LONGER

CUT FASTER

than any other wheels on the market

WE

ABRASIVE WHEELS

SOLICIT

For

EXPORT

ALL PURPOSES

TRADE
Our New, Modern Plant

Tell us the service you want performed and we will supply you
with an abrasive wheel that will save you time, money and worry.

Send for one of our catalogues and

tell

us your troubles.

We

do the

rest.

CANADIAN HART PRODUCTS, LIMITED
Successors to Canadian Hart Wheels, Limited

HAMILTON

CANADA

ONTARIO

CRANE FITTINGS

fi5lUCIBt£;5

CRANE
LIMITED

MADE

MEAD OFFICE S. WORKS
I280 ST PATRICK ST

IN

MONTREAL
Brancheii
Sales Offices

When

:

:

.

Toronto, Winnipeg, Vancouver
Halifax, Quebec, Ottawa, Calgary

you think of a crucible think of

DIXON
that

and remember
the Dixon name

stands for the longest
and widest experience
in the crucible industry.

DOMINION CRUCIBLE CO.
LIMITED
ST.

JOHNS, QUE.

Write for Booklet No. 27.A.

Made

in Jersey Citj,

N J., by

the

JOSEPH DIXON
CRUCIBLE COMPANY
Established 1827

^^^

HAMILTON FACING MILLS

CO. Limited

HAMILTON, ONT.

SOLE CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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what you want

Let us suggest that you consult
>* "ot listed here, write us, and we will tell you where to get it.
the advertisers' index facing the inside back cover, alter having secured advertisers' names from this directory
The information you desire may be found in the advertising pages. This department is maintained for the benefit
and convenience of aof readers. The insertion of our advertisers' names under proper headings is gladiy undertaken,
bat does not become pi^rt of an advertising contract.
If

also

^
|

^
§
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ABBASIVB MATCniALB
Can. HauBon & Van Wmkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Oui. Hart Wheels. Ltd., HamUton. Ont
Popd-3mlth Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont
Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Woodlaon. B. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

IB

COMPRESSORS

li.ikshiiL-

Co..

.Mfg.

Tin-.

& Van Winkle Co., Toronto, OnL
Curtis Pneumatic Madly. Co., St. Louis, Mo.
BVederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Midhlsaa.
Can. Hansoo
Il"!.l.ii

r....

Tl,,,

J.t.l.,

.M,.nir.;il.

Hydt *

Sods, Ltd,, Montreal, Que.
WoodlsoD, B. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

AIRCRAFT
.Minl'itry

Munitions, London,

of

England.

AIR HOIST
rneumatic Machy. Co.,

t'\;rtis

St.

Louis,

AIR HOSE
II..M01

I'....

Moiitual.

"nip,

I.t.l..

Mo.

AIR JOLTS
Davenport

&

.\Iach.

ALBANY SAND

Davenport,

Fdry. Co..

I«wa.

Frederic B..

Detroit,

Mich.

Hersey Co., Ltd., Milton. Montreal, Que.

Ont,

HamOton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
MaBBfaetureis' Brush Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Obermayer Co., S.. Chicago, 01.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Midi.
Woodlson, B. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

Hamilton,

"Oie,

iiw^'cn

Toronto,

Ci...

Ont.

AUTOMOBILE MACHINERY
I'n^ton AVrKxl-n'orking Machinery Co.
BAND SAWS
Oliver .Machinery Co., Grand Rapids,
BARRELS, TUMBLING

W. W,

iMich.

Dosninion

Fdn.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont
Nartham Crane Works, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont
Obermayer Co., 3., Chicago, ni.

W. W.

Sly Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohia
•taveni, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodlson, B. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

Hyde &

Frederic B.

&, Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Corporation, H«s«ntown, Md.

Hold™

&

^.r»h>n» rfClBg Mill

Co.,

Co., Toronto,
Ltd., Toronto,
Ltd., Hamilton,

Ont
Ont
Ont

Frederic B., Detroit Mlefa.
J., Co., Toronto, Ont
Chas. J.. Ohicago.

atoraoi,

Combustion Oo.

,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldhlgian.

Hamflton Faolnf Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
Monarch Engineering A <Mfg. Co., Baltimore. Md.

.

WnraKMm.

&

F. M., Oonnersville, Ind.
Co.. Toronto, Ont

J..

BOILERMAKERS' TOOLS
H..!.l.
Tlu. .Montn;il.
BOILER COMPOUND
P..\-nr.l<lK & Co., Toronto.
II

I-....

I.r.l..

BOILER ORAPHITB

Hanson A Tan Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Oaa.

Frederic B.

Stevens,

Detroit, Micbigan.
Oo., Hamilton, Ont
Co.. Jersey City, N.J.

Handton Facing Mill
Jawph Dhron Cnidble
Pettinos.

Waodlsoa,

Geonre

.

J.,

F.,

Philadelphia.

Oa.

BOILERS, STEAM

Woodison

Mini<;tr>"

of

i^""

Woodlson Ox.

Tlie,

E.

J.,

Frederic
J..

Can. Hanson

W

W.

N.S.

London, England.

BORING MACHINES
OroTirt Rapids. MitJl.
Oliver Mnrhinerv Ct>.
BRACKETED JIB CRANES
riirtis Pneumatic Machy. Co.. St Louis, Mo.
BR.4KE SHOES, WHRRI, TRUEINU
,

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Totrmto,
Ota. TT^rt Wheels. Ltd.. Hamnton. Ont
WoodtaoB, B. J., Oo.. Tomoto. Oat

BRASS GOODS, VALVES, ETC.

Ont

Hyde *

Fdry.

.

Davenport,

Co.,

Iowa.

Co.. Lta.. HamlltoB,
Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
& Co., Toronto.
K. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

Blvstonc Mfg. Co.. Cambridge Springs, Pa.
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Oat
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto^ Ont
Frederic B. Stsrens, Detroit, Mlchlgia.
Tabor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodlson. E. J. Co., Toronto, Oat

,

CORE OILS

Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, M irhl gan
BamUion Facint Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
HoUand Core OU Co.. CUeago, BL
Oan.

i

Toronto. Ont

Co.,

Hyde &

Montreal.

<'•«

.

Montreal, Que.
S., Chicago, HI.

CORE OVENS— SEE OVENS
CORE SAND MIXER
BlvKtone Mfg.

COiflE

Toronto.

WASH

Co.,

Ont

Cambridge Spnngs, Pa.

^

Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronta. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Oan.

I^rederic B.

Stevens.

Detroit, Michigan.

Hamilton Facing MiU Co.. Hamilton. Onl.

Hyde A

Montreal. Que.
J'»eph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Obermayer & Co., S., Chicago, ni.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
Sons,

CORE REDUCERS
National

Engineering Co.,

Chicago.

HI.

CORE WAX

Cnn. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdrv. Supplv Co. T.M. Toronto, Ont
.

Ont.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, MWhlgan.
W. W. W#lls. Torrmto.

CHIPPING HAMMERS (PNEUMA-HC)
ri.-vrl.ind I'lienmatii- Too] Cn.- The.
CINDER MtLLS
flnpplv Co.. T,t'1.
Toronto. Ont.
B Stevm". Detroit. MIdhlimn.
Woodworking Maehy. Co., Preston, Ont.
.

Sons,

Obermayer Co..

Reynolds & Co., Toronto.
Woodason. E. J., Co., Toronto,

Sons. Montreal, Que.
Frederic B.. Detroit, Mleh.
J.. Co.. Tor<mto. Ont
F..

Winkle

Oat

CORE-MAKING MACHINES

Torotvto.

CHEMISTR— SEE METAT^UROIBTS
CHEMICALS

Preston

A

Reynolds
Woodlson.

CHARCOAL

FrMerie

IlL

Que.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhisan.

Toronto.

F4rT.

Montreal.

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supplv Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Davenport Mach. A Fdry. Co.. Daven^rt, Iowa

Midhigan.

Can. Han«on A Van Winkle Oo.. Toronto, rtrt.
Cleveland Ohaplet & Mfg. Co., Cleveland.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mieblgan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Hyde & Sons. Montreal, Que.
Lindsay Ch*plet A Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Obermayer Co.. 3.. Chicago, 111,
Woodlson. K. J.. Co., Toreoto, Ont

Hnffnlnion

Sons.

Obermayer Co., S., Chicago. 111.
Pettinos. Geonre F., E>hi]adelphia, Pa.
SUvens. Fre^lerie B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodlson. E. J., C!o., Toronto, Ont

CORE MACHINES, HAMMER

Ont

B.
Detroit. Mich,
Co.. Toronto. Ont

A Van

T^-

.

Tomnto. Ont.

-o..

Pneumatic Tool Co., The.

Davenport Mach.

General Combustion Co., Montreal.

Hanson

.T,.

CORE JOLTS

CHAPLET8

Can

Detroit. Michigan.

Hvde &

iVf^n^y'nn.

r. n. Watt, .\mherst,
Mini-'trv of Mnnitions.

Winkle Co

Fraderic B. Stevais,

Hamilton Facing Mill

CASE HARDENING
General Oomibmtion Co.,
CERAMIC KILNS

&

Out Haaaeo A Van
K.

Ind.

Toronto.

J.,

Holland Core OU Co., Chicago,

Ont

Montreal.

A Van Winkle

W»ll«.

E.

Oan. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Monaroh Engineering A Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.

Stevens.

London, England.

BOOTS

Crane Ltd., Montreal.

Ltd.,

Ont

CORE COMPOUNDS

CARS, CORE OVEN AND FOUNDRY
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont

Hyde

Mimition.";.

Co..

Ckx,

Cleveland

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Pa.

Tortmto, Ont-

Tfironto,

111.

CORE BREAKERS (PNEUMATIC)

CAR LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Hf.lcUn To.. Ltd.. 'Hie. -Montiial.
CASTINGS. NICKEL

AIootreaL

Oaa. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdiy. Sui>ply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Roots Co., P. H.

Co..

Stevens. Detroit,

Woodlson. F.

BLOWING ENGINES
General

Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhl^an.
Hyde & Sons. Montreal. Que.
Pettinos. George F.. Ptolladelphla, Pa.

^^teren^.

WoodlsDD. B.

BLOWBRA

.

Que.

CORE BOX MACHINES

CARBON BLACKING

M., OonneisTilte, Ind.

F.

QACOER—CUPOLA

HaasoD It Van Winkle
CwniAion Fdrj. Supply Co.,
Oaa.

.1

CALKING HAMMERS

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, iMidUcan.
Holland Core Oil Co., Chicago, HI.
Woodison Co., E. J.. Toronta

Roots Oo.. P. H.

E.

Montreal.

Sons,

Obermayer A Co., 3., Chicago,
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto,

Ont

Pangbom CorporaU^, Hagerstown, Md.
W. W. Slv Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
WonrH«oTi

BINDERS, SAND

•I.AST

Toronto,

CoanOTSville, Ind.

.M.,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Holland Core Oil Co., Chicago. 111.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.

Oan. Banson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toroiito, Ont.
Monarch Engineering A Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.

CABINETS, SANDBLAST

Leslie

BLAST GATES

C^.

F.

CORE BOXES (STEEL AND WOOD)
Diamond Clamp & Flask Co., Richmond,

BUrens, PYederic B., Detroit, Mich.

BARRELS, SANDBLAST
Pangbom

J.,

&

Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

Wells, Toronto.

Woodlson, B.

BURNERS, CORE OVEN

Ind.

Can.

Oan. Hanson A Van Winkle Oo., Toronto, Ont.
FordnSmith Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midbigsn.

'Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

Co., Richmond,
Detroit, Michigan.

COMBINATION JOLT ROLLOVER AND
PATTERN DRAWING MACHINES
Davenport Maoh. & Fdrv. Co., Davenport, Iowa.
CONTRACTORS' STORES
.Mini^itry of Munitions, London. EnglandCONVERTER BLOWERS, ROTARY
Roots Co., P. H.

BUFFS AND BUFFING AND
POLISHING COMPOSITIONS

HvKon A Van

O.

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhlgan.
Oautier, J. H., A Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Joseph DiTon Crucible Co., Jersey dty, N.J.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

WorvlisHYfi.

Toronto,

Clsveland,

Toroinjto.

Stevens,

CORE BINDERS

MACHINERY

Walls, Toronto.
Woodlson. E. J.. Co.,

The.

Co..
J.,

CLAY LINED CRUCIBLES

W. W.

TERS, DUST

Clark.

COKii.

Tlan^on A Van Winkle Oo.. Toronto, Ont.
"Nederic B. Stevens. Detroit, MieihigarL

Paneborn Corporation. Haserstown, M<L

C.

Philadelphia.

Philadelphia.

Oan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.

Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd.,

B.

Obermayer Co., 8., Chicato, 111.
Woodi3on Oa,- E. J., Torootx).

PhUadelpihla.

n«n.

ARGON

A.

FYederic B.

PhiladelpUla-

BUFFING AND POLISHING

Can. Han.^oD A Van Winkle P«.. Toronto.
PVederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Wrwvii.on, B. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Obb.

Ont

Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodlson, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

NICKBI-, ZINC

Co.,

Diamond Clamp & Flask

Ont

Frederic B. Stevais Detroit. MldUgan.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto,
Woodlson, B. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

Stevens,

ANODES, BRASS. COPPtR,

li-m.

Can. Hansoo A Van Wlnale Co.. Toronto,
Qaa. Hart Wheels, Ltd., HamUlon. Ont

BRONZE CASTINGS
American Manganese Bronze Ca,
BRONZE FORGINGS
American Manganese Bronze Coi,
BRONZE INGOTS
Aimerican Manganese Bronze Ca.
BRONZE MANGANESE
Aanerican Manganese Bronze Co.,
BRUSHES, FOUNDRY AND

W. W., Mfg.

Woodlson

CLAMPS. FLASK

Oa«. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hyde & Sons, Montreal, Que.
Manufacturers' Brush Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

ANALYSIS

ARRi

eiy.

Montreal.

BRUSHES, ALL KINDS

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
PettiDOS. George F., Philadelphia, Pa.

AXLOrS
.Stevens.

BRASS MELTING
General Comjbustion Co.,
BBICKS, RUBBINO

.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Sons. Montreal. Qne.
TTnited Compoitrid Co.. Buffalo, NT.
Woodlson Co., E. J.. Toronto.

Hyde A

COUPLINGS. BOWES (PNEUMATIC)
rievrlnnd

Pneumatic Tool Co..

Tlie.

COUPLINGS. PLAIN. FLEXIBLE AND

CUT OFF

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co,, Chicago, nl.

•Tulv,
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**Everything

You Need
your
Foundry**
in

v/////////////y////'///////V/V^^^^

OBERMAYER"

tt

HOUSE

that for 45 years has
served the interests and requirements of the thousands, in the
great iron and steel industry and
done it so well; it has reached and
as the
easily maintains first place
Foremost Foundry Supply House.

^A

Production Stability
and the Source of your
Supplies go hand in
hand.

—

Our constantly growing success is
upon mutual confidence established by the ability to produce and
built

"OBERMAYER

We

Quality'

Service —-insures

furnish only the best in guaranteed
Facings, Supplies and Equipment to
the foundry trade.

plus
better and speedier work.

carry large stocks and can
shipments.

make immediate

Orders and inquiries sent us re"your satisfaction" that is
the aim and end to which we direct
earnest effort in the conduct of our

—

sult in

business.

^/WWMM//M//M/^//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////^^^

Canadian Checks accepted

THE

S.

settlement of

in

WAREHOUSES
PitUburgh
St. Louis

Cincinnati

accounts with us.

OBERMAYER CO
ESTABLISHED

Chicago

all

1874

OFFICES
Chicago

FACTORIES

St. Louis

Philadelphia

Chicago
Pittsburgh

Detroit

Cincinnati

Milwaukee

Denver

Lojs

Angeles

Los Angeles

Syracuse
Cincinnati

Toronto

Write or phone nearest

Canadian Representative:

E. B.

Rikon. Pa.

Denver

FLEURY,

office

1609

Queen

St.

West, Toronto

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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CRANES

Caa. Hanson & Vac Winkle Co., Toronto. OnL
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Lul.. Toronto, On*.
Northern Crone Works. Ltd., Walkemlle. Onu

Woodison,

E.

J..

Toronto,

Co..

Ont.

I.iiJ.,

Louis,

Mo.

CRUCIBLES

-Ministry

of

11.

Unu

M.

Co..

M.

Co..

I.,inr

CUl'OL.AS

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Onu
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, OnU

FE;JR0-M AN GAN ESE

Sly Mfg. Co., CloTeland, Ohio.
SteTens, Fredenc B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. 'JnU

W. W.

CDPOLA BLOWERS

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toroolo, Onu
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Gnu
Monarch Engineering A Mfg. Co., BalUmor*, Md.
Can.

Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Roots Oo., P. H. & F. .VI., OoonersriUe, Ind.
Woodison, E, J,. Co.. Toronto. Onu

Bterens,

CUPOL>^ LININGS BLOCKS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co..

Toronto.
Do«Binion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto,
rraderic B. 8t«Tens, Detroit, Mldhiavu
.Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamilton,
Hyde & Sons, Moatreal, Que.

OnU
Onu

Omt

CYANIDE OF POTASSIUM.

Winkle Co.. Tor««to. Omt

Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Olldhlgmn.
W. W, Welle, Toronto.
J., Co., Toronto. Ont

DIPPERS, GRAPHITE

Ont

Toronto.

DRAINAGE FITTINGS

AND "PORTABLE

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicaco,

m.

DRINKING FOUNTAINS

Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Out
Dominion Fdry. Supplv Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Can.

Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Mldilgan.
Pangtx>m Corporation, Hageistown, Md.
The. Clereland.
sir. W. W.. Mfg. Co
Woodison Ool, E. J., Toronto.

O.

Corporation.

Ha«ei9town, Md.

DYNAMOS

Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stereas, Detroit, Mldhican.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
W. W. Welle. Toronto.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
SteTens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.

Hamon A Van Winkle Co

.

Whitehead Bros. Co., ButTalo. N.Y.
Wood1«nn. K. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont
T.t.l..

Tlif.

Montreal.

Furnace Con.'itmction Co.

ELECTRIC GLUE HEATERS
Machinery Co..

Grand

Rapids.

Mich.

ELEVATORS, HYDRAULIC, PNEUMATIC
.'"an. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdrr. SuppW Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

Frederic B.

WfwIlKnn.

Sterens, Detroit, MIdhlgan.
E. .T.. Co., Toronto, Ont

EMERY STANDS

Can. Hanson * Vnn Winkle Co., Torofitn, Ont
Forrt^flnalth Mach. Co.. lAd.. The, Hamilton, Ont.
Frederic B. SteTens. Detroit, MlchigoiL
TT/w'^pon
Po.. Toronto. Ont
F. .T.

F>rFWV TVWFF.LS — SEE

WHEELa

ENAMELWARE
rranp

T-t'l..

LEATHER AND WOODEN

Can. Hannon A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stereos, Detroit, Midhlcuu
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. OntHamllton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Woodison, E, J,, C!o,, Toronto, Ont

FILLING MACHINES
Oliver .Macliinery Co.,

Grand Rapids,

FIRE BRICK AND CLAY
A. O. Leslie & Co., Ltd., Montreal,

Jfidh.

General Combustion Co., MontreaL
Hamilton Facing MUl Co., Ltd., Hamilton. Onu
Hyde & Sens, Montreal, Que.
Monarch Engineering ft iitg. Co., Baltimort, Md.
Obermayer Co., 8., Ohioago, m.
Btevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
\^hltehe«d Bros. Co.. Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison, F,. J.. Co,. Toronto. Ont

CEMENT

Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Torsoto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Out
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Joseph Dbton Crucible Co.. Jersey City. N.J.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Miehlean.
Pettinos. George F.. Philadelphia, P«-

Whit^hpsd Rrrw. Cn.. p.itTnlo. NT.
Woodl«nn E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

ENGINE LATHES
Oliver Machinery Co..

Sons,

Montreal Q«e
J., Toronto.

K

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle C!o., Toronto,
Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto,
Ont.
Llectric Furnace Construotion
Co
General CorobusUon Co., Montreal.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton
Monarch Engineering ft Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md

Stevens, Frederic B„ Detroit Mlcfc.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo N Y
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

FURNACES, BRASS

Can, Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Ont,
DomitUon Fdi7, Supply Co., Ltd., Toronte. Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Wchlgea.
Hamilton Facing .MUl Co., HamUton, Ont
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton
Monarch Engineering ft Mfg. Co., Baltimore. Md.
Obermarer Co., 8., Chicago, IlL
Co.,

J..

Toronto,

Ont

FURNACE BLOWERS, ROTARY
Roots Oo.. P. H. ft F. M.. ConnersTUIe. Ind.
ASBESTOS, DUCK AND LEATHER GLOVES
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Miohlaui.
GOGGLES
Oan. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont
Dominion Fdry, SupElT Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens,

Woodison, E,

Detroit, iM<>»ilg^n
Co., Toronto. Onu

J.,

GRAPHITE GREASE
Pettinos, George F.. Philadelphia, Pa.
GRAPHITE, ANTI-FLUX BRAZING
ft

Van Winkle

Co.,

Toronto.

Ont

Black Donald Graphite Oo.. Calaibo«de Ont
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
(Prederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mlohlcan.
Joseph Dixon Crucible <.'*}.. Jersey Ottj N J
Hamilton Facing MUl Co.. HamUton, Ont
Hyde ft Sons, Montrea. Que.
Jonathan Bartley Cruci>.li. Co.. Trenton, N J
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Co..

J..

•"orooto.

Ont

Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont
Ford -Smith Mach. Co.. Ltd., T*«, H.mn
t,nn
Ont
'»»™'«».
"nt

GRINDERS. PNEUMATIC

Independent Pneumatic Tool

FLASKS. SNAP. ETC.
Oan. Hanimn ft Van WfnHe Co.. Toronto. Ont
Diamond Clamp ft Flask Co., Richmond, Ind.
Dominion Fdrv. Supplv Co. Ltd^ Toronto. Ont
Stevens. Detroit. Midhlgan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hsmilton, Oat
Oiberma^er Co., S.. Chlea^. HI.
Tnbor Mfg. Co.. Phlladelnhla. Pa
WrwM»nn E. J.. C/^., Toronto. Ont

FORCINGS
General ComlbusUon Co.,

Montreal.

FOUNDRY COKE
H«n«nn ft Van Winkle
3«nlnlon Fdrv. Supply Co..
Tan.

C!o.,

Chicago

GRINDERS. PORTABLE. ELECTRIC,

Crane Ltd., Montreal.

Cleveland

Pneumatic Tool Co.

GRINDERS, RESIN

The

Froueric B. Stevens. Detroit, Miebigan.
W. W. Sly Mfg. Ck).. Cleveland. OfclOi

GRINDING WHEEL DRESSERS
Oliver Macliinery Co.,

GRIT,

ANGULAR

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michlflui.
PIttsbureh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh,

Pa.

FYederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldhigen.
Pitt.'hnnrh Croehed Ste»I Co., Pittaburgh

Pa.

HAMMERS, CHIPPING
lndei>endent Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago,
HAMMERS. CHIPPING, CAULKING
PNEUMATIC HOSE
TndenenHent Pneumatic Tool Ck)., <%icaco.
HEAT TREATING

Ont.

FOUNDRY ENGINEERS
Detroit,

Mich.

FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT

111.

TOOL POST, FLOOR AND BENCH HAND
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago ni
GRINDERS, PORTABLE (PNEUMATIC)

GRIT. STEEL
Co., Toronto. On*.
Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.

Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Ulch.
lVo<vii«on
E. .T.. Co.. Toronto.

Genera] Combustion Co.,

HELMETS

111.

111.

Montreal.

Can.

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Lti. Toronto, Ont

Hyde

HOISTING AND CONVEYING MACHINERY, ELECTRIC AND PNEUMATIC

Hanoon ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdrv. Suptjy Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
.loseph Dijon CruciMe Co.. Jeteev City. N.J
Hamilton. Ont.
Hamilton Faeine Mill Co
ft Sons, Montreal, Que.
Monarch Emrineering ft Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Oibermayer Co.. 8., Chlcaeo. m.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Stavena, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.

Whitehead Bros. Co.. Puffslo. N.T.
Woodison. E, J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Co., ('amliridm- .Springs.
National Engine>»rin:r Co.. Chicago, HI.

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
FYederIc B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhlgan.

Northern Crane Works.

HOISTS. CHAIN

Ltd.,

Ont

(k).,

C!hlca«o,

lU.

TROLLEY

Co.. Toronto. Oat
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

Can. Hanson

ft

Van Winkle

Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.
Tornnto. Ont
C<1
K. J

Woodiaon
Pa.

Walkerrille,

AND PNEUMATIC

Independent Pneumatic Tool

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detrotlt. Mldilesn.
PettJnoe. George F.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodison. E. .T.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
Mfg.

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Michigan.
J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

Woodison. E.

HOISTS. HAND.

FOUNDRY GRAVEL

Bly^stoiie

Grand RapMs. Mich.

ft

FURNACES

GRINDERS, DISC. BENCH, SWING
Can.

Montreal.

pr>vrvDRY MIXERS

Mnntrral.

lU

'l\)r«ito

Ford-Smith Mach. Co., i.td., Tht. Hamilton. Ont
jmdependent Pneumatic Tool Co,, Chicago DL
Oliver .Machinery Oo.. Grand R*pidB Midh.

FLANGED
FITTINGS. MALLEABLE
Crane Ltd., Montrpal.
FITTINGS, SCREWED

Ltd..

Pa
>
'
Pa.

HaoMD ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
3'WP'y Co- Ltd., Toronto, Onu
SSS'^o*''^"Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Mlchisuu
Hamilton Faemg MUl Co., HaaiUion, Ont
Hawley Uovm Dtaft Furnace Co., Ea»ton.

Wnodinn. E.

rVnne Ltd.. Montreal.

Co..

.

Can.

GRINDERS

FITTINGS.

L:iiir

J.,

FURNACE LINING

Can. Hanson

Can.

H. M.

E.

GRAPHITE PRODUCTS

FIRE SAND

Ltd.,

Co.,

Woodison, B,

Que.

FOUNDRY FACINGS

ELECTRIC FURNACES
Oliver

FILLETS,

Om.
Onu

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Mlchlgen.
Magnetic Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee. Wis.
Woodtwn (Tb., E. J., Toronto.

ELECTRIC DRILLS
!(.,,

Can. Haudon & \ lui VMukle Co., Toromto,
Dominion Fury. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Micbigan.
Hyde & tions, Montreal, Que.
Stevens, Frederic B,, Detroii, Mich.
Woodison, E. J,, Co., Toronto, Ont

Pnederic B.

DUST HANDLING EQUIPMENT
Pangbom Corporation, Hacerstown, Md.
DUST EXHAUSTER, ANISTER SYSTEM

Hr.Mdi

England.

FILLERS (METALLIC)

Crane

DUST ARRESTERS AND EXHAUSTERS

Eltctrio

Loudon,

Munitions,

»

li;ngmeeMug Co., Chicago
Ubeonajer Co., 8„ Chicago. lU.

Uyde

Crane Ltd.. Montreal

Can. Han»on & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
OleTeland Nickel Works, Cleveland.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
rrederle B. Sterens, Detroit, (Midhlsuu
Monarch Eng'r'g Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
"Woodison, E, J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

Pangbom

of

WJ*.

.Sijriugs

.Nauuuai

Woudi:.on

Woodiaon Co.,

FITTINGS. CAST IRON

Hacerstown, Md.

DRYING OVENS FOR CORES

Oan.

Montreal, Que.

FITTIN(5S

Crtme Ltd., Montreal.
Ooriraration,

Montreal, Que,

Ltd..

Frederic B. SteTcas, Detroit, Uidblgan.

Co,. Torooto. Ont
Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Joseph Dixon Crucible 'Jo., Jer»ey City, M.J.
Qantier. J, H., * Co.. Jersey CltT. N.J.
Hyde t Bona, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

Caa. Hanson Ic Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply "o.,

Pangbom

Montreal, Que,

Ltd.,

yiRE

Woodl«OD, E,

DRYERS, SAND

Ltd.,

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Michlgian.
Qautier, J. H.. A Co., Jeiwy City, N.J.

Co., Toronts, OnU
nominion Fdrj. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
SteTens, Frederic B,, Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. EL J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Van Winkle

CmriP Ltd., Montreal.

Co..

& Co..
FERRO-SILICON
A. C. Leslie & Co.,
Leslie

Liunbridge

Jiljstolic Ml-. Co., L'umbri.ltfe
.Springs,
J'-rwleric b. i^tevena, Deuvit,
iiiatugua.

Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toruotu, OnU
Dominion Fdry, SujipW Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out

CUPOLA TWYKRS

DRILLS. ELECTRIC

&

I^eaUe

C.

Co.,

FULINUKY aUPPLIKH

Can.

Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo, N.T.
Woodison, EL J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

Of>

A. C.

.MiuLstiy

Co., Toronto, OnU
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Ftwlerlc B. SteTens, Detroit, Michltsan.
Hamdton Facmg -MUl Co., Ltd.. Haiailtoo, Onu
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

Van Winkle

.

iSlystuue Mfn.

FERROUS AND NON-FERROUS METALS

CUPOLA BLAST OADGES

.T

FOUNDRY PKACllCK
MoLams System, Inc. MUwaukee,
FOUNDRY RIDDLES

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. OnU
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Haratltan, Ont
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co., Clereluid, Ohio.
SLuTens. Fredenc b.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

Hamilton Facing .Null Co., Ltd.. Hainilion, cmi.
Monarch Emrineering &. Mfg. Co., baJtimore, Md.
Northern Crane Works, Ltd., SValker?iU«, Onu

Woodl.on. E.

StavuK, J- reuertc B.. Detroii. .Mich.
WmteiieaU Bikw, Co., BuftaJo, N.T.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronio. Onu

.Mich.

FANS. E.XHAUST

FE^KvA-ALLOYS

* Van

.Mich.

.Mfg. Co.. Cambri'lKc Spriiipi, "Pa.
Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Midhlgan.
Obermayer A Co., S.. Chicago, ill.
Woodison Co., E. J., Toronto.

Can.

Can. Hanson

Uclroit.

Ltd.,

lilv.-totu'

Can. ilanson &. Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Onu
Dixon Crucible Co,, Josepli, Jersey City, N.J.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Onu
QauUer, J, U., & Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hsmilton Facmg Mill Co.. Ltd., llamuion, uni.
Hyde & Sons, .Monireal, Que.
SteTcna, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mloh.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

Sc

Deirnit,

Lt.l.,

ENGINEERS, INDUSTRIAL
.\1.

CKUClBLKa, KKaKKVUlK, TILTINU
iUKNAtt;, BOTTOM POUK, KTC.

Can. Hanson

London, England.

Jliinitiohs,

ENGINEERS (FOUNDRY)
II.
l-ane Co, The.
FACINGS

Fredenc B. SteTeos. Detroit, Michigan.
Woouison Oo., K. J., ToroiniEO.

Sc

ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdri. Supply Co., Ltd.^ Toronio, uiu.
Hamilton Facing MUl Co., Hamuton, Out,
Hyde ft Sons, Moatreal, Qne.
Utwrmayer Co., a., Chtcace, HL

ENGINES, STEAM

II.

Can. Hanson

Can. Hanson

The, Montreal.

ENGINEEKS, CONSULTING

CRANES. HAND TRAVELLING
Curtis I'ncumatic Macliy. Co., St.

Co..

llol.kii

FOUNDRY PARTING

AND STEAM

ENGINES, OIL, GAS

Volume XI.

.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
H. M. Lane Co.. Ltd., Detroit, Mich.
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One Man With
a Blystone, or
Six
It

With Shovels?

has been proven that the Bly-

Sand Mixer will do at least
work of six men mixing by

stone
the

the old shovel

method.

—

Blystone the only mixer
with adjustable shovels

One man can mix

—and
six

it

men

core sand for 25 core makers and facing for 100 molders
takes less than half his time. Does your experience show that the
could compete with shovels?

The demands

wages presents the biggest problem to the
Nevertheless this problem can easily be solved in the
sandmixing department. The Blystone offers the certain means.
of labour for higher

foundrymen to-day.

"The Mixer That Shovels"
The Blystone ^hovtl?; the sand over and over, throws
drum to the other with each revolution of the shaft
;

from one end of the
is thoroughly

it

every bit

and evenly mixed.
Send for partioulars of our 10 day^-' free ti'ial
your own i)lant under vour own conditions.

offer

and

test

a Blystone out in

Blystone Manufacturing Co.
620 Ironton St.,
Baltimore, J.

W. Paxson

Birmingham,

Hill

Buffalo, E. J.

&

Cambridge Spring, Pa.
Co.

Griffith Co.

Woodison Co.

Chicago, Scully-Jones & Co.
Cincinnati, Hill & Griffith Co.

Cleveland, E. J. Woodison Co.
Detroit, E. J. Woodison Co.
York, Wonham, Bates & Goode,

New

Inc.

Philadelphia, J.

W. Paxson

Co.

Pittsburgh. J. S. McCormick Cn.
San Francisco, Cal., Ditty Brothers.
Seattle, Wash., Ditty Bros.

A BlYSTO/V£m)iJ/d S^ye f/?c H^_^s o//yVe o//7?csc At/?
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MULUINU SAND— SEE bAND

IKOX fE.MEMS

IRON FILLER

ii»u»ou oi Van Winkle Co., 'luruulo, Onu
Uumliuoa Fdry. Supply Co.. LtU., loionu>, I'lvt.
Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Freaenc

«.,»u.

.

Toronto.
Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michlsan.
StCTCu, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodlton, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.
Co..
Ltd..

Ont.

Oliver

Hum. u\\gin

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Onu
Hamilton Facma Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Monareh Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

Frwlcric B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodlson, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Stevens,

Grimes Molding Machine Co., Detroit, Mich.
Woodlson, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

OIL

JOLT STRIPPERS

&

OIL METERS

American Molding Mach. Co., Terre-Haut«, Ind.
Davenport Mach. & Fdry. Co.. Davenport, Iowa.

KAULIN

Oliver

Oat.

Frederic B.
Sly,

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, OniU
Stevens,

B'rederic B.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Detrodt, Mlcihlgan.

Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Oibermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Woorti<ion, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

LADLES, FOUNDRY

& Van Winkle Co., Toronto, OnU
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Oni.
Jusepn Diiou Crucible Co., Jersiey City. -N.JHamilton Facing .Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.

OXYGEN

Oibermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.
Sly. W. W., .Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland,
etevene, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodlson. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

PARTING COMPOUNDS

Oan. Hanaon

L.\DLE

Iinm.

PANS,

'

oiii

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Pettinos. George F., Philadelphia, Ps.

MACHINE TOOLS
Mich.

MAGNETIC SEPARATORS
Ding's Magnetic Separator Co., Milvfaukee. Wl«.
Magnetic Mfg. Co., Milwaukee. Wis.
Oliver .Machinery Co., Grand Rapids. Mich.

MSLTING POTS

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton FacinR .Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Monarch Blngineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore. Md.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
VVoodiaon, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

METALLURGISTS
Toronto.
Hersey Co., Ltd., Milton. Montreal, Que.
McLain's System. Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.
Toronto Tcotins Laboratories. Toronto.
Co.,

MILLING MACHINES
Ford-Smith Mach. Co.. Ltd.,

Hamilton,

"nie.

OnL

111.

Oan. Hanimn & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dom'nion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Hnrnilton, Ont.
TtaitiJUon Fncinc Mill Co
.

?t«ven3. Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodlson. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

MOLDING MACHINES
Britannia

Mfi;.

<'»..

Foundry

The.
Co..

Coventry,

EMg.

nan Hanson «• Van Winkle Co.. Toron+o. Ont
The Cleveland Osbom Mfg. Co., Olevdand, O.
Davenport Mach.

&

Fdry. Co.,

Daveoport,

Iowa.

Dominion Fdrv. SnjEly Co.. Ltd. Toronto. Oi.t
Hamilton FacinR Mill Co. Hamilton. Ont.
Orimen Moldhig Machine Co., Detroit, Mich.

Btnens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Tahnr Mfg. Co., Philailelphia.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto.

Ont

Ont
Ont

Hnmnton

Ont

Ont

Co.,

Co..

Tororrto,

Munitions, London,

Ont

England.

Hvde & Sons. Montreal. Que.

Ont

Pnoumatic Tool Co.. iMontreal.
Holden Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.

Pavenport,
Fdry. <^o
Detrodt, Mi<Shlgan.

nnvenoort
PT»><1erio

Tt.

Mach.

&

Stevens.

Dflvenport,
Fdrv. <^o
Detrodt, Mldhigan.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detrodt, Mldhigan.

Co..

Detrodt, Michigan.

Mancifleld,

Ohio.

Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh,

SAND BLAST HELMETS
J. A. Spangler. Benton Harbour,
SAND BLAST SAND

Mich.

Pa.

.

Co., Toronto,
Ltd.. Toronto,

Ont.

Ont

•Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldhigan.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
E. J. Woodison Co.. Toronto.

SANDBLAST SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES
Pangbom

Corporation. Hagerstown, Md.
Stevens, Detroit. Mldhigan.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detrodt, Michigan.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

S.4ND

Ont

BLAST MACHINERY', BARRELS,

Co., Toronto, Ont
Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detrodt, Mldhigan.
Froet Mfg. (3o., Chicago, 111.
Sly. W. W.. .Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland, O.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdrv. Supplv Co.,

Oliver

Machinery Co.,

Michigan.

Grand Rapids, Midh.

SAND-MIXING MACHINERY
Iowa.

POWER SQUEEZERS
PRODUCTION LATHES
Olivier Machinerv Co.. Grand Rapids. Midh.
PBOTECTTVF WEARING APPAREL

Steel

Pittsburgh

SANDBLAST MATERIAL
Frederic B. Sterens, Detrodt.
SANDERS

PNEUMATIC WINCHES
Hr.Miii (..,. Lt.l.. Tile. .M.;iiti-eal.
PORCELAIN WARE
<'nnc Ltd.. Mnntrciil.
POWER JOLT SQUEEZERS
&

BLAST GRIT AND SHOT

Can.

liKlppeiiflrnt

o,.evens.

O.

F'rederic B.

8.,
F.,

PNEUMATIC TOOLS

Frederic B.

W. W..

SAND CONVEYING MACHINERY

Chicago, HI.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pettinos. George
wtevcns. Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

pavennort Mach.

Enirineering Co.. Chicago, III.
Ojrporatlon, Hageratown, Md.
Mfg. Co.. The. Cleveland,
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
United States Silica Co., (3hioago, HI.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

Pangbom

Oan.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
DominioD Fdry. Sunply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Jose))h Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont

Tlip

P».

EQUIPMENT

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry.. Supply Co.,

Ont

Hanson & Van Winkle

Pa.

National

G'lobe

Toronto.
Can. Hanson &
Frederic B. Stevens, Detrodt, Mldhigan.
Joserph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jen<cv City. N.J.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.T.

Oibermayer Co.,

Frederic B. Stevaia, Detrodt, MMilgan.
Pittsburgh Crushed Ste^l Co.. Pittsburgh.
Oo., E. J., Toronto.

Frederic B. Sterens.

PHOSI'HORIZERS

of

Frederic B. Sterens, Detrodt, MidUean.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., PltUhurgh,

SAND BLAST ACCESSORIES

S.AND

AND FITTINGS

J..

Ont

Mf^'. Co.. r.imbriilge Springs
Pa.
Frost .Mfg. Co., Chicago. III.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, MldUgaa.
National Enginceringr Co.. Chi
cago, IlL
Woodison Oo. E. J. Toronto.

Sly.

Crane Ltd., Montreal.

Van Winkle

The.

Oan. Hanson & \'an Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Hamilton Facing Mfll Co.. Ltd., Hamilton '~>n!.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Ohleago, 111.

Montreal.

Cr.ine Ltd..

ROTARY PUMPS
General ComibusUon Co.. Montreal.
RIP SAWS
Preston \\'oodworking Machinery Co.,
ROUGE

SANDBL.'-ST

BLACK AND GALVANIZED
Crane Ltd.. Montreal
PIPE JOINT COMPOUNDS
PIPE, SOIL,

Iow.\.

Woodison

PIPE,

Co.. Toronto.
Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
W. W. Wells Toronto.
Woo,1i<ion. F,. .T.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

MOLDERS' TOOLS

lif-rk^liin-

Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Winkle Co., Toronto,

Co.,

& Van

of Cann'in.

Fdry. Co.. Davenport,
Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.
Co.. E. J.. Toronto.

Frederic B.

SANDBLAST ABRASIVES

Stevens,

MIXERS
National

Cn.

Can.

Detroit. Michigan.

Chicago,

Ont

PLATING AND POLISHING SUPPLIES

MTTTENS
Co.,

Hanson

&

Davenport Mach.

Woodlson

Bl.^-sfnlle

PLUMBAGO
Ont

MINING AND QUARRYING MACHINERY
Blystone Mfg Co.. Cambridge Springs, Pa.
Oan. Han-wn & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
National Engineering Co., Chicago. 111.
Woodlnon. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

&

Leslie

Can.
qt^el

m.

Ohleago,

,

Hanson i Van Winkle

.Mini.'Jtrv

Stevens, Detrodt, Mldhiaan.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.

Engineering

Mich.

PLANT AND MACHINERY

Frederic B.

Stevens,

PATTERN MILLING MACHINES
Oliver Machinery Co.. Grand Rapids,
PATTERN SHOP EQUIPMENT.

Woodison. E.

MICA SCHIST

Frederic B.

Midi.

Oliver Machinery Co., Grand Rapids. Midh.
Prtwton Wootlworking Machy. Co., Preston,

A. C.

London. England.

HAMMER. COMPRESSION
Independent Pneumatic Tool (Jo.,
ROCK DRILLS
H.iI.Uii (.,.. Lt.l., Tlip, Montreal.
ROLLOVER MACHINES

Woodiaon Oo.,
SAND Mir, IS

PATTERN SHOP MACHINERY
I'le.^tr.n W.-,o.hvnikiiif; MachineiT Co., The.
PATTERN WAX
United Compound Co.. Buffalo, N.Y,
PIG IRON

IlL

O.

Dnited States Silica Co., dioigo, IH.
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. MlOhigaa.
E. J.. Toronto.

Midhlgian.

Co.. Toronto,
Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Lt/1.. Hamilton,
Stevens, Frederic B., Oetroil, Mich.
W<vv1i«on. E. .1.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

OIL,

Stevens, Detrodt, anrthigan
Toronto.
Mfg. Co., The, CTeveland,
E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
Co.,

w..

SAND

111.

Frederic B.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

Kawin

111.

Chicago.
Toronto.

S.,
J.,

Detroit, IMlehlgux.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

PATTERN MAKERS' BENCHES
'Oliver Machinery Co., Granfl Rapids,
PATTERN MAKING MACHINES

Can.

LEGGINGS

Charles C.

lU.

Detroit, Mirihlgan.

Frederic B. Stevens,
Montreal Pattern Works

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Joaeoh Dijton Crucible Co., Jersey City. N.J
Woodlson. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

Grand Rapids,

Co.,
E.

Chicago,

Detrodt,

Can.

Ministry of Munitions,
Oliver Machinery Co.,

&
Co.,

Ont

PATTERNS

LADLE STOPPERS, LADLE NOZZLES,
AND SLEEVES (GRAPHITE)
Ont.

CORE
& Co.. S.. Chicago,
Reynolds & Co., Toronto.
LUBRICATING GRAPHITE

WET AND DRY

Obermayer
Woodison

HEATERS

frtiermayer

Tiiioiitci,

Frederic B. Stevens,

Oan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, OnU
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton, Pa.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Woodison. E, J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

LINSEED

<'(,..

National Engineering Co.,
Frost Mfg. Co., Chicago,

O.

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Tmonio,

<i\\Kin

SteTens,

RIVETERS, PNEUtlATIC, HYDRAULIC

Can.

KNIFE GRINDERS

W.

Woodison,

Grand Rapids, Mldh.

Co.,

M.-irfiiiierv

&

ResTiolds

OPEN HEARTHS
General Combustion Co., Montreal.
OVENS FOR CORE-BAKING
AND DRYING

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamiuon, Ont.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, iN.Y.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

Frederic B.

Preston Woodworking Machy. Co., Preston, Ont
Woodiaon Oa, E. J., Tororato.

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

OILSTONE GRINDERS

Onu

RIDDLES, ELECTRIC

Can.

F. M., ConmerevUle, Ind.

Combustion Co., Montreal.

General

S., Chicago, lU.
Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.

Whitehead Bros. Co., New York, N.T.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

RESIN

AND GAS FURNACE BLOWERS

Boots Co., P. H.

Macliinery Co.,

Obermayer Co.,
Stevens,

Can.

American Molding Mach. Co., Terre-Haute, Ind.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Oat,
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. OnU

Oliver

Hyde & Sons, Montreal, Que.

Pa.

t'.,

Ind.

JOLT MACHINES AND SQUEEZERS

Co., Toronto.
Ltd., Toronto,

Hl.v^t.llu .Mft;. Co.,
rambridge vSjiriiigs, I'a.
Hsnsou it Van u inKK: Co., loiou ... Out
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., LU., Toronto, Onu
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont

Oan.

NORTH HIVEK SAND
Philadelphia,
Pettmuci, Gcuitje
OIL AND GAS FURNACES

JOLT ROCKOVERS

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

RIDDLES

Dertroit Miohiean.

Stevens,

Fiederlc B.

American .Molding Mach. Co.. Terre-Haute,

Hanson & Van Winkle Ck)., Toromo, Out
Uiion Crucible Co., Jentey City, .\.J.
JoDsthan Hartley Crucible Co., Trenton, .\.J.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Torooto, Ont

NOZZLES, SAND BLAST

Grand Rapids, Mich.

.Machinery Co.,

Can. Hanson A: Van Winkle Co.. Turuuio. OnlMagnetic Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Freuenc ii.. Jjeiiuii, Mku.
wooLiuon. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ot.u

Stevens,

Josei>h

Out.

'r..i..iit,.,

(.'o.,

Toronto.

Can.

Grand Hapids. Midi.

Co.,

-Uaciiinery

J.,

RETORTS

SAND RAMMERS (PNEUMATIC)
(.k-vclaiul l'ueuin.uic Tool Co., TUc.
NITROGEN

Globe Steel Co., Mansfield, Ohio.
Pituburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.

JOINTERS

Biud. Oo. , iiunaio, r\.x.
a. J., Co., Toiuulo, UuU

liORTlSERS

IRON 8ANT>

Oliver

.

Woudiituu,

OnU

E.

PULLEYS, MAGNETIC
RAMMING I'LATES A.M)- MACHINES

.

MUl'Ul^U SiFlHiRS

v» ill i«iiviid

H*n«OD & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,
0«n.

Woodi3on Co.,

Aiionnpin

trmSanK b. Ateveoa, Detnnt,

Hanao.. * Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. OmU
Dominion Fdry. Supplj Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hyde & Sons, Montreal, Que.
StCTem, Fre<l«ric B., Uetroli. Mich.
Woodison Oa, E. J., Toronto.

C»n.

XL

^"olume

lowa.

l',h-.i,':u'

MtV.

I'"..

I'anilHi.lur

S'liriu^-s.

Pa.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detrodt. Mldhigan.
National Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.
Frost Mfg. Co.. Chicago, 111.
,"^tand*ird S<uid & .Machine Co., Cleveland,
Woodison Oa. E. J., Toronto.

SAND MILLS

Frederic B. Stevens, Detrodt, Midhlgaa.
National Engineering Co., Chicago. III.

CHito.

liilv.

C A N A IH A N

10-20
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Magnetic Separators
MAGNETIC PULLEYS
an investment not an exThe return on this investment pays big. They earn
their own cost in from two to
three months.
is

pense.

^
Type "L ,,
Altematingor direct
.,,

MAGNETIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Canadian Represeniatives

Type
All steel

*'F"

:

THE DOMINION FOUNDRY SUPPLY

construction

current

Milwaukee, Wis.

759 Fourth Ave.

CO.,

LIMITED

Montreal, Que.

Toronto, Ont.

THE SIMPSON
INTENSIVE FOUNDRY MIXER

WHITEHEAD'S

Economical and

Efficient

for all kinds of

Foundry Sand Mixtures

KAOLIN
For lining and patching
the Cupola, Furnace,
Ladles,
fire

of

etc.,

will

save

brick and the time

your men.

E. B.

FLEURY

Automatic Discharge. Saves Labor and Materials.
Produces a thorough mixture, gives large capacity
with small cost of maintenance and operation.
Its success demonstrated in a gi-eat many of the

Agent

best

1609

Queen

St.

W.

known

plants

Write for

in

the country.

list of users, details

and

price to

NATIONAL ENGINEERING CO.

Toronto, Ont.

Mac'iinery Hall BIdg.
549 \V.

Washington

St.

Chicago

III.

The Hawley-Schwartz Furnace
The Only Perfect Melter
All metal from 50 lbs. to 10,000
Is

lbs.

Absolutely Uniform

Write for catalog and complete information

J

The Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.
Easton, Penn., U.S.A.

CA

70

.N

A

I)

F () U N D R Y M A N

A N

1

Voluiiie XT.

REYNOLDS CORE OIL
20 Years

Highest Standard for

We are now supplying many of the largest foundries in
We only make one grade of core oil and always keep it
Write us for

dPEEO LATHES

& Van

CaB. Hanson

Winkle Co.. Toronto, ()n\.
Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. On*.
Dominion
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co., Hamilton, Oni
Hyde & Sons, Montreal, Qu«.
Pettinos, Qeorce F., Pblladalphia, Pa.
3t«Ten*, Fndcric B., Detroit, .Mlcft.
Fdry.

Cambridgi' (Springs, I'a.
Battle Creek .Sanri Sifter Co.. Battle Creek, -Mich
Can. Hanson \ Van Winkle Co.. Toronlo. Unl
nominion l'"rlr\. Supply Co.. Lt/t.. Toronto. Onu
Frsderic B. Stereiu, Detroit, Mitffilgiin
C"..

.Mfs;.

Hamilton

lacini;

Mill

Woodworking .Machy.

Preston

Woodison

K.

Ont.

Preston.
Unl.

K.

.

Oliver

.Vlaohinrry

>Micih.

SRPARATORS
.

Detroit.

Steyen-s.

ifi<aii»an.

SEPARATORS, MOISTENERS. OIL FOR

COMPRESSED AIR
Pangbom Corporation,
SEA COAL

Hagerstovra,

Grand Rapids,

Machinery Co..

^licih.

Woodiison

Pa

Toroiilio.

w-^r.^ison

Can. Hanson & Van Winklp
Dominion Pdry. Sncply Co

Cr...
t.t

\

Ont

Toronto.

Toront/i. Onit-

Woodison.

E

.1..

I.t-t

Ont.

Toronto. On«

Detroit. Ml<flilean.
F.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Co.. Toronto. Ont

OnorND

Toronto.
let te B. Bteyena, Detroit, Michigan.
Woodison. K. .T.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Ont

Can Hanson f; Van Winkle
nomin'on Fflrr. Supply Co..

O"'

yw

Co..

Co.,

Toronto

Toronto. Ont
Detroit. Mlehlean.
T.td.,

Frederic B. Sterens.
.Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. .Tersey Oitr.
w~vH<.<.T>
F T In.. Toronto, Ont

N..T.

Co..

Chicago.

Tilt..

fi.

Obermayer Co., Chicago.

SNAP MOLD JACKET
The

S.

Obermayer Co., Chncago.

XMAI-I. ANCI.KS
Leslie ft Co., Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Han'<on il- Vnn Winkle r"o.
Toronto.
Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Michigan.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

A. O.
''an

Ont

SOAPSTONK

Han.'on * Vnn Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Fdr>-. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Onit
rrederle B. Stereos, Detroit, Miahlgan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hsmilfm. Ont.
Pettinos, George F., PhUadelphla, Pa.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Can.

Dominion

Wheels.

Ttort

Woodison

SNAP FLASKS
Olivf-r Mar-hin»iv Co
Or^nd Rapid.^^. Mioh.
SNAP FLASK BANDS
«
Ohcrmavr.r Co.
SNAP FLASK BOTTOM PLATES
The S. Ohermavcr Co.. Chicago.
SNAP FLASH JACKETS
OlH-rmavcr Co,. The.
SNAP FLASK TRIMMINGS
The S. Obermavcr Co.. Chii<^aco,
SNAP FLASKS, WOOD. CHERRY AND OAK
S.

I

'Hamilton,

Ont.

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Ltd.. The, Hamilton, Ont.

Curtis Pneumatic .Machy.

Co.,

WATER

St.

Louis,

Mo.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. SuEply Co..

Ont.

OnC

TENONERS
Oliver Machinery Co.. Grand Rapids, Mioh.
TESTS OF MATERIALS
Kersey Co.. Ltd.. Milton. Montreal, Que.
TEEMING CRUCIBLES AND FUNNELS
Can. Hanson * Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
TOOLS. PNEUMATIC
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago.
Keller Pneumatic- Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

TONGS, SHAKE OFF
Diamond Clamp & Flask

TKAtK, OVEKHEAD

Co.,

Richmond,

111.

Ind.

TROLLEYS AND TROLLEY SYSTEMS
Stevens,

& Van

Ont

Clpvrlan'l

Pneiiraatic Tool

VACUUM PUMPS
Holden

VTi-VT

Ltd..

Co..

Tlie.

Co..

The.

Montreal.

"'VX

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Michigan.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Cki., Ltd.. Toronto.
Hamilton Facing MD] Co.. Hamilton, Ont
TTni'ed Compound Co.. Buffalo. N,T.
Wocidison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Out

Ont

VIBRATORS

.T..

Co.. Toronto.

WALT, CHANNELS

Ont

Frederic B. Steveni, Detroit, Michigan.
r-an
Hanson ^ Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, cirxt

On*

WELDING AND CUTTING SUPPLIES
Dom. OxvK.n Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Wrtyr-KT BARROWS
Frederic B.

Stevens. Detroit. MI(AifH)n.

Woodisom Oo..

E.

J.,

Torrojitio.

WHEELS. CRINDINO
Can

Han^n

^-.n

rr^'*

,(t

Van Winkle

ri'l.-.l^.

'HsmiUon.

Co.

Toror-to

rtr,)

c»nf.

Stevens.

WHEELS. POLISHING. ABRASIVB
TT,n=on K- V'n Wipltle C^.. Toronto. Out
Pord-.Smitb Mach. Co., Ltd.. The. Hamilton. Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Onu
Qtoron« Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.

Comnound

Detroit,

—

V

J

Co.. 'RntTslo. N.T.
Co.. Toronto. Ont.

'WIND GATES
Ror<ty!

Co..

P K. &

WWFEL<!

F. M.. Oonnersville. lad.

Can. HanBon & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. <>"•
Torfvnto On*
Dr^minion ''drv. S'lnnlv Co.. T.t.1

Co., Toronto,
Ltd.. Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Michigan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
'v,N^H=ni,. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

Uaoson

.

VALVES. PRESSURE SEATED
(PNEUMATIC)

\^-iffF.

T.VLC

Frederic B.

Ont

Mo.

Toronto.

C«.,

Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Co.. Toronto.
.T.

i.-.„7;,

Micih.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

Can.

Stevens,

fntti-d

Grand Rapids,

SWITCHES, I-BEAM

TANKS, OIL AND

Louis.

r^r,

Stevens,

Machinery Co.,

St

Detroit. Mlcftigan.
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd.. The. Hamilton. Ont
WorKiison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

SWING SAWS
Oliver

&

Frederic B.

Detroit. Michigan.
.Vlach. Co.. Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont.
Co., E. J., Toroeto.

Frederic B.
Foi-d-Smith

Slip JACKETS
Ohprrr.-.vpr

STOVES. RUBBING AND OIL
Frederic B.
.evens, Detroit, Michigan.
an.
Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont

SURFACE PLANERS
Oliver .Machinery Co.,
SWING
Ford-Smith Mach. Co..
SWING GRINDERS

Toro«»o

r"<i.,

Co.,

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Tsronto, OnL
Northom Crane Works. WslkprvilU.

Woodison. E.

Ont

V^'inkle Co.. Toronto.
Co., Toronto, Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michlgnn.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Joseph DLxon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

ran.

SKIMMKRS. ORAPHITE

S

Hanson & Van
J.,

Hanson * Von .WinWe

Can.

Can Han.-son & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Oat
Tabor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia.

Limited, Montreal, Que.

Co..

TURNTABLES

Berkshire CNIfg. Co., The.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

Ont

STIRKERS, GRAPHITE
Co.. Toronto,

Sterenj,

vT> T.fT,yF»>T'"^T>
OuL HanaoD ft Tan WlnUe

&

A. C. Leslie
Can.

STMCA WASH

eH.ICA ROCK.

Toronto,

Co.,

Ont.

Pangbom Corpora ..on, Hagerstown, Md.

Woodison. E.

.

Oeorge

.

STEEL RAILS

Frederlc B. Sterena, Detroit. Mldhigan.
Frederic P... Detroit, Mi<h.
E. .T
Co.. Toronto. Ont

Cnn. Haniion & Van Winkle
Oomininn Fdry. Supply Co..

R

.T

STEEL PLATES

St«Tens,

Pettinos.

STEEL BARS. ALL KINDS

J.,

Detroit,

SIEVES

Frederic B.

Pa.

S..

E.

Woodison.

Pitt.'tburgh.

A. C. Leslie & Co.. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Northern Crane Works. Walkerville.
Steel Co. of Canada. HanvUton, Ont

Sterens,

Ont.

Crane Ltd.. Montreal.

Toronto.

J.,

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

HEAVY

Michigan.
Chicago. 111.

,

.

SHOVELS
Wnndison Oo.,

B.

Co.,

TKUCKS. DRYER AND KACTOWY

"""'""n. K.

STEEL BANDS

S'tereos. Detroit, Michigan.
rn.
.<?ic.'l
Mansfield. Ohio.
Pittsburgh Cnished Steel Co.. PitUburgh.
WfxTdiaon Oo.
Toromito.
E. .1

Olohe

Ont

Toronto

UNIONS
Crane Ltd.. Montreal.
VALVES (IRON), STANDARD, EXTRA

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Michlgcm.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Woo.Iison. F.
T.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

Frederic B.

& Co.

Crushed Steel Co..

Co..

J.,

Pneumatic Machy. Co., St Louis. Mo.

Re;malds

Co., Toronto, Ont
Ltd.. Toronto, Onit.

«TKET. GRIT

S'lOT

"i„.,.niaver

Ont

Toronto.

Co..

POWER AND HAND

Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Woodison V,. 1

l-itrshiirgh

Woodison. E.

TROLLEYS, SINGLE I-BEAM

Curtis Pneumatic Machy.

CRUSHED

SHAPERS

1;.

J..

Ont

Toronto.

Co.,

J.,

TURPENTINE

General Combustion Co., Montreal.
«'i'FEI,.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

.

Frederio

Toronto. Ont
Toronto. Ont.

STEAM TURBINES

Md.

r>hH-^nvp- A Co.. S.. Chicago. III.
Frederic B. Steyens. Detrodt, MitihigBii.
WnodiooTi Cy>.
K. .T.. Toronto.
Oliver

Co.,
Ltd.,

E.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Can. Hanson. & Van Winkle ('o.. Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, 0»t.
W. W. Wells. Toronto.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co,, Hamilton,
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mieh.
WotKlison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Frederic B.

Magnetic Separator Co.. .Milwaukee, Wis.
I.f'l
nominion Fdrr. Snppiv Co
TniontO, Ont
Ding's

Frederic B.

E.

Hanson & Van Winkle
nominion Fdry. Supply Co..
Can.

Grand Rapids,

Co.,

Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

SQUEEZERS.

Toi-onjto.

J.,

Woo<li3on

TRIPOLI

Curtis

Can. Hanson vt Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.

Tabor
Woodison.

Detroit, Michigan.

Steyena,

f^o.

SPRUE CUTTERS

Stevens, Detroit. Michigan.
.Mfg.
Co.,
Philadelphia.

SAND SIFTERS, HAND
Frederic B.

Battle Creek Sand Sifter Co., Battle Creek. .Mich.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldiigui.
E. J.. Toronto.

Woodison Oo.,

Frederic B.

.

Woodison

Han.son & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Out.
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Mlchigtm.
losepa DLxon Crucible Co., Jersey City, Pa.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont
''nil

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supplj Co..

StcTens, Detroit. Midhl«aiL
Oo.
E. J., Toranbo.

P>ederic B.

SAW BENCHES

BOWLS

Ont.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, On/tHamilton Facing MUl Co., Hamilton. Ont
Northern Crane Works, Ltd., Walkerville, Out

Elicit.

"iOUEFZER MOLDING MACHINES

SAND RIDDLES
WoodiBon

Grand Rapids,

Co..

Stevens,

Co.,

Toronto.

Co..

I

"nt

Hamilton

("At..

.Macbinrry

^iliver

"il'KLTKR

SPRAYERS

Wliitehead Bros. Co.. l.iinaln. .N.V.
Woo<1ison. K. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

S.AND SIFTERS
Bl,\-sl(ini-

prices.

REYNOLDS & COMPANY
TORONTO,

SAND MOLDINCi

The

same Standard Quality

Macdonell Ave.

261

Tlip

at the

hich has always given satisfaction.

V,

»

Canada.

Michigan.

Winkle Co,, Toronto, Ont

•"omilton Fsrnnff ^^l"^ Co.. 'H«"iMton.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich,
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison. E. .T., Co.. Torotvto. Ont

^•TWF

"'IRE

On».

ROr»<J ANT> VMr>."»

Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Mi<*i««m.
f^^i
Hnn"on .< V,n Winltt. r^
Timin'o
Steo1 Co. of Canada. HamOton. Ont
"--„jj.^p T n^. Toronto '^r't

WOOD LATHERS
Oliver Maehinerv Co
Grand Rapids.
WOOD BORING MACHINES
Holden Co.. Ltd.. The. Montreal.
WOODWORKING MACHINES

Oliver Machinery Co.. Grand Rapids.
Preston Woodworking ^fachiner}' Co.

Mioh.

Mich.

WOOD TRIMMERS
Oliver

Marhinorv Co..

Grand Rapids, Mich.

WOODWORKERS' VISES
Oliver Machinery Co..

Grand Rapids,

IMioh.

..,•

July.
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71

SPECIAL GRADES PIG IRON
MALLEABLE

BESSEMER

LOW PHOSPHORUS

FERRO MANGANESE
LESLIE

A. G.

&

FERRO SILICON

LIMITED

CO.,

MOORE RAPID 'LECTROMELT

CRANED

STEEL FURNACES
The mechanical design of the
Moore 'Lectromelt Furnace makus

Don't buy a
crane or hoist
without investigating Northern

Made

Canada.
AJso
Foundry Equipment.
in

for
simple,
practical
ease
and
rapidity of operation.
A higher
yield of good solid ingots and castings is insured on account of the
absence of cold shorts, hot cracks,
blow holes and surface defects.
The regularity of the heats and
rapidity of operation
speed up

Products
line

a

of

—

production

NORTHERN CRANE WORKS
-

-

and

{Makers of Furnaces for

Cranes, Cupolas. Ladles. Hoists, Tumblers

Steei, Iron, Brass,

Any

shape
Quality Guaranteed

style or

Why

import your anodes when you
quicker
guaranteed quality,
and can save duty and eliminate the annoyance of clearing at the
<u.stoTns by buying from uaf
May we send you descriptive pamphlet
and full particulars?
can

get
deliyery,

q

W. W. WELLS, Toronto

Shot Blasting
Instead of Sand Blasting

g^

Ensures 100%

Cleaner Castings
-

Globe chilled shot leaves a perfectly smooth
surface an important factor where castings
are to be enamelled sand leaves a sand coat-

—

—

=
i?:

ing.

'-

r-

ft-\
^-

n

SHOT DOES NOT WEAR THE HOSE, NOZZLE OR MACHINE AS FAST AS SAND,
AND IT CLEANS EASILY 100% BETTER.
Let us

tell

you more about

it.

THE GLOBE STEEL
MANSFIELD. OHIO

CO.

and

PITTSBURGH, U.S.A.

Etc.

:-:^

foundry

PITTSBURGH ELECTRIC FURNACE CORP.

ONTARIO

.Jillllilllilllillli[||,illi;ili,i,llinliil,ll,^

reduce

costs.

LIMITED
WALKERVILLE

MONTREAL

-

mk

w
^^=

p

W
O,
I

Ferro-Alloys)

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
C.H.

&

Volume XT.

V-W.

BUFFS AND POLISHING

WHEELS

BUFFS^We

^

BULL ^'NECA
V/HE£i

can supply promptly Whole Cloth loose or
in various grades of unbleached cotton

Whole Cloth sewed,

for
Silverware,
Brass and Nickel coloring.
Our Sewed Piece Buffs are
made in Bleached, Unbleached or Colored Ma-

suitable

terial.

Special care in laying and

an automatic sewing machine assures a well balanced fast cutting buff
that will give excellent

Wo

especially direct your attention to our
''Cliamr>ion" Solid
Bull
Neck
LeatJher
Wheels, which are made in 3 jjrades. soft,
medium hard, and hard.
For a grease
wheel you will find them hard to beat.

service.

The Canadian Hanson

& Van

Winkle

Company, Limited
15-25

TORONTO, CANADA

Morrow Avenue
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Stevens Specialties
Bring Results
After all is said and done the chief element of success in the sale of specialized
economically and satisfactorily.
products is their ability to produce results
All of these specialties have been tried in the crucible of experience and found to
measure up to the highest standards.

—

Foundry

—

Buffing Compositions

Specialties

The days when Flour, Molasses, and sundry edible things
be used in a Foundry are rapidly passing. Linseed Oil,
too, has climbed the golden stair of high prices.
The foundryman who thinks in the future must use substitutes or
his dream of profits will end in a nightmare of losses.
Here

Some

of the things required by stove makers, brass plants

may

and others:

are the profit savers.

For "coloring up" cutlery of all kinds and all light
castings WHITE ROSE is beyond comparison.

DRY BINDERS
Stevens' King Kore Konipound, a black dry powder, but
containing two adhesives, one to bind the green cores, so
that when cores are not baked promptly the strength of the
green core permits handling without injury; another that
develops its strength under heat of core oven.
The ideal
combination.
It
is
used successfully when making large
heavy Grey Iron cores
sometimes called "chunky" or
"blocky" also for engine beds, machine tools, railway equipment, and cores for steel castings of all descriptions. One
Detroit Foundry a large one reported a saving of sixteen
dollars per day after ceasing old methods and when using
King Kore Kompound with Glutrin not a necessary but a
good combination.

—

—

—

—

—

STEVENS' CORE

GUM

STEVENS' WHITE ROSE BUFFING COMPOSITION
Also for buffing brass or nickel the results obtained are a
delight to the eye.
The beauty of nickel or brass is brought out to the greatest
advantage.
Wherever a brilliant finish is required, it is
unexcelled, especially where deep backgrounds are liable to
be filled. Particles left in the work are easily washed out.
Put up in airtight hermetically sealed cans. Samples free.

STEVENS' "ZZZ" COLORING COMPOSITION
For coloring copper and brass castings, or plated work,
such as valves, fittings

but a shiner in effect. It is used for small intricate cores,
where Linseed Oil was once thought necessary and with great
success.
Its greater victories are with the small delicate
cores where nothing but pure linseed has been considered
before; none of these Compounds are noisy with odor. They

A

from

start to finish.

The only substitute for high-grade flour; not the flour that
has masqueraded when mixed with plaster, Silica, etc., as
flour, but the real hot biscuit raw material.
Of course it contains no flour, but you wouldn't know that, so well does it
take its place. Here is still a stock of Dextrine, Rosin, and
Molasses (New Orleans black strap). The wand of the fairy
is liable to touch their prices every day
get in early.

—

LIQUID CORE BINDERS
Stevens' Core Oils wherever used are a synonym for Core
strength, sharp edges, durability, quick baking
and quick removal from casting.

qualities;

brass or cast brass

— use

my

Contains no unsaponifiable material, does not smear the
work, gives a lustrous finish, cleans quickly.
It gives to brass the glory of gold.
Equally as good on copper.

Sample for

STEVENS' CORE PASTE

—^spun

"ZZZ" Coloring Composition.

Another dry binder but not of black color. A real artist
might call it "mcuse-tint" but we will call it "gray" in color

are well behaved

steel

trial free.

STEVENS' "UNION MAID WHITE POLISH
"

superior lime composition for coloring aU kinds of nickel
plated work.
Imparts that beautiful
blue-white finish the looking

—

glass

lustre.

Work

—

economically cleaned for "UNION MAID" is
in grain and will easily wash out of deep backgrounds.
Sample on request.
is

fine

Buffing Wheels
Three

g:reat values:

STEVENS' SPANISH FELT WHEELS
From the highest grade selected wool, light in weight and
superfine in quality. Let me quote prices.

STEVENS' LIBERTY FELT WHEELS
Same as Spanish Felts but a trifle coarser wool. But
many uses just as good. Reasonably cheap in price.

for

STEVENS' FELT-SUB WHEELS

Stevens Gargara

Emery

this emery lies in its practical results.
acts as an abrasive, it exercises its cutting qualities, then
crushes and polishes. Two services are thus rendered with
but one material. Stevens Gargara Emery gives the results
desired.
All numbers.
In kegs of 350 lbs.

The superiority of

It

FREDERIC
Manufacturer

of

Cost half the price of Spanish Felts and wear several times
Save glue and emery. Used by stove, automobile
as long.
and brass manufacturers. One brass manufacturer says the
men prefer them to the felt wheel. He has purchased 78 of
them in a few months. One automobile manufacturer has

bought 50-0 from me since January first.
Samples of any wheels on order. Give

size

and number

desired.

STEVENS

B.

Foundry and Electro-Plating Supplies and Equipment

DETROIT, MICH.
Order fro m th
EXPORT WAREHOUSE:

Windsor, Ont.

n earest

EASTERN SELLING AGENTS:

branch

Standard Machinery

& Supplies,

Co., Montreal,

Quebec

CANADIAN
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Some men who go after business in the construction game are like the parrot
long on talk

—

and short on reason.

The H. M. Lane Co. are more

We

don't talk very much, but

why you

a lot of reasons

new foundry

like the old owl.

we can show you

should go to us for a

or advice on remodeling your old

one.

Chief

among

foundries

all

these reasons are the successful

over the United States which

we

have designed.

Our

little

magazine "The Foundry World"

will

same time put you in
touch with the work we are now doing. Send
interest

you and

us your

name

THE

at the

for our mailing

H. M.

list.

LANE COMPANY

Industrial Engineers

OWEN
Canadian

Office:

BUILDING, DETROIT, MICH.

The H. M. LANE CO.,

Ltd.,

La Belle Bldg, Windsor, Ont.
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LCOME!
FOUNDRYMEN
OF
CANADA
MpHE Annual Convention and Exhibit

of the

men's Association at Cokimbus, Ohio, the
your convention, too.

-*-

is

You

are expected to be present and freely partake of

this great

You

American Foundryweek of October 4th,
all

the

good things

occasion makes available.

and all
Canadian manufacturers of equipment and

are urged to participate fully in the technical sessions

other convention activities.

supplies are invited to utilize exhibit space for the presentation of their

products.

The scope

American Foundrymen's Association embraces the
foundrymen of Canada on the same basis as those of the United States.
Be assured that a most cordial invitation is extended to one and all to
be present at Columbus and enjoy the greatest convention and exhibit
yet held by the foundrymen of North America.
of the

For further information address:

American Foundrymen^s Association
140 S.

Dearborn Street, Chicago,

Illinois

CANADIAN

UNDRYMA N
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Co-overation With Katvin
Assures Better Paying Production
With your assistance Kawin Service will make your foundry more profitable. How?
By studying your conditions; by making sure your equipment is right, and properly

In
used; by the economic utilization of space; by the use of proper mixtures.
helping
and
practice
foundry
your
of
detail
every
into
thoroughly
going
short; by
you better them.

Our service staff consists of men who
There is no guesswork about Kawin Service
Each is an expert m his own particuwork.
have a practical knowledge of foundry
lar line,

and they get

results!

Kawin

Service

Cupola Experts

Design and Construction of Foun-

Metallurgists

Co-operation and Creation of an
Organization
Development of Production
Expert Assistance in All Branches
of the Plant.

dries

Chemists

Foundry Engineers
Expert Foundrymen

Kawin Service is guaranteed to save you
we send a representative to discuss fully

Charles C.

least 100^ , over and above
the benefits of Kawin to you?
at

its cost,

Shall

Kawin Company, Limited

Chemists, Foundry Engineers and Metallurgists

307 Kent Building, Toronto, Can.
Buffalo, N.Y.

Dayton, Ohio

Chicago,

111.

San Francisco,

Cal.

Ausii?t.

CA N A D
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Standard
Core
MADE

Oven

IN

CANADA

Save Time and Fuel By Using A
Small Core Oven For Small Work
not better to stop the waste which is the result
of using a core oven unsuited in size to the work,
Figure the time and fuel you would save
by using this oven instead of a larger one. Wouldn't
it be better to reap the benefit right away rather
than at some future date?

Is

it

NOW?

When

Illustration shows two doors in open position.
in
this position baffle plate at the back of the shelf closes the
opening so that while the cores are being examined or
changed, the heat loss is reduced to a minimum.

Shelves open and close without jarring the cores. Heated
by gas, coal or coke without extra charge. Write for
further information and prices.

THE

E. J.

WOODISON

Foundry Supplies and
Equipment

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN",
$2.00: in the United Sute«.
tb* Po«t Office Department,

Woodison's foundry equipment is sold on a service
basis.
It is guaranteed to

make good.

The care exercised in the design and
the high quality of mateand

rials

workmanship

make

this possible.
For
the real economy that is
measured in dollars and

cents by the reduction of

foundry
costs
Woodison's.

—

adopt

Prompt shipment on

all

orders.

CO., LTD.,
"Buy the

TORONTO
Best--It's the cheapest

in the long

run"

August, 1920. Vol. XI.. No. 8. Published monthly, at U3-1.53 University Ave.. Toronto, Can. Subscription price in Canada
Entered as second-claas matter July 1st. 1912. at the Post Office at Buffalo, under Act of March 3rd, 1879 and at

t2.oO.

OtUwa, Canada.
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The Standard
Core and Facing Sand Mixing Machine
No.

O-A Standard Improved Sand Mixer

Cuts over and mixes 4 cu. ft. of sand 120 times
equivalent to the labor of 50 men.

a minute

—

Screens, tempers and mixes sand in one continuous operation and with but one handling.
When the batch is prepared it may be emptied
into a wheelbarrow^ or car by opening the discharge gate underneath the mixer.

From three to five minutes miK'ng will uniformly blend and temper Core and Facing Sand
with any tempering liquid or binding compounds which may be used. The cost of hand
labor to do this work would pay for a STANDARD MIXER in a few days. Furnished with or
without screen.

WE MEET THE TONNAGE REQUIREMENTS OF

DIFFERENT FOUN-

DRIES WITH SIX SIZES OF "STANDARD" MIXING MACHINES, RANGING FROM 1 TO 60 TONS PER HOUR.

No. 4 Standard Improved

SAND MIXER
Cuts over and mixes 27 cu.
of sand at one batch

ft.

EQUIVALENT TO THE
LABOR OF 200 MEN.
Designed to meet the requirements of large foundries.
Will mix sand in
large quantities for core,
facing, heap or backing
sands.

THE STANDARD SAND & MACHINE
CLEVELAND, OHIO,

U.S.A.

CO.

Auguj=t, 1920

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN

MONARCH FURNACES
Coke
Tilting

A

Crucible

Furnace With Many
Valuable Features

Melting
Furnace

grate bars of Monarch Coke Tilting
THE
Crucible Melting Furnaces are of

the
revolving type.
The coarse finger extensions break up all clinkers.
Turning the
furnace over after each heat and crow baring the clinker and grate bars are things of
the past. All that it requires is a few shakes
of the four upright bars after each heat.
What a time-saver is this one feature!
Doesn't it make you want to learn the
others? You will find them in the Monarch
catalog. Send for it.

The Monarch Line
This

is

the equipment which

makes up the Monarch

line.

Without Crucibles,

SIMPLEX REVOLVING DOUBLE CHAMBER,
DUPLEX, REVERBERATORY, etc.
With Crucibles

TILTING PIT, STATIONARY, CORE OVENS,

Monarch Core Ovens
Carefully Built
Monarch Core Ovens are built by
hand labor during the day; not
under piece metal contracts. We
have all sizes in stock, ready for
quick shipment

SOFT METAL MELTING FURNACES, PUMPS,
MOLD DRYERS, BLOWERS, LADLE HEATERS,
OIL AND GAS BURNERS, MOTOR DRIVEN OIL
PUMPS, PRESSURE AND POSITIVE BLOWERS.
Have our engineers submit information from

a pracstandpoint for the equipment of your foundry.
All enquiries receive our prompt attention.

tical

The Monarch Engineering
1206

&

Mfg. Co.

American Building, Baltimore, Md., U.S.A.
SHOPS AT CURTIS BAY, MD.
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Casting Shop of Bridgeport Brass Company, Bridgeport, Conn.

Product of Careful Study and

Specialized Engineering Ability
To do one

thing better than any one else

is

a goal

we have always

striven for.

And
field

is

in this strenuous age the ability to excel in one particular
an achievement which can result only from diligent study and

extensive experience.

THE

H. M.

LANE COMPANY

Industrial Engineers

and Foundry

OWEN BUILDING
Canadian

Office:

THE

H. M.

Specialists

DETROIT, MICH.
LANE COMPANY, LIMITED,

La Belle Block, Windsor, Ontario

CANADIAN

Aimu^t, 1920
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'HE Dominion Oxygen Company,
the satisfactory progress of

Work on

announces
building program.

its

the Toronto Plant

is

Ltd.,

making

excellent

headway and a suitable site has been purchased in
Montreal where construction w^ork w^ill promptly begin.

Land
initial

in

plans of the

leading

provided for in the
being negotiated for

for the additional plants

Company

is

cities.

Meanw^hile a practical Service System is undergoing organization and a net-w^ork of suitably located
warehouses and service stations will be established.

Pending further announcement the oxygen users
of the Dominion are invited to write for detailed information as to the broad scope and liberal policy of
the Dominion Oxygen Company, Ltd.

Dominion Oxygen Company, Ltd
Hillcrest

Toronto

\

•

Park
Ontario

IM

/
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LINDSAY

Buffalo

CHAPLETS

Brand

VENT WAX
A strand of this wax (of
is
simply bedded in the core when ramming.
the baking it is entirely absorbed, leaving a clean,
unobstructed hole the size of the wax used. Buffalo Brand Vent
Wax eliminates "blowing." Give it a trial.
has solved the core venting problem.

proper

size)

During

You Can Get

it

Canada

in

Houses

at the Following Supply

Dominion Foundry Supply Co., Ltd., Montreal and Toronto.
E. B. Fleury, 1609 Queen St. W., Toronto.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.

Hyde &

Sons,

Ltd.,

Montreal, Que.

Standard Machy. & Supplies, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Webster & Sons, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
E.

J.

Woodison

Co.,

Toronto,

United

Ont.

Compound

Co.

Buffalo, N.Y., U.S.A.

Shot Blasting
Instead of Sand Blasting

Ensures 100%

Cleaner Castings
Globe chilled shot leaves a perfectly smooth
surface an important factor where castings
are to be enamelled sand leaves a sand coat-

—

—

ing.

Lindsay Chaplet &
MFG. COMPANY
911 Harrison Building

PHILADELPHIA—PENNSYLVAN lA

SHOT DOES NOT WEAR THE HOSE, NOZZLE OR MACHINE AS FAST AS SAND,
AND IT CLEANS EASILY 100% BETTER.
Let us

tell

you more about

it.

THE GLOBE STEEL
MANSFIELD, OHIO

CO.

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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TRUSCON FLASK
Dimensions 16}^" x 26'
Drag 3)/^
Cope 6^2"
Pouring Truscon Flasks
of Allyne

in

Foundry

Ryan Foundry

Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio
Ryan Foundry

Photo by courtesy Allyne

Co.

DESIGNED FOR THE JOB—
Just as made to measure clothes better fit the man, so
Flasks, designed for the job, better fit the job.

TRUSCON

TRUSCON

designed-for-the-job Flasks not only
of
keep the weight of the Flask at a minimum, consistent with foundry
usage, but also make possible a saving in the amount of sand required.

The advantages

TRUSCON

of a
Flask is often as much as forty per cent,
less than a cast iron flask and the savings in the sand required range
from ten to fifty pounds per casting, depending upon the size of the
Flask.

The weight

Write for complete information iand estimates.

Special Construction of Truscon Flasks
The deep
Truscon Flasks are formed of special Truscon Allov Steel plates.
ribs and broad flanges give to the steel shell exceptional strength and rigidity.
Each rib and flange runs full depth around the corners and reinforces the
steel to withstand all strains and stresses to which Flasks are liable on the
foundry floor.

They are furnished
Truscon cross bars are formed from steel plates also.
bolted, welded or riveted to the walls of the Flask as desired.

Ak TRUSCON
TRUSCON
.

PRESSED

STEa

.

STEEL

CO., Youngstown,

O.

Warehouses and Representatives
in Principal Cities

TRUSCON roUFJSiJY FLASKS

C

X A D

-A

1
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F
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^ TRADC MARK nCC*KTC»CO

AMERICAS STANDARD

^^/fffq^c

/jmM

\

^\niirmitMvn

Standard'^

,

t

m^^

has been designated as

^^

America's

not by us, but by the leading foundrymen of the

United States and Canada.

IS

Ore

obtainable,

and chemical

which

is

made from

Ceylon Crude

the best

carefully analysed both as to physical

qualities.

peels the Heaviest Castings
gives the Steel Blue Color

saves Cleaning Costs

7£^r^^S^&

can be used as Plumbago Core

Wash

can be used as Rubbing Plumbago
can be used

Canadian Checks accepted

THE

S.

for

Green

in settlement of all

or

Dry Sand Work

accounts with us.

OBERMAYER
ESTABLISHED

WAREHOUSES

1874

OFFICES

FACTORIES

Chicago

Chicago

Pittsburgh
St.

Louis

Cincinnati

St.

Philadelphia

Louis

Chicago

Pittsburgh

Detroit

Syracuse

Cincinnati

Milwaukee

Toronto

Denver
Los Angeles

Canadian Representative:

Los Angel cs

E. B.

CO.
Cincinnati
Rjlton, Pa.

Denver

FLEURY,

1609

Queen

St.

West, Toronto

CANADIAN

Aumist, 15)20
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The Costly Way
To Clean
Is

Castings

Not the Best

For money-saving methods of cleaning
any character of material use

"Pangborn^' Sand-Blasts
—

"There is a Type and Size for Every Requirement" And the actual saving effected will
soon pay for itself, besides turning out castings that will cost you less and worth more to
your customer. See us at

COLUMBUS

— Oct.

4th to 8th.

Spaces 433-434-435-436-437-438.

P.O.

BOX

8508

Work

Cleco Pressure-Seated Air Valves for Foundry
Cross-Section of Cleco Valve

A,
Angle
Valve, allows hose

Style
to

Style

PRES

1",

114",

standard
Inlets

in
V2",

11/2"

pipe
onci

pipe size larger.

PO
The Air Pressure
is always on the
Large endofliilve
Plug holding it
firmly on Seat

F.W., FourValve, is so

arranged

14",

outlets.

THE VALVE THAT
Way

%",

2"

Valve

style

made

sizes

%",

away from

underside of Valve
without bending.

A

AngI

fall

Style P.O.,

Style P.O.
Parallel Valve.

IMPROVES WITH USE
Style
1-in.

male

that

movement

of the
handle
controls
the supply and ex-

M.O.
inlet

has
and

Bowes

coupling outlet
and connects
with
Coupling i^-in.
to
%-in. inclu-

Bowes

haust
from both
ends of a doubleacting piston.

Write

for

Bulletin 47, describing our
line of Valves and Fittings.

complete

sive.

BOWES PRESSURE TIGHT AIR HOSE COUPLINGS

Style

Interchangeable in

Instantly connected or disconnected. Absolutely air-tight under all pressures

from 10

lbs.

Style M.O.

Standard Equipment Everywhere

F.W.

to %-in.

Made

all

sizes

from ^-in.

of non-rusting and acid-

resisting metal-brass and Nic-a-Ioy.

upwards.
Cut Shows Never Slip Clamps Attached.
In Stock

— Chipping

Hammers, Sand Rammers, Portable Emery Grinders, Cleco Air Valves,
Hose Fittings everything required in foundry work.
Illustrated Catalog No. 19 mailed on request.

—

CLEVELAND PNEUMATIC TOOL Company
84

Chestnut

St.,

TORONTO, ONT.

337 Craig St. W.,

of Canada, Limited

MONTREAL, QUE.

CAN

10

y\

DIAN

MAN
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See these Sterling Features
The Only Rolled

Steel Flasks

there is one material that is absolutely ideal for flasks, it is rolled
If

T

The Solid
Center

steel.

Rib

And

here's

why:

the one, and only, material
to combine ^reat strength and rigidity with li^ht weight.
It

is

Absolute Accuracy

A rolled

The Angle
Reinforcement

f
I

steel flask is absolutely
accurate; made so by the solid
center rib w^hich provides resistance to all twists and strains. And
only with rolled steel can there be
a solid center rib.

Can't Burn

— Can't Break
—

Rolled steel can't burn
can't
break. It is 50% lighter than cast
iron. This means easier w^ork for
your men and more w^ork for youo
For reasons like these, more than

/

3000

of the

5500 foundries

America use Sterling

— the

in

only

rolled steel flasks; the only flasks
with the solid center rib; the only
flasks with the an^le reinforcement.

usually cheaper, by far, to use
Sterlings than to make your own
wood or cast flasks.
It is

Write to us today
for full particulars
STERLING

WHEELBARROW COMPANY
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

y^A
Sterling Rolled Steel Flask L suitable for either
bench, floor or machine moulding.

Sterling Flasks are always custom made to
meet particular needs of every type of work.
There are no standard sizes.
Write us outlining your requirements.

New York

Boston

Cleveland

Detroit

Chicago

Louis

St.

Canadian Agents:
Mussens. Limited, Montreal. Toronto, Winnipeg, Vancouver.
Sterling on a

Wheelbarrow Means More Than Sterling on

Over 3000 of the 5500 foundries
in the United States are now using

—

Sterling flasks
the rolled steel
flask with the solid center rib and
the angle reinforcement.

Silver

Autrust.

CANADIAN
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PIG IRON $60
VS.

SCRAP

$3850
—

"3.00% silicon pig now costs us $60 per ton coke $23. We are
using 50 /( pig and melting 5.5 to i. Can you help, us?"

—

(Name upon Request)

WAS

NOW

USING:

.07
50V0 pig
50% scrap

®
®

$60
38

-

$30

-

19

USING:

3o7o pig
i.07
scrap
70/0

^/
'a)

$60
38

$49

SAVING PER TON
Melting per day

$18.00
26.60
$44.60

$4.40
8 ton
$35.20

FURTHER PROOF:
"We

have read many books on foundry practice but in no
case have we received such direct, concise and common sense
instructions as are contained in your System.
The writer has
already changed the gray iron mixture to such an extent that
we are using z^Vc more scrap than heretofore and have cut
down 10% on the quantity of coke used."
(Name upon Request)

"We
The
to

I

are getting most excellent results from your System.
ratio of iron to coke has been increased from 6.63 to 9.5
a saving of 2,820 lbs, of coke per day."

—

,

A^y

(Name upon Request)

McLAIN'S SYSTEM,
/

INC.
700 Goldsmith

\\^
^y^.J"^

BIdg.

Milwaukee, Wis.
.y^

y/4-^

.<>

^^A^

^
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SAMSON
Wire Wheel Brush Sections
No Hub

MADE

or

Holder
Required
Samson
embody

secti o

ns

convenient and praca

method

tical

of

building a wheel
any desired width
of face.

DOMINION CRUCIBLE CO.
LIMITED

They have a metal disc centre punched to fit
any size of spindle, thus requiring no hub or

ST.

JOHNS, QUE.

holder.

order will convince you that Samson
Wheel Brush Sections save time and
labour and outlast other makes from 33 1-3

A

trial

Wire

per cent, to 50 per cent.

HAMILTON FACING MILLS

The Manufacturers Brush
111

CLEVELAND, OHIO
Reade Street, New York

Co.

CO. Limited

HAMILTON, ONT.
SOLE CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS

STERLING
FLASKS
HAVE THE
REPUTATION

For Lightness, Strength and Durability
ROLLED
CHANNEL

REINFORCING
CENTRE

STEEL

RIB

MUSSENS LIMITED

MONTREAL
TORONTO

WINNIPEG

VANCOUVER

Aiiiiust.

C A N A D

\\>20

I
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DINGS

Salvage This Wealth
or
In

Throw

MAGNETIC straimoR

Away

it

13

your foundry refuse are many dolworth of metals. Ding's Magnetic
Separator is the machine to solve the
problem of this waste.

lars'

The Ding's separates the refuse into
metal, good sand and
three piles

—

worthless rubbage. And into each pile
goes all of each material.

The machine

is

easily portable.

Sets

high above the floor, permitting barrows to be placed beneath to collect
One man
the separated materials.
operates the Ding's and it consumes
very little power.

Stop letting good money slip through
your fingers instal a Ding's

—

DING'S MAGNETIC SEPARATOR CO.
Home Office and Wcrha
800 SMITH ST., MILWAUKEF, WIS., U.S.A.
New York, 32 E, 42nd St. Denver, 1718 CaliDetroit, 18 Columbia St. W.
Richmond, 905 Fourth Ave.

fornia Ave.

WHITEHEAD'S

KAOLIN

for

HEAT—

"OILGAS"
INDUSTRIAL FURNACES
Save 50 c:^ of your Oil bills by adopting
Apart from this saving there is
also the saving in first cost, no duty, no
Prompt
exchange, no custom delays.
shipments and installations.

Oilgas.

For lining and patching
the Cupola, Furnace,
Ladles,
fire

etc.,

will

save

brick and the time

Any Type

for

Any

Purpose

matter what the process, if it requires heat, we can
an Oilgas Furnace that will meet the retiuireIn
ments with the highest efficiency and economy.
these days of high fuel prices Oilgas represents loo great
Bulletin and prices upon
a saving to be overlooked.

No

supply

of

your men.

request.

E. B.

FLEURY

General

Agent
1609

Queen

Combustion

Company

of Canada, Limited
St.

W.

Toronto, Ont.

619-623

New

Birks BIdg., Montreal

"Experts in the Econonrtical Combustion of
Liquid Fuels"

CANADIAN FOUNDRY MAN
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What Will Happen to Coal Prices Next Winter?
Authorities predict that the shortage of coal will be
acute next winter and just as serious as last year; that
prices will soar to new high levels.

Prepare now

to

meet

The

this situation.

surest

and

quickest method of making an immediate coal saving is
to install the Mechanical Hot Blast Heater
a direct
heating system. Wherever it is installed, it is slicing
30 per cent, to 50 per cent, from heating bills.

—

THE MECHANICAL HOT BLAST HEATER
Has the Following Patented Feature
forces warm, moist air horizontally near the floor
level in the direction needed.
This is the coal-saving
secret that has strongly appealed to keen-minded
executives. Secures the greatest amount of heat with
the least amount of coal. Burns bituminous or anthracite coal, coke, oil or gas.
It

Write for convincing proof.

Robert Gordon,

Inc., 628 W.

Monroe

St.,

Chicago

Grand Central Palace, New York, N.Y.; Bessemer BIdg.,
Pittsburgh; Sun Bldg., Detroit, Michigan
Canadian Agents: E. J. Woodison Co., Ltd., Toronto and Montreal

Branch

MAGNETIC SEPARATORS MAKE

Offices:

CRANEjr

THE DUMP WORTHLESS

Don't
crane

buy
or

without inveatNorthern Products
Aiso a line of
igating

Made

Canada.
Foundry Equipment.
in

a

hoist

—

NORTHERN CRANE WORKS
LIMITED
WALKERVILLE

ONTARIO

-

-

Cranes, Cupolas Ladles. Hoists, Tumblers
Etc.

MOORE RAPID 'LECTROMELT

ALL STEEL CONSTRUCTION

we told you that the metal contained in
your refuse means several thousand dollars a year, could you, would you be convinced if we furnish the proof?
Is it worth ten minutes of your time?
It is!
Well, then, just say, let's have the
"dope" and bulletin "F."

If

MAGNETIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY
759

FOURTH AVENUE, MILWAUKEE,

WIS.

Canadian Representatives:

THE DOMINION FOUNDRY SUPPLY CO., LTD.
TORONTO, ONT.

MONTREAL, QUE.

STEEL FURNACES
The mechanical design of the
Moore 'Lectromelt Furnace makes
for
simple,
and
practical
ease
rapidity of operation.
A higher
yield of good solid ingots and castings is insured on account of the
absence of cold shorts, hot cracks,
blow holes and surface defects.
The regularity of the heats and
speed up
rapidity of operation

—

production

and

reduce

foundry

costs.

PITTSBURGH ELECTRIC FURNACE CORP.
(Makers of Furnaces for

Steel, Iron, Brass,

and

PITTSBURGH, U.S.A.

Ferro-Alloys)

C.\ N A h
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The "Preston"
Ballbearing Electric Sand Riddle
Saves at Least $1.00 in Wages Every Hour
are high.

\\ age.-

prol)leni

to

is

Labor

make

is

scarce.

Your

the payroll dollars go

farther.

The Preston
Riddle
.\t

will

the cost

rreston"

l>all-boaring
cut

of only

will

man

your
riddle

.-and

Ic

Klectric

Sand

sifting

costs.

per

hour,

the

sand as fast as a
and for every hour

can shovel it in.
the sifter runs it will save at least
!?1.00 in wages.

duty, charges and eustuni
strong anxl durable, has few
l>arts. nothing to get out of order, is easily
pcrtable and can he attached to any ordinary plug.

exchange
delays.

rates,

It is

Vou cannot afford to be without one. Read
our free trial offer and send f-or one to-dav.

OUR TRIAL OFFER

that

Send us your address and we

will forward
"Treston" for ten days' trial. If after a
fair te.st you are not convinced that it will

Tlie "Preston" is not an expen.-ive masoon pays for itself and then
diine.
It
goes on earning sub-tantial dividends on
the original investment.

save you money, you may return the maYou are in no way obligated in
chine.

Made

accepting this

in

Canada, the "Preston" escapes

a

offer.

BOOKLET ON REQUEST.

The Preston Woodworking Machinery

Co., Limited

Preston, Ontario,

"If you need a

machine you
pay for it
whether you
use it or not

Canada

CANADIAN FOUNDRY MAN
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Furnace Castings
The

floor

born Direct

above shows a No. 405 OsRoll-Over Jolt Machine
the plant of the Thatcher

The view at the left is a close-up showing a completed cope mould on the runout car ready to be closed on the drag.

Draw

installed

in

Furnace

Co.,

Newark, N.J.
using this type of machine

They arc

Osborn Moulding Machines are helping
increase production in many of
largest and best equipped foundries.

makini;

for

feed sections, ash pits, fire pots, etc.

you experiencing any
your foundry problems?

The cope pattern of the feed section is
shown on the machine.
The practice is
to first make all the drag molds
then remove the drag pattern and substitute the
Using a single machine

pattern.

for both halves of the mould.

Asked
Osborn Roll-Over Jolt Machines
Made Regularly in the Following Sizes:
Maximum
No. 400
No. 402
No. 403
No. 403W

Maximum
24" X 24"
36" X 36"

40" X 44"
40" X 52"
52" X 54"
60" X 64"

No. 404
No. 405
No. 406

60'

7//£

X 78"

Some Osborne Moulding

••

'

*•
'*

"

'

X60"
X75"

3

18-

X IS"
X 22"

4.

5.

X 2;."
19- X 36'
26' ' X 35"

"

"

2.

29'
42'

21'
20'

"

6.

X 42"

7.

•

28' '

X 40"

8.

26

Insure rapid production.
Lower Direct ^loulding Co.st
Accelerate delivery
Effect .saving in material
Lower overhead per ton
Reduce grinding
Lessen pattern repairs
Relieve labor shortage

1

27" X 50"
29" X 57"

'

'

'

Machine Advantages

Over-all

Flask Capacity

No. 404S
No. 405S
No. 4051 S
No. 406S
No.
448
No. 449
No.
44nL
No.
450
No. 450W
4S0M
No.
No. 45IS

Are
with

Condensed Catalog.

Osborn Jolt-Stripping Machines
Made Regularly in the Following Sizes:

Over-all

Flask Capacity

for our 1920

difficulties

Our experienced engineers will be
pleased to work with you and advise the
proper rigging and equipment that will
solve your problems and increase your
production.

—

cope

the

to

Osborn Manufacwr/ng Company
/NCOPPOflA TED

Main

New York

S401

Office

Hamilton Ave.

and Factory
San Francisco

Cleveland, Ohio

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES
Allied Machinery Co. de Frani-e
19

Hue de Rocroy
I'ari.i.

France

J.

W. Jacfcman & Co., Ltd.
No. 2B Viotoria 3t.
Westminster, London, Eng.

Home
6

Company,

Ltil.

Takij-ama-Cho, K><*aslii-Ku,
Tokyo, Japan

E.

Isbecque
36

&

Cie.

Rue Otlet

Bnissells.

Belgium

Allied

Machinery Co. d'ltaJia
Corso Dante

40

Torino.

Italy

—

KnadianBiprymajn
Established 1900

Metal Industry News

Published Monthly

Some Molding Problems Often Overlooked
Showing Some Points About Molding and Founding which Most
Foundrymen Understand but Usually Overlook.
THE

two
some

issues of this perioarticles on the comdemerits of
parative meiits and
loam and dry sand moulding, with explanations relative to their value in the
construction of heavy steam cylinder

IN

last

dical v.-cre

arguments which were
would mdicate that the engine
cylinder was about the only difficult castAding which a moulder has to make.
mittedly it is a job which gives about
the most trouble of any on account of
the hitrh quality of metal which must be
contaned in it. The moulding and core
making are important on a cylinder the
same as they are on any ether casting,
but after making a perfect mould the
most important p?.rt is still undone, viz.,
work, and the

elicited

with proper metal. If cylinders are propeily poured with iron which
is hot enough to force the dirt to float
there is no real good reason why a good
But
casting should not be the result.,
pouting

it

moulding of a cylinder there are
a lot of things to be considered wi'.ich
are exactly the same as on all jobs, and
it will be on these that I will concentrate
my thoughts while writing this article.
The article in another part of this
i.ssue. entitled: "The Value of r. Scrap
Pile," suggests the whole thing in a
nut shell, e'en though we do not read
any more than the heading. T'ne scrap
pile, if properly studied, will teach lessons
which cannot be taught by an.-,
other instructor. When I say "scrap pile"
I am thinking of the foundries where
they make their own scrap. When we
buy our scrap we buy honorable scrap
which has done its duty and gone to
its reward, but when we make our
own scrap we commit a crime.
In looking over home-made scrap
piles I have seen where many expensive jobs have been lost because the
cope raised or a core moved, or a bar
sprung or some simple little thing
of this kind happsned and all the good
in the

way and which would have passed

inspec-

had not been that the core
raised a little bit at one end and left
This
a spot which would not bore out.
mould had been made with the greatest
of care and had been poured with nice
metal, but at the blind end 'where the
core print was only a few inches in diameter, the print had very little bearing
and was of very little assistance in holdtion

if

it

ing the core in the centre. This should
have been overcome by the use of chaplets, had the moulder understood what
the chaplets had to contend with and
how to secure them so as to accomplish
what they were intended to do.
I remember
seeing two very large
cylinders spoiled by using cast iron chap-

Jt would have been bad enough to
have lost one without going right at a
second one and spoiling it in the same
way.
I also remember seeing a large
pipe weighing well up into the tons
moulded in a skin-dried mould and
securely strapped to the floor and then
weights used to hold the core down.
Needless to say. it v.-as lost. On another
occasion I saw a large flywheel los< on

lets.

.".ccount

of a loose b?.r.

might name many more instances
which came under my personal observation but I have just named these four
cases as examples which will fit into
[

the line of

my

story.
In the first case the core Avas carefullv

A

under the
metal and from
this pomt of view is more to be desired
than a hard one, but unless some hard
hard.

soft

pressure of the

core

yields

slir inking

material is at the spot where the chaplet
comes the enormous upward tendency of
the core will force the head of the chaplet
to penetrate into the core to some exThis, together with the fact that
every joint and every clamp and wedge
and binder yield? a certain amount, and
as they all yield in the same direction

tent.

—

upward the combined amounts make
more than can be permitted without
making allowance
The sanie remedy which would apply
in this case would he equally as applicable in all oases, and before going into
details on the subject of remedies we
will see how close the others come to this
one.
In the second case the idea was that

the casting being bulky the ordinary
light tinned chaplets would dissolve before the casting would set and would be
useless, and that by using chunky cast
iron chaplets they would remain solid in
the centre long enough to let the casting
set, and that while this was being done
the outer part of the chaplet would be
melting and adhering to the casting, but
linfortunately this is not What takes
When the melted metal ran
place.
Mirainst the heavy chaplets it chilled sufficiently to cause a film of sufficient
thickness to form a parting between
them before the chaplet began to
soften. After this takes place it matters not hov,' hot the chaplet gets it

cannot break through this film, and
the only thing which keeps the chaplet
from falling out is the contraction of
the casting while cooling, and this
will be of little consequence as the
chaplet will have abundant time to
expand before the melted metal has

work which had been bestowed upon it
was lost just because of a simple oversight or through lack of knowledge as
to how to prevent it.
While on the subject of cylinders,
and while being opposed to the idea of
pouring them while lying on their
sides, I rem?mber having seen a large
cylinder which had been made this

made and carefully placed, but it was
made of a mixture which was not very

become too much

set to resist it, after
contracts at the
same
time, and the vibration of the casting
while being machined, will loosen the
chaplets so that they may be driven
out with ease.
In the third case, that of weighting
down the core, the moulder must have
oveiflookedi*the fact that there would be

which

COPE BOUND TO ANCHOR IRONS IN THE
FLOOR OF THE FOUNDRY.

it
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(ioiible the upward pressure on the
core that there would be on the cope, for
the rea.son that the upward pressure is
in propcrcitm to the distance from the
top of pourinj;:-basin to the point where
the pressure is being- exerted.
P'or instance, if there is a distance of twelve
inches between the pouring basin and the
partinff
there will be approximately
three pounds upward pressure to the
s^iuare inch of surface where the iron
comes against the Jiiould at this level,
minus the weight of the cope. If we
have a core which projects down another
twelve inches below the parting' we ha\'e
an upward pressure of about six pounds
to the square inch of bottom surface of
core, nnnus the weight of the core.
In the case of the loo?e bar in the cope
it will
yield from the pressure of the
metal to the extent of one pound to the
square inch of surface of sand supported
by the bar for every four inches in height

about

of metal above

it

In securing a mould so as to avoid
having it yield from the influence of the
pressure of the melted metal it must be
borne in mind that there will be additional force added on account of momentum if the metal is poured directly down
the gate, but this should not be practised.
If the metal is pouied ir.to a basin and
simply flows down into the mould, the
tendency for the cope to I'ft or for the
cere to crowd against the ton of the
mould is simply the result of the differ-

ence in weight between melted iron and
the material from which the mould or
core is made., The iron be'ng heavy tends
to go to the bottom and the cope and
core have to float on top of it unless
some means is devised to prevent it.

Cope Bound

to Floor

In the illustration shown will be seen
a properly-secured
mould looks
one-half is made in the floor. In

how
when

foundries where pit work

is

to be done,

either in green sand, dry sand or loam,
it is always best to have a system
of
properly-hnilt pits with binders.
In
binding a cope to the floor it is necessary that staples be securely fastened
into the floor so that they cannot be
moved, no matter how tightly the bolts
are diawn, but this is not always a handy
thing to accomplish. In constructing a
pit the hole should be dug big enough
to

accommodate any

of job which
it is expected will be put in it.
On the
bottom of th's pit and about 4 or 5
feet apart heavy iron beams should be
nlacod so as to project out to where the
staples or eye-bolts will be. These beams
should be bedded into concrete, but
moulding sand will answer the purpose
in most cases.
If these beams are secu'-ed to some
independent masonry so that they will
not budge, they will answer the purpose
size

without any further expense, but even
the foundation of the building will sometimes giv'i way on account of the enormous upward force, when the beams ha^ e
been secured to it, so that it is safer
to connect the cross beams to each other
bv means of a flooring of' iron plates or
planks.
I have seerf-ihe' roof raised oft'

foundry through propping a jope
with a post, so it will be seen that
outside support should not be depended
on and that it is better to rely on a
good floor in the bottom of the pit and
attached to the binder iron as we have
of a
to

it

just described.
On top of this fioci is
the mouli.
In making a mould in the pit, whether
for a pipe or an engine bed or lathe bod
•r whatever it may be, a bed of coke

about the si:',e oi walnuts should be;
spread about this flat surface.
Pipes
will
connect this coke bed to the surface as shown at H.
The covers I are
Just to keep the dirt out while the moulding is being proceeded with.
Before
shoveling in the sand some straw or jute;
bags should be spread upon the coke to
prevent the sand from working through
and clogging the coke. Sand is now put
on to a depth of about six inches, and
this Is peened and butted until it is qtiite
hard and vented with a wire into the
coke bed, after which the mould is proceeded with according to what it is that
is being moulded.
Supposing we wish
to make a pipe or cylinder on its side
split pattern, we will presume
that the pit has been rammed full of
sand and has been used as an ordinary

from a

flat floor.

Startmg Mold

We

in Pit

cavir# of slightly
greater dimensions than the pattern, and
after measuring down the depth of the
bottom half of core print we will bed in
a heavy bar of iron such as a bar of
pig iron or a large clamp at each end
and at the proper level for the core
prints to rest upon. These irons must be
bedded in solid so that they will hold up
the weight of the core when the time
comrs to set it. T'lanks will be bedded
in crosswise and about six inche? below
the level of where the bottom of the pattern will be. These are to hold up the
chaplets.
The ramming of the niould
.Tnd most of the other movements will
be of ordinary consideration just now;
what I wish to emphasize on this occasion is the setting of the cores and binding dov.n the mould.
\Vhen the mould is ready to have the
cores set the chaplets will have to be set
for holding up the weight of the core,
rhaplets should in"ariably be tinned or
.

will dig

a

copper coated. A half-inch wrought iron
haplet even though ground on the emery
wheel does not make a good joint in a
(

casting twice its thickness. If the chaplet
is cleaned in an acid bath and then imme'sed in m.eltcd tin there is no form.ation of oxide, and when the melted iron
comes in contact v/ith it it does not have
to melt the chaplet in order to take hold
The tin, which already has adof it.
hered to the chaplet, still adheres, and
th" melted iron easilv melts the tin,
which readily mixes with the iron, makThe core, if lone,
ing a perfect joint.
will require to be held with chaplets from
moving sidewise. These chaplets require
to be wedged to scmethintr solid in order to keep thorn from being forced out
nf place.
Before proceeding further it
should be undr-rstood that unless the
Jccre and mould are bound to near the

Volume XI.
crusliing point, it is next to impossible
to prevent it from rising a little bit, and
always aest to put it a litUe bit
;t is
low to begin with.

The illustration shows the mould after
the cope has been strapped down. The
the
eyedrRwbuckles are hooked to
bolts in tiie floor which in this case are
below the level and have to be dug down
to. As will be seen, there are angle irons
placed crosswise on top of the cone. On
top of these are the two long I-beams
\vi;i':ii run
the entire length of the
mould, and on top of these are the he<"vy
P- beams, to which the draw-buckles are
attached.
By this means it is alv/ays
possible to have the heavy T-beams to
come where they will be in line with the
floor staples, and it is possible to have
the angle iron (U) where 'hey will cover
the c'iiaplets as well as the bars in the
cope.
All of these beams are put in
position to start with, care being taken
to have every chaplet and every bar
covered. The draw buckles are then attached and evenly drawn down until the
cope is perfectly secure. This part looks
simple and satisfactory enough to the
average moulder, who thinks that after
he has slipped a wedge in here and there
that the job is done, but he should remember that it takes about double the
power to hold down the core that it does
to hold the cope. Long, thin iron wedges
should be driven between the anerle iron
bars IT and the dhaplet so that they are
vise.
held
in
a
as secure as though
Wedges ate also to be driven between
and the bars of the cope to
the bars
prcent them from being forced upwards
e\'en though the entire flask is made cf
iron as the bolts are liable to yield a

U

little

bit.

The matter of building up runners and
attending to the vents, etc., is probably
well enough understood, although it is
interesting study.
.\ question
v.'hich frequently worries
a studious pupil is that of securing the
Some will
anchor iron into the floor.
say that the tendency of any heavy body
is downward and that if beams similar
to the heavy T-beams which are on top
are run under the mould in line with
the top pr.es, they would be sufficient,
If the crossbut such is not the case
beams are not built into concrete or

bound fast by some means they will be
drawn up through the casting as soon as
the core and cope start to strain upward, hut b'"' having a floor from one

beam
the

to another

it

mould clamped

is

similar to having
bottom board.

to a

The Editor was a believer in 'yellow'
journalism and ran this as a leading
"The business man of this
editorial:
town who

is

in the

habit of hugging his
quit, or we will

stenographer had better
publish his name."

The next day thirty-seven

business

men

called at the office, paid up their
subscriptions a year in advance, left
thirty-seven columns of advertising to
run indefinitely, and told the editor not

nay any attention
"The Yellow Strand."
to

to

fool
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Jobs Encountered in the Small Rural Foundry
Many Queer Stunts Are Performed in the Little Country Shop
and Many a So-called First-class City Man Would Find It None
Too Easy to Hold a Job
By

SPEAKING

about the small country
foundry brings out many interesting features in foundry practice
which cannot be experienced anywhere
else to such good advantage as in these
small, and now almost extinct wayside
thus
institutions, and the experience
gained is of inestimable value in doing
more important jobs in the larger and

A. H.

OBO

Place the kettle on a board the same
would ordinarily be done with
a
good pattern, but before ramming up
the cheek fill in around the ears with
sand and make a parting similar
to
that shown in Fig. 2. Do likewise with
as

more modem shops.
Take for instance a kettle.
Every
molder who has ever worked in a country foundiy knows
how to make a
sugar kettle.
It is a simple job with
a good pattern.
The ears are made so
as to draw out in sections, the one part
being perfectly straight or with a little
taper, while the other half resembles
the familiar molder's tool known as a
horn gate. These two pai'ts of the pattern are dowelled together at the point

FIG.

1— KETTLE PATTERN WITH LOOSE
PARTS.

where they meet, and both parts are
pinned to the kettle with loose pins
which are withdrawTi before ramming

The three leg patterns are
dowelled with very short pins on the
loose leg, which allows it to lift off freely.
The illustration. Fig. 1, shows the
the inside.

pattern with the loose parts ready to
be shoved up into place, where they
will be tucked into the sand, to
be
drawn out separately.
Now supposing a farmer comes along
with a kettle which
he has borrowed

nc.

from

2-USING

LVJRROWED
PATTERN.

KETTLE

FO.H.

neighbor and insists on having
it,
how will the molder proceed to use it for a pattern without first
removing the ears and the legs? This
is ver>- easily accomplished, if the molder puts his thinking cap on.
one

his

like

FIG.

l-SHOWING APPEARANCE OF GOOD
SHARE PROPERLY MADE.

the legs. The mold will now be proceeded with the same as usual up to and
including the time of lifting off the
cope and cheek and drawing the pattern.
This will be straiglit ahead work, but
instead of having the ear patterns and
the legs to draw, we have first to take
patterns for these which we may have
on hand, or which we have whittled out
for the occasion, and place them on the
print which has been left by the ears
and legs of the erstwhile pattern. Sand
will now be tucked in around them and
nailed, when the patterns
for
these
parts will be drawn
and the mold
finished in the usual manner.
In making up the sand around the legs, the
eye is sufficient guide, but for the ears
it is best to have a piece of paste board
or any stiff material, cut to the proper
circle of the kettle so that the sand may
be accurately shaped and the casting
produced of even thickness, and as neat
as though made from a real pattern.
This same method of molding can be
utilized on lots of work to better advantage than making proper patterns,

even
done

in
in

good shops where everything

modem

cope which has been temporarily rammed up. A piece of iron about one and
and one-half inches wide, and as long
as the share is to be, is polished on the
emery wheel or cleaned up in any manThis iron
ner, so long as it is clean.
is placed on the improvised pattern to
form a guide to make the bottom of the
share to. It also answers as a chill as
far as it goes. This strip of iron may
be shimmed up to whatever position is
requir-ed before sifting on the sand.
In Fig. 3 will be seen the old share
lying on its back with the strip of iron
on it. The bottom half of the mold is
proceeded with as in the case of any
)

.

I

2— SHOWING DESIGN OF SHARE BEFORE
BEING WORN.

FIG

plow point, and after rolling it over,
making the parting, the
and while
amount which is worn away is made
up as shovm in Fig. 4. In making this
up a certain amount of judgment and
care

is

required

to

get

it

the exact

is

but particularly
country shops where things
style,

in the little
are not always the same as in the city
shop. Frequently a customer will bring
in a stove cover and want a casting
made from it, but, of course, he does
not want the catches
broken out to
facilitate the molding,
because if this
were done he would require two new
ones.
The good casting can be used
as a pattern by filling in behind
the
catches the same as was done
on the
kettle, and then filling up the space after
the pattern is drawn.
On a delicate
thing like the catch on a stove cover
it
is best, after drawing
the pattern,
not to try to bed in a catch pattern, but
to fill up all the space and then cut in
the catch.
I'low Points

Another interesting job which comes
shop is a worn out plowshare.
If the plow is a foreign make
and the pattern is not available, it is
quite easy to make a good casting from
to the country

The part of the
a badly worn share.
share which fits the plow is never worn,
and by cleaning it on the inside and
filing away enough to allow for shrinkage, it is molded by laying it on its
back on a board, or preferably on a

SHARE LYING ON
.S- OLD
WITH CHILLING-STRAIGHT-EDGE

FIG.

ITS BACK
IN PLACE.

shape which the top of the share should
Parting sand is put on and the
be.
The
cope rammed up and lifted off.
sand which was built up to form the top
design is now cut away, and in addition,
the sand is cut away from the bottom

FIG.

4— SHOWTNG APPEARANCE OF SHARE
WITH PROPER SAND BUILT TO IT.

the proper shape for that part of
the share.
The pattern is now drawn
and the mold
finished
the same
as
though a good pattern had been used.
to

Continued
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Educational Value of the
Scrap Pile

Volume XI.
Second.
a

— Over-production,

which puts

premium on careless, sloppy work.
Third.— The attempt to make good ma-

terial out of junk.

Fourth.- -1-^alse economy, which results
little fuel, too much
scrap, cheap refractories and too great
a reliance in green sand molding.
It has been the writer's experience that
of all troubles in the foundry, about 10
per cent, can be traced to the melting
department and the other 90 to the

from the use of too

Bad Castings Can Be Used from an Educational
Standpoint to Great Advantage if Foundrymen
Will Study the Causes Underlying Them.
Bv HENRY TRAPHAGEN

DEFECTIVE
ut th(!

castirifrs— the tenants
scrap pile offer to the dis-

—

cerning and ambitious foundryman knowledg-e that is beyond price.
Show the foundry expert the scrap pile,
and he will tell you the calibre of the
foundry, fcr evidence of eitlier constructive progress or the senseless repetition
of blind ignorance, is indelibly and relentlessly stamped on that tell-tale pile
of rusting iron.

depends upon whether the defec3xamined
or whether they are buried away under
It all

tive castings are intelligently

what the real value of the
scrap pile will be to the foundry.. Intelligently examined and constructively
criticized, a defecti\e casting will invariably point out the antidote, but if
it
is hidden away and
treated as an
enemy i-ather than a friend, it means
that casting after casting will be turned
out in the same old way; the customer
will be dissatisfied;
the
foundryman
will have made no progress, and the establishment itself will finally rest in the
financial scrap heap.
The up-to-date foundry should have at
least
one
competent,
experimental
molder, who is paid by the day, and not
hurried; his business is to investigate
the proper method of gating and heading castings as they come into the shop.
Every department is interested, every
responsible department head lends his
bit to the fund of general knowledge.
The work of the experimental molder is
old barrels,

thoroughly examined and discussed. If
consistent and concentrated effort is
mr.de, it will be but a short time before
the experimental molder is turning out
a sound casting

He May Go

to

China

When

the casting comes right, then it
should be either sketched
or
photographed with the gates and heads attached, and a permanent record made. Tf the
same job comes back a year or two later

immaterial whether the experimenmolder is in China or the superintendent in parts unknown that casting can
he made again, for the proper method of
making it is on record.
It would appear at first sight that experimental m.clding would be an almost
endless
task;
that
the
experimental
molder would have to start out on an
entirely new tack every time a casting
came into the shop, and that the number of records necessary would be almost
overwhelming, but if foundrymen will
it

tal

IS

—

carefully investigate this method of experimental work, they will find that after
nil. the number of real basic defects that
are found in castings are comparatively

They

discover that castings
naturallj group themselves into a few
well-dt-tined classes and that each clas.s
is subject to characteristic defects that
are easily recognized, and in a short
time they will learn to discount possible
defects at the start.
fe>v.

will

If the foundryman can grasp the broad
conception of castings as a whole; if he
can master the few fundamental laws
Gi solidifying metal, he will have made
no small measure of progress towaid the
desired end. But unfortunately, it seems
to be the common impression that the
various branches of iron and steel founding are peculiar, each to itself; for instance, the malleable man imagines that
his troubles are quite distmct from those
of the gray iron
shop, while the gray
iron founder is urder the impression that
gray iron and semisteel obey laws that
were designed especially for that class
of work, and it is sometimes amusing to
hear the steel man dilate upon the peculiar and mysterious troubles of the steel

business.

Now if the foundryman will only recognize the fact that all these various
metals are alloys of carbon and iron,
that they all merge one into the other
without any sharp line of distinction,
and furthermore, that they all in general
obey the same laws, then the great light
will dawn upon him that there are but
few real basic troubles in a foundry.
Several fundamental difficulties that
are found in foundries have been described in the literature on the subject,
but
unfortunately these
descriptions
seem to be lost in a maze of papers dealing with the
various peculiarities of
chemical
ingredients,
new-fangled
methods of chemical analysis, long discussions on grain aggregates, and in fact
evfrything under the sun except a frank,
plain discussion of the
foundryman's
troubles.
It is because of the great difficulties in wading through a mass of
literature that the average foundryman
has become disgusted with chemists and
scientists in general, and judging fiom
the impractical, high-brow contributions
that they have given to latter-day literatui;e, it woulc' appear that the foundryman's disgust is well founded.
If the

foundryman

will carefully study

his defective castings the writer believes

that he will ultimately agree that all of
the defectives can be traced to one of a
very few fundamental errors. In general
these fundamental errors may be summed up as follows:
First.
The personal equation, or in
other words, the carelessness of the

—

workman.

molding department.
To produce a good casting from any
kind of iron or steel,

it is

absolutely es-

sential that the metal be hot and fluid.
But unfortunately, hot, lively metal is

not as common in our foundries as one
^vould be led to expect, and the causes
of cold metal may be briefly summarized as follows:

may be too low.
error and generIt
ally results in cold, sluggish metal.
is a simple matter to determine whether
or not the bed is low.
Leave the tap
hole open, turn on the blast, and note
the time it takes for the first metai to
run over the spout. If iron appears in
less than 10 minutes, it is almost a ceitainty that the bed is too lew.
A low
bed means dirty, porous, weak castings,
because of the metal melting directly in
front of tuyere blast and becoming unduly oxidized.
Another prolific source of cold metal
lies in the attempt to conform to a preIn the dicarranged milling' ratio.
tionary of common sense there is no such
word as melting ratio. The correct melting ratio is the amount of coke that will
give hot. fluid metal, and this amount
of coke will vary with the size of the
cupola, the amount of scrap used, the
kind of coke, the percentage of steel used
in the mixtures, and the size and condition of the sprues. It is therefore evident how ridiculous it is for anyone to
;ittempt to lay down a specific melting
ratio for oupola practice.
Cold metal in the converter can genIn
erally bs laid to one or two causes.
the first place the metal in the cupola
may be cold for one of the reasons just
enumerated: the percentage of ^ilicor
may be too low foi' successful blowing,
cr what is most common, the lining of
the converter may be too wet, or there
:nay be a leak either in the wind chest
It is
or somewhere along the line.
rarely fourd that cold metal can be
traced to a variation in chemical content, and before the foundryman wastes
any time fooling around the laboratory
t is far bettor that he examine his
cupola practice, his converter linings and
his wind apparatus.
The bed

Th;s

is

in the cupola

a very

common

Another Cause for Cold Metal
There is another gr^at fundamental
cause for cold iron, and this cause operates not only in the cupola, but in the
openconverter, th.e air furnace, the
hearth furnace, the crucible furnace and
even in the electric furnace.

Wo

refer to the effects of oxygen, or
commonly called, oxidized metal.
Theio is no dispi^ting the fact that foundries very frequently receive shipments
as

it

is

of pig iron that will not product hot iron,
no matter how careful the melting practice may be, and such iron is delivered
much more frequently than the average
foundryn xn 'la-i any idea of. It is use-

check up the analyses of such mafor the hlast furnace laboratory
report will in ncaily every case be cor-

less to
terial,

and 'he fact that it is correct furnishes the thief alibi for ihe furnace.
Fig iron is sold on chemical analysis
only, and it is pi-esumed that if the
ana'ysis conforms to the customer's remust necessarily
quirements the iron
be satisfactory, but nothing is further
from the truth in my judgment. The pig
rect,

such
causes
generally
that
disagreeable
of
train
long
a
as
porous castings,
such
troubles,
cupolas,
bunged-up
ladles,
skulled
etc., is a product of over-production; the
furnace people may not be able t'j write
a loomed, scientific explanation of this
pheu'-mcnon, but they know when such
iron is made and they also know to

iron

whom

tr;e

iron
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sent.

Tho furnace people know when they
ha^e what is called an off -heat, and they

know that these off-heats are caused by badly worn furnace linings, the
use of coke breeze, the use of scrap and
turnin,j:s in the charges, or the attempt
to ?:melt a \ory refractory ore, such as
magnetite. It appears that such off pig
iron is caused by the presence of oxides
H.issolvea
the metal and it is probable
that the most prolific source of this
trouble is due to undecomposed ore, descending into the hearth and dissolving
in the metal.
The average foundrjTnan is not interested in the theory of this condition,
but he is, or should be, vitally interested
in being able to pick out such defective
irons.
Oxygenated pig iron is generally
invariably
full of gas and dirt, almost
uiion breaking the pigs a large gas cavity
will be found in the interior.
If, on breaking a shipment of iron, you
find that it is consistently unsound and
full of gas cavities, reject that iron if
you can possibly get away with it. But
if the furnace absolutely refuses to take
such iron bad-, which is too often the
case, then the only recourse left to the
foundryman is to hold the shipment in
the yard and use it very gradually, say
one pig to a charge, until the pile is
gone.
Defective pig iron seems to be getting
'nore common every day; the writer has
found it in practically every kind of a
foundry, ranging from malleable iron up
to steel.
The furnaces will continue to
ship such iron just
as
the
so lonnr
foundryman is content to buy by chemical
annly^is, and chemical analysis alone.
also

m

The Effect of Rust
Another source of cold, sluggish iron
and steel lies in the use of thin, dirty,
msty scrap. Such material as rusty
flashings,
turninp'S;
shearings, punchin;rs and other fine voluminous scnip has
no place in the melting furnace, if the
meltpr expects to get sound, bealthy
metnl. Such ;crap is being used lit'.rally
bv t^'ousands of tons in our open-hearth
furnaces to-day.

It

is

common

in steel

UNDRY
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foundries, malleable shops and gray-iron
But the result is the same,
foundries.

no matter what type of furnace is being
used or what kind of product is being
manufactured.
Witness cur quick-rusting sheets, our
brittle steel, our deep drawing stock that
won't draw, our hard cast iron, brittle
malleable, and dirty poi'ous castings, and
you have a survey of the penalty for
urging your scrap on the producer.
Rust is an oxide of iron, and it is
During the melting profinely divided.
cess this rust or oxide enters the metal
and becomes emulsified. .A.nd no amount
of fluxes, deo.xidizers, or other cleansing
I believe susagents will get it out.
pended oxides in metal are causing more
trouble to-day in the iron and steel industry than any other one thing. The
use of such material is directly at variance with all the sound principles of
metallurgy. How long the manufacturers will use this material and how long
continue to receive
the consumer will
such metal is a problem. But the light
is breaking and the day of reckoning
for the iron and steel manufacturers who
attempt to melt up nothing but junk, is
close at hand.
It would appear at first sight that cold
metal is distinctly a problem, of the
melting department, but it affects the
molding department so strongly that the
molder must take it into consideration.
It is a well-known fact that the moment
molten metal strikes the mold a large
volume of gas is generated. This gas
the decomposition of
is formed from
binding materials, but most of it comes
from the water that is in the mold.
If such gas is not allowed free exit
it is going to be trapped in the metal,
and the colder the metal is the more
quickly it will set, and the more likely
it is that the gas will be trapped under
a skin of frozen metal.

How many times does a foundry turn
out what is apparently a perfect casting,
only to find it rejected in the machine
shop just as soon as the fi'-st cut is taken
from the cope side. The gas trying to
escape has been trapped just below the
surface because the metal has set too
quickly to allow the gas to get away;
this i? a very common defect in greensand molding, hence the necessity when
attempting to make green-sand work, of
having the metal very hot and fluid and
venting not only the cope but the drag
and making sure that the vents in the
Clares are wide open.
The Sins of the Covered Core

An

interesting sidelight in conection
with this discussion is the question of
oil-sand cover cores. It is a very common
occurrence to find a casting made under
n t^ick. hard oil sand cover core with
absolutely no provision for the
escape
of

"-as.

Thf'

foundryman

t>'p

writer

is

remarkable how frequently this mistake
IS made.
The question of slirink heads or risers
is one that is given too little consideration in the foundry.
A head to be of
any value must be large enough in cross
section so tlie heap sand will not freeze
It up too quickiy.
It is well to remember
that probably not over 30 per cent, of
the cross section of a head is availfor
feeding,
able
and
this
stateip.ent
applies
with
mort
ihan
ordinary force to the neck of the feeder;
it
is folly to make a great big head
and then neck it dov.n so narrow that
the nock freezes almost
instantly, and
it is equally
futile to expect a head to
feed if it is not placed squarely upon
the casting.
But how often doe.s one
find a hsad with a neck say 21/2 or 3
inches in diameter, about one-fourth of
which is attached tr the casting and the
is wandering off in space?
The common practice of taking an

rest

old
splintered block of wood, sticking it into
the pattern with a nail, and attempting
to make an efficient head is the falsest
of false economy.
A foundry should
have a stock of standard heads carefully
made in the pattern shop and fitted with
dowe! pins so that they can be set
squarely upon the pattern with little
danger of being misplaced.
There is a tendency among foundrymen of the present day to skimp on
heads
They love to talk about their
very low sprue returns, but they neglect
to state that the welder works overtime every night.
Molten metal will
shrink as it cools, and that shrinkage
must be taken up either by overhead
feeding or internal chilling, and when
a foundryman tries to tell you that his
castings vre sound without any kind
of feeding, that man is trying to change
the laws of nature, and personally I
cannot see how he is going to get away

with

it.

Another big question

in the foundry
to-day is the matter of water in its various forms. There is probably ro other
one factor, with the possible exception
of oxygen, that has so much to do with
the success or failure of a foundry as
water. Consider a moment some of the
troubles directly traceable to the old
H2O.
In the cupola, for instance, we
have the well known rubber bottom from
wet bottom sand; we ha\'e cold metal
and slow melting from wet coke, wet
iron, and moisture-laden aii. In the converter we have wild heats, cold metal
and out linings, from the lining being too
wet.
In the foundry we have the wellknown pin holes from the m^tal boiling
on the surface of a wet mold; we have
entrapped gas and dirt, because too much
water in the facing and heap sand has
frozen the metal prematurely and securely trap)ied the gas and dirt within.

3tru""gles alon"'

and probably gets two out of ten castines
whereas if he would merely puncture the
cover core with three or four pop heads
and lot the eras out, the probabilities are
t^at all of the casfnes would come good.
There is not a week that passes but that
this

lUt)

not called unon to remedy

mistake in some foundry, for

it

is

Hydraulic Castings and Green-Sand

Molds

A

casting may look sound, but millions of tiny bubbles of exnloding steam
have made it porous so that it will not
stand up under gas or water pressure.
AW over the country foundi-ies are making hydraulic and ammonia castings by
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they are
the green-sand method, and
stoutly I'laiminc: the tact that they are
getting away with it. Careful investigatK'H, however, will prove that the consumer is ktpt busy closing up porosities
and that every so often a truck load of
defective castings are brought back to
the foundry and are carefulJy smuggled
in the back door, so too many people
won't see them. It is possible to make
hydraulic castings in green-sand molds,
but it is not possible to make t.hem day
in and day out and be fairly certain that
they are all sound. It is almost an impossibility to control the water in the
green-sand mold, and water suddenly
converted into steam has a habit of ex|)loding in the most unforeseen places
As a
antl in the most peculiar ways.
general rv.le, a hydraulic or gas casting
should be made in a thoroughly baked
mold, and if proper materials are used,
and the melting is carefully clone and the
mold is kept clean, there is no trick in
turning out acceptable hydraulic castings.

There is one more item in the molding
department that deserves attention and
that is the proper method of pouring.
receives a great many
contributions because of the carelessness
or incompetency of the man at the ladle.
Every ladle of metal should be held for
a minute or two to allow the 'slag and
other impurities to come to the surface.
Stopping to allow the metal tc clear itself may seem like a waste of time to
production hog, but if the
the mociern
gentleman will stand by a ladle and
watch the various impurities float up
to the surface he will understand why it
pays to give the metal time to clear.
In the end more good castings will accrue
from such practice, and in the final analysis real production will be increased.
Metal going into a sand mold should be
poured evenly and carefully, and under

The scrap

struction in foundry practice, and this
paper has been written in an attempt
to

induce the foundryman to

commune

with his defectives, to study their peculiarities, to grasp principles of casting
in their broadest sense, to realize his
and
responsibility to the community,
finally, it is written with the hope that
the foundryman will earnestly strive to
manufacture sound castings rather than
alibi.s and fictitious nrodUction sheets.

SAND AS A LUBRICANT
In the last issue there appeared an
article under this heading, and in order
to show more clearly the meaning to be

taken from

it,

we have produced an

illus-

tration giving three views of a shaft and
bearing. On the upper one will be seen a
clean, smooth shaft running in a neatfitting bearing with £v tight oil cup connected to the oil channels in the bearing.
In an engine-room the cover could be
taken off the oil cup at any time and the
cup filled, but in a foundry it is different.

The second view shows how it would
appear after being used for a while in a

It is

to

be

obviously impossible for any one

or group of men to enumerate, much
less describe, the many apparent defects
and troubles that exist in a foundry. If
the fonndryman will carefully study and
•exanjino the defective castings, if ho
will try to trace out his problems from
cause to effect rather than trust to dumb
luck, he v/ill find, as stated before, that
the
the real fundamental troubles in
foundry are comparatively few.
The value of a scrap pile lies in the
fact that it offers a real course of in-

man

oil

channels,

with

in the illustration

the result
shaft all

— the

cut to pieces so. that in a few days it is
jumping and shaking everything apart.
This is one thing which foundxymen
must learn if machines are to be a sucIt matters not if it is a molding
machine, or the fan or rumbler or emerywheel, the o:l cup must be thoroughly
cleaned before opening, as dust and dirt
settles everywhere around a foundry. The
fact that a man is behind with his work
The shaft would be better
is no excuse.
not oiled at all than oiled with sand and
This work should be done the
oil mixed.
same as it is done in the engine-room,
before the shop starts operations in the
morning. When the machinery is standing still is the time to clean it up and fill

cess.

the

oil

cups.

FOUNDRY INSTRUCTORS
Referring to the scarcit;: oL Journeymen moulders and the few shops training a full complement of boys under the
old-fashioned apprenticeship method, a
writer suggests. "The reai^on is uiat it
getting impossible to obtain a sufl&number of boys willing to take a
four years' apprentice course in mouldThey prefer other work where the
ing.

F""

immediate pay i.s better. The result is
that the fqundry industry, while making headway, in breaking in laborers to
become molding machine operators, ia

making but few moulders.
"Sc/me of our members are meeting
problem by keeping in their employ
one or more moulders' instructors, whose
duty if is to take direct supervision of
the new recruits and give them intensive
training.
When not engaged with newcomers, the instructor is assisting in
improving the skill and upgrading those
previously employed.
this

"The success of this plan depends on
young men who are interested

selecting

and willing to start
the hourly rates paid unskilled laPlacing them under the direct
borers.
supervision of an instructor, their enthusiasm is kept up, and they can see
their
early possibilities of improving
skill and likewise increasing their earnin learning a trade

at

lb is far
sult of fast, furious pouring.
better v/hen dealing with a casting havbacking a large flat surface, to cut

it is possible to allow the metal
slide parallel to the core, there will
far less cittinp- and vniicli less dirt.

shown

cient

no consid-jration should hot metal be
poured at high pressure directly over
Cuts and
a large flat area of sand.
scabs and snakes are too often the re-

If

the

into

is

pile

up gates and break the forcel of the
stream of metal rather than resort to a
mass of finishing nails, a lot of swabbing and other dodges to prevent the
fiicing from cutting.
Another exceedingly common error is
the practice of pouring metal directly
up against a core at right angles to it.
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TOP VIEW— PERFECT SHAFT BEARING.
SECOND VIEW— OIL CUP COVERED WITH

FOUNDRY DIRT.
BOTTOM VIEW—DAMAGE WROUGHT BY
SAND.

foundry. This does no harm, because the
cover prevents any of the sand which has
accumulated on top from getting into the
When the oil cup has to be
oil chamber.
filled it is a simple matter to take a
molder's brush and clean it off as clean as
the upper one before lifting the cover,
but unfortunately this is seldom done
around a foundry.
In the third view will be seen the usual
method adopted. The oiler comes along
and lifts the lid with the spout of the oil
can and in so doing lifts most of the sand
which is above the top of the oil cup.
If a lot of sand should fall in he might
take a hint, but just enough falls in to
nicely mix with the oil and find its way

ings.

"It is my opinion that the lack of
and
satisfactory results in obtaining
holding a desirable class oi young men
on the part of some firms, is that they
have attempted to place the work of infoundry
structing upon their regu'ar
foreman, who, in the majority of inwith
stances, is already fully occupied
general supervision of the shop, and is
unable to give the necessary attention to
the newcomer, who after a feW ^ays'

experience, gets discouraged and drops
out.

recently had brought to our
of instances where
foundries have placed ads in local papers
for young men to learn molder's trade,
stating rate of wages paid while being

"We have

attention a

number

Continued on page 205
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NEW AND IMPROVED EQUIPMENT
A

Record

of

Output and

Machinery Development Tending Towards Higher Quality,

Efficiency

MAKING -MENCO" MOUNTS
The high cost in time and money of
making duplicate patterns for quantity

Foundry,

in

Pattern

and

Metal

NEW DEPARTURE

IN MOLDING
MACHINE EFFICIENCY

A

A

novel invention and one which has
to commend it, is the Howe Molding Machine, manufactured by the R. J.
Teetor Company of Muskegon, Michigan.
Suspended from an I-beam, extending'
lengthwise over the molding floor, the
michine is held rigidly between the

production of castings even when using
the molding machine has been practically eliminated by the use of a materThe system or.
ial known as Menco.
which it is worked is in many respects
method of
time
similar to the old
making plaster follow boards, or perhaps more like makmg the more mod-

much

em

pressed air legs.
As the molder's work progresses toward the wall, he turns a valve releasing
the air in the two air legs, leaving the
on
ball
machine entirely suspended

sand-matoh. As every foundrymaii
knows, when making a follow-board he
must first get his permanent patterns
prepared, usually in aluminum or metal
The molder then rams up
of some sort.
the bottom half of a mold with the pat
tern in its proper place and after getting the parting ready, instead of ramming up the cope, he puts a frame
around the pattern and either rams it
full of oil-sand compound and screws a
board onto the back or else fastens the
plaster
board on first and pours the
In the course of
through an opening.
a few hours this sets and only requires
to be cleaned up a bit to be a finished
follow board fitted to the pattern.

and overhead beam by two com-

floor

Work

Generally

recently brought out another type of
monorail.
The novel feature consists in placing
the man in the cage in a basket or elevator which can be raised or lowered
by means of a telescoping arrangement.
The cables connecting the controllers for
the various motors are all arranged with
a flexible connection, so that the man has
control of the travel motor, the hoist
motor and the motor for hoisting himself up and down in whatever position
the cage may be. This enables a man to
go out into the yard with a one or twohook monorail, pick up a flask and bring
it
into the foundry without bothering

This was all right in its
day, and
was considered as a great achievement,
but it is only suited to hand work.
In machine molding, particularly on
roll over draw type of machine it is
required that two half
patterns
be
mounted on the machines so arranged
that they exactly match each other. To
accomplish this the molder begins as
before and after getting
ready, instead of making

his

parting-

the

follow
board he rams up the cope and lifts it
off and places it on its bac!;.
He then
proceeds to draw the pattern and cut
the gate unless a gate pattern has been
provided.
In fact he does everything
which he would have done if making an
ordinary mold.
When borh halves ai'e
properly finished he puts a frame on
each and mixes the "menco" to the consistency of mortar and fills both parts
and levels them off. When the mixture
begins to get sluggish the boards are
screwed onto the frames and the whole
thing allowed to stand for about fifteen hours when it will be found to be
sufficiently hard to handle with safety.
After washii.g it clean, place it in a
warm spot for a few days to dry, keeping the surface moist until the inside is
dried out.
After it is thoroughly dry
it may be polished with a piece
of very
fine sand paper and given a good coaling of shellac, when it will be ready to
mount on the machine.
Patterns
of
this kind are known as "mounts" and as
will be seen they are a combination follow board and pattern in one piece, and
by making th.rm in this way a great
saving is accomplished.

HOWE MOLDING MACHINE.
bearing wheel.: carried by the overhead
clear of all obstructions on

beam and
the floor.

He pushes
ward the

the machine a few feet towall, turns the air valve, and

legs are thrust down to the
the machine is level and rigid
regardless of irregularities of the floor.

the

air

floor;

The machine is as stable in use as a
wall bench or a stationary machine set
in concrete.

A

side table for cores, etc.,
die shelf are provided.

and a

rid

In its simplest form it is really a
movable molding bench, and in addition
to this, any degree of complication may
be included in the machine, from the
plain bench up to the
universal
ma-

chine

if

so wished.

with a helper. It also enables him, in
gathering up boxes of castings in a foundry gangway, to go along some time
after they have been loaded and allowed
to cool for a while and pick them up,
taking care of his own hitches in the
foundry and his own releases in the
cleaning room. In cases where a laborer
is absolutely necessary, the laborer can
ride in the cage with the operator to
the point where he is wanted, and the
cage can be lowered to such a position
that he can drop ani attend to the hooking. Also, in some cases, both the laborer
and operator would have to work together in handling flasks
under
the
monorail or away from un ier the monorail.

He: "I have your permission to call
evening?"
She: "I shall bo very pleased; but

this

NEW TYPE OF MONORAIL
The H. M. Lane Company,
tempts

to

in their atsolve foundry problems, have

don't forget that father switches off the
light at ten o'clock."

He: "That's kind of you.
at ten sharp."

I'll

be there
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The Design and Treatment
Paper Read

of Steel Castings

Annual Meeting of the Iron and

at the

Steel Institute

of Great Britain.
By
is

much

ITtween

to be regretted that, be-

Engineers and Steelfounders,
so little interchange of the
knowledge gained by experience on the
subject of the production and treatment
conof steel castings, a subject of very
there

is

siderable importance to a large proporthis
in
tion of the trades carried on
steei
in
reliability
greater
as
country,
castings would result from a better un-

GEORGE

F.

PRESTON, SHEFFIELD

has been followed by "cracks"
in the casting, through the effect of using
such chills not having been fully conAn alternative method which
sidered.
"chills"

might be adopted for some castings is
to arrange for the cooling from a temperature above 770° C. to take place in
a preheated furnace, care being taken
to "strip" the casting at a temperature
suft'iciently above this to enable it to be
sealed up in the furnace before the

temperature has fallen to the danger
This method was adopted with
point.

FIG.

success in the case of a casting for a
having a
ship of world-wide repute,
the
about
heavy flange, or seating,
middle of its length, after several un-

2.

derstanding of requirements and difficulties by users and suppliers.
used extensively
Steel castings are

Some diffifor very diverse purposes.
culties which have arisen in the foundry
have been due to the non-appreciation of
the fact that, at the recalescence point
ArP> in the cooling curve of steel, conis arrested and an actual exIn an ordinary
pansion takes place.
0.3 per cent, carbon steel the expansion
between 690° and 650° C. is approximately equal to the amount of contraction between 790° and 710° C; therefore in some castings of intricate design
reversals of stress do not occur simultaneously in all parts. If such castings
are left in the sand or on the floor, cooling at unequal rates in various parts,
contraction will be taking place in some
portions whilst in others expansion will
occur, when adjacent members are in a

successful attempts had been made to
obtain a satisfactory casting by other

means.
Cases occur where the Engineer would
be put to increased cost, or experience
a difficulty, by omitting some portion
to from the founder's standpoint, as, for example, in a cylinder or

objected

traction

or weak condition, resulting in
"pulls" or "cracks." When such difficuloccur,
stress
ties due to reversals of
modification in design by the Engineer,
?o as more nearly to equalize the thickone
affords
parts,
nesses in critical

plastic,

by
is
Another
remedy.
"chilling" or using one of the various
methods, not altogether looked on with
favour by the Engineer, for making the

means

of

FIG.

4.

tube such as that shown in Figs. 1 and
2, having a heavy flange, XX', 2 to 4
feet from the mouth, and used only for
bolting the cylinder on to its entablature,
which presents two difficulties to makers.
One is to feed the square flange to ensure soundness; the other, which is possibly of more consequence, is to prevent
pulling in the bore of the cylinder about
the centre of the width of the flange
In such cases probably no
(see "A").
really serious objection could be raised
flange a
to introducing in this heavy

frame (Fig. 3), previously cast in steel,
to act as a "chill," thus equalizing the
insuring an
rate of cooling and also
absence of cavities in the surrounding
metal. There would be little theoretical
of
loss
practical
no
and probably

"piping" in parts where it is of the utmost importance that a large factor of
safety should be provided.

The making of a ship's stem— free
from defects might be instanced as an

—

illustration of this important point as to
necessary
of
size
the position and

"feeding heads," to ensure soundness, or,
on the other hand, of alteration in design to obviate them a problem which,

—

iT'-^r^
FIG.

5.

to the great divergence in the
types of castings required by users, is
relatively more difficult of general solution (even if not of the same importance) than the recently much discussed

owing

question of producing sound ingots.

Such a casting usually has heavy
brackets cast between the webs at the
deck positions, largO radii, advisedly,
being usually formed, thus further inmass at these
creasing the relative
places. There is little doubt that a more
satisfactory casting would result, even
if, superficially considered, such does not
appear to be the case (owing to unsoundness or "piping" not being apparent on the surface), by breaking the
continuity of the junction of the bracket
with the section of the webs, particularly at the extreme forward point, as such
recesses in the deck brackets can safely
be filled in later by electric welding and
caulked to make perfectly water-tight.
If "feeding heads" are placed over tnese
brackets the steel will remain fluid at
these places after the general contour
of the stem casting has solidified, thus

tending to unsoundness, distortion, and

Another
troubles through contraction.
point which should be borne in mind
in connection with castings of this type
is that during the period of cooling
casting the curved contour will
tend to approximate to a straight line.
after

Cavity

strength, as unless the "chill" was of excessive thickness it would to a large degree be fused by the fluid-steel.
In the case of important castings subjected to severe stresses, such as large
etc., the fullest and most
careful consideravion should be given by
designer to the placing of heavy
ircmasses or sections of metal where adequate arrangements can be made for
"feeding," as, in the absence of "feeding
heads," the thinner surrounding sections
will "draw" on such reservoirs of molten
or
unsoundness
in
steel and result

gun mountings,
FIG

3— PROJECTIONS TO BE REMOVED BY
CHIPPING.

thicker sections cool more rapidly where
feasible, or, for any other reason, not

undesirable.

Most

steel-founders

experienced cases where

have
the

probably
of
use

FIG.

6.

Allowance should therefore be made by
the pattern-maker for this tendency,
particularly towards the two ends. When
the annealing, or heat treatment, is carried out the contortion which would
probably result if flames are allowec

!

impinge on the casting must be guai'ded Hgainst beiore the furnace is closed.
Modifications in design would be the
more satisfactory expedient in some of
the cases which come before the steelfounder, parts being made separately
where possible. This has sometimes the
to

objection of increase in cost of machining, etc., but cheapness should not be

the sole consideration
castings.

in

making such

Castings of the type shown

in Fig. 4

are sometimes asked for, with light ribs,
AA, tied under internal flanges and also
to a heavy plate or cone centre, CC.
Such ribs naturally cool at a much
quicker rate than the heavy disc porand are
tion and "feeding heads," XX
therefore in considerable tension, where
the members join the periphery, when
the plate portion and the centre boss
have reached their maximum contrac,

tion.
It is likewise a difficult matter to ensure perfectly satisfactory castings of
such design as shown in Fig. 5.
This
shows a disc or wheel having spokes
heavy
of
rectangular
section
on
which are superimposed a plate of
section.
lighter
"Drawing," or other
defects, will probably appear in the plate
over the centre of the spoke or rib (see
X on section ab).
It must be admitted that
careful
a
consideration by the management (and
especially a joint discussion
with all
foremen responsible for seeing work
through the difi'erent shops) of the problems to be faced in these and similar instances would be conducive to the production of better castings; as it is sometimes seen that a pattern is completed,
that if it had been made differently in
some respect, to allow of a modification
in the method of making the mould,
provision could have been more efficiently made
for "feeding," and also
for
guarding against contraction and other

troubles.

Such expedients as the insertion of
tubing of small diameter and of considerable length rammed with sand, in lieu
of cores where they are surrounded by

—

masses
of
steel
which
cores
would necessarily have to be made hard
to stand and would become much more
so through the contraction of the steel
would probably then be arranged for
and much expense be saved in fettling
and in the machine shop. It is well
known that bent or broken cores cause
large

—

endless trouble when the casting reaches
the drilling machine; in fact, in many

instances it would be far cheaper to
omit small bolt-hole cores altogether.
There is also a danger of small cores
in one plane (say for a number of boltholes) causing vital cracks
in
large
castings of heavy section, owing to contraction, the cores becoming very hard
and offering great resistance whilst the
steel is

semi-plastic.

Steel-founders of repute have overcome the trouble of "honeycombing" and
blowholes in castings.
These in earlier
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MAN

days were considered almost unavoidin fact it has been stated in the
past that the presence of blowholes might
be taken as a "guarantee of quality m
able,

respects"

other

properly melted and with
of
silicon
and
percentages
manganese, and care in making and drying moulds, little trouble is experienced
in this respect; "piping," sand defects,
etc., being far more frequently the cause

Given

steel

203
from the founder's standpoint as well.
The same problems are encountered in
the

The elimination

"honeycombing"

of

has resulted in very largely increased
blanks
for
productions of cast steel
machine-cut gearing and similar castlarge
amount of
ings, on which
a
machining is done; but, owing to the
serious loss which would be incurred
defects developed, particularly at a late
stage in the machining operation, it is
very necessary that everything which
can possibly be done to ensure perfection
should be given earnest consideration.
Arrangements should be ma<le for the
fluid steel to enter the mould at th? bottom, and whenever possible a centripetal
action, commonly
termed
"spinning,"
should be secured.
Suitable risers and
if

FIG.

7.

.

provided
where
"feeders" should be
being
necessary, to ensure any "dirt"
brought up into the "heads." It is usually r,dvisable to cast such articles quickly.
Castings of this kind are frequently
produced without the slightest defect,
provided the design be favourable. One
cause of trouble has been due to the
founder being asked to supply blanks
of fairly large diameter with solid disc,
proor plate, centres, which have
a
nounced tendency, in large diameters, to
result in cavities being formed in the
rim, practically in the position where
the roots of the teeth are when these
are "milled" out.
This is due to the
rim being of heavier section than the
disc and therefore remaining fluid longer, -and also, in cases where the change
in section is not so great, to difficulty in
arranging for adequate "feeding" at this
place.

preferable to adopt "H" section
arms, but it is then found expedient to
break the continuity of the metal at the
junction with the rim by placing a narrow core through the webs of the arms.
If objection be made to such a method
resulting in any weakening of the casting, this can easily be obviated by increasing the strength of the faces, or
top and bottom flanges, of the arms by
having larger radii between them and
the rim (see XX'), which is preferable
It

is

smaller

of

castings,

engineering firms.

The

suitable

of wasters.

production

weighing from a few ounces upwards,
as supplied
to
motor
and
general

many

difficulties

instances

might be overcome in
were possible to ar-

if it

range to submit suggested designs to
some steel-founder of good standing beforehand.
It is not intended, however, to convey
the impression that all faults lie with
the drawing-office, as by careful attention and thought on the part of th^
foundry staff better articles could be
produced by judicious use
of
chills,
"feeders," etc.
Further interchange of
opinion
would, however, undoubtedly
lead to increased efficiency and obviate
some of the troubles experienced by the
Engineer.
To give one example only: Axle-box
guides for locomotives, etc.,
are
still
made as shown in Fig. 8, A, which any
user will understand generally results
in "drawing" at X and X', in addition
to causing extra work in the machine
shop owing to the absence of tool clearances, instead of a more gradual change
in section and also of radii at the corners, as illustrated by Fig. 8, B, the
more usual present design.
Innumerable examples might be adduced* affecting practically every type
of steel casting made, but the desire at
the moment is to persuade the Engineer
that exchange of views is of importance
not only in respect of the production of
castings without inherent weakness, but
also in regard to the use
of differing
qualities of steel, or of
special
alloy
steels, for various purposes.
The provision of suitable test-bars. In
the case of seme forms of eastings, is

an important matter if sound pieces for
and bend tests are to be ensured.

tensile

-This should not be left to the discretion
of the moulder, who is usually, in deciding where to place these, governed by

considerations of convenience in respect
the moulding-box used for the job.
The question is well worth consideration
by the management, owing to the loss
incurred if a satisfactory casting be rejected solely through inability to obtain
test-pieces free from defects.
In some
cases, on cutting up a casting for test
to, represent others
produced from the
same cast of steel, or on breaking it
under the tup for remelting, it has been
found that the casting was
perfectly
sound, defects appearing in the testto

pieces only.
is also highly advisable to provide
spare test-pieces as cutting pieces
from "rising heads," etc., often results
in disappointment from causes such as

It

for

segregation, etc.
Consideration should be given to such
points as "feeding" the test-bars, and
whether the steel is able to flow freely
through the part provided for tests;

whether any dirt carried

off the face
be trapped, and
the test-bar will he sound at

of the mould,

whether

etc.,

may
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the expense of unsoundness in the casting itself, or vice versa.
For small castings it is advisable to
treat the test-bar as a separate casting
but connected by a "spray" of sufficiently large sectional area to ensure that
the test-piece is securely attached to the
group of castings, or to the single casting, as. the case may be, and also to give
an adequate fiovf of steel into the testbar, on which a separate feeding head
should be superimposed.
A suitable design of test-piece for
this purpose is shown in Fig. 9.
The pi^ovision of test-pieces from small
castings may add very considerably to
especially
in
the cost of production,
cases where only a few are required
from a pattern. This should be borne
most
the
in mind when quoting, and
favourable arrangements made with the
Inspecting Engineer as to including a
quantity from one cast of steel as well
as from a single moulding box.
When moulds are made by machines,
it will be found convenient to arrange
the patterns on the plate, whenever possible, so that one or more patterns can

-

A

^
M

JL,

f
1

Ci

Sect/on
on c ct

FIG.

8.

easily be removed and a test-bar included in place in several of the moulds
which will be put down for each cast.
Special attention must necessarily bo
given to the method of fastening patterns to the plate to prevent any posdisplacement through
sible chance of
the more frequent changing.
To ensure satisfactory test results it
is necessary that the annealing or rather
"heat treatment" (as the great majority
of castings are now cast in mild stee)
and "annealing," i.e. softening, to permit
of the castings being readily machined,
was principally required for crucible
steel castings), should be carefully carried out.
It is very advisable to have
some means of recording temperatures,
readings being taken in various positions
in larger furnaces; at any rate until it
is ascertained that something approaching a uniform heat is obtained in the
particular type of furnace in use. The
furnace attendant, if left to himself,

often appears specially interested in recording flame temperatures rather than
those of the castings undor treatment.
If personal attention is given, by some
one holding a responsible position, tp
this matter of heat treatment, economies
in working, as well as higher quality
material, etc., may re.-ult, as small modifications in furnace design, for instance
slight alterations in the

tions of admission ports,

size.s

may

and

posi-

be found

advantageous.
There is no doubt that an experienced
workman can judge temperatures to

Volume XI.

within a reasonable variation, at any rate
under the atmospherical conditions he
is accustomed to, but it will usually be
found that the tendency is to estimate
the temperature higher at night than
in daylight, and the cost of a pyrometer

30 tons per square inch with 28 to 30
Unper cent, elongation in 2 inches.
treated samples fail, however, to give
anything approaching satisfactory bend

money well spent.
The most satisfactory furnace
in which the r.'ite of cooling down

high quality castings may soon consider
that some form of shock test might, by
no means, be against their interests if
lower grade material, less suitable for
the purpose required, and supplied at a
cheaper rate, be in this way eliminated
from competition.
The importance of
the annealing or "heat treatment"
of
steel castings has been specially mentioned in papers read at various timej
before kindred societies by Mr. Harry
Brearley, and a study of these is well
worth the time so spent by anyone responsible for the production of steel
castings, as are also papers which have
recently been read on steel ingots by
Messrs. Brearley, Kilby, and others, the
problems requiring solution being closely

is

critical

is

one

at the

temperature can be varied to
it is then possible to ob-

some extent, as

small variations in the maximum
where castings are made to
stringent specifications.
Owing to the difficulty sometimes exfor
perienced in obtaining permission
material, which has given results say 2
to 3 tons over, or under, the maximum
stress specified, to be retreated, it would
appear that some Engineers have not
yet realised that the rate of cooling round
the recalescence point of the steel governs the maximum stress, and that a
substantial increase, or decrease, can be
made by accelerating or lengthening the
period of cooling through this range.
It is found in practice that heating
to a temperature of about 950° C. is advisable to ensure the "breaking down"
of the cast crystalline structure; the
final structure being of course, coarser
or finer according as the rate of cooling
through the critical range is slow or
rapid. This temperature is much higher
than is theoretically necessary, but experiod
periments over a considerable
show the necessity for the higher
The original crystallisatemperature.
tion of a casting will, of course, be governed by the mass of metal and the rate
of cooling after casting either in the
mould or, if "knocked out," early after
casting, on the foundry floor.
The length of time necessary thoroughly to "soak" castings and complete the
"breaking down" throughout is a matter
tain

stress

of

judgment depending on

size, thicknes.n

of metal, position the castings are load-

ed in the furnace, and probably several
other considerations.
When dealing with large castings of
heavy section it is advisable to pack
them well up from the floor of the furnace. If this can possibly be done, pieces
having heavy cores should be rough
fetled before being placed in the furnace.
The annealing will then be more efficiently and expeditiously carried out.
Generally, if arrangements are made
which will admit of castings being cooled off quickly through the critical range

without risk of distortion, setting up of
stresses, etc., through currents of cold
air impinging on one part of a casting,
or other causes, an

maximum

increase

in

the

without
in
decrease
can be looked for and,

stress

the elongation
owing to the closer structure, better results from bend and shock tests obtained..

Many cases have been noted where
mild qualities of steel, as cast, have given
practically the same maximum stress and
elongation pei' cent, as after annealing,
for instance a breaking strain of about

tests.
It

is

possible that manufacturers

of

allied.

The aim

of every maker should be to
castings absolutely, not commercially, free from defects, and the

produce

FIG.

9.

engineer
should
be
willing to
give
earnest consideration to any reasonable
modifications which may be suggested
by men of experience. By close cooperation, steel castings might be produced which could be used with the same
confidence as is extended to forgings
when it is borne in mind that practically
the same structure in the steel can be
obtained by correct heat treatment as by
work done on the steel during the process of manufacture.

Hydraulic cylinders having square
instead of rounded or spherical ends, for
instance.
"'

JOBS ENCOUNTERED IN SMALL

RURAL FOUNDRY
Continued from page 197
Of course the molder requires to have
a general idea of what a share should
be like, but most molders who work
in these shops have.
When the nowel
is rolled over and the parting is being
made, an outline must be made as shown
in Fig. 2, so as to

pear

like

Fig.

1.

make

When

the share apthe shape for

the top has been built up to this line
a trowel mark can be made down into
the nowel so that the top and bottom
will be exactly in line.
This same method of molding can be
adopted in making repairs for stoves
or any kind of work where part is gone.
If the fitting parts are available the rest
can be made up with sand, and cut
away after lifting off the cope.

a
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An

Foundry

Interesting Canadian Steel

Description of an Electric Steel Plant at Welland, Ont, Within a
Gun-Shot? of Niagara Falls The Greatest Source of Electric
Energy in the World.

—

Canada
WHILE
numerous

blessed with
foundries, distributed over different parts of
the country, and equipped with melting
appai'aius of practically every known
type, there is one in particular which wo
have in our mind at the present time.
We were privileged, on a recent occasion, to visit this foundry and we consider ii of sufficient interest to be worthy
We refer to the plant of The
of note.
Electric Steel and Metals Co., Limited,
Welland, Ont.. whi-jh, by the way, is a
subsidiary of Electric Steel Engineering,
is

fteel

along with Boving Hydraulic Engineering Co., Lindsay, Ont., and The Wabi
Iron Works, New Liskeard, Ont.

The Welland Plant
The plant at Welland is a marvel to
one who knew Welland a few years ago.
In fact the city of Welland itself has had
a marvelous growth of late years and
has foundries and industrial institutions
in every quarter.
One of the most interesting of these

is

For instance in the case of manganese steel. If the manganese is kept
close around 12 per cent, the resultant
casting will be so hard that it will be
difficult to file, yet so tough that it can
be bent and twisted without breaking.
This, of course, is after it has been
water-treated, which is simply to be heated red hot and plunged into water
process which would I'uin any other brand
covery.

—

of steel or iron.

manganese content varies greatfrom 12 per cent., either higher or

If the
ly

lower, the result

is

unsatisfactory.

Molding

The molding

many

in a steel

foundry

is,

in

similar to that in any
foundry, but the fact that steel requires
to be poured at a much higher temperature makes it necessary to use the best
of silica sand in order to stand the enormous heat, which is generated by pouring
respects,

the Electric Steel

which we have just referred.
This plant consists of a foundry building, 600 feet in length and 100 feet wide,
used exclusively for foundry work and a

Foundry

to

building, 500

feet

in

pieces for steamers, slag kettles for repouring
fineries, also enormous
lead
ladles, forging ingots in either high or

low carbon steel, nickel and vanadium
Anysteel or any special ^teel to order.
thing ranging from a pound up to ten
tons

is

The equipment,

in addition to regular
of
sufficient
traveling cranes
capacity to handle the heaviest work and
such regular equipment as goes with a
foundry as large as this one, consists
of two basic electric steel furnaces of
the Herault type, built by the American
Bridge Co. of New York. Each furnace
has a capacity of seven tons of either
mild steel, manganese steel or any of
the made-to-order brands of steel.
In
addition to these there are the drying
ovens for molds of the
largest
size,
annealing furnaces for .innealing the
castings
order
to relieve strains,
in
quenching baths for water cooling the
manganese steel castings, electric arc
welding apparatus, oxy-acetylene gas for
cutting off-risors and sundry other pur-

poses.
In melting

and mixing

steel in

an elec-

or any other style of furnace there
are peculiar characteristics in connection
with it that could never have been found
out by any other means than by distric

9-TON STEEL CASTING SUPPLIED TO CONSOLIDATED MINING & SMELTING CO. OF
CANADA, LIMITED, TO BE USED IN LEAD

SMELTER.

within their capacity.

electric

point where the circle would be just big
enough to work through.
In making the mold the drag is struck
off flat, and the first section put in place
and rammed inside, with plenty of room
to work.
The second section is next put
on and rammed with a little less room to

work, but not much difficult work to do.
Before putting on the small piece which
covers this last opening the sand is foriiied up by hand.

length,
which houses the machine shop and pattern-making and storing departments.
The lines of work which call for steel
castings ai-e extremely interesting, including, as they do, great stem and stern
parallel

foundry phraseology as a mustache ladle
on account of the skimming attachment
which is shown at one side. As will be
seen this does not reach quite to the
bottom and as the lead fills up the ladle
the purest metal naturally settles to the
bottom and when pouring through this
skimmer nothing but the pure metal can
come out.
In addition to the one which
was lying on the floor, another was
being molded and was
in
the
early
stages, affording a good view of the procedure.
This piece, which incidentally
is poured bottom up, might be rammed
bottom down and rolled over or it might
be molded bottom side up and rolled
over twice, but to obviate trouble in
molding the pattern is made in three
parts and molded as it is to be poui'ed.
Foj^ ^instance, the pattern is divided at a
point' about half way up or in line with
the "mustache" part and again
at
a

Other features in
the white hot iron.
connection with molding for a steel casting is the risk of boiling in the metal.
Much of this risk has been relieved of
late with the increased knowledge which
Not
has been gained in melting steel.
long ago a steel mold had to be nailed
over the entire surface to prevent the
boiling steel from tearing the mold to
pieces, but properly managed steel foundries do not have boiling steel these
days.
However, considerably more caution is required in steel molding than
for gray iron and quite a bit of nailing
is still practised and the molds are usually dried.
The accompanying illustration
shows a nine ton pot, which was lying

on the floor of the foundry when the
This pot was
writer visited the plant.
one of an order which was being filled
for the Consolidated Mining and Smelting Company of Canada, Limited, and
is used in the smelting plant to receive
the lead as it comes from the smelting
furnace.
This pot is what is known in

The rest of the work is plain sailing.
The outside is rammed up, lifted off and
finished.
The pattern is lifted away in
sections, the sand tucked wherever a soft
spot appears, nails are inserted where
required, and the entire mold black washed and nut on the car and put into the
oven to be dried.

The Electric

Steel

and

Engineering,

Limited, were fortunate in making a contract with the Hydro-Electric Commission at a time when they were seeking
patrons instead of the patrons seeking
them, and consequently made a favorable bargain.
And now during the coal
difficulties they are abundantly supplied
Mr. McKenzie is
with fuel and power.
the manager, Mr. W. B. MacDonald is
superintendent, Mr. George Cole is foundry foreman and Mr. G. H. Ellis is chief
nattern maker.

FOUNDRY INSTRUCTORS
Continued from page 200

(which were about going rates
for unskilled laborers), and that those
engaged would be under direct supervision ot instructor, and given intensive
training.
These firms
report plenty
of applications from English speaking
young men, while in the same localities
their efforts to obtain apprentices under
the old system have met with failure."
taught
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Rigging

Up

a

Dinkey Cupola

Demonstrating that
Cupola

WE

have all heard the saying that
"eggs is eggs." I am going to
change it and say that "cupolas

cupolas." As there are different Kinus
of eggs, some large, some small, some
good, some bad, and some indifferent,
each having its own characteristic, so
we can apply the same adjectives to
cupolas.
is

Webster's defines a cupola as a sphericup-shaped roof; a revolving shotproof turret. That is one variety of the
genus cupola, but as there are a great
many people whose education has been
sadly neglected in things pertaining to
REAL life (life lived in a foundry) I

cal

am

afraid we must include the worthy
editor of Webster's in that class, for as
every man knows, or ought to know, a
cupola is that feai-ful and wonderful
contrivance in a foundry wherein iron is
reduced from a more or less solid to a
more or less liquid state.

for

the Fire Burns Properly the Design of the
is Not of Material Importance.
By THOMAS NELSON

if

where the dinkey was
possible, bear
cnat openmg.

I

to

grow and,

if

underneath
now got busy with my

tiiiit

right

junk pile and commenced erection.
I
had two iron trestles 24 inches high
with a heavy cast iron base.
I sunk
these 6 inches into the ground.
For a
bottom plate I had two cast iron ends
off an old wooden
flask
which, when
laid on the trestles joint to joint, gave
me a plate 2 ft. 6 in. x 3 ft. with a round
iiolc in the centre 12 in. diam.
This hole
determined the size my cupola would
have to be. For a shell I had what they
used at one time as a stove to heat the
shop, a rough casting 24 in. diam. x 24
in. deep, with two pieces cut out at one
end on opposite sides 6 in. x 6 in. through
which they raked out the cinders from
the stove. Those two openings I meant
to utilize for the tuyeres.

is a remark sometimes made
cupola tenders that a cupola is
pretty much like a woman, to get the

There

among

best results from it you must know it
thoroughly and humor it gently.
The cupola I am describing here I
ought to know, as I created it, and I
think I must have humored it gently,
judging by the results I got from it.
The summer before the great war
started I was foreman in a certain foundry and had held the position for some
Business was so bad there was
years.
not one man left in the shop. Any little
bit of work that came along I took the
patterns to a neighboring foundry, to
which I had access, and there made the

This cone was 24 in.
the Dinkey.
diam. tapered to 13 in. outside diam. and
On top of this, I fitted a
12 in. deep.
sheet iron pipe 14 in. diam. which reached 10 ft. above the roof up through the
trap door.
The management did not feel like installing a blower and motor of suitable
size but gave me permission to use the
large blower if I could connect up the
The only material we realblast pine.
Iv bought was 16 ft. of 4 in. sheet iron
?tove nipe and two elbows I cut a hole in
the blast pipe, inserted one of the elbows, connected up the pipe, hanging it
from the roof well up overhead, fitted on
the other elbow right in front of the
of

quired.

spend

the affair, I gathered together some odds and ends of material
and got busy.
First thine was to locate the best position for my Dinkey, as it came to be called.

The blower for our regular cupola was
on the charging floor, down
located
throu^-h which the blast pine was carried.
At the other end of the charging
floor there was a square opening left for
a ladder to communicate with the ground
This ladder had never been erectfloor.
ed and the opening was covered with a
plate.
In the roof over this onening,
there was a similar opening giving access on to the roof.
Bfside this openin"- in the charo-iri"'
floor ^vas a door, and outside this door
was the elevato'- which was op°rat<^d
by comnre'sed ?'r. Thus we ha^^'e the
of
the
landscape
feotu^P''
essential

tue full size of the plate to get all the
strength possible as I would have -no
cashing at this part.
In building this
brick work, I made provision for the
tapping hole and also for a slagging
hole just below the point where the
tuyeres would enter through the two
openings in the iron shell. I now placed
the iron shell on this brickwork and
lined it with old fire-brick, using for
mortar iireclay I made myself.
As I thought the 24 in. depth of the
shell plus 10 in. brick underneath would
hardly be enough, I built other 12 in. on
top of the shell and wound some wires
round it to hold it together.
For a bottom I used a piece of stout
sheet iron and held it up with a wooden
pin underneath.
The thing that scared me worst was
the fact that I would have to charge
fusl and iron from the top and the heat
would be too much for us, but it turned
out to be not nearly so bad as I had

As there was about 6 ft. open space
between the top of the Dinkey and the
floor above, I hung up an old hood 4 ft.
diam. tapered to 12 in. and 3 ft. deep
which had been scrapped in the blacktmith shop.
Having removed the plate from the
opening in the floor, I replaced it witn a^
rough casting having a hole in the centre 20 in. diam. and over this hole I
placed a cone-shaped casting which had
been the top of the stove, now the shell

Between times I kept myself on*- of
mischief by working out a scheme I had
in mind, of fabricating a small cupola,}
in which I might be able to melt a few
hundred pounds of iron as occasion refeel at liberty to

To get sufficient depth of chamber between the bottom ana the tuyeres, I built
up 10 in. of brick work, carrying it out

figured.

castings.

As I did not
much money on

Emergencies

cupola.
I got our own plumber to make me a
"Y" with the two arms 2 in. in length

THE DINKEY CUPOLA AS IT WOULD .\PPEAR. THE HOOD WOULD, OF COURSE. BE
HIGHER ABOVE THE SHELL TO ADMIT OF
CHARGING.

and the stem 4 in. to fit into the elbow.
and also two elbows for tuyeres which I
connected together with two pieces of 2
'n. pipe from the junk pile. Thus the Dinkev wa<5 comnleted. and it onlv remained
to nut in the bottom and light up.
Some of mv .Job's fomfo'-t^rs around
tho r>)prp predicted failure, but I put up
a h'": b^'iflF pnd told them (as greater
Continued on page 207
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Novel and Ingenious Method
Where

Melting Brass

of

Are Not Available, Second-Class
Ones Can Be Made to Do.

Fii-st-Class Facilities

By A. H. OBO

THE

lesson to be learned
in i-ead
ing Mr. Nelson's article on a din
key furnace, has a counterpart i%

my own
These
to

be

experience

in

melting:

brass.

makeshifts are
not,
to any great extent
have a place, and are

improvi.'^ed

recommended

but still they
useful
in
their
place.
Where I
served my first apprenticeship (I say
first because I have been serving apprenticeships ever since), we had a well
equipped iron loundry with a splendid
melter of a cupola, but we had no brass
foundry and had very little use for one,
but it was the only foundry in
the
town and we had to fill some orders for
brass castings.
We had a fairly well appointed blacksmith shop fitted out with a forge such
as was in use in most shops in those
days, viz., a square wooden bench with
a frame on the top filled in with brick
work, and the tuyere in the middle.
The blast was furnished by a leather
bellows which was operated by
hand.
A hood hung from the roof to carry
away the smoke.
In the foundry we had a coke stove
for heating the shop.
This consisted
of a cast iron pipe about an inch thick
and probably 18 inches in diameter and
two feet high.
This had a nice bottom and top to it with grate and pipe
connection.
I presume the reader will
know the rest without my going any
further but I might as well finish my
story.
When wc wanted to melt brass
we removed the top from the stove and
lifted the straight pipe portion from the
base and placed it on the forge, minus
its tcp and bottom. Of course the bottom
could not be of any use and the
top
would also be in the way.
used to
daub I' on the msida tho syiii'.- a."- daubing a ladle and then we would proceed
with it the same as with a first-class
brass furnace, by putting in a good bed
of coke and then the crucible of brass
which would be surrounded with coke.
Th<>rc was no need for a top to it, because we did not depend on draught to
mak'^ the fire burn as is the case with
an ordinary pit furnace. The draught
was furnished by means of the leather
bellows alr?a.l"' spoken < i w^.-.ich were
operated by hand.
Had that been a
power driven blower such as is used
now-a-days, I would still consider it a
ver>' good substitute for a real brass
furnace. As it was we had good success
but it rt'as a teriible job pumping on the
bell.)ws for so long.
Of course it wa.'.
not particularly handy when we came
to lift the pot cut of the fire as we had
to build scaffolding to walk ai-ound
on,
but it was all ''."wn hiU work after the
pot was once lifted out.

We

Reminiscences of thoie days sre nterbut perhaps not at interesting

tstin;^-,

to

.•-."lyone

else

r.s

to myself.

However,

can not refrain from relating a few
little memoiies.
In those days we only
had two kinds of brass. One was machinery brass, and the other was just
brass.
We invariably used scrap, but
in those days it was a safe procedure,
because we knew that if it was reddish
it was copper and tin, while if it was
yellowish it was copper and zinc.
We
never used to mix them because it was
considered that the mixture would not
be suitable for any purpose, and that it
I

would be an imposition to sell the castings.
It does not seem long since I

was serving my time but
days
a

I

little

since

those

have seen opportunities to make
change (I mean financial change

the same irdignitles
out to the kettles.

that

I

had rnetod

we usually useu old
we ever introduced any new material was when we
As

have

I

said,

metal, and the only time

used some old copper tea kettle bottoms
in the mixture, in which case we would
in new tin, which we could always
get at the tinsmith's, as each tinsmith
used to make his own solder in those
days. We used to calculate that a pound
of tin to ten pounds of copper made the
best value metal and one to eight made
the best journal bearings. As a flux, and
mixer, and deoxidizer we invariably used
borax.
This was put in after the different metals were all melted and was
well stirred through. Of course we made
No. 1 castings but the price would be
prohibitive these days on account of the

mix

tin

and

shortage

its

consequent

high

cost.

RIGGING UP A DINKEY CUPOLA

FOR

EMERGENCIES

Continued from page 206

men have done

on occasion) to wait and

rnd results

see,

excQ^^};.C.

a!!

my

ex-

pectations.

After running steady for about a
I
got a casting to make which
would take at least 300 lbs. to pour it.
I was told I could not take that much
out of my dinkey, but being Scotch and
therefor dour I simply said it shall be
done, and done it was. The casting when
cleaned tipping the scale at 280 lbs.
The dinky did not recover from the
strain on its constitution entailed by that

year,

and I decided to rebuild it, which
with certain improvements suggested by experience, but thereby hangs
another tale which will be continued in
effort,

MELTING BRASS ON THE FORGE. AFTER
GETTING THE FIRE UNDER WAY FUEL IS
FILLED IN AROUND THE CRUCIBLE, THE
SAME AS IN A PIT FURNACE.

I

did

our next.
or pocket change)

me

to

if it

were possible for

go back and undo the mischief

which I had done. For instance, we had
a fad a few year?, ago of making jardini^r"? out of old brass stew kettles.
The
fad became doubly popular because old
bras.s stew kettles were not very easy
to lay hold of, and the price rar. away
up accordingly. Yet many is the brass
kettle which I put under the hammer
and pounded into a lump small enough
to put into the crucible.

Another fad which had quite a run

was the brass candle

stick, but this fad
ran itself out, lor the reason that new
candle sticks were easily made in imitation of the old timers, still they had
quite a run and a genuine old time can-

would command quite a figure
right now, yet I can still se? myself
Fubjecting s-me excellent specimens to
dle stick

CASTING BRASS IN IRON MOULDS
cases where brass castings are
permanent moulds it is necessary to have
small proportion of manganese present in the alloy if a fairly
smooth skin i^, needed.
Usually it is
In

made

all

in

:i

difficult

to

work

in

manganese

in

a

metallic state owing to its high melting
point, and either a manganese-copper
alloy melting at a reasonably low tem-

perature has to be prepared for addition
to the brass during its manufacture or
some salt of manganese has to be added.
Probably, however, the use of man-

ganous chloride as a flux instead of

ammoniac
sary

in

salwill provide all that is neces-

the majority of cases, and this

somewhat cheap but deliquescent

salt

can be freely nsed without injury to the
metal which is an advantage.

—

-
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Sand Paper Devices

for Small Pattern

Shops

While Every Up-to-Date Pattern Shop Has an Up-to-Date Sandpapering Machine, There Are Small Shops Where an Improvised
One Can Be Used.
By JAMES EDGAR
pattern shcp
EVERY well-appointed
which are considered

3anders,
nowadnvs as indispensable as the
circular saw, but the small shop has to
Jo without such expensive machinery,
rhcrc is no reason, however, why work
lias

should be planed with hand tools, as, if
is available, it can be easily converted into a sandpapering machine
without aff jctins: its usefulness for turning.
The sandpapering: machines that
are mostly used are of the disc and roller types, Ihe former for flat and convex surfaces and the latter for concave
a latho

surfaces.
A face,

work.

most suitable for disc
4 illustrates an improvised

latlie' is

Fig.'

has to be notched as shown in Fig. 1, so
that the diameter at the root of the
faceplate.
notches is the same as the
The notches can be conveniently cut .vith
a V chisel like Fig. 2, made especi;.>.lly
for th'3 purpose.
To fasten the paper on the faceplate
it should first be made quite wet and
pressed on the plate, the points being
pressed over the outer groove. Either a
cord or a wire cable looped will bind the
paper. When it is pulled tight the end
can be dirawn down a slot in the faceplate and pulled over a nail behind^ The

prejs blocks should be of hard wood and
the hole should be just less than a diameter, so that when the paper has been
glued on and the nuts screwed up, the
roller Avill be held tightly till the glu';
Scraps of paper that are cut
is dry.
from the discs can be utilized by joining
them on the rollers. The bracket as
shown in Figs. 11 and 12, against which
the work is held while being sandpapered,
should be strongly made and bolted to
the lathe bed. If desirable an adjustable
face can be made for angles in similar
fashion to the table tops already de-

arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 3.
The table or bench (see Fig. 4) should
be fairly heavy so that it will not slip
back when work is being

scribed, although this is not shewn in
the sketches. The hole through the face
for the roller should have clearance so

sandpaper.
pressed on the
In order that work can be
sandpapered to shape at any
angle, it has a hinged top
with slotted arms on either

Tapped plates have

lide.

to

be screwed to the edge of the
fixed table top so that milled screws can be used for
supporting the movable top
at any desired angle.
If a faceplate lathe is not
at hand, a box like Figs. 5
ana 6 may be made to rest
on the bed of the lathe and
boited down, the loose headstock being pulled back or
removed temporarily.
The
back of the box has to be
lefu open to give access to
the bolt. The piece A, Figs.
-

r :i^i^^^^^
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disc machine.

A

is

the iron chuck, and

che diameter of chuck used will depend
upon the d'ameter of the disc decided
u^'On.'
For small work a 24 in. diameter
is big enough, and a 12 in. iron chuck
will carry this It will be observed that
the faceplate B, which should be made
(f two layers of timber crossed, and at
least 1 M: in. thick, has a groo\'e turned
in the periphery.
The sandpaper shouM
first be cut circular and about 4 inches
larger in diameter than the faceplate.
This is most easily done by laying a
wooden plate or templet of the reqxiired
cutting
diameter on the paper and
rourd it with a heavy kjiife. The edge

rviAi

UJ

the bed and the plate
against the under side of the bed.
Using a roller in the lathe necessitates holding the work against a perpendicular face, which is not as convenient as when it is resting on a horizontal table, but good work can b^ done
on it fi)v all thst., The rollers should
be turned of soft wood and of varying
d'ametors to suit lar^re or small work.
A rcllor is shown in Fi.ir. 11 between the
lathe centres and with the sandpaper on.
The sandpaper should be glued on the
roller, fish glue beine perhaps best, and
to ensure that it is well nressed on, press
blcmks like Fig. 13 should be made. These
5

and

6,

fits

i'^to

it.

A

very useful adaptation of the sandpaper roller for finishing gear wheel
teeth is illustrated in P'igs 7 and 8. The
rcjller should be recessed in the lathe as
in Fig. 7, just sufficiently that
the sandpaper is glued on it will
appear like Fig. 8.
The teeth w-^uld
first be planed roughly in a box similar
to Figs, f) and 10.
A, Fig. 10, being the
No face bracket is necessary.
teeth.
The teeth box is simply held against
the rollei' as it revolves, the tooth pressing on tlie sandpaper, and the box ends
resting on the roller en each end of the
sandpaper.
This makes a m.uch better
job than finishing by hand and is infinitely quicker.

sliown

when

GET TO WORK
and foremost duty of Amerworkers, including those who belong to Mr. Gompers' trade union organizations and those who do not, is to
An
go to work and keep at work.
honest day's work for an honest day's
pay, wholehearted effort to produce as

The

first

ica's

-

-

that the sandpaper will not grind on

much

possible

as

at

as

possible, devotion to the
trial

and

little

opposition to
preach revolution;

workers,

as

indus-

needs of the country,

political

unfaltering

who

cost

common

men and

the

madmen

American
women, hand and
if

give their energy to these
things they will do their whole duty by
New
their counti-y and by themselves.

brain,

will

—

York Sun.
Lawyer: "Have you

ever

been

in

jail?"

Witness: "Yes,

Lawyer
how long?"

sir,

once."

(triumphantly):

"Ah!

for

Witness: "Long enough to whitewash
a cell which was to be occupied by a
lawyer who cheated one of his clients."
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Report

of

Sub-Committee on Bearing Metals

Research Committee of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers Presents the Results of Its Studies on Proper Composition of Bearing Metals.

IN

the January

Engineerins^r

number
our

cf Mechanical

Committee

made

a brief report givinjr concisely the
reason for abandoning our original plan
of hrst publishing a complete compendium of the technical literature on bearing metals. At the time, we also pointmost
ed out what we considered the
promising outlook for future study and
investigation.
2. It is our conviction that a large
amou!it of valuable time is being wasted
in testing bearing alloys, in determining
characteristics that are of no consequence and are utterly meaningless. The
only mechanical or physical test of a
bearing alloy, in the aggregate, that can
serve any useful purpose, is that of determining whether the given alloy has
a sufficiently
high
factor of
safety
against possible distortion or rupture
under specified service conditions at
service temperature.
All other characteristics
are of a microscopic nature,
depending entirely upon the properties
of the individual crystals of the
alloy:
upon their orientation, relative hardness,
fusitig temperature,
quantitative
proportions and the like.
3. Our studios have convinced us that
any work on our subject without the application of modern metallography is an
absolute waste of time; we also feel that

studying the hai'dness of the individual
microscopic crystals is of the greatest
importance in supplementing the application of metallography to our subject.

The instrument shown

in our last
has been perfected to a much
higher degree and three of them have
been substantially completed, one for
each member of our committee.
This
instiument determines the characteristic
of a crystal which is the combination
of three of the five fundamental
con
ceptions of hardness: namely, the combined effect of cutting hardness, scratch
hardness and penetration nardness. This
is done by very slowly moving an exceedingly hard and sharp point under a definite pressure, over a highly polished
4.

report

surface of the crystal to be tested
in
fact, the point ;s moved so slowly that
no additional penetration is effected by
stopping. The point is a solid right angle or the corner of a cube, mounted in
such a manner that the diagonal of the
cube will be normal to the surface tested,
and having
an
edge
of
the
cube advance directly in the line of moion.
The motion is effected by a slow
micrometer feed. The width of the cut,
scratch, or penetration is a function of
its oepth, and. therefore, r.ieasuring the
width of the mark gives us the means
for determining this combined characteristic representing the hardness of any
;

The

properly

with

called a Mio-ocliaracter.
5. In order to lay the broadest foun-

eity.

dation for our work, one that will facilitate the co-operation of other investigators and will make all results directly comparable, it will be necessary
that conventional units be established;
that is, that a Scale of Microhardness
be determined upon. With the establishment of this scale, it will be possible to
the
consider the various crystals
in
many different alloys in terms of exact
This is the work
degrees of hardness.
that occupies the attention of your Committee at the present time.

ways

crystal.

instrument

is

fi.
Experience well shows that a single
homogeneous metal is
not suited for
bearing purposes, and that the first requirement for a bearing metal is that it
be an alloy composed of at least
two
metals, or a metal and a metalloid, which
shall have at least a limited degree of

solubility while in the molten state; but

that upon cooling it shall partially separate out into dissimilar crystals, and
thus form
the
proper microstrueture

which

is necessary in all bearing alloys.
not only necessary that a bearing
alloy shall be composed of chemically
dissimilar crystals, but it is all important that these crystals shall have
a
marked degree of difference in their phy-

It

is

sical

hardness and wearing qualities.

pounds,
bronze

and

this

also

illustrates

why

bearing alloy than
brass.
For example, with the addition
of not more th-in 11 per cent, of tin to
copper, a three-phase alloy is ordinarily
produced
less than a tvo phase alloy cannot be produced; even with the
most instantaneous chilling effect, crystals of different composition are produced.
While on the other hand with
11 per cent, of zinc added to copper,
f^nly a single-phase alloy can be produced, however slightly it may be cooled,
is

a

better

—

that is, all of the crystals in this copper zinc alloy are of the same chemical
composition and. therefore, all
have
the same physical properties. Quite the
opposite is true in the copper-tin alloy,
an extreme dissimilarity of crystals existing both as to the chemical composition and physical hardness.
Now, it is
due entirely to this dissimilarity
of
crystals in tho bronze that makes it a
bett'r bearing a'loy than the brass.
the solidifyins' of
the
molten
bronze the tendency of the tin to separate from the copper is far greater than
that of the zinc in the solidifying of brass,
for the reason tliat the bronze solidifies
8.

In

distinct

microscopic

heterogen-

The matter

of having the proper
microstrueture in a bearing alloy is al-

of far greater importance than its
exact aggregate chemical composition.
The value of an exact or definite chemical composition is secondary, in that it
can serve only in producing the desired
microstrueture in a given alloy, provided
the { Hoy is subjected to the proper cooling conditions.
9.

The

essential

characteristic

of

all

bearing alloys is a structure made up of
alternately hard and relatively soft microscopic particles intimately mixed. The
function of the hard particles or bearing crystals is to support the load and
resist the wear.
These bearing crystals
should not be hard enough to
prov.i
distinctly abrasive to the Journal
surface.
General experience shows that an
extreme hardness of the bearing crystals is characterized by an excessive
wear of the journal. The function of
the softer or m.ore readily abraded cry
stals is that of being plastic and permitting the bearing crystals to adjust
themselves to
surface requirements of
the journal.
These softer crystals are
also more readily abraded, and therefore wear slightly below .the surface of
the bearing crystals and thus form slight
depressions upon the bearing surface

which serve for the retention of the
bricant.

The degree

of relative solubility
necessary for the constituents of bearing alloys is well illustrated
by the
copper-tin
and
the copper-zinc com7.

a

However

infinitesimal

lu-

amount

may seem, nevertheless it is this
lubricant that prevents scoring or seizing when the journal is starting up
from rest at a time when actual metallic contact between the bearing surfaces
exists.
The same is equally true uhder
an excessive load.
This function
of
retaining a slight quantity of the lubricant upon the bearing surfaces when
metallic contact exists, characterizes a
bearing alloy in its truest sense. Therefore a bearing metal may Le defined as:
Ari alloy that is capable of retaining
a lubricaiit on « bearing surface.
this

10. In the operation of a bearing under normal conditions, when a continuous and unbroken film of lubricant exists it matters little what metals
are
used while the film is sustaining the entire load.
In the ftarting and stopping
of the journal, however, or at all such
other times when the film is interrupted
and metallic contact exists, it then becomes very important that the properties of a bearing metal should be pre-

sent.
11. A matter
of importance, which
seems not to have been considered heretoforr?, is the fusing temperature of the
bearing crystals.
From observations
made it is evident that under severe

Continued on page 211
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Melting the Metal at the Ford Foundry
Metal

is

Melted

As

previously stated, there are fifdiasixty-inch
cupolas of
the
meter employed in melting
One
iron which is used in this foundry.
of these is used in connection with a
Bessemer converter for doing steel work;
the other fourteen are used seven at a
time.
The foundry is in operation twenty-four hours per day, divided into three
One of these
shifts of eight hours each.
shifts is for cleaning up and putting
things in readiness, while the other two
shifts are for continuous molding and
pouring, and the cupolas are divided beWhy one cupola
tween the two shifts.
sixteen
dot; not run continuously for
As
hotirs I am not prepared to say.
soon as the eight-hour day is over for
the one set of men, the bottoms are dropped from the cupolas which they were
using and the other seven cupolas are
put into commission for the gang which
Each cupola has
begins the next shift.
to melt from fifty to sixty tons of iron
during the eight hours it is in operation, after which it is considered best to
drop it out and blow in another one.
teen

As

will be seen in the illustration the

in a row and are served by
an overhead trolley system for handling
The trolley system is probthe ladles.
ably the most used of any of the difThese
ferent units in the entire plant.
overhead tracks are so arranged that the
ladles pass on separate tracks and, as has
metal
been previously shown, all the
passes over them on its way to the molds.
Some of the heavier parts are poured

cupolas are

direct

from the

trolley

ladles,

which

however, are suspended on tracks provided for the floors, but connected to
By this
those which serve the cupolas.
means one man can handle tons of metal
instead of many men lugging themselves
Back of the chargto pieces in doing it.
ing floor is the yard where the fuel and
Even this departraw metal is stored.

ment

is

as

systematically controlled as

any of the* various departments of the
plant.
The borings from the machine
shop, which are made of first class iron,
but which are usually considered to be
worthless, are here melted to good adThis is accomplished by packvantage.

Manner to that in General Use But
Some Additional Features.

in a Similar

with

le easily packed into a link of stove pipQ
and then leave plenty of pipe to turn in,
and if the sheet metal is bought right
and the pipes made by machinery they
can be produced with very little expense,
and besides the sheet metal melts and
helps to make up its share of the tonnage.

By having seven
at the

same time

parts to be
of iron

is

cupolas in operation
allows the various

it

most

suitable.

If it is desired

simply requires that a cupola
be set aside for this work. For handling
the iron and transferring it from the
yard to the cupola, magnets are used.
it

These magnets, while representing an
outlay of money, pay big dividends, as
they will accomplish an enormous lot of
work in a short time.
They require no
power and cost nothing to operate, excepting when in actual service.
The
magnet does not take the place of a
crane, but it goes along with the crane
and takes the place of the hook, slings,
baskets, etc., and simply requires to be
lowered down on top of a pile of pig iron
and the electric current turned on when
half the pig iron pile will be drawn to
This is lifted by the crane
the magnet.
and placed where required, when the current is turned off and the pig iron drops
off automatically.

As we have shown, each casting is
made of iron which is especially suited
and to be sure that
no mistake has been made, test bars are
taken from every batch and tested by
three separate and
distinct
processes,
viz: for the chemical analysis, the physical strength (which includes the elastic
limit and the tensile strength) and lastly
the hardness test. All tried by different
processes, any metal which does not coine
up to the required standard will not
to its particular case,

pass.

Tools

odd to the smithy, who
forges the lathe tools for the average
machine shop, to know that in this plant
the tools are cast from electric melted
steel and do not require to be forged,
although the tools cast in this manner
are of the exact chemical analysis desired and can be readily forged if need

may seem

be.

The

made from whatever brand

to pour the cylinders from semi-steel,
and the piston ring? from metal which
will be suitable for chilling and heat

treating,

Castinji
It

Electric

Furnaces

A

brief description of the two "Greaves-Etchells" furnaces, which were installed by the Electric Furnace Construction Co., of Philadelphia, will be of interest.
One has a capacity of half a ton

at a heat while the other has a three-ton
capacity.
The smaller one is used for special experimental work in the manufacture of
all kinds of steel, remelting die and other
It is a two-electrode furspecial scrap.
nace, in which two phases of the threephase primary supply are taken through
top electrodes and the third phase is connected to the whole of the furnace hearth.

The furnace hearth is solid and has no
studs or other forms of weakness. The
charge lies between the three sources of
power, and it is claimed the furnace
gives extremely rapid melting and refining and ideal metallurgical conditions.
Although nominally designed for 1,000
lb. charges, we understand the regular
charge is 1,500 lbs., and the average time
taken for melting and refining is about

two hours.
The larger one

is a four-electrode circular furnace, built on
standard
the
Greaves-Etchells principle, two phases of
the three-phase primary supply being introduced through each bank of two electrodes, and the third phase being introduced through the whole of the furnace
hearth.
We understand that this fur-

nace has

given extremely efficient re-

the manufacture of steel castings, and the average charge is well over
four tons.
In connection with the subject of castsults

in

.

them in sheet iron containers.
As
well known, wrought iron and steel
melt at a higher temperature than cast
iron.
If the cast borings are charged
in this manner they will be melted sufficiently to stick together before the
sheet iron gives way, thereby passing
down through the cupola in a solid mass,
whereas if charged openly without the
casing they would simply blow away before they had time to become hot. This
ing
is

might seem like extravagance, which
would more than absorb all the saving,
but it is not. It must be remembered
that a hundred pounds of borings could
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lathe tools, most of the human race
to think that cast iron and wrought
iron and steel are separate and distinct

ingr

seem

metals and that cast iron is meant to be
melted while the others are meant to be
forged and it is hard to make them
the
same
are
believe that all three
with very slight variations in the proportions of the metalloids contained in
them. The metalloids form a very small
part of the bulk, but they exert such a
powerful influence on the resultant mixture that it requires a first-class chemist to get them right, but once the chemist has his analysis where he wants it
for forging steel, it is heated to the
proper temperature and poured into the
required shape wished for. So that it
will be seen that if lathe tools are cast
in the proper shape they are no different from what they would have been had
they been poured into ingots or pounded into blooms and rolled into bars and
forged to the proper shape.

I
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fecting the welfare of the industry are
discussed fully.
the
Separate sessions are held for
Gray Iron, Steel and Malleable Castings
Relations
Sections and the Industrial
Also for the newly created
Section.
Non-Ferrous Department, of special interest

men

brass and aluminum foundry-

to

.

Supplementing the formal sessions

will

special entertainment events, plant
visitation an the an.iual banquet.
Altogether the week of October 4th

be

stand out as the one occasion of
surpassing interest to everyone engaged
in or related to the foundry industry.
All interested parties are invited, wheth-

will

er

members

—

or not.

—

—

See Hear Inspect Compare
With increased space available, the
1920 Foundry and Machine Exhibit will
still larger and more instructive than
any that has preceded it.

be
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Continued from page 209
conditions where relatively low-fusing
bearing crystals exist in a high-fusing
alloy these bearing crystals actually fuse
on their surface.s during the process of
The
the "running in"' of the bearing.
may
delta copper-tin crystal (Cu^Sn)
be cited as a particular example, and in
some severe conditions corresponding to
automotive worm- drive service the alpha copper-phosphorous cjystal (Cu,,P)
seems to function in a similar manner.
It is doubtful whether these conditions
ever obtain in any of the babbitts, since
their bearing crystals are the highestfusing compounds of these alloys.

metals is
\2. The study of bearing
very incomplete unless thet-e alloys are
considered in conjunction with the other
corresponding
bearing
member.
The
extreme variety of modern steels makes

Other Interesting Features

The heat treating process, which, while
not exactly a part of the foundry equipment, is to some extent used as such.
Its principal use is in connection with
the steel forging an.I its purpose is similar to that of annealing malleables, and
by keeping a forging at the proper temperature for a short period the molecules
of the metal become so shaped that all
strains are relieved and a much stronger
As was menforging is the result.
tioned in a former article, some of the
castings are heat treated, viz: the piston
rings which we cast in the revolving iron
department
heat-treating
mold. The
contains about 200 large furnaces, which
consume 35,000 gallons of fuel oil per
day.
Of course there is a lot to learn
about the heat treating which is not
within the province of a foundry journal,
such as regulating the temperature by
properly
the use of a pyrometer, and
been
it
has
cooling the piece after
through the process.

Many tons of aluminum and brass
castings are also made in this foundry
for use on the Ford cars.

WELCOME TO THE

1920

CONVENTION

BEAUTIFUL OHIO STATE EXPOSITION GROUNDS, WHERE THE FOUNDRYMEN'S
CONVENTION AND EXHIBIT WILL BE HELD.
The exhibit provides conditions that
afford the fullest opportunity for deliberate inspection and
comparison of
the full range of equipment and supplies
on the part of the user. And these same
favorable conditions enable the maker to
display, demonstrate and establish personal contact with large numbers of the
very people who are most interested in
learning of his products.

Exhibit of the American Foundrymen's
Association and the Metals Division
of the A.I.M.E. at Columbus, Ohio,
the Week of October 4, 1920

New machines and methods are annually introduced that help foundrymen
to reduce costs, stabilize
quality and
save time and labor.

The annual meeting of the American
Foundrymen's Association has long been
acknowledged as the most important
event of the year among manufacturers

No place in the world compares with
the Foundry and Machine Exhibit for
the convenience and certainty with which

of castings.

Convention week brings together the
representing the brains, ability and
achievement in the foundry industry.
Here are recorded the most advanced

men

ideas in casting practice.
Here are exhibited the latest creations of inventive

genius
castings.

applicable
to the making
Here technical problems

of
af-

foundrj'men can keep posted and enlarge
their knowledge of advanced
foundry
methods.

The ingenuity, attractiveness and variety of the exhibits combine to make a
display of surpassing interest and rare
educational value.
Countless new ideas
are set in motion at this great convention

and exhibit.

SHARE!

COME, GET YOUR

necessary,
since a bearing alloy
suited for a soft low-carbon machine-

this

steel

journal would not be an economic

selection for a high-carbon nickel-chrome

heat-treated journal, and a most economic selection for the lattei would prove
destructive to the former.
13. It seems exceedingly improbable
that laboratory accelerated service tests
can ever give general satisfaction, owing
to the difficulty of reproducing in a few
hours' time the equivalent of many years
of service conditions.
It is our conviction that much more
can be
learned
from the study of failures, and also in
studying old bearings together with their
journals, which have given eminently
satisfactory service for an exceptionally
long period.

"There are seasons in every country
noise and impudence pass current
for worth, and in populous communities
especially the clamor of interested anrl
factious men is often mistaken for p.itrijtism.
Alexander Hamilton.
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The Exchange
npHE

Situation

Canadian dollar does not pass at par
in the United States is certainly a draw-back to both
the Americans and the Canadians, but
obviously
the
Americans are the biggest losers, as they miss a certain
amount of trade, wnich they could easily secure, were it
not for the exchange. However, this is due to right
itself in the near future, and many of the leading publifact that the

cations over the line predict that there is a bright prospect of the Canadian dollar being at a premium before
many years.

SUBSCRIPTION RATE

This

Canada, $2.00; United States, $2.50; Great Britain, Australia and
Advertising
other colonies, 12s. 6d. per year other countries, $2.50.
rates on request.

and

is

too optimistic a view to take of the situation,
fact a condition which we do not desire.

is

in

A

;

Subscribers who are not receiving their paper regularly will confer
a favor by telling us.
We should be notified at once of any change
in address, giving both old and new.

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY
LIMITED
143-153
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age of material. If anything like a panic is awaiting us
it is going to be a terrible surprise to a class of people
who are not usually surprised in that manner. When
an American concern is prepared to invest three million
in a coke plant in Toronto, and when some of the largest
steel plants in the world are locating here, it certainly
looks as though those who have so far been successful
were confident of the future.

Tele-

MONTREAL: Southam Building, 128 Bleury
Telephone Main 1004. WINNIPEG: 1103 Union Trust Bid?,
Telephone Main 3449. VANCOUVER: R. A. Hunter, 314 CarterCotton Bldg., 198 Hastings St. W. EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE:
ONTARIO REPRESENTATIVE: S. S. Moore.
G. E. Pearson.
TORONTO AND HAMILTON REPRESENTATIVE: C. H. Broad.
St.,

tain, Limited, 88 Fleet Street, E.C.

A' oiiiuie

Editor.

phone, Adelaide 5740.

uREAT BRITAIN— LONDON

AN

As far as Canada is concerned things could not be
more encouraging, were it not for the draw-back short-

OFFICES

CANADA— TORONTO

:\I

No. 8

dollar represents one hundred cents.
for it.
Canada is just coming into

That

is all

we want

her own and will
rapidly expand as a manufacturing and exporting country, while America has perhaps seen her best days, but
the time when Americans will not be able to hold their
own is still in the far distant future and we have no
desire to see it otherwise. Our aim, and the aim whicii
we intend to back up, is that we may make our country
as great and as prosperous as possible, and in this we
know that we have the best wishes of the American
people.
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Sand Paper Devices for Small Pattern Shops
Report of Sub committee on Bearing Metals
Melting the Metal at the Ford Foundry
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195
197
198
200
200
201
202
305
206
207
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209
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The exchange is really an abomination, but it seems
be part of the game. We cannot remember very far
back into the dim past, but we are still able to recall
the days when American coins passed regularly in Canada
at eighty cents on the dollar and were not wanted at any
price at any distance from the border.
Things were just
as undesirable in those days as they are now.
What
everyone wants is for the dollar to pass for one hundred
cents, no matter where coined or where circulating.
to

Make-Shift Methods
Business in General

npHE

months of July and August are not usually
upon as rush months from a business

looked
standpoint,
-*•

during the
are
no matter how times
remainder of the year, and this year is no exception,
although in some respects it 'l; different. Reports continue to come in to the effect that things are easing off
in certain lines and that this, that and the other commodity is more plent.ful than hist week, but on the whole
things are not as they should be, either in Canada ov
There seems to be no lack of business for
elsewhere.
those who are in a position to accept it. Coal, iron and
transportation are the three items which most interest
loundrymen and these three seem to be about the most

Market
difficult to put on any kind of satisfactory basis.
reports and price quotations are worse than useless for
the reason that wholesalers are reluctant to quote prices
except from day to day and even then after getting quotations, the customer has no assurance that he can get
delivery.

However, prospects were never better as an enorof unfinished business is still waiting its
turn, and while reports from New York and other American centres indicate a slight falling off in orders, it can
be safely assumed that it is simply due to the holiday
season, or dog-days as they are sometimes called, when the
weather is not ideal for working.

mous amount

TN

the foundry, as well as in every other branch oi i:.dustry there are times when it is advantageous to resort to make-shift methods in order to accomplisii some
object, which can not well be done by any other means.
When in our editorial columns, however, we describe how
some contrivance has been rigged up in an emergency we
do not claim that such a method is in any way to be
compared with systems of operating with up-to-date

equipment.
issue we have shown how an improvised
be made from such material as can be found
around any foundry, how brass can be melted on the
blacksmth's forge and how molding can be done from
almost any kind of a pattern if a little study is given to
the subject. We do not intend to say that a foundry can
be run in this manner and that improved methods are not
required.
On the contrary we believe that the best is
invariably the cheapest.
We believe that every foundry
should be equipped with first-class cupolas and brass
furnaces, and even though they have a foundry and boiler
shop of their own and could build these for themselves
we would advocate the old adage of the shoemaker sticking to his last, which is to say, stick to your regular line
and purchase your equipment from those who have made
a study of such articles.
However we consider that
every foundryman should know every detail of the business and should be in a position to know just how to pro-

In
cupola

this

may
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portion everything about the cupola, etc., but it must be
remembered that there are many towns which do not
support more than cne foundry, and we trust that the
time will never come when any town will be considered

Now suppose the^one
too small to keep up at least cne.
foundry in a town were fitted out with the best of everything and should have a break-down, such as any concern
liable to have, it is well to be in a position to take off
It might seem odd
a heat in the stove cr on the forge.
to think that iron can be successfully melted in a baris

but as we have said we do not advise such makeexcept in emergencies.
When the emergency docs arrive, however, it is a
good thing to be sufficiently familiar with the scientific
principles involved to get results by any means.

rel,

shifts,

An

Accident Hazard
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is
the capital of the State of Ohio, and is
consequently well provided with hotels of the highest
class.
A complete list of these will be published, together with the charges for accommodation, etc. Railroad routes and rates will also be furnished, in fact every
information procurable and of interest to prospective
visitors will be published in the September Pre-Conven-

Columbus

tion

Number.

In addition to this, the number will form an interesting special issue and will cover every department of the
foundry, plating, and polishing and pattern-making field,
with live stories by various writers en interesting topics.
Columbus is an ideal place for the convention, being
situated in the centre of a veritable hive of foundries
and the buildings which are those of the Ohio State Fair
and which were built specially for exhibition purposes,
are ideal buildings in which to hold the convention and
exhibition.

A MMONIA,
^~^

while deadly enough in itself if let loose in
the refrigeration plant, is usually not looked upon
as much of an explosive. By itself or mixed with air in
varying proportions it is harmless, but when varying
amounts of oil vapor, hydrogen, etc., are mixed with it as
in a refrigeration system explosions have been known to
occur. An article in the present issue points out a number of accident hazards in the refrigeration plant which
are not likely to occur to the operating engineer and is
well worthy of careful study.
Explosions can also take place in a compression system
This was shown
itself without the presence of ammonia.
in testing out a compressor under 250 lbs. air pressure
when the oil separator exploded with great violence. The
explanation advanced was that the superheated air, forced
from the compressor into the oil separator, found an explosive mixture with the oil vapor.
Explosive accidents to absorption systems are also quite
possible, many of those which have occurred having been
simply due to overpressure. There is also another cause
for explosions in this type of plant; the dissociation of
ammonia and the liberation of hj^rogen is quite possible
and the gases from the purge line being almost highly

Canadian Foundryman booth will, as usual, be the
headquarters for Canadians, and we urgently appeal to
all Canadians to call on us and register as guests.
We
also urge our countrymen who are interested in the
foundry business to make a determined effort to resei-ve the week of October 4 and attend the convention.
The exhibit of everything which is the latest in foundry
equipment is worth many times the cost of attending,
while the reading of the papers and the discussions
which follow make the convention a veritable school
of foundry practice.
"All work and no play makes
Jack a dull boy" is an old saying, and is equally applicable to a foundrymen's convention as elsewhere.
It
will certainly not be the order of the day in this ca^e
as the committee in charge is spamig no pains in preparing a programme of amusements, all of which will
be published in our next issue.
In the meantime we
will trust to the Canadian founders to make the necessary preparations to attend.

inflammable probably consist chiefly of this gas.
The author concludes with the statement "that explosive accidents are so few in number is due not so much
to the care with which the plants are operated as to the
fact that fortunately all of the necessary conditions are
only infrequently at hand. Finally it is most essential
that strict watch is kept on the whole system from end
to end in all details, as the failure of even an apparently
unimportant part has been found sufficient to cause general havoc and even fatality."

the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
While
financiers talked of credits and exchange and the chances
of opening trade with Europe, Mr. Vauclain went abroad

—

Our Pre-Convention Number
POLLOWING

our usual custom,

two very interesting

special

dent

the

pay?

He

taking

filled

his

plant.

And

out in iron ore, gi-ain, and
oil.
He probably finds that way of doing business easier
than having to explain to the Rumanians, Serbians and
Pole why United States take a bite out of their money
when they want to spend it in the States. The armistice
was not much more than signed when Vauclain was in
Europe with a proposition to swap engines for oil, grain,
is

it

ore, etc.

we purpose publishing

Pre-Convention Nuniber a complete programme of what
they may expect to enjoy at the convention.
The number will be illustrated, showing views of the
various buildings which are at the disposal of the Association and which far surpass anything which has yet
been secured for the purpose.
Other illustrations will include some of the beauty
spots and interesting features of the city of Columbus.
As has already been mentioned in former articles.

presi-

of

and came back with orders that

Where Do You

numbers

dealing with
the annual convention of the Am-erican Foundrymen's
Association, which this year takes place at Columbus,
Ohio, during the week of Oct. 4.
Our next issue will be the Pre-convention Number,
and while we urge as many as can to be present, we
know many will be unable to attend. For the benefit of
the latter we will endeavor in the October convention
number to provide as full an account as possible of the
convention, including the programme, the proceedings,
the exhibits and a general impression of what transpired.
For the benefit of those whom we confidently expect to
m.eet at the convention we will publish in our September
•*

The Old System of Barter
AN interesting story coines of Samuel M. Vauclain,

'T'AKE

men

Fit

In?

age of 25. By 35, five of these
have died; 10 are wealthy; 10 are well-to-do; 40
live on their earnings; 35 show no improvement.
At 45
sixteen have died; one is wealthy; three are well-to-do;
65 live on their earnings; 15 are no longer self-supporting.
At 55, 20 have died, one is wealthy; three are well-to-do;
46 live on their eai'nings, and 30 are not self-supporting.
At 65, 36 have died, 1 is wealthy, 4 are well-to-do; 5 live
on their earnings; 54 ai'e not self-supporting. At 75 years,
63 have died; 1 is wealthy; 2 are well-to-do, and 34 are
100

at the

dependent. The estates of these men look like this: One
leaves wealth, two leave comfort, 15 leave from $2,000
to .$10,000, while 82 leave nothing.

PASSING a hand over his forehead, the worried drillsergeant paused for breath as he surveyed the knockkneed recruit. Then he pointed a scornful finger. "No,"
he declared, "you're hopeless. You'll never make a soldie*.
Look at you now. The top 'alf of your legs is standia'
to attention, an' the bottom 'alf is standin' at easel**
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Scraps from the Foundry Scrap Pile
The Cockshutt Plow

Company have

the contract for extensions to their
plant at Brar.tford, Ont.
The blacksmith shop will be the department mostly increased.
let

The Canadian General Electric Co.
has taken out a permit for a new factory to be erected at the corner of Ward
and Wallace Avenues, Toronto, to cost
four hundred thousand dollars.
Alcock and Brewer, Limited, Montreal
have been incorporated to manufacture
machinery, etc., by Lewis P. Crepeau,
Maurice Dug'as, S. H. R. Bush and

They are

others.

capitalized

at

$25,-

DOO.

The Joliette Castings and Forginga,
Limited, has been incorporated in Montreal to do a manufacturing business,
with a capital of one million dollars, by
Alexander H. Duff, Walter A. Merrill,
Archibald Stalker and others.
The Belanger Foundry Co. has been
incorporated to take over the plant and
business of 0. Belanger and do a general foundry business, by Auguste Kean.
Genest,
Ovicle
D'Amour and
ElrJc
They are capitalized at $100,others.
000.

Molders on Strike at Kingston. The
molders employed at the Kingston, Ont.,
plant

of

the

CoUingwood Shipbuilding
strike on Monday,

Company went on

19th, ha"ving made a demand for
ninety-five cents an hour, which was refused.

July

Beatty Brothers, Fergus, Ont., manufacturers of barn equipment, hay forks,
carriers, pumps, farm machinery, etc.,
are making arrangements for the establishment of a manufacturing plant at
The
Regina, Sask., to cost $60,000.
company is also extending its plant at
Fergus, Ont., and is installing additional
machinery.
St.

Fire.

Fire

hundred

Damaged

Foundry

Thoma.s

damage

by

to the extent of one

thou.-;and dollars

was caused

to

the plant of the Canadian Iron FounThe
dries, Limited, St. Thomas, Ont.
fire

which was of unknown origin,

total-

destroyed the pattern making and
pattern storage departments and badly
damaged the roof of the foundry. Some
Dominion
the
of the out-buildings of
ly

Brake Shoe Company

wei"e

also

dam-

aged.

•&?*

''^

•"

Vikt.'qi^4f\'- 'V'^jM^ihTiy-

New Brass Foundry for Brantford;
the
Brantford Brass Foundry Co. is
name of a new concern which has just
been opened for business at 22 Leonard
St., Brantford, Ont., by David L. WebMr. Webster,
ster and Richard Hart.
who is at present, water commissioner
for the city, was for a number of years
chief engineer at the Brantford water
Mr. Hart is a practical founworks.
dryman. At present the company will
do a general jobbing business, but expect to launch into a special line in the
near future.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., 600
Boulevard, Chicago,
111.,
have just issued their 78-page catalog,
No. 11, illustrating and describing their
"Thor" pneumatic tools and electric
The book shows in detail
drills.

bon Electrodes, and not Graphite Electrodes,

Using
there

erroneously

stated.

is

a saving of 20 per cent.

"Is your wife one of those women who
look at their husbands and say, 'I made
a man of him'?" asked the impertinent
friend.

"No," answered Mr. Meekton.
"My
Henrietta is very unassuming.
She
merely says she has done her best."

He

W. Jackson

mechanism
their
internal
of
the
drills,
reversible
wood
piston
air
air
drills,
boring machines, turbine
pneumatic grinders, pneumatic hamforge,
rivet-heating
mers, pneumatic
pneumatic motor hoist and pneumatic
tools
every description, together
of
with pipe and hose couplings and other
The electrical section of
accessories.
the book contains a description of a full
line of electrically-driven tools, including: screw driver attachment for electrical drill, etc., with much advice as to
the importance of care and attention to
Dealing, as it does, with two
details.
of the leading subjects in modern foundry practice, it is a book well worth

was

as

this device on Graphite Electrodes

who

but half lives

lives

for him-

self only.

in

Coinage of gold has been suspended
England sir.ce October, 1917.

VX/^ANTED— SECOND-HAND PORTABLE CORE
oven, must be in good condition, and cheap.
Apply Box 72020, Canadian Foundryman.
(c8f)

Bailey

& Bell Fire Brick Co.

Manufacturers

and

Importers

High

of

Grade

Supplies.
Fire
Brick,
Fire Clay and General
Block, Stoker
Brick,
Special
Shapes, Cupola
Boiler Tiles. Stove and Quebec Heater Linings.

Made
1347-49-51

in

Canada

Dufferin St., Toronto.

Phone Ken. 4335

asking for.

TO DISCUSS LIQUIDATION

—

ol
board
Aug. 4.- -The
directors of the Canadian Car & Foundry Company have arranged to meet
It is exhere on Thursday afternoon.
pected that the question of liquidating
22^4 per cent, arrears on the preferred
stock of the enterprise will be discuss-

Montreal,

ed.

ERROR

IN

FORMER EDITION

Furnace
Construction
908 Chestnut street, Philadelphia,
advise an error in recent issue of Cantheir
Poundryman, describing
adian
new Electric Furnace Electrode Economizer.
The figures ^iven of reduced electrode consumption of 10 to 15 lbs per
ten of steel referred to Amorphous Car-

The Electric

Co.,

jC?''^<i5J''i

<S *i^'<mmil'
^'-

'•»

Spi-ciallsts
Spi'cialists

Seini-Stecl.

m

analyzing,
analyzmsr. mixing and melting of
Grey nnd Malleable Irons.

in

;;i,1

The Toronto Testing Laboratory, Limited
160 Bay Street, Toronto

':1'5

—
C A N A D

1020
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Thoughtful Expenditure

Foundry Facings

is

A N

in

F

C)

U NDRY

MAN

Your

Wise Economy

It is surely reasonable that a manufacturer specializing in
the preparation of Foundry Facings for over thirty years
should be in the best possible position to take care of
your Facing needs. Hamilton Foundry Facings are made
from the highest grade Ceylon Plumbago imported direct

from Ceylon and ground at our mills in Canada. Every
barrel is guaranteed and sold direct from the mill to you
there's no middleman's profit, no long waits for shipments, no hold-ups in the customs, no duty and no high
exchange rates to pay. All this means money in your

—

us on your next order.
If you want cleaner, smoother castings than you are now
getting give our
CEYLON a trial. It is sold at a
moderate price and invariably proves its worth on first

pocket.
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No exchange

rates to

pay.

No duty

to pay.

Prompt

deliveries

assured.

Highest quality products.

Sold direct to the

consumer.

trial.

Our Ceylon Plumbago No. 206
machinery casting work.
men who know. Try it.
eral

Our Lines Include
Plumbago

Facings

grades,

pounds,

Liquid

Wash, Core Oil, Partine.
Fluxes and Supplies.

Our products are

gootl

and prices reasonable
Investigate.

a great success for gen-

preferred by foundry-

Climax Tripoli

Climax Grey Core

Partine

Compound

of

Dry ComCompounds, Core Gum, Core
all

is

It is

If you want a parting that goes farther and gives perfect satisfaction,
use our No- 1 grade Climax Tripoli
Partine.
It is made from a superior
grade of Tripoli, the best known product for parting manufacture.
All
other ingredients used in Climax Tripoli Partine are also carefully selected,
and long experience has taught us the
secret of keeping our product uniform
in quality.
Every barrel is guaranteed.
Use it and you will save time in
grinding, finishing and polishing.

THE HAMILTON FACING MILL
Head

Office

A small amount of "Climax Grey,"
costing only a few cents, will save dollars' worth of labor. It increases proThe
duction and reduces the cost.
sand flows freely and completely from
the casting. Cores made from Climax
Grey Core Compound are always clean,
hard and perfect. They dry quickly,
and do not become damp in storage
or in the mold, neither do they sag,
You can rely on
scab, nor buckle.
Climax Core Compound being absoSend a trial order.
lutely uniform.

CO.,

and Mills

Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

LIMITED
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PLATING AND POLISHING DEPARTMENT
Practical

Articles, Useful Data, Descriptions of

Equipment,
Question.— One of our products includes a st^el bar 18 inches long', %inch wicie, by '4-inch thick.
This bar
is tempei'ed and drawn in oil, the burnton

bein-^- very difficult to
remove.
have tried several well-known cleanin,iJcompounds *and combinations of
cleaning- compounds v;ith soap with no
practical result.
Our plater suggested
that we write your correspondent for a
formula v/hich will remove the burnt-cn
oil.
You now have the facts. Can you
assist us?
Our plater uses Canadian
Foundryman as a text bock. What has
become of Abe Winters?

oil

We

Answer.
from the

— To

clean the burnt-on oil
bars use any cleaning
compound which
contains
a
small
amount of caustic and is totally soluble
In combination with the above selected
compound use a strong soap compound,
the proportions being half and
half.
About 4 or 6 ounces of each per gallon
of soft water.
Boil this solution at
least one hour before using, then add
1 quart of coal oil per each 50 gallons
of solution, boil a few minutes and immerst^ the steel.
A fifteen-minute immersion in the boiling solution should
suffice to loosen the oil, rinse in hot
water and place in an ordinary electric cleaning solution for
about two
minutes, possibly less may do, using
direct current on the later bath.
The
foregoing method should clean your steel
bars very satisfactorily.
We are glad
to hear that your plater esteems the
Canadian Foundryman's efforts so highly.
Abe Winters will again contribute
to our columns in the near future.
If
you are particularly interested in any
branch of polishing or electro-plating
practice and desire an article written in
detail regarding same, notify the editor
and we will try and please you.
steel

*

Question.

you

—

I

m

shall

*

be greatly obliged

formula for a black
pickle for iron, one which will remove
scale, -etc., from castings, forgings, and
if

will publish a

etc.,

Used

formula for a
bright pl-^kle for iron.
An'^wor. To prepare a black pickle,
arid
part of sulphuric acid, 66 deg. to
If) parts of water.
Always add tlie acid
to the water, never the reverse.
A good
bright pickle for iron consists of water,
10 quarts; sulphuric acid, 66 deg., 2.S
ounces; zinc, 2 ounces; nitric acid, 12
ounces, mix in order named.
hv.'at-treated steel, also a

—

I

*

*

*

—

Queition. Kindly inform me of best
method for removing black nickel deposit from brass or steel.
This black
nickel deposit :s very hard and it not
easily cut with brush.
Is there any
chemical which can be added to the black
nickel soiufcion to effect a softer plate?

—

Answer. ^To remove an ordinary deposit of black nickel, immerse in a strong
solution of sodium cyanide.
If the arare lacquered, remove lacquer by
caustic solution.
If the deposit is unusually heavy or resists the action of the cyanide solution
use a dilute solution of sulphuric acid
v/ith a reverse
electric
current, lead
cathodes are best for this purpose; do
net cut down current, employ complete
open circuit from the generator.
The
action is rapid and the base metal is
cleaned ready for plating or final drying.
To soften a black nickel deposit,
try small additions of benzoic acid to
the solution.

ticles

immersion in boiling

*
()iie«tion.

—

*

*

am engaged

at present
as foreman plater in a small shop; we
aie kept busy during the entire year by
taking in job plating when our our business becomes slack. I am often promptI

ed to nmke a start for myself in the
job plating business, but lack the confidfnce v/hich seems neceFsary to success.
Can you help me decide the question.
I will
appreciate
your candid
opinion

Answer.

—

Machinery,

the Plating and Polishing Industry.

in

If

your experience does not

include a thorough understanding of the
several
branches
of
electro-plating,

and buffing, we would advise
you to remain in the employ of others,
possibly a change of employer would
assist in bringing you into a more contented frame of mind. The average job
plater docs not make more than a living, and more men totally fail in the
jobbing business than succeed.
There
are cases where men who have absolutely no practical knowledge of
electroplating have bought out job shops and
poli.shing

made a success of the business, but these
men were naturally good business men
possessed of splendid

executive ability

and invariably employed capable men to
operate thi plant.
One of the main
causes of failure in job shops is the absence of a suitable system of estimating
costs.
We venture to say that 95 per
cent, of the jobbing shops have practically no system of finding costs. Many
manufacturing firms maintain their
plating plants as an expense department
simply because they are unable to arrange a satisfactory cost system which
v.'ould ailow them to regard the department as a productive unit. Basing plating cost:-' upon polishing costs will never

To establish a
requires capital,
special judgment, and a keen relish for
work. The location of the plant is also
a very important point to consider; it
should be centrally located.
To be successful in job plating you must be wot
only a good plater but a good business
man.
When a chem.ist begins to do
business as a drugarist he ceases to be
a chemist and becomes a merchant, the
financial end of his business necessitates this chr.ne-e, otherwise there is a
vacant store to let in a very short time.
yield

job

correct

planting

results.

business

The McClary Manufacturing Comp.any
.have just about completed the four-storey
addition to their Montreal factory. This
section has been built on the south-east
corner of the old building and will provide an additional 20,000 square feet of
floor space.

The Hawley-Schwartz Furnace
The Only Perfect Melter
All metal from 50 lbs. to 10,000
Is

lbs.

Absolutely Uniform

Write for catalog and complete information

The Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.
Easton, Penn., U.S.A.
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Brass Foundry Equipment
We

are prepared to give complete estimates

on the above.

If

interested,

write us for prices and particulars.

Tumblers

for wet or dry milling.

Made

in

two

sizes

Crucible Tongs
of all sizes.

The above

^

are supplied in different sizes for
forced or natural draft.

Wet

Pick-up Tongs.

Tl-

e celebrated

O

Morgan English Crucibles

Crucibles Shanks of

carried in all sizes.

We

or dry in two sizes

and Accessories

The Dominion Foundry Supply
*'

as above.

Branford Vibrators.

all sizes.

are also distributors of "Branford" Vibrators

same

Co.,

Limited

Everything for the Foundry"

MONTREAL

TORONTO

WINNIPEG

QUEBEC

ONTARIO

MANITOBA

'

CANADIAN FOUND RYMAN
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The greatness of
on her
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lEW H^

INDED

Britain

integrity.

Her strength shI^ ^TiiyA:i=m:^TiS^^:M!rM RLD
CONFIDENCE.
r3=4^Jir3ri3<»l

CONSTRUCTIVE EFFORTS, BUT THE POWER OF
THE CONFIDENCE OF THE PEOPLES OF THE
WORLD WILL RESTORE TO HER IN MORE
BRILLIANT FORM THE LEADERSHIP SHE HAS
--^'"'^
JUSTLY EARNED ANQ PROUDLY HELD,

ONFIDENCE IS THE FOUNDATION O
OSITION IN THE WORLD OF IRON AND STEEL--^—
^
OUR PROGRESS DEPENDS ON IT,
_

THE FUTURE IS BEFORE US. TO ADVANCE, WE
MUST. CONTINUE TO MERIT THE CQ.NFlbENCE
OF THE BUYERS OF STEEL AND IRON PRODUCTS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION IN CANADA. AND. WE
ARE DETERMINED TO ADVANCE.

L^^yA%liW
LIMITED t
.TON MONTRE.
^y^»l..,^^....^.,,^rvxx,N\Cj

AuLUK^t.
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One Man With
a Blystone^ or
Six

With Shovels?

has been proven that the Blystone Sand Mixer will do at least
the work of six men mixing by
the old shovel method.
It

—

Blystone the only mixer
with adjustable shovels

One man can mix

— and
six

it

men

core sand for 25 core makers and facing for 100 molders
takes less than half his time. Does your experience show that the
could compete with sho\'els?

The demands of labour for higher wages presents the biggest problem to the
foundrymen to-day. Nevertheless this problem can easily be solved in the
sandmixing department.

The Blystone

offers the certain

means.

"The Mixer That Shovels"
The Blystone shovels the sand o\ev and over, throws it from one end of the
drum to the other with each revolution of the shaft; every bit is thoroughly
and evenly mixed.
Pend for particulars of our 10 days" free trial
your own ])lant under your own conditions.

offer

and

test a

Blystone out in

Blystone Manufacturing Co.
820 Ironton St.,

The

L.

&

Cambridge Spring, Pa.

P. Manufacturing Company, Niagara Falls,
Manufacturers and Distributors for Canada.

Baltimore. J.

W. Paxson

Co.

Hill & Griffith Co.
Buffalo, E. J. AVoodison Co.
Chicago, Scully-Jones
Co.
Cincinnati, Hill
Griffith Co.

Birmingham,

&

&

Ont.

Cleveland, E. J. Woodison Co
Detroit, E. J. Woodison Co.
New York, Wonham, Hates & Goode,
Inc.

Philadelphia, J.

W. Paxson

Co.

Pittsburgh, J. S. McOormick Co.
San Francisco, Cal., Ditty Brothers.
Seattle, Wash., Ditty Bros.

7^ Kf-j

A BlYSTO/V£m)u/c/ Sdye f/)c PPc?^s qf/y/e o//^cse At/?

.
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Speed and Ease Accomplished on a Heavy, Rigid

FORD-SMITH GRINDER
Our new

line of floor grinders
efficient basis.
All

has been designed to put these machines
types are of the strongest and most rigid
construction.
Even the highly skilled mechanic will find a great difference in the quality of the work and the ease and speed with which it is

on a really

done.
Full specifications, prices

and photographs

will be mailed

The Ford-Smith Machine

upon request.

Co., Ltd.

HAMILTON, CANADA
Heavy Typ

W. E. Storey, London, Eng.
Foreign Agents:
British & Canadian Hydraulic Tube Co., Johannesburg, South

FIcor Grinders

& Co., Melbourne, Australia
McLeod & Co., Calcutta, India

Gollin
Africa

CANADIAN HART WHEELS
CUT FASTER

Opportunity!
MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Immediate

Our New Modem

Plant.

EMERY WHEELS A SPECIALTY
WE SOLICIT EXPORT TRADE
you want performed and we will
supply you with an abrasive wheel that will save
you time, money and worry.

Tell us the service

Send for
troubles.

one of our catalogues and
We do the rest.

tell

CANADIAN HART PRODUCTS,

Canadian Hart Wheels, Limited
HAMILTON
ONTARIO, CAN.

you think of a crucible think of
DIXON and remember
that the Dixon name

-

-

CRANE VALVES

stands for the longest
and widest experience
in the crucible industry.

CRANE

Write for Booklet No. 27-A.

LIMITED

in Jersey City, N.J.,

by the

JOSEPH DIXON

HEAD OFFICE S. WORKS
I280 ST. PATRICK ST

CRUCIBLE COMPANY
oXXXn

Established 1827

Limited

Successors to

-

Made

us your

possession

Address: P.O.Box 1568
MONTREAL QUEBEC

When

other wheels on the market

i^^''^

In-

corporated under Dominion of Canada
Charter, will sell all holdings at bargain price.
Quick sale necessary.
Company is free from all debt or incumbrances of any kind. Can turn
over to purchaser entire capital stock,
representing valuable plant, situated
on main line of Canadian National
Railroad between Toronto and Ottawa.
Exceptional railway facilities. Company own docks on property with
depth of water for all Welland Canal
draft boats.
Town in which plant is
located has plentiful and reliable supply of non-union labour; and ample
housing facilities at low rentals for
large force.
given.

Than any

LAST LONGER

OXX

MONTREAL
Branches: Toronto, Winnipeg, Vancouver.
Halifax, Quebec, Ottawa, Calgary
Sales Offices
:

Auiiiist.

CANADIAN
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SIMPSON
INTENSIVE

FOUNDRY

MIXER
Economical and Efficient for

all

kinds of Sand Mixtures
Thoroughly
amalgamates

Note the

AUTOMATIC
DISCHARGE
It

the mixture

Small H.P.

saves

required with a

LABOR

minimum

BINDER

of repairs

and

NEW SAND

Pays

for itself

in
It

improves the

an

incredibly

short time

quality of

the castings
Original
Its

porosity of sand

work

is

mixture
maintained

done thoroughly
not partially

Large capacity
Elasticity

and

with a

toughness of

sand are

enormously

minimum

of labor

"The Product

of a Practical

Foundryman'

Will reclaim old

and worn out
sand for reuse

increased

The large number of Simpson Mixers in use all over Canada and the United States
testifies to its efficiency.
Send for our pam phlet No. 50 and list of many users.

The
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Six Points of Perfection

Correct size and speed of mullers.
arrangement of plows.
Automatic discharge.
Large capacity per area of floor space occupied.

Effective

Minimum power and maintenance cost.
less new sand and binder

Considerably

required

NATIONAL ENGINEERING COMPANY
549 W. Washington
CHICAGO, ILL.

Machinery Hall

Bldg.,

St.

CANADIAN
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FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT
TO
DATE"
"UP
-

-

the Finishing of Small Parts and
Casings Costing You Too Much?

Is

Here's

a

profit

leak

that bears close analysis.
The cost of small parts may
to the cost of larger parts unless they are finished in
least possible time and with the minimum amount of

become out of proportion
sufficient volume in the
labor.

Since cost depends on volume, where 6 or 8 tons a day have been cleaned by one
method or another, the installation of a 30/40 Sly Sand Blast Mill aotuafl^'y
turns out 8 to 20 tons a day and with the minimum amount of labor.

Drop forgings. stam.pings, small gears, auto parts, brass and bronze work and
malleable iron castings that are put through a 30/40 Sly Sand Blast Mill are
cleaned with the thoroughness of a sand-blasting operation that imitates hand
work, lessening machining on parts that are to be machined eliminating defecgiving a surface that is ready for plating.
tive parts
It is your privilege to draw on over forty years' experience in the business, bv
putting your cleaning problem up to us. Write or wire.
;

;

Mfg.
The W.
W. SLY
Main
and WotHm:

Co.

Office

New York

Cleveland, Ohio

Washington

Birmingham

Paris, France

Other
Steel

Tumbling Mills

Iron Cinder Mills
Brass Cinder Mills
Resin Mills
Sand Blast Mills
Sand Blast Mills— 'nited

Exhaust Fans
30-40

Sand Wast

Mill at Olds

SLY

ChicBgo
Detroit
St.

Louis

Products
Sand Blast Rooms
Sand Blast Cabinet
Sand Blast Rotary Tables
Dust Arresters
Cupolas
Core OTens
Core Sand Reclaimers

Motor Works, Lansing, Mich.

Berkshire

Molding Machines

.\iiL'u>i.

nt-2(>

('

A N A D

1

A
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Ferrous and Non-Ferrous
Metals
Plant and Machinery
Steam Engines aind Boilers
Factory Stores
Machine Tools
Railway Material
Contractors' Stores

and
Machinery
Medical Stores
Chemicals and Explosives
Motor Vehicles
Agricultural Machinery
Electrical Instruments

Aircraft
Furniture
Textiles and Clothing

Boots and Leather Equip*

ment
Motor Boats,

Buyers

should
representatives

etc., etc.

instruct

their

United
Kingdom to communicate with
the D. B. 8.
Canadian Export
Department, Ministry of Munitions, Whitehall Place, London,
S.W.
CaJi>le

'Dispexport,

in

the

Address

Munorgize, London"

i

>ggaKV.ar^gwgiig»^gi>> rift
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ALBANY AND NORTH
RIVER MOLDING SANDS
Prompt Shipments
Our

deposits of the

Molding Sands

famous Albany and North River

Our

are unexcelled.

facilities for load-

ing and shipping both by water and

rail

are excellent.

Lumberton, Millville, Steel Molding, Furnace
Bottom Sand and Millville Gravel.

Jersey,

Clay, Cupola Daub, Sand Blast Sand.

George

F. Pettinos

Real|Estate Trust Building
Canadian Agents:

Messrs. R.

J.

Philadelphia, Pa.

-

Mercur

&

Co., Ltd.,

Montreal

Pneumatic Grinders
Portable

Foundry
Pneumatics

More work with less expense is a characteristic of all Thor tools and this is especially true of the Thor Pneumatic Grinder.
the ideal grinder for all foundry work.
its great strength, speed, power, and
durability the toughest jobs are disposed of
with ease and dispatch. Then again it is
easily portable, a feature that makes it
practically indispensable in the foundry, as
it entirely eliminates the moving of heavy
castings, thus greatly facilitating produc-

It is

With

tion.

The Thor catalogue gives full details of the entire
Thor line. Shall we send you a copy?

Chipping

Hammers

Thor Chipping Hiimmeis save time and labor and are backed by
twenty years of experience in buildinK pneumatic tools. Their
construction absolutely provides against air leaks and entirely
They do the work quickly and satisfactorily
eliminates vibration.
and can be relied upon day in and day out. Give Thor tools a trial.

.INDEPENDENT PNEUMATIC

TOOL COMPANY

334 St.

James

Street,

MONTREAL

123 Bannatyne Ave.
32 Front St. W., Toronto
1142 Homer St., Vancouver

E.,

Winnipeg

Aui-iu^t,

A N A IM A N

1!)20
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CORE OIL
Holland Core Oil to meet the conditions
grey iron, malleable,
arising from all classes of molding
brass.
Compare
a trial barrel of Big
aluminum
and
steel,
Stick, Regular, Old Regular, Special No. i, or Extra Fast
Drying with the oil you are using at present. We know
what your decision will be!
There

is

a grade of

—

"

HOLLAND

TRIPOLI PARTING
Our mills are of the most modern type and turn out parting of
uniform dependability.
Over thirty years' constant study of foundry requirements
have been necessary to make the improvements in Holland
Products which have made them foremost of all in efficiency and economy.

The

result of the improvements thus gained
every time you use a Holland Product.

is

apparent

The Dominion Foundry Supply
Toronto
4600 West

£52S!£IS

Montreal

-

HOLLAND CORE
Huron

Co., Ltd.

OIL
St.,

COMPANY

Chicago, IlL

PRODUCTS

—
48
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CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN BUYERS' DIRECTORY
Th, Information you d«ir« may be found in the advertising; pages. ThU department
is maintained for the beneBt
<""' "«der..
The insertion of our advertUers' names under prope, headings U gladly
undertaken
u«ucriii»cii.
dvM not become part of an adrertising contract.

nT/"ir

!!.
bat

5^.11

r,^

ABBjISITB matbuials

Can. HanHo & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, OnU
Oka. Hart Wheel*, Ltd., Hamilton. Ont
Kord-amlth M»ch. Co., Ltd., The, HamlltOD, Ont

Fradcri* B. SteTVDs, Detroit, Ididlugan.
Plttaburgb Cnuhed SUel Co., I'ittsburgh, Pa.
WonUna. B. J., Oo.. Toraoto. Ont.

AIB OOMPBBSSORS
Berk.shire Jlfg, Co., The.
Oaa. Huuen A Van Winkle

Co.. Toronto, Ont
Curtis Pnenmatic Machy. Co., St. Ixmis, Mo.
Fradvtle B. StcTcns. Detroit, llidhigian.
lioldcn Co.,

,

WMdlaoB.

Ltd., Tlit.

London, England.

Co..

Ltd..

Tlie.

Mo.

Louis,

Ltd.. Tlie, Montreal.

A Tan

Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.

Ox.vgen Co., Toronto,

Ont.

Corpora tdoD, Hageretown, Md.

AUTOMOBILE MACHINERY

ttARBEL^,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

TUMBLING

Caa. aanaoa A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out
Dominion Fdr7> Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out.

Hi"'""- racing MUl Co,, Ltd., Uamllion, Out
Narthara Orane Works, Ltd., Walkerrllle, Ont
S.. Chicago, DL
Sly Mfg, Co., Olerrelaad, Obla
rrvlerlo B., Detroit Uloh.
WoodlaoD, £. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

OtMnnaycr Co.,

W. W.
•WTou.

BARRELS, SANDBLAST
A. C. Leslie & Co., Ltd.,

J.,

El.

&

Roots Oo.. P. H.

M.. Conneraville, Ind.

F.

Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto,
Haatiton Fadi^ UIll Co., Ltd., Hamilton,
atsTMU. 7T«d«rlo B., Dijnilt Mtilh.
WoodlaoB. B. J., Oo., Toronto, Ont
Luu^^iira

Fdrj.

BLOWING ENGINES
General Comlmstion Do.,
BliOWBBa

Ont
Ont

.

Sterens, Detroit, Mieblgan.
Baafltoi radbc IflU Co., HaaUton, Ont
Dixon Orudblo Co.. Jersey City, N.J.
Pettbioe. George F.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Frederic B.

JWh

Toronto,

BOILERS. STEAM

Oat

London, England.

BOOTS
r. H. Watit, Amherst, N.8.
Ministry of Munition.', London,

Maohinerv Co.,

BRACKETED

JIB

Grand

Rapids,

Co.,

St

I.o\iis,

Mo.

•BAK» HHOKa, WHKKL TRCEINU
Qaa. Haoaoa * Tan ^Vhlkle Co., Toronto,
Wbecis. Ltd., BamUtoa, Ont
J., Oa. Tircnto, Oat

da. Hart

.

C«n. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
CleveliLiiil
Cliaiilet
& Mfg. Co., Cleveland.
riominicn Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Frederic B. Sterens. Detrcnt, Midhlgian.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Lindsay Cliaplet & Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Obeimayer Co., S.. Chicago, 111.
Woodlson, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Oat

Winkle <>

Sterais,
E.

J.,

Detrodt, Michigan.

''<)..

Ont-

Toronto.

CORE BREAKERS (PNEUMATIC)
Cleveland

l'ne\nnatic Tool Co.. The.
Co., Ltd.. The. Montreal.

Holden

Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Oni
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Hamilton Facing MUl Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Holland Core Oil Co.. Chicago. 111.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago. 111.
Petti'ios. Geonre F.. Philadelphia. Pa.
.Slevens.

Frederic B., Detroit. Micli,
E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

Blystone Mfg. Co.. Camhridge Spring.s, Pa.
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dorminion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto^ Ont
Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Michigan.
Ti.lw)r .Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodlson. E. J. Co., Toronto, Ont

CORE OILS

Detroit, Michigan.

Mil! Co.. Ltd., Hamilton. Oni
Holland Core Oil Co., Chicago, IlL
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.
Reynolds & Co., Toronto.
Woodlson, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Cambridge Springs,

Pa.

Can. Hanson A Tan Winkle Co.. Toronln. Oni.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Sterens, Detrodt. Michigan.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont
Joseph Dixon Cmcible Co., Jersey City, K.J.
Obermayer & Co., S., Chicago, 111.
Woodlson.

F,.

.1..

Co., Toronto,

Ont

CORE REDUCERS
Engineering Co.. Chicago,

National

111.

CORE WAX

Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, fint
Dominion Fdrv. Supplr Co. Ltd. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B.
TTnifed

Frederic B., Detroit Mich.
J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

Sterens, Detroit, Michigan.
Co.. Buffalo, N.T.
E. J.. Toromto

Compound

Woodisfon

Woodlson, E.

Co.,

(COUPLINGS,

CHKBnSTS— SEE METAM.UROIBTS
CHEMICALS
Can. Hanson tc Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, IMidhlgan.
W. W. W«U«, Toronto,

CORE OVENS— SEE OVENS
CORE SAND MIXER

Can.

Hinsoo & Tan Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont

(Mich.

Toronto.

J.,

CORE WASH

CHAPLET8

Sterens,

E.

A Van

Bb-stone Mfg. Co.,

,

Can.

England.

CRANES

Curtis Pneumatic Machy.

Ont

CHARCOAL

BORING MACHINES
Oliver

Co., Toronto,

Weill, Toronto.

General Combustion Co.. Montreal.

Hanion * Tan WlnUe Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

Ont

HamUion Facing

MmilTeiil,

General Corobuntion Co., Montreal.

Oaa.

Ministry of Munitions,

W. W.

Oo..

Frederic B. Sterens.

CERAMIC KILNS

,

Oa.

The.

111.

Oan. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Oni
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

CAR LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Holden Co.. Lid.. Tlie. Montrenl.
CAR MOVERS

CASE HARDENING

BOILBB QBAPHITB

I.,

Frederic B.. Detroit. .Mich.
E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

I.ld..

Chicago,
Toronto.

CORE-MAKING MACHINES

Toronrto.

Dominion Fdry. S\ipply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Monaroh Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.

Co,

Co..

<~an. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Toronto, Ont
Onrminion Fdry. Supplr Co.. Ltd
Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit. Miiihigan.
Hamilton Faring Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton. Ont
Reynolds & Co., Toronto.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

Michigan.

OARS, COKE OVEN AND FOUNDRY
Oan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.

Holden

S.,

J.,

Woodlson.

.Montreal.

CASTINGS, NICKEL
Oan. Hanson & Van Winkle

Co.,

E.

CORE MACHINES, HAMMER

Woodlnnn.

BOILERMAKERS' TOOLS
Hold™ Co.. Ltd.. Tlie, Montreal.
BOILER COMPOUND
Re>-nolds & Co.
Toronto.

.

J..

&

WoodUon.

Oaa.

Sterens, Detrodt. Midhigen.
F.. Philadelphia, Pa.
E.

Comnerarille, Ind.

CORE CO.MPOUNDS

George

I'ettiiins.

Sterens.
Alootreal.

t^tm. Hanaoa Jt Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Sui>ply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Frederic B. SteTens, Detroit, Midhlgan.
BaafltoD raolnc MUl Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
R00IB Oo., P. H. & F. M., OoninersTille, tod.
WoodlMo,
J., Co., Toronto. Ont

WoodlaoB,

B'rederic B.

Woodlson Oa,

Obermayer

Woc»li«.Tn.

CALKING HAMMERS

•i.AirT aAUOEa cupola
Qaa. Haasoo A Tan Winkle Co., Toronto, Onu

.M.,

F*rederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Michigan.
Holland Core Oil Co., Chicago 111.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont

Frederic B.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Monareh Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Pangbom Corporation, Hagerstown, Md.

'ilie.

F.

Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Can.

Oan. HansoD

BURNERS, CORE OVEN

Lt.I..

&

CORE BINDERS

WooflisoD

Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Miciiigaii.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
•Woodlson. B. J., <X., Toronto. Ont

Co.,

London, England.

Munitions,

of

CORE BOX MACHINES

Oan. Hanson A Van Winkle Oo., Toronto, Out.
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd., "nic, Hamilton, Ont

Holden

Frederic B. Sterens, Detrodt, Michigan.
Gautler. J. H.. A Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Joseph Dixon Criiclhle Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Ont

CARBON BLACKING

BLAST GATES

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Sirpply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.

Ont

CABINETS. SANDBLAST

Toromto.

Michigan.

CORE BOXES (STEEL AND WOOD)

Sly Mfg. Co., Olereland, Ohio.
Frederic B., Detroit, Midi.
Woodlson. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

Frederic B. SUrens, Detroit, Oficblgan.
Holland Core Oil Co., Chicago, IlL

Detroit,

CLAY LINED CRUCIBLES

-Mini.'^to'

Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont

Sterens. Detroit,

Sterens,

Obermayer Co.. 8., Chlawo. 111.
Woodiaon Oa, E. J.. Taranto.

Roots Oo., P. H.

Dominion Fdry. Supply (3o., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Uaanfaeturers' Bnish Oo., Cleveland, Ohio,
atorou, Fraderte B.. Detroit, Uieh.
Woodlson, B. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Frederic B.

CLAMPS. FLASH

CONTRACTORS' STORES

W. W.

Ptnitmra Corporation, Hagantonni, Ma.

Montreal.

Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Sterens, Detrodt, Michigan.
Preston Woodworking Machy. Co., Preston. Ont.
Sly. W. W., Mfg. Co.. The. Olereland, O.
W»xxti!?on Co.. E. J., Toronto.

CONVERTER BLOWERS. ROTARY

Sterens,

{Montreal, Que.

BINDERS, SAND
Woodi3on Oa.,

Ont

BUFFS AND BUFFING AND
POLISHING COMPOSITIONS

Woodworking Machinery Oo.
Machinery Co.,

A Van

Oaa. Hanson A Van Whikle Oo.. Toronto,
">ederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Michigan,
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd., The, HamQt<Mi,
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

BAND SAWS
Oliver

Ont.

MACHINERY

ARRESTERS, DUST
I'l-eston

Co.. Torooto.
Ltd., Toronto,

BUTFINO AND POLISHING

.

ARGON
Pauitxir'

BRUSHES, FOUNDRY AND CORE

Oaa. Hanson

Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Michigan.
W. W. WeUa, Torooto.
Woodikoo,
f., Oo., Toroato. Oat

Dom.

American Manganese Bronze Co., Philadelphia.

BBU8HBS, ALL KINDS

Detroit, Mich.

ANODBfl, BBASS, COPPBR,
MIOKBI., CINO
Oaa. Hanson

PhiladeliAla.

HamOioa Fadng Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Uannfitoturers' Brush Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Otwrmayer Co., S., Chicago, m.
SUrens, Frederic B., Detroit, Midi.
Waodlioa, B. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

rvaderlo B. Stereos, Detroit, Micblean.
Pettinoa, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.

The,

Ltd.,

Frederic B.
Co.,

Hanaoo & Van Wlnilo
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

ALBANY SAND
Frederic B.,

Ont

Ont

BRONZE CASTINGS

Oaa.

AIR HOSE
Co.,

Toronto,

Ltd.,

Torooto,

Co.,

Co.,

CINDER MILLS
Dominion Fdry. Supply

BRONZE MANGANESE

Curtis Pneumatic Machy. Co., St.
lloldeii Co.,
Ltd., Tlje, Montreal.

SteTcns,

J.,

Ont

American Manganese Bronze Col. Philadelphia.

Jloiilieal.

AIR HOIST

HoMt-n

Dominion Fdry. Sujiply Co.,
Woodlsoa, B.

Pneiimatio Tool Co., The.
Ltd., The. Montreal.

Co..

Holden

Oaa. Hanson A Tan Wlnile Co., Toronto,
Oaa. Hart Wheels. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Frederic B. Sterens Detroit, Mldhlgan.

BRONZE INGOTS

AIR DRILLS
Holden

Holden

CHISEL BLANKS

BBICKS, BUBBINO

American Manganese Bronze

of Munitions,

Cleveland

Montreal.

BRONZE FORCINGS

AIRCRAFT
.Ministry

General ComibTistion Co..

CHIPPING HAMMERS (PNEUMATIC)

American Manganese Bronze Ca, Philadelphia.

.Mrmtrcal.

Co.. Toronto. Ont.

J..

BRASS GOODS, VALVES, ETC.
Crane Ltd., Montreal
BRASS MELTING

Cleveland

BOWES (PNEUMATIC)

I'neimi.ltie

Tool

Co..

The.

COUPLINGS, PLAIN. FLEXIBLE AND
Ont.

CUT OFF
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago,
Woodisoa, K. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

111.
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Scores of Boyers break casting cores

No

packed too
Boyer Chipping

casting core

hard for

this

is

Hammer —^the Type K — for
stroke

is

powerful,

every

Type K

a 'chip off the old block'*—

the Standard

mer

Boyer Riveting Ham-

itself.

result-getting.

Name
Rugged construction popularized
Type K Boyer in foundries and

this

other allied industries where roughand-ready usage by unskilled oper-

the need

— there's

a Boyer

Boyer Chipping Hammers
are built in a variety of sizes and
types as wide as the field of chipping,
for

it,

for

calking, scaling, beading, etc.

ators necessitates built-in sturdiness.

Vibrationless operation that saves
man power and carefully heat treated
parts accurately fitted to resist wear

and prevent

air leakage,

make

this

And stock delivery is now available
all Company Branches.

from

Ask for new instructive Pneumatic
Tool Catalog 560.

Sales Representatives

The Holden Company, Limited
354-356
Salts and StTvietBranthts:

St.

James

Street, Montreal,

Canada

TORONTO, 342 Adelaide Street, West WINNIPEG, 150 Princess Street VANCOUVERi Si
Canadian Factory: Canadian Pneumatic Tool Company, Montreal

PeBd«t Street

p.gi.H

BOYER PNEUMATIC HAMMERS -UnLE GIANT PNEUMATIC AND ELECTRIC TOOLS
CHICAGO PNEUMATIC AIR COMPRESSORS •• VACUUM PUMPS •• PNEUMATIC HOISTS.
GIANT OIL AND GAS ENGINES

CHICAGO
Depend upon

that

Name

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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CRANES

ENGINE LATHES

C«ii. Uanaon & Tan Winkle Co., Tonmlo, Ont.
DominioQ Fdr;. Suppl; Co., Ltd., Torooto, UM.

Northera Crane WorU, Ltd.. WalkarrlU*,
Woodiaon. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Onl.

Unu

Curtis I'neumatic Machy. Co.. St. Louis, Mo.

CRUCIBLES
E.

J.,

Toranitx).

H.

CBUCIBLKS, K£SKKVU1K, TILTING
BOTTOM POLK, KTC.

Hanson & Van Winfcle Co., Toronto, OnU
Uixon Crucible Co., Joseph. Jifbct City. N.J.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Oau
Oo.. Jeraey City.

ft

N.J.

Hemilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. UamUton,

Uiii.

Sterens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Midi.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Onl.

CUPOLAS

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto OnU
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto Ont.
HamUton Facing MUI Co.. Ltd.. HamUUm. Ont
Monarch Engineering ft Mfg. Co.. BalUmora ild.

Northern Crane Works, Ltd.. WaJkerrille
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co.. aereland. Ohio.
SteTena, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Onl.

Ont.

Can. Hanson

Van Winkle

ft

Ont

CUPOLA BLOWERS

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., TotodU Onl
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Monarch Engineering ft Mfg. Co., BalUmor* Md
Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
& F. M., OanmeraviUe, Ind.
Co., Toronto. Onl.

RootB Co.. p. H.
Woodison. E. J..

CUPOLA LININGS BLOCKS
Can.

Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Torooto. Ont
^'^P^U ^°- ^"•- Toronto, Ont
BlSi^^°n^''Q7*T«l«nc B. St«Tens,
Detroit. MicQugan.

*""

Co..

Ltd..

HamUtoo. Omt

ro^i°°.,^^'^°«
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

NY

Can. Hanaon ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto
Ont
nomlnion Fdrj. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Torxmto,
Ont
aterens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

CVANIDE OF POTASSIUM.

Co.. Toronto.

Ont

Mldhigan.
S^i?*
W. W. SWelle. Toronto.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

DIPPERS. GRAPHITE
Can.

Hanson

4 Van

Ojintter.

H„

J.

Woodison. E.

ft

Ont

Toronto. Ont
City. S.J.

Co., Jeniey City
Co.. Toronto.

N.J

Ont
DRAINAGE PTTTINGS
Crane Ltd., Montreal.
DRAWBAR CENTERING DEVICE
T.iri'^rj,

.T

.

''''

'j^

The,

DRILLS. ELECTRIC

-Montreal.

AND T'ORTABLE

independent Pneumatic Tool Co.. C3ilaafo ni
^^<»tto. "L

FE-^.K>>-ALL0Y8

A. C. JLeslie & Co., Ltd.,
FF"lRO-MANGANESE

&

Leslie

Co.,

Ltd.,

Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fary. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Onu
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mlchiean.
Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

LEATHER AND WOODEN

Grand Rapids, Midh.

Montreal, Que.
Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigian.
Oautier, J, H., ft Co., Jersey City, N.J.
General Combustion Co., Montreal.
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton. Ont
Monareh Engineering ft Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Obennayer Co., S., Chicago, Dl.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich,
vrhitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo. N.T.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B.

Van Winkle

Detroit, Midhigan.

Stevens,

FIRE KAND

Hanson ft Van Winkle
Oominion Fdry, Supply Co..
Can.

Co.. Toronto. Ont,
Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Mlchig;an.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. jersey City. N.J.
Wooflison. E. T.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldhican.
Pettinos. George F.. ETiUadelphia. Pa.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, NT.
Woo/iUon E, J., Co,. Toronto. Ont

FITTINGS, CAST IRON

I

DUST ARRESTERS AND EXHAUSTERS
Can. Hanson

ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdrr. Suppiv Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Pangbom Oorporation, Hageretown, Md.
C"
The, aeveland.
SL^.^ "e
'^U"Woodison
Co.. E. J., Toronto.

DUST HANDLING EQUIPMENT
Pangbom Corporation, Haeerstown, Md
DUST EXHAUSTER. ANISTER SYSTEM
Pangbom

Corporation,

Can. Han«on

Ha«erstown, Md.

Van Winkle

ft

Co.. Toronto,

Ont

Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.T.
Woodlwin. F!. .1
Co.. Toronto. Ont

ELECTRIC DRILLS
Hr>ldeii f,.. Lt,l., llie. Mr.ntre.il.
ELECTRIC FURNACES

Tlie.

Montreal.

Stev«ns, Detroit. Midhigan.
J..

Co..

BMXRY STANDS

Toronto.

Ont

* Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Out
Fwrt-flmlth Mach. Co.. Ltd., tlie, Hamilton, Ont
fVadarle B. Stevens, Detroit, Miflhl«aa.
Wooatson E. J .. Co.. Toronto. Out.
Can. Hanson

BMXIIT WHEELS— SXS WHKBlia
.

ENAMELWARE
.

Crane IM.. .Montreal.

Ont.

Co..

E.

J..

Mich.

Toronto.

Han. Hanson ft Van Wlnkla Co.. Toronto,
'Frederic B. Stevens. Detrailt. Uidiieaa.
Pettinos. George F.. Phfladdphia. Pa.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Ont

Co..

Cambri<lce Springs,
Co.. Ohicaco, 111.

Pa.

HoMen

TTiiiiwi ft

Ltd..

Co..

Tlie,

Tan Winkle

The.
Montreal.

Grand Rapids, Mioh.

ANGULAR

Stevens.

Crushed

Detroit, Miohigan.
Steel Co., Pittsburgh.

Pa.

Detroit. Michigan.
<5t»»1 Co.. Pittsburgh.

Pa.

STEEL
Stevens.

Frederic B.

Cr"«>io'l

Pitf.h..-vh

Co., Teraoto,

111.

m.

Combustion Co.. Montreal.
,

^^

ran. Han'on ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, ()Bt
Dominion Pdrv. Suppiv Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Mlchlgaa.
E. .T.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

WfwHaon.

HOISTING AND CONVEYING MACHINERY, ELECTRIC AND PNEUMATIC
Har.on ft Van Winkle Co Toronto,
"^sn
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldhigwi-

Vorth.m Oane Works. Ltd

HOISTS, CHAIN

.

Ont

W.IV—vllle. Ont

AND PNEUMATIC

Holden Co., Ltd.. Tlie. Montreal.
Independent PneumaUe TW>1 Co., Cbloaco, HI-

HOISTS. HAND, TROLI/ET

Woodison.

r..

J

.

CV>

.

Toronto.

Ont

IVD'TSTRIAL ENGINEERS

rOUNT^RY P*WTTNO
4kB.

rneiimatic Tool Co..

Cleveland

ran. Hanson ft Van Winkls Co.. Toronto. Omt
Dominion Fdrr. Suppiv Co. T,fd Toronto, OBt
Fiwlerie B. Sbevena. Detroit. MldilfU.
Northern Crane Works. WalkervlTle.

FOTTNDRY MIXERS
.Mfj;.

111.

GRINDERS, PORTABLE (PNEUMATIC)

HELMETS

FOUNDRY GRAVEL

RI\'stone

Ford-Smith Mach. Co., J.itd., The. Hamilton, Ont
Holden Co., Ltd,. Tlie, Montreal.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, HL
Oliver Machinery Co.. Grand Rapids. Midi.

General

DIvnn CmclMe Co.. Jersey City. N.J.
H»mllton FaHni Mill Co. HamUton. Ont.
Monarch ETnslneerlng ft Mfg. Co.. Baltimore. Md.
Ohermayer Co.. S.. Chleaco. 111.
Pettinos. Geonre F.. Philadelphia. Pa.
ntevens. Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo. N.T.
Woodison. K. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

NsHonsl Englneerin?

Ont

.

HAMMERS. CHIPPING
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago.
HAMMERS. CHIPPING, CAULKING
PNEUMATIC HOSE
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.. Ohloaco,
HEAT TREATING

Ont.

.To«et)h

Midh.

Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Out.
Dcmlnlon Fdrr. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
E.

FOUNDRY ENGINEERS
H. M. L;iiir Co., Ltd.. Detroit.
FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT

Ont.

Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.

<ftui,

Woodison.

Toronto.

f'n.

1

Co., Toronto,

GRINDERS

Pitt«burtrh

Toronto.

n«n.

BLBTATORS. HYDRAULIC, PNBUMATIC
Frederic B.

To..

noininioii Filry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto.
Stevens, p^rederie B., Detroit, Mieli.
W.

Van Winkle

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co,, Toronto, On'
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mirtiigan.
Joseph Dixon Cnicible iV).. Jersey City, N.J.
Hamilton Facing MUI Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Pettinos. George F. Philadelphia, Pa.
Woorti»oo E, J., Co.. •"oronto, Ont

GTIIT,

Van Wirikle

ft

ft

GRAPHITE PRODUCTS

Frederic B.

TTan^on

Wn~n«f^

Can, Hanson

Oliver Machinery Co.,

General Combustion Co.. Montreal.
''jin.

George F.. PhUadelphia, Pa.

Pettinos.

GRAPHITE, ANTI-FLUX BRAZING

GWIT.

Montreal.

The.

FORCINGS

Woodi.win

ELECTRIC GLUE HEATERS
Oliver Machinery Co.. Grand Rapids.
ELECTRIC TOOLS
Li,i,,

Ltd,.

J..

GRINDING WHEEL DRESSERS

Ont

FOUNDRY FACINOB

Fiimacp Con.stniotion Co.

Co..

Co.,

Detroit, Mlohisim.
Co.. Toronto. Ont

Stevens,

Preueric B. Stevens. Detroit. Michigan.
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co.. Clevi^land. Ohia

Pa.

Toronto.

FLEXIBLE JOINTS
HoMeii

Frederic B.

Woodison. E.

GRAPHITE GREASE

GRINDERS, RESIN

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Michigan.
Magnetic Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee. Wis.

.

HoMen

Ont

Ont

FOrNDRY COKE

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont
Monareh Engineering ft Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.

Electric

Ont

HI.

Tnhor Mfg. Co.. PhUadelphia.
Po..

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. SupElJ Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

Hcdden Co.. Ltd., Tlie, Montreal.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago. lU.
Toronto.
Ltd..^ Toronto,
Co..

Chlcaao.

8..

GOGGLES

TOOL POST. FLOOR AND BENCH

Hamilton Facing MUI Co.. Hamilton.
T.

Detroit, Miohlaon.

Frederic B. Stevens,

Holden Co.. 1,1,1.. The, Montreal.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,

Doinlrlnn Fdry. Suppiv Co..
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. MlJftigan.

F

Co.

AND LEATHER GLOVES

ASBESTOS, DUCK

GRINDERS. PORTABLE. ELECTRIC, HAND

Crane Ltd., ^lontreal.

xr^^M.nTi

M.. Ooonersville. Ind.

Construction

I'uinace

Hsnoon & Van Winkle f^o., Toronto, Ont
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont

FL.^SKS. SNAP. ETC.
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle

OliennaTer Co.,
O.

Elect lie

GRINDERS, PNEUMATIC

FLANGED
Crane Ltd., Montreal.
FITTINGS, MALLEABLE
Crane Ltd., Montreal.
FITTINGS. SCREWED
FITTINGS,

Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
,.'';
.^t^ ^5"^"
QeTelaad
Nickel Z,""
Works. Cleveland
^"I^l? <^°- L*^' Toronto. Ont
S^l^-''i>'^'^o7*>Kleric
B. Stevens. Detroit, Midhlgian.
Monarch Engr'g Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

F.

ft

Can,

Crane Ltd.. Jlontreal.

DRYING OVENS FOR CORES

Toronto. Ont.

Co..

J..

H.

P.

GRINDERS, DISC. BENCH, SWING

Crane Ltd., Jlontreal.

Ha«eretown, Md.

Woodison. E.

FURNACE BLOWERS, ROTARY
FURNACES, ELECTRIC

Ltd.,

Co.,

ft

Detroit, Mldiigan.

Hamilton Facing .MUI Co., HamUton, Ont
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.. Easton.
Monarch Engineering ft Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Obennayer Co,, S., Chicago, 111.

Root!) Co..

FIRE BRICK AND CLAY
ft

FURNACES, BRASS
Frederic B. Stevens,

FILLING MACHINES
.Machinery Co.,

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo, N.T.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, MlAlgan.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont
Oliver

FURNACES

Can. Hanson

Stevens,

FITTINGS

Crane Ltd.. Montreal.

DYNAMOS

Montreal, Que.

Can.

DRINKING FOUNTAINS
Oorporation,

Que.

FERROUS AND NON-FERROUS METALS
MiiiUtiy of .Munitions, London, England.
FILLERS (METALLIC)

FILLETS,

Frederic B. Stevens,

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont,
Electric Furnace Construotion Co.
General Com;busUon Co., Montreal.
HamUton Facing Mill Co., HamUton, Ont
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton,
Monarch Engineering ft Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.

Montreal, Que.
Montreal,

Ltd.,

Co.,

ft

Co., Toronto, Ont
Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Detroit, MifMgan
HamUton Facing MUI Co., Hamilton, Ont
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Eaaton,
Woodison Co., E. J., Toronto.
ft Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

Can. Hanaon

DRYERS, SAND
Pangbom

Obermuyei Co., 8,, CUeago, 111.
Woodijon Co.. E. J.. Toronto.

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. HamUtoo. Ont
W. W. 81; Mfg. Co., CleveUuid, Ohio.
Stevens, Frederic B,, Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

C.

I*a.

FURNACE LINING

51RE CEMENT

Winkle Co.. Torooto

^"PJ?'^ ^°' L"?^^'°n/'^'^;.
Joseph DUon Crucible
'Jo.. Jer«y

-Mfg. Co., Cambridiie .Springs,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldilsui.
National Engineering Co., Chicago, lU.

I'a.

FANS. E.VHAU8T

A. C. Leslie
Can. Hanson

CUPOLA TWYER8

^"^ ^'n"'
SiIii.^J^^''a?
..St*'®". Detroit,

Mfg. Co., Cambridge Springs,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldhigan.
Obennayer ft Co., S., Chicago. 111.
Woodison Co.. E. J.. Toronto.
Itlystoiic

A. C. Leslie

Toronto. Ont.
Ltd.. Toronto, On*.

Co..
ITrederto B. Stevens, Detroit, Miohiijan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Bterens,

.Mfi;.

illlj^touo

PERRO-SILICON

Co..

Dominion Fdry. Supply

Mich.

Detroit,

Lt,l..

FACINGS

A.

BLAST GAUGES

Ci;POL.4

Co.,

l.:iiie

H. M. Lane Co, The.

Con.

H.,

-M.

ENGINEERS (FOUNDRY)

^UKNACIi,

Qua.

Mootreal,

FOUNDRY PRACTICE
MoLaln'a System. Inc., MUwaukea, Wis.
FOUNDRY RIDDLES
iilystoue
Co.. I'ambridee Springs, Pa.
FOUNDRY SUPPLIBS

Mich.

Detroit,

Ltd..

(.>.,

Lull.'

.M.

ENGINEERS, INDUSTRIAL

Frederic B. Steyena, Detroit. Mlcblgan.

Oautier, J.

ENGINEERS, CONSULTING
H.

Co.,

London, England.

Ministry of Munitions.

Sons,

ft

OtMimayer Co.. 8., Chtoaao, IS.
Suvens. Frederic B.. Datrelt. Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo. N.T.
Woodison. E. J,, Co,. Toronto. Oat

Montreal.

'llie.

ENGINES. STEAM

CRANES. HAND TRAVELLING

Woodiscm

Ltd..

Hyde

AND STEAM

ENGINES, OIL, GAS
Holck-n Co.,

DgmlBlon Fdrj. Supplx Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
HamUton Facing MUI Co.. Ham&too, Ont

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Oliver Machinery Co..

Volume XI.

Oat

H. M. Lane Co.. Ltd.. Detroit, Mich.

Auuu.-i.
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PIG IRON

(ELECTRIC FURNACE)

SILICON

to 3.50%
PROMPT SHIPMENT FROM FURNACE
A. C. LESLIE

&

CO.,

MONTREAL

LIMITED

REYNOLDS CORE OIL
Highest Standard for

We
We

20 Years

now supplying many of the largest foundries
only make one grade of core oil and always keep
are

in

Canada.

it

at the

same Standard Quality

which has always given satisfaction.

Write us for

261

prices.

REYNOLDS & COMPANY
TORONTO,

Macdonell Ave.

Ont.

CANADIAN FOUND RYMAN
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IRON CEMENTS

Co.. Toronto. 0»U
Ltd., Toronto, Uot.

8t«Ten«,

Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodiaon Co., E. J., Toronto.

Fraderle B. St«Tena, Detroit, Mlchlgin.

Oliver Machinery

O.xygen Co., Toronto,

Can. Hanson 4 Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

Co., Toronto,
Ltd., Toronto,

Frederic B. Steyens, Detroit, Michigan.

Grimes Moldmg Machine
Woodison, E.
((..,

Detroit,

0»t.

Gnu

Woodison, E.

OIL

Toronto,
Toronto,
Fredaric B. Sterens, Detroit, Michigan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Co.,
Ltd.,

Oat,

OnL

Whitehead Bros. Co., Buttalo, N.i'.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont,

& Van Wtaklc Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Onit.
0«n. Hanson

Joseph Diiou CruciBle Co., Jersey City, M.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont,
Northern Crane Works. WalkervUle.
Monarch Engineering 4 Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.

Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.
Sly,
W. W.. .\lfg. Co., The, Cleveland.
SUvens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

O.

Can.

Hansoo & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

Co., Toronto, Ont
Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton, Pa,
Monarch Engineering
Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

&

LADLE STOI'I'EBS, LADLE NOZZLES
AND SLEEVES (GRAPHITE)
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co..

Co., Toronto, Ont
f-fl.. Toronto. Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michlg«m,
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City N J
Wodi.ion. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

LEGGINGS

Detroit, Michigan,

Munitions, London. England.
Grand Rapids, Mich

Machinery Co.,

ninu's MaCTietic Separator

C<i.. Milwaukee. Wis.
Milwaukee. Wis.
Grand Rapids. Mich

Mac-hinery Co.,

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md

Can.

Sterens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

METALLURGISTS

Co.,

''**•

Hamntoo, Ont

Stevens, Detroit, Miefaigan.
Pettinos. George P.. Philadelphia. Pa.

MINING AND QUARRYING MACHINERY
Cambridge Springs, Pa.

C«n. Hanson 4 Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
National Engineering Co., Chicago. 111.

WoodWm.

E.

MITTENS
Frederle B.

MIXERS

J.,

Co.,

Toronto,

Ont

Ont

Engineering

Co.,

Chicago

Detrodt, Mldhlgan.

S..
J.,

Chicago.
Toronto.

111.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detrodt,
Montreal Pattern Works

PATTERN MAKERS' BENCHES
Oliver Machinery Ca, Grand Ilapids,
PATTERN MAKING MACHINE*
.Machinery Co., Grand
Preston ,Woodwoi-1cing Machy.

Oliver

Midi.

A.

& Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
& Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Canada. Hamilton. Ont.

Leslie

C.

f^an.

Hanson

fiteel

Co.

of

Ont

MOLDING MACHINES
r.prkshiie

Mfg. Co., The.
Britannia Foundry Co.. Coventry, Bng,
C«n. Hanson * Van Winkle Co.. Toron+o, Ont
The Cleveland Osbom Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.
Dominion Fdry. Suncly Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Oii-t.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Grimes Molding Machine Co., Detroit, MJoh,
Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Tahor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Wnodiinn. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Stevens,

BLACK AND GALVANIZED
COMPOUNDS
Crane Ltd., Montreal.
PIPE. SOIL, AND FITTINGS
Crane Ltd.. Montreal.
PHOSPHORIZERS

Ont

MOLDING SAND— SEE SAND
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Mi<jhl««n.
MOLDING SITTERS

Ont
Ont

Ont

,

Montreal.

PNEUMATIC WINCHES
Ur.lden Co., Ltd., Tlie, Montreal.
PORCELAIN WARE
Trane Ltd.. Montreal.
POWER JOLT SQUEEZERS
Frederic B. &i«v«ns. Detroit, Mldhlgan.
POWER SQUEEZERS
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Mirihignn.
PRODUCTION LATHES
Machinery Co.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Stevens,

Co.,

E.

J..

Mlc&lgen.
Toronto.

Detroit.

Mfg. Co., Cambridge .Spring,^. Pa.
Frost Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.
Frederic B. Stevens, DetroM, Mldhlgan.
National Engineerinsr Co., Chicago, IlL
Woodison Co., E. J.. Toronto.

SANDBLAST ABRASIVES
Pa.

Pa.

Can. Hansen & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill O.. Ltd., TTsmiltn.i, Ont
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, IH.

W. W., Mfg.

O.

SAND BLAST GRIT AND SHOT

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, MlcbJsan.
G'lobe Steel Co., Mansfield, Ohio.
Pitt.sbureh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh,

Pa.

Mich.

Hanson 4 Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdrr. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Detroit, MIdiJvan.
George F., Philadelphia, Pa.

Frederic B. Stevens,
Pettinos,

Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
E. J. Woodison Co.. Toronto.

Dixrm Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Obermayer Co., 8., Chicago. lU.
Poftjnos. Georpe F., Philadelphia, Pa.

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Montreal.

Frederic B.

Woodison

Oan.

Jnaepli

PNEUMATIC HAMMERS
Hnldeii Co,, Ltd.. The. Montreal.
PNEUMATIC HOLDER ONS
Hnldeii Cn., Ltil., Tlie, Montreal.
PNEUMATIC TOOL LUBRICANTS
Ltd.. The. Montreal.
H(il<len f'n
PNEUMATIC TOOLS

Ont

SAND MILLS

SAND BLAST HELMETS
J. A. Spangler, Benton Harbour,
SAND BLAST SAND

England.

nanf>on 4 Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
FVederic B., Detroit, Mich,
W. W. Wells Toronto.
Wofvlioon E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

The.

Engineering Co,. Chicago, 111.
(Jorporation, Hagerstown, Md.
Co., The, Cleveland,
Stevens, Frederic B,. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Hanson 4 Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont

Oliver

Stevens, Detroit, Mldhigon.
Co.. E. J., Toron/to.

Pangbom

Can.

Stevens,

DL

Frederic B.

Sly,

PLUMBAGO

Ltd.,

O&teago,

National

PLANT AND MACHINERY

Co..

HAMMER. COMPRESSION
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.,
ROCK DRILLS
lli.ldcn Co.. Ltd.. Tlie. MontreaL
ROLLOVER MACHINES

SANDBLAST EQUIPMENT

Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N,T.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

The Holden

RIVETERS, PNEUr,;ATIC. HYDRAULIC

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldhlgan.
PirtsbufBh Cnishod Steel Co.. Pittsburgh.
Woodison Oo., E. J., Toronto.

Crane Ltd., Montreal.

Munitions. London,

Co., Toronto, Ont
Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldhiean.
Reynolds & Co., Toronto,
SIt. VF.
vv..
.Mfg. Co., The. Cleveland, O.
Woodison, E, J., Co., Toronto. Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroilt, Mldhlgan.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co,, PitUburgh,

PIPE JOINT

of

Can. Hanson 4 Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

SAND BLAST ACCESSORIES

PIPE,

i^an.

Co., Toronto. Otit
Ltd.. Toronto. On>.
TTsTTilton Fnrinc Mill Co.. HnrniUon, Ont
iltevens. Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

ran. Hnnwin 4 Van Winkle Oo., Torenito.
rtominlnn Filrv. Snpplv Co.. Ltd.. Toronto,
FVedorie
Stevens, Detroit, Hlehloui.

Ont

Stevens,

.Mill

Ont

Torontto.

P,lystnne

Midh.

4 Van

Hanson

J.,

SAND

Rapids. Midh.
Co., Preston, Ont.

PATTERN MILLING MACHINES
Oliver Machinery Co.. Grand Rapids,
PATTERN SHOP EQUIPMENT.

E.

Cen. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mlcblgan.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodwon, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

Mldhlgan.

SANDBLAST SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES
Corporation, Hagerstown, Md.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Micblgan.

Pangbom

PLATING AND POLISHING SUPPLIES

HI

Oan. Hanson A Van Winkle
nom'nion Fdry. Supply Co.,

.

Co.,
E.

Ont

ROTARY PUMPS
General Comihustion Co.. Montreal.
RIP SAWS
Preston Woodworking Machinery Co.,
ROUGE

Rtevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Stevens, Detnjlt. Mlcfclgan.

HOLDERS' TOOLS

Stevens,

&
Co.,

Toronto,

Co.,

RESIN

Woodison

111.

PATTERNS

Minktry

rrtaarte B.

Co.,

(Chicago, in.
Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Co.. Toronto. Ont

<T«n.

HILLING MACHINES

Mfg

To.

Hanson 4 Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, (Midblean.
Joseph Dixon Cnieible Co., Jersey City, N,J.

Toronto.

McLaln's 8T»t«m, Ine., MOrvaukee, Wla.
Toronto Testing Laboratories, Toronto.

'^- ^'*'
«Tr^'^S^To4l^nlK^A
SCHIST

Woodiaon Co.,

PATTERN SHOP MACHINERY
I'lc.stnii Wamhvorking MachiueiT Co., The.
PATTERN WAX
United Compound Co., BuSfalo, N.T.
PIG IRON

MAGNETIC SEPARATORS

Kawin

Frederic B.

J.,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Micbl^an.
Preston Woodworlring Machy. Co., Preston,

PARTING COMPOUNDS
Obermayer
Woodison

Frederic B,, Detroit, Mich.

RIDDLES, ELECTRIC

OXY-AETYLENE AND OXY-HYDROGEN
WELDING AND CUTTING EQUIPMENTS
Holden Co., Ltd., The, Montreal.
OXYGEN
I>i>m. (i.wgen Co., Toronto, Ont.
PANS, WET AND DRY

Hamilton Facing

MACHINE TOOLS

Charles C.

J..

RIDDLES

Woodison, E.

8.,

Mfg.

Sly

Frederic B.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Pettjnos. George F., Philadelphia, Pa.

MELTING POTS

W. W.

Can.

LUBRICATING GRAPHITE

Co.,

Obermayer Co,,
Woodison. E.

Montreal.

Whitehead Bros. Co., New York, N.T.

Winkle Co., Toronto,
Detroit, Mldhlgan.
Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton,
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woo<7isnn. E. J.. Co.. Tornnto. Ont

CORE

O'bermayer & Co.. S.. Chicago, DI
Reynolds & Co., Toronto.

.Vffe.

Coiistruellon

The,

Ltd,,

Can. Hanson 4 Van Winkle 0>., Toronto, Oak
Joseph Dixon Crucible (Jo,, Jersey City, N,J.
Jonathan Hartley CniciWe Co,, Trenton, N.J,
Woodison, E, J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Stevens,

Grand Ranids, Midh.

National Engineering Co., Chicago,
Frost Mfg. Co., Chicago, xU.

HEATERS

Frederic B. Stevens,

F. M., Ooranersville, Ind.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhlgan.
Monarch Engineering 4 Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.

LADLES, I'OUNDRV

of

Furnace

Co.,

.Mfg. Co., Cambridge Spriiig.s, Pa.
Hanson 4 Van WmKic (Ju., luiuntu, Ont
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, (>nt
Hamilton Facing .Mill O)., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.

OPEN HEARTHS
General Combustion Co.. Montreal.
OVENS FOR CORE-BAKINO
AND DRYING
Eleclrif

Ont>

Clin.

Hanson & Van Winkle Oo., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Onit

Grand Rapids. Mioh.

Toronto,

Cki.,

r.l.vstoiie

Can.

KNIFE GRINDERS
Oliver Machinery Co.,

Mich.
Toronto. Ont

Combustion Co., Montreal.
Machinery Co.,

Oliver

National

Holden

OILSTONE GRINDERS

.Momrcal.

Can. U«naon & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co.,

&

H.

Winkle

ItKTORTS

AND GAS yURNACE BLOWERS

OIL METERS

4 Van

HatKon

RAMMERS, PNEUMATIC

Detroit,

,

Co.,

J..

R«o>ts Co., P.

Mich.

Onu

KAOLIN

OIL,

Frederic B.

Stevens,

General
Tlie.

l.iii.,

Co.,

Toronto.

Go.,

J.,

JOURNAL BOXES

BtystoDe

Ont.

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Monarch B:ngineering 4 Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Co.,

JOLT MACHINES AND SQUEEZERS

tllver

Dimi.

Can.

JOINTERS

Magnetic

Can.

Magnetic Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Bteveua, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
WoiKllson. E, J., Co., Toronto, Ont

NITROGEN
Frederic B.

Globe Steel Co., Mansfield, Ohio.
Pltiiburgh Crushed Steel Co., Fltuburgh. P*.

Nlini-stry

RAMMING PLATES AND MACHINES

.NOZZLES,

IRON SAND

Oliver

PULLEYS, MAGNETIC

Grand Hapids. Mich.

SAND BLAST
Stevens, Detroit Midhlcan.
NORTH RIVER SAND
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
OIL AND GAS FURNACES

HUTcns, Frodenc B., Detroii, Micti.
Woodlson, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

LINSEED

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
J., Toronto.

Woodijon Oo, E.

Pneumatic Tool Co., The.

CK'Velaiui

Winkle Co., Toronto, 0»l.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, On*.

L.4DLE

Ont

Co., Torooto,

J.,

-Machinery Co.,

Oliver

UuuoD i Van

Jli.Kk-ii

Woodison. E.

JJORTISERS

SAND RAMMERS (PNEUMATIC)

IRON FILLER
C«n.

PROTECTIVE WEARING APPAREL

Whitehead Bros, Co., Buffalo, N.T.

Can. HiMon 4 Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Suppljr Co.,

Volume XI.

Ont

RAND CONVEYING MACHINEBT

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhlcan.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

Ont

SAND BLAST MACHINERY, BABRJEL8,
Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,
Can.

Co., Toronto,
Ltd., Toronto,

Ont
Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, MldUcan.

Frost

.Mfg.

C!o.,

Chicago,

111.

Sly. W. W., Mfg. Co.. The. Cleveland, O.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

SANDBLAST MATERIAL
Frederic B, Stevens, Detroit Mlohivaa.
SANDERS
^
Oliver Machinery Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.
SAND-MIXING MACHINERY
Co., C.^nihri<lge yiirings. Pa.
Stevens, Detroit, Mldhlaan.
National Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.
Frost Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.
Standard Send 4 .Machine Oo, Oeveland,
Blvsti.'nc

Faerie

Mfg.

B.

^^
OM*

Woodison Ox,

E.

J.,

Toronto

SAND MILLS

Ftederie B. StevcDS, Detroit, MMilB a n
National i^Dcineering Co,, Chieaco, UL
i

,

—

—
.\uuu^t,

:

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN

1920
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TABOR
Machine
For Small Molds

3-inch Plain Jarring

And Medium
A

i

Sized Cores

Necessity in Every Foundry
SEND FOR BULLETIN M-J-P

TheTABOR MFG. COMPANY
3"

Tato

Jirring

Machine with

12" x 14"

6225

Table

State

Road,

Tacony,

Philadelphia^ U.S.A.

The September Pre-Convention

Wet Pan Sand

Issue of

Canadian Foundryman
Goes

Mak^

to

Press September

1

Mill

for Steel Foundries

st.

your arrangements for
extra space

now

MOLDERS'

BOOT '6.00
BEST IN THE WORLD
"Some" claim
But backed up with an iron-clad guarantee
Money-back without armament if not satisfied.
Molders" Solid Leather Boots
All Leather Heels— All Leather
Inner Soles All Leather Counters All Leather Uppers AJl
strong stitching.
Delivered by mail anywhere in Canada, $6 a
!

—

—

:

—

pair.

Manufactured only by

C. H.

WATT

Amherst, N.S.

The fS^M Mfg. Co.
112

W. Adams
CHICAGO

St.

CANADIi^N

54
SANU MOLDING

Co., Toraato. OnC
Fdn. Su{>plT Co., Ltd., TocaatQ. OnL
Facing Mill Oo., HamilUn, Ont.

0«D. Haiuon

DcmiiuoD

HamUton

Van 'WinU*

it

&

Soni, Moatreal, Qu«.
Pettinoa, Qeorce F.. Philadelphia. Pa.
StcTeos, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
WluteheaU Bi-os. Co.. l;iiIialo, -S.l.
Woodison. K. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

B7<ie

SAND RAMMERS
I'd. I.Kl.. Tlic,
SAND RIDDLES
Ili.l.lcii

Camluiilgi

Spniigs, Ta.
Co., 1-orooto,
Ltd., Toronto, On*.

^nt

Moiilieal.

Montreal.

('(I.,

l.iil..

fi...

Ltd.,

Ont

.^

^,.

Ding's Magnetic Separator Co.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

Toronto. Onit
Ltd.
Detroit, Midhlgan.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.

.

.

SEPARATORS. MOISTENERS. OIL FOB
COMPRESSED AIR
& Co.. S., Chicago, 111.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Ml nhi gan.

Woodison Co., E.

Toromito.

J.,

Co.,

.^
,,._^
Grand Rapids, IMadh.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Globe Steel Co., Mansfield, Ohio.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., PittsburKh.
Woodison Co., E. J., Toronto.

Ct..,

Ltd.,

Pa.

WASH
„
„
.
« .
Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont

Ont

GROUND

Co., Toronto.
rMdario B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

„ ^
Ont

SKIMMERS. GRAPHITE

Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toroiito, Oat

Can

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.
.Toseph Dixon Crucible f\>., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison. E. J-. Co.. Toronto. Ont
S.

Hamson

Frederic B.

Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Detroit, Michigan.
Co., Toronto, Ont

Ont

Woodison. E.

J..

SOAPSTONE

Can Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

Co., Toronto,
Ltd., Toronto,

Toronto.

Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.

Hr/AVY

Crane Ltd,, Montreal,

VALVES. PRESSURE SEATED
(PNEUMATIC)
Cleveland

Pneumatic Tool Co

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midilgan.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co..
Toronto
Dominion Fdi7. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto.'

Hamilton Facing MUl Co.. HamUton,

Uni*«d Compound Co., Buffalo
Woudiaon. E. J., Co., Toronto,

VIBRATORS

Mfg.

Co.,
Stevens,

NT

Ont

Ont

The
Detroit, Michigan.

J..

Co..

Ont

Vredcrie B. Stevens, Detroit, Mi<!higan.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Ont

Oxygen Co., Toronto, Ont.

WHEELBARROWS

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Ulehlaan.
B. J., Toronto.

Woodwoo Oa,

Frederic B.
•«?«», Detroit, Uichlgan.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
r«n. H«rt Wheels. Hamilton, Ont

WHEELS, POLISHING. ABRA8ITK
Can.

AND OIL

Ont

Grand Rapids, Midh.
Ltd.. The, Hamliton,

Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Michigan.
Foixl-Smith Mach. Co.. Ltd., The, Hamilton,

Ont

K

J.,

Machinery Co.. Grand Rapids, Midh.

TANKS, OIL AND WATER

8t

Louis,

Mo.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midiican.

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supuly Co.,

Co., Toronto,
Ltd.. Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mlchlgam.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

Ont
Ont

TEN0NER8
Oliver Mstchinery Co., Grand Rapids, Midh.
TEEMING CRUCIBLES AND TUNNELS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
TOOLS, PNEUMATIC
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Cblcago, IlL
Holden Co,, l.ld,, Tlie, Montreal,

TRACK, OVERHEAD

TROLLEYS AND TROLLEY BYSfEHS
Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont,
Hamilton Facing Mnl Co., Hamilton. Ont

When Answering

Ont

Hanson Sc Van Winkle Oo., Toraato Ont
Ford-Smith Mach. Co.. Ltd., The. HamUton Ont
Hamflton Facing MUl Co., Hamltteo Obu
atewns. Frederic B.. Detrelt Mich.
United Compound Co., Buffalo. N.T.
Woodison v.. J., Co.. ToTODto. Ont

WIND GATES

H.

&

F. M., Oonnoraville

WINDOW SASH
Holden Co,. Ltd,, The.
WINDOW SCREENS
Holden Co,. Ltd,, The.
WIRE WHEELS

Ind.

Montreal.
Montreal,

Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toreato, Oot
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Torasto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton Oat
Btevcaa, Frederic B.. Datntt MIek.
W. W. WelU. Toranto.

W oodison.

E.

J.,

Oo.. Torant*,

Ont

WIRE, WIRE RODS AND NAILS
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, UiChlaaa.
Can, Hanson & Van Wiakle Co., Terooto
Steel Co. of Canada. Haafltaa. Oat
w^wtf.o- s; J
Co.. Toronto. Oot

WOOD LATHERS
Oliver Machinery
Grand Rapids,
WOOD BORING MACHINES
HoMen Co., Ltd.. The, Montreal.
WOODWORKING MACHINES
C.n..

Oliver Machinery Co., Grand Rapids,
Preston Woodworking Slachinery Co.

Midh.

Micb.

WOOD TRIMMERS

Oliver Machinery Co.,

Grand Rapids, Midh.

Oliver Machinery Co.,

Grand Rapids, Micb.

WOODWORKERS' VISES

Advertise-

ments Kindly Mention
this

Ont

Can.

TALC
Can.

Can. Hanson Sc Van Whikle Co., Toe^te
Can, Hart WV»U. Hamflfon. Ont
Frederic B. Stevau, Detroit. MIehtauL
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd.. The, Hamilton
Woodison. E. /.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

RorttH Oo.. P.

Toronito.

Curtis Pneumatic Machy. Co.,

Ont

WIELDING AND CUTTING SUPPLIES
Dom.

WHEELS, GRINDING

SURFACE PLANERS
Oliver Machinery Co.,
SWING
Ford-Smith Mach. Co.,
SWING GRINDERS

Oat
Ont

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Ont
DmiiniOT Fdry. Supoly Co., Ltd., Toronto.
Ont
Tabor Mfg. Co., PhlladelphU.
Woodison. E.

Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Co.. Toronto, Ont

1

The

Montreal

WALL CHANNELS Toronto.

Frederic B.

Ont
Ont

Co.,

um^Ns"- ^- '• '"' '"™'»- '^'Crane Ltd., Montreal
VALVES (IRON), STANDARD. EXTRA

Frederic B.

SWITCHES, I-BEAM

Stevens,

&

Frederic B. Scercat. Detroit, Uiehlata.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Onit
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

Oliver

& Van

J.,

Mich.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Ca. Ltd..
Northern Crane Work.. WalkervilU Toronto Ont

Can,

& Van

SWING SAWS

Obermaver Co., CMcago.

SNAP FLASKS
^^.^
Oliver Machinery Co.. Grand Rapids, Midh.
SNAP FLASK BANDS
S. Obermayer Co.. The.
PLATES
SNAP FLASK BOTTOMChicago.
The S. Ohermavcr Co.,
SNAP FLASH JACKETS
S. Obermayt-r Co., The,
SNAP FLASK TRIMMINGS
The S. Obermayer Co., Chicago.
SNAP FLASKS, WOOD, CHERRY AND OAK
The S. Obermayer Co.. Chicago.
SNAP MOLD JACKET
The S. Obermayer Co., Chicago.
SMALL ANGLES
A. C. I/ealie & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Can

Hanson

Woodison Co.,

SLIP JACKETS
The

Can.

STONES. RUBBING

Pettlnos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

AND POLVERIZED
OuL HuMB A Van Winkle

Toronto.

STIRRERS, GRAPHITE

SILICA

B. Stereos.

J.,

&

STEEL PLATES
Pangbom OoTpor«..on. Hagentown. Md.
A. C. Lalle A Co.. Limited, Montreal, Que.
STEEL RAILS
Woodison, E.

B. Sfcevwa, Detroit, AOchlsui.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
'Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

mderio

Co., Ltd.. Toronto,
Detroit, Mloblsaa.

E.

Detroit,

Oan^ Hanson & Van Winkle Co.,
Toron'o Ont
Curtis Pneumatic Machy. Co.,
St Louis Mo.

Berk.<;hire

Northern Crane Works. Walkervllle.
Steel Co. of Canada. Hamntoo, Ont
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

_
^ .
Toronto, Ont
Toronto, Ont

Dominion Fdry. Supply

Pa.

Ca, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Ledle

Ont

St.

Ca, Toronto, Ont

VACUUM PUMPS
Holden Ca, Ltd., The,
VENT MAX

Combustion Co., Montreal.

STEEL. CRUSHED

A. C.

&

SIEVES

SILICA ROCK.

STEAM TURBINES

STEEL BARS. ALL KINDS

Ficdetlo V. Stercns, Detroit, Midiigaa.
Oo., S., Chicago, lU.
Oberinayer
Wood'iaon Oa, E. J., Toronto.

mderie

Co., Toronto, Ont
Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Onit
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Tabor Mfg. Co.. PhDadelphia.
W'o/viisoTi
ro., Toronto, Ont.
V,.
1

STEEL BANDS

SHOVELS

Can Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Suoply Co.,

tOWER AND HAND

Hanson & Van Winkle

Woodison Oa,

J..

TURNTABLES

Stevens.

Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Can, Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Wnodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

Obeimayer

Co.,

Ont

Frederic B.,

Woodison. E.

ReynoldB

Co., Toronto, Ont.
Ltd.. Toronto, Out.

STEEL GRIT

SEA COAL

Ont
Oot

TURPENTINE

SQUEEZER MOLDING MACHINES

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh.

Corporation, Hageistown, Md.

SHAPERS
Oliver Machinery
SHOT

Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

General

Co.. Toronto.

TROLLEYS, SINGLE I-BEAM

Stevens.

rinininion

^

J..

Mir-hi,...
Co., foronto,
Ltd., Toronto.

& Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Ca. Ltd.
Toronto Ont
Hamilton Facmg Mill Ca. Haml ton,

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion FdiT. Supplj Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing MUl Co., Hamilton, Ont

Can.

Ont

Louis Ma
TRUCKS, UUVEK AND F.\CTOKV
oan. Hanson

Can.

SQUEEZERS,

Wells. Toronto,

Woodison. E.

Curtis Pneumatic Machy.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, IMldhlgui.

SEPARATORS

Pangbom

Ont

SPRUE CUTTERS

Can, Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

^
Machinery Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Frederic B. Stevens,

W. W.

Stevens. Detroit, Mlchlcan.
E. J., Toronto.

.

SAW BENCHES
Oliver

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Tabor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia.
Woodison. E. J.. Co Toronto.

The,

111.

Machinery Co.,

Stevens,

Toronito.

SASH BALANCES
Tlie,
Men
SASH LOCKS
llol.leTi

Frederic B. SUveoa, Detroit,
Can. H«n-on ic Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Ca,

SPEED LATHES

Frederic B.

Frederic B. SteTens, Detroit, Ml<ail««m.
J.,

Oat

Co., Toronto.

Woodison Oa,

SAND SIFTERS, HAND
E.

Northern Crane Works, Ltd.. WalkarvlUe,
Woodison. E. J., Co., Torento, Ont

SPRAYERS

Can. Hanson & Van WinUe
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..
Frederic B. Sterena, Detroit, MidhlaaaHamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Preston Woodworking Machy. Co., Preston,
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Woodison Oa,

J.,

Volume XI.
TRIPOLI

Can Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mlahlcsn.
Jose«>h Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, Pa.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

Mnntu-al.

SAND SIFTERS
Co.,

WoodisoD, E.

SPELTER BOWLS

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhlcan.
Oo., E. J., Toronto.
Mfg.

rndeile B. Strum. Detroit, UldLlgBa.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., UamUtoB. Ont
Pettlnai, Oeoive F., PbUaddphla, Pa.

Oliver

Woodison
Ith-stoiu-
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The Standard Blower

for

55

Cupolas Since 1859
FOOT5

Rotary Positive Blowers
"An

Accurately Measured Quantity of Air Positively Delivered"

For sixty years, Roots Blowers have been the standard for foundry
cupolas, steel converters, and oil or gas furnaces.
Many Roots Blowers have been in use for as long as forty or
fifty years, and
STILL IN DAILY USE.

ARE

Catalog 68 should be your guide

in

P. H.

planning the new foundry.

& F. M. ROOTS CO.
Connersville, Ind.

Chicago

:

Peoples Gas Building

New York

:

120-122 Liberty Street

High' grade Bronzes
for

Engineering Purposes
CASTINGS
INGOTS

FORGINGS
RODS
ROLLS
SHAPES

'WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG'

ANODES
Any

style or

shape

Quality Guaranteed
Why

American
Manganese Bronze Co.
Holmesburg,

Phila., Pa.

import your anodes when you
guaranteed
quality,
quiclter
and can save duty and eliminannoyance of clearing at the
customs by buying from usf
May we send you descriptive pamphk-t
and full particulars?
can
get
delivery,
ate the

W. W. WELLS, Toronto

.

:
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BUFFS AND POLISHES

WHEELS

BUFFS

—We

can supply promptly Whole Cloth loose or
in various grades of unbleached cotton

Whole Cloth sewed,

suitable

for Silverware,
Brass and Nickel coloring.
Our Sewed Piece Buffs are
made in Bleached, Unbleached or Colored Material.

Special care in laying and

an automatic sewing machine assures a well bal-

-We

especially direct your attention to our
Solid
Bull
Neck Leather

"Champion"

anced

fast cutting buff
that will give excellent
service.

Wheels, which are made in 3 grades, soft,
medium hard and hard.
For a grease
wheel you will find them hard to beat.

The Canadian Hanson & Van Winckle
Company, Limited
Morrow Avenue

15-25

TORONTO, CANADA
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Trade Mark

Trade Mark

ANGULAR GRIT— THE

scientific metallic blasting abrasive
ONE TON

that reduces sand blast costs and eoTis«rves labor.
rmich work as carloads of sand; its sharp cutting points
Write for samples.

PITTSBURGH CRUSHED STEEL

make

ANGULAR

GRIT will do as
of
superior to all other abrasives.

it

CO., Sole Manufacturers

PITTSBURGH,
Reg. U.S. Pat. Office

WILLIAMS

Pa., U.S.A., Established 1888
Canadian Representatives
& WILSON, LTD., Montreal. Canada.

Reg. U.S. Pat. Offlee
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Stevens Specialties
Bring Results
said and done the chief element of success in the sale of specialized
their ability to produce results
economically and satisfactorily.
All of these specialties have been tried in the crucible of experience and found to

After
products

all is

measure up

to the highest standards.

Foundry

are the profit savers.

DRY BINDERS
Stevens' King Kore Kompound, a black dry powder, but
containing two adhesives. one to bind the green cores, so
when cores are not backed promptly the strength of the
green core permits handling without injury; another that
develops its strength under heat of core ovens. The ideal
combination.
It
is
used successfully when making large

that

heavy Grey Iron cores
sometimes called "chunky" ..r
"blocky" also for engine beds, machine tools, railway equ'pment, and cores for steel castings of all descriptions. One
Detroit Foundry a large one reported a saving of sixteen
dollars per day after ceasing old methods and when usin?
King Kore Kompound with Glutrin not a necessary but a
good combination.
-

—

—

Buffing Compositions

Specialties

The days when Flour, Molasses, and sundry edible things
may be used in a Foundry are rapidly passing. Linseed Oil,
too, has climbed the golden stair of high prices.
The foundryman who thinks in the future must use substitutes or
Here
his dream of profits will end in a nightmare of losses.

I

—

—

Some

of the things required by stove makers, brass plants

and others

STEVENS' WHITE ROSE BUFFING COMPOSITION
For "coloring up" cutlery of all kinds and
castings WHITE ROSE is beyond comparison.

STEVENS' "ZZZ

steel

"

COLORING COMPOSITION

—

"ZZZ" Coloring Composition.
Contains no unsaponifiable material, does not smear the
work, gives a lustrous finish, cleans quickly.
It gives to brass the glory of gold.
Equally as good on copper.

Sample for

success.
Its greater victories are with the small delicate
cores where nothing but pure linseed has been considered
before; none of these Compounds are noisy with odor. They
are well behaved from start to finish.

light

For coloring copper and brass castings, or plated work,
such as valves, fittings spun brass or cast brass— use my

A

color.
real artist
.might call it "mouse-tint," but we will call it "gray" in color
but a shiner in effect. It is used for small intricate cores,
where Linseed Oil was once thought necessary and with grea*

all

Also for buffing brass or nickel the results obtained are a
delight to the eye.
The beauty of nickel or brass is brought out to the greatest
Wherever a brilliant finish is required, it is
advantage.
urexcclled, especially where deep backgrounds are liable to
Particles left in the work are easily washed out.
be filled.
Put up in airtight hermetically sealed cans. Samples free.

STEVENS' CORE GUM.
Another dry binder but not of black

,

—

—

is

trial free.

STEVENS' "UNION MAID' WHITE POLISH

A superior lime composition for coloring all kinds of nickol
plated work.
Imparts that beautiful blue-white finish
the looking
glass lustre.

—

Work
in

is

economically cleaned— for ''UNION

MAID"

is

fine

grain and will easily wash out of deep backgrounds.
Sample on request.

STEVENS' CORE PASTE

The only substitute for hig^i-grade flour; not the flour that
has masqueraded when mixed with plaster. Silica, etc., as
flour, but the real hot biscuit raw material.
Of course it contains no flour, but you wouldn't know that, so well does it
take its place. Here is still a stock of Dextrine, Rosin, and
Molasses (New Orleans black strap). The wand of the fairy
is liable to touch their prices every day
get in early.

—

LIQUID CORE BINDERS
Stevens' Core Oils wherever used are a synonym for Co'e
qualities; strength, sharp edges, durability, quick bakir.u:
and quick removal from casting

Stevens' Gargara

Emery

.superiority of this emery lies in its practical results.
acts as an abrasive, it exercises its cutting qualities, thpi"
crushes and polishes. Two services are thus rendered with
but one material. Stevens' Gargara Emery gives the results
desired.
In kegs of 3.50 lbs.
\\\ number.^.

The

It

FREDERIC
Manufacturer

of

Buffing Wheels
Three Great Values:

STEVENS' SPANISH FELT WHEELS
From the highest grade selected wool, light
superfine in quality. Let me quote prices.

in

weight srd

STEVENS' LIBERTY FELT WHEELS
Same as Spanish Felts but a trifle coarser wool. But
many uses just as good. Reasonably cheap in price.
STEVENS' FELT-SUB WHEELS

for

Cost half the price of Spanish Felts and wear several times
Save glue and emery. Used by stove, automobile
as long.
and brass manufacturers. One brass manufacturer says the
men prefer them to the felt wheel. He has purchased 78 of
them in a few months. One automobile manufacturer has
bought 500 from me since January first.
Samples of any wheels on order. Give size and numb t
desired.

B.

STEVENS

Foundry and Electro-Plating Supplies and Equipment

DETROIT, MICH.
Order From the Nearest Branch
EXPORT WAREHOUSE:

Windsor.

O.nt

EASTERN SELLING AGENTS: Standard Machinery &

Supplies Co

,

Montreal. Quebec
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Grimes Molding Machines are made
in many different types in both hand
and power models up to 5,000 lbs.
capacity, and are used for a wide

Jar-Rammed
Roll-Over Molding Machine
That Grimes Molding Machines are labor savers and production boosters is
undeniably demonstrated by the above illustration.
It is a photograph of
the mo'ding floor in the foundry of the Studebaker Corporation, South Bend,
Ind., showing 147 crank cases, produced in 5% hours by seven men and one
Grimes 8-inch Jar-Rammed Roll-Over Molding Machine. The castings are
of grey iron.
The drag, or nowell, being machine made, while the cope is
hand rammed.
This is only one of the many foundries which are feeling the benefits of the
great labor saving and productive ability of the Grimes.
Install one for
your work. You'll find that it is all we claim for it in the way of a costcutting and labor-saving general-purpose foundry machine.

variety of work, such as the production of tractor parts, gears, locomotive parts, switch boxes and railway,

marine and aeroplane work.
The Grimes begins where the squeezer leaves off. They are used on large
bench and side floor work in the moldThey cost
ing room and core room.
little to install, are easy to operate,
have no pits to c'ean. are entirely
above the floor and are easy to rearrange in your shop.

We

would be glad to .show you how the Grimes can cut your
costs and boost production.
Write us for catalogue and full details.

GRIMES MOLDING MACHINE COMPANY
5736-5738 Hastings

Street,

DETROIT, MICH.

Formerly Midland Machine Company

J
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A CORDIAL

invitation

is

Canadian Foundrymen

extended

to

all

oisiting the Col-

umbus, Ohio, convention to call at our display
in Building No. 4, space No. 423, where we
will show new types of Foundry Air Tools

and

Fittings.

CLEVELAND FOUNDRY AIR TOOLS
and Air Hose and Pipe Fittings

CLEVELAND CHIPPING AND SANDING HAMMERS
"Speedy" and "Dust Proof," have a reputation in
foundry work for increasing production also for "staying qualcost less for up-keep than any hammers made.
ities"
are "Light,

"

—

—

CLEVELAND PORTABLE GRINDER

is

a

man"

machine, easily carried to the work and
handled by one man equipped with "safety" wheel

—

—speed, 3,300 R.P.M.

CLEVELAND FLOOR-BENCH AND CORE RAMMERS
"Speedy" and
carry their

"Efficient.

"No

"

own weight when

vibration" under

running.

If

Men

air.

you want a

are "Light,"

them as they lift and
rammer that is up-to-date,
like

try the Cleveland.

BOWES

AIR HOSE COUPLINGS

AND CLECO PRESSURE SEATED AIR VALVES

Make

fX

tight pipe

and hose

This combination stops costly

The valve

that improves with use

Needs no attention
Bulletins 44

lines

air leaks

after installation

and 47 contain

full particulars

CLEVELAND PNEUMATIC TOOL CO. OF CANADA, LTD.
Distributing Officet

84

CHESTNUT

ST.,

TORONTO, ONT.

:

337

CRAIG

ST. W.,

MONTREAL

COME TO THE CONVENTION YOU
WILL HAVE AN ENJOYABLE WEEK
A
=?=
^^

f..— gl»=>-

H^l

ilii.i„nilHl'«

^

UX

DRY M A N

Are You

Satisfied

C A X A IM A N
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With the Production

in

your cupola practice troublesome or expensive? Likewise your molding practice?
foundi-y
Is there any department of your
that is not producing up to the mark ? You
may be doubtful. Then you should secure

Your Foundry?
^YOO

CA.N T

AFFORD TO MISS

—

Is

Kawin Service. Kawin not only points out
the weak spots in production but suggests
a remedy. The Kawin staff includes cupola
and varied experience,
experts of long
metallurgists, foundry engineers, etc. They
advise in all branches of foundry work and
Kawin
guarantee to get paying results.
Service staff is in demand, in the most important industrial centres of Canada and
United States because they are giving pracHow can they
tical help to foundrymen.
serve you ?

CONVENTION

r A N A n

li»2()

l^eiueinlior.

1
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MADE

MADE

IN

IN

CANADA

CANADA

Foundry Equipment and Supplies
Canadian Made for the Canadian Trade
Woodison's Foundry Equipment and Supplies are entirely Canadian made. There are no
exchange rates to pay and no duty charges to be added the first price is our selling price.
Every Woodison product is sold on a service basis and is guaranteed to make good.
The
great care exercised in their manufacture and the high quality of materials and workmanship used make this possible. For the real economy that is measured in dollars and cents
by the reduction of factory costs adopt Wocdison's.
Our line of Foundry ladles and flat bottom steel bowls are manufactured in sizes ranging
from 50 to 1,800 lbs. capacity. When ordering, state inside diameter of shank ring that
they are expected to fit.

—

—

Hardwood Snap

Flasks

Strong, Durable and Easily Adjusted
no danger of a Woodison flask springing and
a shift in your castings. They are made from
materials best adapted to resist moisture and are strong
and durable. Snaps are quick acting, hinges fit snugly
and work easily. Standard sizes and shapes made up
promptly to order.
invite enquiries.

There

is

making

We

Woodseed Liquid Core Compound
Woodseed is another purely Canadian product manufactured in our Toronto plant. It is always lower in price
than Linseed Oil and it will bind as much sand and produce as good a core as Linseed. Woodseed is always
uniform. No experimenting with this binder.
Its merit
is already established.
A

The

E. J.

barrel will convince you
you can make a big saving.

trial

that

Woodison

Fire Brick,

TORONTO
"Buy

the Best!

Foundry Requisites

-

It's

Co., Limited

.

Cheapest

in the

ONTARIO
Long Run "

CANADIAN FOUNDRYM AN

September H<20. Vol XL. No. 9
Published monthly, at 143-153 University Ave., Toronto. Can.
Subscription price in
Canada, tl.W: in the Lnit«d States $2..vO.
Entered as second-class matter July 1st, 1912, at the Post Office at Buffalo, under Act of March
3rd """•
1879
and at the Post Office Department, Ottawa, Canada.
•
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Equipped with
Automatic Stop

Swivel Hooks

Adjustable to

No Nuts

Any

Loose

Have

Lift

Solid
to

Heads

Work

FOUNDRY
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The

Pneumatic Motor Hoist
for all Heavy Lifting in the

Foundry

Safety, the first and most important requirement in hoisting operations, is absolutely assured in the Thor Pneumatic
Motor Hoist.
It positively cannot drop the load, the
special worm gear drive being cut to a pitch that locks
the drum and holds the load at any point, even when air
The Thor Motor has
is turned off or airline breaks.
nothing to do with holding the load. This feature enables
the operator to raise the load to a certain height, disconnect air hose and run Hoist with load on a trolley to any
department in the plant.

Perfect cable protection, economical air consu.nption, easy
adjustment and standard parts throughout, are other features that will be readily appreciated.

Write to-day for

full details

INDEPENDENT PNEUMATIC TOOL CO.
Special Cable Guides Prevent

334 St. James St.,

Climbing, Crossing and Cutting

MONTREAL

123 Bannatyne Ave. E.,

WINNIPEG

TORONTO
VANCOUVER

32 Front St. W.,
1142

Homer

St.,

T-Tr

(gs mm

LINDSAY
CHAPLETS
8"!

Lindsay Chaplet
?!

^

ffl

& Mfg. Co.

^11 Harrison Bldg.

PHILADELPHIA,

PENNSYLVANIA

•'September,

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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TRUSCON FLASK
Dimensions
Cope 6' 2"

16'

>"

26"

x

Drag

3

Pouring Truscon Flasks in Foundry
of

AUyne Ryan Foundry

Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio

Pholo by courtesy

AUyne Ryan Foundry

C

,'

DESIGNED FOR THE JOB—
Just as made to measure clothes better fit the man, so
Flasks, designed for the job, better fit the job.

TRUSCON

The advantages of TRUSCON designed-for-the-job Flasks not only
keep the weight of the Flasks at a minimum, consistent witJi foundry
usage, but also make possible a saving in the amount of sand required.

TRUSCON

of a
Flask is often as much as forty per cent,
less than a cast iron flask and the savings in the sand required range
from ten to fifty pounds per casting, depending upon the size of the
Flask.

The weight

Write for complete information and estimates.

Special Construction of Truscon Flasks
Truscon Flasks are formed of
ribs and broad flanges give to
Each rib and flange runs full
steel to withstand all strains
foundry floor.

special Truscon Alloy Steel plates.
The deep
the steel shell exceptional strength and rigidity.
depth around the corners and reinforces the
and stresses to which Flasks are liable on the

They are furnished
Truscon cross bars are formed from steel plates also.
bolted, welded or riveted to the walls of the Flask as desired.

TRUSCON STEEL

CO., Youngstown,

O.

Warehouses and Representatives

^^

in Principal Cities

TRUSCON ?5uii55Y FLASKS

—
CANADIAN FOUNDRY MAN
Chitaio Pntumalic Clasj
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O'CSC ^Ir C^m-

installed If tht Contintntal Motort
CiTforation. Detroit, Mith.
Capacity 1S38

frttsor

€ubi(/itt <ifair ftr minutt

Try inhaling through your
VACUUM
wasted power!

resistance means

Breathing

through your fist requires
wasted eflfort.
•

eflFort

—

In an air compressor,

fist

matically holds the inlet valves

open

This permits free passage of air at no load.
after unloading.

your compressor is working
a vacuum, a Chicago
Pneumatic will save power at
every stroke.
If

pulling

against a vacuum due to a choked
intake is wasted power.

With Chicago Pneumatic Air
Compressors it's different

against

This
all

Their unloading system auto-

one Chicago Pneumatic

is

feature.

It will

of them.

pay you

to

Bulletins

know
upon

request.

Sales Representatives

The Holden Company, Limited
354-356
Sates and Service Branches:

St.

James

Street, Montreal,

Canada

TORONTO, 342 Adelaide Street. West WINNIPEG. 150 Princess Street VANCOUVER. 9f
Canadian Factory: Canadian Pneumatic Tool Company, Montreal

Pehitt Street

C-71-H

BOYER PNEUMATIC HAMMERS UTILE

GIANT PNEUMATIC AND ELECTRIC TOOLS
CHICAGO PNEUMATIC AIR COMPRESSORS •• VACUUM PUMPS -PNEUMATIC HOISTS,
GIANT OIL AND GAS ENGINES ^.o^^'^^^sS^^'tl^ ROCK DRILLS •• COAL DRILLS
••

CHICAGO

PNEUMATIC

The Compressor with

the Simplate Valve

H>pionil»or.

CAN
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WHEN
offer

building operations, now under way, are completed the Dominion Oxygen Company, Ltd., will
Canadians atmospheric oxygen of the highest

purity.

Not only will the highest standard of quality be rigidly
maintained in the production of Dominion Oxygen, but every
possible measure will be taken to insure a prompt and neverfailing supply of pure gas to Canadian users.

Dominion Oxygen cylinders are of the most modern type,
designed to hold the maximum amount of gas with the minimum weight thus insuring the lowest possible freight and

—

handling charges.

The Company

customers with such cylinders in any necessary quantities great or small on a liberal
will supply its

—

loan basis.

The Dominion Oxygen Company, Ltd.,
from users of oxygen throughout Canada.

invites inquiries

Dominion Oxygen Company, Ltd.
Hillcrest

Toronto

-

Park
Ontario

D-5

/

_
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SIMPSON
INTENSIVE FOUNDRY
MIXER
Economical and Efficient for

all

kinds of Sand Mixtures

Note the

Thoroughly
amalgamates

AUTOMATIC
DISCHARGE
It

the mixture

Small H. P.

saves

required with a

LABOR

minimum

BINDER

of repairs

and

NEW SAND

Pays for itself
an incredibly

in
It

improves the

short time

quality of

Original

the castings
porosity of sand

work

Its

mixture

is

maintained

done thoroughly
not partially

Large capacity
Elasticity

with a

and

toughness of

sand are

Will reclaim old

enormously

"The Product

increased

The

large

minimum

of labor

number

of

of a Practical

and worn-out

Foundryman'

sand

for

reuse

Simpson Mixers in use all over Canada and the United States
Send for our pamphlet No. 50 and list of many users.

testifies to its efficiency.

The

Six Points of Perfection.

4.

Correct size and speed of mullers.
Effective arrangement of plows.
Automatic discharge.
Large capacity per area of floor space occupied.

5.

Minimum power and maintenance

6.

Considerably

1.

2.

3.

less

cost.

new sand and binder

required.

NATIONAL ENGINEERING COMPANY
Machinery Hall

BIdg.,

549 W. Washington

CHICAGO,

ILL.

St.

Septeinlioi,
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FOUNDRYMEN
WHO KEEP ABREAST OF
THE TIMES
WILL PROFIT BY A VISIT TO THE

n

'

Illlllllllllllllllllllllll

Ensures 100%

EXHIBIT AT THE

Cleaner Castings

AMERICAN FOUNDRYMEN^S
CONVENTION

Globe chilled shot leaves a perfectly smooth
surface an important factor where castings
are to be enamelled sand leaves a sand coat-

—

SHOT DOES NOT WEAR THE HOSE, NOZZLE OR MACHINE AS FAST AS SAND,
AND IT CLEANS EASILY 100 c/^ BETTER.

4th-8th

Let us

433 434 435 436 437 - 438
-

BUILDING

V

No.

P.O.

BOX

tell

you more about

it.

THE GLOBE STEEL

-

SAND-BLAST SPEOAUSTS

—

ing.

SPACES
-

13

1

I

Instead of Sand Blasting

And Allied EQuipmenf

-

ill

Shot Blasting

rZsANDBlAsSN

COLUMBUS, OHIO, OCT.

lliiiiiiiijiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

CO.

MANSFIELD, OHIO

4

J n

•

=^=

i||iill

1

III

llll

1

1

llllllii

llllii
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TABOR
10"

Power Squeezer

Designed especially for use in molding light
snap flask work in large or small quantities.
The Tabor 10 in. Power Squeezer combines
with simplicity and durability the highest
efficiency for the rapid production of bench
work, requiring flasks up to and including
14 X 20 inches, or the equivalent. Absolute
uniformity in density of sand is obtained,
and consequently the loss of castings, due
to swelling or blowing of the molds, is reduced to a minimum.

Send for Bulletin M.R.

There

Is

No

Faster Machine

THE TABOR MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

6225

PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A.

Made

STATE ROAD, TACONY,

p
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REYNOLDS CORE OIL
Highest Standard for

20 Years

We are now supplying many of the largest foundries in
We only make one grade of core oil and always keep it
which has always given

at the

same Standard Quality

satisfaction.

Write us for

261

Canada.

prices.

REYNOLDS & COMPANY
TORONTO,

Macdonell Ave.

Ont.

CANADIAN HART WHEELS

WHITEHEAD'S

UST

CUT FASTER

LONGER

Than any other wheels on the market

KAOLIN
For lining and patching
the Cupola, Furnace,
Ladles,
fire

of

etc.,

will

save
Our New Modern

brick and the time

Plant.

EMERY WHEELS A SPECIALTY

WE

your men.

SOLICIT EXPORT

TRADE

you want pei-formed and we will
supply you with an abrasive wheel that will save
you time, money and worry.

Tell us the service

E. B.

FLEURY

Send for
troubles.

Agent
1609

Queen

one of our catalogues and
We do the rest.

us your

tell

CANADIAN HART PRODUCTS,
St.

W.

Limited

Successors to

Canadian Hart Wheels, Limited
ONTARIO, CAN.
HAMILTON

Toronto, Ont.

-

-

-

The Hawley-Schwartz Furnace
The Only Perfect Melter
All metal from 50
Is

lbs. to

10,000

lbs.

Absolutely Uniform

Write for catalog and complete information

The Hawley Down Draft Furnace
Easton, Penn., U.S.A.

Co.

Septemiier.

1 ;»•_>()
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Ferrous and Non-Ferrous
Metals
Plamt and Machinery
Steam Engines and Boilera
Factory Stores
Machine Tools
Railway Material
Contractors' Stores
Electrical Instruments

and

Machinery
Medical Stores
Chemicals and Explosives

Motor Vehicles
Agricultural Machinery
Aircraft
Furniture
and Clothing
Boots and Leather Equip-

Textiles

ment
Motor Boats,

Buyers should
representatives

etc., etc.

instruct

their

United
Kingdom to communicate with
the D. B. 8.
Canadian Export
Department, Min'stry of Munitions, Whitehall Place, London,
S.W.
in

the

Cable Address

'Dispexport, Munorgize,

London"

CANADIAN
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Old Regular Core Oil

For thirty years Old Regular has been the standard.
More foundrymen
have used Old Regular than any other oil. These users, to a man, swear
by it and will use nothing else. In gray iron, malleable steel, aluminum
and brass molding it is safest and most economical.

Tripoli Parting
Holland Straight Tripoli Parting

will give greater satisfaction than any
other parting.
We are fortunate in having a supply, as there is such a
shortage of this material at present. We recommend that you anticipate
your requirements for parting and secure a supply now, as later it may be
impossible to obtain.

Match
Oil,

Use These

Linseed
Hi-Binder Dry
Oil,

WE WI LL cf^^^!EKr§) YOU ARE

Core
Compounds,
Hi-Binder for Dry

Holland

1920 FOUNDRY 8

MACHINE EXHIBIT
COLUMBUS,OHIO

and

Green Sand
Facing for Steel,
High Binder Core

Cost-Cutters

October 4-8
^[j.Biggcr and Better Than

Paste.

The use

and economy

of Holland Products means efficiency
not give them a trial?

ing operations.

in

Ever jf^

your mold-

Why

Canadian Agents

The Dominion Foundry Supply Co.,
TORONTO

hiDli-aI

RODUCTS
000 PROOUCTS ONLY
GOO

(Eeerylhinsfor Ihc Foundry)

HOLLAND CORE
4600-8

W.

HURON

ST.

Ltd.

MONTREAL

OIL CO.
CHICAGO

PRODUCTS

VJOO PROOVCTS ONLY

—
CANADIAN
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Ihi.s plant at Kokomo, Ind., was warmed and ventilated by a Gordon
Mechanical Hot Blast Heater last year. This company and its affiliated corpoi'ations have ordered five more heaters, two to be used in an
extension of this plant, two in the foundry they have leased, and one
in the Kokomo Brass Works now building.

"Gordon — a Guarantee of Dependable Service"
In a consideration of Robert Gordon, Inc., products as
the solution to your heating problems, it should be borne
in mind that Robert Gordon, Inc., are essentially heating
engineers. In their plans and deliberations the engineering phase of a heating problem is of primary consideration. Manufacturing correctly is a natural sequence.

Each Robert Gordon heating unit is designed to
accomplish certain definite things under certain conditions just as definite.
Generally speaking, these conditions are

more or

elements

may

less

standardized, and so the heating,

be proportionately standardized.
For the protection of the buyer as well as ourselves we
take the attitude that we must determine the fitness of
our products for your purposes before you can buy. This
is not necessarily a high-minded or altruistic policy
it is

—

good business.
Therefore we have no hesitancy in saying "Gordon
A Guarantee of Dependable Service" the name must
not mean anything less. And this is further backed by
the fact that thousands of heating installations have been
made by this organization without a failure.
The following are only a few of the many foundries
?nd other industries that have installed Robert Gordon,
Inc., heating systems. Their expressions should be worth
a lot to you in making your decision.
plain

—

The Mechanical Hot Blast Heater employs
different principles
simple but radically
from the old line of heaters. From this
heater warm, moist air is forced horizontally near the floor level in the direction desired.
A multivane fan distributes the heat
direct to the proper spot.
This results in
a tremendous saving of coal
a saving that
will count for more this coming season than
ever before.

—

Peerless Foundry Co.. Cincinnati, Ohio.
Idea Spreader Co., Coldwater, Ohio.

New

Hardened Steel Products Co.. Detroit, Mich.
Red Jacket MfK. Co., Davenport. Iowa.
LaPorte Foundry & Furnace Co., LaPorte,
Ind.

Standard Steel Castings Co., Chicago, III.
Feed Furnace Co.. Oaks. Pa.
Geneva Foundry & Machine Co.. Geneva, 111.
Werra Aluminum Foundry Co., Mishawaka,
Waukesha. Wisconsin.
Ind.
General Pattern Works. Cincinnati, Ohio.
:

Drop us a line to-day for the most interesting facts about
foundry heating you have ever read.

Robert Gordon, Inc.
628

West Monroe

St.,

Chicago

Branch
Grand Central

Palace.

New York

Canadian Agents;

K. J.

Offices:
Bessemer Bldg., Pittsburfth

.Sun Bldft., Detroit

Woodison Co., Ltd.. Toronto and Montreal

—

Let US get together at the Annual Convention and Exhibition of the American P'oundrymen's As.sociation Columbus, Ohio, October 4th-8th.
You shouldn't mis.s this opportunity to see, at close range, how the best practice and
principles of heating engineering may be applied to your warming and ventilating problems through Robert

Gordon,

Inc.,

products.
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Reading "^S'^ Chain Blocks
ARE

GUARANTEED
FOR
LIFE
Self Lubricating

The One-Man Block

MUSSENS LIMITED

MONTREAL
TORONTO

WINNIPEG

VANCOUVER
At

the Convention do not

booth

to stop at

Buffalo

fail

540
A

Brand

precise
tool

VENT WAX
has solved the core venting problem.

A

For precise

work

strand of this wax (of

proper size) is simply bedded in the core when ramming.
During the baking it is entirely absorbed, leaving a clean,
unobstructed hole the size of the wax used. Buffalo Brand Vent
Wax eliminates "blowing." Give it a trial.

You Can Get

it

in

Canada

at the Following Supply

Houses

Dominion Foundry Supply Co., Ltd., Montreal and Toronto.
E. B. Fleury, 1609 Queen St. W.. Toronto.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Standard Machy. & Supplies, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Webster & Sons, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
E. J. Woodison Co., Toronto, Ont.

United

Compound

Buffalo, N.Y., U.S.A.

Co.

and convince yourself

of

the

superiority of the

Bauer Revolving Knife

A. E. Bauer
1342

West 69th

Chicago,

III.

Wood Trimmer

&
St.

Son

CANADIAN

September, 1020
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We
at

F

Want

to

nd

Meet You
316-18, 320-22

Building No. 3. Booths

920 Foundry and Machine
Ohio State

o<H>«o,

Exhibit
[7 91

Grounds

Fair

Columbus, Ohio
October 4-8

"The House

The

S.

of Quality and Service"

Obermayer Co.

Manufacturers since 1874 of
*'

Everything

You Need

In

Your Foundry**

M
WAREHOUSES
Chicago
St.

OFFICES
Chicago

Pittsburgh

Louis

Cincinnati

Pittsburgh
Cincinnati

Denver
Los Angeles

Louis
Detroit
St.

Milwaukee
Los A ngeles
Denver

FACTORIES
Philadelphia

Chicago

Syracuse
Toronto

Cincinnati
Riltcn.

Pa.

1

Canadian Representative:

E. B.

FLEURY,

1609

Queen

St.

West, Toronto

—
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Holmes Foundry Company New Cylinder Shop

^

The new cylinder shops

and
^

of the Holmes
Sarnia, Ontario, are duplicates.

They

Foundry Company,

offer striking testimony to the value

bodying as they do features essential
automobile cylinder castings.

to the

at Port

Huron, Michigan,

semce, emand economical production of

of specialized engineering
efficient

Lane Company plans the product to be made has a most important influence in the
equipment selection and the building design. Our experience and knowledge of the
foundry business, based upon practical foundry operation and construction, are drawn
upon to assure our clients the best possible plants for the production of their particular line of castings, and the many details to be worked out
major down to minor'
all receive the careful study and attention of specialists.
^ In

—

THE

H. M.

LANE COMPANY

Industrial Engineers and Foundry Specialists

OWEN
Canadian

Office

:

BUILDING, DETROIT, MICH.

The H. M. Lane

Co., Ltd., LaBelle Block, Windsor, Ont.

Septonil)er.

CANA D

1020

I
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Speed
by hand is a slow, laborious
and the moulder's time is valuable
process
these davs!
With a "PRESTON" all the moulder has to
do is to attach the plug to the nearest
socket and at the cost of only Ic per hour
it will sift the sand as fast as he can shovel
a speedy, economical process.
it in
Sifting sand

—

—

PRESTON accommodates

The

By

Sifting
Electric

Power

any stan-

dard riddle, is strong, durable, and is equipped with ball bearings throughout. That
It
is why it is so easy running and rapid.
will cost you nothing to try this machine in
your shop.

Write for our free

Sand

trial offer

—

saves time and cuts the cost

and

booklet.

The Preston Woodworking Machinery
Company, Limited

PRESTON, ONT./ CANADA

If you

need a

machine you pay
for

it

whether

you use

it

or not

MADE-IN-CANADA

PRESTON SAND RIDDLE
Ball Bearing Electric

15
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Osborn Air Squeezers
The floor above shows a portion
The Peerless Foundry Company,
They have inCincinnati, Ohio.
of

over one hundred Osborn
Combination Jolt and Plain Air
Squeezers, working on practically
stalled

work.
This
plant uses the continuous pouring
system which accounts for their
every

of

class

light

Some Osborn
Moulding Machine
Advantages:

small floors.

The picture at the left shows
two bracket plates being made
from a match plate pattern on a
No. 75 Osborn Plain Air Squeezer.
This plant is devoted exclusiveto the manufacture of light
grey iron castings.
Our experienced engineers are
always at your service. They will
be pleased to work with you and
advise
the
proper
rigging
and
equipment to solve your foundry
problems and increase your proly

duction.

Ask
PLAIN AIR SQUEEZERS
Made

regularly

33"

No. 74
No.
No.

In

the

Distance

between

Made

sizes:

strain

No.
No.
No.
No.

.36"
.40"

/?/£

regularly

in

the following

Distance

between

81

36"
29"
38"

82

45"

"

"

78
80

Insure rapid production

2.

Lower

direct moulding cost

3.

Accelerate delivery

4.

Effect saving in metal

5.

Lower overhead per ton

6.

Reduce grinding

7.

Lessen pattern repairs

8.

Relieve labor shortage

Condensed Catalog

for 1920

COMBINATION JOLT STRIPPER SQUEEZERS

following

1.

COMBINATION JOLT SQUEEZERS
Made

sizes:

No. 74J
No. 75J
No. 76J

rods

strain

"

"

regularly

33"
36"
40"

in

the

following

Distance

between

"

"

sizes:

strain

"

Osborn MAfi/uFAcruff/NG Company
/A/COPPOffA TED

Main

New York

5401

Office

Hamilton Ave.

and Factory
Clevt^land,

Ohio

San Francisco

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES
Allied

Machinery Co. de France
19
Rue de Rocroy
Paris. France

.

W. Jarkman & Co.. Ltd
No. 28 Victoria St
Westminster. London. Eng.

6

Home Company, Ltd.
Takiyama-Cho. Kyobashi-Ku,
Tokyo. Japan

E.

Isbecque & Cie,
36 Rue Otiet

Brussels,

Belgium

Allied

Machinery Co. d'
Dante

40 Corso
Torino,

Italy

Italia

gNADRJNpipRYMAJN
Metal Industry News

Published Monthly

Foundrymen's Convention, Columbus,

O., Oct. 4-8

1900

Establislied

Bigger and Better Than Ever, the Annual Convention of the
American Foundrymen's Association Will be Held Under Ideal
Conditions in the Buildings of the Ohio State Fair
I

HE

annual

convention

of

the

American Foundrymen's Association, in conjunction with the annual exhibit of foundry and machine

shop equipment, etc., has now become
such an all-important factor in the successful manufacture of metal products
that it is hardly necessary to mention
the fact that the time is again drawing
near when progressive foundrymen from
ail parts of the American continent as
well as many
the globe will

from remote sections of
meet together to discuss
the vital questions of foundry practice;
to view the latest which the world has
to offer in the way of foundry and machine shop equipment; to become enlightened on what the world knows about
and

about non-ferrous metals,
about malleables, about mining, about
the application of electricity, oxy-acetylene, thermos, etc.
In fact to learn the
latest and best method to be adopted in
the successful management of the foundry and its allied industries.
iron

steel,

of the most beautiful
tions on the continent.

and

fertile

sec-

Franklin County has a population of
over 300,000, about five-sixths of whom
live within the corporate limits of Columbus.

Columbus

on a rich alluvial
plain near the centre of the State, on
the Sciota River, 110 miles north-east
of Cincinnati.
It was laid out in 1812,
the site being selected by commissioners
appointed by the Legislature in 1810.

The state
cothe in
in

is

built

officers

1816, the

removed from ChilliLegislature meeting

December of that
Columbus was

laid

year.

out

State house, built of grey limestone in
the Doric style, and covering two acres.

Attractive Features

Columbus
its

public

dences having done much to enhance its
beauty. It is well provided with parks
and playgrounds, baseball grounds, driving parks, swimming pools, gymnasiums,
schools,
banks
etc.;
its
churches,,
theatres, hospitals, fraternal societies,
clubs, libraries, etc., being among the
best in the country.

Manufacturing

As
in

regular

squares with broad streets, and was incorporated as a city in
1834.
High
Street, the chief business thoroughfare,
is 100 feet wide.
Broad Street, the finest avenue for residences, is 120 feet
wide, and has four rows of shade trees.
At the intersection of these, in Capitol
Square, occupying ten acres, stands the

is a typical American city,
buildings and private resi-

a manufacturing centre

the list will reveal some
interesting
plants from the standpoint of the metal

worker.

The experiences of
the
past
twentyfour years have also

taught
that

'
'

foundrymen

chinery,

is

men.
The
Ohio Malleable Iron
Plant,
which is a
4.000

subsidiary
of
the
Jeffry Co., employs
an
additional
700

men and

always

fully

is wonderequipped and

efficient.

Columbus as a City

The Buckeye

the details of the
convention let us introduce to the reader

turing car couplers,
freight
car
side
frames, bolsters and
yokes.

the city of Columbus, where the 1920

be

The Jaeger

.d.

Columbus

is

County, and

is

the
capital of the State
of Ohio
and
the
capital of Franklin

one

Steel

Casting Co. is the
largest concern in
the world manufac-

Before going inio

will

and

transmission
systems, and employ

added.

ivention

elevating,

conveying

is

something

The .Jeffry Mfg.
manufacture a
line of mining maCo.

not necessary to say that the
twenty-fifth convention will be the biggest and best yet.
Each one has surpassed the one preceding it.
Nothing
is ever omitted but
it

Columbus

ranks twenty-eighth in volume of manufacturing goods, which is not a
bad
showing in a country with a population
in excess of one hundred million.
To
attempt to illustrate them would be beyond our limit, but a casual glance over

STATE HOUSE. COLUMBUS. OHIO.

.McKINLEY MONU.MENT IN FOREGROUND.

Ma-

chine Co. has the
largest plant in the
United States devoted exclusively to
the manufacture of
concrete mixei 8.
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The Pennsylvania railroad shops are
the second largest in the country.
The Ralston Steel Car Co., with its
capacity of 40 complete steel cars and
25 composite cars daily, is among the
largest of its kind in the world
Tremendous amounts of iron and steel
are produced in the Columbus plants of
the Carnegie Steel Co. and the American
Rolling Mill Co.

The Seagrave Manufacturing

Co.

equidistant between Cleveland, on the
north and Cincinnati on the south.
A
slightly curved line from
Pittsburgh,
Pa., to Indianapolis, Ind., cuts Columbus
about midway, two hundred miles from
both points.
Within the circle pivoted
by Columbus lie twenty of the most important industrial centres in the United
States, including Chicago and Detroit.

Son Co.
The W. E. Lamneck Co. is one of the
country's largest manufacturers of furnaces.

Other reputable concerns would include the Atlas Brass Foundry Co., the
Solar Metal Products Co., the Columbus

Each year during the state fair Columbus is called upon to entertain from
200,000 to 250,000 visitors coming not
merely from all parts of the state, but
from all sections of the country as well.
The fame of the Ohio State fair is in-

No

ternational.

other state has buildings

and grounds which, in their completeness and equipment, compare with those
This fair, for the success
of which the
best
brains of the state are at work twelve
months each year, is sponsored by the
state.
Within the last few years a
Coliseum building, with a seating capacity of 18,000 has been erected on these
grounds at a cost of $200,000, and the
other numerous and spacious buildings
have been built on the same magnificent
plan. The fair, the clearing house of the
entire state, brings manufacturer, merchant and farmer into closer association
than would otherwise be possible.
The
value of the exhibits shown each year
luns into millions, individual
exhibits
frequently running as high as $50,000.
of this state.

and improvement

A

GEORGE
of

J.

KARB,

Columbus, 1891-1895, 1912-1920.

Heating and Ventilating Co., Columbus
Die, Tool and Machine Co., aid tlie Columbus Welding Shop.
The plants of the Columbus Forge and
Iron Co. and the Columbus Anvil and
Forging Co. make this city the largest
producing centre in the U. S. of anvils.
The American Chain Co., the Columbus-McKinnon Chain Co.,
and the
Hayden-Corbett Chain Co. make Columbus a leading chain centre.
All told there are over 800 manufacturing institutions producing $80,000,000
worth of products annually.
Transportation Facilities

The railroad connections are exceptionally good, sixteen divisions entering the
city, with 103 passenger trains entering
and leaving daily, whilst 11 interurban
lines furnish 440 cars daily.

Location
is in

the centre of the state.

of

the

state

in

the

plan

view be

the centre aisle to booth 14, shown in
plan, where
he again registers, an
where he is cordially invited
to call
every day as often as he pleases. Here
he makes dates and arranges to meet
friends, writes letters, talks, chats, and
makes himself at home. This is th Canadian foundrymen's booth. In the list of
exhibitors shown on another page will
be seen the names of those who will
utilize the remaining space in this build1

;«
convention will b° Vt^ih
evident that nothing is lackint?- to make the
convention a success beyond
anything
yet experienced.
A more detailed description of the buildings, will, however,
be in order.
One prominent feature in connectfJin
with the buildings as well as with the
railway station is that the weather has
no effect upon the visiter. On alisrhtinp'
from the train the visitor finds himself
under cover, from whence he takes the
trolley car to the grounds, where
he

the

p"-ain

'•'

finds

walk

ing.

As is shown on the plan there are two
lecture halls in building No. 1 that will
be used for meetings, morning and fift ~noon, throughout the week, and in addition
to registration and information
headquarters there is considerable exIt is proposed to do somehibit space.
thing out of the ordinary in this buildn-'in the way of booth construction and
decorations.
From this building the
visitor passes to bu'Jding No. 2 by way
shown 'n plan.
of .the covered v.-all:

fair

grounds and the accessibility of Columbus to all parts of the country were in
n large measure responsible for bringing to this city the centenary of the
Methodist Episcopal
Church, the la^-pest Protestant denomination in the world.
This meeting, an international one, with
delegates from every corner of the globe,
b.-ought to this city more than 250,000
visitors for a three weeks' stay and gave
Columbus a chance to more than maki?
good in entertaining the biggest religious
convention ever held anywhere.
Other mammoth conventions have
found the state fair grounds an ideal
site.
The National Dairy Show met here
for two successive years, the Coliseum
affording an unexcelled place for the exhibition and judging of the finest dairy
cattle brought
here from
practically
every state in the union.
From the above description of Columbus and the State Fair grounds, where

hinT^elf

from f^e

under cover.

On

trollev ca^ a covered
connects with buildin"- No. 1 at the

alitrhting

Columbus

shown

Convention City

The completeness

Mayor

entrance

tween the registration and information
booth.
After registering, he passes up

^

The State Fair

is

probably America's largest producer of
fire-fighting apparatus.
Columbus has several stove foundries,
the largest ones being the Ohio State
Stove Company and the A. T. Nye &
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CITY HALL, COLUMBUS, OHIO.

Building No. 2 was planned for exhibiof
tors who require a small amount
space, and who will not need power
other than that which can be obtained

from the lighting circuits.
The buildings eight in number are
all connected by covered walks, insur-

—

—

ing the visitor against inclement weathThe first seven buildings, while not
being exactly alike, are to some extent

er.

similar.
No. 1, as v/e have shown has
the lecture halls and will be headquarters for technical department meetings,
registration,
information,
etc., along]
The other]
with the secretary's office
ones are of regulation exhibition design.]
Nos. 2, 4. 5 and 7 are each 98 feet wide,
bv 198 feet long. Nos. 3 and 6 are eachj
98 feet wide bv 148 feet long. All thai
floors are of cement and walls of brick.

The Coliseum
The eighth bulding is the Coliseum.]
which is a new building constructed of
brick. .=to-l and concrete, 202 feet wide
and 320 feet long. The exhibits will be
the Arena, which is 112 feet wide
and 225 feet long. There is a cement!
walk, 11 feet wide, around side walls
in

The

floor in the centre of the arena

hard earth, level

v.-ith

cement

floor.

i.

SepteinkM-.

1

CANADIAN
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building offers excellent opporheavy
for the installation of
machinery, requiring pits and foundations, and will be used largely for ex-

T?Evisti:D

MAN

HOTEL ACCOMMODATION

This

tunities

FOUNDRY

Being the capital of one of the greatest states in the union, Columbus would
naturally

be

expected

to

furnish

ade-

^BUILUING M5
Columbus, Ohio.

Layout

I

A. FA. Exhibit

IF
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are conducted on up-to-the-minute lines
of elegance and refinement.
In addition
to the hotels proper there is an unlimited
number of restaurants, flats, apartments,
boarding and rooming houses of the
highest class. It is with pardonable pride
that Columbus boasts of the conduct of
its hotels in treating the convention proposition fairly and never increasing their
usual commercial rates to delegates but
frequently lowering them.

TENTATIVE PROGRAMME
American Foundrymen's Association

TUESDAY, OCTOBER
^MTRANCt_^

9.30 a.m.

— Technical

Session

5

— Gray

Iron

and General.
"Zirconium in Cast Iron," by Richard
Mcldenke, Watchung, N.J.
"Standardizing Gray Iron Samples for
Analytical Determination," by Edward
J. Fowler, Pacific Foundry Co., San
Francisco, Cal.
the Electric Furnace and the
Problem of Sulphur in Cast Iron," by
George K. Elliott, Lunkenheimer Co^

"A Note on

Note Booth No. 14, where "Canadian Founiiryman" will be located. Note, also, the Information and Registi"ation Booths, the two lectui-e halls and the covered way leading to next
building.

Cincinnati.
of that character.
splendidly lighted.

hibits
is

The Coliseum

Buildings No. 3, 4, and the Coliseum,
foundry
be utilized for general
equipment, and exhibits requiring hea\»,power lines and compressed air. Building
machine
No. 5 for machine tool and
shop equipment exhibits, and building-^
and
Nos. 6 and
7, for miscellaneous
general foundry and shop equipment.
will

TRAIN SERVICE TO COLUMBUS
For the benefit of those who purpose

we publish
attending the convention,
movement of trains from Toronto by
different routes, so that those who live
at points l>nng east or west of Toronto
may govern themselves accordingly.
From Toronto to Columbus it is necessary to go around the lakes, and it matters not whether the Buffalo or Detroit
route is selected as the distance and the
fare is the same.
Parties living nearer
to one or the other of these points would
of course take the nearest route.
Time Table
G. T. R. train leaves Toronto, Union
Station, at 6.05 p.m., arrives at Buffalo
10.35 p.m. Leaves Buffalo at 12.02 a.m.,

quate hotel accommodations for a vast
transient population. The city does more
than that. It not only houses them well
but makes them feel entirely at home
and welcome.
There are 59 hotels in the city;' the
recently built Deshler being rated as the
finest between New York and Chicago.
All of the spacious and splendid hotel
structures are absolutely fireproof and

I

at Columbus at 8 a.m.
C.P.R. train
leaves Toronto, Union
Station, at 7.15 p.m., arrives at Buffalo
10.50 p.m. Leaves Buffalo at 11.57 p.m.,
irrives at Columbus 8 a.m.

Alternative Routes

G.T.R.

— Leaves

Toronto

11.45

p.m.,

irrives Detroit 6.45 a.m.; leaves Detroit
<.10 a.m., arrives Columbus 4.25 p.m.

—

G.T.R.
Leaves Toronto 1.25 p.m., arivcs Detroit 9.10 p.m.; leaves Detroit
0.20 p.m., arrives at
Columbus 8.45
i.m.

A. N. Kelley, Cincinnati.
"Electrical A'oparatus in a

Foundry," by F. D.
i.o„«p Electric Mfg.
burgh, Pa.

Modern Iron

Egan. WestingCo., East Pitts-

AND RATES FOR AMERICAN FOUNDRYMEN'S
CONVENTION, COLUMBUS OHIO, OCTOBER 4 to 9, 1920
5,

Rates Per Day
Min.,
S ingle

Deshler, Broad and High
Chittenden, High and Spring
Neil, High and Capital
Southern, Main and High

Hartman, Main and Fourth
Virginia, Third and Gay
Star, 227 North High
Seneca, Broad and Grant
Norwich, State and Fourth
Waldo, 3121/2 North High
Arcade
.

i

.

.

.

.

.

.

I

2.50
2.00
2.00
1.50
2.00
1.25
1.00
3.00
1.50
1.25
.50

Lazelle, 130 East State

1.25

Rector
1.25
Davidson, High and Naghtey
3.50
Jefferson, 17 East Spring
1.50
Winton, 135 East Town
1.50
Hartman Annex, 247 South Fourth
.50
Metropole, 771/2 South High
1.00
Dennison, 793 Dennison
10.00
.

.

Columbus, Lond and P'ifth
Lenox, Goodale and Armstrong
State, 32

C. P. R.— Leaves Toronto 3.20 p.m.,
arrives Detroit 10.10 p.m.; leaves Detroit
10.20 p.m., arrives at Columbus 8.45
i.m.

"Foundry Methods and Equipment for
Producing Machine Tool Castings," by

LIST OF HOTELS

.

jarrives

"Production of Milling Machine Table
Castings," by Leroy Sherwin, Brown
& Sharp Mfg. Co., Providence, R. I.

West State

.

.

1.25
1.50
1.00

Max.,
Single
$ 6.00
4.00
5.00
2.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
5.00
3.00
1.25
1.50
1.50

Min.,

Double

.

Max.,

Double

$ 4.50

$ 8.00

4.00
5.00
2.50
6.00
2.00
2.00
4.00
3.00
2.00
1.50
1.50

6.00
6.00
5.00
10.00
6.00
5.00
8.00
5.00
2.00
4.00
2.50
4.00
10.00
6.00
3.50
3.00

...

...

6.00
2.50
1.50
2.00

7.00
3.00
2.50
1..50

...

....

1.50

25.00
2.00

25.00
2.50

40.00
3.50
2.00
4.00

...

...

1.50

3.00

Week

Month

Rates for rooms with and withou t bath are not given, but minimum and
rates for both single and double rooms are given.
Each member
who is looking forward to attend ing the Convention should correspond
directly -with the hotel of his choice and make necessary reservations. We
have been assured that all will be taken care of comfortably. Rates prevailing for regular transient trade at Convention time are guaranteed to
members and visitors. Rates given above are of date of March 17, 1920.
Parlor suites not included in sch edule.

maximum

Headquarters for

all

Convention Acti vities

will be at the State Fair

Grounds.
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

—Technical

6

—

Session Steel.
"Annealing Steel with Pulverized Coal,"
by C. H. Gale, Pressed Steel Car Co.,
McKees Rocks, Pa.
"Accurate Treatment of Steel Castings,"
9.30 a.m.

by

T. F. Baily,

The

Electric Furnace

Co., Alliance, 0.

"Heat Treatment of Steel," by F. E.
Brown, U. S. Bureau of Standards,
Washington.
"Electric Heat Treating of Steel Castings," by E. F. Collins, General Electric

Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

"Heat Treatment of Steel Tractor Castings," by Fred Grotts, Holt Mfg. Co.,
Peoria, 111.
"Electric Steel Making,"
Galvin,
Ohio Steel
Springfield, 0.

by James
Foundry

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER
2.00 p.m.

Relations.
Relationships Between

ployer and Employee," by

AT LEFT IS SHOWN COVERED WALK LEADING FROM
STREET CAR TO UNLOADING PLATFORM.
1.

"Report of Committee on General Speci-

Gray Iron

Castings to
Co-operate with A. S. T. M.," by
Richard Moldenke, chairman, Watchung, N. J.
"The Control of Metallurgical Operations in the Foundry," by H. R. Campfications for

Industrial

bell,

Works,

Bay

City,

for Steel Castings to Co-operate with
A. S. T. M.," by R. A. Bull, Chairman,
Duquesne Steel Foundry Co., Coraopolis. Pa.

"A Novel Core Oven," by Stephen
Phelps, Jones
Pittsburgh.

Mich.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER

—

—

ciation).
^'Investigation of Brass

by

C.

W.

Hill, T.

P.

Foundry Fluxes,"
Thomas, and W.

B. Viez.

"Laboratory Testing of Sands, Cores,
and Corebinders," by F. L. Wolf and
A. A. Grubb.
"The Reclamation of Metal From Brass
Foundry Refuse," by F. L. Wolf and
Alderson.
Process for Making 15 Per Cent.
Phosphor Copper," by P. E. Demmler.
"Recent Developments in Die Casting,"
by Charles Pack, Doehler Die Casting
Co.. Brooklyn, N. Y.
J. E.

"A New

—

B.

Laughlin Steel Co.,

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER
5

p.m.
Technical Session
Nonferrous Practice (Held jointly by Institute of Metals Division of A. I. M. E.
and the American Foundrymen's Asso-

2.00

&

6

—

a.m.
Technical
Session
Nonferrous Practice (held jointly by Institute
of
Metals
Division
of
A. I. M. E. and the American
Foundrymen's Association).
"Casting Losses in the Aluminum Foundry," by Robert J. Anderson, Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh.
"Coke and By-Products as Fuels for
Metals Melting," by F. W. Sperr, Jr.
"A New Electric Furnace for Melting
Brass," by C. H. Booth, Booth Electric Furnace Co., Chicago.
"Status of the Electric Furnace in NonFerrous Industry," by E. F. Cone, "The
Iron Age," New York.
"Problems of the Non-Ferrous Foundry."
by Russell R. Clarke.
9.30

Industrial

field,

"Report of Committee on Specifications

EmMyer Bloom-

Relations,

TUESDAY, OCTOBER

Dunwoodye

Institute,

Minneapolis,

"Developing the Foreman," by M. C.
Evans, secretary. Foreman's Development Course Committee, International
Harvester Co., Chicago.
"Americanization," by Fred H. Rindge.
executive secretary, Y.M.C.A., New
New York.
"Report of Committee on Safety, Sanitation and Fire Prevention, by Benjamin D. Fuller, chairman, Niagara
Falls, N. Y.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER
9.30 a.m.

— Industrial

Chicago.

"Modern

Employment

Personnel
and
by Dudley R. Kennedy,
Cluett, Peabody & Co., Troy, N. Y.

Methods,"

5

"Obtaining Molding Materials for the
Steel Foundry," by R. L. Lindstrom.
Canadian Steel Foundries, Ltd., Montreal.

Working with Prospec-

Customers in the Design of Castings," by K. W. Wheeler, Lebanon
Steel Foundry, Lebanon, Pa.
"Methods of Heading and Gating Steel
Castings," by R. J. Doty, Sivyer Steel
Casting Co., Milwaukee.
"Gating, Pouring and
Feeding Steel
Castings," by R. B. Farquhar, Electric
tive

Steel Co. of Indiana, Indianapolis, Ind.

"Report of Committee on Steel Foundry
Standards," by W. A. Janssen, chairman, American Steel Foundries, Chicago.

7

Relations.
"The Right Man on the Right Job," by
Arthur H. Young, manager. Industrial
Relations, International Harvester Co.,

p.m.— Technical Session— Steel.

"Desirability of

Boston,

Mass.
"Training Foundry Executives," by R.
E. Kennedy and Bruce W. Benedict,
Shop Laboratories, University of Illinois, Urbana, 111.
"The Foreman's Relationship to the
Worker," by Chas. Prosser, director,

"The Solubility of Hydrogen in Molten
Copper and Copper Alloys," by C. W.
Hill, T. P. Thomas, and G. P. Luckey.
2.00

6

— Industrial

"Industrial

VIEW OF BUILDING NO.

W.
Co.,

SIDE VIEW. SHOWING GENERAL CHARACTER OF BUILDINGS

2,

4,

5

AND

jopteml-er.
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER
9.30 a.m.

— General

8

Se.ssioii.

of F^oundry Equipment," by
David McLain, McLain's System, Milwaukee.
"Important Considerations in the Design
of Modern Foundries," by J. H. Hopp,

"The Care

Chas. C. Kawin Co., Chicago.
"Cleaning Room Methods," by A. W.
Gregg, Whiting Foundry Equipment
Co., Chicago.
"Arc Welding Machines for the Foundry," by A. M. Candy, Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg. Co., East Pittsburgh,
"The Fusion Welding of Iron Castings,"
by A. S. Kinsey, Stevens Institute of
Technology, Hoboken, N.J.
"Proper Illumination as an Aid to Foundry Production," by James Brakes, Jr.,
Chicago.
"The Equipment of the Foundr,' Today and in the Near Future," by A.
R. Atwater, Osborn Mfg. Co., Cleve-

—

land.

COMSEIM. SHOWING COVERED WALK. LEADING FROM
COLISEUM TO BUILDING NO. 4. AND IN THE FOREGROUND AT THE RIGHT THE
:

VIE

KOOl"

Ol

DINING HALL.

"Industrial Relations From
facturers' Standpoint."

).30

"Employment Problems," by Ralph M.
Wells, Employment Managers' Association, 6

Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.

Relations Work as Applied
Foundries," by Jatv.ei W. Brown,
manager Industrial Relations Dept.,
Chain Belt Co., Milwaukee.
"Various Plans of Industrial Relations,"
by Ray Vance, service director, Brookmire Economic Service, Inc.. New
York.
"Education and Vocational Training for
Employees," by A. C. Horrocks, edu&
cational director, Goodyear Tire

"Industrial
to

Rubber

Co.,

Akron, 0.

"Report of Committee on Industrial
Education and Training of ApprenB. Connelley, chairman,
tices," by C
Department of Labor and Industry,
Harrisburg, Pa.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

7

—General

and Metallographic
Session of the Metals Division of
A. I. M. E.
"Charpy Impact Test as Applied to
Aluminum Alloys," by E. H. Dix.
"Colloidal States in Metals and Alloys."
by Jerome Alexander.
9.30 a.m.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

Manu-

the

a.m.

—Technical

Session

8

— Malleable

Iron.

'The Triplex Process of Making Malleable Iron," by H. A. Schwartz, National Malleable Castings Co., Indianapolis.

'Notes on Malleable Iron," by Enrique
Touceda, Albany, N. Y.
Microstructures
of
'Fractures
and
American Malleable Cast Iron," by W.
R. Bean, H. W. Highriter and E. S.
Davenport, Eastern Malleable Iron
Co., Naugatuck, Conn.

"A New Research Department

for

a

Large Malleable Plant," by H. A.
Schwartz, National Malleable Castings
Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

"Fuel and Combustion," by Max Slosky,
Deere & Co., Moline, 111.
"Refractory Brick and Materials," by Dr.
N. L. Hartman, Carborundum Co.,
Niagara Falls, N. Y.
"Report of Committee on Specifications
for Malleable Iron Castings," by Enrique
Touceda, chairman. Albany,
N. Y.

"Approved Methods of Testing Molding
Sand," by S. W. Stratton, Bureau of
Standards, Washington.
"Report of Committee Advisory to the
U. S. Bureau of Standards," by
Richard Moldenke, Watchung, N. J.
"Cost Accounting," by F. C. Everett,
Miller, Franklin, Bassett

&

Co.,

New

York.
"Report

Foundry
Committee
on
of
Costs," by J. Roy Tanner, Pittsburgh
Valve, Foundry & Construction Co.,
Pittsburgh.
"British and Continental Molding Machines," by H. Cole Estep, Penton Publishing Co., London, Eng.
"Foundry Engineering," by Frank D.
Chase, Frank D. Chase, Inc., Chicago.
"The One Best Way to Do Work," by F.
B.

Gilbreth, Montclair, N. J.

"The Foundry of the U.

S.

S.

'Prome-

of the Atlantic
Lieut. R. F. Nourse, United

theus,'

Repair Ship

Fleet,"

by

States Navy.
"Report of Committee on Specifications
for Foundry Scrap," by J. G. Garrard,
Malleable
Northwestern
chairman,
Iron Co., Milwaukee.
"Concrete Molding Floors," by Lieut.Col. H. C. Boyden, Portland Cement
Association, Chicago.

"Transition Phenomena in Amalgams,"
by A. W. Gray.
"Physical Tests on Sheet Xickel-Silver,"
by W. B. Price and P. Davidson.
"Xickel-Chromium Alloys," by Leon 0.
Hart.
"Copper Crusher Cylinders," by A. I.
Krynitzky.

THURSD.VY, OCTOBER
8.00 p.m.

— Bu.sines3

7

Meeting.

"Annual .\ddress of the President," by
C. S. Koch, Fort Pitt Steel Foundry
Co., McKeesport, Pa.
"Report of Board of Directors," by C. E.
Hoyt. secretary.
"Report of Secretary-Treasurer," by C.
E. Hoyt, secretary.
"Americanization," by Dr. R. M. Little,
director,

New
9.00

American Institute of Safety,

York.

p.m.— Smoker.

VIEW OF COLISEUM TAKEN FROM WEST END BEFORE COVERED WALK WAS BUILT.
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C.

S.

KOCH,

President A. FA.
C.

B.

HOYT,

Exhibitor
Address
Building No.
Acheson Graphite Co
Niagara Falls, N.Y.
6
Air Reduction Sales Co
New York, N.Y
6
Ajax Metal Co
Philadelphia, Pa
2
Akron Cultivator & Mfg. Co. Akron, Ohio
3
American Boron Products Co Reading, Pa
1
American Foundry EquipNew York, N.Y.
ment Co
7
Indianapolis, Ind.
2
American Hominy Co
American LaFrance Fire EnPittsburgh, Pa.
gine Co
American Molding Machine
Terre Haute, Ind.
Co
American Woodworking MaRochester, N.Y.
chinery Co
Freeport, 111.
Arcade Mfg. Co
Asbury, N.J.
Asbury Graphite Mills
Ashland Brass Foundry
Ashland, Ohio
E. C. Atkins & Co
Indianapolis, Ind.
The Austin Co
Cleveland, 0.
Automatic
Transportation
Co
Buffalo, N.Y
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Brown Instrument Co

6

Chicago, 111
Chicago, 111
Baltimore, Md
Chicago, 111
New York, N.Y
Gladbrook, Iowa

&

&

Pa.

Buckeye Products Co

Philadelphia, Pa.
Cincinnati, O.

Campbell-Hausfeld Co

Harrison,

7

2
5
1

4
1

^,"'^^^"^"' ^'""^

I
2

Cleveland,

4
...

5
2

Equip-

2
2
2

4

7

6
4
6
1

Flask

Richmond, Ind

2

Pa

1

Co
Milwaukee, Wis
Henry Disston & Sons, Inc.. Philadelphia, Pa
Divine Bros. Co
Utica, N.Y
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co. .Chicago, 111
Stanley Doggett, Inc
New York, N.Y

5
5
2
2

The

6

Co
Magnetic

Philadelphia,

Oil

Separator

Electric Furnace Co. ..Salem,
Electric
Welding Machine
Detroit,
Co

Mich

Federal Foundry Supply Co. .Cleveland,
Federal Malleable Co
West Allis, Wis
Cleveland,
H. K. Ferguson Co
Firefoam Service & Supply Cleveland,

York, N.Y.
.

.

6

111

.

Co.,

New

Chicago,

N.Y

Buffalo, N. Y
York, Pa
Com Products Refining Co.. New York, N.Y
Curtis Pneumatic Machinery Co
St. Louis, Mo

Dings

Saw & Ma-

Aluminum

Combined Supply
ment Co
Cooper Mfg. Co

.

.

Natick, Mass
Pittsburgh, Pa
Blaw-Knox Co
Cambridge Springs,
Blystone Mfg. Co
Booth Electric Furnace Co.. Chicago, 111
Brass World Publishing Co.. New York, N.Y
British

Falls,

.

Co

chine Co

Ltd

Niagara

Cleveland,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Clipper Belt' Lacer Co.
Thomas E. Coale Lumber Co. .Philadelphia, Pa

Diamond

.

The

The Carborundum Co
Furnace
Caward - Gaskill
Corp
Champion Foundry & Machine Co
Frank D. Chase, Inc
Chesapeake Iron Works
Chicago Crucible Co
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Chas. J. Clark Meter Co
Clark Tructractor Co
Cleveland Flux Co
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool
Qq

.

.

Black Diamond

VicL-President, A.F.A.

Convention

Diamond Clamp

.

.

.

BEAN,

.

.

Cleveland, O.
Chicago, 111
Bastian Blessing Co
Chicago, 111.
A. E. Baur & Son
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.. Rochester, N.Y.
Boston, Mass..
Beaudry & Co
Cleveland, 0.
Berkshire Mfg. Co
Chicago, 111.
Chas. H. Besly Co
Bethlehem, Pa.
Bethlehem Steel Co
Jackson, Mich.
Beyer Machine Co
Chicago, 111
S. Birkenstein & Sons, Inc..
The Black & Decker Mfg. Co. Baltimore, Md.
Co.

R.

Davenport Machine & Foundry Co
Davenport, Iowa
Davis Bournonville Co
Jersey City, N.J
Dayton Pneumatic Tool Co. Dayton, Ohio
Detroit Electric Furnace Co. .Detroit, Mich
Detroit Soluble Oil Co
Detroit, Mich

Bacharach Industrial Instrument Co
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Baker Brothers
Toledo,
Chicago, 111.
Barrett-Cravens Co

& Snow

W.

Secretary.

List of Exhibitors at

C. O. Bartlett

Volume XT

5

6
7

7
1

2

Co

.

6

Foreign Crucibles Corp., Ltd.New York, N.Y

2

The Foundry Equipment Co. Cleveland,

2

Septeinlier,

CANADIAN
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Mt's.

Co

Norma

City,

5
3
4
2
2
4

Chicago,
S. Obermaver Co
The Ohio Body & Blower Co.Cleveland,
Cleveland,
Ohio Equipment Co
Columbus,
Ohio Metal Co
George Oldham & Son Co. .Philadelphia, Pa
Grand Rapids, Mich
Oliver Machinery Co
Cleveland, Ohio
Osborn Mfg. Co

.

.

Is.

.

.

Hardinge Co
New York, N.Y.
The Clement A. Hardy Co.. Chicago, 111.
F. .A.. Hardy & Co
Chicago, 111.
Benamin Harris & Co
Chicago, 111.
R. G. Haskins Co
Chicago, 111.
Hauck Mfg. Co
Brooklyn, N.Y.
Haynes Stellite Co
Kokomo, Ind.
Hayward Co
New York, N.Y.
Heald Machine Co
Worcester, Mass.
Hill-Brunner Foundry Supply Co
'Cincinnati, 0.
The Hill & Griffith Co
Cincinnati, 0.
Hoevel Mfg. Corp
Jersey City, N.J.
Holland Core Oil Co
Chicago, 111.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

&

Osborne

Columbus,

& Co
Pangborn Corp
J. W. Paxson Co
Penton Publishing Co
Pickands Brown & Co

Wilkes-Barre, Pa

Chicago,

.

E. C.

Humphreys & Co

Chicago,

111.

Chicago,

111

Portage Silica Co
Henry E. Pridmore,

.

.

.

Co
Electric

Co

.

.

.

.

Chicago,

,

verizer
111.

0.

Zanesville.

New

.

York, N.Y.

.

Safety

Kawin Co
Chicago, 111.
Keener Sand & Clay Co.
.Columbus, 0.
Keller Pneumatic Tool Co. ..Chicago, 111. ..
Spencer Kellogg & Sons, 1. ..Buffalo, N.Y.
T. P. Kelly & Co., Inc
New York, N.Y.
Kilbourne & Jacobs Mfg. Co.Columbus, 0.
King Refractories Co., Inc.. Buffalo, N.Y.
E. A. Kinsey Co
Cincinnati, 0.
C. E. Knoeppel & Co., Inc. ..New York, N.Y.
Chas. C.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Iowa

.

McCormick Co

.

Machinery

New

Can

Minneapolis, Minn
Malleable Iron Fittings Co.. Branford, Conn
Marden. Orth & Hastings
Co., Inc
\'ew York, N.Y
Maxon Furnace & Enginesring Co
Muncie, Ind
Ind.

Chicago, 111
Metal Industry
"'ew York, N.Y.
Metal Saw & "Machine Co... Snrino'field, Mass.
MeUl & Thermit Corp
New York, N.Y.

.

.

Detroit, Mich.

Alexander Milburn Co
Baltimore, Md.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg,
Co
Baltimore, Md.
Mott Sand Blast Mfg. Co.. iBrooklyn, N.Y.
Mumford Molding Machine

Co
.

Chicago,
Chicago,

111.
111.

.Buffalo,

2
3

N.Y

1
1

& Machine

2
5

3
2
2
C'

4

O

.Cleveland,

.

.

i

Refin-

3
1

.

.

.West

Allis. Mil.

.Detroit,

.

United Compound Co
United States Graphite Co..
U.S. Molding Machine Co.
United States Silica Co.
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Moulding Tank

and Making Equipment

Plates

Wooden

Ones, and
Two
Drags
on
Used
Demonstrating How
Without Being Re-rammed.
By JOHN H. EASTHAM

Showing Advantage

THE

tank plate casting of rectangular type is usually ordered in
fairly
large
quantities,
sugar
mill, paint factory,
soap works,
and
many other trades needing vat or liquid
storage being responsible for a large
share of foundry work of this description in connection with their n.achinery
installation.
While engineering plants
specializing in those lines are in

many

of Iron Flasks Over
the Same Cope Can be

when suspend-

that you would not object to a larger
profit, with a very small initial outlay
in the way of equipment by a method
which need not turn your moulders into
rabid Bolsheviks on account of being

them very easy

overworked.

over in order to get the best results,

to handle

ed in the crane slings.

Should your range of work, however,
embrace castings of a heavy, deep type,
which it is necessary or desirable tc roll

Fig. 2 shows a skeleton pattern of the
style of casting under discussion, the
brackets, bolt-hole core prints, and fillets being all secured in the usual way,
while the inside area with the exception
of about four inches from each end and
side

is left

And

here

open

bedding in.
peace with the an-

to facilitate

me make

let

and honorable craft of patternA good many of this recent
series of articles have been in the direction of pattern making economy, or no
cient

makers.

FIG.

1— MOLDING TANK

all, apparently a persistent
abolish your trade, or nearly
so; but he calm, there are others coming
of a different type, in fact, if you look
over the sketches accompanying this
.article you will see that any work taken
out of the tank plate pattern is more
than replaced in the way of equipment
hereafter detailed, therefore those of you

pattern at

PLATES.

effort

cases splendidly eqi'.ipped for the economical production of the repetition work
attadied to these contracts, the fact rema'^ns that in many foundries the ciudcst methods prevail with consequent loss
from a financial standpoint.
The example shown at Fig. 1, let us
say fifty-fouii by forty-eight inches
area of five-eighths inch section, including flange.s, bracketed, duly filleted, and
with cored bolt holes as shown, weighs

approximately five hundred and twenty
pounds, and presents no unusual moulding features; a full pattern rolled over
in any flask you can find that is big
enough, carefully rammed and vented
so as to avoid scabbing or straining, being about the usual method resorted to.
If your box is of wood you would, of
couise,

after

closing,

lay a

couple

of

cope and carefully wedge
under each rail over every bar, thereby
keeping the casting to the requisite
thickness, and after you have turned out
a good casting in a good many hours
everybody concerned is justifiably happy.
But what of the unnecessary labor and
lost motions involved?
Let us suppose
your order is for one hundred plates and

rails across the

to

of the wood butchering persuasion who
used to be occasionally kind to me in the
days before the GREAT DROUGHT, be
of good cheer, future greetings and salutations to be celebrated a la chocolate

sundae.
If

'

your shop

is

equipped with jarring

machines, or those of the roll-over tj^-pe,
the system about to be described may
not appeal to you, but if you have not
machinery of sufficient capacity and have
no intention of buying, you may get a
pointer or two by reading

'^^'-^.^w.<'V

=g^

«{

3— DRAG PART WITH FAST BARS.

FIG.

the open frame flanged design of cheek
or drag part at Fig. 4 will be your best

investment f.s they may be built up to
any desired depth and bolted together by
convenient holes drilled or cored in the
strengthening flanges. Bow handles are

c

I

it.

Figure
on one cope part only for every two
drags made, the copes being intended
to do double duty, the material of which
they are made being cast iron. The drag
parts may be made in one of two designs,
they being of the fast barred type shown
at Fig. 3 or the slightly more costly
/primarily) but eminently more useful
for general purposes style of loose barred
flanged box indicated at Fig. 4. If you
cast ti-iem as at Fig. 3, say eight inches
deep, you have nice handy rigging for
flat work of a general nature only, four
lu?;s as shown being advisable, rot so
much for guide pin purposes as for even
to casting, the journals

2— SKELETON PATTERN.

V.m.u.i^...^»..^<

First, as to flask equipment.

clamping when closing the moulds prior

FIG.

=^=

FIG.

shown making

FIG.

4

LOOSE BARREL DRAGS FORMING
CHECK PARTS.

also necessary in this design in place of

journals above mentioned as the latis obviously impossible when
more than one drag is to be rolled over
at the same time. Cast iron or wrought
tlie

ter style

5— MACHINE PLATE IN FOUNDRY FLOOR, WITH COPE FLASK
PRIOR TO RAMMING.

5i>

eptoinber,

CANADIAN
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bars as shown in the sketch, or the
familiar bottom jrrid or puncture plate
may bo bolted in any cheek so as to form

a drag part.

U NDRY

F

MAN

mould as bedded

in the flask, using' the
pattern above mentioned, the
upper view showing a straight-edge
placed across the pattern and box edges

skeleton

22:^

The low3r view shows the

strickle used
shape the face of the plate prior to
venting and drawing the pattern, the
mould face being cut up and a layer of
facing sand spread over the whole interior in accoi-dance with good practice.
It will be noted that a cope bed is shown
in the lower sketch
only.
Individual
taste will of course determine the method
to

by this means or driving a long wire under the drag, which
latter form of punishment should be reserved for ciiminal offenders and possibly for the guy who first in bis tinisting way introduced the fo.-eman to SHE,
who afterwards became his mother-inlaw, as a coke bed can be left in place
for months, used every day, is easily
vented down to from the top face, and
will show a less proportion of scabbed
of venting, either

FIG.

6-

SHOW UNO DRAWBACK BOX USED TO COVER JOURNALS

The reversible cope shown at Fig. 5
is worthy of special mention, much labor
and time being saved by its adoption.
The bars are cast in place in the usual
way, with the difference that a half
inch or so of clearance is left both top
and bottom from the box edge, single or
double sets of lugs being optional and
entirely at your discretion. Journals are
advisable for speedy handling as will
be shown later, in fact almost imperative in the class of
sion,

work under

though bow handles

may

discus-

be used

insisted on, their classification, in this
instance, however, being archaic.

FIG.

When casting the copes a cover by
means of another cope, or cores, is of
course essential, and is also advisable in

befoi'e ramming, great care being necessary to keep the pattern flush with the
box edge at all points, a simple way of

if

FIG.

7— SHOWING TWO VIEWS OF DRAG MOLD.

8—CLOSED MOLD. AND DRAG READY FOR SECOND USE OF COPE PART.
WHEN MOLDING COPE FLASKS.

the case of the drags, a cut along all
joint faces on the planer being also an
absolute boon if you have a machine
of sufficient capacity.
The box journals are best made in drysand cores, bedded in the mould when
remming up the outside of the pattern
or dropped into an oblong print after its
withdrawal as your fancvi dictates,
though if you are anxious to keep your
coremaking costs dowTi to rock bottom
they may be moulded from a journal
pattern fast tc the main frame, or, in the
case of deep boxes bedded in loose to
correct marki, a half joint made and a
-mall drawback used as shown in Fig. 6.
Before describing the moulding of fhe
plates one ether valuable piece of equipment which pays for its original cost in
a very short time should be noted. A
glance at Fig. 5 %\-ill show that the cope
flask is placed on a base plate of similar
design to a marking-off table, in fact;
a spare casting of that description free
from holes could not be improve-! on
for the purpose, any absolutely straight
smooth face bedded solidly and level on
the foundrj- floor is a fine thing to ram
flat copes on.

Moulding the Plate
Fig. 7 gives two views of the drag

ensuring this being the placing of a pair
of rail sections across the whole fabric
during the bedding in process.

castings than any other method.
When ramming up the copes two sets
of gate pins should be used, one for the
first plate to be cast and one for the
second, no risers being necessary if good
fluid iron is used, this arrangement being displayed in the vein of the closed
mould at the left of Fig. 8, a second drag
mould ready for the cope being shown at
the right of the same sketch. The question of how many plates to pour at one
time is of course a matter of proportion,
governed by the am.ount of plates ordered, number of boxes made, cupola capacity, and local conditions generally, the

Continued on Page 226
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9-COKE PART SUSPENDED ON STRIP AND BEAM.
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Small Contributions from Various Authors
Core Making Stunts, Open Sand Molding, Lessons on Pressure,
Effects of Heavy Weighting, Pouring, Gating, etc.
A LESSON ON PRESSURE
By

Many
line

of

articles

F. H. Bell

are written

along the

pressure on moulds, and

many

formulae given for figuring out how to
combat it, but I doubt if very many
foundrymen ever absorb the meaning

what they are reading, and while they
follow the instructions and accomplish what they were aiming at they
have been more or less apeing the instructor mstead of understanding him.
In the sketch will be seen two views
of the same article with the exception of
As
the part C, Fig. 1, and C, Fig. 2.
of

may

we have frequently been informed, a
cubic inch of iron weighs approximately
a quarter of a pound, and if we have an
upright body of iron one inch square
and four inches high it will have a pressure of one pound on the floor beneath
Now, supposing we have a mould
it.
made with an opening an inch square
and shaped like Fig. 1, with a cover core
over the end C, we will have a pressure

pounds, or the core will certainly be
forced up and the metal will run out.
This fact is so little understood by
the average moulder that he makes many
simple mistakes which he should not
make. Supposing the plate C was the
only part that was being done and the
moulder had a 14 by 16 inch flask with
a cope 4 inches deep, he would keep t^ie
pattern to one end to allow room for
probability
the gate, and would in all
clamp it with two clamps, and the
mould would in all probability spring a
leak at the joint when being poured. He
would of course blame it on to the poor
quality of the flask or get up some such
an excuse.
Another mistaken view is that the part
of the mould nearest to the gate is most
If it does it will be
apt to run out.
because the mould was soft at that point
or else the moulders brushed some of
the parting away when cutting the gate.
The upward strain on the cope will not
be as great at that end as at the other
for the reason that the broad-faced pattern is at the other end.

/%.

NOTE
FIG.

C. FIG.
3

IS

1.

COMPARED WITH FLANGE AT

CROSS SECTION WITH OPENING

of one pound at A and likewise at C,
and the weight D which holds down the
cover core will require to weigh one
pound in order to resist the pressure.
Now suppose" we take the mould Fig. 2,
which is precisely the same with the ex-

ception of the part C, which, instead of
being one inch square, is twelve inches
square, the weight D, Fig. 2, which holds
down the cover core, will require to
weigh 144 pounds, because there are 144
square inches of surface exposed to the
pressure of one pound to the square inch,
and while there is only one pound of upward or lifting strain at the point A,
there will be 144 pounds of upward
This seems to be a diffistrain at C.
cult problem for the avera'^.e moulcbr to
If the portion below A and C,
solve.
Fig. 2, is filled with melted iron there
will be no upward pressure, and if we
have a cope containing the portion between A and B and put it in its place,
there will, as we have already shown,
be only 1 pound of pressure at the point
A; if we fill this cope with melted iron,
and regardless of the fact that the metal
between A and B only weighs 1 pound,
the weight D will have to weigh 144

1

C,

FIG.

J

2.

INCH SQUARE.

THE SNAP WEIGHT MADE THE
TROUBLE
By

A
a

F. B.

Gordon

very simple job will sometimes tax

fellow's

genuity,

shown

as

will

patience
the

well

as

little

as

his

illustration

demonstrate.

in-

here

The design of

the casting is of no concern, as it is
the green-sand core shown at the point
of the arrow, which made all the trouble.
The casting was the base for a very
light cistern pump, and was made in a
deep snap-flask. It was perfectly round
and the flask was almost as small as
the pattern, but that did not matter, as
we used to put slip jackets on after taking off the snap-flask, so there was no
possibility of them running out, provided we weighted them heavy enough to

However
prevent them from lifting.
we used to make them in large quantities, and when we came to take them out
of the sand after pouring, we would find
enormous quantities of them bad, on acmight
I
count of the core crushing.
say that the pattern was on a match
plate and I took it to the pattern maker

and had

it calipered and measured and
tested in every imaginable way, and it
was always found perfect, but still the
castings came bad. I made molds with
the greatest of care, and after closing

ARROW SHOWS WHERE TROUBLE WAS.
I would put my
weight on them
and try them off, and they would be
all right, but as soon as I would give 'it
to a molder and have him put up a
floor they would come bad again. I tried
one myself after the molder had his
floor up, and I was pinched for time, so

them

I left the snap-flask on instead of using
the jacket, and it came all right.
This
settled the trouble.
I found that after
making a perfect mold and removing the
flask and putting on the jacket that
there was nothing to hold up the weight
which was put on it, to hold it down,
with the result that the little bit of
bearing between the bottom flange and
the outside of the mold would yield
enough to let the load come upon the
little green-sand core and crush it. This
did not show on the flange, but the shape
of the core was such that it would not
stand any crushing strain, but would
give way entirely. The only remedy that
I could devise was to fill in a little film
of wax to shorten the core, so that when
the cope was put on it did not touch
This might not seem like a
the core.

mechanical idea, but it worked wonders.
When the weight was put on the bottom yielded as usual and let the cope
come down upon the core and just pinch
it enouerh to hold it in place, with the
result that we had no further trouble.

CASTING IN OPEN SAND
The practice of castino'
molds those parts which

in

open sand
answer

will

their purpose equally as well when cast
way as when cast in a flask with
cope is practically universal iu Europe,
but, although known on this continent,

in this

not much practised, more because of
a habit of always using a cope, I believe, than for any more cogent reason.

is

In case
iar with

may

my reader may not be familopen sand casting practice. I

say that it consists of making the
a bed of sand, levelled off on

mold on

SepienilnM-.

CANA
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the floor of the shop, without any flask
or cope.
The casting of plain single grate bai^
by this method gives a good general
idea of the method of procedure, and
the drawing accompanying this article
shows the method generally followed.

UNDRYMAN

AN F
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1 might be taken for an illustraof a hockey stick, an axe handle,
or a stove-lid lifter, but it is neither of

Fig.

an end view of what was

directly in line with the gates, but there
would be no pressure to hold it; the tendency being to run back into the low
place.

as a scraper blade, the making
of which formed one of the
jobs
on
which I served my apprenticeship.
It

If we raise the back sufficient to have
the edge slightly lower than any other
part the iron will flow into it first, with

tion

these.

It

is

known

MOLDING GRATE-BAR
and shows

that considerable labor
is
saved over the flask and cope method.
The wood sticks marked A, in the
figure, are first driven into the bed of
sand, at the proper distance apart, to
accommodate the length of the grate bat
pattern, and then levelled up both ways.
The sand between the sticks is then
struck off level with the tops
of
the
sticks, and molding is commenced, the
molds being usually made about
one
foot apart.
It is best to have at least two patterns, one being left in the last preced-

ing mold, while tamping the next one.
The sticks A, being left in place, afford

a permanent guide to keep the molds
level.
Obviously, it is essential in open
sand molding that the molds be exactly
level, as there being no cope, the mold
would not be completely filled by the
molten iron unless the upper surface is
level.

The iron must be poured rather on
the hot side, to get the top surface of
the casting level, and with square corners, as there is a tendency for a skin
to form on the top of the iron, while
pouring, which may cause
the
upper
edges of the casting to be rounded.
For such castings as plain single grate
base plates for stacks, or other
castings with one flat surface, and no
core, this method will give satisfactory
results with less than one half of the
labor involved in molding in the usual
bars,

way with

a flask and cope, even if a
flask of the required size is available,
which is not always the case.

MAKING A SCRAPER BLADE
The country shop
peared

in

the last issue

Foundryman appealed

which apof
Canadian

articles

to

me

so forcibly

as being of exceptional interest that

I

IN '0PEn'".SAND

MOLD.

upside down to what it would be if in
use on a scraper, but it seems that ii:
had to be molded this way. If I remember right there were some attachis

ments which went with
not

right
any of

lift

if

made

it

which would

the other side up.

our readers remember
forty years ago on the farm they will
remember that there was an implement
known as a road scraper, used for leveling roads and taking down hills and
filling gulloys and digging ditches, etc.
It was made oi wood and had two handles projecting behind like on a barrow
and on the front was this cast iron
blade.
The blade would be about three
feet wide and about 16 or
18
inches
If

from front

to back.

At

the front

it

ing the body.

There was nothing
only trouble

was

out forcing it, and the rest can be filled
up without any trouble. P'ig. 2 shows ii
raised so as to have the edge the lowest
and gives it a queer look, but unless it
is this way it would be better to not be
raised at

to it to mold, the
to get that sharp edge

all.

On

general principles I prefer to pour
a flat job with the opposite side from
the gate slightly raised, but with this
job it would not be a success. On a
perfectly flat casting such as a plate I
always want one side higher than the
other, so that the casting will not have
rings all over the face of it.

MAKESHIFTS WHICH ARE SOMETIMES ADVANTAGEOUS

was

sharp like a knife and then thickened
up to about an inch, after which it receded to about half an inch until it came
to the extreme back, when it thickened
up to the thickness of the lumber form-

By

J. F.

Mullan

frequently happens
that we are
called upon to make a flanged pipe from
an old casting, and while it is a simple
job to do, there are many molders who
make a lamentably poor attempt at accomplishing it. All that is required is
to put a plug in each end and have it
It

run without notches in it.
We used
pour it lying as it is in Fig. 1, with
nice hot iron and the edge would run
up sharp enough with the exception of
an occasional spot, which would not run
at all.
We tried raising the back
three or four inches and pouring it with
two bull ladles and soaking it for all
we were worth with white hot iron, with
to

to

the result that we strained it all out of
shape, but still had the notches.
The
trouble was that the iron had to fill the
low thick place back of the edge before
it
could get to the edge, and if we
raised the back a few inches we simply
changed the angle of the thick spot instead of improving matters any.
In
fact a little raise on the back made it
less likely to run properly, because when
we forced the iron into the mold it sim

END VIEW OF SCRAPER-BLADE WITH SHARP EDGE.
cannot refrain from contributing an experience of my own along
the
same
lines for the enlightenment of those
whose experiences in this direction may
not have been as varied as my own.
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ply ran into that thick spot faster than
it v.ould have done and of course some
of it would run up hill on the opposite
side until its momentum was spent, but
it would not reach such spots as were

NOTE SAND, BANKED OVER CORE PRINT.
to project out a few inches to make a
print.
If the inside diameter of the pipe
is to be different from the old one, this
is made on the projecting part of
the plug, which forms the print. The pattern thus improvised is molded the same
as any pattern, either by bedding it into
the nowel, or laying it on a false cope
and rolling it over. The parting of the
mold will be at the largest diameter of
the pipe, which is, of course, where the
parting in the pattern would have been
if a split pattern had boen used.
After
making a parting at this line, the portion on the outside of the flange will
require to have sand built up the entire
size of the flange as shown at A.
This
will be all rounded nicely so as to allow a e-ood lift of thp cone. The only
part which can make any trouble will be
the inside of the flange, but this is un-

change
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all probability have
draught, which will relieve the likelihood

avoidable, and will in
of trouble.

After lifting off the cope a trowel is
used to remove the sand, which is directly over the core print, as shown at
B, after. which the "pattern" can be
drawn with eas''
After s'^^'ting the core a stop-off board

illustrated, besides

some

stunt

of

put over.

I

had about twenty cores to make for
a 3 in. elbow in lengths varying from
12x24 in. to 24 in. by 4 ft. with a flange
on each end.
We had always been in the habit of
I

making plates for such a job, if there
were none suitable in stock. I never
liked to make more work on a job than
the
I could help and very much disliked

DIGGING

C

AWA YSAND

TO ALLOW PATTERN
TO BE TAKEN OUT.

placed against the inside ox
sand B, and fitting down over the core.
The proper circle can be scribed on this
stop-off board and the sand built up to
the exact height and curve to fit the
cope, but it is always best to flour the
joint and try it off for fear of crushing
or not being full enough.
This style
of molding is often resorted to in making new patterns.
A core print often
comes in a place where it is not convenient to make a parting, and in such
cases it can be buried until after the
cope is lifted, after which it will be uncovered as shown, and filled in after
the core is set.
In tucking the sand in back of the
stop-off board, care must be taken to
is

i

idea of going into the core oven oftener
The plan I hit on covthan necessary.
ered both these points.
There was a large heavy plate standing against the wall in the loam end
that had been used on a job with the
loam on it comparatively unbroken.
to lay
I got permission from the boss
the
that plate down flat and patched
broken parts. Then I took the elbow
pattern and got the blacksmith to lend
a length of square iron corresponding
in thickness to the metal thickness of
the pipe which in this case was % in.,
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SHOWS USUAL STRICKE.

FIGS.

on the
long
and

joint

snugly around the
bend
the
inside edge of
enough to take care of the longest castfit

to

ing

core

plus

prints.

pattern-

The

made in the
making the
style always used when
cores on plates, but when I explained to
him how I was going to make them he
maker had the

strickle

I laid

down the guide

iron, putting

In

setting

cores

in

this

way

it

always advisable to secure the core
in its place with good, big nails, before
tucking in the sand, and the sand which
is being tucked in is not safe to depend
is

upon.

A CORE-MAKING EXPERIENCE
By Thomas Nelson
T

WAS

•^

gar's article

greatly interested in Mr. Edon cores and core boxes
appearing in the May Foundryman.
I have made cores by all the methods

AND

3

"All the people said

it

was bad!

What

do you mean, my dear?"
"Oh, it was so bad that I heard the
people praying, 'Lord, have mercy upon
"
Tit-Bits.
us miserable singers.'

—

"Then we're engaged?"
"Of course."

"And

I

am

the

first

girl

you ever

loved?"
"No, dear, but I'm harder to suit now
than I used to be."

each half core for a stiffener. I covered one half of this plate with half cores
and to make the other halves, turned
the
covered
the guide iron over and
It took but a
other half of the olate.
few minutes to make each one and the
plate was run on to the core oven truck
with the crane and brought back in the
Getting them jointed was
same way.
an easy matter as they were all there
at hand and as each one was finished,
I laid them on another plate and run
them again into the oven with one trip
of the crane.

ing

to paycompliments, but he did say that

was

all

The boss was not much given
right that time.

THOMAS NELSON.

Toronto.

PLATES

a

weight at each end and proceeded to
strickle them up in the usual way, bedding a piece of % in. square iron into

firm.

2

SHOW METHOD DESCRIBED.

MOULDING CAST IRON TANK

the plate.

not cave it in below, but at the same
time care must also be taken to get it

A little girl was asked, upon her return home, how she liked the singing
of the congregation in the church.
said,
it very much," sh"
"I liked
"though all the people said it was bad."

•^

willingly altered it to suit my wishes.
Fig.
Fig. 1 shows the usual strickle.
2 and 3 show the changes this flat
bearing surface on Fig. 3 preventing it
from cutting into the loam surface of

STOP-OFF BOARD FOR FILLING OVER
CORE-PRINT.

A level teaspoonful of chloride of
lime should be rubbed into a teacupful of
This solution should be diluted
water.
with three cupfuls of water, and a teaspoonful of the whole quantity added
to each two-gallon pailful of drinking
water. This will give .4 or .5 parts of
free chlorine to a million parts of water,
sufficient to destroy in ten minutes all
typhoid and colon bacilli or other dysentery producing organisms in the water.
Moreover, all traces of the chlorine will
rapidly disappear.
This method of purification has been
tested with Toronto Bay water inoculated
Every germ
with millions of bacteria.
has been destroyed and it has been unnecessary to boil the water.
This method should be very valuable
for miners, prospectors, campers, soldiers, and those living in summer resorts
where the condition of the waters might
not be above suspicion.

/-—-.

t
.s

A SIMPLE METHOD OF WATER
PURIFICATION

others, and ap-

advantage and
disadvantage propounded by the writer.
1 have thought it might be of interest
and perhaps profit to the readers of
Foundryman if I gave my experience
in connection with one little core making
points

the

preciate
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Continued From Page 223.
mode of procedure in all cases being to
ease off the clamps and take away the
runner heads as soon after casting as
possible, cut up the sand on the upper
to
face of each cope, spread facing sand
a reasonable depth over its whole area,
ram, and sweep off, then liberate the
sand round the necks of the gates attached to the casting below hy poking
round them with a small chisel bar (or
you can spoil your trowel that way if
you wish) black and slick the face either
now or after hoisting the cope by the
slings and bcinm shown at Fig. 9, A. A. A,
being a handy light style of sling to
hang on a notched cast iron beam, swing
next
the cope over and lower on to the
waiting drag mould, clamp, make up the
runner head on the two extra holes aforeyour
said, and you are ready again for
niotal.
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The Use

of the

Pyrometer

in Steel

Industry

An Interesting Paper Discussing the Progress Made in the
Accurate Measurement and Control of High Temperatures in the
Heat Treatment of Steel of All Kinds
By
anyone stops

to consider the reprogress which has been
made in the accurate measurement
and control of hinrh temperatures in the
heat treatment of steel, one realizes that
this progress has been phenomenal during the past ten years. Tliis progress
has been largely due, first to improvements in temperature measuring instruments, and secondly to the education of
the user in the proper use and care of

IFmarkable

PSrronieters.
It is safe to say that greater progress
has been made during the past ten years
in the use of p\Tometers than was made
in the two hundred preceding years during which pyrometers w'ere knowTi and
used to some small extent. This progress
has been largely due to the constant ef-

pjTometer manufacturers to develop and improve their instruments.
It is also true that in the last ten years
an unusual amount of interest has been
exhibited bv the men who must
use
pyrometers, in becoming fully acquainted with the construction of the various
types of pyrometers which are available
and the proj^er installation of the instruments in order that they \\-ill give the
best results and the proper method of
using and checking the instruments.

forts of

Numerous papers and books have been
written on this subject, and one has only
to call on any steel plant to-day and interview the metallurgist or the practical
hardener, to realize how much more these
men know of p>Tometers than the man
of ten years ago.
One rarely calls at
a plant where heat treatment of steel
is carried
on where the man who is
charged with this work is not well acquainted with the use of pyrometers
and the proper equipment to use for his
requirements.
Ten years ago it was a question solely
of endeavoring to convince the prospec-

pyrometer user that he should use
a pyrometer. He had never used one before and it was a difficult matter to convince him that the instrument was necessary.
To-day it is a question of convincine the same man that a certain type
of pyrometer is properly desiened to best
meet his requirements, that it will give
maximum life under his conditions, and
that the pyrometer installation will retive

minimum amount of attention.
does not have to bo convinced that
he should us4» a pj-rometer; hf must be
convinced that he is going to buy the
best pyrofmetor equipment for his reqnirement".
quire a

He

When

I

compare the average metallurhardener of to-day with the

gist or steel

same man of ten years
that

I

may

is

true

do an injustice to the

men

airo,

it

BROWN

associated with a few of the larger companies where the advantages of pyrometers were appreciated at that time,
but these plants were few and far between and it must be realized that I am
speaking generally and of the average
conditions of ten years ago and of today.
The old methods of measuring temperature by the expansion or fusing points
of clay, by the expansion or contraction
of
metals, and by numerous
other
methods have largely been eliminated
to-day and we have practically only two
methods of measuring high temperatures.
The thermo-electric pyrometer embraces
either a thermo-couple inserted directly
in the heat, or in the form of a radiation
pyroimeter wth the therm.o-couple heated by the furnace rays; secondary the
optica! p>Tometer, in which a color comparison of an 'ncandescent body and the

under treatment is made.
The
pyrometer is used only portably
instrument is not suitable for
permanent installation or for autosteel

optical
as this

matically recording temperature.
It is
used quite extensively w*here it is necessary to focus on a particular piece of
steel in a furnace to secure its temperature, or where excessively high temperatures are measured, around 3.000"^ Fahr.
or 1,600° Cent., where a thermo-electric
pyrometer is not suitable.
Optical Pyrometers
The optical pyrometer as generally
used compares the incandescent filament
of an electric lamp bulb with the lumin-

A
osity of the steel under treatment.
milli-ammeter is used to measure the
current passing through the lamp; the
more current the brighter the filament
and the greater the number of milliamperes indicated on the meter.
By
tumins: a rheostat the amount of current passing through the lamp can be
adjusted.
When the color of the lamp
filament blends with the piece of steel
under treatment it is assumed that the
two are at the same temperature. The
indications on the milli-ammeter are then
read off and by a conversion table the
actual degrees Fahrenheit or Centigrade
are secured.
Other forms of optical pyrometers compare the flame of a small oil or kerosene
lamp or the color of multi-colored lens
with the ^teel which is being heattreated.
Having referred to this method of
measuring temiperature by an optical
pyrometer, which has been used to some
extent for twenty years or more, and the
use of which is still limited, 1 can take
up the thermo-electric pvTometer, which
is almost universally used to-day.
think that almost everyone understands that a thermo-electric pyrometer
consists of a thermo-couple, a measuring
I

•By courtesy of National Safety Coancil.

R. p.

instrument, and the leads connecting the
thermo-couple and the meter.
The
thermo-couple is formed of two
dissimilar metals, usually drawTi into wire
and with one pair of ends twisted together. When this junction is heated it
generates a small current of electricity
which can be measured on a milli- voltmeter.
It is true that a thermo-couple produces current, dependent on the temperature of the twisted junction extending
into the furnace, known as the hot end,
and the opposite end outside the ftimace,
known as the cold end or cold junction.
It is at these ends that the leads running to the meter are joined to the
thermo-couple. In accurately measuring
tomperaturo with a thermo-couple it is
therefore essential that the cold junction
be maintained at a known fixed and uniform temperature, which may be 75°
Fahr. or any other temperature. If the
cold junction of a thermo-couple is at
75^ Fahr. and the hot junction in the
furnace is at 1,400° Fahr., the actual
millivoltage generated is equivalent to
the difference in temperature between
the
cold end of
tihe hot end and the
thermo-couple, equivalent to 132.5° Fahr.
If we heat this cold junction to 100° Fahr.
we will then only have a millivoltage
produce<l by the thermo-couple equivalent to the difference in temperature of
1300° Fahr. instead of 1325' Fahr. as
previously cited.

The effect of heating the cold junction
of a base metal thermo-couple is such
that with a rise in temperature of the
cold junction of 25° Fahr. the instrument
With
will read approximately 25° low.
a platinum thermo-couple this error is
approximately one-half. In other words,
with a (platinum couple, the error would
amount to only approximately 12° Fahr.
for a rise in temperature of the cold
junction of 25° Fahr. above normal.

of any thermo-electric
essential that this point
be realized, because far too many thermoelectric pyrometers are still in use today with the cold junction of the thermocouple located right above a furnace and
subject to constPvUt changes in temperature and to probably a normal temperature of not less than 200° Fahr.
In

tihe

pyrometer

use

it is

Assuming that the pointer on the

in-

strument is set at 75° Fahr., suc'h an
instrument is actually reading 125° Fahr.

Of course, if the user of the
instrument only realizes this fact Which
I have brouffht out, he will set the pointer
of hi« instrument for the proper cold
junction temnerature 200° Fahr. instead
of that usually adopted in supplying tIhe
pyrometer, 75 Fahr.
All modem pyrometers are equipped
with zero adjusters which permit of settoo low.

"*

ting the pointer to any desired cold June-
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tion temperature and this point can be
Unfortunately in
readily taken care of.
the case Ii have mentioned above where
a thermo-couple is located just above the

furnace, when the furnace is first started up, the temperature of the thermocouple inside might attain 1400° Fahr.
and the cold junction outside will have
only reached 100^ Fahr.; after the furnace has been run six hours the heat
radiation from the crown of the furnace
may be such that the cold junction temperature will reach 200° Fahr. In consequence, the pyrometer is reading 100°

lower than it did formerly for exactly
the same temperature in the furnace. In
consequence, the operator, in order to
make the pyrometer read the desired
actually
is
temperature', 1400° Fahr.,
carrying 1500° Fahr. in the furnace when
actually exactly the same temperature
existed.

have made this point clear, as
it is of the utmost importance if accurate temperature measurements are to
be secured with a thermo-electric pyroI

hope

I

meter.

Cold Junction Compensation

There are a numiber of ways in which
we to-day overcome this course of error
due to changes in temperature of the
the

thermo-couple.

cold

junction

First,

we can supply compensating

of

leads,

as they are called, consisting of material
the same as that forming the thermocouple, which will remove the cold junction to some distant point where the
These
temperature will be constant.
compensating leads can be selected of
material the same as the thermo-couples
or of the other alloys which will offset
the effect of ehange in temperature at
If
the cold end of the thermo-couple.
we run these compensating leads to some
point near the floor in the heat treating room the temperature will probably
vary from 60° to 110° Fahr. from winter
to summer, or a possilble error of 50°

Fahr. where a base metal thermo-couple
is

used.

There are several ways

in

which we

can further reduce this possible error.
First, we can run the compensating leads
into a pipe driven into the ground for

some 10 feet and at the bottom of this
pipe we make our junction with the copper leads running to the instrument. The
cold junction is now in the ground where
the changes from winter to summer under usual conditions vary 5° Fahr.
In using this method it is very desirable to u.se two pipes, the outer and larger one welded to a point at the end to
drive easily into the ground. The inner
pipe welded tight at the end can be slipped into the outer pine. It is possible
to split the outer pipe in driving and in
consequence water may enter.

By using a second interior pipe this
second pipe can be .slipned down in the
larger outer pipe and it is not under any
strain in driving and can be easily made
water-tight. The compensating leads for
placing in the ground should have moistureproof insulation to prevent any danger of short circuiting or grounding on
account of moisture. Where these pre-

is an excellent
of maintaining a constant cold

cautions are taken this

method

junction temperature.

Another common method is to place the
cold end of the compensating leads in a
compensating box, which consists of a
thermostat and lamps or heating units.
By means of the thermostat it is possible
maintain any desired temperature
to
usually up to 1'50° Fahr. within a limit
2° Fahr.
of -|- or
The ordinary com-

—

pensating box

designed to take care
of as many as 20 thermo-couples, which
are led into one compensating box, and
this affords an easy method of maintaining a constant temperature.
In using the compensating box it is
essential that the thermostat be set with
the graduated temperature scale at a
temperature higher than that which will
be attained in the room in which the
is

compensating box

is

located;

for

ex-

ample, if the room wrill attain a maximum
temperature in summer of 120° Fahr., it
is common practice to set the compensating box at 125° Fahr. and the pointer on
the scale of the pyrometers which are
operated by the various thermo-couples
connected through this compensating box
will be set likewise for 125° Fahr. on the
scale.

The

compensating

leads

from

the

thermo-couples can be also run to the
instrument, which may be located in the
room subject to variation in temperature
from probably 70° to 100° Fahr. from
winter to summer.
In this case it is
possible to have an error of as much as
30^ Fahr.
Thermo-electric pyrometers are now
supplied with automatic compensating
means at the instrument so that, provid-
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sensitive thermo-couples of wire .01 in.
in diameter can be used experimentally
to advantage in testing the temiperatura

of the surfaces of metal, particularly at

moderate temperatures, whereas thermocouples formed of wire % in. or % in.
diameter are better suited for constant
service in large heat-treating furnaces.

Platinum Thermo-Couples

Where we have

to

measure tempera-

tures from 2000° Fahr. or 1100° Cent, up
to a maximum of 3000' Fahr. or 1600*
Cent., it is best to use a platinum rhodium
thermo-couple, one wire being of pure
platinum and the other platinum 90 per
cent, and rhodium 10 per c-int.
The
wires forming this thermo-couple are
usually .02 in. in diameter.
platinum
rhodium thermo-couple gives very satisfactory life even under severe service
at temperatures up to 2500° to 2600°
Fahr., provided the wires are suitably
protected from the gases with a tube of
porcelain or silica, which is impervious
to gases.
These tubes are in turn protected with a tube of graphite, carborundum, fire brick or other suitable material
which serves to protect the fragile porcelain or silica tube from mechanical injury and introduces ?. slight lag to prevent breakage through contraction and

A

expansion due to sudden changes in temperature.

While it is of the utmost importance
to properly protect a platinum rhodium
thermo-couple to exclude gases which
very actively attack the platinum, it is
equally desirable to properly protect a
base metal thermo-couple if maximum
life is to be secured.
The usual method
of protecting a thermo-couple for temperatures up to 1400° Fahr. (750° Cent.)
or below, is to use a common wrought
iron pipe with the lower end plugged or

ed the compensating leads are I'un to the
compensation
instrument,
automatic
takes place to overcome chancres in temperature at the instrument itself. This
compensation can be readily incorporated in the thermo-electric pyrometers
through a shunt of large temperature coefficient, whicih will be materially affected with atmospheric changes in temper-

welded.
The life of common wrought
iron pipe can be increased to some extent by calorizing, a process developed
by the General Electric Company of impregnating the pipe with an aluminum

ature.

oxide.

Base Metal Thermo-Couples
have referred previously to the use
of thermo-couples formed of base metal
and of platinum wire. Base metal thermocouples are almost universally used for
measuring temperatures to 2000° Fahr.
or 1100° Cent.
These base thermocouples for temperatures up to 1200°
Fahr. or 650° Cent, are usually formed
with one wire of constantan, a nickel
copper alloy, and the other a pure iron.
This form of thermo-cou))le is advantageous for use in a reducing atmosphere within the above temperature
limits.
For temneratures above 1200°
I

A material increase in the life of base
metal thermo-couples for temperatures
above 1400° Fahr. or 750° Cent, is secured by the use of protecting tubes of
n'ckel

chromium or

of

a special' alloy

which we have recently adopted in our
Resisteat tube, as they are t'^a'^e-marked.
nickel chromium tubes unthstand to
a satisfactory extent normal use in heattreating furnaces where the temperature
does not exceed 1600° Fahr., but for the
most common conditions and where
maximum life is secured this special aUoy
resisteat tube is given the best r9sults.

The

Fahr.. up to 2000°
650°
Cent,
or
to

To insulate the wires forming a
thermo-couple from each other and froir

from

the protecting tube, it is common practice to use beads of porcelain or lav'te,
which are the most satisfactory for this
Formerly asbestos tubinT or
service.
strintr was used to insulate each wire
and this was painted with a solution of
sodium silicate and carborundum, hut
ranidlv disf^is form
of insulation
integrates at temperatures above 1000

equivalent
Fahr.,
1100°
Cent.,
to
a thermo-couple formed of one wire
cent.
nicT<el
and 10 per
of 90 per
98
cent, chrome and other wire of
per cent, nickel with balance manganese,
silicon and aluminum, would give the
mos'*- satisfactory service.
Base metal thermo-couples as sunplied
to-day are furnished in all diameters
.01

in.

up

to

V4,

in.

in

d'ameter;

^ej)!

Fahr.
is
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ember, 1020

The porcelain or

most

certixinly

Standardized

to

Invite insulation
oe recommended.

Voltaije

Thermo-

trom

couples

A platinum rholium tliermo-couplc, on
account of the c:ire taken in the refining
of the precious met^ils and the proper
alloying, can be reproduced continuously
with the same millivoltagt. As new ingots are cast every few years from which
ihis wire is drawn, it has been possible
duplicate these ingots so
hat the millivoltage is reproduced within somt 5 Fahr. of the niillivoltage pro-

to carefully

duced by a previous lot.
With base metal thermo-couples it has
been extremely difficult to select wires
which will accurately reproduce the
-tandard millivoltage of a certain base
It seems that the
ir.€tal thermo-couple.
approximately
limit in this respect is

—

15' -f- or
or a total possible error of
30^ Fahr.
We have, however, made
some progress through special care in
desired
the
selecting wire producing
millivoltage, and it is possible for us today to supply wire for thermo-couples
with an accuracy within 10° Fahr. -1- or

Where extreme accuracy

is

required

Dossible to shunt the thermo-couples
to a definite or standard millivoltage by
reducing the voltage produ'^ed by the
thermo-couple by some 2 millivolts. With
is

t

method

it is possible to standardize
thermo-couple with extreme precision and an accuracy within -J- or
4
Fahr can be easily obtained.
A sliunted thermo-couple can be used
to advantage where the immersion of the
thermo-couple at any time provided it
exceed 18 in.
For unusual immersions
where the thermo-couple must protect,
for example, several feet inside the furnace, the unshunted thermo-couple is
preferable.
Where the shunted thermocouple is used it has the advantage that
it
possible
is
to rest^ndardize
this
thermo-couple at any time provided it

this

iny

—

With the unshunted
thermo-couples, should this occur, it must
be either junked or shortened if this is
falls off in voltacre.

possible.

The shunted thermo-couple has the
disadvantage that the shunt may be
broken accidentally or through mechanical injury.
Both the shunted and unshunted thermo-couples have their ad\"2ntages and disadvantages and each has
ts

uses.

There arc two common methods of
nearuring the voltage produced by the
hermo-couple, the milli-voltmeter method

and the potentiometer method.

The Alilli-Voltmeter Method of Measurinc Temperature
The milli-voltmeter methoti has been in
use for a GT^at many yf^ars. The original
milli- voltmeters were constrjcted with
movable element swinging in the airgap of a permanent magnet and hung
hy a fine su5?nc-nsion wire. As a platinum
thenr.o-counle
produces some twenty
thousandths of a volt for 300' Fahr. and
a b?.se metal thermo-couple some 40
a

thousandths of a volt for 3000' Fahr.,
the usual temperature scale, the internal
resistance of an instrument is dependent

on the type of thermo-couple used and
th
voltage is consequently available.
These suspension type instruments,
which were largely m«de in France, England and Germany same twenty or more
years ago, had an internal resistance of
some 300 to 600 ohms with a platinum
thermo-couple with full scale of 20 millivolts.
On account of the delicate construction of these instruments and the
suspension
continual breakage of the
wires, certain
manufacturers in this
country produced a low resistance form
of milli-voltmeter pyrometer consisting
of the standard form of switchboard or
poi"table millB-voltmeter tifeed with a shunt
as an ammeter. This instrument usually
had from 3 to 5 ohms internal resistance.
While it was true that such an instrument was exceedingly roibust and could
be bandied without likelihood of injury,
it was equally time that the accuracy of
such an instrument was exceediingly poor
on account of the low internal resistance
Frequently the total
of the instrument.
resistance of the thermo-couple and the
loads connected to such an instrument
might vary from a total of 1 ohm to 2
ohms, affecting the actual readings of
the instruments as much as 20 per cent.
was
If an instrument of this kind
calibrated for a 3 ft. thermo-couple of
the usual % in. wire and it had later to
be used with a 4 ft. thermo-couple, unless the instrument was re-calibrated it
read 20° too low. If the instrument was
calibrated from 25 ft. donible conductor
No. 12 gauge copper leads and it had
later to be located at a greater distance
where 75 ft. of the above leads were
required, the instrument read some 18°
Fahr. too low. Under such conditions it
was absolutely impossible to secure any
precision in measuring temperature.
In the past five or six years high resistance milli-voltmeter pyrometers have
been developed with an internal resistance with a platinum couple of as high
as 600 ohms or with a base metal thermocouple as high as 1,200 ohms, which have
a standard double pivoted construction
used in the ordinary low-resistance instrument, eliminating the suspension
wires. By re-designing the standard instrument, by lightening the movable element and narrowing the air-gap, it has
been possible to attain this hicrh resistance.
This high resistance can be attained, first, as I have outlined above,
by the changes in the design of the instrument and also in part by the use of
an aluminum alloy for the winding in
This decreases
the movable elements.
the weierht of the movable element 100
.

per cent.

Where an instrument of 600 ohms resistance is used, a chani'e in line resistance from 5 ft. to .500 ft., which is
naturally very excessive, will affect the
readini^s of the pyrometer only 4" Fahr
where the scale is graduated to 2000°
Fahr. Any likely change in the length
of the thermo-counle has absolutely no
pffpct on the readings of such a pyrometer.
In the last couple of years, instruments
have been brouo^ht out in w^hich the
effect of line resistance can be entirely
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eliminated by balancing the voltage of
the thermo-couples against that of another source of cmf such as a dry cell.
Usually an adjustable resistance is installed for a total of 15 ohms, and any
variation in line resistance can be compensated for in this type of instrument
up to a total of 15 ohms. After this adjustment has been made, the instrument
is direct reading and independent of line
resistance.

Messrs. Harrison and Footc, of the
Bureau of Standards, Washington, have
recently hit upon a method of accomplishing this result by usdng the voltage
of the thermo-couple itself and by simply
the depression of a key and the turning
of a rheostat, adjustment can be made
for any line resistance up to 15 ohms.
This new instrument requires no dry cell
or standard cell as a source of emf. The
instrument is similar to the ordinary
miilli-voltmeter in appearance, with the
addition of the small key and resistance
knob. The operator has only to read the
temperature in the usual way.
He
presses the key, and if the reading is
any different from that which was previously observed he turns the resistance
knob until there is no change, whether
the key is depressed or not. The instrument has then been adjusted for line resistance,

which

may

be

any

amount

wlhatsoever up to li5 ohms, equivalent to
many miles of copper leads.
We have secured the exclusive license
from Messrs. Harrison and Foote for the
use of this construction in connection
with our milli-voltmeters in
this
and
foreign countries, and there is no question in my mind but that it is a radical
step forward
in
the
milli-voltmeter
method of measuring temperature, for it
has the following radical advantages:
As in the ordinary milli-voltmeter the

instrument is direct reading throughout
the whole scale range.
The instrument
is independent of line resistance up to a
total of 15 ohms and what little temperature co-efficient exists in the ordinary
high-resistance milli-voltmeter is balanced out in this instrument. Accuracy in
calibration of an instrument of this kind
can be irnaranteed within one-tenth of a
milM-volt equivalent on the base metal
scale of 4° Fahr.

The Potentiometer Method
The potentiometer method of measuring the voltage produced by a thermocouple has been quite extensively adopted in the past six or eight years where
extreme precision is required.
The
potentiometer method differs from the
milli-voltmeter method in that the milliI'oHmeter uses the current produced by
the thermo-couple to deflect the
instrument.
The potentiometer opposes
the current of the thermo-couple to that
of a dry coll and the dry cell current,
equivalent to that of the thermo-couple,
is

measured.

To be continued
Guide: "Would m'sieu' like to see one
of the robbers' strongholds, of which
there are several in the neighborhood?"
Tourist: "No tVi-.nks. We're fixed up
at a hotel already."
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The Manufacture

of Brass

Globe and Gate Valves

Describing the Construction of the Valve from the Drawing
Through the Molding, Core Making and Pouring, Together with
Receipts and Fonnulae.
By

TIE

brass globe or gate
valve
which is in use in every manufacturing plant or engine room
where steam, water, and other liquids
are used, is an important item as it has
to stand up under very severe pressures
and is also subjected at times to much
abuse and wear.
A valve to stand the wear and tear it
is subjected to in every-day use all the
year round
should
manufactured
be
from virgin metals and have a large
percentage of copper and tin. The different manufacturers
advertise
their
products of steam valves and specialties
with the amount of copper they contain,
and I often wonder who will be the first

manufacturer

that
his
to advertise
valves are of special bronze, tempered
in the same manner as that used in prehistoric times.
The famous mixture of
antiquity known as Corinthian bronze
was made of 90 parts of copper and 10
parts of tin.
It is interesting to note
that for many years the standard government specifications for valves has
been 88 parts copper, 10 parts tin and
2 parts zinc, familiarly known as 88-102.
A number of manufacturers had a
hard proposition on their hands when
they secured some of the large government contracts that were allotted and
The
specifications called for this alloy.
writer of this article is connected with
one of the largest valve manufacturers
in Canada, who secured one of the large
contracts from the U. S. NavaT Board,
Corps for all
also Emergency Fleet
brass 2, 2*^ and 3 inch screwed and
flanged globe and gate valves, and the
specifications called for an alloy 88-102, and should not show a percentage of
1

in lead.

They had had experience

in

the

ma-

chining of this alloy and were able to
comply with all the requirements and
receive further orders. Also, when most
manufacturers of brass valves say that
they only use copper, tin, and a small
portion of zinc and not a particle of
lead in making their faucets, they are
making a misstatement, because, unless
zinc is super-refined it carries more or
In order to make a casting
less lead.
for brass valves that will have the desired tensile strength, be free from blow
holes, and that can be machined at a
normal cost, a mixture of coi(per, tin,
zinc and lead is necessary, and the alloy
that enters into the composition of brass
valves is composed of 85 parts copper,
Tin is just as im5 tin, 5 zinc, 5 lead.
portant as tTie copper, and the lead and
zinc reduce the cost of both of the cast-

To
ings and the machining processes.
secure sound and solid castings, a certain percentage of tin must be used,

P.

W. BLAIR

and no substitute has been developed in
the brass foundry to take its place.
There are some very curious and interesting things in connection with the
mixing of different metals to form compositions.
The slightest variations in
proportions of the metals or the most
minute quantity of some foreign metal
not supposed to be there will cause one
the most astonishment when the casting
is produced and sometimes not until the
machining or final testing has been performed does it develop. The composition
or mixture must not be too hard or too
soft, too brittle,

or too ductile,

it

must

have sufficient density, tensile strength,
and above all must be capable of being
machined by automatic machines. Many
brass foundries of to-day, where bronze
steam metal valves and engine room
specialties are made, use furnaces in
which the metals are melted by means
of oil or gas under forced draught.
As
a result what goes into these furnaces
is not always there when
the molten
metal is ready to pour, some of
the
elements having gone up the chimney
or out of the spout of the furnace. The

government department allows a cerof variation from their
specifications, whereas in the olden times
of the crucible-fired furnace they were

tam percentage

not so liberal because formerly, when
88-10-2 went in, 88-10-2 was expected
to

come

out.

Copper alloyed with

tin or zinc in certain proportions is strengthened.
Hardness varies in metal quite as much as
the tenacity, and both are greatly in

fluenced by very slight changes, either
physical or chemical.
The addition to
an alloy of scarcely more than a trace
of impurity often produces a marked
change in the hardness.
The special
qualities of the useful metals which
give them their importance are strength,
hardness, density, ductility, malleability,
fusibility

and

color.

Color of the rough castings, and, if
polished, lustre.
There is not a manufacturer of high grade brass valves who
does not give great donsideration to
the color and make sure that it is a
nice golden red as there are so many
engineers and dealers who are impressed
with the idea that they can tell by its
appearance when a valve has too much
lead or not enough copper.
When the
small brass founder or manufacturer
flourished, the brass valve was made
in one dozen lots and the one workman
did the complete valve.
In these days
of quantity
production, however, the
routine is all changed.
The first thing
The
that is now made is a drawing.
draftsman must determine the general
outline of the parts and must be guided

by his past experience in the foundry
and finishing shop.
Not only must a
brass valve be a real piece of first-class
work, but it must present a pleasing appearance both as to finish and shape,
so that it is symmetrical. The drawing
then proceeds to the pattern shop where
the patternmaker uses wood,
white
metal, which does not shrink, brass and
iron, also plaster of Paris, until there
is finally evolved a pattern and corebox. The pattern is exactly in the shape
of the outside of the part and the corebox is exactly the shape of the inside
of the part. The difference between the
pattern and the core represents the part
of casting.
Wherever the part is symmetrical about a given axis only a half
pattern is used. In general practice this
half pattern is mounted on a plate. This
gives a clear impression of the pattern.
An iron frame with neither a top or
bottom is placed on this plate filled with
sand, turned over and the plate lifted off.
If this is repeated and the two halves
turned over face to face a mold has
been made.
But before doing so ways
and means must be provided for leaving
the passage for the steam, water, or
fluid through the body of the
valve.
This is done by means of the core.
This core is principally made from
sand, having been packed into a corebox of two halves.
The main ingredients of the core are sand, oil, rosin
and wire. It is shaped similar to the
inside of the body of the valve.
Great
care is exercised by some of the manufacturers to produce nice clean core
work in the castings so that the sand
will not be burnt into the metal or any
fins inside, and will allow a clear passageway for the steam or fluid.
The core-sand mixture used for light
and medium work should be composed
of 55 lbs. sharp sand, 20 lbs. moulding
sand, 4 pounds dry core compound, 1 lb.

ground

rosin, ^4 lb. flour.

For

multiple

core-box work, sharp sand 20 parts,
molding sand 1 part, linseed or other
prepared core oil, 1 part.
As the body of the cores on smaller
sizes of brass valves are fragile before
baking, or removing cores from the box
in their green state, core dryers are
used.
The cores are then baked in an
oven at a temperature ranging from 350
to 500 degrees. When dry they are then
removed,
cleaned, inspected, all fins
racked, and ready for the moulder to
use.

The moulder now having made
two half moulds, one of which is
drag, he places the core

in

his

the

same, the

upper half or cope which he places on
top.

The mould

is

now ready

for the metal,

CANADIAN
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in some plants it is melted in pot
forced
with
crucibles
in
fuinaces
draught, in others it is melted in directfired furnaces, using oil or pas, which
means that the metal is cliarged into the
furnace and has projected into it or
directly over it a pas or oil flame. Still
another method that has come into vogue
is the melting in an electric furnace.
The trimmings for a valve pass
through the foundry under the same
methods and proceed to be cut off the
gates and remove off all fins of metal
and core sand removed from the inside
preparatory to being delivered to the
machine room.

and

The ne.xt step is the machining of
these castings so that a good serviceable
valve inside and out can be pi-oduteil.
The actual processes of the machining
and the equipment to be used depend
entirely on the quantity to be produced.
If large quantities are to be produced it
with
investment to equip
and semi-automatic maThe seating operation is the
chines.
most important part in the body of a
is

a

good

modern

valve,

tools

as

the entire

wear and tear

is

FO UNDRY
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of bonnets that do not go together, then
The
the work has been poorly done.
gauges have then to be applied and the
mistakes discovered. Fig. 2 shows high
class regrinding valve.
Owing
to the development of
the

marine and shipbuilding
trade within
the last few years in Canada, a new
valve has been put on the market named
the Reliance Regrinding Steam Valve,
for heavy pressures and the construction
along different lines. After assembly
they proceed to the testing and inspection bench, where they are subjected to
a rigid inspection and tested from 200
They
to 500 pounds hydraulic pressure.
are then carefully cleaned off and wrapped
individually in brown paper, and
some packed in cartons of cardboard and
labelled with a printed label, designating their size and style of valve.
After the packing and boxing they are
ready
for shipment
to be used, and
sometimes abused, by the steamfitter or
engineer into whose hands they arrive.
Before closing this article I desire to
call attention to the fact that a great
many manufacturers of valves and brass
castings are very careless in the manner of
inspecting castings when they
come from the moulds and before they
proceed to the machine room. There is
no one point in the plant where carelessness
can wreck
the profits of a
manufacturing concern quite as much as
in the foundry.
The matter of sending
misshapen or shifted castings through
is

the machine room and paying for finishing them is a bad
policy when they
should have been rejected at the shears
when they are cut off. If this one point
is attended to it will save many a dollar in the course of a year, and result
in better and more perfect casting coming from the foundry.
FIG.

FIG.

1.

2.

placed on that part. Fig. 1 shows Jenkins' type brass valve.
A perfect true flat seat, also nice cut
threads on pipe and bonnet ends of a
body is the main feature. When care is
taken in the machining operations and
the parts are true to the gauges the

assembling

is

facilitated.

Parts or Truings of Globe

Valves in the smaller sizes are small
relatively, and on this account extra accuracy is necessary if the valve is to
be satisfactory at the testing and inspecting bench. This accuracy can only
be secured in one way, and that is by
the proper use of gauges.
Gauges as
a rule travel in pairs, one gauge called
"Go," and the other "No go."
These
two gauges differ by what is known as
the tolerance.
This tolerance is expressed in thousandths of an inch. Every
part which proceeds to the assembling
must go into the "go gauge" and not go
into the "no go" gauge.
The bodies
then meet the other component parts
that enter into the making of a complete
valve in the assembly room, where they
are screwed together.
If they accumulate at the assembly benches, however,
here a pile of stems and yonder a pile

HARDNESS OF ALLOYS OF NONFERROUS METALS
In the "Zeitschrift des Vereines Deutcher Ingenieure," P. Ludwik describes
a series of experiments on the effect of
varying composition upon the hardness
of an alloy.
For copper-tin alloys, the
hardness increases with the percentage
of tin, slowly at first, and then more
rapidly. An alloy containing 1 per cent,
of tin is 10 per cent, harder than pure
copper.
Bronzes containing 10, 15 and
20 per cent,
of
tin are, respectively,
twice, three times, and four times as hard
as pure copper.
Annealing these alloys
makes little difference in the hardness.
Adding lead
decreases
the hardness
slightly,

creases

and

adding

zinc

slightly

in-

it.

The hardening effect of aluminum
upon copper is not quite so great as that
of tin for the smaller percentages.
An
aluminum-copper alloy containing 8 per
cent, aluminum is just about as hard as
a tin-copper alloy containing 8 per cent,
tin.
Above 8 per cent., however, the
hardening effect of aluminum increases
rapidly, and an alloy containing 15 per
cent, aluminum is twice as hard as one
containing 15 per cent. tin.
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The hardening

effect of zinc on copnot so great as that of either tin
or aluminum, 30 per cent, of zinc having
about the same effect as 4 per cent, of
tin.
Large quantities of lead soften
brass, while iron ..makes it harder.
Tin
and aluminum both increase the hardness of brass to a greater extent than
they do pure copper. In the case of tin,
this hardness is produced at the expense
of ductility. All this latter class of allays are rendered much softer by annealing.
Nickel and manganese both have
a hardening effect upon copper, although
much less than either tin or aluminum.
Annealing has no appreciable effect on
the hardness of alloys of copper with
either nickel or manganese. Magnesium
has a greater hardening effect upon copper and its alloys than any other sub-

per

is

stance.

MANGANESE-BRONZE
By W. C. PHALEN
Manganese-Bronze made
pearance about 1876.

Its

its

name

first
is

ap-

some-

what misleading, for the

alloy contains
only a small proportion of manganese.
Indeed, it is simply a brass to which
have been added, by proper methods of
alloying, small quantities of aluminum,
iron, or manganese with the view to
strengthening the alloy and making it
denser and closer-grained than the average yellow-brass casting.

Manganese-bronze should not contain
in fact not more than
0.05 per cent, in high-grade bronze. The
consumption of manganese, therefore, in
such alloys is small. The object of the
manganese is not so much to act as an

much manganese,

ingredient of the alloy, but to serve as a
carrier of the iron that must be present
to ensure
the required
strength and
limit.
The manganese in the
alloy serves one purpose only, namely,
to introduce the iron, for without the
manganese the iron would not alloy with
the copper.
It is added usually in the

elastic

form of ferro-manganese.

If

mangan-

used in large quantities it hardens the alloy, but not nearly to the degree produced by iron; such an addition
also lowers the elastic limit. Aluminum
imparts good sand-casting properties to
ese

is

the bronze.
There are two grades of manganesebronze now in common use. One is a
mixture used for rolling into sheets or
drawing into wire or tubes and for forging.
This contains no aluminum, ha»
slightly less zinc than the other, and vinot be cast in sand. The second allo^ is
used for sand-casting and is the one e^,
ployed in making propellers and other
common appliances.
P. E. McKinney describes a process
of
manufacturing*
manganese-bronze
-

wherein by-products and scrap are used
instead of virgin metals and raw materials of the

highest purity.

The composition of manganese-bronze
is

as follows:
Copper, 57.00; zinc, 38.00; tin, 1.20;
Continued on Page 245
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8

our booth at the Foundrymen's Convention at
Columbus, Ohio, next month for visible proof of what
McLain's Semi-Steel and Cupola Practice is doing for
foundrymen all over the world.
Visit

Semi-Steel and Cupola Practice
You

will note

how much

thinner in section and lighter in
yet 25 to 60^f stronger.

weight the semi-steel castings are

—

ASK TO SEE MICROPHOTOGRAPHS AND ANALYSES.
McLAIN'S SYSTEM is not THEORY— but actual proven
and thoroughly tested in foundries throughout the world with uniform results. It consists of 12 concise,
clear, right-to-the-point lessons easily mastered by any
foundiyman. Practical advice is given on
individual
problems.

practice, tried out

YOUR

Annealed Semi-Steel
The photos shown

are

ANNEALED SEMI-STEEL castings

produce QUALITY CASTINGS OF
CUPOLA METAL, which may be mn off EITHER IN THE
EARLY OR LAST PART of your daily melt. Ask to see them.

—our

latest effort to

Ask for

Free

Semi-Steel Booklet
Annealed Semi-Steel Castings can be made in any
Tensile strength
run from 55 to 70,000
pounds per square inch.

cupola.
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lOOF AT COLUMBUS
oths 236-237, Bldg. 2
McLain^s System of Steel

Foundry Practice
i

of

consists
terials,

EIGHT STANDARD LESSONS

Sand Mixtures, Gates and

covering Ma-

Acid and Basic

Risers,

Melting.

Students interested in

CONVERTER— CRUCIBLE— or

ELECTRIC processes of making steel castings are given
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS. Converter shops receive full
infoiTnation on
THEIR cupola.

CUPOLA PRACTICE

and a special report on
Auto Piston

20%

McLain-Carter Furnace

— —

6
vou use or make steel castings, 4
8 billets or
ingots you need a five or ten ton McLAIN-CARTER Oil Fired
Open Hearth Furnace.
If

There is 60 years' success behind open hearth steel.
No
other process has yet been discovered that will make BETTER
metal at any pnce no other process will make
QUALITY at a lower price. Only 15 per cent, pig is used, 85
per cent, scrap.

—

EQUAL

WE Wl LL

.-foC^RgiEN^ YO U ARE
BE THERE 4^5iSi©^^^ INVITED

Send for
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MACHINE EXHIBIT
COLUMBUS,OHIO
October
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Bigggrand Belter Than Ever ||g

Inc.

Milwaukee, Wis., U.S.A.

Steel

Cast 5 32-inch thickmachined to 3 32
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Patternmaking and Castings

for

Condenser

Being First Installment on Series of Articles on Pattern Making
and Casting of Ship Parts.
By BEN SHAW and JAMES EDGAR

THE

old circular form of condenser
was inexpensive compared with
the type shown in Figs. 1 to 5,
because it was seldom necessary to make
Either the cope was swept
a pattern.
out, or a sand barrel was made and the

flanges, branches, and facings nailed

or

It was only
otherwise fastened to it.
when a large number of castings were required that a pattern was made, and a

be discussed and explained when
we
come to consider the moulding and core-

making.

The condenser, which we
may be moulded on

shall consider

or on
end, but whichever way is adopted does
not affect the construction of the body
of the pattern.
The moulder may be
left to make his own joint, except for
the branch on the top of the condenser,
first,

its side

rigidity

had to be

left,

in

order that

it

from the sand; or, better
square boxed centre was built
still, a
with circled face, which could be drawn
into the mould after the box was withdrawn, which is a good practice when
dealing with large circular work which
would deliver

has to be cast on end.
On nearly all modern high-speed ships,
however, the uniflux type of condenser,
dethe construction of which will be
scribed in this article, is installed. Until
recently both the main and the auxiliary
condensers of this design were built in
the boiler shop, but the tendency is to
have them cast, as being cheaper and
Of course
equally as effective in use.
it is quite impossible to sweep out a
mould for this design, and equally as impracticable to make a sand pattern. Full
wood patterns must be made for the condenser itself, the water end and the
doors. Not only is it necessary to make
a pattern, but it is also necessary to
make a corebox for the condenser. The

metal is usually about % in. thick, but
occasionally it is thinner. The condenser
shown in the sketches is 5 ft. 6 ins. long,
which will give the reader an idea of the
It may
size of the finished pattern.
be here mentioned that the method of
wood thicknessing the mould to obtain
a core is sometimes practised, and it can
be recommended for thin metal. It will

where the flange and the print should be
made in halves and dowelled, which will
when
act as a guide for the moulder
making his joint.
As frames for such a pattern should
not be more than 18 in. apart, four ought
to be made for the condenser, and they
ought to be about 2 in. thick to ensure

the

finished

work.

Fig.

6

shape, and
with the slots for the supporting stays
cut out.
After the four frames have
been half-'"n»-''H pn'^ screwed up they
ought to be screwed together and cut
as one, as it will be quite impossible to
plane four such frames separately and
make them sufficiently accurate so that
the work will be quite square. The cutting of the half laps may be done at
a circular saw if no half-lapping machine is available, and if care is exercised it should not be necessary to touch
the frames with hand planers, if a surface planing machine is in the shop.
to

It will be observed that the corners
are cut diagonally instead of to
at
a radius.
It is easier to do this and
put on a sufficiently thick piece to allow
the outside radius to be planed than to
plane a stave concave and convex, and
it is much quicker.
The stays (Figs. 7
and 8) should be about 2i/^ in. thick and
planed to a parallel thickness and width.
If these stays are warped or not straight
in the length the pattern body will not
be square when constructed, and if the
sides are not built square with the ends,
it is, if not impossible, very difficult to
rectify afterwards.
In Fig. 9, which
shows the skeleton of the body built and
ready for the lagging, these frames are
drawn as solid plates so that the drawing
may not be too confused. In building the
draw a
skeleton it is
advisable
to
straight line on the floor or on skids,
and a square line on one edge of the
frames while they are screwed together.
The length having been marked on the
floor and divided for the middle frame,
the four frames should be fastened to
the floor, the lines on the edge being

AA

taper

in

shows a frame finished

September, 1920
placed to
or skids.
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contre line on the floor
Blocks with screws into the

the

frames and into the lioor will hold the
frames quite firm while the stays are being screwed on. When the four stays that
are above the floor have been fixed, the
ends shQuhl be tested with a square before the skeleton is turned over and the
remaining stays fitted. If the condenser
is a very large one or the frames show
any tendency to sag in the centre, it
may be wise to fit tiiree half-lap frames
fhe lagbetween the contour frames,
ging need not be more than ''s in. thick
and 9 ins. or 10 ins. wide, and should be
It is as well to
left with open joints.
have one or two screws in each piece,
In
but driving nails are quite good.
Fig. 11 the lagging is shown all round
the frames, but with a spread branch
such as there is on this condenser it is
a waste of timber to lag the top, which
will be covered by the branch except a
strip on either end, which can be fitted
after the branch is completed. It is not
necessary to build the branch on a bottom plate. The pattern can be supported by means of temporary legs screwed
to the end frames so that the face on
which the branch has to be built will
be in a horizontal position.
Large branches which are of irregular
shape are invariably best made by making cross sectional pieces which define
the shape on the centre lines both in the
length and across, and it is a comparatively simple matter forming the shape
between. Figs. 16 and 17 show these defining cross pieces checked so that one
The outside rectfits into the other.
angular shape in Fig. 18 is the shape on
the condenser top, but on the left side
of the centre line this shape alters to a
diameter at the top, while on the right
As
side the shape at the top is square.
it does not affect the utility of the branch
and it simplifies very considerably the
patternmaking, the draftsman can usually be persuaded to modify the design.
If, however, the shape at the top must
be a diameter, diagonal piece CC can
be fitted and the shape between built of
thicknesses of timber as illustrated in
Fig. 19.
If these thicknesses were carried into the centre it would make the
pattern needlessly heavy, so they ought
to be cut in widths so that when the
shape is finished off. at no part will it
be more than 2 ins. thick. Manv crafts-

err in thinking that weight means
strength, whereas it very often is a
weakness, a waste, and a great inconvenience in the foundry. The design on the
right side of the centre line. Fig. 18, is
Cirounds
shape.
to
less troublesome

men

.\AAAA.A. ought to be made on which
It is
covering timber can be screwed.
a simple matter to calculate the shape
The covering plate
of these grounds.
need only be ''» in. thick, the end ones
being shaped and fitted and the side
ones being carried over the end edges.
The shape of the end covering the plates
can be drawn accurately by geometrical
projection.

The body and the branch,

which

is

really part of the body, being finished,
the details have to be made and fixed.
The end prints are the biggest job. If
the pattern is going to be moulded on
its side they should be 4 or 5 ins. thick.

The best way

of

making them

is

shown

and 13, a top plate about 1 in.
thick has timber 2 or 3 ins. wide screwed to it to make up the thickness. The
plates can be laid over the drawing board
and two temporary battens screwed to
them while the thick timber is fitted on
the other side. The edge can be finished
at the sandpapering machine.
The top and bottom flanges of the
condenser ought to be divided so that
they can be drawn into the mould when
the body has been withdrawn from the
in Figs. 12

sand. Indeed this applies to all the ribs
as well.
A common failing of patternmakers is to drive screwheads into the
timber, which causes endless trouble in
the sand because the wood swells over
the head and moulders have not sufficient tools for getting them out without
Wiring loose
destroying the pattern.
pieces on a main body is a good practice,
but if a pattern has a long journey to
the foundry, the pieces are apt to get

Cheese headed
knocked off and lost.
screws are a great improvement over
countersunk heads, and if washers are
used there cannot possibly be any trouble
afterwards.
The straight ribs that run from flange
to flange should be screwed on in one
length with a slight taper planed on each
side and the ribs that go round the body
can be fitted between. It is advisable to
ascertain which way the pattern will be
moulded before screwing on the circular
part of the big branch, because this part

^>^
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and the flange and the print ought to
be in halves as has already been explained, but the small branch, or boss C, Fig.
1

and

2,

being small,

may

be

made

in

one piece.

A special arrangement has to be made
for moulding the feet dddd, Figs. 1 and 2.
It will be quite impossible, even if the
faces of these feet were left loose, to
draw them into the mould. If they were
made as models of the finished casting
the moulders would have to take them off
loam
in di-aw-backs or by means of
cakes, and would have much labour.

A

way

open, however. The spaces
between the back of the face of each foot
and the body can be cored. Figs. 14 and
15 show a block print of this kind.
There should be sufficient width beyond
the face to give a satisfactory bearing
for the core, and a core-box will have
The small end prints for
to be made.
the sight holes EE, Figs. 1 and 2, need
not be as thick as the
large
prints.
Screwing on the various other small
ribs is a simple matter, care being taken
that the moulder can unscrew them if
he wants to use them for making up his
mould.
We have not dealt yet with one very
important part of the patternmaking
work, and that is making provision for
drawing the heavy pattern out of the
mould. It is not uncommon for patternmakers to forget 'this part of their work,
and it not only causes annoyance in the
foundry but may result in the pattern
bad
being badly damaged through a
method being adopted. What the moulder
frequently does is to loosen off a board
on the top of his mould and put a rope
or sling through one of the frames which
It is obhas to stand the full strain.
vious that this is not good for the pattern.
The sensible way is to put lifting
plates on the bottom of whichever side
will be under in the mould, arranging
them two in number, so that the strain
various
will be equally borne by the
frames and stays. It is almost necessary to arrange for these plates while the
main body is being constructed, as it
mav be necessary to bore holes through
inside frames through which the bolt can
better

is

pass.

The finished pattern is shown in Figs.
20 and 21, and it will be noticed that the
ragging on the body is left open jointed.
It does not matter how well seasoned
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the timber is, it absorbs moisture and
swells or dries and shrinks, and so, when
a pattern goes into damp sand, if the
joints are close, somethinj? must give,
and the pattern becomes contorted. The
only safeguard against this, apart from
open joints, is to cover the pattern with
a waterproof skin of paint and shellac
varnish.
But certainly the best way to
preserve lai'ge patterns, if many castings
are needed, is to leave open joints as well
as paint and varnish them.
There are several ways of making the
cores for this condenser, one of which
can be very briefly reviewed as it will
be discussed more fully when we are at
the moulding of the job. It is the method
of wood thicknessing. To save making a
large corebox thickness, pieces are supplied to the
moulder who practically
builds a corebox inside his mould.
An
advantage claimed for this is the equality
of thickness which results, but there are

\ Fij 31.
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disadvantages. Five boxes have to be
made, but it will only be necessary to
The corebox for the
discuss one here.
with ends
foot is a plain frame box
checked about ',4 inch into the sides.
The boxes for the sightholes are very
simple, the circular part of the main
branch of the condenser being made
separately.
The body corebox must
have blocks in so that the sight holes EE
will be separate cores.
The best kind of corebox is shown in
The problem in
Figs. 22, 23 and 24.
making such a box is to construct it with
three things in view, as little timber as
possible, as little labor as possible, and,
most important, so that the moulder can
make his grid easily and get in his lifters.
If the pattern is to be moulded on end,
naturally the corebox ought to be made
on end, but the expense of making such
a box on end would be almost prohibitive, and it would be very clumsy to
the
handle, so the method shown in
sketch is preferable. It is a box so made
with I'unners on the ends that a bed can
be strickled off and the core made on
this. The top of the box can be strickled
off with a straightedge so that the shape
as
of the ends of the corebox will be

shown
e:lg?s

The bottom and side
planed square are made up of
in

Fig. 22.

FOUNDRYMAN

widths battened together, the top edges
being cut to the necessary angles. The
sides are parallel of course, and made
The method of
in a similar fashion.
check battening the ends of large coreboxes so that they cannot be knocked
out is a good one. When the box, which
should have been of I'/i in. timber at
least, has been screwed together, test the
diagonal corners to make sure that it
square, as any discrepancy will be
is
fatal when setting the finished core. Although they are not shown in the
sketches it is advisable to screw battens
diagonally from the sides to the ends
on the bottom edges of the box, which
will hold it square.

The box has now to be filled in. The
runners already spoken of are seen in
They should be
Figs. 22 and 23 (A).
about 1% or 2 ins. thick and 2 or 3 ins.
They must be well screwed so
wide.
that they will not move when the bed
It may be thought unis being swept.
necessary to make the box square on the
bottom with runners instead of shaping
the ends to the shape of the finished
core. This could be done, but apart from
the sides being very narrow the moulder
would have to prepare a bed, and for a
large core this can be most conveniently
The work
done in the patternshop.
saved in the patternshop would be wasted in the foundry. There ought always
to be such a perfect understanding between the patternshop and foundry that
there will be no temptation for one department to save at the expense of the
other. Ultimate costs are the important
factors.
Blocks (B Fig. 28) have to be
made to shut off the distance from the
end of the main prints to the end of the
core. Pieces have now to be made to define the shape of the core at the main
branch. Face plates screwed on shaped
grounds suffice for this and they have to
be cut to fit on the moulders' bed and
in line with the top edges of the ends,
so that they will not be in the way of
the strickle. Fig. 24 is a section on AB,
Fig. 23, showing the ends of the runners and a face view of the bevelled
p'eces for the branch.
It is important before sending a job
such as this to the foundry that it be
well marked. Practically every piece of
be
the pattern and the corebox will
taken off by the moulder, as if it is not
necessary for the purpose of drawing
from the mould it will probably be necessary to assist him in making up corners,
;ind if weH marked there is no diff'cultv
Chiseler V cuts
in screwing up again.
are much better than lettering as the
grain does not rise and fill them, and
if they are also colored, it is the simplest
task possible to put the pattern together after each casting has been made.
(To be continued)
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the usual forms deliver a uniform velocity to the driven relative to the driver.

In conversation with a representative
Brown & Sharpe, I remarkeJ that I
had been unable to devise a form that
would transmit a uniform speed
and
of

He said they all gave up
it up.
at that point.
He also mentioned the difficulties in
producing gears
for operating
teleThese require the greatest posscopes.
sible accuracy.
On another occasion a representative
of Gleason said they made gears for
automobiles and although they tested
all before shipment and sent only those
they considered perfect, quite a number
were rejected by the auto people.
The irregularity is responsible for
the noise when the gears are properly
adjusted.
The cause of the irregular motion is
gave

//7t/'o/i/i^C.

FIG.

1— THREE OUTLINES OF GEAR TOOTH.

manner in which they work. Teeth
must be long enough to keep one or
more engaged at all times. When two
teeth come into engagement the point
the

of the driven tooth meets the driver
about the pitch and slides in. At all
points in this action the flank of the
driver bears on the face of the driven,
imparting a slower motion. The curves
used minimize this, but do not quite

eliminate it.
These sketches represent three outlines
They are drawn to full size
of tooth.
pitch,
of 3-in. diameter, 4
diameter
12 teeth.

Most Englishmen have Molesworth
It
and one sketch is from that book.
be noted that there is considerable
interference which must be allowed for

will

back lash.
Those of the cvcloid
and involute
forms are very close to perfect in the
in

LAYING OUT HELICAL GEARS
Bv James Bell
The reason for the use of

helical

in

preference to the ordinary spurs and
bevels must be of considerable weight
to justify the extra trouble in making

them.

The reason is because it has been
found commercially impossible to make

way

of interference, but the contacts
These
are not always on the pitch.
tooth outlines represent what happens
as the tooth advances Vx-xw. at pitch if
motion werf uniform. While the error
is too small for the sketch to show, it
is there; the wear and noise prove it.

Scptoinber.

CANADIAN
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With the helical tooth the contact is,
or should be, at the pitch, movinj; across
on the pitch cylinder or cone. As the
radii of the points of contact remain
the same relatively, the motion is uniform and noise is absent.
The method of layinjr out the twist
with a flexible scale will do the trick,
the only drawback beinjr that it requires
two to work it, one to hold the scale,
the

other

to

Another plan

scriber.

Cir a u/n

which can be worked by one person is
to wrap a strip of paper around the
blank and mark the circumference and
extra to co%er another
allow enough
tooth;

divide

for the

number

of

teeth

angles
to
right
at
and draw lines
the edge for the tops of two adjacent
teeth.

and

The triangular pieces will lap
be cut off. The diagonal lines

may

YMAN
Circu m

See Fig.

4.

The diagonal being the twist, must
reach at least the distance indicated,
in order that as a tooth lets go at one
end the following tooth takes hold at
the other end. The templet must be kept
parallel to the side.
For a bevel the procedure is much
the same. The extra arcs (Fig. 3.) are
locations for extra templets adapted to
their respective diameters. These papers
are glued or pasted on.

saw

patternmaker do a fine job
He laid the worm out
gear.
.n paper as above and finished it, to
templet in the usual way.
The wheel
was grooved to follow the circle of the
worm. He cut out the spaces in the
wheel to about a fit on the worm. Then
he glued sandpaper on the outside and
faces.
Then he mounted the wheel on a
vertical pin on a fixture fastened to the
lathe shears and
put
the worm on
centres and hobbed the wheel teeth.
This discussion leads to some concluI

2— P.\t'ER WR.^PPED DI.\C.O.\ ALLY
AROUND BLANK.

U N D R

will be the tops of the teeth.

en a

FIG.

F

3— LAYOUT FOR BEVEL.

FIG.

a

worm

sions.

All the helicals

formed

in

the

I

have seen had teeth

same manner as ordinary

ones.

A

tooth should, and

helical

complishes

if

it

ac-

must bear at
and nowhere else. That beits

purpose,

the pitch
ing the case, why should the teeth have
more length than is necessary to provide
reasonable wear?
Being shorter they
could
be more numerous
and be as
strong and require less twist and therefore less wedge action in herringbones.

NEW AND IMPROVED EQUIPMENT
A

Record

Output and

of

Machinery Development Tending Toward s Higher Quality,
in
Foundry, Pattern and Meta Work Generally

Efficiency

DIRECT MOTOR-DRIVEN PLANER
The direct-coupled motor-driven planer
and jointer shown in the illustration has
recently been put on the market by the
Oliver Machinery Co.. Grand Rapids,
Mich., who have given us the following
information regarding the same.
For some time we have put out a machine with the motor built right into
the machine, but being limited to three

phase, 60 cycle, 220 volt we decided
to bring out this new type of jointer
which would permit the use of any current motor providing the speed Is approximately 3,600 r.p.m.
That is, we
can furnish this type for direct current
or for alternating current or for one,
two or three phase in the various voltages.
This machine has all the advantages

of our No. 166 Bail-Bearing Jointer, at
the same time eliminating bothersome
belting and the danger that accompanies

such belting.
belt guards;

There

is no necessity for
saves room on the floor.
It operates at a greater efficiency because of there being less bearings and
no belting.
it

This machine is equipped regularly
with three high-speed knives in the
head, which is of the Oliver round or
safety type.
The machine above described does especially smooth work and
is
highly recommended for furniture
plants, cabinet shops, pattern shops and
other institutions requiring a smooth
and accurate cutting jointer.

THE
The

BAUER REVOLVING KNIFE
WOOD TRIMMER

shown on page 245 is
Bauer revolving knife wood trimmer, an entirely new machine designed
to trim by actually cutting the wood inillustration

of the

VIEW SHOWING DIRECT MOTOR DRIVE.

stead of crushing it as is apt to be the
case with the straight knife. The knife
has a cutting edge of 16 V^ inches, all of
which is in operation, thus greatly min'mizing the necessity of sharpening. The
specifications of the machine are as
follows: Length
over all,
17^^
in.;
width, over all, 11 in.; maximum length
of cut, IVz inches; maximum height of
cut, 2V^ inches; diameter of knife, 5^/4
inches; weight, 40 pounds.
The design
of the machine is such that the risk of
the operator clipping his fingers has
been reduced to a minimum. Eac^ " 'chine is furnished with a device
by
(Continued on page 245)
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A Lunch Hour Talk With Our Friend Abe Winters
How

Carelessness in Ordering Supplies Leads to Unsatisfactory Results, Also Telling Many Valuable Pointers on Plating
and Polishing Usually Considered as Secrets

Showing

PLATING

chemicals and supplies receive the attention of many plating room foremen only to the extent of signing a requisition
for the
Quality is of little consequence
goods.
as long as results
obtained are apparently up to their expectations. Eventually a day comes when something occurs which indicates the need of greater
care in ordering and in employing the
various materials used in the process of
cleaning and electro-plating metals. Possibly the management complain of excessive cost of supplies, or of larger
consumption for given period of normal
production. Some reason must be forthcoming, and in an effort to satisfy the
management that conditions are unavoidable, the foreman
becomes aware of
Jeaks which have been heretofore unobserved, or, certain solutions failing to
yield satisfactory deposits owing to inferior quality of salts or anodes. When
the foreman thoroughly realizes the importance of attention to details with reference to plating room supplies, onehalf of his troubles are ended if he puts
the knowledge he has acinto action

Nickel deposits which may be
termed good are easily possible in a
nickel plating bath, equipped with very
If the metal
inferior nickel anodes.
strength of the bath is maintained by
frequent additions of nickel salts of good
Inferior nickel anodes in a
quality.
nickel solution prepared from first-class
chemicals, will eventually prove expensive, and cause more or less annoyance,
but inferior nickel anodes and inferior
nickel salts form a combination which
will defeat the best efforts of an expert to maintain efficiency and economiany reasonable
over
cal
conditions

made may analyze within

manufacturing plant
without a reduction

Nickel Anodes

As

the anode is the proper source of
metal in a fluting bath, we may regard
it
as rating first in importance when
considering plating room needs. There
are three classes of anodes in general
Each class has its merits
use to-day.
and demerits for various kinds of emFor nickel plating, cast
ployment.
anodes are in general favor, they disintegrate more readily in the universally
employed sulphate or chloride nickel
solution than do the harder and less
Cast nickel
soluble rolled nickel anode.
anodes, properly cast, replenish the solution liberally and aid in keeping uniform plating conditions, evolved hydrois reduced in quantity and less metal
salts are required for general commer-

gen

The external appearance
plating.
of nickel anodes is not a safe basis upon
which to judge the quality of the casting
cial

from the anode standpoint.

may

The casting

be a perfect specimen of the foundryman's skill, judging from external
appearances, the metal of which it is

for

three

years,

weight exceeding
one-fifth the original weight
of
the
anode. Unusual care in keeping the contacts perfect did not cause any marked
increase in the anode reduction, yet it
required three years to arouse this foreman to a state of mind which enabled
him to realize that something was radically wrong with
anodes.
his
nickel
After the treatment which was advised
the anodes wore away very satisfactorily
but with excessive waste, due to spelter-
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quired.

period.

a fraction of

one per cent, of the specifications, but,
if the metal is not poured at the proper
temperature and cast with great skill
and care, the resulting casting will not
wear away smoothly and will produce an
excess of scrap in either granular or
chip form.
Recently we received a letter of inquiry from a foreman plater
who had several nickel anodes which
were suspended in a double sulphate
nickel solution used commercially in a
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structure of the cast metal; these

anodes were of the 90-92 per cent, grade
and under any ordinary solution conditions should have broken up very readily.
If you have nickel anodes which retain
the white external surface after prolonged suspension in a plating solution
and the contacts are found to be good,
it
indicates ineffective anode surface,
and such anodes should be removed from
the bath and replaced by new ones. The
anodes removed may be rendered fit for
plating purposes by grinding off the
outer crust with a fine solid emery wheel
or by suspendin"' them in n c^lution consisting of 4 ounces sulphuric acid and
.3
ounces hydrofluoric acid per gallon of
water and passing a strong current of
electricity through them for a few hours.
Such treatment does not change the
structure of the metal or correct the
faulty quality of the anode, it simply
makes it possible to use the casting for

the purpose it was intended and should
provide ample reason for greater care
future consignments of
in accepting
Do not allow your confidence
anodes.
in any supply house to cause you to accept any old thing they may send you;
If you cannot do it,
test your supplies.
have them analyzed by a i-eliable analyst

and keep a sample for future comparison.
Rolled anodes are usually quite
thin and a given effective surface area
may be maintained in the plating bath
with less weight of metal than is possible
with cast anodes. Rolled nickel anodes
are not employed for ordinary commercial plating because they are too hard
and will not feed the solution rapidly
enough to keep the metal content properly balanced.
Rolled anodes being less
soluble than cast anodes necessitate the
frequent addition of metal salts to the
solution to prevent the latter becoming
impoverished of metal; this feature renders the production of uniform deposits
extremely difficult under ordinary circumstances, consequently the operating
costs are necessarily greater.
Rolled
nickel anodes contain less carbon than
cast anodes; this characteristic is
of
little practical
value when contrasted
with carefully cast anodes of highest
possible percentage of pure nickel.
For copper plating, either in acid bath
or cyanide bath, there is nothing that
can equal the electrolytic anode; a
cyanide copper plating solution will produce more perfect deposits with less
anode surface when electrolytic anodes
are employed than is
possible
when
either rolled or cast copper anodes are
used.
Electrolytic copper anodes require less power to disintegrate them
and being the most soluble form of copper anode they easily feed the solution,
and the copper is the purest obtainable
in anode form.
For practical commercal copper plating it is advisable to
maintain an anode surface area equal to
the average cathode surface processed
in the bath.
Cast copper anodes can be
obtained which contain 99 per cent, to
99.5 per cent, purp copper and are free
from arsenic. Rolled copper anodes are
not advis"'-'- '-• the general run of

commercial copper plating.
When specifying your requirements
in nickel anodes it will be well to consider the principal features in the construction of such anodes, and right here
we wish to impress upon the i-eader's
mind the importance of specifying what
you want when ordering anodes of any
metal, then satisfy yourself that you get
what you order and keep a record of results obtained from the material accepted.
Any supply house, although they
be possessed of a reputation for honesty,
may, from some cause, send you an inferior grade of goods.
They may bill
your employer correctly with the price
of the material shipped, but that does
not make the results obtained in the
plating bath correct. If you want 97 to
98 per cent, nickel anodes, 12 inches
long, and of a certain shape or form,
say so on the order. Every manufacturer of nickel anodes is prepared to
furnish low as well as high percentage

ptenjlier,
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anodes and is very likely to assume that
you want somethinp that you really ilo
not want. For example, suppose you are
in the stove piating business and conclude
you will try 95 to 97 per cent, nickel
anodes, but when ordering you omit to
specify this percentage, chances are you
will get 85 to 87 per cent., or 90 to 92
Furthermore,
per cent, nickel anodes.
keep a watchful eye open for indications
your
used in
of scrap metal being
anodes; such anodes may be quite easily
accepted as perfectly good anodes if you
are satisfied to judge the quality by the
simple determination of iron content and
take it for granted that the balance is
The presence of detrimental
all nickel.
oxides and foreign matter in nickel anodes containing scrap render them less
They are
efficient and hasten their end.
not uniform in composition, soft portions wear away faster than the harder
spots and the anode breaks otf and possibly the greater portion falls to the bottom of the tank and remains there unnoticed for a considerable period of time.
This not only wastes material but reduces the practical usefulness of the
When you use the 95 to 97 per
bath.
cent, nickel anode the liability of having
scrap metal anode troubles is eliminated.
Low percentage nickel anodes such as
85-87 per cent., or 90-92 per cent, contain very objectionable
quantities
of
iron, and when iron, even in extremely
small particles is deposited along with
the nickel it furnishes a condition which
is conducive to an early breakdown of
the coating when the plated article is
effects
subjected to the corrosive
of
moist atmosphere or ordinary wear. The
cost of manufacturing a low percentage
nickel anode differs in only one respect
from the cost of manufacturing a practically pure nickel anode
the value of
the nickel content.
Electro platers are
gradually becoming convinced
of
the

—

economy and actual efficiency of the
purer grades of nickel anodes. We have
always advocated the use of pure anodes
and fought the anode manufacturers
until we procured them, believing it absolutely unnecessary to pay nickel price
for cast iron, then place the iron in the
plating bath, fully conscious
of
the

detrimental effects which would gradually develop, and finally shovel out the
iron and wash it down the sewer in the
form of sludge. We admit we have obtained commercial nickel deposits from
double sulphate nickel baths equipped
with 90-92 per cent, nickel anodes, which
have resisted unusual wear and exposure
to the elements for several years, but
nickel deposits possessing equal physical
properties would not be commercially
possible from similar baths to-day if
present speed of production were employed.
Anode manufacturers at one
time in recent history were very antagonistic toward demands
pure
for
nickel anodes, now the pure nickel anode
is

recommended by

all

reliable

supply

houses, the claim has been repeatedly
made that only an infinitesimal quantity
of iron is deposited along with the nickel,
the iron being introduced in the casting
merely to facilitate easy disintegrat- -^

of the casting when employed as
an
in the plating bath; this claim has
long since been proven false.
Simple
tests of deposits obtained from nickel
solutions containing iron will convince
the skeptic; deposits from aged solutions

anode

should be chosen if very pronounced results are desired.
For example: An
analysis of deposits made in a double
sulphate nickel solution equipped with
90-92 per cent, nickel anodes, in operation eight months
on
strictly
brass
cathodes, revealed 4.G9 per cent, iron,
while an analysis of deposits obtained in
single sulphate nickel solution equipped
with 9(5.75 per cent, nickel anodes shows
only .26 per cent. iron. The plater may
ask why the test was not made of deposits obtained from same type of bath
equipped with the two grades of anodes.

The answer

is
simple.
Pure
anodes do not break up readily

nickel
the

in

purely doub''>
sulphate
solution
and
therefore a large percentage of nickel
sulphate is used in the solution or the
bath may contain absolutely no double
sulphate, depending on results desired
and method of operating the solution.
If you have an
old
double
sulphate
nickel
solution
operating with pure
nickel anodes mixed with the lower per-

centage anode you may have observed
that the pure nickel anode remains practically unattacked after several months
suspension in the bath; possibly you
have condemned them and regretted the
purchase, but you can use them up to
mere stubs by placing them all in a bath
by themselves and occasionally adding a
few ounces of hydrofluoric acid to the
solution.
Hydrofluoric acid differs from
sulphuric acid in the noticeable effect on
the solution. The acidity caused by use
of hydrofluoric acid gradually grows
less from the time of its introduction,
therefore the most pronounced effects
occur immediately following an addition.
Acidity from additions of sulphuric acid
does not reach the maximum until from
24 to 48 hours following an addition and
the rate at which this acidity is neutralized depends on the manner in which the
bath is loaded, or the ratio between the
anode surface and the cathode surface.
Nevertheless the consistent use of hydrofluoric acid is good practice when refractory nickel anodes are causing trouble
and expense in the production of deposits.

Blow Holes

A

nickel anode full of
of the most prolific

blow holes

is

one
producers of
profanity that ever left a supply house.
We have heard some of the bestmannered platers indulge in a copious
flow of furious and blood-curdling language upon the discovery of several
nickel anodes of only recent purchase
lying peacefully at the bottom of a tank
as a result of blow holes.
Blow holes
never decrease in dimensions, a small
cavity just under the surface may ultimately become large enough to effect a
50 per cent, waste. An ideal cast nickel
anode will not break when forcibly
thrown upon a solid flat surface, such
as a concrete floor or large iron plate,
and it is cut with difficulty by a sharp
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chisel, and if fractured reveals a
sound close grain, is tough and has a
rather porous exterior.
An anode with
the above physical points will usually
be found to be high in nickel; an anode
containing large percentages of iron will
naturally be more fragile, and those of
'the latter grade which are carelessly
cast will show a coarse grain, with blow
holes.
Then there is the nickel anode
with a coarse, spelter-like grain which
wears away with great waste, becomes
rubber-like in the solution, and is eventually removed from the plating bath and
thrown in the scrap. Then, when the
tank is cleaned, huge piles of dross in
the form of granular nickel are found
beneath the anode rod; this waste also
goes to the scrap. Now just what percentage of such anodes actually reaches
the cathode would be difficult for the
average plater to determine. An ideal
nickel anode retains its original size and
form until approximately one half or
more of its metal has been delivered to
the bath, unless the anode is roughly
treated by careless workmen during the
placing of work in the bath or the removal of same. Now the question as to
whether it is good practice to clean
nickel anodes frequently has been the
topic of very able discussions in various

cold

composed of electro-platers for
several years, and both sides still have
many earnest advocates to-day, therefore it resolves itself into a problem for
the individual plater to answer according
Personally
to his respective experience.
we do not favor frequent disturbance of
Naturally
the nickel bath in any way.
depend on the
the frequency should
amount of and the condition of cathodes
processed in a given period, together
with the care exercised in hanging in
and removing the cathodes. The average acidity and temperature at which
the solution is maintained also have a
bearing on the subject. Under no circumstances should the surface of a par^
tially used nickel anode be scraped with
a file or brushed to remove the carbon
Like a well-known brand of
residue.
circles

rubber tire, nothing is needed except
the hands when removing the casing.
Simply slip the anode through one parthe
tially closed hand
while holding
anode hook with the other hand, allowing the residue to fall into a box or bag.
An ideal nickel anode will clean in this
way like a slippery eel, while an inferior
anode will have the coarse, sharp, granular surface characteristic of seriously
iron
or
fractured
over-pickled
cast
spelter.
As there is much to be said
both pro and con relative to the frequent cleaning of nickel anodes, we will
not enter into the subject further in this
article.
In the following article we will
endeavor to explain why nickel anodes
should be cleaned under certain conditions, and why they may economically
remain undisturbed under other conditions, and also treat on various points
which will assist the foreman, superin-

tendent, or manager in choosing a satisfactory type of anode for the different
'lasses of Tiint;"" such as copper, bronze,
brass, silver, etc.
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Review

of the International Malleable Iron Co.
What

Co-operation Between Employer and
Employee, Together With Business Ability, Can Achieve, This
Company Has Much to be Proud of

As an Example

STANDING

upon a site which, six
years ago, was a wilderness in the
.uburbs of Guelph, Ont., are the
buildings of the International Malleable
Iron Company, Limited a corporation
which was just springing into existence
at that time.
To-day some 400 hands
are employed, and more will be added as
soon as the additions which are now
under way are completed.
As the name implies
the company
make a specialty of malleable iron castings, but in addition to this they operate
an extensive grey-iron foundry, machine
shop, pattern shop, and in fact, everything which goes to make up a complete

—

plant.

The buildings as originally constructconsisted of a foundry, 450 feet in
length, with an annealing room of proportionate size, and a two-story building which housed the machine shop on
the first floor, with the pattern shop upstairs.
Since then, each year has witnessed additions to some part of the
plant.
An addition of 200 feet has be-jn
added to the foundry, making it approximately an eighth of a mile in leneth.
This additional space has all been utilized, but it has left the annealing capacity inadequate, with the result that ?n
ext-risicn of l-'^O fe^*' '-a^ been a'lded to

ed,

of

department, and two new annealing
ovens are being installed.

engine, which drives the
ply electricity for direct

In addition to this, a new brick machine shop has been built, and is being
equipped with the latest improved machinery for tapp ng and threading pipe
fittings, facing and drilling flanged fitThe room vacated by the
tings, etc.

machinery with

this

mach'ne shop is being remodelled and
equipped as an up-to-date pattern makthe brick, fire-proof
ing department;
pattern vault for which has already been
built.

Melting Equipment
The melting equipment is of the forced

draught reverberatory type of furnace,
connected to large brick chimney, and
fired with gas coal.
Utilizing

Waste Heat

This type of furnace, while being most
adapted to mrll'^pb'e work, is necessarily wasteful of heat, but to overcome this
waste the company has devised means
to save the heat after it has nassed
through the melting furnace, and it is
conveyed by large overhead pipes to the
steam boiler, where it is used as fuel
to generate the steam wh'ch supplies the

pDwor for the

plant.

Power
The power equipment consists

of

steam

dynamo

to sup-

connecting the
motors, also air com-

pressor to supply pneumatic power
the machinery.
Products

to

One

of the staple lines manufactured
company is pipe fittings, and
this runs into some very large sizes,
which brings grey-iron castings into the
field, and a fair sized cupola furnace is
used for this work.
Other units of the plant are the core
making department, the scratch and fettling departments, grinding room, complete lavatory, and incidentally the office,

by the

is soon to be replaced by a more
pretentious one.
The entire plant is well heated, ventilated and lighted, and everything about
the place savors of comfort and contentment.
The Picnic

which

In their efforts to cement the

confi-

dence and goodwill which the company
and the men have for each other, it was
decided to hold a picnic at Waterloo Park
at which everyone, from the manager
down throueh the entire grour) of employees, should attend, with the exception of those who, from sheer necessity,

SNAPSHOT OF GROUP OF INTERNATIONAL MALLEABLE IRO M "'^^KS' EMPLOYEES AND STAFF, AT THEIR PICNIC AT
WATERLOO PARK.

^cpteiubor,

CANADIAN

li''il»

-emained beluml to keep the tires bulling in the ovens.
In the illustration will be seen a snapihot of some of those who were in at:endance.

The Prograniino
The

consisted of a baseniateh between the company's pick'd team and the Kitchener team, whicli,
leedless to say, was won by the InterA tusr of war between the
lationals.
Holders and machinists, of which mod'sty prevents comment as to results;
pro.irrainnie

)all

FO U N

I)

KY MAN

mo names

oi tne rivers, together wu.i
their
dot
the towns which
In our lesson on tho "Noble
Grand" river, we learned that it had its
of
Wellington,
source in the county
noigliborhood of
the
town of
in the
Elora, and Howed through many thriving places on its way to Lake Erie. There

those of
saoies.

our Knowledge ended until we were privileged to view with our own eyes the
grandeur of the scenery connected

*ere truly amazing.

therewith.
In the school books of to-day Elora
is mentioned as one of Canada's leading
from the
industrial
centres, mainly
standpoint of the furniture industry, but
incidentally there is one iron manuftictory of no small magnitude, viz., the
Bissel Mfg. Co.
This company manufactures a line of agricultural
implements, and are well provided with work.
New buildings have recently been erected to replace others which were damaged by fire, and the plant is now strictly modern in every respect.
This, with
the two large furniture
factories and
the usual run of flour and lumber mills,
etc., make it a prosperous and lively little place wherein to make a home.
Apart from its industrial importance,
the scenic beauty, the picturesque grandeur and the awe-inspiring beauty
of
its surroundings surpass
many of the
world-famous
beauty spots of
story
writers.
The Grand River does not have its
source here, but
travels through some
little distance before passing Elora, and
on arriving at this point has achieved
sufficient importance to have a tributary.
The Irving River coming from a direct'on at right angles to the Grand, flows
into the latter at this point. Just above
the juncture of the two the Grand has
a fall of several feet, and during
the
snring season the noise and tumult of
the rugged
the waters, together with
walls and precipices of the two rivers,
compares
present a spectpcle
which
favorably with that of Niagara. During
the dry season the sight is even more
sublime, and the wonders of nature are
The water at this
seen at their best.
season is shallow and so clear that the
Standing
bottom is easily discernfFle.
upon this and nrojectinp- in a perpendicular direction for over 100 feet, are the
walls of gray limestone, cut as though
with a knife, by the hand of nature in
ages past, through the ab'-asive action
of the water and ice in its course to
the sea.
Strange freaks in nature's
work are to be seen in places where the
limestone was harder and resisted this
cutting action.
Standing like a lone
monument on the bottom of the Irvin'r
ii;
n otraight shaft of stone about 15
feet in diameter pnd over 100 feet in
with
heierht and
entirely surrounded
water.
At a point in the Grand is what is
Vno^.-n as "the island."
This, instead
of being straight ur» and down, is shaned
sugar bowl, standing
like
giant
a
on a small pedestal and flaring out at
the top, which is covered with rifh f"l'-

The name of Elora takes us back to
mr school days, when in learning our
essons on geography, we were taught

gigaT!tic walls

W. H. BURGESS.

and gam^s of various kinds.
The day's doings were terminated by

oot races

down

sumptuous tiinner, proided by the company, and which releived ample justice after a day in the
I'pen air by the participants.
After
the
customary toasts
and
peeches, in which all took an active
nterest, the day was brought to a close
itting

to a

5

md

the picknickers returned
to their
lomes feeling
better acquainted with
•ach other, and on the whole
feeling
hat the day had been well spent.
The
xecutive of the company consists of
vlr. H. E. Bullock, president; Mr. W. H.
Burgess, vice-president
and manager;
tfr. W. J. Aiken, treasurer.

PICTURESQUE ELORA
In

reading technical
literature, one
loes not expect to be forced
to read
uch subjects as travel, nature, history,
tc, but in searching for material whereto interest readers of this class,
vriter is sometimes confronted with
rial
which, while
carrying some
ht of a mechanical nature, carries
•"

featii

f"^

Thus

it

of a

m'^'-

>

f''>'ninant char^"

was when we

visited the

ing little

town of Elora, Ont., with
.ew to business in connection with
he foundr>% we beheld
sights which

F»-o»ri

an engineerinrr standpoint the'='''
pre?ent important possi-
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and it is quite possible that in
the not far distant future a dam will he
beconstructed at a point somewhere
bilities,

tween Elora and

(Jalt,

and

this

enormous

reservoir will hold back the water which
goes to waste in the spring, to be used
during the dry season for irrigating purposes and possibly for power.

THE REAL MAN
The real man is found through watchThere is an
ing him when he is mad.
old saying to the intent that you can
judge a man after you have played poker
with him and watched him lose.
Doctors in insane asylums tell us how
they grade their patients and judge if
they are to be encouraged vath more
liberty, and whether they are siandin"
still mentally or goin^ backward.
They
tell us that the simplest method is to
do something that will make the patient
angry, and then they walk ofi^ and without letting the patient know it watch
and study his face.
Fear and anger are the first emotions
that human beings and animals develop
after birth, and they are the last emotions that they lose as the mind goes.
If, in studying the irritated patient,
the doctor sees the anger .pass av/ay, and
signs of thought and reason appear, the
patient evidently explaining to himself
that anger was not worth while if kept
up, then the doctor knows that the patient is on the road to recovery.
If, on the other hand, the anger re-

mains and
keeps

the

patient rlurses

alive, the doctor

it

it

and

knows that the

is standing still or going backward, according to the intensity of the

patient

symptoms.

What the doctor tells us about the
study of the insane should interest all
human beings, especially those who have
power and are able, without fear of losing friends, money, or position, to disill nature.

play

No matter how important

they

may

be

or think themselves, they may be quite
certain that the longer the fit of temper
lasts with them, the weaker the mind is
and the more in need of care.
Look out for yourself if you nurse ill
temper, or the blues, or a fancied injury.
The human mind is like rubber;
when it loses its elasticity it is poor rub-

ber and a weakened mind.

FOUNDRYMEN'S WEEK. SEPT.

20-25

The American Foundrymen's Association has designated September 20-25 as
a special "Foundrymen's Week," during
which time a concerted effort will be
made to reach all non-member foundry-

men with

a personal invitation to join.

The committee on promotion and membership

members

is

enlisting the co-operation of
all
oarts of the country,

in

and team captains are being appointed
for each city or group of towns.
Applications for *^pmbership received
b'»fore or during
Foundrymen's We '
will be acted upon by the A.F.A. board
of directors in time to qual'f" the ap^I'll
rKif>ml->'^--'-'- -^
priviplicants with
ler'es for the b")- annual convention and
evhibit that will be held in Columbui,
Ohio, the week of October 4th.
=
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Galvanizing,

What

it is

and

How it

is

Done

Describing and Illustrating the Process as It is Practised in One
of Canada's Leading Industries, together with a Short Story of
Its Origin.

By

THE

subject of galvanizing

is

one

which will be i"ead with interest by many foundrymen, and
being a comparatively simple process,
and in many respects a part of the
foundry business, I will endeavor to describe in a brief way how it is accomplished.

There are two processes by which galvanizing is performed.
The original
method, and the one from which the art
derived its name, is that of an electrogalvanic battery operating on a bath in
which zinc anodes are placed along with
the articles to be galvanized, and is in

many respects similar to electro-plating
of any kind.
The battery which has
since been succeeded by the electric dynamo was originally the work of Aloysius Galvani, an Italian electrician, who
was bom at Bologna, Italy, in 1737, and
died in his native town in 1798. Galvani
did not discover the art of galvanizing,
but one, Febroni, observing that
the
zinc in batteries became oxidized in contact with the acidulated water, and adhered to copper or whatever metal it
came in contact with, adopted the name
of
galvanize.
Electro-galvanizing is
still practised on some classes of work,
but it is not on this process that we
will dwell on this occasion.
While the word "galvanize" rightfully
belongs to the genus "electrique," it has
become so associated with the process
of zinc plating that its original meaning
has been forgotten. As a matter of fact
it never rightfully belonged to the original process for the reason that Galvani's discoveries and inventions never
reached the stage where the zinc pole
was used, but his successes gave his
contemporary, Alessandro Volta, a foundation upon which to build, and which
led up to the discovery of the zinc and
copper positive
and
negative
poles,
known as the "Voltaic Pile," but usually
referred to as the "Galvanic Battery."
The process of galvanizing which I
will attempt to describe on this occasion
is that of immersing the article to be
treated in a vessel of molten zinc. While

F. H.

BELL

the two to adhere to each other in the
process about to be described.
In the illustration will be seen a typical galvanizing plant, being that of the
Goold, Shapley and Muir Co., Limited,
Brantford, Ont. This company manufactures a line of windmills, pumps and
sundry other specialties which i-equire
galvanizing, and incidentally do an enormous amount of the custom galvanizing

which is done throughout Canada.
At
the extreme right of the illustration and
behind the

workman

is

a large wooden

which is shown. This
vat is approximately 20 feet long, six
feet wide and two feet deep, and convat, a portion of

tains diluted sulphuric acid.
It is connected up to steam pipes for the purpose of heating the acid, not by radiation, but by the direct
action of the
steam being forced into the acid.
The
vat, as we have seen, is of wood.
The
acid would dissolve an iron
one, but
strange as it may seem, does not affect
the wood.
Next to this and in front of the work-

man

is

another vat containing muriatic

acid.

Beyond this will be seen one of the
kettles in which the molten zinc is contained, and at the rear left corner of

room

will

be seen another of

the

kettles.

At the rear, to the right, will be seen
the open doors of the hot air ovens.
Thus we have the equipment of a modern
galvanizing plant.
The kettles are of electrically welded
steel, one and three-quarter inches
in
thickness on the sides, slightly thicker
on the bottom, and flanged at the top.
These kettles are built into furnaces
with fire doors the entire length.
Soft

which will dissolve the
even though burned into glass. A
plant where much of this would require
to be done would have a vat of hydrofluoric acid, but where the bulk of the
work to be done is on sheet metal this
drofluoric acid,

is

not necessary.

For the regular run of work such as
done at this establishment, the articles
be galvanized are put into the sulphuric acid, where they may remain all
night if the acid is not boiled.
In the
day-time steam is turned into it, keeping the acid in a boiling state.
This
hastens the action and several lots may
be done in one day.
When the article
shows that all scale has been loosened,
it is removed from the acid in a slimy
state (from the action of the acid) and
is taken to the water vat and washed.
From this it is taken to the muriatic
acid vat and allowed to remain in this
for a short time, when every vestige of
the first acid will be removed and the
article will be perfectly clean metal wath
a thin film of chloride of iron on the
surface.
Muriatic acid is a combination
of chlorine and hydrogen, sometimes reis

may appear to be simply a mechaniprocess it is in reality a chemical
process, although perhaps unbeknown to
the mechanic who performs the operathis
cal

tion.

In

ments

to

chemistry there are two elebe considered, one the metallic
*ind the other the acid.
Different
acids act differently in contact with different metals, but we will not go into
the chemical aspect of the subject, suffice it to say that the acid and the
heat
generated by the electric current caused
the two metals to adhere to each other
in the former process, while the
acid
and the heat generated by fire cause

VIEW OF GALVAM/l.\(i 1)EP.\RTMENT, GOULD. SHAPLEV & MUER
(Photo taken by

4

silica

to

To the front of the picture and behind
the pile of pipes will be seen the end
of another vat containing water.

the

coke is the fuel used and the metal is
kept melted continuously. One of these
kettles is long and shallow, being in
dimensions 21 feet long, 22 inches wide
and 30 inches deep, and with a capacity
melted
20 tons of
of approximately
The other kettle is 51/2 feet by
metal.
8 feet by 22 inches, and holds approximately 16 tons of metal.
By having two kettles of such different dimensions it is quite possible to
galvanize almost any piece which could
be offered.
When material is brought to be galvanized, if it is a casting with sand burned into it, the sand should be removed
by means of an emery block or file, and
if necessary, by the application of hy-

star-Ifeht.)

CO., LTD..

BRANTFORD.

CANADIAN
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This
tVrred to as hydrochloi'ic- acid.
acid not only cleans the surface of the
iron but eats into it, and the chlorine
the
combines with the iron, forming
coatinp referred to. The article is taken
in this condition and placed in the oven
and dried with this coating on it. When

thoroughly dry and preferably when still
wann, it is immersed in the melted zinc.
When dipping anything long like a pijie
or even a flat plate it should be put
into the zinc very carefully, one end
first, and should be taken from the tank
with equal care.

When

the melted zinc comes

in

con-

becomes
tact with the chloride of iron it
impregnated ^nd the zinc is actually alinfluence
loyed with the iron through the
adhering to
of the chlorine rather than
The acid, while assisting
surfacethe

in the

work

of securing the zinc to the

well

as
iron, also attacks the melted zinc
also
as the article being galvanized and
which
in
tank
the
extent
to a cei-tain

Oxidation also
the metal is melted.
takes place and the effect of these various influences is to form a sort of dross
or crystallized zinc, and, unlike zinc oxide
or iron oxide which would float on the
surface, this dross settles to the bottom,
and if allowed to remain there would
soon cause the ruination of the kettle.

To avoid this lead is introduced, and the
lead being heavier than the zinc or dross
settles down to the bottom and as the
dross settles it remains between the zinc
and the

lead,

and

is

scooped out with a

perforated ladle and pounded into iron
molds, from which it is taken and shipped back to the refinery where it is
again converted into good zinc.
As we have said a certain amount of
oxidation takes place and that some of
the oxide was in the dross which settled
fact
to the bottom, but as a matter of
mathat
in
oxygen
of
percentage
the
The bulk of the
terial would be small.
oxidized zinc gathers on the top and is
skimmed off. Some of this vn\l be seen
This
in the pile in front of the tank.
would be much more in evidence were
the metal.
it not for the use of flux in

The

flux

removes the oxygen from the

metal and at the same time forms a
covering on the melted metal which to
some extent prevents it from further
The zinc is only exposed by
oxidation.
skimming when a piece is to be dipped,
and only at such a portion as is necessary to allow the dipping to take place.
The flux used consists of sal-ammoniac
and sawdust, and in some cases glycerine
The pile of skimmings
and sawdust.
seen in the illustration contains a certain amount of good zinc which can be
recovered.

As might be imagined, coats are not
The felrequired in this depailiment.
low with the coat on is only a visitor.
The gentleman next to him is Mr. Wm.
Lusby, who for the last 20 years has
been superintendent of this department
and knows the galvanizing business from

A

to Z.

This galvanizing room is but one department of the Goold, Shapley and
Muii Co.'s works, and the windmills,

F

li

NDR
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MAN

etc, which I'equire to l>e galvanized form
only part of the output of this plant.
Gas, gasoline and oil engines, stationary and portable, ai"e among their products.
They also manufacture a line of

pumps, from the smallest kitchen pump
But
to the largest of mining pumps.
the windmill which thoy have manufactured in unlimited numbers and which
was their earliest venture, has gained
such a hold on the public mind that the
plant is commonly known as "The Windmill."

The company, in their various departments, employ some 300 hands, and were
among the first to undertake the art of
galvanizing in Canada.
In conclusion I would say that while
galvanizing is a comparatively simple
art, it represents quite an outlay.
The
electrically welded steel kettles constitute a big item, and the 30 odd tons of
zinc at 18c. per pound, which is the prevailing price, is no small item.
This
being kept in a molten state year in and
year out would consume a considerable
quantity of fuel. But such is business.

HOMER FURNACE

CO., OF COLDWATER, MICH., GIVE TECHNICAL TRAINING

step m the proper direction, and
which has always been advocated
Foundryman, has been
by Canadian
taken by the above company and been
greatly appreciated by the employees.
Mr. H. D. Keller, the superintendent of
the plant, in talking on the subject, gave
as his opinion that while the foundry

A

one

business was not a white collar job. Tie
knew of no business which offered as attractive prospects for the future as the
foundry business, and speaking from
a life's experience and knowing the difficulty experienced in securing men capable of holding executive positions, he
has advocated the step which has been
taken. Mr. Keller Jr., who is in charge
of the foundry department, is also enSince the ofthusiastic over the idea.
fer was made twenty-two of the employees have taken advantage of it.
The course of study has been prepared by David McLain, of Semi-Steel
fame, and as planned, is to consist of
twelve lessons, each lesson to cover a
The enperiod of about two months.
tire course will extend over a couple of
years, and the papers will come from
the office of the McLain System at Milwaukee, but during the period of study
there will be a weekly lecture to which
all the men are invited and expected to
attend, and at two periods during the

coming winter months Mr. McLean
lecture in

pei-son.

will

These lectures can-

not be estimated in their value to the
men connected with the found rv business.
The subjects to be taken up will
be shop work, cupola work, and intriIn addition
cate points in moulding.
there will be many other interesting features valuable to the men, not included
in the regular lessons.
A hint of the completeness of the
McLain Svstem is given by the following list of titles from the different lessons: Ccmposit'on of Iron; Grades of
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Iron; Coko and Scnin to Purchase for
Different Castings; Mixing by Analysis;

How

to Figure a Heat; Coke Savings;
Mixture for Ditt'ereiit Classes of Castings; General Foundry Practice; Chill
Castings; Cupola Practice and Semi-

Steel.
It

is

to be

foundrymen
in the same

hoped that many Canadian
will be

moved

to see things

light as the Homer
follow their example.

Furnace

As Mr.
Co. and
Keller says, there is no business to-day
that offers as attractive prospects for
the future as the foundry business, and
it is a well-known fact that there is no
business which, so far, has been neglected as the foundry business.
It is a well-known fact that at the
innumerable
time there are
present
foundry foremen who could not take off
a heat if the melter should be laid up,
and there are many melters who are
simply working in a rut which happens
to

work good enough, but few who know

to produce metal to specifications.
Courses such as the Homer Co. have
adopted, with men such as David Mccannot
Lain, to prepai-e the lessons,
heln but be of benefit to the employer
and employee alik^

how

SHOULD BE GOOD NEWS FOR
THE FOUNDRY
The building

of a hotel

might not ap-

pear to offer any great encouragement
to foundrymen, even though they realize
that quite a few cast columns and various cast iron bases, etc., for steel columns are used. It might, however, be
of interest to look over the specifications for the new addition to the King
Edward Hotei, which is being built in

In addition to the thousands
Toronto.
of tons of structural steel, which is of
no direct interest to the foundry trade,
there are a irreat number of cast col-

umns, etc., and a number of elevators,
which are well provided with iron work,
but perhaps the most interesting feature
from a foundry standpoint is the fact
that every one of the five hundred and
thirty bed rooms which are to be in
the new structure each one will have a
Just think
complete bath and lavatory.
what this means. A few of them will
have shower baths in place of bath tubs,
but there will be five hundred and thirty
hundred
lavatory basins and say five
bath tubs,

all

made

of

enamelled cast

the entire
building which will include the five hundred and thirty bed rooms, as well as all
the other rooms, will be heated by hot
iron.

In

addition

to

this

water radiators, which will mean an
enormous tonn:\ge of cast iron radiators.
When we include all the hardware, such
as locks, hinges, etc., it will be seen that
the building ^f a hotel means something
In furnishing a hotel
for the foundry.
proper to use
is considered most
it
metallic bedsteads from the standpoint
of cleanliness, but a hotel of the King
Edward class would probably use brass,
unless that pcFsibly the enormous cost
of good furniture lumber might make
wooden bedsteads seem more attractive.
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Electrically

Heated Continuous Core Oven

Demonstrating the Use of Steel with Insulated Lining for the
Oven Link-Belt for Conveyors and Electricity for Heat and

—

Power

THERE

is

probably no department

the foundry which has made
more rapid strides in the direction
of economy in fuel, time, labor etc., than
the core room, and there was certainly no
part of the foundry where improvements
of

is in a room by itself.
The oven
of the continuous-conveyor type, and
has a vertical leg of the same section,
20 feet long at the front of the oven,
extending: to the floor, in which doors
are provided for unloading the cores.

but
is

^.Baffle.
Coi <^'\i

w
se'-o'

v»

'os.4in-j

The oven is 45 feet long, 10 feet 8
inches in height and 5 feet 6 inches wide,
being built in two sections, with a twoinch asbestos bafile wall between the
upper and lower section.
This baffle
wall holds the heat (which would otherwise naturally ascend) in this bottom
section so that the cores will be absorbing heat while passing through this
chamber as well as when passing
through the upper one. The framework
is of steel, and the walls which are of
two thicknesses of steel are filled on
all sides with asbestos and Nonpareil
insulating brick. The oven is supported
by steel trusses on which is laid a floor
of steel plates. Other steel trusses carry the ccn\eyor machinery in the ovens,
so that the supports of the ovens and
their conveyors are entirely independent.
The cores are made in a room on the
second floor as spoken of, at one end
,

nz

LINE SKETCH. SHOWING ALL DETAILS.

were more called for. The average foundry
is none too well equipped in that direction
even now as most core ovens smoke,
and most core makers have a lot of
hand conveying to do which could as
well be done on power conveyers, but on
the whole a lot of improvements have
been made during the last few years.
In the sketches herein shown, I will
endeavor to show what would appear to
be about as near a perfect system as
anything which has yet appeared. It is

of which, at a convenient height above
the floor foi. loading are the oven doors.

Beneath

this coremaking room is a sand
storage room, from which core sand is
carried up in a bucket elevator. A roller chain conveyor, 100 feet long and 24
inches wide, extends the length of the
second storey core room through the
centre, terminating neur the entrance to
the oven.
The coromakers' benches are
located on both sides of the conveyor,
and when a plate of cores is ready it is
put on the couN'eyor and thence carried
to the oven.
The core plates are 14 by
30 inche.^.

The movement of the coreroom conveyor, which is not in continuous operation, is controlled by a push button by
an operator, who stands at the end of
the conveyor.
This operator lifts the
plate of cores from the conveyed and
places it on the short section of a roller
platform built on a slight incline, over
which he pushes it into the oven conveyor, the core plate fitting into an
angle-iron shelf in a carriage or rack
in this conveyor.
See Fig. X.
These
carriages or raclcs, which are pivoted to
the conveyor on 5 foot centres,
have
double rows of shelves, each carriage
having six shelves on each side.
The
conveyor is 126 ^/^ feet long and has 23
carriages. The travel of the cores, after
being placed on the conveyor at the loading door on the front of tiio oven, is upward to the top half of the oven, then
from the front to the back of the oven,
back through the lower section, and down
the vertical section to the lower floor,

a stoel encased, electrical'y-heated confurnace, so arranged that the
core-making is done on the second floor,
while the cores are
discharged
in
a
finished state on the first
floor.
The
sand is also stored and prepared on the
first floor and carried to the core maker
by power-driven devices.

tinuous

This system can be utilized to good
advantage and occupy practically no
room by having it in the upper part of
the molding department. The unloading
door can be arranged to come where it
will be convenient to the molders while
the loading door which is on the opposite side will be convenient to the
core room. This room can be partitioned ofi" so as to be free from the smoke
and dust of the foundry, and have its
own -v'entilating system. It is not necessary to adhere strictly to the design of
the one shov/n here, but the general
principles are well worth considering.
The one here described is in operation
at the aluminum and brass foundry of
the "Willys-Overland Co., Toledo, Ohio.
It is not in the molding room, however,

OUTSIDE VIEW OF OVEN. SHOWING CONVEYORS, GAS-HOOD. SWITCH. ETC.
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where the baked cores are taken out.
Here a short section of roller platform
is provided for handling: the plates of
cores similar to that at the loading: end.

pass on up to
the loading: end of the oven, to be ac:ain

The conveyor

carriag:es

I

A \ FO
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Mr. McKinney
is required.
discusses a typical charge, the materials
being melted in the presence of charcoal, using salt as a flux.
The most important use of manganesebronze is in propeller blades. A strong,
tough alloy that will resist the action of
sea-water is necessary. The blades are
made thin to save weight.

employed

;:

---

[

o

-e
•

Hon. G. P.
Graham, vicepresident;
J. H. A. Briggs, secretarytreasurer; J. A. McKay, H. Bertram and
presidrent;

^
o

_

f

o

Lieut.-Col. Montsarrat.

The statement presented fully
fied the optimism of the board as

^
"*^_^
I

HANGING CORE RACK FOR OVEN.
After the ceres are taken otf the
plates the plates are put on a 12-inch
belt conveyor with steps bolted to it and
ajrain conveyed to the upper floor.
filled.

The oven was built by Young Bros. &
Detroit.
The conveyors and steel
frame supports were supplied by the
Link Belt Co., of Chicago and Toronto,
while the electric equipment was supplied by the General Electric Company.
Schenectady, X. Y., and Toronto, Ont.
As showing the large capacity and
high efficiency of core baking by electriCo.,

city the results of a recent test are in-

teresting: Average temp, of operation.
386 deg.; cores baked, 6,207 lbs.; electric

power, 915 kw.
1,488,5.56

B.t.u.;

hr.;

heat

input,

3,121,980

per cent.; time of

20 mins.
The heating of core ovens

test, 5 hrs.

is

but onr

many

applications of G-E oven
heaters to industrial processes.
Where
the temperature must be closely reguated electric heating has been particularly successful.
of the

M A N G A \ ESE-BRONZE
(Continued from p^^e 281 >
1.25; aluminum, 1.25; magnesium,
manganese, 0.50; lead, 0.30.
The manganese should be in the form
of manganese copper and the iron can be
in the form of turning or scrap tin plate.
Turning has always been condemned,
iron,

0.50;

but aluminum
drives
out the carbon,
after which the iron mixes readily.
be

justi-

of

High-grade manganese-bronze cannot
made from the above raw materials

on a small scale. Consequently, crucible
furnaces cannot be used. A reverberatory
furnace or other equipment with which a
bath of considerable proportion may be

business will be added lo the turn-over
cf the Gurney Foundry Company.
The Montreal plant also has a modern
well-equipped plant for producing white
iron
on
and colored vitreous enamel

and

steel.

company will
The largest manufacturing plant of the company at West
To}H)nto will he increased in scope and
office

of the

remain at Toronto.

produce the warm air furnaces heretofore manufactured in the King street
will

plant.

First Lawyer: "Did his speech carry
conviction ?"

Second Lawyer: "It

did.

His client

got five years."

clared.

On Saturday

shareholders
met,
about 70 per cent, of the stock being
represented, and approved of the by-law
presented by the directors providing for
the purchase of the Mann Axe & Tool Co.,
of St. Stephen, N. S. If certain negotiations now being carried on with that town
are successful it is probable the works
will be rebuilt there without delay.
the

"So you want to be my son-in-law, ^o
you?" asked the man, with as much
fierceness as he could assume.
"Well," said the young man, "I don't
particularly want to, but I suppose I
shall have to be if I marry your daughter."

—Pittsburgh

Chronicle-Teleg

•

>.\A\.

Disraeli said: "The greatest secret of
success in life is to be ready when ycur

opportunity comes."

total heat to bake,

B.t.u.; efficiency, 47.68

The Canada Stove & Foundry Company has done a very largo stove business in the Province of Quebec and this

The head

to the
the company on a post-war
basis.
The task of readjusting such an
industry so as to take care of stable business as it develops is not easy, but it is
being accomplished. The earnings were
well beyond the amount required for the
annual quarterly dividend and the customary 1% per cent, on the preferred
anc'. 3 per cent, on the common were de-

success

©©

a suburb of Montreal, Quebec.
The rapidly growing business of the
company has for some time taxed the
capacity of the stove plant on King

location.

is in Brockville, had a busy time
here Friday and Saturday.
The directors held their regular quarterly meeting on Friday, and owing to late trains
the proceedings continued well into the
night. There were present: T. J. Dillon,

1

has purchased the plant, including
and
machinery, equipment
of the
patterns of the Canada Stove & Foundry Company, Limited, at St. Laurent,
all

which

—

o

The Gurney Foundry Company, Limited,

Brockville, July 24.
Canada Foundries and Forgings, the head
office
of

CANADIAN PLANT FLOURISHING

J

GURNEY FOUNDRY COMPANY
EXTENSIVE CHANGE

It was impossible to
street, Toronto.
enlarge this plant further, as no vacant
land was available, and these conditions
made it necessary to consider another

1

£
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COKE PLANT FOR TORONTO
understood that the harbor commission has closed a deal with the Solvay
Coke and Gas Company of the United
States, by which the American
firm
have been given control of 29 acres of
harbor front property, on which a three
million dollar plant will be erected.
Negotiations between this concern and
the Toronto authorities were opened
about three months ago, and it is understood that the Americans were prepared
to undertake the manufacture of gas in
the city and deliver it to the Consumers'
Gas Company, who have a monopoly on
distribution in Toronto, for 61 cents per
thousand cubic feet, but that the Consumers' Gas Company declined to make
a deal with them.
This is about half
the price at which gas is being retailed
at present in the city. The Solvay people
are said to have big plans for manufacture of coke and ^as for the industries
on the new harbor commission property
rnd also to carry on a number of subsiIt is

f'i-rv industries.

THE BAUER REVOLVING KNIFE
(Continued from page 237)
of which the knife can be easily,
accurately and quickly sharpened.

means

The illustration tells its own story
but further information can be received
from the manufacturers, the A. E.
Bauer Co.. 1342 West 69th Street,
Chicago, 111.

—

CANADIAN
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Business
PITTSBURGH,
and

dealers

None Too Brisk Over
Sept.

9.— Producers,

consumers

in

all

branches of the general iron and
steel market, including coke, pig iron,
semi-finished steel and
finished
steel
products, unite in declaring that there is
a condition of quietness if not of absolute stagnation.
Coming on the heels
of the ending of the July- August midsummer period, which is traditionally a
dull one, the situatiiji today is important and suggestive. The markets ought
to be growing more active.
Looking
back to June, one can now see that the

markets have grown more and more
quiet as time passed, and the fact that
what is normally a dull season of the
yeai was passe-.i through seems to have
had nothing to do wilh it.
There is nothing in the technical position of the markets that would presage
any increase in activity in the near
future.
Producers are moderately well
sold up and consumers are moderately

No large number of producers will run out of orders in the near
future, requiring them to
force
sales,
while buyers are unlikely to be forced
to buy heavily for quite a while to come.
The attitude of producers is that of
"standing pat" on prices as
there
is
nothing to be gained by trying to stimulate activity.
The position of buyers is
that they will buy only for absolutely
known wants in the near future, and as
they are already covered, in the main,
the current purchases are very light.
well covered.

Pig Iron
markets are stagnant,
particularly in the
western
Pennsylvania and valley district.
Men are discussing now how it happened that foundry pig iron recently was shoved up $4
a ton to $50 valley. As there has been
little buying at the new price the advance
does not seem to have done the producers much good, and it may prove to
have done them harm )y straining the
patience of consumers to the breaking
point.
If the furnaces had left the
market at $46 they might have pulled
the consumers along and gotten them to
buy from time to time.
One man who
is practically neutral as between buyer
and seller, but very well posted, remarks
that the advance was simply a sort of
notion, so
many furnacemen having
made up their minds it would look nice
to have pig iron advance to the round
figure of $50, and it is known that quite
a number of bets were
made as to
whether or not pig iron would reach $50.
Bets can be collected even if little pig
iron can be sold.
The same observer
just referred to remarks that the southern furnacemen seem to have handled
their market with more
skill.
They
got the price of pig iron at Birmingham,
up to $42 at the end of last April, and
they have held it
there
steadfastly,
though sometimes obtaining delivery
premiums.
When northern iron started advancing over again there was afforded a wider field for the sale of

The pig

iron

F

II

NDRY MAN

the Line

southern iron, of which the southern furnaces have been taking advantage. For
instance, years ago the
alignment of
prices became such
Birmingham
that
iron could rarely get into
Pittsburgh,
being shut out by valley iron, but even
with the advance in freights Birmingham iron can beat valley iron for Pittsburgh delivery by over $2 a ton, the
freight Birmingham to Pittsburgh being

advanced from $5.70

to

$7.60,

making

southern iron at $42 Birmingham $49.60
Valley iron, on
delivered Pittsburgh.
the other hand, at $50, furnace, is $51.96
delivered Pittsburgh.
The Pittsburgh
consumer may not buy southern iron,
but he is deterred from buying valley
iron unless he needs a small lot for very
early delivery, in which case the price

matters very

A

little.

fair conclusion is that there will be

pig
iron
a prolonged deadlock in the
market, with only very light transactions.
A certain amount of iron has
been sold and bought, and the question
is whether the producers will first need
orders or the consumers will first need
For a long time past production
iron.
and consumption have balanced, while
the present outlook is that production
will increase and consumption will deUnless fundamental conditions
crease.
change, therefore, it would look as
though sellers will have to come into the
market first, and necessarily with cut
prices, but this may not
be, possibly,
until several months have elapsed.
Steel Prices

The gap between

Unchanged

Corporation
not being narrowed, despite the dullness of the market.
In the past week or
two there
have been little cases of price declines
and also little cases of price advances,
on the part of some independents. The
point seems to be that when there is
competitive business the price decline?
while when there is no business a mill
may mark its prices up, as it loses nothing by doing so. It is about a year now
since there first appeared a distinct difference between Steel Corporation and
independent prices, the difference
in
creasing until substantially the maximum
was reached last February or March,
since when there has been practically no
change, taking the general average of
the market.
Expectations used to b°
entertained that the phenomenal and almost unbelievable condition of there
being two markets would be terminated
by a gradual sagging of the independent
prices.
The course of the market recently indicates that nothing of the sort
will occur.
There will be no sagging,
but rather the prices will be maintained
to the last moment, the banners waving
and the band playing. The independents
still talk of there being further
price
advances, and have even revived talk of
the Steel Corporation being about ready
Steel

and independent prices

is

own prices, which
have been maintained without change
since the Industrial Board adjustment of
at last to advance its

Volume XI
March

While there is no of21, 1919.
statement, there is an intimation
from New York, possibly inspired, to the
effect that thf" corporation has no intenficial

tion of advancing its prices. Now would
be the time of all times for the corporation to advance its prices, for by the re-

cent advance in freight rates its costs
are increased by about
a
$50,000,000
year in increased freights it pays on
materials assembled at its various plants

and on shipments between plants.

The

corporation gets a part of this
back,
however, possibly a fourth or a third,
on
in that it makes a greater
profit
such material as it sells on the "Pittsburg basis" to" point taking a lower
freight from the producing mill to the
The $50,000,000 a
point of delivery.
year is approximately equal to the rate
accumulated
at which the corporation
this
of
surplus during the first half
and diviyear, after paying charges
However, the corporation does
dends.
not necessarily need to accumulate surplus all the time, having a good surbook-keeping has
plus now, while its
particularly
conservative, large
been
sums having been written off lately,
keeping the property account down.

CASTING BRASS IN IRON MOULDS
cases where brass castings are
permanent moulds it is necessary to have n small proportion of manganese present in the alloy if a fairly
Usually it is
smooth skin is needed.
in
a
difficult to work in manganese
metallic state owing to its high melting
point, and either a manganese-copper
alloy melting at a reasonably low temperature has to be prepared for addition
to the brass during its manufacture or
some salt of manganese has to be addProbably, however, the use of maned.
ganous chloride as a flux instead of salammoniac will provide all that is necessary in the majority of cases, and this
somewhat cheap but deliquescent salt
can be freely used without injury to the
In

all

made

metal

in

—which

is

an advantage.

WHY SHE
Eva

DID

IT.

twenty-four years old, a
maid employed in Jersey City, was lockS.

,

ed up in the West Thirtieth Street Police
Station, charged with grand larceny. She
is alleged to have stolen $160 worth of
articles from a Sixth Avenue store.
The explanation she gave was that she
saw a sign in the store which read:
pack"Customers, please take small

ages home."

The Editor was a t)ellever in 'yellow'
journalism and ran this as a leading
"The business man of this
editorial:
towTi who is in the habit of hugging his
stenographer had better quit, or we will
publish his name."
The next day thirty-seven business
men called at the office, paid up their
subscriptions a year in advance, left
thirty-seven columns of advertising torun indefinitely, and told the editor not
to nay any attention
"The Yellow Strand."

to

fool

stories.
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Canadian National Exhibition Again Over Million
time
FORCanadian National
the third

history tlie
Exhibition ex-

in its

ceeded the million mark in attendance, the grand total for 1920 standing
While this is not equal
at 1.152,000.
to the record of the Peace Exhibition,

nient of

all

the departments of the Ex-

hibition is a matter for confi'rytulation,
and serious consideration is being- given
by the directors to the question of pro-

viding more accommodation for exhibits.
While the Exhibition of 1920, perhaps.

The carnival features of the Exhibiwere as popular as ever, and the
special arrangements devised for the entertainment of the throngs were much
appreciated.
The motor boat races, the
tion

stunting

aeroplanes,

the

performance

\

is accounted for in two very good reasons. The
first one lies in the fact that there was
no stellar attraction as in 1919, when the
Highness the
presence of His Royal
Prince of Wales drew thousands to the
Exhibition.
The other reason is accounted for in the woather on the concluding day. When it was thought that
the record of last year might have been
reached, a deluge of rain on the con-

the year pre\ious, the decline

cluding Saturday

kept

many hundreds

away, that otherwise would have swelled
the erand aggretrate.
In spite of the fact that the Exhibition

was behind in numbers attending, it continues to grow in size and in importance.
outrivals anything of its kind held annually anywhere.
The steady developIt

annual event. The exhibits were all of
a high order, showing as they did the
position of Canada industrially and commercially, as well as showing the goods
of American and Old Country manufacturers.
In fact the exhibits would have
been on a much greater scale had the

daily in front of the Grand Stand and
the display of fireworks, to say nothing
of the diversion of the Midway, all provided unlimited amusement. Then again
for the lovers of art the beautiful showing of paintings, and likewise of photography were an attraction in themselves
that made the visit to the Exhibition
well worth the money and time spent.
The rain on the last Saturday interfered somewhat w^th the athletic events
that were a special feature this year.

space been available for them, and many
were unable to be represented owing to
this lack of space.
Already plans are
under way for increasing facilities, and
is not unlikel\
that before another
it
have
year, more buildings will
been
erected in the Exhibition grounds.

but a number of them were run off /creating a great deal of interest.
The Exhibition closed with much justification for pleasure at its success, and
looking to another year, when this great
annual Exhibition will be on a larger
scale than ever before attempted.

not as spectacular, in some ways,
certain previous years, yet from
many standpoints it stood very high in
the opinion of representative men
in
close touch with the progress of this
wr.s

as

in

!
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the "Non-Ferrous
Malleable Castings Association and
represented for the first
Casting Section," which will be
of this, or just such
visitor, is at his disposal

™Tl
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vention.
u
has
The buildings and grounds which the association
convention
year's
this
for
secure
to
been fortunate enough
purposes. There are
are admirably suited for convention
all connected by covered
grounds,
the
on
buildings
eight
the visitor is
walks, and in case of unfavorable weather
always under cover.
the reader
In this issue we have endeavored to show
•

industries.

B G
A.

to

devoted

Journal

Technical

part of it as is interesting to the
when attending this year's con-

to witness by attending and will ask
our readers to read carefully the editorial material on
advertisers have
the subject and to also notice what the
at the
represented
will
be
advertisers
the
of
Many
to say.
convention and will tell in advance what they will display.

what he may expect
all

Canadian Foundryman's Booth

G^ea^t^ Bri-

The Mae^LeanComp^^^^^^^^

.,.•

will be seen the
the illustrated section of this issue
publication will
1 building, in which this
the registrabe represented. Booth No. 14, right next to
you to
invite
cordially
we
and
us,
find
will
tion booth,
make it your headquarters during the week of the con-

England.
^e"ira'l"-Tm6.'^rbTe'idd;lU- AUbek. London.

N

I
- layout of No.

SUBSCRIPTION RATE

vention.
in address, giving both old

is given in detail on page 217 of this
and the list of exhibitors with the number of the
building in which their exhibit is shown is also published
From our experience at these annual
in the same article.

The programme

and new.

COMPANY
THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING
LIMITED
143-153

issue,

CANADA
UNIVERSITY AVENUE, TORONTO.

No. 9

Toronto, September, 1920
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we would certainly advise all those who can to
attend, and as this will be our last opportunity of appealing to you before the convention we urgently invite you
to make use of our desk and our chairs and everything
at
vsrithin our allotted space as freely as though you were
events
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fireside.

The Machine Shop

Exhibit

connection with the Foundrymen's Convention it must
I not be overlooked that exhibit of machine tools and
accessories has been playing a prominent part for some
years past and has become a part and parcel of this annual event. In this department will be seen the latest and
best in everything which goes to equip a machine shop,
including not only lathes, planers, drill presses, etc., but
various types of clutch pulley, hangers, vises, electric,
hydraulic, and pneumatic tools, oxy-acetylene and electric welding and cutting tools; in fact the machine shop
exhibit will be as interesting to the machinist as the
foundry exhibit will be to the foundrynian.

N

The Non-Ferrous Department
addition to the association's many
THIS the latest
having been a separate organization
is

departments,

until this year.

The Foundrymen's Convention
/-^N

vJ

year the American
the fourth of October of this
will meet in convention for

Foundrymen's Association

predictions, it
twenty-fifth time, and, according to
held.
yet
convention
successful
most
will be the
Twenty-four years ago the first convention was held
success.
Philadelphia, and, all things considered, was a
year has
each
and
event
annual
an
been
has
it
then
Since
until
added a little bit to what had already been achieved
forward to by the majority of
it is now an event looked
foundrymen throughout the United States and Canada,
and to some extent by foundrymen throughout the world.
Ten years after the inauguration of the association the
Since then the
exhibit of foundry equipment was added.

Last year they met at Philadelphia on

This year it
dates, but under separate control.
is all one organization and will be for the benefit of those
who are interested in brass foundry work, etc.

the

same

the

m

exhibit of machine tools and machine shop equipment has
been added. Year after year additional attractions were
added until now it includes the Iron and Steel section and
the Institute of Metals division of the American Institute
of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, the American

Facts and Figures re Convention
support of the early predictions regarding the exhibition in connection with the conventions the following
Total number of exhibits to date,
facts are submitted:
220; highest previous total, 208. Total space sold, 71,492
square feet; highest previous total, 60,500 square feet.
This convention and exhibition has received, and will

N

I

continue to receive, greater publicity than any previous
A record attendance is expected. The programme,
one.
which is being published, is correct as far as it goes, but
our readers to keep
it omits some features which we wish
An unusually interesting programme is being
in mind.
arranged for the ladies, and the entertainment features,

SojUeniber.
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charge of joint committees from the association and
the Columbus Foundry interests, ^vill be well attended to.
Headquarters for all activities will be at the Fair
grounds, a plan that we are sure will be approved by all.
in

Our Next

Issue

THE

October issue of this publication will be our postconvention number, in which we will endeavor to give

our readers a substantially correct description of the doings at the convention, together with what each exhibitor
had to show to those who were fortunate enough to be
This number will not only be for the
eye witnesses.
benefit of those who were absent, but wall be equally as
valuable for those who attend, inasmuch as it will save
the visitor the trouble of marking down the innumerable
things which he will want to remember.
By the time the November number is due the autumn
season will be well advanced and visions of winter will
be upon us. This will be the time of the year when reading will be interesting, and with this issue we will begin
a series of interesting and instructive topics along the line
There are many subjects of vital
of foundry practice.
interest to foundi-ymen which do not receive a fraction of
the attention which they should. For instance, few people
realize that the air we breathe can be harnessed and made
to be a most obedient servant. They know that compressed
air is used for some purposes, but give little consideration
to the enormous amount of use to which it can be put.
Electricity is another agent which is understood fairly
well by most everybody, but few people seem to realize
that its usefulness in a foundi-y covers almost the entire
field, furnishing heat, light, and power, and that Canada
is in a better position than any other country in the world
to develop electric energy.

These and

many

other subjects of real value to the
be dealt with and papers written by
eminent authorities on the subjects throughout the winter

foundryman

will

months.
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properly instructed on what to practice, and with life so
No employer
short one year is all that can be spared.
can aflFord to pay an apprentice any wages and then do
justice to the apprentice in the way of instructing him.
The best that can be done for the apprentice under the
present system is to give him such work as he can earn
his wages on and then let him keep his eyes open and
watch what the journeymen molders are doing and how
After spending three or four years at this
they do it.
kind of learning he is set adrift to check his way in fresh
fields, where the employer is obliged to put up with what
he can get. The present system is unsatisfactory from
the standpoint of both the employer and the apprentice.
In this twentieth century the old-fashioned apprenticeship method is too slow and nothing else being available
to take its place in most localities, the mechanic of every
class is gradually disappearing.

What is wanted is technical education, either at night
school, or at a school provided by the employer in connection with the shop or by whatever means is most available.
The question of production should be out of mind
when

instructions are being given.

If the boy has to draw a couple of dollars per day in
order to keep alive he could be given simple work in the
shop, and then for an hour each day he could be taken
to the class room for instructions, and, if under a proper
instructor, he could easily be a better workman at the end
of one year than after four years of ordinary apprenticeship.
He could, of course, keep on improving with practice, but his rudimentary education should be given to him
by a proper instructor and at a time when he is free from
the anxieties of work.
It is a remarkable fact that the
least capable workmen are the ones who have the most
to say about where and how they served their time.
The
really good mechanics are the ones whj study and try to
become proficient. It is useless to get experience unless
you are sure that the experience is on the best methods.
Never practice doing anything without first learning why
it is done that way.

not an uncommon expression that we hear from
that they served six years in a foundry employing a thousand men.
Now, what did the thousand men
have to do with the apprentice ? and what chance would
the foreman of a shop of that size have to instruct apprentices ?
It will always be our contention that while
experience and practical application of principles are
essential to success, it is of the greatest moment that the
student or apprentice be instructed on the "whys and
wherefores" by a competent instructor so that he will not
spend his time practising and getting experience along
lines which are not the very best.
It

is

workmen

Serving an Apprenticeship
TirH.AT
*

'

does

it

what are the

mean

to serve

an apprenticeship? and

benefits to be derived

from the same

?

These are questions which might seem easy to answer, but
which are seldom answered correctly.
A trade and a profession are, to all intents and purposes,
the same thing, unless we might say that a profession is
a higher grade of trade than what is commonly known
as a trade.

Now, take

for instance

the

medical profession.

Can

anyone imagine a boy going into a doctor's office or a
hospital to serve an apprenticeship ?
Certainly not. The
same arguments hold good in learning a trade. Before
undertaking to practice as a doctor or a surgeon it is
necessary that the student be shown the anatomy of the
human body and be instructed on every detail by a professor who is capable of giving the instructions, after
which he is made to answer questions on the subjects that
he has been taught, and when he is capable of answering
the questions he requires practice to make himself perfect.

Now, compare this with learning a trade. Life is short
all we are supposed to have of it is three score years

and
and

ten, with a big chance of being called off before getting very far into the last score.
The best part of the
first score is gone before a boy is through with his school
days and then
Does it pay to try to learn a trade by
spending several years as an apprentice and then tramp
around from place to place getting experience ?
It is
certainly a crude way of getting knowledge. If it is possible to learn the medical profession from teachers and
from books, it ought to be possible to learn molding by
the same means. One year would be an abundance of time
to get all the practice required if the apprentice was

—

.

The Canadian National Exhibition
Canadian National Exhibition, commonly spoken
THE
of as the Toronto Exhibition, has again terminated a
successful two weeks' show, and while not quite up to the
highest record as regards numbers in attendance, it was
nevertheless, one of the best as regards quality and by
far the best as regards quantity of exhibits. Ideal weather
prevailed throughout the entire time, with the exception
of the last day, which is usually looked upon as Toronto's
own day. On this occasion, rain prevented some of the

attendance which otherwise would have been on hand and
made a vast difference in the total attendance.

With the enormously increased amount of space required for exhibits during the last few years and which
will undoubtedly continue to increase from year to year,
more buildings are certainly demanded. These, we understand, will be erected before the next Exhibition takes
place.
The C. N. E. is without doubt the greatest annual
event of its kind in the world and something of which
Canada, and Toronto in particular, may well be proud.
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Scraps from the Foundry Scrap Pile
—

Cnt. The Fuel Burner Co.,
been incorporated to manufacture oil burners, etc., with a capital
stock of $45,000, by G. Bowman, Albert
F. Cornelius and Morley (1. Pritchard.
'ioronto,

has

Ltd.,

Darling Brothers, Limited, Montreal,
mfrs. of heating and ventilating
machinery, etc., has been incorporated
with a capital stock of $1,250,000 by
George Darling, Edward Darling, and G.
Que.,

K. Darling.

The Canadian Baldwins announce their
50-ton open
to instal two

intention

hearth furnaces at their plant, and thai
the two 35-ton furnaces which were pur-

chased by them at Collingwood will be
enlarged.

—

Purser Machine
Toronto, Ont. The
Tool & Stamping Co., Ltd., has been inmanufacture machines,
to
corporated
tools, etc., with a capital stock of $40,-

by

000,

C.

L.

Carrick, F.

Walkingshaw

and Charles Purser.
of Canada,
Limited, has been incorporated with a
capital of $400,000 to manufacture heaters, etc., by Augustus Pinson, Leander,
of
Vallee, Charles Laparee and others

The Everhot Heater

Co.,

Montreal, Quebec.

Imperial Steel and Wire Co., Collingwood, Ont., will receive bids for the erecPhilip
tion of a plant to cost $150,000.
C. Palin, Hurontario street, is the architect and George Royal is the plant superintendent who will receive the bids.

—

Toronto, Ont. The Superheater Co.,
has been incorporated to manufac$1,000,000
ture machinery, etc., with
capital, by Archibald W. Langmuir, 801
Dominion Bank Building; George M.
Bloor
street
west, and
Huyke, 143
Ltd.,

others.

—

Toronto, Ont. The Canadian Farm
Power & Machinery Co., Ltd., has been
incorporated to manufacture steam enfarm implements, etc., with a
stock
of $1,000,000 by M. J.
capital
Adolph, Clem E. Strike and Wilson J.
Wylie.
gines,

The Stratford Machine Co., Limited,
has been incorporated at Stratford, Ont.,
with a capital of $50,000, to run a foundry business and manufacture machinery. George H. Langan, Thomas Brown,
Leon J. Long and others are the incorporators.

—

Dunnville, Ont.
A new company has
been formed here under the name of J.
H. Charles & Co.. Limited, by J. H.
Charles, G. H. Orme and others, with

They will
capital stock of $40,000.
carry on a general iron foundry busia

cnriuge, Charles
are promotors.

E.

Church and others

Tne Milton Foundry, Machine and Tool
have decided, owing to
labor shortage, to close down their foun-

Co., Milton, Ont.,

dry for the time being, and devote all
their attention to machine and tool work,
and purchase their castings from outside
foundries until the labor situation be-

comes more settled.
The International Malleable Iron

Co.,

—

viously located at Niagara Falls, Ont.,
and only had sales offices in Toronto.
The new building is 50 x 110 feet, two
stories, and will be used for the production of equipment
for
the
Canadian
trade.

—

Montreal, Que. The plant and business of the Clyde Engineering Co. here
has been taken over by the A. and J.
Weir, Limited, which company has been
incorporated with a capital of $750,000
to manufacture
and deal in marine
auxiliary machinery, power plant equip-

ment, boilers, iron and steel work, by
Francit T. Peacock, John Bryson, Arthur

Cagney and

others.

The Callander Foundry, Guelph, Ont.,
has been purchased by the Louden Machinery Co. of Canada, also of Guelph,
and will in future be run in conjunction
with their plant, manufacturing overhead industrial conveyors, etc.
The
foundry has been extended by an addition of 90 feet to its length, and it is
the company's intention to manufacture

own

castings, additional molding machines will be rcnjuired for some
of their lines.
all

their

Beatty Bros., Limited, Fergus, Ont.,
are adding extensively to their plant in
this town, putting up an addition to their
woodworking shop, also to the assembling room and shipping room. Plans are
also in pronrrcss for a new machine shop
in connection with
their London '^lint
next year to be followed by a new foundry for their Fero-ns plant two years
hence. It is also theii- into'i*-i<^ri to b'lild
large extensions to their western plants
in the near future.

Dominion Mot^r Castings,

Lini'ted,

a

ness.

new company which has been formed

The Weaver Products, Limited, has
been incorporated with a capital stock
of $24,000 to carry on the manufacture

manufacture all the different castings
us»d on motor cars and industrial motors
will soon bcrin operations at Windsor,
Ont. The incorporators are A. Marrill,
P. McKee, C. A. Ripley, L. Smitherman

of

stoves,

Que.

heaters,

etc.,

at

Waterville,

Samuel Weaver, John W. Break-

The Canadian
Co., Limited, is-a

Limited, Guelph, Ont., has completed a
200 foot addition to their foundry, a
150 foot addition
to their annealing
room, in which they are installing two
additional annealing ovens, and a large
modern machine shop which is being
equipped with special machinery adapted to their line of work.
Toronto,
Ont. The
Davis-Bournonville Co. recently completed and moved
into their new premises at 32 Eastern
avenue, here.
The company was pre-

F.

St. Clair.
The company will be
capitalized at $25,000.
The buildings,
which are nearing completion at the corner of Windsor Ave. and Hanna St., will
have a floor space of 23,000 square feet.
One hund'-cd and fifty hands will be employed, with a daily output of 40 tons
of castings.

and R.

to

open

Pattern and Castings

new concern which

w.ii

doors for business on Oct. 1st
at 49 Drouillard Road, Ford City, Ont.
This company is promoted by men at
the head of the Modern Pattern and
Machine Co. of Detroit, one of the largest pattern shops in that city.
They
its

have all
modern machinery and
equipment, and will specialize on wood
and metal production
patterns, brass,
bronze and aluminum castings in production quantities. Mr. J. M. Alexander,
who has been connected with the Detroit establishment for many years, will
will

be the resident Canadian manager.

CATALOGUES
Young Brothers Company, of Detroit,
are distributing an interesting circular
on their insulated steel-panel core ovens,
to be heated by electricity, gas, oil, coal
or wood.
The illustrations show large
molds, such as those for propellers being
baked at the Cramp Shipyard, Phila., as
well as the small complicated cores used
automobile plants. The advantages of
insulated steel over brick for the walls
is
clearly shown, together with much
valuable information of use to core room
foremen and foundrymen in general.
in

Pittsburgh
burgh,
Pa.,

Crushed Steel
U.S.A.,

are

Co.,

Pitts-

distributing

their latest pamphlet on Scientific Metallic Blasting Abrasive for use in
sandblasting
machines. The pamphlet describes in detail their abrasive known as
Angular Grit, which is a steel abrasive
and as its name implies angular
in

shape of grain instead of globular as is
the case with some brands of sand. The
illustrations show magnified views of
different sands and also of the
steel
angular grit abrasive. The pamphlet will
be mailed on request to the above company.
Independent Pneumatic T'^^i (~''\ 600
Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, 111.,
have just issued an interesting and instructive
circular. No. 33, describing
and illustrating their "Thor" Universal
Electric D'-i'ls.
On the front page is
their size "GO" Thor electric drill, equipped with new Bristol grip handle at
work on a motor truck frame.
Other
tools illustrated are the No. 2 extension
screw-driver attachment, special spindle
and gear case, and No. 3 short screwdriver attachment for
use in limited
space and No. 6 electric portable grinder.
,

West

The various difff>rpnt sizes of tools are
shown and described, giving their capaci-

Soplehiber.
ties,

The

etc.

press

and

is

CA N A h

U»2()
circular
for

i-eady

is

just

off

immediate

tidis-

tribution.

Mussens,
Limited,
Montreal
and
Toronto, are givint^ to the trade some
interesting literature, treating
on the
goods which they handle for the BarborGreene Company of Aurora, Illinois, U.
Amon.u: the illustrations are loadS.A.
ing machines for removing refuse from
the yard into a wagon witliout the use
of a shovel, handling stone on road jobs;
conveyors
with
loading cars, feeding
coal and innumerable things which can
be done by means of self-feeding bucket
loaders.
Other illustrations are dropbar
wrenches
and "Crosby"
forged
splices or clips.

The public

invited to

is

send them their address and the literature will be mailed.

NEW FOUNDRY OF HENRY

GIES,

KITCHENER, ONT.
.A model foundry in every respect is
that which has just been put into commission by Henry Gies to replace the
one which has for so many years supplied Kitchener with a large proportion
of the castings required
a jobbing
foundry pure and simple, but with all
the appurtenances of a fully equipped

—

manufactory.

The main building is a solid brick
structure, 70 x 164 feet and 32 feet high.
It is well lighted on all sides and from
the roof.
Lai'ge ventilators extend the
entire length of the roof.
The heating
system is of the warm air blower type,
with pipes overhead.

The cupola is of
the CoUean type, and is bricked up to
42 inches inside diameter. Alongside of
the charging floor and on the same level
is a large
dust-proof room containing
the new Connersville positive blower,
the heating and ventilating machinery,
Connecting the ground floor w^th
the charging floor is the elevator not
of the dimensions usually seen, where the

workman has

to get

on top of the bar-

—

row in order to go up with it but big
enough for a man and barrow to stand
as they enter, and have plenty of room.
There is also a complete lavatory and
>hower baths.

The core-making department

is supwith three ovens.
A fair sized
brick oven for large work, the small
portable oven from the former shop, and
a medium size steel oven with drawers
of different depths to suit the require-

plied

ments of the work for which it is inThis oven was built by the E.
J. Woodison Co. at their Toronto plant.
tended.

A X
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Other featui'es worthy of note are
that nothing is out of doors but the pigiron; concrete houses, or enclosed bins of
proper dimensions are provided for material.
One bin holds enough molding
sand of the ordinary heap variety to last
all winter, another
holds special sand,
such as Albany, in one car lots. A small
bin
holds core sand, another
cupola
dauling.
Two bins are provided for
coke, so that one can always be in resei've.
All material, such as core binder,
facing, etc., are kept where they belong,
and nothing ever has to be dug out from

being taken over by an American conwho will run it to its capacity on a
line of work
of interest to Canadians,

corn,

announcement of which we hope

make

to

the near future.
It is the intention
of the MacFarlane Co. to build an extensive addition to the foundry during
the coming year and devote their entire
attention to this department, making a
specialty of heavy and difficult castings,
in

but refusing nothing which

is

worthy of

consideration.

MY EXPERIENCE AS A WOULD-BE
FOUNDRY FOREMAN

shop, built previous to the new foundry,
this latest addition makes the plant
one of Canada's most up-to-date insti-

ence
not

and

tutions.

Mr. Gies, like most of
Kitchener's
manufacturers, is a self-made man, and
while yet a comparatively young man,
he has certainly set a pace worthy of
emulation.
Kitchener As a City
Kitchener, while not a foundry centre,
is certainly one of
Canada's
leading

manufacturing cities.
The specialties
which are manufactured here seem to
be those which are not manufactured
elsewhere.
Five large button factories
turn out all the buttons which are made
in Canada.
One of the largest tire factories in the counti-y is located here, in
fact, most of the rubber goods
which
are made in Canada are made in
this
city.
No less than 14 furniture factories
are here. In boots and shoes Kitchener
leads.
Large tanneries are also numerous.
Other lines include felt
boots;
white shirts; kid gloves; toys and
innumerable lines frequently overlooked,
but which all help to swell the
grand
total and make Kitchener a thriving
hive
of Industry.

BOOMING PARIS FOUNDRY
The G. W.

MacFarlane Engineering

Limited, who have taken over the plant
of the International Harvester Company
at Paris, Ont.,

and who operated it durwar as a munition
plant, have gone entirely into the
foundry business and are making a specialty
of gray-iron and semi-steel castings of
every description.
The foundry which was comparatively
a new structure was equipped with a
Colliau cupola of 15 ton capacity, but
being built for agricultural work
the
crane equipment was inadequate. This
has been reinforced by the the addition
ing the days of the

of

a

ten-ton

electric

travelling

crane.

\ more suitable core oven than would
be required in the former line has been
installed.
Pits for big work have been

The crane equipment consists of an
crane which spans the
entire centre bay, and
built
by The
Niles-Bement-Pond Co., in addition to
two powerful jib cranes built by the
John C. Hepburn Company of Toronto.
Artificial light will be provided by
an
electric sy.=tem.
Pits for heavy work
and ladles big enough to pour the work,

put in the floor and all told the shop is
right up to date for the work which it is
now to be used and the company is
doing some
good
lines
of
casting.
Chemical analysis of the metal used it
recorded and any special brand of metal
is used to order.
The pattern shop is
at the disposal of patrons.

are also provided, the ladles being built
by the Woodison Co.

The machine shop will no longer be
operated by the MacFarlane Co., but is

electric travelling

2.'>1

under something else.
Mr- Gies also has a modern machine

etc.

—

I

Anyone who

has never had experias
foreman can
a foundry
possibly
have
conception
any
of what he har missed.
In fact he has
missed so much that he is in no position
to appreciate how really thankful he
should be.

However it must be admitted that the
young man who has no further ambition
than to remain dormant on a journeyman's job
esteem.

is

terribly

My own

deficient

in

self-

experiences alona: these

have been so extremely interestme that I have been forced to
laugh about them myself on frequent occasions,
and for that reason have
thought that perhaps while not posing
as humorous or funny, but on the contrary being of a very prosaic, staid disposition, I might, nevertheless, at least
amuse others by relating them.
To begin with I served my apprenticeship in a little jobbing foundry which
was owned and operated by my father,
who I might say was a molder with no
lines

ing to

mean

qualifications.

From

I

which
and going as

pleased.

acter,

in
I

this

it

may

was a privileged charreality I was
coming

be inferred that

—

I made various trips to other shops
throughout
Canadi and the United
States, but always fetching up at home

when there was nowhere else to go. The
experience gained through these
spasmodic jaunts added to the experience
which I received at home doin<? such
jobs as attending to the
cupola
and
making cores and so on down the line,
imbued me with a store of conceit which
led me to believe that there was not
much about a foundry with which I was
not familiar.

However

there

came a day when

my

preordained programme
destined that
I should say goodbye to my old home
town and seek a livelihood elsewhere,
knowing this time that I had to make
good, as I no longer had a hav6n to fall

back

on.

With

all

Then came the

crucial test.

my

good opinion of myself, was
I capable of holding a real job?
I began to fear that I was not. I had dif-

—

ferent positions offered me some
in
the States and some in Canada, but
being a good Canadian I decided to re-

main among

my

own, and

forthwith

selected as my future abode the thriving
industrial city of Brantford.
Brantford,
at that time, boasted of a population of

about eighteen thousand, and according
to the usual method of accounting
six

—

—
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to

a family
three

— there

about

should

thousand

have

been
But,

families.

It was not so.
There were about
two thousand families of six and about

alas!

thousand extra or
spare
fellows.
These poor fellows used to spend their
evenings standing around in bunches on
the street corners, looking at each other
until about ten o'clock, when they would
turn in for the night, and by half past
ten a cannon might be fired down most
any street without doing bodily harm to
anyone, because there would be no one
on the street to harm.
Next to Moscow, Brantford had probably more churches in proportion to its
population than any other city in the
world, and the inhabitants were of the
class that when the vote was taken on
local option and a majority of threefiftns was necessary to make it become
six

law,

was

it

measly
that

little

carried,
votes,

so

all
it

but
will

eleven
be seen

the

made

population of Brantford was
up of ar exceptionally righteous

class of citizens.

As every one acquainted with Brantford knows, it is a city of foundries and
practically every boy works at the foundry business. Now here was a city with
a superabundance of the highest type
of

manhood which would have made

cellent

catches

there been any

exfor the fair sex, had
of the fair sex to catch

them.

Up the shore of the noble G an-l Riabout seven miles was another thriving
little borough, by the name of Paris.
Here everything was entirely the re'-

The main industry of the town
a knitting mill, which in fact was
largest institution of its kind In

verse.

was
the

Canada.

I

am

not prepared

to

give

exact figures as to how
many hands
were employed at this
establishment,
but if they h?d eight hundred, one hundred would be old and experienced men
who had been in the business long
enough to be holding such positions as
foremen and experts of one kind or another, and would in all probability be
heads of families.
The other seven
hundred would be girls. These girls all
had to be of unblemished character, as
one bad one would be like a bad peach
in a basket
likely to contaminate the
whole basket of peaches. Just think of
it,
hundreds of Al girls and hundreds
of fellows such as we have just pictured
and seven miles of country road dividing
them. It could not be expected
that
such a state of affairs could long endure.
A bicycle works was started in
Br>intford which relieved the situation
to some extent, by providing the means
of lessening the seven mile difficulty
and in course of time a trolley line was
put into operation which improved matters to a much greater extent.
Still all
of this was only make-shift and as something real had to be done it was decided
that a foundry would have to be started
in Paris.
Accordingly the proprietor of
the mills hit upon the idea of instituting
a stock company, consisting of his funds
and a few names for fillers and launch-

—

F
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ing into an enterprise
Paris Plow Company.

known

as

the

A

thoroughly
modern plow shop was built and a plow
maker of renown was imported along
with a supply of operatives, and everything was in readiness to be put into
full swing with one exception
they required a competent and efficient man to
take charge of the foundry and with rare
judgment they decided upon me.

—

reported promptly at the office and
had a lengthy interview with the man
ager, the result being that I was engaged at the handsome salary of three
dollars per day with absolute authority
over my department and in interference
from anyone. I was shown through the
foundry and learned that they had all
the floors rammed up, but were afraid
to take off a heat and they wanted me
to come on at once.
I

Bright and early next morning I was
on the job to put the cupola into commission and get the work poured off.
The manager was there also, not in the
office, but in the foundry.
Of course he
was not interfering with me or my
work; he was just showing me how to
proceed.
Before putting up the bottom
doors of the cupola he decided that we
should try out the fan to see if it was
properly speeded. It was set up in accordance with instructions
from the
makers, but he would take no chances.
He had a pressure gauge on the wind
pipe and he would have a certain stipulated pressure on that
gauge or we
would not attempt to run the cupola.
By running the fan at the speed mentioned in the catalogue he did not seem
to get any pressure on the gauge and he
concluded that it was a lucky thing for
him that he did not listen to my advice
and make a try at it. In order to gel
off the heat it was decided that some of
the machinery in
the
machine
shop
would have to be shut off so that we
could borrow the pulleys until such time
as we could have proper ones brought
in.
We were not able to make the alterations in time to pour off on that day,
but we had a good early start for next
day and I had the honor of lighting the
fire for the first heat.
Of course in the
meantime we had put up the bottom
doors and put on the coke
and iron
which made all the difference in the
world with the pressure gauge when the
blast was
put
on.
Common sense
should have dictated to the
managei
that it would, but common sense appeared to be the one thing which he lacked.
However, we got the heat off all right.
We had plenty of pressure on the p-au<?e;
in fact the gauge registered right up to
the top and no telling how much further
it would
have gone if it had been of
greater capacity. We had all the tuyere
doors open and then had iron clean to
the top of the stack and coming down
like rain in the yard, but we got there
just the same.
Next day the pulleys
were replaced as th('y were in the beginning.
After we got the castings out
and found that they were good, the manager came to me and explained that he

Volume XL
was well

but that it would
get to work and
out of the place, so
he proceeded ro start operations on this
money-making plan of his. Not interfering with me or my work he pointed
at one corner of the shop and saia: "',, e
Alex, you
will call this No. 1 floor,
take this." Next, he says: "This will ba
And
No. 2, Herbert you take this."
so he numbered off each floor and put
a man on each of them until the men
were used up. After this he turned to
me and informed me that he had engaged a core-maker, who had not yet
arrived, but that in the meantime I was
satisfied,

now be necessary
make some money

to

—

—

make what cores were required, after
which I was to mold some things which
he had laid out for me. On the fourth
day he came to me and told me that
he
would be out of town for a
should
mold
while
but
that
I
some plow shares for which he showed
me the patterns and gave me to
understand that they would have to be
cast with the face down.
I suggested
that there would have to be some getting
ready dome first, to which suggestion
he replied in a very stern voice that
there would be no more getting read"
but that getting the work out would be
the only consideration. He then left me
and I have never seen him since.
I wended my way back to Brantford
that night and wrote to him advising
him that we had parted company and
that on pay day I would draw on them
To this I
at the bank for my money.
to

received a rather waspy reply from the
manager who seemed to b" put out pt

my
my

True to
methods.
drew on them at the bank
draft was neither paid nor re-

not liking his

promise

I

but my
turned for over a week, when

I learned
the directors had held a meeting
and accepted my resignation and also
asked the manager for his, so that they
could both be accepted at the same time.
This was done and we were both paid
off two birds killed with one stone
leaving two vacancies to be filled. Thus
ended my first experience as a foundry

that

—

foreman.

FORD MOTION PICTURES
The moving picture operators of the
Ford Motor Company of Canada, Ltd.,
have just returned from an extensive
tour of the Dominion.

Thousands of feet of interesting subindustrial,

jects,

scenic,

historical

have been secured which
keep the laboratory men busy
months developing and assembling.
scientific

and
will

for

The itinerary of the operators took
them from coast to coast, and into parts
of the country seldom trodden by the
foot of man.
The educational value of the work
done by the company through the medium of these films has received very

comment in the press of late,
was recently decided, owing to

favorable

and

it

the gratifying reception given to these
productions, to double the yearly output.

lease

The company

will,

therefore, re-

26 complete subjects a year.

»Sepie-mber.
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SAFETY AND EFFICIENCY FACTS
AND FIGURES
By

C.

W.

remember while I was with the InCommission of Wisconsin, one
day I went to thf Simmons Mfg. Co., the
I

dustrial

brass bed manufacturing
the world.
Mr. Simmons, the
dent, is a young man about fifty,
successful business man.
I
had
largest

in

plani
presi-

a

live,

never

met Mi. Simmons before, and as we sat
there, talking, ho turned to me and said
this very significant thing. "Mr. Price,
believe

the '.ime is fast approaching
when it will no longer be possible to
work any of the great revolutionary
economies in inJustry that were brought
about with the invention of the steam
engn.e, by the discovery of the applicaI

tion of electricity,

of

and by the discovery

the

process
of
making
steel;
the
next
great
field
in
economy in industry is in the conservation of the human equipment
in
our
I

lielieve

plants."
Mr.
the faith that
his plant

consin.

foundry

Simmons has

testified

to

is within him by making
one of the model plants of WisFor instance, they had a large

in

wliich

were employed some

550 men, pouring these little
castings
that join the rods on cnt-ap
bedsteads;
the roof was very low and gas
condi-

were very serious.
times during the summer

tions

I

know many

they would
have half a dozen men prostrated
from
gas. They spent 143,000, raised
the roof
of that foundry to some
45
feet
in
height, made it a model from

the standpoint cf light and ventilation,
one of the

finest foundries I ever
saw, they reduced the number of men from '.50
to
450, and they so increased the
efficiency
of that foundry that
they
saved
the

S43.000 the fir.st year.
I think that is
one ot the finest example^
of the efficiency of good sanitation
that
I
have
ever seen.

The Road To Ruin
my work nas field secretary i
am meeting general managers
every
<Jay.: I suppose
1 met 500 general
managers in the plants of
Wisconsin and
spent from a hi..f hour to
two hours in
their offices; and I want
to say to you,
^ntlemen. that managei.- everyw!»3re
^ovf. in

I)

RY M A N

and most of them are young men of
younger are
years of
age
or
waking up to an appreciation of the
value of the human equipment in their
plants.
I hear it every da^
it is coming to be a commonplace.
Manufacturers are waking up to a realization of the
fact that any manufacturer who
de-

AS

of profits.

U N

—

fifty

Price, Chicago.

to place
1 am
I understand it
the
before the foundry men, not
humanitarian side of the safety
movement, but the safety n.ovement from
the standpoint of efficiency, from
the
standpoint of dollars and cents; and, in
presenting this —what may sound like
the cold side of the safety movement
I don't want to be understood as minim
izinu' the humanitarian
side
of
the
movement. But, wo havo "oeen talking
about the humane aspects of this question for a hundred years.
It may, possibly, be somewhat new and interesting
to eU of us to consider what this movement has come to mean from the standpoin*; of efficiency, from the standpoint

F

;

Ubeiately pursues a course that disrethe rights of his employes to live
their lives, to preserve their limbs and
healtii, to be
contented
and
happy,
whether he knows it or not, is pursuing
a course that at last leads to loss and
.uar.ls

inefficiency.

want t6 give you the figures that
vo that statement and most of them
are very recent figures. First, I want to
give one figure that came to my atten
I

'

—

'•

tion from the bureau of statistics
at
Washington, which is very significant.
This leport went on to say that in the
Un.Kc! States right now there are 38,000,000 wage earners and out of that
38,000.000 wage earners ev°ry 12 months
—every 365 days— there are 25,000
wage earners killed by industrial acci-

dents; that is 83 wage earners
killed
every day; 83 Killed yesterday, 83 will be
killed

to-day.
1 tried
to pictur.>
the
thing to myself the other day and make
tha: 25,000 real to
myself.
I
said,
"Let's bury that 25,000, as they buried
those poor soldier boys over in Europe,
shoulder to shoulder, allowing about 2
feet per man, and see what i*^ will came
to."
I took out my pencil and it figured !; miles and a half a trench 9 miles
and a half long, and in the bottom of
that trench a solid sidewalk of human
bodi^:s every year in the bnited States
as the result of industrial
accidents.
And this report went on to say an en-

—

—

—

new figure to me that there are
700,000 wage earners that are so
sertirely

258

be engaged with that company during the early days of safety work; and
I
wras also employed as a department
McCormick factory,
head in the old
and I know sooiething of the old conditions. The Harvester company was the
scond company, I think,
the Middle
West to take up safety work in a thorHere are the figough- jcoing manner.
ures they gave me covering the last five
years' experience: They have reduced
death.s in their 23 plants 60 per cent.;
and keep in nvlnd those 23 plants include coal mines, iron mines, railroads,
logging camps. ,h11 kinds
of
machine
shops and woodworking shops.
Included in the International Harvester
Co.
you have practically every kind of a
hazard you have in the state of New
York. They have reduced deaths 60 per
to

m

—

—

they have reduced tiie hours lost
61 V2 per cent., and they have
cut the actual cost of compensation from
54 cents on a i^UOO payroll to 25 cents
on a $100 payroll.
If you will look it
up I think you will find that that is
about what a clothing store has to pay
for liability insurance. So you have that
great Harvesto- company, with all that
hazard in those 23 plants, so reducing
the cost cf compensation that it costs
cent.,

per

man

them practically w^hat

it

costs

a cloth-

>arry liability insurance.
That one figure 25 cents gentlemen,
really indicates what that company has
accomplished; and that figure, gentle
men, to me is one of the most significant figures which 1 have found, because
that company nore nearly
represents
the average hazard that you will find in
all industries, and, therefoic, represents
ing

what

store

is

to

—

possible.

—

If

Harvefter Co. can do
can do it.

Here

is

the
it,

International

any company

another instance

— the

Dodge

iously injured that they lose over four
weeks of time, 2333 each working day.

Mfg.

But I want to give the bright side of
the picture, to snow what has been done
in reducing accidents, and the economic

average hazard-— just gave us these
They have reduced the cost of
compensation and medical service, which

gain which has come out of the work
along safety lines.
The first company
I want
to give you is this: T was at
RochpKter the other day, and for a long
time I have been aware that the Eastmai Kodak Co. has been doing exceptionally fine work, but they refused to
give me any figures as to what reduc
tions they had made in accidents or
wha: savings in money they had made.
I
met Mr. Robertson. He took out a

includes the entire cost
of
accidents,
50 cents on a $100 payroll to 7
cents on a $100 payroll.
I don't know
what the premium would be on a millinery shop, but I imagine it would be
more than 7 cents. Think of it, a big
machine shop and factory reducing the
hazard to 7 cents on a $100 payroll!

sheet of paper from his desk, which was
divided up into five sections, showing
details of the

accidents for five years;
that report revealed the Tact that during five years the Eastman Kodak Co.

has reduced
as ccmpared
that time.

accidents 80 per cent.,
with its record prior to

its

One Company's Record
Here is another interesting figure that
came to my desk three months ago. I
hav'3

been connected with

tional

Hai-vester Co. and

the
it

Interna-

was my

lot

Co., which
manufactures transmis'^ion
machinery,
representing
an
figu>e.s.

fi'om

As you know, the United States Steel
Corp. has 25,000 men working in
its
miucs and steei mills; it is probably the
mo.st hazardous industry in this country,
and it was the pioneer in safety work.
This great concern has done more to
teach other mani.'facturers and has been
more generous in its contribution toward the safety movement than any other coiporation; .nnd it is one
of
the
leaders in safety work in getting results.
They gave me this figure, using
190G as a basis and comparing the years
since 1906 down to the end of 1915
with the record in 1906. They have saved 14,967 human beings from either being killed or so seriously injurea that

—
:

r.\ N A

2r)l

they lost over 35 days time, as a direct
Now, I
result of their .safety work.
picture that to myself in this way: that
would mean a city of a hundred thousand human beings men, women and
children
in which city the father of
every family, the head of every home,
had been saved from either death or
serious injury since ]906.
Now, do you
think, ladies and geni.cnien
that the
United States Steel Corp. will ever go
back to the old days? I want to say to
you that safety is put on the map in that
company so it won't blot off; safety is
recognized in every one of <he plants of
that company as an indispensable part of
the manufacturing organization; and the
head of every department is expected
to make a record on that just the same
as he is expected to make a record on
any ether thing that makes for effi-

—

—

—

ciency, absolutely.

The Spirit of Co-operation
I want to give you another figure: I
spent five years in Wisconsin, and I am
ratht-r proud of Wisconsin, so yoif vvill
pardon me if I brag a minute now. But
the Wisconsin experience is significant,
because it covers an entire state. If you
are familiar with Wisconsin, you know

there are large logging in crests, large
woodv,?orking plants, and many large
machine shops like the Aliis-Chalmers
and International Hardware Co., and
steel plants.
In the state of Wisconsin,
in the last five years, the manufacturers have reduced the deaths 61 per cent.,
by acUial record from the industrial com
mission's report. And here is a very interesting figure: During the year just
before the indui^trial commission came
into existence, according to the report of
the old
industrial
commission, there
1^

were 365 manufacturers dragged into
court and prosecuted for violation of the
safety laws. Duririg the first five years
there hasn't been a single manufacturer
pro.secut('d in the state of Wisconsin on
account of violation of the safety laws.
The fipures reveal the fact that there ha.-^

been

a spirit of co-operatioii in

Wiscon-

among

the representatives of labor,
representatives of capital and the indussin

trial

commission.

Take it in machine accidents alone.
The records of the industrial commission show that accidents
happen
at
points where something in the way of a
mechanical guard could have prevented
them. By the installation of mechanical
guards alone the number of accident.s
was cut in two in five years; that is,
there are now one-half as many
accidents on mechanical parts in Wisconsin
as five years ago; that shows that some
guarding has been done. For instance,
in Milwaukee, in 1901, there were 22
accidents on elevators and six deaths;
in 1P15 there were two deaths on elevators, one of which was a suicide. This
reduction was largely accomplished by
the mechanical device.
I wish to give you one figure from the
Kimberly-Clark Co. of Wisconsin. Thij

i)

1

Fo

A N

r

n;

d

v,

y m a

the first paper mill in the state to
started in ;;afety work, some four
years ago; and tlirough their influence
every paper fiiill in tho slate of Wisconsin is now doing good safety work. A
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.n

wa.-^

of a

get

can

few months ago 1 visited this company,
and as I enter(?d the door of one of the
plants, I noticed a piece of paper on the
wall, and I went up and read it and
found this repoi't that in two of their
mills during 12 months up
to
that
time they had had just two accidents
and neither of them cost compensation;
that is, neither of them caused a dis:

The

ability of over seven days.

treas-

at
urer of this company stood up
a
meeting of the papermen and said:
"Gentlenien, if we had never prevented
an accident in our company, the change
in Ihe attitude of the officers

toward the

men, and the cliange m the attitude of
our workmen toward the company, which
has resulted from the workmen's safety
committees whicli have been organized
in all our plants has more than paid us
for every dollar we have invested."

Some
Here

is

notice I

an interesting

am

Figures

Interesting

sticking to

figi.ire

my

— you

will

and

giv-

text

ing nothing but figures, and

I

am

going

The Chicago & Northappointed (500 workmen

to keep right on.

western railroad
on its committees and these committeebrought in 6,000 suggestionf; on danger
points and from that number all but 200
were considered good by the company
and carried
out.
The Northwestern
railroad during the first ^ears reduced
deaths of employees 6 per cent.; and
so remarkable were the results, and so
quickly were they realized, that
every
great railroad in the United States
starting with the
experience of
th^^
Northwestern has organized an accident department and is pushing safety
vigorously, and is backing it with millions of money.
Taking all of the rail
roads in the United States during the
last five years, they have reduced the
numbers of passengers killed in wrecks
;

—

—

50 pc-r cent. just cne-half as many passengers killed '.n wrecks as were killed
five years ago, according to the official
stateinent of the interstate
commerce
commission.

They have reduced th"
train

operator;

—brakemen,

number

of

engineers

and conductors— killed 47 per cent. And
is a still more striking statement
During the yeai- endinc June 30, 191fi,
the"e were 325 railroads— that includ(^<^
some of your big systems like th"
Pennsylvania, New York Central
and
Northw^stf^rn there were 025 railroads
with 162 000 miles of track, and carrv

here

—

ing 4R5. 000.000 passeneer.-,. that didn't
a nassensrer in a wreck. Now. gentl"mcn, that is the most remarkable thine
that has happened in the
history
of
kill

safety: and

if

this audience

—

thi^re is
if

there

anv donbtino' in
any man that

is

doubts the prnrtica'iility of this safptv
all he has got to do is to
contemplate for a minute the significance

movement

—

movement which, within

five years,

command

the attention of the offirailroad
in
the
cers of every great
United States, and can gain their confi-

have backed the
dence so that they
movement with millions of money, to
this safety
appreciate what there is

m

movement.

A

little

while ago

and while there

I

I

Omaha,
American
employing a
them humble

wa.5

in

visited tne

Smelting & Refining Co.,
thousand men, most of
Italians.
I
should say that this smelting i>lant is a little more hazardous than
an ordinary foundry, and a little less
hazardous than a steel plant; it Is a
hazardous plant. As 1 eneeied the door
through which the men ^o \.o check in
for

vi^ork,

I

noticed

a loog

about 15 feet long and 6 fest

blac;-ct>oard,

liigh,

which

was divided into two sections. On one
section was the record, month by month,
of the accidents in 1915; on the other
was the record, month by mon^n, for

1916.
That Dlackboard, gentlemen, revealed this remai'kable result: They had
reduced the actual number of hours lost
by those thousand men 90 per cent; I
mean they had just one-tenth the amount
of time lost during the corresponding
months in 1910 as in 1915, and they had
reduced the deaths 100 per cent., and
they had reduced the number of accidents 70 per cent.
Any accident was
tabulated as an accident if it caused a
loss of over 24 hours of tim.e.
And here
is a more remarkable statement than ali.
I was there on Oct. 27; if they ran four
days more they would have gone through
the month of October without a single
man out of the thousand men being sufficiently injured to lose over 24 hours'
tim". I told tliem to write to me if they
I got a letter a few
made the record.
days later saying that they made it.
I
have
never
seen
anything
like
the i)ull-together spirit there
was in
thac plant between the foremen and the
workmen the day I was there every
foreman had hi:- shoulder to the wheel
and it seemed to me that every workman
in that plant was vitally interested in
making a record for his department.
That experience to me was one of the
most revealing and encouraging things
I have seen in my eight years of safety
work; and, Mr. Chairman, it revealed
to me the possibilities there are in this
safety movement when the head of every
department puts his shoulder to the
wheel in earnest and gets h's workers
with him.
;

—

Better Shipments. Freight conditions
at Buffalo have improved in the last few
days.
The Pennsylvania Railroad are
undertaking to relieve the congestion of
cars in its yards at Buffalo to provide a
freer movement of coal.
About 150
trainmen were brought into BnCalo from
other points and are working in the
y.nrds.
Coal shipments were reported to
he coming into Ontario in fairly regular
On one
•I'uantities by the Grand Trunk.
day 159 cars of soft coal and 108 cars of
hard coal were brought into Toronto.

(V\ X A n
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CARE OF PATTERNS
treatment

patterns

is

far

considering:

be,

that are

usually

from
the

expended

accorded

what it
time and

on

them.

to

should

money
In

re-

some of the larger engineering works have paid particular atyears

cent

tention to this department, but with the
exception of these the methods usually
adopted are very haphazard, so says the
author in "Mechanical World." Possibly
the explanation for this state of affairs
is to be found in the fact that patterns,
like drawings, are considered a necessary evil, and only a means to an end,
and so expenses in connection with same
are cut down to a minimum.
The time
and money that are wasted, and the annoyance that is caused, due to the bad
handling and misplacement of patterns,

have caused

many

a

manager

to think

With the large works, where
an elaborate system is in operation and
a man has control of the patterns both
in and out of the stores, we need not
But, obviously, when such a sysdeal.
furiously.

.

in vogue successfully in a large
works, one can reasonably expect a less

tem

K() r X

A X

1)

K V

M A N

to keep up with the reciuirements,
one can readily understand the irritation
and delay which are caused by an incomplete or a dilapidated pattern beThe proper provisions
ing despatched.
for storing the patterns systematically

try

By H. Bentley
The

1

is

elaborate system to work .satisfactorily
in the smaller shop. The works which allows its patterns to be huddled together,
large and small, cannot loal' e the wastage of time caused by this lack of system.
If once the care and storage of
the patterns were allocated to some responsible person,
saving effected
the
would many times outweigh the extra
cost involved.

Where the foundry is integral with
the engineering works the consequences
are perhaps not so serious as in the case
of general iron foundries.
At the present time, when castings are so difficult
to obtain and patterns are being duplicated and sent all over the country to

are, of course, just

foundry as
practice

foundry

in

the

as essential

works.

in

the

The usual

to maintain patterns at the
that are in constant use, while
is

those that are only used occasionally
may be returned to the works. It appears rather strange that many firms
with excellent stores for finished parts
consign their patterns to any dark old
corner in the works.
Proper care and
attention to the patterns mean better
and ouicker work in the foundry, for
dilapidated patterns usually produce unsatisfactory castings.

An

Essential

One of the first essentials to a satisfactory system is, of course, a proper record of all patterns, and for this purpose
a record book should be kept, with full
particulars as to loose bosses, coreboxes.
etc.
This book should be divided into
sections for the different types of machines that are manufactured, and some
system of numbering adopted which allows of easy reference by person, telephone, or letter. The writer prefers the
method which adopts an initial letter for
the tyre of machine say, A for lathe.
B for drilling machine, C for planing machine and where various sizes of these
machines are built a figure should precede the letter say, lA for 6 in. centre
lathe, 2A for 7 in., 3A for 8 in. centre
lathe, etc., and simliarly with the other
tvpes of machines.
The arrangement
allows the type and size of machine to
b? quickly determined.
Further, the
separate patterns for each machine
should have an individual number, which
should follow the letter, and as far as
possible the similar part in each machine

—

—

—

^Ji);).;

should have the same number. For example, for 8 in. lathe parts the following
system may be followed: Bed, Al, gappiece, 3A2; large cabinet, 3A3; small
cabinet. 3A4^

Brass figures can be obtained which
can readily be fastened to the patterns,
and each loose boss and corebox should
have the numbers imprinted by metal
letters and figures in an unmistakable
manner. If proper supervision is made
of the numbering, no difficulty, should b^
found in allocating the proper pattferii\
with bosses and coreboxes. The patterJi^
maker usually marks both loose pieces
and coreboxes in such a way that no
mistake will occur in fixing either the
loose pieces or arranging the cores.

^

In addition to the proper identifying
of the patterns, a simple plan of storing

necessary unless considerable time is
wasted sorting through a mass of
The writer is familiar with
patterns.
stores where provision is made for both
the patterns that are in regular use as
well as those which have been discarded,
due to improved design, but which have
to be occasionally utilized on account of
renewals and breakdowns. The arrangement in each case is identical, the stores
being divided into the two sections
out-of-date patteicns.
up-to-date
and
These sections are subdivided for the
Each subvarious types of machines.
division has the patterns arranged on
the general principle of large patterns
on the floor, medium-sized patterns on
shelving, and the smallest patterns in
lockers. This arrangement allows ready
is

to be

access to any of the patterns, and between the two main sections sufficient
floor space is provided for the fitting
together and laying out of any patterns
prior to their being sent to the foundry.
Similarly, sufficient space is provided
to allow for the withdrawal of arty pattern without upsetting the others. Pattern numbers should not be transferred
from a discarded pattern to a new one,
New patterns
or trouble will result.

should have

new numbers.

Considerable Saving

The system is equally good for works
or the foundry, and if the issue and care
of the patterns are placed in the hands
of a responsible person the consequent
smooth working which is bound to
low will mean considerable saving

fol-

a
year's time. If the pattern store is placed in the hands of a person whose only
knowledge of them is that they are of
Imwood, then failure will result.
mediate attention and overhaul of incoming and outgoing patterns are essential so that errors and omissions may
in

be quickly rectified.

This arrangement is probably as
simple as possible, and for this reason
is to be recommended in preference to
some of the more elaborate arrangements, which, while answering quite well
in a large works, are too expensive to
Printed
uphold in the smaller works.
sheets, with list of parts suitably arranged, facilitate the checking of pat'

KIG. .^-THIS

ADJUSTABLE STAND HAS PROVED ITSELF TO BE

O?'

PARTICULAR VALUE.

terns in and out.
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Evolution of the Electric Brass Furnace
Electric Crucible Furnaces and Overhead Resister Furnaces Are
Discussed in This Interesting Paper which Was Presented Before

the American Electrochemical.
By H. M.

AN

furnace classification

electric

is

based, as a rule, on the difference
of method utilised for the application of heat to the material under treatment. In this case the species are three:
The induction or Jirect resistance furnace, in which heat is generated in
the metal itself by virtue of its own
resistance to the passage
of
an
electric current.

The arc furnace,

in which heat is generated between an electrode and the
metal, or between independent electrodes, and transferred to the metal
by conduction or radiation, direct or

indirect.

The

indirect

resistance

furnace,
in
transferred from an incandescent resistor to the metal by
conduction or radiation, somewhat as
in the arc furnace.
All of the electric furnaces so far proposed for melting brass naturally fall in
one of these classes, or a combination of
some two of them.
In the beginning the would-be inventor
of an electric brass-melting furnace
was
obsessed by the idea that such a furnace
should bear a close resemblance to the
combustion furnaces then in use for that
purpose. In the electric crucible furnace
as in the fuel-fired crucible furnace, the
heat must, in general, be generated at
some point outside the crucible and transmitted to the metal through its walls.
A favorite suggestion was to surround the

which heat

is

ST.

JOHN

commercially successful.
Its maintenance cost, both for
carbon electrical
parts and refractories, was
a serious
handicap, but more serious still was the
fact that its thermal efficiency was inherently and irremediably low.
The latest proposal to melt brass in an
electric crucible is one which has recently
been very thoroughly described and discussed, in which the metal within the
crucible is heated by a high-tension, highfrequency induction or eddy current. The
walls of the crucible itself are electriconducting and serve to heat its
contents during the period
while
the
metal is still solid and in pieces not in
good electrical contact with each other.
Most of the disadvantages already described as characteristic of the crucible
cally

furnace have been overcome in this design. This new type has, however, so far
been built in sizes more suitable for the
laboratory than the foundry.
The low thermal efficiency of crucible
furnaces heated from without naturally
suggested the possibility of utilizing the
walls of the crucible itself as a resistor.
This principle was tried out quite thoroughly rather early in the development
of electric furnaces for melting brass. In
one type the crucible was built of a special mixture with suitable electrical conductivity, but no attempt was made to
insulate the walls of the crucible from the
metal which it contained.
In another
design this feature was taken care of

crucible with an electric resistor of granular nature, which was heated to incandescence by the passage through it of a
suitable electric current.
Most of these fundamental difficulties
were obviated by using a resistor which
surrounde<I the crumble but did not come
in contact with it.
In this way the heat
generated in the resistor was first transmitted to the crucible by radiation, and,
finally, by conduction through the walls
of the crucible to the metal.
To the writer's knowledge, the only
furnace of this type which was ever operated vdth any degree of technical success was equipped with wall resistors of
thin carbon slabs, provided with means
of variably adjusting the contact pressure
between the slabs.
The generation of
heat in this furnace depended, not on the
resistance of the carbon itself, but in the
contact resistance between
the
slabs
which could be varied at will in such a
way as to provide an excellent means
of controlling the current and voltage,
and thus the rate of power input. De-

two; the development of a resistor which
would stand up continuously under the
required conditions without an excessive

spite its good qualities, it was soon apparent that this furnace could never be

some

by means of

special

insulating lining

separating the conducting walls from the
metal. It proved almost impossible, however, to maintain this insulating layer,
and short circuits invariably resulted.

Overhead Resistor Furnaces

Not

all,

even of the early experimen-

ters, limited their attention to the cruci-

The advanages of a larger
furnace capacity and the elimination" of

ble furnace.

were sufficiently obvious, and
had already resulted in a considerable use
of various types of direct-flame oil and
gas furnaces. The earliest attempts to
crucibles

melt brass electrically in a furnace of
sort made use of an incandescent
resistor supported above the bath and radiating heat directly to the metal. This
construction, applied to an open-hearth
furnace of small capacity, gave
rapid
melting and a fairly high thermal effithis

ciency.

The

maintenance
reliable

principal

cost,

difficulties

were

and the invention of

method for supporting the

resistor in the desired position over the
bath.
Neither of these basic problems
has ever been adequately solved.

The difficulties which interfere with the
use of an overhead resistor are partially
avoided if the resistor is located above the
bath, but at either side or surrounding
the central portion of the melting chamber. One well-known type of furnace now
in commercial use employs this principle,
utilizing for the purpose a granular resistor contained in a nearly circular refractory trough. This trough is exposed
to very severe usage, since the resistor
temperature must be much above that of
the molten metal. The roof also is at a
temperature considerably in excess of
that of the metal, and must be highly refractory. Another type of furnace which
is in somewhat limited commercial use
employs a combination of granular resistor and smothered arcs at either end of
the melting chamber. In this type also
most of the heat must first be radiated
to the roof and the.n to the metal.
A high thermal efficiency was early recognized by investigators in this field as
an absolutely essential qualification for
the permanently successful electric brassmelting furnace. It semed obvious that
if some practical method could be devised for generating- heat in the metal
itself, conditions most favourable for a
high efficiency would be produced. The
celebrated pinch-effect phenomenon is too
well known and has been too often disThe
cussed to require definition here.
pinch-effect can be utilised to increase
substantially the electrical resistance of
molten brass through which a heavy
This was
electric current is flowing.
done with considerable success in designing the first practical direct-resistance
furnace for brass. It has recently been
proposed to change the construction of
this furnace in such a way as to eliminate the massive metallic electrodes.
The elimination of electrodes from the
design of the direct-resistance furnace
was evidently of the highest importance.
This was done in a
somewhat later
type of furnace by constructing it as a
vertical-ring induction furnace with the
resistor channels jointed at the bottom
to form a complete circuit for the passage
of electric current.
The limitations of
the vertical-ring induction furnace are
due, first of all, to the fact that it is an
induction furnace, and, as such, cannot
be constructed in large sizes without introducing electrical disadvantages such
as low power factor
Furnaces of the Arc Type
The widespread success ^f the arc

fur-

SL'piember,

('

lt>"20

naces in the melting of steel was not
overlooked by those more particularly inMany
terested in the brass industry.
attempts were made to apply both direct
and indirect arc furnaces directly to the
melting of brass, without changing the
design which had been found most suitThese attempts
able for steel melting.
were pretty uniformly unsuccessful, because copper and its alloys particularly
suffered under the
the high-zinc alloys
direct application of such a high temperature heat source as the electric arc.

—

—

A great deal of study was devoted to
the discovery of some
method which
would make possible the utilisation of
good features of the electric arc for
brass melting.
The direct type of arc
furnace was evidently out of the question.
In the indirect arc furnace, overheating
;

was

less

that

if

localised.
It seemed probable
the metal could be stirred with
sufficient vigour, the entire bath could be
maintained at a uniform temperature,

and tendency toward local overheating
could be entirely neutralised.
It
was
found by experiment that rocking the
furnace mechanically, at the rate of approximately two oscillations per minute,
resulted in a degree of agitation ample
to maintain complete uniformity of temperature throughout the molten bath, and
that the obvious advantages of the arc
furnace could be utilised in this way
without the slightest injury to the metal,
even in the case of alloys containing 40%
or more of zinc.
The so-called rocking electric furnace

from this development and is
wide commercial use at the present
time for melting all classes of copper
alloys, as well as copper itself. As in the
induction furnace, the vigorous stirring
of the metal results in a uniformity of
temperature and of composition throughout the alloy, a feature which is of particular importance in the melting of high-

resulted
in

lead alloys.

The pronounced success of the rocking
type of arc furnace has prompted many
suggestions for modified designs, similar
to it in principle but differing from it
in details of construction.
For example,
it has been proposed to rotate the furnace
body insteacf of merely oscillating it.
The evolution of the electric brass furnace has now proceeded to such a point
that fun-damental improvements in design are henceforth likely to be rather
slow to materialise.
There
will,
of
course, be constant progress in the development of refinements in mechanical

and electrical design, calculated to make
the furnaces more reliable, more durable,
and more nearly foolproof than they are
at present.

This brings us to a brief consideration
of what the brass-foundryman can expect and ought to realise from the use
of electric furnaces.

The

first

and probably the most im-

portant point

the saving of metal

is

commonly wasted during the
process

—which

possible.

If

melting
melting makes
charge to be melted

electric

the

ANA
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consists of new metal or clean scrap, the
and
melting
net metallic loss during
pouring from the furnace should not exceed 1 per cent, for yellow brass and
With clean
0.5 per cent, with red brass.
yellow brass, containing 40 per cent, of
zinc, losses as low as 0.75 to 0.85 per cent,
have been expei'ienced as an average for
a considerable tonnage of metal melted.

In melting a scrap charge containing
a high percentage of non-metallic, such as
oily borings, chips, grindings, etc., the
net loss should not exceed 2 per cent.
It is also true that the furnace which
melts without agitation is not particularly well suited for melting a charge which
contains a high percentage of finely
divided, dirty scrap, while these can be
handled without difficulty in either induction or rocking arc furnaces. Brass melted in the electric furnace is practically
free from metallic-oxide drosses and has
no opportunity to pick up sulphur or
other contamination from combustion
gases.

The consumption of electricity energy
under average conditions of 8 to 10-hour
operation is as low as 240 kw.-hours per
net ton for yellow brass, and 275 kw.hours per ton for red brass, in the induction or arc furnaces. In 24-hour operation figures as low as 200 kw.-hours per
Less
ton or less have been obtained.
efficient furnace types use from 400 to
500 kw.-hours per ton, depending upon
conditions.
Flexibility, which in this case may be
defined as the suitability of a furnace

for radical changes in operating conditions or for an abrupt change in the composition of the alloy to be melted, is a
marked characteristic of the resistance
and rocking arc furnaces, which is notably lacking in the induction furnace.
The net melting cost, considering all
factoi*s which should properly be considered under this head,
is
naturally
lower in those furnace types which melt
the metal most rapidly and efficiently,
since their use of electric energy is more
economical and their higher rate of production reduces the fixed charges per
ton of metal melted. In many cases the
cost of electric melting is not more than
half the cost of melting the same alloy
Even in the less
in combustion furnaces.
efficient furnace type, electric melting is
usually
less
costly
than
the
older

methods.

arived in a most convincing
fashion, as is evidenced by its rapid adoption by the larger and more progressive
rolling mills,
foundries, and manufacturing establishments which use brass in
large quantities.

has

ADJUSTABLE TAPER GAGE
The Knauel Tool Works

of

Rock

Is-

have brought out an adjustable
gage that may be quickly set to any desired taper and locked in position. These
gages are only made in the open size
will cover a wide range of taper
but
work.
land,

111.,

GRAPHITE IN CANADA

A

report on graphite, just published

by the Mines Branch of the Department
of Mines, contains a wealth of information

on the subject of

this

interesting

The report is
and important mineral.
written by Mr. H. S. Spence, mining engineer of the department, and treats of
properties, occurrence, distribution,
mining, and uses of graphite in a most

the

comprehensive manner. Interesting information is given on the present status
of the graphite industry in Canada, and
on the outlook for the industry as it is
likely to be affected

by foreign competi-

tion.

points out that Canada
The report
possesses deposits of flake graphite superior in richness and quality of flake to
any on the American continent. What is
probably the largest and richest deposit
of flake graphite known in the world occurs in Ontario, and is worked by the
Black Donald Graphite Company of CalaDifficulties of concentrating and
bogie.
refining the graphite, however. Have long
hampered operators and have mitigated
against the establishment of a flourishing industry. Quite recently these difficulties have been overcome by the erjiployment of the oil-flotation system of
ore concentration, which yields far better results than were obtainable by the
old methods, both in the richness in carbon of the concentrates made and in the
amount of graphite recoverable from the

Several Canadian mills
treated.
have now been equipped with the above
flotation process and are producing reore

if not superior, to
the best graphite on the market.
Crucibles used in the melting of ste-^i
and alloys consume a large proportion
of the graphite produced, and other imin lubricants, paints,
portant uses are
foundry facing, pencils, stove polishes,

fined graphite equal,

dry batteries, dynamo and motor commutator brushes, electrodes, and boiler
In all, about 50 difscale preventives.
ferent uses of graphite are listed in the
report, which, in addition, gives much
interesting information on the methods
of manufacture of a number of the more
The reimportant graphite pro^incts.

port consists of about 200 paees, and is
profusely illustrated with photographs,
draw'n"-5. and maps. Conies mav be obtained bv application to the Director,
Minps Branch, DepaHm^nt of Mines, Ot-

tawa.

Electric brass melting can no longer
properly be called "the coming thing."
It

•i.H

SMOTHER THE FIRE
Ammonia generates a heavy vapor
that tends to seek the floor. In case of
a gasoline fire this vapor settles on the
flames, keeping off the air and smothering the fire. A good-sized bottle of
ammonia hung from the roof of the
but strong
private garage by a light
string makes no mean fire extinguisher.
The principle is that the flames burn
fall
and
the string, letting the bottle
break on the cement floor, when the ammonia vapor spreads and tends to
smother or at least check the fire.
CAL.

FORD OWNER.
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Vohi me XI.

Extending Canada's Trade to Every Harbor
Development of Canadian Marine

is

Proceeding on a Profitable

Basis— Ships Are Now Sailing from Canada to Many PointsEquipment and Service of a Very High Order.

ALTHOUGH
the

Canada has come inta
world view in maritime matters of recent years, many of her
people, far removed from the sea board,
are but dimly aware of her position in
this respect.
As a means of putting
first hand information on the activities
of the Government marine before these
people, a party of press representatives
from Toronto, Hamilton, Ottawa, London, Quebec, and Montreal were entertained to luncheon on board the "Canadian Victor," the latest acquisition to
the fleet.
The party travelled over
Government-owned lines from their respective tovims to Montreal, where the
vessel was loading for Liverpool at Pier
12, Montreal.
The Toronto and Hamilton repre.sen^^atives travelled via Napaneo. Smiths Falls and Ottawa over the
C.P.R., transferring to the Grand Trunk
at-,0ttawa for the remainder of the journey to Montreal. The trip to Ottawa
was made by daylight, and the scenic
beauties of the route were much enjoyed
by the newspaper men.
The portion of
the route through the Rideau chain of
lakes is especially beautiful, and the excellence of the road bed contributed materially to the pleasure of the trip. The
train at time? made considerably over
60 miles an hour, and there was no evidence of the usual bumping and swinging which so often accompanies railroad
travelling on the roads of this country.

served to remind one that this was no
pleasure ship, but a busy commerce carrier, carrying Canada's goods and Canada's flag to the far confines of the

Empire.
Mr. R. B. Teakle, in a post-prandial
speech, gave a highly interesting and
closeup view of the attainments of the
C.G.M.M. from its
inception
to
the
present day, and the achievements that
are
aimed
at for the future.
Mr.
Teakle's speech impressed one as that of
a man who knew his subject thoroughly
and was imbaed with a very warm enthusiasm for the project he had under
his charge.
In fact, every official of
the C.G.M.M. one meets seems to be infected with this same spirit.
Started After the

War

Mr. Teakle spoke of the inception of
the fleet, which was really started in

when

all

are delivered will virtually gir-

dle the earth, services being established

every part of the world. Close by
"Canadian
Victor" the "Canadian
Pioneer" was loading for Bombay, Calcutta and Kurrachee, while from
the
to

the

Columbia coast the "Canadian
Importer" and "Canadian Exporter" had
inaugurated a service to Australia and
New Zealand, Hong Kong, Shanghai and
Japan, and the Dutch East Indies will
have services and the Canadian vessels
from the Pacific coast will meet in far
Eastern ports with
Canadian vessels
from the Atlantic coast, thus forming
British

virtually a girdle of the globe.

Training Canadian Officers
Not only were these vessels Canadian
built, but they were 80 per cent. Canadian manned.
In order
provide
to
future officers from the youth of Canada

Montreal was reached about 11 p.m.

Luncheon on Board
Luncheon en board the "Canadian
Victor" was set for 1.30 p.m. on Tuesday, August 21st, and at that hour a
deeply
interested
company gathered
around the table in the smoke room.
Yes, the "Canadian Victor" has a smoke
room in her accommodation, which is far
in advance of that on any cargo steamer
the vn-iter ha*; so far run across. The
head of the table was taken by Captain
Coffin, master of the vessel, while facing
him at the other end was Mr. R. B.
Teakle, manager of the Canadian Government Merchant Marine, who had on his
right Mr. M. P. Fennell, secretary of
the Montreal Harbor Commission
and
on his left Capt. S. E. Tedford, marine
superintendent of the C.G.M.M.
Be
sides the representatives of the press,
there were present Captain
Bourassa,
Harbor Master of Montreal, Captain
Bales, Port Warden of Montreal, Mr. H.
Milburn, assistant manager of the C.G.M.
M., Mr. H. J. Whiteside, publicity agent
of the C.N.R.. and Mr. Walter Thompson, publicity agent of the G.T.R.
During the luncheon, the subdued clatter of
the winches lapidly lowering the cargo
into the holds formed a bass accompaniment to the hum of conversation and

ONE OF THE CANADIAN xMARINE VESSELS
to keep the shipyards, then conImperial
Munitions
concluding
their
Board contracts, employed for a further
period.
The world shortage of shipping
induced the Government to increase their
of
earlier orders, and then the vision
what such a fleet might mean to Canada
decided them to bring the fleet up to its
dimensions.
The "Canadian
present
Victor" was the 38th ship to be delivered, and brought the total tonnage now
in commission up to 203,000 tons. There
were 28 more steamers to be delivered,
which would make a total of 400,000
tons dead weight and a fleet of 66 steamers.
A fleet of this size was a very respectable one for any company to own.
ordei'

first vessel to sail was the "Canadian Voyageur," a product of the same
firm that had built the "Canadian VicAt the
tor," the Canadian-Vickers, Ltd.
end of 1919, the total tonnage in comtons.
The fleet
mission was 93,900

The

every steamer carried tw(f apprentices,
selected from various towns in Canada.
Mr. Teakle was one of the originators
of the Navy League and thiough thir
organization raany of the boys were supThese apprentices, aft<Jr fou
plied.
years' service, would be eligib\e to si
for examination as junior officers, an
then climb up the ladder in the usu;,l
highest
the
way, until they attained
The "Canaposition attainable at sea.
dian Victor" was the first of the Government vessels to be fitted with a cold
future
storage hold, and some of the
vessels would probably be equipped with
Speaking of the organization,
oil fuel.
of the fleets, Mr. Teakle mentioned that
they had as Australian manager, Mr.
Geo. E. Bunting, a Canadian of long
experience and training in the shipping
London, England
in
business, while
they were represented by Mr. Wm. PhilThe ships we.'
lips, also a Canadian.
1

CA N A
in exactly the same manner as the
large English companies ran their ships
In fact in some ways they were run better, and he instanced cases where Canaships
were turned
dian Government
round in four or five days, while old
country ships in the same ports took ten
They handled in the port
or fourteen.

run

of Montreal as many as six or seven
ships a week, and they came and went
quietly with no fuss, but with full holds.
So far the ships had been run at a hand-

some profit. It had been said, and there
was some truth in it, that even if the
vessels were rur at a loss they would bo
of value to the country.
However, that
was not the view that he and his assistants took of it, and they were running
them as a business organization, to make
a profit for the owners, who were the
people of Canada.

At the conclusion of his speech, Mr.
Teakle was thanked very heartily, amJ
congratulated on his clear exposition of
the purpose of the C.G.M.M.

The "Canadian Victor"
Following

I)

commodation under the poop

is spacious
and considerably better than used to be
provided for third class passengers up
lill quite recently.
The poop deck itself is long and spacious and makes an

promenade deck.

for handling cargo are
very good, there being four winches at
each hatch, besides one on the poop, and
the anchor windlass on
the
fo'c's'le
head.
The steering engine is located in
the poop, and is operated by telemotor
gear from the wheel-house on the bridge.
Hand gear is fitted in case of emergency and a powerful brake is fitted
that can hold the rudder stationary in
case of a breakdown of any part of the
facilities

gear.

The vessel's leading dimensions are:
400 feet long by 52 feet beam and 32
feet deep, while her deadweight tonnage
8.432.
She has triple expansion engines, with the contraflo type condenser,
the air pump and bilge
pumps only

is

being operated off the h.p. cylinder. A
winch condenser is fitted for port use.
The main fend pumps are independent,
made by the well known G. & J. Weir,
of Glasgow.

pump.

r N D
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there is no line of ships that can show
better operation than the C.G.M.M.
He
wants the funnel of the line to carry a
maple leaf to distinguish them, and let
everyone who sees them know that there
is a Canadian ship.
He rightly contends that there is no better advertisement for Canada than a Canadian ship
in every port of the world.

Mr. Teakle's

speech, the
of inspection of the vessel, and the various
features pointed out by the officers in
charge.
As before mentioned, the accommodation for all hands is very much
above the average to be found in a cargo
steamer, and there is in addition accommodation for eight passengers, should
there be need at any time to carry someone from port to port.
The men's ac-

The
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Canadian-made Goods
Going through the sheds afterwards
under the guidance of Capt. Tedford, it
was highly impressive to observe Canadian-made autos in huge crates consigned to India, and even Ai-abia.
Those
w-ero part of the cargo of the "Canadian
Pioneer," whif"h was loading for these
ports.
At another shed was observed
the "Canadian Observer," loading for
Newfoundland and Gulf ports, while at
another wharf the Canadian Government
steamers have been the means of bringing 8,000 tons of Cuban sugar to Montreal, which otherwise would have been
difficult to get.
Captain Tedford becomes enthusiastic when speaking of the
steamers of the fleet and claims that

A

company were taken on a tour

excellent

1

Theie

is

also a

The circulating pump

Lamont

of the
centrifugal type.
There are three boilers of the Scotch marine type, with three
furnaces in each, operated
under the

Howden system

is

Little

"Extra"

Work

Despite the work of looking after a
fleet, Captain Tedford is ready for any
special duty that comes along.
Quite as
a matter of course he mentioned that he
had lately returned from a little salvage
operation on the coast of the St. Lawrence.
The steamer J. E. McKee went
ashore on the rocks at the mouth of the
Saguenay River in a thick fog, and at
high tide. A vessel going ashore
at
this place under these conditions usually stays there, and most people thought
that the McKee would.
However, Captain Tedford thought she could be salved
and proceeded to salve her.
They left
Quebec for tht scene of the wreck in the
afternoon and arrived at 2 o'clock the
following afternoon, which was a SaturAt 2 o'clock Sunday the vessel
day.
was afloat, after a portion of her cargo
Her propeller
had been discharged.
was gone and her rudder badly damaged
but she was towed into Quebec three
days after the expedition started. This
was a highly successful and expeditious
salvage feat, for which Capt. Tedford
canu in for many congratulations.
Canada possesses an organization in
her merchant fleet which is a distinct
asset to the country. It is carrying her
which have hardly
flag to countries
heard of her, and incidentally opening
up trade routes for her manufacturers.

The company, for

it

is

a company, is to

be congratulated on the men it has secured to organize and operate the fleet.
The fleet is Canadian-built and 80 per
May it soon
cent. Canadian manned.
be 100 per cent. Canadian and 100 per
cent, successful.

Mr. H. J. Whiteside, of the Canadian
National Rys., and Mr. Walter Thomp-

Mr.
of forced draught.
McGregor, the chief engineer, had two
vessels blown up under him during the
war, but looks none the worse for his

son, of the Grand Trunk Ry., were responsible for the guidance and comfort
of The party, and were tireless in their
well
being of their
efforts for the

unpleasant experiences.

guests.
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DEFECTIVE ALUMINUM ALLOY
CASTINGS
Ten per cent, of the light aluminum
alloy castings made in the United States
1919 were defective, according to a
report which has been compiled by the
Bureau of Mines.
The monetary loss
caused by scrapping the defective castings is estimated by the bureau at $1,The total castings recorded
125,000.
in the statistics of the bureau is 90,000,000 lb., and its experts have figured that
it cost 12V2C per lb. to scrap the castings which were not usable.
"The investigation made by the bureau," says
the report, "warrants the advice that
this loss could be reduced by 50 per
in

an approximate saving of about
The highest average losses
found by the bureau were in the manufacture
of
automotive castings, with
vacuum cleaner parts second, and cook-

cent, at

.$(300,000.

ing utensils third.

"About 97 per cent, of the output of
sand castings," continues the report, "is
poured from an alloy containing about
92 per cent, aluminum and 8 per cent,
copper, known in the trade as No. 12
alloy.
The rest of the output is cast
from various alloys including different
kinds of binary aluminum-copper alloys,
aluminum, magnesium alloys, and aluminum-zinc alloys and ternary aluminumcopper-manganese alloys, and aluminum-copper-tin-alloys,
aluminum-copper-zinc alloys, and aluminum-manganese-zinc alloys.
Also some exceedingly
complex alloys are cast, but these make
a small percentage of the total output.
"In founding any kind of castings,"

says Robert J. Anderson, who compiled
the report, "even with the best practice,
scrap castings are produced because of
rejections for certain defects.
Casting
losses are a serious source of financial
loss in iron and steel foundry practice
as well as in brass and bronze, but they
are particularly serious in aluminumfoundry work because of the high value
of aluminum.
The indications are that
in many aluminum
foundries, in
the
United States, the casting losses are at
times high, and in some plants they are
entirely too high when compared with
average practice.
Of course defective
castings have a residual value for remelting, but if much machine work has
been done on a casting before it is
scrapped, the labor costs alone may exceed the cost of the metal and even that
of the rou^h casting.

"During the war, losses in the producof light aluminum-alloy sand cast-

tion

ings

for

the

Liberty,

Hispano-Suiza,

and other aircraft engines were
uniformly high,
particularly
in
the
founding of crankcases and oil
pans.
The chemical and physical requirements
for
aluminum-alloy aircraft castings
were not difficult to meet, but the rigid
inspection
and salvage specifications
caused losses which were much higher

Curtiss,

than those usually experienced in
the
manufacture of commercial automotive
castings.
Rejections of crankaases and

C A N A
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pans for the Liberty motor were as
high as 50 per cent, in some large foundries, with an indicated average casting
loss of about 30 per cent, for all plants.
oil

"In the production of light aluminum
alloy castings to meet the rigid specifications, higher losses must be expected than where no specifications, or only
Some of the
lax ones, are in force.

with the manufacture of aircraft castings during the
war arose from labour troubles, lack of
competent molders, lax supervision, and
the general stress of the times, but many

difficulties in connection

of the defects in rejected castings were
traced to avoidable causes which in turn
were the result of inadequate supervision."— O.F.S.

FOUNDRY

VS.

MACHINE SHOP

made for a wide
Machine tools
variety of uses under a variety of conditions. The crane, for instance, is made
where
for service in the engine room,
far reits operating conditions are as
moved from the ideal as is possible to
By way of contrast let
be conceived.
us consider the machine shop as opposare

ed 10 the foundry in the light of working
places in which tools are to operate.
The machine shop is arranged in orderly
manner, the grouping and spacing of
has received careful study.
machines
The routing of material is reduced to
an exact science. The morale of the
working force has been stimulated and
is kept at a high point by means of scheof
dules to be maintained and record
production to be pushed as high as possible.

step into what unhappily
true of the majority of foundries,
is
logical arrangement of the shop is lackIt
Working conditions are bad.
ing.

When we

It is alcither too hot or too cold.
dirty and always poorly lightThese conditions are naturally reed.
flected in the attitude of the men toward

1

)

1

A N

K
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UN DRY

MAN

The
vantage of as it might have been.
reasons underlying these conditions in
our foundries should interest us because
they are conditions confronting us every
day, crippling our efforts and retarding
production. It is the task of us in whose
hands the foundry industrial problems
are placed for solution to see that an active policy of increasing the mechanical
and human efficiency of our individual
shops is introduced and encouraged. In
ourthis way we shall benefit not only
as a result of collective efIncreased
fort, the nation as a whole.
efficiency, gained through an intelligent
application of the many forms of mealso
chanical equipment available will
selves but

reduce the amount of human energy I'equired to secure a largely increased production and the workman will be in betat
ter shape to enjoy life either while

their work.

The machine introduced in such
roundings is operating under a severe
to
handicap and cannot be expected
sur-

It is a well
show satisfactory results.
known fact that many foundrymen who

install molding machines in their plants
will employ only unskilled labor. These
in a foundry before and therefore can start in at once
and
to absorb the spirit of quantity

men have never worked

quality production without
to

undo their attitude
indifference forced

of

first

having

carelessness

upon them

by

and
In a great
unfortunate circumstances.
many cases no attempt is made to impress upon these men that the proper
care of the machinery intrusted to their
charge is just as important in the eyes

is

because such equipment

is

and rightly so, as a labor savmg
measure; in other words each piece of
machinery installed increases the productive power of the man who operates

classed,

it.

ed to

its fullest

utiliz-

capacity.

Dirt

and neglect are the two worst enemies
Foundry machines
of the machines.
get far more than their share of both
Of these two evils dirt
dirt and neglect.
is the worst because it is the cause of
carelessness and neglect. Dirt in itself
is

a very

will resist the

a well known fact that machines
foundry require more attention than
machines in an engine room if they are
It is

Anything which prevents the mechanproperly inical device from functioning

in a

the
to a greater extent with
sequence of operations and delays production in a greater corresponding degree than where no such system is pro-

to

terferes

vided.

THE FOUNDRY

IS

A POOR ENGINE-

ROOM

Shut your eyes and visualize the last
engine room which you have been in or
most
the one with which you are the
Every detail of the room has
familiar.
been decided upon with a view to obfor
taining the best working conditions
Foundations, the temperthe engine.
the
ature of the room, cleanliness of
give constant
air, all of these matters
in
indication that the machines located
care and
this room receive the best of
conThis impression is
attention!.

by the engineer, an expert in
always ready to administer to
the
the needs of his machines, and by
oiler, who constantly goes up and down
the room guarding the brightness of his
the
polished surfaces and looking for
firmed

his line,

in
the crane
conditions under which
The track supyour foundry operates.
ports were originally aligned, each one
Have
carrying its share of the load.
they been checked up within the last
The intense heat from a
few years.
large ladle is concentrated on it for a

is

maximum

this does not prevent breakdowns.

iately.

foundry

an older instituthe
tion than the machine shop and in
natural order of things, should be able
in proto show a greater improvement
There has been
cesses and methods.
more time for improvement but apparently the time has not been taken adtion.

as

have

some extent taken care of this difficulty by liberality in design, but even
to

every facility furnished should be

rebusiness proposition, it is well to
member that the primary motive for ina
mechanical equipment in
stalling

least sign of dirt or trouble.
by way of contrast visualize the

management
The foundry

Crane manufacturers

excessive.

With the increasing scarcity of
labor and an ever mounting demand for
foundry products it is essential to the
that
successful conduct of a business

work or away from it.
Apart altogether from humanitarian
a
as
motives and considered strictly

his

produc-

of the

short time and then removed only to be
The air
again
and again.
applied
around a foundry crane seems to have
for its chief function the carrying of
as large a quantity of dirt as possible.
The exposed, and frequently the unexposed, parts of a crane are covered with
dirt, making inspection difficult and wear

Hard steel
poor lubricant.
wear of sand for a short
time, but softer metals, such as those
bearings, pistons and
in shafts,
use
cylinders, will begin to wear as soon as
sand comes in contact with them. These
facts may be verified by inspection of
machines or by direct test. The illustration of the sand cutter shows it working under its normal condition, with the
surrounding air full of dirt and dust.
Particles of the sand heap are present
in the air all around the machine and
deposit a coating of dirt over the entire
If a dust storm should sudmachine.
denly introduce this same condition in
an engine room, no effort would be spared
of the machines immedclean all
to

is

ways too
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give

the

same

service.

why they
should not give equally satisfactory service if they receive an adequate amount
Owing to the fundamentof attention.
al difference in the operating conditions
of the two installations, and also to a
considerable extent to the training of
the class of operatives involved, it becomes correspondingly necessary on the
in charge of foundry
part
of those
equipment to exercise eternal vigilance,
and to lose no opportunity of impressing
on the men who are brought into direct
contact with the different pieces of machinery the necessity of keeping their
machines as clean as the exigencies of
the work will permit.
There

is

no valid reason

Mechanical equipment in the foundry
requires more regular and frequent inspection than any other form of mechanical appliance if it is expected to operate
and
at the highest point of efficiency
yield an adequate return on the investment.

REFRACTORY CEMENTS

Now

By W.

S.

Quigley,

New York

I have chosen for this brief
purposely selected to bring out
a point with reference to high temperature cements on which there is some misA refractory cement is
apprehension.
not of itself just a refractory but bears

The

paper

title

is

Se{Heinl)er,
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from the fact that it is used as
There is probably not a commodity used to-day by
manufacturers in general that is as little
its title

a binder for refractories.

understood or as much overrated as are
high temperature cements.
In foundry circles there has been a
great deal of educational work done during the past two or three years on the
use of refractory cements, and while
their successful application is well understood by many foundrymen there remains much information yet to be uncovered on the whole subject of their
many and varied uses. Their use sprang
up rapidly during the war owing to the
necessity for using a material for bonding refractories which, by increasing the
life of linings, would prevent shutdowns
and by the use of which repairs to furnaces could be quickly made.

Four Classes of Bonding Materials
Bonding materials may be divided into
four classes.
First we have fire clay, the primary
function of which is to compensate for
the inequalities of the bricks or shapes
as a pliable refractory filler, and with
which unduly thick joints generally are
made. It has not binding strength of
itself unless subjected to a vitrifying
temperature.
For the material itself
there is no definite recognized standard
or specification so that the user is dealing with a varying commodity. Furthermore, since heat is required for vitrification in order to obtain a bond, it is
obvious that only a surface bond is obtained, as the required heat for vitrification will not penetrate the entire thickness of the wall.
The result obtained
may be likened to a vitrified shell with a
weak structural backing. Furthermore,
the shrinking of the fire clay, due to its
own moisture and the combined water
used in mixing it, causes a separation
between the bricks or shapes in walls or
arches, which frequently results in bulging walls or collapse of the whole structure.

Secondly we have coarse grades
of
mixed materials or so-called cements
which also have no binding quality, depending upon heat or vitrification for a
bond.

Materials of this class must be

made to bind or fuse
the same temperature

at approximately
at which the fur-

naces are run, or no bond is effected, in
other words, a cement which is good for
a low temperature annealing furnace is
not good for a high temperature forging

furnace, or vice versa.
Such mixtures
are subject to the same surface bonding
result as fire clay.
Thirdly, some cements in order to hold
the component parts together depend

upon a fibrous structure which shrinks
and eventually loses its binding value as
soon as subiected to any considerable
degree of heat. Such cements must lose
their effectiveness as the temperature increases.

An

Ideal

Cement

Finally, to be universal in its application, a cement should air set and not de-

pend unon heat for creating the bond in
order to form a union throughout the
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structure.
It must be passed through a
very fine mesh sieve so as not to contain
coarse particles which would tend
to
create voids between the brick which it
is used to bind.
It should not shrink
when subjected to heat. It should be a
material which can be used as a binder
with crushed fire brick, old crucibles, fire
sand or fire clay, ganisters, and for making rammed-in ISnings, and doing repair
work, hot or cold. And, furthermore, its
composition should be such that it can
be used in neat form for making small
hot patches and repairs.

The principal essential of a refractory
cement is that it should have at various
temperatures the same co-officient of
expansion, as nearly as possible, as the
materials with which it is used for bonding.
Refractories themselves differ in
expansion co-efficient, as in the case of
fire-clay brick and silica brick, where the
former has 0.075-inch and the latter
0.175-inch per foot at 2,200 degs. Fahr.
Yet a cement with a co-efficient which
lies between these two could be advantageously used with both refractories.
The difference in the cost between fire
clay and
high temperature
cements
must be justified by the difference in the
results obtained.

WELDING CASTINGS OF DIFFERENT
METALS AND DIFFERENT
SECTIONS
By George
To be able

B. Malone,

Bayonne, N.J.

weld castings of different metals is one of the most important
acomplishments a foundryman can possess to-day.
A great many times it is
possible to salvage an expensive casting
by welding, which was unheard of a few
years ago. During the war period welding came into use more than ever before,
principally on account of the need for all
types and classes
of castings. Millions
of pounds of castings were salvaged in
this manner and were accepted by the
government officials as being perfect in
every particular. To illustrate this, in
one of the large industrial plants the
writer salvaged upwards of 2,000,000
pieces, the aggregate saving to the firm
being $13,000 per week. A large number of foundrymen
have yet to learn
that castings can be salvaged by welding instead of consigning them to the
scrap heap with resultant total loss.
to

A large pump concern with which the
writer is very familiar would not accept
the welding process until a few years
ago. Instead, when a pump cylinder was
slightly porous, they would send it out
and insist that it be brazed. If the brazing concern was lucky enough to save
this cylinder, it would be camouflaged
by painting, etc., and forwarded to the
customer.
While this practice is very
common, the writer wishes to say that
brazing should not be employed except
for minor repairs on castings.
In the
first place, upon microscopic examination, it will be noted that fine hair line
cracks are easily discernible.
All the
time and labor that was spent in preparing the casting for brazing will be lost
in a great many cases.

63
Welt, Don't Braze

The proper way

to prepare a cylinder
casting, particularly, is to preheat it and
then weld, not braze. In passing, in order to explain just what is meant by

preheating intelligently, I might say that
the temperature to which any
piece
should be preheated depends upon the
metal of which it is made, its shape, size
and the purpose of the preheating. To
illustrate the differences in preheating
temperatures, consider first a heavy piece
of cast iron the shape of which should
not produce any shrinkage strains when
cooling, and on the other hand a light,
complicated casting such as an automobile cylinder. In the first case it is
very evident that the purpose of preheating is largely to save gas and labor
and that the preheating can be carried
to as high a temperature as a cherry red
because there will be no danger from
distortion or cracking.
In the second
case the conditions are

entirely differ-

The preheating must not be carried to so high a degree as to warp the
cylinder and still it must be carried high
enough to permit contraction without
ent.

cracking when cooling.

In this case, of
of gas saved by preheating is very small. In the first case,
the temperature may vary from 1,200 to
1,500 degress Fahr., while in the second
case it should never exceed 800 degrees.
In other cases, where the style or type
of cylinder is quite simple, a low tempercourse, the

ature

amount

sufficient.
The writer would
that instruments be used to
measure the heat such as thermocouples.
In welding hollow castings that might
have small blow holes, such as water
backs, radiator castings, etc., great Care
must be taken. It is very important
that these castings should be preheated
first.
There are no special instructions
that can be given in these (!ases other
than that an intelligent welder use preis

suggest

caution.

Welding Large Steel Castings
Large steel castings may be welded;
where wear is not a factor without pre-^
heating, but it is preferable in all cases
particularly where iron or steel castingi^
lie in a damp place or where tl^ey are
subjected to inten.se cold, that they he
brought to the welding temperature
slowly.
The reason for this Is, as soon
as the welding torch is applied to a cold
casting the chances for crystallization
are good and not only will a poor weld
result but in a great many
cases thecasting will be rendered unfit for use.
The salvage of small castings by the
welding process is something that should
be considered more by the foundryman
than it is at the present time. It is a
well known fact that certain foundries
do figure a certain percentage of loss.
This loss can be reduced to a Minimum
by the welding process, if the writer's
advice is taken into consideration, and
large savings in money are assured to
the foundryman who will install welding
equipment. In the writer's onin-on, the
foundryman who has not as yet installed
a welding outfit is ?s far behind the
times as the printe'- -vho is using an old-

fashioned hand

pr'>ss.
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Welding Nonferrous Castings

I^ :the salvaging of brass and bronze
castings by welding great care must be
A^ ,an illustration of the
ex^rjcised,
.

.

c^re in welding brass and bronze
the fpllpwing,, incident, which took place
in ^ plafit where the writer was interested :ir^. the salvaging of castings for pistols to be used by the government in
trench warfare, may be cited. All of the
The
pistol .grips were made of bronze.
need, ipr the pistols at the time was
very ^reat. The maker was at his wit's
end to know how to reclaim castings
which were found to contain sand holes
when received. The writer was consulted and upon a visit to the plant he found
that the tool department, which had control of the welding outfits, was using
Tobin-bronze rod in trying to salvage
the pistol grips. When they were polished they showed a bright yellow, or in
some cases a gold streak where the grip
was welded. Of course the government
pass them, and
inspector would not
hundreds were rejected. The writer immediately straightened out this difficulty by analysis; that is, he secured from
a rolling mill a welding rod with a
higher copper content than that in the
metal constituting the grip casting itself, and after welding ten grips himself
he had them forwarded to the polishing
department and from there to the government inspector, who passed them
without comment. The writer wishes to
impress upon foundrymen at large that
when it is necessary to weld, first consider the casting to be welded and then
endeavor to secure a welding rod of an
analysis similar to the casting. You will
then find very little difficulty in salvaging castings and savine a great many
This is particularly true in
dollars.
welding brass or bronze castings which
may have to be polished and will show
a different color at the weld.

need

.of

Welding Monel Metal

A

great many foundrymen have experienced difficulty in welding MonelMonel-metal castings
metal castings.
are really not any harder to weld than
the ordinary iron castings if the proper
procedure is followed. The analysis of
Monel metal shows a large nickel ontent and a nickel casting cannot be weldOn account of
ed without preheating.
the combination of copper with the nickel
in Monel metal it is easy to see that both
must be broutrht to a rather hieh preheating temperature, say 1,600 degrees
attempted.
Fahr., before the weld is
After the casting is weldei it should be
brought again to approximately 1,500
degrees and placed in hydrated lime in
order to prevent any air getting access
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this same principle applies
it.
to practically every type of casting.
The average foundryman will tell you

velop alternative methods of producing
the parts they required. One large firm,
for example, was in urgent need of large

than when the weld was made the casting looked first rate, but ten minutes
afterward it was all cracked. The reason
for this is that proper care was not taken
with the casting after the weld was
made. The casting should have been allowed to cool slowly and hydrated lime
is the best substance that the writer is
castings
for cooling
acquainted with

pipes,

to

slowly.

and it set to work to build up
pipes of the required shape from steel
suitablytogether
plates by welding
Excellent results were
formed pieces.
obtained, even with complicated shapes,
the surface being as smooth as a fine
casting. The expense proved to be much
about tiie same as casting, but in the
case of special work the labor and matetial involved in making patterns (which
might never be used again) were .^aved.

A NEW FILLING METAL
There are frequent

calls

for a filling

material to repair cracks and small holes
in very light castings, which cannot well
be welded. Various methods have been
used for this purpose, but the latest is
in the nature of a metal having a very
low fusion point, and a comparatively
The new metal
high tensile strength.
The
is known by the name "Metaloid."
composition of the metal is a trade secret, but in appearance it is about the
color of solder, but is remarkably light in
weight, being of less specific gravity
than aluminum. In making a repair, the
casting is heated to a temperature of
200 degrees Fahrenheit, and the bar of
"Metaloid" is rubbed over the part to be
repaired. It adheres closely to the casting, and makes a strong and satisfactory
repair. The "Metaloid" requires no heating, and it also provides a guide to the
If
correct temperature of the casting.
the latter is too hot, the "Metaloid" will
give off a blue flame when applied to it.
If too cold, the "Metaloid" will not run
at all, while at the correct temperature
it flows quite readily with no sign of
burning.
Holes in castings have been
filled, and the casting afterwards subjected to 300 lbs. per square inch water
pressure,
the "Metaloid" showing
no
signs of leakage. The new metal has been
largly used in the repairing of crank
cases and radiators of automobiles, and
should be of great use in the general
engineering field. At the present time
it is being tested out by the engineering
department of a large Canadian sulphite
mill with a view to determine its acid

Bailey

& Bell Fire Brick Co.

Higli
Gra<le
and Importers of
Five
Urick.
Fire Clay ami General Supplies.
Special
Block. Stoker
Brick.
Shapes, Cupola
Holler Tiles. Stove and Quebec Heater Linings.

Manufacturers

Made
1347-49-51

in

Canada

Dufferin St.. Toronto.

Ptione Ken. 4335

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS
VYANTED— POSITION AS IRON FOUNDRY
foreman by practical foundryman with twenty
years' experience.
Graduate McLain's System of
cupola p'-actice and semi-steel.
Jobbing foundry
preferred.
Box 9220, Canadian Foundryman.
(cUf)

VX/ANTED— IMMEDIATELY. GOOD SALESMAN
to represent foundry company in Western Onmaking grey iron and semi-steel castings on
production basis.
Must be fully experienced in
foundry business and with good clientele.
Apply
stating age, terms and give references.
Box 920,

tario

Canadian

Foundryman.

resisting qualities.

"Metaloid" is handled in Canada by
Messrs. Kennedy &
Kennedy, Tyrrell
Building, King Street E., Toronto.

BETTER THAN CASTING
The good that comes out of evil is
illustrated by the fact that during the
recent moulders' strike in Grent Britain
firms, unable to obtain castings, were stimulated to de-

many enginecing

ai^®sz:(am;(Mffl8«a=

Trade Mark

Trade Mark

ANGULAR GRIT— THE
tihat

scifn^ific

MErAUio biasting abrasive
ANGULAR GRIT

reduces sand blast costs and conserves labor.
ONE TON of
as carloads of sand its sharp cutting points make it superior to

mmch work

;

all

will do as
other abrasives.

Write for samples.

PITTSBURGH CRUSHED STEEL

CO., Sole Manufacturers

PITTSBURGH,
Ree. U.S. Pat. Office

WILLIAMS

Pa., U.S.A., Established 1888
Canadian Representatives:
& WILSON, LTD.. Montreal. Canada.

Reg. U.S. Pal. Office

Soi>tt'inlier.
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HAMILTON
FOUNDRY FACINGS
Practically all the really high-grade Foundry Facings are made from Ceylon
Many manufacturers of Foundry Facings have found it impossible to secure this commodity and consequently many substitutes have been
placed on the market; these, however, have rendered very unsatisfactory

Plumbago.

results.

Hamilton Foundry Facings are manufactured from the pure Ceylon Plumbago
imported direct from Ceylon and ground in our own mills at Hamilton. This
and our direct from manufacturer to consumer policy enables us to offer to the
foundi-ymen of Canada the best Facings at the lowest price.

—

XXX Ceylon a pure Ceylon Plumbago Facing for use on the heaviest
green sand castings. Turns out a perfect casting with a clean, bright surface.
Our
Try

it.

Ceylon Plumbago No. 206 is a splendid lead for general machinery purposes.
Sold at manufacturer to consumer prices. We'll gladly furnish samples.

Protect Canadian Industry and your-

purchasing only Made-infoundry facings and supplies.
Every dollar you spend for
"Hamilton" products is a dollar
kept in Canada.
Immediate shipments on all orders. Send a trial
by

self

Canada

order.
vice

You'll find the quality, Ser-

and price

right.

GAMBITE
Has proved

itself superior to any liquid Core Binder on the market.
Gambite is a
purely Canadian product made from carefully selected Canadian spruce. Contains
52'; of soluble solids, is free from gas and can be used alone or in combination with
oil, flour, rosin or any dry compound.
Place a trial order with us now and let this
product speak for itself. Remember! When you order Hamilton Products there are
no long waits for shipments no duty to pay and no high exchange rates.

—

Our Lines Include
Plumbago Facings
Dry and Liquid
Compounds
Core

Oil,

Core

Supplies.

Gum

—

CLIMAX
CORE WASH
A

convince you of the superior merits of Climax
It remains in suspension, will not rub off, wash or
buckle, and it cleans easily. The materials from which Climax
Core Wash is made are selected for their high heat-resisting
qualities. When you make your cores from Climax Core Compound and wash them with Climax Core Wash you have cores
you can depend upon.
trial

will

Core Wash.

The Hamilton Facing

Mills Co.
LIMITED

HAMILTON, ONTARIO
1 1 1 1

H

1 1
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SELECTED MARKET QUOTATIONS
Being a record of prices current on raw and finished material entering
into the manufacture of mechanical and general engineering products
PIG IRON
$51.00
Gray forge, Pittsburgh
Lake Superior charcoal, Chicago.. 58.50

Malleable scrap
No. 1 mach. cast iron

Standard low phosphorus,

Car wheels

Phila... 65.00

51.50

Basic, Valley furnace

Mont.
59.00
57.00

Tor.
60.00
58.00

NEW METALS
Mont.

Lake copper

$25.00
24.50
24.00
72.00
12.00
11.50
14.50
34.00

Electro copper

Casting copper
Tin
Zinc

Lead
Antimony

Aluminum

Tor.
$24.00
24.00
24.00
65.00
12.00
11.00
14.00
35.00

OLD MATERIAL
[Dealers' average buying prices]
Tor.
Mont.
Copper, light
$15.00 $14.00
18.00
18.00
Copper, crucible
18.00
18.00
Copper, heavy
18.00
18.00
Copper, wire
17.00
16.00
No. 1 mach. comp
11.75
11.00
New brass cuttings
14.00
15.75
Red brass cuttings
9.00
9.50
Yellow brass cuttings ....
7.00
7.00
Light brass

Medium brass

8.00
6.50
7.50
4.50
19.00

Scrap zinc

Heavy
Tea

lead
lead

Aluminum

7.75
6.00
7.75
5.00

20.00

Per gross ton

Heavy melting

steel

Boiler plate

Axles (wrought iron)
Rails

20.00
15.50
30.00
23.00

18.00
15.00
28.00
22.00

BUSINESS GETTING DOWN TO NOR-

MAL
With the Exception

of

Car Shortage the

Pig Iron Business Has Assumed
a State Where Orders
Can be Filled

—

wrought
axles

Steel

Machine shop turnings

Canadian Foundry Pig
No. 1
No. 2

Pipe,

Toronto. The
scarcity
of
rolling
stock is still a drawback to tho trade,
but beyond this it is quite possible to get
prompt acceptance of pig iron orders
for immediate delivery, and with the new
rate allowed to the railroads the car
shortage should grow less acute. Labor
troubles are no longer a menace, but a
high rate of pay is still required to sustain life, and any reduction in this quarter is not probable in the near future.
But whether from the high rate of wages
or the increased rate of freight, or from
whatever cause, the price of pig iron has
taken a sharp advance and is now hoverinc arnnnd the $60 mark.
While the railroad rates will undoubtedly b*^ blamed for much of the
of
consensus
increase,
the
general
opinion is that if properly expended it
will more than justify itself in the increased efficiency of the service. With

Stove Plate
Cast borings

.

.

.

26.00
32.00
12.00
33.00
25.00
11.00
26.50
14.00

25.00
33.00
12.00

Polishing wheels, bull-neck
Emery in kegs, Turkish

21.00
11.00
25.00
14.00

Tripoli composition

boracic
hydrochloric

$

nitric

11

sulphuric

04

Ammonia, aqua

15
23
22
75
30
14
41
16

Ammonium, carbonate
Ammonium, chloride
Ammonium, hydrosulphuret
Ammonium, sulphate
Arsenic, white
Copper, carbonate, anhy
Copper, sulphate
Iron perchloride
Cobalt Sulphate
Lead acetate
Nickel, ammonium sulphate
Nickel carbonate
Nickel sulphate
Potassium Sulphide (substitute)
Silver ch'oride (per oz.)
Silver nitrate (per oz.)
Sodium bisulphate
Sodium carbonate crystals
Sodium cyanide, 127-130%
Sodium hyposulphite, per cwrt.
.

.

Sodium phosphate

62
20
30
20
32
22
.42

1.30
1.25
14

06
38

PLATING SUPPLIES
$4.60

proper transportation facilities and a
reasonably prompt response from
the
furnace men, the foundries are facing a
season of prosperity equal to any yet exexperienced.

The Coke Situation
The condition of the coke market has
not yet assumed quite as normal a state
as might be desired but is righting itself.
the
mines in the
Dissatisfaction at
United States makes stability impossible
and shipments unsatisfactory.

Business

On

in

promising, and foundrymen, while only ordering supplies in small lots, are installing
modern equipment and preparing to do
Imbusiness in a businesslike way.
provised and make-shift appliances are
no longer being tolerated. The foundry
been
business which for so long has
looked upon as a necessary nuisance in
connection with the plant, is now assuming its proper role and taking its proper
place

among

the

is

manufacturing indus-

tries of the country.

lb.

CORUNDUM

Grits, 6 to 70 inclusive
and finer
Grits,

$

MV2
06

COPPER PRODUCTS
Mont.
$42.50

Bars, V2 to 2-in

list vlus 10%
Plain sheets, 14-oz., 14x60
49.00
inch
Copoer sheet, tinned, 14x
52.00
60, 14-oz
Copper sheet, planished, 16
56.00
oz. base

Tor.
$43.00

Copper wire,

Braziers',

48.00
49.00
55.00

6x4

sheets,

in

48.00

base

46.00

LEAD SHEETS
Mont.
$11.50
Sheets, 3 lbs. sq. ft
Sheets, 31/2 lbs. sq. ft. ... 11.25
11.00
Sheets, 4 to 6 lbs. sq. ft.
Cut sheets, V2C lb. extra.
Cut sheets to size, Ic lb. extra.
.

.

Tor.
$14.50
14.00
13.50

SHEETS
Mont.
Sheets, black, No. 23 ....$12.00
9.50
Sheets, black. No. 10
Can. plates, dull, 53 sheets 13.00
14.00
Can. plates, all bright
Queen's Head, 28 B.W.G.. 13.50
Fleur-de-Lis, 28 B.W.G... 13.00
16.50
Znc sheets
.

.

.

Tor.
$12.10
9.60
13.00
14.00

20.00

The American Markets

From Pittsburgh

the report comes
that shipments as well as production of
pig iron increased in August as compared
with July and the increase in merchant
output was particularly sharp, being 6.7
The August rate of output
per cent.
was barely a shade under the rate last
March, and otherwise was easily the
heaviest rate shown by the merchant
furnaces in a year and a half.

Insanity to Cover

General

the whole the situation

ARTIFICIAL

8.00
15

Tin Chloride
80
Zinc Chloride C.P
30
Zinc sulphate
10
PricLi per lb. unless otherwise stated.

Polishing wheels, felt

glue

Crocus composition
Emery composition
Rouge, silver
Rouge, powder, nickel
Prices per

.23

04

09
06
30
09
12
10
60
45

Pumice, ground

Emery

PLATING CHEMICALS
Acid,
Acid,
Acid,
Acid,

2.00

The House of
making insanity
Hitherto

it

One More Sin

Lords

contemplates

a cause for divorce.
has only been recognized as

a cause of marriage.

— London

And

A man

Still

Doing

Opinion.

It

Abingdon was fined by a
magistrate for sleeping and snoring in
Nothing was done to the clerchurch.
gyman for putting him to sleep. Richin

—

mond

Dispatch,

May

17, 1870.

Septenil'er.
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Brass Foundry Equipment
We

are prepared to give complete estimates
on

the above.
write us for prices and particulars.

Tumblers

interested,

If

Made

for wet or dry milling.

Crucible Tongs

in

Lwo

sizes.

of all sizes.

The above

are supplied in different sizes for
forced or natural draft.

Wet

or dry in

two

sizes

same

as above.

Pick-up Tongs.

The celebrated Morgan English Crucible
carried in

all sizes.

We

O
Crucible Shanks of

Branford Vibrators

all sizes.

are also distributors of "Branford" Vibrators

and Accessories

The Dominion Foundry Supply

Co.,

Limited

"Everything for the Foundry"

MONTREAL

TORONTO

WINNIPEG

QUEBEC

ONTARIO

MANITOBA

CANADIAN FOUND.IIYMAN
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PRESTON

"

Ball

-

i'i"

"•""ill

bearing

Sand Riddle will cut down
vour sand-sifting costs. At the cost of onlv
ic per hour the "PRESTON" will riddle
sand as fast as a man can shov-el it in, and
for every hour that the sifter runs it w^ill
Electric

$1 Saved
Every Hour

save at least $i.oo in wages.
This machine soon pays for itself and then
goes on earning substantial dividends on
the original investment. It is strong and
durable, has few parts, nothing to get out
of order, is easily portable and can be attached to any ordinary plug.

This Sifter

Runs!

Made

TON"

entirely

Canada

in

the

"PRES-

exchange rates, duty
charges and custom delays. No modern
foundry can afford to be without one.
escapes

Booklet on Request

The Preston Woodworking Machinery
Company, Limited
Preston, Ont.,

Canada

PRESTON
Bali-Bearing
Electric

Sand Riddle

Our Offer
Send us your address and we will forward a "Preston" for
ten days' trial.
If after a fair test you are not convinced
that it will save you money, you may return the machine.
You are in no way obligated in accepting this offer.

illfffll
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"Atkins Metal Cutting

Saws and Machines
have made our Shop efficient. They cost more, Mr.
Purchasing Agent, but my practical experience
proves that they are worth more and last
longer.
"All right, Jim, specify these products by

ATKINS

—and

time.

I'll

They

name

see that you get them every
save money in the long run."

and 539, at the American
Foundrymen's Convention at Columbus, Ohio, Oct.
4 to 8, and inspect our line of metal cutting machines.

Visit our booths, Nos. 538

E. C. Atkins

&

Company

Canadian Factory, Hamilton, Ont.
Canadian Branch, Vancouver, B.C.

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN

Cutting

Yolume XI.

— Cutting — Cutting

the cost of foundry labor, as well as cutting foundry sand to

perfection.

See the Sand Cutting Machine demonstration at the ConvenSee it also at work in Columbus foundries. Find
out ivhat it would do for you.

tion exhibit.

We

shall also exhibit
WE WILL ^f^g^l5=S>Y0U
ARE
^='^*^*^'^

American Sand Blast Equipment
"Wilcharge" Annealing Oven Truck
Hammer Core Machine
Cloth Screen Dust Arrester
Corrugated

Steel Flasks

Jar-squeeze-roll-over

Molding Machine

INVITED

1920 FOUNDRY 8

MACHINE EXHIBIT

COLUMBUaOHIO

m

October 4-8
Bigger and Better Than Ever

fl^

g

Snap Flasks and Sundries

AMERICAN Sand
FOUNDRY
EaUIPMENT
CO.
Mixing Machine
The
Co.

^^

Sei.ienil.er.

19-20
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NEW YORK
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Battenfeld Equipment
PRODUCTION

PRODUCERS
LOOK THEM OVER

Columbus, Ohio
October 4 to 8
Booth No. 710 and 711

Make your

headquarters with US.

Combination Jar Squeeze Machine

WE WILL ALSO SHOW
AIR SQUEEZERS

JAR PATTERN

DRAW

JAR SQUEEZE

PATTERN DRAW
PLAIN JARRING
MACHINES
Jar Roll-over Pattern Dra\

The
DETROIT OFFICE:

12

U.S.

Griswold St.

J

Molding Machine Co.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

SepUMuLer,

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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Curtis Air Hoists and Trolleys
Save Man-Power
CURTIS Trolleys

are constructed with self-equeiiizing

steel side freunes aind large inclined

wheels fitted with

shock-absorbing Hyatt Flexible Roller Bearings
ing

them easy

to start

—ea^y

rolling

and long

—malelaisting.

CURTIS All-Steel

Air Hoists, in design and construc-

25 years of manuThey are simple, safe and economical for light
and medium loads.
Capacities, 800 to 20.000 lbs.
tion, present the perfected results of

facture.

Curtis pneumatic Machinery Company
1637 Kienlen

ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.

Avenue
Branch

Office:

S31-S Hudson Terminal,

New York

City

73
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Are
You a
"Crucible"

Man?

Your Profits are
Based on FACTS
Melting Steel
1st heat in 2^/2 hours.
2nd heat and following 1 1/2 hours.
Consumption of Fuel Oil 5-7 Gallons per

Melting Brass
1st heat of Brass in

2nd and following

—

45 minutes.

—20-30 minutes.

hour.

From

Consumption of Fuel Oil 4-5 Gallons per

7 to 9 heats of steel per crucible.
Air preheated by walls of combustion

hour.

From 30

to

chamber.
combustion
smoke.

40 heats per crucible melting

Perfect

brass.

w^ithout

soot

or

Are You a
"Non-Crucible"

Man?

Based

Profits

FACTS

on
—

Hot

w^all passes beneath metal every 60
seconds.
Oscillates through an arc of 147°.
Quarter ton, half ton zmd ton sizes.

Fuel Oil only, Melts Brass at
6c per cw^t.
Flame never touches metal.
Perfect mechanical control.

Oil fired

WE WILL (foi3^^E?fS7YOU ARE
BE THERE_;^^^^^J N VITED

1920 FOUNDRY 8

MACHINE EXHIBIT

COLUMBUaOHlO
October 4-8
ajTBiggcr

and Better .Than

Meet Us
See us operate!

at
It

will

Columbus!
make you PROFITS

— Corner Booth

Building No, 6

Evgr

Caward

Gaskill

— Furnace

539 Monadnock Block

Chicago,

Corp.

Illinois

!

XL

'crieniber.

C A N A D

H>2(>

1
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Cut Your Furnace

75

Operating

Costs

Use

OILGAS
INDUSTRIAL FURNACES

A

Sound Investment

Take out the furnaces you are now using and replace them with
"OILGAS" Industrial Furnaces. You will shortly pay for the
installation through the fuel you will save.
"OILGAS" is more
economical than coal, producer gas, or powdered fuel
and cuts

—

oil bills

50 per cent.

For All Purposes
No matter what the process, if it requires heat, we can supply an
OILGAS Furnace that will meet your requirement just as efficiently and more economically than the Furnace you are now
OILGAS Furnaces are now extensively used for Annealusing.
ing, Forging, Alloy Melting, and Heat Treating of all kind?.

Made-in- Canada
OILGAS

Industrial Furnaces are built in Canada by Canadian
Capital, and they represent "The only
distinct advance in furnace practice since Siemens' time."

workmen with Canadian

They save you high duty and high exchange

way they prove

rates.

In every

a paying investment.

Write for Bulletins

General Combustion

Company

of Canada, Limited
619-623 New Birks Building, MONTREAL
"Experts

Economical Combustion of
Liquid Fuels "

in the

CANADIAN
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Jar -Rammed

Roll-Over Molding Machine

147 Crank Cases Produced
in 5 ^l4 Hours by 7 Men
This is the kind of labor-saving, productionboosting service Grimes Molding Machines are
giving the Studebaker Corporation, South Bend,
Ind.

On the right is a photograph of the molding

foundry showing 147 crank cases
produced in 5% hours by seven men and one
Grimes 8-inch Jar-Rammed Roll-Over Molding
Machine.
floor in their

The result-producing service which
Grimes Molding Machines are ren-

WE Wl LL (f^^^|S,v-,YOU ARE

dering the Studebaker Corporation
is but a single instance of their costcutting. Install one for your work.

1920 FOUNDRY 6

increase
capacity and lower expenses.

You'll

find

it

will

your

BE

THERE^^^^g^NXilED

MACHINE EXHIBIT

COLUMBUaOHIO

i^ October

4-8

gggrand Better Than Evct

GRIMES MOLDING
1218 Hastings

Street

Formerly Midland

St|iit'iiil>or.

CANADIAN

1920

F

UNDRYMAN

Grimes Molding Machines are for use
on large bench and side floor work in
the molding and core rooms. They are

made

in

many

diff"erent

types

hand and power models up
pounds capacity.
Grimes machines cost

in

both

to 5,000

little to

install,

are easy to operate, and, being entirely
above the floor level, have no pits to
clean and are easily arranged in the
shop.

Our catalogue shows

in detail just how^
the Grimes will cut your costs and increase your production. A copy w^ill
gladly be sent upon request.

MACHINE COMPANY
Detroit, Michigan, U.S.A.
Machine Company

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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KELLER MASTER

KELLER-MADE
MASTER-BUILT

-

Hammers

Chipping

Sand Rammers

Valveless Drills

Corliss Valve Drills

Grinders

Rivet Busters
Accessories

Riveting

Hammers

—

Koller-MaJe Ma^ter-Built pneumatic tools
designed and built by an
or<>anization of Master Workmen, all recognized experts in compr&ssed air
and its ajvplications have set new standards for performance, smooth
oprnvition and long life, in leading foundries, shipyards, railroad shops,

—

machine shops, etc. Their capacity for remarkable resistance to wear is
built into them in brains, ex7)erience, labor and material.
There is a KellerINIa^tei' pneuniiitic tool for every purpose
and every Keller-Ma.'^ter pneu-

—

malit' tool

is

tlie

for that purpose.

liest

Catalogue, Prices and Terms on Request
Cfntadiaii

foiindnjinrn

exhibition

at

attending

VoJumhu'S,

the

and

convention

Ohio, are cordialli/ invited

Booth

No. 427 and convince themselves of
sxperioriti/ of Keller-Master Pneumatic Tools.

visit

Keller-Master

Hammer
SURE-LOX TYPE

Foundry Chipping

to

the

KELLER PNEUMATIC TOOL COMPANY
Grand Haven, Michigan

Foundry air Power Requirements are irregular and intermittent. One minute you have
sand blast, two or three riddles and a dozen air tools at work. The next, they are all idle, and
your compressor unloads in a hurry. The next minute again, your platform jolt tamper cuts
loose, taking the full compressor capacity.
a

Angle Compound Compressors
Are admirably adapted for power saving service under these conditions.

The Sullivan

unloading device, on the air inlet, acts positively to shut off all air to the compressor, when the receiver pressure reaches the safety point. Air remaining in the intercooler
and high pressure cylinder is pumped out at once through the special
high pressure relief valve, thus avoiding heating and reducing the
"no load" power consumption to that necessary to overcome the friction of the moving parts only.
(These parts are exactly balanced, due
to the Angle design). When the receiver pressure again falls the machine picks up (due to the balancing of the reciprocating parts)
quickly yet smoothly, without shock or jar, and is ready almost
instantly to deliver its full rated capacity.

total closure

Look for the Angle Compound Compressor
Foundry Show, Oct. 4 to 9. Watch it and listen

at the
to it.

Columbus
Note how

smoothly and quietly it runs, even under the unusually in-egular
air by operating foundry
for
load thrown on it by the demands
Then you will understand why so many foundries have
exhibits.
standardized on "Angle

CAPACITIES

400

SULLIVAN
122 So.

Compound Compressors."
TO

2,800

CUBIC FT.

BULLETIN

75 S.F.

MACHINERY CO.
Michigan Ave., Chicago

37 Colborne St.,

Toronto

Sepfember.
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FOUNDRYMEN
OF CANADA

I

COME to COLUMBUS, OHIO
for the Big A.F.A.

Convention and Exhibit
the week of OCTOBER 4th
The Technical Sessions of this great 25th anniversary convention will be so
heaping full of valuable facts and suggestions-expert papers and live discussions
on the most vital foundry subjects that you'll miss one of the best events of your

—

^rov

CA.N T

—
^^1^

AFFORD TO Ml S S

THE

1920©
Convention
and exhibit

business

life

if

you're not there.

The Foundry and Machine Exhibit will be as big as some three or four of the
past A.F.A. exhibits put together. One feature will be the hundreds of the latest
improved machines, furnaces, etc., in full operation.
The feast

will be spread bountifully

— come,

partake freely.

you and your business far more to stay away than to go
arrangements and reservations under way at once.
It

will cost

— so

get

For further information address

of the

American Folndrymen's
Association
»T.d

tv METALS DIVISION oftf»;LIME

C0LUMBUS.0
OCTOBER 4-8
Bigger and Better Than Ever [U

AMERICAN FOUNDRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION
140

S.

Dearborn

St.

Membership

in the

American Foundry men' a Ataociation

Chicago,

111.

i»

a

mark

of enterprise.

r A X A
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Pony
Planer

^\j

r
_

S"

;

n

182
An

-'

fc

^^i^^/ifi

excellent

pattern shop

^

liw

*i

.1^

machine
Pull j>artieulai"s of this or

CO^v^^

other woodworking machinery on application.
,

I

Cowan & Company
of Gait, Limited

GALT

CANADA

-

SAMSON

If'

^^^
Tumbling Barrels
Tilting

Wire Wheel Brush Sections

and
Burnishing

No Hub

or

Barrels

Holder
Required
Samson
embody

sections
cona
venient and practical

method

CANADIAN

MADE

of

building a wheel
any desired width
of face.

Thev have a metal disc centre punched to fit
any size of spindle, thus requiring no hub or
holder.

order will convince you that Samson
Sections save time and
labor and outlast other makes from 33 1-3
per cent, to 50 per cent.

A

trial

Wire Wheel Brush

The Manufacturers Brush
111

CLEVELAND, OHIO
Reade Street, New York

Co.

SLATER & BARNARD
LIMITED

Hamilton, Ontario

xr.

SiM.toiulK'iv
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This Dings Magnetic Separator, which has been

The

illustration

shows
netic

work

a

above

Dings Mag-

Separator
in

at

model

the

plant of

Spring

Foundry

Co.,

City

Wauke-

sha, Wisconsin.

in operawas purchased solely on the strength of the achievements of
a smaller "Dings" which had been producing most highly satisfactory reQjThus, one Dings Magnetic Separator always sells more.
sults for Ihree years.
QThe machine illustrated, is fed by a skip operated by an air hoist suspended
from a monorail. It handles 40 yds. of dirt in 18 hours. Approximately 10'/
of the weight handled, is valuable iron. QjThis combination effects an immense
saving in time, as well as in material, as the skip, which has a capacity of six
tion for a year,

wheelbarrows, also

is

used to handle the

final separations.

Dings Magnetic Separator
675
O/i^

Smith Street

Qompany

Milwaukee, Wis.

Western Representative
Richmond, 905 Fourth Ave.
Columbia St. West

Detroit, 18

Denver, 1718 California'St.
New York, 52 Vanderbilt Ave.

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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Blystone
Sand Mixer

WHY a Blystone
Mixes Sand
Thoroughly
In choosing a sand-mixer your first question should be:

How

^"irOU

thor-

CAN T AFFORD TO MI SS

—

19200

oughly and uniformly does the machine mix?

CONVENTION
AND EXHIBIT

Blystone Reverse Spiral Shovel System. The Blystone has a reverse
movement; three shovels working in opposition to the
other three. The six, moving at 22 r.p.m., dig under the mass and
turn it inside out. Simultaneously, a longitudinal thrust throws the
sand from one end of the drum to the other, 44 times a minute. A
man with a shovel could not equal such mixing, no matter how he
labored. Because of its shovelling system of mixing, the Blystone is
called, "The Mixer that Shovels."

spiral shovel

of the

American Foundrymen's
Association
and the

METALS

DIVISION

of

Ik A.IME

COLUMBUS,0
OCTOBER 4-8
J\

-

Bigger and Better Than Ever
[j

are in the foundry business primarily to make money. Install a Blystone Sand Mixer and
you will make more money a great deal more. It will cut your labor cost of mixing at least
thoroughly that you will
It mixes so
50%. It will reduce your mixing time at least 60%.
require 25% to 30% less core oil and other binders.

You

—

^j

BLYSTONE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
920
Baltimore, J.

W. Paxson

Birmin«rham, Hill
Buffalo,

E. J.

&

Co.

L.

&

& p.

Co.

ST.,

CAMBRIDGE SPRING,

Cincinnati, Hill

Griffith Co.

Woodison Co.

Chicago, Scnlly-Joneg

IRONTON

&

Philadelphia, J.

Griffith Co.

Cleveland, E. J. Woodison Co.
Detroit, E. J. Woodison Co.

New

Mfg. Co., Niagara

York,

Falls,

Wonham, Bat«s &

PA.
W. Paxson

Pittsburgh, J. S.

Co.

McCormick Co.

San Francisco,
Goode, Inc.

Seattle,

Cal., Ditty Brothers.
Wash., Ditty Brothers.

Canada, Mfrs. and Distributors for Canada

BLYSTONE
a

The Mixer That Shovels

>>

Se|>teml)er.

CANADIAN FOTJNDRYMAN
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Patterns
T>UT

your pattern problems

our

Quality work and prompt

Phone

-*-

Adelaide

service assured.

5439

foundry

hands.

in

Patterns

purposes

—wood

made
and

for

all

metal,

models and aluminum plate work.

HAMILTON
PATTERN WORKS

The A.

J.

120 Adelaide Street West, Toronto

MOLDERS'

BOOT ^6.00
BEST IN THE

WORLD

Wet Pan Sand

Mill

for Steel Foundries

"Some" claim
But backed up with an iron-clad guarantee
Money-back withont argument if not satisfied.
Molders' Solid Leather Boots
All Leather Heels— All Leather
Inner Soles All Leather Counters All Leather Uppers All
strong stitching.
Delivered by mail anywhere in Canada, $6 a
!

—

—

—

:

—

pair.

Manufactured only by

C. H.

When

WATT

you think of a crucible think of

J^
[DIXO
iBLACKLi
ICRUCIB

Wi

Amherst, N.S.

SIZ

DIXON

and remember
that the Dixon name

stands for the longest
and widest experience
in the crucible industry.

W

rite for

Made

Booklet No. 27-A.

in Jersey City, N.J.,

by the

JOSEPH DIXON
CRUCIBLE COMPANY
OXXX"

Established 1827

flXX

The

^^
112

Mfg. Co.

W. Adams
CHICAGO

St.

CA N A
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Famous

Cornell Iron Cupola Flux
superior to Fluor Spar or Limestone

far
As

is concerned there never was any better natural flux than
In days gone by, and even to-day, some few foundries still
ch"ng to old limestone or fluor spar fluxing methods.

far as a fiux

fluor spar.

Fluor Spar is a flux and a very good flux, but compare it to-day with
our famous Cornell Iron Cupola Flux. You can buy almost a ton and a
half of our Cornell Cupola Flux for what you would pay for one ton of
spar.
We all know from past experience that it is very expensive to flux
a cupola with spar; then besides that, spar eats out the lining of a cupola,
where our Cornell Flux forms a glazing or coating on its walls or bricks
and keeps it from burning out.

We

you

our cupola flux for grey iron castings for one
week you will never be without it, for after this coating is formed on your
cupola lining your success is won in eliminating casting trouble to a great
claim

if

just try

extent.

We admit a practical and successfully compounded flux should contain spar and
limestone and so ours does, but we do firmly say that you cannot have a perfect,
practical flux unless you use a number of other minerals, drugs and chemicals along
with spar and limestone, for either of those two minerals alone or together are very
injurious to your cupola.

Our cupola
and

is

flux, as well as all

the

rest, is

the

compounded by the very best
compounded for your particular

carefully

life

study of the discoverer (Cornell)

skilled chemists

work.

and metallurgists.

A

Our

iron fluxes contain
sulphur,
eliminate
blow
holes and porclean
iron,
such ingredients as to give a hot,
uniform
casting,
throw
off slag and
ous castings, and to produce a strong, clean and
Our Cornell Iron Flux will actually do this.
give a clean drop.
By avoiding the use of a large amount of limestone you can avoid using a large amount of coke
and thus save practicaily the cost of flux alone. Tt c-osti* about 8c to 9c per ton to flux your iron.
special flux

is-

line of

To-day Ave have even a large sash weight foundry using our iron flux, because they say they
would rather, and that they find it real economy in allowing an expenditure of 8c to 9c a ton on
their iron and have a guarantee of good, clean castings, so you can readily .«ee, if our cupola flux
is practical on sash wedght castings, how valuable it would be on all other kinds of castlng=.
Several of the largest foundries in tb.i^ country (their names on request) have te.sted out omiron fluxes for economy and efficiency over spar and limestone, and report to us a saving of
several- c|()Uars a day, besides far better results and success with Famous Cornell Fluxes.
If y(iiir heats are 3 tons per day, send for 1 barrel on trial. If your heats are 5 tons per day.
send for 8 barrels on- trial. If your heat« are 10 tons or over, per day, send for a trial order of
Try them for yourself and be convinced.
6 barrels of cupola, and a keg of ladle flux.
Send for our descriptive booklet on Huxes, for we are the largest flux manufacturers in tlii-

.

:'

country.
Wrii^,.

"We can
irlre,

or

make

claims that others can't, for we can produce the results.

phone for

trial

All Fluxes are in Stock for

WE WILL

(fou^R^iEiv^YOU ARE

BE THERE^'^^^^S^^I N VITED
j^NiERiCAN Ik^&w'A^ssoci ATioi;j-,
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Bigger" and Better Than E-ver t^m

nrilrr

lo-dni/.

Immediate Shipment Either by Mail, Express

The

Cleveland Flux
Bell

1023 Front Avenue,

or Freight

Company

Phone —Main 6063

CLEVELAND, OHIO

N.W.

Frederic B. Stevens, Distributor for State of Michigan, Buffalo, N. Y., and Erie, Pa.
The Hoosier Supply Co., Indianapolis, for State of Indiana

The Hill-Brunner Foundry Svoplv

Co., Cincinnati, O., for

Southern Ohio and Kentucky

CA

September 20. 1920
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Canadian Steel Pressure Blowers
Leak-Proof!
Convenient of Access!

Easy
THE

to

Run!

Noiseless!

one-piece peripheral shell and side

plates of this blower give

it a decided
advantage over blowers with housings
consisting of two half-shells bolted together.
This is but one of the features that make it
leak-proof, convenient of access, easy to run
and noiseless in operation.

A full explanation of its several features will be sent on request.

&
Forge
KITCHENER, ONT.

Company

Canadian Blower

PATTERNS

CRANE FITTINGS

in

CRANE

Wood and Metal

The Downer

Pattern

Works

LIMITED
1 and 3 JARVIS STREET
TELEPHONE MAIN 2672

MEAD OFFICE S WORKS
laeO ST PATRICK ST

MONTREAL

O UR WORK

IS GOOD AND OUR PRICES RIGHT
HAVE US MAKE YOUR PATTERNS

BRANCHES:

Toronto. Winnipeg. Vancouver.
SALES OFFICES: Halifax. Quebec. Ottawa. C:aleary.

MOORE RAPID 'LECTROMELT

CRANED
Don't
crane

Made

in

Canada.

STEEL FURNACES
buy
or

a

hoist

without investigating Northern Products
Aiso a line of

The mechanical design of the
Moore 'Lectromelt Furnace makes
simple,
practical
ease
for
and
rapidity of operation.
A higher
yield of good solid ingots and castings is insured on account of the
absence of cold shorts, hot cracks,
blow holes and surface defects.
The regularity of the heats and
rapidity of operation
speed up
production and reduce foundry

—

Foundry Equipment.

NORTHERN CRANE WORKS
LIMITED
WALKERVILLE

THRHlVITn
1 UIvUll 1 U

-

ONTARIO

Cranes, Cupolas. Ladlei, Hoiits. Tumblers
Etc

costs.

PITTSBURGH ELECTRIC FURNACE CORP.
(Makert of FurnaceM for Steel, Iron, Brats, and Ferro-Alloy)

PITTSBURGH, U.S.A.

C
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ALBANY AND NORTH
RIVER MOLDING SANDS
Prompt Shipments
Our

deposits of the famous Albany and North River
Molding Sands are unexcelled. Our facilities for load-

ing and shipping both by water and

rail

are excellent.

Lumberton, Millville, Steel Molding, Furnace
Bottom Sand and Millville Gravel.

Jersey,

Clay, Cupola Daub, Sand Blast Sand.

George

F. Pettinos

Real Estate Trust Building
Canadian Agents:

-

Messrs. R. J.^Mercur

Philadelphia, Pa.
&

Co., Ltd.,

Montreal

^inni 'I'lNiiiniiiMmmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirTTT

Molding Machines

Berkshire
Reduce

k

MoldinglCostj
Showing a Berkshire
Portable Air Squeezer
with
pattern-drawing
device
turning
out
molds in one of the
foundries
on
largest
BerkContinent.
the
shire machines will in-

crease your production
50 to 100 per cent, and
give you perfect satisfaction.

See Exhibit at Columbus Convention, week
Oct. 4th.

The

Berkshire
Mfg. Co.

Cleveland

Ohio

^

\1.

Sej'teinl'er.

C A N A n

1!''.M

I

A N

U N D R YM A N
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Sterling Special Barrow No,
for Pig Iron

17

Each Foundry Job
Requires a Special WheelbarroAv
the question of moving coke.
TAKE
bulk with
weight. Or pi^
li^ht

iron, Tvhich is the

No

one wheelbarrow can equally serve

exact opposite.
both needs.

This

is

Here you have

Foundry Wheelparticular job; and in

just the reason w^hy Sterling

barrow^s are each designed for a
their very construction
the size of the trays, the distribution of the load, etc.
each made specially for a

—

—

special job.

These are bi^ points in speeding your material handling
and reducing fatigue amon^ your men.
Specialization

pays.

Write

for catalog

and

par-

full

ticulars.

STERLING

WHEELBARROW COMPANY
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

New York

Boston
Canadian Agents:

Sterling on a

No.

85— Sterling

Special Core

Barrow

Cleveland
Massenj, Limited

Detroit

Chicago

Louis

—Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, Vancouver

Wheelbarrow Means More Than Sterling on

No.

St.

28— Sterling

Special Catling

Barrow

Silver

No. 25— Sterling
Special Coke Barrow

C
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not listed here, write ui, and we will tell you where to get it. Let as sueeest that yoa consult
the advertisers' index facing the inside back cover, after having secured advertisers' names from this directory
desire may be found in the advertising pares.
This departmenv is maintained for the benefit
and convenience of our readers. The insertion of our advertisers' names under proper headinir^ is gladly undertaken,
bat does not become part of an advertising contract.

what 70D want

If

1

also

The information you

I
ABBASIVK BfATEBIALS

Oaa. UaiuoD & Van WinUe Co., Toronto, Ont.
Oaa. Hart Wbeela. Ltd., HsmUton. Ont
Pord-Smitb Mtch. Co., Ltd., The, Hamiltoo, Ont

Predtric B. Stevens. Detroit, JMidhieas.
Pittsburgh Cnuhed Steel Co., PitUburgh.
WoodlSBn. B. J., Oo., Toronto. Ont.

IB

P».

0OUPKES8ORS

Berksliire

.Mfg.

Tan Wlnkl*

AIR CO.MPRESSORS, BELT DRIVEN
.Ma.liiiuMV

.Sliiliiaii

Ci.

I'.SA.

Cliii-ak-o.

.

AIR COMPRESSORS, STEAM DRIVEN
Mailiinelv

Sullivan

American Manganese Bronze Ca, Philadelphia.

London, England.

BBDSHBS, FOUNDRY AND CORE

AIR DRILLS
HolcJen

The.

Ltd.,

Co.,

a«B. Hanson A Tan Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

Montreal.

AIR HOIST
Curtis Pneumatic Maohy. Co., St.
Co., Ltd., The, Montreal.

Louis,

Mo.

Holden

AIB HOSE
Holden

Montreal.

Ltd., The,

Co..

ALBANY SAND
IMi«ftlgan
Ptiilidelphia, Pa.

Oeorge F.,

IfODBS, BRABB, COPPER,
MIOKVL, UNO

Ont

ft Tan Winkle Co., Toronto,
rrsderlc B. Stereos, Detroit, Mi«Ucan.
W. W. VreUa. Tvroato.
Woodlsoa,
t.. Os., Tarooto. Oat.

OsB. BiBSSB

ARGON
l)i>ni.

Oxysen Co., Toronto, Ont

ARRESTERS, DUST

Mich.

BARRELS, SANDBLAST
A. C. LesUe & Co., Ltd.,
Paagbom

Corporation,

{Montreal,

Bsgeratown, Md.

mtjA.n

F.

atsvent, Frederio B., Detroit, Mtah.
WoodisoB. B. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Osa. Hanson A Tan Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.

Ont
Md.

.

BOILERMAKERS' TOOLS
Ltd..

Montreal.

T'ln\

BOILER COMPOUND
K.v-nolds & Co., Toronto.
Hanson A Tan Winkle Oo.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

HaalltOB Faclnc UIU Co., Hamilton, Ont
Jsnpk Dixon Onidble Co., Jersey City. N.J.
Pettlnos. George F., Philadelphia. Pa.
a. J., Ox.. Toronto, Ont

'Woodlsoa.

BOILERS, STEAM
of

Munitions. IX)ndon,

England.

BOOTS
r.

H. AVatt,

Mini.itrr

of

.^InherRt,
M\mition.'<.

N.S.

London. England.

BORING MACHINES
Oliver Mnehinerv Co.. Grand Rapids, Midh.
BRACKETED JIB CRANES
Curtis F'nenmatic Machj. Co., St Louis, Mo.
BBAKV SHOES, WHECT, TRUEINO
(^m. Hanson

A Tan

Hdlden

Co.,

Ltd.,

The.

Montreal.

A Van Wlnklu

Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont

Hanson

Co.. Toronto.

Ont

Woodison Oa,

E.

J.,

Toronto.

CORE BOX MACHINES
Om. Haaasa A Tan

Winkle Co.. t

Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co., The.
Holden Co.. Ltd., The, Montreal.

CORE COMPOUNDS
Oan. Hanson A Tan Whikle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont

Holland Core Oil O.. Chicago. 111.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, m.
Pettinos. George F., Philadelphia. Pa.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

CORE MACHINES. HAMMER

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Sterens,

Detroit, (Midhlflan.
Co., Lta., HamlltoB.
Co., Toronto.
E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Oat

A

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Woodison. E. J. 1_X>., Toronto, Ont

CORE OILS
Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Oan.

CORE OVENS— SEE OVENS
CORE SAND MIXER
-Mfg.

Cambridge Springs, Pa,

Co.,

CORE WASH

Oan. Hanson A Tan Winkle Oo., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Joseph Dlion Crucible Co., Jersey City, K.J.

Frederic B.

A Tan

Chai>let

&

Winkle Oo., Toronto, Ont.
Mfg.

Co.,

Ont

&

Obermayer &
Woodison, E.

Co.,

S.,

J.,

Co.,

Chicago, HI.
Toronto. Oat

CORE REDUCERS
National

Engineering Co.,

CORE WAX

Chicago,

111.

Hanson A Tan Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Oan.

CHARCOAL

Can. Hanson A Tan Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

Stevens,

CHEWISTS— SEE METAI..LURGI8TS
CHEMICALS
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Pwderic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldhlgan.
Wells,

Mm

Pb-stone

Montreal.

Cleveland.
Dominici Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mirihigan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Lindsay Ohaplet
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

W. W.

Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Michigan.
Holland Core OU Co., Chicago ill.
Hasanton Facing
Co., HaalltOB, Ont
Obermayer A Co., S., Chicago, IlL
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., HamUton, Oat
Holland Core On 0>., Ohicaco, HI.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111,
Reynolds & Co., Toronto.
Woodaeon, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

Wells. Toronto.

Cleveland

Hanson A Tan Whikle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Oat.

Mfg. Co., Cambridge Springs, Pa.
Can. Hanson A Tan Winkle Co., Torooto, Oat
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. OnL

B.. Detroit, Mich.
Co.. Toronto. Ont

CASE HARDENING
General Comihustion Co.,
CERAMIC KILNS
Oan.

England.

Blj-stone

CASTINGS, NICKEL
W. W.

London,

M., OonnermTille, Ind.

F.

CORE-MAKING SIACHINES

General Combustion Co., Montreal.

Oaa.

Mini-strv

Montreal.

CAR LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Holden Co.. Ltd., Tlie, -Montreal.
CAR MOVERS
Oan. Hanson

A

Hamilton Facing Mill

CHAPLET8

BOILBB QRAPHITB
Frederic B.

J.,

Munitions,

of

Frederic B.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Monarch Engineering A Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Frederic

CONTRACTORS' STORES

Reynolds
Woodison,

CARS, CORE OVEN AND FOUNDRY
Oan. Hanson A Tan Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
StfTfns.

Montreal.

Detroit, Mlcihlean.
Co., Ltd., Himllton,
Honareh Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Roots Co., P. H. & F. M., OoonersviUe, Ind.
J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.
Waadlsao,

Ont

Detroit, Midhigian.

Ltd., Tlie,

Woodison. E.

smflton Faolng UHJ

Ont
Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mlolhig«in.
Pettinos. George F.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodison Oo., E. J., Toronto.

QAUQBB— CUPOLA

Holden Co.

Co.,

Can. Hanson A Tan Winkle Co., Toronto, Oat
Doonlnlon Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Miehican.
GauUer, J. H., A Co., Jersey City, N,J.
Joseph Dixon Cruetbls Co., Jersey Olty, N.J.
Woodison. B. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

CORE BREAKERS (PNEUMATIC)

Oaa. Hanson A Tan Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Monarch Engineering A Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Pangbom Corporation, Hagerstown, Md.
W. W. Sly Mtg. Co., Olerdand, Ohio.
Stevens, BYederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodlpwn. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
Stevens,

(LAY LINED CRUCIBLES

Frederic B. Sterols, Detroit, Mldiigaa.
\v.,.,liM.n. E. J., 'to.. Toronto. Ont

BURNBRB, CORE OVEN

Holden

Oaa. HanioB A Tan Wlnkl* Oo., Toronto, Ont
Lun^Kjn Fdn. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
HSMtltf Fselng MQI Co., Ltd.^ Hamilton, Ont

Frederic B. Stevens,

Ont

CARBON BLACKING

M., OonneraviUe, Ind.

BLOWING ENGINES
General Com'bustion Co.,
BIX)WBB«

Ont

CALKING HAMMERS

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldilcan.
Co., Chicago, 111.
J., Toromto.

&

Well*. Toronto.
J., Cu., Toronto,

WoodlsoD. H.

Frederic B.

Holland Core Oil
Woodiaon Oo., E.
Roots Co.. P. H.

.

CABINETS, SANDBLAST

Que.

BINDERS, SAND

BLAST GATES

KannoB A Tan Winkle Oo.

W. W.

Detroit, Mlehl«an.

Stevens,

Obermayer Co., 8., Chicago, lU.
Oa, B. J., Toronto.

CORE BOXES (STEEL AND WOOD)

MAOHINBBY

Oan. Hanion A Tan Winkle Oo., Toronto,
Ford^Smlth Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton,
FVederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

QSB. HamssB A Van Winkle Oo., Toronto, OnL
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
HimlltM IWng Mill Co,, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
NoitksrB Oraa* Works, Ltd., Walkerrllle, Ont
Obermaytr Co., S.. Chloago, m,
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co., Olereland, Ohla
Msvams. Frederto B., Detroit Mioh.
Woodtsoo. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Frederic B.

\Voodi3on

Can.

BUFFS AND BUFFING AND
POLISHING COMPOSITIONS

Pangbor" Corporation, Ha«eretoiwn, Md.

AUTOMOBILE MACHINERY
Preston \V<XHlworking Machinery Co.
BAND SAWS
Oliver Machinery Co., Grand Rapids,
ABBBL.8, TUMBLING

CLAMPS, FLASK

CORE BINDERS

Toronto.
*rederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Midhlgan.
Ford^Smith Mach. Co., Ltd., The, HamilttHi,
W. W. Welle, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

.

Montreal.

Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Preston Woodworking Maohy. Co., Preston, Ont
91y, W. W., Mfg. Co.. The. Cleveland, O.
Woocjiaon Co., E. J., Toronto.

Roots Co., P. H.

BUFFING AND POLISHING
Oaa.

The.

Ltd.,

Dominion Fdry. Supply

-MinLstrj'

A
Oe., Toronto, Ont
Doaalnlon Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
liaanfaetarert' Brush Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Ursa. Fiwterle B.. Detroit Uioh.
IToodlson, B. J., Oo.. Toronto, Ont

Detroit, Midi.

Frederic B.,

Co..

INDER HILLS

CONVERTER BLOWERS, ROTARY

Tan Winkle

Obb. Hanson

AMAA3t»
Stevens,

HaadHon Fadag Mill Oo.. Hamlltoa, Ont
MaaBfaotnrers' Brush Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Oteraayer Co., S,, Chicago. OL
fltovMU, Frederic B., Detroit, Mloh.
Woodtaea, B. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

BBUBHBB. ALL KINDS

Fndsrio B. Sterols, Detroit,
Pettlnoa,

Col, Philadelplila.

BRONZE MANGANESE

AIRCRAFT
Ministry of Munitions,

Hol.len
(

Ckn. Hanson A Tan Wlnile Oo. Toronto, Ont
Oaa. Hart WlkeeU, Ltd., HamUton, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens Detroit, Mldhlcan.
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Woedlson, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

BRONZE CASTINGS
American Manganese Bronze
BRONZE FORGINGS

Pii.eumatic Tool Co., The.
Ltd., Tlie. Montreal.

Co.,

CHISEL BLANKS

American Manganese Bronze Co.. Philadelphia.

l'.S..\.

Cliii'asci.

Cci-.

Holden

BRONZE INGOTS

I'.S.A

Clii.aKn.

Cn.,

.Ma.lilriii v

Cleveland

American Manganese Bronze Ca, Philadelphia.

AIR COMPRESSORS. MOTOR DRIVEN
.Sullivan

CHIPPING HAMMERS (PNEUMATIC)

Ont

,

The.

Co.,

A

Co., Toronto. Ont.
Curti3 Pneumatic Machy. Co., St. lx>uls. Mo.
Fndsrio B. Stcvais, Detroit, iMicbi«an.
Holden Co., Ltd., Tlic, -Montreal.
Woadtion, B. J.. Co.. Toronto. Oat

OSB. Hansoa

0»«. Hirt Wheels, Ltd., Hamilton.
WoodtaoB. B. J., Oo., Torooto. Ont

BRASS GOODS, VALVES, ETC.
Crane Ltd., Montreal.
BRASS MELTING
General Combustion Co.. Montreal.
BBICKS, BUBBINO

Toronto.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldilgan.
United Compound Co.. Buffalo, N.T.
W<x>di.^nn

Co.,

E.

J.,

Toromto.

COUPLINGS, BOWES (PNEUMATIC)
Clev(l,in<I Pneumatic Tool Co.. Tlie.
COUPLINGS, PLAIN, FLEXIBLE AND

CUT OFF
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Torooto, Ont

111.

Septoiul.or.
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ONARCH
Furnaces

Crucible Tilting Furnaces
for

Coke or Coal

The Monarch Crucible

Tilting

Furnace

—

is

a

popular furnace and deservedly so its proven
economy, speed and quality results, coupled
v^^ith a very low first cost, are points that are
bound to appeal to every practical foundryman.
It burns coke or coal and is equipped with new
patented revolving grate bars which maintain
This furnace is
a free, clear fire at all times.
of the drop bottom variety of the most approved
design.
It is entirely above ground, is easily
accessible for repairs and is built for Nos. 60,
This
125, 150, 225, 275, and 400 crucible.
furnace would be cheap at triple the price.
The Monarch Crucible Tilting Furnace in
melting position. Note the patent Lift Cover,
Hopper Feed and Covered Worm Gears as extra

Write for

prices.

safety feature.

MONARCH
Double Chamber Furnace
hundreds of foundries this Monarch
Furnace has eliminated profitless waiting.
With it in use there is no time
lost before or after the draw.
One
chamber can be run off while exhaust
In

heat (heat that ordinary furnaces
waste) brings the metal in the other
to
the melting point.
With the

Monarch

Double

Chamber Furnace

there can be no oxidizing, as the flame
from the one and only burner is not
directed against the metal.
Considered as a fuel saver it is 50^, more
economical than any other furnace
burning oil or gas and air. Investigate
it will pay you.

—

Our catalog

describes

complete MonCore Ovens, Mold
Write for a copy

the

arch line of Furnaces,
Dryers and equipment.
to-day.

The Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co.
1206 American Building, Baltimore, Md., U.S.A.
SHOPS AT CURT IS BAY, MD.

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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CRANES
Can. Uumo A

Oliver Machinery Co.,

Vto Wlnkl* Co., TorcaU, Oat.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Torouco, lum.
Mortium Cruic Wurk*,
Woodlson,

E.

OnU

Ltd., WalkerrUl*.
Toronto, OnL

Co.,

J.,

H.

Mo.

H.

Frederic B„ Detroit, Uicfa.
E. J., Co., Toronto, Cint.

Woodison.

CUPOLAS

Can. Hanson Sl Van Winkle Co., Toronto, OnU
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, OnL
Hamilton Facing MUl Co.. Ltd., HamUton, Onl.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Hd.
Ont,

Frederic B. Stevens,

Co., Toronto, Ont
Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Unt

CUhOLA BLOWERS
Can.

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., To.tinto Onl
Dominion Fdry. 9upplT Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Monarch Engmeering i Mfg. Co., Baltimore Md

Sterens,

Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Roots Co., F. H. & F. .\1., OomiersviUe, Ind.
Woodison, E, J.. Co., Toronto, Onl

CUPOLA LININGS BL4>CKS

Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
^"PPl^ •"" I'M- Toronto. Ont
S3iri;.'"n''''a7*>eoenc
0«n.

Steveos,

Detroit,

Miohigan.
^°- ^^- Hamilton.
^1.»'^J°°.,'^A'''"«
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo
Woo<ti«on. E. .1.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

^™

>rUPOLA

Omt

NY

TWYKRS

<>B Hanson & Van Winkle
^omlnion Fdry. Supply Co.,

Co.. Tomnl.i Ont
Ltd., Toronto. Ont

WeTCTa, Fredenc B.. Detroit, Mich.
^•f?^"^"' ^- J- Co.. Toronto. Ont

CYANIDE OF POTASSIUM.
Qsrv

Run-ini] * Vnn W'nkle Co
Toronto
Fredenc B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigaa.
.

w. W.

Wells.

Woodlaon. E.

Toronto.
Co., Toronto,

J.,

DIPPERS, GRAPHITE

Out

E.

.

Do..

Torcoto

DUST ARRESTERS AND EXHAUSTERS
Can. Hanson

& Van Winkle Co., Toronto Oat
ri^minlon Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto,
Ont
Frederic B. SUrens, Detroit, Michigan.
Pangbom Corporation, Haxeistorwn, Md.
^LJ^- ^- "'" ^° T*"- Cleveland. 0.
Toronifco.

DUST HANDLING EQUIPMENT
Pangbom Corporation, Hajterstown, Md.
DUST EXHAUSTER. ANISTER SYSTEM
Pangbom

Corporation,

Ha«erstown,

DYNAMOS

Md

Mioh.

Montreal.

A Van

Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

EMERY STANDS

Can. H«n«on * Van Winkle <>)., Toronto. Out
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamlltoa, Ont
Steveni, Detroit, Mlctit««ui.
E.

.1..

Co.,

Toronto,

OnL

KMERY WHEELS— SEE WHEELS
ENAMELWARE
Crane Ltd.. Montreal.

ENGINE LATHES

FURNACES, BRASS

Hsn«rin * Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Onl.
Cavvard Ga.sklU Furnace Corp., Chicago, U.S.A.
Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

Can.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

.Machinery Co.,

A. C. Leslie & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toionio. OnL
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, OnL
Frederic B, Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
tlautier. J. H., & Co., Jeraey City, X.J.
General Combustion Co., Montreal.
Hamilton Facing MUl Co., Ltd., KamUton. Ont
Uooarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Obermayer Co,, S., Chicago, ni.
Stevens, Frederic B,, Detroit, Mich,
\7hitehead Bros, Co., Buffalo, N.Y,
Woodison, v.. J,, Co.. Toronto, Ont

FIRE SAND

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co,. Toronto, OnL
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, OnL
Sterens, Detrodt. Michigan.
Joeeph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City, N,J.
Woo'Ii'inn. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
SVederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldhiean.
Pettinoa, George P., PMIaddphia. Pa.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. NY.
Woodison. E, J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

favvanl (iaskill Furnace Corp.. Cliicago,

can Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry, SupEly Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

GRAPHITE PRODUCTS

Co.. Toronto, Ont
Ltl.. Toronto. OnL
Michigan.
Detroit,
Frederic B. Stevens,
Joseph Dixon Crucible fc.. Jersey C:*y, ^•J•

A Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..
can. Hanson

w~vii~,n

F.

T.

GRIT.
OnL

Wlnkls Co.. Toronto,

Ont

IPrederie B. Stevens, Detroit, Mlthlpin,
Pettlnos, George F., PhUaddphia, Pa.
Woodison. E, .T.. Co., Toronto, Ont

General

Damtnlon
Bamllton

A Van WinUs

Pa.

Pa.
111.

lu.

Combustion Co., Montreal.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigsn.
Woodiaon. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

HOISTING AND CONVEYING MACHINERY, ELECTRIC AND PNEUMATIC Ont
Can Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldhigan.
Northern Crane Works, Ltd., WalkerrlUe,

Ont

Holden Co., Ltd., The. Montreal.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.. Ohlcacc,

m.

HOISTS, CHAIN

HOISTS, HAND,

AND PNEUMATIC

TROLLEY

Can, Hanson A Van Wlnkls Co., Toronto, Oat
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, OnL
Frederic B. Stevens, Detrelt, Mlehlgui.
.Northern Crane Works, WalkervUle,
Woodison. E, J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

111.

Co., Terenta. Oat
Fdti, Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Facing MUl Co., HamlltSB, Ont.

Can. Hanson

Crushed

Detroit, Mi<aii»an.
Steel Co., Pittsburgh.

„
„
.
r, .
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, OnL

Cambridge Springs, Pa.

National Engineering Co,, Chlcaco,

Grand Rapids, Mioh.

ANGULAR

HELMETS

FOUNDRY MIXERS
Co.,

Montreal.

GRIT. STEEL

HamUton. Ont,

FOUNDRY ORATEL

MachineiT Co.,

Pittsburith

Pettlnos, George P., Philadelphia, Pa.
Stevens, Frederic B,, Detroit, Mkh,
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.T.
Woodison. E, J., Co., Toronto. Ont

.Mfg.

The,

Ltd.,

HAMMERS, CHIPPING
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co,, Chicago,
HAMMERS, CHIPPING, CAULKING
PNEUMATIC HOSE
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago,
HEAT TREATING

Mich.

Monarch EaTineering A Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Ud.
Obermayer Co,, 8., Chicago, 111.

BljTstone

Co.,

Frederic B, Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Pittsburgh Crashed Steel Co., Pittsburgh,

Crucible Co,, Jereey City, N,J.

FOUNDRY PARTING

lU.

Pneumatic Tool Co.. The.

Frederic B. Stevens,

FOUNDRY FACINGS

A Van

111.

HAND

W

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Magnetic Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Woodison Co., E. J., Toronto.

Can. Hanson

Out

GRINDING WHEEL DRESSERS

Co., Ltd., Toronto,
B., Detroit, Mich.
Co.. Toronto, Ont

Co..

_

Freueric B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
W. Sly Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohia

Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Mill

Pa.

Ont

GRINDERS, PORTABLE (PNEUMATIC)
Holden

Montreal.

FOUNDRY ENGINEERS
H. if. Lane Co., Ltd.. Detroit,
FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT

Dhon

Hamilton, Ont.

GRINDERS, RESIN

Supply

Frederic

Stevens.

.

Co.. ''oronto.

Holden Co., Ltd., The,
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago,
Cleveland

Combustion Co., Montreal.

Dominion Fdry.

o

PUila.ielphia,

F.,

J.,

BENCH
TOOL POST, FLOOR AND
Montreal.

OnL

ChleaRO, HI.
PhUadelnhla, Pa.
Co,. Toronto, Ont.

A Van

George

HoUlen Co.. Ltd., The.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chlc««o,

Oliver

Hanson

J.,

GRINDERS, PORTABLE, ELECTRIC,

Detroit, Midhlgan.

The,

E,

A-ooUibon.

Detroit, Midhlgsa.
Co., Toronto, Ont

Stevens.

Frederic B.

GRAPHITE GREASE
Pettinos, George F., PhUadelphia, Pa.
(iK.*PHITE, ANTI FLUX BBA2ING
Ont
Can. Han-wn & Van Winkle Co., Toronto,

Montreal.

S.,

Ltd.,

.

Mlohigan.

Detroit,

Stevens,

Ford-Smith Mach. Co.. Ltd., The, Hamilton,

FLEXIBLE JOINTS
Cn

^.b.A.

AND LEATHER GLOVES

ASBESTOS, DUCK
Frederic B.

Ind.

Co.

GRINDERS, PNEUMATIC

Hamilton Faring Mill Co,, HsmUton,
T

Ont.

.M..

GRINDERS, DISC. BENCH, SWING Ont
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto,

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Onl.
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co.. Ltd.,. Toronto, OnL

Co..

Ont

_ .
„ .,.
Ford -Smith Mach. Co., J,td.. The, HamUton, Ont
Holden Co.. Ltd., The. Montreal.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co,, Chicago, lU.
Oliver Machinery Co., Grand KApids. Muai.

FLASKS, SNAP. ETC,

.Mfg.

F.

GRINDERS

Crane Ltd., Montreal.

Otbermarer Co,,

&

FURNACES, ELECTRIC
Electric Furnace Construction
FURNACES, STEEL

Pettinos,

FLANGED
FITTINGS. MALLEABLE
Crane Ltd., Montreal.
prrrrNGS, screwed

W<w««on. K

Turonto,

Co..

J..

HamUton Facing MUl

'Crane Ltd., Montreal.

Tabor

E.

\Vr.odi.«nn.

Wnadlwn. E.

FITTINGS,

SteTens,

Hamilton,

Co..

.^iill

FURNACE BLOWERS, ROTARY
CooinersviUe.

Frederic B.

Frederic B.

Kaciiig

.(liniiion

Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton,
Monarch Engineering A Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, lU.
Uoi.ts Co.. P. H.

BRICK AND CLAY

HsmlUon Facing

Dopmlninr
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldhlgtui.
Wrvvli»on. E. .T,. Co., Toronto, Ont

Woodison.

Oliver

Jtweph

ELEVATORS, HYDRAULIC. PNEUMATIC

Frederic B.

FILLING MACHINES

Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.

Whitehead Bros, Co., Buffalo, N.T.
Woodison, K, J., Co., Toronto, Ont

.

Hanson A Van Wlnkls Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co.» Ltd., Toronto. OnL

ELECTRIC GLUE HEATERS
Oliver MacJiinery Co., Grand Rapids,
ELECTRIC TOOLS
The.

Hsnuon * Van Winkle Co Toronto. Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. OnL
Hamilton FncInK Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Oni.
Woodl»on
R. .T
Co.. Toronto, OnL
.'"an.

HRF

Sierena.

LEATHER AND WOODEN

FILLETS,

Can.

Furnace Oonstniotion Co.

Ltd..

Co., Toronto, Om.
Ltd., Toronto, Out.
Frederic B, Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich,
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, OnL

"^n.

ELECTRIC DRILLS
Holdf-n Cc, Lt,i.. The. Montreal.
ELECTRIC FURNACES

Co..

Que.

Montreal, Que.

FOUNDRY COKE

Md.

A

Hanson

Ltd.,

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fury. Supply Co.,

General

Co.. Torool », Ont
B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
W. w. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont
Monarch Engineering
Mfg. Co., Baltimore
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., BulTalo, N.T,
Woodlaon. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

<flan.

Montreal,

Ltd.,

Co.,

FERROUS AND NON-FERROUS METALS
-Mini^Btiy of Munitions, London, England.
FILLKKS (.MLTALUC)

Holden

H»"*™ * Van Winkle

Holilen

&

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, OnL
Electric Furnace Construction Co.
General Combustion Co., Montreal.
iiaiiullon Facing .Mill Co.. HamUton, Ont.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton,
Monarch Engineering A Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.

FORCINGS

U^Pj
Frederic

Electric

Leslie

Crane Ltd., Montreal.

Cleveland
Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
FYederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Midhlgan.
Monarch Eng'r'g Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

J.,

C.

FURNACES

Crane Ltd., Montreal.

n^minion Fdry. .S.iprW

E.

& Co.,
FERRO-SILICON
A.

Frederic B.

Montreal, Que.

FITTINGS. CAST IRON

I

Oo..

FE^K ^ALLOYS
A. O. LeaUe & Co., Ltd.,
FF"lRO-MANGANESE

Co., Toronto. Ont
Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Stevens, Detroit, Miftilgen.
HamUton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Hanlcy Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton,
Woodison Co., E. J., Toronto.
b.ai'«on A Van Winkle
nominlou Fdry. Supply Co..

Can.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Hamilton Facing MUl Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont.
W. W. Sly Mff. Co., Cleveland, OUo.
Sitiewt, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

FITTINGS

m.
"»•

Pangbom Oon-"iaHon, Haceretown, Md.
DRYIN<^; 0\ \s FOR CORES
Can. Hanson ' Vsn WinM» Co..
Toronto
''™""' Ont
"'
Cleveland Nickel Works.

Woodison

bUKNACE LINING

FANS. E.VMAUST

Frederic B. Steveiu, Detroit, Micfhigon.

Ont
DRAINAGE PTmNGS
<^ranp htA., JIoTi'treal
DRAWBAR CENTERING DEVICE
Holden Co., Ltil., Ttie. Montreal.
DRILLS, ELECTRIC AND "ORTABLE
UKlependent Pnenmatlc Tool Co,, Chloaso
«""*".
DRINKING FOUNTAINS
'^-nne Ltd.. Mon/treal.
DRYERS, SAND
.T

I'a.

31RE CEMENT

Ont,

Can. Hanamj A Van Winkle Co..
Toronto Oit,
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Joaerh DUon Cnicible Oo.. Jenwy
City, M.J.
J- H- & ^•. J«"«T City
N.J.
"•"Sf''
Wfwvll.nn.

Mfg. Co., Cambridge Springs, Pa.
Frederic B. £^tev«ns, Detroit, Michigan.
National Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.
OtMimajet Co., S., Cbloago, III.
Woodison Co.. E. J.. Toronto.
Blj-stoue

Can.

Detroit, Michigan.
HamUton Facintj .Mill Co., Ltd., liaiuUion,
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto Out

B.

Mich.

Detroit,

Ltd..

Blystone .Mfg. Co., Cambridge Springs,
Frederic B, Stevens, Detroit, Miahis«n.
iJbemiajer A Co., S., Chicago, 111.
Woodison Co., E. J.. Toronto.

A. O. Leslie

U.lLUiCS

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co.,

Mich.

Detroit,

Ltd.,

Co.,

FACINGS

N.J.

Northern Crane Works, Ltd., WalkerrlUe
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co., Cleyeland, Ohio.
Sterens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

Co..

l^ne

.M.

H. M. Lane Co, The.

Hemilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., UamiJlon, Oai

CUPOLA BLAST

FOUNDRY PRACTICE
UoLaln's System, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.
FOUNDRY RIDDLES
Blj-stone Mfg. Co.. Cambridge Springs, Pa.
FOUNDRY SUPPLIES

ENGINEERS (FOUNDRY)

Can. Hanson & Van Wintde Co., Torootc, OnL
DixoD Crucible Co,, Josepli, Jemej City, N.J.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Onu

Bt«Tens,

Lane

.\1.

Oat

E. J., Co.. Toronto,

VVooJlson,

London, England.

ENGINEERS, INDUSTRIAL

CKUClBLUy, KKSKKVUIK, TILTING
I'UKNACE, BOTTOM POUR, ETC.
Oo., Jeraey City,

ENGINES. STEAM
Ministry of Munitions,

Prederic B. Stcreoi, Detroit, Micblgan.
Woodwon Oa, IS. J., Torooioa

&

AND STEAM

Holden Co., Ltd., The, Montreal.

ENGINEERS, CONSULTING

CRANES. HAND TRAVELLING
Curtis I'neumatjc Machy. <Jo.. dL LiOuia
CRUCIBLES

Oautier, J, H.,

Hyde A Sons, Montreal, Qua.
Obermayer Co,, 8., CIil«Me, QL
SuicDs, Frederic B.. Detrall. Jllck.
Whiichead Bros, Co., Buffalo, N,T.

Grand Rapids. Mich.

ENGINES, OIL, GAS

Volume XI.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
H.

M. Lane Co.. Ltd., Detroit,

Mich.

Septf.nlHM-.
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High' grade Bronzes
for

Engineering Purposes
CASTINGS
INGOTS

FORGINGS
RODS
ROLLS
SHAPES
This installation of the "Oliver" Swing Cut-off

Saw, mounted on wall brackets, is giving a
The arrangement
good account of itself.
illustrated with the saw near the lumber

'WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG'

racks, the roller table, the
stops, is excellent.

American
Manganese Bronze Co.
Holmesburg,

For the details of

most

efficient

swing

saw address the

OLIVER MACHINERY COMPANY

Phila., Pa,

GRAND

New

SLY

this

patent multiple

RAPIDS, MICH., U.S.A.

York, Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco, Los Angeles.

FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT
"UP
DATE"
TO
-

-

the Finishing of Small Parts and
Castings Costing You Too Much ?

Is

Here's

a

profit

leak

bears close analysis.
The cost of small parts may
to the cost of larger parti unless they ar3 finished in
least possible time and with the minimum amount of

that

become out of proportion
sufficient volume in the
labor.

Since cost d-pends on volume, where 6 or 8 tons a day have been cle.ined by one
method or another, the installation of a 30/40 Sly Sand Blast Mill aotuiJl'v
turns out 8 to 20 tons a day and with the minimum amount of labor.
Drop forgings. stampings, small gear.;, auto parts, brass and bronze work and
malleable iron castings that are put through a 30/10 Sly Sand Blast Mill are
cleaned with the thorous;hness of a sand-blasting operation that imitjates hand
work, lessening machining on parts that are to be machined; eliminating defecgiving a surface that is ready for plating.
tive partj
It is your privilege to draw on over forty years' experience in the business, bv
putting your cleaning problem up to lis. Write or wire.
;

Mfg. Co.
W. SLY
The W.
and Works:
Main
Office

New York

Cleveland, Ohio

Washington

Paris, France

Birmingham

Other
Steel

Tumbling Mills

Iron Cinder Mills
Brass Cinder Mills
Resin Mills
Sand Blast Mills
Sand Blast Mills— TiKed

Exhaust Fans
Mill at Olds

Motor Works, Lansing, Mich.

SLY

Products
Sand Blast Rooms
Sand Blast Cabinet
Sand Bla-st Rotary Tables
Dust Arresters
Cupolas
Core Ovens
Core Sand Reclaimers

Chicago
Detroit
St.

Louis

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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IRON CEMENTS

IRON FILLER

Woodison,

Co..

J.,

Tarooto,

Oliver

NOZZLES, SAND BLAST

Globe Steel Co.. Manafleld. Ohio.
Plttabuifh Oruihed Steel Co., Plttaburcb, Pa.
-Macliincry

Ltd.,

General
Tlie,

Can. Hanaon Ic Van Winkle Co,. Toronto,
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto,
SVedaric B. Sterena, Detroit, Michigan.

Oat.

Ont

Bapids,

Oticrmarer Co., S., Chicago, m.
Sly. W. W.. .Mfg. Co., The, Clereland,
Steyena, Frederic B., Detroit, MIcfa.
Woodlaon. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

HasMB A Van Winkle
Dominion Fda. Supply Co..

Co.. Toronto. Ont
Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Frederic B. Sterena, Detroit, Michigan.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton. Pa.
Monarch Engineering A Mfg. Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Woodlaon. E, J., Co., Toronto, Ont

LADLE STOPPERS, LADLE NOZZLES
AND SLEEVES (GRAPHITE)

Can. Hanaon t Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Frederic B. Sterena, Detiott, UicUcui.
Joaeeh Dixon Cnielhla Oo.. Jersey Olty. N.J

Ont

Frederic B. Sterena, Detroit, Michigan.

4 Co.. S.. Chicago,
Co., Toronto.
LUBRICATING GRAPHITE

ni.

Firederio B.

Sterens, Detroit, Michigan.
Pettinos. George F., Philadelphia, Pa.

MACHINE TOOLS
Alinistry

of Munitions, London, England.
.Machinery Co.. Grand Rapids, Mich

MAGNETIC SEPARATORS

Ding's Magnetic Separator Co.. Milwaukee. Wl«
Magnetic Mfg. Co., Milwaukee. Wis.
.Machinery Co.,

Grand Rapids, Mich

MELTING POTS

Oan. Hanaon & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont

Ont

Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Stcvena. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Md

Monarch Engineering

A

Kawin

Toronto.

MILLING MACHINES
Pord-Smlth Mach. Co.. Ltd.,
MICA SCHIST

-nie,

Hamilton

Ont

Tnierte B. SteTena, Detroit, Miehlean.
Philadelphia,

Co.,

Cambridge Springs, Pa.

Can. Hanwn & Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
National Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.

Wondiwm. E.

MITTENS
FVederie B.

J..

Co.,

Stereiis,

MIXERS
Bngineering

Toronto,

Ont

Ont

Detroit. Mletiknn.

HOLDERS' TOOLS

Co.,

Chicago,

Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

MOLDING MACHINES

Rerkohirp Mfp. Co,, The,
Britannia Foundry Co.. Coventry. Ifng.
Can. Hanson A- Van Winkle Co., Toronito, Ont
The Olereland Oabom Mfg. Co., Olerdand, 0.
Dominion Fdry. Supcly Co., Ltd, Toronto. Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co. Hamilton. Ont.

Ortmea Molding Machine Co., Detroit,
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Tahor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia.
WoodlKon. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Mloh.

MOLDING SAND— SEE SAND
FVadaric B. SteTena, Detroit, Mldhlgian.
MOLDING SIFTERS
Hanton & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont,
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Can.

Bterena,

Ont
Ont

Detroit, Hlehlgui.

Sterens, Detroit, Ml<<ilgian.
E. J., Toronto.

Winkle (To.. "Toronto.
Hamilton rtnt

MIT.I-S
MfEt.

Cambridge Springs.

Co..

Pa.

Frost Mfg. Co.. Chicago, 111.
Frederic B. Sterena, Detroit, Michigan.
National Engrineerin? Co., Chi cago,
Woodison Oo., E. J
Tororato.

TIL

.

SANDBLAST ABRASIVES
Pa.

Woopdiaon

Oo,

E.

J.,

Pa.

Toronito.

SANDBLAST EQUIPMENT
Ont.

Can. Hansen & ^'an Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Hamiltcn Facing JffU Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, m.
National

Engineering

Co,, C!hicago, 111.
(Corporation, Hagemtowu
Md.
Co.. The, Cleveland,
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Pangbom

Sly.

,

W. W.. Mfg.

O.

SAND BLAST GRIT AND SHOT
Ont

Munitions, London,

Mldhlgan.

Frederic B. Sterens,

Detroit,
G'lobe Steel Co., Man.^fleld,
Pitt.sbureh Crashed Ste»l i^o.

,

Ohio.
Pittsburgh,

SAND BLAST HELMETS
J. A. Spangler, Benton Harbour,
SAND BLAST SAND

PLANT AND MACHINERY

Oan.

C^n.

Hanson A Van Winkle (3o., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Sujiply Co., Ltd.. Toronto Ont,

Frederic B. Sterens,

Joseph DixOTi Crucible Co., Jersey CSty, N.J.
HamUton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Obermayer Co., S., Chlca«o, III.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J,. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Whitehead Pros. Co., BufTalo, N.Y.
Woodison Co. Toronto.
E, J

Han-wn * Van Winkle

Co.. Toronto.
Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
W. W. Wells Toronto.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

Sterens,

PNEUMATIC HAMMERS
Hnlflen To,, Ltd,, The. Montreal.
PNEUMATIC HOLDER ONS
Hi>lilen
Co.. Ltd. The.
PNEUMATIC TOOL LUBRICANTS
Ltd.. Tlie. Montreal,
Ilolden Co
PNEUMATIC TOOLS
]\Tniilrciil,

.

Indciirn'rnt Pneumatic Tool Co.. -Montreal.
Tlie HoVlen Co., Ltd,. Montreal.

PNEUMATIC WINCHES
Hr.M.-n Co, Ltd,, 'Plif, Montreal,
PORCELAIN WARE
Crane IjM, Montreal.
POWER JOLT SQUEEZERS
Frederic B. 6.*Tena. Detroit. Micihigan.
POWER SQUEEZERS
Frederic B. Sterena. Detroit. Midiigan.
PRODUCTION LATHES

Pettinos.

Detroit, Michigan.
George F., Philadelphia, Pa.

SANDBLAST SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES
Corporation, Hagerstown, Md.
Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Michigan.

Pangbom

Ont

SAND CONVEYING MACHINERY

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, MidUgaii.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

S.4ND

OnL

BLAST MACHINERY, BABKELS,

Co., Toronto, Ont
Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Mlchlcan.
Frost Mfg. Co., Chicago, lU.
Sly, W. W., Mfg. Co.. The. Cleveland. O,
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..
Can.

SANDBLAST MATERIAL
Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit. Michigan.
SANDERS
.^
Oliver .Machinery Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.
SAND-MIXING MACHINERY

Blv^t.Sie Mfg. Co.. Cambridge Wiirings, Pa.
F"rederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
National Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.
Frost .Mfg. Co.. Chicago. 111.
.
,^.
.
Standiard S«nd & .Machine Oa, Clereland, On».

,

Grand Rapids.

Pa.

Mich.

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Onrt

England.

PLUMBAGO

Machinery Co.,

Ont

Frederic B. Stereos, Detroit, Mldhlgon.
Oo., E. J.. Toronto.

Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Michigan.
P1rti*nrBh Cnistied Stpol Co. Pittsburgh.

GALVANIZED

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle 05.. Toronto.
Frederic B. Sterena. Detroit, Michigan.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Whitehead Bros, Co., BnlTalo, N.T.
Woodlaon. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

Oliver

The.

Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, MMhlgaii.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh,

COMPOUNDS
Crane Ltd., Montreal.
PIPE, SOIL, AND FITTINGS

of

HL

(Jhleago,

SAND BLAST ACCESSORIES

PIPE JOINT

Oan.

Stevens.

.

PIPE. BT,ACK AND
Cnnn T.t'l,. Montrenl.

O.

Woodison

SAND

Bl>'stone

Midh.

PLATING AND POLISHING SUPPLIES

lU.

Oan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. OntHamilton Fncins Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont

Frederic

& Van

Toronto.
Mfg. Co.. The. CTeveland,
J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

Co.,

\v,

SAND

Miclh.

PATTERN SHOP MACHINERY
Pre-ston Wmxlworking Macliinery Co., The.
PATTERN WAX
United Compound Co., BufTalo, N.Y,
PIG IRON
A. C. Leslie & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Mini-strv

Pa.

MINING AND QUARRYING MACHINERY
Mfg

PATTERN MILLING MACHINES
Oliver Machinery Co.. Grand Rapids,
PATTERN SHOP EQUIPMENT.

PjiTi"''"

&

Tan. Hanson & Van Winkle C-n.. Toronto,
Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Michigan.
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison, E, J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

Midhlcran.

Grand Rapids. Miclh.
Pr&ston Woodworking Machy. Co., Preston, Ont.

„»

Re.^no^i.s
NV
=!lv,

ROTARY PUMPS
General Combustion Co.. Montreal.
RIP SAWS
Preston Woodworking Machinery Co.,
KOUGE

Machineo' Co.,

r-^

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Omt
Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, 'Mtrtiif n
Can.

Frederic B.

PATTERN MAKERS' BENCHES
Oliver Machinery Co.. Grand Rapids,
PATTERN MAKING MACHINES

Hanson

RESIN

Woodison Oo..

III.

PHOSIPHORIZERS

Co.,

McLain'a System. Inc., Milwaukee, Wia.
Toronto Tentine Laboratories. Toronto.

Pettinos. George F.,

Toronto, Ont.

Crane Ltd., Montreal.

METALLURGISTS
Charles C.

Co..

Frederic B. Sterana, Detroit,
Montreal Pattern Works

qt»»l

Detroit, Mlelhl|;ui.

HAMMER. COMPRESSION
Independent Pneumatic Tool C!o.,
ROCK DRILLS
Holden Co., Ltd.. Tlie. Montreal.
ROLLOVER MACHINES

PARTING COMPOUNDS
Frederic B. Storieas, Detroit, inn/ftilgun
Obermayer & Co., S., Chicago, lU.
Woodison Oo., E. J., Toronto.
PATTERNS

Can.

Sterens,

RIVETERS. PNEUr.iATIC, HYDRAULIC

WET AND DRY

Oliver

Bh-stone -Mfg. Co., Cambridge Springs, Pa.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., loronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont
Obermayer Co,, S., Chicago, lU.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Midi.
Whitehead Bros. Co., New York, N.T.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Woodison, E.

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Oo.. Toronto,
Frederic B. Stereoa, Detroit, Mldhiaaa.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton,
Sterena, Frederic B,, Detroit, Micb.
Woo.Tlsfin. R. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

CORE

OIL,

&

Md

(.'o,.

National Engineering (3o., Chicago,
Frost Mfg. Co., Chicago, TO.

Can.

Oibermayer

A Mfg. Co., Baltimore,
Chicago, DL

Co., Cleveland. Ohio.
Co.. Toronto. Ont.

OXY-AETYLENE AND OXY-HYDROGEN
WELDING AND CUTTING EQUIPMENTS
Holdeu
Ltd,, The, Montreal.
OXYGEN
PANS,

LADLE HEATERS

LINSEED

J,.

F..

Dom. Oxvsen

O.

S.,

Sly Mfg.

Woodi-wn,

RIDDLES

Frederic B.

Con.struction Co.
Sterena, Detroit, MiOhleaiL

Obermayer Co,,

Montreal.

Preston Woodworking Machy. Co., Preston, Ont.
Woodison Oo. E. J., Toronto.

Furnace

W. W.

The,

,

Frederic B.
Monarch EIngineering
Ont.

Ltd.,

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co,, Toronto, Ont
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City, N.J.
Jonathan Hartley CniciUe Co.. Trenton, N.J.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

RIDDLES, ELECTRIC

Can. Hansen A Van Winkle Oo., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, OnrU

Mich.

Toronto,

Co.,

E. J., Co., Toronto.

Montreal.

Grand Rapids. Midh.

OPEN HEARTHS
General Combustion Co., Montreal.
OVENS FOR CORE-BAKING
Klectrie

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Oat.
Juaeph Diiou CruclHle Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Northern Crane Worka, Walkerrille.
Monarch Engineering A Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Ud.

Woodlson.

M., OornnersTllle, Ind.

AND DRYING

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodlaon, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont,

National

Machinery Co.,

Oliver

LEGGINGS

F.

Combtistion Co.,

OILSTONE GRINDERS

Montreal.

KNIFE GRINDERS
Oliver Machinery Co., Grand
LADLES, FOUNDRY
Can. Hanaon A Van Winkle

&

Roots Co., P. H.

KAOLIN

Blystone

AND GAS FURNACE BLOWERS

OIL METERS

JOURNAL BOXES
I'd,.

A

.Stevens,

OIL

Co,.

lluldeii

lUiTORTS

Pa.

Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Mfg. Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Frederic B., Detroit, Mich,
tvoodlnnn, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont,

Monarch Engineering

Fradarie B. Sterens, Detroit, Mlchloan.
Qrimes .Molding .Machine Co., Detroit, Mich.
Woodlson. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

Oliver

RAMMERS, PNEUMATIC

Hajnilton

HaneoD A Van WinUe Co., Toronto. Oat,
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Can.

Oliver

Out.

Detroit Mldhigian.

Hanaon A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdrj, Sujjply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Grand Rapids, Mioh.

Co.,

JOLT MACHINES AND 8QDEEZBRS

R^ynoIdB

Toronli.,

Sterena,

Ccn.

JOINTERS

JJolden

Co,,

Oan. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, OntMagnetic Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wia.
Quveus, Frederic B,, Detroit, Mich,
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Tlie,

NORTH RIVER SAND
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia,
OIL AND GAS FURNACES

IKON BAND
Oliver

Hum. (ixjgcn
Frederic B.

Toronito.

J.,

RAMMING PLATES AND ALACHINES

SAND RAMMERS (PNEUMATIC)
rniuinatic Tool Co.,

E.

PULLEYS, MAGNETIC

Grand Hapids. Midi.

8t«Ttn»,

Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
J.. Co.. Toronto. Out

Frederic B. Stereos, Detroit, Ml<thi(wi.

Woodiaon Ca,

.Macliinery Co.,

NITROGEN

Wooditon. E.

Ont

MORTISERS
C'lfvilaud

Huuon & Van

E.

Winkle Co., Toronto. Oat
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Fndeiie B. SteTcns, Detroit, Mlchlgaa,
0«n.

PROTECTIVE WEARING APPAREL

Whitahaad Broa. Co., Buffaia, N.T.

Can. Htnaon A Van WlDklt Co.. Toronto. Ubu
Domiiilon Fdrr. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
8t«r«M, Fred«rie B,, Detroit. Mich.
Woodison Oa, E. J., Toronto.
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Woodison

Oo.,

E.

J.,

Toronto."

SAND MILLS
Midh.

Frederic B. Sterena, Detroit, Mldhigaa.
National Engineering Co., (Siicago, HI.
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How Many Metal
been operating
you would

r N

mount

like to

for

USE

MENCO
can take

metal patterns

foundry

Mounts,

MENCO
3'ou

to-day,
in a

and the very

are using in your

and

make

Pattern

remarkably short time and

at a cost that

would surprise you.

Can You Afford

to

be Without

MENCO?
Sold

in

V M A X

9B

Barrel Lots at

12 Cents Per Pound

PATENTED IN UNITED STATES
AND CANADA

Have You

"Singlehanded"

that

use on Molding Machines?

Don't Worry About the Excessive
Cost of Pattern Mounts

YOU

i;

Patterns

your foundry

in

1)

MAKING MENCO MOUNTS
The hiKh cost in time and money of making
duplicate patterns for quantity production of
castinKS even when usinjr the moldinir machine
has been practically eliminated by the use of
a material known as Menco.
The system on
which it is worked is in many respects similar to the old-time method of making plaster
fellow-boards, or perhaps more like making
the more modern sand-match.
As every foundryman knows, when makinn
follow-boai'ii he must first get his permanent patterns prepared, usually in aluminum
or met^il of some sort. The molder then rams
up the bottom half of a mold with the pattern in its proper place and after getting the
parting ready, instead of ramming up the
cope, he iiuts a frame around the pattern
and either rams it full of oil-sand compound and screws a board onto the back or
else fastens the board on first and pours the
In the course of
plaster through an opening.
a few hours this sets and only requires to
be cleaned up a bit to be a finished foUowboard fitted to the pattern.
a

This was all right in its day,
considered as a great achievement,
only suited to hand work.

and
but

is

machine molding, particularly on rolldraw type of machine, it is required that
half
patterns be mounted on the machines
two
so arranged that they exactly match each other.
In

over

To accomplish this the molder begins as
before and after getting his parting ready,
instead of making the follow-board he rams
up the cope and lifts it otf and places it on
He then proceeds to draw the patits back.
tern and cut the gate unless a gate pattern
In fact he does everyhas been provided.
thing which he would have done if making
When both halves are
an ordinary mold.
properly finished he puts a frame on each
and mixes "Menco" to the consistency of
mortar and fills both parts and levels them
off.
When the mixture begins to get sluggish
the boards are screwed onto the frames and
the whole thing allowed to stand for about
fifteen hours, when it will be found to be sufficiently hard to handle with safety.
After washing it clean, place it in a warm
spot for a few days to dry, keeping the surface moist until the inside is dried out. After
it is thoroughly dry it may be polished with
a piece of very fine sand paper and given a
good coating of shellac, when it will be ready
Patterns of this
to mount on the machine.
kind are known as "mounts," and as will be
seen they are a combination follow-board and
pattern in one piece, and by making them in
this way a great saving is accomplished.

"Canadian

Koundryman."

.^ui^ust,

1920.

Manufactured and Sold by

The Menefee Foundry Co.
Ft.

v.as
it

Wayne, Indiana

FOUNDRYMAN

C/VNADli\N
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SAND MOLUINU
Can. Uan»on

Ik Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Onu
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Lul. Toronto. One
Hanulton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Uai~
,

&

Uyde

VMutcheaU

!.,,«.

Wooilison.

E.

(_u..

i..,

i

.

•.

Frederic B.

Woodison

Cambriilge Springs, I'a.
an \N inkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Co., Ltd., Toronto, OttU
Frederic B. S'terens, Detroit, MidhJcan.
ilumiUon Kacmg .Mill Co., Hamilton, Unt
I'lcstim Wocxlworking Machy. Co., Preston, Ont.
Woodiscm. hi. J., Co.. Torouto, Out.
Co.,
V

Dominion Fdry, Supply

SAND SIFTERS, HAND
Frederic B.

U oOklLsou

Stevens,

Co.,

Detroit, Mldhlgan.
ToroiiM).

J.,

fci.

SASH BALANCES
Holdi-ii Co..
The.
SASH LOCKS
Ihililen C(i..
Ltd., Tlie,
SAW BENCHES
Dings Magnetic

Co.. .Milwaukee, Wis.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Onit.
Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Michigan.

SEPARATORS, MOISTENERS, OIL FOR
CO:4PRESSED AIR
Pangbom

Corporation.

Hagerstown.

SEA COAL
Co..

SHAPERS
Oliver Madiinery
SHOT

Chicago.

S..

Md.

E.

Co..

Pa.

Toronto.

J.,

l;.

Co., Toronto. Ont.
Ltd.. Toronto. Onit
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigian.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Out

WASH

Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhlgian.
Pettinos, George F., pihiladelphia. Pa.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

SILICA ROCK.

OROUNn

AND niLVERIZED
Hanson

& Van
J..

Detroit, Michigan.
Co., Toronto, Ont

GKAl'HITE

Can. nan.son & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..
Stevens.

Co.. Toronto.
Ltd.. Toronto.

V

T

.

Co.. Toronto.

SLIP JACKETS
S.

Ont
Ont

Detrodt, Michigan.

Diton Crucible Co.. Jersey

WrvKii<!fin

City. N.J.

Obennayer Co.. Chicago.

.

>S.

Obei-mayer Co..

SMALL ANGLES

Chicago.

A. C. Leslie & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
tan. llan.TOn & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Micibigan.
\\ oo<lison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Suppl; Co..

Ont

Hanson & Van Winkle
Co..

J..

Co..

Toronto.

STIRRERS. GRAPHITE

Ont

Toronto.

Ont

Co.,
Ltd.,

Ont

Ont

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Ltd.. The, Hamilton,

Ont

Michigan.
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton,
Woodison Co., E. J., Torooto.

Ont

Co..

Curtis

I'neumatic .Machy.

Frederic B.

Co.,

WATER

St

Ont

Toronto. Out
Toronto. Onit

Stevens.

v

.,

Louis,

Mc

Can.

Hanson & Van Wi^ikle
Dominion Fdry. SuEPjy Co.,

Co., Toronto,
Lti., Toronto,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit.

Michigan.

Ont
Ont

TENONERS
Oliver Machinery Co., Grand Rapids, Mioh.
TEEMING CRUCIBLES AND fUNNELS
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
TOOLS, PNEUMATIC
111.

K, OVERHEAD
TBOLLEYS AND TROLLEY SYSTEMS

TKA(

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Can. Man.son vt Van Winkle Co., Toronto. r)nt
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Onu

Hamilton,

When Answering

Urin.

E.

Detroit. .\lUh.
Co.. Toronto. Ont

J..

UNIONS
Crane Ltd.. Montreal.
VALVES (IRON), STANDARD. EXTRA

HEAVY

Crane Ltd.. Montreal.

VALVES, PRESSURE SEATED
(PNEUMATIC)
Pneumatic Tool Co.. The.

Cleveland

.Montreal.

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Uni'/Cd

ObL
Ont

Comi'ound Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.

Wotjdison.

E.

Co..

J..

Toronto.

VIBRATORS

Ont

Berkshire Mfg. Co.. The.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto.
Dominion Fdry. Supoly Co., Ltd.„ Toronto.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Dom. Oxvgen

Co.,

WHEELBARROWS

Toronto,

Ont.

Ont

Ont

Ont.

WHEELS. GRINDING
Can.
f^an.

Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Hart Wh-/ls. Hamilton. Ont.

Detroit, Michigan.
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd.. The, Hamilton,
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Ont

Stevens,

Frederic B.

Ont

WHEELS. POLISHING. ABRASIVE

Can. Hanson A- Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. rOit
Ford-Smith Mach. (3o.. Ltd., The. Hamilton. Oni
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Onu
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
rnited Compound Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
V .T.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
^r,^n.liolTr,
.

P

H &

F.

WINDOW SASH
Ltd.. The.
Holden Co
WINDOW SCREENS
The.
Holden Co..
WIRE ^^ "FKi.s

M.. Oonnersville. Ind.

MontreaL
Montreal.

Ont

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

WIRE. WIRE RODS AND NAII.9
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Mli^IiigaiL
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto
Steel 0>. of Canada, Hamtltca, Ont
W/*rtdi«n1!J
Co. Toronto. Ont
.

WOOD LATHERS
(irand Rapids,
Oliver Machinery C"
WOOD BORING MACHINES
Holden Co.. Ltd., The. Montreal.
WOODWORKING MACHINES
.

Oliver JIachinery Co., Grand Rapids.
PiYston Woo<hvorking Machinery Co.

WOOD TRIMMERS
Oliver

MacJiinerv Co..

Mioh.

Mioh.

Grand Rapids, Mioh.

WOODWORKERS' VISES
Oliver

Machinery Co.,

Grand Rapids, Midh.

Advertise-

ments Kindly Mention
this

Out

Frederic B..

Can. Hanson fi Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. HamlUon. Ont,

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Wrwlison. E, J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Co.,

Supply Co.. Ltd.. 'I -"onto.
Works. Walketvillp

Ltil..

TALC

.NIill

Crane

.

Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

Hamilton Facing

Toron'o. OnU
Louis, Mo.

Torunto.

Co..

Fdry.

.\orthem

Po»^« Oo

Grand Rapids. Midh.

SWITCHES, I-BEAM

TANKS. OIL AND

&

Dommion

WIND GATRS

Stevens, Detroit.

-Mar.hinerv

8t

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Michigan.
Woodison Co.. E. J.. Toronto.

Frederic B.
^vens, Detroit, Michigan.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto.

Hamilton.

Oo..

Co..

.

STONES. RUBBING AND OIL
Hart Wheels

Hanson & Van Winkle

Can.

WELDING AND CUTTING SUPPLIES

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toront<i, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Joseph DLxon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Woodison. B. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

SURFACE PLANERS
Oliver Machinery Co..
SWING
Ford-Smith Mach. Co,.
SWING GRINDERS

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
W'owiisou. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Woodison. E. .T
Co.. Toronto. Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

Frederic B.

Mo.

WALL CIIANNELS

Hagerstorwn. Md.
Co., Limited, Montreal, Que.

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago.
Holden Co.. Ltd.. The. Montreal.

SOAPSTONE
Can.

&

Woodison, E.

Oliver

.

S.

Torontio.

SWING SAWS

Ont

SNAP FLASKS
Oliver Machinery Co., Grand Rapid.s. Mioh.
SNAP FLASK BANDS
S.
nbpnnaver C<i.
T\ie.
SNAP FLASK BOTTOM PLATES
Tile S. Obennayer Co.. Chicago.
SNAP FLASH JACKETS
S.
Obenn.iyer Co.
Tlie.
SNAP FLASK TRIMMINGS
Tlic S. Obennayer Co.. ChioaRO.
SNAP FLASKS, WOOD, CHERRY AND OAK
The
Obennayer Co.. Chicago.
SNAP MOLD JACKET
The

J.,

ALL KINDS

STEEL RAILS

Car,.

Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.

Stevens,
E.

SKI.>I,MEKS.

E.

Oo.,

B.\RS.

Can.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

Frederic B.

Pa.

Michigan.
Winkle Co.. Toronto.

Detroit.

A. C. Leslie & Co., Ltd.. Montreal. Que.
Can. Han.son & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
N'orthem Crane Works. Walkerville.
Steel Co. of Canada. Hamilton. Ont
Woodison. E. J
Co.. Toronto. Ont

Can.

Louis,

TURNTABLES

VACUUM PUMPS
Holden Co., Lt<l., Tlie.
VENT WAX

Combustion Co.. .Montreal.

A. C. LesUe

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Sucply Co.,

The

STEAM TURBINES

Pangbom Corpora_on.

Can.

B.

HAND

.

SIEVES

B'redsric

ANI>

STEEL PLATES

.

Woodison.

rOWEU

Co., Toronto. Ont
Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Midhlgan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
\\'r,Miqnn
Co.. Toronto. Ont.
E. .T

Woodiaon

Ont

TRUCKS, DRIER AND FACTORY

itevTiolds

Toronto. Ont
Toronto. Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Midhlgan.
Tabor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia
Woodison. E. J.. Co
Toronto. Ont
Co..
Ltd..

STEEL BANDS

Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Oheimayer & Co.. S.. Chicago. 111.
Woodiaon Oo. E. J.. Torooto.

.loKpph

Han.son & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supplj Co..

Can.

STEEL

Toronto.

Co..

.1..

TURPENTINE

SOUEEZER MOLDING .MACHINES

General

E.

I'neumatic Machy. Co., St.

(.'lulls

Curtis Pneumatic Madiy.

Stevens, Frederic B,, Detroit, Mich.
Wooiliaon, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Can. Hanson & Van
Ont.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

Grand Kapids, Midh.

Co.,

SHOVELS

Oan.

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supplj Co., Ltd., Toronto, Oi»t
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Can.

Frederic B. Etevens,

III.

Globe dteel Co., .Mansfield, Oliio.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co.. Pituburgh.

SILICA

Mlcfaigen.

Toromito.

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Michigan.
Pittsburgh Cnished Steel Co.. I'ittsleiigh,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Micbigan.

Frederic

Detroit,

J.,

STEEL. CRITSHEn

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, ifidhigan.
Woo.lison Co.. E. J., Torotuto.

Woodiaon

B.

STEET, GRIT

&

Obennayer

Stevens,

Oa,

SPRUE CUTTERS

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..

Sep,-ir»toi

Woodison.

TROLLEYS, SINGLE I-BEAM

Ont.

Ont

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, OnL
Hamilton Facing ilill Co., Hamilton, Ont

Can.

Grand Rapids, Widi.

Sti-ARATORS

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mi.-htg«ii
Can. Hani>un ii V an VVmkle Co.. Toronto.
Co.. Ltd.. Toronto.

Can.

SQUEEZER.e,

Montreal.

Machinery Co.,

(Jliver

Ont

Dominion Fdry. Supply
W. W. Wells, Torouto.

Grand Rapids, Midi.

Co..

.

Montreal.

l.t.i..

-Machinery

SPRAYERS

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mlohlgan.
Wootlison tVx, 1^. J., T\>ixjinto.

Jc

E.

Can. Han.son & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.
Joseph Di.von Crucible Co., Jersey City, Pa.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

SANU SIKTEKS
lUs-stoae .Mfj!.
Can. ±laiu>uu

.Northern Crane Works, Ltd., WalkervilU,
Woodison E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

TRIPOLI

Philadelphia. Pa.
J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
F..

SPELTER BOWL,S

Moiilical.

1.1.1,.

Woodison.
Oliver

Toronto. Ont-

Co.,

J..

Georg«

I'ettlnrw.

SPEED LATHES
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PIG IRON

(ELECTRIC FURNACE)

SILICON

to 3.50%
PROMPT SHIPMENT FROM FURNACE
A. C. LESLIE

&

MONTREAL

LIMITED

CO.,

ANODES
Any

style or

shape

Quality Guaranteed
Why

import your anodes when you
quicker
guaranteed
quality,
and can save duty and eliminate the annoyance of clearing at the
customs by buying from us?
May we send you descriptive pamphlet

MADE
IN

can

get
delivery,

nn<i

.,

full

particulars?

W. W. WELLS, Toronto

DOMINION CRUCIBLE CO.
LIMITED
ST.

JOHNS, QUE.

HAMILTON FACING MILLS CO.

Limited

HAMILTON, ONT.
SOLE CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS

Speed and Ease Accomplished on a Heavy, Rigid

FORD-SMITH GRINDER
line of floor grinders has been designed to put these machines
on a really efficient basis. All types are of the strongest and most rigid
Even the highly skilled mechanic will find a great differconstruction.
ence in the quality of the work and the ease and speed with which it is
done.
Full specifications, prices and photographs will be mailed upon request.

Our new

The Ford-Smith Machine

Co., Ltd.

HAMILTON, CANADA

Heavy Typ

t'U or

Grinders

Foreign Agenta
Britiih

:

W.

E. Storey, London, Eng.

& Canadian Hydraulic Tube Co., Johann«tburf South
,

Gollin
Africa

& Co., Melbourne, Australia

MgLeod

St

Co., Calculla, India

H

.
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BUFFS AND POLISHES

WHEELS

BUFFS
Whole

— We

can supply promptly Whole Cloth loose or
Cloth sewed, in various grades of unbleached cotton
suitable
for Silverware,
Brass and Nickel coloring.
Our Sewed Piece Buffs are
made in Bleached, Unbleached or Colored Material.

Special care in laying and

an automatic sewing machine assures a well-balanced, fast-cutting buff
that will give excellent

"Champion"

service.

medium

We

especially direct your attention to our
Solid
Bull
Neck
Leather

Wheels, which are made

in

3

grades, soft,

hard, and hard.
For a grease
Wheel you will find them hard to beat.

The Canadian Hanson & Van Winckle
Company, Limited
15-25

TORONTO, CANADA

Morrow Avenue
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Stevens Specialties
Bring Results
said and done the chief element of success in the sale of specialized
is their ability to produce results
economically and satisfactorily.
All of these specialties have been tried in the crucible of experience and found to
measure up to the highest standards.

After
products

all is

—

—

Foundry

Buffing Compositions

Specialties

Some

The days when Flour, Molasses, and sundry edible things
may be used in a Foundry are rapidly passing. Linseed Oil,
too, has climbed the golden stair of high prices.
The foundryman who thinks in the future must use substitutes or
his dream of profits will end in a nightmare of losses.
Here

of the things required by stove makers, brass plants

and others

STEVENS' WHITE ROSE BUFFING COMPOSITION
For "coloring up" cutlery of all kinds and
castings WHITE ROSE is beyond comparison.

are the profit savers.

all

light steel

Also for buff'ing brass or nickel the results obtained are a

DRY BINDERS

delight to the eye.
The beauty of nickel or brass is brought out to the greatest
advantage.
Wherever a brilliant finish is required, it is
unexcelled, especially where deep backgrounds are liable to
be filled. Particles left in the work are easily washed out.
Put up in airtight hermetically sealed cans. Samples free.

Stevens' King Kore Kompound, a black dry powder, but
containing two adhesives, one to bind the green cores, so
that when cores are not backed promptly the strength of the
green core permits handling without injury; another that
develops its strength under heat of core ovens. The ideal
combination.
It
is
used successfully when making large
heavy Grey Iron cores -- sometimes called "chunky" or
"blocky" also for engine beds, machine tools, railway equipment, and cores for steel castings of all descriptions. One
Detroit Foundry a large one reported a saving of sixteen
dollars per day after ceasing old methods and when using
King Kore Kompound with Glutrin~not a necessary but a
good combination.

STEVENS' "ZZZ

—

COLORING COMPOSITION

—

—

—

work, gives a lustrous finish, cleans quickly.
It gives to brass the glory of gold.
Equally as good on copper.

STEVENS' CORE GUM.

Sample for

Another dry binder but not of black color. A real artist
might call it "mouse-tint," but we will call it "gray" in color

trial free.

STEVENS' "UNION MAID" WHITE POLISH

but a shiner in effect. It is used for small intricate cores,where Linseed Oil was once thought necessary and with grea*;
success.
Its greater victories are with the small delicate
cores where nothing but pure linseed has been considered
before; none of these Compounds are noisy with odor. They
are well behaved from start to finish.

"

For coloring copper and brass castings, or plated work,
such as valves, fittings spun brass or cast brass use my
"ZZZ" Coloring Composition.
Contains no unsaponifiable material, does not smear the

—

A superior lime composition for coloring all kinds of nickel
plated work.
Imparts that beautiful blue-white finish
the looking
glass lustre.
Work is economically cleaned — for '"UNION MAID" is fine
in grain and will easily wash out of deep backgrounds.
Sample on request.

—

STEVENS' CORE PASTE
The only substitute for high-grade flour; not the flour that
has masqueraded when mixed with plaster, Silica, etc., as
flour, but the real hot biscuit raw material.
Of course it contains no flour, but you wouldn't know that, so well does it
take its place. Here is still a stock of Dextrine, Rosin, and
Molasses (New Orleans black strap). The wand of the fairy
is liable to touch their prices every day
get in early.

—

Gargara Emery

Stevens'

this

emery

lies

in

its

practical results.

It acts as an abrasive, it exercises its cutting qualities, then
crushes and polishes. Two services are thus rendered with
but one material. Stevens' Gargara Emery gives the results
desired.
All numbers.
In kegs of .3.50 lbs.

FREDERIC
Manufacturer

of

Three Great Values:

STEVENS' SPANISH FELT WHEEI^
From the highest grade selected wool, light in weight
superfine in quality. Let me quote prices.

'\r.d

STEVENS' LIBERTY FELT WHEELS

LIQUID CORE BINDERS
Stevens' Core Oils wherever used are a synonym for Core
qualities; strength, sharp edges, durability, quick baking
and quick removal from casting

The superiority of

Buffing Wheels

Same as Spanish Felts but a trifle coarser wool. But
many uses just as good. Reasonably cheap in price.

for

STEVENS' FELT-SUB WHEELS
Cost half the price of Spanish Felts and wear several times
as long.
Save glue and emery. Used by stove, automobile
and brass manufacturers. One brass manufacturer says the
men prefer them to the felt wheel. He has purchased 78 of
them in a few months. One automobile manufacturer has

bought 500 from me since January
Samples of any wheels on order.

first.

Give size and numb"r

desired.

B.

STEVENS

Foundry and Electro-Plating Supplies and Equipment

DETROIT, MICH.
Orderfrom the nearest branch
EXPORT WAREHOUSE:

Windsor. Ont.

EASTERN SELLING AGENTS, Standard Machinery &

Supplies,

Cc, Montree!, Quebec
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Oliver Steel

Snap Flasks

For Bench or Machine Molding

The Oliver Snap Flask is all-steel, self-releasing and made tapered. Note
the sand supports within the flask at parting line and lever connection for
operating.

Jackets are tapered to match the

mold made by

flask.

Oliver Snap Flasks are rapid and do accurate work.
Molders like them
because they are light and convenient. They reduce the cost of molding by
increasing the production.
They reduce the cost of flasks, being strong
and durable. They save storage room.
Send

for Full Description

Oliver Machinery

Company

Grand Rapids, Mich., U.S.A.
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Every

Is

Your

Up

Department

Foundry

to the

of

Producing

Mark?

work of each department accomphshed smoothly,

Is

the

efficiently?

Do

all

ments work hand

the departin

hand

to

Is
secure the best results ?
your cupola practice or molding troublesome or unduly

expensive?
Kawin

service not only finds the

spots in production,

weak

but

suggests a
includes
experts in every branch of foundry
work and they guarantee to get paying results!

remedy.

Kawin

Service

Cupola Experts
Metallurgists

Chemists

Foundry Engineers
Expert Foundrymen
Design and Construction of Foundries
Development of Production
Expert Assistance in All Branches of the
Plant

staff

Let us know the most convenient time
to have our representative call and
discuss

fully

the

benefit

of

Kawin

service to you.

Charles C. Kawin Co.
no

Pearl Si.

Buifalo, N.Y.
llllllllHIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIlllllllHinillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllg

The Kawin

431 So. Dearborn

Chicago,

111.

156 Yonge St.

Toronto

222

W.

Fourth Si.

Cincinnati, Ohio
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WOODISON

MADE
IN

CANADA

GOODS

BUY IN

CANADA
SAVE
EXCHANGE

FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
Make Good.

Sold on a Service Basis, Guaranteed to

In selecting Foundry Equipment and Supplies reputation for service should be a big consideration. First cost is but a secondary consideration, although it is a point that cannot be
overlooked. Every Woodison product is sold on a service basis and is guaranteed to make
good. Being entirely Canadian products, their first pi'ice is lower than imported goods,
there are no exchange rates to pay and no dutv charges to be added. When you buy Woodison Foundry Products you also get the benefits of buying direct from the manufacturer.

Adopt Woodison's products

Steel
The

in

the mold.

it

pays.

Bands

bands shown

steel

med up

—

in illustration

are ram-

In ordering, give size of

flask at parting, and our standard is to make
This
the outs-ide of the bank i/}{th smaller.
allows it to drop easily and will ram out tight
against the flask and hold it.

Standard Core Ovens
Time and Fuel Saver

Small Work
Reflect a minute on your core-making costs.
Are you using a Core Oven unsuited in size
to the work?
If so, you are wasting valuable
time and money. By using our Standard Core
Ovens for your small work you not only eflfect
a great

saving

saving

in

for

time but also insure a great

in fuel.

Heated by Gas, Coke or Coal
The Standard

is heated by gas. coke or
coal without extra charp;e.
Shelves are
specially designed for small work and
open or close without jarring-. Baffle plate
at the back of the shelf closes automatically, so that while the cores are being
examined or changed, the heat loss is I'e(hiced to a minimum.

The

Standard

is

made

in

other types besides the one
.shown. Write for further in-

formation and prices.

The

E. J.

Woodison

Company, Limited
Fire Bric\ and Foundry Requisites,

Toronto, Ontario
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the
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CONFIDENCE
ON HER

INTEGRITY, r-

Her strength she derives f=^rom worl
commerce her endurance from
confidence.!

The war temporarily retarded her
CONSTRUCTIVE EFFORTS, BUT THE POWER OF
THE CONFIDENCE OF THE PEOPLES OF THE
WORLD WILL RESTORE TO HER IN MORE
BRILLIANT FORM THE LEADERSHIP SHE HAS
JUSTLY EARNED AND PROUDLY HELD.—
^

THE FOUNDATION OF OUR
position in the world of iron and steel—
~^
our progress depends on it.

CoNFlbENCE

IS

;

We have been successful in the past—
THE future is BEFORE US. TO ADVANCE, WE
MUST CONTINUE TO MERIT THE CONFIDENCE
OF THE BUYERS OF STEEL AND IRON PRODUCTS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION IN CANADA, AND WE
ARE DETERMINED TO ADVANCE.

THE

"OMPANY
lADA

HAM
ruire

L.

CAN A D
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Monarch Furnaces
How Large a

Toll

Are You Paying 7
What

is the toll of waste time
fuel in your metal melting?

and waste

Doesn't a furnace with the features of the

Double Chamber Furnace
features which mean as great a saving as
100 per cent. warrant your careful con-

Monarch

—

sideration?

The Monarch Double
Chamber Furnace will
melt twice as much
metal without additional fuel in the time
required by any other
furnace. Monarch Furnaces are reliable. The
saving which they make
now, they will continue
ACTION OF HEAT

—Oil

Doable Chamber Melting Furnace

to

and Gas

make

for years.

A

furnace which will save fuel and time and
exact nothing for upkeep, and nothing but
ordinary care in operating, merits your attention
before waste takes another week's toll from your
profits.

Write to-day; each of our several types of furnaces for coal, coke, oil and gas are described
in

our catalog.

The Monarch Engineering

&
1206
Monarch Rockwell Single Chamber
Furnace— "Simplex"

Manufacturing Co.

American Bldg.

Baltimore, Md., U.S.A.

SHOPS AT CURTIS BAY, MD.

CANADIAN

F
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Sterling Special

Volume XI.

Barrow No, 28

for Castings

A Special Foundry Barrow
Every Foundry Job

for

bi^ reason why Sterling Foundry
Barrows stand up so well to their work, is
that they're particularly designed for their jobs.
* I

'HE one

a special casting barrow^. And one
for cores; one for pi^ iron; one for coke.

There
25—

No.
Sterling
Special Coke Barrow

is

Every foundry has these things to move. And
a second's thought shows that each job needs
a special barrow.

The coke barrow No.

^

No.

17— Sterling

Special Pig Iron Barrow

combines capacity w^ith lightness, w^hile No. 17 for
pi^ iron is heavy and so designed to throw^ the
weight up forward over the w^heel. These differences mean more w^ork per barrow^ and
greater capacity per

Write

for catalog

STERLING

25, for example,

man — items that

and

count.

full particulars.

WHEELBARROW COMPANY
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

New York
No.

85— Sterling

Boston

Canadian A&ents:

Cleveland

Detroit

Chicago

St.

Mussens, Limited— Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, Vancouver

Special Core Barrow
Sterling

on a Wheelbarrow Means More Than Sterling on

Silver

Louis

CA NA D
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THE

selling policy of the

Ltd., is of a breadth

day

and

Dominion Oxygen Company,
flexibility

unusual even in this

of progressive industries.

Five modern plants are already provided for in the Company's initial building program and of these, two are already
under way at Toronto and Montreal.

When

completed, these will distribute, through conven-

iently located warehouses

and service stations, a prompt and
oxygen to Canadian users.

never-failing supply of pure

A price scale attractive alike to large or small consumers;
an improved type of cylinder insuring the greatest gascontent with the lowest freight and handling charges and a
liberal loan system, are a few features of interest to Canadian
consumers.

These will be backed by a Service System which insures
prompt deliveries in any desired quantity.

The Dominion Oxygen Company,

Ltd., invites inquiries

from interested persons.

Dominion Oxygen Company, Ltd.
Hillcrest

Toronto

\

-

Park
Ontario

D'^

/

—
CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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''Ifs

the only coupling, boys!

THIS man

knows what

every joint must be completely tight and

he's talking

about because the coupling

free from leaks that waste air and reduce

a

is

**Chicago Universal!"

line pressure.

Neither half is male nor female

pure rubber.

at the

connection end, but a combination of

both

— thus any

size hose can

pled to any other size.
pipe,

are

as
also

be cou-

Same way with

out.

Result

other

Pneumatic

Tool users
Boyer Rivet Sets
Boyer Chisel Blanks
C-P Cord Air Hose
Airoilene Lubricants
Automatic Oilers and
Grease Machines
Hose Clamps and
Hose Clamp Tools

—

why

A one-quarter turn instantly
connects or disconnects a joint.

IfrUt for

is

lost

fall

hunting for

The weather and moistureproof rugged bronze construction

C'P Accessories

for

Chicago Couplings are time
and air savers
and here's

construction

time

or

prevents corroding.

for standard

thread pipe sizes.

The

— no

are of

washers.

Chicago Couplings

made

The gaskets used
They cannot blow

Chicago Universal Couplings are

made

in }i to

^-inch

male or female thread pipe
sizes
sizes.

and

in

^

to i-inch hose

Prompt delivery from

Branch stocks. Use"Chicagos"
and watch your

men

grin with

descriptive literature

such that

satisfaction.

Sales Representatives

The Holden Company, Limited
354-356
Sales and Service Branches:

St.

James

Street, Montreal,

Canada

TORONTO. 342 Adelaide Street. West WINNIPEG. 150 Princess Street VANCOUVER.
Canadian Factory: Canadian Pneumatic Tool Company, Montreal

8f Pender Stfeet

P-88-n

BDYER PNEUMATIC HAMMERS- -UTILE

GIANT PNEUMATIC AND ELECTRIC TOOLS
CHICAGO PNEUMATIC AIR COMPRESSORS •• VACUUM PUMPS- -PNEUMATIC HOISTS,
GIANT OIL AND GAS ENGINES ^.^^^^^aB/V^ ROCK DRILLS •• COAL DRILLS

CHICAGO
Depend upon

PbJEDMnC
Name
that

CANADIAN

1920

Octol-er.
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MAN

THOUSANDS OF FOUNDRYMEN
HAD VISIBLE PROOF OF WHAT
McLAIN'S SYSTEM DOES
Thousands of foundrymen who attended the convenColumbus had the opportunity of comparing castings made from semi-steel with those made from gray iron
in their shop. They saw the advantage of lighter section
lighter weight
and the greater tensile strength of semisteel.
Many of them only needed this visible proof to convince them that
tion at

—

—

McLAIN'S SYSTEM
was

just

what they needed in their foundry. Many more will
same conclusion when they get back home and start

arrive at the
in

again in the old way, after having seen the better way.
Auto Piston

WHY

STICK TO STRAIGHT
GRAY IRON MIXTURES WHEN
A PERCENTAGE OF STEEL

SCRAP

20%

SCIENTIFICALLY

MELTED PRODUCES MORE AND
BETTER CASTINGS?
Make
costs

—

every car of coke and pig produce more
increase your production and your profits.

McLAIN'S SYSTEM

— lower your

is now recognized as standard foundry
throughout the foundi'y world its practical value,
whether used for study or as a check-up on foundry practice, is

—

practice

LXDISPENSABLE.
Semi-Steel Booklet
for the asking.

McLAIN'S SYSTEM
INC.
71

Goldsmith Bldg.
Milwaukee, Wis.

Steel

Cast 5/32-inch thickmachined to 3/32
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Wire Wheel Brush Sections

No Hub

or Holder

Required
For removing scales from hot
axes,
shovels
and
forgings,
other tools; for cleaning brass
castings, sheet brass and copper.

Volume XI.

''Samson" Wire Wheel Brush Sections are
made to be mounted with ease and quickness.
The metal disc centre is punched to fit any
size of spindle.
Each section is a brush in
itself, making a convenient and
practical
method of building a wheel any desired
width of face.
A trial order will convince you that "Samson"
scratch wheels are the most efficient and economical brushes you can secure. Write for
catalog and full information.

The Manufacturers Brush Co., Cleveland, Ohio
111 Reade Street,

Tumbling Barrels
Tilting

and
Burnishing

New York

FUEL OIL

AT
This

is

Oc GAL.

1

substantially

what vou pay

use "OILGAS" furnaces and save one-half the fuel
nonordinary
consumed in
recuperative type furnaces.

when you

CANADIAN

MADE

John D.'s

edicts have

for users of

no

"OILGAS"

The higher he shoves

terrors

furnaces.

the price of

greater their advantage
over their competitors.
oil,

the

Furnaces for every heat operation.

SLATER & BARNARD

General Combustion Company of Canada
Limited

LIMITED

Hamilton, Ontario

619-623

New

Birks Bldg., Montreal

(Viober. 1920
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AUTOMATIC

SAND-BLASTS
For the Plant or Shop with
work of limited size, or as
auxiliary to large Equipment,
every opportunity is afforded
for clean surroundings, with
freedom from dust for the
operator.

BARRELS,
CABINETS,
TABLES
"EH"

Cabinet Sand-Bias

by type, size and construction
to meet your individual needs
and conditions
and your
pocket-book is found in the

i

—

—

"PANGBORN"

Line.

Not an attempted adaptation
of a few designs.
Use Sand
or Metal Abrasives.
'*A

Type and Size

Every Requirement."

for

\.
>

SAND BLAST
P.O.

SPEOAl-iSTS

BOX

'

8508

CANADIAN HART WHEELS
UST

CUT FASTER

LONGER

Than any other wheels on the market

Our New Modern

Plant.

EMERY WHEELS A SPECIALTY
WE SOLICIT EXPORT TRADE
you want performed and we will
supply you with an abrasive wheel that will save
you time, money and worrj-.

Tell us the service

Send for
troubles.

one of our catalogues and
We do the rest.

tell

CANADIAN HART PRODUCTS,

us your

Limited

Successors to

Canadian Hart Wheels, Limited
HAMILTON
ONTARIO, CAN.
-

-

-

LINDSAY CHAPLET

& MFG.

CO.

911 Harrison Building

PHILADELPHIA

-

PENNSYLVANIA

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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Buffalo Brand

WAX

VENT

—

The iiKist roliahlo voiit wax on tlio market jtroduces a
clean, unohxtructrd vent hole, just the shape (if tlie wax
Bl'FFAl.O r.KANL) is the greatest value for the
used.
money investej. It will save many of your castiuKs
from the serap pile, and will materially increase your
production.

When

ordering, insist on -liuffdlo Hrand," and "Look for
the 'Buffalo' ou the octagon cardboard spool."

Don^t Fail to Get Yours!
If you were so unfurl unatc as to be unable to attend the
recent Foundry Convention
or If you were one of the
few that did not have an opi)ortunity to visit our booth,
let us send yon a sample spool of BUFFALO BRAND Vent Wax hy mail
aud see for
try it in your core rooln
yourself what we explained to others at the Exhibit, viz., "the clear vent hole aud the unchanged condition of the
sand."
Also, we wish to express our appreciation to those of you who did call at our booth. The interest you took
in our product was very gratifying to us, and we sincerely believe that you received some practical and valuable
information.
;

—

—

UNITED COMPOUND

CO., 228 Elk Street,

BUFFALO,

N.Y.

For Sale in Canada at the Following Supply Houses:
Dominion Foundrv Supply
Facing Mill

Co.,

Montreal, Que.

Ltd..

Hamilton
Co.. Ltd.. Montreal and Toronto.
E. B. Fleury, 1609 Queen St. W.. Toronto.
Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde & Sons. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.
Standard Mchy. & Supplies, Ltd.,
Ltd., Montreal, Que.
E. .1. Woodison Co, Toronto, Out

Webster & Sons,

Foundry air Power Requirements are irregular and intermittent. One minute you have
a sand blast, two or three riddles and a dozen air tools at work. The next, they are all idle, and
your compressor unloads in a hurry. The next minute again, your platform jolt tamper cuts
loose, taking the full compressor capacity.

Angle Compound Compressors
The Sullivan
service under these conditions.
unloading device, on the air inlet, acts positively to shut off all air to the compressor, when the receiver pressure reaches the safety point. Air remaining in the intercooler
and high pressure cylinder is pumped out at once through the special
high pressure relief valve, thus avoiding heating and reducing the
"no load" power consumption to that necessary to overcome the friction of the moving parts only.
(These parts are exactly balanced, due
to the Angle design)
When the receiver pressure again falls the machine picks up (due to the balancing of the reciprocating parts)
quickly yet smoothly, without shock or jar, and is ready almost
Are admirably adapted for power saving

total closure

.

instantly to deliver

its full

rated capacity.

Did you see the Angle Compound Compressor at the Columbus Foundry Show, Oct. 4 to 9? Did you watch and listen to it? Did you note
how smoothly and quietly it ran, even under the unusually iri-egular
for
air by operating foundry
load thrown on it by the demands
Now you will understand why so many foundries have
exhibits ?
standardized on "Angle Compound Compressors."

CAPACITIES

400

SULLIVAN
122 So.

TO

2,800

CUBIC FT.

BULLETIN

7S

S.F.

MACHINERY CO.
Michigan Ave., Chicago

37 Colborne St.,

Toronto

C A N A

October. 1020
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SIMPSON
INTENSIVE FOUNDRY
MIXER
Economical and Efficient for

kinds of Sand Mixtures

all

Note the

Thoroughly
amalgamates

AUTOMATIC
DISCHARGE
It

the mixture

Small H. P.

saves

required with a

LABOR

minimum

BINDER

of repairs

and

NEW SAND

Pays for itself
an incredibly

in
It

improves the

short time

quality of

Original

the castings

porosity of sand
Its

work

mixture

is

maintained

done thoroughly
not partially
Elasticity

Large capacity
with a

and

toughness of

sand are

Will reclaim old

enormously

"The Product

increased

The

large

minimum

of labor

number

of

of a Practical

and worn-out

Foundryman"

sand

for

reuse

Simpson Mixers in use all over Canada and the UnitedfStates
Send for our pamphlet No. 50 and list of many users.

testifies to its efficiency.

The

Six Points of Perfection.

4.

Correct size and speed of mullers.
Effective arrangement of plows.
Automatic discharge.
Large capacity per area of floor space occupied.

5.

Minimum power and maintenance

6.

Considerably less new sand and binder required.

1.

2.

3.

cost.

NATIONAL ENGINEERING COMPANY
Machinery Hall

BIdg.,

549 W. Washington

CHICAGO,

ILL.

St.

—
CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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BLYSTONE
SAND MIXER
Sand Mixing

Will Cut Your

50%

Costs

The Solution of One Great Problem
your sand mixing department the Blystone offers a
certain means of solving the big problem of foundrymen
to-day
meeting the demands of labor for higher wages.

'111

"The

—

It

Mixer
That
Shovels"

has been proved that the Blystone Sand Mixer will do

work

mixing by the old, handshovelling method, and produce a far better mix.
the

of at least six meii

%One man

with a Blystone can mix core Sand for 25 cores
and facing for 100 molders^ and it takes less than half

—

Could

his time.

men

six

with shovels compete?

Let us explain the Blystone Sand Mixer to you fully

how

amount
(

Deliveries

60'^

'

..

labor cost

50% and

and other binders required 25^7^
how, by its reverse spiral shovel movement, all
to 30'
the sand is thoroughly and evenly mixed.
the

Prompt

reduces mixing time

it

of core

oil

—

Company

Blystone Manufacturing

Cambridge Springs, Pa.

1020 Ironton St.
The

L.

&

P.

Manufacturing Company, Niagara

Falls,

Ont.

Manufacturers and Distributors for Canada

Baltimore

—

J.

Birmingham

W. Paxson

Co.

— Hill & Griffith Co.

Buffalo— E. J. Woodison Co.
Chicago Scully-Jones & Co.
Cincinnati— Hill & Griffith Co.
Cleveland E. J. Woodison Co.
Detroit E. J. Woodison Co.

—
—
—

New York — Wonhani,

&

Bates

Goode,

Inc.

Philadelphia

—

Pittsburgh— J.

J.

W. Paxson

S.

Co.

McCormick

Co.

San Francisco, Cal.— Ditty Brothers.
Seattle, Wash.— E. J. Woodison Co.

(Vfol.ir.
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Exterior view of

New Foundry

of Saco-Lowell Shops.

Designed by The H. M. Lane Company in collaboration

&

Do You Want
During

The H.

the year 1920

w^ith

Lockwood, Greene

Company.

a Real
M

Foundry?

Lane Company has completed,

completing, industrial plants for the following well-known
concerns:
or

is

Saco-Lowell Shops, Newton Upper Falls, Mass.
<'in
collaboration with Lockwood, Greene

General Fire Extinguisher Company, Warren,
Ohio.
Multiple-story fittings foundry,
(^rinnell

Company

of

& Co.)
Textile machinery foundry.
Grinnell Company of Canada, Limited, Toronto.
Ontario.

Canada. Limited, Toronto,

Ontario.
Fittings foundry.

Machine-shop.

Bridgeport Brass Company, Bridgeport. Conn.
Brass casting shop.

Holmes Foundry Company,

I'ort

Huron, Mich.

Automobile cylinder foundry.

Holmes Foundry Company, Sarnia, Ontario.
Automobile cylinder foundry.

More and more the foundry world

coming

^

recognize that foundry
Foundries which are
mere shells, and which fail to take advantage of modern labor-saving devices,
cannot compete with the modern well-designed and properly equipped plants.
engineering,

a.«

exemplified by

THE

H. M.

us, i? in

is

a class by

to

itself.

LANE COMPANY

Industrial Engineers

and Foundry

Specialists

OWEN BUILDING, DETROIT, MICH.
Canadian

Office:

The H. M. Lane

Co., Ltd., LaBelle Block, Windsor, Ont.
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TABOR
3-inch Plain Jarring Machine

For Small Molds
Medium Sized Cores

And

A

Necessity in Every Foundry
SEND FOR BULLETIN M-J-P

THE TABOR MFG. COMPANY
3»

Tabor Jarring Machine with

12" x 14"

TaWe

6225

State

Road,

Tacony,

Philadelphia,

U.S.A.

CRANE VALVES

SCARFE'S

CRANE
LIMITED

No. 7

CORE OIL

HEAD OFFICE « WORKS
1260 ST PATRICK ST

MONTREAL
BRANCHES: Toronto, Winnipeg-. Vanconivr.
SALES OFFICES: Halifax, Qaebec, Ottawa. Caleaiy.

MOORE RAPID 'LECTROMELT

STEEL FURNACES
The mechanical design of the
Moore 'Lectromelt Furnace makes
simple,
practical
for
ease
and
rapidity of operation.
A higher
yield of good solid ingots and castings is insured on account of the
absence of cold shorts, hot cracks,
blow holes and surface defects.
The regularity of the heats and
speed up
rapidity of operation
production and reduce foundry

SCARFE & CO.; LTD
Head

Office

:

—

BRANTFORD

costs.

Branchet:

MONTREAL

and WINNIPEG

PITTSBURGH ELECTRIC FURNACE CORP.
(Maker* of Furnaces

for Steel, Iron, Brat*,

and

PITTSBURGH, U.S.A.

Ferro-Alloy*)

CANADIAN FOUNDRY MAN
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MINISTRY
OF
MUNinONS

^

The Disposal Board
Have

STOCKS
Lying in the United Kingdom

and

AVAILABLE FOR EXPORT
of

ENGINEERING STORES
Ferrous and Non-Ferrous
Metals
Plant and Machinery
Steam Engines and Boilera
Factory Stores
Machine Tools
Railway Material
Contractors* Stores
Electrical Instruments

and

Machinery
Medical Stores
Chemicals and Explosives
Motor Vehicles
Agricultural Machinery
Aircraft
Furniture
Textiles and Clothing

Boots and Leather Equip-

ment
Motor Boats,

Buyers

should
representatives

E2)

etc., etc.

instruct

their

United
Kingdom to communicate with
the Secretary, Disposal Board,
Ministry of Munitions, Caxton
House, Tothill Street, London,
S.W.I.
in

the

Cable Address

"Dispexport, Munorgize, London"

• U
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Speed and Ease Accomplished on a Heavy, Rigid

FORD-SMITH GRINDER
Our new

has been designed to put these machines
types are of the strongest and most rigid
construction. Even the highly skilled mechanic will find a great difference in the quality of work and the ease and speed with which it is done.
line of floor grinders
All
efficient basis.

on a really

Full specifications, prices and photographs will be mailed upon request.

The Ford-Smith Machine

Co., Ltd.

HAMILTON, CANADA

Foreign Agents
British & Canadian

Heavy Type Floor (irinders

& Co., Melbourne, Australia
McLeod & Co., Calcutta* India

:
W. E. Storey, London, Eng.
Hydraulic Tube Co., Johannesburg, South Africa

Gollin

ClfiClBLes

WHITEHEAD'S

MADE

KAOLIN
For lining and patching
the Cupola, Furnace,
Ladles,
fire

DOMINION CRUCIBLE CO.

of

LIMITED
ST.

will

etc.,

save

brick and the time

your men.

JOHNS, QUE.

E. B.
HAMILTON FACING MILLS

FLEURY
Agent

CO. Limited
1609

HAMILTON, ONT.

Queen

St.

W.

Toronto, Ont.

SOLE CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS

REYNOLDS CORE OIL
Highest Standard for

20 Years

We are now supplying many of the largest foundries in Canada.
We only make one grade of core oil and always keep it at the same
which has always given

Write us for

261

Standard Quality

satisfaction.
prices.

REYNOLDS & COMPANY
TORONTO,

Macdonell Ave.

Ont.

C A X A
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Foundry Show

Visitors at the

Lots of Nice Things to Say

Our

Silica

About

Products

THEY
economy

told us of the great
of FLINT
in
sand blasting, even after pavthe freight from
Ottawa,

SHOT

ing
Illinois— because Flint Shot lasts
so much longer and does so much
faster, better work than the best
natural sand.

The

Steel

remarkably
use
"'^^A5K-Be<i^*'^

of

Founders

fine

results

FLINT

reported

from the

SILICA

steel

MOLDING

sand, because of its
very high refractory properties, its
entire freedom from natural bond
and the uniform size and smooth
roundness of its granules.

And many Canadian foundrymen working in grey iron, malleable iron, steel,
metals, reported

adopted our

SAND

and non-ferrous
that they had

FLINT SILICA CORE
making

oil cores and
were using our formula of mixing
the oil with the dry sand before
tempering; and that they secured
strong, open cores that played a
major part in producing castings
free from scabs or blows.
(

coRc sand

:

It

for

was a

truly great show^;

and

wish to compliment our Canadian cousins on the large delegation that they sent to Columbus.
w^e

UNITED STATES SILICA COMPANY
"Sole Makers of Flint Shot"

CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS, U.S.A.

CANADIAN
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general view of the Saginaw Products Co. plant- One of the largest
complete foundries in the United States.
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and most

Heat The Floor Level

I

The Air Of Fumes

Clear

These things you must do if you expect
your employees to deliver 100% service.
Production is based on what your workmen
turn out not on what you turn down. What
the men turn out is influenced by working
conditions, and working conditions can
never be too good. Give the men the best
and they'll give you the best. The proper
heating system in your plant means extra
comfort and more satisfaction for the men
and more production and a smaller coal bill

—

for you.

Those of you who are

market for
services of this class w^ill readily understand
that Robert Gordon, Inc., does not commit

The Mechanical Hot Blast Heater
**
More Heat Less Coal."

This

lireat

heater (listnbiites the

the fallacy of

heal iiiiifornily from the iloor to a

maxinnun

tlie

variation of Imt

•")"

Understand,

that

too,

Robert Gordon,

recommends only a particular heating
installation where such installation is suitInc.,

in tem-

perature throughout a building has

been determined by

marketing any service or ap-

paratus not representative of "the best to be
had."

working levels.
Kegardless of weather the Mechanical Hot Bhist Heater puts warmth
into every nook aiul corner.
A
height far above

in the

able to the building at the lowest first cost
and at a miniuuuu operating cost to the
owners.
have installed thousands of
high-class systems.
There have been no

test.

We

Tlie vcntilaiinu feature eliminates

fume> and steam of foundry
work, and keei)s tlie air breathable
and invigorating always. Employees
the

.

failures.

Such

is

our "Guarantee of De-

pendable Service."

always appreciate these advantages.

Send for the booklet
Cold Type" to-day.

"Warm

ROBERT GORDON,
INC
CHICAGO
W. Monroe

Branch

Offtces

:

Grand Central

Palace.

Canadian Agents

:

E. J,

St.,

New York
Woodison

;

Bessemer BIdg., Pittsburgh; Sun BIdg., Detroit
Toronto and Montreal

Co., Ltd.,

Facts in

C A N A P

October. 1920
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Pneumatic
Chipping Hammer
Notice the Construction of this
Then You Will Realize Why
main valve
large and
THE
durable, being of the balanced
is

type and having a bearing surface
of three square inches.

Two square inches of the bearing
retain
surface
the
lubrication
constantly, as no air passes over
to blow the oil off.
The

barrel

and

all

working parts

It Is in

Hammer

Such Widespread Use

are hardened and ground, and the
is practically free from
vibration.

hammer

The handle
self-seating

is

equipped with a
valve which

throttle

eliminates all leaks and is a decided improvement over the piston
type of throttle.

Write to-day for the full details

Co.
Pneumatic Tool TORONTO
Indeoendent
aep MONTREAL

334 Si. James

32 Front St

St.,

123 B»nn»tyne Aye. E.,

WINNIPEG

1142

Homer

W.,

St.,

VANCOUVER

!
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A Roots Blower or a Fan
Which
1859,
INROOTS
Positive

H. & F. M.
introduced the Rotary

when

P.

Blower,

all

foundry
from

A

?

volume of air is needed to
burn the weighed charge of coke,
and thereby melt the weighed
definite

cupolas got their air supply

charge of

fans.

When

The Roots Type Blower has replaced fans in many foundries each
year on account of the saving of
power and the increase of melting
capacity due to certain inherent
qualities of the Roots Type Blower.

lutely

The Roots Blower delivers a

defi-

volume of air, depending only
upon the blower RPM. Resistance
to the flow of air due to metallurginite

cal conditions in the cupola does
not reduce the supply of air necessary to melt the iron.

A

the contrary, merely
potential" or
"pressure
builds up a
what might be termed a "desire to
create a flow of air." The strength
of this "desire" depends upon the
RPM of the fan, the shape of the
blades, the diameter of rotor, shape
and size of air passages, and other
fixed mechanical features of design.

on

fan,

iron.

you use a fan you have absono means of knowing how
much air the cupola receives and no

means of adjusting or regulating the
fan in order that your cupola receives the volume of air it requires.

On account

of the positive delivery

volume of air, when the
Roots Type Blower is used, you are
of a definite

assured of the maximum capacity
of your cupola
consistent with
proper charging conditions.

To-day, there are a number of high
quality fans offered to the foundryman. These are given high sound-

names, such as "Centrifugal
Compressor" or "Turbo Blower,"
etc.
While these fans are more eflfi-

ing

cient than the old-fashioned fans of

former years, they have the same
inherent weakness
uncertain and

—

uncontrolled

volume

of

air

de-

livered.

Don't be misled. In order to melt a definite weight of
iron in a given time, you must bum a definite weight of
coke w^hich requires a definite weight or volume of air.
The Roots Type Blower is the only type which furnishes
a definite volume of air.

The

P.

H.

&

F.

M. Roots Company

Connersville, Ind.
Chicago
People's

Gas Building

New York
120 Liberty Street

XL
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ALBANY AND NORTH
RIVER MOLDING SANDS
Prompt Shipments
Our

deposits of the

Molding Sands

famous Albany and North River

are unexcelled.

Our

ing and shipping both by water and

facilities for loadrail

are excellent.

Lumberton, Millville, Steel Molding, Furnace
Bottom Sand and Millville Gravel.

Jersey,

Clay, Cupola Daub, Sand Blast Sand.

George

F. Pettinos

Real Estate Trust Building
Canadian Agents:

Messrs. R.

J.

-

Mercur

Philadelphia, Pa.
&

Co., Ltd.,

Montreal

L.

Patterns
"pUT
Phone

your pattern problems in our
hands. Quality work and prompt

made

Adelaide

service assured.

5439

foundry purposes wood and metal,
models and aluminum plate work.

Patterns

for all

—

HAMILTON
PATTERN WORKS

The A.

J.

120 Adelaide Street West, Toronto

—

CANADIAN
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KELLER-MADE
MASTER-BUILT

KELLER-MASTER
Hammers

Chipping

Sand Rammers

Valveless Drills

Corliss Valve Drills

Grinders

Rivet Busters
Accessories

Riveting

Hammers

—

Keller-Made Master-Built pneumatic tools designed and built
by an organization of Master Workmen, all recognized experts
in compressed air and its applications
have set new standards
for performance, smooth operation and long life, in leadingfoundries, shipyards, railroad shops, machine shops, etc. Their
capacity for remarkable resistance to wear is built into them in
brains, experience, labor and material.
There is a KellerMaster pneumatic tool for every purpose and every KellerMaster pneumatic tool is the best for that purpose.

—

—

Catalogue, Prices and Terms on Request

KELLER PNEUMATIC TOOL COMPANY

Keller-Master

Hammer
SURE-LOX TYPE

Foundry Chipping

Grand Haven, Michigan

High-grade Bronzes
for

Engineering Purposes
Let the

CASTINGS
INGOTS
FORGINGS

RODS
ROLLS
SHAPES

OSBORN ENGINEERING

COMPANY
design your

American
Manganese Bronze Co.
Holmesburg,

Phila., Pa.

plant

Whatever the nature of your work may be, we are
sure that you will want your buildings to be thoroughly modern to incorporate the latest engineering ideas to provide for production with a minimum
of lost motion
to insure the utilization of labor to
the best possible advantage.

—

"WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG'

new

—
—

The Osborn Engineering Company has a number of experts on
its staff who have made foundry
design their specialty.

Our record is one
may we serve you?

of

success

The Osborn Engineering Co.
Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.

(>,'.,:. ,I-.

1
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"Established 1874"

Obermayer's

Guaranteed

W

TNAOC MARK PCCISTC^CO

Facings

"Obermayer

and

Quality^'

—

plus Service insures better
and speedier work.

Supplies

There was no more greater benefit
derived from the Convention at

Columbus than your decision to
standardize on Obermayer's
Foundry Facings and Supplies.

THE

S.

OBERMAYER CO
OFFICES

FACTORIES
Chicago
Cincinnati
Rilllon, Pa.

Pittsburgh
St.

Louis

Chicago
Detroit

Newark, N.J.
Milwaukee Denver
Los Angeles Syracuse
Cincinnati

Philadelphia Toronto
Baltimore

WAREHOUSES
Pittsburgh

Newark, N.J.
St.

Louis

Chicago
Cincinnati

Denver
Los Angeles

24
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Hand-Rammed
Roll-Over Machine

Produces Results!
Grimes Molding Machines are rendering
result-producing

service to their many
users in Canada and the United States.
They are cutting molding costs by increasing their capacity.

Grimes Machines are i-apid, accurate and
extremely simple and sturdy in design.
Their every feature means service!

Grimes'
""fftJJDiff'

1222 Hastings

("October.

CANADIAN
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Rammed

Roll-Over Machine
Jolt Roll-Over

Jolt-Rammed

^^

Plain Jolt

'

.

"^

Designs for

Every Purpose
Grimes Molding Machines meet every requirement of the
modern foundry they are low in cost; easy to maintain;
easy to rearrange in the shop, and being entirely above the
floor line, have no pits to clean.

—

There are Grimes Machines for every purpose. We shall be
glad to show you which machine will best cut costs and boost
production on your work
and why. Write to-day.

—

lolding

Machine Company

merly Midland Machine Conxpany

DETROIT, MICH.

CA N A D

26
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TRUSCON FLASK
Dimensions
Cope 6'.,"

16'

V

x 26"
S'o"

Drag

Pouring Truscon Flasks in Foundry
of Allyne

Ryan Foundry

Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio

Photo by courtesy Allyne Ryan Foundry Co

DESIGNED FOR THE JOB
Just as made to measure clothes better fit the
Flasks, designed for the job, better fit the job.

man, so

TRUSCON

The advantages of TRUSCON designed-for-the-job Flasks not only
keep the weight of the Flasks at a minimum, consistent with foundry
usage, but also make possible a saving in the amount of sand required.
of a TRUSCON Flask is often as much as forty per cent,
than a cast iron flask and the savings in the sand required range
m ten to fifty pounds per casting, depending upon the size of the

The weight
less
^'-

Fl?sk.

Write for complete information and estimates.

Special Construction of

Truscon Flasks

Truscon Flasks are formed of special Truscon Alloy Steel Plates. The deep
and broad flanges ffive to the steel shell exceptional strenerth and rigidity.
Each rib and flange runs full depth around the corners and reinforces the
steel to withstand all strains and stresses to which Flasks are liable on the
foundry floor.
ribs

Truscon cross bars are formed from steel plates also.
They are furnished
bolted, welded or riveted to the walls of the Flask as desired.

TRUSCON STEEL

^Q^^^k

TRUSCON
.

PRESSED
STEEL

.

CO., Youngstown,

O.

Warehouses and Representatives
in Principal Cities

TRUSCON ?5U?^ FLASKS

October.
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-

the Finishing of Small Parts and
Castings Costing You Too Much?

Is

Here's

a

profit

leak

thai

become out of proportion
sufficient volume in the

l)sais close analysis.
The eost of small parts may
to the cost of larger parts unless they are finished in
least possible time and with the minimum amount of

labor.

Since cost depends on volume, where 6 or S tons a day have been cleaned by one
method or another, the installation of a SO '40 Sly Sand Blast Mill actually
turns out S to 20 tons a day and with the minimum amount of labor.
Drop forgings, stampings, small gears, auto parts, brass and bronze work and
malleable iron castings that are put through a 30 40 Sly Sand Blast Mill are
cleaned with the thoroughness of a sand-blasting operation that imitatcf hand
eliminating defecwork, lessening machining on parts that are to be machined
tive parts
giving a surface that is ready for plating.
It is your privilege to draw on over forty years' experience in the business, by
putting your cleaning problem up to us.
Write or wire.
;

;

The W. W. SLY Mfg.
New York
Washington

Birmingham

Paris,

Other

30 40

Sand Blast

Chicago
Detroit

France

St.

Louis

SLY P roducts
Sand Blast Rooms
Sand Blast Cabinet
Sand Blast Rotary Tables

Tumbling

Mills
Iron Cinder Mills
Brass Cinder Mills
Resin Mills
Sand Blast Mills
Sand Blast Mills— Tilted
E.vhaust Fans
Steel

Co.

Main Office and Works:
Cleveland, Ohio

Dust Arresters
Cupolas
Core Ovens
Core Sand Reclaimers

Motor Works, Lansing, Mich.

Mill at Olds

Cleco Pressure-Seated Air Valves for Foundry

Work

Cross-Section of Cleco Valve
Style P.O.,

A,
Angle
Valve, allows hose

Style
to

Style

A

^^

fall

away from

underside of Valve
without bending.

outlets.

PRESSURE

THE VALVE THAT
Way

F.W., FourValve, is so

arranged

Inlets

one/_

pipe size larger

POINT
The Air Pressure
is always on the
Large endofVjlve
Plug holding it
firmly on Seat. I

An^le Valve

style

made

%", %", '2
%", 1", IH", 1':
2"
standard
pipe
sizes

Style P.O.
Parallel Valve.

IMPROVES WITH USE
Style
1-in.

male

that

movement

of
the
handle
controls
the supply and ex-

M.O.

has

inlet

and

Bowes

coupling outlet
and connects
with
Coupling '4 -in.
to %-in. inclu-

Bowes

haust
from both
ends of a doubleacting piston.

Write

for

Bu'Ie'in 47, describing our
line of Valves and Fittings.

complete

sive.

BOWES PRESSURE TIGHT AIR HOSE COUPLINGS

Style F.W.

Style M.O.

Standard Equipment Everywhere

Instantly connected or disconnected. Absolutely air-tight under all pressures
from 10 lbs. upwards.

Interchangeable
to %-in.

Made

in

all

sizes

from

Vi-in.

of non-rusting and acid-

resisting metal-brass and Nic-a-loy.

Cut Shows Never Slip Clamps Attached.
In Stock

— Chipping

Hammers, Sand Rammers, Portable Emery Grinders, Cleco Air Valves,
Hose Fittings — everything required in foundry work.
Illustrated Catalog No. 19 mailed on request.

CLEVELAND PNEUMATIC TOOL Company
84

Chestnut

St.,

TORONTO, ONT.

337 Craig St. W.,

of Canada, Limited

MONTREAL, QUE.

C A X A D

28
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CURTIS Air Hois.
Economical

— Safe — Dependable

The

Curtis Air Hoist has been so perfected in
its speed regulation, design and mechanical
construction that it is the simplest, safest, most
economical hoist for light and medium capacities.
It effects a decided saving in man power.
Hoist to Meet Your Needs

CURTIS AIR HOISTS have been
successfully adapted to meet a
^ide variety of needs in hundreds
f the leading industrial plants

roughout America.
r Engineering Department is at
our service, ready to study any

special

meet

you have to
recommend suitable

conditions

and

equipment. Illustrated descriptive
and full information on

Ijterature
i%quest.

Curtis Pneumatic Machii^ry Co.
1637 Kienlen Ave., St. Lotjpls, Mo.
Branch O0ic»- 53 1 - 5 Hudson Term irxal, N.Y.C.\

STERLING
FLASKS

ENDURE

ALL STYLES
ALL SIZES

ASK FOR THE NEW FOUNDRY

CATALOGUE

MUSSENS LIMITED

MONTREAL
TORONTO

WINNIPEG

VANCOUVER

Octol or.

l!)-i

)

CANADIAN

1"(»

I

N

I)

V,

V M A

CUTTING

-N
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Weil-Known Canadian Foundry

In a
The

Dings Recovering
Iron Scrap from the
Gangway Refuse of the
James Smart Mfg. Co.
Plant of the

Canada Foundries
and Forgings Co.
Limited

BROCKVILLE,

ONT.

No WASTE

PLANT!

Every

IN THIS

waste iron or
other valuable metal and every bit
of useful sand is rescued from tie
scrap pile and wisely utilized to
profitable advantage.
bit

of

The Canada Foundries

&

Forgings

but one of 2500 wise users of
Dings Magnetic Separators. Jon
these ranks. Provide your foundry
with a simple, practical and ecois

nomical method of making dollars
instead of collecting dirt and junk!

Write for our special foundrymen's
16 and 25, and in-

bulletins. Nos.

vestigate our timely suggestion.

Dings Magnetic Separator Comjpany
675

Smith

Street,

Milwaukee, Wis.

Western Representatives:
Richmond, 90S Fourth Ave.
Detroit, 18 Columbia St. West

Denver, 1718 California St.
York, 52 Vanderbilt Ave.

Nevir

Odol.Ol.

C A

l!H(t

NAD AN
1
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The "Preston"
Ball Bearing Electric

"You pay

for the

machine,

whether

you use

or

it

Sand Riddle

not"

Power Cost
One Cent per Hour!
Think of riddling sand as fast as a man can shovel it for one cent an
hour! It sounds ridiculous, yet you can operate a "Preston" all day
one cent per hour!
long and that's all it will cost you for power

—

The ball-bearing design

Sand Riddle is responstrong and durable, has few parts,
smooth running, easily portable and can be attached to any electric

sible for its
is

of the "Preston" Electric

low operating

cost.

It is

light socket.

cost you nothing to give this machine a trial in your shop.
for particulars of our free trial offer and a copy of our booklet.
It will

The

Preston

Woodworking Machinery
Preston, Ontario,

Canada

Write

Co.,

Limited

—
CA NA

Duplex
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Cylinders

The floor above shows a No. 405
Osborn Direct Draw Roll-Over Jolt
installation in the Blake & Knowles
Works making 12 inch duplex steam
pump cylinders. All (he drag moulds
are made first which permits the set-

The insert at the left shows a
close up view of the cope flask and
cope mould.

Three handy men are used on this
job doing all the work Including
the cutting of the sand
setting
core: pouring and shaking cut.

— then

(he drag pattern
is removed and the cope pattern is
.'•ibstituted.
The copes are taken
direct from the run-out cir and
closed on the drags without rehandling. In following this method
a single machine is used for both
These half
halves of the mould.
ting of cores

Are you

experiencing anj diffiyour production?
Our
engineers are always at your service.
They will be pleased to advise you
on your foundry problems or equipment.
culties with

moulds each weigh approximately
2.J00 lbs.

Ask
Osborn Roll-Over
Made

Maximum
No. 400

Jolt

No. 403

"

No. 403W

"

No. 404

"

Jolt Stripping

.1

36" X 36"
40

X 44

40" X 52"
52

X 54'

"

60" X 64"

"

60" X 78"

Flask

No. 404S
No. 405S
No. 405LS
No. 406S
No. 448
No. 449
No. 449L
No. 450
No. 450W
No. 450M
No. 451S

24'

Machines

Condensed Catalog

Some Osborn Moulding Machine Advantages

Regularly in the Following Sizes:

Maximum

2V

••

No. 405
No. 406

Made

Over-all

Flask Capacity

No. 402

Osborn

Machines

Regularly in the Follouing Siz es:

for 1920

—

—

Over -all

C apaci ty
••

"

••

*•

"

"

"

"
••
•*

"
*'

1.

50"
57"
60"
75"
18" X 18"
21" X 22"
20" X 29"
19" X 36"
26" X 36"
26" X 42"
28" X 40"
27'

X
29" X
29' X
42" X

Insure rapid production.
2..

Lower

direct

moulding

cost.
.3.

Accelerate delivery.
Effect saving in material.
5. Lower overhead per ton.
6. Reduce grinding.
7. Lessen pattern repairs.
8. Relieve labor shortage.

4.

T//£ Osborn MANUFACTUff/NG Company
/A/COPPOffA TED

New York

5401

Main Office and Factory
Hamilton Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio

San Francisco

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES
AIIImI

Machinery Co. de France
Rue de Racroy
Pans, l-rani.<

l<)

W.

Jackman

&

Co..

Ltd.

Caxton House. S.W.I
Westminster, London, Eng.

6

Home Company. Ltd.
Takiyama-Cho. Kyobashi-Ku,
Tokyo,

Japan

E. Isbecque

36

Rue

Brussels,

ft.
Cie,
Otiet

Belgium

Allied

Machinery Co. d'ltalia
40 Corso Dante
Torino, Italy
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The Foundrynien's Convention

at

Published AJcnthly

Columbus, Ohio

Ideal Weather Combined with Ideal Conditions in General Make
the 25th Annual Convention of the American Foundrymen's
Association a Decided Success.

THE

twenty-fifth annual convention
of the American Foundrymen's
Association which has just passed
into history was, true to prediction, the
biggest and best in the history of the
organization.
The papers which were
read, the variety and volume of the subjects treated on, and
the
discussions
which followed were far in excess of
anything heretofore achieved, while the
exhibits in the various buildings were in
equaHy increased proportions.
The buildings of the Ohio State Fair
at Columbus where the convention and
exhibition
were held were admirably
adapted to the occasion and all told ev-

worked toward the success of

er>-thing

the event.

The weather of the preceding week
was unpleasant and seemed to pi'esage
a bad spell for the loundrymen, but during the week of the convention it was
ideal

and a record attendance was the

At the registration booth four
thousand badges were given out to those
who registered, but in spite of the fact
that the registration booth was right at
the main entrance and
everyone was
asked to register, hundreds passed by
without
bothering,
making it impossible
result.

tributed over the seven spacious buildings of the exhibition grounds, and included everything which could be of any
Those who
possible use in a foundry.
were fortunate enough to be pi-esent had
the opportunity of seeing many things

which heretofore they had not seen used
in the foundry, and those who were absent, of course, missed this opportunity.

Some

Among

of the Exhibits

the exhibits which would most

likely interest

foundrymen

of

Canada

are the following:

American

New

—

Foundry

Equipment

Co.,

York. Sandcutting machine for
cutting over the sand heap without the
aid of the shovel, core making machines,
santi-blast
equipment, annealing oven
trucks, molding machines, flasks, etc.

American Molding Machine Co., Terre
line of molding ma-

Haute, Ind.- -Full
chines.

Arcade Manufacturing Co., Freeport,
Three types of molding machines,
plain jolters, jolt strippers,
and jolt
111.

—

Also the Brillion device for
pouring molds without the unpleasantsqueezers.

ness of
metal.

holding

—

—

—

Blystone sand
mixer equipped with
power disscreen,
charge and motor.
This machine sifts
mixes
facing
and
the

when we say

between four
and five .thousand attended the conventhat

making a

the

BlystoneMfg. Co.,
Cambridge Springs,
Demonstrating
Pa.

give
a correct
estimate of the attendance.
We are,
however, within the

tion,

of

E. C. Atkins & Co., Indianapolis, Ind.,
Hamilton, Ont. Metal cutting band saw
machines, power hack saw machines, circular metal-saws, hack saw blades and
frames, screw slotting saws, milling
saws, foundry plates, etc.
Bacharach Industrial Instrument Co.,
Pittsburgh, Pa. -Indicating and recording meters for measuring the pressure
and volume of air delivered to the foundry cupola.
Bassic Mineral Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Demonstrating C. M. Miller's fluxes, for
purifying the melted metal in either iron
or non-ferrous founckies.
A. E. Bauer & Son, Chicago, 111.— Revolving knife wood trimmer. This is an
instrument which takes the place of the
in
straight-knife wood trimmer used
mitering, etc., and is an excellent pattern-maker's tool.
Berkshire Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Automatic molding machines, air squeezmolding machines, vibrators and
er
The automatic machine was
flasks.
shown taking the sand from the pile
and delivering the finished mold.

to

limit

up the weight

sand, core sand, etc.

Foun-

Champion

rec-

ord

which has not
been approached by
any former gather-

dry & Machine Co.,
Chicago, 111.— ShowChampion
the
ing

ing since the inception of the American

electric

sand

riddle

Foundrymen's Asso-

also
operation,
roll-over
jolt
their

ciation twenty-four
years ago.

molding machine.
Chicago Pneuma-

The
exhibits

number
was

away above
record.

dred and
exhibits

in

of
also

tic

the past

Two

hundis-

Co..

Citr.

compressor.'^,

\Jtv\

ut-

(,kui .\i)>

\M)

l;(

i].J)i.M,-

uiiKKh IHE CONVENTION WAS HELD.

—

New

Air
Boyer

chipping
riveting,
hamcaulkinf:
sand
Kelltr
mers.

and

thirty-five

were

Tool

York

—
202

CA N A

rammers.
Rrinders,

Giant

Little

and

casting-

air

drills

cleaners,

and

Little

Giant electric drilj and grinders, Little
Giant geared air hoists.
Cleveland Pneumalic Tool Co., Cleveland, Ohio.— Full line of air tools and
accessories, sand rammers, core breakers, chipping hammers, riveting- hammers, emery grinders, valve grinders,
air hose couplings, pressure seated air
valve.-, Y
fittings,
hose
clamps and

I) I

AN

UNDRYMA N

F

Detroit Soluble Oil Co., Detroit, Mich.
oils and core compounds.
Miniature core oven drying the cores which
were given away a.'^ souvenirs.

— Core

Diamond

Oil Co., Inc.

— Core

cially designed for radiator

and

oil,

espe-

cylin(\er

cores and for steel foundry cover cores.

—

Combined
Buffalo,

H. K. Ferguson Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
of building.^ for
foundry and
ether purposes.

Foundry Equipment Co., Cleveland,
Ohio.
Coleman cor? and mold ovens, illustrating rolling-drawer, car, shelf and
portable rack types of oven.

—

Federal Fcundry Supply Co., CleveOhio.
Conibination jolt
and
squeeze molding machines and plain jolt
machines, also Federal Holt-tite adjust-

N.Y.— Showing

their lines

of couble angle and angle stem
chaplets
dan(;y perforated skim gates.

Cleveland Flux Co., Cleveland,
Ohio.—
complete line of Cornell fluxes for
all
metals, the actual
size
packages

A

of

fluxes

and kinds being on display.

Clark

Tructractor

Michigan.- Four
oline propelled
haulage.

Co.,
Buchanan,
different models of gas-

vehicles

for

industrial

Charle-i
.J.
Ciark Blast-meter Co.,
Ghuibrook, Louisiana.
Demonstrating
the Clark volume meter and
the Clark
mercury pressure gauge. Showing how

—

the two worked in conjunction
will tell
accurately what an-.ount of oxygen
enters the cupola.

—

land,

able flask clasps.

W.

& Equipment Co

Supnly

useci.

Models

trolled air hoists.

Inc..

Co., Detroit,
for welding by elecDemonstrating how the "Weld-

mill stars.

water cooled air compressor, bridge
cranes, bracket jib cranes, foundry
con-

compound,
baking of cores.

Ohio.—

Fanner Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.— All
kinds of foundry chaplets and tumbling-

ing,

the uses of Kordec core
including preparation
and

Co., Alliance,

Welding Machine

welders are

ite"

types of oil-fired furnaces: oscillating type open fiame furnace where
the flame enters the chamber in which
the metal is contained, tilting type furnace where metal is melted in the crucible and poured from same without removing by tilting the crucible with the
furnace, stationary type where metal is
melted in crucible which is afterwards
lifted from furnace for pouring.
Curtis Pneumatic Machinery Co.,
St.
Louis, Mo.— Double cylinder, single act-

—Demonstrating

Furnace

— Equipment

tricity.

—Three

New York

—

chines, including jolt rollover, jolt stripper, and jolt squeezer machines.

Electric

Furnace Corporation.

Co.,

Davenport Machine Foundry Co., DavIowa. Full line of molding ma-

enpoi-t,

Mich.

ment.

Corn Products Refining

of the type C 2,000 lbs. 300 K.V..A..
Various articles manufactured by users
of the furnace were shown.

Electric

Chicago -Mouldino Machine Co.. Chicago. 111. Hand poi table squeezer molding machine with electric rieWle attachGaskill

was

Exhibit of Bailey electric furnaces for
melting brass and aluminum, together
with transformer, switch and other parts.
Samples of casting also shown.

air hose.

Caward

Volume XI.

The newly

R.

BEAN,

elected

President.

Federal
Malleable
Co., West
Wis. Diff'erent types of molding

—

Allis,

ma-

chines, including the rapid air squeezers

Diamond Clamp & Flask Co., Richmoldingmond, Ind. Diamond snap

and rapid jolt squeezers.
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.
Electrically-driven air com-

jackets and bands, perfecting type wood core boxes, pattern makers' benches, flask fittings, foundry hard
wood wedges, varnish cans, rapping
plates, pinch dogs, steel bottom plates,
clamps, dowell pins.

pressors for cupola blowing, also electric
arc welding with a constant energy welding set.
Geist Mfg. Co., Atlantic City, N.J.—
Preheating furnaces for preheating all
kinds of castings prior to welding.

—

flasks, steel

—

.loseph Dixon Crucible Co.
Crucibles
and graphite materials.
Dings Magnetic Separator Co., Milwaukee, Wis. Three types of magnetic

—

separator. Type 02 separator with feeding skip and air hoist for reclaiming iron
from foundry refuse.
Type B2 cross
belt type for brass bearings and turnings.
Magnetic pulleys type separator.
All motor driven.
Detroit Electric Furnace Co., Detroit,
Mich. Rocking electric furnace for nonferrous metals.
The one on exhibition

—

—

Great Western Mfg. Co., Leavenworth,
Kansas. Gyratory foundrv riddles, also
renewable bottom sieves. Machines were

—

operation
operation.
in

demonstrating-

Grimes Molding Machine

method
Co.,

Detroit,

—

Mich. Grimes line of molding machines,
roll-over
maincluding hand-rammed
jar rammed roll-over machines
and quick pattern changing device.
Holland Core Oil Co., Chicago, Core
oils, parting compound and dry core com-

chines,

—

pounrls.

'
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"OUNDRY SUPPLIES OK EVERY DESCRIPTION ARE HERE
SHOWN,

SAND. TO GIVE THE

of

MAXIMUM OF EFFICIENCY. MUST BE
PROPKKI.V .MIXED.

OrtoIuT.
Kcheit

Inc.

— Heating

ami olhor

buildinjrs.

(;ord(;n.

for fouiuiry
injjf

C A N A

l!l-Ji>

nu'thod

of

ventilatinu'

the

system
Showfoumlry

and canyinj; away the foul air by means
of airan;.'ement in tlie heatins' system.

& Snow

C. O. Bartlett

Co., Cleveland.

— Conveying

nuuliinery
for hansand in the foiindry, for i-ontinuou.>
moldimr and poinins; foundries and
where any quantity of sand is beinjr hanOliio.

I>

A N

I
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MAN

forced with iilaiii glass which can be replaced if damaged while the more expensive colored glass is protected against

damage.
C. E. Knoeppel & Co.. Inc., New York
engineers, consulting
Industrial
specialists for foundries in organization

City.

—

dlinjr

Illustrations

dled.

of various

now in use.
Herman Pneumatic Machine

Link

IJelt

Hcevel Mfg. Co., Jersey City, N.J.—
barrel
machine, sand-blast
table machine and sand-blast room.

ing sand revivifier in opei'ation.

wheelbarrows, factory trucks
trial

—

Iiul.

motor clam sheTl buckets.
Interstate Sand Co., Zanesville, Ohio.
Molding sands for steel and iron pur-

iVIanefee

—A

how

ing

for use on
chines.

—

foundry chemists and metallurgists.
T. P. Kelly

&

Co., Inc.,

— Foundry supplies.
F. W. "King Opt cal
Ohio. — Safety
goggle.?,
ment.

New York

City.

Cleveland,
safety
equipGoggles with coloreci glass reinCo.,

to

Co.,
Fort Wayne,
demonstration, showMenco pattern mounts

make

roll-ove''

draw

mohilj'^ig

C.
'I"he

S,

KOCH.

Retiring

President.

work, production control, cost accounting, improvement of operations and industrial relations, etc.

Keller Pneumatic
Tool Co., Grand
Haven, Mich. Keller master pneumatic
foundry hammers, sand rammers, floor
and bsnch types, valveless and Corliss
valve pneumatic drills and grinders.

—

King

—

Refractories

N.Y. High
ment, etc.

Co.,

Inc.,

BuflFalo,

temperature refractory ce-

H. M. Lane Co., Detroit, Mich., and
Windsor, Ont. Foundry engineers, photographs an;l urawings of foundries desiLMied and improved.

—

Lava Crucible Co. of I'ittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. Crucibles for melting all
kinds of metals.
Lindsay Chaplet & Mfg. Co., -PhilaShowing samples of foundelphia, Pti.
dry chaplets especially adapted to railroad, pump, engine and tractor castings.
David I. Upton's Sons Co., Philadelphia,

—

—

Malleable Iron P'ittings Co.. B:.jnford,
Conn. Branford vibrators, vibrator core
bench, buggy ladle, and miscelb-neous
sample vibrators and accessories.

—

McLain's
System, Inc.,
Milwaukee,
Wis. Demonstrating the McLain system
of cupola practice, melting and .mixing
of iron and semi-steel; showing semisteel Liberty motor, gas and oil-tngine
pistons and cylindeis containing 20 to 50
per cent, steel. Also showing steei cast-

—

made in McLain-Carter ijrnace.
Marden, Orth & Hastings Cut.. Inc.,
New York. Samples of dry and liquid
Mohtan sand binders. Also samples of
cores bound with ihis binder.
ings

—

J.

S.

McCormick

— Electric

Co., Pittsburs;h, Pa.

magnetic
separator,
sand
mixer, pneumatic blacking mixer and a
loam-mold made from material ."^'-'Xed by

these machines.

Madeod
bla.it

(io.,

equipment

Cincinnati, Ohio.

— hose

—

iiii
11 iB
H.\S

BEEN H.\RD TO GET. BUT HERE
FROM THIS M.ATERI.AL.

IS

A HOUSE BUILT

MELTING FURNACES OV EVERY DECRIPTION ARE

ABUNDANCE

."^and-

machines, lables,

rr- r-

COKE

ma-

—

—

service,

indus-

.Mumford Molding .Machine Co.. Hanna
Engineering Works, Chicago, 111^ Rockover molding machine, air jolt squeeze
split pattern machine, high trunnion jolt
squeeze
machine,
vibrators,
trolleys,
pneumatic hoists, suction oiler, small tripod shaker.

service.

engineering

an'l

Foundry

practical

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, 111.
"Thor" pneumatic tools and
electric tools, including chipping hammers, sand rammers, portable grinders
and motor driven hoists for foundry

— Foundry

i.^stings,

cars.

poses.

ronto.

and

—

electric

—

Mass.

Boston,

Co.,

—

Hay ward Company. New York City.
Hayward oraniie peel, clam shell and

breakers, motor hoists and drills.
International
Molding .Machine Co.,
Chicago, 111.
Hand and power turn-over
machines, combination turn-overs, plain
jolt rammer.?, combination jolt strippers,
stripping plate machines, plain squeezers, combination squeezers and core making machines.
Chas. C. Kawin Co., Chicago and To-

Chicago and T( ronto.
Raj':; mold-

Co.,

Electric hoists in operation.

;'nd

Sand-blast

sand rammer, chipping and rivetinghammer.-,
pneumatic
grinders,
core

sash,

Louden Machinery Co., Fairfielo, Iowa,
Guelph, Ont. Overhead troll'; y syst;'ms for foundry use,
special
hoists,
swinging cranes, travelling cranes, etc.
Kilbiiurne & Jacobs Mfg. Co.. Columbus,
Ohio. Motor
truck
bodies
and
hoists, electric
tractors
and trailors,

Co., Pitts-

—

for

steel

in handling core racks
charging cupolas, etc.

installa-

Industrial Electric Furnace Co., Chicago, 111. New repelling
arc
furnace
which can be operated on any 220V motor circuit without transformer.
It can
be operated on either three phase or single phase or direct current for melting
either ferrous or non-ferrous metal.
Inger.soll-Rand Company. New York
City.
Imperial
air
type
compressor,

designs

ventilation,

Lewis-Shepard

burgh, Pa. 41-inch diameter table plate
car wheel jar stripping: plate machines.
'

— Foundry

natuja] light
doors and
partitions, Pond continuous sash Hnd operating device.
Pa.

and

Jacklift elevator trucks for foun(Jry use

tion

—

2()

JN

—

—
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barrels, cabinets

and dust arresters. Oil

burners of every

ciet.cription.

Magnetic Manufacturing Co., MilwauWis. Magnetic
and
separators
magnetic pulleys for use in grey iron,
malleable iron, steel, brass and aluminum

—

kee,

foundries.

Mahr Mfg.

Co.,

The Mahruel

Minneapolis, Minn.

line of oil

burning foundry

equipment, torches lor mold drying, cupola lighting, etc.
Rivet forges and

and driers.
Maxon Furnace & Engineering Co.,
Muncie, Ind. Fume-proof cover brass
furnaces, furnace linings, Maxon Premix
burner>. oil burners and oil pumps.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore. Md.
Melting furnaces, with and
without crucibles for melting ferrous and
non-ferrous metals; core ovens, ladle
ladle heaters

—

—

heaters, etc.

National Engineering Co., Chicago.
Exhibiting three sizes of company's
Simpson sand mixer for all kinds of
foundry sand mixtures in foundries producing gray iron, steel, malleable, brass

core ovens, sprue cutters, bellows, shovels, tumbling barrels, brass furnaces and
many other articles used in the foundry.
Ohio Body & Blower Co., Cleveland,
Ohio. Electric baking oven, core racks,
gas-oil burners, air traps, air separator,
ventilators.
(J«orge Oldham & Sons Co., Baltimore,
Pneumatic tools, including chipMd.

—

—

ping hammers, foundry rammers, scalers, core busters, pattern gaugers, riveting hammers, holders-on, and jam riveters.

Oliver Machinery Co., Grand Rapids,
Mich. Woodworking machinery, pattern
shop equipment for making practically
everything in the v/ay of patterns and
Also engine
core-boxes by machinery.
lathes jind snap flasks.
Oxwell Acetylene Co., Chicago, 111.
Oxwell low pressure duplex type acetylene generator, welding and cutting apparatus.
Osborne Manufacturing Co., CleveDirect draw roll-over jolt
land, Ohio.
•

—

—

machines, combination power jolt strip-

PNEUMATIC TOOLS ARE AN ESSENTIAL
FOUNDRY PRACTICE.
and aluminum castings; three sizes include the company's No.
mixer with
3-foot diameter pan; No. 1 mixer with
4-foot diameter pan, and No. 2 mixer
with 6-foot diameter pan.
Also the
Simpson bucket loader to be used with
the Simpson mixer.
Norton Co., Worcester, Mass., and
Hamilton,
Ont.
Alundum grinding
wheels, Crystolon grinding wheels, polishing grain and bricks, i-efractory ware
and grinding machinery.

William H. Nichols Co.,

New York.—

Different types of molding machines, including jolt and power squeezers. Also
motion pictures of machines in operation.

—

Ohio Equipment. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Labor-saving handling machines, Steu-

bling

lift

Kron

scales, Zerinj: trucks

trucks, core racks, shop mule,

and counting
S.

—

Obermayer

Patjh

and

trailers,

scales.

furnace

Co., Chicago, 111.— Hott

cement,

ladles,

riddles.

IN

Volume XI.
perature refractory cement for bonding
fire bi'ick and granular refractory materials.
Carbosand, powdered coal equipment for boilers and furnaces.

Dwight
York.

P. Robinson

— Engineers
with

solidated

&

Kerr

per squeezer machines (large type), combination jolt stripper machines (small
type) not power driven, plain air squeezer machines, air squeezer jolt machine,
Little Wonder roll-over machines.
Paine & Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa. Samples of core oil with oven and demonstration of Peffer core oil in its actual
baking process.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. Metallic sand-blast abrasives, chilled shot, globular
or
round
abrasive.
Pittsburgh Electric Furnace Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Exhibition of electric furnaces and samples of electric furnace products.
Panghorn Corporation, Hagerstown,
demonstration
sandInd.— Operating
blast and allied equipment in hygienic
types and sizes for cleaning metals of
every character, size and shape.
Quigley Furnace Specialties Co., Inc.,
New York City. Hytempite high tem-

—

—

—

—

—

New

Church,

Photographs of

iron,

brass and aluminum foundries.
Richard-Wilcox Mfg. Co., Aurora, 111.
and London, Ont. Overway conveying
equipment, both trolley and I-beam types,
steel,

—

cranes,
trolleys,
travelling
switches,
cross-overs, turntables, chain hoists, etc.
P. H. & F. M. Roots Co., Connersville,
Ind.
Display of rotary positive blowers
and gas pumps. An interesting feature
of this exhibit was the original blower
built by this company sixty-one years

—

ago.

Safety Equipment Service Co., Cleve-

—

Safety clothing, goggles,
land, Ohio.
hospital equipment, sanitary drinking
fountains, wash stands, lavatories and

washroom
R.

P.

supplies.

Smith

&

Sons, Chicago, 111.—

PROPER METHODS OF MELTING AND MIXING IRON
ARE DEMANDED NOWADAYS.

MODERN

Co., Inc.,

Westing-house,

Inc.

Co.,

&

ar.d constructors, con-

.AND STEEL

Safety shoes for molders and foundry-

men.

Warner G. Smith

— Samples
oils;

oils

Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

and other core
specimen cores made with these
and castings in which the cores were
of

Linoil

used.
Stein-Hall Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.—
Foundry dextrines and core binders,
Calumet core binder and special foundry
dextrines.
Superior Sand Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Molding sand for brass, bronze and aluminum castings, light and heavy castings, car wheels and automobile cylinders.

Frederick B. Stevens, Detroit, Mich.,

and Windsor, Ont.

— Foundry

supplies in-

everything which
make up foundry equipment.
Standard Equipment Co., New Haven,
Conn. Standard radial blast barrels,
Standard cinder and metal reclaiming

cluding
goes to

—

mill.

practically

CA NA
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SterlitiR

Wis.

Wheelliarrow Co., West

Allis,

flasks

and

— Wheelbarrows,

steel

foundry specialties, featuring some Sterling veterans (old flasks which have been
over five years).
Sullivan Machinery Co., Chicago,

in use

Angle compound belt-driven

111.

compressor, single stage Lelt-clriven air compi'essor, forge hammer, compressed air
core breaker.

Sahin Machine Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
style barrel trucks and steel barrels
for foundry use.
Standard Sand & Machine Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
No. o Standard core and
facing sand mixer.
Spencer Kellogg & Sons, Inc., Bufl'alo,
X.Y. Core oil, showing complete mold
inside and outside
for
three-cylinder
aeroplane engine made up from cores in
which this company's core oil was used.
Truscon Steel Co., Youngstown, Ohio.
Pressed steel foundry flasks, pressed
steel lift truck platforms, and a full line
of pressed steel stampings.

Xew

—

—

—

Tabor Manufacturing

—

Co., Philadelphia,

Pa.
Representing the Tabor molding
machi:ies, squeezers, jolters, and other
types of machine.
R. J. Teeter Co., Muskegon, Mich.

How

suspended molding machines,

—

ladle,

—

melter.

U. S. Molding Machine Co., Cleveland,
Jar squeeze, pattern draw, stripping plate machines, plain jolt machines,

—

air saueezer.

Vibrating Machinery Co., Chicago, 111.
hog electric sand sifter, model

— Sand

1920, in operation.

Westinghouse

—

Traction

Brake

Co.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Air compressors, motor
and steam driven; pressure governors,
cutout
cocks,
operating
and control
valves, air reservoirs, etc.

Wadsworth Core Machine

&

Equipment Co., Akron, Ohio.
Three-spindle
motor-driven core-making machines, core
cuttinj: off and coning machine. Wadsworth all-steel core drying plates and
bottom rlates.
Whitehead Brothers Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
jundry sand.^, supplies and equipment. Kaolin cupola and ladle daubing.
T. B. Wood's Sons Co., Chambersburg,
Pa. Peerless tapered snap flasks, automatic adjustable jacket.

—

—

t-

—

Wayne
Wayne,

Oil

Tank & Pump

—

"A" tumbling

Co.,

Fort

Ind.
Tilting crucible and nocrucible furnaces for melting and non-

ferrous metals.
F. H. Wheeler Mfg. Co,. Chicago, HI.—
Prote<-,:ve apparel, leggings, gloves, mit-

umns

an(i will ;nake intei'esting

for those

who

reading

w-ere not in attendance.

Other Attractions

operating model
of crane trolley; photographs, drawings
and catalogues of the other jquipment

The convention and exhibition did not
cover the entire programme for the
week by a long way. A banquet, a ball,

manufactured by this company.
Wright Mfg. Co., Lisbon, Ohio. High
j-peed hoists, stanciard screw lioists, steel

a smoker, a golf tournament, an automobile ride, several guessing contests
and an all-round good time were also

plate trolleys.
E. J. Woodison.

included in the real programme.

mill,

—

— Core

making' machines, crucible and iron pouring devices,
foundry facings and supplies, platers'

and polishers' supplies,
oil.

woodseed core

etc.

Young Brothers

Co., Detroit, Mich.
core oven, rack type
for gas, oil and electric heating, positive
temperature control and ventilation.
These are taken at random through the
various buildings, but serve to show the
modern
interest taken
in
displaying
equipment and also the interesting dis-

Two compartment

play which foundrymen were permitted
In addition to these were various displays of non-ferrous metals, coke,

to view.

iron, steel, refractories, etc.,

well

which were

worth seeing.

Machine Tools

The exhibit

—
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2-ton iron chai-ging car. 30 x 2S

How

United Compound Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Buffalo brand vent wax and pattern wax.
United States Graphite Co., Saginaw,
Mich. Graphite and graphite products
for the foundry trade, including Mexican
graphite foundry facing.
United States Silica Co., Chicago, 111.—
Flint shot for sand blasting and Flint
silica for steel molding and core making.
U. S. Smelting Furnace Co., Belleville,
111U. S. rotary melting furnaces for
brass foundry, smelting plant and enamel

VNDRYMAN

aprons, coats, pants and helmcTS.
Whiting Foundry Equipment Co., HarTwo-ton worm geared crane
vey, 111.

pivotal bull ladle trucks.

Ohio.

A N F

tens,

class

air

1) T

considerable

of machine tools was of
magnitude
and
showed

many model

devices for increasing the
quality as well as the quantity of the
machine shop production. Drilling competitions to demonstrate the depth of
hole drilled in a given time marked one
phase of this exhibition.

Pattern Making Machines

One department of foundry practice
which must not be overlooked, and which
not overlooked at the convention is
that of pattern making.
While pattern
making will always be more or less of a
hand operation there are many things
which can be done by machinery. Here
we see gear cutters making patterns for
gearing, pneumatic tools
gouging out
core boxes, and innumerable other operations in wood which have formerly been
confined to the metal workers' field.
is

Other Exhibits
All told the exhibit included about ev*

erything used in manufacturing, such as
pneumatic, hydraulic, electric and steam
driven appliances, oxyacetylene and electric arc welding, safety-first devices, etc.

The Technical Sessions

The Banquet

On Wednesday

evening some
five
hundred guests sat down to a sumptuous
banquet at the Hotel Deshler, where
ample justice was done, after which the
speakers of the evening were introduced by the chairman, who also gave an in-

The speakers for the
evening were Mr. Edward Ford, of New
York, and Hon. Dr. Simeon D. Fess,
Member of Congress for Ohio.
Mr. Ford was the first speaker, and
kept the audience in a healthy state of
mind such as is necessary after a banquet, in order that the over-indulgence
of the inner man may not turn into
dyspepsia. His remarks might be termed witticisms interspersed with some
sound logic. The second speaker, Hon.
Dr. Fess, did not aim so much at wit,
although he did not give it the go by.
His discourse consisted of sound logic
Dr.
humor.
interspersed with some
Fess, being a member of the American
teresting address.

in a position to know
things came about which the
ordinary individual could hot be expected to know. He was also in a position to give some sound advice on how
The war had made
to right things.

Government, was

how some

necessary many extravagant movements
in order to hasten production, but now
that the war is over and the world is
burdened with expensive living, the Government, which, like all Governments, is
wickedly extravagant, might dispense
with the bulk of the leeches who bleed
the public treasury and set them to
work where they would be of some use
and in so doing set a pace which the
public at large could follow and bring
The same
conditions back to normal.
advice might be of use elsewhere than
in the United States.
After the Banquet

At the conclusion of the banquet and
and
addresses the room was cleared,
those who enjoy tripping the light fanpermitted to indulge
tastic toe were
themselves to their heart's content.
,

While the exhibits were undoubtedly
of most interest to the prospective buyer
the technical sessions were equally as
interesting to the man who is up against
the problem of management, the foundry
superintendent and the foreman.
Here
interesting papers on every subject connected with the business were read and
discussed.
The programme of the sessions was
published in our la.st issue and will not
require repeating.
The papers will be
published from time to time in our col-

On Wednesday and Thursday afternoons those who so wished were shown
through the foundries of Columbus. An
automobile trip for the ladies was an
enjoyable event as was also the golf
tournament, but what was probably enjoyed to the greatest extent by at least
some of the visitors was the informal
smoker and buffet lunch at the Elks'
Club on Thursday night. The hall had
a seating capacity for one thousand and
there were no vacant seats. The table

CA X A
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had a capacity capable of feeding- an
army, and tlie cipar buxes were in
abundance, so that this part of the pro-

gramme was

a decided success.

Entertainment Features

A

was in attendaddition to this the Republican
choir enlivened the occasion
with various selections. Apart from the
short business meetinj>- in which the
retiiinji' president, Mr. C. S. Koch, read
his annual address, the evening
was
first class orchestra

ance,

and

in

given over to amusements.
Edgar A.
Guest, Detroit, newspaper man and poet,
entertained the guests by reciting some
of his original poems.

Counting the Ballots

1) I

acting the part of vice-president during

UN

DRY M A

As the evening progressed everything
got perceptibly livelier although nothing
It
stronger than coffee was served.
was just down right enthusiasm. Everywas happy and wanted to see
body
The concertina
everybody else happy.
music on the platform became so enlivening that even the cokred waiters
at the table had to cease waiting and
give vent to their feelings.
All told it
was a most enjoyable evening.
The Real Banquet
The two banquets already spoken of
were notable features of the convention,
but there was another one which we
must not omit to mention, viz., that of
the Alumni of the McLain System, Milvvaulcee,

During the evening the ballots for the
candidates were counted and the results
of the various contests were given out.
W. R. Bean, of the Eastern Malleable
Iron Co., Nagatuck, Conn., who has been

A N F

Wis.

The Alumni have a membership running up into the thousands, all of whom
of course were not present, but several
hundred of them sat down to a good
chicken dinner at the banquet hall in
connection with the exhibition grounds,

Volume
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Hopper,
J.
bridge, Toronto, Ont; P^.
Brantford, Ont.; E. B. Fleury, Toronto,
Ont.; A. G. Storey and ladies, Oshawa,
Ont.; E. J. Goodman, O.-^hawa, Ont.; T.
St.
Mrs.
Bennett,
Ben. Bennett and
Patterson,
Claude
Dr.
Marys, Ont.;
Smith's Falls, Ont.; George B. Frost,
Smith's Falls, Ont.; L. Edwards, Walkerville, Ont.; George Hyde. Montreal,
Que.; Wm. Beatty, Fergus, Ont.; J. L.
Tracey, Montreal, Que.; F. W. Hall, London, Ont.; J. K. Moffat. Weston, Ont.;
A.
Que.;
Jno. A. Taylor, Montreal,

Mullen, Montreal;

Wm. Maybank,

Tor-

onto; S. F. Woodison, Toronto; E. B. Rour,
Montreal; Charles Gax-ner. Toronto; J.
Hatch,
Montreal;
S.
C.
F. Kelley,
Barton,
Charles
V.
Whitby, Ont.;
Whitby, Ont.; H. V. Lingell, Ottawa,
Ont.; Fred Wedlake, Brantford, Ont.;
H. Chittenden, Brantford. Ont.; S. B.

Chadsey, Brantford; R. W. Gifford, Toronto; C. R. Seabrook. Windsor, Ont.;
Wm. Ruddy, Toronto; Daniel Bell, Glace
Bay, N.S.; F. J. Ross, Toronto; G. H.
Hammond, Guelph, Ont.; John A. McEwan, Gait, Ont.; Robert Hunter, Gait,
Ont.; W. Cornish, Toronto; John Munro,
Maurice J. Cahill,
Brantford,
Ont.;
Montreal; Leo. Rockwell. Amherst, N.S.;
S. T. Fisher, Brockville, Ont.; J. Grewer,
Montreal; G. D. Ellis. Cowansville, Que.;
James Allan, Hamilton, Ont.; W. J. Dalgleish. Gait, Ont.; Wm. Kay, Toronto;
W. A. Hastings, Hamilton; D. W. Davis,
Fort William, Ont.; D. J. Peake, Three
Rivers,

Que.;

W.

J.

Christie,

Owen

Palmer, London, Ont.; A.
J. Creighton, Owen Sound; J. W. Archer,
Gait, Ont.; Robert Clark. Gait, Ont.;
H. V. Kinnerson, London, Ont.; John C.
Moor, London, Ont.; .\rthur Pethuk, Toronto, Ont.; Mclntyre and Taylor, Toronto; J. Bibbey, Toronto; A. C. Pipher,
Port Hope, Ont.; E. W. Gilbert, Hamilton, Ont.; George Allan. Hamilton, Ont.

Sound;

C.

ELECTRICALLY HEATED CORE OVENS ARE AMONG THE LATEST
LNNOVATIONS IN THE FOUNDRY.
the past year, was elected president for
the ensuing year.
C.

R. Messinger, of Sivyer Steel

Co.,

Milwaukee, was chosen as vice-president,
and C. E. Hoyt, of Chicago, was reappointed secretary-treasurer.
W. H. Burchere, of Pittsburgh, won
the first prize, and Peter E. Boucher,
of Reading, Pa., the second in the golf
tournament.

At the exhibition some guessing contook place and the results were
announced, John Bibby, foundry
foreman at the Anthes Foundry, Toronto, was the best guesser in calculating
the number of bricks used in lining a
72-inch cupola with 41/2 by 9 in. bricks
and reinforcing this with a lining of
214 by 9 in. bricks. John guessed 4,800.
whereas 4,850 was the correct number.
Mrs. Fred. A. Cowan of Detroit was
the prize for guessing 950 pounds as
the weight of sand in a ladle which contained 9511/2 pounds.
L. B. Stockwell guessed 4,4G7 as the
number of stai's in a container holding

Guests From Abroad

photograph was
after which a group
taken. We do not belong to the Alumni,
but if we were in the foundry business
again we certainly would do so; however, we were honored with a complimentary ticket and hastened to make use
of it. To sit at the table with members
of the McLain Alumni is a real pleasure
real
because we know that they are
foundrymen or they would not be there.

Canadian Foundryman'.s Booth

tests

also

4,466.

The Canadian Foundryman booth was,
as usual, the headquarters for Canadians, and incidentally for many others.
Canadian flag badges were given to
those who registered, but like the main
some slipped by
registration booth,

without getting their badges.

who

Among

registered were the following:
Emile Drolet, Quebec; John Donaldson,
Montreal; R. L. Lindstrom, Montreal;
G. L. Havil, Montreal; Frank Mercer,
St. Marys, Ont.; J. P. Pero, Montreal;
E.
Ont.;
Kitchener,
Half yard.
S.
Clarke, Kitchener, .Ont.; H.* R. Evans,
Captain A. E. CamMontreal, Que.;

those

J.

In addition to the above we were
honored with guests from outside points,
among whom were Mr. Jlax Vollenweider and Mr. Fretl Steck, foundry
Swiss
a
engineers for Sulzer Bros.,
foundry employing some twelve thousThree interesting British
and hands.
foundrymen, Mr. James Chadwick, of
Ltd.,
Chadwick, Ironfounders,
James
School Hill Iron Works. Bolton, Lancashire, Eng.; Mr. R. H. Pickies, of T.
H. Pickles. & Sons, manufacturers and
foundrymen, Mytholmroyd, near Halifax, England, and Rowland P. Hirst, of
B. Hirst & Sons, iron founders and enWe were also
gineers, Halifax, Eng.
favored with visits from Mr. Thomas W.
Turner, of New York. anJ Mr. W. E.
B. Partridge, Los Angeles, California,
both Canadian well-wishers.

Self-control

talent

will

succeed

where self-indulgence

with ten.

— New

wjth

one

will

fail

Success.

(K-tv):;er.
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Says Foundry
NYONE

connected with actual mechanical work in these days cannot
help wondering- why more boys
don : go in the foundry work.
Some
authorities claim that there is more
chance for advancement and ultimate big
money in the foundry than in the machine shop, but though it is fairly easy
to get boys for the latter, they scorn
the job offered in the foundry.
There
are three reasons for this state of affairs, i.e., snobbishness, love of things
moving, and lack of education as to the
foundry's place in the industrial struc-

\

ture.

Parents are partly to blame for snobbishness.
They don't want their boy
to work in the dirt or to do manual
labor; they want him "to take a better
place" in the community than his father,
through having a more genteel
job.
This idea is fostered in our schools where
the whole trend is to look forward to
"higher education," and to view "going
to work" as almost a disgrace, or at
best a loss of caste.
The very thought
of working in dirty black sand would
be abhorrent.
Most red-b'oode
boys have a fondness for machinery in any form, from
the automobile down.
This makes the
machine shop an attractive place and
is a drawing card that overbalances the
dirt and grease of the job.
Hence the
machine shops in normal times can usually get the right kind of boys. But when
they find that there is a great deal of
hand work to do, in fact, that the highest
degree of skill is hand work, then they
somewhat lose in enthusiasm and they
do their best to become machine hands
rather than bench hands.
The lack of
1

machinery

in a foundry and the seeming
excess of physical exertion required for
the work put molding in a class lower
than the bench worker of the machine
shop.

The foundry itself is also partly to
blame. It needs to advertise.
Foundry
work constitutes a basic trade. Besides
molding and core work, there is mixing,
cupola practice, pattern work, cleaning
and finishing. As to molding, there is
the wide variety offered by bench and
floor and loam work.
Then there are the
various molding machines, which offer
some opportunity to do machine work,
and, more important, to get familiar with
manufacturing work.
A study of the
best way to mount and arranp-e patterns for machine molding and the getting ^f multiple patterns and cores generally will occupy
the most ambitious
one for some years. Taken altogether,
there is as much variety in foundry work
as in any of the other mechanical trades,
considering shop pi-actice alone, and if
one wishes to get into the theoretical
en 1 he will find material for endless
study.
Will this effort be worth while? There

is

the Boy's Best Opportunity

is not the slightest doubt of it, if a person is ambitious either as a matter of
self-attainment or to rise in the profession.
With the automobile calling for
more and better castings than any ever
before produced in quantities, it is no
wonder that foundries in other lines feel
the scarcity of experienced men, and of
new blood. The chances in the foundry
for boys who are energetic and studious
are unusual, even for these times, because of the demand for workmen and
executives, and because the foundry has
attracted an average grade of Kelp lower
than in lines that did not offer so much
"dirty work."

One foundry owner was bemoaning the
of boys.
His men were all piece
workers and made as much money as

lack

they liked but there was a noticeable
dearth of young men about the place.
"If I could get three or four boys to
stick until they had learned the trade
thoroughly, then to go around in other
plants for a couple of years
why, I
could guarantee them $8^,000 to $lb,000
a year in ten years," said he. And that
is
big money in these days of high
wages.

—

Another foundryman told
the same
tale.
"I had one boy that was unusually
bright, and had been with me two years.
He had taken out a correspondence
course and I had hopes of landing him
in the office in the distant future.
But
he suddenly gave up his job and went
over to Dexter's machine shop to work.
I had a few words
,/ith him, advising
him to be serious-minded and stick now
that he had secured a more congenial
place.
But it was a matter of three
months before I saw him working at the
Bon Ton Garage, so I suppose he wanted
less exacting work, more chance to sneak
out for a smoke and the hurrah boys
that is usually found around garages. I
blame the automobile and the movies for
the lack of apnlication and the disinclination to work so marked to-day.
It
parents first, then the children,
and the result is that foundry work
rated as beyond the pale for anyone except dago boys."
affects

i-^

Still

loss of

another foundrymf>^ bewailed the
comnetent executives and encin-

"If there were only enough bright
eers.
fellows coming along to fill the salaried
positions acceptably, we could stand tho
lack of skilled help," said this man, "for
we can subdivide our work into simple
the
operations within
the ability of
foreign labor to be had and this is the
only labor that will do physical work
these days. The men we have to promote
the education to
are not possessed of
make a success of their positions as they
should: the college trained men we get
are all right on theory but they lack
first-hand knowledere of the money-producing end of the business and they are

—

too afraid of the dirt to spend a year out
in the plant with overalls on.
These
college men would make the finest kind
of department
heads if they had the
practical knowledge or, barring that, the
molding room perspective; but, if I had
to take my choice, I would prefer the
man who has learned the trade in all its

—

branches and has studied nights he can
get all the theory that he can ever use
in just that way."
This brings us back to the claim that
there is the biggest kind of a chance
for boys right now in the foundries of
the country. Ask the machine shop man
what his greatest concern is, aside from
dealing with his men, and nine out of
ten will say, "Getting castings," or "Getting good castings."
Go to a general
machine shop and find out the percentage of work they throw away then go
to a general foundry and get the same
information
a comparison will show
whether or not there is a field for better methods and skilled men in the foun-

—

—

dry.
If a

boy has ambitions toward going

must select
some business; why not make it the
May I not draw
t>he side of the furnace.
foundry ?
It is assumed that he will
work as an apprentice or a clerk to
into business for himself, he

learn the minutiae of the business, then
await an opportunity to embark in a
small way on his savings or with borrowed capital. The foundry requires no
more capital than business in other
less, if
lines
trades or in mercantile
anything. A large part of the capital is
tied up in "liquid assets" of the nonperishable kind, such as sand and pig
iro4i and coke, commodities that have an
immediate resale value at current market prices business men in scores of

—

—

other lines would rejoice if they were
similarly situated. And there is no fear
The writer
of a foundry lacking work.
lives a hundred miles from one of the
great cities of the country one that is
not noted for manufactures in iron and
yet for the last six years there
gteel
has not passed a week when there weJe
less than three men from the big city,
out on a reeular tour of trying to place
foundries
the country
contracts with
and
within that hundred mile radius
price the foundries
contracts at any

—

—

—

might n?me.

Some new records in shaft sinking are
said to have been made recently in South
The south shaft of the NewAfrica.
State Areas was sunk 270 ft. in a month
and the north shaft 24.5 ft. The shafts
are rectangular, and measure 28 ft. 9 in.
by 13 ft. 9 in. About the same time a
cross-cut at
the Sub Nigel, measuring
12 ft. by 8 ft., was extended 343 ft.
G in. in the north.
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Use High Grade Iron

for Milling

Machine Tables

The Methods Employed in Pattern Designing, Molding, Gating,
Pouring, Mixing and Melting Are Those Adopted by One of
America's Leading Machine-Tool Establishments.
By LEROY M.

THE

exacting-

service I'equiienients

machine tables, both
from a standpoint of quality and
of workmanship, are very severe. These
castings must be made from a good mixture of iron composed of pig- iron and
for

millinii-

scrap of high grade.
When a milling machine is assembled
and ready for shipment, the table casting
must be close in grain, giving what is
called a steely appearance, must be free
from external or internal porosity, and
must be hard and still be machinable.
These castings must not only be of a fine
finish, but must be capable of withstanding the great amount of wear, as
well as the heavy or severe strains to
which they are subjected.
There are three problems connected
with the successful manufacture of the
castings which are important.
First is
the pattern, second the molding,
and
third the melting practice, including cupola operations, mixing of the metal, etc.

How

SHERWIN

enough to allow for venting and other
foundry requirements.
Green Sand Molds Prove Satisfactory
There has been some contention that
castings of this nature should be made
in dry sand, but the defective castings
record on these particular tables is low,
and the requirements are so exceedingly
rigid the conclusion is that green sand
for these molds is less expensive and
just

as satisfactory.
Fig. 4 shows the rough casting with
the gates attached and risers in position,
while Fig. 5 shows the reverse side of
the castings where T slots eventually are
cut.
Of several gates tried none have
proven so successful as the horn sprues.
Th'j
mclten met'l enters, ths mold

Pattern Is Designed

The pattern is arranged so that the
molds can be made in two parts, all of
the pattern being in the drag portion of
the flasks. At one time the V ways and
the oil ways were made of green sand,
but proved to be unsuccessful, as it was
almost impossible to prevent the green
sand from cutting and washing. Consequently, core prints were placed on the
pattern, as shown in Fig. 1, and core
boxes made, so that at the present time
all of the table castings have the oil and

V ways

cast in a core.

The pattern

is made of strips of pine
glued solidly, and all outstanding edges
are faced with cherry.
The core boxes
also are made of pine and cherry, with
steel strip on all of the surfaces surrounding the openings. This enables the
operators to use the boxes often and
for a long period of time without making

repairs.

The molding, although apparently simple at the present time, has been worked
out after considerable thought and experimenting. The mold proper is made
of green sand, as is indicated in Figs. 2
and 3. Fig. 2 shows the mold before the
cores have been placed, while Fig. 3

1— PATTERN OF MILLlNc; MACHINE

FIG.

TABLE.

FIG.

2— MOLD RAMMED AND READY FOR
CORES.

FIG.

POSITION.

at equal distances from the center of the
casting, as shown in Fig. 5.
After these castings have been milled

shows the cores

T

cessful'

shown

in position.
To be sucwith green sand for this class of
work, it was necessary to make a careful
.selection of the molding sands used. The
mold is faced with a sand and sea coal
mixture composed of New Jersey green
molding sand, new, medium molding
sand, used molding sand and sea coal.
The proportion of sea coal to sand is 1 to
This mixture is as fine as is practical
7.
to secure the best results and still coarse

IN

through two sprues on each end, entering at the bottom and gradually filling
the interior. The two risers are located

and planed on one
cut

slots

side, there are several

from the

in Fig.

6.

Due

steel, cast iron

The mixture

and car wheel scrap.
calculated from the
is

analysis of the various cars of pig iron,
steel scrap, car wheel scrap and cast
iron scrap used, and is based on a 2000However, 3000-pound
pound charge.
charges are used throughout the heat
for the melt in the cupola.

How Charge

Is

Made Up

The charges contain 1000 pounds of
iron (300 pounds eastern Pennsyl-

pig

vania low silicon, 400 northern and 300
southern), 250 pounds of steel scrap,
250 pounds of car wheels and 500 pounds
of return sprues and scrap.
This combination seems to work out nicely. The
steel scrap used is of a very good quality
and low in carbon (0.16 per cent.). It
was found that by additions of steel,
strength was given to the mixture, 12 V&
per cent, being the most satisfactory in
securing the best results.
The car
wheels give the mixture an additional
hardness, which seems to be quite necessary.
The steel is of a uniform size,
and the car wheels are broken to as
nearly uniform size as is practical.
A close check is kept on the ultimate
analysis, so that the mixture from day
to day is kept nearly constant.
This
is very necessary on account of hardness
on the one hand and open grain structure
on the other. If the mixture is too harJ
the castings will chill, and if any of these
castings should reach the milling opeiations, the high speed cutter would he
ruined very readily.
The inspection is
particularly rigid, and castings showing
any signs of being porous or open
p.rained on the outside surfaces are immediately rejected.
As will be noticed
in Fig. 6, the castings are finished all
over.

MOLD WITH CORE

3

of pig iron, and this particular iron is
kept separate from the remainder of the
irons.
An analysis is also taken of the

solid

metal,

as

to melting prac-

the mixture and risers, the castings
seldom, if ever, show any internal

tice,

porosity.

In making up the mixture for the
castings as good coke pig iron as possible is secured.
It not iDnly is necessary
to have a good grade of material, but
also the best of melting conditions must
obtain. An analysis is taken of each car

Description of Cupola

The cupola

in which the iron for these
tables is produced is lined to 54 inches
inside diameter and an average of 10.5
tons of iron per hour is melted.
The
height of the charging door from the

bottom of the cupola is 17 feet, and it
has been found that this height works
out very well in securing results. This
has a tendency to allow the waste gases
to heat the charges before reaching the
melting zone, thereby increasing the
cupola efficiency. The tuyeres are nearly
continuous and have a ratio of 6 to 1;
that is to say, the area of the cross section of the cupola is six times greater
The
than the combined tuyere area.
air is delivered to the cupola from a positive pressure blower at the rate of about
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per minute. This
checked from time to time with
the use of a blast meter, on which "vol-

ditional steel

rigure

at

of air delivered" is registered. Another check used occasionally is to determine the speed at which the blower is

The charging of the cupola is done by
hand. The steel scrap is placed on top

ume

The revolutions per minute
times the amount of air delivered per
levolution minus the air lost by friction,

operatins;.

gives a good relative idea of the
of air being blown into the
cupola.
The coke bed is measured daily so
that an average of approximately 26
inches of coke above the top of the tuyThe measurement
eres is maintained.
is taken as the last of the bed coke is
being placed in the cupola, so that the
exact amount can he determined.
If the fuel bed is too high an excessive
amount of coke is consumed, and although this does no harm unless very
high, the economy of the operation is
destroyed.
On the other hand, if the
bed is too low the iron becomes oxidized
and subsequently makes defective work.
Oxidized iron in milling machine tables
causes much trouble, and every precaution possible should be taken to avoid it.
Everything is done to have the zone of
melting where the oxygen of the blast
has been entirely consumed, and the combustion is as nearly complete as possible,
working always for a minimum amount
of carbon monoxide gas and as high a
temperature as possible.
etc.,

amount

is

in a

the lower right

illustration.

the coke and the pig iron then is
scattered over the entire area, but not
entirely around the lining. The car wheel
scrap is distributed around the pig iron,
and then the cast iron scrap is placed
over these materials.
of

The production

of good castings is the
consideration and large coke ratios
which interfere with this production are
not used. In other words, plenty of coke
to insure hot, clean iron is used.
first

-All sprues and scrap which are being
used in the mixture are rattled, thereby
eliminating any clay which adheres to
the sprues in the form of burnt sand.
All coke is stored in a covered shed to
insure a coke b.'d which is dry.
Most

•-^•s^^^Sf?!-

Manganese
Combined Carbon
Graphitic Carbon
ToUl Carbon
Tensile Test

Diameter
Inches

— Turned

Area

0.799

0.501

Specimen

inches

shape

—Central

Area

of

Bars

36,000

Traasverae Test

Span

Average

Number
4

Load

Break'g load Modulus of

FIG.

4

ROUGH CASTING SHOWING METHOD

FIG.

5

ROUGH CASTING SHOWING REVERSE

Rupture
10
12
12

square
square

nund

square

ins.

4000
3600
4000

1.00
1.00
1.20

Extra Coke

lbs.

Is

the special effects of vanadium, titanium,
copper, nickel, chromium, etc.

cerium,

Year by year more of the rarer elements
come into daily use, and as they become
more reasonable in price through quantity production, the iron industry experiences a corresponding expansion into
new fields of usefulness.

Removal

tration,

Specimens

Strength

a more thorough understanding of the functions of each one of
them, particularly those more rarely met
with, becomes of increasing importance.
We are all familia.- with the action of
silicon, carbon, phosjihorus, manganese
and sulphur, but know very little about

of

Elements by Oxidation

as they are not

oxidized

Only the action of a basic hearth

0.440
0.550
0.760
2.540
3.300

Pounds p>er
Square Inch

.Square Inches

grows larger

groups shade into each other to some
extent, depending upon the degree of
skill possessed by the foundryman in
handling his cupola or furnace.
The above will be better understood
when such elements as sulphur and phosphorus are considered.
Both are increased in melting practice by concen-

Per Cent.
1.300

the list of dcoxidizers useful for
purification of cast iron there has
been added another ferroalloy, namely,
that of zirconium.
As the list of elements ordinarily in or added to cast iron
the

consists of the elements readily oxidized
under conditions involving the presence
of oxygen in the molten metal. The two

TABLES

O.ll.i

CAST IRON

For cast iron the elements involved
seem to be divided into two groups. The
first is made up of those not readily removed by oxidation in ordinary good
foundry melting practice.
The second

Analysis of Iron

Sulphur
Phosphorus

IN

By Richard Moldenke
To

TEST3 OF IRON FOR MILLING MACHINE

Silicon

ZIKCOMUM

wheelbarrow shown
hand corner of the

.>300 cubic feet of air
is

200

per
square inch
lbs.

60,000
64.800
70,700

OF GATING.
SIDE.

6-CASTrNG, AFTER BEING MACHINED
SHOWING 'T" SLOTS WHICH HAVE BEEN
MILLED FROM SOLID METAL.
FIG.

Added

In order to get the best results with a
hard steel mixture it is necessary to add
extra coke to the charges, about 350
pounds of coke is being used to melt
the charges of 3000 pounds of iron and
scrap. This, along with the fact that the
cupola, after being charged to the door,
is allowed to stand for two hours before
the wind is put on, insures good metal
at the very beginning of the heat.

The charging floor is exceptionally
large and airy, permitting the weighing
and the other work in connection with
the compounding of the mixtures to be
performed with the proper regard for obtaining the best results.
Fig. 7 shows
a very small portion of the charging
floor, but gives an idea of some of the
equipment and illustrates a portion of
one of the 3000-pound charges. The ad-

of the pig iron and scrap also are under
cover.

Mixing Ladle Always

Is

Used

At the beginning of the heat as much
iron as is practical is accumulated in the
basin to help secure a uniformity of the
mixture. Most of this mixing, however,
is done with the aid of the mixing ladle,
which is located beneath the cupola
spout as shown in Fig. 8. The molten
iron always passes into the mixing ladle
before going into the large ladles, or
even bull ladles, when they are used.
If a good pattern is used and good
rigging and molding practice is followed,
along with the proper melting, mixing
and pouring, there is no reason why these
tables or any castings of the same requirements should not be made entirely
satisfactorv to all concerned.

in

out.

open-

hearth or electric furnace practice will
reduce these elements in quantity, and
only through chemical reactions of a
more or less complicated nature. On the
other hand, it is known that siHcon and
manganese undergo definite losses in the
melting operation, and mixtures are
made up with this situation in view. The
behavior of carbon and iron itself is less
certain.
Both oxidize under conditions
of high heat and the absence of a sufficiency of manganese and silicon to protect them.
Most foundrymen have seen
the

brown

smoke emanating

from

a

cupola indicating a low bed and burned
iron, when the silicon of the mixture was
below one per cent, and manganese nearly all gone.
In air furnace practice the
reduction of carbon is well known, and in
long heats there is enough iron oxide in
the bath to yield defective castings.
(trading Elements .According to Ease in

Oxidizing

For the group of the less easily oxidized elements in cast iron, where melting is carried on under the best possible
conditions of air supply to the fuel to
prevent undue oxidation, the following

may

is thought that the
be that of the most
stable first and so on to the middle
ground. This order may be phosphorus.

list

serve.

order given

may

It

—
C.\ N A
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sulphur,

iron,

copper,

nickel,

tungsten,

Then Ironi
molybdenuiu and oarbon.
carbon as ready to be oxidized or remain
upon the care
dependingunaffected,
taken in melting in cupola or furnace,
the order of the elements readily oxidized
may be carbon, chromium, zirconium,
silicon, manganese, vanadium, aluminum,
The
magnesium, titanium and cerium.
easmost
one
the
probably
last named is
ily oxidized.

The order above given is practically
inforguessed at, as there is no definite
The
mation available on the subject.
is
writer has an intuitive feeling that it
so

from the practical observations made

when handling the elements in question
It would be interin the ferroalloys.
of
esting to subject iron alloyed with all
oxidizing
these elements to a very slow
atmosphere while in the molten state,
observe
and make continued analyses to
the test
as
each
of
elimination
of
rate
the
progressed. This should give the order
degree
of removal and by mference, the
in
deoxidation
of
purpo.^es
for
of efficacy
cast iron.

From

the many tests
deoxidizers of

made by

the

cast iron, it
seems that the first effect is the removal
the
of oxygen present in combination with
of
' This eliminates just the amount
iron.
the element in question necessary for
that laudable purpose. If the alloy added
brings in more than enough for this de-

author

of

oxidation, the balance of
mains in the cast iron
particular function upon
of the casting. Thus, the

the element reand exerts its
the properties

addition of say
all the
0.1 per cent, titanium
oxygen present in a ladle of molten iron
and yield results that are practically as
good as if 0.2 titanium had been used.

may remove

the removal of oxygen— the weakening factor in the molten metal that
permits it to come out with its natural
It is

—

It
strength due to its composition.
seems as if the crystals adhere more
firmly and are given the chance they
should have for strength due to a good

If these crystals are of finer
analysis.
quality as the result of added nickel or
molybdenum, and if the graphite crystals
are small and not too large in number,
the product should be a pretty high class

claims are made for vanaof the rare elements for
cast iron and doubtless there is much
Fundamentally, however,
to the subject.
the less oxygen present in the metal before the ferroalloy addition, the more
Hence the
effect.
characteristic the
soundness of the policy of devoting every
attention to good melting practice so
that but little of an expensive alloy need
metal.

Many

dium and other

be added to attain a desired effect.
One of the difficulties found with the
deoxidation of cast iron 'is the degree of
It is well known that
heat involved.
the hotter the metal the better the effect
of manganese added to heats with high
Indeed, to get a high
steel percentages.
steel scrap heat safe for pouring molds,
it is necessary to use a good fuel percentage. The higher actual temperature
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of the molten metal resulting promotes
the union of oxygen and manganese, and
the result is a casting free from blowholes.
With ordinary cast iron the added
manganese, instead of going into the

found in the metal; possibly
partly in combination with sulphur, but
having exerted little or no deoxidizing

slag, will be

The temperature was not high
enough for the reaction.
The consequence of the above is that
such metals as aluminum, cerium and
magnesium are easily taken up in molten
cast iron, whereas titanium and zirconium take more time and heat for the best
effect.

results.

Large

Percentage of Zirconium
Metal

Chills

In making tests with ferrozireonium,
an alloy containing 30.6 per cent, zirconium was used. It was noticed that for
the smaller percentages the metal behaved nicely in melting and indicated a
purifying action, for the slag came up
The
and collected for easy removal.
larger percentages gave more trouble
and chilled the metal considerably so that
Unit was difficult to pour successfully.

questionably the alloy will do better
service in steel than in cast ir^n.
Two sets of transverse tests were
made. One with a gray iron mixture and
the other with car wheel scrap, thus obtaining results for gray and for white
iron.

Gray Iron Mixture
Pig 60 per cent., gray scrap 40 per cent.
Average of three bars each.
Zirconium
Deflection
Breaking
added
Sti-ength
inch
per cent.
pounds
2,700

0.10

none

2,920

0.11

0.05

2,900

U.ll

0.10

3,050

0.11

0.15

White Iron Mixture
Scrap car wheels 60 per cent., white iron
scrap 40 per cent.

Average of three bars each.
Breaking
Strength
pounds

Deflection

per cent.

inch

2,640
2,790
2,880

Zirconium
added

0.10

none

0.10

0.05
0.10

Volume

TODAY AND
By
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THE NEAR FUTURE

H. R. Atwater

How to increase production :s the
great problem of the foundry today. If
a careful investigation were to be made
it undoubtedly would establish the fact
that no industry in a period of time comparable to the past two years has ever
invested as large a sum of money in
labor saving devices as has been expended by the foundries of this country
to increase production and make ase of
the labor available.
Yet this development is still far short of the needs of the
times. The demand for every kind of
castmgs has been such that if a foundry
could make delivery it could demand almost any price it wished to ask. The
foundry has been one of the cramped
"bottle-necks" of the country's industry.
Old foundries and new additions to
foundries have been equipped with the
most modern labor saving devices, and
the writer believes we are just fairly
started in this business of rebuildini' or
revamping the equipment and methods
of foundries.
The next five years must
see
this
development continued and
speeded up.

High Wages

Is Influence

Unquestionably, when farm hands can
get .$7 a day agricultural implements are
in great demand; likewise when the wages of ditch diggers reach $10 a day and
they are still hard to get, machinery to
increase their effectiveness will be de-

manded and

used.

to the foundry.

As

The same rule applies
yet, only a small per-

centage of the foundries have installed
modern equipment, but it will have to be
installed, for labor will not be available
at a much lower figure for a very considerable time to come, and under competitive conditions the plant with the intelligently selected equipment will have thp
best of it. It has been well said that
"When life is easy we take things easy.
When human labor is cheap we use only
human labor and are content. When life
becomes more difficult and labor more
expensive men use their brains and that

means progress."
The last sentence deserves re-reading

—

will be noticed that the strength increase

and careful consideration "When life
becomes more difficult and labor more
expensive, men use their brains and that
means progress!"
To each of us tha*
means, "Will I be progressive and do
the thinking, or will I let my neighbor
do it and leave me far behind?"

Unis 6 and 9 per cent, respectively.
doubtedly where large steel scrap percentages are used, this increase will be
greater as the oxiflation will have been

In a paper read at the Boston meeting
of this association in 1917 the writer

0.11

0.15
0.11
2,940
As the usual element addition for de-

oxidation

purposes

is

0.10

per cent,

it

more serious and the temperature of the
molten metal higher, making for a better
Further tests in this direction
reaction.
would seem advisable, for the world's
supply of zirconium is quite extensive
and it should bo converted to the ferroalloy as cheaply as titanium.
The above data are given at this time
in order that those who are interested

may be advised.
over a year ago.

The

tests

were made

Old Equipment

Is

Handicap

expressed the opinion that foundries operated entirely by hand power would feel
the handicap so severely under the wages
demanded that they could not stay in the
business and compete at a profit against
the foundry fully equipped with labor
saving devices.
Observation of plants
and what they have been doing since the
time of that meeting confirms the prediction.
Wholesale changes are everywhere under way in every phase of
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equipnient ami niethoil of production.
The difficulties that the foundrymen
have had to contend with durinji' the past

atmosphere, a set of ideals, enthusiasm,
inspiration, a loyalty, orderliness and

Probably
years have been many.
the greatest has oeen the securinji- of
equipment.
sufficient labor
to operate
The unwillingness of available labor to
work in a foundry when there has been
a wide choice of other kinds of work offered in which the wage paid was large,
has n'.adc it difficult to man foundries
This has been particularly
properly.
true in many plants that are not of modern construction and where sanitary conditions have not been of the best. It is
particularly true that the best individual
w^orkers have been especially careful in
selectint;; the best surroundinos.

In these times very high wages must
be paid even for the most ordinary labor.
many places plants bid actively
In
against each other for such available
labor as can and will work in a foundry.
For instance, a large portion of the

thret

A

Test for Your Plant

answer

it

fairly.

my

business pioperly housed? Are
the various processes in production located and routed so as to necessitate the
fewest waste .«teps.
Are my buildings as pleasant places in
which to work as those of neighboring
plants? Is the healing right? Are they
ventilated to remove disagreeable dust
and gases ?
Are sanitary conditions
good; for instance, are the toilets and
the rest room for the women in the core
room sufficient and are they properly
Is

segregated?
Have I competent foundry foremen
and superintendents backed by the necessary mechanical training and skill to
recognize, install properly and operate
the many labor saving devices used by
most progressive competitors?

Are these men actually leaders of my
man{K)wer? Are they in the true sense
managers?
Albert Atwood has expressed

it

in a

recent issue of the Sat-

urday Evening Post:

"What does all this mean, except that
organizing, that managing ability is very
scarce?
We talk about organization in
a very n^.atter-of-fact, offhand manner, as
if it were an easy, simple thing.
But
we cannot have the goods and service
upon which our

live.s

depend without

or-

ganization, yet how very few of us indeed have the capacity for it!
"Human beings, materials, tools, equip-

ment, working space and appurtenances
must be combined.
They must be
brought together systematically and coordinated effectively to accomplish the
desired
object of providing what
the
world needs. The human beings in the
organizations are always the most important and difficult problem.
Yet they
are useless without tools and equipment,
and the mechanism cannijt function and
does not function until that force which
we call management leads, guides and
directs the whole combination, or organization.
Management has to pull the
lever, and nothing starts until there is a
manasenrient which creates a spirit, an

accounting, etc.
In such a school
standardized practices could be taught
that could be outlined by a faculty of
foundrymen to be chosen by this organ-

cost

ization.

molding machine equipment which has
been installed during the past several
years from necessity has had to be operated by what has been usually termed

Operate Plant as a School
The writer believes that a plant or.^anized and operated
as a school to
which i-rospective foremen or plant engi-

common

neers could be sent to serve a definite
apprenticeship and turned out with a
certificate or diploma, would bring a
very large field of employment.
This
would go a long way towards supplying
a very great need in the industry, a need
that will be felt more keenly and to a
greater degree as competitive conditions
bring about a still larger use of machines and various labor saving devices
in the foundry.
Any step which tends
to make an industry more productive and
less wasteful of man power is a national
service. For that reason the writer feels
that we could put our shoulders to the
wheel on such a project.

labor.

Equipment

Is

Neglected

Waste and

inefficiency arc prevalent
plants due to lack of proper mechanically trained men to take care of
foundry equipment. It is a fact that
many plants where thousands of dollars
have been invested in equipment it is
allowed to operate in dirt and sand, to
become rusty from lack of lubrication, or
is left standing with very little or no attention in exposed places. It is a wonder
that in some plants any operation at all
This criticism is not conis
possible.
fined to individual cases; in fact fo general is the lack of care of equipment in
the industry that the Foundry Equinment Manufacturers' Association has
taken up the matter and is sending out
monthly bulletins in an endeavor to educate men to properly care for equipment.
We criticize the fanner who leaves expensive machinery in the open, unpaimed, at the mercy of the sun, wind, frost
and rain, yet we can find equally wast^-ful habits in our own plants.
The ability to produce castings on
modern type machines with the class of
help available requires able instructors
with mechanical ability, first to rig the
equipment properly, and second to operate it effectively.
There is a great lack
of the right kind of men trained in the
use of equipment and pattern
rigging
and with proper mechanical training to
install and instruct others in the working
of equipment. Muscle and machinery are
useless without brains, not only in the
front office and at the superintendent's
desk but down on the foundry floor.- It
is the writer's opinion that we are face
to face with one of the greatest needs of
the industry at this time.
This opinion
is based upon the many calls that are
in

many

m

This brings up for consideiation some
very vital questions, which might be
Not one of these
headed as follows.
questions is so unimportant that a foundry owner can atford to ignore it or fail
to

discipline."

the i)ractical and mechanical work of the
present day foundry may be sent to be
educated and schooled in the matter of
proper rigging, handling of equipment,

made upon equipment manufacturers to
recommend and find competent men to
handle modern equipment and who can
get consistent results day after day, in
producing good castings and in producing more castings. Men of this type are
not running around loose. Good teachers
are far less common than good operators.
Furthermore we may as well recognize
the fact that men skilled along the lines
mentioned are not being trained in sufficient numbers to meet the demand. This
The time is opporis a serious matter.
tune to suggest to this organization that
it could confer no greater benefit upon
the foundry industry of the world than
to establish a

practice where

modern school of foundry
men who wish to take up

BIG

MARKER FOR
CANADIAN ORE

Hritish

Interests

Canada

A London

May Have

to

Look

to

for Their Supply

despatch says that despite

by the United States Steel
Corporation of its reported agreement
with the French and German interests to
exclude British steel makers from contracts in connection with European reconstruction and its formation of the
Anstea concern in Germany, British
steelmakers are taking the report very
seriously.
Sir William Beardmore, one
the

denial

of the best known figures in the industry
in Great Britain, states that the latter
is taking steps to make itself self-contained, which will he achieved largely

through the formation of the British Empire Corporation, with which
he and
other large steel interests are identified.
Through it there will be available from
the standpoints of the British steelmakers the largest deposits of iron ore and
coal in the world.
It. was stated that over 60 per cent,
of the ore used in Great Britain was of
foreign extraction, but the furnaces at
Sydney would make them independent,
and enable the British finishing mills to
operate to full capacity.
It was also
stated that the Canadian coal miners
produced almost double the amount of
coal per man as compared with British
worker.s.

A by-law was passed recently by a
large majority granting certain concessions to the Canada Cement Company
for the erection of a plant at Lakefield,
Ont.
It is said this plant will be the
second largest of its kind in Canada.
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Foundry

in Making Working ConWell as Having Modern
Equipment.
By A. W. GREGG

The Author Believes
ditions Pleasant as

THE

INcosts

majority of steel foundries

as
castings

it

more to clean the
and prepare them for the

much

or

for the
The finishing
department is usually a source of continual worry to the foundry superintendent and is the place where delays are
most apt to occur. It is easier to get a

platform as it
molding and coremaking.
shipping

does

casting molded and poured than it is to
get it through the finishing department,
but in many shops there is a tendency to
feel that the job Is out as soon as the
molds are poured, in spite of the fact
that an uncleaned casting is of no more
use to the machine shop or customer
than the mold in which it was cast.

Cleaning

Room Labor

Is Scarce

Probably the greatest problem which
the finishing department is called upon
to solve lies in securing labor.

The work

hard and disagreeable under the very
best of conditions, and the class of labor
which can stand the wear and tear of a
department is
steel foundry finishing
always scarce, especially so with the
The
immigration.
i-estricted
present
remedy obviously lies in making the surroundings as pleasant as the nature of
the work will permit and in using all the
labor saving machinery which the marThe day has passed when
ket affoids.
men will put up with dusty, unsanitary
conditions even for exorbitant rates of
Fortunately, the machinery in the
pay.
modern chipping room is infinitely better
than it was ten or fifteen years ago. The
is

old

sand-blast room

was

a

man

killer

which only the hardiest might survive,
and the old-fashioned stave tumbling
barrel with its lack of an exhaust system

made its entire vicinity a dusty misery.
Even grinding wheels are now connected
with an exhaust system and tuberculosis
is no longer a necessary or even prevalent disease among foundry operatives.
Lighting, heating and ventilation in a
great many foundries have not received
the attention whicli their importance
merits, but it is more generally recognized every day that the foundry should
not be, and is not necessarily, a dirty,
dusty, ill-lighted place where a man
works because he cannot find any more
congenial occupation.

Kind of Floor

Is

Important Factor

The kind of floor and the method of
transportation for castings in the finishing department require careful study.
In this connection the class of work is
the important factor to be considered.
Where the work is light enough to be
handled by hand, creosoted wood block
makes the best floor which can be put

down.

With a good

floor

it

is

possible

to use the lifting truck for transporta-

and this is the neatest and cheapest
method which has ever been devised for

tion

handling

small

steel

castings.

Where

heavy castings are produced they must
be handled with a crane and the floor in
ths case is not of such great importance.
In a steel foundry of any size proper
organization demands that departmental
Following the
lines be strictly drawn.
natural classification of the work, the
operating departments are:
1.

2.

Metal department.
Molding and coremaking

depart-

ments.
3. Finishing department.

Each of these departments has numerous subdivisions. The metal department's
responsibility ends with t'.ie delivery of
sufficient molten metal of proper composition and temperature to the molding
department. The molding department is
held responsible for setting up the molds
pouring into them the molten metal,
shaking out the castings and delivering
them to a definite location in the finishing department. It is very essential that
each department be held to strict accountability for definite and well defined
operations.

The system of subdividing the work
should be followed in each department,
and a great deal of confusion and waste
of labor is avoided if a very definite plan
Especially is
of operations be adopted.
this true of the finishing department
which at its best appears to the layman
as a very disorderly place indeed, and
perhaps a good many of them are open
One steel foundry with
to this reproach.
which the author is familiar adheres so
rigidly to a definite plan of operation
that all castings are put through the
sand blast whether necessary or not;
the claim being made that it is less
expensive to sand blast than to sort out
and short-cut the occasional castings
which peel out sufficiently clean to make
the sand blast operation unnecessary.
Koutinir

Work

Is

Important

It is impossible to lay out a

system of

routing which will be best for all conditions, but the following probably will
satisfactorily meet the conditions found
in most steel foundries.
We will assume
that the molding department is held
responsible to shake out the castings,
knock off the loose sand, and deliver
them to a definite location in the finishing department.
First operation, flogging.
Gates and
light risers are broken off with a sledge,
first being nicked with a chipping hammer.
Large cores are knocked out or

Volume Xi.

loosened up on the flogging floor preferably with a heavy pneumatic chipping
hammer used with a long chisel. If the
castings are light enough to be handled
by hand a sprue cutter is a great labor
saver. The gates and scrap which accumulate from the flogging operation and
the sprue cutter should not be thrown
upon the floor, but collected in boxes. If
a charging machine is used at the furnace, the charging boxes should be used,
if not, dump buckets which can be handled by the crane and readily transferred
to the stock yard or charging platfom.
This saves one handling of scrap mate-^
rial and prevents a mussy accumulation

which is a waste of floor space.
The
Second operation, and blasting.
sand blast equipment should be carefully
selected to conform to the class of work.
Great improvements have been made in
sand blasting machinery in the last few
years and the foundry now has a selection of several different types adapted
All modern
for light or heavy work.
sand blast rooms have an exhaust system which changes the air four to five
times per minute. The sand falls through
the grating in the
elevated, screened
pressure tank. It
the proper quality
should be given to

floor, is

automatically

and I'eturned to the
is important to secure
of sand, and attention
the use of .the proper
Compressed air is expensized nozzle.
sive and its consumption should be carefully watched.
Cutting Risers With Torch

Third operation, flame cutting risers.
After sand blasting the risers are removed with the flame cutter. The oxyacetylene torch is used almost universally for cutting risers and heavy gates
from steel castings. This can become a
very expensive operation if the consumption of oxygen and acetylene is not given
careful attention. The natural tendency
of the operator is to use a larger tip
and a higher pressure on the gas than is
necessary, for this makes the cutting
easier and more rapid.
A small bonus
to the operator based on economy in tiie
consumption of gas is usually very beneficial.
Some foundries prefer to cut the
risers from castings before sand blasting
to economize room on the sand blast car
When this is done a chipper
or table.
must remove sand where the cutting is
to be done, as the operation of the torch
is interfered with by the sand adhering
to the risers.
Fourth operation, welding. If welding
is necessary it should be done at this
point.
The electric arc welder and the
oxy-acetylene welding outfit are to be
found in most steel foundries, although
not given especial prominence when, visThe
itors are taken through the shop.
electric weld is made more rapidly and
at considerably less cost than tl'sc gas
weld, although the gas weld when carefully made is considered somewhat more
reliable.
No welding should be e-llcwed
except by instructions from the inspection department and should alwnys he
fol'owcd by annealing to remove interna'
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-trains caused by the high lotal hoar of

welding.

Fifth operation, annealing. The castings are now ready for the anne;.!ing
furnace.
Practically all foundries are

now using oil-fired annealing furnaces of
the car type, although coal and gas-(irod
furnaces are in usj in many foundries
and powdered coal and producer gas are
used to some extent. All steel castings
without exception should be annealed,
and the proper temperature, length of
time and manner )f cooling should be
adapted to the composition of the steel
under the supervision of a competent
metallurgist.
A reliable pjTomoter installation is essential.
The use of cast
iron or steel grids increases thj capacity
of the annealing furnace by al'owiiii;- the
castings to be unloaded while still too
hot to be handled in any other way, and

the next charge being ready on another
.set of grids allows the furnace to be recharged at once, thereby saving consid-

erable fuel.
Careful attention to the
type of oil burner and economy in the
use of oil is very essential in these days
of high priced fuel.
The annealing furnace should be so designed that the flame
does not impinge directly on the castings and so that it is possible to heat
uniformly all parts of the annealing
furnace.
An oxidizing flame should be
avoided as it causes excessive scaling.
Sixth operation, sawing risers.
This
operation has been eliminated by the
flame cutter in the majority of foundries
but where heavy castings with large
risers are produced saws are used for
their removal. When this is the case the
risers are sawed off after annealing. This
is especially necessary where high carbon or alloy steel castings are manufactured.
When the flame cutter is used
the risers are removed before annealing
to economize room and oil in the annealing operation.

Seventh operation, chipping. The castings are next delivered to the chippers

who remove fins and lumps with pneumatic chipping hammers.
Small castings are chipped on benches equipped
with vises to hold the work in place.
Larger castings are chipped on the floor
or on horses.
Eighth
operation,
grinding.
The
lumps usually left where the risers have
been burned or sawed oft', and where the
gates have been broken, are removed on
the grinders.
Swing grinders are essential for large castings and stand
grinders
are used for the lighter work. In order to

economize

in the use of grinding wheels
well to have tv.o or three different
rates of speed for the grinders, the new
it

is

wheels being used with the slowest speed
and moved to the grinders with higher
speeds as the wheels wear down.
This
also

promotes grinding efficiency by
maintaining a relatively uniform peripheral speed as the diameter of the wheel
is reduced in grinding.
Ninth operation, tumbling. The final
operation in the finishing department
should be to tumble all castings whose
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them to go into the tumbling
This removes annealing scale
and produces a bright clean surface on
the castings. Castings too large for the
tumble.- should be sand blasted.
The
tumbler, however, furnishes a much more
presentable casting and tumbling is a far
cheaper operation than sand blasting. In
some foundries where the nature of the
work permits, the tumbler can replace
sand blasting.
The castings are now ready for final
inspection, sorting and weighing.
Inspection at every operation is a very important part of finishing department
work,
first inspection should be made
on the flogging floor and castings which
are obviously defective rejected at this
point.
It is hardly necessary to state
that the inspection department should
endeavor to reject imperfect castings
before much work has been done upon
them.
Some defects do not show up
until after sand blasting, so an inspection
is necessary after the castings
leave the
sand blast. .A.t this point also the castings on which welding is necessary and
allowable are marked by the inspector.
The foundry foreman should be constantly in touch with the inspection desize pe;mits

lumps or when the cores are too hard.
the chippers have
difficulty
to
make their day's pay the rest of the shop

barrel.

partment and the foreman of the finishing department, not only for information
concerning defective castings, but also
to study the possibilities of decreasing
labor in the finishing department by
changes in gating, elimination of unnecessary fins, and to observe how the facing
is peeling from the castings.
Here an
ounce of prevention is worth many
pounds of cure. It is often cheaper to
scrap a casting than to clean it up.
Without doubt the finishing department is the most difficult part of the
foundry in which to introduce a piece

When

about it. When the
is introduced
it
is
necessary to tighten up on inspection at
once, and the inspector should be called
upon to O. K. the piece workers' earnis

sure to hear

piece

rate

all

system

ings.

A

'

finishing

department

uf

any

size

should have its own tool and store room.
Grinding wheels, hose, sand-blast nozzles,
saw teeth, waste and lubricants should
he stored here.
Very few chippers are
capable of properly grinding their own
chisels and a supply of ground chisels
ready for use should be kept on hand.
All pneumatic chipping hammers should
be returned to the tool room every niglit
and given a kerosene bath. The cutting
torches, regulators and hose should also
be in the tool room when not in use.
This paper is not written with the
idea that it containsj anything which is
particularly new to the steel foundryman. It is hoped, however, that it will
be a stimulant to thought and direct
some attention to ihe department which
the writer has found to be the most
troublesome in the steel foundry.

COMBINATION MELTING FURNACE
The Canadian Hauck Burner
Hope,

Ont.,

have

Co., Port
improved their com-

bination

melting
furnaces in
many
ways, and for readers' benefit who may
not know the particulars of this style
of furnace, we append the following information.
Their uses are varied, and

work or bonus system of payment. The
amount of work to be done on castings
from the same pattern varies from day
to day with the condition of the molding
and core sands, and the care taken by the
molders. Especially in the foundry which
produces a wide range of castings is the
task of setting rates extremely difficult.
The writer has tried day work, premium
system, piece work, and various bonus
systems.
Some conditions demand a
combination of all of them. There is no

department in the I'cundry where a system of bonus payment or piece work is
so necessary, for

working day work

(he output of a

man

invariably doubled
when he is given a rate. In the winter's
experience, piece work based upon the
tonnage of casting.^ handled
produces
the best results. A liberal rate is better
than one which is too close and some
is

must be allowed to
provide for faulty conditions of facing
sand and molding practice which cause
extra work in cleaning the castings.
Piece rate systems of payment in the
finishing department have a very salutory effect on the molding and coremaking departments, foi the chopping room
boss will certainly make a first-class pest
of himself when castings come to him
with an unusual amount of fins, scabs or
flexibility in the rates

GENER.A.L

VIEW OF THE OUTKIT.

they are adapted wherever lead and
other soft metals have to be melted.

The

shows clearly the
actually two outfits in one,
a melting furnace, and a portable
oil
burner.
The burner can be instantly
idea.

illustration

It

is

detached if desired and used for a wide
variety of purposes, such as melting
babbitt out of bearings, heating bearings
for
rebabbitting, expanding to
shrink fits, melting lead out of pipes,
fitting joints, preheating for welding,
etc.,

etc.

The furnace

illustrated

with a

pound

size

12.5

is

the smallest

This melts
100 pounds of lead in 14 minutes.
The
burner consumes .3 pints of kerosene per
hour.
With the larger furnaces 200
pounds of lead can be melted in 1.5 minutes,

and 450 pounds

pot.

in

20 minute.s.
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Molding an Annealing Barrel on End
Demonstrating How a More Satisfactory Job Can Be Done by
Molding This Way Than by Lying on Its Side
By M.
The following- deals with a mouldin.u,'
proposition in which the i)ro(luction of a
casting for the rotary annealing- barrel

shown

ir.

Fig.

1

is

involved.

The

cast-

contains no openings at either end
but ha.s an opening-, 5 by 24 inches, at
As
the side, for charg:ing the barrel.
first ]:ianne<l the pattern was made split
ing-

k-8"^

-SHOWING ANNEALING BARREL

KIG.

throu.c :he centre, to be moulded on its
side.
For the production of the body
core a .-ikeleton core-box was furnished.
This taethod of moulding- was deemed
ineffic:er.t by the foreman of the foundry, with the result that the problem was
handled in a radically different way.
The pattern was made solid so as to
mould it on end, and the skeleton corebox was changed to a regular half corebox.
The asembled core weighed 575
pounds, and in moulding, the pattern
had to be supported on four chaplets,
which are shown in Fig. 2, resting on the
slab cores F. These cores were rammed
in the bottom of the mould directly under and next to the pattern. The thickness of the walls of the barrel was %
inch, so :hat by using three wooden strips
of thi^ thickness the core was centred

E.

DUGGAN

the mould.
The core was held down
and secured at the top by means of the
four chaplets G, which press down on
the core, their stems passing up through
the cope and against a wooden cross-bar
in

secured to the cope flask. An air vent
consisting of two vertical
channels B, which were connected by a
cross-channel C located near the top of
This cross-channel continued
the core.
on out through the core E, thence into
the moulding sand and up to the top of
the mould.
The slab core E, provided
for the charging door in the side of the
casting, was fastened to the body core
A by five 20-penny nails. In using nails
to hold this core to the body coi-e, it
was necessary to drill holes in the cores.
Five holes were drilled with a piece of
core wire through the slab core, these
holes being- used to locate those in the
body core. The slab core was then pasted in position and nailed securely in
place.
The two half cores, after being
pasted together, were reinforced by
three binding wires W. Two lifting rods
D were provided in the heavy core for
lifting it from the mould.

was made

The advantage gained by moulding
this pattern by the method just described is that only two and one-half hours
required to make the core with the
half core-box, whereas four hours was
required when using the skeleton corebox.
In addition to this, the core made
from a skeleton box is not as satisfactory as when made in a regular half
core-box.

—

Referring to youi- ait.cle in
Editor,
Canadian
the September issue of the
Foundryman on pressure or lifting
force of molten iron in foundry practice,
I will say that figures in connection with
same won't lie. By referring to the very
crude sketches here shown you will readily understand a rule the writer never
had fail in regard to the amount of

weight required to hold copes or covers
In connection with
absolutely secure.
this I will say that the rule is so simple
that it is very poor foundry practice to
resort to guessing and getting- the guess
too light or too heavy when a little figuring will give absolute results. Take for
instance twenty-five or thirty years ago
when bolting down floors were an exception to the general rule now in vogue;

foundry foreman who guessed at all
the various weights required for the different jobs would have had much more
peace of mind by using the rule here
given. This rule will apply to any shape
of easting. But I will admit that the rule
here given leaves a big margin of safety
a

FIG.

:

-MOWING MOLD WITH CORE
POSITION.

IN

on some particular patterns that may be
made in a heavy iron flask and of comparatively surface area.
But generally
speaking it is a safe rule. The sketch
represents a simple job in a mould with
a cope six inches in depth.
The lower
part is the top surface of pattern and is
12 by 48 inches in dimensions. To figure
the lifting- force the rule which I have
used is as follows: 48 X 12 = 576 square
inches of surface area; multiply this by
the height of the cope, 576x6 = 3456.
Multiply this by .26, which is the weight
of a cubic
inch of iron, 3456 X. 26

=

898.96.
C.

0. v.. Sterling,

111.

i^^„
TOP VIEW SHOWS MOLD. BOTTOM VIEW
SHOWS TOP SURFACE OF P.\TTERN.
Editor's

is

PRESSURE OR LIFTING FORCE OF
MOLTEN IRON

olnmt XI.

Comments

To be mathematically correct the

.?6

should have been multiplied by 6, which
would have given the pressure per square
inch on the surface area, and by multiplying this by 576 would have brought
the same answer, but it should be a little
more easily understood. If one inch of
iron weighs .26 pound, 6 inches will weigh
six times as much, which will be the
pi-essure per square inch. If this is multiplied by the number of inches on the
surface area we get the
amount of
weight, which is required to hold against
viz.: 898.56 pounds.
it,
If the 12x48
inch plate had been open work the upward force would have been calculated

by the amount of surface, which is actually on the casting. However, the rule
laid down by G. 0. V. will invariably
of
bring the correct answer, subject
course to the latitude which he allows for
on account of the pattern having less
surface in which the weight could be reduced proportionately.

Every time you crowd into the memoiy
what you do not expect it to retain you
weaken its powers, and you lose your
authority to

command
*

*

its
*

services.

The whole face puts on mourning for
the death of self-respect.
*

*

*

Your ambition, not our woi'ded
is

vour real creed.

prayer,

(
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Practical Hints for the Brass
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ALLOY

In

paper recently read before the

a

American Society
eers,

aluminum

Mechanical Engin-

of

stated

is

it

that

the

aluminum and

8 per cent, copper.

This composition is generally known as
the No. 12 alloy of the Aluminum Co.
of America, or as the Society of Auto-

motive Engineers' specification \o.

When

a

inch testing bar

'i>

is

30.

cast in

green sand from this alloy and tested
without machining off the skin, an average tensile strength of approximately
20,000 pounds per square inch and an
average elongation of about 1.5 per cent.
in

two inches

A

will be obtained.

mot!!-

having somewhat
better physical properties is now being
used to some extent in the production of
castings for the automotive industry.
This alloy has an analysis of 7.5 per
cent, copper, 1.5 per cent, zinc, and 1.2
per cent, iron, and the remainder aluminum.
The tensile strength averages
about 21,000 pounds per square inch, and
the elongation is somewhat greater than
that of the No. 12 alloy.
fication

of this

alloy

CASTING MLNTZ iNIETAL IN IRON

MOULDS
Canadian Foundryman,

Editor,
possible

to

metal

an iron mould?

in

successfully

—

am
have my

I

Is

am

it

doing

having the best of success.

I

composition correct and the ex-

truded pieces are perfect, but
ing sand

moulds

and desire
iron

Hi.aDES

to

to

make

make them

I

am

us-

the castings
in

moulds and have tried

permanent
it

without

success; the zinc in the alloy separates
itself from the alloy and fuses into the
iron mould, thereby preventing the cast-

ing from being removed.

Can you

me how

Is

to prevent this

tell

there any
coating which can be put on to the surface of the mould which will separate
it from the melted metal, or is there any
substantia! material
other than iron

from which
mould ?

I

can

make

?

—

Foundryman, Some
time ago you published in the Canadian
foundryman some mixtures for brass
bearing metals, etc.
I
make a few
Editor, Canadian

flanges

or blades for reversible prowheels, and am having trouble
getting a proper mixture of brass for
them. I get them either so soft that if
the wheel strikes a log or stone they
tlouble up past straightening, or so hard
that they snap right off at the small
part, where the blade screws into the
hub of the wheel. Can you suggest a
mixture of brass that will be a happy
peller

medium

?

Answer.

—

60 of copper and 40 of zinc
the universally accepted composition
for propellers. It is hard and strong and
at the same time is inexpensive; 9 of
copper and 1 of tin is strong and elasis

but is more expensive and has no
advantages for propeller work.
The
copper and zinc mixture can be improved by the addition of about one half of
one per cent, of aluminum and an equal
amount of manganese. Aluminum can
be stirred through after the metal is
tic,

melted, but manganese is jntroduced in
the form of manganese copper or manganese tin, which can be bought from
foundry supply houses.

the permanent

—

Answer. These are questions which I
would rather not answer until I hear
from some of our readers. Are there
any of our readers who have had experience in this line and who would care
to impart
the required information?
Talc, soapstone, graphite, etc., are sub-

CORE SAND STICKS TO DRYER

—

Editor, Canadian Foundryman,
Could
you give me any information as to what
will make cores part clean from a metal
core box?
I am making cylinder cores
on a dryer but cannot get the cores to
part clean when dried. We are using dry
core compound in our core mixture and
are having good i-esults otherwise.

—

Always keep a can of coal
a small paint brush, and some waste
handy, keep the core box clean with the
coal oil. The paint brush is the handiest
thing for getting into corners where core
sand might lodge.
Wipe the box out
clean with the waste and the little bit
of oil which remains will assist in separating the core from the box.
Don't
work the core mixture too wet, and of
course don't be extravagant in the use
of the binder. When using half the box
for a dryer it can be well coal-oiled,
which will prevent sticking.
If it is
desired to put a black washed core into
a dryer, use machine oil on the dryer
and. the black wash will not stick to the
dryer.
Answer.

oil,

DIE CASTING
The majority of castings over a pound
or two in weight are made in moulds of
sand and loam, which gives them a more
or less rough surface.
fitting

Muntz

cast

a line of work by the extrusion process

and

TROUBLE WITH PROPELLER

principal

alloy used for castings in the

United States consists of about 92 per
cent,

stances which should be effectual, but
my personal experience is not back of
them and I would prefer to have further
suggestions.

Founder

needed

is

the

Where accurate
contact

surfaces

must be machined. The war created a
demand for small articles, such as fuse,
bomb and magneto parts, in quantities
so enormous that neither casting in sand
nor machining from the solid could cope
with

it.
This gave die-casting a chance
which British manufacturers have taken
full
advantage of, though in pre-war
days this process enjoyed small favor
there as compared with its vogue :n the
United States. The process is limited to
small parts and is suitable only for the
softer metals such as zinc, lead, tin,
aluminum and their alloys. The die is
machined out of steel to the exact dimensions required, and the molten metal is
forced into it under high pressure by a
pump. The comparatively cool surface
of the die chills the metal at once, while
its comparative smoothness gives a surface equal to that produced by machining.
In this way an
almost infinite
variety of small parts can be turned out
at great speed and low cost,. though accurate in dimensions to the thousandth
part of, an inch.
If the die be correct

the casting is correct also.
Careful design and construction make it possible to
cast parts of the most intricate outline,
with screw-threaded surfaces, without
trace of a join mark.
In one case that
has come under our notice the cost of
manufacture was reduced by 80 per cent.
;md the rate of production increased
enormou&ly, as skilled labor could be dispensed with entirely for the actual castin.g.

Manganese bronze may be made, according to Mr. P. E. McKinney, metallurgist of the Naval Gun Factory. Washington, without resorting to the jse of
high-grade virgin metals. The alloy has
been produced in a reverberatory furnace from materials which were of low
grade, such as yellow brass machineshop turnings, zinc dross from galvanising pots, aluminum turnings, old zinc
scrap, foundry
floor scrap and skim-

mings and scrap copper.

It is claimed that a satisfactory .substitute for copper, bronze, and bras.^ has
been devised by adding not more than 4

per cent, of manganese
sulting metal is claimed
as hard as zinc and to
resistance to impact.
possible

to

warm and

forge

also to

the

to zinc.

The

re-

to be about twice

have far greater
is said to be

It
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The Miller Alloy Fluxes
Great Scrap Users and Economizers
The Fluxes That Are Compounded To-day By The Same Man
Who Originated Them Over Twenty Years Ago, C. M. Miller
The C. M. Miller Fluxes are
compounded under Mr. Miller's personal supervision and
all directions are written by
him. We have Fluxes to meet
every problem and directions
are made to match your foundry practice. We do not ask

to change your method of
melting.
Our Fluxes do not
make extra work, they lessen

you

your work.

Our Mr.

C. M. Miller, a metallurgwith years of practical experience in 'the Foundry business,
will be pleased to help you solve
your Foundry problems at any
time.
We have over a hundred
different brands of Fluxes, and
can cure any metal trouble
ist

known.

We own
over

mines which produce

different
minerals,
forty of which are used in the
manufacture of our Fluxes. Our
mines contain such minerals as
sixty

Vanadium, Molybdenum, TungChrome. Our Molybdenum Brand of Flux is accomplishing wonders in Grey

sten and

C.

M. MILLER

Iron.

Have You Tried Them?
KEYSTONE MOLYBDENUM ALLOY FLUX FOR IRON, STEEL and SEMI-STEEL.
VANADIUM BRAND OF LADLE FLUX FOR CAR WHEELS, CHILLED ROLLS, etc.
RADIOCLARITE FOR BRASS, BRONZE and NON-FERROUS METALS. PEARLITE
FOR ALUMINUM. SPECIAL RADIOCLARITE FOR COPPER.
Our Fluxes are in greater demand to-day than ever before. We have a special brand
for stove plate and light work.
What our Fluxes are doing for others they can do for
ask no pay for our Fluxes unless they prove
you. Don't be a Doubting Thomas.
satisfactory after trial.

We

Get the Original C. M. Miller Fluxes made by this company alone.

THE BASIC MINERAL COMPANY, BOX

276, N.s.

PITTSBURGH, penna.

October.
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Perfect Castings Every

Time

by using the

M.

C.

MILLER FLUXES

We

have Miller Alloy Fluxes for every purpose. Try our Fluxes on anything
Our Fluxes are in the
that needs sound, tough, clean, fast working Castings.
hands of people who are getting the best results in the world.

Get the results your neighbor

Improve your Castings now. Don't wait.

is

get-

Our Fluxes are being used all over Canada. With our Fluxes you can
Iron and Coke that you would have discarded ten or fifteen years ago.

ting.

use

Why

Not Improve Your Castings?

Here are a few results you will obtain by
using our Keystone Flux:
1.

2.

4.

^^^

^^"^^•

Your Iron will be very hot, twenty to
thirty per cent, more fluid, twelve per
cent, softer and absolutely clean.

5.

Your Castings

smooth and

6.

Your heat

from shrink-

7.

You

will be tough,

You

will

have

less trouble

Your brick

will

last

nearly

as

long

again.

strong.
3.

Your Cupola bottom will drop clean
every time and pick out in one-fourth

will be shortened from ten to
twenty per cent.

Flux

age.

Do You Make

will save ten times the cost of the
in

Coke and

Iron.

Semi-Steel?

You will notice such an improvement you
never do without it again. We also advise the use of our Ladle Flux in conjuncwith our Cupola Flux. The Ladle Flux is an extra preventative from dirt and an

Send for a sample sack of our Ladle Flux.
will
tion

all-around benefit.

What About Your Non-Ferrous

Are your Brass, Bronze, Aluminum and
Castings?
Our Radioclarite produces solid,
Copper Castings turning out perfect every time?
clean Brass and Bronze. Let us send you a sack to try for yourself.
Our Pearlite for Aluminum adds life and fluidity to the metal so that no trouble is exTry our special brand of Radioperienced in getting full, clean and sound Castings.
clarite for

Copper.

Our Fluxes make good every time. Send for a trial order and judge for yourself. We
make no charge for our Fluxes if they do not suit you. By using our Fluxes regularly
you will save dollars where we make cents. Our prices are not profiteer prices; we
give the most for the money instead of the least.
Send for our booklets and circulars.

Remember, we ask no pay unless the Flux proves

satisfactory.

THE BASIC MINERAL COMPANY
Box 276,

N.S.

PITTSBURGH, PENNA.
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Some think that a Canadian city should be
we are entitled to about one out of a dozen, and
twelve years since the convention was held in Toronto.

reasons.
chosen, as

^lAl^pipRYMAJS

it is
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Others consider that the annual convention and exhibit
has become such an all-important event that the time has
arrived when a permanent location should be selected and
This
the convention held in the same place each year.
idea would have some advantages, as foundations could be
built for the machines and used from year to year, but
it would have its disadvantages, for the reason that each
exhibitor would, in all probability, occupy the same space
each year, and by having permanent foundations would
most likely exhibit machines which would fit these foundations, which is to say the exhibits would be practically the
same each year.

The convention has been a success so far, and will continue to be a success so long as carried on along lines
Every one has sursimilar to those so far adhered to.
passed the preceding one and next year's will surpass this
year's, but it is doubtful if a permanent location will drfiW
the attendance, and if the attendance falls off the convenMany people attend the convention
tion will follow suit.
for the sake of the trip and they would not want the same
Better continue along lines known to
trip continuously.
be acceptable and the convention will continue to be an
event looked forward to.

will confer
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foundi-ymen's convention is again a thing of the
being the twenty-fifth .successful effort of the
American Foundrymen's Association. The one which has
just closed was undoubtedly the most successful of any
from most any point of view. The transient visitors who
just call once or tw'ice were perhaps not quite so numerous
as was the case when the convention was held in larger
cities, but otherwise it surpassed all previous conventions.
The membership- is greater; the number who registered
at the registration booth was greater; the amount of floor
space sold was greater; the number of exhibits was
greater, .-ind, incidentally, the receipts were greater than
any heretofore, so that, all things considered, the convention and exhibition of the American Foundrymen's Association, held at Columbus, Ohio, in Oct., 1920, will go down
in history as the greatest and most successful of any to
date.
Where the next coiTvetitidn will be held has not yet
been decided, nor very seriously considered, for various
past,

Said Montreal?

281

Scraps From the Foundry Scrap Pile
Pittsburgh Market
l.unch Hour Chat With Abe Winters
Plating and Polishing
Americanizing of Foreigners

The Columbus Convention

Who

not the rank and file of the members and guests
who select the location for the convention, but if it were
the consensus of opinion and the almost unanimous vote
would appear to favor Montreal, as the location for the
next convention. Montreal has certainly become popular
with the Americans, and a great many American conventions have already been held there, but it is doubtful if
Americans find Montreal to be what they expect it to be.
Liberty loving Americans try to make themselves feel that
their liberty has been tampered with through prohibition
legislation and that in Canada they will find things m re
to their liking on that one point, but they are only joking;
they don't want to see the bar-room in their midst again
and they will not see it in Montreal.
From the booze
point of view Toronto would be an ideal place. We have
the best exhibition buildings on the continent and the hcitel
accommodation would be of secondary consideration, as
billeting would be more popular with the cellar at the
disposal of the guests.
But what's the use of talking?
Foundrymen don't want booze, but talk is cheap.
is

THE

question frequently arises whether or not it is
good policy for an editor to make reference to the advertising columns of the paper. The editor, it is argued,
should devote his entire time to making his part of the
publication of sufficient interest to the readers to hold
them as subscribers, thereby keeping the circulation great
enough to merit the patronage of those who would take
advantage of it as an advertising medium. This arguni-'nt
is certainly based on sound common-sense ground, as nobody wants to spend his good money in advertising only
to find the editor putting in an occasional word for one
of his competitors. While we I'ealize all of this and knowthat we can not boost one without boosting them all and
that by drawing the reader's attention to adveilisements
we place him in the position of one who had not the pood
judgment to think for himself and read what interested
him most, we have to admit that there are times when a
writer can best arrive at his desired point by referring to
some line of goods which is being advertised, and unless
it is too flagrant, the editor does not feel like rejecting
it.
In our own case we frequently have subjects brought
up which are baffling. Take, for instance, the matter of
A few months
dirty castings, such as engine cylinders.
"ago we mentioned the trouble experienced in securing good
cylinders.
We might have mentioned that we saw a pile

Oo. DCtT,
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shop which the superintendent informed us represented twenty thousand dollars, and these were as pretty
castings as anyone could wish to see, denionstratinR- that
the moulders had done their part rijjht, but the castings
were defective and could not pass inspection. We might
also have mentioned that in another shop w-e visited, they
were having the best of success on the same line of work.
Now, where does the trouble lie ? We could put our finger
on advertisements in this or any issue of Canadian Foundryman which would tell the story.

{)

in one

The things depicted in these advertisements are the
things which brought success to those who were successful,
but as we have pointed out we can not discriminate and
can only ask the reader to read all the advertisements and
he will be surprised at what he learns. There are means
practised by successful foundrymen in securing good casting.s and the unsuccessful ones might as well get the habit.
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Market Conditions and Inclinations
TV

f

.A.RKET (luotations are to-day more uncertain than at
any time in some months. Normal conditions have

been slowly but surely coming around, but so

fai-

no as-

sumption is safe. What effect the unrest in (heat Britain
will have in Canada remains to be seen, so that on the
whole there is no use attempting to prognosticate what
is in store for the near future.
If sugar is to be taken as
an example, it would appear that the tendency is downward, but iron and coal, the staple material for foundry
operation, were, unlike sugar, high in price on account of
a real shortage, and this shortage has not yet been overcome, but most of the foundries are still filled with orders
and the iron market, while keeping up to the demand, is
much ahead of the demand. Coal and coke are
still hard to get, but judging from appearances here and

not getting

Next Month's Special

over the

C FECIAL

editions of a magazine are, by many people,
compared to bargain days in a store more of a joke
than a special but this is not the proper attitude to take,
as bargain days are not necessarily jokes, and a special
edition of a magazine can be made of especial interest to
the reader by devoting extra effort to some particular
subject.
This is the policy which we aim to pursue in
the future, and while every issue will contain the regular
iTin of information which has always characterized this
publication, we will, in addition, run a special article on
some feature of foundry equipment. Canada is just entering into an era of prominence, in fact, without over-indulging our patriotic zeal we feel justified in asserting that
she has the most promising future for some years to come
of any nation in the world.

^

—

—

which will invariably come
our way, our industries should be equipped with the most
approved devices for attending to it, and this will be our
aim— to introduce to the reader what the most up-to-date
foundrymen are doing in the matter of production.
In the issue of November we will endeavor to describe
what can be done with the aid of compressed air showing
the power of air when properly harnessed how even hydraulic machinery is sometimes dependent on air how air
car be made to do almost everything which is done in the
foundry in fact an interesting and instructive composition on pneumatics written in plain English and free from
In preparing for the business

—

—
—

—

line,

one

is

tempted

think of
tory for

near

to predict that in the

Nobody wants to
slumps or panics, but business is more satisfaceveryone concerned when the supply and demand

future things will be a

little

easier.

balance fairly even.

We

have been asked what would be advisable to do in
of buying ahead on pig iron at its present price.
can only say that if we were doing it on our own ac-

way

the

We

count we would stick pretty close to the hand-to-mouth

method for a while yet, as there is no good reason why
commodity should go any higher.

prices of any

There

is

no doubt but some manufacturers will inten-

tionally hold back

work which might be gone on with

tion.

This might have some

effect,

but

it

is

to be

hoped

that with the opening of another season,

Canada at least
will make some attempt to keep to work.
The day of illwill between employer and employee should be at an end,
and if both sides will use some sound common-sense and
try to agree, there is no reason under the sun why Canada
is

not in for a long spell of prosperity.

unintelligible technical terms.

Guaranteeing the Price
'

*

I

RE

practice of cutting rates in piece-work shops

is

ooming to be one of the things that will soon be known
only as a memory. It was done in many places. One job
comes up from years past of a plow factory where the
rate had been set at "so much per" on the polishing operaPolishing plows is not easy work, at least it was
a husky man's calling at that time.
When the boys in
the polishing room had dusted off enough shares and consumed enough dust to chalk up around $2.25 per day, the
new price schedule was posted on the wall, and it became
apparent that SI. 85 was the limit.
tion.

It

was another way of punishing a man for working

hard.

Under that system the wise piece worker got a job and
knew when he was at the limit. He jogged along, killed
time and a: the end of the day had an output that could
be cashed in for $2, or thereabouts. It was encouraging
laziness on the part of the men.
All over the country we have shops now where the prices
are fixed after a careful study they are guaranteed for'
a given period or until such time as there may be an
alteration in the operation itself.
Production men claim
they are getting better results this way than from any
®ther system thev have tried.

in

order to bring the labor situation to a more stable condi-

—

The Descent.
-Lecocq in the Portland (Ore.) "Telegram.
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Making and Castings

Pattern

for

Condenser

Being Continuation of Article Appearing in Last Issue of Cana-

Foundryman
BEN SHAW AND JAMES EDGAR
dian

Bv

OUR

INpattei'n
as

is

last ariicle

we

described the

making on a condensoi* such

used

in

connection

with the

steam engine on a modern ship. As Canada is becoming- a ship-building nation
of no small magnitude, the question of
power equipment is of importance to
engineering plants, and the pattern making and molding will of course be of in-

good one, is to make a frame like Fig.
28 and leave the spaces to be strickled
out by the moulder, or they may be fitted
in with timber in a similar fashion to
Such a pattern
the last described way.
will stand any number off it.
The saucer-shaped door, B, at the
other end of the condenser from the
Three
more difficult.
is
waterend,

inside which the core
shape can be
found. Fig. 33 is a suitable box. It is
a skeleton box and does not need much
explaining.
The depth of the sides
should be at least Iz in. deeper than the
core, so that the centrepiece C
in.
thick can be fixed on the bottom.
This
obviates feather edges, and it is easier
for the moulder to make up the box with

methods are possible, a block pattern
with a corebox may be made, or a shell
pattern is possible, but the way usually
preferred is the skeleton principle of
construction. If a standard pattern were
required the block pattern is certainly
the best, and we shall consider it first.
A half-lapped frame similar to Fig. 28
is the foundation, but the cross centre
battens may have to be measured in,
so that they will support the structure.
The size of the top frame, Fig. 29, is
determined by the size of the radius of
the curve, which connects the top plate
with the flange. The top plate can sit
on supports the necessary width, which
are screwed to the flange and are shown
dotted in the sketch of the finished pattern. Fig. 32, and at A, Fig. 30.
Four
pieces have to be made for the curve, and
to reduce the timber cost grounds ought
to be used with a face piece screwed on
(Fig. 31). The corners are best fitted in
solid, and when this is done the pattern
is complete except for the print, which
need not be more than % in. or 1 in.
thick, as it is merely a guide for setting

sand. The grounds may be cut from a
template and the joint resting on the
grounds should be about % in. thick. If
a solid box were demanded in the foundry the most practical way of making it
would be to fill in with pieces like Fig.
34 and in the long run this would prove
a cheaper box than that made skeleton.

%

terest to readers of this publication.
In this issue we publish a continuation
of the same article, in which the pattern
making on the doors and watei'end are
described.
In the November issue we
will show how the molding and casting
are done on all the patterns described in

these two articles.
The article will be
profusely illustrated and will be exceptionally interesting to all those who follow the foundry business. Editor.

—

The Doors and Waterend
The door and the waterend are smalpatterns and easier to handle but
they are not any easier to make. There
ler

more

choice however in the methods
be employed and the one chosen
ought to depend upon whether one or
many castings are needed. It is sheer
waste to make a solid standard pattern
if it will be only used once, and just as
foolish to make a shoddy pattern and
expect it to stand moulding many times.
Let us consider the flat door (A Fig. 2)
which covers the waterend. It is just a
large plate with facings on either side,
and Fig. 5 is a view of it. The cheapest
pattern is constructed by simply placing
boards side by side and checking cross
battens in.
The great drawback of
course to this pattern is that it cannot
be relied upon to keep its shape in the
foundry. A much better job is obtained
by making a half lapped frame like
Fig. 25. On the inside of each piece of
timber a check as shown in the sket(?1i
can be cut out at the saw and the centre
filled in with boards (Fig. 26).
It may

is

that

may

A shell pattern may be ruled out because of the difficulty of ramming it in
the sand, as a pattern it would not be
durable, but a really good skeleton pattern can be made which would stand
moulding many times, and it has the big
advantage over a block pattern that the
thickness of metal is assured.
Fig. 35
is a plan of a skeleton pattern and Fig.
36 is a view looking on the inside, but not
showing the skeleton work, but merely
the ribs with the loose pieces wired instead of screwed on, as there is not much
danger of them being knocked off.
The
flange ought to be built of two thicknesses. Fig. 37, and an open
frame.
and 3 ins. or 4 ins. apart, should be
screwed on runners, Fig. 39, which
makes accuracy less a matter of chance
in building, and makes rebuilding the
pattern an easy matter if the moulder
wants to take any part of it to pieces.
The corners are best cut from solid timber. When all the pai-ts have been made
the flange ought to be set to centre lines
on a flat building board or on the foor,
The top frame,
and screwed down.
which may rest on temporary supports,
should

be as well to inset a batten across the
if the job is very large.
Fig. 27
shows the door quite finished with the
facings and the sight hole print screwAnother method, and quite a
ed on.

the core.

This

makes

a

really

strong

and light pattern.
The core box for a solid door takes a
good deal of timber. A bottom is necessary and an outer frame is necessary.

be

squared into

position,

when

a very easy matter to screw the
The
skeleton sections in their places.
spaces between the skeleton pieces will
be strickled out by the moulder. Usually
lifting lugs are cast on these days, but
they will give no trouble. The ribs on
the inside are best screwed from the outside of the pattern so that the moulder
will have no difficulty in loosening off.
it

boards

made for the top. The skeleton
which should be about 2 ins. thick

Fig. 38,
pieces,

is

OftuLor.

C

i;i20

The side strips (AA Fig:. 36) can be
drawn into the rib.
A pattern thus
made will be found to be very rigid. The
shape of these doors is not always as
lejrular as in this case, and sometimes
the cost of making a block pattern and
corebox would be quite prohibitive. An
improvement would be effected by making the strips or runners to which section pieces are screwed of hard wood,
so that they will not get worn by repeatedly being unscrewed.
The only remaining casting, apart
from the sight hole doors, which need
no explaining, is the waterend or waterway, as it is sometimes called, with two
branches, an inlet and and outlet. Like
the saucer shaped door it may be made
in a variety of ways.
Sometimes when
they are very large and the metal is
thin a block pattern is made and the
mould is wood thicknessed.
The construction of the pattern in such a case
is identical with the construction of the
condenser pattern. Although the size of
the work ought to determine to a very
great extent the way in which it is to be
made, the judgment of the craftsman

has to be exercised and he has to take
into consideration as well as size the

Fn3^

Fi^ Z9
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thickness of the metal and the quality
of the pattern necessary.
For a condenser of the size w^e are considering,
and of which the metal would be
in. or
so thick, it is as well to make a skeleton,
pattern, always providing that a large
number of castings are not wanted. If
so, then a block pattern ought
to
be
made, and for that matter, a corebox.
In passing it may be said that the corebox would be made in a very similar
fashion to the skeleton pattern which we
are about to consider.
Flanges of two
thicknesses would be made with stays
between, and the inside would have to
be lagged with
in. or
in. timber.
Of course it is necessary to leave taper,
and one great advantage of the skeleton
pattern is that no taper is necessary.
The first step is to make two flanges.
and these are connected by means of
stays, checked into them and which are
the thickness of the metal.
A V4. in.
shoulder on these pieces will keep the
flanges the correct distance apart.
It

%

%

w-ill

%

probably be necessary to put more

stays than are shown
in
the
sketch
Fig. 42) to support the branches.
The
moulder would complete the mould with
the aid of a strickle like Fig. 4.3. Skeleton patterns are invariably sent away
from the pattemshop without any provision being made for strickling
the
spaces, and so it falls to the
moulder
either to improvise or to get the foundry
•
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patternmaker on the job to make suitable strickles. One good thing about this
neglect of pattern makers is that the
whim of the moulder can be satisfied,
because a strickle that would please one
moulder would be condemned by another
as quite unsuitable.
Another form of construction, which is
more suitable for smaller patterns, is to
make a shell pattern an exact model of
the required casting
except
for
the
branches, and these must of course be
cored out.
Fig. 40 illustrates the best
way of making up the sides of the pat-

and though they can be screwed
together it is advisable to build
two
thickness section pieces for the corners,
which can be set in top and bottom.
The bottom flange ought to be macle in
pieces so that it can be drawn into the
mould, but the top flange is better built
of two thicknesses, thus helping to hold
the framework of the pattern together.
The internal ribs are easily fitted, the
loose pieces being wired on in the same
way as those in the cover.
The branches are sometimes very awkward.
These in this job are simple.
Very often they are shaped from a large
diameter on the outside to a rectangular
shape, breaking through the metal of
the waterway, which necessitates very
great care when making the corebox.
Sometimes when the shape is very irregular, the patternmaker gets out of
the difficulty of making a corebox by
leaving the moulder to clay or sand
thickness the mould. Wood thicknessing
is
of course only practicable on flat
faces.
The craftsman, however, who
does not make a corebox because he is
afraid of not getting the correct thickness of metal, ^betrays gross and inexcusable inefficiency. The branches under consideration are easily made.
In
the case of branch A, the face of the
flange will be at the bottom of
the
mould and the flange, as will be seen
from the sketch, is made so that it can
be drawn into the branch.
The branch
B may be made solid with the flange
and print in halves. The branches are
frequently made square between
the
flanges, to obviate the awkward corners
tern,

and thick metal resulting from a diameter breaking through between parallel
flanges, and this modification does
not affect the efficiency of the casting.
The best way and the quickest of finishing a circular bend is to plane the
wood to a parallel thickness, grind it*
to lines inside and out and then pare
from sides to top at an angle of 45
degrees (Figs. 44 and 45). Most large
pattern shops have nowadays a woodv/orking machine on which bends can
easily be shaped.
It is an advantage
to fit prints inside the waterway to help
the moulder setting his cores.
If the
boxes were large, skeleton boxes might
be made for them, but when they are as
small as those we are considering it is
as well to make them solid.
The patternmaker's work is not yet
finished.
It is probable that when the
patterns eo to th° foundry that frequent
calls will be made upon him, and it is
his job to thickness moulds with timber
and make sure that the thickness of
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In work of this kind
is correct.
the moulder and the pattcrnmalter must
have a good understanding between
them to ensure successful working.

metal

TRADE GOSSIP
—

More Coal Coming. It was stated by
an authority this week that coal would
probably be more plentiful next month
with the closing of navigation on the
upper lakes. At present the mines are
sending the largest portion of their output to Western Canada while they can
take advantage of cheaper freight rates
by water. With the closing of navigation in the near future, Toronto and central Ontario district will come in for its
share of attention.
Germany Gets Order. Canada has lost
the order for 2,400 steel railway cars
which the Belgian Government, through
the Canadian Trade Commission, sought
to place with manufacturers in
this
country.
Instead of "made in Canada"
cars, the Belgians will ride in coaches
of the "made in Germany" variety w'hen
the order is filled. Advices to the Trade
Commission are to the effect that the
Belgians have placed the order with
Germans and will pay for the railway
material with foodstuffs w-hich are to be

—

supplied to Germany.

—

Plate Mill Record. The new plate record of the Dominion Iron and
Steel
Company, at Sydney, broke all previous
records for production when 260 tons
of plates were rolled in one day.
The
regular daily production of the mill is
about 200 tons ?, day. About two months
ago the 240-ton mark was reached. Last
week the mill ran without a hitch of any
kind, resulting in the establishment of the
new 260-ton record. The greater part
of the plates which are being run at the
present time are being shipped to Halifax, Montreal and other Canadian cities.
As yet no further foreign orders have

been received.

—

Locating in Toronto. West Toronto's
building
operations
include
another
large factory, which will employ a large
staff.
Grinnell and Company, of Canada, situated near Bloor street on Dundas street, having decided to manufacture
in Canada are putting up large machine
shops and foundry adjoining their present office building.
The work is now
well in hand, and the buiUings, which
will stand upon about two and a half
acres of land, are to be of reinforced
concrete, and will extend from Dundas
street right back to the railway tracks.
The machine shops will be 180 by 52
feet, and the foundry 210 by 100.
Who Did Thi.s?— Trailers purchased
by the Ontario Power Commission for
service on Windsor Street Railway System cannot be used until extensive alterations have been made. According to an
employe of the Commission, it has been
found impossible to keep the cars on th?
rails, because the wheels are" one inch
narrower than those in use. It will cost
several thousand dollars to make
the
necessary changes.
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Scraps from the Foundry Scrap Pile
The \'ancouver Engineering Works,
Vancouver, B.C., have recently installed
and successfully tried out a new GrievesEtc'hell.^ electric furnace in their foundry
in

that citv.

Hamilton. Ont. The Carr Pattern &
Tool Co. i.! a new concern which has
been incorporated in this city to manufacture, patterns, tools, etc.
John Carr,
Robert Christie, John A. Robertson and
others.

The

It

is

capitalized at $40,000.

Boundary

Iron

Works,

Grand

Forks, British Columbia, will begin at
once the erection of a large modern foundry to replace the one recently destroyed
by fire. John McKie is business manager of the concern.
Electric P^urnace Construction Co.,
908 Chestnut Street, Phila., beg to advise that their first electrically-heated

core and mould drying oven has been
put into operation at the Emery Steel
Castings Co., Baltimore, Md. Details of
this installation will be given in a later
issue.

Canadian

Abrasive

Company,

Limited, under the management of J. L.
Near, will erect a plant at Vancouver,
B.C.,

Robert MacGilchrist, who for a number of years has owned and conducted
the West Toronto Foundry at the corner
of Mulock Street and Junction Road, Toronto, has decided, on account ill health,
to dispose of his business and seek a
more congenial climate in the sunny
Mr. MacGilchrist has enjoyed
South.
a good trade and we regret to loose him,
but trust that a change of climate may
bring him a return of his former good

The West Toronto Foundry ofgood opportunity to some enterprising foundryman.

health.

The

The

pacity by the addition of buildings estimated to cost twenty-five thousand dollars, exclusive of machinery and equipment.
The increased demand on the
company for their output warrants this
increase and it is hoped to have the new
addition in operation this fall..

to

manufacture

sandpaper

and

other abrasive papers. The British Columbia Department of Industries have
granted a loan to assist in getting the
enterprise under way.

—

Chester, Nova Scotia. The plant of
the Hawbolt Gas Engines, Ltd., of this
town, has been destroyed by fire, entailing a loss of from thirty to forty
thousand dollars. It is anticipated that
the company will rebuild at once, and
that the new plant will be ready for
occupation before the end of the year.

Maxwell's, Ltd., St. Marys, Ont., have
recently made considerable additions to
A fair-sized extension has
their plant.
been made to the moulding shop and a
new pattern storage building has been
erected and the building formerly used
for pattern storage has been converted
Extensive
into a tinning department.
alterations and additions to the machine
shop will be proceeded with.

—

Change of Addre.ss. The National
Engineering Company, manufacturers of
the Simpson sand mixer for foundry
purposes, announce that their New York
office has been moved from L'5 East 40th
Street to 248 Fulton Street, in charge
of their eastern sales manager, Mr. S.

fers a

CATALOGUES
H. Nichols Company, Inc., 2-10
College Place, Brooklyn, N.Y., are giving
out an interesting catalogue of their
It is tlesignated as
molding machines.
No. 10 and describes and illustrates their
split-pattern plate machine with drawing device, combination jolt and squeezplain
power squeezers,
machine,
er
jolt
and power squeezer
combination
jolt
stripping
device,
pattern
with
squeezer with roll-over and drawing device, electric pattern-drying attachment.
The catalogue is mailed on request.

The Bastian Blessing Co., West Austin
Ave. at Lasalle Street, Chicago, 111.,
have just received from the press and
are giving to the trade their catalogueNo. 20 describing their Rego welding and
The line of equipcutting equipment.
ment described is of particular interest
foundry owners as a great deal of

to

acetylene cutting and welding is done in
the foundry of late. The book describes
in detail the variou.--: devices supplied by
this company, which include torches, oxygen regulators, acetylene regulators,
high-pressure hose, goggles which enlighter,
pyro
tirely protect the eyes,
wrenches, hose connections, pressure
etc., together with photographic
views of actual operations. All the different parts are shown in detail and a
description of how to proceed is well
The catalogue is well worth
gone into.
asking for as the work done by this class
of tool is of vital importance in modern
foundry practice.

chart,

will

real plant to three times its present ca-

scriptive matter

Magnolia Metal Company of Canada,
increase the capacity of its Mont-

C. O. Bartlett & Snow Co., CleveOhio, are issuing an interesting
publication, called "Ideas," for the man

The

land,

who

to make his foundry more
more productive and more
The contents show the modern

v\nints

profitable,

human.
methods of storing, handling and con-

veying of sand; sand screen device for
putting under the foundry floor, for the
sand to fall into when shaking out the
molds, and from which it is conveyed
to overhead storage to be fed from
chutes to the foundry. Other equipment
for smaller parts is also shown.
The
idea of saving hand labor and increasing
production is emphasized all through the
book.

Wm.

Oliver Machinery Co.. Grand Rapids,
Mich., are giving away some interesting
grinding
Metcalf
literature on their
wheel dresser. The illustrations and de-

H. Cleland.

be trued by the use of another wheel
which has been especially made for th"
purpose. Different types of machine arc
shown, together with views of different
jobs which are done on a grinding wheel
and the style of machine most suiteti to
the work of keeping the grinding vvntel
in proper condition.

show how one wheel can

The F. W. King Optical Co., Cleveland,
Ohio, manufacturers of safety goggles
and other safety devices for protecting
eyes, and incidentally the heads of industrial workers, are giving to the pubtheir "Handbook of Safety Equiplic
ment," in which is described the various
lines manufactured by this company. In
addition to its advertising space it has
considerable space given over to protection pointers, in which much valuable information is given.
Babbitting masks,
sand blast masks, etc., are among the

devices shown.

"American Foundry

Flasks"

is

the

of a neat catalogue being distributed by the American Foundry Equipment
Co., 366 Madison Ave., New York City.
The illustrated and descriptive contents
show the various lines of flasks carried
by this company, which include corrugated steel flasks, flask bars, taper snap
flasks, snap mould jackets, cast bottom
plates, mounting frames, and also their

title

pattern mounting compound, round and
square matching pins, etc.

Catalogue No.

10,

first edition,

treat-

ing on foundry moulding machines, and
Engineering
published by the Hanna
Works, 1765 Elston Ave., Chicago, U.S..
distributors for the Mumford Molding
Machine Co., illustrates and describes
these machines, which are built to meet
the practical needs of the foundry. The
contents include air squeeze machines,
air-jolt-squeeze machines, split pattern
machines, etc., with either high or low
trunnion to suit the work to be done.
Vibrators and vibrator frames and other
details

are thoroughly attended

to.

OctoluT.
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PITTSBURGH MARKETS
— The
and
markets conPITTSBURGH,

iron
Oct. 21.
steel
tinue stagnant.
Strip steel shows particular weakening; cold finished
Structural steel is lower and
steel bars and sheets are easier.
plates have declined and pig iron is slumping.
The attitude of buyers is one of indifference. Consumption has decreased but little, but deliveries are being made on
previous purchases and demand is so light that real selling
prices are not readily available.
Expectations are that prices will continue weakening
until the independents' prices are down to the Steel Corporation's level, and whether they will hold together is considered
doubtful.

PITTSBURGH,
and

steel

October 21.— The iron
markets continue stagnant,

When
naturally to be expected.
times have prevailed for some time
there is necessarily some business being
done, but in the early part of a generally dull period there is pai'ticularly little
business because buyers are getting deCondiliveries on previous purchases.
tions to-day show that buyers have done
what they usually do in an active period
when material appears scarce, they have
overbought. It looks as though consumption had greatly decreased, because the
same buyers who a couple of months and
more ago were importuning producers
for heavier shipments are now acting as
if they were receiving too much material.
Consumption, however, has decreased
very little. The main change is a change
Such
in the mental attitude of buyers.
changes frequently occur almost overas

is

(lull

night.

Pig Iron Slumping

Whatever may have been true of the
advances in pig iron prior to the sharp
advancing movement of last August,
there was no difficulty in seeing last
August that the advances made in that
month were

The volume

ill-timed.

of

buying was very small, much less than
is
usually required to send prices upwards, and it looked very much as if the
advances were based upon little more
than a whim of the furnacemen to get

up to the interesting objective
The course of affairs now in
the pig iron market reflects the artificial
pig iron

of $50.

character of the latest of the advances,
for pig iron instead of declining is slumping.
A difficulty is that inquiry is so
light that sometimes the prices at which
producers would really be willing to sell
are not disclosed.
Thus Bessemer iron
is
still quotable
nominally at S48.50,
valley, the price to which it advanced in
August, altiiough it is certain that furnaces would sell at less.
It requires a
precise quotation, or an actual sale, to
develop the price at which furnaces really

would

sell.

In the case of basic
clear cut developments.

advanced in August to
during September the
nominally at least, at
the beginning of this

there are
Basic had also

iron

and
market remained,

$48. .50, valley,

that figure. Since
it has been

month

some furnaces would be glad
A couple of weeks ago a
middle interest was understood to have
bought 3,000 tons at $45, valley, then
selling 1,000 tons to a consumer at $46.
Since then there has been further weakclear that

to sell at less.

ening. It is thoroughly established that
several sellers have quoted $42, valley,
without effecting sales.
In the case of
one consumer at least, the reason they
did not sell was that the consumer got
the iron he needed, 1,500 tons, from a
middlen^an at $40, valley, and the middleman had offered 3,500 tons, so that it
looks as though there is 2,000 tons ready
for some one to buy at $40.
According
to common practice in quoting the pig-

market, transactions in which a
middle interest figures are not regarded
as setting market prices, hence the quotable market to-day on basic iron is $42,
valley, a price at which iron has been
offered, with no takers, representing a
decline of $6.50.
It was early last February, on the advancing market, that
basic got up to $42, and thus the market
has declined as much in about three
weeks as it had advanced in six or seven
iron

months
Hsiialtv +ho market declines at
about the same rate as that at which it
had previously advanced, and the more
rapid decline this time confirms views entertained previously by many in the
trade that the advance was partly artificial, and not well based.
.\s to foundry iron, it is in the same
class,
marketwise, as Bessemer, not
enough business having been done to

show where values really stand.
The
trade calls the foundry iron market nominal at $47, valley, or $3 under the price
attained in the August advance. Doubtless on an attractive inquiry furnaces
would quote considerably less than $47.
Attitude of Steel Producers
past times when the steel market
became quiet the mills would hold together in the matter of prices, keeping
up their quotations until they had delivered most of their contract tonnage.
There was no advantage in reducing
prices to effect a few fresh sales if thereby cancellation of existing contracts
would be invited. At those times, however, the independents and the Steel CorNow the indejjoration were together.
pendents have to play their game alone,
In

•_'s;;

and

it is a question whether they will
hold together.
Some steel makers profess confidence that they will do so, and
that production will be allowcci to decline
and decline again before mills reduce
their quotations to the Steel Corporation
level, which common opinion has it is the
ultimate objective. Not a few observers
expect prices to continue to weaken as
they have been doing in the past few
weeks, and if they continue the pace set
thus far it will be only a few weeks,
or two or three months at most, until the
independents with few exceptions are
down to the Steel Corporation level. Some
observers even profess doubt whether,
even if the independents adhered to their
present quotations, the demands on their
contracts would be sufficient to enable
them to keep above a 60 per cent, rate of
operation in the winter.

Steel Prices

There has been particular weakening
in strip steel.
While the automobile industry does not consume any large part
of the steel output as a whole, say 4 or 5
per cent., averaging the year as a whole,
they do use a great deal of strip steel
and thus their light operation at this
time is reflected in the strip market.
Last August, when independent prices
were well established at 5.50c for hot
rolled and 8.50c for cold rolled, there
were predictions that the market would
go up half a cent, but instead of doing
so it has been declining, and it is probable that one could buy now at about 5c
for hot rolled and 8c for cold rolled. Cold
finished steel bars are easier, there being little difficulty in buying at 4.25c,

while a few weeks ago sales at 4.25c
rare.
In plates 3.2.5c is now the
top of the market instead of the bottom, single carloads being available at
that figure, while
attractive
inquiries
bring out quotations down to 3.10c, and

were

has been done in at least one case.
structural shapes there is conflicting testimony.
The independent price
had been 3.10c-, against the Steel Corporation's 2.45c.
Some intei-ests claim
3.10c is being adhered to, while others
report
transactions at 3c and under,
3c

In

down

possibly to 2.70c.

Sterling Wheelbarrow Co., Milwaukee,
Wis., have issued
a most
interesting
catalogue of their foundry barrows and
trucks, steel flasks with solid reinforced
pins,
flask
and self-lubricating
wheels.
The descriptive matter and illustrations are profuse, and show coke
barrows, pig iron barrows, charging
carts, slag
buggies, general
purpose
foundry hardware, core barrows, core
trucks, pig iron trucks, ladle buggies,
dolly trucks, casting carts, tote boxes,
skimming gates, inside and outside snap
jackets, truck castors, etc., as well as
every shape and size of steel flasks, with
loose or permanent bars, clams, wedges
and gate pins, flask handles, etc. The,
company is represented in Canada b')
Mussen's, Ltd., Montreal and Toronto.
ribs,
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A Lunch Hour Chat With Our Friend Abe Winters
Being a Continuation of the Chat Which Appeared
of Canadian Foundryman
plater who has thoughtfully
attended to the filtering of nickel
solutions
and the cleaning of
nickel anodes has observed that a thick
layer of carbon remains attached to the
nickel remnant.
This layer of carbon is
sometimes very soft, free from grit, and
while moist is quite compact. Again, the
coating is found to be coarse, gritty, and
falls away from the nickel stub as it is
renioveci from the bath.
Here are two
examples of anode waste taken from the
same bath, but from different lots of
anodes.
The carbon in a nickel anode
does not disintegrate, the nickel dissolves
and passes into the solution, the carbon
is left and gradually forms a blanket of
a graphitic nature over the remaining
nickel. In the first case mentioned above
the carbon residue is soft and free from
gfrit, the nickel remaining in the carbon
coating is extremely fine and if left undisturbed would dissolve satisfactorily
In
and eventually reach the cathode.
the second case, the carbon residue con-

E'v'ERY

tains coarse, gritty material. If this grit
is separated from the carbon we find it

coarse grains of nickel, as the finer
grains dissolve and leave the anode and
the carbon coating becomes increasingly
heavy with the remaining coarse grains,
the carbon coat breaks from the anode
proper and falls to the bottom of the
tanic.
If this happens while a batch of
work is being placed in the bath, or
shortly after, the conditions are made
favorable for a ruined batch of work, or
at least a very badly "sanded" batch,
as a result of the distribution of solid
In my
material through the solution.
experience I have never had a batch of
work "sanded" by falling carbon coating
from the soft, grit-free type of nickel
anode; on the other hand, I have seen
two-hour deposits which were otherwise
perfect so badly "sanded" in a nickel
solution containing anodes of the coarse
gritty type that an attempt to save the
plate by oil wheel application simply resulted in tearing the abrasive from the
is

wheel.

Now the power factor has a very important bearing- on the practical economic value which may be attached to
the practice of cleaning nickel anodes in
commercial electro-nickeling.
you have a generator with a total
ampere capacity of 2,000 amperes at
6 volts and have a maximum flow of
1,200 to 1,.500 amperes with an average
tank voltage of 2 volts, the soft, gritfree nickel anode may be permitted to
remain absolutely undisturbed in the
nickel solution for at least 9 months if
proper anode surface is used, and very
often 12 months can be allowed to pass
vnthout cleaning the anode, depending on
^he amount of work plated in the bath
The
I nd the attention given the current.
ordinarj'

If

voltage will naturally require attention
if gradually increased the anodes will function very
satisfactorily until practically consumed,
if the \oltage remains at 2 volts and the
carbon coating increases in thickness,
the anode rapidly loses its efficiency as
the source of metal supply.
As the anode disintegrates and the
carbon coating thickens, the power required to convert the metallic nickel into
nickel ions increases because the graphitic film is of higher electrical resistance
than either the nickel or the solution
with which the film is saturated.
If you are using the maximum capacity of your generator and have no appreciable surface current, it would be advisable to clean the anodes at least once
every three months, using care in handling and avoiding the use of either
brush or scraper in any form.

from time to time and

Weekly removal of nickel anodes is
utterly useless and extremely bad practice; nickel which is just loosened and
in condition to enter the
solution
is
wasted. An old nickel anode scraped or
brushed down to a smooth hard surface,
then washed and replaced in the bath
will not give up nickel freely for several
days. Therefore, it is obvious that frequent disturbance of the anodes is very
good business for the supply house, but
expensive practice for the consumer.
A bath equipped with the coarse, gritty type of nickel anode will not give
equal satisfaction over long periods of
employment unless the anodes are more
frequently inspected and carefully attended than would be necessary in the^
case of finer grained anodes.
Furthermore, it is not advisable to
attempt to operate a nickel solution containing the coarse grained type of anode
The
at a voltage exceeding 2V^ volts.
higher the voltage the greater the loss
in metal.

The grains

will separate

from

the cai'bon and fall to the bottom of the
tank, forming cone shaped piles beneath
each anode. I have removed 8 pounds
of scrap metal from beneath a single 20inch
nickel
anode
which originally
weighed 18 pounds 7 ounces.
Sodium
chloride in excess of 1 oz. per gallon has
invariably proven unsatisfactory in nickel solutions we have operated with this
latter type of anode.
The consistent regular addition of hydrofluoric acid to the solution has resulted in greater satisfaction than any
One bath
other method tried thus far.
containing 4 oz. boric acid (powdered)
per gallon, and to which was added %
oz. (per gallon) of 30-deg. hydrofluoric
satisfacacid each Saturday, produced
tory deposits with less attention to anodes, which were of the coarse, gritty

worn
The tank was then emptied and

type, until the original anodes were

away.

in Sept. Issue

was very thin and contained
than one-fourth the usual solid matter.
No granular nickel was present in
piles.
The slime was washed by spraying water over it while contained in a
very fine mesh wire bottomed box. In
this way 3 lbs. of the coarse nickel grains
were collected as waste fi'om a total
original weight of 311 lbs. of anodes.
Naturally, we must admit a small percentage of these residues as being foreign matter and the actual weight of
metal waste as less than indicated in
the slime
less

either case.

Some authorities claim that a certain
percentage of carbon is essential in all
nickel anodes.
"Its presence facilitates
the disintegration of the nickel under the
action of the electric current." My note
book contains a few items with reference
to nickel anodes I have used, which make
interesting examples of what carbon and
iron in a nickel anode really amounts
to as an aid to disintegration.
Sample No. 1 Nickel, 83.89 per cent.;
iron, 13.29 per cent.; carbon, 1.22 per

—

Anode wore away

cent.

simple

double

satisfactorily in

sulphate nickel

solution.

Samples of same consignment used

in

simple double sulphate nickel solution
containing 1 per cent, sodium chloride
wore away in less time, and with great
waste in form of scrap at bottom of tank.
Sample No. 2 Nickel, 98.09 per cent.;
iron, 0.94 per cent.; carbon, 0.06 per cent,
manganese, 0.46 per cent. Anode did not
wear noticeably in double sulphate nickel
solution (iuring three months constant
use of bath.
Surface scarcely attacked.
Transferred anode to single sulphate
nickel solution operated with one-third
greater voltage and appreciable wear
was apparent after third day's operation

—

of bath.

Sample No.
iron,

3— Nickel,

81.66 per cent.;

16.20 per cent.; carbon, 0.49.

An-

ode broke in two pieces when thrown on
concrete floor. Remnants were cut easily
with chisel and chips were fine and brittle.
These pieces were suspended in
double sulphate nickel solution and wore
away very readily but with great waste

from blow holes.
Sample No. 4 Nickel, 96.95 per

—

cent.;

iron, 0.88 per cent.; carbon, 1.39 per cent.

Anode withstood

6 violent impacts with

Severe hammering did
concrete floor.
not produce slightest evidence of crack.
Was cut with chisel only by unusual
force, chips curled up, did not separate
from casting, chips malleable and were
pounded back into hole. Did not wear
away satisfactorily in double sulphate
nickel bath, operated slightly acid to
Acidity and metal strength of
litmus.
bath increased by addition of nickel
sulphate and bath operated at one-third
greater voltage. This sample then wore
away splendidly with clean surface

(Ktoher.
practically

1VC20

free

C
from usual

coatinsi'

of

trraphitic nature.

From
may be

these four examples the reader
able to form some iilea of the
actual practical value of iron and carbon
in a nickel anode.
Electrolytic nickel
anodes respond very readily to the action
of the electrolyte if the voltage at the
tank is increased from one-third to onehalf the voltage ordinarily used for cast
anodes and a suitable electrolyte employed.
There is no lioubt about the
practical advantage of cast nickel anodes for certain classes of work, but we
do contend that pure nickel anodes may
be economically employed for many lines
of work which are now being carelessly
coated by the use of low pei'centage
nickel anodes.
It

is

platers

a remarkable fact that many
calculate
their anode require-

in pounds.
Any piece of metal
used as a soluble anotia in an electrolyte
gives up its metal from the surface, and
in many plants the effective anode surface is very small because the tanks are
equipped with so many pounds of nickel
anodes regardless of the effective anode
surface presented to the bath.
"The
discharge of metal is a function of the
surface and not of the weight of the
anode."

ments

weight
anode has no direct bearing upon
the actual efficiency of the anode in the
In practical electio-plating the

of the

In all plating operations we arrive
our current density values by knowing
our cathode areas, we do not consider
anode weight. The cathode area must be
in proper proportion to the anode area
in order to operate the bath efficiently
and eccnomically. Thus it is obvious
that the effective anode surface instead
of the anode weight concerns us where
results are of first importance. An anode
bath.
at

5 inches by 1 inch by 14 inches would
weigh approximately double that of an
anode 2I2 inches by 1 inch by 14 inches,
but the latter would present 66 square
inches of effective anode surface, while
the former would present only 103 square
inches of effective anode surface, and
owing 10 greater width would not deposit

uniformly over cathocies such as rods,
tubes, etc., of small diameter suspended
perpendicular in the bath.
Nickel anodes containing from

'>

per

cent, to 15 per cent, of iron are not economical in the long run.
Progressive

are now using purest grade of
anode obtainable..
Pure nickel
anode would not corrode properly in the

j)laters

nickel

old time tested double sulphate solution,
therefore iron was introduced and some

anode makers added small
of tin. The iron and tin was
whiten the nickel deposit as
in anode corrosion, so the

Now

percentages
intended to
well as aid
plater was

the facts are that pure nickel
whiter deposits than
the alloy. The iron fouls the nickel solution, and with a fouled solution it was,
and is now, impossible to produce perfect
deposits rapidly.
Deposits containing
even small percentages of iron are not
told.

anodes

produce
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as resistant to corrosion from atmospheric influences as pure nickel deposits.
The solution cannot be self-sustaining.
The bulk of the iron is precipitated to
the bottom of the tank and is thrown

away.

The manufacturer pays for

nickel,

why buy

iron at the price of nickel, to
contaminate the plating bath and nickel
deposits, then eventually throw the mate-

down

the sewer (as it is useless as
do not alloy our gold anodes
to produce good gold deposits, and the
same is true of silver, copper, zinc or tin
anodes. It is equally as unnecessary in
the case of nickel.
Pure nickel anodes wear away uniformly to mere nothing, the average
rial

slime).

We

waste being

less than 3 per cent, of the
weight, and this waste is in a
saleable form.
Impure nickel anodes
very frequently present a waste amounting to 15 per cent, of the original weight,
this waste usually being of an unsaleable character. Such physical properties
as hardness, ductility, firmness and great
density may be regarded as very valu-

original

able

qualities

of

thin

coatings.

These

may

be attributed largely to the homogeneous nature of the deposited film.
When iron is introduced into the nickel
anode the value of the nickel as a plating material is greatly curtailed.
Furthermore, the efficiency of the
nickel bath is lessened.
Comment here
relative to shape of anode is unnecessary
as all anode makers now ship the narrow
anodes in either elliptic,
diamond or
round form, unless the flat anode is
ordered. Freak shapes should be avoided.

Copper, Brass and Zinc Anodes
In

plating

solutions

such as copper,

which corrode the anode
easily, we may use anodes of larger dimensions than is now deemed practical in
nickel plating. It is an undeniable fact,
however, that narrow anodes will feed a
plating solution more rapidly and with
greater uniformity of distribution than
will anodes of considerable width.
All
anodes disintegrate from the edges faster
than from the centres, and the greater
the number of edges naturally the greater number of anodes and points of contact, or suspension, and corresponding
increase in cross-sectional area of anode
hooks per given effective anode surface.
The principal features respecting copper anodes, which should receive the
plater's attention are the purity of metal
and the type.
The electrolytic copper
anode is purest, most soluble and easily
disintegrated type of copper anode obsilver, zinc, etc.,

tainable for either acid or cyanide solutions.
They feed the solution liberally
with less power than is possible with
either rolled or cast copper.
It is advisable to keep the anode rods
of the plating tank hanging well equipped with anodes.
An excess of anode
surface is conducive to good results and
freedom from trouble.
Brass anodes are obtainable either
rolled or cast and should contain approximately 60 per cent pure copper and 40
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zinc.
We advise the narrow
brass anodes.
Personally we
prefer to operate a brass solution with
copper and zinc anodes in the proportion
of two anodes of coi<per to one anode of
zinc.
In our experience covering very
stienuous periods we found the separate
metal anode less productive of irregularities than the more generally favored
method of using an anode of brass alloy.
Zinc anodes are invariably cast and in
order to insure good zinc deposits the
plater is advised to give special consideration to the quality of all zinc anodes
received.
Analyze borings from each
consignment and satisfy yourself that
you have the best.
Zinc anodes should be cast from pure
soft sheet zinc rather than from spelter
in order to minimize the percentage of
impurities and to facilitate easy disintegration in the plaiing bath. A narrow
form is advisable; if flat, the width
should not exceed 4 inches.
Bronze anodes may be regarded as
being in the same class as brass anodes
and therefore no further mention of
them is necessary.
Silver anodes should be .999 fine, and
may be obtained in widths up to abou%
6 inches, generally about 1-9 inch thick,
although thinner anodes are furnished
by most dealers if required. As the silver anode gives up its metal very freely
under the action of the electric current,
it is not necessary to equip the plating
bath with same proportion of anode surface as compared to cathode surface as
is the case with copper, brass, nickel and
zinc.
A silver anode 6 inches wide by
8 inches long by Vs inch thick will weigh
approximately 34 oz. and usually the
price is based on the Troy ounce of 20
The silver
pennyweight, or 480 grains.
anode should become grey during the
operation of the solution. If the anodf
remains white during periods of plating
it usually indicates an excess of cyani(l«.
Naturally, much depends on manner in
which bath is operated.
Some plates
will successfully operate a silver bath
with larger free cyanide content than

per cent.

form

in

others.
Platers differ greatly in their opinions
respecting the economy of platinum sub-

anodes in gilding
reasonable to believe
that the use of gold anodes is best practice for such a wide range of work as
pure gold is productive of finer tones of
color than is ordinarily obtained by the
average plater with platinum anodes.
In conclusion, we wish to impress the
plater with the imi)ortance of studying
the various characteristics of the anodes
used under his supervision, and the results obtained from the different consignments.
-Anodes differ with regard
to their source and the only safe method
of inspection is the careful determinaanalysi.^.
tion of actual convents
by
-Anodes claim first i)lace in cost of plating materials and by virtue of their importance, merit greater interest on t'n
part of the foreman plater than they
usually obtain.
stitute for pure gold as

solutions.

It

is

>
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PLATING AND POLISHING DEPARTMENT
Practical

Articles, Useful Data, Descriptions of Machinery,

Equipment,
Question.

— In

books written relative
I have read that low

to electi'o-plating:

voltage

Now

is

advisable for

zinc

plating.

have been operating a zinc solution with a voltage ranging from two
volts to four volts, and as far as I can
judge there is very little difference in
the deposit.
I
shall appreciate
your
I

opinion respecting this question.
What
do you consider proper voltage for a zinc
plating solution?
Answer. It would be useless for us

—

make any

positive statement relative
proper voltage for zinc plating.
A
low voltage produces soft, tough deposits which give very satisfactory protection to steel and iron, even though
the coating is quite thin; when heavy
coatings ai-e required a low voltage is
actually necessary for the production of
smooth coatings of any commercial
value.
Very much depends on the size
and shape of the article to be plated,
also the nature of the solution and the
capacity of tank used, temperature of
solution,
etc.
Large work requires
higher voltage than small work, usually
on account of increase in resistance due
to electrode distance and size of tank.
For small light pieces some platers use
two volts, while other platers use four
volts on the same class of work.
The
four-volt deposit is usually rougher than
to

to

the two-volt deposit, but, owing to increased current density the time required
for given thickness of plate is greatly
reduced. A rough zinc deposit is not as

durable as a smooth deposit
of
less
weight. The only advantage of a heavy
zinc plate is that it wears longer than a
thin deposit if smooth.
For ordinary
purposes where the article is subjected
to atmospheric conditions and only a
small amount of moisture is the sole
exciting liquid, the galvanic action, Vv-hich

always sets up between the zinc and
steel is very slight, and a very
thin
coating of zinc protects the steel for a
long time.
Acid zinc baths often yield
splendid coatings with four to six volts,
and ten to sixty-five
amperes per
square foot of cathode surface.
Grape
sugar, glycerine, and dextrine are used
to prevent rough deposits.
Acid baths
produce spongy deposits when the solution becomes too near neutral point.
*

—

*

*

Question. I have recently seen some
beautiful
enameled
microscope
frames and would like to learn how the
finish is obtained and what material to
use.
The finish resembled crystalized
lacquer, some specimens having a larger
crystal than others. I am informed that
the process is simple and
the
finish
quite durable.
If convenient
will
you
kindly publish sufficient information relative to the process to permit me makir.7 a trial of the method?

very

etc.,

Used

Answer.

in

the Plating and Polishing Industry.

— The

finish

you refer to

is

obtained by the application of a specialThe
lacquer or enamel.
ly prepared
lacquer is manufactured by several lacquer and varnish firms, and is sold under various trade names, some of the
more common of which are "Frostine,"
"Crystol," and "Alligatorized Finish."
Each manufacturer sends out specific
instructions for applying his particular
We find that usually the conlacquer.
sumer eventually adopts a line of procedure quite different to the advice of
the makers before obtaining thoroughly
One large manusatisfactory results.
facturer using the finish on iron and
steel goods, sand blasts the metal prior
to application of the lacquer, then they
apply a coat of boiled linseed oil and
bake it; the oil is applied to protect the
metal and give the lacquer an elastic
base to adhere to. This method has the
disadvantage of liability of air bubbles
forming in the oil, necessitating the application of sand paper to produce a
smooth surface upon which to apply the
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Another firm zinc plates the
lacquer.
iron or steel and oxidizes the zinc and
applies the crystal lacquer. This method
proves very effective and has the advantage of being extra durable owing to

The
the presence of the zinc coating.
ordinary instructions for application of
the crystallizing lacquer are as follows:
Apply one coat of dull black japan, bake
hard, then apply one coat of the crystal
lacquer, place in an oven at a temperature of 100 deg. Fahr. and keep at this
temperature until crystals are formed.
threeabout
requires
this
Usually
quarters of an hour. During this period

vents to oven are kept closed and
After the crystals
the oven kept dark.
are formed the vents may be opened and
the lacquer should be baked hard at any
temperature up to 250 deg. Fahr. for
two hours, or at 350 deg. P^ahr. for half
an hour. Work with freshly coated surall air

faces should not be placed too close together in the oven. If fine crystals are
desired, apply a thin coating of lacquer;
heavy coating produces large crystals.
The lacquer may be applied by either
brushing, spraying or dipping according
to shape or size of article or facilities

at hand.

Benzine

when dipping

or

is used as a thinner
spraying.
On black

iron it is sometimes possible to omit the
undercoat for certain grades of work.
A black leather grain enamel, when dry,
has a surface effect similar to pebbled
leather and is particularly adapted to
coating
cases
for
thermos
bottles,
cameras, eyeglasses, etc.
It is not as
attractive as the crystal finish and cannot be applied by dipping or brushing.
It requires 250 deg. Fahr. for thx'ee hours
to bake, and a heavy coating produces
a larger figure than a thin coat.
High
spots are lightly sanded after final baking.
These lacquers may be obtained
from any of the well-known varnish and
enamel manufacturers in the United
States.
Crystal finish is becoming very
popular for many purposes.

—

Will you please publish one
two formulas for black nickel as obmore generally used
the
tained by

Question.

or

Some of our products are
brass, others are sheet steel;
to finish certain quantities of
each in black nickel and have been informed that the different metals requirmethods.

made of
we wish

ed different solutions for best results.
Answer. A good black nickel solution will suffice both brass and steel articles; it is not necessary to use separate
solutions for first-class results on the

—

two metals. Double nickel salts, 8 ozs.;
potassium sulpho cyanide, 2 ozs.; zinc
sulphate, 1 oz.; water 1 gallon, will furnish you a black nickel solution capable

Keep the soluof very fine deposits.
tion neutral, use very weak current, not
Strong current acid soluover 1 volt.
will cause deposit to be grey or
Use carbonate of nickel to
streaked.
Can be used cold or
neutralize acidity.
heated to 100 deg. Fahr. Another formula which has many admirers is single

tion

nickel salts, 5 ozs.; sal

potassium sulpho
sodium bisulphite,

ammoniac,

cyanide,
V2 oz.;

2*/^

water

1

3 ozs.;
ozs.;

gallon.

Do not use zinc with this as it injures
Use current
deposit.
of
the lustre
strength equivalent to that used in ordinary nickel-plating. If deposit is too
dark add nickel sulphate and a little
ammonia. If deposit is too light add
more sulpho cyanide. Use brass anode
for this solution and old nickel anodes
for the first mentioned solution. A very
simple solution which is very effective
for some classes of work is made by
dissolving 14 ozs. of powdered white
arsenic in a solution made of 8 ozs. of

caustic soda and half a gallon of boiling
water. When cool make up to 1 gallon
with water. .A.nodes of wrought iron are
Use same current as in white
used.
deposit.nickel
black
All
nickeling.
should be protected by coat of transparent lacquer.

'
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ing a great nation which is to invoke
and develop the highest qualities
of
many peoples and fuse them together
with one spirit and one great purpose,
but with many diversities of customs and
manners.
In Drinkwater's dramatization oi Lincoln there is one scene which is most impressive
that where the great American

Americanizing the Foreign Born Citizen
This Paper, Read at the Foundiymen's Convenby a Member of the Safety Institute of
America Can Be Made Equally Applicable to
Canadianizing.
tion

By

K.

—

LITTLE

M.

2S7

standing looking at a map of the
United States. The extent of our physis

AMERICANISM
damental

iiKaiis (.ortain fun-

(.oncepts

of

life.
It is a word of at least four
dimensions, signifyinsi' equality, liberty,
opportunity and justice. Perhaps first of

Americanism means

all

a

the worth of human
a sreat human venture.

lief in
is

human

human

interests,

profound belife.

America

Human

rijrhts,

life,

human

human relations, human activihuman aspirations, human hope and
human faith are the central ideas in .Am-

justice,
ties,

This nation was founded in
this belief
not that we believe that all
men are created equal as to their talents
but that they are equal as to their rights,
ericanism.

—

particularly their rights in relationship
to government, their rights in relationship to the economic order, the social
order, as to education and religion.

Uoot Ideas*

We

will touch only a
ideas of our conception.

Americanism

few

of

tlie

root

Let us look at

from the governmental point of view.
American people believe their government rests upon the
consent of the governed.
The declarafirst

tion of independence, the federal con.sti-

tution and all state constitutions have
been established by a majority vote of
the electors.
The laws are enacted and
administered upon the same principle.
"The people" now means the men and
women 21 years of age and over who
are citizens.
Electors include both male
and female.
Govei-nment resting upon
the consent of the people, therefore, it
is by the people and for their welfare
that it exists.
We believe that all men
are endowed with
certain inalienable
rights, and among these are life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness. These inalienable rights are to be granted to all
of the people who live in our country.
This is a root idea of Americanism from
the governmental point of view.
The
government is to be preserved by the

people for the welfare of the individual
citizen and for groups of citizens.
They
are assured a certain equality before the
law, in the schools, in industry and in
social development.
They arc assured
certain
opportunities for self-development and self-realization, that they may
enjoy the richness of life.
These are
governmental principles in our concep''^n of

Americanism.

Many

national

Nationalities

Does Americanism mean the AngloSaxon type of national life?" Perhaps
most people think that it does.
The
-Anglo-Saxons
colonized
the
United
State.e and led in the development of the

government, institutions, laws,

manners and customs. The Anglo-Saxons are the dominant influence in the na-

American

tion.
In view of our national development, however, and the many types of
pecplo who have become citizens, we
should not aver that Americanism is
synonymous with the Anglo-Saxon conception of life. This conception may be
the dominant one, but it is certainly beIt
ing modified by many other types.
seems to the writer that Americanism
means something broader and more inclusive than that type of life which first
obtained in New England and Virginia.
is not only for the Anglo-Saxon
but also for the liberty-loving
people of other nationalities and races.
of
If we were to resolve the question
.Americanism upon the rights of priority,
the Indian tribes would be more entitled
to call this land their own than any of

America

ical domain is the basis for empire like
unto which no other people enjoys, and
the other nations of the world have been
pouring their life-blood into this great
empire or republic.
As Americans we
are building stronger mansions for our
souls, and all people who share in our
national life are going through a process
of self-realization and self-development
under equal rights, equal laws and equal
opportunities for the development of the

larger meaning of human life. America
is in the vanguard of human progress
and will be for generations and perhaps
centuries yet to come.

people,

the rest of us.

This recalls an illustration of Americanism that I learned one day on the
Pacific

baseball

coast.

We

were engaged

game with an

made a base

in

Indian tribe.

a
I

and was attempting to
steal second.
The pitcher tried to catch
me at the base, but I was safe. The first
aseman and the pitcher were exchanging some Indian jargon as well as the
hall, and I said to the baseman, "Why
American
lando you not talk tiie
guage?" He retorted, "Why don't you?"
My language was the English language;
his was the original American.
hit

I

Americanism

Is

Broad

So when we discuss the question of
Americanism and what America stands
for, we should not say that it is represented I)y the Puritans of New England
alone, nor by the Cavaliers of Virginia,
nor by the descendants of both these
types living about the Great Lakes, nor
by the "Forty-niners" and their descendants who went to the Pacific coast. The
Indians are not typical Americans! neither arc the descendants of the Spaniards and Mexicans; nor are the negroes
who were brought here as slaves, or the
recent immigrants from south Europe.
Americanism is broad enough to include
the value of all these nationalities and
America
strains of the human family.
is not for one race or one tongue, or one
type of people alone. Our country is too
great in its possibilities and opportunities and too inspiring in its principles
and ideals to be limited to any national
characteristic of the rest of the world.
With a substantial basis of Anglo-Saxon
ideals
tice,

and principles, love of liberty, jus-

morality and truth, we are develop-

Small

Americans

There
have
been
many attempts
through provincialism to limit the conception of Americanism. There has been
the cry of "America for the Americans!"
The Know-Nothing party of half a century ago had this limited conception.
There have been recurrent attempts to
define Americanism according to certain
colonial types.
These ideas still persist
and not a few seriously wish that none
but Anglo-Saxons and their close kinsmen should be welcomed to our shores.
This

hardly true to the genesis of
Our national life cannot
be thus confined. It will not be so limited.
Because of its fundamental conis

Americanism.

ception of human nature, Americanism
is not selfish, unjust or illiberal.
Americanism is something that is deep and
broad with height and reach for all of
humanity. Let us free our minds, therefore, at the outset of our discussion from
any petty small ideas of our country or
of the people who live here, and strive
together in the m;dving of a great republic of men.
An expanding view of
our national life needs to be emphasized
in thes;^ times, because we hear the voices
of the descendants of the Puritans talking in a very small way about America
and Americanism. We hear the voices
of certain descendants of the old Cavaliers talking in an unworthy way of the
principles of this country and its development and destiny. I am not unmindful
of the great contribution which our forefathers made to America, but from my
point of view I cannot think of an illiberal, selfish, exclusive America; nor do
I believe in an isolated America which
shall not participate in the whole life of
the world.
We may be properly concerned to safeguard our inheritance, conserve our strength ;:nd defend our '.terests, but our inheritance and our strength
and our interests are not such as to cau^'j
us to be afraid to do our part among tha
nations of the world, to insure a larger
i
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and
The
world Krows and moves on and we must
move forward with the tide of the world
life.
World event.s have drawn us out of
our isolation and America now must play

Theodore Roosevelt. It has been an inspiration and a delight to meet the men
and women throughout our country, who
share in the same principles and ideals
of life which is best described by the
Their minds and
word, Americanism.

part in the further progress
Our
world.
destiny is partnership and
luanifest
service, and we will best develop our own
national life, conserve our inheritance
and develop our strength, by co-operative service with other peoples.

hearts are a veritable source of truth,
liberty, justice, morality and the passionate aspiration for all those values

liberty and a more complete justice
a fuller life for all other nations.

a leading

and development of the

Nation of Pioneers

Tlie
poet of our democracy, Walt
Whitmfin, saw America as a nation of
tan-faced children, strong- and venturesome, on the march, bearing the brunt of
danger, nothing daunted, nothing fearing, the youthful sinewy races, and all
the races of us depending as a nation

of pioneers'.

"0 you

youths, western youths,
impatient, full of action, full of
manly pride and fi'iendship.
Plain I see you, western youths, see you
tramping with the foremost.
Pioneers!
pioneers!

So

the elder races halted

Do they droop and end

We

I

like

women

life

sweet and satisfactory.

men and
who were so rich

to recall these splendid

of our country

broad in their reaenergetic in their spirit, forwardlooking in their endeavors, and who
helped to build our national life.
in their sympathies,

son,

A

Have

which make

?

their

lesson,

wearied, over there beyond the
seas?
take up the lask eternal, and the
burden, and the lesson,
Pioneers!
pioneers!"

Typical Americans

America is still in the making, but we
have had and now have many men and
women who typify the principles and
ideals of our country.

I think of myself
only as an American.
My forefathers
fought in the Revolutionary war in the
Carolinas and Georgia.
They moved
north of the Mason and Dixon line because of slavery. I was born in southern
Ohio, educated there and in Illinois.
I
have lived on the Pacific coast and on
the Great Lakes, at the confluence of the

Allegheny and Monongahela rivers, and
near Independence Hall. I have been a
sojoui'ner in the national capital and I
am now a resident of the metropolis. I
see very real Americans in New York; I
meet them in New England; I know
many of them in western Pennsylvania;
they thrive in Chicago; they are numerous in Portland and San Francisco;
and I have fellowshipped with them in
Jacksonville and Memphis. They are all
over our country, men and women who
are typical Americans, of the same stuff
that was in Abraham Lincoln and John
Hay, Ulysses S. Grant and Grover Cleveland, Horace Greeley and Henry W.
Grady, Ralph Waldo Emerson and Sidney
Lanier, Samuel F. B. Morse and John A.
Brashear, Frances E. Willard and Anna
B. Shaw, Cyrus W. Field and James J.
Hill, Hcrace Mann and William R. Harper, Booker T. Washington and John
Heniy Ward Beecher and
Mitchell,

Americanism and Americanization
Only as we have clear ideas of Americanism, however, can we intelligently
consider Americanization.
Americanization is a popular subject of the hour. It
is being much discussed and many plans
and methods evolved for its development.
The subject is of great importance because of the large number of people who
were foreign-born.
According to the
census we have now in the United States
some fifteen million people of foreign
birth, one-half of whom have not yet
been naturalized and about one-half of
whom do not speak the English language. They live for the most part in
our large cities and industrial centres
and are spread widely over the northern
part of our country.
The question of
their Americanization presses upon us
our schools, in our politics, in our
government, in our religious life, and
in

particularly in our industries.
In short, Americanization means making good, loyal American citizens out of
those in our midst who are foreign-born
and many of whom speak only foreign
languages. This is what we are aiming
at by Americanization.
The problem of

Americanization is being approached
fi'om a great many different angles and
by many methods.
With characteristic
hurry and impatience we are attempting
to accomplish the task speedily, but we
often fail to remember the history, the
traditions, the characteristics and the instincts of the people we would Americanize. We approach people of foreign birth
and try to put a placard upon them, to
perform an outward operation, that will
turn them into American citizens as by
magic. We proceed to try tj A/naricanize
the foreign-born with a specially
thought-out stereotyped process, but
without fully considering the fundamental factors involved. We Americanize them by teaching them the English
language. We would Americanize them

by having them drop their national customs and manners and adopting our own.
We think they would be Americans if
they were just like we are.
But something more comprehensive
and fundamental is involved in the process of Americanization of people of foreign birth and speech than is attempted
by any ofthese methods.
Let us not
forget that America herself has been in

Volume XI.
the process of formation since the time
that the Puritan forefathers landed on

Plymouth Rock.

Our country

is

still

in

the making.
All people who live here
are changing, varied in their characteristics, although sharing
certain great
fundamental things together. Those who
have come in recent years, whether they
have been naturalized or not, have entered our country to share its life, tu

i

[

its spirit, and they are becominu
Americans by the jirocesses of life, assimilation, adaptation and ambition. The
first step in their Americanization was
their decision to come to America. Thi.decision marked an epoch in their lives.
Through many influences they learned
to believe in America; to believe in it as
a land of opportunity. America appealed

imbibe

to their imaginatio:i as a land of free-

dom, of hope and of promise.
When
they acted upon this decision and belief,
they left the lands of their birth and
came here, most of them to stay, and
only a few hundred thousand ever to
return.
This was the first step in their
Americanization. This step put them in
a
contmuing process of growth and
adaptation into our political activities,
our principles and ideals, our institutions, customs and laws.
They are hew
sharing in our national life and they feel
the formative influences which are nation-wide in their extent, tremendouforces which affect the thought, feeling
and action of foreign-born men and
women when they step upon the shores;
of America.
Our national life appeals
to them as nothing else ever did, andl
most of them respond to this appeal!
whole-heartedly and with promise. Thisi
applies, of course, to the normal men|
and women, not to the criminals, nor to
imbeciles and
the
the incompetents,
which are inconsiderable in number.
Perhaps the administration of our immigration laws should be more rigid
that all undesirable immigrants might
be excluded. But their number is incon.

siderable as compared to the fifteen
million of foreign-born people who are
now in America and who have entered
into the process of becoming genuine

i

|

Americans.
Right Attitude Toward.s Foreign-Born

What

shall be the attitude of

towaid the people

of

foreign

America
birth?

continue to be an attitude ofj
questioning? If we expect to Americanize them we must believe in them. They
believed in America and now it behooves
those of us who make up the majority
of the citizenship of America to believe
How can
in people of foreign birth.
we do otherwise? Just at present it is
not popular to champion their cause for
the reason that the foreigner, so-called,
is accused of a great deal of the public
No doubt
irritation and disturbance.
they are unjustly accused in a great
many cases. It is popular to make the
But if we
foreign-born the scapegoat.
will carefully investigate the facts and
analyze the conditions we will frequently
Shall

it
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^=CUT THE COSTS
Of Your Foundry
If

Practice

You Want

Cleaner, Smoother Castings with
Cleaning Costs Use Our Facings

Lower

Quality, uniformity and dependability are combined in every barrel of facing
we send out, and every barrel carries with it our unqualified guarantee to live
up to the claims we make. Remember, our facings are manufactured in our
own mill and are sold direct to you. Being made in Canada you also save duty

and exchange

rates.

Some

XXX
A

of Our Leading Lines-

Ceylon Plumbago

pure Ceylon Plumbago for use on the heaviest green sand castings

—

gives a clean surface and a bright colored casting.

No. 206 Plumbago
A

—

splendid general machinery lead
may be used wet and makes a
perfect wash for dry sand molds.

GAMBITE
Superior to any liquid core binder on the market. A purely
Canadian product. Free from gas and can be used alone or in
combination with oil, flour, rosin or any dry compound. Try it.

The Hamilton

Facing
Head

Hamilton

Office
:

Mills

and Mill
:

Co.,

:

Canada

Limited

C.\ X A
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find that

it

is

not ptoplc of foi'eijjn birth

and tons'ue so nuich as other forces
which have raised the disturbance. Quite
true, there are a few thousand agitators,
radicals, and revolutionists and bolsheviks who are attratting; a great deal of
attention and most of them merit the
treatment they are receiving. But what
are a few thousand in comparison to the
nearly fifteen million law-abiding, industrious

women from

and loyal men and

other lands who are in our midst. They
are sharing our national life and doingmuch of our work, and in many lespects
they represent the youth, virility and
stength of the countries from which they
came.
They came as vigorous youngmen and women to use their muscles and
their brains in our industries, and while
they are concerned for their own advancement, they make a contibution to
our national life which is rich with the
tradition of

many

centuries.

They came

not only to do our work, but also to help
sing our songs, to write our literature,
to please us with their music, their manners and their customs.
They help to
enrich our national life and we ought to
believe in them and their i)ossibilities.

Americanism

first of all means a certain
attitude towards human life and there
has not been anything in the past of
these people of foreign birth to cause us
to turn aside and say that they are unworthy of belief.

There

is

one beautiful

little

spot

in

Washington along Pennsylvania Avenue
in front of the White House called Lafayette

Square.

In

one corner of this

charming park

is a statue of the Marquis of Lafayette.
In another there is
a statue of Kosciusko, a liberty-loving
Pole, and in another a statue of Baron

von Steuben, a liberty-loving German;
and as you go on through the park and
look at the various statues you will see
typified in heroic form the men of foreign birth who fought valiantly for the
foundation of America and the descendants of these patriots have largely followed in their foot.steps. Let us believe
in them.
Furthermore, we, and all the
people of the old American stock should
divest our minds of a certain attitude of
contempt for the foreigner. This is all
too prevalent with us and it is being
accentuated at the present time. Looking down upon the man of foreign birth
ill-becomes an American who believes in
liberty, equality, fraternity and square
dealing. We bemean ourselves when we
treat those of foi-eign birth and speech
with contempt. We reveal our provincialism and narrowness of mind by such

an attitude.

Our laws and

all

I)

an important factor in Americanization.
The substance of our laws is just and
right, but the administration of our laws
is frequently not as well wrought out as
the substance. The declaration of independence, the federal constitution and
the constitutions of our various states
and nearly all our statutes have been
conceived in justice and in fairness for
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The foreign-born
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tive processes.

If this
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Canadian Pattern
&Castings Co. Ltd.

erty and justice, why is he so often
treated as he is by the police and the
minor couits?
Why can he not moi-e
readily and cheaply secure redress from
the wrongs by his landlord and his em|)loyer, or by
his
fellow-countryman ?
The processes of our courts are not adjusted to the needs of the poor man,
though he is an American; much less are
they adjusted to the needs of the foreignhoin.
There is a great national task
l)efore us to make the administration of
law as just and adaptable to the needs
(if life as the fundamental conceptions of
law are to the needs of all people. It is
only within the last few years that there
has been established in any place a workingman's court where he can secure substantial justice.
He had always had the
police court and the magistrate's court,
but they are not courts of record, noihave they always been courts of justice
for the poor and disadvantaged citizen.

The municipal

court of Chicago, the
county court at Pittsburgh, the court of
domestic relations at Philadelphia, and
some of the courts in New York City
approximate the needs of a poor man's
c-ourt.
But throughout the country the
workingman and the foreign-speaking
man is often deprived of substantial justice, even though the laws underlying the
courts were framed in a spirit of justice
and fair dealing. If you will read t"he
recent report issued by the Carnegie
(Corporation on "Justice and the Poor,"
you will be convinced of the fairness of

Wood and Metal Production

PATTERNS
CASTINGS
Brass, Bronze

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS
\^'ANTED

POSITION

Who

is to blame ?
Are they, or are we
Americans?
Should we leave them to

and
our

y political workers, or should
night schools for them where
they can be instructed in civics and in
our political methods?
}

we open

One of the greatest influences to .Americanize the people of foreign birth that
we have is our schools. The problem of

WANTED- SALESMEN THOROUGHLY
iliar with foundry and coal
108'20. Canadian f-oundryman.

mining

FAM-

trade. Box
lollf)

FOUNDRY

(cllf)

Y^7ANTED- FIRST-CLASS CHEMIST EXPERIenced in iron, steel and alloy analyses with
Kood business ability for part laboratory and part
road work.
Box 10-1-20. Canadian Foundryman.

pOR SALE WIRE
•50

100

kegs

2',(."

NAILS.

Archibald

&

100

KEGS

2"

AND

Rusty Wire Nails.

Kegs contain

lbs.

Co..

2!<.i

Price f4.00 per
each.
Charles P.
Beaver Hall Hill. Montreal.
112

lbs.

FOR SALE
Foundry Business

at a

Moderate

Price
pOUNDRY BUSINESS AND PLANT FOR SALE

—

Manufacturer of soil pipe and fitting
Patent
for septic tank syphon.
This plant is also equipped for doing general castings. Disposing on account of iH-health.
West Toronto Foundry, Mulock Ave., Toronto.
.

'

Bailey
Kiri'

.

IRON

AS

foreman by practical foundryman with twenty
years' experience.
Graduate McLain's System of
cupola p»-actice and semi-steel.
Jobbint; foundry
preferred.
Box 9220, Canadian Foundryman.

Special

Often the foreign-born is confused by
our practical political methods. He thoroughly believes in our fundamental conceptions of government, but he does not
understand the way we do things politically.
Of course we do not have an ideal
government and it is always a party
government. It does not matter which
party is in power or which one is seeking
to come into power.
As a result the
foreign-born get tangled up in our
politics and they are often misused and
exploited, and as a result they have a
wrong conception of our government.
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a land of lib-
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fre-

understand the disparity between the principles and ideals
of our substantive law and the action of
our police departments, police and magistrate's courts and the courts of record,
nor do they well understand our legisla(luently at a loss to
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Tumblers

for wet or dry milline.

Were You
T
-*-

Made

in

at

two

Wet or dry

sizes.

in

two

sizes

same as above.

Columbus ?

were fortunate enough to be able to
attend the big convention you must have been

F

\()ii

impressed with the benefits of using up-to-date
in vour foundrv.
It is more profit-

equipment
able!

you are using old-fashioned
tumbling mills, melting furnaces or other equipment you
are losing time and money.
Have us advise you on new
appliances. We are prepared
to give complete estimates and
any other necessary particulars.
How can we serve your
If

The

c-?iin>rated

Morgan English

carrit

i

in_all

Crucibles,

-..izes.

o
Crucible Shanks of

all sizes

Bran ford Vibrators.

The Dominion Foundry Supply

Co.,

Limited

''Everything for the Foundry"

MONTREAL

TORONTO
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Americanization does not apply so much
to children of school age as it does to
Their children in the public
adults.
schools have the finest influences about
them for Americanization that there is
There is something like
in our country.
democracy, liberty and fraternity in the
school room. One of the wonders is the
way the children of the foreign-born
respond to the opportunities of the public
schools.

An

Opportunity for the Churches

What

are the churches doing towards
Americanizing the foreign-born? Most
of them are impelled by pious wishes
and good intentions, but do not understand the task they have undertaken to
perform.
Unfortunately, many of the
churches have a narrow and sectarian
view of the matter. They fail to recognize the traditions and the aptitudes of
many people who come to our shores.
Church organizations, as such, are not
effective agencies for Americanization,
except as the people of foreign birth

naturally become
members of these
church organizations.
The attempt of
Protestant churches to Americanize the
foreign-born from south European countries who belong to the Roman Catholic
chuch or to the Greek Orthodox church
is rarely successful.
It seems to me that
it would be
much better to encourage
the people of foreign birth to establish
their own churches and to be loyal to
their own religious
traditions, beliefs
and associations, than to try to win them

a form

church organization and
is to them strange and
non-appealing.
In America the church
and the state are independent of each
other. It is one of our fundamental convictions that they should be separated
and that all citizens should be free to
worship God according to the dictates
of their consciences without anyone to
molest them, and, as our Puritan forefathers and the Cavaliers contended for
to

of

worship which

this right for themselves,

America should

conserve this right for all people who
come to this country from other lands.
It is better for America that these religious units should not be meddled with

Not to welcome their
loyalty to their church, their creed, their
worship and their priests is a mistake.

and broken up.

Americanization

How

in

Industry

can our industries help to Amer-

them, to see that they have equal
This is
treatment with everybody else.
what they expect. Do not play upon
their ignorance or fears or their prejudices, but treat them as men and women
wothy of their hire and of self-respect.
The industrial attitude toward the foreign-born should be one of kindness and
considerate and intelligent treatment.
Americanization in industry is a mutual
process of give and take. We take from
them and give to them; they give to us
and take from us. The process is as
reciprocal as life itself and is an important factor in the building up of our
Industrially we must underindustries.
stand them, believe in them and sympathize with them.
This is not always the attitude of our
American industries towards the foreignborn. There comes to my mind a remark
of an official in a South Chicago steel
mill who said to me some time since,
anything with these
cannot do
"I
ploit

I swear at them and occasionally throw brick bats at them." Lamentable, but true, that often the first
words which the foreign-born workman
has learned in a factory or mill have been
words of obscenity and profanity. Who
He may be a John Huss.
is a "hunkey"?
Who is a "dago"? He may be a Savonarola.
Oh, these epithets of contempt!
In our industries let us give them a fair
deal, pay them a living wage, be patient

'hunkies' unless

with them, try to understand them and
always treat them fairly.
Many of our industries are doing a
fine service in teaching the foreign-born
This is an imthe English language.
portant factor in their Americanization,
and one which I would emphasize and not
minimize.
We should not forget, however, that learning to speak the English
language does not mean complete Americanization. They should learn the common language of the land where they
live and work, as means of communication, a vehicle of thought, that mind may
understand mind and that work may go
The teaching of
along more smoothly.
English is of high importance in this
respect, but I am thinking of something
more fundamental than acquiring a language. The process of Americanization
should mean for the foreign-born the
question of a new point of view, the sharing of our national life, the development of a greater loyalty to our country,
its institutions, its laws and purposes.

icanize

It

Work

the

the
people of foreign birth?
the major interest of life; eight
hours per day, at least, and often more,
is the daily task of these people of foreign birth as well as for the rest of us.
is

Where can they

find

what America

is,

and where can they find their self-realization in America if not at their jobs in
our factories, in our mills, in our mines
and our transportation companies? Foreign labor is indispensable to the continued growth and development of the
industries of America. As their labor is
indispensable it behooves the industries
to give them a square deal and not ex-

is

quite

English

possible

for

them

to

Americans

I
in this full sense.
therefore, that in our attempt to

icanize

them

the

to the

learn

language and yet not be
plead,

Amerforeign-born we try to wed
highest conception of Amer-

icanism.

Loyalty of Foreign-born
of you may think that I have
been too much the champion of the foreign-born and foreign-speaking people.
Let me call your attention to the fact
that they have been splendid in these
True, the newspaper
years of stress.
headlines often give them a rather sinis-

Some

Voluijie

XL

aspect, but newspaper headlines do
not tell the whole story. What did the
foreign-born do in the Liberty loan camThe treasury department repaigns?
ports that in every Liberty loan the
foreign-born fully subscribed their quota,
and in the fourth Liberty loan, the foreign-born and children of the foreignborn subscribed 16 per cent, of the loan
and AGVz per cent, of the subscriptions.
Where a man's treasure is, there his
heart is also. The hearts of fifteen million foreign-born and foreign-speaking
people were unanimously with America
in the world struggle.
What sort of soldiers did they make ?
Ask any of the
ter

young

officers

who were

in

France and

in

the thick of the fight. The foreign-born
soldier did his part as a brave, loyal

American.

Pardon a personal reference. My son
started as a lieutenant in the battle of
the Argonne with a company of 250 men,
many of whom were foreign-born and
who could not speak the English language when they went to the camps.
He returned after five days' fierce fighting with but 50 per cent, of his men, but
never once was a foreign-born soldier a
quitter.
He went east of the Meuse and
was engaged in the final drive with a
company of 175 men until 11:15 on
Armistice day; standing before a strong
German position with many of his men
dead and wounded about him and others
still fighting, but not once did a foreignborn soldier falter or fail to do his duty.
Get the inside stories from the young
officers who were on the firing line and
you will be thrilled with the bravery and
heroism of the Italians, Hungarians,
Greeks, and Poles who fought under the
star spangled banner because they believed in America. We need the foreignborn people in our country and they need
to imbibe the ideals and principles of our
land. We need them in our social, school
and religious life, and in our industrial
There

service.

them and they

is

good human

will

make

stuff

in

loyal and de-

pendable Americans, as patriotic and devoted to the interests and destiny of our
land as any of the rest of us.
Let us
try to understand and respect them, and
treat them with that consideration which
in harmony with the fundamental
is
principles

of

Show

Americanism.

them kindness and sympathy

to

in all the

and in our
our schools and in our industries, and then we will help to make a
larger, grander
and
finer American
affairs of life, in our courts
politics,

in

nation.

The sheet market

is easier. Indepengenerally are 6.75c to
7.25c on common black, but it is said
It is
that one mill has sold at 6.50c.
known positively that a mill "married"
contracts by selling to a customer at
6.50c when the customer wanted to cancel a contract placed some time ago at

dent

quotations

7.50c.

from
Galvanized run
and blue annealed from 5c

9.75c

8.2.5c

to

to 5.2.5c.
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The Convention
THh

great 1920 convention of the

We

American Foundrymen's Associa-

attended it, as is everyone who
was there. Ihe exchange of ideas, the frank recounting of experience, the many wonderful exhibits, the warm personal touch enjoyed
and indulged in by ever>body, all combined to make it the greatest convention ever held b\- our great Association.
tion

is

now

histor\

.

are glad

we

We

were pleased and reassured at the interest shown in our Famous
Cornell Fluxes. We now know, as we could not otherwise have learned,
the boon they are to the molders of every kind of metals.
.1
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hi/ onr Cupola and
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result.^

compatiij in

cn.st

them, and. that their castings are better than
produce uithovt them.
for

A man from o, big foundry in Ohio said to
compnmj everything we claim for them.
A ma)i interested in a large 6/V(.s-.s foundry

theij

ire re

ever

vx that our Flti.rrs do for

Iiis

told as Jtis tru-in teas delayed
hoars hy a yash-oaf, and. that during Jtis lay-over lie called on a
fonndryman friend, in a prominent city in Canada and there s<nr our
Brass Fbix in use, that his friend told him of his great sntisfaefidu mid
Kucces>! with it, and that that tvas luhy he looked tis up. Hr gure us liis

si.ctetn

ciiiiiinni

'I

s ^/.^7 order.

The beautiful aluminum casting loaned to us for display, and which was
made from cuttings and sweepings with our Aluminum Flux, was a great
attraction, as was also the steel casting which showed PERFECT in the
part treated with our Steel and Ladle Fluxes, and a FATAL DEFECT
in the part not so treated.

Every day we booked many first orders from men who were brought
to our booth by users of one or several of our Fluxes. The convention was
a great success for us, as we know it must have been to every exhibitor
there. We will see you all again at our next annual convention, and in the
meantime we will be glad to contribute to your success by supplying you
with our Famous Cornell Fluxes.
All Fluxes are in Stock for

Immediate Shipment

Either by Mail, Express or Freight

The

Cleveland Flux
Bell

1023 Front Avenue, N. W.

Phone

Main

Company

6063

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Distributor for State of Michigan, Buffalo, N.Y., and Erie, Pa.
The Hoosier Supply Co., Indianapolis, for State of Indiana.
The John Hill Foundry Supply Co., Cincinnati, O., for Southern Ohio and Kentucky.
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Complete Core Room Outfits
We have spent 20 years
MAKING MACHINERY

in the

DEVELOPMENT, DESIGNING
CORE ROOM EQUIPMENT

and other

time and factory to this SPECIALTY.
our STANDARD LINES do not fill your

and BUILDING of CORE
and now devote our entire

REQUIREMENT, write us, and we will
EQUIPMENT that will.
THE WADSWORTH CORE MAKING MACHINES are the only CORE MACHINES
market, upon which a RODDED CORE can be made.
If

SPECIAL MACHINERY

design

or

on the

THE WADSWORTH CORE MACHINE & EQUIPMENT CO.
AKRON, OHIO,
The No.

Wadsworth Core Cutting

Off and Conand cone cores from
to
v. by power only, mounted on an iron l)ase witli leus.
The cu!tin,i;-ofr wheel i- ecjuiiiped with a re.~t and u:raduated steel scale so that the gau^e may be readil>- ad.)u,-f"(l
and tlie cores cut off to the desired length.
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HOLLAND
PRODUCTS
/

^>t?c/c/^

Holland Core Oil
For over thirty years Holland Core Oil
has been the standard. More foundrymen
specify Holland than any other oil. Holland Core Oil

is

made

Bio^ Stick, Regular,

No.

I,

ferent

in five grades:

Old Regular, Special
These

and Extra Fast Drying.
grades

handle

efficiently

dif-

every

phase of core making, in grey iron, malleable,

steel,

aluminum and

brass foun-

dries.

Holland Straight Tripoli Parting
This parting

is

the best

which can be obtained anywhere.

fortunate in having a supply of this
scarce material at the present time.

deservedly

popular,

We

are

though

Holland Match Oil, Parting, Kleen Kore Wash, Hi-Binder Green
Core Sand Facing for steel all mean economy for the foundryman.
Why not give them a trial?

—

The Dominion Foundry Supply
TORONTO

Everything for the Foundry

HOLLAND CORE
IdLuAl

PRODUCTS

tOOD PRODUCTS ONLY

4600 West

OIL

Huron

CHICAGO

Co., Limited
MONTREAL

COMPANY

Street
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COOD PRODUCTS ONLY
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^Comfort-Plus-Safety Goggles

DIAMOND

The King I-Safe Goggle
Diamond Master Flask

One of the dependable King Safety Goggles,
recommended highly for their double-linked virtues
and Camfort.

of Safety

Goggle

is

For chipping, the !-Safe
furnished with heavy, tough lenses of

To Canadian Prospective Buyers
of Diamond Snap Molding

Armorplate.
For pourinj, specify I-Safe leather
padded.
The I-Safe may be made up if desired
with colored lenses, amber, blue or green.

Equipment

The F.W.King Optical Company

year
THE
ning

1920 marks the beginof the thirty-third year of
our experience in flask building.
Thirty-three years of effectual effort
on our part to ever improve our prospecialize in snap flasks
ducts.
of all types, steel jackets and bands,

Euclid Arcade Buildin

Cleveland, Ohio

We

and

all our efforts have been spent
along these lines, and naturally we
have gradually become the leaders in
snap flask molding equipment.

HAUSFELD CRUCIBLE
MELTING FURNACE

Diamond Snap Molding Equipment is
now used in very nearly every foundry
in the United States and Canada. Our
success is largely due to the personal
interest we take in our customers'

requirements and

in

prompt and

rendering them

effectual
goods of quality.

service

and

The Diamond trade-mark on

all our
products assures you of quality and
service, and we stand ever ready,
behind our products, to make good
any defect in workmanship.

Sold in Canada by:
Foundry Supply Co.; Whitehead
Brothers Company; E. J. Woodison Company:
Frederic B. Stevens; Hamilton Facin? Mills,

Dominion

COMPLETE UNIT-GAS OR OIL

Co., Ltd.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE

THE

Diamond Clamp
30-40 N. 14th St.,

& Flask Co.

Richmond,

Ind.

E. J.

WOODISON

CO., LTD.,

TORONTO

Manufactured Only by

THE CAMPBELL-HAUSFELD
General Offices and Works

:

HARRISON, OHIO, U.S.A.

CO.

Oi'toin-r.

('
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Modern
Molding
Machines
increase production,
raise quality of work

and lower

Brillion

Pouring Devices

increase production by enabling the molder
to pour with ease.

Send

for Catalog

on

this

and

other equipment

Arcade Manufacturing Company
Freeport, Illinois

costs.
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CAWARDGASKILL
Sit^BURNiNG

Metal Furnaces

Attracted Great Attention
at Columbus Exhibition
FOUNDRY equipment of outstanding merit
always sure to attract the attention of
experts at any foundry exhibition.
The
great attention manifested in Caward-Gaskill
is

Pre-Heated Air, Oil Burning Furnaces proved
many advantages are obvious. These
advantages include the following:

that their

—

1
Waste heat of radiation utilized in pre-heating both air and oil. This means fuel economy,
coupled with great rapidity of operation.

2

—Remarkable

flexibility in control of

temperatures, due to our needle-valve
regulation of oils and throttle control
of air.
3

Caward-Caskill Double-Wall
"Pit" Crucible Furnace

— Unapproached economy,

ARRANGEMENT
OF FURNACES

in

the low percentage of metal
This is partly due to the
loss.
fact that the flame at

no time

contact with the
metal and partly to the short
time in which the heat is in
progress.

comes

in

;

— Complete

4-

combustion and consequent

of fuel are evidenced by the entire absence of
carbon at the burners or anywhere inside the furnace.
This is due to the construction of our burners and the
splendid control of air and oil supply.

economy

combination of features, including precombustion secured by our specomplete
heating of airs; high furnace temperature:
cial burners; general design and construction of furnace.

5_Speed

of operation, accomplished by a

Booklets explaining

Metal Furnaces

Caward

will gladly

Gaskill Pre-Heated Air, Oil Burning
Write
be forwarded upon request.

to-day.

Caward-Gaskill Furnace Corporation
Monadnock Building, Chicago

(Violer.
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Adopt

The Wallace Idea

(

1) i;

Y M AN
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Increased Production
at Less Labor Cost
Machines will reilucc
^h)l(lin,^
molding cost 50% to 100^; and give
you unifonn eastings.

]>erk.<hir('

Do the Work
on

F M' X

at the Bench
Wallace Bench Planers,

youi-

Jointers and Saws

SAVE TIME—CUT THE COST
Idea eliminates waste
THEtheWallace
saves
woodworkina' shop.

production
high-priced
time consumed by making endless trips to the large
machines; it saves power wasted by running a large
machine for a small job; it saves expensive handsawing and planing; it saves belt expense and floor
space.
in

It

ir.

"

T ii y
used in
of

the Wallace Idea you take the
Machine to the job, instead of wasting time taking
you save time, labor, exthe job to the machine
pense, and boost production.

hirgest

tlie

best

e
f

o u n d ries.

N

—

a

i \)

Tell

You More About

It

in

nislied

!

p

e

d

of

e s

111

ii.-ors

\iciiiity

Have Us

r e

n d
q n

a.

When you Adopt

a

many

your
fur-

njxni

request.

J.
1410

D. Wallace
W. Jackson

&

Company
Chicago,

Blvd.

111.

Berkshire Air Squeezer
Squeezing Mold

Get Rid of that Flour of Iron

BERKSHIRE

from your brass turnings; don't be
satisfied with removing only the iron
and steel chips.

MOLDING MACHINES

THE TYPE "L" IS THE
ONLY SEPARATOR
THAT WILL TURN
THE TRICK.

Automatic Molding
Air
a c h n e s,

M

i

Molding
H and
Molding

Squeezer
Machines,
iS(]ueezer

Coml)in-

Macliincs.

The

"L"

will

separate

washings, skimmings and
turnings.
Has a capacity one-third greater, no adjustments
to
make at any time, simple to
operate.

~TYPE~L"~"

The

alion

and
(>r

,T

o

1 t

S()uoez-

Molding

Machines.

AirCompres
sors,

Sand

Riddles, Vibrators, etc.

difference between the "L" and other

Separators for a like purpose

IT IS

We

BETTER

will gladly

have our repre-

ALTERNATING OR DIRECT CURRENT.

sentative call,
or send cata-

Berkshire Automatic

Molding Machines

log.

Magnetic Manufacturing Co.
759 Fourth Ave.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Sold in Canada by

The Dominion Foundry Supply
Toronto. Canada

Co., Limited

Montreal, Canad

The Berkshire Manufacturing
Cleveland, Ohio

Co.
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CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN BUYERS' DIRECTORY
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what you want is not listed here, write us, and we will tell you where to set it. Let us suggest that yon consult
the advertisers' index facing the inside back cover, alter having secured advertisers' names from this directory
The information yon desire may be found in the advertising pages. This departmeni is maintained for the benefit
and convenience of oar readers. The insertion of our advertisers' names under proper headings is gladiy undertaken.
bat does not become part of an advertising contract.

j
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|
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A3RASIVE MATERIALS

'"

Mas-sens,

.\IR

K. J.. Co..

Crane

r.S..\.

of

London, England.

Munition.';,

AIR DRILLS
Holden

The.

Ltd.,

Co..

Curtis Pneumatic Machy. Co., St.
Co.. Ltd., The, .Montreal.

BRONZE INGOTS

Co.,

Ltd.. Tlie,

American Manganese Bronze Ca. Philadelphia.

Montreal.

ALBANY SAND

BRONZE MANGANESE
American Manganese Bronze Ca, Philadelphia.

Pnederlc B.

Stevens, Detroit, Midhi««n.
George F., Pfailadelphii, P».

Pettinoa,

BRUSHES, FOUNDRY AND CORE

Al.LOr8
Stevens,

Frederic B.,

n«uL Hanson It Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Mich.

Detroit,

HamnUn

Facing Mill Oo., Hamilton, Ont.
Usnaftoturers' Brush Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

ANODES, BRASS, COPPKR,
NIOKVI., ZINO
Oaa. Hanson A Vsn

Toronto.

S., Chicago, HI.
Frederic B., Detroit, MIeh.
Weodlson, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

Btevena,

Ont.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
w. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woo<1I«on, B. J., Co., Toronto. Oct.
Ox.vgen Co.. Toronto,

RRUSIIBB.

Manufacturers' Brush Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.
St«ven>, Fr«derie B., Detroit, Mich.
\roo<H«r>n
K J.. <>>. Toronto. Ont.

ARRESTERS, DUST
Md.

Xatioitiil

AUTOMOBILE MACHINERY

BAND SAWS
Oliver

Grand

.Machinery Co..

Rapid.«,

A Van

w.

Winkle Co., Toronto. Out.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd.. Mamilion, Out
Nopthsm Crane Works, Ltd., Walkerrille Ontraiigborri

Corporation.

llag(ist"\vii,

.M.I.,

OtMrmayer Co.,

USA.

Pangbom

F'rederlc B.

Md.

Co.,

Toronto,

Frederic B.
Hr.l.li-n

Ont

I'ettinns.

Detroit, Michigan.

I

Hamilton Faolng Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.
Monarch Engineering A Mfg. Co., Baltimore. .Md.
I'.

Woodlnm.

H.

H.

&

F. M.. Oomnemrille,
J., Oo.. Toronto, Ont

Co..

L, Tororofco

E.

Michigan.

Detroit,

Ktevens,

Frederic B.

Obermayer Co.. 8., Ohtcaao. 111.
Woodison Co., E. J., Toronto.

CLAY LINBD CRUCIBLES

Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
nomlnion Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Torontt Ont
Ctn.

N

J.

Co.. Toronto.
Ltd.. Toronto.

Prsderle B. Stevens, Detroit. Michigan.
lf« »fl fqB racing Mill Oo., Hamilton, Ont

CAR LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Ltd.,

The,

Montreal.

Ont.

Ont

Dtroo Onidblo Co .Temey City. N.J.
Petthios, Geotve P., Philadelphia. Pa.
WoodlsoB, Wi I., Ott., Toronto. Ont.

Toronto,

Combustion Co., Montreal.

CERAMIC KILNS
General Combustion Co., Montreal.

.

CHAIN BLOCKS
Mussens, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Ind.

Milwaukee,

Co..

Winkle Co., Toronto Ont
P'Ynifnion Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

A Vsn

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Holland Core Oil Co., Chicaeo ni.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.

Woodison

E.

Co.,

J..

Toronito

CORE BOX MACHINES
A

Ou». Hansen

Van Winkle

C'>

'T'^'r.-.u.

Frederic B. Stevsns. Detroit. Michigan.
'V).. Toronto. Ont.
^S'oorliwrn. E. J

Pneumatic Tool Co.. The.

Cleveland

Holden

The.

Ltd..

Co..

Montreal.

CORE COMPOUNDS

Oan. Hanson ft Van WlnkU Co., Toronto Ont
nomlnion Fdrv. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Til.
Oil Co.. Chicago
Obermaver Co.. R.. Chicaeo. HI.
Pottinos. Georpo F.. PViiladelphi's. Pa.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Holland Coiv

Vnn Winkle

ft

<^o

.

Fsoine Mill Co..

Ltr...

&

Co.. Toronto.
E. J. Co,. Toronto.

Reynolds
Woodison,

Hamilton

Ont
Ont
Ont

Ont

CORE-MAKING MACHINES
Blystone Mfg. Co., Cambridge Springs, Pt.
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto Ont
Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Pmninlon Fdry. Supply Co
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Michigan.
Pa.
Philadelphia.
Tabor Mfg. Co..
Woodison, E. J. Co., Toronto, Ont
.

^
^.
Hanson ft Van Winkle Cf>.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont

Oan.
Co..

CASE HARDENING
General

ComieTOviWe

.M..

CORE OILS

Montreal.

On. Hanson & Van Winkla
W. W. Wells. Toronto.

F.

Wheelbarrow

Hanson

Tr,Tnilton

I

Co..

A

.

,

Tlie,

England,

London.

Munitions.

of

Mini.'tiT

CONVERTER BLOWERS. ROTARY

T.t''
Toronto
riominion Fdrv. Supp'v "^o
FVederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Alirihiean.

Poiminion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. On>
Monaroh Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodlson. E. J.. Co. Toronto. Ont

Holden

CONTRACTORS' STORES

^sn. Hanson

CASTINGS, NICKEL

OILBB ORAPHITB
'•Vk

Woodison

CLAMPS. FLASK

CORE MACHINES. HAMT^rERToronto

CAR MOVERS

,

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

Montreal.

Stevens, Detroit. Midhiean.
George F. Philadelphia, Pa.
Oo.
E. J.. Torooitx).

Holden Co.. Ltd.,

Ind.

BOILERMAKERS' TOOLS
Holdf-n Co.. Ltd., Thf
.Montr, al.
BOILER COMPOUND
Reynolds & Co., Toronto.
tJaa.

Detroit, Michigan.

Tlip.

.

Woodison

Ou. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
RootB Co.,

Lt.L,

CARS, CORE OVEN AND FOUNDRY
Oan. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.

BLOWBRA
Stevens,

Sfeveins.

Frederic B.

Combustion Co., Montreal.

FYederic B.

Co..

CARBON BLACKING

BLOWING ENGINES
General

Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. MldhlganCo., Preston. Ont.
Machy.
Woodworking
Presfon
Blv. W. W.. Mfg. Co. The. Cleveland. O.

nomlnion Fdry. Supply

CORE BREAKERS (PNEIIMATIC)

CALKING HAMMERS

Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.
Slevens, Frederio B., Detroit, Mich.
Fdrj.

J.,

Ont

.

On. Hanson A Van
Woodlwn. E.

Montreal.

.

CABINETS. SANDBLAST

M., Conoersville, Ind.

UuAST GAUGES— CUPOLA
L<vn..\iun

The.

CORE BOXES (STEEL AND WOOD)

Can. Tlanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Monaroh Engineering A Mfg. Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Pangbom Corporation, Hageratown, Md.
W. W. Sly MfB. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
To.. Toronto. Ont
Wondi'on. E. .T

BLAST GATES
F.

Mci.treal,

Obermaver A Co., S., Chicago. HI.
Woodinon. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

BURNERS. CORE OVEN

Montreal, Que.

Detroit, Michigan.
Co., Chicago. III.
J., Tcxrant».

A

Ltd.,

Co.,

Sterling

OnL

Toronto,

Wells, Toronto.
Woodlson, H. J., C«., Toronto,

Stevens,

Roots Oo,, P. H.

Holden

r'an.

W. W.

BINDERS, SAND
Holland Core Oil
Woodiaon Oo., E.

The.

CHISEL BLANKS

CORK BINDERS

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Oo.. Toronto. Ont.
Ford-Smith Mach. Co,. Ltd., T^e, Hamilton, Ont.
FVefleric B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.

Ltd..

Montreal. Que.
Corporation, Hagerstown,

Ltd..

Co,.

Roots Oo.. P. H.

BUFFS AND BUFFING AND
POLI.1HINO COMPOSITIONS

8., Chicago, 111.
Sly Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
•tsvess, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodlson. E. J., Co., Toronto, Out.

Mu.s<ien3,

Holden

CORF BARROWS

111.

w

Wp11». Toronto.
Woodison. E. J., Co..

W. W.

BARRELS, SANDBLAST
A. C. Leslie & Co., Ltd.,

Chicago.

r'«n
Tfjin«(in & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
""w^leric B. Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.
Ford-.9mith Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont.

Midi.

BARRELS, TUMBLING
Can. Hanson

F-uKiiieering Co.,

BUFFING AND POLISHING
MACHINERY

Woodworking Machinciy Co.

I'rc.'ston

ALL KINDS

na«. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

Ont.

Pangbor- Corporation. Haserstown.

Pneumatic Tool Co.. The,

Cleveland

.

ARGON
Dom.

Ont.

CHIPPING HAMMERS (PNEUMA'nC)

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Mirtilgan
Gautler. J. H.. & Co.. Jersey City. N.J
Joseph niTon nniefble Co.. Jersey City,
Co.. Toronto. Ont
Woodison E. J

Obermayer Co.,

Winkle Co.

Ont

CINDER MILLS
Phlladelpliia.

American Manganese Bronze Ca, Philadelphia.

AIR HOSE

Frederic B., Detroit, Weh.
J., Co., Toronto,

Woodison, E.

Toronto,
r»n. Hanson ft Van Winkle <'r,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
W. W. >Vell«. Toronto.

BRONZE FORGINGS

Mo.

Louis,

Holden

Hanson & Van Winkle Oo,, Toronto. Ont,
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Stevens,

.

American Manganese Bronse Co.,

AIR HOIST

Holden

Montreal.

BRONZE CASTINGS

.Mouireal.

CHARCOAL
CHEMISTS— SEE METALLURGISTS
CHEMICALS

Can. Hanaao A Van Wlnale Co., Toronto. Ont
Can. Hart Wheels. Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens Detroit, Mldhlgan.
Dcmlnlon Fdry. Supiply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Oi. •.
Woodlsoo, B. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

AIRCRAFT
.MinistiT

Toronto,

UBICKS, RUBBING

U.S..\.

Cliit-ago.

L'o.,

Oo.,

Combustion Co.. Montreal.

General

AIR COMPRESSORS, STEAM DRIVEN
.Machinery

Ltd.,

J..

Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. O^L
Lindsay Chaplet & Mfg. Co., PhiladeliJhia.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, ni.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont
Can.

BRASS MELTING

r.S.,\.

('liir,Teo,

Mo

Ont
BRASS GOODS, VALVES, ETC.
Woodlsoa, B.

AIR COMPRESSORS. MOTOR DRIVEN
Sullivan Macliiner.v Co.,

CRANES

JIB

Hanson k Vsn Winkle Co., Toronto, Onl.
Hirt Wheels, Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont

Can.
Can.

()ue.

CliioaKO.

Grand Rapids, Midh.

Pneiimatic Machy. Co., St. Louis,

''nrtis

COMPRESSORS, BELT DRIVEN

Sullivan

Machinery Co.,

BRAKE SHOES, WHEEL TRUEINO

Toronto. Ont.

Sullivan Maehiner.v Co.,

England.

BRACKETED

-Montrciil.

Afnutreal.

Ltd.,

H,

.Ministry

Berkshire LMfg. Co., The.
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto OnL
Curtis Pneumatic Machy. Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Prederlo B. Stevens. Detroit, Miohiean.
Vroodlsoo,

Watt, .\mherst, N.S.
of Munitionj;, London,

Tan. Hanson A Van Winkle Oo.. Toronto. Ont
Cleveland Chaplet & Mfg. Co., Cleveland
Dorminlcn Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd., Toront*. Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, MMhlcwn.

BORING MACHINES
(Miver

Tlie.

England.

BOOTS

Ain COMPBBH80R8

Holden Co., Ltd.,

Munitions, London,

of

-Mini.'itr^'

=

1

C1IAPLET8

BOILERS, STEAM

C«a. Uanson & Van Winkle Vo., Toronto. Ont.
Oaa. Hart Wheels, Ltd., HamUton. Ont
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamiltoo, Ont
Prederte B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh. I'».
WoodlsoQ. B. J., Oo.. Toronto. Ont.

r

=

Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

Hsmilton Fscinir Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton. Ont
Holland Core OH Co.. Chicago. lU.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.
Reynolds
Srarfe

A

&-

Woodason,

Co..

Co,.

E,

Toronto.

Ltd,.
J.,

Braiitfoi.l,

Co.,

Onl.

Toronto,

CORE OVENS— SEE OVENS

Ont

('

Octohor. li'20
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Why Be

1) 1{

V M A N

Satisfied

With Anything
But the Best?

BAUER

The

Revolving Knife
What

Wood Trimmer

Means to You:
PERFECT CUT— LESS WORK— LESS COST
It

A
Bauer Revolving Knife Wood
THE
Trimmer— an
new machine

demand

—

in

entirely

fully

satisfies

a

long-felt

woodworking machinery.

It

positively the most efficient machine
of its kind on the market.
By means
of its revolving knife, it actually cuts
and does not merely crush off the wood.
This means a perfect, straight, smooth
trim, one with a polished effect.
The
knife has a cutting edge of 16^,^ in., all
of which is used in operation, thus
greatly minimizing the necessity of

is

The design of this masharpening.
chine is such that all possible danger is
reduced to a minimum. It is the safest
of all trimmers.

A

is furnished with each maby means of which the knife can
be easily, accurately and quickly shar-

device

chine,

pened.

This machine is the best of all wood
trimmers, and remember, the best is
the cheapest and the most economical
in the long run.

—

Ask Your Dealer or Write Direct.

A. E.

BAUER & SON

1342 W. 69th Street

CHICAGO,

ILL.

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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DUST HANDLING EQUIPMENT
Pangbom Ooriwratdon, Hageistown. Md.
DUST EXHAUSTER. ANISTER SYSTEM

CORE SAND MIXER
ild;. r.i., Cambridge Springs,
National Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.

B'.ystoiie

I'a.

Pangbom

COK£ WASH
L'aa.
Hanson A. Vtn Winkle Co., Toronto. Onl.
Dominion Kdrj. SuoplT Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Out.

J?Yederic

B.

8t«Tens, Detroit. Micbi«an.
Himilton Ftcinc Mill Co., Husllton. Ont.
Jasepb Diion Crucible Co.. JeraeT Clt», N.J.
Obermajer & Co., S., Chicago, 111.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. OnU

Engineering Co.,

Chicago.

Detroit, MidUguL
Co.. Buffalo, N.T,

E.

ELECTRIC GLUE HEATERS

Pn^umatio

T(x>l

Oliver

The.

Co..

M, unreal. Que.

W'oodison,

E.

Works,

Ltd..

Ont

Toronto.

Co..

J..

Ont.

Walkerrllle,

Pneumatic Machy. Co.,

St.

Louis, Wc.

CRUCIBLES
FVederic B.

Woodiaon

SteTens, Detroit, Midhigan.

Oo.,

E.

J.,

Toronito.

Diiton

Co., Toronto.
Crucible Co., Joseph, Jersey City, N

H..

Ont.
J.

&

Co., Jersey City, N.J.
HamUtoD Facing Mill Co,, Ltd,, Hamilton,
aterena, Frederic B., Detroit, MMk.
Woodiaon, E. J
Co., Torooto, Ont

Unt

Van Winkle

Hanaon 3b Van Winkle Co., Toronto, OnC
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd..- Toronto. OnL
Can.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton. Ont
Monarch Ehigineering A Ufg. Co., BalUmor*, Ud
Northern Crane Works. Ltd.. Walkerrllle, OnU

W. W.

Sly Mfg. Co., derelaiMl, Ohio.
Frederic B., Detroit, Ifl^.
Woodiaon. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Grand Rapids,

Co..

Lane

M.

H.

Ci...

London, England.
Detroit,

Ltd..

Detroit,

Ltd.,

MieU.
,;

CUPOLA BLAST GACOBS

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, OnU
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Fi<ederio B.

Stereos, Detroit, IMlebigui.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co,, Ltd., HaiaUtoo.
Woodison. E. J
Co.. Toronto, Ont

Ont

Hanaon & Van Winkle Co., Terento. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Monarch Engineering A Mfg. Co., Baltlmoi*. Md
Can.

SteTens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Hlch.
Roots Go., P H. 4 F. M., OomnersriUe, Ind.
Woodison. S. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

I'a.

CUPOLA LININGS BL«>CK6
Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdrr. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Can.

Sterens. Detroit, iMldhigan.

Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton, Out.
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo N.T.
WoocMson, E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

flajjillton

Hyde
111.

CUPOLA TWVKRS

CYANIDE or POTASSIUM.
Han>!oo * Van Wuikle Co
Toronto.
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Mic(hig«n.
W. W. WMIs Toronto.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont
.

Out

Hansou ft Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,
Can.

Co.. Toronto. Ont
Ltd.. Toronto Oni
Joseph Dixon Crucible '>>.. Jeroey Olty. N.J.
Oantler. J. H.. ft Co., Jersey City N.J.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

DRAINAGE FITTINGS
'."rane

Ltd.,

Montre.il.

.

T.i)

,

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,

III.

DRINKING FOUNTAINS
'rme

Ltd.,

Montreal.

DRTERS, SAND

&

Leslie

C.

Co.,

Ltd.,

FERRO-SILICON
A. C. Leslie & Co.,
of

Ltd.,

Mnnitions,

Montreal, Que.

Montreal, Que,

London, England.

Sterens, Detroit, Midhigian.
Sterens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich,
Woodison, E, J.. Ck),, Toronto, Ont
If'redenc B.

LEATHER AND WOODEN

Can. Hanson 4 Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Miehigan.
Domlnior\ Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing MUl Co., Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.
Woodison, E, J,, Co.. Toronto, Ont

FILLING MACHINES
G)and

Rapid-s,

Midi.

FIRE BRICK AND CLAY
Ont
Ont

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont
Monarch Engineering ft Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Obermayer Co., S.. Chicago, HI.
Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.

Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo, N.T.
Woodison, E. J,, Co., Toronto, Ont

Pangbom OorporaHon, Ha«ei9town, Md.

DRYING OVENH FOR CORES

Han.«on & Vnn Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Nickel Works, CleTeland.
Dominion Fdry. Sugply Co.. Lti.. Toronto. Ont
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.
Monarch Engrg .\ffg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Woodison. E. J
Co., Toronto, Ont

Can.

'Tleveland

.

DUST ARRESTERS AND EXHAUSTERS

Hanson * Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Oat
Can.

O.

VIRE

CEMENT

Frederic B.

Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.

FIRE SAND
Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Osn.

Frederic B. Sterens, Detiait, Michigan.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., jersey City. N.J.
WooflLson. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.
iFrederic B. Stereos, Detroit, Mldhiean.
Pettinas, Oeorga F., PUladelphia, Pa.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.T.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

FITTINGS
Crane Ltd., Montreal.

.Mill Co.. Hamilton,
.Montreal, Que.

unt.

FOUNDRY PRACTICE
-Mfg.

Milwaukee,

Inc.,

Co.,

Wis.

Cambridge Spriugs, Pa.

Sterling Wheelbarrow Co.. Milwaukee.
Blystone -Mfg. Co., Cam-bridge Springs. Pa.
Frederic B. l^^terens, Detroit, Mlctiigen.
National iilngineermg Co., Chicago, Hi.
Obermayei Co., S., Chicago. 111.
VVoodiaon Co.. E. J.. Toichiio.

FURNACE LINING

Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion FSrj, Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Can.

Machinery Co.,

Sons,

FOUNDRY SUPPLIES
FOUNDRY WEDGES

Que.

F1LLEK8 (.METALLIC)

Oliver

ft

MoLala's System,

FERROUS AND NON-FERROUS METALS

Stevens,

Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Michigan.
Pangbom Oorporation, Hagerstown, Md.
Sly. W.
W., Mfg. Co
The, CleTeland.
Woodison Ox, E J., Toronto.

Montreal,

I'a.

Obermayer Co., 8., Chicago, 111.
Stevens, Frcdene U,, Detroit, Mlctt.
VMiiIehead Bros. Co., Bulfalo. N.T.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

Blystone
Co., Ltd.,

Out

FOUNDRY RIDDLES

A. 0. Leslie ft Co., Ltd., Mon..real, Que.
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., I'oronto,
Dominion Fdry. Suflpiy Co., Ltd., Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
OauUer, J, H., ft (Jo., Jersey City. N.J.
General Combustion Co., Montreal.

DRAWBAR CENTERING DEVICE
Holden
The. Montreal.
DRILLS. ELECTRIC AND •'ORTABLE
r.i

CS.A.

FF7RO-MANGANESE

FILLETS,

DIPPERS. GRAPHITE

Md..

FE^Kj-ALLOYS

.Ministiy

CsB. Hanson ft Van Winkle C<i.. Toronta. Ont
nonilnion Fdry. Snpplr Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
.•t«Ten«, Frederic B.. Detroit. (Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

llaxeLslonn.

W. W. Sly iltg. Co., Clardaod, OUo.
Suvena, Frederic B,, Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J,, Co., Toronto. Ont.

A.

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
CVederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Mldhlcia.
Pettinas. George F., l^iladelphia. Pa.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronui, unt.

ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdrx. Supply Co., Ltd.^ Torouio, Out.

Winkle Co., Toronto, OnU
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., HamUtoo. Ont

Leslie ft

^'^•

Can. Hanson

FANS. E.VUAUST
0/an. Hanson & Van

A. C.

i'uiouio, Uul.

Hamilton Facing

National Eiiijineering Co., Cliicago,

Coiiiinalion.

Ont

Toronto,

do,

FOUNDKV PARTING

FACING SAND MIXER

I'anKlKirn

Co.,
Lui.,
Jen*e>

Blystone Mfg. Co., Cambridge Springs,
National Engineering Co.. Chicago, 111.

Canibi-idge Springs.
Frederic B. Stereos, Detroit, Midhigian.
Muermayer ft Co.. 3,, Chicago, 111.
Woodison Go., E. J.. Toronto.
Co..

.

CUPOLA BLOWERS

crtiCLoit) C<j.,

FOUNDRY MIXERS

FACINGS
.Mfg.

l_fi^uii

FOUNDRY GRAVEL

Mich.

Lane Co, The.

Kl.vstone

111.

Pettiuos. George K.. L'tiUadelphla, Pa.
atcvciu, FieUeric u., Ueliull, Micb.
Whitehead Uroa. Co.. bultajo, N.X.
Woodison, a. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

.\loulieal.

ENGINEERS (FOUNDRY)
.M.

(iue.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Out,
Monarch li.'ngmeering ft Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Otwrmayer Co., S., (Chicago, 111.

Mioli.

AND STEAM

.Munitions,

of

Montreal,

Ltd.,

FUCNItltY i'AClNUH

ENGINEERS, INDUSTRIAL
M.

Stereiu,

"^an.

.Mu.ssens,

National Engineering Co., t^bicago.
VNoodison >.,«., t. J., Toronto.

Jucepli

LtU., The,

Lane

Ont
.Mich.

Hanson ft Van Winkle
Dominion J^'dr^. Supply Co.^

Machinery Co.,

'M.

Dctioii,

Ltd..

Frederic B. Stevens, Deux>lt, Mlcblgan.
Magnetic Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

ENGINEERS, CONSULTING
H.

Toronto.

Co.,

J.,

Co..

Can.

ENGINES, OIL, GAS
Co.,

Lane

M.

FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT

Co..

ENGINE LATHES

Mini.str.v

CUPOLAS

B.

U.

WHEELS— SEE VVHEEL8

Holdeu

B..

FOUNDRY ENGINEERS

Toronto, Ont.
Ford-Smith .Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont.
Frederic B. SteTens, Detroit, Midhigan,
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Out.

Oliver

E.

Co,. Toronto. Ont.
Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Detroit. Mich.

Supply

Freiieric

Woodison,

Co., Toronto, Unl.
Ltd., Toronto, OntFTederio B. SteTens, Detixjit, Midhigan.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Om.

ENGINES. STEAM

,

liVBderic

Stevens,

<^D. Hanson ft Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co.,

ft

Van WiiiKle

ft

Dominion Fdry.

Crane Ltd.. Montreal.

Hanson & Van Winkle

Hanson

Can.

Can. Hanson

Montreal.

lUUNURV COKE

l'itl.-il)urKli,

Ciiiip..

ENAMELWARE

Dominion Fdry, Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, OntQautier, J.

Furnace

Sleel

ELEVATORS, HYDRAULIC, PNEUMATIC

E.MKRY

CRUCIBLES, RESERVOIR. TILTING
FURNACE, BOTTOM POUR, ETC.
Can-

Kleclric-

l'itlsliur«li

Montreal.

The,

Ltd.,

Co..

General Combustion Co.,

EMERY STANDS

CRANES. HAND TRAVELLING
'-"urtis

HoKlen

FORGINGS

I'a.

'an. Hanson t Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Oui.
T.1,1,,

FLEXIBLE JOINTS

Mich

itapids.

Montreal.

Tlie.

I.ld..

ELECTRIC STEEL FURNACES
111.

CR.4NES
MiL>.-eni,

Co.

Holilen

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,
Woodlsoo, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Northern Crane

Grand

.Machinery Co.,

ELECTRIC TOOLS

COUPLINGS, PLAIN, FLEXIBLE AND
CUT OFF

«Jue.

8., Chicago. 111.
Whcflljarrou Co., .Milwauliee.
TaUor .Wig. Co.. I'hilaaelplua, i'»
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont
.•-:teiliiii;

Constniotion Co.

Fiiniace

fc^Iectric

.Mo)inval.

Ltd.,

Obermayer Co.,

Toronito.

J..

'.Montreal.

Wheelbarrow Co., .Milwaukee.
i..^3lvS, SNAP, ETC.
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.^ Toronto. Onl
Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Mlohiean.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont
.\lus-,ens.

Montre.il.

Tlie.

I.f.l..

ELECTRIC FURNACES

COUPLINGS. BOWES (PNEUMATIC)
'l-'v.'I.ind

1

ELECTRIC DRILLS
Holiipn To..

Ltd.

'i-ane

.'Sterling

Co..

J.,

Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo, N.Y.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

111.

Sterens.

Compound

United

)

FLASK PINS

Toronto. Ont.
Monarch Engineering ft Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Stefena, Frederic B., Uetroli. Mich.

\V.4X
Can. Hanson i Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Onl
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

Woodijmi Co,

ft Van Winkle Co.. ToronI ). OnU
Frederic B. St«T<ns, Detroit, MlOhican.
Ltd., Toronto. Oat

Can. Hanson

E.

-Montreal,

FLANGED
Montreal.
FITTINGS. MALLEABLE
Ci-ane Ltd. Montreal.
FITTINGS. SCREWED
Crane Ltd.

DYNAMOS

Woodison,

CORE

Frederic B.

t;rane Ltd.

Md.

Hagerstown,

Corporation,

FITTINGS. CAST IRON
FITTINGS,

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..
W. W. Wells, Toronto.

CORE REDUCERS
National

\'^olume XI.

Co., Toronto, OnU
Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Detroit, Midhigan.
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton,
Woodison Co., E. J., Toronito.
ft Van Winkle
Dominiou Fdry. Supply Co.,

Can. HauAon
Frederic 3.

Stevens,

FURNACES
Can, Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Constntotion Co.
Co., Montreal.

Electric

Ftiniace

General

CombusUou

Hamilton l-'acing .Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton,

Monarch Engineering ft Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
init.sburgli Electric Furnace Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo, N.T.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

FURNACES, BRASS
Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Caward Gaskill Furnace Corp., Chicago, U.S..\.
Dominion Fd:7, Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Frederic B.

Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

Hamilton Facing

.Mill

Co.,

Hamilton,

Ont

Hawley Down Draft Furnace C5o., Easton,
Monarch Engineering ft Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.
Woodison, E,

J..

Co.,

Toronto, Ont.

FURNACE BLOWERS, ROTARY

Roots Co.. P. H. & F. .M., OjnnersTille.
FURNACES, ELECTRIC
Electric Furnace Construction Co.
FURNACES, STEEL

CawaM

tJaskill

Furnace Corp..

ASBESTOS, DUCK
Frederic B.

GOGGLES

Sterens,

Cliicago,

Ind.

U.S..\.

AND LEATHER GLOVES
Detroit, Michigan.

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. SugEly Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Sterens. Detroit, Michigan.
Woodison, E, J., Co., Toronto, Ont

(Vt<^U'r.
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(ANADIANfJACHINERY

Marine EpNccRiNG

For

Self - Promotion

and

Sales Promotion
Use These Publications
CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN

POWER HOUSE
Twice a month

—$2.00

per year.
Serves the power plant engineer
Steam, Electric Refrigeration, Hydraulic.

Monthly— $2.00

paper for the foundry owner,
superintendent and foreman. Claimed by its readers to be unexcelled.

CANADIAN MACHINERY
Weekly

—$4.00 per year.

per year.

A

MARINE ENGINEERING
Monthly— $2.00

Covers the metal working field
serving shop executives, purchasing agents and owners. First-class
mechanical
paper
and
market
paper combined.

per year.
in
Interprets marine engineering
its broad sense, serving the ship
builders, navigation companies and
their officers. (The editor holds an

extra first-class B.O.T. certificate).

Published by

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, LIMITED
143-153

UNIVERSITY

AVE.,

TORONTO

A

company whose idea of service has made it the largest concern of its kind in the British Empire.
Sample Copy and Advertising Rates sent
upon request.
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GRAPHITE GREASE

Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, 111.
W. W., ,Mfg. Co, The, Cleveland,

Kly.

George V.. Pbiladelpbia. Pa.

Pettinos.

& Van Winkle

Toronto, Ont.

Co..

GRAPHITE PRODUCTS
Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toron'.o. On'
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. ToroflU). Oi't.
Frederic B. SUvens, Detroit. iMidhigan.
Can.

Jobepb Ui,von Crucible <V>.. Jersey C;*y. N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill To.. Hamilton. Ont.
Pettinos. George F., Pbiladelphia, Pa.
WoortjjioB,

K.

GRINDERS
Ford-Smitb Mach. Co., iM., The, Hamilloo, Ont.
Co..

llolileii

The.

I.til.,

Montreal,

.

GRINDERS, DISC. BENCH, SWING
& Van Winkle To., Toronto. Ont.
Ford-Smith .Mach. Co., Ltd., The, EamlltoD, Ont.
Can. Han.son

GRINDERS, PNEUMATIC
GRINDERS, PORTABLE, ELECTRIC,

HAND

TOOL POST, FLOOR AND BENCH
111.

GRINDERS, PORTABLE (PNEUMATIC)
The.

Ltd,.

National Engineeriiii^ Co.. Chicago.

GRINDING WHEEL DRESSERS
Oliver

.Macliinery

Co.,

GianJ

Kapids.

.Mich.

ANGULAR

GRIT,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
I'angboni Ciujioration, Hager.stown. Mil.. CS,,\Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittaburgh. P«.

GRIT. STEEL
Stevens. Detroit. Midhiean.
Pangborn Corporation. Hager.^lowii. M<l,. I'.S.A.
Pituibnrnh Cnished Hteel Co.. Pltt»burgh. P».

Frederic B.

HAMMERS, CHIPPING
111.

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.. C9iio*co, lU.

HEAT TREATING
(^o
Toronto, Oiil
Ltd., Toronto, OnL
Frederic B. Ste.Teii3, Detroit, Midhigien.
Wooflison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
.

HOISTING AND CONVEYING MACHINERY, ELECTRIC AND PNEUMATIC
Can Hansen ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Frederic B. Stevesis, Detroit. Mirth igan
Northern Crane Works. Ltd., WalkerriUe. Ont.

AND PNEUMATIC

Can. Hanson

111.

TROLLEY

& Van Winkle

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
.M.

Lane

Co..

Mich.

Detroit.

Ltd.,

& Van

"Winkle Co.. Toronto, 0»\.
Ltd., Toronto, Oiit-

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

Toronto, Ont
Toronto, OntFredcrie B. Stevena, Detroit, Michigan.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E, J.. Co., Toronto, Ont
Co.,
Ltd.,

IRON SAND
JOINTERS
.Machinery

Co.,

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..
Traderie B.

Co., Toronto,
Ltd., Toronto,

JOURNAL BOXES
Holden Co. Ltd., The,
KAOLIN

Montreal.

FVederic B. Steven*. Detroit, Michigan.

.T

Co.. Toronto.

KNIFE GRINDERS

Oliver Machinery Co..

Coventry,

Mfg.

Ene.

CJo..

Co.,

Frederic

Michigan.

Stevens,

Detroit,

NT.

Whitehead Bros. Co. Buffain,
V).

Co..

J.,

Machinery Co,.

Grand

'Rapids.

Midh.

Pneumatic Tool Co..
Co.,

Han.son & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Onl
Dominion Fdry. Snonly Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

Ji«eph DiTnii CnielHle Co., Jersey City, N.J.
TTsTTfllnn Fnrinr Mill Co. Hamilton. Ont.
Northern Omne Works. Walkerville.
Monarch Engineiriag A Mfg. Co., Baltimore,

Md

Hanoon * Van WinVIe

Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Toronto.
J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

W. W. Wells

Ltd.,

Co..

The,

ONS
PNEUMA-nC HOLDER IVfontreal.
Holden Co,, Ltd,, The.
PNEUMATIC TOOL LUBRICANTS
Ltd.,

Co.,

Montreal.

The.

George F.

.

Philadelphia.

Pa.

M., Oonnersville, Ind.

F.

Combustion O).

,

Machinery Co.,

Montreal.

Grand Rapids. Midh,

OPEN HEARTHS
Genera] Combustion Co.,

Co.,

Montreal,

Ltd..

Crane Ltd., Morotreal.
TT.R..\.

AND GAS FURNACE BLOWERS
&

,,
,
,
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co,, MonlnxU.

Holden Co.. Ltd., The,

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
D'pm'nion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Hamilton, Ont,
Hamilton Facine Mill Co
Monarch Emrineering *' Mfg. Co.. Baltimore. Md
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Montreal,

OVENS FOR CORE-BAKIN<}
AND DRYING
C^n.

Can

Stevens,

PORCELAIN WARE

Toronto, Ont.

OILSTONE GRINDERS

Can.

Co. Toronto. Ont

PNEUMATIC WINCHES
Montreal.

Tlie.

NORTH RIVER SAND

Oliver

J..

The Holden

SAND RAMMERS (PNEUMATIC)

General

Woodison, E.

SUPrLlES
PLATING AND POLISHING
Co.. Toronlo. Ont

PNEUMATIC TOOLS

OIL METERS

Midi.

.

,.,

Sufiply Co.. Ltl.. Torotito
N_.l
Joseph DiTon Crucible Co., Jersey City
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Oibermayer Co.. 8.. Chicago. lU.
Pottinos, George F., Philadelphia, t a.
Mtpvens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.

Holden

Toronto. Ont.

MORTISERS
Oliver

^
r.„.
Hanson & Van Winkle Ck)., Toronto. Ont
Ont

Holden

Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

.

England.

Ministry of .Munitions.

PNEUMATIC HAMMERS
Montreal.

Hanson & Van Winkle
Drmlnion Fdrv. Supply Co
Woodison.

r. .
Ont

Woodison. E.

Detroit. Mldhlgan.

Frederic B. Stevens.

Roote Co.. P. H.

Ont.

Grand Rapids,

LADLES. FOUNDRY

Osbom

MOLDING SIFTERS

OIL

Hamilton Facing .MAI Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
V.

(Cleveland

,

Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Onl

Woo/ltonn

The.
(Jo..

Van Winkle

OIL AND GAS FURNACES

Can.

AND FITTINGS

„
„
.
Can Hanson & Van Winkle Oo.. Toronto.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Mldhlgan.
N-JJersey
Cltr
Co..
Crucible
Joseph Dixon
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Can.

Tornn'n. i^nt
Cleveland, O.
Dominion Fdrv. Svinoly Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out
Hamilton Facinu Mill Co. Hamilton. Onf.
Grimes Molding Machine Co., Detroit. Mich.
Stevens, Frederic B,, Detroit, Mich.
Tabor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

The

Pettinos.

Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

Grimes Molding Machine Co., Detroit, Mich.
Woodiaon. R. J,. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Crane Ltd., Montreal.

Dominion Fdry.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Midhtean.
ranpVinrn (^ori)oraiion. Hager.-^town, Md..
Out.

COMPOUNDS

PIPE JOINT

PLUMBAGO

NOZZLES. SAND BLAST
Ont

Crane Ltd., Montreal.

Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

Dom. Oxytten

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Milwaukee.

Co,,

BLACK AND GALVANIZED

PIPE,

PLANT AND MACHINERY
London,

NITROGEN

Pa.

JOLT MACHINES AND SQUEEZERS
Can.

111.

.

Cleveland

Globe Steel Co.. Mansfield. Ohio.
PittshurKh Crushed Steel Co., Pittaburgh.

BARROWS

Wheelbarrow

Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. c>..|
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. On'.
H»'Tiilton, Ont.
Hamilton Fncinsr Mill Co
Can.

Berkshire Mfg. Co,,
Britannia Foundry

Ont

Toroiilc.

Co..

Canada. Hamilton, Ont.

of

Crane Ltd., Montreal.

MOLDERS' TOOLS

.

IRON FILLER
C«n.

Chicago,

Co.,

Co.

PHOSPHORIZERS

Detroit. Mlrtilgan.

Engineering

Tbt.

_
,
^
Montreal. Qne.

Ltd..

Co..

Hanson & Van Winkle

Steel

PIPE, SOIL,

MIXERS

Can.

Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison CV)., E. J.. Toronto.

atevena,

Oliver

Ont

Montreal, Que,

&

Leslie

,

Ont

N.Y.

Buffalo,

Co.,

Can.

Sterlinc

Blystone Mfg Co.. Cambridge Springs, Pa.
Can. Han«on * Van Wttikle Co.. Toronto.

Stevens,

Compound

PIG IRON

Stevais, Detroit, MiehUtan.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.

MOLDING SAND— SEE SAND

IRON CEMENTS
Can. Hanson

A. C.

MICA SCHIST

f.-

Ont

Hanson i Van Winkle Go,. Toronto,
SUvens, Detroit, Mldhigan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton.
Stevens, Frederic B.. iJetrolt. Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

PIG IRON

Pord-Smlth Mach. Co.. Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont

Hanton

Midh,

Can.

United

MILLING MACHINES

Cfln.

Co.. Toronto. Onl.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Prederic B. aterens, Detroit, Allchlgaii.
Northern Crane Works, Walkerville,
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

H.

Kavrin Co,, Toronto.
UcLaln'a STBtem, Inc., Milwankee, Wis.
Toronto Testing Laboratories. Toronto.

National

Grand Kapids

Machinery Co.,

Oliver

PATTERN SHOP EQUIPMENT.

PATTERN SHOP MACHINERY
Pre.'*ton Woodworking Machinery Co
PATTERN WAX

MOLDING MACHINES

Holden Co.. Ltd., The, Montreal.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,

HOISTS, HANI),

Md

diaries C.

Prederie B.

.\lidh.

Kapids, .M idii.
Co., Preston. Ont.

Frederic B,

"»nl.

MITTENS

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..

Grand Rapids,

PATTERN MILLING MACHINES

Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.
Woodtaon. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont,

HEL.MKTS

HOISTS, CHAIN

Midh,

National

Combustion Co.. Montreal.

General

London, England.

METALLURGISTS

Ltd.,

On;

Brantford,

Ltd.,

.MachineiT Co.,

Oliver

Grand Rapids,

Machinery Co,,

Miissens.

Co..

Oliver .Machinery Co., Grand
Preston Woodworking Machy.

MINING AND QUARRYING MACHINERY

HAMMERS, CHIPPING, CAULKING
PNEUMATIC HOSE

Mldhlgan.

PATTERN MAKING MACHINES

TYederie B.

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.. Chicago.

&

Scarfe

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton Ont.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co,, Toronto, Ont

111.

S,,
J.,

PATTERN MAKERS' BENCHES

MELTING POTS

GRINDING PANS

Mldhigan.
Chicago, 111.
Toronto.

Detroit,

Stevens,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit,
Pattern Works

Ding's Maimetlc Separator Co.. Milwaukee, ^^l«*
Magnetic .Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee. Wis.
Oliver Machinery Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Freueric B. Steyens, Detroit, Michigan.
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co., Cleyeland. Ohio.

111.

PATTERN MAKERS

MACHINE TOOLS
Ministry of Munitions,

GRINDERS, RESIN

Chicago.
111.

Montreal

HI.

MAGNETIC SEPARATORS

Montreal.

WET AND DRY

PATTERNS

Detroit, Michigan.

Reyncklds

Oliver

Pncnmatic Tool Co., The.

Toronto, Ont.

Co.,

National Engineering Co..
Frost .Mfg. Co., Chicago,
Frederic B.

CORE

& Co.. S.. Chicago.
& Co,, Toronto.
LITBRICATING GRAPHITE

Montreal.

The,

Ltd..

Co,,

Dom. Ox.VKen

obermayer c& Co.,
Woodison Co., E.

LEGGINGS
OIL,

Holden

OXYGEN

PARTING COMPOUNDS

FYederie B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.

Holden Co,. I.til,, Tlie, Montreal,
Indei>endent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,

Co,.

,

nm
w,,

Frederic B, Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Joaenh Dixon Crucible Co,, Jersey City, N,J
Woodison, E, J,, Co.. Toronto, Ont.

Frederic B. Stevena,

OXY-ACETYLENE AND OXY-HYDROGEN
WELDING AND CUTTING EQUIPMENTS

PANS,

Hanson S: Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Ltd
Toronto
Dominion Fdrj, Supplv Co

Oibermayer

111.

NOZZI-KS.

Can.

LINSEED

HoUlen Co., I.I.I,. The. MoiiUi-iil.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,

Holden

Hm

.

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, lU.
Oliver Machinery fjo.
Grand Rapids. Mich.

Clevclan<i

Co., Toronto. Onl
Ltd,. Torouio,
Frederic B. Stevena, Detroit, Michigan.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co,, Easton, Pa.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

LADLE
AND SLEEVES (GRAPHITE)

Ont

Co., ''oronto.

J..

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

Can.

Co., Ltd., Toronto, OnlFurnace Construction Co.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Miohigan.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co.. Baliimore, .Md,
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, III.
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio
Woodison. R. J,. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

i;ieclric

LADLE HEATERS

L.\DLE STOPPERS,

Volume XI.
Dominion Fdry. Supply

O

Frederic B,, Detroit, Mich,
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Uui.

Stevens,

GKArillTE, ANT1KI>UX BRAZING
Can. Hansnn

FOUNDRYMAN

A.N

I

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Out

POWER JOLT SQUEEZERS
Detroit, Mldhigan.
a:*vens,

Frederic B,

POWER SQUEEZERSDetroit,
Stevens.

Frederic B.

PRODUCTION LATHES
Oliver

Mldhigan.

Rapids,
Grand „

Machinery Co..

^

.

,

^

.

'Micfri,

PROTECTIVE WEARING APPAREL
Stevens.

FVederic B.

Woodtaon

CO.,

E.

Detroit, Mldhigan.

J.,

Toronto.

PULLEYS, MAGNETIC

PLATES AND MACHINES

BAM.'rtING

Hanson * Van Winkle Co., Torimto,
Car,
Magnetic Mfg. Co,, Milwaukee, Wis.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Wo.idison.

E.

J..

Co..

Toronto,

Ont

Ont

RAMMERS. PNEUMA-nC
Holden

Co,,

Ltd.,

The,

Montreal.

RETORTS

Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City. N.l
Jonathan Bartley Cnicible Co., Trenton N
Woodison. E. J., Co,, Toronto, Ont

Ont

Can

J

r A N.\

Ortoln^r, li'20

Wet Pan Sand

l>

A N

I

()

I

N

Y M A X

K

I)

Mill

for Steel Foundries

B

ii<iii:?l!l!!lllli!liii'i'lilt''''
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Shot Blasting
Instead of Sand Blasting

Ensures 100%

Cleaner Castings

==

Globe chilled shot leaves a perfectly smooth
surface an important factor where castings
are to be enamelled sand leaves a sand coat-

—

—

ing.

SHOT DOES NOT WEAR THE HOSE, NOZZLE OR MACHINE AS FAST AS SAND,
AND IT CLEANS EASILY 100c/, BETTER.
Let us

W. Adams
CHICAGO

you more about

it.

THE GLOBE STEEL

The fQ)^ Mfg. Co.
112

tell

CO.

MANSFIELD, OHIO
Is

St.

11

iliiiililil

liifel

i'iiiiih!!il

1

III

111

111

kj

MOLDERS'

BOOT ^6.00
BEST IN THE WORLD
"Some" claim!

But backed up with an iron-clad guarantee:
Money-back without argument if not satisfied.

—

—

—

Moiders' Solid Leather Boots
All Leather Heels All Leather
Inner Soles All Leather Counters All Leather Uppers All
stron? stitching. Delivered by mail anywhere in Canada, $S a
:

—

—

—

pair.

Manufactured only by

C. H.

When

WATT

Amherst, N.S.

you think of a crucible think of

DIXON

and remember
the Dixon name

that

^DIXOI

stands for the longest
and widest experience
in the crucible industry.
Write

crucibI

Made

for Booklet

No.

in Jersey City, N.J.,

27- A.

by the

JOSEPH DIXON
CRUCIBLE COMPANY
dXxXN

Established 1827

OXX

ANODES
Any

style or

shape

Quality Guaranteed
import your anodes when you
quicker
quality,
guaranteed
and can save duty and eliminate the annoyance of clearing at the
customs by buying from usf
May we send you deacriptlve pamphlet
and fuU particulars?

Why

can

get
delivery,

W. W. WELLS, Toronto

CANADIAN FOUNDKYMAN

7S

KIDDLES

Wlkitehead

Mfg. Co.. <"'ambri(lge Spriiiijs, I'A.
Can. llansou »V V«n WinlU* Co.. TorouH/. Out.
Dominion Kdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.

OaU

Hamilton Kitcinc Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.
.Moiitical, Que.
-Miis^^ciis,
1.1.1,.
(Jberraayer Co., a., Ctucago, 111.
Sterens, l'pe<Ierlc B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., New York, N.T.
Woodison. K. J.. Co.. Toionto. Out.

11.

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion KUn-. Siipplj Co.,
Frederic B.

Detroit, Midhieaa.
Toronto.
Ltd.. Brantford. Ont.

Stevens,

Ke^oldi & Co

Frederic B.

s.arfe & Co.,
tJand,
1..V.
>.
Sly,
W. »., .Vug. v-v.
\Voo<lison. E, J., Co., Toronto. ')nu

H.ilden

Ill,

B.

Woodison

E.

ROTARY PUMPS
General Combustion Co.. Montreal.
RIP SAWS
I'reston Woodworking MacliineiT Co.,
ROUGE
Can.

Frederic B,

ToranrtX).

J.,

Han«on & Van Winkle

Co..

Pangbom

E.

Tr>ronto,

Oiii

MfR.

Caraliridse

Co..

Oliver

Montreal. Que.

Stevens, Detroit, MddhUmn.
Cornnration. HaRvrstiUvn. .\[d.. U.S.A.
Cnished Steol Co.. rutsburgh. Pa.
Oo., E. J., Toronto.

Frederic B.

Frederic U.

Obermayer
Woodison

SILICA

SANDBLAST SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES
Panglwm

Corporation, Hagerstovra, Md.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldhigian.

Ont

SAND BLAST MACHINERY, BARRELS.
Can. Hanson & Van Witikle Co,, Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdrv. Supplv Co.. l-td. Toronto. Ont.
Frederic B, Stevens, Detrodt. Midhlgmi.
Frost Mfg. Co., Chicago. 111.
I'anKlwnn Cdrporation, Haferstiiwii. Md., U.S..\.
Sly. W.
W.. .Mfg. Co.. The, Cleveland, O.
Woodison. E. .T., Co,, Toronto, Ont

SANDBLAST MATERIAL

Obei-mayer

Co..

Tlie

Ohei-mayer

';.

flbennayfr

Co..

>*.nALL

Grand Rapids, Midh.

P.l.vit.'.ip .Mfg.
Co.. Cambridge fe^nngs, Pa,
Frederic B, Stevens, Detroit, Midhig&n.
National Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.
Fro«t Mfg. Co.. Chicago. 111.
Standard Sand & .Machine Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Woodison Co., E. J., Toronto.

SAND MILLS

Frederic B, Stevens, Detrodt, Midhigan.
National Engineering Co,, Chicago, 111.

Chicago.

SAND -MOLDING

& Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont,
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, OnC
Hamilton Facing Mill Co,, Hamilton, Ont.
Hyde 4 Sons. Montreal, Que.

Co..

Co,, Toronto, Ont
Ltd.. Toronto, Onrt

Grand Rapids, Midi.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detimlt. Micblgan.
.loseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, Pa,
Woodison, E. J., Co,, Toronto, Ont

SPRAYERS

Frederic B. StcTeoa, Detroit, Mlehigas.
Wo<*ii9on Oa, E. J.. Toronto.

Stovens,

Louis,

Mo,

Grand Rapids, Mjoh.

.Machinery Co.,

Hanson

& Van

AND FUNNELS

Winkle Co,, Toronlo, Unt
111.

Stevens,

Michigan.

Detroit,

Can. Hanson *: Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Onl
Hamilton Facing Mill Co,, Hamilton, Onl,

Northem Crane Works,
Wowlison

E.

J.,

Co.,

Walkerville,

Ltd.,

(mt

Ont

Toronto,

TRIPOLI
Frederic B.

Stevens,

Detroit,

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,
W. W. Wells, Toronto.

Womlison,

Ont

SPEED LATHES
.Machinery

8t,

Midiigan.

Detroit,

Co., Toronlo. Ont.
Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detrodt. Michigan.
HaiuUiou I'acing -Mill Co.. Hamilton, Onl.
Wixxlisoii. K, J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Frederic B,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Miehigan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co,, HamUton, Ont.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodison, E. .1.. Co.. Toronto, Ont
Hirer

Co.,

WATER

TROLLEYS AND TROLLEY SYSTEMS

SOAPSTONE

•

Curtis Pneumatic Machy.

TRACK, OVERHEAD

ANGLES

SPELTER BOWLS

IModh.

independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,
Holden Co., Ltd., The, Montreal.

Chicago.

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co.,

Grand Rapids,

TOOLS, PNEUMATIC

Miolt.

Tlie.

Can.

Toronto.

J.,

.Machinery Co..

Oliver

&

SAND-MIXING MACHINERY

Detroit. Michigan.
Co., Ltd., The, HamUton, Ont.

Stevens,

SWING SAWS

Can.

A. O. Leslie
Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Ian. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detrodt, Micihigan.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

U.S.A.

Frederic B,

Ford-Smith Mach,
Woodison Co., E.

TEE.UING CRUCIBLES

T!ie.

Obei-mayer Co.,

S.

SWING GRINDERS

TENONERS

SNAP FLASK TRIMMINGS
The S. Obei-maver Co.. Chicago
SNAP FLASKS, WOOD, CHERRY AND OAK
The S. Obermayer Co.. Chicago.
SNAP MOLD JACKET
The

Grand Rapids, Mode.

Hanson & Van Wiikle
Dominion Fdry. SuEpJy Co.,

SNAP FLASH JACKETS
S.

Ont

Ont

Can.

Co., Toronto. Ont
Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.

Grand Rapids,

Co..

SURFACE PLANERS
Oliver -Machinery Co.,
SWING

Frederic B,

SNAP FLASK BOTTOM PLATES

Miohieaji.

Pettinos, George F., PhiladelphU. Pa,
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich,

Machinery Co..

AND OIL

Detroit, Michigan.
Winkle Co., Toronto.

TALC

:Milwaukee.

Obermayer Co., Chicago.

Olirer

Ont

Toronto,

Co,.

J.,

TANKS. OIL AND

SNAP FLASKS
S.

Can. Han.son & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
rrederic B. Stevens, Detrodt, Midhigian.
Xalional KnKineering Cn., Clncago. 111.
Woodison, H,. J.. Co,, Toronto, Ont

Can. Hanson

Out

SLIP JACKETS
S.

E.

SWITCHES, I-BEAM

Frederic B. Stevens, Detrodt, Michigan.
.'oseph Dixon Crucible Co., .Tersev City. N.J.
Woodison. E. .7., '.,o.. Toronto, Ont

The

Detroit, Michigan.

sevens,

Ford-Smith Mach. Co,, Ltd.. The, Hamilton, Ont.

SNAP FLASK BANDS

SAND (ONVEVING MACHTN£KV

Machinery Co..

i.

SKIM GATES
Hanson & ^'an Winkle
Dominion Fdrv, Snpplv Co..

Ont.

Ont

Frederic B.
Can. Hanson & Van
Can. Hart Wheels, Hamilton,

Oliver

Omi. HanM» & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
ST*d«ric B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan,
J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Can.

,

Oliver

On

SKI.MMERS, GKArHITK

Co., Toronto, Ont.
Ltd., Toronto, On;.
Detrodt, Midhlsan.
Ha-erstn«n. Md., U.S. ,4.
I'.mijlKini Coiporalioir.
I'ettinos, George F.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.Y,
E. .1. Woodison Co.. Toronto,

SANDERS

Oni

Woodison, E.

Frederic B. Stevens,

.

Toronto

WASH

Sterling Wlieelbarrow Co.,

ii

.evens,

Co.. Toronto, Ont
Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Detroit, Mlcihigian.
Pettinos. George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
»Voodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

Can. Han.snn & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co..

:Md,,

Woodison,

SILICA ROCK, GROUND
AND rULVERIZED

Mich.

ilager.stown.

Cb..
Ltd..

Toronlo.

Co..

Toronto,

Co,,

J.,

.')nl,

Limited, Montreal, Qn«.

Van Winkle

i\:

STONES. RUBBING

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

0.

Detrodt, Mlfihiean.
Steel Co., Man.^eld, Ohio.
Pangbnrn Corporation. Hayerstown. Md.. U.S.A.
Pittsbni-gh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh. P«.

Detroit.

Frederic B.

111.

Toionto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mlchigam.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co,, Toronto, Ont

C'lobe

Corporation,

Chicago,
Toronto.

la.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toroi.tc, Onl.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Torontx, Ont.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, .N.J.

Detroit. Michigan.

S,,
J.,

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

Frederic B. Sterens,

l'nni;l«irii

Co.,
E.

1".S..\.

STIRRERS, GRAPHITE

Frederic B. Stevena,

SAND BLAST GRIT AND SHOT

Frederic B. Stevens,

Stevens,

&
Co.,

Hanson

Woodison, E.

Detroit, Michigan.

SIEVES

N'aiinnal

SAND BLAST HELMETS
J. A. Spangler, Benton Harbour,
SAND BLAST SAND

Stevena,

SHOVELS

EQUIPMENT

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out.
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Hnmilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton Dm.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co,, Chicago, 111.
Can.

Engineering C,o.. Chicago, 111.
Pangbom Corporation, Hageistowu, Md.
Sly. W. W., Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland,
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich,
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Milwaukee.

illohe .-.lepl I'o.. .Mansfield. Ohio.
I'anghipni C.irp.ijation. H,-igersliiwn. M.I.. U.S A
Pitisbnich Cru.-ihed Steel Co., Pittsbui^n, i'o
Uoodison Co., E. J., Toronto.

S^NP BLAST ACCESSORIES
Woodison

STEEL PLATES
A, C. Lffllie & Co,,
.•?rEEL KAILS

Ont.

lliaiilford.

Can.

Frederic B.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detitdt, Mldhlcsn.
rangbiirn Corixiratiou. H;i^'pr,stouri. Md.. U.S.A.
llttsburgh Cnished Steel Co., Ptttsbui^h, Fa.

SANDBL.'.ST

Ltd.,

Md

A. C. Lealie & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Can. Hanson .S: \ .ui winkle Co., roionio.
.Northem Crane Works, Walkerville,
Steel Co. of Canada, Hamilton, Ont
Woodison, E. J., Co,, Toronto, Unt

SHOT

SANDBLAST ABRASIVES

Piin^'lx.ni
I"iri.;hui-ch

Co.,

.V;

Sterling Wlieelbanow Co.,

Ont.

mkle Co., Toionto.

Hager.stowii.

STEEL BARS, ALL KINDS

Grand Rapids, Mioh.

Co.,

W

.Mussens. Ltd., .Montreal, Que.
Sterling Wheelbarrow Co.. .Milwaukee.
Co., IS. J., Toronto.

SHOP BOXES

Pa.

SAND BLAST
Ltd.,

Macliinery

Michigan.

Detroit,

<Jan. Hanson iV Nan
I'aiiiiboru Corporation.

Woodison

S,,

SHELLAC

Frost .Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detrodt, Micblmm.
National Engineering Co., Chieaffo, HI.
Woodianm Co.. E. J-. Toronto.
Musseii.s.

Co..

Frederic B. ttevens,

STEEL BANDS

Md.

Chicago, III.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldbisaa.
Woodison Co., E. J., Toronto.

.^.arle

.SpviiiK^

Ha«er»town,

Michigan.

Detroit,

Piltaourgh Ci-ushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh,
Woodison, E. .1., Co,, Toronto, Ont

SHARERS

SAND MILLS
P.lvstnne

&

Obermayer

Toronto.

.7..

Corporation,

Stevens,

C.irpolation. Hagel.^tuun. M.i.. T.S..\.
Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh. I'a.

STEEL GRIT

SEA COAL

Mi<fcig»m.

Detroit.

Stevens,

Co.,

LMich.

Midhlgan.

Detrodt,

Combustion Co., Montreal.

Pittsburgh

COMPRESSED AIR
The.

SAND
Frederic B.

Stevens,

Frederic B. Stevens.

I'iingborii

Grand Rapids,

Co.,

Co., Torouio. OnU
Ltd.. Toronu. Ont.
Detroit, Midhigan.
Will Co,, Hamilton. Ont,

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..
<"aii.

Frederic B.

SEPARATORS, MOISTENERS. OIL FOB

Frederic B. Stevens, Detrodt, Michigan.
W. \V, Wells. Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont,

Woodison

.Machinery

Co, Toronto. Ont

J.,

SQUEEZERS, I'OWER AND HAND

General

Montreal.

Tlie,

Ltil..

Woodison, E.

i»iil.

^nii.

STEEL, CRUSHED

Dings .Magnetic Separatoi Co., .Milwaukee, Wis.
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Onl

Detroit, Miuhigon.

Stevens,

Co..

Co..

Can. Hanson & \ an Winkle Co., roionui
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co.. Ltd., Toroni*,.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, MidhigUL
Tabor .Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.

STEAM TURBINES

Montreal.

SEPARATORS

Montreal.

ROLLOVER MACHINES
Fi-ederic

Toronto.

Tlie,

I.til.,

SAW BENCHES
Olirer

ROCK DRILLS
Ltd., The,

Detroit, Miclhigan.

J.,

SASH LOCKS

HAMMER, COMPRESSION
Co.,

Co.,

ll..ld<-n

RIVETERS, PNEUMATIC. HYDRAULIC

HoMen

E.

SASH BALANCES

O.

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co,, OI>lea«o.

Stevens,

Go.,

<,*ntU

,

.

.Mill

Hamilton Facing
Tabor .Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

SAND SIFTERS, HAND
Woodison

Supply Co.

SQUEEZER MOLDING MACHINICS

Mfg. Co., Cambridge Springs, Pa.
Can. iianson & Van Winkle Co., loronio. Ont.
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, OttU
Frederic B. Stevena, Detroit. MidhJvaa.
Hamiltim Facing .Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont
.Nacional ICngineering Co., Chicago, 111.
I'reston Woodworking .Machy, Co., Preston, Ont
\\'oo<iison. E. J., Co., Toronto, out,

.

Onl.

C^.. Toioiito.
Ltd.
TorouU.^
Co.. Hamilton, iiiii
Stevens, Frederic B,, Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Unt.
Fdrj_.

Hamilton Facing

Klysii'ne

Co., Toronto. Ont,
Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.

Hanson & Van Winkle

Dommiou

Frederic B. SUvens, Detroit, Midhlgian.
Woodison Oa, K. J., Toronto.

HE SIN
Can.

Can.

Monlreal.

Tlie,

I.id.,

I'....

SAND SIFTERS

Torotito.

J.,

'Men

SAND RIDDLES

Frederic B. St*vens. Detrodt, Mioblcnn.
Preston Woixiworking Machy. Co., Preston, Ont.
E.

J.,

SAND RAMMERS

RIDDLES, ELECTRIC
Woodlwn CV,

SfKLE CUTTERS

Co,, Buffalo. N.Y.
Co., Toronto, Ont.

Bros,

Woodison. K,

Hiys[(^iie

Volume XI.

E.

J..

Co.,

Michigan.
Toronto. Ont.
Toronto, Oat.

Co.,
Ltd.,

Ont

Toronto.

TROLLEYS, SINGLE I-BEAM
Curtis Pneumatic Machy.

Co.,

St

Louis,

Mo.

TRUCKS, DRYER AND KACTORY

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co,, Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, On*.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co,, Hamilton, Ont,

Stevens,

Frederic

Woodison.

E.

J..

B., Detroit, Mich.
Co.. Toronto, Ont

TUMBLING BARRELS
Slater & Barnard, Ltd., Hamilton.
TURNTAJBLE^

Ont.

Hanson & Van Winkle 3o., Toron'o Ont
Curtis Pneumatic Machy. Co., St Louis, Mo.

Can.

TURPENTINE
Reynolds

&

Co.,

Toronto.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Northem Crane Works. Walkervill*
Stevens,

Frederic B,. Detroit, Mich.
J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Woodison, E,

(>c|i.l>or.
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70

PIG IRON

(ELECTRIC FURNACE)

SILICON

to 3.50%
PROMPT SHIPMENT FROM FURNACE
A. C. LESLIE

&

CRANED

PATTERNS

Don't buy a
crane or hoist

in

without investigating Northern

Made

in

Canada.

Also

line

Wood and Metal

The Downer Pattern Works

Products
a

MONTREAL

LIMITED

CO.,

of

and 3 JARVIS STREET
ILLEPHONE MAIN 2672

Foundry Equipment.

1

NORTHERN CRANE WORKS
LIMITED
WALKERVILLE

-

-

OUR WORK IS GOOD AND OUR PRICES RIGHT
HAVE US MAKE YOUR PATTERNS

ONTARIO

Cranes, Cupolas Ladles. Hoists, Tumblers

TORHNTn
UIvUll U
*

1

Etc.

^^

ANGULAR GRIT

Instructive Advertisements

SCIENTIFIC METALLIC

"1 think the advertisements are good and I
read them all the time. If it were not for
the ads. I would not be able to keep upto-date on new equipment. It is the only

BLASTING ABRASIVE
Adopt metallic abrasive instead of sand.
Trade Mark
Angular Grit will reduce your costs
one hundred pounds of grit will outlast five tons of sand.
It cleans faster, requires less handling and less storage
space, and reduces dust 80' i.
Write for samples.

Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co.

PITTSBURGH,

soie

way we

learn about an>'thing new, as cirmostly kept in the offices,"
writes a Hamilton reader.
culars

are

Manuiacurers

—

Double Moral Read the Advertisevients.
Use Can.adian Foundryman for Advertis-

Pa., U.S.A., Established 1888

Canadian Representatives:
LTD., Montreal, Canada

WILLIAMS & WILSON,

ing.

The Hawley-Schwartz Furnace
The Only Perfect Melter
All metal from 50
Is

lbs. to

10,000 lbs.

Absolutely Uniform

Write for catalog: and complete information

^ The Hawley

Down

Draft Furnace Co.

Easton, Penn., U.S.A.

.
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ELECTRO-PLATING

EQUIPMENT
IVe

Can

We

Fill

All Your Requirements

manufacture and carry in stock, modern, equipto fill every requirement of the electro-plating

ment

Type ''M.V.A." Rheostat

trade.

We

cannot

recommend too highly our new Crown
made in all sizes.

Parallel Rheostat,

These Rheostats give perfect current regulation from 14
and can be supplied either with Voltmeters and
Ammeters, or without.

volt up,

We

would be very pleased to mail you our Bulletin No.
149, describing this equipment, on application.

Canadian Hanson

& Van

Winkle

COMPANY, LIMITED
Type ''M" Rheostat
(Suitable for

Any Kind

Toronto

Canada

-

of Solution)
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Stevens Specialties
Bring Results
After
products

all is

said and done the chief element

success

of

—

in

—

the sale of specialized

and

satisfactorily.
is their ability to produce results
All of these specialties have been tried in the crucible of experience and found to
measure up to the highest standards.

Foundry

are the profit savers.

Some

of the things required by stove makers, brass plants

and others

STEVENS' WHITE ROSE BUFFING COMPOSITION
For "coloring up" cutlery of all kinds and
castings WHITE ROSE is beyond comparison.

all

light steel

Also for buffing brass or nickel the results obtained are a

DRY BINDERS
Stevens' King Kore Kompound, a black dry powder, but
containing two adhesives, one to bind the green cores, so
that when cores are not backed promptly the strength of the
green core permits handling without injury; another that
develops its strength under heat of core ovens. The ideal
combination.
It
is
used successfully when making large
heavy Grey Iron cores
sometimes called "chunky" or
"blocky" also for engine beds, machine tools, railway equipment, and cores for steel castings of all descriptions. One
Detroit Foundry a large one reported a saving of sixteen
dollars per day after ceasing old methods and when using
King Kore Kompound with Glutrin not a necessary but a
good combination.

—

—

—

—

STEVENS' CORE GUM.
Another dry binder but not of black color. A real artist
might call it "mouse-tint," but we will call it "gray" in color
but a shiner in effect.

Buffing Compositions

Specialties

The days when Flour, Molasses, and sundry edible things
may be used in a Foundry are rapidly passing. Linseed Oil,
too, has climbed the golden stair of high prices.
The foundryman who thinks in the future must use substitutes or
his dream of profits will end in a nightmare of losses. Heri'

—

economically

It is

used for small intricate cores,

where Linseed Oil was once thought necessary and with grea*
success.
Its greater victories are with the small delicate
cores where nothing but pure linseed has been considered
before; none of these Compounds are noisy with odor. They
are well behaved from start to finish.

delight to the eye.
The beauty of nickel or brass is brought out to the greatest
advantage.
Wherever' a brilliant finish is required, it is
unexcelled, especially where deep backgrounds are liable to
be filled. Particles left in the work are easily washed out.
Put up in airtight hermetically sealed cans. Samples free.

STEVENS' "ZZZ

•

COLORING COMPOSITION

For coloring copper and brass castings, or plated work,
such as valves, fittings spun brass or cast brass use my
"ZZZ" Coloring Composition.
Contains no unsaponifiable material, does not smear the

—

—

work, gives a lustrous finish, cleans quickly.
It gives to brass the glory of gold.
Equally as good on copper.
Sample for trial free.

STEVENS' "UNION MAID WHITE POLISH
"

A

superior lime composition for coloring all kinds of nickel
plated work.
Imparts that beautiful blue-white finish
the looking

—

glass lustre.

—

for ''UNION MAID" is fine
is economically cleaned
grain and will easily wash out of deep backgrounds.
Sample on request.

Work
in

STEVENS' CORE PASTE
The only substitute for high-grade flour; not the flour that
has masqueraded when mixed with plaster, Silica, etc., as
flour, but the real hot biscuit raw material. Of course it contains no flour, but you wouldn't know that, so well does it
take its place. Here is still a stock of Dextrine, Rosin, and
Molasses (New Orleans black strap). The wand of the fairy
is

liable to touch their prices every

day

— get

in early.

LIQUID CORE BINDERS

Stevens' Core Oils wherever used are a synonym for Core
qualities; strength, sharp edges, durability, quick baking
and quick removal fl-om casting.

Stevens' Gargara

Emery

The superiority

of this emery lies in its practical results.
It acts as an abrasive, it exercises its cutting qualities, then
crushes and polishes. Two services are thus rendered with
but one material. Stevens' Gargara Emery gives the results
desired. All numbers. In kegs of 350 lbs.

FREDERIC

Buffing Wheels
Three Great Values:

STEVENS' SPANISH FELT WHEELS
From the highest grade selected wool, light in weight and
superfine in quality. Let me quote prices.

STEVENS' LIBERTY FELT WHEELS
Same as Spanish Felts but a trifle coarser wool. But
many uses just as good. Reasonably cheap in price.

for

STEVENS' FELT-SUB WHEELS
Cost half the price of Spanish Felts and wear several times
Save glue and emery. Used by stove, automobile
as long.
and brass manufacturers. One brass manufacturer says the
men prefer them to the felt wheel. He has purchased 78 of
them in a few months. One automobile manufacturer has

bought 500 from me since January
Samples of any wheels on order.

first.

Give size and number

desired.

B.

STEVENS

Manufacturer of Foundry and Electro-Plating Supplies and Equipment

DETROIT, MICH.
Order from the nearest branch
EXPORT WAREHOUSE:

Windsor, Ont.

EASTERN SELLING AGENTS, Standard Machinery &

Supplies, Co., Montreal,

Quebec

CA

C.M.C.

N
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VARIETY SAW

FOR PATTERN OR CARPENTER SHOPS

IS

THE MOST POPULAR VARIETY SAW ON THE MARKET
We

are prepared to prove the above assertion and further to show that it is
the best value to be obtained in a variety saw to-day. It can be used for plain or
bevel ripping or cross cutting, dadoing, grooving, etc.

We
wood

manufacture also a complete line of buzz planers, surfacers, band saws,
boring machines, etc., for pattern and carpenter shops.

lathes,

QUALITY COUNTS

mmmk mm\\mm mm%mmm,

iAux

LIMITED

Toronto Office and Warerooms

:

Brock Avenue Subway

%mmm
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WHAT

No. 11

WOULD MEAN

IT

A McLAINYOUR FOUNDRY-

TO HAVE
TAUGHT MAN IN

There has been a wonderful advancement since we blazed the trail for better foundry practice through McLAIN'S SYSTEM of practical metallurgy of iron and
steel.

Never before had the fundamentals been so clearly or concisely arranged for busy
men. Few practical foundrymen knew how to mix iron by analysis, but we taught
them in a few weeks since then McLain men have been in great demand.

—

McLain-taught foundrymen are getting bigger returns to-day than ever before because coke and pig iron savings mean a lot right now. They are turning out better
castings that bring a higher price, for steel scrap DOES NOT require more coke
than gray iron to melt it. A McLain man will earn his salary each year on coke
and pig iron savings.

STRAIGHT GRAY IRON MIXTURES WILL
SOON BE A THING OF THE PAST
The very lightest pistons, piston rings, auto cylinders, gas engine, auto and tractor gears,
furnace and stove castings, superheaters, high pressure castings for Diesel engines, acid
and ammonia castings are

BETTERED

by an addition of

steel scrap.

McLAIN'S SYSTEM has changed foundry practice from GUESS-HOW to KNOW-HOW
McLain men have LOWERED costs, bettered the quality, reduced casting

methods.
losses

and increased the

profits in every instance

WHY CONTINUE

where co-operation was accorded them.

TO EXPERIMENT?

McLAIN'S SYSTEM,
700

GOLDSMITH BLDG.,

INC.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

:
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Kawin Company

307 Kent Building
Toronto, Canada
Gentlemen
A great improvement is seen in our molding department. The amount of labor in setting
cores and handling various materials is now less than half what it was. Return metal
is noticeably decreased, and we have had but very few defective castings.

We find that your specifications for the purchasing of raw materials have enabled us to
secure better results from materials which are lower in price. In our cupola practice, the
higher efficiency at which we now operate is very noticeable.
These are but a few of the ways

in

which Kawin Service has proved

practical application of analysis has certainly

given us

many

its value to us. Your
agreeable surprises.

Cordially yours,

Charles C. KaAvin

Company

Chemists, Foundry Engineers and Metallurgists

307 Kent Building, Toronto, Canada
BUFFALO, N.Y.

CINCINNATI, OHIO

CHICAGO,

ILL.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

CA N A D

Nnvt-mber, 1920
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WOODISON
Canadian-Made Products

—

Equal Quality

Cost Less

Prompter Deliveries
By purchasing your foundry supplies from
Woodison you are assured of quality equal to
the best imported lines and you save duty and
exchange.
Further, prompt service is not to be forgotten
while transportation difficulties in getting
shipments across the line remain as they are
at present.

The three products here illustrated are
added to the Woodison list of made-inCanada foundry equipment.

Steel Slipover Jacket
in ramming inside snap flask.
Can be furnished in any size, v^ithout

For use
handle
Steel

Bands

if desired.
In ordering give the
exact size of inside of flasks and state
whether straight or tapered.

Steel
The

Bands

bands are for ramming up

steel

in

the mold. In ordering give size of flask
parting.
Our standard is to make the
outside of the band i/gth smaller. This
allows it to drop easily and ram out tight
against the flask and hold it.

Hardwood Snap

Flasks

Woodison
there

is

making

flasks are strong and durable
no danger of their springing and
a shift in your castings.
Snaps

fit snugly and
Standard sizes and shapes
made promptly to order.

are quick-acting, hinges

work

Hardwood
Snap Flasks

easily.

Write for quotations.

The

E. J.

Woodison Company, Limited

Foundry Supplies and

TORONTO

Fire Brick

ONTARIO

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN,

November. 1020. Vol. XI.. No. 11. Published monthly, at 1 13-1'^ University Ave.. Toronto, Can.
Subscription price in
in the United States, $2..'>0.
Entered as second-class matter July 1st, 1912. at the Post Office at Buffalo, under Act of March 3rd 1879
at the Post Office Department, Ottawa, Canada.

Canada, $2.00:
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RYMAN

TRUSCON FLASK
Dimensions 16!2-'n- ^
Drag
Cope 6'/2-in.

26-in.
S'/j-in.

I'ouring Truscon Flasks in Foundry
of Allyne Ryan Foundry Co.,
Cleveland. Ohio

Photo by courtesy Allyne Ryan Foundry Co

DESIGNED FOR THE JOB
made to measure clothes better fit the
Flasks, designed for the job, better fit the job.

Just as

man, so

TRUSCON

The advantages of TRUSCON designed-for-the-job Flasks not only
keep the weight of the Flasks at a minimum, consistent with foundry
usage, but also make possible a saving in the amount of sand required.
The' weight of a TRUSCON Flask is often as much as forty per cent,
less than a cast iron flask and the savings in the sand required range
from ten to fifty pounds per casting, depending upon the size of the
Flask.

Write for complete information and estimates.

Special Construction of

Truscon Flasks

Truscon Flasks are formed of special Truscon Alloy Steel Plates. The deep
ribs and broad flanges give to the steel shell exceptional strength and rigidity. Each rib and flange runs full d epth around the corners and reinforces
the steel to withstand all strains and stresses to which Flasks are liable on
the foundry floor.

They are furnished
steel plates also.
to the walls of the Flask as desired.

Truscon cross bars are formed from
bolted,

TRUSCON STEEL

^^^H^k

TRUSCON
.

PRESSED
STEEL

welded or riveted

.

CO., Youngstown,

O.

Warehouses and Representatives
in Principal Cities

TRUSCCN ^5u?;55y FLASKS

CA NA D

4
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The Mechanical Hot Blast Heater

Keep

Out of the Fire Pot

Profits

The

necessan' to keep your
ioundr}- properly heated is the most you
should use.
Heat that warms the skyleast fuel

lights and neglects the floor level is waste
heat, generated b}' waste fuel and paid

for in waste mone\'.

Money

spent to pre\'ent waste is money
well spent. It is doubly well spent when
other conditions are corrected in the same

Consider as an investment

effort.

The

Mechanical Hot Blast 1 Heater
"More Heat - Less Coal"

thai propels the heat
u?e of a multivane fan and
f-i*ncei)trale,- it on the \Torkin,u ]ilaiie. heating
every distant corner and window.
Workmen
are comfortable at all times because the heat is
directed to where it is needed. Tests have shown
that tlie maximum temperature variation is
only five degrees. Tn hundreds of installations
fuel savings have often run as high as 50%.

TJiis

i>

horiz()iilall\-

licaler

llic

l»y tlie

There are Robert Gordon installations for
any size building or for any kind of business.

As specialists in heating engineering they will
recommend and install none Imt what in their
best meets your needs.
That is why
'"Robert Gordon" is a '"(Tuarantee of
Hependable Service." Send to-day for our
booklet, '•\^arm Facts in Cold Type."

judgment
the

name

ROBERT GORDON,
8'2
iBranch

8 W.

Offices:

Monroe

Grand Central Palace.
Canadian Agents: E.

J,

St.,

INC.
Chicago

New York;

Bessemer BIdg., Pittsburgh: Sun BIdg., Detroit
Woodison Co.. Ltd.. Toronto and Montreal

:

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN

Novcinher. 1{»20
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Dominion
THE
with the

Oxygen Company,

industrial future of

Ltd.,

is

one

Canada.

Founded upon an absolute

trust in

Canadian
Do-

development, it looks forward to a far greater
minion than has yet been conceived.

Firm in this faith, it has planned a chain of
modern plants for the production of pure oxygen.

Any

one of the contemplated plants could adequately
supply the demand of today.
Canadians, of this and future generations, miay

upon the best service from an organization
whose very existence depends upon the prosperity

rely

of the

Dominion.

The Dominion Oxygen Company, Ltd,

will,

fxom time to time, apprise the public of the progress
of its building program and in the meantime it invites
the inquiries of Canadian oxygen users as to its broad
scope and liberal policy.

Dominion Oxygen Company, Ltd.
Hillcrest

Toronto

-

Park
Ontario

D-7
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CURTIS
TROLLEYS
Increase Production

— Save Man -Power

^URTIS Single I-Beam Trolleys are being used
^-^ by progressive firms demanding the highest operative
efficiency.
A Curtis Hyatt Roller-Bearing Trolley with a
4000-lb. load can be moved by a 50-lb. pull, while ordinary
trolleys require nearly twice as much power to move the

same weight.
Curtis Trolleys are constructed with large inclined
wheels and self-equalizing steel side-frames so that each
wheel always bears its rightful proportion of the load. They
are equipped with shock - absorbing Hyatt flexible Roller
Bearings which make the trolleys easy-starting, easy-rolling
and long-lasting. Full information and descriptive literattire

—

—

on

request.

Curtis Pneumatic
1637

Kienlen

iil-S

SLY

i

"

U.

S.

A.

Office:

Hudson Terminal,

Tminiii

Louis,

St.

Branch

EC

Machinery Co.

Avenue

T t

'»

New York City

J

1

rm

rumniii
I

FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT
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TO
-
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the Finishing of Small Parts and
Castings Costing You Too Much?
is

Here's

a

profit

leak

bears close analysis.
The cost of small parts may
to the cost of larger parts unless they are finished in
least possible time and with the minimum amount of

that

become out of proportion
sufficient volume in the
labor.

Since cost depends on volume. Where 6 or 8 tons a day have been cleaned by one
method or another, the installation of a 30 40 Sly Sand Blast Mill actually
turns out S to 20 tons a day and with the minimum amount of labor.

Drop forKinsrs, stampings, small gears, auto parts, brass and bronze work and
malleable iron castings that are put through a .30/40 Sly Sand Blast Mill are
cleaned with the thoroughness of a sand-blasting operation that imitates Jiand
work, lessening machining on parts that are to be machined eliminating oefective parts
giving a surface that is ready for plating.
Jt is your privilege to draw on over forty years' experience in the business, by
your
putting
cleaning problem up to us.
Write or wire
;

;

The W. W. SLY Mfg.
Washington

Birmingham

Paris,

Other
steel

Tumbling Mills

Cinder Mills
Brass Cinder Mills
Resin Mills
Iron

Sand Blast Mills
Sand Blast Mills— Tilted
Exhaust Fans
.

:

M

Mi.\ At oUfs M(.;or

Works. Lansing, Mich.

Co.

Main Office and Works:
Cleveland, Ohio

New York

France

SLY

Chicago
Detroit
St.

Products
Sand Blast Rooms
Sand Blast Cabinet
Sand Blast Rotary Tables
Dust Arresters
Cupolas
Core Ovens
Core Sand Reclaimers

Louis

CAN A

Ni'veniber. 1!)20
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MUNITIONS
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The Disposal Board
**^1

Have

a»A)l^,«««^

STOCKS
Lying in the United Kingdom
and

AVAILABLE FOR EXPORT
of

ENGINEERING STORES
Ferrous and Non-Ferrous
Metals
Plant and Machinery
Steam Engines and Boilers
Factory Stores
Machine Tools
Railway Material
Contractors' Stores
Electrical Instruments

and
Machinery
Medical Stores
Chemicals and Explosives
Motor Vehicles
Agricultural Machinery
Aircraft
Furniture
Textiles and Clothing

Boots and Leather Equip>

ment
Motor Boats,

Buyers

!li«SC

should

(7U7I

etc., etc.

instruct

their

United
Kingdom to communicate with
the Secretary. Disposal Board,
Ministry of Munitions, Caxton
House, Tothill Street, London,
S.W.I.
representative:-;

in

the

Cable Address

'Dispexport, Munorgize,

London"
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3000 of the 5500

Foundries Use Sterling Flasks
The Only Rolled Steel Flask
This almost universal adoption of Sterling Flasks is largely due to their rolled

which makes a flask

steel construction

50 per cent lighter than cast iron and
one which can't burn nor break.
Rolled steel is the ideal flask material,
combining ^reat strength and rigidity
with li^ht weight.

And

only rolled steel permits of a narrow
sand retaining flange
this is w^hy you
can ram the sand even and close to the
parting with Sterlings.

—

The

Solid Center Rib

Only

Sterling Rolled Steel Flasks have
It means rigidity
^reat resistance to torsional strains and
stresses. It brings these advantages without increasing weight.
this ^reat feature.

This solid center rib
of Sterling Flasks.

is

an integral part

The An^le Reinforcement
Sterling Rolled Steel Flask LL, suitable for either bertch, floor or machine

moulding.

Large size flasks need additional reinforcement.
This fact everyone concedes. Even the Sterling
Solid Center Rib is not enough for the big ones.
But with the angle reinforcement — ah that's an!

Sterling Flasks are always custom
made to meet particular needs of

There are no
every type of work.
standard sizes. Write to us outlining
your requirements.

other story.
There's no job too toufeh for it. And note this fereat advantage it does its job of reinforcing -without adding great bulk
or -weight.
big factor in ease of handling.

—

A

to the bottom of this flask business? Do you
kno-w that most foundries find it far cheaper to buy Sterlings
than to make their o-wn -wooden or cast iron flasks?

Have you gone

Why not consult

If you are one
-with us? No obligation.
few -who cannot profitably employ Sterlings, we'll tell
you quick enough. But if you belong to the great majority -who
can save -with Sterlings, you should kno-w it. Write us today-

of the

The Angle Reinforcement : Not only
the solid center rib but an extra reinforcement for larger sizes— another
exclusive Sterling feature.
brace means in adding strength without greatly increasits simplicity and lack
ing weight
of bulk

Think what

this

—

STERLING WHEELBARROW CO.
Mil-waukee, Wisconsin

New York

Boston

Cleveland

Detroit

Chicago

St.

Louis

Canadian Agents;
Mussens. Limited, Montreal, Toronto. Winnipeg. Vancouver
Sterling on a

More than

Wheelbarrow Means
Sterling on Silver

CA

Xovombor. 1020

NAD

I

A\Nf

'

^

F U N t) ^ Y U A N

D

HAUSFELD
Haiisf eld
Kurnaces play an imin
portant
part
keeping:

down

production costs,
and boost efficiency to the hiirh-

1nYolirProi>l)Ction

CRUCIBLE
MELTING

FURNACE

est level.

May we send
information?

DoYou Use

H EAnrTR-EATEO PAI^XsS

Sheet

3TR.U ox VI^^VL

In

Any Size, Weight or Shape?

full

The Campbeil-Hausfeld
General Offices and Works
Harrison, Ohio

Co.

have produced

in

other plants

Better Quicker Cheaper

Cle AN iNG^T Better Finish

And Lower&p Cost
AuTOMATic-'DusTLESS Hygienic
T^Ty pgand Size for Every Rgq^trgment~
Competent Engineers To Aid In
:

InleUi^cnt Selection 6'ApplicatiorLOf Eq uipment Suited {oyour'^eeds
"-^Without Cost orObli^&iiony
BPORATiOfv

RSTOWN, MD.
BLAST SPECIALISTS
P.O. Box 8508

''Sterling''

Foundry Flasks and Wheelbarrows

DURABILITY AND PROPER DESIGN
ASK FOR CATALOGUES
Montreal
Winnipeg

MUSSENS LIMITED

Toronto
Vancouver
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100% MEMBERSHIP
On

Wednesday, Oct.

Association

the

20,

of

Canadian

endorsed the statement of W. G. Stewart of
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company that all trade newsAdvertisers

papers should be required to furnish audited statement of
circulation.

We're with you, Mr. Stewart. Every publication issued by
MacLean Publishinj^ Company is a member of Audit
Bureau of Circulations.
Advertisers

who

are

A.C.A. and those who are
own interests and in the interests

members

not would be acting in their

of

Canadian publishers by insisting that every publication
in which their advertisements appear should come out into
rhe open and furnish a statement of circulation certified by
some independent organization such as A.B.C.
of

The following MacLean

gladly

publications will

send

A.B.C. statement of circulation on request:

TRADE NEWSPAPERS

TECHNICAL NEWSPAPERS

Hardware and Metal
Weekly
Canadian Grocer

Canadian Foundryman

Sanitary Engineer

Power House

T)rug<i,ists'

Dry

Review
Men's Wear Review
Bookseller and Stationer
Canadian Motor. Tractor and Imnlemen Trade Jonrnal
Good.*

Canadian Machinery

Marine Engineering
Printer and Publisher

I

MAGAZINES

COMMERCIAL

Matd.ean's Magazine
Farmers' Maga/ine

Tlic

Financial Post

NEWSPAPER

CANADIAN

2^"oveml^r, 1920

Chuag-' PtuiimatL
installfd

AH am

in

the

Cl.tss

11

Boston

&f

Al.;-'.

Where

dependability counts big!

user of air

power

moderate quantities

in

— partic-

ularly with but one unit

— needs

compressor dependability.
In such plants an enforced shutdown means ioo% air output loss.
real

In reality this Chicago Pneumatic Short-Belt Motor-Driven
Air Compressor is a large Chicago Pneumatic "under a reducing lass.
It

MAN

jiir Compi

air yhops of the

R.R.. Bostor,

npHE

N-SHE

FO U NDKY

embodies such advanced

fea-

tures as: Simplate flat-disc inde-

structible

valves, exceptionally

large bearing surfaces, totally
enclosed frame construction, automatic lubrication throughout,
automatic regulation, insuring
ideal operating economy under
variable load demands.

This compact type unit is available in capacities from 69 to
1 197 cubic feet per minute, for

any form of drive.

Prompt

delivery.

Ask

for Bul-

letin 418.

Sales Represei%tatives

The Holden Company, Limited
354-356
Sales and Service Branches

St.

BbYER PNEUMATIC

,

CHICAGO PNEUMATI
GIANT OIL

James

Street, Montreal,

Canada

TORONTO, 342 Adelaide Street, West WINNIPEG, 150 Princess Street VANCOUVER, 81
Canadian Factory: Canadian Pneumatic Tool Company, Montreal

ANDGA

CHICAGO^
The Compressor with

Pender Street

ND ELECTRIC TOOLS
UMPS"
PNEUMATIC HOISTS.
...^__,-__
_ COAL DRILLS

JMATIC
the Simplate Valve

I'l
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Jar-Rammed Roll-Over

Molding Machines
Grimes Molding Machines are made in many
different types, in both hand and power models
up to 5,000 lbs. capacity, and are used for a wide
variety of work such as the production of tractor parts, gears, locomotive parts, switch boxes
and railway, marine and aeroplane work.
The "Grimes" begins where the squeezer leaves
They are used on large bench and side floor
off.
work in the molding room and core rooms. They
cost little to install, are easy to operate, have no
pits to clean, are entirely above the floor and are
easy to rearrange in your shop.
That the foundries which have already installed
Grimes General Purpose Molding Machines are
feeling the benefit of their productive ability is
demonstrated by a report from the foundry of
the Studebaker Corporation, South Bend, Ind.,
where seven men and one "Grimes" turned out
This and many
hours.
147 crank cases in
other similar reports stamp the "Grimes" as a
labor-saver and production-booster of the first
order.

5%

We would

be glad to show you how the
Grimes can cut your costs and boost
Write for
production on your work.
catalogue and full details.

Grimes Molding Machine

Co.,

5736-5738 Hastings Street, Detroit, Mich.
Simplicity of Design
Ease of Operation

Low Cost of Installation
No Pits to Clean
Entirely Above the Floor
Little

Space Required

Investigate
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0IL6AS

Increased Production
at Less Labor Cost

FURNACES

INDUSTRIAL

Molding Machines will reduce
molding cost 50'f to 100'. i and give
you uniform castings.
l>erkshire

The "OILGAS" method of converting
oil into gas and burning it as superheated natural gas will cut
furnace operating costs in two!

}-our

your

'Oilgas" Furnaces have a more accurate control than ordinary furnaces.
Put your furnace problems in our
hands; we can build an "Oilgas"

They

Furnace which

will give safe, reliable,
highly efficient service on your work.

Bulletin No. 54

of the largest

upon request.

and
e

GENERAL COMBUSTION
New

<|

f

CO.

Na

OF CANADA, LIMITED
619-623

are
many

uped in

c s

1)

n

i

n

11

d

in e

t

p c d

i>

ries.,

s

of

user* in your
vicinity fur-

Birks Bldg., Montreal

nished

upon

reqne.'t.

Experts in the Economical Combustion of
Liquid Fuels

Berkshire Air Squeezer

Squeezing Mold

BERKSHIRE
MOLDING MACHINES
Automatic Molding
M a chines, Air
Squeezer
Molding
Machines,
II a n d
Squeezer
Molding

Wk

^)

Easiest

and Best Way

Any

Vent

to

Core

Machines.
ation

and
er

Buy

It in

Canada

Dominion Foundry Supply
and Toronto.

Co., Ltd.,

E. B. Reury, 1609

St.

Queen

Hamilton Facing Mill

Co.,

Montreal

Hyde & Sons,

Ltd., Montreal,

&

sors,

Compres-

Sand
i

-

Hamilton

We

Que.

Supplies, Ltd.,
treal,

Air

Riddles,
V
brators, etc.

Onf.

Standard Machinery

Squeez-

Molding

Machine?.

at

W., Toronto.
Ltd.,

Combin-

Jolt

Mon-

Que.

will

gladly
representative call, or
send catalog.

have

our

Berkshire Autonian

Molding Machine

iWebster & Sons, Ltd
Montreal, Que.
E. J.

Woodison

Co., Toronto,

The Berkshire Manufacturing Co.

Ont.

Give it
a trial

Cleveland, Ohio
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BLYSTONE
The Mixer
That Shovels

Does the Work of Six Men
Can You Afford
The great feature

to be

Without

It

?

of the

Blystone Sand Mixer is that it
shovels the sand, mixing it more thoroughly and evenly than
is possible by hand and in one-sixth the time!

As the shovels

revolve, the sand is shovelled over and over
and
with each revolution, thrown from one end of the drum
to the other.
It has been repeatedly proven that the
Blystone will accomplish
more than six men working by the old, hand-shovelling method.
One man can mix core sand for twenty-five core makers and facing
for one hundred molders— and it takes less than
half his iime.
Does your experience show that six men, or even ten men with
shovels could equal this?
Start

and save the wages of these extra
Write for

%.

?

full particulars of

five

men without

our free

delay.

trial offer.

Blystone Manufacturing Co.
1120 Ironton St.,
Baltimore, J.

W. Paxson

Birmingrham, Hill
Buffalo, E. J.

&

Cambridge Spring, Pa.

Co.

Griffith Co.

Woodison Co.

Chicago, Scully-Jones
Cincinnati, Hill

&

&

Cleveland, E. J. Woodison Co.
Detroit, E. J. Woodison Co.

New

Co.

Griffith Co.

Pittsburgh. J. S.

San Francisco,

York.

Wonham.

Bates

&

Goode,

Inc.

Philadelphia, J.

McCormick

Cal., Ditty

W. Paxson

Co.

Co.

Brothers

Seattle, Wash., Ditty Brothers.

(:^^^A

WJMi

I

»..-r.\^7ZS^yy -^-i-TVt^ •.•k .?'V A-f«,
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PRESTON
Ball Bearing Electric

Sand Riddle

i
"You pay

for the

machine, whether

you use

it

or

noV

Riddle Your

Sand for a
Cent an Hour!
A

portable machine which will riddle your sand as fast as a man can shovel it
all it costs for power, is one cent per hour!
The machine which will do
this for you is the "Preston" Electric Sand Riddle; a durable, smooth running

and

machine which can be attached

to

any electric

light socket.

You can give this machine a trial in your own shop, under your own conditions, at
no expense.
Write for particulars cf our free trial offer and a copy of our
booklet.

The

Preston

Woodworking Machinery
Preston, Ontario,

Canada

Co.,

Limited

:

K)

C

4":

N

.;V';l?I:|VCN'^

¥(r)'\]

N^I^R

:
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Osborn Combination Jolt Stripper Squeezer Moulding Machines
view above ?liow? ;i
of the Cleveland CoOperative Stove Co.'s flooi' at
This view
Cleveland. Oliin.
iilso shows part of an in^Jtal'I'liL'

section

of 140 Osborn MouldMachines working' in this

lation
in^'

The

the
the
The.se

the
castings
produced
are
uniform as to size and weight.
Osborn bench size machines

Stripper Squeezer Machines.
In the insert the drag pattern is shown mounted on the

Jolt

made

are

in

following

the

which inchide Plain Air
Squeezers, Combination Jolt
Squeezer? and Combination
Stripper Squeezers.

Ask for Condensed Catalog
COMBINATION JOLT STRIPPER
PLAIN AIR SQUEEZERS
SQUEEZERS

Some Osborn Moulding Machine
Made

:

No. 74
No. 75
No. 76

(1) Insure rapid production
(2) Lower direct moulding: costs
13) Accelerate delivery.

metal
5) Lower overhead per ton
(6t Reduce if rinding
i~) Lessen pattern repairs
(4) Effect saving in

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Made

regularly in the following sizes
33" Distance between strain rods
36"
40"

No.
No.
No.
No.

7S

.

80
81
S2

regularly in the following sizes:
36" Distance between strain rods
31"
38"
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

4ri"

COMBINATION

.lOLT

SQUEEZERS

Made

SAND STRADDLER TYPE

1

7//£

is

machine at the left.
machines
operate
))ortably
and follow the sand i)ile. This
is a large production job and

sizes

(loor

and
shown on

at the right-

cope pattern

in
the foregronnd is hot Avater
heater casings made on 2 Osborn No. 78 Coml)inati<in Jolt
|>lant.

Advantages

shown

machine

regularly in the following sizes
Noi. 74J
33" Distance between strain rods
36"
No. 75J
40"
No. 76J
.

No. 74-W. 33" Distance between strain rods
No. 75-W. 36"

.

.

.

.

.

Osborn MANUFAcru/f/NG Company
/^CORPORA TED

Main

New York

5401

Office

Hamilton Ave.

and Factory
Cleveland. Ohio

San Francisco

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES
Allied

Machinery Co. de France
19 Rue de Roeroy
Paris, France

W. Jackman

&.

Co..

Caxton House. S.W.I
London, Eng.

Ltd.
6

Home Company, Ltd.
Takiyama-Cho, Kyobashi-Ku,
Tokyo, Japan

E.

isbecque

36 Rue
Brussels,

&

Cie,

Otiet

Belgium

Allied

Machinery Co. d'ltalla
Dante

40 Corso
Torino.

Italy

ftNIADIA)^pU|SDRYMA]N
Metal Industry News

Published Monthly

Established 1909

The Moulding and

Casting of Condenser Parts

Showing Method of Molding the Patterns Described in Former
Issues of This Publication, Being Condenser for Modern SteamShip Engine.
By BEN.

SHAW

and

JAMES EDGAR

THE

required.
In each case the process of
bedding in is resorted to, and necessitates
the mold being prepared in its final

introduction of this type of
condenser in marine work has
been productive of quite a variety
of means to ensure sound castings. The
older type for triple or quadruple expansion engine usually carried the back
columns for supporting the cylinders and
supplying the crosshead guides, and the
general form limited the molder in his
choice, when deciding the method adopted
in the construction of the mold. Casting
on end being impracticable, it was necessary to prepare the mold for casting
horizontally, and since the guides on the
columns were required to be very sound,
they were invariabli' cast down.
The
"round" condenser, another type so frequently used, though sometimes pre-

ferred riveted together, is often supplied
in cast iron, and the comparatively simple nature of the cylindrical castings
lends itself to being prepared and cast
in a vei-tical direction.
In the uniflux
type, a greater variety of methods are
at the disposal of the founder, providing
the pattern work allows the necessary
scope. When a new form of casting of
such dimensions is required, it is necessary to have the opinion of the molder,
as frequently much time and labor can
be saved. The pattern construction can
be vai'ied to
suit
whatever available
tackle the foundry may possess.
Providing suitable boxes are in stock, the
most profitable means of producing the
main casting is to prepare the mold
horizontally, adopting the roll-over process to consolidate the sand to regular
density in the cirag. It is rarely indeed
however that jobbing foundries have such
large boxes at hand for such work, and
since it is rarely that quantities are required, the expense of preparing suitable
molding types would be prohibitive.
Some foundries have given considerable
attention to the construction of molding
boxes standardizing the sizes, so that
they can be built up to accommodate a

fit

«

'^«'< .*•

position for receiving the metal.
of
foundries make a specialty

Other
loam,

molding for which a cheaper pattern will

Not infrequently a skeleton pattern is supplied, from which the main
core as well as the mold can be made.
considerable amount of tackle is required when the mold for such a casting
as is under consideration is prepared in
this manner, and as a rule its preparation occupies more time than when a dry
sand mold is prepared, and the main
suffice.

A

made

Generally speakseparately.
the majority of foundries prepare
such molds in dry sand and make use of
a pit or case to take the work horizonWhen the former
tally or vertically.
method is decided upon considerable care
must be given to the bed upon which the
pattern is set. The bottom of the mold
being inaccessible for ramming when the
pattern is in position, it is preferable to
prepare a special bed upon which the
main part of the pattern will rest. In
this case it necessitates a bed being prepa:red at an angle with the floor level,
and at a distance below it which will
allow the ordinary type of solid cope box
being used, which frequently means that
the highest part of the pattern will be
core
ing,

just about floor level.
Difficulty is

wider variety of work. The method is
to be recommended, since many more
sizes can be stocked, taking up very much
less space than is required for the cusStock bars, either
tomary solid box.
single or double, are introduced to suit

any given job when the box is assembled.
The majority of foundries, however, reduce their expenditure on box parts by
making use of the molding floor, and
either sink large boxes or cases until
their top flanges are flush with the floor
level or simply dig a pit to suit the work

sometimes experienced in

dealing with a raking bearance and with
a pattern other than rigid, the resulting
casting may be twisted. It is not a difficult matter to prepare a level bearance,
and if the same principle is adopted in
setting the logs for a raking bearance
there will be less possibility of it being
winding. To set the logs accurately have
pieces fixeci to them temporarily, out to
the rake necessary, so that when the

nnnnnnnn
nnnnnnnn
npnnnnnp

nnnntannn

^
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logs are bedded in, the surface edges of
these pieces will be parallel to the floor
level.
The method is illustrated in Fig.
1, whereby a spirit level is used on the
top edge of the pieces, to set the logs
with the requisite rake, and then they
act as a support for a parallel straightedge which can be tested with the spirit

strengthen the sand by means of rods
about three or four
inches and at right angles to the side

to

set at intervals of

of the pattern.

The first joint formed is that about
the horizontal centre of the branch and
it should be large enough to give a reasonable bearance for a drawback, which
will take the impression of the
upper
half of the branch. Once this joint has

Volume XI.
The cover

drawbacks will then be
and supported temporarily. Providing the precaution has been taken to
remove the screws, the section of pattern work such as the flanges, ribs and
lifted

feet will be lifted in each case.

The branch drawback, when

lifted, will

carry the top half of the branch pattern

been defined, ramming can proceed and
a joint formed off the highest part of the
pattern and prints through which the
whole pattern could be withdrawn.
A
plan showing the joint made up is shown
in Fig. 2, a section through the centre of
the mold being illustrated in Fig. 3. All
joints should be given a good level bearance, and tapered well back to the floor
level.

A

plate

is

required to take the weight

drawback over the branch when
Such a one as is shown in Fig. 4
lifting.
would answer the purpose satisfactorily,
of the

until the logs are out of winding
with each other, when the bed can be
rammed up and strickled off. This pro
vides quite reliable Learance for the body
level

.

When

the logs are rethe pattern needs to be lowered to get an impression of the end flanges and the ribs.
On the pattern being raised, the positions for these are loosened, some sand
of the pattern.

moved and the surface made up

having a number of dabbers cast on the
bottom and a couple of staples for lifting. It is good practice to bed this plate
into a covering of loam when commencing to make up the drawback. Ram up
to the floor level with sand, stiffening

it

over the branch by introducing a light
semi-circular grid, and making up the
joint to coincide with the top joint already formed. The joint indicated would
necessitate a considerable lift if carried
in the top box, the alternative is to prepare another drawback to reduce the
amount of lift, and to give better facilities when closing the mold for casting.
The whole of the cover need not be taken

with this drawback, but only sufficient to
render the top lift comparatively simple.
Again the practice of giving a covering
of loam can be resorted to, and the grid
The
shown in Fig. 5 bedded into it.
dabbers in this cai;c> can be a bit longer
to carry the depth of loam from the pattern body to the outside of the flanges

and ribs. When this drawback is rammed
up and a joint formed approximately in
the position shown by the dotted line in
in
Fig. 3, the cope box can be set
position, staked, and a commencement

r.c

It

''f<»'

' *"'"

being removed and the pattern again
lowered. This procedure usually gives a
sufficiently definite
impression of the
projecting parts to allow the pieces being unscrewed from the pattern, then it
is again lifted and mads up in its respective position in the bed, the pattern being located by the end
flanges
when
finally lowered.
With the pattern set in
position, the sand should be rammed up
along the deep side to avoid any movement along the rake of the bearance. It
is well to remember that when forming
vertical sides of deep molds it is better

made on the cover. Either small grids,
secured to the box or gaggers alone may
be used to carry the sand forming the
Problift, and the whole rammed up.
ably the most convenient method of runninsr such a job is by means of a spray
along the narrow side of the condenser,
the
highest
risers being drawn from
points of the ribs and flanges, including
This method has
the branch flange.
given satisfactory results, but whichever
method is adopted must of necessity be
provided for when nreparing the drawbacks and cope. When the cover is completely rammed and the gate sticks withdrawn, it is necessary to dissemble it,
Having
in order to remove the pattern.
examined the stakes to make sure that
there will be no difficulty in locating the
box accurately, it can be lifted and supported on standards for convenience in
cleaning.

and subsidiary portions from the main
body. The boxed section of the pattern
is then clear, and preparation is then
made for its withdrawal. It is customary to introduce lifting plates during the
construction of the pattern at convenient places. Either tapped plates for lifting screws, or those having rectangular
holes through, suitable for tee liftingirons are required for this purpose and
they should be secured on the bottom or
very near it for patterns of this charso that the framework will take
All subsidiary
the strain when lifting.
parts will be left in the mold, only the
boxed section being removed in the first
acter,

FIG.

13— CASE FOR BEJDDING INTO FLOOR.
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place.

When

this has

been accomplished

the whole mold requires to be carefully
sleeked up, the sand cut away to form
fillets about the ribs and flanges and the
pattern-work withsmall sections of
drawn. Parts of the mold forming- fairly
sharp corners of sand should be well
nailed to give strength.
The same procedure is adopted in connection with the
drawbacks and cover. The runners require cutting and Ihe whole generally
cleaned up preparatory to drying.
In
work of this kind, which must be dried in
place, the drawbacks can be
returned,
and the cover box supported over the
mold so that whatever method of dryingis adopted can be used for all parts.

While the mold has been in progress
the cores required will have been receiving atti'ntion, usually by another set of

workmen.

When

arranged, it is
castings can be
the object being
cores ready for

the
be

work can he

so
preferred, since
produced more quickly,
to

to have both

closing

mold and

almost

simul-

taneously.

The main core requires considerable
preparation.
A grid or plate is necessary, to give support to this core, and
since the weight of it when completed is
considerable, the strength of the plate
must be such as will render lifting quite
safe.
Snugs can be carried on at each
end of the plate to project beyond the
ends of the core. This enables the molder to give additional support to the core
when closing, relieving the pressure on
the prints. Such a method, however, necessitates cutting the core box, and since
it can be avoided in this instance, without detriment to the resulting casting,
the method is not illustrated in the
sketches.
A suitable type of plate for
this core is shown in Fig. 6.
It is made
in two parts, which are secured by means
of a wedged bar passed through staples.
Those bars can be conveniently removed,
and the plates drawn out singly when
the casting is being cleaned.
Cores of
this description are usually made on a
special core floor adjoining a large core
oven, and to facilitate the transfer of the
core to the oven it is frequently made
upon a bogie plate as shown in Fig. 7.
A loam bearance, usually dried, is prepared for setting the core box level. Owing to the particular shape of the required core, it is necessary to strickle uji
a bearance after the- core box is set on
the bogie, and for this purpose the loose
parts inside the box are removed temporarily, leaving the guide pieces for
shaping the bearance or cup for the core.
The major part is made up with bricks,
and these are surfaced with ordinary
floor sand, being strickled off to coincide
with the guides attached to each end of
the box.
When this has been prepared
the construction of the core can proceed.
The bearance is given a good thickness
of loam into which the clay-washed plate
is bedded.
Bricks and loam can be used
to form the shape, but if long prods or
gaggers project from the outside of the
plate and follow^ the contour of the core

required, the bricks can be discarded,
and loam merely used to form an outhard loam to
side shell, introducing

Fairly larger sized
stiffen the whole.
ashes require to be well rammed into the
centre of the core, and the top made up
to a depth of about 5 inches or 6 inches
with loam. It is the usual custom to leave
the loam above the shape determined by
the corebox, until the whole becomes
stiffened, when it is strickled off to the
Fig. 6 gives a general
core box ends.
plan of the core box set on the bogie
the core
plate, the bottom shape of
having been made up and the core plate
bedded into its position, the loose parts
of the core box having been returned to
A section
their respective positions.
through the branch connection is illusWhen this core has
trated in Fig. 7.
been strickled off clearance is cut about
the top of the lifting staples, and a commencement made to remove the woodwork. Providing the loam is stiff enough,
all the various parts of the core box can
The whole
be stripped from the core.
weight is taken by the shaped bearance
During the
upon which it is dried.

process of stripping, the core should be
sleeked over and corners rounded off
where necessary. The smaller cores including those for the foot branch manholes, and the two loose cores necessary
for each end of the condenser are also
prepared and transferred to the stove
for drying.

When both mold and cores are dry all
parts with which the molten metal comes
into contact are washed with blacking
to prevent the metal fusing with the
sand and give a good skin to the casting.
Considerable skill is required in the
process to prevent the blacking peeling
when sleeking over. Special attention is
given to the runners and risers and the
whole job thoroughly dried again. It is
necessary to prepare runner and riser
basins, in order that they will be in
readiness when the mold is fitted together finally.
The most convenient form of runner is
one -which will feed all the gates together, and since the metal is comparatively thin and covering a fairly large
surface, it is preferable to prepare this
runner so that stoppers can be used to
prevent the mold obtaining metal until
the runner is full. The riser basins can
be separate, ordinary circular boxes being used. In both cases these should be
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prepared and dried, and then washed with
blacking, but not infrequently they are
black washed directly they are made, and
then dried, a good surface not being
quite so important as with the mold.

When all the parts are thoroughly
dried the operation of coring up can be
carried on.
The small cores lightening
out the back of the feet in the bottom
are first located and then secured with
nails to prevent movement, and as thescores do not cut through, as a precaudouble chaplet
tion against lifting
a
should be nailed to each core. The manhole core in the bottom is more easily
secured to the mold, and it should project just the thickness of metal.
To ensure accuracy it should be tested.
The
main core can now be lowered into position, the ends of which should be free
to the ashes, and the mold eased away at
the large prints for more ashes, to enable
the gases generated when casting to
escape easily. When this core is in its
relative position, the branch core can be
set in. If this core is a neat fit no other
support need be given to it, other than
that which is supplied by the print.
contact can be made between the branch
core and the vent of the main core. The
other cores which can be set from the
joint, and indicated in the plan view
Fig. 8, need no special fastening, but
the small cores for the top feet required
to be -w'ired through the drawback, so
that their position will be maintained in
an inverted position. It is necessary to
make up the main core about the lifting
staples, and care should be taken to inBoth drawsure the sand being dried.
backs, one of which is illustrated in Fig.
9, can now be set, the runners tested to
make sure they are clear, and then the
A section of the
cover box lowered.
mold during the process of closing is
shown in Fig. 10.

A

When

the job

is

closed the runner

and

grouted into
position, and the whole box weighted
down preparatory to casting the metal.
A general view of the method adopted is
shown in Fig. 11. When a cast iron case
is used for bedding fn such a job additional means are adopted to restrain the
lift of the cover box when casting by
riser basins require

to be

clamping the joint flanges or better still
when the flanges have a series of equiThe
distant slots, they can be bolted.
form of stopper used to cover the gates
during the time of filling up the runner
is

shown

in Fig. 12.

While the general form of the conitself to being cast in the
indicated, many foundries prefer
casting them vertically, and this prefer-

denser lends

manner

ence

is

more

dries having

in

evidence in those foun-

what might be termed spe-

cylinder cases, bedded into the founThe greatest difficulty experiin the formation of the main
core, since it cannot be conveniently

cial

dry floor.
enced is

made on

and then turned up on
rather a risky undertaking
to make it on end in the ordinary way,
that is on a bogie, as previously exend, and

its side

it is
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plained. It can, however, be made nearer
the foundry floor with a different form
of core box, and having a full bottom
plate introduced by which the core, built
up in the same manner as a cylindrical
core, can be lifted after the loam has
stiffened sufficiently.

get an impression of the prints.
It is
better if these prints are dowelled on, as
when their position has been located
they can be bedded in separately, as
shown in Fig. 14, and the pattern replaced upon them Fig. 20. The bottom
flanges can be loosened and simply laid

The making of the main core box can,
however, be avoided by what is known
as thicknessing in the mold and forming
the core inside. The method has the advantage of giving a more regular thickness of metal to an irregular shaped
casting, and can be applied to a condenser of this type. From an economical
point of view, the casting can be made
cheaper when only one or two are required, but more time is occupied in the
preparation of the mold for casting, since

on the bed, and against the body of the
pattern, and a commencement made with
the ramming up of the sand, the screws
being removed from sections of pattern
as the ramming proceeds. It is necessary
to rod the sand directly over the bottom
flange, and over the horizontal ribs which
surround the pattern. The sand can be

"H
^t^mifrt faf^tttt

a»rtfi *r

*>«

—

rammed up

in this

and almost

17.

and also wrought iron rods cast

in

snugs

for supporting side plates, as shown in
Fig. 18. The back and side plates shown
make the drawback independent of the
mold excepting at the face and bottom.

To carry the sand over the branch
flange an additional grid, shown in Fig.
secured to the bottom plate.
In
the drawback, a bed of
Icam is applied to the joint, and the bottom plate set into it. Loam is also applied to the tapered joints at each side
to maintain a parting and prevent injury
with the rammer. When the side plates
are fixed up against their supports the
drawback can be rammed up, a small
riser being introduced from the bottom
of the flange.
Small projecting parts
of the rib, cutting through into the drawback require to be cut for convenience in
drawing.
The cope in this instance is
flat, and provision is made for pouring
the metal directly into the mold.
When
the cover box and the drawback have
been removed the body of the pattern
can be withdrawn, the subsidiary parts
17,

is

commencing

men employed in the
method previously described cannot conveniently work when the core is made in

the same number of

the mold.

The type of case which is suitable
for taking such a job vertically is illustrated in Fig. 13.
It consists of four
sides bolted together, let into a bottom
having an external flange, which can be
sealed and made watertight by ramming
sal ammoniac and iron filings between
the box sides and the bottom flange.
The best type has tapered sides, so that
the withdrawal of castings is not restricted. A stiff top flange is cast about
the top, having a number of slot holes
cast through as shown.
A level bed is
prepared at a depth from the top of the
case, equal to the height of the condenser body, and the pattern is lowered to

remaining until the core is made. Strips
of wood, equal in thickness to the metal
required, are temporarily attached to the
flanges and ribs and running the depth
mold, the drawback is replaced,
leaving the branch pattern in the mold.
of the

Ordinary floor sand is used to fill up
space between the strips and the
The whole
main print is withdrawn.
then provides the core box in "which a
Besides
satisfactory core can be made.
the

and rammed.

all

irrrmn

FIG.

the lifting plate at the bottom, a couple
of
ring
should
used to
plates
be
strengthen the loam and bricks as the
distance from the bottom increases. The
centre of the core is left open until the
mold is fitted together for casting, when
it is lightly rammed with floor sand and
when the drawback is finally placed in
position the intervening space between
it and the case is also filled with sand

way

the full height
round the pattern, the exception being the branch.
A
joint is required to allow for the withdrawal of the pattern and to enable the
core being placed.
It is better to level
off the sand at the height of the branch
centre over the full end of the case, and
taper off the side joints as. shown in
Figs. 15 and 19. This enables the drawback being made with the minimum contact with the mold. The type of carrying
plate for such a drawback is shown in
Fig. 16, having staples cast in for lifting,
of the job,
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preparing the mold for the cover
largely
method adopted depends
upon the style of box available. As a
In

the

rule, when it is possible the flange is
cast down, the pattern being bedded into
the foundry floor until the uppermost
part is flush with the floor level or merely bedding the flange into the floor as
indicated in Fig. 21. When prepared in
this way for casting, a bed of ashes must
be formed under the job to allow for
ease in venting. The skeleton construction of the pattern allows the ramming
of the core to be done quite satisfactorily, the sand being carried to the outof the. pattern and strickled off
side

After the cope has been rammed, making
suitable allowance for runners and risers, and removed, the surplus sand making up the pattern can be strickled out
and the pattern wthdrawn.

The core carried

in the drag requires
sleeked over, the sharp corners of sand removed at each side of the
ribs to form a flllet, then the ribs can be
withdrawn and the facings drawn into
the impression. A reasonable amount of
care must be exercised in the withdrawal

to be well

-

unmmmmwEU
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Novcmlter.
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of these ribs and llie facings since the
bottom is not accessible foi" patching.
Some molders prefer to cast the flanges
uppermost, bedding the pattern into the
floor until the top of the flange is flush

with the floor level. This method necessitates a considerable lift in the cope, a
grid usually being fixed to the cope box
Dirty metal has a tendency
to carry it.
to collect on the face of the flange when
the casting is poured in this way, and
since it is to be machined the difficulty
is overcome considerably by shaping the
flange as indicated in Fig. 22.

The making
end is a much

of the mold for the water
moi'e difficult job.
When
the pattern for the main part is made
similar to the required
the
casting,
method described in this article, the
method of constructing the top and bottom flanges usually decides the molder
on his choice.
When both flanges are

framed and used a? a support

the
shell pattern, obviously they cannot be
drawn into the mold, hence a joint must
be made at both flanges and the middle
part either lifted in a box or taken away
as a drawback. Even if the bottom flange
is cat in such a manner as will allow for
drawing in, the method can
still
be
to

into as many pieces as are indicated by
the ribs, the print is made deep enough
to take a lifting plate over the whole

area and strong enough to support the
whole as one core. When the print has
been cut out, loam is applied to the bottom and a plate, shown in Fig. 24, bedded
in.
The ribs and division plates can be
returned to their former position and
small grids inserted when the ramming
up of the core can be proceeded with.
All loose parts fastened from the inside
must of course be detached as the work
is proceeding.
The outer part of the
mold can also be rammed up, forming
joints about the back of the flange on
one branch and along the horizontal
centre of the other
tapering
branch,

them up
a

to the floor level after

good bearance,

Figs. 23 and 25.

drawbacks

it

is

in a

in

the two

convenient to bed suit-

able grids in loam, and loam can be applied to the sand sides with advantage,
because careless ramming sometimes injures these sides and interferes with the
lift.
The core will follow the lines of
the ribs, the remainder being taken away
in the cover box including the loose facings from the division plates. A casting
of this description can be run successfully straight down by the side of the
main core, taking care to clear the cores
of the branches, and greater satisfaction
will be obtained if the impression of the
top flange is curved as in Fig. 22.

When

FIGS.

22

AND

24.

adopted. The core would then be left in
While this method is used it
the drag.
entails more work in providing a suitable mold, since a special large plate
is required to carry the drawback or a
special type of box part must be used,
and grids are equally essential to
strengthen the core as it is divided into
so many parts by the division plates and
When the pattern work forming
ribs.
the bottom flange is in convenient sections, an alternative method of producing the mold can be adopted, and, since
less tackle is involved, resulting in a
more profitable casting, more consideration is given to the procedure adopted.

stripping has been commenced
and the cover removed, the centre core
can be withdrawn. If a little taper has
been allowed on the pattern it should not
The top flange can
be a difficult job.
be left on the pattern to give support
to the shell, which can then be withdrawn. When the drawbacks are lifted
the final stripping can be made and the
mold sleeked up. The molds for both the
cover and the water end are more satisfactorily made in dry sand, hence both
molds require to be dried and blackened
With the exfor receiving the metal.
ception of the cover for the water end,

EQUIPMENT
It
in

is

now

understood that

generally

sand-blast practice economy of oper-

ation comes only with application of the

right devices to the

work

hand.

in

This

has forced the more progressive manufacturers

principle,

equipment to
meet this

sand-blast

of

an extension of their
so

too

lines to

has

demand

the

for

hygienic automatic equipment extended
the range of design of these devices to

meet the increased application of sandblasting with highest efficiency.

The

Rotary

Automatic Table SanJ-

was

Blast in the initial designs
in

range of work.

limited

manifold advan-

Its

tages of continuous operation with large

minimum

output,

requirements

labor

and removal of the operator from un-

made

sanitary conditions, have
of sand-blast a

The wide popularity
the fact that

ly to
in

many

than

and

five

due undoubted-

is

it

variations, in

three

this type

prime favorite.

is

now

fact

in

available

no less

systems of blasting action

sizes

being produced

by one

manufacturer.

For the most difficult cleaned and
larger character of work the direct pressure system is used with the blasting
action supplied by a direct pressure hose
blast and equipped with elevator and
separator, using both mechanical and
exhaust means for reclamation and sep-

The
aration of the abrasive for re-use.
reclaimed abrasive is accumulated in
storage bins from which the hose blast
is instantly refilled through a quick acting valve that makes the operation practically

continuous.

For work less difficult
where the intensive action

to clean or
of the direct

pressure is unnecessary the gravity
feed type is equally efficient and permits of an entirely self-contained maMechanical and exhaust action
chine.
is used for reclamation and handling of
the abrasive, which is fed by gravity
in a continuous cycle to the nozzles,

When the foundry floor is used, as is
osoal in such instances, a shallow pit
which will
is required having a depth
allow a reasonable body of sand over
the inlet and outlet branches.
The bed should be levelled off to allow
the bottom flange to rest flat upon it.
This necessitates the core print of one of
the branches being bedded in.
The division plates and ribs are temporarily removed from the pattern to allow a print
being formed to conform to the internal
contour and having a depth of at least
2 inches, as shown in Fig. 23. The cope
remaining stationary, apart from drawbacks over the branches, the core must
of necessity be made loose and since it is
not desirable that it should be divided

HYGIENIC, SANITARY SANU-BLAST

forming

manner shown

When making
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where the

full force of the air is exert-

ed to the propulsion of the abrasive.
Like the direct pressure, the blasting action is entirely confined and movement
of the nozzles covers every portion of
the work within the closed zone.

For the cleaning of lighter work and
of refinishing, etc., the
self-contained suction feed type prosmall compact machine that
vides
a
adapts itself to every shop condition.

requirements

which should be at least skin dried, the
remainder of the small casting necessary
to complete the job can be made in green
sand. They are, however, comparatively
simple and do not need description here.

reclaimed
is
abrasive
used
The
through screens and the handling is
without elevator use. The cleaned abrasive is carried continuously by suctioh
or syphon to the nozzles.
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Foundry Engineering on an

Efficiency Basis

Showing the Difference Between the So-Called and the Real
Efficiency Engineer.

A

FEW

years ago this country awoke

to the necessity of increased effi-

ciency in all lines of industrial and
manufacturingwhereupon
activities,
efficiency engineers sprunginto
being
and for several years this country was
inundated with them. The efficiency engineer of ten years ago was a novel
proposition and he got away with it
beautifully.
The average manufacturer
was convinced by the technical matter
appearing in the trade papers that he
was absolutely incompetent to run his
plant and he wondered how he had evev
.succeeded in getting- along for years
without the aid of an efficiency engineer.
Thereupon he employed one to tell him
that he know nothing about plant operation, and to take over his plant and
run it as it should be run. The efficiency
engineer had a glorious career for a
short time, but in the course of a few
years thousands of plants which had employed so-called efficiency engineers were
able to recover from, the effects of their
employment and went back to manufacturing on a safe and sane basis.
Influence of Efficiency Engineers
It is needless to say that many efficiency engineers were really efficient and
effected enormous economies in plant operation and in countless instances where
the methods of the efficiency engineer
were not entirely a success their efforts
to improve conditions at least succeeded
in arousing the interest of the manufacturer to the possibilities of improved
methods. In reality, vast good has been
done to industry in this country through
the activity of the efficiency engineer.
Today almost every large plant has its
production engineers who give scientific
study to production problems and the
efficiency of production of manufacturing
plants of this country has vastly increased, and we can thank the efficiency
engineer, regardless of his work, for the
change.

The

efficiency engineer's

activity

was

largely confined to production, and during the past few years we have had
another cycle of engineering activity,
known as industrial engineering. When
the writer went into business for himself
ten years ago, after having had ten years
of experience in handling industrial and
railroad buildings, he recognized
the
necessity of scientific analysis of the
problems of plant layout and design to
the end that a plant would be so built
that it would fit its requirements. This
involves study and analysis of the manufacturing process with reference to plant
layout, present and future; co-ordinating

departments; anticipating expansion; introducing special equipment and labor
saving mechanism; and a proper consid-

eration of general phases, such as the
proper location of a plant with reference
to the supply of raw materials, supply of
labor, transportation of labor, shipment
and handling of raw materials and finished product, and a market for the manufactured articles. All of the problems
design require
of plant location and
analysis with reference to efficient and
economical operation, and this means
with a view toward maximum profits
when the books are balanced and all the
factors taken into account.

The Debut

of Industrial Engineer

The handling of a proposition of this
sort is a real man's job, and the necessity of the proper handling of it has appealed to the manufacturers just as the
efficiency engineer's plea for increased
production appealed to them. The result
has been that in the last three, four or
five years another profession has grown
Archiup called industrial engineering.
tects who find busiriess dull because of
building costs or war conditions, engineers whose special fields of endeavor
have diminished, factory superintendents
who are out of a job, machinery salesmen, and in fact almost anyone who has
in any way been connected with the
factory, are now terming themselves industrial engineers, and every phase of
manufacturing activity is being handled
by the new profession. The profession
has become so big and so expert in so
many lines, and has so many representatives who can do so many things, that I
am of the opinion that the industrial
engineer is going to follow in the footsteps of his predecessor, the efficiency
engineer, and into disrepute and oblivion.

Foundry engineering threatens to go
through the same cycle of need, exploitation,

acceptance

the opportunity

and

discredit,

here

because

now

for the remodeling of many old plants, the construction of many new plants, in fact,
the rejuvenation of the entire industry,
and men are not slow to seize the opporThe
tunity for sei-vice in this field.
trade paper advertising again is the evidence of this fact, and we have today not
only industrial engineers by the thou-

sand, but

is

we have

foundry

engineers

galore.

And

with justification, for the
engineering.
industry
needs
foundry
Foundrymen the country over admit that
today the foundry industry is at the
threshold of a great era of development.
this

aptly be termed "foundry en-

gineering."

The Foundry Needs Ehigineering
Machine shops, steel mills, and light
or heavy manufacturing plants do not
present the same combination of operaWhere else is
tions and characteristics.
the production of an article requiring
some skill dependent on the use of a shovMachine perfection has advanced,
el?
quantity production in the automotive industries has brought about improvements
in machine design and cutting speeds,
and the output per man has been enormously increased, but in the main, the
increase in the foundry has fallen far
behind.
There has been only a part of
the corresponding improvement.

In the average machining operation it
is the speed of the machine which determines the operator's output. In the
foundry, the number of molds a man
puts up per day is more often a matter
of physical fatigue and not the limitations of a particular machine, but the
time requirements of all the operations
until a completed mold is placed on the
Every thinking
fioor ready to pour.
foundryman is aware of the time and
energy-consuming elements of making a
mold; and that the best in molding machines still leaves a large part of the
it

task up to the molder. This is but one
operation in the making of a casting,
and, without dwelling on the others, is
not the point well taken that foundries
are not keeping pace with the strides in
other industries?

Disregarding the post-war conditions,
may be found for this.

several reasons

One

is

beyond question

in the

general

of the operating foundryman.
Troubles are frequently difficult to explain and correct, and experiments are
more often costly and not productive of
definite unqualified deductions and reinertia

Too intimate association with
problems narrows vision and curbs imagination, and the average foundryman is
usually too involved in maintaining his
established production standards to be
receptive to new ideas or to have the
time in which to thoroughly analyze his
sults.

possibilities.

Why

Improvements Develop Slowly

is

evident that all of the problems which we, as engineers, apply to
the location, layout, design and equipment of a manufacturing plant can and
must be applied to the foundry. This is
a specialized phase of engineering and
It is quite

may very

Another reason more generally applies,
namely, that foundry production, melting, molding, coremaking, pouring and
cleaning, is so closely related to the
physical limitations of a plant that the
individuals most concerned or responsible
very naturally do not conceive the possibilities of improvement which could be

carried

out

conditions.

under

somewhat

different
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The lack of proportionate improvement alone, in foundry practices or production, ought to indicate that something
is wrong and is being overlooked.
Fortunately, present day conditions are necessitating in themselves some departures from established methods, directing attention and stimulating inquiry
into

improvements.

The small amount

of study that has
been given to the subject has made it
clear that a properly designed foundry
car.not be a conventional
or standard
structure with sidewalls and a roof under
which equipment is placed, but essentially an equipment layout without re-

elevations and structural dehoused in such a manner as to afford an essential amount of natural light
and fresh air.
stricting

tails,

Making the Foundry Attractive
Workers

to

The poorest, unskilled laborer is recepto agreeable working
conditions.

tive

Air and light mean health. A man's attitude toward his job is in a great measure a reflection of his physical condition and the quality and quantity of his

work

is fundamentally
related
to
it.
Disagreeable and unhealthful workingconditions mean higher wages, dissatisfied
employees, and increased
labor
turnovers. There is nothing new in this
contention, but the foundries have been
woefully backward in appreciating its

significance and correcting the situation.
Conceding that competent engineers
and architects can design buildings which

meet the requirements of satisfactory working conditions, this
element
represents only part of what is needed
in the layout of a foundry designed and
will

equipped so as to accomplish the econoiviies which are possible, and which are
being overlooked in the usual present
plant construction.

It

is

essential that

every production possibility in all departments be developed to its utmost.
This means an intelligent study and
analysis of every production element and
a comprehensive provision for the use of
labor-displacing

equipment

which

will

maximum output per man.
contention may be illustrated by

result in a

This

examples in every phase of foundry operation, from the receipt of raw
materials to the shipping of the finished
casting.
In the case of the gray iron
foundry, a typical example can be found
in the methods with which raw materials
are handled from the cars and charges
from the yard to the cupolas. In general,
specific

same methods are in vogue since the
first foundry was built.
Shovels and

the

wheelbarrows have persisted, and there
has been no improvement in the design
of either of these two pieces of indispensably considered equipment. Pig iron
and scrap is in most cases man-handled
all the way from the cars to the cupolas.
In many cases the small tonnages involved do not justify equipment which
will effect improvements over old methods, but where the volume of material

does warrant mechanical equipment, the
possibilities have only been touched. On
the foundry floor where any quantity of
heavy flasks or castings are to be handled, a crane is immediately thought of.
How much consideration has been given
to the use of a crane serving a charging
floor where it could be used as a charging machine and to eliminate the labor
of moving loaded cars or boxes?
It
would give a flexibility not attainable in
the usual charging floor layout, even
thought it be provided with industrial
tracks and ball beaiing charging cars.

Handling Costs Are High
In the average foundry the handling of
pig iron, scrap, coal, coke and sand from
cars to yard and later to their points of
consumption costs from 60 cents to $1
or more per ton, depending upon weather
and the particular conditions about the
The sand, coke and coal are usuplant.
ally distributed by means of wheelbarrows negotiating a plank. Pig, piece by
piece, is tossed on the ground and laboriously stacked, or use is made
of
a
gravity conveyor or skid which still necessitates hand handling at each end.

The making up

charges and the
reclaiming of coal, coke and sand from
the yard to the foundry is the more expensive element of the operation. Rain,
snow and ice foul the turntables, transfer cars and industrial tracks. The cars
themselves are seldom kept properly lubricated and in good condition.
When
such a system is used, it is seldom that
the track layout is sufficiently comprehensive; it only serves an area immediately adjacent to it, and necessitates
the bringing, usually by hand, of all
material from the piles to the cars.
It
has its value, but only partly meets the
requirements.
of

Where

the total quantity of raw mahandled warrants the expenditure,
the most economical arrangement is a
travelling crane supplemented by a magnet, grab or dump bucket and most important of all, a co-ordinated bin arrangement, the details of which can be
so designed as to reduce to a minimum
all handling by hand.
Where a crane is
not a good investment, there can be
worked up combinations of relatively inexpensive stock equipment, the moneysaving possibilities of which are extremely attractive.
terial

The electric or gas tractor is a modern
method of transporting practically every
materia' in the foundry, even to hot iron.
Its use is becoming more general, and
some of our largest foundry layouts are
developed around the
tractor as the
means of handling materials from one
point to another throughout the entire
plant.

Design of Plant Affects Costs
•Lack of foresight in the beginning is
responsible for the present
material
handling costs of many plants.
The

foundry has developed and tonnages have
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increased until the quantity of rjiaterials
handled daily in the yard alone would
make a heavy investment in cranes, bin?
and other equipment extremely profitable, but through lack of foresight, conditions have been allowed to develop
which make it impractical, all things considered, to do anything but continue as
in the past.
The demands for expansion
and improvement become so acute that
not infrequently they result in a decision
to abandon the plant and build anew.
Such a decision is sometimes an unfortunate one, and the engineer who combines the knowledge of building design
with a knowledge of foundry operations
can frequently save the old plant by
making changes which will serve almost
as well as the erection of a new building.
accomIt is astonishing what can be
plished in the way of remodeling an old
foundry. Sometimes even new buildings
have to be modified in order to accommosecure
production
or
date
increased
proper working conditions. There is no
greater field for the ingenuity of the engineer than in studying the possibilities
of increased production and bettered conditions in the remodeling of old plants.

The reader is familiar with any
of cases of this kind.

number

Growing Popularity of Electric Furnace
The consideration of melting equipment includes blowers, burners, furnaces
and
are

fuels.
Like everything else, these
undergoing constant improvements,

and some types are increasing in their
range of application. Fuel costs are be-

The electric furnace,
ing readjusted.
primarily considered in the foundry as
,1 steelmaker, is now being used for nonferrous metals, malleable and gray iron
for high pressure, and rigid specification
work. With power at 1 cent per kilowatthour, steel castings can be made cheaper
in the electric furnace than with the conThe determining factor is largeverter.
Malleable
ly the price of pig and scrap.
practice and air furnace melting has

made little progress toward economies,
with the exception of the recent success
with powdered coal, which has been long
Is it not surprising that
in forthcoming.
the rigid requirements of malleable melting and hot metal handling have not been
more generally met by the electric furnace, the more so, when it has been demonstrated that the usual 45 per cent, pig
charge for air furnaces can be reduced
to 10 per cent, in the electric furnace ?
With current at 1 cent per kilowatthour, assuming 650 kilowatt-hours per
ton, there is a direct fuel charge of $6.5(J
psr ton of metal melted. With a 2 to 1
air furnace melting ratio and a cost of
coal into the furnace of $7.50, there is
a difference of $2.75 per ton on fuel in
However, a
favor of the air furnace.
45 per cent, pig charge at $45 per ton
can be replaced by 10 per cent, pig and
35 per cent, of scrap at $30 per ton.
The fuel saving of $2.75 for the air
furnace is offset by a saving of $4.75 in
the cost of the charge for the electric
furnace, or, for these two items there
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a net difference of $2 per ton of melt
favor of the electric furnace.
For
a strict comparison of the two methods,

The time was when a shoemaker or a
cabinet maker made a finished article
from his raw materials, but modern pro-

all the items must be taken into account,
but the foregoing and most important
are given to indicate that electric furnace
malleable has economical
possibilities
which have not been generally appreciated.
Consider further with the electric
furnace the possibilities of using cupola
metal in reducing the fuel or energy cost,
together with the higher temperatures

duction has no place for such methods.
Wherever possible, each man now performs his own particular operation. The
analogy is admittedly not rigid for the
molder and foundry, but it is proper to
question some current foundry practices
in the light of what is being done in
other manufacturing lines.

is

in

and more uniform analysis obtainable
with it. There are districts where condi-

now

are such that the costs for
electric malleable would compare favorably with the air furnace for malleable,
this comparison disregarding the possible
savings of a duplex or triplex process
which may possibly be developed to show
still lower costs for the electric furnace.
Some recent successes of powdered coal
for malleable melting are showing substantial savings over hand firing, and it
is an interesting fact that in most cases
where the performance has been satisfactory,
the
results
have been due
largely to the efforts of ex-foundrymen,
or malleable men vi^ho have become interested in the subject.
tions

not in the scope of this paper to
discuss in detail any of these subjects,
but is not the point apparent that here
again is an instance where the intelligent handling of the problem is beyond
the capabilities of a pure foundryman or
a combustion engineer? Beyond question
the work is best covered by the term
"foundry engineering."
It is

Cutting

Down Molding

Costs

The heart of production lies in moldHere if anywhere in the foundry,

ing.

we

should expect to find a proper degree
of progress over the methods in use 15
years ago.
But this is true only to a
limited extent in the foundries making
automobile castings or other specialties
in quantities.
In general, it is only the
heavier tonnages in specialties which
make possible and economical the installations of sand handling and mold
conveying equipment on a large scale,
but there are feasible a number of other
combinations of less expensive equipment which can be used to reduce the
labor of shoveling and cutting sand and
handling flasks to, and molds from, machines.
It goes without saying that the
last mentioned elements do not apply to
snap or other small flask work, but any
foundryman will admit that in general
the usual main crane equipment is not
sufficient to enable molders to work without tie-ups waiting for lifts and to close.
The complaint of every foundryman
nowadays is that good mechanics, allaround molders, etc., are not to be had,
and yet an attempt is made to obtain
production according to the old methods.
Molding is ceasing to be a highly skilled
trade.
The average shop does not have
a number of all-around molders who can
be depended upon to turn out a good
casting from any pattern given them.

Increasing Capacity of Molding Floor.s

Bear

mind that in making a casting
the preparation of a drag, a cope,
finishing, setting of cores, closing and

there

in

is

pouring and sometimes the molder asshaking out and cuts part of his

sists in

own

sand.
In most cases, particularly
for gray iron and malleable, all molding
ceases when the first iron comes off, and
the molders use an amount of productive

time which might be cut in one-third if
all could be kept busy at the operation,
or if a separate crew performed the task.
Closing up is often delayed waiting for
the crane, and the usual hunt at the
expense of molders' time, takes place for
clamps and wedges. And it is the molders

who

are scarce and whose daily out-

put largely determines production! The
inference is obvious, but it must not be
inferred that it is claimed that a splitting up of operations is applicable to all
classes of work and conditions.
There
are, however, any number of instances

where

improvements

in

this

direction

can be made.
Some of them when tonnages are sufficient, necessitate or make
possible continuous pouring. This operation requires careful analysis of methods of mechanical handling.

Here again the opportunities for the
utilization of old plants are

practically
unlimited. We recently estimated that in
a gray iron foundry in New York state,
now running on a basis of pouring once
a day, a change to continuous pouring
is entirely feasible owing to
the uniformity of the work, and that by the installation of the continuous pouring operation with practically no
increased
costs of equipment, building area
or
capacity, an increased profit of approximately $200,000 per year could be earned.
The total expense to obtain this was

perhaps $25,000.

Further comment

is

unnecessary.
the several operations may be
split up, frequently the pouring itself
may be divorced from the molder, but
there must be worked out a plan whereby
the responsibility for scrap is fixed, particularly when the shop is being run on
a piece-work basis. Continuous pouring,
to be carried out most advantageously,
precludes the facilities for the removal
of hot castings, and it necessitates a type
of building construction which will adequately remove the resulting smoke and
fumes and maintain a sufficiently cool,
working temperature.
Monitor, sawtooth, A-frame, or a Pond truss type of
roof construction can not accomplish the
desired results unless designed in accord-

Where

Volume XI.

ance with heat producing zones, with
proper appreciation of the conditions
which will exist at all points in the building.
Hot, gas-laden air cannot be re-

moved from

the structure unless cool air

can be admitted in its place. Forced ventilation is to natural ventilation as artiIt is more
light is to sunlight.
so
ex'pensive and
a poor substitute;
again in the foundry proper, or molding
area, we have a large production probficial

lem involving the immediate installation
of a variety of mechanical equipment, or
provision for it in the future, and the
whole housed in such a manner as to provide a maximum of daylight and fresh
Cannot the problem best be handled
air.
by an organization in which has been
brought together foundrymen, architectural, structural and nlechanical engineers, whose services may rightly
called "foundry engineering"?

be

Conserving Labor in Cleaning Room

The cleaning room of. most plants is
another indication of the extent to which
The time
old methods have persisted.
required for a batch of castings in a
tumbling barrel is half consumed by the
loading and unloading operations. Castby piece, or by means of a
shovel for the smaller ones, are laboriously raised from the floors and deposited into the mills, and the unloading operation shows a
small improvement.
There are obvious economies possible in
many cases with barrels which are elevated and served by a platform at mill
height, from which a mill may be quickly loaded and emptied frequently direct
into the boxes under the mill, without
additional handling of each piece or the
But as in the other
use of a shovel.
cases, the usual building elevations, allowable truss loads, etc., do not permit
of such arrangements because the structure was not designed primarily to fit
the operations.
ings, piece

There

is

some argument about the

rel-

ative merits of one and two storey fovmdries. This is a matter which is not pardifficult to determine, because
each case must be handled on its merits
and what fits one plant will not fit another. There are too many factors which

ticularly

vary.

Consider Welfare of

Men

The proper type of building not only
guarantees good light and ventilation
where the wrong type makes the building
a diflRcult one to hold good men, but many
other items of men's welfare must_ be
considered.
There are few industries
which offer more unattractive surroundings to labor than the foundry plant.
This does not mean unhealthy surroundings, because foundry work is extremely
healthy with the exception of inhuman
sand-blast rooms which still exist in some
The time has come, whether
instances.
we are willing to admit it or not, that
decent accommodations must be provided
There is much argufor working men.
ment as to whether or not improved conditions are appreciated, whether they

November,
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pay and all that sort of thing, but the
fact remains that meh" are entitled to
better conditions than most of them get
today, and that they are going to have
them. In my opinion it is better to give
it to them and educate them to appreciate
better conditions, thereby making them
better men and citizens. This matter of
employees' welfare is a life study in itself.
The providing of proper wash
rooms, locker rooms, toilet rooms, rest
and eating rooms are all a part of the

engineer's job.

Time permits the mentioning of but a
few of the instances wherein details of
foundry construction and methods are
not what they should be. This is again
•unfortunate, because in a few words it is
not possible to discuss specifically the
conditions to which some of the criticisms apply, and the statements may
seem to be too broad and sweeping, and
operating men will lake issue with them.

Need All-Around Experience
becoming more and more evident
who are in constant contact with
problems of economical foundry layout
It is

to those

that intelligent handling of the subject
of experience
calls for a combination
and intimate knowledge of foundry practices, together with structural and architectural design, which is beyond the province of one man, but can only be provided by a combination of men or an
organization which has been built up to
meet these specialized requirements.

The underlying requirement, however,
design and location is a firsthand knowledge from the foundry standin detail,

point of the conditions involved; a broad
familiarity with equipment, characteris-

and possibilities; and the two co-ordinated in an engineering organization,
which, functioning as a whole, can make
the most of the opportunities. The individual efforts of a contractor, an architect and a foundryman, joined for a
short time only, can rarely produce a
foundry of economical design and good
operating efficiency.
tics

The subject has been touched upon
broadly and it is assumed that the contentions will be so interpreted.
What is
held to be impossible today will be accomplished tomorrow.
Many of these

FO UND
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accomplishments are past due, and the
next few years will witness some marked
improvements in foundry design, methods and operation, and foundry engineers
will have had no small part in bringing

them about.

LIGHT PORTABLE ROTARY PNEUMATIC GRINDER

A

new and distinctly different type
Pneumatic Grinder is being put on
the market by The Roto Pneumatic
Company, of 4700 Train Ave., Cleveland,
of

Ohio.

The claims made by the manufacturit represents simplicity of
design and construction and has but
three moving parts, being made up of
pistons rigidly mounted on a straight
single rotating
a
shaft, constituting
member. This, together with two selfsealing sliding valves, constitute the
only moving parts in the motor.

ers are that

The necessary air enters the machine
through the control handle and is applied to the pistons in the direction in
which the shaft rotates, eliminating all
crank shafts and connecting rods, thus

avoiding friction and maintenance coin-

Furthermore, by discident therewith.
pensing with these moving parts, such
as connecting rods and crank shafts, the
vibration of the motor is entirely elim-

You have

and even
running motor, on par with any electric
inated.

a smooth

The turn handle air control of
motor is self-sealing, absolutely
balanced and the throttle will stay in
any position that it is placed until moved
by the operator. This control valve will
throttle to zero without causing any intermittent jerking and assures even
power at the wheel when in operation.
The air port areas are large, thus affording full power of the machine when
motor.
this

needed.
this motor is made of
and bronze bearings are used
throughout the machine, as they have
been found by test to give the best re-

The housing of

bronze,

sults

when subjected

to the severe thock

In this method of
of pneumatic tools.
application
of
bronze bearings, the
maintenance cost is much lower than
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that of any other type of bearing
could be used.

The

motor

bearings

ai'e

tliat

thoroughly

lubricated through the center of the
shaft from an oil reservoir at the back
of the case.
The extended shaft bearings are lubricated from a reservoir in
the handle of the motor. The lubrication
of the cylinders and valves is accomplished automatically by the pumping- cf
a limited amount of oil through them

under pressure at every revolution of
the shaft. Each oiling of the Roto motor
supplies sufficient lubrication for five
hours of continuous operation.
This machine has a perfect throttle
control, and as previously pointed out,
eliminates vibration and reduces friction to a minimum, thus enabling the
operator to get the greatest amount of
grinding power from the air consumed.
Under average conditions, about 15 to
20 cubic feet of air per minute under
80 pounds are consumed.
When very
heavy duty is required, the full power
of the machine is readily at the operator's disposal by further opening of the
throttle.
The motor valves automatically release themselves when the air is
turned off, thus allowing the motor to
idle and slow down very gradually.
A safety provision has also been made
by so arranging the air ports so as to
prevent the grinder from running at a

speed which would be sufficient to explode the wheel.
Another very practical feature is the direction of rotation
of this grinder, which is such that the
sparks and chips are thrown away from
the operator and the load of grinding
toward him.
The weight of this machine complete
does not exceed 14 pounds and will
swing either a 6 inch or an 8 inch wheel.
As a summary of the above-mentioned
advantages, we obtain maximum efficiency and horsepower from a minmum supply of air used, accuracy, simplicity,
light weight, absolute lack of vibration,
perfect control of speed at all times,
and handle grips so arranged as to keep
the operator's

arm

in a

natural position

and thus produce a maximum amount
of work with the least effort. All working parts can be reached by removing
5

bolts.

RANDOM SNAP-SHOTS OF BOOTHS AT FOUNDRYMEN'S CONVENTION, COLUMBUS, OHIO. SHOWING
WHICH WERE TO BE SEEN AND WHICH SHOWED EVERY PHASE OF FOUNDRY

A

FEW OF THE

LIFE.
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Some Pattern-Making

and Suggestions

Ideas

Describing and Illustrating Some Points Well Understood But
Usually Neglected.

SMALL WHEEL PATTERNS
By James Edgar
Small-toott wheels are usually cast
blank and the teeth machine cut, but
not always. A tradir. ol wherf patterns
with the teeth cast has sometimes to be
made for various reasons. We had such
a job in our shop recently. There were
eight wheels, the smallest one being
3.25 P.C.D., and the largest one
8.25
P.C.D. A cheap job had to be made, and
it may help others to describe how it
can be done.

the rim on a surface table or with an
ordinary square.
The teeth being very short should be
made three or four in a_ length. They

To

If there are lightning holes in
the central plates they should not be
cut out till all the teeth have been fixed
on, as the pattern is stronger uncut and
will stand the tapping of a hammer.

___^

_J»

FIG.

are so narrow that
to plane or

gouge

]

it

not necessary

is

bottoms concave.
The strips of timber can be run off at a
small dimension saw, very slightly lari;he

—

—

-

_

/'.

FIG.

2.

-

t

finish the teeth a roller like Fig. 3

be turned. There is a recess in the
centre just deep enough to take sandpaper, which is glued to it, as shown in
the sketch, so that when it is revolving
between the centres and the tooth jig
pressed against it, the tooth will be
ground to shape on the sandpaper, while
those parts of the jig which only press
against the ends of the roller beyond
the sandpaper are not worn at all. When
all the lengths have been ground they
must be sawn to just larger than the
finished tooth length and ground in another jig on the grinding table.
They
can be sawn in a jig like Fig. 4 at the
bench, or with a guide at the handsaw.

teeth.

a

against the disc. The stops regulate the
length of the tooth strips.

may

The wheels should be turned from hard
wood to the diameter at the root of the

The periphery must be turned dead
square as the slightest inaccuracy will
spoil the gear.
The patterns should be
varnished immediately they are turned
to prevent warping.
The centre prints
may be turned in a length, and dowelled
to fit holes in the wheel bosses. This is

for the tooth holder B. The tooth lengths
are simply dropped into the slots in the
holder and the holder then, pti^ed

' -'.'i^>

FIG.

1.

f

;7,

'.'"''u

-

Very good glue should be used for
ing the teeth to the rims.

glue them

all

fix-

best to
first and after the glue
It is

has set to nail them. If care is not taken
the teeth will split when boring for
panel pins. If there is not a boring machine a pin should be driven into a faceplate on a fast lathe and filed off sharp
(Fig. 5).
The teeth can then be pressed on this pin and safely bored. The pin
must of course be dead centre of the

3.

face-plate.

a better way than paring prints and nailing them in position and the holes in
the bosses are a convenience for trying
the wheels in gear before they are sent
to the foundry.

We

shall

not consider designing the

form of tooth here but simply the construction of the wheels.
The workman
will draw the teeth geometrically or with
an odontograph according to his skill. It
is advisable, however, to make two testing templates of thin wood before making the teeth. If the centres are marked on a board, and pins inserted, one
template will move the other easily and
truly if the design is good.

The peripheries or

ger than the finished tooth.
It takes
considerable time to plane wheel teeth
especially if they are so small, and it is
not necessary. A box or jig like Fig. 1
should be made. The sketches explain it.
The space in the centre is for the teeth.
They should be a tight fit and pressed on

^^^^

-^

V

--^

/_
>•

^
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A final word as to testing the wheels
before they are sent to the foundry. The
holes which were turned for the prints
come

in useful now.
The centre of the
wheels are marked on a suitable board,
and thin washers of the same diameters
as the holes in the wheels are made and
pinned on the board.
The wheels can
now be set on the washers, and there
It is better, inshould be no jarring.

>^K n H

rims

should be
carefully divided, first into large divisions and then these large divisions may
be subdivided. If there are 75 teeth then
it would be best to divide the rim into
five, after which each of the five divisions could be divided into five, when the
final division is easy.
This method is
quicker than dividing into the exact number of teeth at one operation.
With
large
wheels a simple calculation will
give a setting for the dividers, but with
very small wheels division can only be
by trial. The lines can be squared across

g"?^i^^i:<'
FIG.

FIG.

4.

to the projecting pin points. If a jig like
Fig. 2 is made on the grinding disc table

the tooth lengths can be ground

to
a
length quicker and more accurately than
if pared with the chisel.
A wooden table
can be improvised by clamping a board
to the iron table. The pieces A are stops

5.

be sufficient
there
should
deed, that
clearance, as cast teeth are always larger than the pattern which is accounted
for by the moulder rapping to get a good
draw. Some long teeth lengths should
be supplied to the moulder for making

up broken

teeth.
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SYSTEM

IN

By

MAKING PATTERNS
J.

L.

Card.

On

large work, or even on some that
not large, costs can be greatly reduced by a systematic handling of the
work. Almost every piece of a pattern
must be made for that particular job,
little can be used from stock except
I will describe
prints, dowels, or fillets.
a recent job and how it was dissected
the
First, taking
and systematized.
drawing and deciding how it was to be
made. I made a list of all the core
prints needed and told the boy to find
as many as possible from stock, and
what he could not find to saw out material for, and get it ready for the lathe.
Next rough pencil sketches were made
of all the hubs and bosses. One sketch
for each size and the number wanted
marked on sketch. These were given to
the same boy to saw out material for
Like
and get ready for the lathe.
sketches were made for each size of rib
and the lengths wanted marked on each
Parts that were turned had a
sketch.
sketch for each piece just as it was made
in the lathe, without any other piece atThese pieces were cut out or
tached.
glued up ready for turning, one man
doing all of them. One was put on the
lathe and kept there till all the turning
was done. He did nothing but turn, all
his material being ready for him. The
sketch for each piece was attached to it
with a thumb tack, so that as the man
took up a piece he knew what to make
big it was to be.
out of it and how
is

Sketches were made for each piece, or
it was a plain square piece just
Another
the dimensions were given.
man was at work on these getting out
and gluing up. I laid out most of the
material because, knowing how it was
to be made and where joints were to be,
the marks quicker than
I could make
Where
telling where they should be.

where

or where posts were
to fit together they were cut a bit over
Where two pieces were to fit tosize.
gether the second one was fitted to the
first one made, or if two pieces were
called for four inches long they were cut
ribs

were

to join

One was not a shade over
and the other a bit under. If there
was any variation it was all the same
way. Several pieces of the same size
were cut to gauges. After all material
was cut out as near to finished size as
possible, we began to assemble and it
was surprising how that pattern grew.
The first few days we seemed to be
making little progress, but made good
when we began to assemble. There was
All
little of the cut and try method.
joints were sawed or trimmed to the
After we had it all toproper angle.
gether, we smothered off joints, trimmed
By roundit up and rounded corners.
was nothing
corners
last, there
ing
have been left
rounded
that should
square. After all the cutting was done,
sandpapering was started, no piece being sandpapered, before it was put in
place that could be reached afterward.
together.
size

Fillets were put in and after a final
the
checking up of dimensions, etc.,
All dipattern was ready to varnish.
mensions of each piece were carefully
checked, before that piece was put in
the pattern, the idea being to prevent
Having
errors, not to correct them.
used a system like this, I can commend
it to progressive establishments, if they
have a thorough man to do the leading.
It is rather difficult to go more into deAnd
tails without becoming tiresome.
again the details of each job would be
different and must be planned accordingly, although the same principle will
apply. The way of making patterns that
I have often seen practised, by making
a piece and putting it in place and then
another and placing that, and so on, is
something like building a house by making a brick and carrying it up and placing it, then coming down and making
another, taking it up and placing that
and so on. The job will be done some
day, but the cost of it will make you
shudder, and the useless labor performWasted time costs as
ed in doing it.
much per hour as productive labor. As
wastes are kept down, profits go up.
It is waste of time and material that
drives many a concern to the wall.
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matter to have it secured to the spikes
without having it equally as secure into
the roughness of the grain of the wood.
If this grain had been perpendicular the
roughness would have been of small concern as it would have drawn easily. As
it was the sand would be loosened and
every molder knows that the more he
patches and fools with a place like that
the worse is gets. Too much water and
to much sleeking either picks or washes.

NATURE, THE SHOPKEEPER
Nature

is the great shopkeeper.
For
every need of life you must deal with
her.
Nothing is given away. Everything is purchased at a price. She does
a strictly "cash and carry" business
with no charge accounts.
If you want Good Health, Nature has
a big supply of it on hand at all times,
and the price tag reads, "Plain Living."

you want Success, Nature will give
you at the very reasonable price
of "Brains, Hard Work and Square DealIf

it

to

ing."
If
you want Happiness, again you
must deal with Nature. She can supply
Happiness in any quantity at the cost
of "Love, Kindliness, anl Good Fellow-

ship."

PATTERN

MAKER SHOULD
JUDGMENT

USE

Nature also conducts a Bargain Basement, where you can get a big assort-

While a good pattern shop foreman
usually try to keep in touch with
the foundry foreman and arrange the
pattern design so as to mold to the best
advantage there is one feature which is

ment of Failure, Disease, Unhappiness
and Poverty, all marked very cheaply.
Perhaps you wonder how Nature can
do any business in her Bargain Basement since all the Good Things are on

will

frequently overlooked, viz., the grain of
the lumber.
No matter how carefully
the pattern is made it will not draw out
of the sand as satisfactorily with the
grain of the wood running lengthwise,
or, more properly speaking, lying on its
side, as it would if the grain of the wood
is from top to bottom of the pattern.
I
have in mind a small job which I had to
mold quite frequently and which had this
particular drawback.
It was what is
known as the apron of an iron lathe and
was practically flat on the outside face
and all full of pockets and projections on
the inside. It was a simple job to mold
with the face up, but from the point ol
view of the molder's pride it should be
clean on that face even though a dirty
face would not affect the working qualities of the casting when on the machine.
We used whirl gates in order to have the
metal properly skimmed before entering
the mold, and then when the casting was
cleaned up it would, in all probability,
have a corner or two which had floated
from one or more of these pockets down
below. Everything imaginable was done
to prevent this but it was next to imOne place in particular had
possible.
two flanges which extended downward
inch
about four inches and about an
apart, and the grain of the wood, which
was of the coarse variety, was horizontal
and when we tucked in a number of
spikes with the little bit of sand which
would go in this space it was no small

sale above.

So do

I

wonder.

But she does, just

the same!

IRON FOUNDRIES IN GREAT
BRITAIN
The following

list

of British foundries

probably include some very large
ones, but as regards numbers it does
not surpass Canada, when we compare
will

populations of the two countries:
There are at present 2796 iron foundries in Great Britain and Ireland, divided as follows: England: North coun(Northumberland,
ties
Cumberland,
Westmoreland,
Durham,
Lancashire,
Yorkshire), 881; Midland counties (Stat
fordshire, Worcestershire, Warwickshire,
Leicestershire, Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire,
Northamptonshire), 828;
west
counties (Wales 84, Cheshire, Salop,
Herefordshire, Monmouthshire, Gloucestershire,
Somerset, Devonshire, Cornthe

wall), 321;

east counties

(Lincolnshire,

Cambridgeshire, Huntingdonshire,
Suffolk,
Essex,
Bedfordshire,
Buckinghamshire, Hertfordshire), 174;
south counties
(Berkshire, Wiltshire,
Dorsetshire, Hampshire, Sussex, Surrey,
Kent,
Middlesex,
Oxfordshire),
137;
London, 98; Scotland, 305; Ireland, 52.
The largest single town foundry area is
Birmingham, with 118 foundries, and
the largest single county foundry area
is Yorkshire, with 408.
Norfolk,
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Welding Gray Iron Castings

The Following is an Abstract from a Paper Read Before the
American Welding Society by C. K. Bryce, of the Oxweld
Acetylene Company.

THE

introduction of oxy-acetylene
first brought out the possibilities of cast iron as a weldThe previously established
able metal.
methods, namely, compression or forge
welding, were not applicable because of
the nature of cast iron, both when cold

welding

and at temperatures commonly employed
It was immediately seen
for welding.
that a welding process which followed so
closely the metallurgy of its formation
gave every indication of practicability.
The first attempts at welding were
very crude. The welds were hard and
They
brittle, possessing little strength.
served to demonstrate the fusing power
of the flame rather than the true welding
of the metal. Even these efforts created
considerable interest in the foundry field,
but like all innovations in an old-estabexisted.
industry,
skepticism
lished
Gradually the economic possibilities of
welding outweighed trade conservatism
and the progressive foundries ventured
Intelligent co-operation and reinto it.
search have produced a welding procedure that gives results of the greatest
metallurgical soundness and are restricted in application only by the confidence of
the welder in his ability and such mefor
facilities
chanical limitations as
proper handling of the work.
There are many grades of cast iron
They range
placed before the welder.
from the crudest, just a step removed
from pig iron, to the finest grained grey

and white iron.
Grey iron castings are by far the most
common type met by the welder. Occaencountered, but
not enough to be of importance in welding considerations.
Grey iron differs decidedly from white
is
it
iron in its physical properties
soft, tough, and easily machined. White
iron is hard, brittle and machined with
difficulty.
The difference is due to the
condition of the carbon present. Carbon
is present in cast iron in two forms, in
solution commonly called combined, and
free as graphite. Grey iron has most of
its carbon present as graphite and for
practical purposes it can be considered
as being composed of an impure steel
sionally white

iron

is

—

matrix with minute particles of carbon
imbedded in it. White iron holds most
Its fracture
of the carbon in solution.
silvery white and close grained, while
that of grey iron is open grained and
is

greyish.
The state of the carbon in the metal is
thermal
dependent principally on the
treatment it receives. The relative percentage in which graphitic and combined
carbon exist is influenced by the rate of
If the cooling is slow, a great
cooling.
the
carbon separates as
portion of

graphite.

If the cooling
is rapid,
a
higher proportion of the carbon remains

in the

combined

state.

Silicon, sulphur,

phosphorus, and manganese are always present in cast iron.
They have effects on the properties of
the iron and also directly, or indirectly,
have an influence on the nature of the
carbon present.
Silicon tends to promote the formation of graphitic carbon
while sulphur and manganese tend to
keep it in combination. The function of
these elements as well as the rate of
cooling are fundamental factors in the
welding process.
In preparing a casting for welding the
edges to be welded are chipped out to
an angle sufficient to allow thorough
penetration of the blowpipe flame. The
metal adjacent is chipped or scraped to
prevent any dirt or scale getting into
the weld. The casting is then ready for
preheating.

—

Preheating is employed first, because
effects a saving in oxygen and acetylene; secondly, and of greater importance, it a means of compensating for the
expansion and contraction produced by
the heat of welding.
The expanding forces are not usually
of great concern to the welder.
Contracting or shrinkage strains must be
accommodated, otherwise they will cause
it to fail outright.
Preheating the entire
it

casting, or those parts affected by the
weld, will produce a general expansion
that is sufficient to compensate the localized contraction of the weld.
The extent of preheating depends on
the nature of the casting and the position
of the weld. The temperatures involved

range from a blue heat to a dull red.
The commonest form of preheating is by
the charcoal fire. This produces an even
constant heat and does not require expensive equipment to apply it. Gas and
oil burners have had limited success.
After the casting has been preheated,
the blowpipe is applied and the actual
welding started. When the melting point
is approached its transition from
the
solid to the fused state is very rapid
and when in the molten state the metal
is very fluid.
This fluidity has certain
disadvantages. It facilitates the flowing
ahead of the metal into the cooler edges
of the joints and tends to produce adhesion and not welding. It is also difficult to handle except when the welding
is in the horizontal plane.
Inclined or
vertical welding can be accomplished by
the use of carbon blocks or paste.
Cast iron in fusion is covered with a
film of oxide and this oxide melts at a
higher temperature than the molten
metal. It prevents homogeneous fusion
and is often the cause of defective welds.

It is not desirable to break
film of oxide mechanically, as

down

this

cannot
be entirely removed in this manner. A
fluxing material is used that will dissolve the oxide and float it to the surface.
A flux is not used solely to counteract
the presence of oxide.
It serves as a
cleanser for such impurities as sand,
scale, dirt, etc. It also acts as a protecting coating to the molten metal and assists in the prevention of blowholes as
,well as the vaporization of the more volatile elements.
Flux is added during the
operation by dipping the hot rod in it
and melting it in the weld.
Cast iron is sensitive to overheating
and the fusion produced in welding is
sufficient to vaporize certain constituents.
The most volatile of these is silicon. The
loss of silicon in the weld is overcome by
the use of a welding rod having a suflBcient excess of this element to equalize
that volatilized.
A correct welding rod
is one of the most important factors in
the execution of a weld and should always be used.
The blowpipe procedure follows the
general methods employed in all fusion
welding.
The fluidity of the molten
metal requires that the angle of the
flame should be almost vertical.
The
welding rod is also held almost vertical
and the flame played around it, but not
The tip of the white
in contact with it.
cone does not come in contact with either
the metal or the rod because the high
temperature will affect the volatile constituents of the metal.
inch to
be

to

%

%

it

It is held so as

inch

above

the

surface.

After the weld is finished the surface
scraped whilst hot to remove the film'
of flux, scale, dirt, etc. A great number
of welds have been condemned for hardness merely because this film was not
removed.
After the weld is smoothed off the
casting is annealed. Annealing produces
two eft'ects that are essential to good
cast iron welding. It promotes the formation of grey iron and permits the distribution and elimination of internal
is

strains, either previously existing or introduced by the contraction of the metal.
In small castings, this annealing can
be done with the blowpipe by raising the
casting to a good red heat and then covering it with a good insulating material
so that it will retain its heat and not be
In large castings
affected by draughts.
the preheating device can be used for
The casting should not be
annealing.
reriioved until it is quite cold and this
sometimes takes from 12 to 24 hours.
When the casting is cold it can he re-

moved, cleaned up and in some cases the
surface of the weld ground smooth. It

^'ovelnbel•.

is

CANADIAN
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then ready for machining or service as

the case

may

UNDRY MAN

truck described below can be pulled out

by two men.

be.

The important factor in the handling
of a casting for welding is that of properly laying out and setting up the job
and the application of satisfactory pre-

The
heating and annealing methods.
blowpipe difficulties can be overcome by
intelligently grasping the principles inThe remamder of the weldingvolved.
procedure requires a little experience
and practice before it can be mastered.
Owing to the varied nature of castings,
as to quality, shape and size, no set rule
of thumb can be employed. There is no
doubt that the welding of cast iron is a
process of great importance to the maIts
chinery and metal working field.
limitations have not yet been reached.
Past performances of the welding
blowpipe in this field prove conclusively
that its application has been sound and
that its present rapid growth is due soleFuture
ly to the merits of the process.
expansion of its application at the same
rate is assured.

A NOVEL CORE OVEN
By Stephen B. Phelps
Foundry superintendents in the past
were not only expert in foundry practice
but were required to have ability to design and constnict their equipment as
The present-day foundryman as
well.
a rule does not have to use his ingenuity
designing machines, ovens, etc., because the many equipment manufacturers with their numerous standardized designs can usually supply his needs from
stock and thus allow him to concentrate
on such matters as production and qualin

However,

ity of castings.

it

happens because of lack of

sometimes
space,

pe-

culiar operating conditions, or immediate

needs, that the foundryman still has to
be his own engineer. Such was the case
when the writer was called upon to replace an oven which had been blown up,
due to the carelessness of the colored
operator, shortly before the writer took
charge of the shop.

Heat Warps Tracks and Trucks
One of the disadvantages of oil burn-

—

ing for baking cores especially if, as
in this case, there is not enough room
for a well designed combustiork chamber
is the intense heat developed which
causes frequent relining of the combustion chamber.
If the oven is of the
truck style with wheels attached, and
especially if the burner operates between
two trucks, the rails, wheels and truck
itself may be cracked and twisted out
of shape by the heat.
Due to the lack of space the trucks in
this oven were crowded too close together and the heat cracked the wheels,
warped the truck frame and twisted the
rails to such an extent that the repairs
were very excessive. It frequently took
about 20 men with chains and a man
on each wheel with a bar to get the
truck out and sometimes even this gang
gave up. When properly lubricated the

—

F

.

A

Novel Core Oven

The truck does not run on rails but is
carried by trolleys which run on overhead
I-beams. This novel idea eliminated the
trouble in operating the trucks by placing the running gear and tracks where
the heat could not affect them.
The new design besides giving quick
service for cores, pays for itself in about
two years by very greatly reducing the
cost of repairs and the saving of the
time of the excessive number of laborers
and coremakers required to move the

301
tomary cement foundation which usually
also means a cement floor. The columns
replace the customary buckstays and the
cross beams replace tie rods, although
their costs no doubt are greater.

Three doors were hung on hinges on
the walls of the oven to permit observation of the cores and the combustion.
They also act as a vent so that the doors
can blow open in case another careless
operator causes an explosion.
Standard
trolleys were used in this case but they
are not designed for such service and
should be provided with special means
for convenient lubrication in such close
quarters.

trucks.

The trucks are designed with the doors
attached forming the end of the truck
so that when one truck is drawn out
for a new load, the back end of truck
acts as a door and closes the oven, permitting access to one truck while the
cores on the other truck are baking. This
presented another problem in design as
the trucks could not be drawn completely
out of the oven and in this case it is not
practical to build a longer oven or design another complete truck. In order to
overcome this difficulty the writer designed two brackets for carrying the
front end of the truck and a similar pair
for the back end, but in this case the
brackets
and the trolleys extended
through the rear wall, cast iron covers
being designed to enclose them.
This
permitted the use of the entire oven
space and the former truck frame which
was designed with adjustable bars for
carrying cores of different sizes.
Construction of Oven

The construction for the new oven for
overhead travel consists of three columns
erected along the side of the oven and
three cross beams supported by the columns and the wall on the other side of
the ovens. Four I-beams are suspended
by turnbuckles from the cross beams to
act as tracks for the trucks. The tracks
are kept from swaying when the trucks
are moved by braces connecting them
with the columns and walls. Turnbuckles
are used to suspend the tracks to insure
their being level and to make them adjustable in case anything should throw
them out of line. They are convenient but
less expensive hanger could be used.
The three columns are tied together with
a long angle and the same shapes are
used as braces from the columns to the
tie piece. The cross beams are tied to the

a

wall with bolts.

may be thought that these stinicturpieces were an
additional
expense
aside from the building of the oven.
However, it will be seen that in nearly
each instance they or some other shape
would be required if the usual type of
It

al

oven were being built and some other
pieces not required in this design would
be used in addition.
For instance, the
overhead I-beams replace the tracks in
the floor and do not require the customary metal ties or spreaders, nor the cus-

NATURAL RESOURCES OF NOVA
SCOTIA

A

70-page booklet entitled "Natural
Resources of Nova Scotia" with 16 illustrations and a map has just been issued
by the Natural Resources Intelligence

Branch of the Department of the Interior, Ottawa.
This is the latest of a
series dealing with various sections of
the Dominion, the booklets previouslyissued having dealt with New Brunswick,
the Peace River, New Manitoba, Saskat-

chewan, etc.
The opening paragraph of Nova Scotia
clearly indicates the object" of the series
when it says "The facts in this booklet
are compiled for the use of the homeseeker, merchant, manufacturer, capital-

Thc-y purpose to be up
authoritative, concise."
Each
booklet forms a basis of standard official
information and is revised as each edition is exhausted.
In the booklet now before us a welcome absence of verbiage allows space
for valuable specific facts.
Thus there
is a list of products reshipped from Haliist

and

to

date,

visitor.

fax which could easily be manufactured
in Canada; a special section on West Indian and British Guiana trade, details
about oil-shale, coal, limestone and iron,
merchant marine, clays,
aeronautics,
all subjects
salt, land prices and wages
of present interest. Statistics are made
style
and
palatable by an interesting
suggestive touches.
Nova Scotia is crossing the threshold
to great activities, and both to the many
native born who left the land in the last
generation and to the many about to sail
from overseas the booklet will be a reminder that the chances in Nova Scotia
now seem as bright as is its summer
beauty.
The "Natural Resources of Nova
Scotia" will be sent free by mail on application to The Superintendent, Natural
Resources Intelligence Branch, Depart-

—

.

ment of the

The class

Interior,

Ottawa.

in natural history was recitFinally the teacher asked: "Where
is the home of the swallow?"
Long silence; then a hand waved.
"Robert, you may answer."
"The home of the swallow is in the
stomach," declared Robert, seriously.

ing.
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Foundry

Relation of Die-Casting to

Practice

Although Admitting That Great Progress Has Been Made, the
Author Believes that the Art of Metal Casting Has Not Kept Pace
With Other Lines of Trade.
By CHARLES

THE

casting

of metals in sand
been practised commercially for a period approximating 200 years. Darby and Raumer

molds

has

were early pioneers

in this art and made
castings, both in ferrous and nonferrous alloys.
Although the modern

many

foundry would astonish the artisans of
the eighteenth century, the fact remains
that the general principles underlying
the
modern foundry practice have
changed but slightly during the last two
centuries.
The foundry has progressed,
it

is

true.

The molding machine,

to

a

large extent, has taken the place of the
hand molder; match plates have taken
the place of the crude patterns of old;
and melting equipment has been perfected and made more efficient. Intricate
core work has been made possible by the
development of new sands and binders.
Notwithstanding these developments, the
writer is of the opinion that progress in
the art of metal casting has not kept
pace with the rapid strides of progress
that have been made in the other arts of
manufacture during the past two centuries.

Many Seek Permanent Mold
The "permanent" mold has been the
dream of every ambitious foundryman.
This everlasting search for a permanent
mold finds justification in the fact that
all castings produced in the sand
foundry require more or less machining.
It is evident that by the use of a metallic
or other "permanent" mold, castings
having greater accuracy, and requiring
nearly

less

machining, could be obtained.

It is interesting to note that the use
of the metal mold antedates that of the

sand mold by two or three centuries.
Metal molds were used by Gutenberg for
casting type during the latter part of the
fifteenth century.
Metal molds also
were used extensively before and during
the colonial period for casting pewter
pots and tableware. During the latter
part of the seventeenth century, metal
molds also were used for casting continuous lead pipe. The alloys used in these
processes consisted of either tin or lead,
hardened with varying amounts of anti-

mony.
Metal molds were first used for casting
machine parts during the latter part of
the nineteenth century.
The advent of
the internal combustion engine created
a demand for babbitt bearings and in
1877 C. and B. H. Dusenbury patented
a machine designed particularly for this
This machine consisted of a
purpose.
cast iron cylinder and piston immersed
in a bath of molten metal.
The piston

PACK

was connected with a series of levers.
The molten metal was forced into the
metallic mold, or die, by the application
of hand pressure to the lever.
This machine was one of the first to
be used for the manufacture of so-called
"die castings."
Many later die-casting
machines were constructed along the
general principle of the Dusenbury machine and some machines of this type are
in use at the present time.
It will be noted that in every instance
cited, the use of the metal mold was limited to lead and tin base alloys, having
melting points not exceeding 650 degrees

Fahrenheit and exceedingly low tensile
strength.
The application of such castings in engineering practice was,
of
necessity, very limited, and the die-casting manufacturer was confronted with
the problem of developing an alloy of
comparatively low melting point, but
having strength and other physical properties comparing favorably
with cast
iron or brass.

Zinc Base Alloys Tried

This demand was partially met with
by the introduction of a large number of
zinc-base alloys.
By adding aluminum
and copper in varying proportions to
zinc, alloys are produced that are comparatively hard and strong. The tensile
strength of some of these alloys exceeded
40,000 pounds per square inch and the
elongation of the alloy was controlled by
the addition of varying amounts of tin.
It was mainly on these types of alloys
that the die-casting industry was established as a commercial manufacturing
process.
Unfortunately many of these
alloys were compounded with a healthy
disregard of all metallurgical principles.
The alloys were overadvertised and misrepresented. Many of them warped and
disintegrated in service, thereby creating a strong prejudice against the use
of die-castings that has tended to retard
the growth of the industry.
A review of the situation confronting
the die-casting industry in 1910 tended
to emphasize the fact that in order to
permanently
it
establish the process
must be extended to the alloys of aluminum and copper.
Die-castings made
from zinc, tin and lead base alloys had
a useful but limited field of application.
The demand for aluminum and brass
castings having a degree of accuracy
approximating that of the zinc die-casting was apparent.

Experiment with Various Metals

The problem of developing
for die-casting the

alloys of

a process

aluminum

and copper coincides with the problem
that has engaged the attention of foundrymen for many years, namely, the development of the "permanent" mold.
Whereas, the foundryman has been making aluminum and copper alloy castings
in sand molds and has been trying to
perfect the composition of his mold, the
die-casting manufacturer has conducted
his experiments with a steel mold and
also has found that the solution of his
problem lies in perfecting the composition of the mold or die. The foundryman
and the die-casting manufacturer are

both working toward the same goal, the
commercial production of castings having a greater degree of accuracy than
the modern foundry product, and the ultimate reduction of machining costs. The
problem resolves itself into the possibility of obtaining a suitable material for

a die or mold.
During the past five years the diecasting process has been developed sufficiently to cover the field of aluminum
alloys.
Many of the most useful alloys
of aluminum, including the aluminum-

copper series, can now be die-cast commercially.
The problem of obtaining a
suitable die material for casting aluminum alloys has been solved and 50,000
to 100,000 aluminum castings can now
be madi from any die before it begins
The
to show any indication of wear.
process at the present time is limited to
castings having an over-all length not
exceeding 24 inches and weighing not
over 10 pounds. However, it is safe to
assume that the process will be gradually developed to include larger castings.

By the die-casting process, aluminum
castings are now produced with a maximum variation of 0.0025-inch per inch of
diameter or length.
Holes having as
gmall a diameter as 0.093-inch can be
cast.
Outside threads of moderate accuracy can =be cast, and where extreme accuracy is desired the cast thread may be
sized with a suitable chasing tool.
Relative Cost of Die-Castings

The initial cost ol producing a die is
generally much greater than the cost of
making the patterns or a match plate
for producing the castings in the foundry. This factor eliminates the die-casting process from consideration when only
a small number of castings are required.
As a general rule, die-casting cannot be
considered as a manufacturing process
where less than 5,000 castings are
required.

[A number of aluminum die-castings,
representative of the type of product obtained by the die-casting process and in-

CA

Xovouiber, 1U20

eluding cover for milk-pail, motorcycle
carluretor, carburetor cover, pump impeller, brush holder, and magneto housings, were shown
in
the illustrations,
demonstrating that aluminum castings
can be successfully made by the die-casting process.
Editor.]
In addition to parts shown in the illustrations, aluminum die-castings are being used extensively for many parts of

i\'

A

aerophmes, tractors, vacuum

sweepers, typewriters, adding machines,
hair clippers, heels fur ladies' shoes, telephones, telegraphic devices, electrical
instruments,
photographic
apparatus
and for many other devices too numerous
to

mention here.

Many

made by both

die-casting manuprocess for casting
metal
in
molds.

have been spent in
fruitless efforts to accomplish this re-

At the present

time, the writer is
of the opinion that we are as far from a
solution to this problem as we were 50
years ago. Despite the spasmodic adversult.
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SOME BRASS ORDER
The American must certainly intend
to go into the marine business with a
vengeance and the Hog Island Shipyard,
which we described some years
ago,
must still be doing some business, judging from the following announcement,
which, incidentally, is quite an item from
a foundry point of view:

Announcement is made of the awardto
Doran Brass Foundry, Seattle,

ing

efforts have been

the foundryman and
facturer to develop a
brasses and bronzes
Large sums of money

A N

he classified with the foundryman's "permanent" mold, as merely a dream without any immediate prospects of realiza-

—

i'.utomobiles,

1) 1

tisements appearing in the trade papers
purporting to "have overcome the heretofore insurmountable difficulties in casting brass and bronze in metal molds,"
there is no indication at present that the
sand mold is in any immediate danger of
being replaced by the metal mold for the
casting of brass and bronze.
The writer, in a paper read before the
American Institute of Metals in 1914,
outlined the necessary properties for a
permanent mold material for casting
brass and bronze.
These properties,
summarized briefly, are as follows:

Requisites of Permanent Molds

A. Heat Resistance.
Material must
not scale or oxidize at temperatures of
1,600 to 1,800 degrees Fahrenheit.
B. Expansion.
Material must have a
very low coefficient of expansion, since
the unequal expansion induced by the
severe service will otherwise tend to
crack the material very rapidly.
C. Elastic Limit.
Material must have
high elastic limit, since otherwise the
continued expansion and contraction of
the surface will cause rupture of the
material.
D. Conductivity.
Low conductivity is
desirable to enable the metal to fill the
cavity of the mold without the use of
excessive pressures.
E. Strength.
Material must have ex-

ceedingly high tensile strength if small
cores are to be cast.
The writer has
found in his experience that 1/2 -inch
cores made from alloy steels (exceeding
100,000 pounds per square inch tensile
strength) would break in service, due to
the high shrinkage of the metal around
the cores. The cores would score and the
sharp corners were eliminated when less
than 100 castings were produced.
The writer is of the opinion that a
material meeting the requirements outlined above is not available at the present time. In the absence of such material, the brass die-casting process must

Wash., of a contract covering 60 bronze
propellers for the Hog Island Shipyard.
The contract involves $500,000 worth of

Doran Brass Foundry Company
competed against foundries all over the
work.

country for this order. In producing the
60 propellers
approximately 1,400,000
pounds of manganese bronze will be cast,
for there will be 300 blades.
There will
be 60 four-ton hubs produced in the production of which 480,000 pounds of iron
will be cast.
The wheels will be 17 feet
in

diameter.

SOMETHING ABOUT RADIUM
In an interesting letter sent out by
the American Society for the Control of
Cancer, Dr. Harvey R. Gaylord of Buffalo, N.Y., one of the directors of the
Society and director of the State Institute for the Study of Malignant Diseases, Buffalo, gives out some information about this rare metal, which is at
interesting, if nothing more, to
least
others than those of the medical fraternity, and those suffering from cancer.
With the hope of relieving cancer sufferers, the State of New York has purchased 2^/4 grammes of radium, for
which they had to pay $225,000.
One
gramme is already refined and in safekeeping in the vaults of the Institute
at Buffalo, and any citizen of the United
States who requires the use of it is
privileged to do so free of charge. This
last clause can be accounted for by two
very good reasons. Firstly, because at
the price very few doctors would be apt
to carry it in stock, and very few patients could afford to pay the price
which would be required to pay the interest on the investment; and, secondly,

because any more than one

30;:J

is an ounce of radium in existence
would cost $2,800,000 at these prices.
The reason for the price will be appreciated when we consider that it is mined
in
Colorado and brought 2,900 miles
across the continent in the form of 125
tons of camotite ore to the extraction
plant at Orange, N.J., where it is reduced by fractional crystallization and
less than the twelfth part of an ounce
of radium extracted from it.
The description of radium as given
by chemical experts will read as fol-

there
it

lows: Radium is an intensely radioactive metallic element found (combined)
in minute quantities in pitchblend, c&rnotite and other uranium minerals, symbol, Ra.; atomic weight, 226.4.

Radium was
Mme. Curie, of

by M. and

discovered

who

Paris,

arated compounds of

in

1902 sep-

by a tedious process from pitchblend.
Its compound's
color flames carmine and gives a charspectrum.

acteristic

rium

it

chemically.

It

resembles ba-

Radium preparations

remarkable for maintaining themselves
at a higher temperature tlian
their surroundings, and for their racli^
ations, which are of three kinds: Alpha
rays, beta rays and gamma rays.
By
are

reason of these rays they ionize gases,
affect photographic plates, cause sores
on the skin and produce many other
striking effects.
Their degree of activity depends on the proportion of radium
present, but not on its state of chemical
combination or on external conditions.

The radioactivity of radium

thereexplained
as resulting from a disintegration of
the atom.
This breaking up occurs in
at least seven stages; the successive
main products have been studied and
are called radium emanation or exradio,
fore,

an atomic property, and

is,

is

radium A, radium B, radium C, etc.
(The emanation is a heavy gas, the latter products are solids).
These products are regarded as unstable elements,
each with an atomic weight a little lower than its ppedecessor.
It is possible
that lead is the staple end product. At
the same time the light gas helium is
formed; it probably consists of the exThe heat effect
pelled alpha particles.
mentioned above is ascribed to the impacts of these particles.
Radium, in
turn, is believed to be formed indirectly

by an almost immeasurably slow disintegration of uranium.

supply in

a community would be superfluous for
the reason that it never seems to wear

no matter how many use it. Radium is the one known substance which
will continue to throw out heat and light
without apparently consuming itself. An
idea of its cost and the reason for such
a cost will be gleaned from the followout,

$225,000 for 2^/4 grams means
If we refer to
$100,000 for one gram.
the apothecary's table of weights, we
see that there are three grams in a dram
and eight drams in an ounce. We will
not need to go any further because a
pound would be out of the question. If

Looking Up
"So you want to marry my daughter.
What are your prospects?"
"Well,

sir,

I

have a wealthy bachelor

uncle, sixty-five years old, who has just
taken up aviation." "Life."

—

*

ing:

There
life

self

—

*

It

*

*

always a Cape Horn in one's
that one weathers or wrecks one's
on.
Huxley.
is

is

to level

*

*

easier to climb a mountain than
it.

— Bulwer.

:
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Market Conditions and Tendencies

THEcancondition
possibly

of the markets is about as unstable as
get, and any predictions as to tendencies
would be of small value. Since 1914 the human mind has
been prepared for most any eventuality and it would
cause no shock to hear that prices had soared beyond reach
or that the bottom had fallen out entirely, but on the
whole the tendency at the present time is slightly toward
decline. Iron and coal, the backbone of the foundry business, have not yet made any decided downward slide in
price, and have not shown any very great surplus of stock,
but the supply of pig iron has become such that it is quite
possible for the furnaces to keep up to their orders. The
coal situation is still unsatisfactory, and, while everyit

coal, it is difficult to get any
ahead, so that, all told, there is not inuch which can be
said about prospects for some time to come.

body seems to have some

Must

THE

Prices

Come Down?

frequently asked. What difference
does it make about the price of an article if everything is based on the same standard of valuation ? If the
dollar has changed its value it simply takes a different
number of dollars to fill the bill, so this theory runs, but
such is not the case.
The farmer is the man who really brings the cash into
Canada, and if farm produce can be bought in other markets for less money the Canadian farmer must lower his
question

is

Foundrymen's Conventions
\\7 HILE

the convention is over for this year it must
not be looked upon only in the light of an annual
event, but as an all-year-round event.
The work of preparing for it and the benefits to be derived from it are of
twelve months' consideration, and it is to be hoped that
those who spend their time in devising ways and means of
making the convention a greater and still greater success
each year will not be forgotten and that due respect will be
given to them. The papers which were read at the technical sessions were most instructive and interesting and
should be read by those who were unable to hear them.
* '

Some of them appeared in last month's Foundryman and
some are published in the present issue, while others will
appear from month to month. Some views of the exhibition are shown in this issue and some will be shown in
the December issue, so that the convention will be kept
fresh in the minds of our readers for the I'emainder of
this year at least, and by January we should be able to
give some light on the next year's meeting place and other
items of interest in connection with the 1921 convention.

Hot

Air,

Not Compressed Air

N

our last issue we promised that this month's Foundrybe especially devoted to the subject of compressed air, but for reasons beyond our control it is impossible to do justice to the subject in this issue and we
theiefore think our readers will be better pleased to have
it held over for a month than to have it done in an unHowever, in the next number of
satisfactory manner.
Canadian Foundryman we hope to show in a fairly comprehensive manner the various uses to which compressed
We do not propose to
air can be put in the foundry.
show photographs of the appliances, but real detailed
drawings of the inner workings of the standard machines,
and in so doing hope to enlighten the reader on many

T

-*

man would

points of interest.

But it must not be presumed that compressed air is
going to monopolize the entire issue. Everything in connection with the foundry will be dealt with.
The next
issue being the last one for the year will be a real
Christmas number and will be, to some extent, devoted to
reviewing what has transpired during the year. In addition to this we will detail our plans for 1921 and will
explain the manner in which we propose to make Canadian
Foundryman a still more valuable and welcome source of
education than heretofore.
Beginning with the January issue the Canadian
Foundryman will have a section devoted entirely to technical education, as well as a separate and distinct section
treating on some feature of modern foundry equipment,
but for just now we will not dwell upon next year's programme. The programme for December will include an
interesting article on pattern making, by Charles A. Otto,

showing method of making necessary rigging for sweeping
cylindrical moulds, in which the strickle and sweep play
a prominent part.
The moulding of these patterns will
of necessity be shown.
Interesting papers on malleable
iron, steel, brass, and aluminum will be published, together with the plating and polishing and other regular
material.

C A N A

Xovemhor, 1920

The Labor
the
FOR
greater

1)

I

A N FO U N D

Situation

time since 1914 the supply seems to be
than the demand in the labor market and

first

a number of workmen are loojcing for positions.
Unfortunately, a lull hits all at the same time and when
men are let go in one plant there is not much chance to
get into another.
quite

Fortunately, the working men had a good long spell
of steady employment at good pay, which put them in
fairly good condition for a short rest, but with livingconditions as they have been it was no easy matter to
lay by any fortune.

The unemployment question is, to our notion, the most
serious question of any between capital and labor, and if
capital and labor ever see fit to come together and try
to be agreeable, this is the question of questions which
should receive first consideration. No working man can
take proper interest in his work and know that he is liable
to be laid off at any minute.
But then the employer has
his side to the argument. He carries a big stock of goods
ahead in order to prevent strikes or to carry him over in
the event of a disagreement, and if he finds that he is
overloaded he shuts down for a while, or lets a few men
go until things right themselves. Thus the two sides conflict,

instead of working together.

and

in

RYMAN

this they
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should have the co-operation of every

employee.

The man in the shop should recognize that the management has a real problem on its hands now. Financing

—

hard, especially for firms that have not
There are managers and presilong.
dents who are drawing hardly anything at all in the way
The business is simply taking it
of salaries at present.
and their deterall, and their optimism for the future
is

not easy

been

it is

in existence

mination to participate in the development of months to
come keep these men in a state of suspended, if not actual
poverty.

Occasionally one hears a remark to the effect that "the
has turned, and we the management are going
to have our turn now. The men In the shop have run this
place for the last four years and we are going to let them
know now what a pinch feels like." This attitude is not
general, but it exists in some places.
Its application to
shop management now would be the veriest nonsense.

—

—

worm

—

Nursing a grudge is wasted energy it will not turn
out one extra casting in a year it will not get any better

—

—

room or the machine shop neither will
make any other department any more capable or

results in the tool
it

efficient.

There should be a reasonable policy to bring about as

much employment

Lowering
/^RGANIZED

the Cost of Living

while realizing that prices must
and will inevitably come down, objects to having the
first slash come out of the working man's wages, and
there are others who see things in the same light.
If
the working man is up against the problem of choosing
between idleness and reduced wages, he may be forced
to take a half loaf in preference to none, but this reacts
against the employer, as the working man constitutes a
big percentage of the consuming public, and if he requires
his entire income to pay for the bare necessities of life,
the manufacturers of such other lines as might be termed
comforts and luxuries will experience a reduced market,
which, again, brings in its wake a reduced possible expenditure and creates another vicious circle equally as
aggravating as
was experienced when the prices
were soaring, finally resulting in a panic in which
every class is a loser. It would certainly look the
parF
of wisdom, even from a purely selfish, business
standpoint, for the employer to keep the pay roll as
high as
he possibly can without acting the part of philanthropist,
and let the price of commodities fade away slightly in
advance of wages. There are other things to consider,
however, which make hand-to-mouth methods
necessary.
If prices are on the wane a manufacturer
would not
appear wise if he paid high wages to men for
working
on high-priced raw material only to sell it in
the form
of a cheap finished article later on.
All told, it is a
ticklish question, and both parties should
try to grasp
the situation and work together.

sirable at

—

it

Unemployment

strikes too quickly

is

not de-

and too surely

at the homes, at the wives and children.

labor,

The Canadian trade has

^^

'pHE

as possible.

any time

in the

so far kept its head fairly well

matter of cancellations.

this attitude should continue.
tions,

highly desirable that
avalanche of cancella-

It is

An

were they allowed, would start a circle of trouble so
measure the element of

vicious that one could hardly
danger it contained.

All things considered, there is a fair volume of business passing in Canada.
It is not to be expected that
much expansion will take place until prices and values

new working levels.
The business community

find

in

Canada

is

going through

these changing conditions successfully.

Common
day's

sense,

work and a

confidence in
fair

amount

the future,

an honest

of actual and honorable

sweat will put us across safely and give us a start on an
era of development such as we have not witnessed heretofore.

These Changing Times

business community in Canada can well
heed the
remarks of many of the best thinkers on this
continent
who are trying to bring home the fact that there is
a real
and vital responsibility resting upon it right now
in maintaining a substantial activity in
operations during the
period of price adjustment.

A

policy

of moderation and sympathy is needed.
The
forcing of any man or of any company
to the wall should
be avoided if there is any honorable way
out of such a

move.

Manufacturers of either raw, semi-finished or
finished
material should do their utmost to prevent
unemployment,

— Knott

in

The Optimist.

the Dallas

"News.'
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Scraps from the Foundry Scrap Pile
Ihe Canadian Kron Scale Co., Ltd., has
been incoi'porated at Montreal to manufacture scales, trucks, etc., with a capital
stock of $150,000, by Shirley G. Dixon,
R. E. Allan and C. Sinclair.

—

Quebec City. Incorporation has been
granted Adolph Huot, Ltd., to manufacture stoves, furnaces, heating appliances,
radiators, etc., with a capital stock of
$25,000, by Jeanne Morandat, Wilbrod
Huot, Joseph Huot and others.

—A

new stock comW.
Henderson, Albert H. Boddy and oth-

Brantford,

Ont.

pany consisting
T.

has been incorporated to manufacture grinding wheels, machinery, tools,
etc., with a capital of $600,000.

The Brantford Machine and Tool Co.,
has been incorporated to manufacture machine tools and other lines of machinery at Brantford, Ont. The capital
stock will be $50,000 and the leading men
are Robert O. Cumback, Joseph H. Ham
Ltd.,

Ham.

J.

The National Castings, Ltd., have been
granted incorporation to manufacture
iron, steel, and non-ferrous metal castings, etc., at Belleville, Ont., with a capital

of

which were formerly sold through direct
dealing at the head office. Albert Herbert, Ltd., 1-3 Jarvis Street, Toronto,
will be their Canadian representatives.

—

Quebec City. The Quebec Marine
Works, Ltd., has been incorporated to
manufacture engines, motors, machinery
and heating appliances, with a capital
of $25,000, by Albert Savigny, Simonne
Boutet and others.
\

of Christopher Cook,

ers

and William

ters, core ovens, and other foundries have
established an agency in Toronto to supply the Canadian trade with their goods

The incorporators are

$50,000.

Fred Wheeler, Frederick Daniels, NorL. Turner and others.

man

—

Montreal, Que.
Incorporation has
been granted to Michael T. Burke, Donald W. Deeks, Walter M. Kavanagh and
others to engage in the business of
foundry, steel
foundry,
boiler
brass
works, tool works, etc., with a capital of
$100,000 under the firm name of Hodgson, Freck. Limited.

—

Using New Metals. A very significant hint was thrown out by the chairman of the Institute of Metals at a recent convention of that body. He pointed out that while the internal combusdrive
merchant
tion engines used to
ships contained only 3 per cent, of metals
other than iron and steel, the driving
equipment of the latest British submarines (oil engines, steam turbines, and
electrical machinery combined) showed
proportion as high as 37 per cent.
Therefore the marine engineer would
find in naval practice suggestions for increasing power and reducing weight by
using some of the wonderfully strong
a

Thermoboard, Limited, is the name of
a new concern which has recently been
incorporated at Niagara Falls, Ont., to
carry on an iron foundry business. The
capitalization of the
Mr. F. W. Griffiths
in the organization.

company
is

is $250,000.
the leading figure

The Ruggles Motor Truck

Co.,

manufacture motor trucks, automobiles, tractors, etc., and will start immeto

diately on the construction of a $250,000
plant. The men at the head of the enterprise consist of George M. Reid, John F.
Grant, John C. Elliott and others, and the
is

$3,000,000.

—

London, Ont. This city is to have another industry, the buildings for which
The instiwill be gone on with at once.
tution will be started by Wm. J. Jarmain,
Urban A. Buchner and Herbert J. Sutherland,

and

will

manufacture a

line

of

metal sash, building material, hardware,
etc., under the name of Steel Sashes,
The capital stock will be $40,000.
Ltd.

The Britannia Foundry Company, Covmanufacturers of hand

entry, England,

ahd power-driven molding machines,

air

compressors, match-plate apparatus, duplex centrifugal sand mixers, gate cut-

tion are also given.

CATALOGUES
—

Aids to Industry, is
the title of Circular No. 34, publnshed
by the Independent Pneumatic Tool

Pneumatic Tools

Company, 600 West Jackson Boulevard,
The circular is just off" the
Chicago.
It
press, and is ready for distribution.
describes in detail the various lines of

"Thor" air tools manufactured by this
company, including Piston Air Drills,
Thor Pneumatic Motor Hoist, One-man
Stay Bolt Drill, Close Corner Drill,
Wood Boring Machine, Turbine Air Drill,
Breast and Screw Feed Drills, Portable
Air Grinders, Molders' Bench and Floor
Pneumatic Holder-on for
Rammers,
Bucking up Rivets, Chipping, Caulking
and Flue-heading Hammers, Riveting,
Scaling and Cleaning Hammers, and the
Thor Moisture Separator.

The User's Experience Told by Himis the title of a booklet issued by
the American Foundry Equipment Co.,
366 Madison Avenue, New York City,
self,

.A^MM.

Foundries that Fit is the title of a
neat booklet published by Frank D.
Chase, Inc., Engineers, 645 North Michigan Ave., Chicago. The contents include
various pictures of foundries designed
and engineered by this company. The
descriptions of the various shops show
the trend of foundry construction in the
direction of utilizing every inch of space,
and constructing foundries so that waste
Convenience of
space can be avoided.
handling material, health and comfort of
the employees, heat, light, ventilation,,
etc., are also considerations dealt with.

The Booth Electric Furnace Co., 326
West Madison Street, Chicago, have just
issued a beautifully illustrated catalogue
Rotating Electric Furnace,
of their
showing the different types and capacities of furnaces manufactured by this
company, together with a list of custom-

who are using their make of furnace and also some testimonials from
The construction of the furnace
users.
is dealt with in detail and considerable
valuable information is given. The furnaces are for melting steel, iron and
non-porous metals.
ers

gists

Ltd.,

has been incorporated at London, Ont.,

capitalization

yet light alloys which British metallurhad developed.

showing letters received by this company from foundrymen who are using
the Sand Cutting Machine manufactured
by this company. Different illustrations
are also shown of the machine in operation in the foundry cutting over sandy
heaps.
Descriptions of the working of
the machine and other useful informa-

The Canadiap Blower

&

Forge Com-

pany, Limited, Kitchener, Ont., are distributing their General Catalogue, No.
19C, a book containing 186 pages ofillustrated and descriptive material pertaining to their line of manufactured
goods, which includes Foundry Cupola
Blowers, Gate Valves, Heating and Ventilating Fans, Exhausters, etc., BlacTcsmith's Forges, Blowers, Shears, BendUpsetters, Drilling Machines and
ers,
all other equipment for the blacksmithshop, together with larger sizes of Drilling Machines, Slotting Machines, Grinding Machines and various Machine Shop
In the descriptive matter much
valuable information is given along the
line
of oil burning, coke, coal, down
draft and every type of forge, belt and
Tables,
electrically driven machinery.
charts and drawings are also given,
making the book a valuable addition to
the library of the machine shop, blacksmith shop or foundry. The combination
wood worker for pattern shop and flask
repairing is also described in detail,
showing twelve machines in one.

Tools.
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New

Just

Opened

Its

new foundry of
THETaylor,
503 Queen

Mclntyre and
St. West, Toronto, is a model of completeness in
every respect. The main building front is
on Queen Street, but the plant extends
through to Richmond Street, and is all
under one roof, with the exception of
the alleyway, which runs midway between Queen and Richmond Streets. The
Queen Street front has been the headquarters of the company for some
years, but the foundry, which backs up
against Richmond Street, is the culmination of a long felt want.
The foundry building is one hundred
feet square and is being equipped with

Facing
the most modern appliances.
the cupola are six floor-molders' floors,
and on each side of these are eleven
bench
all

making twenty-eight floors
The cupola, manufactured by

floors,

told.

is
Ontario,
Limited,
Gait,
inches inside the lining, and
owing to the extremely high buildings
in the immediate vicinity has a stack
above the foundry roof; thus giving it
first-class draft.
The core-making department when completed will be a
model of perfection.
On a level with the cupola charging
floor
is
a gallery running the entire
length of the building and connecting
with the door leading to the alleyway.
On this gallery are bins which hold all
the pig iron, coke, molding sand, core
sand, and general run-off supplies.
The presence of the alleyway through
the plant makes it imperative that the

Sheldons,

thirty-six

two sections be connected by underground tunnel. This, however, has its
advantages, as by digging the foundry
floor down to a level with the bottom
brings the charging floor
at a proper level for loading or unloading wagons
from the alley, while not making it
low enough to prevent wagons from entering the foundry from the Richmond
Street entrance.
On this hundred foot
gallery, where most of the raw material
is stored, an unloading and conveying
system is being installed at the end, over
the core-making department, and it is
of the tunnel

and

its

it

accompanying gallery

the intention to instal a sand mixer and
deliver
it through a chute to the coremakers

mix the core sand upstairs and

downstairs.
The core oven is in two compartments.
The one for heavy cores has core racks
along both sides and has an end door.
The other compartment is fitted with
shelves and has doors along the side
for the entire length. The oven is 10 x
14 feet, and is fired with coke, the fireplace being below the level of the floor
with spacious ash pits and outside floor
pit and grate for draft and cleaning purposes.

The scratch room equipment

consists.

the business

if

Foundry of Mclntyre and Taylor, Toronto
A Complete Self-Contained Foundry Which
Has

307

Doors for Business

when

installation

the

is

A VISIT FROM
complete,

of

through several rows of glass ventilat-

on the specialties manufac-

novel feature is that yard room bescarce in this neighborhood, practically everything has to be kept indoors,
but this is no handicap, but is rather
an advantage. An overhead gallery on
the opposite side from the cupola pro-

A

ing

vides ample room for lavatory and washroom, as well as for storing flasks, while
the basement under the main building
furnishes abundance of room for other
Elevators are not required in
storage.

foundry, but an elevator connects
different storeys of the main building.
Te foundry belongs to Mclntyre and
Ferguson, who have for years been in
the business of stove repairs and heating
systems and who held valuable patents
en heating apparatus which they manufacture. These will now be cast in their
own foundry and in addition outside or-

the

ders will be accepted for repetition work
The shop when comof a similar kind.
pleted will be one of the best equipped
foundries in the country for doing light
and medium weight castings.
this season of the

year a plant do-

ing this line of work could not be waiting for finishing touches, but enough of
the equipment is in operation to enable the work to be turned out. In the
course of a few weeks everything will
be installed, when several molding machines will be included in the equipment.
Mr. Albert Griffiths, who for several

years was in charge of the
foundry, is foundry foreman.

a

perm

H. M.

LANE

keep them in presentable form, and
Mr. Lane is one of the few. Mr. Lane
knows the foundry business from bottom
to ton and can easily recite every step
forward in the progress of the foundry
of years ago up to the foundry of today.
He is one of the few who saw in advance
the necessity of foundry men looking
to something better than the foundry
which had been considered good enough
for so many hundreds of years and for
rhat reason devoted some years to editorial work with that as his aim.
He is
now engaged in engineering, advising
and constri|cting work in connection with
new manufacturing plants. The machine
shop and foundry buildings of the Grinnell Company of Canada, Ltd., Toronto,
now under construction, were designed
and are being engineered by the company of which Mr. Lane is the head.
to

tured by the company.

At

made

position to relate many interesting narratives in his life's history. Anyone who
has followed up foundry work has a store
of these narratives, but there are only a
few who have the ability and forethought

All the power is genors in the roof.
erated by electric motors and the shop
A small
lights.
is also lit up by electric
machine shop is in connection for doing

work

to be

Mr. H. M. Lane, of the H. M. Lane
Company, Detroit and Windsor, was a
welcome visitor at Canadian Foundryman office a few days ago. Mr. Lane has
had wide experience in editing foundry
publications as well as in actual foundry
practice and was as a consequence in a

exthree grinding machines and three
dusthaust ramblers, all connected to
proof receptacles. Heat is supplied by
hot
electrically driven fan connected to
admitted
is
Light
generator.
air

the

is

anent success.

Ontario

OPENS GREAT FOUNDRY
The following article taken from the
"Belleville Ontario" of Oct. 14 refers to
opening of the large Ryan-Bohn
foundry in the latter part of September
and speaks well for one of Canada's "Old
Boys." In the days when Dan Ryan was
young there were not the openings in
Canada for bright youths that there are
today and many a promising young methe

chanic was forced to cross the line to
seek his fortune. They invariably "made

good" and Canadian Foundryman

ways glad

to

repori

instances

is

al-

such as

this:

Ryan, formerly employed by the
Co., Brockville, and now counted one of the foremost foundry men of the United States,
has recently had his ideas incorporated
in the new Ryan-Bohn foundry plant at
Lansing, Mich., at the opening of which
He
last month Mr. Ryan was present.
is vice-president and general manager of
the company and in addition has large
foundry interests in Cleveland and DeThe plant has 1.58,600 square feet
troit.
of floor space. Mr. Ryan is a brother of
M. J. Ryan and of Mrs. Thomas O'Brien,
Brockviile, and of John Ryan, C.P.R. enHe was born in Elizagineer, Ottawa.
bethtown, near Brockviile, and began his
foundry career in Brockviile.
D.

OLD BUT TRUE
old saying, "A pleased customer
the best advertisement," is just ai
great a truth to-day as the day it wa.-;
What can equal the tradewritten.
making value of a satisfied customer
What can equal the trade - killing

That

is

">

The
one ?
a dissatisfied
well pleased not only
own trade, but he in
his
gives
by telling others.
business
fluences
power

man

of

who

what

is

personal

This
is

needed

endorsement

in business.

».-

Advertising

comattract people to a product,
petent salesmen and satisfactory goods
and prices will make the first sale, but
a customer's good-will must be secured
will

J.

James Smart Manufacturing
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Foundry Practice
The

Systematic Account Ever Published, With Special
Reference to Plate, Spray and Machine Moulding.

short series of articles I do
propose to go far into the scientific side of founding, but as everyone is urging everyone else to "produce
more," and the simplest way to produce
this

better methods of production, these articles may be helpful to
my readers.
The simplest form of moulding is no
doubt plate moulding, either by hand or
on a moulding machine. In fact it is so
simple that an average foundry labourer
can earn his wages (moulder's wages) in
a few weeks, but hii learning is usually
left very much to himself, and this very
often results in partial failure.
I propose to go into details and explain the points that make the difference
between success and failure in the operation of plates, either on machine or used
is

to

find

by hand.
1.

—A

Far Off Australia

First

INnot

more

in

Foreword to Foremen and
Managers

I do not intend to tell you what type
of machine to purchase, as there are so
many good machines on the market, each
in my experience as good as the other,
but before purchasing a machine it is
necessary to consider what machine will
and
be most suitable for your work,
whether you can keep that machine fully
and profitably employed. For it must
not be supposed that any machine will

do any and every class of work. Having
fixed on the type of machine you require,
buy it if possible on a guaranteed output, and after the operator salesman has
demonstrated with it to your satisfacFrom his output, however, deduct
tion.
25 per cent., for remember he is an expert, that is why he has, and holds his
position, whereas the operator you put
on the machine may take years to reach
the same standard of proficiency, and by
that time there may be a new machine
on the market, and you want it. I have
machines
seen foundries where good
have been installed, tried once and then
scrapped, because the moulders said they
could get better results on the floor. Experience shows that labourers make betI
ter machine operators than moulders.
say this, not because I want to cut out
moulders, but as a moulder myself, I
do not want to work a machine; the work
is too hard, and a laborer does not mind
the work, considering the difference in
moulders' and labourers' wages. And if
we are to hold even our own market, for
small ironmongery castings, we must
put labourers on the machines.
I can also cite another instance where
one firm was making certain castings on
a power machine costing over £600,
while another firm a few miles away was
making similar castings on a small hand
squeezer, costing £14, and getting double

the output per man!
This shows a difference of judgment in selecting the machine for the work, or the work for the

machine.

2.— Sand
Sand for machine or plate mouldingmust receive more attention than sand
used by skilled moulders, as the moulder
has a knowledge of the quality of sand
his work demands, whereas a machine
operator usually takes what he gets,
having at least for a time no practical
knowledge of what he requires. Sand
for small castings up to %-inch thick
ought to contain, approximately, 80 per
cent of silica of very fine grain (the finer
the silica in the sand the finer the skin
on your castings), 15 per cent, of alumina, and 5 per cent, of very fine ground
coal dust, increasing the percentage of
alumina than that used for hand moulding, as the machine-rammed mould
is
more porous than the hand-rammed, and
the steam and gas get off more freely.
Castings that require to be vented freely
if made by hand may, with safety, be
cast without venting if made by machine.
In fact the vent wire is becoming a forgotten item in a machine moulder's tool
kit.

In some districts suitable sand without the coal dust can be procured from
the quarries.
In others the sand has
really to be made.
Good sand can be
made by spreading silica sand on the
floor, adding 15 per cent, clay, mixed as
clay wash, and treading or milling to
mix properly, coal dust being then added.
The percentage of coal dust ought to be
greater for machine-made castings than
for floor-made castings, as the finish of
the castings to a great extent depends
on the carbonic acid gas formed by it
during casting to keep the metal from
fusing the sand, and thereby producing

rough casting, which in floor moulding is overcome by the finish, and plumbago put on the mould by the moulder.
An excess of coal dust must be avoided,
or cold shots, caused through the carbon
formed where the metal meets the misruns, through the pressure of gas holding the metal back, will be the result.
a

3.

—Sand

in

Machine Moulding

Another important point to be remembered in machine moulding is that all
sand must be riddled on to patterns.
Never on any account put it on with the
hand, nor touch it with the hand after
riddling on.
If you do so you form a
parting, which stops proper action of the
machine in ramming, and causes bad
castings by bits washing off when cast
where the parting has been formed.
There being a greater body of sand at
the back of the parting so formed, the
steam and gas will always go to the

point of least resistance, and blow out
into the mould, forming a buckle or scab
and bad casting.
Furthermore, if you
are to get the best out of a machine or
plate you have no time to put on sand
with the hand, or to tuck the sand round
the pattern.
Any work that must be
tucked, such as gear wheels, ought not to
be made on such a machine, but on a jar
ram machine, where tucking is entirely
done away with. In short, any machine
that requires assistance from the operator ought to be seen to at once, as either
the machine is not adapted for that work
or the operator is not adapting himself
to the machine.
There are machines on the market
that do all operations except carrying
away the moulds; others that do all operations except filling in the sand and
lifting off the mould; yet others that are
simply rammers, and last of all, machines that are really only pattern and
stripping plate carriers.
All other operations have to be done by hand.
For light castings the heap sand ought
to have the coal dust put into the required strength, and used as facing sand.
For heavier work, or where strong sand
is required, a box about 3 ft. x 3 ft. x
2 ft. deep (a barrel or cask is a mistake)
ought to be placed in a position convenient to the machine, and kept supplied by
a general labourer, never by the machine
operator, for while he goes for sand the
machine waits his return. Workmen are
not allowed to loaf around, so don't leave

your machine loafing.

The success of the moulding machine
any foundry depends on the ability
and ingenuity of the foreman to adapt
the machine to his work, and his work to
the machine. The advantages of the machine over hand-made castings are numerous cheaper production, more accurate castings, less cleaning, and uniformity in size of product. This is an important item where the castings have to
be fitted and machined to jigs, as both
operations are reduced to a minimum.
in

—

4.

—The

Hand-press Machine and Snap
Flasks

The possibilities of a little hand-press
machine are too numerous to mention,
and as a start on machine moulding they
are to be recommended, as the first cost
is small, and the accompanying plant is
The plant consists of snap
also small.
Snap flasks
flasks and bottom boards..
are wooden boxes hinged at one corner
and held closed at the opposite corner
with a latch. These boxes are sold in
England and America in stock sizes. Here
I understand several firms of pattern
makers have taken up the making of
them. The fittings can also be purchased
in sets, that is if you prefer to make
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your own snap

flasks.

In

making snap

flasks be careful to select well-seasoned

timber, not liable to warp or get out of
shape. Before ordering your snap flasks,
fix on a standard most suitable for your
The following sizes are I'ecomwork.
mended as being most suitable generally:
12 in. X 12 in., 14 in. x 12 in., 16 in. x 12
in., and 18 in. x 12 in.
In cases known to me the flasks had
been ordered as the job cropped up, without any idea of stand^'dization, and this
was a source of endless trouble and confusion.
Of course other sizes or shapes
may be required to suit specific work,
but they would be classed as special.
The size 18 in. x 12 in. I find is the
largest that may be used with economy
on a machine. Over that size it is much
too heavy for one man to lift, and there
is no room for two men on a small machine.
The work ought to be sent to a
large power machine with iron flasks. Of

course some may prefer cast iron flasks
even for small machines, but the cost of
over 100 pairs of interchangeable, wellfitted flasks is no small item, not to
speak of the extra labour entailed in
shaking out, carrying and stacking, and
the energy spent in carrying boxes is so
much less for making moulds.

—

A Word or Two to the Operator
Listen attentively to the instructions
given you, ask why at every opportunity,
more especially when you may have had
bad castings. There are several reasons
for bad work; once you know them all,
there is only one, and that is carelessness.
Once you know the reason you do
things to one job you are able to apply
it to other jobs without being told.
Get
to know your machine, become part of it,
and treat it accordingly. When finished
with one tool, your shovel for instance,
put it in position for picking up again
with the least possible labour.
Every
5.

movement saved means something towards making a mould. Let all your
energy be expended in doing really useful work, then you have no need to work
hard, you only work quick, and there is
a vast difference.

WANTS INFORMATION ON CUPOLA
MANAGEMENT
Editor
Canadian
Foundryman:
I
have been offered a position as foundry
foreman, but have not accepted it because I do not know anything about the
furnace. Can you explain the process of
preparing the furnace from beginning to
end, including melting the iron, and in
such a manner that I can follow it right
through so that I can successfully run
off the heats without depending on the
melter for information ? I have no fear
regarding the molding on the class of

work

to be done, but I

am

afraid of the

melting.

—

Answer.
This
question
has been
pretty well gone into" on previous occasions, but it is a subject which never
grows old and I think I can enlighten
Presuming that the
you sufficiently.

bottom was dropped after the last heat
and that you are going at it in the
morning, the following movements in
the order given should give you the best
of results. Most modern foundries have
wet under mills, sand sifters, magnetic
separators, etc., to assist them in doing
the work, and you will govern yourself
according to the appliances at hand.
The cinders, etc., under the cupola
will be hauled out if this has not already been done the night of the last
heat.
The cinders which are still inside of the cupola will be punched out
with a long bar from the charging door
until the opening is big enough for you
to get inside and chip it out with a
hand pick. In chipping it be sure and
do not allow anything to project beyond
the original line of the brick lining.
Everything in the drop will now be
scraped out clean and the iron and coke
separated from the cinders.
The sand
will be run thi-ough a half-inch riddle
and wet down similar to a molding sand
heap. While this is soaking the cupola
lining will be daubed to repair the damage wrought by the previous heat. This

daubing can be bought ready to be tempered with water, but if none is on hand
fire
clay and sand thoroughly mixed
and tempered similar to stiff mortar can
be used.
The daubing is intended to
bring the lining back to its original
shape, but if any more than an inch of
thickness is required it is better to leave
it scant rather than put on too much
daubing. No more lining should be used
than will dry while the fire is lighting.
If there is any moisture in it when the
is put on it will melt and run down
and be worse than if not used at all.
After the lining is properly attended to,
the bottom doors are put up and properly propped.
If the center prop does not

blast

hold

it

real solid the hinges

wedged and

should be

if necessary additional props
should be used.
The doors must not
even tremble when ramming down the
sand bed.
The sand which was sifted
out of the cinders and tempered is now
shovelled in and levelled off and rammed
similar to ramming a mold.
This bed
should be thick enough to be sure that
it will not spring a leak and it should
have a slight slant from the back right
down the entire length of the trough as
well as the diameter of the furnace. A
small amount of sand from the molding floor makes a good surface on the
bed. The trough and a few inches back
of the breast should be mixed with stiff
claywash. The cupola is now ready to
be charged unless it is wished to first
put in the "breast." I prefer to put the
breast in after the coke is lit through.
Shavings and kindling are now put in
and sufficient wood to be sure of a good
even light up of the coke. One of the
most important points in connection
with melting is to have the coke thoroughly lit all the way across. In charging the first coke for the bed put in
enough so that when all the wood is
burned and the coke thoroughly lit
through there will be about 20 inches

309
above the top of the tuyeres.
can be ascertained by having a
pole measured for the purpose in adThe amount of iron which can
vance.
be melted with this bed charge will be
about three times the weight of the
coke in the bed. The coke and the iron
should always be kept level and the
charges of coke which are used after
the first one should be about six inches
in depth, and the iron charges should
be from 8 to 10 times the weight of the
coke.
In charging on the first coke it
of coke

This

is

as well to intentionally leave

it

scant

burned through when the balance can be put in and levelled to the
proper height, after which the iron'
should be charged on at once, the breast
put in and all draft closed.
It is not
always convenient to put the blast on
at exactly the time the cupola is ready
and for this reason the cupola should
be ready ahead of time and damped up
tight and held in readiness for the convenience of the moiders, but otherwise
there is nothing to be gained by allowing the iron to lie on the burning coke.
No heat is generated by the coke unless
the coke is being consumed, and if that
is expected the blast should be put on
at once.
To allow the furnace to stand
for an hour or so after charging on
the iron simply wastes the fuel and results in accumulating ashes and causing
until

it is

a dull, dirty heat.

CASTING MUNTZ METAL IN IRON

MOLDS
In the last issue of Canadian Foundryman the question was asked if there was
any way in which Muntz metal could be
successfully cast in permanent molds.
We received no answers to the question,

which we might say was exactly what
we anticipated, for the reason that we
had never heard of anyone accomplishing the task, although in a small way
it has been done on bulky chunks, but
not with any degree of success.
While
on the subject we will refer the reader to
the
article
on
page
302,
which
was read at the Foundrymen's Convention at Columbus, Ohio, by Mr. Charles
Pack, of the Doehler Die Casting Co., of
Brookljm, N.Y., who, we believe, is in
an exceptionally favorable position to
know what success is being achieved in
this direction.

There

is

who can

no "impossible" for the man
strong enough and long

will

enough.
*

*

*

The sun never sees the dark

side of

anything.
*

All

who

*

*

things come quicker to the
meets them half way.
*

*

*

Red

Flags are never found
hands of savings depositors.
*

—

*

man

in

the

*

Lots of fellows have tried to
but it is going yet.

kill

time
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PLATING AND POLISHING DEPARTMENT
Practical Articles, Useful Data, Descriptions of Machinery,

Equipment,

—

Question. I am trying to manage a
small polishing plant and am without
experience in the selection of brushes
used in finishing metals, horn, wood and
imitation ivory.
Literature relative to
the many interesting materials used in
the process of polishing is very scarce
and as I am anxious to master the business in every particular I shall appreciate any information you may be able
to give me.
Publication in your valued
paper will meet my requirements.

Answer.

— The

principle point respecting brushes used in the process of polishing which should interest a person in
your position is what constitutes a

'

—

good brush? To make a good brush rewith.
to
begin
quires a good block
Blocks should (n; kiln-dried and stored
while in the
sufficiently

i

Used

etc.,

the Plating and Polishing Industry.

in

makes a very durable and inexpensive brush material for all purposes
necessitating wet treatment. It is often
found mixed with bristles, in which case
the fibre is dyed.
A mixed brush, or
one composed of fibre and bristle has
certain points of value intermediate between the pure bristle and the pure
tampico brush; it is cheaper than the
bristle brush and stiffer than the tamBeware of brushes containpico brush.
ing horse hair. Horse hair is inexpensive
and is a very poor substitute for fibre;
it loses its stiffness when used in water,
and when dry has poor cutting powers.
If you wish to test the material, the following may assist you. Horse hair is
cylindrical, bristles are tapering and
curl and crumple at the end when burnt,
of
odor
giving off the characteristic
well and

mgh; storage should be

lon^'

warp they must,

to

permit warping if
thoroughly dry

When

accurately centrud lo insure true runBrush malailal should fit holes
ning.
brass
tightly and be bound by tough
wire.
Special attention should be given
the inspection of wheels as to trimming;
tufts of brush material should always
stand out straight and be tight, while
the brush should be accurately balanced
and true. There are four kinds of material used in brushes, each having its
advantages for certain requirements.
are
made from
Metal wire brushes
wire,
silver
nickel
brass, steel
and
Usually the finer
straight or crimped.
the wire the greater the speed of rotation, ordinarily speeds vary from 750
Do not force the work
to 2,600 r.p.m.
into the brush, scratch brushing is essentially a cutting operation and the cutting should be done with the ends of the
wire; forcing the work into the brush
bends the wires and reduces the efficiency of the brush; reverse the direction
this
tends to
of rotation frequently,
straighten out the curved wires. Crimped wire scratch brushes are intended to
produce a matte effect or satin finish on
copper, aluminum and other soft metals.
When treating soft white metals with a
brass wire brush, a suitable lubricant
should be used to prevent the discoloraSteel wire
tion of the white metal.
brushes may be used dry on the same
Tampico is a yellowish
class of work.
white fibre which is obtained from the
central spike of undeveloped leaves of
Probably the
.several species of plants.
best tampico comes from the agaves,
which grow wild in portions of Mexico,
while South America furnishes considerTamable quantities of inferior fibre.
pico withstands the action of water very

ELECTRO-PLATERS'

AMERICAN

they are trimmu.t down to finish size.
Holes for brush muterial should be uniformly spaced ami arbor hole must \>e

TORONTO BRANCH.

SOCIETY,

Officers for

192»-1921

President—Mr. T. G. O'Keefe, 147 Dupont
Street, Toronto.
Vice-President Mr.

—

Harry

Cresswell,

Avenue, Toronto.
Secretary-Treasurer— Mr. Charles
271 Boston Ave.. Toronto.

61

Armstrong

Kemish,

PLACE AND DATES OF MEETING
Hall, corner Queen and
Bathurst Streets, second Thursday of each
month, at 8 P.M.

The Occident

burning organic matter. Tampico burns
without curling and the ash is soft and
Horse hair and tameasily powdered.
pico are sometimes dyed and mixed with
or substituted for expensive bristle in
the manufacture of brushes. Pig bristle
will not soften or become matted when
used with water, is very springy, and
will outwear nearly any other hair or
The best
work.
fibre for ordinary
grade of bristle comes from the longhaired pigs of China and Russia. It is
very expensive and substitutes are frequently used by tVie manufacturer.
*

Question.

*

lar

— Please

for

inform me how to
a bright silver plating
coffin hardware and simi-

work.

—

Answer. Procure three or four 2a
quart bottles, fill each bottle with
strong solution of sodium cyanide, and
add some carbon disulphide, cork and
set aside for at least three or four days,
allowing the cyanide solution to dissolve
as much of the carbon disulphite as posAdd about 5 ounces of solution to
sible.
begin with or more if results are not as
desired.
Add same amount during each
working period as may be required.

Keep

bottles

filled

so

that

—

Question. Will you please furnish us
with a formula for good brass solution

which

will

work well for barrel plating ?

—

Answer. For brass
plating
steel
goods by means of the mechanical plating machine, the following formula will
be found reliable. In produces a clean,
bright yellow brass, and if the full proportions are employed the bath will be
sufficiently strong to reduce the resistance to current to a very satisfactory
degree. Maintain the temperature near
120 deg. Fahr. Presuming you have an
80 gallon tank for the apparatus and
will require approximately 75 gallons of
solution, proceed to dissolve 60 lbs. of
sodium cyanide in the water. Do not
heat the water to facilitate the orperation.
Suspend the cyanide in a bag at
the surface of the water and stir the
water occasionally.
When the cyanide
is completely dissolved, add 45 lbs. of
plastic carbonate of copper by removing a portion of the cyanide solution and
it to take up some of the copRepeat until all the carbonate is
in solution, then add 30 lbs. of plastic
zinc carbonate in the same manner. Stir
the solution for a few minutes and then
suspend a bag containing 45 lbs. of sal

allowing
per.

soda crystals in the solution. When tEe
sal soda is dissolved, add 11% lbs. of
ammonium carbonate and 9 lbs. of sodium bisulphate. Stir the completed
solution well and heat to 120 deg. Fahr.
Electrolyze for a few hours before plating a batch of work.
Use good grade
yellow brass anodes.
As the solution
will become warm through heat generated by the resistance of the bath, it
will not be a difficult matter to maintain a temperature of at least 100 deg.
Fahr.
The bath will yield fair results
when run cold, but much better deposits
are obtained it used warm and time is
saved, particularly in cold weather. Do
not operate the solution above 120 deg.
Fahr. as the constituents of bath decompose rapidly at higher temperatures.
.

*

make and operate
solution

always ready. These frequent additions
uniform condition in the plating bath and avoids the liability of producing brown discoloration on the work
due to excess carbon disulphide in the
bath.
The exact quantity to be used
each time will depend on size of your
bath and the amount of work you handle
per day. Label the bottles and number
them to insure uniform results.
facilitate

solution

is

Judge:

"Have you anything

the court before sentence

is

to offer

passed?"

Prisoner:
"No, your honor;
yer got my last cent."

my

law-
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Foundry Products
•VrV

Thoughtful Expenditure is Wise Economy

THE

closer you cut your operating
expenses, the greater is the profit
from your foundry. The saving of
every cut in your costs is clear profit.
Similarly, all extra expense is paid
from the profits of the foundry. This

Facings
r^O you want-facings of dependably
^^ uniform quality? Do you want

being so, 'Thoughtful expenditure is
wise economy."
Our thirty years' experience enables us
to manufacture foundry products which
are equal to the world's best.
Buy direct from us. Thus you save the
profit which would otherwise go into
the hands of middlemen.
more for the same quality?

Why

clean lifts, thus producing smoother
castings and lowering your cleaning
costs?

Use our facings
you what really

!

They

will

prove to

satisfactory facings
are.
And our prices are lowest consistent with quality.

pay

All our products are fully guaranteed.
Should you not think them all we claim,
they may be returned without charge.

Gambite

A PURELY

Canadian product made
from the best Canadian spruce.
It has proved itself superior to any
liquid Core Binder on the market. It
contains 52

'"^

of soluble solids,

is

free

from gas and can be used alone or
combination with oil,
any dry compound.

The Hamilton Facing
Head
Office

Hamilton

:

in

flour, rosin or

Mills Co., Limited

and Mill
:

:

Canada
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PITTSBURGH MARKETS
PITTSBURGH, November
'

11.— There
and
the volume of de-

no material change

is

March, being about 39,000,000 tons

a
while the rate last March was
about 40,000,000 tons.
The rate now,
however, is doubtless well under 37,000,000 tons.
In the matter of steel production the
curtailment depends on the state of order books. As the Steel Corporation is
very well filled with business its output
has not decreased, and has possibly increased a little. Those of the independents that pursued a relatively conservative course in the matter of prices
are moderately well filled, but with cancellations and suspensions are unable to
run full, and thus a number have reduced output only by say 10 or 15 per
cent.
Others, with lean order books,
which they cannot replenish to any great
extent by cutting prices since there is
little business obtainable at any price,

in the iron

year,

situation as to
appeai'ing in the open market, the

sieel

mand

demand being extremely light.
The
amount of stocks consumers had when
the market turned soft cannot be estimated closely. It may have been considerably greater than buyers represented, when they were importuning mills
and furnaces for heavier shipments, but
whatever the stocks are the buyers wish
to reduce them, and they desire to -have

as small stocks as possible on the inventory date. The quadrennfal election
last week has had no appreciable effect
on the general situation.
The changes that have occurred in the
past week have been in connection with
prices

and the

volume of production,

both showing more or
dency.

less declining ten-

The

decline in prices is spotty
and irregular, affecting some products
greatly, others scarcely at all.
The decline in production, in the aggregate, is

steady, though it is not steady as regards any individual producers.
Since furnaces began blowing out, early in October, about two score stacks
in various parts of the country have
gone out, the greater part being late
in October and early this month, while

were proportionately somewhat
more steel works furnaces than merchant
furnaces that went out.
The blowing
there

out occurring so largely late in October,
the month's output was not greatly affected, and with the operating furnaces
in receipt of better supplies of coke the
month's output as a whole showed an
In
increase over the September rate.
fact the October rate was the best shown
for any month this year excepting last

have had to curtail more, and probably
quite a number of small independents
are running at 60 per cent, or less. The
necessity for curtailment
strikes
one
mill after another.
At the present time
many mills are counting up how many
weeks their order books will carry them
at 50, 60, or 70 per cent.
By the end
of the year the independents, on an average, will hardly be operating at more
than say 60 per cent., and perhaps the
average will be under 50 per cent., while
even without any improvement in business the Steel Corporation ought to be
able to maintain its present rate of output until April or later.
On bars, shapes and plates the common quotation among independents is
now 3 cents. In instances an independent is asking more, but merely as a
nominal price to protect contracts on
books.

Canadian Pattern
&CastingsCo. Ltd.
49 Drouillard

Road

FORD CITY, ONTARIO
Wood and Metal Production

PATTERNS
CASTINGS

Brass, Bronze and Aluminum

In Production Quantities

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS

FOR SALE
Foundry Business

at a

Moderate

Price
pOUNDRY BUSINESS AND PLANT FOR SALE

— Manufacturer of soil pipe and fittings.

Patent

for septic tank syphon.
This plant is also equipped for doing general castings. Disposing on account of ill-health.
West Toronto Foundry, Mulock Ave., Toronto.

VX7ANTED— POSITION AS IRON FOUNDRY
foreman by practical foundryman with twenty
years' experience.
Graduate McLain's System of
cupola' p»-actice and semi-steel.
Jobbing foundry
preferred.
Box 9220, Canadian Foundryman.
(cllf)

\;y^ANTED— FOUNDRY MIXER (MIXING PAN)
3

or 4 feet diameter, state make,

condition.

Box No.

VX/ ANTED— BY

11820.

price and
(cl2f)

A PRACTICAL FOUNDRYMAN

with good technical training, position as
foundry foreman.
Can mix by analysis to suit
all grades of castings and cannot be beaten on
cupola practice.
Am familiar with all modern
foundry appliances and molding machines.
McLain graduate.
Reply Box 112320, Canadian

Foundryman.

Bailey

& Bell Fire Brick Co.

]\tanufacturers
and Importers of High Grade
Fire Brick,
Fire Clay and General
Supplies.
Special
Shapes.
Stoker
Cupola Block.
Brick.
Boiler Tiles. Stove and Quebec Heater Linings.

MADE

MOULDING MACHINE
FOR SALE
—6o

1347-49-51

IN

CANADA

Dufferin St., Toronto. Phone Ken. 4335

Combination Jolt Roll-over Pridmore
Moulding Machine, motor driven, to roll over
I

7,000

X 24

lbs. at

75

lbs. air

pressure.

Motor not sup-

This machine was purchased in 1919; was
up but never used.

plied.
set

Will be sold

at a bargain.

ilM

Photos and further details sent on request

Apply to

The Goldie & McCuIloch
Gait, Ont.,

Co., Limited

Canada
iEiiSi^s

Noviinhor.
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GRAND

Rotary Sand Riddle
Better Results

At Lower Cost
Why

keep many men continuously
sand by hand when the Grand
Rotary Sand Riddle will accomplish
better results at a lower cost?
A
Grand will pay for itself many times
sifting

over in the saving of labor alone.

The Grand Rotary Sand Riddle sifts
wet sand or dry and does its work
quickly and thoroughly in one operation.
The patent tapping device
keeps the machine from clogging on
wet material. The tapper can be set
to strike a light, medium or heavy
blow, or can be thrown out of opera-

The Grand Rotary Sand Riddle is built with
cranks for hand power; pulley for belt power,
or ]/ih.p. a.c. or d.c. motor for electric power.

tion entirely.

The front legs of the machine are adjustable and may be lowered to give any
pitch desired to the drum.
This is a
great advantage in screening and mixing
core sand that has just been mixed vi'ith
oil, as all lumps are broken up before
reaching end of drum.

For durability, portability and ease of
operation, the Grand Rotary Riddle is in
Write to-day for
a class by itself.
prices.

Beyer Machine Company
Jackson, Michigan, U.S.A.
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Holland
tere Oil

You
Gut
Com^ny
Your

4600 W. Huron St

CHICAGO

Costs

When you use

ILLINOIS

HOLLAND
CORE OILS

PRODUCTS

eOOO PRODUCTS ONLY

^""^^^ ^'^^ P^°^^Holland Core Oils bind
Inltdl to
f ^fi^^^'^^'^^.u
portion
their cost than any other oils on the market.

Manufactured

in pro-

Big Stick, Old Regular, Regular, Special

in five gi-ades:

Lxtra Fast Drying.

more sand

Our Old Regular was the

first

core

1

and

and binds more sand

than

oil

No.
ever made.

HI-BINDER CORE ROSIN
''^

mosr"ros?n

^°''"

'^

^" excellent substitute for ro?in,

costs

far

less

HOLLAND STRAIGHT TRIPOLI PARTING
nothing but straight Tripoli Parting, which is far superior
manufacturers of Partmg in the world.
There is a

fo°p'ir^n£-",^ar^*^i'''"%^,r'''^*'-ru
to
all other materials.
are the H'^
largest

We

r63son.

Holland Products represent economy and efficiency. They are
expressly made to cut costs and at
same time increase the quality of the work. Give them a trial.

the

Canadian Agents

The Dominion Foundry Supply Co.,Ltd.

TORONTO

MONTREAL

CANADIAN
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Use This

BRASS FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT

ramblers for wet or dry

Made

milling:.

Were You

in

at

two

Wet

sizes.

or dry in two sizes

same

as above.

Columbus?

you were fortunate enough to be able to
attend the big convention you must have been

IF

impressed with the benefits of using up-to-date
equipment in your foundry. It is more profitable!

you are using old-fashioned
tumbling mills, melting furnaces or other equipment you
are losing time and money.
Have us advise you on new
appliances. We are prepared
to give complete estimates and
any other necessary particulars. How can we serve you?
If

The celebrated Morgran English Crucibles,
carried in

all

sizes.

o
Crucible Shanks of

This modern brass furnace is supplied in different sizes for forced or natural draft.

all sizes.

Branford Vibrators

The Dominion Foundry Supply

Co.,

Limited

''Everything for the Foundry**

MONTREAL
QUEBEC

TORONTO
ONTARIO

WINNIPEG
MANITOBA

!
C A
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Patterns
"pUT
Phone
Adelaide

your pattern problems

in

our

Quality work and prompt
service assured.
Patterns made for all
foundry purposes wood and metal,
-*-

hands.

—

5439

models and aluminum plate work.

HAMILTON
PATTERN WORKS

The A.

J.

120 Adelaide Street West, Toronto

MAGNETIC

rPCM

Wet Pan Sand

SEPARATOR

Mill

for Steel Foundries

All

Steel

A

Sound Investment

!

Even scrap is higher than ever before, yet at the present high
wages you can't afford to hire men to pick the scrap from your
refuse.
Still, with our "Type F" Magnetic Separator, gaggers,
nails, gates and iron from the cupola drop, can be reclaimed in

The

^m^
112

such quantities as to make it highly profitable.
In fact, by the consistent operation of this Separator for
three months, enough metal can be reclaimed to pay the cost
of the Separator itself.

Mfg. Co.

W. Adams
CHICAGO

St.

The Magnetic Separator
Have us prove it

is

a

safe

and sound

investment.

MAGNETIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY
759

FOURTH AVENUE, MILWAUKEE,

WIS.

CAN A D

November, 1920
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What Famous Cornell

Iron
Cupola Fluxes Will

Do

Always a clean drop from your cupola. Use less limestone, less
coke, more scrap, still have perfect castings. Slag very fluid, iron
free ifrom slag.
No mis-runs, blow holes, nor warped or chilled
sides.
Iron considerably hotter, more fluid. Eliminates sulphur
trouble greatly, saves your cupola lining about 33%.

FAMOUS CORNELL IRON CUPOLA FLUX WILL PAY FOR
ITSELF ALONE IN THE SAVINGS OF COKE AND LIMESTONE IF USED CONTINUALLY.
We

'

all well remember the difficulties and troubles we encountered last winter from high
sulphur in coke, and the coke you receive this winter will be just as bad. "Our Famous
Cornell Fluxes" haxe pro\en beyond a doubt, for the expenditure of about 7c-8c you can flux
a ton of metal. Many of your foundry troubles can be eliminated. One of the largest foundries in the United States wrote us yesterday that we made some very big claims for our cupola
fluxes, they had tried practically all of the other fluxes on the market to-day, without any
success, and hesitated about trying ours, but finally persuaded by our General Manager, Mr.
Clifi"ord B. Cornell, the foundry superintendent permitted him to ship a trial order of 12
barrels. They tested it out, consequently have been using our fluxes in large quantities ever
since, and wired to-day for a rush order of 15 barrels at once.

WE ARE THE LARGEST MANUFACTURERS

IN

THE WORLD TODAY.

WHY.?

Because we started out putting our fluxes a number of years ago on a "Make Good
Basis," so that the foundries who had tried so many other cupola fluxes without success
could see that our company had discovered a cupola flux that would give success. Our greatest competitor, in fact the only competitor that we recognize to-da}', is limestone.
never
fail to down him even if limestone can be secured without cost, as our fluxes when tried out
for a period of two or three months against limestone will prove more economical in the end.
Over 80'^c of the foundries in Canada are using "Famous Cornell Fluxes." They first try them
on approval and pay for them after they are thoroughly convinced of the splendid benefits that

We

"Famous Cornell Fluxes" produce.

NO

are always sold on a "NO SATISFACTION,
PAY" basis. Recopper, aluminum and steel fluxes that are just as good for those
metals as the cupola flux is good for the gray iron metal. You take no chances in ordering
our fluxes, for you are not requested to pay one cent for them until you are thoroughly

Famous Cornell Fluxes
member we have brass,

satisfied of their worth.

All Fluxes are in Stock for

Immediate Shipment

Either by Mail, Express or Freight.

The

Cleveland —Flux
Bell

1

Phone

Main

Company

6063

CLEVELAND, OHIO

023 Front Avenue, N. W.

Frederic B, Stevens, Detroit, Mich., Distributor for State of Michigan, Buffalo, N. Y.

The Hoosier Supply Co., Indianapolis,
The John Hill Foundry Supply Co., Cincinnati, O.,

and

Erie, Pa.

for State of Indiana,

for

Southern Ohio and Kentucky.

C
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ALBANY AND NORTH
RIVER MOLDING SANDS
Prompt Shipments
Our

deposits of the famous Albany and North River
Molding Sands are unexcelled. Our facilities for loading and shipping both by water and rail are excellent.
Jersey,

Lumberton,

Bottom Sand and

Millville, Steel
Millville Gravel.

Molding, Furnace

Clay, Cupola Daub, Sand Blast Sand.

George

F. Pettinos

Real Estate Trust Building
Canadian Agents:

L im
'^

i

iiii

IN

III

I

Messrs. R.

Milium

1

J.

11 III

-

Mercur

I

III

I

Philadelphia, Pa.
&

Co., Ltd.,

Mill

I

Montreal

III III

Mil

I

II

I

mmf^

•^^s"

"SAMSON"
Wire Wheel Brush Sections

No Hub

or Holder

Required
For removing scales from hot
forcings,
axes,
shovels
and
other tools; for cleaning brass
castings, sheet brass and copper.

''Samson" Wire Wheel Brush Sections are
to be mounted with ease and quickness.
The metal disc centre is punched to fit any
size of spindle. 'Each section is a brush in
itself, making a convenient and practical
method of building a wheel any desired
width of face.
A trial order will convince you that ''Samson"
scratch wheels are the most efficient and economical brushes you can secure. Write for

made

catalog and full information.

The Manufacturers Brush Co., Cleveland, Ohio
111 Reade Street,

New York

CA X A
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No. 2 Wadsworth Improved Core Making Machine
(Capacitij

%

in.

to 7 in.,

27

s'izesj

From %" to 2i/4, advancing by
From 2V2" to 3, advancing by
From 3V2" to 7, advancing by
Sold

in

combination of

From
From
From
From
From
From

Complete Core

%"
%"
%'
%"
%"
%"

Room

sizes as listed

to

eighths.
fourths.
halves.

below:

iy2 (10

sizes)

to 2^/4

(16

sizes)

to 3

(19

sizes)

to 4

(21 sizes)

to 6

(25

sizes)

to 7

(27

sizes)

Outfits

We have spent 20 years in the DEVELOPMENT, DESIGNING and BUILDING
MAKING MACHINERY and other CORE ROOM EQUIPMENT and now devote

of

CORE

our entire

time and factory to this SPECIALTY.
If our STANDARD LINES do not fill your REQUIREMENT, write us, and we will design
SPECIAL MACHINERY or EQUIPMENT that will.
CORE MAKING MACHINES are the only CORE MACHINES on the
THE
market, upon which a RODDED CORE can be made.

WADSWORTH

THE WADSWORTH CORE MACHINE & EQUIPMENT CO.
AKRON, OHIO,
The No. 1 V2 Wadsworth Core Cutting Off and Coning
Machine built to cut off and cone cores from !/> to
A", by power only, mounted on an iron base with legs.
The cutting-off wheel is equipped with a rest and
steel scale so that the gauge may be readadjusted and the cores cut off to the desired

graduated
ily

length.

The Coning Wheel

equipped with an adjustable
be set to any angle, giving the
taper or print wanted. We furnish with each machine a gauge giving the standard taper for The
Wadsworth Standard Core Print.

rest so that

it

is

may

Our collections are payable to a Caruidian bank, where
cnrrn an account.
Our equipment
(Jouftes.

is

sold by All

we

Canadian Foundry Supply

U.S.A.
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Comfort-Plus-Safety Goggles

The King I-Safe Goggle
Diamond Master Flask

One of the dependable King Safety Goggles,
recommended highly for their double-linked virtues
and Comfort.

of Safety

Goggle

To Canadian Prospective Buyers
of Diamond Snap Molding
Equipment

Armorplate.
For pouring, specify I-Safe leather
The I-Safe may be made up if desired
padded.
with colored lenses, amber, blue or green,
^

THE

Diamond Snap Molding Equipment

is

very nearly every foundry
in the United States and Canada. Our
success is largely due to the personal
interest "we take in our customers'
requirements and in rendering them
in

prompt and effectual
goods of quality.

service

For chipping, the I-Safe
furnished with heavy, tough lenses of

The F.W. King Optical Company

year 1920 marks the beginning of the thirty-third year of
our experience in flask building.
Thirty-three years of effectual effort
on our part to ever improve our products.
We specialize in snap flasks
of all types, steel jackets and bands,
and all our efforts have been spent
along these lines, and naturally w^e
have gradually become the leaders in
snap flask molding equipment.

now used

is

and

The Diamond trade-mark on

all our
products assures you of quality and
service, and we stand ever ready,
behind our products, to make good
any defect in workmanship.

Euclid Arcade Building

Cleveland, Ohio

WHITEHEAD'S

KAOLIN
For lining and patching
the Cupola, Furnace,
Ladles,
fire

of

etc.,

will

save

brick and the time

your men.

Sold in Canada by:
Foundry Supply Co.; Whitehead
Brothers Company; E. J. Woodison Company;
Frederic B. Stevens; Hamilton Facing Mills
Dominion

E. B.

Co., Ltd.

Agent

Diamond Clamp & Flask Co.
30-40 N. 14th St.,

FLEURY

Richmond, Ind.

1609

Queen

St.

W.

Toronto, Ont.

CANADIAN FOUNDRY MAN
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Satisfied

With Anything
But the Best?

BAUER

The
Revolving

Knife

Means to You:
PERFECT CUT—LESS WORK—LESS COST

What

A

T

HE

It

Bauer Revolving Knife Wood
an entirely nev\^ ma-

Trimmer

—

chine

demand

—

fully

satisfies

a

long-felt

woodworking machinery. It
is positively the most efficient machine
of its kind on the market. By means
of

its

in

revolving knife,

it

actually cuts

and does not merely crush off the wood.
This means a perfect, straight, smooth
trim, one with a polished effect.
The
knife has a cutting edge of 161/) in., all
of which is used in operation, thus
greatly

Wood Trimmer

minimizing the

necessity

of

The design of this masharpening.
chine is such that all possible danger is
reduced to a minimum. It is the safest
of all trimmers.

A

is furnished with each maby means of which the knife can
be easily, accurately and quickly shar-

device

chine,

pened.
This machine is the best of all wood
trimmers, and remember, ^the best is
the cheapest and the most economical
in the long run.

—

Ask Your Dealer or Write Direct.

A. E.

BAUER & SON

1342 W. 69th Street

CHICAGO,

ILL.

CANADIAN
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MONARCH FURNACES
Don't Guess
the Equipment
You Buy Is the Best!

KNOW

buying a watch or any other delicate
mechanical device, you would not haphazardly
guess which was the best. You would, by investi-

IF you were

gation, know.
So with your foundry equipment you should investigate
even more rigidly. You should be absolutely certain
that that which you buy will give the greatest satis-

MONARCH
Double Chamber
Melting Furnace

faction.

The more carefully you
you

will secure that

best

for

investigate the

modern

we want you

to

is

the

Because
is built to save time and excarefully and
investigate

foundry

MONARCH EQUIPMENT
pense

more evidence

MONARCH EQUIPMENT

"Monarch-Rockwell" Double
Chamber
Furnaces reduce copper, brass, aluminum, iron, steel and like metals to molt-

practice.

—

en condition in about one-half the time
required by any other furnace.

.rigidly.

The Monarch Engineering

& Manufacturing Company
American

1206

Bldg., Baltimore, Md., U.S.A.

SHOPS AT CURTIS BAY, MD.
Monarch Coke

Tilt-

ing Crucible Melting

Furnace
Equipped with Hopper Feed and Shake
Grates; rests above
ground;
made for
various size crucibles.

Unequalled for economy and efficiency in
its

class.

Monarch Core Ovens,
Arundel and

both

Acme

are
larger sizes
than formerly; orders
are received for any
width,
capacity,
length and height of
shelves as may be debuilt

Models,

in

sired.
3?.

Coke Tilting Crucible Furnace

Monarch "ARUNDEL" Drop Front
Core Oven — Any Fuel

»

CANADIAN
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Speed and Ease Accomplished on a Heavy, Rigid

FORD-SMITH GRINDER
Our new

has been designed to put tiiese machines
types are of the strongest and most rigid
construction. Even the highly skilled mechanic will find a great difference in the quality of work and the ease and speed with which it is done.
line of floor grinders
efficient basis.
All

on a really

Full specifications, prices and photographs will be mailed upon request.

The Ford-Smith Machine

Co.,

Limited

HAMILTON, CANADA
W. E. Storey, London, Eng.
Foreign Agents :
British & Canadian Hydraulic Tube Co., Johannesburg, South

Heavy Type Floor Grinders

& Co., Melbourne, Australia
McLeod & Co., Calcutta, India

Gollin
Africa

SCARFE'S
No. 7

CORE OIL
Shows

illustration of Oliver Circular Guard.
automatic in action and really guards
that portion
of saw protruding above
It is

table.

SCARFE
Head
Branches:

&

Office

:

CO., LTD.
BRANTFORD

MONTREAL

and WINNIPEG

"Oliver Quality" woodworking machinery
especially suited for pattern shopwork,
also for flask crating and carpenter shops.

is

OLIVER MACHINERY CO.
GRAND

When

How Many

Cubic Feet of Blast

do you blow into your cupola per minute?
It's a serious

and

loss

question, on which your profit

depend,

Blast Meter will

and nothing but
answer it.

a

Clark

Interesting literature on request

CHAS.

J.

CLARK METER

CO., ^'-^?PA°°'''

RAPIDS, MICH., U.S.A.

you think of a crucible think of
DIXON and remember
that the Dixon name
stands for the longest
and widest experience
in the crucible industry.
Write for Booklet No. 27-A.

Made

in Jersey City, N.J.,

by the

JOSEPH DIXON
CRUCIBLE COMPANY
Established 1827

lt>^
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SIMPSON
INTENSIVE FOUNDRY
MIXER
Economical and Efficient for

kinds of Sand Mixtures

all

Note the

Thoroughly

AUTOMATIC
DISCHARGE

amalgamates
the mixture

Small H. P.
It

saves

required with a

LABOR
BINDER

minimum
of repairs

and

NEW SAND

Pays for itself
an incredibly

in
It

improves the

short time

quality of

Original

the castings
Its

work

porosity of sand

mixture

is

maintained

done thoroughly
not partially
Elasticity

Large capacity
with a

and

minimum

of labor

toughness of

sand are

Will reclaim old

enormously

**The Product of a Practical

increased

The

large

number

of

and worn-out

Foundryman'

sand

for reuse

fSimpson Mixers in use all over Canada and the United States
Send for our pamphlet No. 50 and list of many users.

testifies to its efficiency.

The

Six Points of Perfection.

4.

Correct size and speed of mullers.
Effective arrangement of plows.
Automatic discharge.
Large capacity per area of floor space occupied.

5.

Minimum power and maintenance

6.

Considerably less new sand and binder required.

1.

2.

3.

cost.

NATIONAL ENGINEERING COMPANY
Machinery Hall

BIdg.,

549 W. Washington

CHICAGO,

ILL.

St.

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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Work

Cleco Pressure-Seated Air Valves for Foundry
Cross-Section of Cleco Valve

Style P.p.,

made

sizes

%",

Angle

A,

Style

Valve, allows hose

•54",

to

Style

V>

A

away from

fall

2"

underside of Valve
without bending.

The Air Pressu re
is always on the
Large endof\blve
Plug holding it
firmly on Seat

F.W., FourValve, is so

movement

pipe

one

Inlets

M.O.

has

1-in.

inlet

and

Bowes

coupling

and

handle
the supply and exhaust from both
ends of a double-

47,

describing our complete

line of Valves

acting piston

and

Fittings.

outlet

connects

Bowes

with
Write for Bulletin

Style P. O.
Parallel Valve

Style

male

of the
controls

Style F.W.

IW

Wa.",

IMPROVES WITH USE

that

arranged

in

^k

pipe size larger

THE VALVE THAT
Way

1",

standard

outlets.

Angle Valve

Style

Vt",

Coupling

Vi-in.

%-in.
to
sive.

incluStyle M.O.

BOWES PRESSURE TIGHT AIR HOSE COUPLINGS
Standard Equipment Everywhere

Interchangeable in all sizes from ^,4-in.
%-in. Made of non-rusting and acidresisting metal-brass and Nic-a-loy.

Instantly connected or disconnected. Absolutely air-tight under all pressures

from

10 lbs.

to

upwards.

Cut Shows Never

—Chipping

In Stock

Slip

Clamps Attached

Hammers, Sand Rammers, Portable Emery Grinders, Cleco Air Valves,
Hose Fittings everything required in foundry work.

—

Illustrated Catalog No. 19 mailed on request.

CLEVELAND PNEUMATIC TOOL Company
84 Chestnut St.,

TORONTO, ONT.

337 Craig St. W.,

of Canada, Limited

MONTREAL, QUE.

Portable Air
Grinder

For More Work With Less

Hands Adopt
Portable

Foundry
Pneumatics
Pneumatic Hoists for
foundry work.
Hose and Hose Couplings.
Chipping,

Beading

Manual labor was never

Mm

so costly as

it is

Tools
to-day.

You

you continue work
man with ONE THOR Pneu-

are running into needless expense

if

with hand tools when ONE
matic Tool will do FIVE TIMES the work.
Thor Portable Foundry Pneumatics are
among foundry men everywhere.
Write for the Thor catalog.

standard

INDEPENDENT PNEUMATIC TOOL CO.
334 St.

TORONTO

James

Street,

WINNIPEG

Montreal

VANCOUVER

Calking, FlueScaling
and

Hammers.
Close Quarter Air Drills.
Pneumatic Riveting Hammers.

Bench

Chipping

Floor

Rammer

Hammer

Rammer

CA N A D
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TABOR
Power Squeezer

II

Designed especially for use in molding light
snap flask work in large or small quantities.
The Tabor 10 in. Power Squeezer combines
with simplicity and durability the highest
efficiency for the rapid production of bench
work, requiring flasks up to and including
14 X 20 inches, or the equivalent. Absolute
uniformity in density of sand is obtained,
and consequently the loss of castings, due
to swelling or blowing of the molds, is reduced to a minimum.

Send for Bulletin M.R.

There

Is

No

Faster Machine

THE TABOR MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

6225

Made

STATE ROAD, TACONY,

PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A.

High-grade Bronzes

fiB»CIBt£;j

for

Engineering Purposes

MADE
IN

CASTINGS
INGOTS
FORCINGS

.

RODS
ROLLS
SHAPES

DOMINION CRUCIBLE CO.
LIMITED.

ST.

"WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG

American
Manganese Bronze Co.
Holmesburg,

Phila., Pa.

JOHNS, QUE.

"

HAMILTON FACING MILLS

CO. Limited

HAMILTON, ONT.
SOLE CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS

—

CANADIAN
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CANADIAN HART WHEELS
LAST LONGER

CUT FASTER

Than any other wheels on the market

Let

THE OSBORN ENGINEERING

COMPANY
design your
Our New Modern

you want performed and we will
supply you with an abrasive wheel that will save
you time, money and worry.
troubles.

We

The Osborn Engineering Company has a number of experts on
its staff who have made foundry

us your

do the rest.

design their specialty.

CANADIAN HART PRODUCTS,

Our record is one of success
may we serve you?

Limited

Successors to

The Osborn Engineering Co.

Canadian Hart Wheels, Limited

HAMILTON

-

-

—
—

—

ing ideas to provide for production with a minimum
of lost motion
to insure the utilization of labor to
the best possible advantage.

Tell us the service

tell

plant

Whatever the nature of your work may be, we are
sure that you will want your buildings to be thoroughly modern to incorporate the latest engineer-

Plant.

EMERY WHEELS A SPECIALTY
WE SOLICIT EXPORT TRADE

Send for one of our catalogues and

new

-

Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.

ONTARIO, CAN.

Tumbling Barrels
Tilting

and
Burnishing
''

'11

,JJiiillliii!llnliiiiiiiliiiiiiil'llniiiiliililliMiiiiiiiili!:Hiiii

iiiiiiiihlllliilllllli

1

1

,

Barrels

III

P

Shot Blasting
Instead of Sand Blasting

Ensures 100%

Cleaner Castings
Globe chilled shot leaves a perfectly smooth
surface an important factor where castings
are to be enamelled sand leaves a sand coat-

—

—

ing.

SHOT DOES NOT WEAR THE HOSE, NOZZLE OR MACHINE AS FAST AS SAND,
AND IT CLEANS EASILY 100% BETTER.
Let us

SLATER & BARNARD

you more about

it.

THE GLOBE STEEL

LIMITED

Hamilton Ontario

tell

CO.

MANSFIELD, OHIO
\r

1

li

i

h
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CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN BUYERS' DIRECTORY

I

=
g
|

•drwtu.r.' name, from thU dirwtory
^° ^d«P-rtment
U n.amt.in«i for th. b.n.61
^^^
""— """*" •'~''" »'..din,, U »I.dly and.rfk.n.

Th. infonn.tion 70D deair. m./ be found in th, >^d«rtu;l- »
'"•
and c«„y.ni.nc. of our r..d.«
Th. Wt.^n of o„, .^ ^' "^
•""*'*'""
b.t do- not b.««. p.rt
IJ .drortX contrlet

"

I
ABBASIVE MATBBIALB
C«n.

& V»n Winkl. Co.. Toronto
O^ H»n»on
n»Tt Wheel.. Ud.. Hamuion. Ont Ont.
MfCh- Co Ltd., TheTHaiSton, Ont
r^.^^B. SteTfjM. Detroit, Midhigan.
^^f^

BOILERS, STEAM
.MinL-stry

aprSns"
F.

AIK

•

Alfg.

Co.

O.UI-KKnsoKs
Co..

^-

^^^^-

Toronto. Ont.
Louis,

8t-

J..

Co.. Toronto.

Mo.

Ministry of Munitions,
Ltd.,

Ont.

Tlie,

S^

B

^'>'^'«'

«<>•

Miigneti<-

Co.,

ARaO^'

' ^-

^-

Ont

Co., Toronto

(inL

.

*"••

tt;;r^s?.!T"c£^gT'°;;r

^•^•^

American Manganese Bronze

Phfladelphla.

l-'resion

Montreal,
Mus^^ns^Lt'l
V"Montreal,
Que.
pi„i^ '^'- \P°i-

P.

k^F?7* b^u^p„"^o"'lS.-:

i»Trt*^-i2-°''''"*"°°

Alontreal.

'^''•'

^"'"« Co Toronto, Ont
n^ln?„t"Ti * I'"
B'^p'" Co.. Ltd..
•

W^^ \

?SSIh^"t,^'^c'7Stevens,

Toronti Chit

Detroit,

MidhlgwL^

Woodlson.

Holden

Co..

Ltd..

Tlip

Montreal

BOILER COMPOUND '''™"''"
RejTioMs & Co., Toronto.
irail.KB

ORAPHITB

Jo»n)h

DKon

7"

w-i^l™'Woodlson,

Mm

HamlltSTOnt
NJ

Cniclble Co.. Jeraey City,
"• Philadelphia. Pa
J, Co.. Tortmto, Ont,

^^°^

,

Co,,

Co,,

J.,

Ont

Toronto,

Wells, Toronto.
J.. C«., Toronto.

Frederic B,,

i>ievens,

is.

•

J..

Detroit,

Co.,

Toronto,

Holden

Co..

Ltd.. The,

Co.

CLAY LINED CRUCIBLES

Can. Hanson 4s Van Winkle Ck>. Toronto, OaU
Dominion Fdry. Supply Ck)., Ltd. Toronto. Onu
Frederic B. Sierens, Detroit, MiohlsuL
Ciauuer, J. U., * Co., Jeney City. N.J.
Joseph Dlion Crucible Co., Jeney Oity, N.J.

F.

Ont

Co., Toronto.

J..

COATS

H. Wheeler Mfg.

Co.

CONTRACTORS' STORES
Mini,«tiT

Munitions,

of

London,

England.

Ont

Out

CORE BOXES (STEEL AND WOOD)
Woodison

COKE

Co.,

ToiooiU).

J.,

11).

aO.V MACHIM!.&

Can. Hanson
t-.

& Van
J.,

WinKle lu

'!'<
.

>

.

Detroit, Mirth igwn,

o..

Toronlo, Uul.

'Winkle Co., Toronto
Toronto.

Montreal
Montreal

Pneumatic Tool Co., The.

Cleveland

Holden

Co.,

The,

Ltd.,

COKE COMPOUNDS

Montreal.

Hanson & Van Wlnkls Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supjjly Co., Ltd., Toronto. Out

Frederic B.

Mich,

A Van

Mussens, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

Ont

ill,

Stevens, Detroit, Midhlgan.
Co., Ltd., Hamilton,
Co., Toronto.
E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Hamilton Facing Mill

J. Co.. Toronto. Ont

CASE HARDENING
General Conubnstion Co.,
CERAMIC KILNS
General Combustion Co.,
CHAIN BLOCKS

Holland Coi-e <Jd Co,, Chicago, ill.
Hamilton Facing MiU Cu,, Hamilton,

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Daminion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Unt

Reynolds
Woodison,

Ont

&

CORE-MAKING MACHINES
Blystone Mfg.

Cajmbridge Springs, Pa.
Co., Toronto, Ont
Ltd.
Toronto^ OnU.
Frederic B, Stevens, Detroit. Michigan.
Tabor Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodison. B. J. K}o., Toronto, Ont
Co.,

Can, Hanson Sc Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co.
,

CAR LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Holden Co.. Ltd., Tlie, Montre.il.
CAR MOVERS
Holden Co., Ltd., The, Montreal.
CASTINGS, NICKEL
Welln.

Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Out
Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Oui_
Detroit, Miohlgan.

Stevens,

CORE MACHINES, HAMMER

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Monaroh Engineering & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore, Md.

W.

dt

I'dr^.

Frederic B.

Obermayer Co., S.. Chicago. HI.
Pettiuos, Geoi'ge F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, K. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

CARS, CORE OVEN AND FOUNDRY
Can, Hanson & Van WinHe Co., Toronto. Ont

W

ui.sui^jtta

Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Holland Core OU Co., Chicago, 111.

Midi.

Montreal.

Detroit.

Ind.

Milwaukee.

Can.

Stevens, Detroit, Midhutan.
Pettinos. George P.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodlson Oa, E. J., Toran*o.

B.,

.\i.,

CORE BREAKERS (PNEUMATIC)

Frederic B.

V,.

Ji".

Hanson

Can.

Uaminiou

VVLHwii^un.

CARBON BLACKING

Frederic

Ont

o.

Detroit, Miobigaa.

Frederic B. Stevsjis,

Ont

Ont

Obennayer Co., a., Ohioago, iii.
Woodiaou Oa, K. J., Tuiuuio.

UOeliiiajer Ai Co., a., Chicago,
Woodlstjn. 11., J., Co.. ToioiiLo,

CALKING HAMMERS

Can. Hanson

^'"*'» OJ- Toronto Ont
""^"^ Co.. Ltd.. Toronto Ont
pSSlri« n'^lj?^» SteTens, Detroit, Michigan.
ilT^n.
lUmntoo Pacing

^i„7""5!5 *

E.

BUFFS AND BUFFING AND
POLISHING COMPOSITIONS

Stevens,

'''"•

*'r«lenc

COKii

TfansoB A Van Winkle On.. Toronto Ont
^Vedcnc B. Sterens, Detroit, Miohigaji.
Ford-Smith Mach. Co,, Ltd., The, HamUton. Ont.
W. w. Wells, Toronto.

Wno<H«rm

BOILERMAKERS'^boLS

CLAMPS, FLASK

Sterling Wlieelbarrow Co.,

CABINETS, SANDBLAST

-'

TUe, Olevelana,
Toronto.

Co.,
J.,

iO.

Pi-eston,

MACHINBBY

Woodfion. B.

Jo^'o'^r-

Mlg.

Co.,

,

Co.,

BUFFINO AND POH8HINO

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Midhigian.

-H"-?^ r-D.^t.^svcb"'—
BKi^cVGrN^^S*"™-"*^-

W,,

Woodiam

1".

Pangbom Corporation, Hageratown, Md
W. W, Sly Mffe, Co., CJIeveland, Ohio.

Ind.

Montreal.

CONVERTER BLOWERS, KOTAKY
Koote Co.,
H. &
CoujujisTille,
CORE BARROWS

Stevens,

p
&
M., 0»me»^TiUe
BtAST QADOEB—CUPOLA

The,

,

Woodison, K.

BRUSHES. ALL KINDS

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
nomlnion Pdry, Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
vfonarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore,
Md.

3ni%V^rr^o.°Sgo^'*<«H.

PhUadelpJiia.

BURNERS, CORE OVEN

M^

^-^^-t*-"-

Ltd.,

Diamond Clamp & Flask
Co.,

HamUlnn Pacing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Manafkcfurers' Brush Co., Cleveland, Ohio
Obennayer Co., S., Chicago, ni.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich,
Woodlson, B, J., Co,. Toronto. Ont

W. W.

Que.

Montreal.

Woodworking Maohy,

W.

tily,

Woodlson, H,

•

Roota Oo

CV>.,

Hanson & Van Winkle Oo,, Toronto Ont.
Ford-Smltt Mach. Co.. Ltd., "nie, Hamilton, Ont
Fredenc B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

SANDBLAST

Bl'mf^R^.teD"°°'

iJommiuu

Can

Cleveland-, Ohio.
»LZ- ^^l,^J'-J^°•W3«s.
Prrf.rio B., Detroit Mlih
*^"- Toronto, Oat
rT^^i^'
2-.i'
BARRELS,

The

The,

E. C. Atkins Co.
i! dry.
dupply Co. Ltd. Toronto,
Froaeric b. ateveus, Detroit, jUiottigan.

Phlladelplila.

Oa»

S"PP'y Co.. Ltd
T^nti Chit
S2Slm°° f;''^MUl Co.. Ltd.. Hamr°on. u,,i
^t^l^ P«lng ^°'"'"'
^'^WalkervUle
Ont
Pa^h^, r"""

Ltd.,

Co.,

American Manganese Bronze Ox,

Frederte B., Detroit. Mich.
TVo<vH«wi V. J
"r>
To'-'Wltn. Ont.
National Engineering Co.. Chicago. 111.

^

A Van WlnUa

Holden

Stevens,

°"'-

Pneumatic Tool Co.

Co..

CHISEL BLANKS

CINDER MILLS
CIRCULAR SAWS

Oai. Hanson i Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Maniifactnrers" Bnish Co.. Cleveland, Ohio

aittom'^«9?';E°™"°°- Haeerstown, Md.
AUTOMOBILE
MACHINERY
bInd SA^'""''''"^ "="='^"^'^
n^J'^ZJl^S^'^'S ^°' '5™"d Rapids, Mich.
BARBELS,
TUMBLING
Ca«. Hanson

Holden
Oi,'..

Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont,
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

'"""""«• O"'-

arrestees'; ^ust"'™""

Cleveland

JTml

Toronto

OnU

Toronto.

vVellK.

CHIPPING HAMMERS (PNEUMATIC)

BRUSHES, FOUNDRY AND CORE

^vrw^elis^lSto^^"^'' ^^^'^'^

Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Can Hanson t Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Fredenc B, Stevens, Detroit, Midhlgen.

BRONZE MANGANESE

ANODES, BKASS, COPPER,

Stevens,

Woodison, E.

Pneumatic Machine Co.

BRONZE FORCINGS

Mich

J..

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Onu
Daminion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

CHEMISTS— SEE METALLURGISTS
CHEMICALS

American Mangaaeae Bronze Ca. PhlladelpJua.

Manufacturing Co.

NICKBI-, ZINC
Can^ Hanson & Van Winkle

Out

^l***'*.

American Manganese Bronze

Ont

Mfg, Co., Phllad«lii«ii«.
Chicago, 111.
Co., Toronto, Ont

S..

CHARCOAL

W. W.

BRONZE INGOTS

Stevens, Detroit,

Ont.

Ont

Can.

BUDGE CRANES

Midhlgian.
Pettmos, George F.,
PhiladeiphlaTpr^

AXLOrs
Stevens, Frederic R.,
Detroit
ALUMINUM FOUNDRIES

Winkle Co., Toronto,
Ltd., HamUton, Ont
Co., Toronto. Ont

J..

Ltd,, Hamilton, Ont
Stevens Detroit, Midhlgwi.
Dominion Fdry SuppUr Co., Ltd., Toronto,
n^^'j?" ^- •' Co., Toronto, Ont

Montreal.

ALBANY SAND

Mo

Combustion Co., Montreal.

i^"'i
Frederic
B.

AIR HOSE
Ltd.,

Louis,

VTbetl;

.

Obennayer Co.,
Woodlson, m.

St

BRONZE CASTINGS

goldt^<?o^."-L\t^^1,^M?„trefl'-

Frederic

£r°- .Birt

General

Montreal.

AIR HOIST

CRANES
C3o.,

&

Lindsay Chaplet

Mioh

BRICKS, RUBBINO

London, England.

The.

JIB

Grand Rapids

BRAKE SHOES, WHEEL TRDEINt,
Can. Hanson* Van

Curtis

Co.,

Co.,

Machinery Co.,

Fdry. Supply Co. Ltd.. Toronto,
iH'edenc B. Stevens, Detroit, lUiehigui.
ilamilton Facing Mill Co., HamUton,

BRASS GOODS. VALVES, ETC
Crane Ltd., Montreal.
BRASS MELTING

DRIVEN
bullivan Machinery Co., Chicago,
US i
STEAM
DRIVEN
'^Sn.iFv°**f,^F?^^«S,
Sullivan Machinery Co.,
Chicago, USA
AIRCRAFT
AIR DRILLS

CUAPLETS
Winkle Oo.. Toronto.
^i"!!'^
f ^^
Cleveland Chaplet
& Mfg. Co., Cleveland
Domimon

BORING MACHINES

Woodl«jii,

AIR COMPRESSORS. BELT DRIVEN
Sullivan Machinery Co., Chicago,
U.S A
AIR COMPRESSORS, MOTOR

Holden

England

Curtis Pneumatic Machj.

pi^^H.
n"'S?'"'
««3«rio B.
Sterols. Detroit. Midhimji.
Holden Co.. Ltd., The, Montreal^^^
Mussens, Ltd.. Montreal, Que

Holden

H. Watt, Amfheret, N.S.
Ministry of Munitions, London,

BRACKETED

Berkshire Mfg. Co., The
CatL Hanaon 4 Van Winkle

Woodlaon. K.

England

'Oliver

H. Wliecltr
<

London,

C.

Plttrtureh Cru.hed Steel Co.,

PitUtargh. Pa.
'^"™'°' °'"-

of Munitions,

BOOTS

,

CORE OILS

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Chit

Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Holland Core Oil Ck)., Chicago, m.
Obermayer Co,. S., Chicago, 111.
Reynolds & Co., Toronto.
Scarfe

&

Woodason,

Co.,

E,

Brantford. Ont.
Co., Toronto. Ont

Ltd.,
J.,

CORE OVENS— SEE OVENS

1

CA
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Obermayer's Exhibit at The Columbus Convention

m

There was no more greater benefit
derived from the Convention at
Columbus than your decision to
standardize on Obermayer's
Foundry Facings and Supplies.

uiBel

THE

S.

1

OBERMAYER CO
"Established

i

1874

>>

WAREHOUSES
OFEICES

FACTORIES
Chicago
Cincinnati
Rilkon, Pa.

Ife

?\

Pittsburgh
St. Louis
Philadelphia

Cincinnati

Detroit

Milwaukee

Toronto

Ji

Canadian Representative:

Pittsburgh

Chicago

E. B.

Los Angeles
Baltimore

FLEURY,

1609

Newark, N.J.
Denver
Syracuse

Newark.
St.

N..I.

Louis
Chicago

Cincinnati

Los Angeles

Queen

Street West, Toronto

CANADIAN
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DYNAMOS

CORE SAND MIXER
Ulystone .Mfg. C*.. Cambridge Sfftife.
National KnglrteeiffiS' Co.. ChTcagOj_jiI}Jl

i'

tOKJi

,

:;

.

(Jau. Hanson St Van Winkle Co., Torouto. 0»t.
Liuminion Fdry. Suppl; Co.. Ltd., Toronio, OuL
Frederic B. Sterena, Detroit, Aliohigaa.
iliiniUon Facing Mili Co., UamUlon, UdU
Jo>5«pli Uixon Ci-ucibl* Co., Jersey Ciiy, *.J.
Oliermayer 4: Co., S., Chicago, HI.
Woodison, K. J.. Co:, Toronto. VaU

;.^. Whitehead
"

Holden

E. J..

Co.,

Montreal.

Ltd., The,

Cnn. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Onl.
Dominion Kdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Gnu

ELECTRIC GLUE HEATERS

Frederic B.

ELECTRIC TOOLS

Woodison

Oliver

Detroit, Midhi««n.
Co., Buffalo, iN.Y,

Stevens,

Co.,

E.

Holden

Toronito.

J.,

Tool Co.,

I'licumatic

COUPLINGS, PLAIN, FLEXIBLE AND
CUT OFF
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chlcaco,
\Vooilisi>n.

E,

J.,

Co.. Toronio,

<^n. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

Ont.

BYederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhlgen.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

CKu-iNES
Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont,
Curli.s I*iieuiUiUic Machine Co.

Can

Dommion
Alussens,

Kdry.
Ltd.,

Supiily

Co..

Toronto,

Ltd..

EMURY STANDS
& Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd.. The. Hamilton, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhlgen.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Can. Hanson

Cat

Montreal, Que.

Northeiu Crane Wo.ks, Lid.. WalkerTille, Ont.
Woodison, E. .T.. Co.. Toronto. OnU

CRANES, HAND TRAVELLING
SL

Curtis Pneumatic Machy. Co.,

Louis,

CRUCIBLES

EMERY WHEELS— SEE WHEELS
ENAMELWARE

Mo.

CKICIBLES, KESEKVOIK, TILTING
IC, BOTTOM POUR, ETC.
Hanson

Can.

& Van

Oliver

Ont.
ni.xon Cnicihle Co., Joseph, Jersey City, N.J.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co, Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Oautier, J. H., & Co., Jersey City, N.J.

Hamilton

Facing Mill Co..

Holden
Mini.stry

Stevens,

Frederic E.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..
Can.

Co., Toronto, Ont
Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton. Ont
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., ntltimort, Ud.
Northi-m Crane Works, Ltd.. Walkerrille, Ont
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Wn«r>U«nn. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

CUPOLA BLAST GAUGES

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Prminion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Oat
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Midtil^sn.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Huniltoo,
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

0»t

rUFOLA BLOW1ER8

Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Tonat«, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Monarch Engineering A Mfg. Co., Baltlmot*, Ifd.
<>an.

&

Bros. Co.. Bnffalo N.T.
E. J.. Oo., Toronto, Ont

CTANIDE or POTASSIUM.
WfiiH*

C-n

.

Toronto

Out

rrederic B. Stevens, Detroit, IMldhlsan.
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Wondi«rvTi.

GRAPHTT*

Han^oTi t V»n Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
nomlnion Fdry. SupT>iy '^.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Joiienh Dixon CniciMe >.. Jer<»v Cltv. N.J.
0«iiH»r, J. H.. & Co., Jemev Cttr N.J.
W~vii.nn V .T.. c3o.. Toronto, Ont

Can.

DOWEL

PINS

Diamond Clamn & Flask

Co.

DRAINAGE FITTINGS
Crani" Ltd.. Mrvnitrp.,il.
DRAWBAR CENTERING DEVICE
Holden

Oo

.

Ltd..

The.

DRILLS. ELECTRIC
TndeT>end<>nt

Montreal.

AND '»ORTABLE

Pneumatic Tool Co., Ohiouo, m.

DRINKING FOUNTAINS
Ci-nne Ltd.. Montreal.
DRYERS, SAND

Detroit,

Ltd.,

Co.,

H. M. Lane Co,

Mfg. Co., Cambridge Springs, Pa.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, (Midhigian.
"luiniavei & Co.. S.. Chicago. 111.
Woodison Cxj. E. J.. Toronto.
Blj'stone

,

FACING SAND MIXER
National Engineering Co., Chicago,

111.

EXHAUST

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronta, Oat
HamUton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hanlltoa, Ont
Pangborn CoiT>oration, Hagerstown, Md., U.S.A.
W. W. Sly Mfc Co., ClevelMid, OUo.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont,

A. C. Leslie & Co..
FERRO-SILICON

A. C. Leslie

ft

Ltd.,

Co.,

'Montreal.

Que.

Montreal, Que.

Ltd.. Montreal, Que.

FERROUS AND NON-FERROUS METALS
Ministry of Munitions,

London, England.

Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. OnL
Dominion Forv. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Out

DUST ARRESTERS AND EXHAUSTERS
Hanson & V«n Winkle
Dominion Fdrv. SiippW Co..

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, AUdhlgian.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., (io.. Toronto. Ont

FILLETS,

LEATHER AND WOODEN

MACHINES
Machinery Co., Grand
bwick and clay

FII-LING
Oliver

&

A. C. Leslie
Can. Han.ion

0>.,

Ltd.,

Rapids,

Ifidh.

Montreal. Que.

Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
St Van
nomlnion Fdrv. Snuplv Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhlgan.
Oautier. .T. H.. * Co. Jenwy Clfv, N.J.
General Combustion Co., Montreal.
Tamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.
Monarch Gnirtneering St Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Ohermayer Co.. S.. Chicago. HI.
otevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
^^Tiitohead Bros. Co.. Buffalo. N.T.
Wfwll»oi. v.. 1.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Co., Toronto,
Ltd.. Toronto,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Corporation, Haserstown, Md.
Siv. W.
W.. iU<7. <'o
TViCleveland.
WofwTisrm Oo.. E. .L. Toronto.

0»t.

Ont

Pangbom

Detroit,

O.

Midiigan.

H«n«or> * Vnn Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdrv. SnppW Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

Tan.

Frederic B.

Stevens. Detroit. Michigan.
Cnicihle Co.. Jersey (iity, N.J.

.TnspTih Dijrnn
TTTrvrvlionn
E.

.T

.

Co

Toronto

Ont.

Dptroit. Midhimin.
Ppttinns, Oeoree F., Philadelphia. Po^^it»he«d Br™.. Co., Pnffslo. NT,
n»rv/vH«nn. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Frederic B.

Stevpns,

FITTINGS
FITTINGS. CAST IRON
Prnno

T.t'l..

Montrpal

FLANGED
Atrintreal
FITTINGS. MALLEABLE
Cmne T.td., Mon+rpfll.
FITTINGS. SCREWED

FITTINGS.
Cr-.n-

Winkle Co,. Toronto, Ont.
Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
B., Detroit, Mich.
Co.. Toronto. Ont.
J..

Frederic

Woodison.

E.

FOUNDRY CONTROLLED AIR HOISTS
Curtis Pneumatic Machine Co.
FOUNDRY ENGINEERS
H. M. Lane Co., Ltd., Detroit, Mich.
FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT
l,lamoud Clamp

T.t'l..

Crane Ltd., Monltreal.

&

Flask Co.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midilsan.
Ma«netic Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.
Mussens, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
National Engineering Co., Chicago,
Co., E. J., Toronto.

111.

Toronto, Ont.
Toronto, Onl.

(>>.,

Ltd.,

Joseph Uixoii Crucible Co., Jersej City, N.J.
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.

Monarch E^ngineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore,
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago. lU.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., ButTaio, N.Y.
Woodison, E, J., Co., Toronto. Ont

Md.

Ont

Blystone Mfg. Co., Cambridge Springs,
National Eneineering Co., Chlcaco, 111.

Pa.

FOUNDRY PARTING

& Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Out
Dominion Fdij. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.

Can. Hanson

Hyde & Sons. Montreal. Que.
Obermayer Co.. S.. Cniicago, IB.
SUvens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.T.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

FOUNDRY PRACTICE
MeLaln'a System, Inc., Milwaukee,
FOUNDRY PLATES, ETC.
E. C. Atkins & Co.
FOUNDRY RIDDLES
Blystone Mfg.

^
Wis.
**

Cambridge Springs, Pa.

Co..

FOUNDRY SUPPLIES
FOUNDRY WEDGES
Sterling

Wheelbarrow

Milwaukee.

Co.,

Cambridge Springs, Pa.

Blystone -Mfg. Co.,

Detroit, MiehigBn.
National Engineering Co., Chicago. 111.
Obcrmayei Co.. 9., (Jhlcago. 111.
Woodiaon Co.. E. J.. Toronto.

Stevens,

(Frederic B.

FURNACE LINING

Co.. Toronto, Ont
Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Stevens. Detradt, Miehlcan-

St Van Winkle
Domlnlcm Fdry. Supply Co..

Can. Harxon

Hamilton Facinc Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Hawlev Down Draft Fiimace Co.. Easton,
Woodison Co., E. J., Toronto.

FURNACES

4 Van Winkle Ck).. Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Electric Furnace Construction Co.
General Combustion Co., Montreal.
Can. Hanson

Hamilton

Facini Mill

Co..

Hamilton, Ont
Co.. Easton,

Hswley Down Draft Furnace
Monarch Emrineerine St Mfg.

Co.. Baltimore. Md.
Pittsburgh Electric Furnace Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. .Mich.
""hitehead Bros. Co.. Bnffalo. N.T.

Woodison, B.

Toronto. Ont

Co..

J..

FURNACES, BRASS

Can. Hanson * Van Winkle

Co.. Toronto

Ont.

Caward Gaskill Furnace Corp., Chicago, U.S.A.
Toronto Ont
Dominion Fdry, Supplv Co.. T.t-i
Frederic B. Stevens, Detnrit, Mlohlgan.

Hamilton

Facine Mill

Co..

Hamilton. Ont.

Rawlev Down Draft Furnace
Monarch Eneineering & Mfg.
Obermayer Co.. S.. Chicneo.
Woodison.

Crnne Ltd.. Montreal.

DUST HANDLING EQUIPMENT
''sngbom Corporation, Haeerstown, Md.
DU<5T EXHAUSTER, ANISTER SYSTEM
r-.-.^Vim CorrwraHon. Hagerstown, Md.
r""BLE CYUNDERS
Pneumatic Machine Co.

Stevens.

& Van

Hanson

Stevens,

iFrederlc B.

Pan. Kan«on * Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mlcblguu
Dominlor Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Hamilton F«cln» Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont
Wnodi»on. E. .T.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

ftrt;

"Tan.

Dominion Fdry. Supply

FOUNDRY MIXERS

I'he.

FACINGS

FANS.

Ont

MontreaL

The,

Can. Hanson St Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
IFrederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mlchlsan.
Pettinos, George F.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

.Mich.

ENGINEERS (FOUNDRY)

FIRE SAND

Can. Hanson fr Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Cleveland Nickel Works. Cleveland.
Dominion Fdrv. Supplv Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Out
BVederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Mldhlgan.
Monarch Eng'r'g Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
"Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

rils

Lane

Frederic B.

DRYING OVENS FOR CORES

l;

M.

yjW CEMENT

Pani^bom Corporation. Hteeretown, M<1

Oan.

H.

Ltd.,

Co..

FOUNDRY GRAVEL

Mich.

Detroit,

Can.

fen. Hanenn A Van Winkle Co.. Toronta. Ont
Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
•«ev«M, Frederic B.. Detroit, iMlch.
Woodfson. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
rtflolnion

DTPPER.S.

Ltd..

FILLERS (METALLIC)

CUPOLA TWYEB8

* Van

Co..

A Co., Ltd.,
FF-JRO-MANGANESE

Hanaon & Van Winkle Co., Toronto Oat
Donlnion Fdrr. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. OnL
V<nderie B. 8t«T<na. Detnrit. UleblauL
AamUton F»cln« Mill Co.. Ltd.. HunUteo. Omt

Han«ou

London, England.

.Munitions,

A. O. Leslie

0»B.

f^'n.

of

Lane

PEaR.>-ALL0Y8
Iirf.

CUPOLA LININGS BLOCKa

WhUrtead
WoorWwn,

'M.

ENGINEERS, INDUSTRIAL

Cri'OLAS

Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Roots Co., P. H.
P. M., OoranoraviUe,
Woodison. S. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

AND STEAM

Ltd., Tlie, Montreal.

ENGINEERS, CONSULTING
H.

Holden

Hanson St Van Winkle
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co.»

ENGINES. STEAM
'

Hamilton, Out

Ltd..

Co.,

Toronto,

FORCINGS

Can.

Grand Rapids, Midh.

Machinery Co.,

ENGINES, OIL, GAS

Winkle Co., Toronto.

Co.,

Flask Co.

FOUNDRV FACINGS

ENGINE LATHES

FUKNAt

&

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.» Toronto, Ont

Woodison

Crane Ltd., Montreal.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
\Voodi30D Co., E. J., Toronito.

Van Winkle

FOUNDKV COKE

ELEVATORS, HYDRAULIC, PNEUMATIC
III.

Can. Hanson &
Dl.imond Clamp

General Combustion Co., Montreal.

Montreal.

Pittsburgh Electric Steel Furnace Corp., Pittsburgh,
Pa.

The.

Milwaukee.

FLASlvs, o^AP, ETC.

FLEXIBLE JOINTS

ELECTRIC STEEL FURNACES

COUPUNGS, BOWES (PNEUMATIC)
<'levi'Iand

The,

Ltd.,

Co.,

Flask Co.

Sterling Wlieelbarrow Co.,

Sterling Wheelbarrow Co., Slilwaukee.
Tabor .\llg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

Grand Kapids, Midh.

.Machinery Co.,

piamond Clamp &
jmUASIK TH*8

Prederfc B. Stevens, Detroit, Mlohigan.
Hamilt<>n Facing Mill Co.. Uamllion. Ont
Mussens, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Obermayer Co.. 8., Chicago. 111.

Furnace Const ruction Co.

Electric

Compound

Out

ELECTRIC FURNACES

ill.

tOiCE WA.V

Iniied

».

ELECTRIC DRII^LS

CORE REDUCERS

ICugmeenng Co., Chicago,

Toronl

Co., BuflTalo, N.Y.
Co.. Toronto. Ont

Bios.

'Woodison.

Volume XI.
FLASK FITTINGS

,

Frederic B. St«Tcn»^ D*ti^, Utoiilma.
~
D'omiiiion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore, Md.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.

\V"Asir'

National

^'^

isd.

& VlffWinBfXJfeC

Can. Hanson

Pa.

UNDRYMAN

F

E.

Co..

J..

Co.,
(>>..

F,a=tnn

Baltimore.

Md

Til.

Turnnto, Ont.

FURNACE BLOWERS. ROTARY
R)onrts

Co..

* F

H.

P.

M.. Connersville. Ind.

FURNACES, ELECTRIC
Electric

Furnace Construction

Co.

FURNACES. STEEL
Caward Gaskill Furnace

Corp.,

Chicago,

U.S.A.

ASBESTOS. DUCK AND LEATHER GLOVES
Stevens,

Frederic B.

Detroit, Michlg«n.

GLOVES
F.

H.

Wliecler Mfg.

GOGGLKS
Can. Han'on

Dominion

Co.. Toronto, Ont
Stipply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Stevens. Detroit, Michigan-

Fdri-.

Frederic B.
.Vrxvlison.

Co.

* Van Winkle

R.

.1

.

Co

.

Toronto,

Ont.

GRAND ROTARY SAND RIDDLE
r>erger

Machine Co.

CANADIAN
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wartwoti

Industrial Specialtieis
Patented

For a
Better Foundry
Bigger production, better working conditions, lowered
these are the results attained with Swartwout

costs

—

Foundry Equipment.
Swartwout Metal Core Ovens. Car, Shelf,
Rack and Portable Types.
6250 inside and not hot enough outside
to scorch
here.

the

hand

_

Little loss of heat

Swartwout Metal Core Ovens, because of the special
insulation encased in the compact steel walls, reduce
heat radiation to a minimum. High heats are reached
quickly — (425*^ in 25 minutes is no trick at all with a
Swartwout).
baking time.

Fuel costs are cut and hours saved in

The Swartwout Two-in-One Gasoil Burner has saved
a foundry from shut-downs. When the gas is
shut oi?any oil fuel may be burned on low air pressure,
without losing heat an instant.

many

Swartwout Rotary Ball-Bearing Ventilators

rid

your p'ant

of

and pouring and assure a
clear, fresh air to your workmen.

the foul gases generated in baking

continual and costless supply of
Swartwout Portable

Electric Oven*

Swartwout Air Traps and Air Separators

Scarcity »f coal or coke, and shortage of
gas or oil don't worry the man with a
Swartwout Electric Oven.

insure compressed

air users dry, efficient air at all times, increasing
creasing tool and air line repairs.

output and de-

Every Foundry Executive
Needs This Catalog
contains complete information on all Swartwout
Specialties that serve to make a cleaner,
neater, speedier and more economical foundry.

It

Foundry

SWARTWOUT SPECIALTY

~^

DIVISION OF

THE OHIO BODY & BLOWER COMPANY
CLEVELAND, OHIO,

Swartwout Metal Core Cars and Racks,

U.S.A.

Built in standard sizes ready for delivery.

Swartwout

Rotary

Ball-Bearing Ventilators.

The costless power
of the passing
breeze is used to
pull the foul air and
gases out of your
foundry and core

room.

Swartwout Air Separator.

The Swartwout

In foundry practice
water in the air line

Gasoil Burner.

spells trouble.
air leaves a

Only dry

Swartwou t Separa to r

2 in

Burns either gas or
instantly.

I

oil
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GRAPHITE GREASE
Georce F., fbUxldphia,

Prttinoa,

Pft.

ORAPHITB. ANTI-FLCX BBA2INO
Caa.

Uannn A Van

Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.

UBAPHITE PRODUCTS

Co., Toronto, On*
Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Pradcrio B. St«T«ni, Detroit, Uitfiisan.
Jcmrph Uixon Crucible Co.. Janej Ultj, N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., HamUton, Ont.
Pettinos. Georg« F.. 1 Philadelphia, Pa.
WoodJacn. E. J., Oo., '''orooto, Ont.

GRAY IRON

GRINDERS, DISC. BENCH, SWING
A Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd.. The, HamUton, Ost.

Can. Hanson

GRINDERS, PNEUMATIC
HoUlen Co., Lt(i., Tlie. Montreal.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,

III.

HAND

GRINDERS, PORTABLE, ELECTRIC,

TOOL POST, FLOOR AND BENCH
Co..

Ltd.,

Pneumatic Tool Co., The.

Co.,

The,

Ltd.,

Freueric B. Stevens, Detroit, Midiigan.
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
111.

Can.

ANGULAR

GRIT, STEEL
Mirihignn.

HAMMERS, CHIPPING
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.. CSiicago,
HAMMERS, CHIPPING, CAULKING
PNEUMATIC HOSE
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,
HEAT TREATING

111.

Combustion Co.. Montreal.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
BYederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Midhlgan.
Northern Crane Works, Ltd., Walkerville. Ont.

m.

TROLLEY

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

Co., Toronto, Ont,
Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
Co..

Detroit,

Ltd.,

Mich.

IRON CE.MENT9

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison Oo^ E. J.. Toronto.

IRON FILLER

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Can.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan,
Steven*. Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

Globe Steel Co.. Mansfield. Ohio.
PIttshnrirh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

JOLT MACHINES AND SQUEEZERS

Toronto, Oat.
Lt/1.. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Grimes Molding Machine Co., Detroit, Mich.
Wondiinn. E. J
Co.. Toronto. Ont
Co.,

.

JOURNAL BOXES
Holden Co., Ltd., The,
KAOLIN

Montreal.

Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, 0»t.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Midiigan.

Hamilton Pacing Mill Co.. Hamilton,
Whitehead Bros. Co., Biiffalo, N.Y.
.T

Co., Toronto,

Ont

Machinerv Co..
.\tkins

Grand Rapids.

Miidh.

Co.

LADLES. FOUNDRY

Hanson A Van Wlnkl* Co.. Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Onit
Joseph Diioii CnicWle C-o,, Jersey City, N.J.
fT^TTtMnn Fscinp Mill Co. Hsmilton, Ont.
NoTthem Osne Works. Walkerrllle.
Uonareh Bnglnetrlnt * Mtg. Co., Baltlmort. lid
Can.

J.,

Oliver

Machinery Co..

Grand Uapids. Midh.

Pneumatic Tool Co., The.

NITROGEN
Dora.

Oxygen Co., Toronto, Ont.

NOZZLES. SAND BLAST
9tev«n, Deitno4t. Michigan.
Pangborn Corporation. Hagerstown, Md.,

Frederic B.

NORTH RIVER SAND
Pettinos. George F.. Philadelphia,
OIL AND GAS FURNACES

U.S.A.

Pa.

Hamilton Facine Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Monarch En^rinecring A Mfg. Co., Baltimore,
Frederic B,,
J..

MA

General
Oliver

Ou. Haneon A Van

Ministry of Munitions. London,

Ont

England.

PLUMBAGO

Can Hanson A Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Suflply Co.,

Ck>..

_

,

Toronto,

Ltd., Toronto
.loseph Uixon Crucible Co., Jersey Caty, N.J.
Hamilton Facing MUl Co., Hamilton, Ont
Obennayer Co., 8., Chicago, 111.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Btevcns, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

.
Ont
Out
,r.

PLATING AND POLISHING SUPPLIES
Toronto, Ont
Uanaon & Van Winkle

Can.

Co..

Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
W. W. Wells Toronto.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Stevens,

PNEUMATIC HAMMERS
Holden Co., Ltd., The. Montreal.
ONS
PNEUMATIC HOLDER Montreal.
Holden Co.. Ltd.. Tlie.
LUBRICANTS
TOOL
PNEUMATIC
Holden Co., Ltd., The, Montreal.
PNEUMATIC TOOLS
„
„
Montreal.
Co..

,

,

Montreal.

Ltd.,

PNEUMATIC WINCHES
Holden Co.. Ltd.. The, Montreal.
PORCELAIN WARE
Crime Ltd., Montreal.
POWER JOLT SQUEEZERSMidhigan.
Frederic B. ^i«vens, Detroit,
POWER SQUEEZERSDetroit, Midhigan.
Frederic B. Stevens,
PRODUCmON LATHES
Oliver Machinery Co.. Grand Rapids. Mic*i.
PROTECTIVE WEARING APPAREL
Stevens. Detroit. Midhigan.
E. J.. Toronto.
H. Wheeler Mfg. Co.

F

MAGNETIC

PULLEYS,
AND MACHINES Ont
RAMMING PLATESWinkle
Co.. Toronto,
Hanson

A Van

E.

.T..

Co..

Toronto.

Holden

Co.,

Ltd.,

Ont

The,

RETORTS

„
™
.
o_.
Ont
Toronto
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co..
N;J.
Joseph Dixon CruoiWe Co., Jersey City.
N.J,
Trenton,
Co..
Crucible
Jonatiian Bariley
Co., Toronto, Ont
Wnodi.rm. E. J

.^

Grand Rapids. Midh.

_
.
Winkle Oo., Toronto.

Woodiarm Oo..

tro<,d(<inn

OPEN HEARTHS
General Combustion Co., Montreal.
OVENS FOR CORE-BAKING

AND DRYING

Montreal.

RAMMERS, PNEUMATIC
Montreal.

Combustion Co.. Montreal.
Machinerv Co.,

Ltd.,

MagneUc Mfg. Co.. MUwaukee. Wte.
SUvens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.

O nt-

AND GAS VURNACE BLOWTniS
iRootB On.. P. H. & F. M., Oocmersville, Ind.
OIL METERS

OILSTONE GRINDERS

AND FITTINGS
PH08PH0BIZERS

PIPE, SOIL,

Can

Detroit, Mich,

Co. Toronto.

Crane Ltd., Montreal.

Frederic B.

Haa-son A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.

Stevens,

COMPOUNDS

PIPE JOINT

The Holden

SAND RAMMERS (PNEUMATIC)
Cleveland

MUwaukee.

Co.,

BLACK AND GALVANIZED

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co..

OIL

KNOCK KUT POWER HACK SAWS
C.

Detroit, Michigan.
Co., Buffa.o, N.Y.
Co., Toronto, Ont.

Stetvens,

Bros.

Wood1«on, E.

Ont

KNIFE GRINDERS
E.

Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont,
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

Can.

Can.

Can.

Oliver

MOLDING SAND— SEE SAND
fVedsrio B, Stevens, Deitrolt, Midhlcan.
MOLDING SIFTERS

MORTISERS
Pa.

JOINTERS
Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

.

Berkshire Mfg. Co., The.
Britannia Foundry Co., Coventry, Bng.
Con. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
The Cleveland Osbom Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.
Dominion Fdry. Sucjjly Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Out.
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Grimes Molding Machine Co., Detroit, Mich.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Tabor Mfg. Co,, Philadelphia.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

.

Ont

BARROWS

PLANT AND MACHINERY

111.

MOLDING MACHINES

Wfwtioon. W,

A Van

Chicago,

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

Frederic
WTiitehead

IRON SAND
Machinery Co.,

Co.,

^

,

Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo, N.T.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

MIXERS
Can.

AND PNEUMATIC

Holden Co., Ltd., The, Montreal.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,

V).

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Michigan.
F. H. WlK-eli-r Mfg. Co.

Engineering

,

A Van Winkle

Wheelbarrow

Sterling

Co.

Ltd.,

Co.,

Con. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Mldhlgan.
Joseph Dlxun Crucible Co., Jersey Olty, N.J.

MITTENS
National

&

Montreal, Que.
Co.. Toronto,
of Canada. HamUton, Ont,

PIG IRON

Crane

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.

Magnetic Manufacturing Co.

HOISTS, HAND,

Ont

Mussens, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
National Engineering Co., Chicago, III.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

MOLDERS' TOOLS

HIGH DUTY
HOISTS, CHAIN

WfwHwin

A

Ont

Crane Ltd., Monitreal.

Cambridge Springs, Pa.
Van Winkle Co., Toronto,

Co.,

Hanson

Co.

PIPE,

MINING AND QUARRYING MACHINERY
Can.

Hamilton.

PATTERN SHOP MACHINERY
Preston Woodworking Machinery Ck>., The.
PATTERN WAX
United Compound Co.. Buffalo. N.Y.
PUNCH PLATES

Steel

Ont

Micblcan.

Ltd.,

Frederic B., iJetroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

Stevens,

A. C. Leslie
C«n. Hanson

,

HOISTING AND CONVEYING MACHIN-

Can. Hanson

Co..

MICA SCHIST
Mfg

Winkle Co.. ToronAo, Ont.

Stevens, Detroit,

PIO IKON

Toronto.
McLain's System, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.
Toronto Temmg Laboratories. Toronto.

Blystone

A Van

Hanson

Can.

Diamond Clamp & Flask

Co.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detrodt, Micbigan.
Pettinos, George F.
Philadelphia, Pa.

ERY, ELECTRIC AND PNEUMATIC

Oliver

Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont

METALLURGISTS
Kawin

Grand Rapids, Midh.

Oliver Machinery Co.,

PATTERN SHOP EQUIPMENT.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.,

Ford-Smith Mach. Co.. Ltd., Tbt, HamUton,

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Micbigen.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.
F. H. Wlieeler Mfg. Co.

Lane

&

.\tkiiis

Ont.

PATTERN MILLING MACHINES
Frederic B.

Co.

MILLING MACHINES
111.

HELMETS

.M.

C.

Brantford.

Ltd.,

Co..

Machinery Co., Grand Rapids. Midh.
Preston Woodworking Machy. Co., Preston, Ont.

METAL CUTTING BAND AND SAW
Charles C.

Mlchlasa.

Oliver

Woodison.

E.

Pangborn Corporation. Hagerstown, Md., V.S-.4.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa,

Chicago, IlL
Toronto.

J.,

PATTERN MAKING MACHINES

iMidh.

Bapldfi,

MACHINES
Detroit,

Frederic B. Stevens,

Detroit, MI(<ilfn.

S.,

Diamond Clamp & Flask Co.
•Oliver .Machinery Co., Grand Rapids. Midh.

Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

Stevens,

&

Scarfe

Uamilton Facing Mill Co., HamUton, Ont.
Monarch Engineering A H(g. Co., Baltimore. Md.

Stevens, Detroit, Micbigian.
Pangborn Corporation. Hagerstown, Md., U.S.A.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., PitUburgh, Pa.

Frederic B.

H.

& Van

Uansoo

Stevens,

PATTERN MAKERS

MAGNETIC PULLEYS
Magnetic iManufaoturing Co.
MAGNETIC SEPARATORS

MALLEABLE IRON
Magnetic Manufacturing
Mi^Ll'lMi POTS

Grand Rapids. Mich.

.Macliinery Co.,

Grand

111.

III.

PATTERN MAKERS' BENCHES

London, England.

.Munitions,

Chicago,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit,
Montreal Pattern Works

MACHINE TOOLS
of

Ont

Toronto,

Co.,

National Engineering Co.,
Frost Mfg. Co.. Chicago,

PATTERNS

IlL

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, .Mi''»i<g«»
Peitinus, George t\, Philadelphia, Pa.

.Machinery Co.,

Montreal.

WET AND DRY

PANS.

Frederic B.

Ding's Magnetic Separator Co., Milvraukee. WU.
Magnetic Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Oliver .Machmery Co., Grand Rapids, IMioh.

Montreal.

GRINDERS, RESIN

GRINDING PANS
National Engineering Co., Chicago,
GRINDING WHEEL DRESSERS

CORE
A Co., S., Chicago,
K«j-noJdB & Co., Toronto.
LUBRICATING GRAPHITE

The,

Ltd.,

Co.,

Obennayer A Co.,
Woodison Co., E.

OIL,

0<beimayer

Holden

OXYGEN

PARTING COMPOUNDS

Frederic B. Stevens, Detrodt, Mldxlgan.
F. H. Wheeler Mfg. Co.

LINSEED

OXY-ACETYLENE AND OXY-HYDROGEN
WELDING AND CUTTING EQUIPMENTS
Dom. Oxygen

LEGGINGS

Oliver
111.

GRINDERS, PORTABLE (PNEUMATIC)

General

Ont

Frsderie B. St«vens, Detroit, Ulehicui.
Joseoh Dixon Crucible Oo.. Jersey 01t». N.J
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

.Miuistiy

The.

Montreal.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,

Oliver

Co.. Toronto.

,

Ford-Smith Madi. Co., j.tU., The, Hamilton, Ont.
Holden Co.. Ltd.. The, Montreal.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicafo, lU.
OiIiTcr Machinery Co., Gramd R«iMdB, Mijcdk.

GRIT,

J.,

LADLE STOPPERS, LADLE NOZZLES,
AND SLEEVES (GRAPHITE)
Hanson A Van Wlnkl* Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co., Ltd
Toronto, Onu

GBINOBRS

Holden

Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Out
Fmlerio B. Stevens, Detroit, MidilcHi.
Hawley Down Draft Fumacs Co., Bastoa, Pa.
Monarch Engineering A Mtg. Co., BaltiaMrs, Md.

Can.

.Magnetic Manufacturing Co.

Cleveland

UA

LADLE HEATERS

Woodison. E.

Co., Ltd., Torante, Oat
Furnace Construction Co.
rrederie B. Storcns, Detrodt, MlohlatB.
Monarch BDgineerinf A Mfg. Co.. Baltteors,
OlMnnajer Co., 8., Chicago, OL
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Dominion Fda. Bopply
Electric

Can.

Uuuon A Van Wlnklt
Dominion Fdrj. Suppir Co..
C*n.

IloUlen

Oto«martr Co.. 8., OhUM>. OiSly, W. W.. Mfg. Co,, tbt, acvetead, O.
•Uveal, Pr«]*rle B„ Dstratt, UUk.
Woodison. C. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont
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Ont

RIPPING PLATES
Diamond Clamp & Flask

Co.
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The Hawley-Schwartz Furnace

,.>^o^^^ ^^^
I

The Only Perfect Melter

J
L ^

61

All metal from 50
Is

l^

lbs. to

10,000 lbs.

Absolutely Uniform

Write for catalog and complete information.

^;J The Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.
Easton, Penn., U.S.A.

FOUNDRY

PIG IRON

(ELECTRIC FURNACE)

SILICON

-

to 3.50%
PROMPT SHIPMENT FROM FURNACE

&

A. C. LESLIE

MONTREAL

LIMITED

CO.,

REYNOLDS CORE OIL
Highest Standard for

20 Years

We are now supplying many of the largest foundries
We only make one grade of core oil and always keep
which has always given

in

Canada.

it

at the

same Standard Quality

satisfaction.

Write us for

prices.

REYNOLDS & COMPANY
TORONTO,

261 Macdonell Ave.

PATTERNS
in

Pattern

and

BOOT '6.00
BEST IN THE

Works

WORLD

"Some" claim! But backed up with an iron-clad guarantee:
Money-back without argrument if not satisfied.

—

JARVIS STREET
TELEPHONE MAIN 2672
1

MOLDERS'

Wood and Metal

The Downer

Ont.

3

—

—

Molders' Solid Leather Boots
All Leather Heels All Leather
Inner Soles All Leather Counters All Leather Uppers All
strong stitching.
Delivered by mail anywhere in Canada, $6 a
:

—

—

—

pair.

Manufactured only by

OUR WORK IS GOOD AND OUR PRICES RIGHT
HAVE US MAKE YOUR PATTERNS

TORONTn
V/IVVFll \J
*

1

C. H.

WATT

Amherst, N.S.

'

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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RIDDLES

'

Whitehead

Mfg. Co., Cambridge Springs, Pa.
UantKju & Van WinlUe Co., Toionio, OnU
DominioD Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont,
HamiUon FaciPK Mill Oo., Ltd., Eunilton, Ont.
Mussens, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Obennayer Co., S., Chicago, III.
St«Tena, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., New Tort, N.T.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Blj'stone

Oau.

Holden

FVederic B.

Woodison

Toronto, Ont.
Toronto, Ont.
Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Midhlgan.
Reynolds & Co., Toronto.
Co.,

Lt/1..

Scarfe & Co., Ltd., Brantford. Ont.
Sly, W. W.. Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland,
Woodison. E. .1.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
E.

E.

Co..

IB.

ROTARY PUMPS
General Combustion Co.. Montreal.
RIP SAWS
Preston Woodworking Machinery Co.,
ROUGE

Frederic B.

Hagerstown, Md., U.S.A.
Co., Pittiburgh, Pa.

Can. Hanson \- Van Winkle
Dominion Fdrv. Sugplv Co

Cft.. Toronto,
Ltd.. Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldhleaa.
Stevens. Frederic P.,, Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. .T.. Co., Toronto. Ont
.

Independent Pneunia,Uc Tool Co., Chicago, PI.
National Engineering Co.. Chicago, HI.
P«ti*boni Corporation, Hageistown. Md.
Sly. W. W., Mfg. Co., The, Clereland, 0.
Sterens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Mldhleon.
G'lobe Steel Co., Mansfield, Ohio.
Pangborn Corporation. Hagerstown, Md., U.S.A.
PitfoburEh Cnished Steel IJo., Pittsburgh, Pa.
.

SAND BLAST HELMETS
J. A. Spangler, Benton Harbour,
SAND BLAST SAND

!

-

J..

Co.,

I'eroni.o.

Ont

Ont

SAND BLAST MACHINERY. BARBELS,

Toronto, Ont
T,fl
Toronto. Onit.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhlgnn.
Frost Mfg. Co.. Chica:^. Ill,
Pangborn Corporation. Hagerstown. Md., U.S.A.
o
Ihe, ClfVelana, O.
Sly. \V. \\.. -Ml;;.
Woodison, E. .7., Co.. Toronto. Ont

Hanson &-V«n-_ Winkle
Dominion Kdrr. Snpplv To
Can.

Co.,

.

I

The

The

Mfg.

Co..

Camhriflge

,

Slprings,

Pa.

F>ederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigian.
National Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.
Fro«t .Mfg. Co.. Chicago. 111.
Standard Sand & .Machine Co., Cleveland, Ohto.
Woodison Ox, B. J., Toronto.

SAND MILLS
Detroit, Midhigaa.
Frederic B.
National Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.

Stevens,

SAND MOLDING
'

& Van

Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Torontu. On4Ramiltnn Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont.
Can. Hanson

Hyde

&

Montreal, Que.
Pettinos. George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Sons,

Woodison.

Obermayer
AN01.I':«

Co.,

Chicago.

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..
Frederic B.

Stevens,

Co., Toronto,
Ltd.. Toronto,

Ont

R

7..

Toronto.

SPEED LATHES
Oliver

Machinery Co..

Ont

Ont

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Co..

Toronto, Ont.
FVederIc B. Stevens, Detroit. Midhlgan.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City, Pa.
Wnndison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

SPRAYERS

Frederic B.

Stevens.
,

E.

J.,

Midh.

AND FUNNELS

Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont

Independent Pneimiatic Tool Co., Chicago,
Holden Co., Ltd., The, Montreal.

111.

TRACK. OVERHEAD

TROLLEYS AND TROLLEY SYSTEMS
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mlcdtioan.
Can. Hanson ,& Van Winkle Co., Toronto,

Ont
Curtis Pneumatic Machine Co.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing Mfll Co., Hamilton, Ont
Northern Crane Works, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

TRIPOLI
Frederic B.

Michigan.

Stevens, Detroit,

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

Co., Toronto,
Ltd., Toronto,

Ont
Ont

Wells, Toronto.

Woodison.

E.

J..

Co..

Ont

Toronto.

TROLLEYS, SINGLE I-BEAM
Co.,

St

Louis, Mo.

Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Domioion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, On*.
Can.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Stevens, Frederic
rf niviieon
E. J.

.

B., Detroit, Mich.
Co.
Toronto. Ont
.

TUMBLING BARRELS
&

Barnard, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.

TURNTABLES

Han.son * Van WinWe Co., Toron'o. Ont
Curtis Pneumatic Machy. Co., Bt Louis, Mo.

Can.

Hanwm & Van WinWe

Woodison Oo.

& Van

Hanson

TOOLS, PNEUMATIC

Slater

SPELTER BOWLS
Cnn

Can.

TRUCKS, DRTER AND FACTORY
Ont

Detroit, Michigan.

Co..

Ont

Toronto,

Co.,

Curtis Pneumatic Machy.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
nrrwvlison.

J.,

TEE.MING CRUCIBLES

W. W.

SOAPSTONE
Can.

E.

Machinery Co., Grand Rapids,

Oliver

A. C. -Leslie & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
.J3aii.]j®^»pn & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
]J*Bttsrte 1B. Stevens; Detroit, Midhlgan.
=^oisii3otf.' E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Grand Rapids, Midh.

SAND-MIXING MACHINERY

S.

Hanson i Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Sujjpjy Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stewns, Detroit, Michigaa.
Hamilton Facing Alill Co., Hamilton, Ont

TENONERS

Ont

Toronto,

Obermaver Co.. Chicago.

S.

SMALL

SANDERS
BlysttJne

Detroit, Michigan.
r'o.. ,7ersey City, N.J.

<;o.,

WATER

Can.

SNAP FLASKS
Oliver Machinery Co
Grand Rapid.s. Mioh.
SNAP FLASK BANDS
S.
Ohp'-maver Co
The.
SNAP FLASK BOTTOM PLATES
T^e S. Obermaver Co.. Chicago.
SNAP FLASH JACKETS
Obei-maver Co.. The.
S.
SNAP FLASK TRIMMINGS
The S. Obennayer Co.. Chicago.
SNAP FLASKS, WOOD, CHERRY AND OAK
The S. Obermayer Co., Chicago.
SNAP MOLDING FLASKS
Diamond Clamp & Flask Co.
SNAP MOLD JACKET

Stewna. Detroit. Miehlgan.
Corporation. Hagerstown, Md., U.S.A.

Machinery Co..

.

SLIP JACKETS

Frederic B.

Pangborn

T

E.

Grand Rapids, Mioh.

Pneumatic Machy. Co., 8t Louis, Mo.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

«;kaphite

Frederic B. Stevens,

Ltd.. The, Hamilton, Ont.

TALC

Joseph Dixon Crucible
wrwviisnn.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Machinery Co.,

Oliver

TANKS, OIL AND

Milwaukee.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdrv. Snpplv Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

SANDBLAST MATERIAL
Oliver

Co.,

Ont

SWITCHES. I-BEAM
Cxirtis

.

Can. Han.son & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, DetlWIt. Midhiouv.
-National Engineering .lla^-Chicago, HI.
K.

Ont.

.

<ONVKVING MACHINERY

Woodison.

Wheelbarrow

SKl.VI.MERS.

Co.,
Ltd..

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mlrfiigan.
1

Sc Tan Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Stevens. Detroit, Micbigan.
E. 7.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

SKIM GATES
Sterling

Pangbom CorporaHon. Hagerstown, Md.

SANI>

Woodison.

SURFACE PLANERS
Oliver Machinery Co.,
SWING
Ford-Smith Mach. Co.,
SWING GRINDERS
SWING SAWS

0«n. Hanson

Mich.

SANDBLAST SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES

I

Pneumatic Machine Co.

Frederic B.

AND OIL

Frederic B.
.«Tens, Detroit, Mlehlgut.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Onn. Hart Wheels. Hamilton. Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont.
Woodison Co., E. J., Toronto.

SILICA ROCK. GRODND
AND PULVERIZED

-

Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
E .T WorMicon Co.. Toronto.

I

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldhlgui.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodison. E .7.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
Curtis

Ont.

Frederic B. Si^vens, Detroit, iMi«.Mg«ii
Can. Han.son & Van Winkle Co,, Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Onit
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jeraey City, N.J.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

STONES. RUBBING

SINCT.E CASTING

Toronto, Ont.
Toronto, Onrt.
Frederic B. StJevens, Detroit, Midhlsan.
Pangborn Corporation. Hager.stown, Md., U.S.A.
Pettinos, George P., Philadelphia, Pa.

jl

Ont.
Onit-

WASH

SILICA

Co., Toronto,
Co., Toronto, Ont

J.,

STIRRERS, GRAPHITE

SIEVES

Hansen & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Handlton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.

BLAST ORIT AND SHOT

.T.,

Montreal, Que.

Hanson & Van Winkle

Woodison, E.

Michigan.
Chicago. 111.
Toronto.

Detroit,

S.,

.

Can.

'j

Magnetic Manufacturing Co.

STEEL PLATES
Diamond Clamp & Flask Co.
A. C. Leslie & Co., Limited,
STEEL JACKETS
Diamond Clamp & Flask Co.
i?it,l:,l. KAILS
Can.

Stevens,

Obermayer * Co
Woodison Co.. E.

ateel

Ont

STEEL BRASS FOUNDRIES

,

SANDBLAST EQUIPMENT

:

Ont.

Milwaukee.

Stevens,

Frederic K.

Fr«derie B. Sterns, Detroit, &n<&lg«Ji.
Pangborn Corporation, Hagerstown, Md., U.S.A.
Onished St<>'l Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Plrt!--t>ureli
Woodison Ox, E. J., Toronto.

j

.

SHOVELS

SAND BLAST ACCESSORIES

'

Brantford,

Ltd.,

Detroit, Michigan.
Globe Steel Co.. Man.sfleVi. Ohio.
Pangborn Corporation, Hagerstown, Md., U.S.A.
Pitt.shurgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.
Woodison Oo. E. J.. Toromtio.

Detroit, AfMbleui.

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..

A. C. Leslie & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.
Steel Co. of Canada, Hamilton, Ont
Woodison. E. J.. Cn.. Toronto. Ont

SHOT

SAND BLAST
Mussens, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
SANDBLAST ABRASIVES

Can.

Co

Sterling Wlieelbarrow Co.,

Blystone Mfg. Co., Cambridge Springs, Pa.
Frost Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.
Frederic B. SteTwis, Detroit, MiohlsaaNational Eneineering Co., Chieaso, TIL
Wo»>^i'f^ 'V.
R. J.. TOTOBUtO.

Stareoa,

STEEL BARS, ALL KINDS
Micih.

SHOP BOXES

Sterems, Detroit, Mlebleui.
Co., E. J.. Torcmto.

SAND MILLS

'

&

Pa.

& Flask Co.
Mussens, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Sterling Wheelbarrow Co., Milwaukee.
Woodison Co., E. J., Toronto.

SHELLAC

Frederic B.

Pangbbrn Corporation,

Grand Rapids,

Pittsburgh,

Co.,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Pangborn Corporation, Hagerstown, Md., U.S.A.
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

Diamond Clamp

S.,

.Machinery Co.,

Steel

STEEL GRIT

STEEL BANDS

SHAPERS
S-arfe

Pittsburgh Crushed

Co.. .Milwaukee.
Co.. Ltd.. Toronto,
Detroit, Midhigian.

,

SAND

S.AND

Ont

Oliver

Co., Toronto, Ont.
Ltd., Toronto, Onit
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigian.
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison* E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont.

Detroit, Michigan.
Pangborn Corporation, Hagerstown, Md., U.S.A.

Chicago. 111.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Woodison Oo. E. J., Toronto.

Ont.

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,
Can.

Pittsburgh Crushed

Pangborn Corporation, Hagerstown, Md.
The.

POWER AND HAND

SQUEEZERS.

Frederic B. Stevens,

Mich.

Wis

Co.,

Ont
Ont

General Combustion Co., Montreal.

Ding's Magnetic Separatoi

&

Co., Toronto,
Ltd., Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J., Co,, Toronto. Ont

STEEL, CRUSHED

Dominion Fdrv. Supply

Obermayer

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

STEAM TURBINES

Montreal.

SEA COAL

Han!K>n & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Ftederlc B. Steyens, Detroit, Miohlgon.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

Fradcric B.

Toronto.

The.

Ltd.,

Co.,

COMPRESSED AIR

Can.

Woodison

Detroit, Mldhlgan.

J.,

SEPARATORS. MOISTENERS, OIL FOR

Toronto.

J..

E.

FVederic B. Stevens,
Magnetic Mfg. Co.

Detroit, Mlahleaa.

Stevens,

Frederic B.

Woodison

SQUEEZER MOLDING MACHINES

SASH LOCKS
Holden Co., Ltd., The, Montreal.
SAW BENCHES
Oliver Machinery Co., Grand Rapids,
SEPARATORS

RIVETERS, PNEUIviATIC, HYDRAULIC
Chicago,

Toronto.

Frederic B. Stevens,

Woodison Oo.,

Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
J., Co., Toronto, Ont

Woodison, E.

Detroit, Midhlcan.

J.,

SASH BALANCES
Holden

Bauer and Sons.

HAMMER, COMPRESSION
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co.,
ROCK DRILLS
Holden Co., Ltd., The, .Montreal.
ROLLOVER MACHINES

K.

SAND SIFTERS, HAND

O.

REVOLVING KNIFE WOOD TRIMMER
A.

Stevens,

Stevens,

CVx,

Blystone Mfg. Co., Cambridge Springs, Pa.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Torcmto. Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhisaii.
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
National Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.
Preston Woodworking Machy. Co., Preston, Ont.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

RESIN

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

Montreal.

Tiie,

SAND SIFTERS

Preston Woodworking Machy. Co., Preston, Ont.
Woodiaon Oa, E. J., Toronto.

Can.

Ltd.,

Co.,

SA.ND RIDDLES

Detroit, Binahlgan.

Stereiu,

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdij. Supplj Co., Ltd., TorontOj Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill Co,, Hamilton, Ont

SAND RAMMERS

RIDDLES. ELECTRIC
Frederic B.

SPRUE COTTERS

Bros. Co., Enffalo, N.Y.
K. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

vVtKxiison.

Volume XI.

Michigan.
Toronto.

Detroit.

TURPENTINE
Re;.Tialds

&

Co.,

Toronto.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Northern Crane Works, Walkerville
Stevens,

Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

Woodison, E.

—
CA NAD

1920-

N'ovenil)er.

UNIONS
I'rano Ltd.. Montreal.
VALVES (IRON), STANDARD. EXTRA

Woodisnn.

I.Ui.

.

Sterllni!

I'mimiatic Tool Co..

Horn.

Frederic B.
Mua-sens.
Sterling

VARNISH CANS
Clamp
\VA.\

Diauioiul

VE>T

iV

Fla.'ik

WINDOW SASH
Hohlon Co.. Ltd.. The.
WINDOW SCREENS
Holilen Co.,
The,
WIKB WHKKLS

tint

.MlhiaukiT

,

Toionto,

Llil.,

Steyens, Detroit. Michigaa.
Montreal. Que.
E.

Co..

J..

StcTeus.

.Mlhvaukii'.

VV.

Turouto.

Michigan.

Co.. ToroT\to.

Hanson & Van WinUe

WALL CHANNELS

Woo'Hsoii

Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit, Michigan.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.

E.

J..

Co..

Roots Co.. P. H.

Ont

&

Frederic B.

Stevens, Detroit, .Michigan.
Hanson oc v au .1 .uk.c v .... i'urunto,
Co. of Canada, Hamilton, Ont
Wo<v1i«oCo.
Toronto. Oot.
R. J

Cttu,

WOOD LATHERS
Oliver .Machinery Co.. i;rand R.npids.
WOOD BORING MACHINES
lloMin Co., Ltd.. The. Moniieal.
WOODWORKING MACHINES

Ont
The, Hamilton. Onv
(Jo.,

.M.,

ToronUJ.
tlnu

Oliver .Machinery Co.. Grand Uapida,
Pivston Woodworking Macliinerv Co.

ConnersTille.

buy

Don't
crane

or

a

hoist

without investNorth-

ern

Canada.
Also
Foundry Equipment.

Mich.

WOOD TRIMMERS
Oliver

MacJiinerv Co.,

Grand Rapids, Midh.

WOODWORKERS' VISES
Oliver

Imd.

.Maduuery Co..

GiaJid

Rapids.

Midi.

Conserves
Scientific

labor and cuts
costs. One ton
of Angular Grit
will do as much
work as carloads of sand.
Write for sam-

Metallic

igating
in

MicJi-

ANGULAR GRIT

CRANED
Made

(jut

.

Toronto. Oat

F.

Frederic H., Uetroli. Mleb.
Wells. Toronto.
E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

i^teel

WHEELER PROTECTIVE APPAREL
F. U. WluHler .Mfg. Co.
WIND GATES

Out

.

WIKK. WIRK RODS AM> NAILS

Ford-Smith .Mach. Co., Ltd.,
Hamilton Facmg .Mill Co.. Hamiltou,
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
L'nited Compound Co., Butlalo, N.Y.

Hanson & Van WmhJt Co.. Toronto. Ont,
Dominion Fdry. Supcly Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Oat.
Tabor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.

\\

Woodison,

WHKKLS. POLISHING, ABKASI\K

Can.

.Montreal.

Hanson & Van Wmttle Co.. ToroDlo, Ont
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. On*.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. Out,

Ltd.,

Co..

:

.Montreal.

Can.

Ont.

Can. llan.sun .V Van \S luLle Co., Toronto, Urn.
Can. Hart Wbils, ilamilion, Ont.
Frederic B. SteTens, Detroit. .Michigan.
Ford-Smith .Mach. Co,, Ltd.. The. Hamilton. Ont.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Uut
Can.

Berkshire -Mfg. Co., The.
Predtric B. Sterens, Detroit,

(.'o.

W HKKLS. GltlNDlNO

VIBKATOKS

J.,

Toronto,

Co..

Wheelbarrow

VNoodison

Co.

Frederlo B. Stereiu, Detroit, Allchigui.
Can. itansuu ^v \ an W uiKle Co., Toronto. Oat.
Dominion t'dr;. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facins Mill Co., Uamiltoo, Ont.
Uni*«d Coeupound Co.. lluffalo. N.Y.
Woudison. K. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

Woodison. E.

o.N.vgcn

WHEELBARROWS

The.

The, Montreal.

I..

Co..

CS

l'iH'i.iiiaIi<-

VACUUM PUMPS
Holden Co.. Li

J..

\Vlu-olbarrii»

MAN

WATEK-COOLED COMPRESSORS
Cl.rMs
.Mai'hlni- Co.
WELDING AND CUTTING SUPPLIES

.Montreal.

VALVES. PRESSURE SEATED
(PNEUMATIC)
Clevolnnd

K.

FO U N D R Y

WAREHOUSE TRUCKS

HEAVY
(.'rane

A N

I

Blasting

Products
line

a

of

Abrasive

ples.

NORTHERN CRANE WORKS
LIMITED
WALKERVILLE

Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co.,
-

-

ONTARIO

Cranes. Cupolas Ladles. Hoists. Tumblers
Etc.

Pittsburgh, Pa., U.S.A.
Canadian Represenlalices

:

Manu^fa/turers

Established 1888

WILLIAMS & WILSON. LTD..

Montreal. Canada

MOORE RAPID 'LECTROMELT

STEEL FURNACES
The mechanical design of the
Moore 'Lectromelt Furnace makes
for
simple,
practical
ease
and
rapidity of operation.
A higher
yield of good solid ingots and castings is insured on account of the
absence of cold shorts, hot cracks,
blow holes and surface defects.
The regularity of the heats and
rapidity of operation
speed up

—

production

and

reduce

foundry

PITTSBURGH ELECTRIC FURNACE CORP.
(Makers of Furnaces for

Steel, Iron, Brass,

and Ferro-Alloys)

PITTSBURGH, U.S.A.
908 Chestnut Street

CRANE MALLEABLE FITTINGS

CRANE
LIMITED

ANODES
Any

Why

import your anodes when you
can get guaranteed quality,
quicker
delivery, und can gave duty and eliminate

MEAD OFFICE S WORKS
I280 ST PATRICK ST

MONTREAL
BRANCHES: Toronto.
SALES OFFICES: Halifax.

Winnipeg. VancooTcr.
Qaebec. Ottawa. Calrary.

shape
Quality Guaranteed

style or

the

niinojance

of

clearing

at

the

customs by buying from us?
May we send yon descriptive pamphlet
and full particulars?

W.W.WELLS,

Toronto

In

Brass
B ronze
Copper

Nickel
Tin&Zinc
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C.H.&V.W.
Polishing and
Buffing Lathe
This

is

a rigid, substantial

machine, built for getting
through a pile of work
with speed. Lower bearand columns are
ings

Machines
for

Can
in a single casting.
be belted from above or below.
In addition to our No. 11 Lathe

made

all

Classes

we

(illustrated),

of

and

carry

in

suitable for all

Work

manufacture

stock machines
classes of work.

May we

send you our Bulletin
covering these machines ?

Canadian^Hanson & Van Winkle
Company, Limited
Toronto .'. Canada
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The Toronto Testing Laboratory, Limited
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Stevens Specialties
Bring Results
said and done the chief element of success in the sale of specialized
economically and satisfactorily.
their ability to produce results
All of these specialties have been tried in the crucible of experience and found to

After
products

all is

measure up

—

—

is

to the highest standards.

Foundry

Buffing Compositions

Specialties

Some

The days when Flour, Molasses, and sundry edible things
may be used in a Foundry are rapidly passing. Linseed Oil,
too, has climbed the golden stair of high prices.
The foundryman who thinks in the future must use substitutes or
his dream of profits will end in a nightmare of losses. Here

STEVENS' WHITE ROSE BUFFING COMPOSITION
For "coloring up" cutlery of all kinds and
castings WHITE ROSE is beyond comparison.

are the profit savers.

Stevens' King Kore Kompound, a black dry powder, but
containing two adhesives, one to bind the green cores, so
when cores are not backed promptly the strength of the
green core permits handling without injury; another that
develops its strength under heat of core ovens. The ideal
combination.
It is
used successfully when making large
heavy Grey Iron cores
sometimes called "chunky" or
"blocky" also for engine beds, machine tools, railway equipcastings
of all descriptions.
ment, and cores for steel
One
Detroit Foundry a large one reported a saving of sixteen
dollars per day after ceasing old methods and when using
King Kore Kompound with Glutrin not a necessary but a
good combination.

that

light steel

STEVENS' "ZZZ" COLORING COMPOSITION
For coloring copper and brass castings, or plated work,
such as valves, fittings spun brass or cast brass use my
"ZZZ" Coloring Composition.
Contains no unsaponifiable material, does not smear the

—

—

—

—

—

all

Also for buffing brass or nickel the results obtained are a
delight to the eye.
The beauty of nickel or brass is brought out to the greatest
advantage.
Wherever a brilliant finish is required, it is
unexcelled, especially where deep backgrounds are liable to
be filled. Particles left in the work are easily washed out.
Put up in airtight hermetically sealed cans. Samples free.

DRY BINDERS

—

of the things required by stove makers, brass plants

and others

work, gives a lustrous finish, cleans quickly.
It gives to brass the glory of gold.
Equally as good on copper.
Sample for trial free.

—

STEVENS' CORE GUM.
Another dry binder but not of black color. A real artist
might call it "mouse-tint," but we will call it "gray" in color

STEVENS' "UNION MAID WHITE POLISH
"

A

but a shiner in effect. It is used for small intricate cores,
where Linseed Oil was once thought necessary and with grea*
success.
Its greater victories are with the small delicate
cores where nothing but pure linseed has been considered
before; none of these Compounds are noisy with odor. They

superior lime composition for coloring all kinds of nick.^1
plated work.
Imparts that beautiful blue-white finish
the looking

—

glass lustre.

—

Work
in

are well behaved from start to finish.

is economically cleaned
for ''UNION MAID" is fine
grain and will easily wash out of deep backgrounds.
Sample on request.

STEVENS' CORE PASTE
The only substitute for high-grade flour; not the flour that
has masqueraded when mixed with plaster, Silica, etc., as
flour, but the real hot biscuit raw material. Of course it con-

Buffing Wheels
Three Great Values:

tains no flour, but you wouldn't know that, so well does it
tnke its place. Here is still a stock of Dextrine, Rosin, and
Molasses (New Orleans black strap). The wand of the fairy
is liable to touch their prices every day
get in early.

—

Emery

The superiority

of this emery lies in its practical results.
It acts as an abrasive, it exercises its cutting qualities, then
crushes and polishes. Two services are thus rendered with
but one material. Stevens' Gargara Emery gives the results
desired.
All numbers.
In kegs of 350 lbs.

FREDERIC
Manufacturer

of

From the highest grade selected wool, light in weight
superfine in quality. Let me quote prices.

'\r:d

STEVENS' LIBERTY FELT WHEELS

LIQUID CORE BINDERS
Stevens' Core Oils wherever used are a synonym for Core
qualities; strength, sharp edges, durability, quick baking
and quick removal from casting.

Stevens' Gargara

STEVENS' SPANISH FELT WHEELS

Same as Spanish
many uses just as

Felts but a trifle coarser wool. But for
good. Reasonably cheap in price.

STEVENS' FELT-SUB WHEELS
Cost half the price of Spanish Felts and wear several times
Save glue and emery. Used by stove, automobile
as long.
and brass manufacturers. One brass manufacturer says the
men prefer them to the felt wheel. He has purchased 78 of
them in a few months. One automobile manufacturer has

bought 500 from me since January
Samples of any wheels on order.

first.

Give size and

numh

>r

desired.

B.

STEVENS

Foundry and Electro-Plating Supplies and Equipment

DETROIT, MICH.
Orderfrom the nearest branch
EXPORT WAREHOUSE:

Windsor, Ont.

EASTERN SELLING AGENTS,

Standard Machinery

&

Supplies, Co., Montret!,

Quebec
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New Foundry

of General Fire Extinguisher Co., Warren, 0.
Designed by The H. M. Lane Company

A FOUNDRY SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED
FOR MAKING PIPE FITTINGS
When

completed

this

foundry will be the most

efficient plant possible for

mak-

foundry
floor twenty feet above the main floor level.
All materials, both raw and
finished, will be automatically handled by the most modern equipment.
ing pipe fitting castings.

It

will be a multiple-story

unit

with

the

For manv years The H. M. Lane Comnanv has contended that the foundr\
should be considered as a machine for the production of castings rather than
as a building, and the above plant will prove a vivid illustration of the truth
of this contention.

maximum

and lowest possible cost it is essential that the design and layout of your new foundry be along
the lines we have long advocated and which our broad and diversified foundry
experience makes possible. We will be glad to have a representative call and
discuss your project with you in detail and explain fully the advantages of
In order to produce your product with

efficiency

our service, upon request.

THE

H. M.
Industrial

OWEN
Canadian

Office:

LANE COMPANY

EnRineers

and

Foundry

Specialists

BUILDING, DETROIT, MICH.

The H. M. Lane

Co., Ltd., LaBelle Block, Windsor, Ont.

EDITORIAL INDEX— PAGE

BUYERS' 6UIDE— PAGE
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ADVERTISING INDEX— PAGE
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you wish to eliminate many of your foundry troubles, save conIF siderable
labor, time and expense and obtain a clean, perfect cast-

when melting

ing

either grey iron, steel, semi-steel, brass,

or aluminum, then send to-day for a

Cornell Fluxes" on our regular

"\o

trial

pay

copper

shipment of our "Famous

not satisfactory basis."
are selling to
and be convinced of their great value and worth.
if

We

many

We

Canada continually.

of the largest foundries in

are the largest flux manufacturers in the world to-day.

HOME OF THE "FAMOUS CORNELL FLUXES"

TRADE MARK REGISTERED.

FRONT AVENUE
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KAWIN
SERVICE

There is SOME Way
We Can Serve You
Rare indeed

the foundry which

securing highly efficient
There is almost certain
way in which Kawin Service will prove itself
invaluable.
For Kawin Service covers every branch of
foundry activity and guarantees to get paying results!

production
to be some

is

in all its

is

departments.

Kawin

Kawin

Service

Cupola Experts.
Metallurgists.

Chemists.

Foundry Engineers.
Expert Foundrymen.
Design and Construction of Foundries.
Co-operation
Creation of an Or-

and

ganization.

Should your foundry pracmake no money-saving im-

Development of Pro-

you have at least the satisfaction of knowing that recognized experts know no way of bettering it.

Expert Assistance in
Branches of
All

Service will benefit you.
tice be so efficient that we can

provement on

it,

the Plant.

Let us send a representative to discuss

Kawin Service

CHARLES

duction.

fully with you.

C.

KAWIN COMPANY

Chemists, Foundry Engineers and Metallurgists

307 Kent Building, Toronto, Can.
BUFFALO, N.Y.

CINCINNATI, OHIO

CHICAGO,

ILL.

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Dc'ieiiiber.

C A NA D
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Standard Shapes

CUPOLA BLOCKS
and

FIRE BRICKS
Big Stock on

Hand
the time of the year when the foundryman overhauls his
Have us supply you with your Cupola Blocks, Fire Bricks
and Fire Clay.

This

is

plant.

We

have put in an immense stock to meet all demands promptly.
waiting if you order from us and we can meet all your requirements in standard shapes.

No

WOODISON
For Quality and Service

The

E. J.

Woodison Company, Limited

Foundry Supplies, Fire Brick and Fire Clay

TORONTO
CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN.

ONTARIO

December. 1920. Vol. XI., No. 12. Published month'y, ;.t 14.'5-1.53 University Ave., Toronto, Can.
Subscription
Canada, $2.00; in the United States, $2.50. Entered as secc/nd-class matter July- 1st, 1912, at the Post Office at Buffalo, under Act of March

and at the Post Office Department, Ottawa, Canada.

price
.3rd,

in
1879,

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN

Ferrous and Non-Ferrous
Metals
Plant and Machinery

Steam Engines and

Boilers

Factory Stores
Machine Tools
Railway Material
Electrical Instruments and

Machinery
Medical Stores
Chemicals and Explosives
Agricultural Machinery
Aircraft

Furniture
Textiles and Clothing
Boots and Leather Equip-

ment
Motor Boats,

Buyers

should

etc., etc.

instruct

their

United
Kingdom to communicate with
the D. B. 8, Canadian Export
Department, Ministry of Munitions, Caxton House, Tothill St.,
London, S.W.
representatives

in

the

Cable Address

'Dispexporl, Munorgize,

London"
^^Otti^^

——
Doeoinl>or.

CAiNADIAN
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Coke
Tilting

What a Time-Saver
is This One Feature!

Crucible

Melting
Furnace

Turning the furnace over after each' heat and
crowbaring the clinker and grate bars is not
modern foundry practice. The Monarch Coke
Tilting Crucible Melting Furnace offers a far
more efficient, economical method. All that it
requires is a few shakes of the four upright
bars after each heat. The grate bars are of the

The coarse

revolving type.

break up
This

is

finger extensions

all clinkers.

only one of the time-saving features of

Monarch. Doesn't it make you want to
know about the remainder? Our catalog explains them fully. Write for a copy.
this

The Monarch Line
Without Crucibles
Simplex, Revolving Double Chamber, Duplex, Reverber-

Monarch

atory, etc.

With Crucibles
Tiltng Pit, Stationary, Core Ovens, Soft Metal Melting
Furnaces, Pumps, Mold Dryers, Blowers, Ladle Heaters,
Oil and Gas Burners, Motor Driven Oil Pumps, Pressure and Positive Blowers.

Core Ovens
Monarch Core Ovens are well designed, and careby hand labor. We have all sizes in

fully built

stock, ready for

immediate shipment.

Have our engineers submit information from

a practiAll

equipment of your foundry.
enquiries receive our prompt attention.
cal standpoint for the

The Monarch Engineering

&

Mfg. Co.

1206 American Building, Baltimore, Md., U.S.A.

SHOPS AT CURTIS BAY, MD.

CANADIAN FOUNDKYMAN
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TRUSCON FLASK
Dimensions

16'/2-in.

Cope 6 1/2 -in.

Pouring Truscon Flasks
of

x 26-in.

Drag

3'/2-in.

in

AUyne Ryan Foundry

Foundry
Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

[Pholo by courtesy AUyne Ryan Foundry Co.

DESIGNED FOR THE JOB
Just as made to measure clothes better fit the
Flasks, designed for the job, better fit the job.

The advantages

of

TRUSCON

TRUSCON

keep the weight of the Flasks
usage, but also

man, so

make

designed-for-the-job Flasks not only
at a minimum, consistent with foundry

possible a saving in the

amount of sand

required.

TRUSCON

of a
Flask is often as much as forty per cent,
less than a cast iron flask and the savings in the sand required range
from ten to fifty pounds per casting, depending upon the size of the
Flask.

The weight

Write for complete information and estimates.

Special Construction of Truscon Flasks
Truscon Flasks are formed of special Truscon Alloy Steel Plates. The deep
ribs and broad flanges give to the steel shell exceptional strength and rigidity. Each rib and flange runs full depth around the corners and reinforces
the steel to withstand all strains and stresses to which Flasks are liable on
the foundry floor.
Truscon cross bars are formed from steel plates also. They are furnished
welded or riveted to the walls of the Flask as desired.

bolted,

TRUSCON
PRESSED
STEEL

.

TRUSCON STEEL

CO., youngstown.

o.

Warehouses and Representatives
in Principal Cities

TRUSCON ?5u?i55Y FLASKS

l^CCtMlll.lT.
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^HE Dominion Oxygen Company,
is

founded on

Ltd,.

Faith in Canada^

Faith.

in her people, her strength

and her

industrial

future.

development
of the Dominion, has taken concrete form in
This

trust in the greater

a chain of modern plants for the production
The opening program inof pure oxygen.
cludes five plants to be erected in as many
important industrial centers. Building operations are already under way in 7 oronto.

Pending further information on its progress the Dominion Oxygen Company, Ltd.
invites the inquiries of Canadian oxygen
users as to its broad scope and liberal policy.

Dominion Oxygen Company, Ltd.
Hillcrest

Toronto

-

Park
Ontario

IM

Jf
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TABOR
3-inch Plain Jarring Machine

And

For Small Molds
Medium Sized Cores
!t"*)l*|ffa<^

A

Necessity in Every Foundry
SEND FOR BULLETIN M-J-P

The TABOR MFG. COMPANY
3"

Tabor Jarring Machine with

Pratt

&

12"x 14" Table

6225

State

Road,

Letchworth Malleable Foundry, Buffalo, N.Y.— 210'

x

Tacony,

Philadelphia,

520'— 109,200 sq.

ft. floor

U.S.A.

area

This foundry is one of many commissions executed for the Pratt & Letchworth Co. by the Osborn
Engineering Co. The building was erected over an existing foundry in which production was mamtained during entire period of construction.

OSBORN ENGINEERING COMPANY
2848 Prospect Ave.

CLEVELAND, OHIO,

U. S. A.

—
—
C A N A D

PeooniLor, 1920
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Four Sterling Advantages
Which Every

Flask User

Must Appreciate
Absolute Accuracy

When

comes to accuracy in casting
there's nothing that can equal a Sterling
Rolled Steel Flask. And here's why:

^oi

it

Rolled Steel is the ideal flask material. It
the only material which permits of a solid
center rib
an exclusive Sterling advantage.
This means great resistance to all
is

—

torsional strains
Over 3000 of the SSOO foundries

in the
using Sterling Flasks
the
rolled steel flask with the solid center rib
<md the angle reinforcements.

U.

S.

are

now

—

and

stresses.

Then again, only rolled steel permits of a
narrow sand retaining flange— this is why
you can run the sand even and close to
the parting with Sterlings.

The Strongest Flask Made
LT

Sterling Rolled Steel Flask
suitable for
either bench, floor or machine moulding.
Sterling- Flasks' are

always custom made

to meet particular needs of every type
or work.
There are no- standard sizes.
Wnte us outlining your requirements.

The

exclusive rolled steel construction of
Sterling Flasks means not only accuracy
but unusual strength as well.
Take the question of the solid center rib
an exclusive Sterling point. Or the angle
reinforcement for large size flasks.
No jobs too tough for these. And nc job
for which there isn't a Sterling— made
especially for that individual job.

Li^ht Weight— Easy to Handle
Here is a big factor in increased production and the conservation of labor. Sterling
Flasks are 50% lighter than cast iron combining great strength with extreme ease
of handling.

Practically Indestructible

—

Sterling Flasks
made of rolled steel
can't burn as do wooden flasks; can't break
as do those made of cast iron.

Most foundries

find it far cheaper to buy
Sterlings than to make their own flasks.

In all but a few^ classes of work they are
the cheapest and best. How^ about your
work? Can't we figure with you? If they
don't meet your needs,

we

they do, you should know^

Sterling

tell

you

so.

If

it.

Wheelbarrow Company
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

New York

Boston

Cleveland

Detroit

Chicago

St.

Louis

Canadian A&enta: Muasens, Ltd., Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, Vancouver

Sterling on

a Wheelbarrow Means More Than Sterling on

Silver
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SIMPSON
INTENSIVE FOUNDRY
MIXER
Economical and Efficient for

all

kinds of Sand Mixtures

Note the

Thoroughly
amalgamates

AUTOMATIC
DISCHARGE
It

the mixture

Small H.P.

saves

required with a

LABOR
BINDER

minimum
of repairs

and

NEW SAND

Pays

for itself

in
It

an

incredibly

improves the

short time

quality of

the castings
Original
porosity of sand
Its

work

is

mixture
maintained

done thoroughly
not partially

Large capacity
Elasticity

with a

and

minimum

of labor

toughness of

"The Product

sand are

of a Practical

Foundryman

Will reclaim old

and worn-out
sand for reuse

enormously
increased

The

large

number

of

Simpson Mixers in use all over Canada and the United States
Send for our pamphlet No. 50 and list of many users.

testifies to its efficiency.

The
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Six Points of Perfection

Correct size and speed of mullers.
arrangement of plows.
Automatic discharge.
Large capacity per area of floor space occupied.

Effective

Minimum power and maintenance cost.
Considerably less new sand and binder

required.

NATIONAL ENGINEERING COMPANY
549 W. Washington
CHICAGO, ILL.

Machinery Hall

Bldg.,

St.
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Why Be

Satisfied

With Anything
But the Best ?

BAUER

The

Wood Trimmer

Knife

Revolving

Means to You:
PERFECT CUT—LESS WORK—LESS COST

What

It

A
Bauer Revolving Knife Wood
THE
new maTrimmer — an

a long-felt
It
machinery.
in woodworking

chine

demand
is

of
of

—

entirely

fully

positively the
its

satisfies

most

efficient

machine

By means

kind on the market.

revolving knife, it actually cuts
and does not merely crush off the wood.
This means a perfect, straight, smooth
The
trim, one with a polished effect.
knife has a cutting edge of 161/0 in., all
of which is used in operation, thus
greatly minimizing the necessity of
its

The design of this masharpening.
chine is such that all possible danger is
reduced to a minimum. It is the safest
of all trimmers.

A

is furnished with each maby means of which the knife can
be easily, accurately and quickly shar-

device

chine,

pened.
This machine is the best of all wood
trimmers, and remember, the best is
the cheapest and the most economical
in the long run.

—

Ask Your Dealer or Write Direct.

A. E.

BAUER & SON

1342 W. 69th Street

CHICAGO,

ILL.
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Cleco Pressure-Seated
style

A,

UNDRY

F

MAN

Air Valves for Foundry
Cross-Section of Cleco Valve

Angle

Style P.O.,

Valve, allows hose
to

Style

^^

A

fall

away from

Angle Valve

PRESSURE

POINT
The Air Pressure
is always on the
Large endofXhlve
Plug holding it y.
firmly on Seat f.Q

THE VALVE THAT
Way

P.W., FourValve, is so

arranged

movement

that

of the
handle
controls
the supply and ex-

Style F.W.

Style P.O.
Parallel Valve

IMPROVES WITH USE
'

Style

M.O.

1-in.

inlet

Bowes

male

Bowes

Write for Bulletin

47, describing our
line of Valves and Fittings.

complete

clusive.

BOWES PRESSURE TIGHT AIR HOSE COUPLINGS

Instantly connected or disconnected
Absolutely air-tight under
all
pressures
10 lbs.

A
Style M.O.

Interchangeable in all sizes from i/4-in.
%-in. Made of non-rusting and
acidresisting metal-brass and Nic-a-loy.
to

upwards.
Cut Shows Never
In

has
and

coupling
outlet
and connects with
Coupling
^4-in. to %-in. in-

Standard Equipment Everywhere

from

in

Vi",

pipe size larger.

haust

.from both
ends- of a double
acting piston.

made

Work

%", 1/2",
%", 1", 1%", ly^"
2"
standard pipe
outlets. Inlets one
sizes

underside of Valve
without bending:.

style
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Slip

Clamps Attached

Stock-Chipping Hammers. Sand Rammers,
Portable Emery Grinders, Cleco Air
Valves
vaives,
Hose Fittings— everything required in foundry
work.
Illustrated Catalog No. 19 mailed on request

CLEVELAND PNEUMATIC TOOL Company
Chestnut
TORONTO,
84

St.,

ONT.

of Canada, Limited

337 Craig St. W.. Montreal, Que.

PNEUMATIC TOOLS
Powerful, Speed Tools
Pneumatic Tools are first in the eyes of
the foundry expert. Their great power, speed,
ease of control, economy of air consumption,
durability
and simplicity are among- the features which have
given Thor a name that stands for the best the world

ly.

out
tion.

Chipping
Hammers
do their work quickTheir reliable dav in and
service

Thor

means permanent

day

satisfac-

construction prevents air
leaks and vibration.
Give them a trial.

over.

Foundry
^^ Pneumatic
you
getting
in

Tools

will

assist

full efficiency

from your air
service.
Thor Air Grinders and Pneumatic
Lhippmg Hammers will speed up the work in
.your cleaning department.
Thor Pneumatic
I^loor and Bench Rammers will
save time on
your molding floor. Let us tell you all
about

^Pneumatic Grinders combine speedy,
powerful operation with a rigid construction easily capable of withstanding
severe service and the rough handling of
careless workers.
Put Thor Grinders on
the job and watch the costs of your casting cleaning go down.

them.

Independent Pneumatic Tool Company
334 St.

James

TORONTO
32 Front Street

Street,

Montreal

WINNIPEG
W.

123

Bannatyne Ave.

VANCOUVER
E.

1142

Homer

Street

CANADIAN
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milMIrd *» Fullan Irin li''trh, St. I.elli^. Md.
U4S tubu I'm 'f ur ftr iiinuu.

l.ie.i(iif

Is your air compressor sometimes

TT

pump ?

choked

load the valves are automatically

connection with the un-

held open, permitting free air

IS

-^ in

when

a vacuum

the inlet

is

— gaining

loading mechanism.

without vacuum

Choking

power- saving over compressors using the choked intake

a dis-

tinct

the suction of an air

compressor
partial

no load forms a
vacuum and wastes power.
at

system of unloading.
Standardize with Chicago Pneu-

Contrast

this

principle

with the operating

of a Chicago

matic Air Compressor.

Pneu-

At no

— "the

Compressor with
the Simplate Valve." Ask for
matics

Bulletin 400.

Sales Representatives

The Holden Company, Limited
354-356
Sales and Service Branches

St.

James

Street, Montreal,

Canada

TORONTO, 342 Adelaide Street, West WINNIPEG, 150 Princess Street VANCOUVER, 81
Canadian Factory: Canadian Pneumatic Tool Company, Montreal

Pender Street

c72n

BOYER PNEUMATIC HAMMERS- -UTILE

GIANT PNEUMATIC AND ELECTRIC TOOLS
COMPRESSORS
--VACUUM PUMPS- -PNEUMATIC HOISTS.
CHICAGO. PNEUMATIC AIR
GIANT OJL AND GAS ENGINES ,.<o!^^^SJnp^ ROCK DRILLS •• COAL DRILLS

CHICAGO

PNEUMATIC

The Compressor with

the Simplate Valve

:
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FOUNDRY FACINGS
Our facings are manufactured from the best qualities of Plumbago
and we guarantee satisfactory results from their use in your foundry. A
grade to suit your individual requirements can be furnished from our
large list of standards. Every barrel shipped has back of it our 27 years'
practical experience.
The three leading brands are

GEOGRAPH PLUMBAGO FACING
CEYLOGRAPH PLUMBAGO FACING
MEXIGRAPH PLUMBAGO FACING

ARMOR BLACKING AND CORE WASH
George

F. Pettinos

Real Estate Trust Building
Canadian Representative:

1

1

mTrrvTi

1

1

h

i

m

1

1

1

i

1

1

1

1

1

R.

1

1

1

J.

1

Mercur

1

m

Philadelphia, Pa.

-

&

1

1

Montreal

Co., Ltd.,

1

m

^
'

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

lit

{\i
'»?

"SAMSON"
Wire Wheel Brush Sections

No Hub

or Holder

Required
For removing scales from hot
forgings,
axes,
shovels
and
other tools; for cleaning brass
castings, sheet brass and copper.

"Samson"

Vv^ire Wheel Brush Sections are
be mounted with ease and quickness.
The metal disc centre is punched to fit any
Each section is a brush in
size of spindle.
itself, making a convenient and practical
method of building a wheel any desired
width of face.
A trial order will convince you that "Samson"
scratch wheels are the most efficient and economical brushes you can secure. Write for

made

to

catalog and full information.

The Manufacturers Brush Co., Cleveland, Ohio
111 Reade Street,

New York

IVceiulior.
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No. 2 Wadsworth Improved Core Making Machine
(Capacity

%

to 7 in.,

in.

27

sizes)

From %" to 2l^, advancing by
From 2V2" to 3, advancing by
P'rom 3%" to 7, advancing by

eighths.
fourths.
halves.

Sold in combination of sizes as listed below:

From
From
From
From
From
From

Complete Core

%"
%"
%"
%"
%"
%"

Room

IV2 (10

sizes)

to 21/4

(16

sizes)

to 3

(19

sizes)

to

to

4

(21 sizes)

to 6

(25

sizes)

to 7

(27

sizes)

Outfits

We have spent 20 years in the DEVELOPMENT, DESIGNING and BUILDING
MAKING MACHINERY and other CORE ROOM EQUIPMENT and now devote
time and factory to this SPECIALTY.
If our STANDARD LINES do not fill your

REQUIREMENT,
EQUIPMENT that will.
THE WADSWORTH CORE MAKING MACHINES are the
market, upon which a RODDED CORE can be made.
SPECIAL MACHINERY

write us, and

we

of

CORE

our entire
will design

or

only

CORE MACHINES

on the

The

No. 1 1/2 Wadsworth Core Cutting Off and Coning
Machine built to cut off and cone cores from 14 to
4", by power only, mounted on an iron base with legs.
The cutting-off wheel is equipped with a rest and
"

graduated
ily

steel scale so that the gauge may be readadjusted and the cores cut off to the desired

length.

The Coning Wheel

is

equipped with an adjustable

rest so that it may be set to any angle, giving the
taper or print wanted.
furnish with each machine a gauge giving the standard taper for The
Wadsworth Standard Core Print.

We

Our

collections are payable to a

Canadian bank, where we

carry an accovnt.

Our equipment

is

sold by All Canadian

Foundry Supply

fiovses.

THE WADSWORTH CORE MACHINE & EQUIPMENT CO.
AKRON, OHIO,

U.S.A.
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Foundryman Forms

Class of 25 to Learn McLain's System

H. D. Keller and his four sons

Plant

Manager H. D.

Homer Furnace

Keller, of the

Coldwater,

Co.,

Michigan, is a practical foundryman of 49 years' experience. He is enthusiastic
about the benefit he and his sons have derived from McLain*s System.

Three of them are
fourth and youngest son
his college studies.
Class

McLain men and successful foundry executives. The
is now learning McLain's System in connection with

Formed

to

Develop Future Executives

recently formed a class of 25 at the Homer Furnace Co. and
arranged for 25 individual sets of lessons in order to develop future foundry
executives. Ages of class members range from 16 to 50 years and include shop

Mr. Keller has

and

office

men.

/

Production Manager Joins Class
Mr. R. B. Strong, Production and Assistant Manager

(a

member

of the firm)

has joined the class because "he realizes the benefits to be derived from McLain's
System and wants to become more familiar with the scientific principles of

foundry practice."

There

is

[

a Thot

Send

Above for Every Foundry Owner,
Manager and Employe.

in the

for "Keller" folder

and

special class rates.

Inc.
McLAIN'S SYSTEM,
MILWAUKEE,
700 GOLDSMITH BLDG.

-

WIS.
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Your Foundry
If

Is

Not Up-to-date

You Have Not an

Sand Riddle

Electric

Whether of Our Make, or Any Other.

Installed,

Your Competitor With One

Have
Natural!}'

we think ours

the ease with which

it

up we

is

the

in

His Plant Will

Edge on You,
made both

the best Riddle

as regards capacity

this

trial, all

charges prepaid, against any other Riddle

entirely to

dle

is

you

and

can be run from one part to another of the foundry.

To back
it

l5

are prepared to place a Riddle in your plant

to decide at the

end of the

trial

made and

on

leave

period which Rid-

the best proposition for you.

It

won't cost you anything to sign your

name on

low and have one come along for a thorough

trial

the form beon the above

understanding.

WE TAKE ALL CHANCES—YOU TAKE NONE
Ready

for

Immediate Shipment,

Please ship

"^^

on 15 days'

trial

by

for either 25 or 60 Cycle

Freight Prepaid one "Preston"

—^cycle

Ball Bearing Electric Sand Riddle for

the end of the above trial period

\^,.^^^

volt current.

privileged to return the Riddle

At
if

not satisfied in every way.

The Preston Woodworking Machinery Co.
LIMITED

PRESTON, ONTARIO,

CANADA
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Power Operated Roll-Over

Jolt

and Stripping Machines

Above is shown a floor of steel
moulds made in green sand
on a No. 403 Osborn Direct Draw
Roll-Over Jolt Machine in the
foundry of the Western Crucible

attached to the bottom of the pattern boards.

cat-tin;?

Castings

Steel

Co.,

XL

Volume

Being a jobbing foundry, frequent changes of patterns are
necessary. This method of attaching the pattern to the roll-over

Minneapolis,

table

Minn.

makes

it

possible for

them

to

change patterns very quickly.
I*articular attention is called to
the in ert at the left showing wood
patterns mounted on wood boards
and also the method of fastening
the pattern plates to the roll-over
table by means of tapered guides

Ask
Osborn

Osborn Roll-Over Jolt Machines
Made

Regularly in the Following Sizes

Maximum
400— Flask
402— "
No. 403— "
No.

Capacity

403W—

404—
No. 405—
No. 406—
No.

24

x

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

24'

36" X 36"
40" X 44"

••

40" X 52"

"

52" X 54"

"

60" X 64"

"

60" X 78"

7//£

Some Osborn Moulding Machin

Machines

Advantages

:

Over-all

Flask Capacity

404S
405S

Condensed Catalog.

for 1920

regularly in the Following Sizes

Maximum
Over-all

No.

No.

Made

:

Jolt Stripping

Our engineers are in constant
touch with foundry practices and
problems.
Do not fail to call on
them if you are experiencing any
difficulties.
They will be pleased
to work with you.

405LS
406S
448
449

27"
29"
29"
42"
18"

x
X
X
X
X

50"
57"
60'

75"
18"

20"
19"
26"
26"
28"

450

450W
450M
451S

X

X
X
X
X

Insure rapid production

2.

Lower

3.

Accelerate delivery
Effect saving in material
Lower overhead per ton
Reduce grinding
Lessen pattern repairs
Relieve labor shortage

4.

2r'x22"

449L

1.

5.

29"
36
36"
42"
40"

"

6.

7
8.

direct

moulding cost

Osborn Manufactur/ng Company
/NCORPORA TED

Main

New York

5401

Office

Hamilton Ave.

and Factory

San Francisco

Cleveland, Ohio

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES
Allied

Macliineiy Cn.
19 Rue dp K(i
I'arLs.

Kraii

lU'

Fratuv.

.laikrn.in
nil

&

Co.,

I.ld.

House. S.W.I,
Kug.

l.nii.lou,

Ho: m- Corupaiiy, Ltd.
Taki\ inia-Ciio, Kyf)baslii-Ku
Tok.vo.

.Tapali.

K.

Lsberque
36

Rue

Bru.ssel.s,

&

Cie.

Otlet
Helgiuiu.

.\nied

.Maehinery Co. d'llalia
40 Corso Dante.
Toriiio,

Italy

1231
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Metal Industry News

Pneumatics

—

Its

Usefulness in the

Established 1909
Published Monthly-

Foundry

Air as a Motive Power and as a Means of Transmitting Power
Described in a Somewhat Condensed Form.
describing air and its multitudinous
it would be out of the question
to give
anything like a complete
treatise in a paper of this kind as books
of a thousand pages are quite common
on this subject. To go into details of the
part taken by air in the foundry would
cover many pages and would necessarily
contain much material which would be
dry and uninteresting to the average

INuses

foundryman, which is what 1
claim to be. Engineers enjoy going into
details and employing technical expressions of many syllables, but foundrymen
want plain facts in plain foundry language, and it is with this in view that I
will endeavor to give a general synopsis
of the subject and trust to the intelligence of the reader to follow up any feature which is of particular interest to
practical

is, with the particles
while pneumatics is the
science which treats of air in motion.
It will thus be seen that both appertain to air.
Now what is air?
According to the ancients, air was one
of the four elements of nature
earth,
air, fire, and water.
Earth included all
solids, fire was an element the mystery
of which no one tried to solve, while air
included all gases, and water included all
liquids.
These views are no longer accepted, although it is within the last
OHe hundred and fifty years that it has
been proven that these original "elements" consist of many elements which
can be subdivided into molecules and
atoms, and which according to some scientists can be still further subdivided

than

are

yet

of air at rest, that

into

in equilibrium;

known; but from the standpoint of pneu-

—

smaller

particles

matics the theory of air being one of the
elements would probably have been sufficient for the purpose, although from the
standpoint of education and the knowledge of chemistry it is interesting to
note that air is in some respects similar
to water and that air and water have
certain affinities as well as certain well
defined resemblances and peculiar charFor instance, air is comacteristics.
posed of oxygen and nitrogen, while water is a combination of oxygen and hydrogen all dry, colorless, odorless and
tasteless gases, but when properly mixed
they constitute apparently quite different
substances, but which are not so very
different as might at first appear.

—

Water and

him.

When I speak of foundrymen reading
a different class of literature from that
which would be read by engineers I do
not place them on a lower grade of intelligence, but I realize that the two callings are so vastly different that what
would be of interest to the one would be
unintelligible to the other.
After many
years of experience among foundrymen
I think I am safe in saying that bits of
history or chemistry even though they
do stray away from the foundry field are
read with interest if not too long drawn.
The histoi-y of air as a force dates
back several thousand years, as we know
that the ancients used bellows to blow
their fires.
Sailing vessels and windmills are also examples of how this force
has been utilized for ages, but the part
which interests the foundryman of today
is what use it is being put to in the
foundry. Included in the equipment for
this
purpose are blowers of various
types, cranes, molding machines, sandblast, rammers, chisels, sand sifters, vibrators and innumerable other tools. In
fact if compressed air is kept on hand it
can be used for practically any purpose
where pressure is required.
We will
speak of it as pneumatics.
In introducing to the reader the subject of "Pneumatics" it will be as well
to first point out the diffeience between
pneumatics and aerostatics.
Aerostatics is the science which treats

is

air

vvdll

mix readily

— as

proof, the ammonia refrigerator will extract ice out of the air on a hot summer
day, and water will fall from the air of
its own accord in the form of dew after

sundown.
Air
substance which
is the gaseous
the atmosphere surrounding our
planet.
It is elastic, and is destitute of
It contains by
taste, color and smell.
weight oxygen 23.10 parts and of nitrogen 76.90, and by volume oxygen 20.90
and nitrogen 79.10; or of 10,000 parts
there are in perfectly dry air, of nitrogen
7,912, oxygen 2,080, carbonic acid 4, carburetted hydrogen 4, with a trace of ammonia. But air, as we have pointed out
is never dry; it has always in it a varying amount of watery vapor.
The density of air being fixed at the

Air

fills

round numer 1,000, it was formerly
the standard with which the spe-

made

gravity of other substances were
If water be made unity, then
the specific gravity of dry air is .0012759.
At 62 degrees Fahrenheit it is 810 times
At the surface of
lighter than water.
the sea the mean pressure is sufficient to
balance a column of water 34 feet in
height.
The exact height above the
earth to which this air extends is not
known, but from what we are able to
prove, it is possible to form a reasonably
close estimate.
At 2.7 miles above the surface of the
cific

compared.

1— WEIGHT OF AIR ON EVERY SQUARE
INCH OF WATER IS 14.7 LBS., OR EQUAL
TO A COLUMN OK WATER 34 FEET IN
FIG.

HEIGHT.

'
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earth half

mainder

density is gone, and the reagain halved for every fur-

its

is

ther 2.7 miles. From this we may conclude that some small density would remain at forty-five miles, but it would be

very

slight.

Atmo.spheric Pressure
In the study of aerostatics, which is
the science that treats of air at rest, we

FIG.
3— PNEUMATIC HOIST.
NOTE
THREE DIFFERENT SETTINGS OF
THREE-WALL VALVE

learn that

this

air, bearing-

forty-five

down upon

THE
THE

odd miles of

the earth, exerts

a pressure, not merely downwards, but
in every direction, amounting to 14.7 lbs.
on each square inch, which is usually
called in round numbers 15. On a square
foot it will amount to 2,160 lbs. or more
than a ton. It would act upon our bodies
with crushing effect were it not that the

pressure, operating in all directions, proIf any gas or
duces an equilibrium.
liquid presses upon a surface with
a
force of 15 lbs. it is generally described
as having a pressure of one atmosphere.

Pneumatics

Now
to

if

we harness

work we enter

the air and put it
the science of

into

pneumatics in which we always have one
dependable force, v.z., the atmospheric
pressure of 15 lbs. to the square inch.
In addition to this we have the knowledge that air is elastic and can be expanded and compressed at will.

To impress on the mind of the reader
the real import of the force which the
atmospheric pressure of the air exerts
we will cite the case of a suction pump.
This might seem moi'e appropriate for a
lesson on hydraulics, but it is purely the
work of air, and it is pressure and not
suction which forces water to rise up
into the cylinder of a pump.
Let us picture an ordinary well pump
placed in a deep well with the cylinder
thirty-five feet above the surface of the
water. We will also assume that everything about the pump is perfect so that
there is no possibility of leakage. In the
bottom of the cylinder is a gravity valve,
and on the bucket is a similar valve.
Gravity will of course keep the valves
closed unless some force is applied to
open them. As we" raise the handle of
the pump and thereby lower the bucket,
the bucket valve raises and allows the
air in the cylinder to pass up above the
When we shove down on the
bucket.
handle and I'aise the bucket, the bucket
valve automatically closes and the air
which formerly filled the cylinder is expelled.
This would leave the space within the cylinder in a state of partial vacuum were it not for the bottom valve
opening from the pressure on the outside, viz., the 14.7 lbs. of atmospheric
pressure. This acts exactly the same as
the weight on a scale which bears down
on one end and forces the other end up.
The water in the well yields from this
pressure sufficient to force enough water
up into the pipe to bring the inside into
equilibrium with the pressure outside.
As we repeat this operation the water
continues to be forced up the pipe to take
the place of the air which is being removed until the 34 feet is reached, after
which it will rise no more, for the reason
that it exactly balances with the atmospheric pressure on the outside.

Of course at the altitude of inland lowhich are considerably above sea
level the air will not be so heavy and will
not force 34 feet of water, and with ordinary pump work which might not be
real perfect it is not considered good
practice to attempt much more than 25
calities
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gin to

make use

of air as a force.

An

shown

in the

which

illustration are a cylinder

a piston having a rod
supplied with an eye or a hook at
its lower end.
The air pipe is connected
to the compressed air tank, or to the
pipe leading from this tank, by a hose
and the air is admitted to the cylinder
by the three-way cock which is operated
by the chain and which is shown in three
views at the right of the illustration.
The three-way cock is so constructed
that when in the position shown at the
cylinder with the chains hanging even
the valve is closed as shown in the second view to the right. By pulling on the
chain to the left the ports in the cock
will appear as in the top view to the
right, letting the compressed air enter
the cylinder below the piston, thus raising the piston. When high enough the
chain to the right is pulled, bringing the
plug back as in the second view and holding the piston in a position of rest. By
pulling the chain on the right still further and bringing the plug to the position shown in' the third view the air in
the cylinder will follow the course of the
The speed at which
piston to descend.
the piston ascends or descends can be
regulated to a nicety by carefully handling the chain which controls the threeway plug.
This is an excellent device for drawing difficult patterns as by admitting a
very small amount of air the pattern can
be drawn very slowly and the air acting
like a cushion prevents any jolting or
jarring such as would be occasioned if J
It is also handy for]
chains are used.
handling empty ladles about the cupola,]
for lifting cores at the oven or for setting cores, or in fact for any crane job
There are other
within its capacity.
types of pneumatic hoists which will bej
shown later on in an article on cranes!
in

that

slides

is

i

j

and

hoists.

feet.

Now, as we have said, air can be expanded or compressed. If the pump just
described had no opening at the bottom
every stroke would have removed some
of the air and what remained would expand and of course be less dense. If continued until all the air is removed a vacuum will be the result. Now all of this
can be reversed and air can be forced
into the cylinder at a pressure above the
atmospheric pressure. Thus if we have
the bottom open and close the top and
then work the lever we will have compressed air in the cylinder. If we connect this to a tank and continue to operate the pump we will fill the tank with
compre.ssed air.
Th.e pressure may be
is
desired
raised to whatever degree
within the tank's ability to stand the
strain.
From this point we be-

'

almost limitless number of uses can be
made of it if connected to the proper
kind of appliances.
In Fig. 3 will be
seen an air hoist of standard design. The
principal features of this hoist, which are

MECHANISM OF AIR4 — INTERNAL
SQUEEZING. PATTERN-DRAWING. MOLDING
MACHINE.

FIG.
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Pneumatic Molding Machines
The manner in which compressed

air

can be made to do practically every operation on a molding- niachine is of particular interest.
As every foundryman
knows, the sand in a molci requires to be

rammed, tucked, squeezed,

jolted or

made

hard by whatever nieans appears most
adaptable to the work in hand.
If the
mold is to be squeezed it can be put into
any sort of a vise aiid the operation per-

"

--"'
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thus opening the pop throttle valve and
admitting compressed air to the squeezing cylinder.
When the pressure gauge indicates
that the sand has been squeezed to the
proper density, the operator releases
the vahe lever and allows the
piston
with the members carried by it to re-

sume

their

normal position.

After the yoke is thrown back the
drawing of the pattern is accomplished
by raising the operating lever of the machine, thereby admitting compressed air
into

the

oil

tank,

thus

forcing the

oil

through the opening (1) in the patterndrawing cylinder, which causes the pattern-drawing piston to rise carrying with
it the flask frame and flask, thus liftiYig
the mold from the pattern.

:

When

the operating lever

draw the pattern

it

is

raised to

also admits the

com-

pressed air into the vibrator which vibrates the pattern as the mold is being
raised from it.
The nipple (1)

where the oil enters
the pattern-drawing cylinder will be seen

PUte 4.146239

FIG.

5— SHOWING INTERNAL MECHANISM
OF J.'XRRING MACHINE.

formed, but some inethods are better
than others.
For work within certain
limits it is quite possible to jump on a
lever to do the squeezing and in many
cases it is about as good a method as
any, but the limitations are necessarily
restricted so that other means are necessary and there is nothing to compare
with compressed air. As an example we
will take the power squeezing, pattern
drawing, vibrating machine for molding
from split patterns. Air would perform
all the operations if required to do so,
but for the pattern drawing it has been
found advisable to use oil in conjuction
with the air. The oil, however, is con-

by the air, which makes
pneumatic operation.

trolled
ity a

I

it

in real-

In the sketch Fig. 4 will be seen the
internal mechanism of one of these machines.
Attached to the bottom frame
of the machine will be seen the main
cylinder, inside of which is the main
piston which carries inside of it a smaller
cylinder which in turn is fitted with a
piston.
The main or outer cylinder is
the squeezing cylinder and the inner one
is for drawing the pattern.
The space
inside of the main piston and surrounding the inner cylinder is filled with oil.
The pattern-drawing piston is not connected to the table on which the patterns
are placed as the patterns are drawn by
lifting the mold from them.
The patterns rest on the table supported by the
main cylinder and the flask rests upon
the frame supported by
the
pattern-

to be

screwed

in until it

almost touches

the piston, thus admitting the oil very
slowly and raising the piston equally as
As the piston raises past the
slowly.
nipple, thus allowing the oil to enter
more rapidly, the piston picks up speed
until the nipple is entirely open when
remainder of the stroke will be
the
rapid.
This arrangement insures a slow draw
until the mold is free from the patterns.
By releasing the operating lever the
air is discharged from the pattern-drawing cylinder and the piston and flask

frame resume

their

normal

position. This

place while the operator is
removing the mold to the floor, the check
valve (2) opening and allowing the oil
to escape much faster than would be the
case if the opening (1) had to let it all
will

take

out.

Jolting Machines
Another operation which is performed
with air as the motive power is jolting
the molds.
This is probably the most
universally employed of any of the processes in the foundry and some machines
include the jolter along with the squeezer
and other devices. The main features of
the jolting machine will be seen in the
The valve arrangeengraving Fig. 5.
ment for reversing is similar to that of
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the chipping hammer and will be described under that heading.
(1) is the
base, (2) is the table, (3) the inside body,
(4) valve piston, (5) valve body cap, (6)
bumper frame, (7) connection pipe, (8)
is the piston or plunger, (9) operating
stud, (11) piston ring, (14) table bolt,
and (15) is the cylinder. In opei-ating
the jolter the flask and pattern are
placed on the table and the table jolted
up and down, and the sand, from its own

weight and momentum settles down into
every detail of the pattern, making a
mold of superior quality, and jolted to
any degree of density. The jolting operation is performed by letting the compressed air into the supply pipe where it
passes into the valve, through the connection pipe (7) and into the cylinder
As the air expands it raises the
(15).
plunger (8) and in so doing reverses the

The

valve, thus cutting off the pressure.

plunger will now be high enough to allow
the air to escape through the exhaust
pipe, allowing the plunger to descend
and the table (2) to jar against the
bumper frame (6). This operation is repeated until the desired degree of density is accomplished.
It must not be taken from this that
the dead weight of the table falls upon
the solid iron bumper, as this would
cause a commotion \v. the foundry and do
damage to molds in all parts of the shop
and in all probability destroy the mold
which is being jolted. The air under the
piston is not all exhausted into the outer
atmosphere, but some is held as a cushion so that the table is almost on the
point of reversing its motion when it
strikes.
Some makes of machine will in
addition have springs and leather bumpers and different devices to deaden the
shock. It must be remembered that it is
not the noise of the blow which does the
work, but that it is the momentum of the
sand itself, and if the motion of the machine could be reversed quick enough
be
without striking a blow it would
Jarring machines
equally as effective.
are now made which successfully do the

Pneumatic jara barred cope.
ring machines are used on very small

work on

work and on every
sixteen feet square

size of work up to
and perhaps larger.

The Cupola Blower
The cupola blower is an example

of

an

drawing piston.
In operating the machine the half flask
put in position over the pins in the
flask-frame of the machine. After putting in the sand the yoke which is shown
supported by the two side irons and
is

which can be swung backward and forward is drawn forward and air pressure
applied by pressing the operating lever.

"-^
CENTRE SHOWS THE VANES
ALSO TO RENDER THE AN
THIRD VIEW SHOWS GENERAL CONSTRUCTION OF FAN.

FIG 6— FIRST VIEW SHOWS VANES OF FAN. SMALL VIEW IN
W'lTH SIDES RIVETED ON TO PREVENT WASTE OF AIR AND

NOISELESS.

i

'
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instrument the reverse to that we have
been describing. In this the air is controlled by the machine and not the machine controlled by the air. There are
many designs of blower but all are confined to one or the other of the two types,
viz., the fan and the positive blower.
The two types are here shown. Dr. Edward Kirk, the renowned cupola expert,
says of them that he has melted iron in
cupolas where both types have been used
and he has also seen a lot of melting
done with both, and has concluded that
fast and economical melting can be done
with either if the cupola is properly
managed. This is certainly true, as no
machine can give satisfaction unless
given a show. However, each of these
types has its advocates and both are extensively used in supplying cupola blast.
The question of superiority of one typeover the other is one that has been extensively exploited and for which extravagant claims have been made by the
manufacturers of each and proved by

periment which was tried out in a blacksmith shop some years ago with remark-

To-day, in peace, the varied applications are greater than ever, and range

The driving rig was removed from an ordinary portable forge
and the nozzle (B) was screwed in the

from tipping a

able success.

so that the a^r current would impinge on the vanes of the fan (A). The
amount of throttle opening required is
shell

very small to drive ihe fan at a high rate
of speed, so that it is remarkably economical of air. The blast furnished is

almost an ideal one for this purpose, and
one canable of the closest regulation.

By

the device

compressed

the

shown
air

in the illustration

supplies a blast of

the bottom and is carried from one airtight pocket to another by the revolving
impellers until discharged through the
outlet at the top.
The impeller as will
be seen must be exact in order that they
will fit perfectly in any position.
The

laying out would not be as difficult as the
machining to get the exact epi-cycloidal
and hypo-cycloidal curves. These curves
are not always complete as shown but
Tiave a section on the outside of the im-

peller

which follows the curve of the
and into the concaved side of the

other impeller.
Another device where air is the motive
force as well as the product is shown in
the illustration Fig. 8. This is an ex-

and cost.
your industry, yet
be profitably handled

blast with profit in time

Some processes
unthought of, may
by sand-blasting.

in

8- EXPERIMENT TRIED ON A FAN
WHICH GAVE ASTONISHING RESULTS.

FIG.

many

times

its

own volume, and with

all

the pressure required.
These are just a few examples of
is accomplished with air as an aid.

what
Every molder who has worked where compressed air was available knows its advantages for blowing- out deep pockets in
Every scratch-room man knows
its advantages in chipping castings with
the pneumatic chisel and in cleaning the
castings with the revolving steel brush
or with the sand blast. The pneumatic
rammer is a tool once used always used,
and the pneumatic vibrator for drawing
patterns is a big advantage on many
classes of work. All told, compressed air
is one of the most important adjuncts to
the successful operation of the foundry.
a mold.

THE SAND-BLASTING MACHINE
The following letter received from a
manufacturer in the United States would
appear to be appropriate for publication
in this issue inasmuch as compressed air,
or air under pressure is one of the main
factors in the operation of the sand blast
machinery. The sand blast machine is
not a substitute for any other device but
covers a field of its own.
In the United States alone, purchases
of sand blast equipment in 1920 are comparatively 800 per cent, greater than in
1914 based on the sales of this comFor many years the sand blast had
been adopted by only the more progressive and far-sighted of manufacturers.
Suddenly, stress of necessity in war for
a quick, thorough and economical cleaning, forced a recognition of its many
advantages in nearly every industry.
The Government used the sand blast
in many lines of production, from heavy
battleship armaments to intricate aeroplane parts and Victory medals.

We

heard no complaints
we had a
suggestion from one on how to proceed
This system, while
without kindling.
being quite common in the United States,
has not yet become common practice in
It is, however, gaining
this country.
quite a foothold, and is undoubtedly the
coming system, and for this reason we
are prepared to admit that it is entitled
The method alto proper consideration.
luded to is that of using an oil burner
outside of the cupola and blowing the
flame through the breast opening into the
coke bed. The preparation of the cupola
is practically the same as for wood, with
on

all

sides.

from any

pany.

shell

size, shape and character
of
production,
whether castings,
forgings, stampings, sheet, plate, structural shapes or heat-treated parts, as
well as pottery, chinaware, glass, etc.,
are feeling the magic touch of the sand

In our last issue we answered a quesfrom a prospective foundry foreman
who wanted information on how to prepare the cupola and take off the heat. In
our explanations we described, along with
other things, how to place the kindling
in the cupola so as to insure an even fire

—

TIG. 7— End view of positive blast machine. The
air follows the course of the arrows and is forced
as though in a pump.

Every

metal

tion

to their own satisfaction as well as
that of their patrons; and where such

claims can be proved there must be some
good points in each.
With the fan, centrifugal force throws
the air to the outside of the blades and
in so doing creates a vacuum or suction
at the centre which draws in more air
to be thrown to the outside.
By referring to the sketch Fig. 6 it will be seen
that the air enters at the centre and the
vanes by slanting back at the circumference assist the centrifugal force to
drive it with greater force away from the
centre and out of the outlet. With the
positive blower, Fig. 7, the air enters at

steel pen point to cleaning the largest steel castings.

LIGHT FIRE IN CUPOLA WITHOUT
KINDLING WOOD

them
i;o

Volume XI.

of our readers, but

the exception that the first three layers
of coke have to be put in so as to allow
the flame to be properly distributed. This
is not difficult, but it requires some car*
and in order to enlighten those who

contemplate adopting this method we will
endeavor to prepare the illustrations and
describe in our January issue how to
prepare the cupola for lighting up without wood.
section of this issue we
to interest the reader
in the advisability of having compressed
air in the foundry.
If compressed air is
installed, the oil burner is of trifling ad^
ditional expense, but if not a hand arrangement for the use of the burner can
be procured which gives equal satisfac-

In the

first

have endeavored

tion.

Work

Winter.— The dredge "Cyc-

all

thing of its kind in
not to be stored away for
winter but is being taken to the Chippewa
Power Canal, where it will continue "to
The big craft
eat up" sand all winter.
will
assistance in getting
be a great
more power for Ontario on the Hydro
development.
lone," the largest

the world,

is

Brantford, Ontario, is contemplating
the erection of a technical school at an
estimated cost of $320,000.

ti-nil.or.

}
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Pouring Temperatures
Why

as

Affecting Shrinkage

—

Shrinkage Decreases as Temperature Rises Advantages of
Hot Pouring Precautions to Be Taken Against Burning in of
Cores Caution Necessary to Avoid Extreme Oxidation and the
Occlusion and Expulsion of Gases Resulting in Porosity.

—

—

By

THIS

chiefly
discussion concei'iis
castings in which bulk is heavy
or variable or the ratio of volume
to surface high. Examples are a 6-inch
cube, a 5-inch pin brass 12 inches long,
a valve body, a flanged bushing, etc. In
using the word shrinkage we obs^'rvc
the sense of drawing, sinking or receding of metal at its highest or heaviest
casting vicinities of between the variables of bulk where the shrinkaga is
unusually strong and exceedingly local.
Briefly the propositions at hand are:
1. Shrinkage decreases as temperature

compactness ad"vance with temperature.
dangerous
closely defined and
3. A
limit intercepts
a rising temperature,
marking the activity of gases and oxides
and making for a most distressing condiCleanliness

this article is
version was read at

an abbreviated
American Foundrymen's Conthe
in Ocvention at Columbus, Ohio,
tober last, by Mr. Clarke, of the
Nolte Brass Co., Springfield, Ohio.
Mr. Clarke quoted
.-Vt the convention
in support of
several actual cases
La.k of space prehis arguments.
cludes our reproducing them here,
but the reader will find that sufficient explanation is given to enable
him to fully understand the points
Editor.
dealt with.

—

molding

Fluidity Is Factor in Shrinkage

That shrinkage should decrease with
temperature is an apparent contradiction,
since expansion's law is to advance with
temperature and measure a corresponding contraction in return to normal. No
doubt the explanation rests in part at
least on the greater fluidity enabling the
metal to generate and transmit higher
gate pressure, run the mold more searchingly and establish and maintain better

communication between its parts.
The primary advantage of hot pouring
is a clean, solid, unshrunken casting realized through a comparatively small gate
easily removed.

Requirements of Hot Metal Mold

and

tion in the castings.
4. Hot pouring necessitates
Avith that end in view.

Instances could be cited

where a change of gating practice and
pouring temperature reduced the gate
metal from 100 pounds to 20 pounds and
cut down cleaning time and expense,
melting loss, etc., correspondingly.
Additional advantages are the suppression of hair line fracture, of gate pin
holes, and the nullified effect of molding
inconsistence to which cold metal is so
peculiarly sensitive.
Against a hard
cope or damp core cold metal immediately rebels and solidifies, preserving the
effect.
Hot metal contends against the
condition and often prolongs fluidity beyond the activity of the cause.
The hair line fracture is a modified
form of recession deriving fi'om unequal
contraction and intensifying with erratic
molding such as wet sand, hard ramming,
sparse venting, etc. By our experience it
seldom seriously attends hot pouring but
"to greater or less degree always emphasizes cold pouring.

CLARKE

The paper of which

Tises.
2.

R. R.

A

hot metal mold requires sand rather

dry, rammed hard, faced well, vented
freely and clamped or weighted securely

Similar precautions should
pouring.
be taken against the burning in of cores.
The author's experience lends to the
limitations
certain
belief that within
there is a suggestion of identity between
the running capacity of metal in light
resist
to
thin castings and its power
shrinkage in bulky castings or variables
between volume, that the ability of metal
at proper temperature to run a thin gate
in

and light casting

is

at least

an indication

same temperature
to transcourse the same gate to a clean,
Both
solid, unshrunken bulky casting.
of its function at the

experience and experiment contribute to
this inference under certain limitations
as previously stated.
Hot pouring and solid castings apply

more

more common copcopper-tin-lead and copper-tin-

tin,

lead,

lead-zinc alloys as 90 copper 10 tin, 88
copper 10 tin 2 zinc, 80 copper 10 tin 10
lead, 85 copper 3 tin 5 lead 3 zinc, and
weakens in those metals and combinations observing an unusually high contractive tendency. Among these are pure
copper, monel metal, yellow brass, manganese bronze, aluminum bronze, tobin
bronze, muntz metal and other high zinc
mixes. A further striking feature of
shrinkage is that new metals or combinations on first melting usually advance
shrinkage beyond that of a succeeding

manipulation. Metal melted and pigged
and then remelted and cast or that representing part new, part remelt will usually express shrinkage less than all

etc.

transgression is
sound as that of boiling slag. Metal at
such temperature will often appear
mushy and cold and consequently deceiv-

ing as to its temperature when judged
solely on its appearance of fluidity. These
are dangers we might state we have en-

countered mostly in air and oil melting.
On the other hand, cold pouring by virweakens cohesion,
tue of low fluidity
strengthens metals' power to hold and
include its dirt and dross and denies that
gate pressure deriving from the hydrostatic principles.

Many actual cases could be cited in
proof of these arguments, among them
the casting of heavy valve bodies, trolley
wheels, heavy pin brasses, large bushings, heavy gear wheels, brazing flanges,
pressure castings and many others.
The author regrets being unable to
furnish pyrometric rather than mere
judgment values on the temperatures to
which he has made reference throughout
feeling that such definite information
would greatly increase the value of his
remarks. However, this information is
foreign to his knowledge and experience
and

therefore
submit.

beyond

NEW

directly to the

per-tin,

surface
looking
arising
such as
Another phenomena of
a spattering or crackling

ance, sometimes a dull-colored
crust and sometimes a wicked
exhibition of the varying colors
from the different constituents

his

power

to

LINE

The National Electro Products, Ltd.,
Toronto, who are at present manufacturers of electrolytic oxygen and hydrogen by an electrolytic process, have added still another line, namely that of
Purox equipment. This line includes a
complete range of oxy-acetylene and oxyhydrogen welding and cutting torches,
decarbonizing and lead burning outfits,
gauges, regulators, hose, goggles, welding rods, fluxes, etc. This is a new line
the
in Canada but has been used in
United States for the past five or six
The first time this line was
years.
shown in Canada was at the Toronto
favorable
Exhibition, and they drew

comment

at this time.

new

metal cast on first melting.
High pouring temperatures are critical
chiefly because of extreme oxidation and
the occlusion and expulsion of gases resulting in porosity. They therefore call
for extreme caution and high-powered
judgment. Beyond the danger line metal
has sometimes a curdled-milk appear-

The Sterling Action & Piano Co., Toronto, acting for an English company, has
purchased a block of land at the corner
of

Church and Newcastle

streets.

New

Toronto, where it is proposed to erect a
factory for the manufacture of musical
instruments, accessories, etc.
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Patterns for Sweeping Cylindrical Molds
Demonstrating the Appliances for Sweeping Instead of Making
a Complete Pattern
The Method of Molding is Also Shown.

—

By CHARLES A. OTTO

CASTINGS

of a cylindrical characlend themselves particularly
to a variety of contrivances for
limiting the amount of pattern-making
ter

necessary to produce the required molcis.
When the diameter of the requisite casting:

is

length,

small, in comparison
a loam pattern
is

made about a

spindle

with

its

frequently
rotated horizon-

for dealing; with the work in the manner
herein described, castings can be eco-

nomically produceu.

The pattern work consists of a number
of sweeping boards and such subsidiary
pattern sections as are more conveniently made in wood, to be attached t&
the main loam pattern when it is completed and dried.
The first board is a
print board for sweeping out a recess to
serve as a guide foi the center core. The
diameter of this core being three feet,
it is not essential that the guide should

be daep, a depth of two inches would be
ample.
The pattern board is made
straight, with the exception of a projecting piece at the top for sweeping out
a recess into which a wood flange can
be put. It is convenient to knock a nail
in the edge of this board, as indicated on
the sketch Fig. 2, to make a horizontal
mark about the loam pattern and save
tiouble in setting the branches.

A

gauge

necessary for convenience
boards and a method of
checking back to give the core diameter
is

in setting the

is

illustrated.

For a casting of this description it is
advantageous to have a head cast on and
a sweeping board is necessary to form
the outside shape of the head decided
upon.
The form of head shown in the
sketch is very frequently used, varying
in height from 6
15 inches, according
to individual experience and the pressure
to be sustained by the resultant casting.
The main core board in this instance is
straight and made long enough to carry
the print, and whatever height of head
10 be cast on.
It will be noticed that the
long boards consist of two pieces of timber half lapped together and havinji
struts attached to steady the board when
sweeping. This type of board is serviceable in use.
It is advisable to leave the
centers
clearly
marked on all these
boards and on the gauge stick also so
that they may be cut when the diameter
of the spindle to be used is definitely decided upon. In addition to the sweeping
boards a number of sectional pieces and
.two core boxes are necessary, as indicated in Fig. 3. Two branches, having
their flanges cut for drawing into the
mold or fitting loosely over the coreprints when it is intended to use a loam
cake, form the largest item of actual
pattern-making.
Full flanges are required for both top and bottom, in the
latter case the segments are cut to fit
against the loam body, whereas, for the
top, the segments must be wider to fill
up the recess swept out for their support.
In both cases it is necessary to
make one of the segments a key piece,
since they are to be withdrawn into the

mold.

It saves the molder trouble if the
inside edge of this key piece is clearly
marked to indicate that it is the first
piece to be withdrawn.
In cylindrical

this character, when a head is
cast on, it is the general practice to increase the thickness of metal comprising
the head and cast the full circumference.

work of

Such a method gives
strain to the casting

may

an

when

unnecessary
cooling and

change of form after the
removed. To alleviate this difficulty it is good practice to break the continuity of the head by inserting cores
about two inches in thickness. With this
end in view it is necessary to make
head

result in a
is

prints to rest upon the top flange and
against the loam pattern of the head;
four will suffice. Two core boxes are required, one to form the branch cores and
the other for the rectangular cores to
divide the head. Fig. 3 illustrates a pin
board suitable for making the branch
cores. This method is cheaper than making a full core-box and the core takes no
longer to make.
The bottom board carries a piece shaped to the curve of the
main core and cut to the diameter of the
branch core. A turned pin is made to
revolve in the center, to which is attached a sweeping board
made long
enough to have a bcarance on the bottom
board.

(,'j

tally, the desired

shape being formed by

a profiled, edged board maintained at the
necessary distance from the spindle to
insure the correct aiameter.
When the
diameter of the required casting is large

however, it is much more convenient to
make use of a vertical spindle.
In principle the two methods are simi-

adoption being determined according to the form and number of castings required.
Though additional work
lar, their

thrown upon the foundry in the production of such castings by sweeping the
molds, the low cost of the pattern work
more than compensates, and, as a rule,
when only one or two castings are required it provides the most economical
method of dealing with cylindrical work.
The sketch shown in Fig. 1 illustrates
a type of casting for which sweepingprovides an excellent means of preparing
a mold. There are many methods adopted.
Sometimes the cope is swept out, or
a loam pattern is formed and the cope is
built about it with bricks and loam, or a
loam pattern may be used for producing
the mold in dry sand. The combination
of loam and dry sand in the production
of such a mold is frequently resorted to,
and, providing the foundry has facilities
is

It will be observed that all the sweeping boards illustrated are chamfered to
be worked with the left hand of the operator, the right hand being used to
apply the loam. This practice is, how-

December.

FOUNDRY
would be ample.

MAN
When

Some molders

prefer

joints alternating

work the reverse way, being

some-

the brickwork is ou;lt up, loam is applied
to the outside, and the board rotated to
sweep the necessary shape.
The loam pattern, when completed,

ever, not general.
to

CANADIAN
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times referred to as a clockwise motion.

The

first

sists in

operation in the foundry con-

sweeping

tlie

bearancc by means

of the print boarvl.
The general preparation is illustrated in Fig. 4. A foundation plate of suitable dimensions is supported on a bogie plate, a suitable spindle, socket and spider are located for
convenience
in taking
the
sweeping
board. A considerable amount of spindle
work of this description is done by fixing
spider
the spindle and ^evolving the

about it, using a fixed collar to prevent it
dropping, or, the spindle may revolve
between centers, the top being connected
with a wall brace.
In this article another method is shov^'n which dispenses
with the wall brace The socket or footstep carries a long tapered hole into
which the machined spindle fits accurately; a lubricant is applied so that the
spindle revolves easily in
its
socket.

When

a three-inch spindle is used a considerable height can be swept without
the necessity of counterbalancing the
board and spider. If the sweeping board
is cut to fit dead against the spindle, the
gauge stick need only be used to check
the diameter of the print swept out. The
board may be bolted to the spider or

should be allowed to stiffen before moving it into an oven to be dried unless
there are facilities for moving it without
jolting which might cause the pattern to
sag a little.
The pattern for the head can be
formed in very much the same manner.
In this case, a le\el bearance is necessary, and a lifting plate is required to be

bedded

work

loam upon which the brickas shown in Fig. 6. This

in

is built,

In many iron
too requires to be dried.
foundries special floors are set apart for
loam work, each having an oven adjoining to which the day's work is transferred for drying during the night.
When these loam patterns are dry they
can be lifted to ti^c dry sand floor. In
some cases, the iiold is formed above
the floor, a bearance being made to take
the foundation plate and using a deep
box or a series of shallow boxes, to make
up the height to the top of the head.

simply secured by means of clamps. The
foundation plate usually carries a large
number of short daggers so that the
loam will adhere and the height of these
determine the thickness of loam forming
the bearance at the bottom of the print,
usually about 1 to 1% inches. When the
board is set against the spindle and secured to the spider, a bedding of loam
applied to the plate and where possible
a layer of bricks set in to make up the
space between the board and plate, leaving about *i inch for the final application of loam; the board being rotated to
sweep the required shape. Where it is
not convenient to use ordinary bricks and
the thickness of loam necessitates stiffening to prevent sagging, dried loam
is

make two gauge

irons as indicated in Fig. 5 to take the diameter of
the loam pattern. These are set into the

ient

to

brickwork during the time of building,
forming a check on the correct diameter

A dusting of parting
given to the bearance, and loam
and bricks are applied, leaving a space
of about I2 inch between the bricks and
sweeping board. The brickwork used in
the construction of a pattern need not be
so substantial as i.^ necessary for the
center core, a sing'.e brick wall with the

when sweeping.
sand

is

pattern is then lowered into position and
preparation made to locate the various
wood pattern sections. Frequently, the

pattern-maker is called upon to "mark
off' the loam dummy, as it is called
sometimes, and set the pattern sections
in position.
It is necessary to determine
centers directly opposite to each other
for the branches.

The mark cut

into the

dummy

while swec'iing gives the horizontal center, and by making use of this
line a vertical line can easily be struck
from which the periphery can be divided
The segments
into
four equal parts.
forming the bottom flange need only be
set against the body, resting on the loam
bearance; the branches wedged into their
correct position, as shown in Fig. 7, the
top flanges can be set in the recess after
the dead piece has been located, and then
the four prints A should be set for the
purpose of dividing the head. The setting completed, the molders can proceed
It is necessary to
to ram up the job.
have milled sand against the pattern but
it can be backed up with ordinary floor
sand. Commencing just over the bottom
flange, and, at intervals of about 10 or
12 inches above it, rodding is necessary
Any odd
to give support to the sand.
pieces of cast or wrought iron will suffice,
providing they ai'e 9 or 10 inches long.
These rods should be clay-washed, bedded
into the sand about three or four inches
apart and radiating into the center of
the loam pattern. As the process of ramming proceeds and the branches become
embedded, the stays can be removed and
the screws or skewers taken out of the
introduce
to
It is advisable
flanges.
ashes off the branch prints and ram up a
vent pipe from them to the surface of
The general construction of
the case.
the mold is illustrated by the part secIt is, of course, necessary
tion Fig. 8.
to rod the sand over the branches. When
the sand

is

rammed up and

levelled off

flush with the top of the case and

loam

pattern, the cover box can be located and
guides driven into the sand surrounding
the case and against the cover box.
part section of a suitable cover box is

A

may

The
be worked in with advantage.
bearance, v.hen swept, need not necessarily be dried, but it should be allowed
to stiffen for an hoar or so before a commencement is made with the pattern.
The pattern board, having been cut to
suit the spindle, is set parallel to the
spindle by means of the gauge stick, and
to prevent the end of the board sinking
into a green bearance a strip of sheet
iron should be used for it to rest upon
during the time of netting. It is conven-
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in Fig. 8, having supporting bars
about 11 inches apart and at right angles
Gate and riser sticks reto each other.
Work of this type is
quire to be set.
sometimes run from the bottom flange
only, or a certain amount of metal may
be supplied from the bottom at first and
the remainder supplied direct from the
top, but generally equally as good results
can be obtained by running the whole job

shown

This method presents casting

difficulties,

when

tho travellers are comparatively low, necessitating either a
part or the whole of the job being made
latter method
It is the
in the floor.
which is herein described.
In those foundries which are rarely
called upon to deal with work of this description the usual plan is to prepare a
accommodate the
pit large enough to
especially

work; but

if

the

amount

of

work war-

preferable to sink a case
into the foundry floor, and, to prevent
any risk from water, it should have a
bottom plate secured to it. It is necessary to prepare a level bearance at a
distance from the top of the case equal
to the full height of the combined loam
patterns and the foundation plate, as
rants

it,

it

illustrated

is

in

Fig.

7.

The main loam

top, following the center
necessarv to keep clear of the
branch cores and also the small head
Twelve gate sticks can
division cores.
be set, half of which would serve as risers. The whole of the cover box need not
oe rammed up but only such as will give
a reasonable covering to the mold.

direct

from the

core.

It is

When

the cover

strip the

is

completed,

it

can be

commencement made to
mold. The loam pattern form-

removed and

a

ing the head can be easily withdrawn in
its entirety, but the main loam pattern
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cannot be removed whole, it must be
bi'oken and taken out gradually until the

mold is cleared. The inside is swabbed
and sleeked over, brads being used to
corners surrounding pattern
and any unnecessary sharp corners rounded off. It is advisable to draw
the branches first and sleek off before
the bottom flange is withdrawn, the top
flange and prints being the last to be
removed. Molds made in the foundry
floor must be dried in place, either gas
reinforce
sections,

or oil may be used as the fuel, or, the oldfashioned coke fire may be the means of
providing the necessary heat, according
to the facilities available; in any case
the cover box should be supported over
the mold so as to partially close it and
make the best use of the heat. During
the preparation of the mold the cores will
require to be made.
The four small
cores of the head are readily made and
no venting is necessary.
The branch
cores need grids having a number
of
prods or gaggers surrounding them.
These are bedded into loam on the
shaped center of the pin board and loam
built up to cover the gaggers.
These
cores are not usually finished at one operation, but are allowed to stand until
partially dried, wi.en they will take a
finishing coat better.
After removing
the pin it is necessary to make up that
part of the core which comes into contact
with the main core, the remainder can
be filled with ashes. The main core is
built up on a level bearance in a somewhat similar manner as the loam pattern
excepting that a plate is required to
form the bottom, and strong enough to
support the full weight of the
core.
More care is required in the construction
of this core than is necessary for the
loam pattern, since it is to withstand the
pressure of the molten metal. No gauge
irons are used, hence the work must be
tested after it has been swept as a check
against the correct setting of the sweeping board.
The general formation of
this core is shown in Fig. 9.
When the
mold and cores are dry, all parts with
which the molten metal comes into contact should be blackwashed and again

thoroughly

dried.

Runner

and

riser

basins require to be prepared, two of the
type indicated in Fig. 11 would fulfil requirements.
It is a good plan also to
prepare stoppers to cover the gates in
the runner until sufficient metal has been
poured to form a head in the runner,
this method tends to keep any dirt on
the surface and prevents it entering the
mold. When all are properly dried, the
job can be fitted together and closed preparatory to casting. The branch cores
are inserted, a contact being first made
with the ashes for venting. These cores
should be at least Vi inch clear of the
position to be taken up by the main core
and chaplets are necessary to maintain
this position.
The main core is next
the
small
carefully lowered and then
head cores inserted.
The mold should
be carefully inspected before finally
closing, a candle attached to a piece of

wire can be suspended, when any damage
done while lowering the main core is
When all is clear the
likely to be seen.
cover is lowered into its relative position,
the runners set and grouted into their
respective places aiid the box parts bolted
or clamped together ready to receive the
The methoc^ described is espemetal.
cially useful to the jobbing foundry when
additional work can be done in the foundry at a considerable reduction in pattern work.

A MOLDER'S SUGGESTIONS ON
MAKING PATTERNS
It sometimes happens that a molder
can stumble upon ideas which are of
value but which would not come into
the pattern-maker's head because he
would not be likely to realize the differI
ence it would make to the molder.
have in mind one idea which is sometimes adopted because it is the easiest
way to make the pattern but not because
As
it is any advantage to the molder.
an illustration of what I am referring to
I will cite the case of a break-shoe such
as I have seen made for street cars. As
will be seen, there is a lug on the back

UPPER LEFT SHOWS LUG DOWELLED ON
RIGHT SHOWS METHOD DESCRIBED.
which could not possibly be drawn out
of the mold unless it is loose on the
pattern.
The average pattern-maker
woulc^ dowell that lug to the body of the
pattern, making it necessary to dig out
the dowell holes each time and then hold
the lug firm with one hand while tucking
If the molder
the sand with the other.
is careful enough to never have one of
the castings with a crooked lug he is
above the average of molders. By having a portion of the main body of the
casting attached to the lug as shown in
the picture, all the molder has to do is
to blow the loose sand out of the pocket
in the pattern and drop the lug with its
accompanying foundation into place and
the pattern is as substantial as though
This method of pattern
all in one piece.

making can be worked to advantage on
almost any job where there are to be
lugs projecting; Instead of dowelling the
lug to the pattern it can be fastened to
a portion of the pattern which is to be
let into the main body as shown in the
This will always insure a
break-shoe.
correct job, neater in appearance and
If several projections are
easier done.
on the pattern they can frequently be

fastended to the same loose section
thereby making a much greater saving
of time.

Yoluine XI.

REPAIRING LIPS AND BOTTOMS OF
STEEL KETTLES
Owing to the nature of the smelting
process followed at the Nickelton, Ont.,
British-American Nickel
plant of the
Corporation the slag obtained sometimes
runs high in matte, the action of which
is very destructive to steel kettles, tending to wash away the steel at the point
of contact and injure the kettle beyond
further practical usefulness.
The company has recently been getting
economical results by reclaiming its
kettles by means of Thermit welding. In
two cases described pieces of steel were
forged and welded to the kettle rather
than completely filling up the burnt
By this
areas with Thermit steel.
method undue contraction strains were
minimized.
In the case of a kettle with two holes
bottom three patches were made
instead of two owing to the irregularity
of the holes and the facility of making
two patches easier than one irregular
in the

In lining up the patches approxiinch was provided at the edges
for the entrance later of Thermit steel|
These patches were surrounded by a yel-

patch.

mately

1

low wax pattern and the usual Thermit
welding practice then followed.
In arranging riser patterns these patterns were used both inside and outside,,
one coming off at the high point and two
others placed about half way down on
the wax. These latter two served to take
care of the shrinkage of metal when the
weld started to cool.
The welding of the bottom was spread
over two operations owing to the fact
that there was insufficient material on
hand to complete the job the first time.

Welds Made on the Sides

of Kettles

In the case of welds made on the sides
of kettles care must be taken not to put
too much stock in the collar of the weld,

otherwise there would be a tendency to
retard the clearing, or so-called skullingof the kettle. In applying the wax collar
the wax should be from Vs in. to 3-16 in.
fuller than finished shape in order to
allow the shrinkage during contraction.
blackIn forging the lip patch the
smiths followed the outline of the cut
material, cutting and shaping it to proIt was no
vide a space of about 1 in.
small job to shape the patch, and it is
believed that in future repairs of this
kind time can be saved by cutting away
the kettle to a square shape as shown
The
in one of the sketches shown us.
lower portion will not then lend itself
readily to melting down during the preheating operation. It may also be preferable to cast the lips of steel rather

than forge them.

A company

in

which B. L. Banford

is

interested will be incorporated to take
over a factory at Listowel, Ont., and install new equipment at a cost of $50,000
for the manufacture of steel, wire and
wooden wheels.
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CLAMPING DOWN CHAPLETS
The illustration here shown will tell a
story which most moldcrs have experienced, but which few molders seem to
The
think worthy of investigation.
chaplet shown in the picture should be
under the wedges instead of alongside
of them, but that is not the point to be
discussed. The chaplet, as the molder is
aware, is put in place before closing the

Think this over, molders, and see if
you don't agree with me that clamps put
on so as to both point towards the same
end of the flask have a better chance to
clamps
than
hold the mold together
If you
pointing in opposite directions.
don't think so, write to the Canadian
Foundryman and give your reasons, and
help to improve the molders' profession.

METHOD OF MAKING MAN -HOLE
Canadian Foundryman
which sewer castings
vvere shown has tempted me to describe
one which I think is entitled to some

The

article

in

a short time

ago

recognition.

In

in

the

illustration

will be seen cross section of

Fig.

main casting pattern without inner
Clamps

to

direction

the

left

both

inclining

and nearly plumb.

in

the

same

Those to the right

manner with nothing to
prevent them from turning when upward pressure
clamped

in

the

relieves

usual

friction

against the

flask.

mold. When the mold is closed a chaplet
bar is placed across the mold, as shown
in the illustration, and wedges put between the chaplet and the bar to hold the
chaplet firm. Every molder knows how
to do this, but where he frequently uses
bad judgment is in putting on the clamps.
The idea of clamping "sun about" as
they call it, ajid as is shown at the right
in the illustration, is bad practice. When
the pressure of metal forces the chaplet
upwards it simply brings those clamps
to a perpendicular position, as there is
nothing to prevent it. The bar turns the
reverse way from that in which it has
been clamped, and the chaplet raises per-

haps an inch without changing its posiare
If both clamps
otherwise.
clamped in the same direction, as shown
at the left, the upward pressure can not
move them unless the chaplet bar is
thrown bodily towards one end of the
mold, taking the top of the chaplet with
If a gagger or any kind of a prop is
it.
placed between the chaplet and one of
the cross bars of the cope it will prevent
tion

any possibility of this occurring.
molder will look at the two views
illustration he will

see

how

little

If the

in the

there

prevent the clamps from becoming
loose in the one case and how impossible
It is of course
it would be in the other.
advisable at all times to have the clamps
as near straight up and down as possible,
but it is hard to have them perfectly
perpendicular. If molders will give it a
little thought, what possible reason can
they give for clamping a mold with the
If
the
clamps crossing each other?
guide pins are perfect they will prevent
is to

the cope from turning but there is always a risk and many a mold runs out
without the molder knowing what caused
it.
The pressure raised the cope a hundredth part of an inch and relieved the
friction on the parting and this allowed
the cope to turn enough to take up all
slack in the pins and in doing so raised
became
a little higher as the clamps
nearer to plumb, thus allowing the metal
to escape at the parting.

1

man-hole,
ring.
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and ramming the cope and lifting it
away, the pattern
drawn, leaving the
i.-;

ring in the sand. The ring will now be
drawn, piece at a time, towards the outside, but this will bi> easily accomplished,
as the sections project outward to the
amount of the shoulder, and the molder
simply has to reacii down with a sharp
wire and pull them one at a time towards
the outside until they are clear of the
sand and then lift them out. This method
of molding the ring is frequently used to
good advantage on high-class work. If
the flange is to be on the outside of the
job, one of the sections of the ring pattern will have to be cut beveling in the
opposite direction, so that it can be
drawn, after which the
others
draw
easily.

In Fig. 2 will be seen how the ring is put
in.
The ring pattern, Fig. 3, as will be
seen, is in four sections.
These are
placed on the shoulder shown on the inside of the pattern. Fig. 1.
In molding this t!ie nowell is rammed
up with the pattern as it is shown. The
follow board projects up into it as far
as the shoulder on the pattern. The sections of ring, Fig. 3, are put in place
and rest on the follow board as well as
on the shoulder of the pattern.
After
ramming up the nowell and rolling it
over and lifting off the board, the inside
will have to be fillei', but this is no harder
to do now than it would have been at
first.

After making a straig-ht parting

NEW

CROSS-SECTION ELEVATIONS,
PATTERNS.

MANHOLE

PROCESS BEING USED IN

MAKING HIGH CARBON STEEL

An industry has recently been established in Orillia, quietly and unostentatiously, which, if the hopes of its foun-

cess from carbon steel and at only a
fraction of the cost. This claim is borne
out by the testimony of firms which have

ders are half realized, will reach tremenmay even revolutionize the steel industry of Canada, if
not of the world. This is Dyrob Steel
(Consolidated) Ltd., which two or three
months ago began operations in part of
the National Hardware Co.'s factory, and
is now beginning to produce on a considerable scale.
The process used by the Dyrob company is entirely new. In brief, it is
a method by which tools, dies, springs,
and other steel articles hitherto manufactured only from the high-carbon, expensive steel can be made from mild
or soft steel, and afterwards hardened.
Two market advantages are thus gainIn the first place the raw material
ed.
In September,
costs very much less.
tool steel cost 35 cents a pound, and high
carbon steel 22 cents a pound, whereas
low carbon steel could be bought for 4
or 5 cents a pound. Not only this, but
the latter can be worked up a great deal
easier and at a great deal lower cost than
the more expensive material. After the
tools or dies or other articles have been
made in soft steel, the carbon can be introduced into them by the Dyrob proproduces an article which
This
cess.
is said to be not only as good as, but
superior to those made by the old pro-

used Dyrob tools. The Tudhope-Anderson Co., for instance, who have been hav-

dous proportions, and

ing their dies

made by this process for
some time past, testify that whereas formerly they were only able to get 400
or 500 bands off a set of dies, have got
1,700 bands off" dies treated by the Dyrob
process, and the dies are still apparently

S.

in

good condition.

The process is the invention of Mr.
M. Robertson, who has charge of the

new

plant in Orillia, and who collaborated with Prof. F. C. Dyer, of the University of Toronto.
Hence the name

"Dyrob."

Mr. Robertson has been work-

ing on the process for eight years. For
the past two or three years a small factory has been operated in Toronto and
a large amount of work was done for
Toronto firms, with most satisfactory
results.
This was, however, to a considerable extent experimental, and the
Orillia plant is the first effort to use
the process on a commercial scale. Already, 14 or 15 men are employed, and
before the end of the week a night gang
will be at work.
The company has
taken an order for 10,000 pairs of skates,
which have to be produced before the
end of December. From this on, rapid

development

is

looked for.
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A

Foundrymen's Barbecue, In Royal Style
If

ALL human

You Do Not Know What a Barbecue is Just Read This
and See What It is, and Who Are the People to Handle

gregarious
with some
common object in view, and foundrymen are no exception. It is indeed a
pleasure to meet friends, and renew
acquaintances, and we often prefer to
have such meetings free from discussions
business
of
and its attendant worries.
About six years ago H. M, Lane had a
large laboratory in Detroit where some
tests in regard to core sands, core binders and the reclamation of old sand were

and

beings

are

like to get together

well to have a general foundrymen's dinner again, and the long-talked-of event
took place on November 13 at H. M.
Lane's place on Grosse Isle, Michigan,
which is known as Gray Gables. This is
a large island connected with the mainland by a bridge and situated about
eighteen miles from Detroit. Mr. Lane
secured a bear, and after properly fattening him on pears, apples, and other
choice foods he was turned into bear
meat at the same time that a couple of

sheep were turned into mutton.

Story
it.

The

invitation sent out consisted of a
envelope, on the outside of which
was printed: "You'll be there to meet
the bear," and the enclosure showed
Bruin on the run with two sheep in advance and fate following in the shape
of a knife.
The non-committal barrel
shown
in the
f6reground contained
cider, and this, with apples, fried cakes,
nuts and the regular food on the menu,
little

seemed to supply everybody with an
ample amount of nourishment.
The foundrymen agreed from the core
of their heart that they had a
sandblasted good time and that to have missed the dinner would have been unbearable.

A

photograph of nearly two hundred
visitors was taken on the lawn
before the dinner, which was fortunate,
as once they got to the table they ate
until dark and then climbed into about
eighty automobiles which brought them
and drove home.
of the

i4^;-"Vf

>;;

SIGNS OF PROGRESS
The Grand Union Hotel, Calgary,

is

to be repaired at a cost of $30,000.

Edmonton

to have a new $10,000
on the south side.
The
permit has been issued for construction
and N. B. Cuthberson has the contract

"^k

curling

is

rink

for the building.

THE MENU AT THE BARBECUE.

THE BARREL CONTAINED CIDER.

being carried on, and at that time he
and E. J. Woodison got together and
served what they called a coremakers'
dinner.
The men consisted of baked
beans, baked sausages and baked potatoes all cooked in a core oven.
Each
man's individual dinner was put in a
wooden bucket, which was pushed down
a conveyor to a point where they could
help themselves.
The bucket was then
turned wrongside up and used as a seat
while eating the dinner.

—

Both gentlemen thought

it

The plans of the proposed new Collegiate Institute, London, Ont., are being
considered by the Board of Education
and as soon as the approval of the Department of Education is secured work
on the building will commence.

would be

Invitations

foundrymen

were

sent

out

to

all

and the entire
lower floor of the house was fitted up
as a dining room, as was also a large
garage and shop to the rear. About one
hundred and fifty signified their intention of attending, but the other fellows
evidently thought the matter over, for
about two hundred and fifty showed up.
Fortunately the potato crop had been so
good that with the help of the meat
above referred to and certain other
viands no one went away hungry.
in this region,

Plans for the new million-dollar hotel,.
London, are being finally revised and
work will be started within a few weeks.

A new brick and cement building costing $40,000 is being erected by the J. H.
Bryant Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Que.
The corner stone having been laid,
work will proceed rapidly on the New
Methodist Church at Sydney, N.S.
It
hoped that the church, which will be
one of the finest in the city, will be ready
by July next.
is

PHOTO OF SOME OF THOSE WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE LANE-WOODISON BARBECUE AT THE GROSSE ISLE ESTATE OF MR.
H. M. LANE, ON SATURDAY, NOV. 13th.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Editor:

In your July

number you men-

having submitted a copy of your
paper to an old timer who failed to
praise the editorial skill of the editor but
was enamored with the advertisements.
As I have reason to believe that I am
the aforesaid "old timer" I will unfold a
tale which will show the evil effect of
"swelled head" which might result from
praise and will also describe a later and
tion

final

experience in the foundry.

Soon after quitting the foundry business in 1888 I landed a job or "accepted
a position" as machinist in a new shop,
old established concern.
built by an
Owing to the location there was difficulty
in retaining men, therefore I was allowed to remain, along with others, one
of whom will be the hero of my tale.
A dozen or more years later this hero
was in charge of erecting heavy machines and I was in charge of making
tools and devising methods of doing the
work, a job which required considerable
knowledge and experience, while the
Condihero's required little of either.
tions which, at first, were all that would
be expected had become obnoxious and
I was on the lookout for a change of
location when the hero announced that a
friend had recommended him for superintendent of a rival shop which was
under construction and that he would
accept if I would accompany him. I had
no confidence in his ability to handle
such a job but considerable in my own,
He
so I agreed to go, and we went.
drawing
secured the foreman of the
The patoffice and the leading molder.
tern-maker came from another shop. The
superintendent wanted to do the right
thing but vanity and greed bore too hard
and the result was a remarkable case of
"swelled' head," one of the worst on
record.
An interesting tale could be told of his
doings in the machine shop and in other

departments, but foundrymen are not
supposed to appreciate anything outside
of their own domain, so I will spare
them. However, I would like to tell one

happened just
foundry, after which I

which

outside
will get

of

down

the
to

business.

A frame building for storing coke had
been built and some men were employed
on the roof when word came that the
president of the company, who had been
away, had returned and would visit the
shop the next day, but no hour was mentioned.
The superintendent being anxshould find him
attending to business, got on the roof
and had to remain there until about four
in the afternoon before the president
arrived and discovered how faithful he
was.
Now for the Foundry
ious that the president

The molder was genuine,
years'

experience, but he

some forty
was weak in

of

which brought me
into
the
game. Dan (this was his name) wanted
two cupolas of a capacity equal to that
of the old shop which we had just left.
figuring,

UNDRY MAN

F

and as the business was to grow and the
foundry to be extended, they were located in one corner, and there the trouble began.
Dan wanted the smaller one
in the corner so that there would be

more room when using the larger one,
but the superintendent insisted, and the
larger one went next the wall and so
close that it was necessary to swing the
ladle to get it properly under the spout.
The cupolas being located, the charging
floor came next, but as none of us was
up on structural work I made a plan of
the location and the job was turned over
The intention
to a concern in that line.
was to put the blower a Roots on the
floor, but for some reason it was put in
a small building outside, some twenty
feet distant.
As the blower discharged
downward and a railroad track ran be^
tween the blower house and the foundry
an underground pipe was necessary. Dan
and I decided on a cast iron pipe with
leaded joints, and the pattern-maker saw
no difficulty in making the connections.
The superintendent again interfered and
Under the
had a line of tiles put in.
blower on the line of these tiles there
was a lively spring which filled the tiles
After
with water which froze solid.
thawing it out and removing the remains
of the tiles, the next project was a concrete tunnel. I planned to make a tube
coated on the outside with asphalt, but
the superintendent objected to this also,
would be
claiming that the concrete
water tight without the asphalt, so I adjourned and let him do it his way. Shortly after it was done he came to me and
asked if I thought a drain would remove
the water from the tunnel. I thought it
v/ould and proceeded to lay four-inch
This might have suctiles down the hill.
ceeded had we not encountered a I'ock of
enormous proportions. As usual he came
to me for advice and on this occasion I
suggested putting in an ejector to be
operated by compressed air, and this was
agreed upon, and before each heat the

—

water was blown

—

out.

The Elevator

An

elevator for the charging floor was
in order so the necessary parts were ordered. I told the labor boss how to proceed and he had the guide posts located
ready for the concrete when along comes
the superintendent and orders the guides
removed and the concrete placed without
them, the holes for the guides being cut
out of the concrete after it hardened.

While

all

was having

of this

was going on Dan

his troubles.

He

lined his

them to dry them
and was called down by the superintendent for smoking up the foundry walls.
He gave dimensions for core oven and
the same was built, but on the superintendent's orders the roof was three feet
lower than ordered. It was heated with
gas and the gas went out soon after the
oven was closed. No air was being ad-

ladles

and

built fires in

combustion
cour.se.
of
and,
stopped. I had to locate the trouble and
provide a remedy.

mitted
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Pneumatic Rammer
The question of pneumatic rammer
came up. Dan did not see things as the
superintendent did.
A laborer can ram
the sand as hard as a molder and make
as good time, but for such jobs as tucking
bars and placing gaggers and using the
rammer on work of this kind the foreman reserved the right to be the judge,
but the superintendent ruled.

About this time the superintendent reduced Dan's pay and Dan quit. In talking with me the superintendent said Dan
did not study the business or read books.
I told him some things which did not set
well, among others
I
mentioned
two
trunks full of books and papers on foundry that Dan and I had gone through.
Another foreman came and as he had
too few men he could trust he asked me
to help at casting time, my job being at
the catching ladle.
On one occasion I
noticed a decided change in the sound of
the wind and called to the foreman. The
superintendent thought it was blowing
too hard and slowed it.
This was the
last of my foundry experience, and was
quite a few years ago, and when I got
the first glimpse of the Canadian Foundryman and saw all the equipment which
has sprung into existence since then, it
certainly opened my eyes.
Old Timer.

OVER A HUNDRED THOUSAND
FOUNDRIES
An

interesting

letter

was received

a

few days ago by the editor of this paper
from a manufacturer of a device to be
used in the foundry. We know the device
and know that it is everything which the
manufacturer claims for it, with one
slight exception. In order to convince us
that it was well worth boosting, he handed us the following: "We wish to advise
you that there are over a hundred thousand foundries in Canada and the United
States using this device and these users
tell us they would not go back to the old
method under any circumstances."
A paragraph such as this might be
read by almost anyone without attracting any especial attention, other than
what was intended; but how many of our
readers would realize that there are not
that many foundries in the world. Without going into exact figures we
will
point out that there are approximately
six thousand foundries in
the
United
States and Canada combined, and three
thousand in Great Britain. It is doubtful
if any other country can make a better
showing in proportion to population, and
comparing these figures with the population of these countries we find about one
foundry to every twenty thousand of
population. This would not figure up to
a very great number if we take in the
entire population of the world, regardless
of the fact that some of the most populous countries have very few foundries.
It is an undoubted fact that there are
not one hundred thousand foundries in
the world.

—
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Does

it

Pay to Mix Iron by Chemical Analysis?

Giving Much Valuable Information on Cupola Management,
Together With Pointers on Properly Mixing the Metal.
By W. W. ELLIS, Author

JUDGING

from the little interest
foundrymen take in mixingthose
analysis,
iron by chemical
who do not know would form the impression that it does not pay to mix
I have noticed that
iron by analysis.
a large majority of foundrymen are perfectly contented to go along from day
to day using the old method of mixing by fracture just guessing at it,
trusting to luck, we might say; for that
is exactly what it means, especially so
when making a new mixture. I have
even had foundrymen tell me that you
can't make good machinery castings unless you use 40% pig iron, and men who
are looked upon to be up-to-date foundrymen and, of course, think they know
They say they
all about mixing iron.
always mix their iron on a 40 60 basis.
Now, when I hear a foundryman talking

some

—

—

like that or along those lines I begin to
think he knows very little more about

mixing iron than

And

I

am

his

grandmother

sure there are any

did.

number

foundrymen who mix by analysis
will back up my statement.
I want to make it clear that when I
talk about mixing iron I mean mixing
of

who

iron

in

every

sense

of

the

word.

A

mixer should know why he uses so much
of this or that pig iron and scrap, and
what mixture to expect from it. He
should know why he can expect such
an iron from his mixture. Let us analyze the 40 60 statement, and we will
very soon see how really absurd it is
In
to talk in that way of mixing iron.
the first place let us consider the variety
and number of different brands of pig
I believe
iron there are on the market.
that "Church," in his two books gives
the furnace analysis of more than 200
different brands of iron that are made
Now, as
in different parts of the world.
nearly all of these different brands have
grading numbers from one to six, it is
evident there must be several hundred
grades of pig iron of a different chemical
composition to each other on the marBut let us take only No. 1 pig
ket.
irons from a few furnaces, although the
American Foundrymen's Association has
agreed to the limits of silicon and sulphur the different numbers shall reprecan we, or do the manustill
sent,
facturers keep to the agreement?
Here you will find that one furnace will
produce a No. 1 pig iron with almost
the same chemical contents as another
furnace would sell for a No. 3, and so
Esit is with one brand and another.

—

when comparing
so
is
this
Unless
Southern and Northern irons.
you make your mixtures by the chemical
composition of the iron, you cannot tell
pecially

of

"The Metal Mixer"

with certainty just what you are mixing.
As there are no two furnaces that produce the same grades of iron of the same
composition, or in fact one furnace that
produces exactly the same composition
in all their No. 1 pig iron at every cast,
does it not seem absurd for a foundryman to say he always makes his mixtures 40-60 ?
Suppose, for instance, he
is using pig iron with the chemical composition just right to give him the proper mixture for ordinary machinery

After

allowing for loss of
mixture should
contain 2.2 per cent, silicon before going
If the scrap contained
into the cupola.
about 2 per cent, silicon, then, to get
that mixture the pig iron would have to
contain 2.5 per cent, silicon and 40 per
cent, of his pig, and 60 per cent, of the
scrap would give him 2.2 per cent, silicon in his mixture, although he would
not know why his mixture was just
right.
But suppose the nex: carloid of
pig he received was softer; say it contained 2.75 or 3 or 3.6 per cent, silicon
these seem to be the prevailing percentage of silicon Southern irons contain
would the foundri'man who makes his
mixtures by the 40-60 method or by fracture know the difference between them ?
He puts them down as pretty much alike
for the fracture of these different irons
would not be very much different from
one another. You cannot tell the exact
composition of iron by its fracture. Who
can tell the composition of pig iron cast
in an iron casting machine by its fracture? Now, let us see how much good
high-priced pig iron the 40-60 men are
throwing away every time they use pig
iron that contains more than 2.5 per
cent, silicon with ordinary machinery
scrap containing about 2 per cent, silicon when they are making mixtures for
the general run of machinery work. Let
us take the extreme figure quoted, say
the pig iron contained 3.6 per cent, silicastings.

silicon while melting, the

—

To make the same mixture as we
did with the 2.5 per cent, silicon pig we
would have to use only 12% per cent, of
the 3.6 per cent, pig as against 40 per
cent, of the 2.5 per cent, silicon pig iron.
Does not that show how really absurd
it is for any foundryman to talk about
40-60 mixtures of iron?
He may have
in his yard or may be using an iron, if
he only knew the real composition of
it, which could make the same castings
and practically the same composition
with 27% per cent, less pig than is required to make the same castings with
the 2.5 per cent, pig iron. It is the same
with other mixtures. The saving reaches
all down the line, no matter if we are
making semi-steel or soft iron for stove
con.

plate.
The man who mixes by analysis
knows what to expect from his mixtures,
simply because he knows what he puts,
into them, and yet some foundrymen

think and maintain there is nothing toi
be gained by mixing iron by analysis.
The gain is not only in saving highpriced iron, but in being able also to
mix and use up any low grade, or anyold thing in the shape of iron and steel
and make good castings from it. And
not only that, but we can make two or
more castings with practically the same
analysis, even if we do cast them on
separate days. Mixing by analysis does
pay, and pay big, and no one knows it
better than the progressive foundyman
who makes it a point to learn all he
can about his trade so as to help push
it to the front.
The foundry has been
kept in the background too long, and the
moulders are the only ones to blame for
it.
As a class of mechanics they have
always been contented to put up with
any old makeshift of shop or equipment,
but thanks to real progressive men in
the business, the foundry is being placed
in a class equal to any of the mechanical
trades, so that manufacturers and employers are beginning to realize that
the foundry is just as important and
should be equipped with labor-saving
machinery as well as any other part of
their plant.
So it behoves us foundrymen to get and introduce anything that
will build up our trade so that it will
be shown the same respect and consideration as any other mechanical trade. The
automobile industry has been one of the
biggest factors in bringing the foundry
up to its present standard. But, do you
suppose for a moment that the foundrywould have served the automobile industry so well if all mixtures had been
guessed at instead of being mixed by
chemical analysis ?
They absolutely had to know what
they were doing so that they could do
or make the same mixture with the same
chemical contents day after day, &nd
only by scientific mixing have they
brought the foundry up to its present
industry.
standard in the automobile
But you can be assured they were not
men that thought they could mix iron
on the 40-60 basis.
I have heard foundrymen comment on
mixing iron by analysis, because as they
say, you cannot tell the composition of

the scrap. Especially is this so in making large marine cylinders when a large
amount of scrap is used. Men that talk
like that are not apt to know how hard
or how soft they are making their cylinders, or other mixtures. In making mixtures for large cylinders the scrap need

—
December.
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not be the controUiiijr element in the
mixture, so if one did make a mistake
of a point or so in judging the composition of scrap it would not influence the
mixture to any great extent, and especially if the composition of the pig
iron is known, as it certainly should be
when making mixtures for that class of
work. All the pig should be medium low

and

especially low phosphorus
the other hand suppose the
pig iron on hand is a little high in silicon
which would then make the scrap the
controlling element and of course would
influence the mixture by having a much
higher percentage of scrap than pig iron,
well then, several pieces of selected
scrap for scrap for that class of work
should be selected as far as possible
could be picked out from different parts
of the pile, a few drillings taken from
each piece and determinations made
which would then give practically the
composition of the whole
scrap
pile.
Then the mixture could be secured almost exact, and it may surprise some
of these men who talk about the composition of the scrap to know that mixtures for large marine cylinders have
silicon,

iron.

On

—

been figured to

1.7 per cent,
and the metal has

contain

silicon in the casting,

contained that amount when determinations have been made.
In making mixtures for cylinders we should always try
and get from 5 to 15 per cent, steel scrap
in our mixtures, according of course to
the section and weight of our castings.
Mixing by analysis is the only sure way
to make mixtures, and it is the cheapest
method; you know what you are doing
and you know what you are using to
do it with, so I maintain it does pay to
mix iron by chemical analysis, and it
behooves anyone who has anything to
do with making mixtures, or for that
matter anything to do with the foundry,
to learn all he can about this subject;
then, when he has mixtures to make to
strict specifications, he will realize to
his own satisfaction that it does pay to
mix iron by chemical analysis.

He proceeded to tell of a
salesman who came to the shop at casting time to demonstrate a flux he was

their favor.

handling;

how

he put a handful into the

and watched its action when the
metal was tapped into it. The narrator
seemed to consider it a huge joke that
this demonstrator should suppose that
anybody was going to be bamboozled
into believing that this was going to
have any effect on the resultant castings.
ladle

The

rest of the

fellows joined

Now

I had occasion a few days ago to visit
a foundry where a very fair class of
work was being done and where as a
consequence a fairly good class of
workmen were employed. The whistle
blew for the noon hour meal and the boys
gathered around a fire in one of the big
ladles which happened to be standing in
The sight seemed
front of the cupola.
so familiar to me that I coulci not refrain
from joining the assembly and taking
part in the conversation which, owing to
the surroundings, easily drifted into ladles
and cupolas and melting, and finally into
This
the production of dirty castings.
progressed along regular lines until one

of the fellows, who by-the-way was the
assistant foreman, came out with a humorous story of his views on iron puriadvanced in
fiers and the arguments

the

of thing
the background.
Foundrymen do not intentionally stand in their own light, but that is
exactly what they are doing.
If they
would read more, and think more, and
talk less nonsense, they would see things
in a different light. There are some queer
things in nature which are hard to exthis

is

sort

the

just

which keeps the foundry

in

but which we know to be facts.
For instance, we know that alkalies and

have certain effects on metals, and it
the business of the chemist and metallurgist to delve into the mysteries of
nature and learn what they can for the
benefit of mankind, and when they learn
the various difficulties to be overcome
and learn by actual proof what to use in
order to overcome these difficulties and
put it on the market for that purpose it
to
is

no joke and

nothing to laugh about.
are so effective that the
hundredth part of one per cent, will have
a marked effect on the metal, and this
fact is what confuses the average man
and makes him think there is nothing to
Using flux is just one feature in
it.
foundry practice and as Dr. Kirk says of
the cupola blower, it matters not what
type is used, as none of them will give
satisfaction unless the cupola is properly
charged.
So likewise flux will not perform miracles, and if the metal is not
properly melted the flux will not give the
results anticipated.

is

is

Some chemicals

plain,

acids will kill each other so that neither
have any strength. We know that am-

monia counteracts the

We know

water.
dissolve

iron

effects of lime in
that certain acids will

but will

not affect lead,

and that by painting the inside of the
iron retainer with white or red lead it is
know that other acids
not affected.
Then there are other
will dissolve lead.
acids which will dissolve most of the
metals but will not attack beeswax, yet
beeswax can be dissolved in benzine.
Now get down to foundry work. Fluoric

We

acid

has very

effect on iron, but
and can not be kept

little

will dissolve glass,

Now glass is made
a glass bottle.
of sand, and fluoric acid will dissolve
sand.
If sand is melted in with iron it
makes slag, most of which rises to the
top, but some minute particles will remain in combination with the melted
metal until after it is poured into the
segregates
into
mold, after which it
spots, large enough to show in the cast-

CUTTING RISER 44 INCHES SQUARE
OFF OF A STEEL CASTING
Heavy cutting with the oxy-acetylene
flame has become so common that to-day
nothing short of a super cut attracts
particular notice. A real super cut was

made

recently in the plant of the NaCar Coupler Company at Attica,
Ind., when a cutter operating an oxweld
blowpipe tackled a 44-inch (square) steel
riser.
The cut was rendered more difficult becuse of the upright position of the
riser, which necessitated
a horizontal
If the riser had been horizontal
cut.
and the cut vertical the operation would
tional

in

have been much simplified.

ing.

the operator resorted to
first cutting the corners of the riser so
as to reduce the uncut cross section to
This operation was
a smaller square.
repeated until the remaining stem could
The equipment
be easily cut through.
consisted of the oxweld cutting blowpipe,
Linde oxygen and Prest-0-Lite dissolved acetylene.

If fluoric acid

could be introduced

into the melted metal

FLUXES—THEIR USEFULNESS

in

laugh and concluded that these loafers
had to live and that if they could not
make a go of it by selling flux they
might have to go to work.

323

it

would certainly

free the metal of minute

particles

of

Every foundryman knows the
beneficial effects of lime in making a thin
slag which carries away the sticky slag
in the metal, and most foundrymen know
how manganese assists in removing sulphur from the metal. Now if we combine
fluoric acid, .lime and manganese and' inslag.

troduce the compound into the metal wo
have taken one step in the right direcFluorspar is a mineral which contion.
sists chiefly of fluoric acid

and lime, and

the fluxes.
is an ingredient in some of
However, I am not posing as an authority on the manufacture of flux, but simply want to point out to the reader that
there are hundreds of elements in nature
which affect other elements in a manner
which it would be impossible to know of
by any other means than by experimenting. Vanadium, tungsten, nickel and various other substances have been found

this

To

off-set

difficulty

In this manner it would appear that
there is no limit to the thickness of steel
that can be cut with the oxy-acetylene
off
torch, as the operation of slicing
angles can be carried to any desired extent so long as access to the metal with
the cutting flame is provided. With the
injector type of blowpipe the "reach" of
the flame enabled the operator in this
instance to carry out the work by simply
directing the jet through the
initial
kerf.

HER CLEVERNESS
"Daddy," asked little Willie, "why is a
black hen cleverer than a white hen?".
"I give

it

up," said daddy.

"Because a black hen can lay a white
egg," said Willie, "and a white hen can't
lay a black egg." New Success.

—
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Why

Boys

Do Not Take

to the

Foundry Business

Synopsis of Talk Delivered at Polytechnic High School, San
Francisco, California
By JOHN
October

issue of Canadian
there appeared a very
fine article relating to the lack of
interest displayed by the average boy in
the doings of a foundry so that very few
desirable boys want to take up foundry
work as a life's occupation. It has been
a subject of great interest to me for a
long time, not only to make molders but
to make better ones.
This being the
case, you will readily understand with
what pleasure I read the article in Canadian Foundryman. I am enclosing some
material which I jotted down when preparing for a talk at the Polytechnic High
School, San Francisco, and if there is

the

INFoundryman

anything in what

have gathered which
you think would be of interest you are
entirely

welcome

I

to use

it.

Because of the growing scarcity of
apprentices to the foundry, it has been a
soui'ce of great anxiety to the foundrymen of the Coast to devise some means
of keeping up the supply of
skilled
workmen to enable them to carry on the
work.
As a result of this anxiety the
subject has been brought up from time
to time but with very slight results.

A

paper of the writer's was lately published in the foundry section (Chippings)
of "Metal Trades," which, combined with
a letter to the California Foundry Association from Mr. Schoen, the Federal
Commissioner who has this very important business in hand at this time,
was calculated to arouse the interest of
our young people in choosing the different branches of the metal industry as a
means of gaining a livelihood and becoming skilled and useful men at the
aforesaid metal trades.
Moreover, the
foundry class of the Polytechnic High
School made a visit to my place of business and took a deal of interest in what
was done there, and as I plainly saw
they were a fine lot of boys, ready and
alert and just the right stuff to make
good men, it occurred to me to get their
opinions why High School scholars, although taking vocational training, never
came to the foundry to follow it as a life's
work. This question was put to them in
writing and the answers were given in
writing, very candid and clear, but showing unmistakably and unanimously that
the foundry was about the last place they
would go for the purpose of learning a
trade.

The principal objections were: no digdid not want manual work, no
brains required, dangerous and dirty, no
promotion, and several other reasons.
Of course I was somewhat staggered
nity,

because I am myself a molder and an
expert and take great pride in that fact,
so I answered the boys and thanked them
for their candor and courtesy in answer-

HEDLEY

ing my request, but took occasion to
point out to them that their ideas and
premises were. not founded on facts. This
caused them to confer with their teacher,
and they explained to him that they
were guided only by what they had seen
and observed as students in the vocational training as practised at the Polytechnic High School, to which place they
all belong.
As a result of all this the superintendent asked me if I would come to the
school and give them a little talk on this
subject and tell them how it appeared
to me.
I did not at first care to bother
with it, but after considering it decided
to do so, and was well pleased with the
Mr.
attitude and attention shown me.
Wm. Mulcahey, of the Chas. Kawin Co.,
Chicago, accompanied me and spoke at
some length also.
He took what one
might call the scientific end, while my
part was the practical or actual manipulation of the melted metals.
They are a fine lot of youngsters and
would soon excel if started at the foundry game, but there seems to be no
chance of getting them interested.
I suppose the only way to get skilled
men will be to get younger boys, teach
them the trade with commercial surroundings, and then make it obligatory
that they be taught enough of figuring,
reading of blue prints, metallurgy, cupola practice, etc., in the evenings or
some other suitable time, during their
period of apprenticeship, so that we will
have a supply of skilled men born in the
country, and not look to foreign countries to supply such want, for as you are
well aware emigration has practically
ceased, and even at that nearly 60 per
cent, of the workers in this country are
foreign born.
.

Synopsis of Talk to the Boy.s of Polytechnic Hi^h School on Vocational
Training for the Foundry

"Our wealth, commerce and manufacgrow out of the skilled labor of
men working in metals."
tures

— Richard

Cobden.

First I spoke of the dignity and high
repute in which the metal worker was
held in ancient times, starting with Tubal Cain, Genesis 4th chapter, who taught
all artificers in brass and iron, also at
the building of King Solomon's Temple
(1st Kines and 2nd Chronicles), where
one great king sent to another great
king for a suitable overseer to carry on
the work which was done at the Temple,
also spoke of the great size of those
castings made at that early ape, and the
brain work and dignity which went with
it

at that time.

Later, the bronze image, the Colossus

of Rhodes, also the Dai Butsu, a colossal
figure of Buddha fifty-five feet high,
made by Katusho of Corea at Nara,
Japan in the' year 740, also a great bell
of thirty-five tons weight at same place.
I;; addition to all these facts, princes
of the church have not been too proud
Witness in the
Id work in the foundry.

year 950 or thereabouts Dunstan, Archbishop of Canterbury; Bernard. Bishop
of Hildesham; Theodwin, Abbot of Ely;
also St. Eloi of France for pastime became expert in the casting of metals.

Much

of their

work remains

No

ent day.

to tlie preslack of brains or dignity

t:;ere.
I

mentioned also the Big Bell of Mos-

cow 220

tons, the Bell of Pekin, Bell of

Russia 61 tons, and various other noted
pieces of woi'k.

Later we find renowned artists making
not only marble statues but large bronze
statues which survive to the present day.
Among the more noted of these artists

might be
Benvenuto

whom

of

mentioned Michael Angelo,
and many others, none
have been accused of lack of
Cellini

brains or dignity.

After this I took occasion to speak of
of being
the defects of their method
taught the foundry trade. Briefly, the
student goes at it for a short time, sixty
or eighty minutes, twice a week or thereabouts, ancJ does not pour the iron into
those molds perhaps once in two weeks,
and as I look at it, it would be impossible
for any student to keep up his interest
in such work, also one would imbibe the
idea that it was not of much importance
whether it ^the casting was good or
bad; so this method would tend rather
On the other
to discom-age the student.
hand, in a real foundry the idea is never
lost sight of that any piece, whether great
or small, is always made for a definite
purpose, and very often of the last importance.
In some broken down job, a
large steamer may be held up or a factory stopped until repairs can be made.
In any case, no matter what the machine
is. a good staunch, sound casting is the
first essential part to start with.
So that in looking over the vocational
foundry it would appear to me that the
student would be more inclined to keep

—

away than

—

to go to a foundry.

say that the
great lack of efficiency is to be traced to
This has
lack of skill among workers.
been clearly shown during the war, when,
not. having enough skilled men to go
around, the places were filled with inexmen, with correspondingly
perienced
I

also took occasion to

poor results.

mentioned also that the supply of
men from Europe had stopped for
some time past, and the consequent great
I

skilled

Decomlior.
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need for the American boy to get in and
learn to do our own work.
In connection with this view, I took
occasion to mention the strong- economic
pressure that will shortly be brought to
bear, not only from Europe but to some
extent from the Orient, with my opinion
that the best defense against that would
be a strong and well trained army of
skilled mechanics.
in

That old gag "Made

Germany" was no pipe dream.

pointed out that business and
professional openings were well filled up,
and it took just as much application and
perseverance to succeed there as it did in
any walk of life, but the clever mechanic
I

also

at least always had a good living and
could look on his skill and ability as so
much capital, with small chances of go-

ing banki-upt.
T also pointed out to them the risingpower of labor, and the great consideration shown to it at present, so very different to the way it stood in my younger
days. "Back to the farm" was the slogan
of the late Theodore Roosevelt, one of our

greatest
States,

men

and

in the history of the

this

I

take to

United

mean "back

to

a more simple mode of life" by which
labor would be ennobled whether on the
farm or in the workshop.
I asked the question. Can we afford to
I
let other nations do our work for us ?
say, No, for when that is done decay is
surely setting in and this great country
I also
is slipping in the scale of nations.
called attention to the lessons taught us
in which we showed such a
woeful lack of skilled mechanics in every
branch, the great waste that went on
and is still going on to some extent, with
one great fact evident in the case of
Germany being able to make such a determined stand simply in the fact of her
having armies of skilled men at her control, which enabled her to supply her tremendous wants in the field when opposed
to so many powerful enemies that she

by the war,

faced at that time.
The object of Mr. C. C. Schoen's U. S.
Training Service was then touched on,
briefly as follows:
Emphasize the importance of foundry
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work and elevate

it

to

the

dignity

it

merits.

Induce into the foundry a higher type
of

young men.

Increase the efficiency, scope and usefulness of the average foundryman.

There

is

a lot more, but this will serve

show what I tried to bring out to the
young men of the school, who seemed to
be interested in what they heard. Afterwards Mr. Mulcahey gave them a clever
and pithy speech on the importance of
foundry work, the great advancement
to

that had been made in late years, the
increasing stress that metals, especially
cast iron, now have to bear, notably in
all types of internal combustion engines,
by which science steps in with chemistry
to assist the foundryman, thus doing
away with the old haphazard methods of
a few years ago.

Mr. Mulcahey then told in a very clear
and convincing manner that he considmetal trade in its various
ered the
branches as the greatest field of promotion to be found today.

Refractories for Electric Furnace Lining
The Following Paper Was Presented
Electric

at the Fall Meeting of the
Furnace Association at Columbus, and Treats Mainly
on Rotating Type of Furnace.
By CARL H. BOOTH

known fact that the life
refractories has had a great deal
to do with the success or failure of
IS a well

ITof

electric melting

fuz'naces.

A

careful

study of the reasons why some of the
earlier types of equipment have not met
with large success -will disclose that this
has been due to the difficulties experienced in getting roofs and side walls
to stand up.
This condition has also, in
many cases, limited the size of furnace
which could be built. One of the best
known examples which bears out this
statement is the Stassano electric furnace, which was one of the earlier types
of arc furnace equipment developed.
The writer .has been interested for
many years in the possibility of developing a type of electric arc furnace which
would show an improved life of z-efractories.
Surprisingly good results have
been secured on a two-phase, threeelectrode, bottom-conducting type of arc
furnace.
Recent records from a threeton furnace of this type give an average
of 125 heats per roof, 275 heats per lining, while the bottom has stood
up for
over a year without replacement. Some
roofs have lasted over 250 heats, and
linings as long as 475 heats.
This furnace has been operating on an acid basis.
The refractories used have been a good
grade of silica brick for the roof and a
portion of the side walls, the balance of
the lining being rammed-in gannister.
But no stationary type of furnace has
the same opportunity of securing long

from refractories as that where the
body of the furnace is in motion during
some portion of the melting period. Oblife

viously, the best results can be obtained
in which all parts of the

from a furnace

lining are subjected evenly to the

same

temperature as far as practical, and this
result can be further improved if the
entire lining is washed by the hot liquid
bath of metal, thus aiding in cooling the
refractories and securing an even wear.
In the past year and a half adequate
records have been secured from a rotat-

ing

drum

type, single-phase arc furnace,

used principally for the melting of nonferrous metals to show an exceptional
life

of refractories.

The construction of

almost like a barrel,
permits the removal of the two flat
heads of the cylinder sa that in lining
this furnace being

drum

the best possible conditions are
available.
In practice the plan has been
to lift the furnace shell off of the rollers
upon which it rests, place it on one end,
remove the flat end which is on top, and
lower the lining into the shell, piece by
While five or six hundred heats
piece.
have been secured from linings made up
from arched clay brick, the standard type
of linings used have consisted of only
three or four pieces, viz.: a large cylindrical tile for the body of the shell and
two circular flat end bricks for the ends.
After these have been put in place, loose
heat-insulating matei-ial is tamped in
hard between the brick and the steel
shell, and after the top end brick is in
the

place the steel end plate is again bolted
The bricks described
on to the shell.
have been made of a good grade of fireclay, and due to the absence of joints
and the rotation of the furnace as pointed out above, results in records being
made of 900 to 1,000 heats from a lining.

The pouring temperature

in

most

run in the neighborhood of
2100 to 2200 degs. Fahr., although many
heats have been made on high temperature alloys where the temperature has
averaged 3,000 degs. Fahr. It should be
especially born in mind that the material
used is only fire clay and not silica or
magnesite.
cases

will

The experience with

this type of fur-

nace bears out the statement that where
the construction of the equipment per-

mits the washing of the complete lining
with the liquid bath, the best possible
It
life of refractories can be secured.
is
entirely
also demonstrates that it
practical to use the ordinary class of
material, which can be bought at the
lowest price, and secure exceptionally
In a short time
long life refractories.
records will be available as to life of
linings used in this type of furnace for
melting steel and iron where the average
temperature requirement will run in the
neighborhood of 3000 degs. Fahr. It is
confidently expected that a much higher
life of refractories will result than with
the stationary type of electric melting

equipment under similar conditions.
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are in need of assistance to write us and we will spare no
pains to secure the correct answer if such answer is anywhere to be secured. If we can answer the question correctly and in a manner which will be of use to the questioner, we are not too proud to say so.
We never hang a
bluff, and we have never yet been cornered on an incorrect
answer.
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Too Bad

WHILE

the readjustment process has undoubtedly
taken a very serious turn in regard to those whose
business happens to be in the line of textiles, rubber and
leather goods, and no doubt to some extent in every line,
certain it is that the metal industries have suffered the
least of any.
True, some of the foundries have had to
temporarily slacken their pace, but on the whole they are
doing a fair amount of business.

A

short trip through a few of Ontario's industrial cenby a representative of Canadian Foundryman reveals
some facts which may be taken as a criterion for conditions throughout the country at large. The piano business
and the automobile business which heretofore have been
tres

the last to feel the effects of a lull, are this winter experiencing a decided depression in the volume of business coming in.
Some will attribute this to the luxury tax and
Howbeit, they are slack and
others to over-production.
such other industries as depend on them are in a similar
predicament. The crash in the sugar market was probably the biggest factor in scaring the prospective purchaser of other commodities out of buying beyond" actual
necessities for fear of a sudden drop in the price, leaving
him with a stock of high-priced material to sell at a sacrifice, but beyond a slight scare there is nothing to cause

apprehension.
In Guelph two of the foundries depend mainly on the
piano business and are as a consequence running considerably below their capacity. The Callander Foundry, which
has recently been reorganized, is as busy as could be expected at this time of year in normal times, but could
handle more business. The White Sewing Machine Com-

The stove works is
is running to normal capacity.
The Gilson Mfg. Co., manufacturers of gasoline
busy.
engines, tractors, etc., have been increasing their force
during the last few weeks and the International Malleable
Co. is very busy.
pany

At Kitchener one foundry depends largely on the automobile tire business and is consequently operating below
The Canadian Blower & Forge Co. is working
abundant orders, but of course turnThe other shops are running, but not
ing none away.
capacity.

to full capacity with

Compliments

of the Season

M'ANY
Day,

things will transpire between now and Christmas
but this will be our last opportunity to greet
our readers before the holiday season is upon us, and when
we again make our appearance upon your desk or in your
letter box we will be journeying on into the year of our

Lord Nineteen Hundred and Twenty-One. The year which
now passing has been an extremely interesting one for
us, as it is always a pleasure to work for those who follow
the noble art of foundry work, whether in the capacity
of employer or employee and any message which we can
carry or any service we can render to the founder is a
privilege rather than a task and in the year which is about
to be entered upon we will endeavor to be of greater service to our patrons than we have been in the past.
Our services have certainly been appreciated by our
readers, judging from the flattering letters which we
receive. Our questions and answers column has been particularly well patronized and we cordially invite those who
is

busy.

At Preston the foundries are all operating at about
normal for this season no rush on, but good prospects.
There are four foundries in this town, all keeping on their
regular staffs of men.
At Gait the Manchester of Canada everybody is
optimistic, although some of them are none too busy. The
Canada Machinery Corporation, the Goldie & McCuUoch
Co. and R. McDougall Co. ai'e all waiting until after the
new year for things to brighten up and are running on

—

—

—

The Gait
short time instead of letting their men go.
fairly busy, but not lusned, while ^he
stove works, Sheldon's, Limited, the K-T Foundry and the
Malleable Iron Works are very busy and working to capacity.
The brass shops are all running their full staffs,
Cowan & Co.
but not finding business any too brisk.
have just completed a very large contract and are not
quite so busy, but have some orders. The Perfect Machine
Foundry Co. are
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and the various othei- tool works are running about
normal.
At Brantford, everything is booming. The Buck Stove
Works, which was damaged by fire some time ago, and
which has been taken over by the McClary Mfg. Co., of
London, is again in running order and contributing its
share to the business of the McClary Co. The Pratt &
Letchworth Malleable Iron Woi'ks, like all the malleable
plants in the country, is very busy. The Cockshutt Plow
Co. and the Verity Plow Co. are both running to the limit
and getting some work done outside. The Massey-Harris
The
Co. have every floor in use and running full time.
Waterous Engine Works Co. is running eveiy floor in the
foundry and every machine in the machine shop in addition to running a night gang in the machine shop. They
are also getting both foundry and machine work done
outside. The Goold, Shapley & Muir Co. are fairly busy on
their own work and are filling in their spare capacity
assisting the Waterous Engine Works Co. with their enormous paper mill orders. The American Radiator Co. is
busier than at this time last year. Orders for small boilers and radiators, such as are used in dwelling houses are
;i little below, but those for larger buildings are in excess.
The Dominion Steel Products Co. are doing a line formThey are
erly imported and are meeting with success.
putting into commission a new furnace for special brands
of metal, and is the only one of the kind in Canada.
The Hartley Foundry Co. is busy on jobbing work and the
numerous brass foundries are all busy. Another foundry
is also in contemplation in Brantford, details of which will
^3e given later.
In Paris the two foundries are very busy. The J. H.
Bradley Foundry has a regular I'un of casting to supply
and no falling off has been noticed; while the McFarlane
Engineering Co. have the foundry filled with workmen
and also have two annexes utilized. It is their intention
to build a large extension to the foundry in the spring.
The Forest
In London the same condition prevails.
City Mfg. Co. is running every floor and has a large extenThe Spramotor Co., who have
sion under construction.
two shops in London and one in St. Thomas, are working
to their utmost capacity. The Vulcan Foundry are running a reduced force, but busy with what they have. The
Empire Brass Mfg. Co. claim they are as busy as they
were at this time of the year before the war, but are not
The P.
quite as busy as they were a short time ago.
Courtney Brass Foundry is a recently established concern and are pleased with the amount of work coming
their way.
The McClary Works, Beatty Bros., Leonard
Engine Works, the George White & Sons Co. and the Mallough Foundry seem to be making the usual amount of
noise and throwing out the usual amount of smoke, but
train time was up and we had to postpone our visit to
these plants until a future date, but from the number of
calls made and the results mentioned which are exactly
as we found them, we are convinced that there is no panic
looming up or any occasion for one. Thei'e is still a shortage of everything and if the public can only realize that
normal times can only be attained by continuing to keep
the wheels of industry moving, everything will run along
The one feature in connection with normal
smoothly.
times which the public do not seem to grasp, is that there
always have been quiet spells at certain periods of the
year. Another point to be considered seriously is that the
busy times and the big profits and high wages which were
the direct results of the war were financed with borrowed
capital.
The accounts with the interest thereon are falling due, now that the war is over, and everyone's contribution to the State must be bigger in propoition to his
income than before the war or else the debts must go unpaid. Produce and continue to produce is the only way to
raise money and this cannot be done with factories cloSed
or with speculators holding up legitimate business.
•Co.
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our continued efforts in that direction during the coming
year. We have arranged to have a malleable iron section
in every issue hereafter.
Malleable iron has been in use
for many years, but has always been a more or less haphazard business from the foundry standpoint, with the
result that many opportunities were lost.
The advent of
the steel foundry opened the eyes of the malleable men
to such an extent that research work was proceeded with
on an extensive scale, and to-day it is possible to order
malleable castings and know in advance what is to be
received.
It is also possible to use malleable iron for
work formerly thought beyond the bounds of malleable
possibilities.
The first malleable cast iron of which we
have any record was made by Reaumur, about the year
1720.
We know also that Lucus, in 1804, and in later
years, Lenox and Boyden, worked with this metal.
However, it is only within the last few years that research and
an exchange of information have made possible the rather
remarkable advance in improvement enjoyed by the industry and have placed its plant operation on a really
^

scientific basis.
It will be our purpose to indicate some of the principles
on which the process is based and to point out some of the
results that have been attained.

Sand
T N the January issue of Canadian Foundryman there will
* appear the first part of a short article on the subject of
sand.
This might appear to be a dry and uninteresting
subject, but it is nevertheless a most essential one from
the foundry standpoint.
The article will be written for
educational purposes and will run into four issues. It will
be written so that the apprentice can read it and grow up
with the knowledge thus gained and so that the foreman
or the purchasing agent or anyone who is interested in the
foundry can be benefited.
While research work has been going on in metallurgical
matters it must not be imagined that sand has been overlooked. There is knowledge on this subject that was not
possessed by anyone a few years ago, and in addition there
is knowledge which has always been possessed by some
and considered unworthy by others. Sand suitable for one
purpose is not suitable for another, and sand which is
suitable under certain conditions is not suitable under
other conditions. These are the points we will endeavor
to bring out so that the foundryman may be able to govern
himself under all conditions.

Malleable Cast Iron

DURING
met

the year which is just drawing to a close we
published a series of articles on malleable iron which
with such approval from our readers as to wan-ant

"I

Wonder

if

he Has Really Reformed?"
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Scraps from the Foundry Scrap Pile
The Huron
Specialty
Casting Co.,
Goderich, Ont., is contemplating establishing
a
foundry and manufacturing
plant and is asking the city to erect a
building,
sell it to
the company and
grant the usual exemption from taxes.
.\Iodern Implements, Ltd., Walkerville,
Ont., has been incorporated with a capi-

stock of $100,000 by Charles D. Donaven, William J. Davidson, Thomas
S.
Big-gar and others to manufacture implements, tractors, tools, etc.
tal

—

Takes Business Trip to Europe. John
Panghorn, vice-jjresident of the Panghorn
Corporation,
Hagerstown, Md.,
manufacturers of sr.nd-blasting and allied
equipment, sailed on Nov. 27th from New
York aboard the steamer Olympic for
Southampton.
He will spend several
months in Great 'Britain and on the European continent ok business in connection with the company.

inum, and zinc, and are prepared
prompt deliveries.

make

SMELTER OPENED AT BELLEVILLE

Large Extensions to Gait Brass Works.
A new foundry building of brick construction with steel trussed roof 142 by
60 feet has just been added to the plant
of the Gait Brass Works. The walls and

The report comes from Belleville that
a plant for the smelting of silver, gold,
copper and iron ores which abound in
North Hastings has been opened in that
city.
This is rather a vague report, as a
plant for refining of gold would be vastly

to

—

roof of the building are well provided
with glass, thereby providing abundant
light, while the wiills between the windows are covered with radiators, thereby
making a comfortably warm and well

workmen

lighted place for the

The shop
furnaces. The
in.

is

office

work

to

equipped with
of the plant

twelve
is

also

C.

being extended.

New Foundry for London, Ont. Aid.
John Bridge, president of the Chamber of
Commerce, announces that a foundry to
employ four hundred hands has been
secured for London, that the site has been
selected in London East and the deal
closed for the same.
Another industry
to manufacture engines, etc., and employ
several hundred hands is also announced

Fire at Orillia.— The buildings, plant
and equipment of the Electric Foundries,
Ltd., at Orillia, were destroyed by fire.
The concern was electrically operated,
smelting being done with an electric furnace of 1,500 K.V.A. capacity.
Ferrosilicon and pig iron were the products,
and the foundry was being operated continuously day and night.
The loss will
be from $25,000 to $40,000, depending
upon the condition of transformers and
other electrical equipment after the fire.
The plant was insured. The cause of the
fire is unknown, but it may have originated from electric current which enters
the building at 22,000 volts.
The fire
spread so rapidly that the workmen had

—

as just closing a deal for the purchase of
a site, but whether it will include a foundry is not stated.

barely time to get out with their

The Canada 'Castings,

Ltd.,

which

lives.
is

erated in an adjoining building, was

opun-

damaged.
Foundry Change.-

Hands.

—The

foundry property known as the Callander
foundry, organized by the Callander
Manufacturing Co., but which has for
some time been controlled by W. Louden
and H. B. Callander, of the Louden Machinery Company of Canada, has been
purchased by Alexander Callander and
his four sons and Edward Suffried, under
the name of the Callander Foundry Company, Limited. They will continue to do
the castings for the Louden Company in
addition to such other work as
comes
within their capacity.
Larsre Extension to Toronto Foundry.

— The

Canadian Hanson & Van Winkle
manufacturers of electro-plating materials, Toronto, Ont., announce
that they have made quite a large addition to their foundry, having erected a
grey iron foundry which is up to date in
every particular, and are now pi-epared
Co., Ltd.,

to

make any

class of grey-iron castings,

and are particularly specializing in soft
machine castings for the machine trade.
their

intention to do
a
certain
of jobbing, outside of their own
easting.
With this latest addition they
are now in a position to cast grey iron,
nickel, bronze of all kinds, brass, alumIt

is

amount

from one such as would be used
production of pig iron. However,
there is a smelter for the reduction, and'
different
in the

good news to receive.
of our earliest recollections is the
shipping of iron ore from Belleville to
Cleveland to be run into Bessemer steel,
but why it could not be used for anything
in Canada has remained a mystery.
A
short time ago we had occasion to visit
the little town of Madoc, which is situit

is

One

ated some thirty miles north of Belleville
in the county of Hastings, and the
en-

thusiasm of the inhabitants was wonderful, but it was not bringing them
much.
There were minerals of almost every

known variety within a small radius, but^
little was being done
with them."
They had iron which was so heavily
charged with sulphur that it was easier
very

recover the sulphur than the
iron.
This was used in the manufacture of
sulphuric acid.
Then they had a couple
of other varieties of iron.
There was
also the gold, silver, and copper already
to

spoken

of,

as well

as mica,

plumbago,

a.sbestos, soapstone, fluorspar, limestone,

marble, etc. Some of the mines were being worked, notably the fluorspar and the
soapstone. The soapstone, or more properly the talc,

was shipped over the

line

box cars to be brought back in little
tubes and paper boxes in the form of
face powder, but the metal industry was
dead. It is to be hoped that the smelting
in

—

Use Vancouver Ore. Vancouver Island ore will be melted in a Seattle plant
that is being constructed by Rothbert
Process Steel Company at a cost of over
$300,000.
The company will produce
carbon and high-speed steel and the
plant will have a capacity of fifty tons
a day.
Convenience to supplies of all
materials essential for manufacture of
high-speed steel as well as electric
power

prompted the organization to
locate its plant at Seattle.
Large deposits of magnetite iron ore in Chelan
county,
Vancouver Island, are owned
by the Rothbert organization. Dr. Rothbert experimented for eight years and
for the last three years produced steel
on a small scale by his new process. The
chief economy obtained, he
claims, is
by the production of high grade steel
from the ore through a single operation,
eliminating the pig iron stage of production.
Heats are turned out in four
hours. Dr. Rothbert claims that titanium,
which is considered a barrier to the
smelting of magnetite ore, is accountable by his process for
the
superior
qualities of his product, and he asserts

he can produce by electric methods in
competition with Eastern mills.

venture will be successful.

FOUNDRY FOR ELMIRA
a

Hemme

Sons & Company, Limited,
newly incorporated firm, have pur-

A.

chased the two-story brick building formerly occupied by the Ideal Shoe Co.

and

will make certain alterations and extensions required in order to utilize it as
a machine shop. An entirely new building will be erected for the foundry. The

company will manufacture root seeders,
weed-destroying machines, etc.

REMODELLED FORT WILLIAM PIPE
FOUNDRY
The Canada Iron Foundries, Limited,
are just completing extensive alterations
to their

Fort William plant, and among
completely remod-

other changes have
elled

their cast iron pipe

plant as

now

shop.

The

represents the only
one of its kind in Canada. A complete,
illustrated description of this plant will
appear in the January issue of this publication.

it

is

l)ocouil>or.
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COMES TO TORONTO
Mr. W. J. Irving, who for many years
has held the position of advertising; and

manager for the Canada Machinery
Corporation, Gait, Ont., has been transferred to Toronto, where he has taken
over the management of the Toronto
sales branch of the company.

Canadian manufacturer has to pay on
pig iron, coal and fire brick and the extra
freight to Canadian foundry points.

He submitted

sales

was

patternMr.
maker by trade, but later on took up the
work of draftsman, from which he acquired that of designing. Several of the
Canada Machinery
lines made by the
Corporation are Mr. Irving's own ideas.

Irving

originally a

For the last ten years Mr. Irving has
been on the road selling the goods manuMr. David
factured by his company.
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COMES BACK TO
TORONTO OFFICE

these figures in respect

Canadian malleable iron industry:
Capital employed, $2,605,000; wage roll

to the

(yearly), $3,410,000;

T. B. Reid In Charge of Railway Equipment at the A. R. Williams Company

output, $6,816,000;

employees, 2,634. "This," he argued, "is
a key industry, and the war has taught
each country the necessity for its protecting and preserving its key industries,"

Mr. T. B. Reid, who for the last couple
of years has been in charge of the A. R.
Williams
Machinery Co. business
at
Buffalo, has returned to the parent organization, and the Buffalo business has
been discontinued for the present.

BOOK REVIEWS

Previous to taking charge of the Buffalo office, Mr. Reid had been with the

Modern Welding Methods is the title
new 292-page book written by Victor W. Page, M.S.A.E., and published by

company in the capacity of manager of
the machine tool department, having held
that position from the year 1906
to
1916.
Especially during the fitting out

of a

the

Norman W. Henley Publishing

Co., 2

Forty-fifth Street, New York, and
as its name implies, treats on modern
welding methods, which include the art

West

of joining metals based on data furnished
by the leading authorities on this subIt considers fully the latest pracject.
tice in the use and practical application

of the oxy-acetylene welding and cuttingtorch; the spot, butt and arc systems of
electric welding; the utility of the Goldschmidt thermit process, and also includes notes on forge welding, brazing
and soldering and heat treatment of

The book is illustrated with two
steel.
hundred engravings showing processes,
machines,

etc.

Descriptions of Ihe various metals,
ferrous and non-ferrous, with best methods for preparing them for welding are
given.
In addition to the regular welding feature, many valuable receipts are
given for alloys and solders. The book
is delivered postpaid for $3.

W.

J.

IRVING.

King, who has had charge of the Toronto
office for many years, is retiring, having
passed the age of three score years and
ten, and Mr. Irving takes his place.

THE METAL MIXER
W. W.

Ellis,

5912 Dover Street, Oak-

land, California, has sent us a copy of
his book,

"The Metal Mixer," which he

delivering to the foundry public for
It is a fifty-six-page book, full
$2.00.
of information on the subject of mixing
iron.
The contents consist of mixtures
for medium machinery castings, soft
mixture for pulleys, short method, four
iron semi-steel mixtures for rolls, correcting mixtures with ferro-silicon or
ferro-m.anganese, semi-steel mixture for
rings, piston-valve
liners, gears, etc.,
mixture for marine cylinder liners, mixing with a certain per cent, of steel, figuring three or more elements exact,
semi-steel
for
specifications
French
shells, sidelights on mixtures, miscellaneous mixtures, analyses of pig irons, approximate grading numbers, approximate analyses of important castings,
is

MALLEABLE IRON
MEN STATE CASE
A

Worth Proved
By Experiences During the

Basic Industry, and Its

Great

War

Presenting a memorandum on behalf
of the various Canadian manufacturers
of malleable iron, F. L. Storey addressed
the
Tariff
Mr. Storey
Commission.
pointed out that the American industries
of a similar nature, with their immensely
larger market, operate under a condition
of mass production which is non-existent
and unattainable with
the
Canadian

foundry

sparsely-populated Canada.
were removed these United
States plants could reduce the selling
in

If the tariff

of Canadian manufacturers by their
competition.
Another handicap against
the Canadian foundry is that the laid
down costs of raw materials are greater
This
than those of the U.S. foundries.
extra cost arises from the duty which the

field

influence different elements have
upon the iron, percentage of silicon, for
diff'erent castings, judging per cent, of
silicon in different kinds of scrap, decimal fractions and percentages, cupola
practice.
The subjects are all treated

the

manner, in language easunderstood by foundrymen.

in a practical
ily

T.

of

war

close

B.

KEID.

shops did Mr. Reid come into
with the Canadian and

contact

American trade.
The department of the A. R. Williams
business over which Mr. Reid will have
charge is that of railroad equipment,
which is being reorganized and enlarged.
his mechanical
received
first place in the Waterous Engine Works at Brantford, from
there going to the machine tool and loUnited
States.
shops
of
comotive
Returning to Canada he took up the selling end first with the Fairbanks-Morse
Co., and then in 1906 with A. R. Williams, having been in the employ of this
company ever since.

Mr.

Reid

training in the

INJURED IN FOUNDRY
Arthur Ashton, an employee at the
Fleury Foundry at Aurora, was seriously
injured by being jammed against the machine he was operating.
A green piece
of lumber was forced through his leg. He
was taken to the Inglehurst Hospital,
where it was announced that he would
recover.
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NEW AND IMPROVED EQUIPMENT
A
Record

Machinery Development Tending Towards Higher Quality,
Output and Efficiency in Foundry, Pattern and Metal Work Generally
of

BRASS FURNACE OF NOVEL DESIGN

anything heretofore developed for this
class of work.

Metallurgical and chemical engineers
for a considerable period of time have
been endeavoring to solve the question
of melting brass and other non-ferrous

As

will be seen

by the

the furnace, the shell

design and
position

is

is

operated

— similar

to

the

illustrations of
of cylindrical

an

in

upright

electric

steel

NOTE THE BASE AND ROLLERS WHICH GIVE THE FURNACE THE
GYRATORY MOVEMENT
metals

most

in

the electric furnace

in

the

and economic manner,
realizing as they have that there was
no question of higher production when
melting electrically so long as certain
efficient

metallurgical features of the process
could be properly overcome. As a result
of considerable research work, single-

One

of the strong features' is that it
three-phase unit, which means a
balanced load on the lines of the power
company and consequently a better
power rate for the operator. It is quite
generally known that many power companies, having a limited amount of power
on their lines, do not desire and will not
permit the operation of a single-phase
unit on their lines except at a very high
rate.
On account of having three electrodes it is not necessary to maintain
the same degree of perfect alignment of
electrodes as is necessary with the single
phase unit in order to maintain a high
degree of efficiency and inasmuch as the
arcing takes place between the three
electrodes the arcing is distributed over
a much wider area than in the single
phase two-electrode furnace, consequently better melting facilities are provided.
is

furnaces. The furnace is lined with refractory brick and the roof is also made
of refractory material.
It is provided
with a cast iron base equipped with a

motor-driven set of gears and rollers,
which gives to the furnace a natural
gyratory movement.

a

As shown in the photographs, the electrodes enter the furnace through the
side of the shell at points 120 deg. apart.
Graphite electrodes are used and are
supported on heavy cast iron arms which
are provided with guides to take the
The construction of
electrode holder.
these arms provides a substantially insulated sleeve around electrode, which
is kept cool by means of a water-cooled
The latter is in the form of a
collar.
ball point, and by this arrangement the
position of the electrodes can be changed relative to each other, at the same
time making provision so that they can
be lowered or raised in respect to the
metal bath.
The electrode holders move in the
guides provided in the cast iron arms.
This movement is obtained by means of
heavy screws actuated either by hand .or

phase and even two-phase electric brass
furnaces have been designed and put on
the market, some of which seemed to
solve the question
of
melting these
metals electrically. It has, nevertheless,
been a desire of those interested that a
three-phase unit might
be
developed
which would do the melting more efficiently and economically, and it will be
interesting to engineers in the metallurgical

and

electrical

field

to

know

that

such a furnace has been marketed.

The Volta Manufacturing Company,
Limited, Welland, Ont., have had their
engineering staff at work for some
months past developing a three-phase
electric brass furnace along the lines of
what they considered would be the most
efficient piece of apparatus to meet the
requirements of the brass and nonferrous metal industries, and have now
put on the market a three-phase electric
furnace which they claim is superior to

GENERAL VIEW OF THE FURNACE.

NOTE THE MOTOR AT SIDE

,

l")eceml)er.

CANADIAN
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through

of
motora simple system
driven gearing. The charge, as will be
below
the
noted, enters the furnace
electrodes, and it is not necessary to
withdraw the same from the furnace at
any time, either during the charging or
This eliminates any
pouring period.
chance of electrode breakage due to the
heavy scrap falling on them. It gives
a longer life to electrodes and also eliminates the loss of time and the expense
ordinarily incurred in removing and replacing the broken ones.

FOUNDRY

MAN

same time. We have from time to time
shown illustrations of diffei-ent devic-s
and described the method of procedure,
but unfortunately most foundries are still
E-very
using the "Armstrong" method.
foundryman knows the programme of
a double-shanked ladle
pouring with
with a molder on one end and a hunkey
on the other. The hunkey strikes a convenient attitude and the molder twists

331

Dr.

R.

•

P.

Albaugh,

in

a

recent

issue

Modern Medicine.
The symptoms are exhibited for several hours after exposure to the fumes
from molten brass or zinc. They start
of

with a dry, parched thirst, an irritating and unproductive cough, a feeling
ot

constriction

in

the

chest,

— which latter
appetite — often followed

and anorexia
of

is

lassitude

simply loss
by nausea

The roof of furnace is independent of
the shell. This permits of the relative
height of the roof to the bath being designed in such a manner as to insure the
best melting conditions as well as the
least possible fusing of the refractories.
A vent hole with a light cover is provided in the roof of furnace which allows operating under tight conditions
with perfect safety. Should gases, formed from the use of oily or dirty material
in the charge, reach a certain pressure,
they are allowed to escape through this
vent in the roof.
In actual practice it has been found
that the heat from the arc is sprayed
down and over the metal in such a manner as to heat the whole surface of the
metal evenly. The effect of this is very
important as it reduces the volatilization losses in the metal being melted to
a minimum, and the linings, not being
subjected to any high temperatures, last
much longer. The motion given to the
furnace by means of the combination of
gears and rollers, has proved itself to
be a very efficient and natural mixing,
one by means of which superheating of
the metal is practically eliminated.

This furnace has been subjected to
some very severe tests and is said to

have proved itself an efficient and
economical melter, very simple of construction and easily handled.
When
running on yellow brass, metal has been
produced vdth a current consumption as
low as 225 k.w.h. per ton of metal produced, and when running on aluminumbronze the current consumption averaged about 300 k.w.h.
These figures
were not taken at a time when the furnace was operating continuously and it
is

only reasonable to

expect

that

the

power consumption will be considerably
reduced when the furnace is thoroughly
heated and is being operated continuousAt the present time the manufacturers are producing these furnaces in the
following standard sizes:
500 lb., 1,000
11.,

and 2,000

lb.

HANDY POURING DEVICE
A prominent manufacturer, in conversation with the writer a short time ago,
remarked that he did not believe it was
possible to devise any means of pouring
medium-sized work other than
the
method universally employed of having
two good husky fellows holding up the
weight of the ladle and pouring at the

THE OLD AND THE NEW METHOD OF POURING.
himself into whatever position he can
get into in order to strike the gate. Compare this with a ladle hanging from an
overhead track, which can be placed in

any position to suit the operator.
In
the illustration we are fortunate in being able to show a photograph of the
actual operation in the foundry.
Two
workmen are pouring a mold from a
double-shanked ladle while the lady is
pouring a similar mold from a similar
sized ladle.
No one can doubt the
genuineness of the device after seeing
it do the work.
It is not necessary to
employ ladies in the foundry, but the
idea is to show that muscular ability is
of secondary consideration, eyesight being about the only requisite.
Overhead tracks are becoming part
and parcel of every modern foundry,
chiefly to convey castings to the scratch
room and to deliver the iron from the
cupola to the molders' floors, but on too
few occasions are they requisitioned to
relieve the molder of the drudgery of
this worst of all jobs about the foundry

— pouring

off his floor.

The pouring device used in this particular instance was supplied by the E. J.
Woodison Co., Ltd., Toronto.

BRASS ITCH
One of the most interesting of the
occupational diseases, and one about
which but little has been known as yet,
is the result of brass poisoning.
The
matter is quite satisfactorily treated by

and vomiting; a headache sometimes develops and chilly sensations are noticeone to four hours.
The
verge into a distinct rigor
which lasts from one and one-half to
two or three hours. The application of
warm clothing or external heat seems
not to diminish the rigor of a chill. Muscular cramps and sharp pains in the
joints usually accompany the chill. The
symptoms end rather abruptly, almost
by crisis, and are followed at once by
a profuse perspiration. The patient will
probably fall into a deep sleep following the stage of relaxation and without
able

within

chills rapidly

any apparent

ill

effects.

Brass poisoning does not occur from
handling of the hietal or the zinc alloys which go into its composition, but
is limited to those exposed to the inhalation of the whitish smoke and sublimation
products from the molten
metal.

There is no specific treatment for
brass poisoning, "brass itch" and "brass
chills."
Zinc is supposed to be responsible for the bad effects.
The affection
was formerly confused with malaria.
Some workmen find relief in drinking
hot milk to which pepper is added.
A

good purge also seems beneficial.
Dr.
Albaugh advices the prevention of brass
poisoning by better -hygienic arrangements in foundries and smelters, elimination of careless habits of
large,

roomy

quarters.

workmen and

—
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PLATING AND POLISHING DEPARTMENT
Practical Articles, Useful Data, Descriptions of Machinery,

Equipment,

—

Question. The commutator of
our
plating dynamo has become badly worn;
there appear to be high spots on it, or,
rather, the commutator appears to be eccentric.
We do not care to meddle with
the machine without some knowledge of
proper remedy. Can you advise us ?

Answer.

— The

effect

which

you

may

be due to the shaft being
bearing, the commutator being
probably true on the shaft. If this condition prevails, a chattering sound will
be noticeable.
If bearing is loose, adIf no provision is
just it, if possible.
made for adjustment, put in new bearing. If the commutator is very rough or
eccentric, the armature should be taken
out and the commutator turned off in a
lathe.
Hard mica between the bars of a
commutator, which does not wear as
rapidly as the copper, will cause brushes
to jump. One or several high copper bars
projecting above the others will cause
brushes to vibrate or to become thrown
out of contact with the commutator. To
ensui'e smooth, efficient working of the
commutator, it is good practice to have
the armature shaft move freely endwise
fully an eighth of an inch in the bearings.
Maintain a dull brown glaze on
the surface of the commutator by applying, a little oil or vaseline occasionally,
but avoid applying too much lubricant,
as other troubles are directly caused by
so doing. The brushes should rest evenly
on the commutator with full surface contact, and with a positive but light pressure.
A bright or scraped appearance
of the commutator indicates that the
brush contact is poor or the brush pressure is too strong.
If surface of commutator shows scratches or grooves, correct the cause immediately, as such conditions never remedy themselves,
and
may ruin a splendid machine very
quickly.
Make one man responsible for
the care of the dynamo, and interest
yourself in it enough to see that proper
care is given it.
describe
loose

in

3fc

^

^

—

Question At what temperature should
an acid copper solution be used to obtain
best results, particularly when depositing copper upon non-conducting surfaces ?

—

Answer. The temperature at which
an acid copper bath may be operated for
best results depends largely upon the
If from fifty
current density employed.
to one hundred amperes per square foot
are employed, the temperature should be
If
about 90 to 95 degrees Fahrenheit.
lower current densities are employed
for example, thirty to fifty amperes per
square foot, the temperature should bf.

The
to 85 degrees Fahrenheit.
composition of the bath should be kept
Do not
as near uniform as possible.

from 70

etc.,

Used

the Plating

in

and Polishing Industry.

limit the distance between the electrodes
too closely if uniformity of distributed
metal is desired.
«

Question.

*

*

— What

form of rheostat or

switchboard for electro-plating tanks is
considered the best? We have had considerable difficulty with ordinary types
of current controlling instruments, and
wish to install something more durable
and efficient if it is obtainable.

—

Answer. The difficulty you have experienced with series circuit rheostats
has been identical with the experience of
thousands of other platers, and although
these inefficient instruments have been
condemned for years, it is only recently
that a more satisfactory type has been
obtainable.
The latest form of controller is known as a split circuit rheostat, and its use overcomes practically all
of the troubles resulting from imperfect

AMERICAN

ELECTRO-PLATERS'

SOCIETY. TORONTO BRANCH.

Officers for

1920-1921

President— Mr. T. G. O'Keefe, 147 Dupont
Street, Toronto.
Vice-President Mr.

—

Harry

Cresswell,

Armstrong Avenue, Toronto.
Secretary-Treasurer Mr. Charles
271 Boston Ave., Toronto.

—

61

Kemish,

PLACE AND DATES OF MEETING
Hall, corner Queen and
Bathurst Streets, second Thursday of each
month, at 8 P.M.

The Occident

which will remain clean, are obtainable,
though the sale of such anodes is practically in the hands of one manufacturer,
who guarantees his product not to turn
black in a solution.
Cathode silver is
usually alloyed with copper for the purpose of increasing the profits of manufacturers, but an excess of one and onehalf per cent, is seldom used.
*

*

*

—

Question. I would like a formula for
making black enamel, such as is used
for trays, cycle and auto trimmings.

Answer.

— Procure

size suitable for

an iron kettle of
your needs; prepare a

brick enclosure for a hot fire, and place?
kettle over the fire, preferably in the

To make approximately two
pounds of
asphaltum by slow heat, add 2 quarts of

open

air.

gallons of enamel, melt 2V^

boiled linseed oil, 6 ounces of litharge, 4
ounces of powdered zinc sulphate, and
6 ounces of red lead.
Boil the mass
thoroughly for about two hours, then stir
in 8 ounces of used amber gum (dark
and one pint of linseed oil).
Boil again
for at least one and one-half hours.
When the substance becomes thickened,
remove the kettle from the fire and add
one gallon of turpentine to the contents.
This should produce an excellent black
enamel of proper consistency for ordinary purposes. Care should be observed
while boiling, as the mass is very
inflammable.

—

current regulation. The rheostat is constructed along commonsense lines, and is
now being included in the best and most
Modern platup-to-date installations.
ing room requirements exclude the old
A description of the
type controller.
parallel type rheostat will be found else-

where

in this issue.

Question. Can you furnish us with
information regarding method of platinizing copper?
We do not wish an electro deposit, merely a process for producing the color of platinum on copper.

Answer.

— As

we

experienced
to time
with blackening of silver anodes in silver-plating solutions, we began to experiment with silver from various sources.
In order to test practically pure silver
for this purpose, we obtained some bar
A
silver and used some as an anode.
black film formed upon the surface of
the bar in the same manner as upon
manufactured anodes. Can you inform
us what the nature of this black film is?
Question.

less trouble

Answer.

—The

have

from time

condition favoring the
formation of a black film upon silver
anodes is admitted by experts to be
caused by methods of refining the silver.
Analysis of silver which became black
while in the plating solution indicated
the presence of peroxide. Silver anodes.

a

solution

as

fol-

:

acetate.

more or

— Prepare

lows
In one and one-fifth quarts of
hydrochloric acid mix nine ounces of
arsenious acid and two ounces of copper

When

well mixed and in com-

plete solution, clean the copper articles
as for plating and suspend them in the

solution until the platinum color
tained.

—

is

Question. Please inform me how
get a green bronze color on brass
copper.

ob-

to

or

—

Answer. Immerse the brass or copper in a dilute solution of acetic acid and
allow to drain; then expose to fumes of

ammonia, or immerse in a solution of
two parts water and one part perchloride
of iron.
The longer the immersion the
darker the color. The latter method is
more rapid than the former, which requires
shades.

repeated immersions for deeper

!>c(t'nil.or.
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The Best Facings

Immediate

at the Best Prices

Deliveries
We

The highest grade Hamilton Foundry Facings are
manufactured from Ceylon Plumbago imported
direct from Ceylon and ground in our own mills
at Hamilton. This and our direct from manufacturer to consumer policy enables us to offer the
foundrymen of Canada the best Facings at the

have at

all

times large stocks

Foundry Facings ready for
immediate shipment no holding up by customs or lack of
shipping facilities.
When you
send an order to us you can be
of

—

sure the Facings are
rushed right off to you.

being

lowest price.

—

Our XXX Ceylon a pure Ceylon Facing for use on the
heaviest green sand castings
Turns out a perfect casting with a clean, bright surface.

—

Ceylon Plumbago No. 206 an unqualified success for
general machinery castings. May be used wet.

Climax Core

Climax Silver Lead

Wash

Climax Grey Core Compound
A

small

amount

few cents,
sand flows

of

"Climax Grey," costing only a
labor.
The

will save dollars' worth of
freely and completely from

the casting.

Cores made from Climax Grey Core Compound are
always clean, hard and perfect. They dry nuickly,
and do not become damp in storage or in the mold,
You can rely
neither do they sag, scab, nor buckle.
on Climax Gore Compound being absolutely uniform.

cores from Climax Core Compound
wash them with Climax Core Wash you have
you can depend upon.

The Hamilton Facing
Head

lighter grades of

—

you make your
cores

medium and

Imperial Stove Plate Facing This Facing will give a
perfect skin and a beautiful color to castings.
We
absolutely guarantee that it will print perfectly without the use of Charcoal or other Return Facings.

A trial will convince you of the superior merits of
Climax Core Wash.
It remains in suspension, will
not rub off. wash or buckle, and it cleans easily. The
materials from which Climax Core Wash is made are
selected for their high heat-resisting qualities. When
and

— For

castings.

Office

Mill Co., Limited

and

Mills

Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
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These Foundry Supplies

Are Worth

Investigating!

pay you to stop and consider what we offer
Foundry Equipment. We handle supplies
for every phase of Foundry work, including the
famous Whiting line of Core Ovens and accessories,
Cranes, electric Travellers and Hoists, and all equipwill

ITyou

in

for making Brass, Steel or Iron Castings.
plete estimate and layouts on application.

ment

You Can

Com-

Realize Big Profits With

This Magnetic Separator
A MAGNETIC Separator literally
-^ opens up a new source of income
for you. It reclaims all iron and steel
parts from the refuse and will save
hundreds of dollars in the course of
a year. You can't afford to be withhandle the product of
out it.

We

the Magnetic Manufacturing
Milwaukee, Wis.

Write us for

The Dominion Foundry Supply

Co.,

full particulars

Co., Limited

Everything for the Foundry

MONTREAL

TORONTO

WINNIPEG

C A N A D
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Use the Famous

M. MILLER FLUXES

C.

You'll

Get

Perfect Castings Every

Time

and Save Time, Labor and Money
Use Miller Fluxes on anything that needs sound, tough,
clean, fast working castings.
Don't wait. Get the results you should be getting without further delay
save
time, labor and money now.

—

Fluxes for Every Purpose
KEYSTONE MOLYBDENUM ALLOY FLUX FOR IRON, STEEL and SEMI-STEEL.
VANADIUM BRAND OF LADLE FLUX FOR CAR WHEELS, CHILLED ROLLS, etc.
RADIOCLARITE FOR BRASS, BRONZE and NON-FERROUS METALS. PEARLITE
FOR ALUMINUM. SPECIAL RADIOCLARITE FOR COPPER.

Results You Will Obtain by Using
Your Iron

1.

will be very hot, twenty to
thirty per cent, more fluid, twelve per
cent, softer and absolutely clean.

2.

Your Castings
strong.

3.

You

will

have

less trouble

Your Cupola

from shrink-

will

drop

Your heat

will be

shortened from ten to

twenty per cent.
7.

bottom

every time and pick out in one-fourth
the time.
Your brick will last nearly as long
again.

6.

age.
4.

5.

wll be tough, smooth and

Our Keystone Flux

clean

You
Flux

will save ten times the cost of the
in Coke and Iron.

Send Us a Trial Order
Our Fluxes make good every time. Send fo; a trial order and judge for yourself. We
make no charge for our Fluxes if they do not suit you. By using our Fluxes regularly
you will save dollars where we make cents. Our prices are not profiteer prices; we
give the most for the money instead of the least.
Send

for our booklets

and

circulars

Remember, we ask no pay unless the Flux proves

satisfactory

THE BASIC MINERAL COMPANY
Box 276,

N.S.

PITTSBURGH, PENNA.
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Road

and Aluminum

In Production Quantities

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS
YY'ANTED-POSITION BY MECHANIC WITH

good technical education and practical experience of eight years in pattern shop, six years
in molding shop, three years in machine
shop, and
for the past two years superintendent of
jobbing
plant, comprising pattern, molding, machine
and
forge shops.
Box 102220.
(cff)

^yANTED-POSITION AS IRON FOUNDRY

foreman by practical foundryman with twenty
years' experience.
Graduate McLain's System of
cupola p>-actice and semi-steel.
Jobbing foundry
preferred.
Box 9220, Canadian Foundryman
(cff)

^yANTED— 1— 10 H.P.-GENERAL ELECTRIC
or Westinghouse motor— 60 cycle— 3 phase
440
volts— 1200 R.P.M. The Frost & Wood Co. Ltd.

Smith's Falls. Ont.

(c2f)

^^-ANTED- FOUNDRY MIXER (MIXING PAN)
3

or

feet

4

diameter,

Box No.

condition.

make, price and

state

11820.

(cl2f)

^^'ANTED— BY A PRACTICAL FOUNDRYMAN
with good technical training, position as
foundry foreman.
Can mix by analysis to suit
grades of castings and cannot be beaten on

all

cupola

practice.

Am

familiar

with

all

modern

foundry appliances and molding m- chines.
McLain graduate.
Reply Box
11 2:520.
Canndi.-n

Foundryman.

Bailey

& Bell Fire Brick Co.

Manufacturer.-;
and Importers of High Orade
Fire Brick.
Fire Clay and General Supplies.
Special
Shapes.
Cupola Block.
Stoker Brick
Holler Tiles. Stove an.
Quebec Heater Linings.
I

MADE
1347-49-51

IN

CANADA

Dufferin St.. Toronto. Phone

Ken. 4335

ment

of Steel of All
By

A

R. P.

GALVANOMETER

indicates the
point at which no current is flowing, and when the pointer on the
galvanometer indicates zero, the \oltage
of the dry cell equals that of the thermocouple. The line resistance from the dry
cell to the galvanometer is
exceedingly
small and constant. When the thermocouple voltage has been opposed to the
voltage of the dry cell and balanced, the
actual measurement is that of the dry
cell circuit.

Hence

this

measurement

is

entirely independent of the resistance of
the circuit, including the thermo-couple,
lead wiires and (galvanometer.

The potentiometer can be used with
any length of leads desired, and the indications are entirely independent of lineresistance or changes in resistance due
to atmospheric changes in temiperature
along the leads. The potentiometer has
a disadvantage as compared with the

milli-voltmeter

measurement

in

method of temperature
that some outside source

of current, a dry cell and standard cell,
for examiple, are necessary ds a source
of current and the dry cell must be replaced from time to time. The standard
ce'l likewise is liable to injury if subjected to temjperatures Ibelow 40° or
above 104° Fahr. and the standard cells

must ibe checked occasionally.
The claim is made that the sticking
of the movable element of the
millivoltmeter

may

cause erroneous readings
and that the potentiometer eliminates
this.
This statement is a fallacy in that
the potentiometer also incorporates a
galvanometer, and provided the galvanometer sticks, an erroneous reading is secured.
Ii
recently

imSTjmmmw

developed and have been
granted two patents on a type of (portable precision potentiometer in which we
use a spiral resistance windin.g for our
slide wire. The total length of this spiral
resistance on a cylinder 4 in. in diameter
and 6 in. long is 8 feet. On a corresponding cylinder in the instrument the scale
is in spiral form 8 feet long, in which
the temperature can be read.
The operating- mechanism moves the
spiral wound resistance equivalent to the

liuii
S3I^.

Mdfji^aGtdr&ffor OverSOYeam,

J.H. GauX'ien

6/

Co

in Steel

Industry*

Continuation of a Paper Discussing the ProMade in the Accurate Measurement and
Control of High Temperatures in the Treat-

Wood and Metal Production

Brass, Bronze

Pyrometer

gress

FORD CITY, ONTARIO

PATTERNS
CASTINGS

Volume XI.

A

& Castings Co. Ltd.
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motion of the temperature scale and an
index is designed to travel across this
temperature scale dependent on the
spiral line on which the temperature is
read.
Naturally with the 8 foot scale,
exceedingly fin° temperature indications
can he secured.
Our standard instrument graduated to 2000° Fahr.. with base
metal thermo-couple, is graduated to 2°
Fahr. and can be easily read to a half
in detrrees Fahrenheit up to a total range
"* ''OOO" Fahr.
•Read
Society.

before

the

.\merican

Step!

Treatei-s'

Kinds

BROWN
Potentiometer pyrometers are available
recording form, in which the miechanism automatically balances the voltage
of the cell against that of the thermocouples, and in this instrument the records are automatic and no hand balancin

ing

is

required.

In either the milli-voltmeter or in the
potentiometer type, recording pyrometers
are available to plot a continuous record
of the temperatures on a chart daily,
weekly or monthly, as desired. The re-

cording pyrometers are supplied either
to make a single record on a chart, or
with two or more galvanometers side by
side making individual records on one
recording
sheet.
Multiple recording
pyrometers are also available inconporating a switching mechanism, which alternately connects the various thermocouples to the galvanometer or millivoltmeter in a recording instrument, and
many records can he secured on one
chart.

There are numerous methods of producing a record on the chart. The most
common form is to use different colors
for these individual multiple records, or

by using for one record a single dot, for
another two dots, the number of records
can be multiplied. The records are made
distinguishable also by dots, dashes and
stars,

corresponding to each record.

In

some instances the record is produced
by jumping an electric spark through
the record paper, and in others by a
printing mechanism with numbers beside
each individual record dot, corresponding
to tbe particular thermo-couple recordetl.

Where a recording instrument operates on the milli-voltmeter method the
frictionless type of recorder is required
and the pointer is depressed only momentarily at intervals on the recording chart.
In the potentiometer type cf recorder
sufficient power is available from the
motor operating the instrument to imprint a record directly on the chart.
Automatic signaling pyrometers have
been used for some years lin the larger
heat-treating plants where it is desirable
that the operator should not decide
whether tht^ temperature is correct or
not, but should be signalled by lights,
as to whether the temperature is within
the correct liimiits. For some years it has
been common practice to install a central
indiicating pyrometer with switchboard,
and by means of three colored lights at
each furnace, usually red, white and
green, to signal from the central station
whether the temperature is too low, correct, or too high.
Usually 25° is considered a limit within which the temperature should be maintained.
(Continued next month)
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IRON

PRODUCTS

(puaUtij

^innuri'

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
HAMILTON PIG IRON
Foundry

Malleable

Basic

STEEL AND IRON BARS
OPEN HEARTH STEEL SHEETS

RAILROAD TRACK MATERIAL
An^le Bars

Track Bolts

SCREWS

Tie Plates

Tie Rods

WIRE

Spikes

NAILS

and Brass, Copper and
Bronze, Heavy and Fine,
Bright, Annealed, Coppered,

Wire
Cut
Boat

Galvanized, Tinned, Stranded,
Steel and Copper Cable,
Barb, Woven Clothes Line

Horseshoe
Shoe Nails
Tacks

Steel

Steel

Brass
Bronze

Wood and
Machine
Scrovs

POLE LINE HARDWARE
Cross

Pole Steps

WROUGHT
Couplings

Guy Clamps

Guy Rods

LEAD PRODUCTS

FORCINGS

PIPE

Black Pipe
Galvanized Pipe
Nipples

Arm Braces

Car Axles
Shape and Drop Forcings
Carriage and Automobile
Hardware

Lead Pipe
White Lead
Shot
Putty

WIRE RODS

BLOOMS

THE

BILLETS

PLOW
BEAMS
ANGLES

CHANNELS

STEEL COMPANY
OF

CANADA
LIMITED

HAMILTON

MONTREAL

HORSE
SHOES
FENCING
RIVETS

BURRS
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Money- Saving Information
—

"The most useful information contained in any paper I get" so a Western banker
writes in to-day's mail, renewing his subscription for FINANCIAL POST.
on to say, "I am called on to suggest investments for
small amounts, sometimes as low as a few hundreds, and I find your Investors'

"Very often,"

his letter goes

I
=
—
=
=

Inquiry Service a reliable partner to consult.
If every investor knew there was
such a service at his call it would surely lessen the losses of many of these people."

W
W

The

=
—

Investors' Inquiry Service fills just that need.
of your investments, write us before you buy.

Unless you are perfectly sure

earned savings in stocks that

subscribers nothing to be sure before placing hardmay never have a chance of paying dividends.

W
W

Trained service men will give you the benefit of keen analysis based on the facts
behind the securities you are considering. This is one of many features enjoyed by
our readers.

—
—
—

It

=

1^

costs

FINANCIAL POST

.«U„iversU,

JJ^g FINANCIAL POST

BOOKSELLERS:^FEATURE THIS PERIODICAL ON YOUR NEWS-STAND,

""Ta^a^^

I
—

Published Weekly
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Save Your Sand, Slag and Iron
With the Magnetic Separator
These
the

Separators are used for
recovery of valuable metal

from foundry refuse which formerly viras thrown away.

They make three separations, sand,
slag and iron, and save a considerable amount of labor.

Made entirely of metal, not a piece
of wood being used in their construction.

Write for Bulletin

"F"

Magnetic Manufacturing Co.
Windlake and 4th Aves.
Milwaukee, Wis

CRANE FITTINGS

CRANE
LIMITED
HEAD OFFICE « WORKS
laeO ST PATRICK ST

MONTREAL
Branches: Toronto, Winnipeg:, Vancouver.
Sales Offices: Halifax, Quebec, Ottawa, Calgary.

Doi-Linljer,

CA
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Holland
Core Oil
You Cut
Comi»ny
4600 W.Huron St Your Costs
CHICAGO
When you use
ILLINOIS

PRODUCTS

COOD PROOVCTS ONLY

HOLLAND
CORE OILS

is a fact which a trial will prove.
Holland Core Oils bind
portion to their cost than any other oils on the market.

This

Manufactured

Big Stick, Old Regular, Regular, Special No.
Our Old Regular was the first core oil ever made.

in five

Extra Fast Drying.

in pro-

more sand

grades:

i

and

HI-BINDER CORE ROSIN
Holland Core Rosin

is

an excellent substitute for rosin, costs far

less

and binds more sand than most

rosin.

HOLLAND STRAIGHT TRIPOLI PARTING
Do
all

not put up with "makeshifts." Use nothing but Straight Tripoli Parting, which is far superior to
other materials. We are the largest manufacturers of Parting in the world. There is a reason.

Holland Products represent economy and efficiency. They are expressly made to cut costs and at the
same time increase the quality of the work. Give them a trial.

Canadian Agents:

The Dominion Foundry Supply Co., Ltd.

TORONTO

MONTREAL

CANADIAN
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Vdlume Xr.

Handling from 5,000 to 6,000 pounds of scrap cuttings per day for the Canada Bronze Company.
This Type "M" Dings takes the dangerous iron impurities from brass and copper chips, thus
eliminating the formation of those small nodules which spoil such quantities of sheet brass and
brass castings.
Just as Sterling stamped on silverware indicates highest quality, so the word Dings, as applied to
magnetic separators, indicates a machine which is guaranteed to give satisfactory service.
Let us explain just why the Dings trade-mark means so much. Write to-day.

Dings Magnetic Separator
Head

800

Office

Milwaukee, Wis

Smith Street

Branches :— New York, 32 E. 42nd

St.:

Denver,

Company

and Works:

171S

Califoi-nia

Richmond, 905 Fourth Ave.

Ave.; Detroit,

18

Columbia

St.

W.

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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DOELCAM SAND BLAST CLEANING INSTALLATIONS
of every description,
classes of work

DURABLE

SIMPLE

for all

EFFICIENT

and

ROOM INSTALLATIONS

Equipped with

ROTATING TABLES
WORK BENCHES
SAND BLAST CARS
MONO RAIL SYSTEMS
The

installation that renders ideal working conditions for
the operator, in exhausting the dust quickly, and conveying the work to be treated to and from the room con-

veniently,

making sand

Our engineering

force

plete data of the

work

blast cleaning a pleasure.

Give us comwill recommend and guarantee the best equipment for your requirements.

HAUSFELD
Hausfeld Furnaces
play an important
part in keeping down
productioncosts,and
boost efficiency to
the highest level.

send
information?

at your service.

to be

cleaned and

MUSSENS LIMITED

Montreal
Winnipeg

May we

is

CRUCIBLE
MELTING

FURNACE

ful

The Campbell-Hausf eld Co.
1

Offices

we

Toronto
Vancouver

FUEL OIL

AT
This

is

1

Oc GAL.

substantially

what you pay

use "OILGAS" furnaces and save one-half the fuel
nonordinary
consumed in
furnaces.
recuperative type

when you

Manufactured only by

Genera

'

and Works

Harrison, Ohio
Canadian RepraeniaiiCe

The

E. J.

Woodison
Toronto

Co., Ltd.

John D.'s

edicts

have no terrors

"OILGAS"

furnaces.
The higher he shoves the price of
oil, the greater their advantage
over their competitors.
for users of

Furnaces for every heat operation.
General Combustion Company of Canada
Limited

619-623

New

Birks Bldg., Montreal

—
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TWO GREAT
/^NE hundred years before
^-^ Columbus landed in
America, there was established
in England a guild of gold and
silver smiths who, through pride
of

established

craft,

a

mark

whereby when a housewife
bought silverware and saw on it
the

word "Sterling" she made

her purchase with absolute
surance of value received.

Five

have

centuries

since that

mark was

To-day

still

as-

woe

betide the

misuses

The

this

man

passed

established.

or firm

mark

who

"Sterling."

police of the world stand

back of

it.

Only six short years ago there
was established on the North
American Continent another
guild

of

craftsmen

body of men
achievement
vertisers,

— another

with

—the

pride

guild of

Advertising

GUILDS

Sentiment, genius or instinct

guided the adoption of the three

letters

great

foundational

A.B.C.

as their insignia. In

respect alone did these

guilds of craftsmen
in birth
differ.

ness

one

two great

—separated

by over five centuries
One determined the fine-

and left the purmeasure the weight.

alone,

chaser to

The other determined the weight

remains an unerring guide throughout the
English-speaking world, and
it

Vol. XI.

of

Ad-

Agents

but gave such specific information as
to

would enable

the buyer

determine for himself the de-

gree to which that fineness applied to his

own

particular busi-

ness.

A.B.C. stands for Audit Bureau
of
Circulations,
and Audit
Bureau of Circulations stands
for absolute honesty in the pre-

paration and presentation of circulation statements.
tiser

who buys

cation

The

space in a publi-

whose

circulation

audited by the A.B.C.
exactly

adver-

what he

is

is

knows

getting.

and Publishers.
They,

mark

to

adopted a hall
designate an honest

Canadian Foundryman and

too,

product in the business in which
they were engaged.

all

MacLean

Publishing

Com-

pany papers are members of the
A.B.C.

:

DeceiiiUer,

1020
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Rotary Sand Riddle
In a Class by Itself

Arranged

for

Hand,

Belt or

Motor Drive.

Before buying Sand Riddles get our data.

Send for Circulars and

Prices

THE BEYER MACHINE COMPANY
Jackson, Michigan, U.S.A.

40
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=i/VENT

T7

WAX

Easiest

and Best Way

Vent
Buy

It

Any
in

Canada

Fl^ry,M609:Queen

Hamilton

MADE
IN

I

.

to

Core

Dominion Foundry Supply^Co.,
and Toronto.
^!f g
E. B.

Volume XI,

St.

Ltd.,

at

i

Montreal

DOMINION CRUCIBLE CO.

W., ToronlD.

LIMITED

Facing fMill Co., Ltd., Hamilton,

Ont.

Hyde & Sons,

Ltd., Montreal,

Standard [Machinery

&

Que.

ST.

Supplies, Ltd.,

treal,

Que.

& Sons,
Montreal, Que.

Webster
E. J.

Ltt'.

I

Woodison

HAMILTON FACING MILLS

Co., Toronto,

Gwe

it

c itial

Berkshire
Reduce
Molding Cost
Showing a Berkshire
Portable Air Squeezer
with
pattern-drawing
device
turning
out
molds in one of the
largest
foundries
on
the
Continent.
Berkshire machines will in-

crease your production
50 to 100 per cent, and
give you perfect satisfaction.

See Exhibit at Columbus Convention, week
Oct. 4th.

The

Berkshire
Mfg. Co.

Cleveland

Ohio

CO. Limited

HAMILTON, ONT.

Ont.

j£«£;>:tti

JOHNS, QUE.

Mon-

SOLE CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS

Molding Machines

CANADIAN
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Light, Safe, and Easy to

51

Move

hand and pneumatic, in capacities up to 20 OOC
much in
parts are extra strong, with a margin of safety
They are equipped with Hyatt Roller Bearings throughout, mak.ng
excess of the rated load.
them easy rolling and long lasting. Write for descriptive literature.

Curtis I-BeamlCranes are

pounds and

in

made

spans up to 40

in various types,

feet.

All

Curtis Pneumatic Machinery Co.
Branch

Office:

1637 Kienlen Ave., St. Louis, U. S. A.

Showing Hyatt
Roller Bearings

iJI-S Hudson Taminal. NcvO York City

'^S

SLY

FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT
"UP
DATE"
TO
-

-

BRsaa

the Finishing of Small Parts and
Castings Costing You Too Much?
Is

Here's

a

profit

leak

bears close analysis.
The cost of small parts may
to the cost of larger parts unless they are finished in
least possible time and with the minimum amount of

that

become out of proportion
volume in the

sufficient
labor.

Since cost depends on volume, where 6 or 8 tons a day have been cleaned by one
method or another, the installation of a 30/40 Sly Sand Blast Mill actually
turns out 8 to 20 tons a day and with the minimum amount of lauoj.
Drop forgingrs. stampings, small gears, auto parts, brass and bronze work and
malleable iron castings that are put through a .30 40 Sly Sand Blast Mill are
cleaned with the thoroughness of a sand-blasting operation that imitates hand
work, lessening machining on parts that are to be machined eliminating defecgiving a surface that is ready for plating.
tive pai-ts
It is your privilege to draw on over forty years' experience in the business, by
Write or wire
putting your cleaning problem up to us.
;

;

The W. W. SLY Mfg.
Washington
Birnningham

Paris,

Other
steel

Tumbling Mills

Iron Cinder MilLs
Brass Cinder Mills
Resin Mills
Sand Blast Mills
Sand Blast Mills— Tilted

Exhaust Fans
30

40

Sand Blast

Mill at OId> .Mt>lor

W ork.s,

Co.

Main Office and Works:
Cleveland, Ohio

New York

France

SLY

Chicago
Detroit
St.

Louis

Products
Sand Blast Rooms
Sand Blast Cabinet
Sand Blast Rotary Tables
Dust Arresters
Cupolas
Core Ovens
Core Sand Reclaimers

Lansinc. Mich.

E^

.
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Do You Want The Best ?

I
When

you purchase equipment for provour men, be guided by two
Chippers,
Safety and Comfort.
pourers and molders particularly need
and should be protected by the finest
Safety (ioggles made.
Our latest catalogue describing every kind of goggle for
head and eye {)rotection is yours for the
tecting
factors

—

Directed Heat

Efficient

is

Heat

asking.

You pay good money

for all the heat in

your foundry between the
rafters.

The only

works, however,

working plane.

floor

and the

The F.W. King Optical Company

part of your heat that

Cleveland

that which goes to the
Direct your heat to the

is

Ohio

right spot with

The Mechanical Hot

i

Heater
**More Heat—Less Coal"
Blast

This type of heater, pictured above, is built
-il)ecially to heat foundries and a great variety
of other industries. A rnultivane fan forces the
heat along the working plane, warming every
corner and Avindow and insuring your workmen comfort at all times. It does this at a
great saving of fuel and a inaximuni tem])erature variation of only ~i°

Robert (cordon, Inc., is essentially a heating
engineering service. Starting out with fundomentally correct principles, Robert Gordon engineers have made thousands of heating installation« without one fajilure.
They iliave
served all kinds of business, fro)n the smallest
to the largest, and have in every case made the
tvpe of installation best fitted for the purpose.
They know heating requirements for every
possible

condition

and

will

recommend and

only what in their judgment meets the
Send for our booklet.
needs of their client.
''Warm Facts in Cold Type." and learn the
why of our slogan
install

Gordon

— "A

Guarantee

of

W. Monroe

Trade- Mark on a Flask

St.,

INC.

Chicago

Branch Offices:
Grand Central Palace, New York Bessemer Bldg.. Pittsburgh.
Sun Bldg., Detroit.
Canadian Agents: E. J. Woodison Co., Ltd., Toronto and

—

Almost every foundry throughout Canada and the United
States which studies its production costs and the accuracy
of its products is adopting Diamond Trade-Marked Flasks.
There is absolutely no requirement of the machine or
bench molder which Diamond Flasks cannot satisfactorily
meet. If better flasks could be made, Diamond would make
them.
Ability to give precision,

economy and

hard usage and have long

life

—

all

efficiency; to stand
these are embodied in

Diamond construction.
Have you tried them?
Sold in Canada by

Dominion Foundry Supply Co.; Whitehead Brothers Company; E. J. Woodison Company; Frederic B. Stevens;
Hamilton Facing Mills Co., Ltd.

DIAMOND CLAMP & FLASK

:

Montreal.

Means

Increased Production
Precision
Decreased Costs

Dependable Service"

ROBERT GORDON,
628

This

40 N. 14th St.
llllllllllllllllililllilllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

CO.

RICHMOND, INDIANA

—
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BLYSTONE
"The Mixer
that Shovels"

GOOD
run,

quality castings always win in the long
and you can not produce good quality
castings unless your core sand and facing are

evenly mixed.

A Blystone Sand Mixer — "the

mixer that shovels"

—

will

more thorough and even mix, and do it in
time than it would take six men to do the work by

give you a
less

the old hand-shoveling method.

The Blystone

is the only mixer with adjustable shovels.
shovels the sand over and over, and throws it from
one end of the drum to the other with every revolution of the shaft.
You have only to see a Blystone in
operation to be convinced of the evenness of the mix
it produces.

It

Start the
you'll

New Year by

never regret

investigating the Blystone

it!

Blystone Mfg. Company
1220 Ironton St.,

The

L.

&

P.

Cambridge Spring, Pa.

Manufacturing Company, Niagara

Falls,

Ont.

Manufacturers and Distributors for Canada
Baltimore. J.

W. Paxson

Birmingham.

Hill

Buffalo, E. J.

Woodison Co.

&

Co.

Griffith Co.

Chicago. Scully-Jones & Co.
Cincinnati. Hill & Griffith Co.

Cleveland, E. J. Woodison Co.
Detroit, E. J. Woodison Co.

New

York,

Wonham,

Bates

&

Goode,

Inc.

Philadelphia. J.

W. Paxson

Co.

CANADIAN FOUNDRY MAN
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REYNOLDS CORE OIL
Highest Standard for

We
We

20 Years

now supplying many of the largest foundries
only make one grade of core oil and always keep
are

which has always given

in

Canada.

it

at the

same Standard Quality

satisfaction.

Write us for

prices.

REYNOLDS & COMPANY
261

Macdonell Ave.

TORONTO,

Ont.

i

The "Oliver" Combined Band
Re-Saw and Scroll Saw, 38-in.

SCARFE'S
No. 7

CORE
The above photograph shows one of the many installations of a general utility machine of more than ordinary
merit. The first function of the "Oliver" Band Re-saw
But time is worth saving, too. The
is to save lumber.
"Oliver" Band Re-saw is equipped with safety guards

SCARFE &

SAVE LUMBER— SAVE LABOR

CO., LTD.

Makers of Industrial Varnishes and Paints

Head

that eliminate danger of accidents to the utmost.

OIL

Branches:

Office

:

BRANTFORD

MONTREAL

and WINNIPEG

OLIVER MACHINERY COMPANY
Grand Rapids, Mich.

PIG IRON
FOUNDRY
BESSEMER

MALLEABLE
BASIC
LOW PHOSPHORUS
-

Prompt shipment

A. C. LESLIE

of all grades

& CO., Limited, MONTREAL

nocoinl>or.

CANADIAN FOTJNDRYMAN
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CANADIAN HART WHEELS
CUT FASTER

rrc§i

Wet Pan Sand

LAST LONGER

Than any other wheels on the market

Our New Modern

55

Mill

for Steel Foundries

Plant.

EMERY WHEELS A SPECIALTY
WE SOLICIT EXPORT TRADE
Tell us the service

you want performed and we

will

supply you with an abrasive wheel that will save
you time, money and worry.

Send for
troubles.

one of our catalogues and
We do the rest.

tell

CANADIAN HART PRODUCTS,

us your

Limited

Iw^

The

Successors to

Canadian Hart Wheels, Limited

HAMILTON

-

-

-

112

ONTARIO, CAN.

Mfg. Co.

W. Adams
CHICAGO

St.

Tumbling Barrels
Tilting

and
Burnishing

n

Barrels

Shot Blasting
Irstead of Sand Blasting

CANADIAN

Ensures 100%

MADE
[

Cleaner Castings

(;iobe chilled shot leaves a perfectly smooth
surface an important factor where castings
are to be enamelled sand leaves a sand coat-

—

—

ing.

SHOT DOES NOT WEAR THE HOSE, NOZZLE OR MACHINE AS FAST AS SAND,
AND IT CLEANS EASILY 100 (^ BETTER.
Let us

SLATER & BARNARD

you more about

it.

THE GLOBE STEEL

LIMITED

Hamilton,Ontario

tell

MANSFIELD, OHIO

n

CO.

CAN A D

r)G

I
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CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN BUYERS' DIRECTORY

ABRASIVE MATERIALS

BOILERS. STEAM

Can. llajis,)!! «: Van Winkle Co.. Toninio, Ont
(an. Uarl Wluvls. Li,|., Haniihc.n, Ont.
KoiilSn.ilh Macli, C(... 1,1,1.. The, Hamillon, Ont

Crushed

I'ltl.sliurKh

Stevens.

Frederic

VVoodLsoii,

K.

Sleel Co.. Piltslnngh,
Detroit. Mirh.
Toronto. Ont.

I!..

.1..

.MinLstry
C.

I'a

of
Co.,

U.S.A.
U.S.A.

General

Munitions,
Ltd.,

London, England.

The.

Ltd.. The,

ALBANY SAND

Louis,

Montieal.

Mich

.Mevens.

Frederi.^
Woodison, K. .1..

ARGON

Whilde

Toronto,

Co..

Ont

Hagelstown

AUTOMOBILE MACHINERY
Preston Woodworking Machinery
BAND SAWS
.Machinery Co.,

.\I,|

Tfan^on A Van Winkle Co., Toronto "^nFord-,Smith Mach. Co.. Ltd.. The. Hamilton. Ont.
Stevens. Frederic B,. Detroit, Mich.
W. W. Wella, Toronto.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Oa».

Mich.

Can. Hanson & A'an Winkle Co..
Dominion Fdry, Sn„ply Co.. Ltd..Tolonto Oiil
Tor nt,
Onl
Hamillon Facing Mill Co.. Lt,l..
Ha nil,
Northern Crane Works. Lt,l.,
WalkeiT lie
Inl
Pangborn Corporation, Hagerstown.
Md., U s A
Obeimayer Co.. S.. Chicago, HI
'

nUFFS AND BUFFINf? ANT>
rOT.TSTfTVG COMPOCITTOXS

'

BARRELS, SANDBLAST
' '-'"4'<\* <'o.. Ltd., .Montreal.
'iV

Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
W. W. Wella. Toronto.
Vfoodiaon. B. J.. C„.. Toronto. Out

"

Mussens, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Corporation, Hagerstown,

I'anKhoin

Que

BINDERS, SAND
Holland Core Oil Co., Chicago, HI
Frederic B., Detroit, Mich'
WoodLson, 10. .1.. Co., Toronto, Out

BLAST GATES
M..

F.

Connersville.

BLAST GAUGES— CUPOLA
Can.

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry;. Supply Co..
Co..

Stevens,

Combustion Co., AIontreaL

BLOWERS

.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle

Hamilton

Facing

Mill

Monarch

&

Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Co.. Toronto, Ont
Co., Ltd.. Hamilton, Onl
Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Mil.

Li|gineerliig
Roots Co., P, H.
F. M.. Connersville,
Stevens. Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
Woodison, E. .1.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

&

Ind

BOILERMAKERS' TOOLS
Holden Co., Ltd., Tlie. Montreal.
BOILER COMPOUND
Rej-nolds & Co., Toronto.

.foseph

Co..
]>td..

Ltd.,

Toronto Out
Toronto Oni
Hamilton, Ont.

Di.\on Crucible Co.. .lersey City.
I'ettinos. George F.,
Philadelphia. Pa.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Alich
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

N

J

W

CLAMPS. FLASK
Diamond Clamp
Frederic B.

Montreal,

George F,. Philadelphia, Pa.
E. J., Toronito.
Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. On'
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co.. Baltimore, Md
Stevens,

(\>wH«vn

Frederic

V

.T

.

B.,

Co

Detroit,

Toronto

Mich.
Onl.

CAR LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Holden Co.. Ltd., The, Montreal,
CAR MOVERS
Holden Co., Ltd., The, Montreal,
C*«TfNGS. NICKEL
Ola. Hanaon & Van Winkla Co.. Toronto.
W WrIU Toronto.
CASE HARDENING
General Comhiistion Co., Montreal.
CERAMIC KILNS
General Comhnstion Co., Montreal.
CHAIN BLOCKS
Cleveland

A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Chaplet & Mfg. Co., Cleveland.

Dominion

k'dty.

Detroit. Midhigan.

CLAY LlfTED CRUCIBLES

Can Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdrv. Sirpplv Co.. Ltd. Toronto. Ont

Frederic B.
Gautier. J.

Stevens. Detroit. Midhigan.
A Co.. Jersey City. N.J.

H

.

Joseph nixon CniclMe Co.. Jersev dty. N.J.
'Vor^'vm. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

COATS
F-

H. Wheeler Mfg

Co.

CONTRACTORS' STORES
of

^rinistl-^•

London.

^Vfnnitions.

England.

CONVERTER BLOWERS, ROTARY
Rnrots Co.. P FT A F. M.. ComrerrsviUe,
CORE BARROWS
Sterling Wheelbarrow Co., Milwaukee.
CORK BINDERS

Ind.

Can. Han»on A V«n Winkle Co., Toronto.
Dnmnininn Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. iMI(*igan.
Holland Core Oil Co.. Chicago 111.
TTamilton Facing Mil] Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Obermayer A Co., S., Chicago. Fll.
TTnod-.n-,
F. J. rn
Toronto. Ont

Ont^

Out

CORE BOXES (STEEL AND WOOD)
Woodison Co., E. J., Toromto,
CORE BOX MACHINES
Frederic B.

Woodison, E.

A Van

Winicle

Co

t,

..

Stevrais. Detroit. Midhigan.
J., Co.. Toronto, Ont,

CORE BREAKERS (PNEUMATIC)

Oan. Hanson A Van Wlnkls Co., Toronto, Onfc
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

HamUton Facing
Cort'

Oil

Mil] Co.. HaMiHon,
Co.. Chicago lU.
Chicago. HI,

Ont

S..

IT

r-n

T

Ont

T^^<vn•>^

Pa;.

Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dnrminion Fdrv. Snpplv Co.. Ltd
Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Midhigan.
TTsmilton Farmg Mill Po., Ltti.. HarnQton. Ont
Reynolds & Co., Toronto.
Woodiiwin

E.

J.

Co..

Toronto.

CORF MA WING 5r»CWTVFS

Ont

Cambridge Springs, Pa.
Cnn. Hsnson A Vsn Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dnrminion Fdrv. Snpnlv Cn
T f-^
Toronto, Ont
Bls'stone

Mfg.

Co..

.

O.-

CORF OILS
Oni

Han'on A Vpn Winkle Co.. Tormito. Ont.
Toronto, Ont.
Dormininn Fdrv. Snpr'v Co.. T,td
Frederic B, Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
KsTniiTon Fucinr Mill Co
Ltd
'Hamilton, Ont.
Holland Core Oil Co.. Chicago. 111.
Ohermnver Co.. S.. Chicago. 111.
Reynolds & Co. Toronto.
<^nn

,

Scarfe

Mussens, Ltd,, Montreal, Que,

Uanaon

Flask Co.

Frederic B. .Stevens. DMmlt, Michigan.
Talinr Vfe. Co., Pldlaclelphia. Pa.
Wadsworth Core Machine & Equip. Co., Akron,
Woodiwn, E. J. Co.. Toronto. Ont

&

Co.,

Woodason,

CllAi'LEXa
C«n,

&

b-tevens,

Obennayer Co.. 8.. Chlcaao. HI.
Woodl3on Co.. E. J.. Toronto.

CORE DRYING PLATES, STEEL
Electric Furnace Construction Co., Philadelphia,
CORE MACHINES, HAMMEB

Mldhigian.

\\

BOILER GRAPHITE

Can. Hanson .t Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.,

Detirrit,

Montreal.

Pettinns. Geonrp F.. Philndalphia. Pa.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit Mich.

CARS, CORE OVEN AND FOUNDRY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.

BLOWING ENGINES
General

Sterens.

The.

E. C. Atkins Co.
Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Jfldhlgnn.
Preston Woodworking Machy. Co., Preston
Ont.
^v.
W.. Mfg. Co
The. OleTeland. O.
Woodi'JOfn Co.. E. J., Toronto.

nVw1t«oTi

Woodison Co.,

Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich
\\oo(lisoii.
K. .1.. Co,, Toronto, Ont

Ltd.,

Obermayer Co..

I'ettinos,

.

Mill

Stevens,

Co.,

rrvoFR MILLS
CIRCULAR SAWS

Holland

CALKING HAMMERS
Holden Co., Ltd,. The,
CARBON BLACKING

Co., Toronto. Ont
Ltd.. Toronto. On
Ltd., Hamilton,
Ont

Pneumatic Tool Co. The
Co, Ltd., The, Montreal,

W. W.

Frederic B.

Ind.

CHIPPING HAMMERS (PNEUMATIC)
Cleveland

Oan. Hanson 4 Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, On'
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md
Pangborn OorporatJon, Hagerstown, Md.

CABINETS, SANDBLAST
iV

OnU

To,v,nto

Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co.. The.
Holden Co.. Ltd.. The. MontreaL

Sly Mfg. Co., CTeveland. Ohio.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
W/wiiv>n B. J
<^ri..
Tf.T^nto. Ont

Stevens.

.^,11.

CORE COMPOUNDS

BURNERS. CORE OVEN

Md

W «

Can. Hanson

Ota. Hanion ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, "^ni
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont

^''- Cleveland, Ohio.
'^'*'
sTiv
F-''Stevens,
Frederic
B.. Detroit. .Mich
WoodLson. K. .T., Co.. Toronto, Ont'

Facing

Hanion

MACIIINBIIT

Grand Rapids,

BARRELS, TUMBLING

II

Oi.'..

BUFFINO AND POLISHING

Co

Carv Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Midhigan.
>-ui»"ii.

nominion

.Michigan.

cvm. Hanson 4 Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. On?.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Manufaetiirers' Bnish Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.
StcTou, Frederte B., Detroit, Uleh.
Wonrtlnoo F. J
"To.. Toronto. Ont. "
Nat ional Engineering Co., Chicago, HI.

Ont.

Onli

Ont

CHEMISTS— SEE METALLURGISTS
CHEMICALS

Holden

BRUSHES. ALL KINDS

ARRESTERS, DUST
Corporation.

Detroit,

Ont

Co.. Toronto.
Ltd., Toronto,

Frwleric B.. Detroit, Mich
Woodison. E. .1.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Holden

A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Oni.
Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.
H«mlH<a Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Uanafaaturera' Bnuh Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.
Obemayer Co., S., Chicago, HI.
Stermu, Frederic B., Detroit Mich.
Wnodtson. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont
fTtm.

Toronto.
B,. Detioit. Midi.
(-0..
Toronto. Ont

dx.vgen Co..

Stevens

Hanson A Van Winkle
Dommion Fda. Supply Co.,

CHISEL BLANKS

DcBcinlon

ANODES. BRASS, COPPER,
NICK^I,. ZINC
Can. Hanson & Van

Hamilt.m

Mo

BUDGE CRANES
Curtis Pneumatic Machine Co.
BRONZE CASTINGS
American Manganese Bronse Co.. Philadelphia.
BRONZE FORGINGS
American Manganese Bronze Co.. Philadelphia.
BRONZE INGOTS
American Manganese Bronze Co.. Philadelphia.
BRONZE MANGANESE
American Manganese Bronze Co., Pliiladelphia.
BRUSHES. FOUNDRV AM) (OKK

Mo.

Magnetic Manufacturing Co.

C.

Louis,

Combustion Co.. Montreal.

FVederic B.

Pettinns. George F.. Philadelphia.
Pa
Stevens. Frederic B... Detroit,
Jrich.

Kools

St

Dominion Fdry. Sujjply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto.
Wrwvti^n K. .1
Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Montreal.

ALLOrs
Stevens. Frederic P.. netroit,
ALUMINUM FOUNDRIES

Oliver

Co.,

Hinion & Van Winnie Co., Toronto, Ont.
C«n. H»rt Wheels, Ltd,, Hamilton, Ont.

AIR HOSE

I'anKliorn

Akron, O.

CRANES

t>mn.

Curtis Pneumatic Machy. Co.,
St.
Co.,
Ltd., The, Montreal.

IJom.

JHoh.

BKICKS, RCBBINO

U.S.A.

Holden

Co.,

Co.,

111

Co.. Toronto.

Stevens,

Equip.

BRASS GOODS, VALVES, ETC.
Crane Ltd.. Montreal
BRASS MELTING

AIR HOIST

Holden

JIB

&

Chicago,

S..

J..

Can.

Haxuon & V«n Winkle Co., Toronto. Obi.
Cha. Hirt WhMlt, Ltd.. Hamilton, Out.
Woodlaoa. 1. J,, Co.. Toronto. Ont.

AIR DRILLS
Holden

Woodison. E.

CHARCOAL

BRAKE SHOES, WHEEL TKUEINo
C«n.

AIRCRAFT
Mini^trj-

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Midhigan.
HamUton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton. OnL
Lindsay Chaplet & Mfg. Co.,
Phlladelphk.

Obennayer Co..

Grand Rapids

Curtis Pneumatic Machy.

MOTOR DRIVEN
Chicago,

.Machinery Co..

BRACKETED

AIR COMPRESSORS, STEAM DRIVEN
Sullivan
Co.,

England.

Waclsnorlh Core .Machine

AIR COMPRESSORS, BELT DRIVEN
Chicago.

Watt, Amherst, N.S.
London,

BOTTOM PLATES, STEEL

Berkshire Mfg. Co.. The.
Can. Hanson & Van Winllle So.. Toronto. Oiil.
Curtis I'neumatic .Machy. Co., St. Louis Mo.
Holden Co., Ltd., The. Moiitreal.
Musseiis, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Stevens. Frederic li., Detroit. Midi
WoodLson, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Out.

Machinery

H.

Oliver

Sullivan Machinery Co., ChieaKo.

England,

BORING MACHINES

AIB COMPRESSORS

Sullivan Machinery Co.,

London,

Ministry of Munitions,

Co..

AIR COMPRESSORS,

Munitions,

of

BOOTS

'"OnF
Out.

Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out.

Ltd.,

E.

Brantford,
Co..

Ont,

Toronto.

Ont

&

Eouip.

Co.,

Akron, O.'

&

EQuip.

Co.,

."Vkron,

OVFVB — O-FF OVFVn
J..

.Vadsunrlh Core Atacliine

CORE PLATES. STEEL
Wadswortli Core Machine

f*

'

C A NA D

Dm-niber, 1920

To

the

1

AN

F

UNDRYMA

of

N'

Foundry men of Canada:-

The experience which We hade gained
during the past forty-seven years, combined with the
ery which

new and modern machin-

We have

installed, justifies the

statement that the coming year will find us

prepared

to

furnish the best Facings

and

Supplies with the most efficient service.

THE

OBERMAYER CO

S.

"Established 1874"

Chicago
Cincinnati

WAREHOUSES

OFFICES

FACTORIES
Pittburgh
Louis
Philadelphia

St.

Chicago

Cincinnati

Detroit

Milwaukee

Toronto

Rillton. Pa.

Canadian Representative:

Pittsburgh

E. B.

Los Angeles
Baltimore

FLEURY,

1609

Newark, N.J.
Denver
Syracuse

Newark. N.J.
St.

Cincinnati

Louis
Chicago
'

Denver
Los Angeles

Queen

Street West, Toronto

CANADIAN FOUNDRY MAN

68
CORE SAND MIXER

Woc«t1son

BljBtone Mfg. Co.. Cambridge Springs, Pa.
National Englneerliig Co., Chicago, IlL
Wadsworili Core MacblJie & Equip. Co., Akron. O.

CORE SAND MIXERS AND SAND MIXING
AND COMPOUNDING MILLS
CUKK tVAj>tll
Can. Uanson & Tan Winkle Co.. ToroniA. OnL
Dominion Fdry. Supplj Co., Ltd., Toronio, Uul
Frederic B. Sterou, Detroit, Mlclilsui.

Hamilton Pacing MIU Co., Uamliton, OnL
Joseph Uixon Crucible Co., Jerse; Citj, M.J.
Obermayer & Co.. S., Chicago, 111.
Woodison. K.

Co., Toronto.

J..

Ont.

CORE REDUCERS
Wailsworth Core Macliine & Equip. Co., Akron
CORE TAPEllING AND CUTTING-OFF
CORE TESTING MACHINE
Wadsworll) Core Macliine & l>;quip. Cii,.
National Engineering Co., Chicago. Ill

COKt;

Curtis

o.

Ont.

Ont

ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, iMldhlcao.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Out
W. W. Wells. Toronto.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont
Monarch Ungineering ft Mfg. Co.. Baltimore, Md.
SUvens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.

Whitehead Bios. Co.. Bultalo. N.X.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

Holden

&

Equip.

Co..

Oliver

Ltd..

Pa.

ELEVATORS, HYDRAULIC, PNEUMATIC

Akron.

Hauson ft Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..
O.

Ont.

Dnt

Toronto.

SL

Curtis Pneumatic Machy. Co..

Louis,

Mo

Frederic B. SteTcns, Detn^t, MicSiigan.
E.

J.,

Torcmito.

CRl'CIBLES, KESKKVOIB, TILTING
FURNACE, BOTTOM POCK, ETC.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto.

Ont,

Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph, Jersey City. N.J.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co
Ltd., Toronto. Ont
,

&

Oautier, J. H,,

EMERY STANDS

Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. On!
Ford^Smith Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Ml<ihlg«in.
W(v«hs.jii. E. .1.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Can.

EMEKV WHEELS — SEE WHEELS
ENAMELWARE

tmi

CrPOLAS

Can. Hanson & Van WlnkU Co., Toronto. Onl
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. l,td., Hamilton, "^m
Monarch Engineering & Mfg. Co., Baltimore. Md

Northern Crane Works. Ltd.. Walkerrille.
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co.. CSereland. Ohio.
Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Ont.

Sterens.

CUPOLA BLAST GAUGES

Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Can.

OH„.~,,vpr * C"
WooiSflon Co., E.

&

.1.

Hrtnoon * V»n W'nVU Co
Toronto.
Frederic B. Sterens. Detroit, Mldhlgan.
W. Wells. Toronto.
WoivH«nn. E. J.. Ca.. Toronto. Ont

Ont

DOWEL

ft

.T.,

Holden

Co..

Ltd..

The.

ni.

Oliver

Co., Toronto.
Ltd., Toronto,

Onl.

Onu

LEATHER AND WOODEN

.Machinery Co.,

A. O. Lalie

ft

Co.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Ltd.,

Mon ureal.

Que.

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Sufiply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont

General Combustion Co., Montreal.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Ltd., Hamilton. Ont
Monarch Engineering ft Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Obermayer Co., S., Chicago, III.
SUvens, Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
\;'hitehead

Woodison,

VIRE

Ltd.. Montreal.

Bros, Co., Buffalo, N.T.
E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont

CEMENT

Frederic B.

DRYERS. SAND

Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

FIRE SAND

Ptogbom Oorpor«Hon, Ha^retovn, Md.

DRYING OVENS FOR CORES

Can. Hanvin ft Van VFinWe Co.. Toronto. Ont
CleTeland Nickel Works. Cleveland.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Lt.i.. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. StOTCos. Detroit, Midhigian.
Monarch Eng'r'g Mtg. Co., Baltimore, Ud.
"Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

DUST ARRESTERS AND EXHAUSTERS

Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co. Ltd. Toronto. Ont
Can.

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Stevens, Detroit, Michlgui.
Joseph Dixon Unicible to.. Jerse.v l^ity. N.J.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhiean.
Pettinoe, George F., Philadelphii, P«Whitehead Bros. Co.. KnlTalo. N.Y.
Woodl.son. E, J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Frederic B.

FITTINGS
rr,ine

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, (Michigan.

Pangtmm Corporation, Hagerstown, Md.
Sly, W. W., Mfg. Co., The. Cleveland.

London, England.

FIRE BRICK AND CLAY

^

DRINKING FOUNTAINS
Cmne

Montreal, Que.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldiigan.
Oautier. J. H., ft Co., Jersey City, N.J.

Montreal.

Pnenmatle Tool Oo., Chicago,

Ltd.,

Can. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mlcfhigaa.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Hamilton Facing Mill C-n.. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont.
Wo~H«on E. .L Co.. Toronto, Ont

Co.

ELECTRIC AND •'ORTABLE

7n<1eT)«id»nt

Que.

FILLING MACHINES

DRAINAGE FITTINGS
Crane Ltd.. Montrpfll.
DRAWBAR CENTERING DEVICE
DRIT,LS.

Co.,

Ltd,. Montreal.

PITnN(;S, CAST IRON
O.

Crane Ltd., Montreal.

l-iamond Clamp & Flask Co.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

Ma«netic Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Mussens, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
National Engineering Co., Chicago,
Co.,

E.

J.,

111.

Toronta

Can, Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
IF^«derie B. Stevens, Detroit, MlAlean.
i'eiuuus. Geoi-ge F.. i^hiladelphla. Pa.
Woodison. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont
Blystone Mfg. Co., Cambridge Springs,
National Engineering Co., Chicago, Ul.

Montreal, Que.

Van Winkle

FILLETS,

Co.. Jersey City N.J.
Co., Toronto. Ont
Fla.<<k

Ltd., Montreal,
Ltd.,

i

Out

Pa.

FODNDRV PARTING

111.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Miehiean.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont

PINS

Diamond Clamp &

Co.,

Ont

FOUNDRY MIXERS

Equip. Co., .Akron. O.

Hanson ft
Dominion Fary. Supply Co.,

Can. Hansoii ft Van Winkle Cn.. Toronto rnt.
Dominion Fdry. Supply "Jo.. Ltd.. Toronto Ont.
Jodeph Dixon Cniclble '^o.. Jenwy CltT. N.J.
H..

ft

Can.

niPPERS. GRAPHITE

V.

ft

Leslie

Ministry of Munitions,

W

Oautier. J.
"""^^''on

O.

I'a.

FILLERS (METALLIC)

CYANIDE or POTASSIUM.

.

,\kro)i,

FERROUS AND NON-FERROUS METALS

Ont

Ont

C.

A. C. Leslie

Ont.

rxwBlnion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto.
SteTeni. Frederic B.. Detroit, liich.
WnndiKon. E. J.. Co.. Torrmfn. Ont
r"«Ti

.Leslie

& Co.,
FERRO-SILICON
A.

Ont

Toronti

&

Mich.

Toronto

Co.

FOUNDRY GRAVEL

FEriRj-ALLOYS

Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buffalo N.T.
WrwyW«on. E. .T.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.
.

Toronto.

Detroit,

B.,

.T.

George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Frederic B., Detroit, Midi.
Whitehead Bros. Co., BulTalo, N.T.
Woodison, B. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont.
TIamilton Facine Mill Co.. Ltd.. HsTniUnn •>"'.
Pangborn Conioration. Hagerstown, Md., U.S.A.
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
T..
Woodison E
Co.. Toronto. Ont

Wederic B. StcTeni. Detroit. IMidiicui.

Co

J..

E.

I'ettinos.

FANS. E.\HAU8T

A. O.

CUPOLVt I/ININGS BLOCKS

rrPOLA TWYFRS
Ob Hanson ft Van Winkle

C>ii^«o-o.

WoodiM.n,

Stevens,

Mich.

Co..

Frederic

Stevens,

FOUNDRY CONTROLLED AIR HOISTS
Curtis Pneumatic Machine Co.
FOUNDRY ENGINEERS
H. .M. Lane Co., Ltd., Detroit, Mich.
FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT

Hanson ft Van Winkle Co., Toiooto, Ont.
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co.» Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Joseiih Uliou Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J.
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co, Hamilton. Ont.
Monarch Engineering ft Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md.
Obermayer Co., 8., Chicago, lit

FF'RO-MANGANESE

F. M., Oanmetstrllle, In«L
Co.. Toronto. Ont

0«n. Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Dnrmfnion Fdrr. SnpplT Co.. Ltd.. Toronto.

<5..

WatLsvvorth Core Machine

Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.

H.

Detroit,

Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Onl.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Onl.
"jn.

Can.

PACING SAND MIXER
National Engineering Co., Chicago, HL
FACING SAND MIXERS AND SAND MIXING
AND COMPOUNDING MILLS

CUFOLA RLOWIERS

P.
K.

Ltd..

Co..

Montreal.

Co.,

FOUNIUtV FACINOS

Blj'stoue .Mfg. Co., Cambridge Springs.
Fiiederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Miohigan.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Ltd., HamiltoD, Ont
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Hoote Co.,
Woodison.

Lane

ENGINEERS (FOUNDRY)
H M. Lane Co, The.
EQUIPMENT, CORE ROOM
Wadsworth Core Machine & Equip.
PACINGS

Frederic B. Steyens, Detroit, Midilgan.

Can. H!.n«on & Van Winkle Co., Toreeto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont
Monarch Engineering ft Mfg. Co., BalUmor*, Ud

M.

Oat

MontreaL

The,

Ltd.,

Co.,

Woodison

ENGINE LATHES
Oliver Machinery Co.. Grand Rapids. Midh
ENGINES, OIL, GAS AND STEAM
Holden Co.. Ltd.. Tlie, Montreal.
ENGINES. STEAM
Ministry of Munitions. London. England.
ENGINEERS, CONSULTING
H. M. Lane Co.. Ltd., Detroit, Mich.
ENGINEERS, INDUSTRIAL
H.

Co., Jersey City. N.J.
Ltd.. Hamilton,
Sterens. Frederic E., Detroit, Ulcfa.
Woodison. E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co..

Sterena.

Ltd..

Crane Ltd.. Montreal.

CRUCIBLES
Oo.,

Ont

Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
WoodLson. E. .1.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Ont

Toronto.

Co.. Toronto. Ont.

<?an.

Que.

CKANES, HAND TRAVELLING

Holden

FORCINGS
General Combustion
rOliNDRV COKE

Montreal.

Funiace Construction Co.. Philadelpliia, I*a.
Pittsburgh Electric Steel Furnace Corp., Pittsburgh.

lU.

Walkenrllle.

The.

Ltd.,

Detroit, Miohlgan.

Stevens,

Ltd..

FLEXIBLE JOINTS

Electric

Hanson & Van Winltli' Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Curtis Pneumatic Machine Co.
Ltd..

Co.,

Frederic B.

Sterling Wheelbarrow Co.. Milwaukee.
liiiioi
.Mek. Co., I'hiladelphia. i'a.
E. .1.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Grand Rapids, Midh.

Co.,

Hanson ft Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Diamond Clamj) & Flask Co.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.^ Toronto, Ont

Can.

Wood1«on.

ELECTRIC TOOLS

Can

Co..

Montreal.

GLUE HEATERS

.Machinery

Milwaukee.

Co.,

FLABlvS, S>AI', ETC.

Montreal, Que.
Obermayer Co., 8., Chicago. HI.

Funiace Construction Co.

E1.ECTRIC

Flask Co.

ft

Wheelbarrow

Sterling

Mussens.

ELECTRIC STEEL FURNACES

CRANKSS
Iiominion Kdry. Suppl.v
Mussens, Ltd., Montreal,
Northern Crane Wu.ks.
Wcwii.son. E. J.. Co..

Ltd.. The.

Co.,

Diamond Clamp

FLASIK PINS

Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton,

ELECTRIC FURNACES

CUTTERS, CORE

Woodison

Pneumatic Machine Co.

Can. Uanson

Holden

COUPLINGS, BOWES (PNEUMATIC)
Cleveland I'lieiumatic Tool Co., The.
COUPLINGS, PLAIN, FLEXIBLE AND
CUT OFF

Waiiswoitli Core Macliine

Crane Ltd.. Montreal.

PITTINCiS,

U1NAM08

Electric

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,
V\,»^HliR,m. E. J. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

PITTINCJS,

ELECTRIC DRILLS

.\Jiron

Co.. Toronto.
Ltd.. Toronto.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
United Compound Co.. Buffalo, AM.
WoodiJon (>o.. E. J.. Toronto.

FLANGED
MALLEABLE
Crane Ltd.. Montreal.
FITTINGS, SCREWED
Crane Ltd.. .Montreal.
FLASK FITTINGS

Toronto.

J.,

DUST HANDLING EQUIPMENT
Panglram Corporation, Hacemtown, Md.
DUST i;XHAU3TER, ANISTER SYSTEM
Pangtmm Corporation. Hagerstown, Md.
DOUBLE CYLINDERS

0.

WAX

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion ii'dry. Supply Co.,

E.

Co.,

Volume XI.

ft Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdii. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Onl.
Hamilton Facine Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont

Can. Hanson

H7d«

Meatresl, Que.

Sons,

ft

Obcrmarer Co., 8.. Chicago, lU.
Stevens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co.. Buftalo. N.T.
Woo,li8on. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

FOUNDRY PRACTICE
MflLatn's System. Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.
FOUNDRY PLATES, ETC.
E. C. Atkins & Co.
FOUNDRY RIDDLES
Blystone Mfg. Co.. Cambridge Springs, Pa.
FOUNDRY SUPPLIES
FOUNDRY WEDGES
Sterling Wheelbarrow Co.. Milwaukee.
-Blystone .Mfg. Co.. Cambridge Springs,
Fraderic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
National Engineering Co., Chicago, III.
Obermayet Co.. S., Chicago. 111.
Woodison Co.. E. J.. Torflmto.

Pa.

FURNACE LINING

ft Van Winkle Co,. Toronto, Ont
Dominion Fdry, Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont

Can. Hanson

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mietilgan.

Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton,

Woodlison Co.,

E.

Toronto.

J.,

FURNACES
Can. Hanson

ft

Van Winkle

Co., Toronto,

Ont

Dominion Fdry, Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Electric Furnace Construotion Co.
General Combustion Co., Montreal.
Hamilton Facini Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.. Ea<>tnn.
Monarch Emrlneerine ft Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Mrt.
Pittsburgh Electric Furnace Corp., Pittsburgh,
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.T.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

Pa.

FURNACES. BRASS

Can. Hanson ft Van WlnMe Co Toronto. Ont
Caward Gaskill Furnace Corp., Chicago, U.S.A.
Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdrv. Snpplv Co. Ltd
.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, MIAlgan.

Hamilton. Ont
p.miUoTi Vnrm- Mill Co
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Easton.
Mfg.
Co., Baltimore, Md.
Monarch Bnirineering ft
Obermayer Co.. S.. Chicago, HI.
.

Wr>oHi«nn

Ti'rnnto.

E.

J

'^o

P.

R.

& F

Ont

FURNACE BLOWERS, ROTARY
RomN

Co..

M.. OoranersTllle. Ind.

FURNACES. ELECTRIC
Electric Furnace Construction
FURNACES. STEEL
Caward Gaskill B^irnace

Co.

Corp..

Chicago,

U.S.A.

ASBFSTOS. DUCK AND LEATHER GLOVES
Frederic

B

Stevwia.

Detrmlt.

Miehlaan.

GAGGER MOLD, AIR COOLED
CORE MAKING MACHINES
GLOVES
F.

H. Wheeler Mfg. Co.

GOOOLEH
Berger

Machine Co.

"

I'>eceniber,

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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CASTINGS
<ii'w(^'^:

WOfttOS

SAND-BLAST

LARGEST

UMLDERS

iw/\

:'^

"PANGBORN"
SAND-BLASTS
Have Saved

their entire cost in Less

than a Yeai- in Labor Alone and

in-

creased output and quality.

Wherever Metals
Castings,

are worked, whetlier

Stampings,

Forgings,

Heat

Treated Pieces, Sheet, Plate or Structural

Type and Size, that
and installed by
"Pangbora" Engineering Service, means
more and better product at lower cost;
Shapes there

is

a

intelligcntlv seiencd

^;j

Estimate- from blue prints submitted promptly. If
do ired, we can make patterns to your drawings.
Also equipped for and solicit machining orders.

DANC
*

Castings up to Four tons unit weight.
Foundry
capacity Fifteen tons per day. Difficult castings our
specialty.
Mixture regulated by Chemical Analysis
and all castings sand blasted.

PROMPT SERVICE.

SAND-BLAST SPECIALISTS
f.O. BOX

6508

G.

W. MacFarlane
PARIS,

High-grade Bronzes

Engineering, Limited

ONTARIO

WHITEHEAD'S

for

Engineering Purposes
CASTINGS
INGOTS
FORGINGS

RODS
ROLLS
SHAPES

KAOLIN
For lining and patching
the Cupola, Furnace,
Ladles,
fire

of

etc.,

your men.

E. B.

Holmesburg,

Phila., Pa.

save

brick and the time

"WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG"

American
Manganese Bronze Co.

will

FLEURY
Agent

1609

Queen

St.

W.

Toronto, Ont.

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN
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Oux. Hanson

V»n Winkle

St

Dominion Fdry. SueeIj
Frederic B.
A'oodijon.

OnL

Co., Toronto,

Co., Ltd.. Toronto.
Detroit, Ulobinn.
Co.. Toronto. One

Oni

Stemw,
E.

J..

GRAND ROTARY SAND RIDDLE
GRAPHITE GREASE
PetUnos. qeorge

F

Philadelphia. Pa.

.

GRAPHITE, ANTI FLU.\ BRAZING
^B^^D^ViTJ!
GRAPHITE *

^''°

^-^ Toronto. OnU

"'*'''^'

PRODUCTS

Hanson

i-an.

Van Winkle

Jk

Ont

on.

^"P^i? '^'°- I'''^- Toronto,
^i^Tn*'1f?Srederic B. Sterens,
Detroit, Alicbigan.
Joeeph Uu^on Crucible I'o., Jersey c -y
NJ
Hamilton Facing .Mill
o..
Hamilton. Ont.
Pettinos, George F.. i'Wila.lelphia,
Pa.
vv~vii.o„
I.-

(^

J

GRAY IRON

-MaRuelic Manufacturing Co.

'

SWING

Co.

The.

I.t.l..

^'

'^- ^'^*^'

G^ltDS.-'i>'^EU^SiA^rC
HoUlen

Hoklen

Co..

FLOOR AND BENCH

Ltd.,

The.

Pneumatic Tool Co.

Co.,

Ltd.,

The,

GRINDERS, RESIN
FVeueric B.

Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toi.mto, Ont
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd
Toronto. Out
.

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.
Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Ea.iton. Pa.
Monarch Engineering it. Mfg. Co.. Baltimore. Md
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Frederic B. Stevena, Detroit, Michigan.
.Insenh Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey City, N.J
Woodison E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

LEGGINGS
LINSEED

Stevens,

The

Montreal.

Detroit,

OIL,

^'"'o-

*"^"''

England.

Grand Rapids.

Mi<ih.

MAGNETIC PULLEYS
Magnetic Manufacturing Co.
MAGNETIC SEPARATORS

Frederic B.

Stevens.

Detroit,

Mlflhisan.

Pangborn Corporation, Hagerstown. Md..
Pitt.^bnreh Cr„,hed Steel Co..
Pitt'^burgh

Diamond

Pa

Frederic B.

Stevens. Detroit. Midhican.
Pangborn Corporation, Hagerstown. Md
Pift.h..Trh Cr..«h»i •.Sfeei Co.
I'i t.Hhu r«h
,

U

1

HAMMERS. CHIPPING
P"<''™atic Tool Co., Chicago,
DA^^^^.^^i^J?*
HAMMERS. CHIPPING, CAULKING
PNEUMATIC HOSE
T*>1 Co.. Chicago.

HEAfTREA^NG*'"
General

A

S

Ha

Msr-netic Si-o-rntor Co..

111.

Combustion Co.. Montreal

Can. Hanson

& Van

Winkle Co.. Toronto

""PP^ ^°-

WoMiHon

K

Co

.1

LM

Toronto.

Ont

Toronto.

Ont

HOISTING A.M> CONVEYING MACHINERY, ELECTRIC AND PNEUMATIC
Can

Hon^cn * Van Winklf

eyerie

B.

Co..

Toronto. Ont.
Stevois, Detroit. Michigan.
''^''""'
'^"- "'''"'^""'•' Ont.

HIGH IJUTy"'

Jlagnetic Manufacturing

HOISTS, CHAIN

Co

AND PNEUMATIC

Hoklen Co.. Ltd., The. Montreal.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago,
HI

HOIST.S, HANI), TROLLEY
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co..

R.

J. Co

Tn-oTito

Ont

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
fL
M.

Lane

Co.,

Ltd.,

Detroit.

IRON CEMENTS
Can. Hansor.

& Van

Winkle

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co..
Steven..

Co., Toronto. Oat,
Ltd.. Toronto. Ont

Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Oo.. E. J.. Toronto.
4-

Van Winkle

Co.. Toronto.
''''• Toronto,

F^inrn'^flT^'"^^^S":Krederie B. Stevens.
Detroit. Michigan.
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Wooflison. B. J., Co.. Toronto.

Ont

Ont

Globe Rtee! Co., Man.sfleld, Ohio.

^^'' '"' P'""™'">-

Jom-^^Rs'^™"""
.?}i''^

Machinery Co.,

Grand Rapids.

TTan.-inn

* Van Winkle

Co..

Toronto.
Toronto.

^""""^
^-^
5liSr^rT»'^
Frederic B. a7StevenB. Detroit, Michigan
''"

•

Gnmes Moldine Machine
Woo^i.on

FT

Co..

JOURNAL BOXES
Hnkleii Co., Ltd.. The,
KAOLIN
Can

TTan.inn

Co..

Detroit.

Toronto.

r„

r;„.r.^

Ont

Ont

Co,.

Hanson & Van Winkle

Toronto

Dnt

Rxnvl..

Co.,

Ont

Detroit, Michigan.
Philadelphia. Pa.

F..

Mfg

Hannon

Co.,

Toronto,

Co.,

Mussens. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
National Kngineenng Co., Chicago, HI.
Woodi«on. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont.

Ont

MITTENS

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Michigan.
F. H. Wheeler Mfg. Co.

Chicago,

Co.,

MOLUEKS' TOOLS

&

Equip.

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdn. Supply Co.,
Can.

Hamilton

Facing

Mill

Co.,

111.

Akron, 0.

Co..

Co., Toronto, Ont
Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.

Hamilton. Ont.

Toronto,

J.,

Detroit, Michigan.
Co., BufTaio, N.Y.
Co., Toronto, Ont

Machinery Co..

Grand

"Rapids,

Frederic B.

Steven.'!,

Pangborn Corporation,

Detroit,
Co.. Ltd..

.Mill

Ooi.

Ont

Hamilton

Steven.s. Frederic B.
iJetroit, Mich.
Woo-lisoTi. v.. J
Co Toronto Ont
,

Leslie

C.

Can,
qteel

&

(3o,,

Ltd.,

Montreal. Qne.

Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toron'o. Ont.
Co of Cnnndn Hamilton. Ont.

BARROWS

PIG IRON

Sterling Wheelbarrow Co..

Milwaukee.

BLACK AND GALVANIZED
Crane Ltd.. Mnu'treal
PIPE JOINT COMPOUNDS
PIPE,

PIPE. SOIL,

AND FITTINGS

Crane Ltd., Montreal,

PHOSrilORIZERS

Ont

Osn. Hanson A Van Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Joseph nirrm Crucible '"'o.. Jersey laty, N.J
Whitehead Bros. Co., BufTslo, N.T.
Co. Toronto. Ont
Woodison. E T

London

&

Core Marhine

Eneland.
Co.,

Akron,

PLATES, STEEL CORE DRYING
Wadsworth Core Machine & Equip. Co.,

Akron,

Fni'ip

PLUMBAGO

(>
<>

Ont

Can. Hanson & Van
Dominion Fdry. Sujuily Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Joseiih Diion CniciWe Co.. .lorseT (Tity, N.J.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton, Ont
Obermayer Co., 8., CHiicago. ni.

Winkle Co.. Toronto.

Pettjnos. Georpe P.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Mtevens, Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

PLATING AND POLISHING SUPPLIES
Hanwn

,<Van Winkle Co. Toronto.
Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Toronto.
Co Toronto. Ont.
Woodison E. J

Can.

Ont

PNEUMATIC HAMMERS
Hnlden Co.. Ltd.. The. Montreal.
PNEUMATIC HOLDER ONS
Hoklen Co. Ltd.. The, Montreal.
PNEUMATIC TOOL LUBRICANTS
Hoklen Co.. Ltd., The, Montreal.
PNEUMATIC TOOLS
Tndcpcndrnt Pneumatic Tool Co.. MontreaK

The Holdcn

U.S.A.

Ltd..

.Montreal.

Oliver

Machinery Co.,

Grand

Rapids.

Mich.

PROTECTIVE WEARING APPAREL

Pa.

Hanson & Van Winkle

Co.. Toronto. Ont.
Dr.m'nion Flry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Hnmiltnn Facint? Mi"ll Co
TTnmilton. Ont.
Monarch Rneineering Sr Mfe. Co.. Baltimore.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. Mich.
T\oo''1<ion. R
Co Toronto. *>nt
J

Md

AND GAS FURNACE BLOWERS

Co..

PNEUMATIC WINCHES
Hoklen Co.. Ltd., Tlie, Montreal.
PORCELAIN WARE
Crane Ltd.. Mnntreal.
POWER JOLT SQUEEZERS
Frederic B. .-^levens. Detroit. Michigan!
POWER SQUEEZERS
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Jlidhigan.
PRODUCTION LATHES

Midh,

Detroit. Michigan.
Hager.stown, Md.,

NORTH RIVER SAND
Pettinos. George F.. Philadelphia,
OIL AND GAS FURNACES

OIL

Stevens,

Hamilton Facing

W. W. Wells

.

Ont

Frederic B.

Mich.

Toronto.
Michigan.
Co..

Stevens,

Stevens,
I^,

MORTISERS

Cen.

Hanson & Van Winkle

Wad.'jworth

Hamilton Facing -Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont
Grimes Molding Machine Ck),, Detroit, Mich.
.SUvens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Tahor Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

.

Mich.

PLATES, STEEL BOTTOM SNAP FLASK

Berkshire Mfg. Co., The,
Britannia Foundry Co., Coventry, Bng.
C«n. Hanson & Van Winkle Oo., Toronto, Ont
The Cleveland Osbom Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.
Dominion Fdry. buuijly Co., Ltd., Toiouio, Out

Worv^i«on

Rapids,

Co.,

Ministry of Mnnitinns

Engineering

MOLDS, GAGGER

Oliver

Grand

PLANT AND MACHINERY

MIXERS
National

Flask Co.

Crane Ltd.. ^Inntreal.

Cambridge Springs, Pa.

& Van Winkle

SAND RAMMERS (PNEUMATIC)
ci^voinn't Pneumatic Tool Co., The.
NITROGEN
Dom. O.xygen Co., Toronto, Ont
yn-771 i^S SAND BI AST

Mich

KNOCK KUT POWER HACK SAWS Atirfl
K. C. Atkins Co.
LADLES rorNT>RY
Can.

Stevens,

George

Whitehead Bros.

KNIFE GRINDERS
\r"V!r,.v.

Blystone
C<in.

Frederic

Ont

^""^^ '^1 ^'^ Toronto. Ont
FwrJ;;"i.^o7Frederic
B. Stevens. Detroit., Michigan.
Hamilton Fs'-inp Mill Co. Hamilton.
Ont
Whiteh<.flrl n.o,
Co p-fTnlo V Y
'""•• Toronto. Ont.
^r,'^^^°"" '' '
,J2l'I'^

Pettinos.

Tte, HamUton.

O

Can.

Montreal

* Van Winkle

Frederic B.

.\kron

Co.,

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., -Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.

^-

Jlidi.

JOLT MACHINES AND SQUEEZERS
Can.

Equip.

MOLDING SAND— SEE SAND
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, MiohlgBn.
MOLDING SIFTERS

Ont

IRON SANn

&

MOLDING MACHINES

Mich.

Woodwon

Han.son

Wadsworth Core Machine

MILLING MACHINES
Ford-Smiti .Mach. Co.. Ltd.,
MICA SCHIST

&

PATTERN MILLING MACHINES
Oliver Machinery Co.. CJrand Rapids,
PATTERN SHOP EQUIPMENT.

A.

SAND MIXING AND COMPOUND-

ING

Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co,, Toronto, Ont

IRON FILLER
Can.

Toronto.

Co.,

McLain'a STatem, Inc., Milwaukee, Wla.
Toronto Testing Lalwratories Toronto.

Wadsworth Core Machine

Toronto, Ont
^"P'i^ ^"- f'*'^- Toronto, Ont
w2SlH2"n'^a7Frederic
B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
.Northern Crane Works, Walkerville

Woodlwn

Co.

Eawin

C.

MINING AND QUARRYING MACHINERY

Out.

H. Wheeler Mfg. Co

F.

.

Detroit, Michigan.

&

Atkins

METALLURGISTS
MILLS,

,11.

IIELiUETS

S^'.°J!!°T»''1rrFrederic B. Stevens,

C.

111.

PATTERN SHOP MACHINERY
Preston Woodworking Machinery Co., The.
PATTERN WAX
TTnitpd ComT.o-n-i Co.. BuiTalo, N.Y.
PUNCH PLATES
Diamond Clamp & Flask Co.
PIG IRON

METAL CUTTING BAND AND SAW
MACHINES
E.

Chicago,
111.

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Preston Woodworking Machy. Co., Preston. Ont
-Machinery

'Oliver

Can.

Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit. .Mich.
l^
"-'>-H,on
T
Co Toronto Ont

(3haries

Clauip

Machinery Co.,

Oliver

Can. Hanson A- Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co
Hamilton Ont.
Monarch Engineering St Mfg. Co.. Baltimore. Md

USA

GRIT. STKEl,

.

OXY-ACETYLENE AND OXY-HYDROGEN
WELDING AND CUTTING EQUIPMENTS
Hoklen Co., Ltd., The. Montreal.
OXYGEN
Dom. Oxygen Co., Toronto, Ont.
PANS, WET AND DRY

PATTERN MAKING MACHINES

MALLEABLE IRON

''"*

''''"^'

Ud

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Michigan^
Montreal Pattern Worts

Magnetic Manufacturing Co.

ANii'J'rAR-

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit. Miohiean.
Monarch Engineering St Mfg. Co., Baltimore.
Obermayer Co.. S.. Chicago, III.
W. W. Sly Mfg. Co., Cleveland. Ohio.
WoodLion. R. J
Co.. Toonto. Ont.

PATTERN MAKERS
Scarfe & Co.. Ltd., Brantford, Ont.
PATTERN MAKERS' BENCHES

mp:lting POTS

omr.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. OntDominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto. OniL
Furnace Construction Co.

Electric

PATTERNS

>niwaiikee Wi.»
Magnetic Mfe. Co.. Milwaukee. Wis.
01Iv»r Machinery Co.. Grand Rapids, Midi.

Michigan.

^"^'"''-

London.

Midh

Hapids.

WoodLwn

MACHINE TOOLS

Machinery Co..

Grand

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
rebermayer & Co.. S.. Chicago. 111.
Co., E. J., Toronto.

III.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Peffinns. Geonre F., Philadelphia, Pa.

Oliver

Machinery Co.,

Oliver

PARTING COMPOUNDS

CORE

Ind.

OILSTONE GRINDERS

National Engineering Co.,
Frost Mfg, Co., Chicago.

Detroit, Michigan.

cvhenraver & Co.. 3.. Chicago.
Reynolds & Co., Toronto.

nine'«

gr",nK%Tns'°-

aterens,

H. Wheeler Mfg. Co.

F.

Ministry of Munitions,

Montreal.

Pn^'-mttac Tool Co..

Chica«o. lU.
r-DTXT^S.'itS'
GRINDERS
PORTABLE (PNEUMATIC)
Cleveland

Hoklen

LADLE HEATERS

Frederic B.

F. M., CJonnersville.

St

Combustion Co., Montreal.

OPEN HEARTHS
OVENS iOK LORE BAKING
AND DRYING

LITBRICATING GRAPHITE

Montreal

Pneumatic Tool Co..

Chicago. Ill
r^ilvrSfm^S'
GRINDERS.
PORTABLE. ELECTRIC HAND
TOOL

POST.

r

Md

Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto. Ont
Dominion Fdrj. Supply Co
If'
Tmn,,

*

Ford-Smith Mach. Co., i,td., Th«. Hamilton,
Ont
HoUlcn Co., Ltd.. The, Montreal.
Independent PneiunaUc Tool Co., Chlcaao.
Ill
CHirer .Machinery r-o.. Grand Rapids.
Mich.
V\a.buoi!l] Core .Machine & Equip.
GRINDERS, Dl.St. BENCH, Co.. Akron O
Can^ Hanson A Vnn Winkle Co.. Toronto.
Ont

Roots Co.. P. H.
General

Can.

GRINDERS, CORE

VoJume XI.
OIL METERS

L.4DLE STOPPERS, LADLE NOZZLES
AND SLEEVES (GRAPHITE)

OnU

'-.ronto.

Ont

Can.

Toronto

Co.,

Dotnlnlon Fdnr. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto.
Jusaph Uiiou Crucible Co., Jereey Cuj .\ J
HamUton Facing Mill Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Northern Crane Works. Walkerville.
Monarch Engineering A Mfg. Co., Baltimore
Olwrmayer Co., 8., Chicago, 111
Sly. W.
W.. Mfg. Co.. The. Cleveland. O
8t«ven«, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodiaon, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

FVederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.
Woodi=5on Co., K J.. Toronto.
F. H. Wheeler Mfg. Co.

PULLEYS. MAGNETIC
RAJI.MING PL.^TES

AND MACHINES

Car.. Hanoon i^- Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Magnetic Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee. Wis.

Frederic B., Detroit. Mich.
sro.,rtii.on. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ort

Stevens.

0»

f

:

1

CANADIAN

1020

.\'embei-.

F

UN

I)

RYMAN

Gl

The Hawley-Schwartz Furnace

~'*'^F?^I(

The Only Perfect Melter
All metal from 50

*
i

s^

Is

10,000 lbs.

lbs. to

Absolutely Uniform

Write for catalog and complete information.

i

The Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.

J
4

Easton, Penn., U.S.A.

When

PATTERNS
in

you think of a crucible think of
DIXON and remember
that the Dixon name

Wood and Metal

The Downer

stands for the longest

Pattern

and widest experience

Works

in the crucible industry.

Write

JARVIS STREET
TELEPHONE MAIN 2672
1

and

3

OUR WORK IS GOOD AND OUR PRICES RIGHT
HAVE US MAKE YOUR PATTERNS

Made

for Booklet

No. 27-A.

in Jersey City, N.J.,

by the

JOSEPH DIXON
CRUCIBLE COMPANY

TORHNTn
* l/IVUil I 1/

oXx

Established 1827

BXX.

MOLDERS'

BOOT ^6.00
-BEST IN THE
"Some" claim

WORLD

How Many

But backed up with an iron-clad guarantee
Money-back without argrnment if not satisfied.
!

—

—

—

do you blow into your cupola per minute?

Molders' Solid Leather Boots
All Leather Heels All Leather
Inner Soles All Leather Counters All Leather Uppers All
strong stitching. Delivered by mail anywhere in Canada, $6 a
:

—

—

Cubic Feet of Blast

—

question, on which your profit
depend, and nothing but a Clark
Blast Meter will answer it.
It's a serious

and

pair.

loss

Manufactured only by

C. H.

WATT

Interesting literature on requett

Amherst, N.S.

CHAS.

J.

CLARK METER

CO., ^^^^Pw^"""'

Speed and Ease Accomplished on a Heavy, Rigid

FORD-SMITH GRINDER
has been designed to put these machines
types are of the strongest and most rigid
construction. Even the highly skilled mechanic will find a great difference in the quality of work and the ease and speed with which it is done.

Our new

line of floor grinders
All
efficient basis.

on a really

Full specificatioiLs, prices and photographs will be mailed upon request.

The Ford-Smith Machine

Co.,

Limited

HAMILTON, CANADA

Hea\'y

Type Floor Grinders

W, E. Storey, London, Eng.
Foreign Agents:
British & Canadian Hydraulic Tube Co., Johannesburg, South

& Co., Melbourne, Australia
McLeod & Co., Calcutta, India

Gollin
Africa

CANADIAN FOUNDRYMAN

1)2

RAMMERS. PN2UMATIC
Holdeii Co., Ltd., Tlie, Montreal.
RISTOKTS

Woodidon Oa, E.

Cad. HauHon & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, OdI
Joseph DUon CrueiWe Co., Jersey CitJ, N.J.
WoocIwoTi.

Dominion Fdry. Suoply

K.

J

Toronto,

<k).,

Onl,

GLnenii Cumbiution

'^'o.

Co.
,

Montreal.

HlUUL,Eii
Mtg. Co., Cambriiige Springs, Pa.
Uaruvou t.V \au \\ uiKic Co., iuiomo, OnlDominion Fdrj. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton Facing .Mill Co.. Ltd., Uunilton, Ont.
Mussens, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Bl.vstone

Can.

Ubermayer Co.,

a.,

Ciuoku,

111.

Hanson A Van VA'inkle Co.. Toronto, OnU
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.
Can.

W.

W..

Woodison.

E.

Brantford. Ont.
Mrg. Co., The, Cleveland,
Co.. Toronto. Ont.
J

O.

SAW BENCHES

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co,, Chicago, m.

E.

J..

Hanson & Van

Torooto.

The.

Co..

Ont.

&

Frederic B. ttevens,

Hagerstown, Md.

Scarfe

Blystone Mfg. Co., Cambridge Springs, Pa.
Frost Mfg. Co., Chicago. 111.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detrott, MUIil8*nNattonal Enjireerine Co., Chieaxo, III
Woodiaon Co.. E. J.. Toronto.

Grand Rapids, Midh

Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Pangborn Corporation, Hagerstown, Md.. U.S.A.
Pitt*urgh Crushed Steel Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.

SANO BT.AST ACCKSSORIKS
P1r(KT<iinfli

Crashed 3te»l Co., Pittabiirgh.

U.S.A.

J.,

P».

Toronto.

Toronto,

Out.

Independent Pnetmiatlc Tool Co., Chicago, n.
Eneinpering Co.. Chicago, Til.
Pangborn Corporation, Hagerstown, Md.
The, Cleveland,
Mfg. t^o.
Sly. W. W..
Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodiinn. E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont
National

.

SAXn BT.AST GRIT AND
Co..

Man.-field,

Ohio.

Pangborn Corporation, Hagerstown, Md.. U.S.A.
CnisbpH <5te»l ro., Pittsburgh. Pa.
pitt-.-hi'i-<?h

SAND BLAST HELMETS
J. A. Spangler, Benton Harbour,
SAND BLAST SAND

SANDBLAST SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES
Corporation. Hagerstown, Md.
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Ml<fliigan.

PaBgbom

Ont

SAND BLAST MACHINERY, BARRELS,
Toronto, Ont
l.t-l
Toronto, Orat
Fiwleric B. Stevens, Detroit. Mldhlgan.
Frost Mfg. Co.. Chicajro. Ill
Pangborn Corporation, Hagerstown, Md., U.S.A.
W. W.. .\Ifg. Co.. The. Cleveland, O.
Sly.
Woodison.. E. .T.. Co.. Toronto, Ont
Co.,

SANDBLAST MATERIAL

Ftvderie B. Stev«ns. Detroit. Mlohlatn.
Pangborn Corporation, Hagerstown, Md.,

U.S.A.

SANDERS
Oliver Machinery Co., Grand Rapids. Midh.
SAND MIXING AND COMPOUNDING MILLS
WacLsworth Core ISfachine & Eaulp. Co., Akron, O.
SAND-MIXING MACHINERY
Blvst(*ie -Mfg. Co., Cambridge yprings. Pa.
Piwderic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldhigui.
National Engineerine Co., Chicago, 111.
Frost Mfg. Co.. Chicago. HI.
Standard Sejul & Maxihine Oa, Cleveland, Obto.

Hanson

Woodison.

E.

tc

&

Flask Co.

Van Winkle

J.,

Co.. Toronto,
Co., Toronto, Ont

Ont.

STIRRERS. GRAPHITE

Woodison.

E.

J.,

Ont

Co.. Toronto.

STONES. RUBBING AND OIL

Fredenc B.
.«vens, Detroit, Michigan.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Can. Hart Wheels. Hamilton, Ont

SURFACE PLANERS
Oliver .Machinery Co.,
SWING
Ford-Smith Mach. Co.,
SWING GRINDERS

Oliver

On I

Grand Rapids, Midh.

Ont

Ltd.. The, Hamilton,

Machinery Co.,

SWITCHES, I-BEAM

Grand Rapids, Mioh.

Curtis Pneumatic Machy.

Co., St.

Louis,

TANKS, OIL AND WATER

Mo.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

TALC

Milwaukee.

.

SLIP JACKETS

Co.,

Oliver

Rapids,

Can.

Onl

&.

Equip.

AND

Hanson & Van vvinkle

Co.,

Co.,

Akron, Oi

UNNELS

I

Toronto,

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co.,

Co., Toronto, Onl
Ltd., Toronto, Onit
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Midhigan.

Can.

Hamilton.

Ont

Ont

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, UIi
Holden Co.. Ltd., The, Montreal.

TUACK, OVERHEAD

TROLLEYS AND TROLLEY SYSTEMS
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan
Can. Hanson A Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont
Curtis Pneumatic Machine Co.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont
Hamilton Facing .NIill Co., Hamilton. Ont
Northern Crane Works, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont
Wowllsnn E. J., Co., Toronto, Ont

TRIPOLI
Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Co,, Toronto,
Ltd., Toronto,
Wells, Toronto.

Frederic B.

Oan. Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

W, W.

Woodison. E.

J.,

Curtis Pneumatic Machy. Co.,

Ont.

0»t

Ont

Co., Toronto.

TROLLEYS, SINGLE I-BEAM

SOAPSTONE

Co..

*

Grand Rapids, Midh.

TOOLS, PNEUMATIC

Can. Han.son & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Ft«derlo B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont.

Hamilton Facing Mill

Macliinery Co.,

TEE-MING CRUCIBLES

Mioh.

The.

Pettinos. George F.. Philadelphia. Pa.
"'oodison. E -T.. Co.. -Toronto. Ont

Ont.

Ont

TENONERS

Wa<lswoitli Core Machine

SNAP FLASK BOTTOM PLATES
The S. Obermayer Co.. Chicago.
SNAP PLASH JACKETS
R. Obonnaver Co., The.
SNAP FLASK TRIMMINGS
The S. Obei-mayer Co., Chicago.
SNAP FLASKS, WOOD, CHERRY AND OAK
The S. Obermayer Co,, Chicago.
SNAP MOLDING FLASKS
Diamond Clamp & Flask Co.
SNAP MOLD JACKET
Tlie S. Obermayer Co., CMcaeo.
SMALL ANGLES
A. O. iLeslle & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

SPEED LATHES

Can. Han-son & Van Wijakle Co., Toronto,
Co., Ltd.. Torouto,
Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Michigan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Woo-lison. K. J.. Co.. Toronto, OnU

Dominion Fdry. Sujjply

TESTING MACHINES, CORE

Ohermaver Co., Chicago.

SNAP FLASKS
Oliver MachineiT Co.. Grand
SNAP FLASK BANDS
0.bciTnayer

Can.

SWING SAWS
Co..

Han.snn & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Out.
nnmin'on Fdrv. Snpplv Co.. Lt.-i.. Toronto. Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
.Toseph Dixon Cracihle Co.. .Jersey City. N..1.
Woodison. V. T
<;o.. Toronto. Ont

S.

C^n. Han.son & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto,
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Mldhinaa.
National Engineering Co., Chicago, 111.
Worttison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdrv. Snppiv Co..

Pneumatic Machine Co.

SKIM GATES

S.

Diamond Clamp

STEEL RAILS

Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Ford-Smith Mach. Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont.
Woodison Co., E. J., Toronto.

Toronto
BYederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Woodison. E J., Co., Toronto, Ont.

The

.

Flask Co.
Limited, Montreal. Que.

Frederic B.

Can.

Whitehead Bros. Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Toronto.
Woodison Co
V,

Can.

Detroit. Mldhtean.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
T
Wooflison. E
Co.. Toronto, Ont.

Stevens,

Sterling Wlieelbarrow Co.,

SAND CONVEYING MACmNERT

Co., Toronto, Oni.
Ltd.. Toronto. Onft.

SKIM.MERS, C.KAPHITF,

Mich.

Can. Han.'ion & Vnn Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont.
riominion Fdrv. Supply Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Onit
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldhlaan.
Pangborn Corporation, Hager.stown, Md., U.S.A.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
.T

WASH

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle
Pominion Fdrv. Supply Co..

&

A. C. Leslie A Co.,
STEEL JACKETS

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.

C6., Toronto. Out.
Ltd.. Toronto, On4.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldhlgan.
Stevens. Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J.. Co.. Toronto, Ont.

SILICA T?OCK. GROrXD
AVr> ri'LVERIZED
Oan. Hanson & Van Winkle

ST?OT

OnU

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co.. Toronto, Ont.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.J,

SIEVES

Curtis

& Flask Co.
Mussens, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
Sterling Wheelbarrow Co., Milwaukee.
Woodison Co., E. J., Toronto.

Diamond Clamp

Milwaukee.

SINGLE CASTING

O.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mldhlean.
Steel

Co.,

Frederic 1;. Stevens. Detroit, Mldiigaa.
Obei-mayer & Co., S,, Chicago, 111,
Oo., E. J., Toronto.

Frederic B.

STEEL BANDS
~lDianiond Clamp

Magnetic Manufacturing Co.

Woodiaon

SILICA
C-o.,

Dominion Frlrv. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont
Hamilton Faring Mill Co.. Ltd., Hamilton o,,,.

USA

STEEL PLATES

Can. Han.son & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Sncply Co..

Stevens, Detroit, Mldhleaa.
Corporation, Hagerstown, Md.,

Frederic B.

Can. Hanaon & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Pangborn Corporation, Hagerstown, Md.,
Pittaburgh Crushed Steel Ca, Pittsburgh, P«
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Ont

STEEL BRASS FOUNDRIES

Brantford, Ont.

SHOVELS

Frederic B.

Woodison Oa, E.

Ltd.,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigaa.
Globe Steel Co.. .VUnsfleld. Ohio.
Pangborn Corporation, Hagerstown. Md., U.S.A.
Pitt-sburgh Cnished Steel Co., Pittsbuigh. Fa.
Woodison Oo., E. J., Toronto.

SAND BLAST
Mussens, Ltd., Montreal. Que.
SANDBLAST ABRASIVES

SANDBL.' ST EQUIPMENT
Can. Haniscn & Van Winkle

Co..

SHOP BOXES
Sterling Wheelharrow
SHOT

SAND MILLS

Pangborn

&

Pa

Michiwn.

A. C. Leslie & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Northern Crane Works, Walkerville.
Steel Co. of Canada. Hamilton, Ont
Woodison. E. J.. Co.. Toronto. Ont

SHELLAC

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Mldhlgaa.
Co., E. J.. tVmnito.

Detroit,

STEEL BARS, ALL KINDS

SHAPERS

Woodison

USA

STEEL GRIT

S.,

Oliver Machinery Co.,

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Tabor Mfg. Co., PhUadelphia.
Woodison. E. .1.. Ca, Toronto, Ont

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Pangborn Corporation, Hagerstown, Md,,
Pittsburgh Crushed Steel Co., Pittsburgh

Montreal.

Chicago. HI.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Woodiaon Co., E. J., Toronto.
Co..

Co., Toronto
Ont
Ltd., Toronto,' Oniu

Genera] Combustion Co., Montreal

SEPARATORS

Obermayer

HAND

AxM>

STEEL, CRUSHED

Machinery Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

COMPRESSED AIR
Pangborn Corporation,
SEA COAL

SAND

C'lohp

Oliver

POWER

SQUEEZERS,

STE-AM TURBINES

SEPARATORS, MOISTENERS, OIL FOB

Toronto,
Can.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Mlohlgan.
W. W. Wella. Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

Winkle

v

Ding's Magnetic Separator Co., -Milwaukee. Wis.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhlsan.
Magnetic Mfg. Co.

Detroit, MitAdgan.

Stevens,

Prederlc B.

Ont

Montreal.

The,

Ltd.,

Hanson ii Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Unt "
Fdry. Supply Ca. Ltd., Toronto, Uivt.
Fredenc B. Stevens, Detroit, Midhigan.
Tabor Mtg. Co., Philadelphia.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto. Out
Hanson & Van Winkle
Dominion Fdry. Supply Co.,

.

Co.,

Mlcbigan.

Toronto

CUTTERS

Can.

Frederic B. Stereoa, Detroit, Midhlsao.
Hanullcm lucing .Mill Co., Hatnillon. Ont
National Engineering Co., Chicago, HI.
Pie-ston Woodworking Machy. Co., Preston,
Woodison. K. i
Co.. Toronto, Ont.

Holden

ROCK DRILLS
Holden Co., Ltd., The, Montreal.
ROLLOVER MACHINES
Woodison Co..

Co., Cambridge Springs, Pa.
Cain. Hansen & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Dominion l''di7. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ou^u

SASH BALANCES
Holden Co., Ltd., The,
SASH LOCKS

REVOLVING KNIFE WOOD TRIMMER
A. E. Bauer and Sons.
RIVETERS, PNEUr..ATIC, HYDRAULIC
HAMMER, COMPRESSION

SPRAYERS
^- 8t«T«na, Detroit,
K^f'^
VVoodiBon Ua. E. J.,

DOTQinion

•-

Woodison Oa,

.

ouu

'

SqUEEZEK MOLDING MACHINES
Can.

Toronto.

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Afldhlsan.
E. J., Toronto.

Ltd..

ROTARY PUMPS
General ComhusUon Co.. Montreal.
RIP SAWS
Preston Woodworking Machinery Co.,
ROUGE

Montreal.

Detroit, Midhleaa.

J.,

.Mich

Can. Hanaon & Van Winkle Co., Torouto,
Unl_
Donunion *dQ-. Supplj Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ouu
Hamilton taciug Mill Co., Hamilton, Out
Stevena, Fredenc B., Detroit, Mich.
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Torouto, Uni

SAND SIFTERS, HAND

Frederic B. Stevens. Detroit, Midhigan.
& Co., Toronto.

Re\"nold.s

Sly.

K.

Oo.,

Grand Rapids

i Van Wmkle

Co., fo.outo
Frederic B. Stevena, Detroit, Mioiugan.
Joseph Diion Crucible Co.. Jei^tej i-ui
fa
Woodison, E. J., Co.. Toronto. Onl.

SPKUJi;

Blj-3tone ilfg.

OnL

RKSIN

Co..

Stevens,

SAND SIFTERS

Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit. Mldhlgan.
Preston Woodworking Machy. Co., Preston,
Woodison Oa, E. J., Toronto.

&

Co., Tuionto, Out.
Ltd., Toronto, Uuu

Co.,

SAND RAMMERS
Holden Co., Ltd.. The,
SAND RIDDLES
Woodiaon

RIDDLES, ELECTRIC

Scarfe

Van Winkle

It

Hamjltoii Facing Mill Coi, Hamilton, Unt.
Hyde & Boot, Montreal, Que.
Pettinos, George F., Philadelphia, Pa.
Stevens, Fredenc B.. Detroit, Mich.
WliiU-head Bios. Co., i;iillalo, .N.i.
Woodison, E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont.

Frederic B.

Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Bros. Co., New York, N.I.
Woodison. E. J., Co.. Toronto, Ont.

Stfvens,

Can^ HauBon

MOL.I>INU

t»A.\U

Can. Hanson

Diamond Clamp & Flask

Sl'tLTEK JUUWLS

Frederic B. Stevens. Delix>it. Mldhlgan.
.Nauonal EutiUicLimg Co., Ctuauio, lil.

Jonathan Uu-tlej Cncible Co., Ti'cnton, N.J.

RIPPING PLATES

Oliver Machinery Co..

Toronto.

J.,

SAND MILLS

Volume XI.

St

Louto,

TRUCKS, DRYER AND FACTORY

M*

Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto. Ont.
Dominion Fdrv. Supply Co., Ltd.. To rent*. Ob*.
Hamilton Facing JTill Co., Hamilton, Ont
Can.

Stevens,

Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
E. J.. Co., Toronto, Ont

Woodison,

—

CANADIAN

Peoember, 1920
TUMBLING BARRELS
Slater & Barnard. Ltd., Hamilton.
TUKMABI.K?.
Can.

& Van WlnKle

tlannun

Curtis

Zo..
St.

Machy. Co.,

I*Tifiimatic

&

Hanaon & Van WinUc Co., Toronto, OnL
Dominion Fdry. Supoly Co., Lttl.,, Turouto, Oou
Tabor .Mfg, Co., 1-litladelphia.

u oodiaon, E. J.. Co..
\«AI,L CHANNELS

Uui
Mb.

Toron'o.
Louis,

Daminion Fdry. Supplj Co., Ltd.. 'Imonto. Ont.
Northem Crane Woiiis, \ValkerTilie
StcTens, Frederic B., Detroit, Mich.
\V(wli»on, E. J., Co.. Toronto. OnL

i^uin.

Frederic B.

Co.,

Mu.s.sens,
Sterllni!

Ltl..

Co.

The.

,

Um"«d Compound
E.

J.,

Co., Buffalo.
Co., Toronto,

Out
Onrt-

<'r>

&

Eauip,

Co.,

.\kron,

Oliver

(i

N.Y.

Holclen

Co.,

Ltd..

Don't
crane

The.

Itapids,

Oliver

.Machinery Co.,

IMiob.

Mioh.

Co.

Grand Rapids, Mioh.

Oliver .Machiuery Co., Giand Rapids,
Stevens, Fredenc B., Detroit, Mich.
United Compound Co., Buffalo. N.Y.
Woo'lisun. E. J.. Co., Toronto. Ont

Mich.

WHEELER PROTECTIVE APPAREL
F.

Montreal.

H. Wheeler Mfg.

Roots Oo,. P. H.

&

Co.
F.

.M.,

ConnersviUe, Ind.

ANGULAR GRIT
buy
or

a

C o n se r ve s
labor and cuts
costs. One ton
of Angular Grit
will do as much
work as carloads of sand.
Write for sam-

Scientific

hoist

without investNorthern Products
Also a line of

Canada.

Grand

Wooihvorking Machiuei'y

WIND GATES

Metallic

igating

in

Uiit

WOODWORKERS' VISES
Ont

WINDOW SASH

CRANED
Made

OnU

Hauson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto, Ont
Ford-Smlih Mach. Co.. Ltd., The. Hamilton. Onl
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, onu

Berkshire .Mfg. Co., The.
Frederic B. Sterens, Detroit. Miclilvan.

.Machinery Co.,

I'lcston

Can.

Ont

.

WOOD TRIMMERS

VVHKELS. POLISHING. ABBASIVB

VIBRATORS
.

WOOD LATHERS
Oliver .Mac-liineiy
Grand Rapids,
WOOD BORING MACHINES
Holden Co., Ltd., Tlie, .Monliciil.
WOODWORKING MACHINES

Co., Milwaukee.
Toroaito.

Can. Hanson & Van Winkle Co., Toronto,
Can. Hart Wb-Js, Hamilton. Ont.
Frederic B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Ford-Smith Mach. Co.. Ltd.. The. Hamilton.
Woodison, E. J., Co., Toronto. Ont

\tAA

Oni

.

UK1>L>1MU

Co.

Frederic B. SteTena, Detroit, Michiifan.
Can. MansoD i \ an WinKle Co.. Toronto.
Dominion Fdry. Supply Ck>. Ltd.. Toronto.
EUmilton Faciiu; Mill Co., Hamilton. Ont.

Woudison,

J.,

Toronto,

Co.,

Fredenc B. Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
C«u. Hanson iV; Van W mkle Co., Toronto,
Steel Co. of Canada, Hamilton, Ont
w iHr>.li«o- R. .1 Co. Toronto. Oot

Ont,

Stevens, Detroit, Michigan.
Montreal, Que.
E.

Montreal.

& Van Wmkle

WIRE. WIRE RODS AM> N.\ILS

Ltd.,

Ca,

The,

Ltd.,

Stevens, Frederic B.. Detroit, Mich.
W. W. Wells, Toronto.
Woodison, E. J., Co,, Toronto. Ont

Milwaukee.

Toioiito,

Wad-^iUdrlli Core .Machine
\\Ml!;i;,l^»,

VARNISH CANS

VKM

Co.,

Co.,

llatiHon

Dominion Fdry. Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, OniU
Hamilton Facing Mill Co., Hamilton, Onl,

Oni

WHEELS, CORE CUTTIN(J-OFF AND
CONING MACHINES.

The, Montreal.

Diamond Clamp & Flask

Co..

Wheelbarrow

\Vootli30D

VACUUM PUMPS
Holdfii

i>.\.^gt'n

WHEELBAKKOWS

Montre.-d

I'neiimatic Tool

Can.

WATER-COOLED COMPRESSORS
Curtis Tneuniatio Machine Co.
WELDING AND CUTTING SUPPLIES

VALVES. PRESSURE SEATED
(PNEUMATIC)
Clevfhnui

Wheelbarrow

sterling

HEAVY

I.,td..

Holden

WIKK WHEELS

WAREHOUSE TRUCKS

UNIONS
Crano Ltd.. Montreal.
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Quality Guaranteed
Why

import your anodea when you
guaranteed quality,
quicker
and can save duty and eliminate the annoyance of clearing at the
customs by buying from us?
May we send you descriptlTe pamphlet
and full particiilarsf
can

get

delivery,
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Nickel
Tin&Zinc

trie Furnace
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Moore Rapid 'Lectromelt Furnaces
for steel, malleable, fine cast iron
brass, are simple, practical and

and

rapid in operation.
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A

—

higher yield of good sound ingots and castings is insured due to (he
of cold shorts, hot cracks, blow holes and other surface defects.

absence
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For a grease wheel you
find our "Champion"

will

Solid Bull Neck Leather
Wheels hard to equal.
They are made in three
grades soft, medium and

Buffs and

—

Polishing

hard

Wheels
SPECIAL
the

care in laying and
use of automatic sewing machines ensure that
C.H. & V.W. Buffs are well
balanced, fast cutting and will give excellent service.

EL

^'

A

We

can supply promptly, whole cloth loose or whole cloth
in various grades of unbleached cotton, suitable for
silverware, brass and nickel buffing. Our sewed pieced buffs
are made in bleached, unbleached and colored virgin cotton.

sewed
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FOUNDRY M A N

Stevens Specialties
Bring Results
said and done the chief element of success in the sale of specialized
economically and satisfactorily.
their ability to produce results
All of these specialties have been tried in the crucible of experience and found to

After
products

all is

measure up

—

—

is

to the highest standards.

Foundry

The days when Flour, Molasses, and sundry edible things
Linseed Oil,
in a Foundry are rapidly passing.
too, has climbed the golden stair of high prices.
The foundryman who thinks in the future must use substitutes or
Here
his dream of profits will end in a nightmare of losses.

may be used

are the profit savers.

DRY BINDERS
Stevens' King Kore Kompound, a black dry powder, but
containing two adhesives, one to bind the green cores, so
that when cores are not backed promptly the strength of the
green core permits handling without injury; another that
develops its strength under heat of core ovens. The ideal
combination.
It is
used successfully when making largo
heavy Grey Iron cores
sometimes called "chunky" ..r
"blocky" also for engine beds, machine tools, railway equipment, and cores for steel castings of all descriptions. One
Detroit Foundry a large one reported a saving of sixteen
dollars per day after ceasing old methods and when using
King Kore Kompound with Glutrin not a necessary but a
good combination.

—

—

—

—

Buffing Compositions

Specialties

—

STEVENS' CORE GUM.
Another dry binder but not of black color. A real artist
might call it "mouse-tint," but we will call it "gray" in color
but a shiner in

effect.
It is used for small intricate core?,
Oil was once thought necessary and with grea*
success.
Its greater victories are with the small delicate
cores where nothing but pure linseed has been considered
before; none of these Compounds are noisy with odor. They
are well behaved from start to finish."

where Linseed

Some

of the things required by stove makers, brass plants

and others

STEVENS' WHITE ROSE BUFFING COMPOSITION
For "coloring up" cutlery of all kinds and all light steel
castings WHITE ROSE is beyond comparison.
Also for buffing brass or nickel the results obtained are a
delight to the eye.
The beauty of nickel or brass is brought out to the greatest
advantage.
Wherever a brilliant finish is required, it is
unexcelled, especially where deep backgrounds are liable to
Particles
left in the work are easily washed out.
be filled.
Put up in airtight hermetically sealed cans. Samples free.

STEVENS' "ZZZ" COLORING COMPOSITION
For coloring copper and brass castings, or plated work,
such as valves, fittings spun brass or cast brass use my
"ZZZ" Coloring Composition.
Contains no unsaponifiable material, does not smear the

—

—

work, gives a lustrous finish, cleans quickly.
It gives to brass the glory of gold.
Equally as good on copper.
Sample for trial free.

A

STEVENS' "UNION MAID" WHITE POLISH

superior lime composition for coloring all kinds of nickel
plated work.
Imparts that beautiful blue-white finish
the looking

—

glass lustre.

Work

—

economically cleaned for ''UNION MAID" is
in grain and will easily wash out of deep backgrounds.
Sample on request.
is

fine

STEVENS' CORE PASTE
The only substitute for high-grade
has masqueraded when mixed with

flour; not the flour that
plaster, Silica, etc., as

but the real hot biscuit ravi' material. Of course it contains no flour, but you wouldn't know that, so well does it
take its place. Here is still a stock of Dextrine, Rosin, and
Molasses (New Orleans black strap). The wand of the fairy
is liable to touch their prices every day
get in early.

Buffing Wheels

flour,

—

Emery

of this emery lies in its practical results.
It acts as an abrasive, it exercises its cutting qualities, then
crushes and polishes. Two services are thus rendered with
but one material. Stevens' Gargara Emery gives the results
In kegs of 3.50 lbs.
desired.
All numbers.

The superiority

FREDERIC
Manufacturer

of

From the highest grade selected wool, light in weight ?ird
superfine in quality. Let me quote prices.

STEVENS' LIBERTY FELT WHEELS

LIQUID CORE BINDERS
Stevens' Core Oils wherever used are a synonym for Co'-c
qualities; strength, sharp edges, durability, quick bakinjr
and quick removal from casting.

Stevens' Gargara

Three Great Values:

STEVENS' SPANISH FELT WHEELS

Same as Spanish
many uses just as

Felts but a trifle coarser wool. But for
good. Reasonably cheap in price.

STEVENS' FELT-SUB WHEELS
Cost half the price of Spanish Felts and wear severaltimes
as long.
Save glue and emery. Used by stove, automobile
and brass manufacturers. One brass manufacturer says the
men prefer them to the felt wheel. He has purchased 78 of
them in a few months. One automobile manufacturer has

bought 500 from me since January
Samples of any wheels on order.

first.

Give size and numb'?r

desired.

B.

STEVENS

Foundry and Electro-Plating Supplies and Equipment

DETROIT, MICH.

Order from the nearest branch
EXPORT WAREHOUSE:

Windsor, Ont.

EASTERN SELLING AGENTS, Standard Machinery &

Supplies Co., Montree!, Quebec

CANADIAN

F

UNDRY

Interior view of Saco-Lowell Shops'

i\I

AN

new Foundry

Designed by The H. M. Lane Co. in collaboration with Lockwood, Greene

&

Co.

A MODERN FOUNDRY
In what we have accomplished lies proof of
the superiority of our service in the field of
foundry engineering.

The new foundry

of the Saco-Lowell Shops,
like our other designs and layouts, is the result of a very careful study of tlieir casting

compri«es fifty-six independent molding units, each served hy individual sand and material handling: plants.
The area of the foundry floor is 60,000
square feet, and the area of the service and
melting units is approximately 40,000 square
The above photograph illustrates
feet.
vividly the advantage of scientific study of
requirements.

It

lighting condition^, and perfect ventilation
will be secured by the use of a Pond nwf and
tlie introduction of shake-out holes in the

We
at

THE

Our reputation as foundry engineers is
upon foundations of accomplishment.
our

many

H. M.

OWEN
Office:

friends

in

the trade our

Ijuilt

To
name

with it di.stinction and a service that
unexcelled in its line to those whom we
have not yet served we point with pride to
the many foundries in diffei'ent parts of the
country which we have engineered to a succarries
is

;

cessful conclusion.

you contemplate a new foundry or an
addition to your pre.sent plant, we would
suggest that now i« a good time to have your
plans prepared, so that you will be in position to award contracts at the most opportune
If

time.

will be glad to have a representative
any time you may desire.

call to talk

things over

LANE COMPANY

Industrial Engineers and

Canadian

over the basement, thus providing a
constant flow of air in the vertical plane.
floor

Foundry

Specialists

BUILDING, DETROIT, MICH.

The FL M. Lane

Co., Ltd., LaBelle Block, Windsor, Ont.
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